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What the Public

Should Know

The Standard Trust Co.
is now ready for business in its offices in the Chamber of Com-
merce building. Stark-street entrance. No. 265-267, Portland, Ore.

Transacts a General Trust

Company Business

Acts as trustee under mortgages, trust deeds and in all

fiduciary capacities and prepares papers therefor. Certifi-

cation of bond issues by this corporation assures protection
to the public and investors and increases the market
value of bonds. It offers an absolutely safe investment in

Gold Coupon Real Estate

Certificates

based on Portland Business Property, in units of

$25.00, drawing 4 per cent interest annually, payable
every six months and cashable under contract ; in

addition, they participate in the profits. Principal and
interest absolutely safe. It deals in gilt-edge bonds.
Offers gilt-edge bonds of $1000.00 each, bearing 6 per
cent, protected by ample security and liberal sinking
fund, at $900.00 per bond. Fine fruit lands and farms
for sale. Some choice timber lands in large tracts at ridic-

ulously low prices. Acts as agent for non-residents

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

The Standard Trust Co.
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The Pacific Monthly for August

AUGUST
is the month for vacation hterature, for easy reading,

—hammock
pastime. With this in mind we shall give you next month an unusual

number of delightful stories.

Nevertheless, there is a subject of such profound and overshadowing im-

portance, and in which we feel sure every intelligent reader (what reader of The
Pacific Monthly could be otherwise), must have a deep interest. We refer to

The Rise of the Orient, and the

accompanying problems. Curious-

ly contradictory sentiments are

felt, and opinions expressed, on
this subject by leading men of the

Western world. For instance, one

great industrial captain, to whom
we wrote for an expression upon
this problem, replied gruffly that he
had nothing to say, and that he felt

it would be a good plan if every-

body else would exercise similar

discretion. Evidently he belongs
to the ostrich class of timid ones,
who think by figuratively burying
their heads in the sand and taking

cognizance of nothing, that thereby
harm will pass. Others deride the

opinion that there is anything in

the Eastern situation to worry the

people of this country ; that any
effort by America to keep abreast

of the times with a strong navy is

clearly an absurdity ;
and that the

building of Dreadnaughts by the

United States should be regarded
as an outrage upon the taxpayers
of the country. The necessity for

being prepared for a possible emer-

gency does not appeal to them,
however significant the remarkably
opposite object lessons of China
and Japan may be. Yet others, and

among them some of the most pro-
found observers in both America
and Europe, are boldly saying that

a struggle between the East and

West, on the Pacific, is inevitable,—if not tomorrow, perhaps the

day after. At any rate, there is

something too formidable about the

whole matter not to make it well worthy of careful attention ^nd deep study.

The Coming Struggle in the Far East
By Shluichlm SaUo

a prommcnt Japanese public man, business man and writer, familiar both with

America and the Orient. A notable article among the timely ones which we
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shall offer our readers next month on this important situation. Mr. Saito served
in the Japanese Parliament. Certain features in his article, which reached us

through the courtesy of the local Japanese Consulate, lend a hint of official

authority to his words. He discusses the problem of the rise of China ; com-

pares the practical and brilliant plan pursued by the Japanese for the past forty

years, and the belated efforts of their less progressive neighbors. He is pes-
simistic as to the Chinese being able to work out their own salvation ; also as

to the practicability of any joint control by the Nations, boldly asserting that

Japan alone should be allowed to take charge of the regeneration of the Yellow

Dragon Kingdom. He refers to Korea as an example of Japan's worthiness to

undertake such responsibility.

Japans Object Lesson in Korea

By, W. B. Hulbert

follows rather pat the article by Saito. Mr. Hulbert is anti-Japanese, and his

article may, or may not be, tinted slightly with prejudice. He talks of the Open
Door, showing the necessity for its maintenance in the East; charges Japan with

truly Oriental callousness in pursuing its policy in Korea, and urges the neces-

sity for joint responsibility in the East by the Nations. He asserts that Japan's
intention is to absolutely control the Orient and Oriental trade, to the exclusion

of the rest of the world.

How Aggressive Japan is Dominating the Pacific

By William T. Pmsser

sounds a note of warning to the Western commercial world. If America would
not lose every vestige of Oriental trade it must look alive at once, for Japan is

rapidly acquiring control of every avenue of trade upon the Pacific. Mr. Pros-

ser backs up his conclusions with apparently unassailable argument.

In the Birth "Year ofJapan
Sj> Peter Robertson

is a sympathetic and reminiscent account of the author's two years'_ experience
in the Japan of 18G8. In the light of what he saw, and learned of the people in

that time, many recent events are illumined. This article is illustrated with

numerous photographs in Japan forty years ago.

Chinese Absence of Feeling
By Charlton D. Perkins

a resident of Canton, China, gives many interesting instances of the well-known

fact that the Chinese are devoid of sympathy; and to this traces many of their

barbaric customs, and their almost unbelievable modes of punishment.
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The Story of the Union Pacific

(By fV. F. Bailey

is concluded in this number, and we feel safe in asserting that those who began
tile article in the July issue will turn immediately to its pages in the August
number. The tale of the privations, dangers endured and overcome, and the

Ultimate end of some of the builders of our great railroads, reads like romance.

Why the Moqui Indians Perform the Snake Dance

By, J. W. Schultz

tells an unusual and interesting story. That this strange dance is performed
each year is quite well known, but the reason for its performance, and its deep

religious significance to these dwellers of the desert, has been buried hitherto

in sacred tribal knowledge. Mr. Schultz is the author of My Life as an Indiati,

and is exceptionally qualified by his environment and experience to tell this

story, and to tell it well.

FICTION

We are not overlooking our opening sentence that "August is the month
for vacation literature." "Vacation literature" means good stories. T'irst there is :

THE BACKSLIDING OF EZEKIEL, by John Fleming Wilson, another
of Mr. Wilson's quaint

—but we have said so much about Mr. Wilson's stories

in the past, we have just this to say about this one : "Read it."

TWO MOUNDS ON THE DESERT, by Kensett Rossiter, is a strangely

moving tale of the Southwest wastes. Mr. Rossiter is a new writer, with a keen

feeling for the mystery and romance of the West, and a power of vivid descrip-
tion tliat will carry him far into the good graces of magazine readers, if he keeps
up the work he has so well begun.

THE SPIDER MAN, by Harvey Wickiiam, another new writer, is an

extraordinary story, involving the problem of inherited instincts. The story is

a bit terrible,
—as an effective presentation of the elemental usually is.

A RECRUIT FROM MONTANA, by D. E. Dermody, still another new
writer (whose story, "The Key to the Bull's Eyes," in The Pacific Monthly
for June, attracted much attention, because of its unusual quality and the inti-

mate and sympathetic knowledge displayed of life on an American naval vessel),
will be found irresistibly interesting. The literary technique and powor displayed

by this author makes him a welcome addition to The Pacific Monthly family.

The August pages will be replete with many unusual pictures, including
at least eight IVestcrn Scenes in Color; and, finally, but not last in literary

quality, there will be many examples of the virile verse, for which this maga-
zine is not without fame in its own country.



''Martin Eden" by Jack London

Beginning in the September Pacific Monthly

Jack London.
From a recent photograph by Arnold Qenthe

DOUBTLESS
the keenest joy known to the editorial soul, after receiving

and reading a great novel, is the joy of announcement of it to readers. Our

experience with Herman Whitaker's fine story,"The Settler," which was con-

cluded some months ago, taught us that no feature of a magazine is more widely

appreciated and eagerly sought than a strong serial. Ever since this, we have

been trying to get another strong novel. Some people have an impression that

the literary woods are full of unknown geniuses who can write great stories,

but that no opportunity exists for such, as the authors with the "great names"'

monopolize the field. Thousands of writers imagine that, if only they had a

chance. Fame would be theirs, too. But it seems to be the concurrence of pub-

lishing experience that a good thing is rare. If you want to be sure of securing

a masterly work, you must apply to those who have established their right to be

called masters.

In our search for a great novel, we have been impressed by the fact that
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every other publisher is seeking the same thing; the work of every masterly
author is eagerly snapped up.

We wrote to every author of note in America, setting forth our want, and

offering any price for the right thing. We found every one of them willing

enough, but the work of each had been spoken for at least a year ahead.

London, who has already contributed several short stories to The Pacific

Monthly, we scarcely hoped to reach, and did not communicate with him, as

he was out of the country, until we accidentally learned that he had just com-

pleted, and was sending from somewhere in the South Seas, the manuscript of ,

his latest novel. An urgent telegram and letter to his agent, Mrs. Ninetta

Eames, offering a good round sum for the mere privilege of reading the manu-

script, and for an option upon it for ten days, brought a prompt and favorable

reply. The manuscript came, beautifully typewritten, 142,000 words in length.

"Mr. London says you may give it for title, either 'Success' or 'Martin Eden,'
"

wrote Mrs. Eames, "and as for its character, judge for yourself."

Mr. London himself is too modest to express himself beyond the following

brief remark in a letter:

"/ do not know what you will think of this novel; I do not know what to

think of it myself. But at any rate you will Und it entirely different from any-

thing else I have done."

It is quite different from anything else Mr. London has ever done. It is

neither surcharged with the author's tendency to sociologic discussion, nor with

many of the peculiarities of manner and form found in all his other work. It

establishes the author's reputation for versatility, and will without question take

rank among the great novels of recent years.

"You must have that novel," said Charles Erskine Scott Wood, after he

had finished reading the manuscript ; "it is a great story."

But we had already telegraphed our acceptance. While Mr. London's price,

$7,000, seemed a bit heavy for a young Western magazine, we were, of course,

aware that we were getting the first-comer's bargain ; especially after receiving

a telegram from a large Eastern publisher offering $1,000 for our option.

Maybe we are a bit garrulous in gossiping thus, but really, we may be pardoned

jubilance over our new possession.

Something further as to the story? Mrs. Eames, who knows Mr. London

like a mother, says that he has woven into MARTIN EDEN a thinly disguised

picture of his own early struggles for success in literature. Somehow there is a

suggestion of Les Miscrahlcs—Jean Valjean—though of course with an entirely

dissimilar motive. Writes a critical friend whom we asked to read the manu-

script :

"Once in a generation there struggles to the light a soul nurtured in dark-

ness, but born to power irresistible. MARTIN EDEN is the portray^ of such a

soul,
—

striving, toiling, fighting for, and, in the end, winning knowledge from

ignorance, culture from degradation, and eminence from obscurity. Through
all, his guiding star is a woman of the higher sphere to which he at last attains;

but the mainstay of his success is the majesty of his strengfth, the tenacity of

his courage, and the sublimity of his purpose."
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iWashingfon College

An ideal school for girls and young women, located on a
beautiful estate of 10 acres, witliin the National Capital.
Surrounded and witliin easy reacli of tlie many and varied
educational institutions for which Washington is famed.
Cultured instructors; dellclitrul home life; reOned

associations; sIcht-seeInK systematized; social advan-
tages wholesome. I'reparatory, Certificate and College
Courses. Music, Art, Elocution. Catalogue on request.

r. DliNKFEE, President, SrdMdTSts., H.K., WMhington, D. C.

PORTLAND, OREGON

Largest, best, most thorough and up-to-date

Business College west of the Mississippi

River. Three times as many calls for help

as can filL Graduates all employed. Elach

teacher is an expert in his line and has had

actual business experience. If interested,

call or write for catalogue *G.*

I. M. WALKER, Pres. O. A. BOSSERMAN. Secy.

PORTUND
ACADEMY
Portland, Oregon

Twentieth Year Opens
SEPTEMBER 21. 1908

'X'HE Academy fits for Elastem

and Western Colleges. A
Primary and Criunmar School

under the same management
receives boys and girls as early

as the age of six and fits them
for the Academy. Well equip-

ped laboratories in the depart-
ments of Chemistry and Phys-

ics. All departments are in charge of thoroughly
qualified and experienced teachers. A Gymnasium
in chcirge of a skilled director. Field and Track Ath-
letics. A well appointed boarding hall for girls. Young
men and young women desirous of a thorough prepara-
tion for college or of a broad and thorough High School
Course are especially invited to examine the advantages
offered by this school. Catalogue sent on application.

If BRADFORD ACADEMY
FOR VOIMG WUMEK. Bradford, Mas*.

One hundred and Ji/th year. Thirty miles from 15oston.
Twenty-tlve acres of grounds. Certificate admits to Wel-
lesley, Smith, Vassar and other colleges. General course ^\
of four years and two years' course lor High School grad- f-}.
uates. Kor Catalogue and book of views, address the
Principal.

HIM LAIRA A. KNOTT, A. M.

W^

ST. HELEN'S HALL
PORTLAND : OREGON

Resident and Day School for Girls, being the Diocesan school of the Episcopal Church,

founded 1 869, placed in charge of the Sisters of St. John Baptist {Episcopal) / 904.

College Preparatory Course and General Course of Study; right of Certificate to

Wellesley College.

Collegiate Department, Music, Art, Elocution, Gymnasium.
Pleasant home life, with opportunities for general culture by concerts, lectures, excur-

sions, etc. Terms per year, $450.00. For catalogue, address

THE SISTER SUPERIOR, St. Helen's Hall

EMERSON CoUege of Oratory
WH. J. ROLKE, A. H., Litt. D., Preaident.

The largest school of Oratory, Literature

8.nd Pedagogy in America. Itaimsto de-

velop in the student a knowledge of his

own powers in expression, whether as
a creative thinker or an interpreter. A
beautiful new building. Summer ses-

sions. Graduates are sought to teach

Oratory, Physical Culture, Dramatic
Art, Literature, Pedagogy. 28th year
opens Tuesday, Sept.28th. Address

HENKT LAWKENCE SOUTHWICK, Dean
Ohlckerlnc Hall, Uuntlngton Avenue, Boston, Has*.

Edgeworth Boarding and Day School
K A|r ri!l«*1tt THE 4.6TH YEAR BCGIN8 THURSDAY OCT. 1 . 1 OOSr or uins.

^^^^ ^^ p l£feBVRE
( r,--^u

Miss E. D. HUNTLEY i
Pfn'^'P^l*

122 and 124 W. Franklin Street, - - Baltimore, Md.

Any Boy or Girl with Juai a Common
School Education can atudy

MUSIC «I WHITMAN
J CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC I

I Thorough training in all branches ; voczJ and instru- I

I menteil. Talented Instructors; delightful surroundings. I

I Most approved methods. I

^^"Send for interesting illustrated catalog
—free"^^^"

WHITMAN COLLEGE, WALLA WALLA, WASH.

In the Berkshire Hills

Miss Hall's School for Girls
Pitufield. Massachusetts MISS MIRA H. HALL, PriKipd
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/c^Othu&ar) #
TLJ\ND' OREGON
'ed^lthfulOutdoor e^xera^i

'orrectT^erztcbJ training]
Work and play are judiciously alternated all the

year 'round. Tennis and other open-air sports

afford young women of St Mary's the most perfect physical

development and happy recreation hours. The two depzirt-

ments, Academic and Collegiate, provide the most thorough

and pleasant intellectual training, while Music and Art are

given careful attention. Pupils are chaperoned to lecture and

concert halls, libraries and museums. Portland climate is

most conducive to health—young women are entered each

term from all over the West. 527 students enrolled last yeeur.

Tuition and board for entire scholastic year,

$250.00. Write for catalog. rff'^^OT^' 2

California MilitaryAcademy
Santa Monica, Lo» Angelet County, California

Strictly inilit»ry. Cnvnlry nmanlintion. PiU for collpifo or biiainofiii.

Fall torui op«n« Sept, 23, 1908. tut caUlog »ddrou tlio Suporintondoiil^
Strict

k Fall I

Mount

Ida

School

FOR GIRLS
6 inilpn from B*»Rt«>n,

AilvBllCfil, KImtlvc, OrllcrBl

CouriH^sfn Frenrh,Oeriiinii,
H iKtorjr, Utorcttiro, KukUkIi,
SpoiiUh, Italian.

Hiniin, Voirs, and Violin

with KuTKii men.
CnlinralB to Vnanar. Wollen-

l.y. Smith, Ml. HolToko,
wHIioiit <>xnn)liiu-
4 ton. (^lurKoii in wliirit

K.iiali»li i. til.- only ro-
ciiilr«Ml Hubjoft; iliplo-

niA (ivon.

IM.rjrTHATrn rATAMMi

GEORGE F.JEWETT. A, B(H«r.)

NEWTON, MASS.

Throop Polytechnic Institute
Located in Pasadena, the most bcautifal residence city in Califor-

nia. Gives a practical, modern education. Colleipe of Enrineerinx,
Normal School of Manual Training, Art and Domestic Economy.
Manual training Academy prepares for leading collects and nniver-

sities. New Campus of 20 acres. Faculty of 40, Student Body of

400. BoardinK Hall for Boys, Gymnasium, Athletic Grounds.

Expenses moderate. Send for Cataloxue.

ARTHUR HENRY CHAMBERLAIN, B.S., A.M., Acting President

Manzanita Hall ^ufo^'Jli:

For boys. Abundant outdoor life. Exceptional opportuni-

ties for culture. Prepares for Stanford or Elastem colleges.

Ideal dormitory system—three buildinss. Strong teacher*.

Catalogue. Sixteenth year opens August 25th.

Hill and 8th Sts. LOS ANGELES. CAL.

High-grade business training. Los Arigeles the finest

place on earth to attend school. Entire yeai
—begin

when ready. Potilions ttcurtJ. Write for catalogue.

¥ ¥¥¥ ¥ MILITARY
rrlLiL^ACADEMY
A Boarding and Day School for Boys. Ac^ed-
ited to all leading colleges and universities. Bojra

of any age admitted at any time. Write for lllus-

tratea Catalogue.

DR. J. W. HILL, Proprietor and Principal

PORTLAND. OREGON



WHERE TO STOP
d WHEN IN THE EAST ^^
NEW YORK, N. Y. BOSTON, MASS.

THE
NEW HOFFMAN HOUSE

MADISON SQUARE : NEW YORK
This famous hotel has been partly rebuilt and is now the finest type
of modern hotel architecture in New York. It is replete with every
innovation that can contribute to the comfort and luxurious ease of
its guests. The Hoffman house is located in the very heart of New
York, where all the life and fashion of the Metropolis center.

Illustrated booklet
with maps of New
York City and valu-
able information to

strangers viiiiting: this

city sent on receipt of
4c in stamps.
Room with use of

bath $1.50
Room with commun-

icating bath $2.50
Parlor, bedroom

and bath. .,.$5.00

Parlor, 2 bedrooms
and batb...$10 00

Service and cuisine
far famed for their
excellence,

John P. Caddagan
Managing Pirt'ftor

WHEN IN BOSTON STAY AT THE

COPLEY SQUARE HOTEL
Huntinsrton Ave., Exeter and Blagden SU.

Ten minutes' walk to
the shoppingand busi-
ness district

A high-class, modern
house, intelligent ser-

vice, moderate prices,
pleasant rooms, su-

perior cuisine.

Long distance tele-

phone in every room.
Ladies traveling alone
are assured of cour-
teous attention.

300 Rooms. 200 with
private baths.

The most centrally lo-

cated hotel for trav-
elers and visitors.

AMOS H.WHIPPLE
Proprietor

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.

DoreanHotel
(Brick Fireproof)

Ocean Front at Vermont Avenue

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.

OPEN ALL YEAR

OCEAN FRONT REFINED SURROUNDINGS

Accomodations for 350 guests, elegantly furnished, rooms and bath single or en suite.

Dining rooms and sun parlors overlooking ocean.

Elxcellent Cuisine New Grille a la America
Billiards, Shuffle Board, etc. Music. Write for Literalure. E. E. MORALL, Proprietor

GAMBOL ROOM MUSIC

NE\V YORK, N. Y. "WASHINGTON, D. C.

HOTEL
EMPIRE

Broadway;
and 63rd Street

(Lincoln Sqnare)

, _ _ NEW YORK CITY
A FamilyandTransient Hotelofthe Best Class

In the very center of everything worth while
CAFE and RESTAURANT NOTED for excellent cook-

ing, efficient service and moderate prices.
Rooms with detached bath $1.50 per day and upRooms with private bath $2.00 per day and up
t"arlor, bedroom and bath $3.50 per day and up

Send for Free GUIDE TO NEW YORK
W. JOHNSON QUINN. Proprietor

HOTEL RICHMOND
17th andH Streets : Washington, D. C.

100 Rooms, 50 Private Baths, American Pjan, $3.00
per day, upwards; with Bath, $1 additional.

European Plan,$1.50
per day, upwards;
with Bath, $1

additional
A high-class hotel, con-
ducted for your comfort.

Eemodelled, refurnished

throughout. Directly on
car line. Union Station, 20

minutes. Capitol, 20 min-
utes. Shops and Theatres,
10 minutes. Two blocks
to White House and
Executive Buildings. Op-
posite Metropolitan Club.

Summer Season July to Oct.

Wayside Inn and Cottages.
Lake Luzerne, N. Y. in the
Adirondacks. Switzerland
of America. 45 minutes
from Saratoga.

Send for Booklet.
CLIFFORD M. LEWIS, Proprietor
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THE SOCIAL AND SCENIC CENTRE
OF THE WHITE MOUNTAINS

Maplewood
HOTEL and COTTAGES

AND

Maplewood Cottage
Open June to October

Eievated Location

Dry, Invigorating Ab
Grand Mountain Viewa
Liberal Management
F.xcellent Cuisine and Service

Fresh Milk and Vegetables
from Maplewood Farm

Pure Mountain Spring Water
Modem Conveniences

No Hay Fever or Malaria

PRIVATE COTTAGES TO RENT
MAPLEWOOD

18-HOLE GOLF LINKS
Have a range of 5,300 yards, and are unsurpassed

by any in the State.

There are FOUR TENNIS COURTS and
GOOD BASE-BALL GROUNDS

on the premises.

MAPLEWOOD CASINO
Contairu Readins-room, Writing-rooms, Ladies' and
Gentlemen's Billiard and Pool Rooms, Bowling
Alleys, Souvenir Store, Spacious Ball Room and
Theatre. Open Fireplaces, Wide Balconies over-

looking Golf Links and Ball Grounds and affording
fine views of the Mountains.

AUTOMOBILES and GARAGE
Autos to rent and electricity and gasoline

supplied. Repairs.

MAPLEWOOD COTTAGE
Nearly wposite the hotel, furnishes, at moderate

cost, good accommodation for 143 guests, with an

acceptable table and all the social advantages and
lecreations of Maplewood f-iotel.

LEON H. CILLEY, Manager
6Bcscoa Street, DoMon, Man., until May fiheeoth. Latei,

Maplewood. N.H.
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HOTEL LINCOLN
AMERICAN The Tourist Hotel of Paget Sound European

SEATTLE
250 rooms. 100 with private bath. Italian Cafe, la Pergroletta. Banquet rooms. Tea rooms.
A garden on the roof 120 feet square. A veranda 120 feet long, facing the public library
WRITE FOR BOOKLET (FREE) SHOWING VIEWS OF HOTEL AND PUGET SOUND

Commonwealth Hotel
Opp. State House, Boston, Mass.

Offers rooms with hot and cold water for $1.00
per day and up ; rooms with private bath for

$1.50 per day and up; suites of two rooms
and bath for $3.00 per day and up. Weekly
rates on rooms with hot and cold water and
show^er baths, $6.00 to $9.00 ; rooms with pri-
vate baths, $9.00 to $ 1 2.00 ; suites of two rooms
and bath, $15.00 to $22.00.

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
Stone floors, nothing wood but the doors

Equipped with its own Sanitary Vacuum
Cleaning Plant.

Long Distance Telephone in Every Room.

Strictly a Temperance Hotel.

Send for Booklet.

STORER F. CRAFTS, Manager

FREMONT HOTEL
Corner 4tli and Olive Streets : Los Angeles

^.
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FOR THE TRIP

UP MOUNT SHASTA
START FROM

SissonTavern

One and a half days for

the round trip; guide,

horses and outfits fur-

nished. A delightful out

ing. Finest fishing and

hunting in season. Cali-

fornia State hatchery
on grounds of Tavern

Full information from any South-

em Pacific Agent or Sisson Tavern

YOSEMITE VALLEY

Now
Reached

By Rail

A quick, comfortable trip to the celebrated

valley. Only a few hours ride from Lxis

Angeles or San Ftancisco.

Daily Train Service
To Yosemite

Observation-parlor car service from which to

view the scenery of the picturesque Merced
River Canyon. For tickets and connection or

stop-over on through tickets see any

SOUTHERN PACIFIC or SANTA FE Agent
WKITK KDK nKS<HlITlVi; KOI.DKR

O. W. LEHMER, Traffic Manager
Merced, California

THE DANMOORE
Dan J. Moore, Proprietor Phone Main 8600

European Plan

Rates, $1.00 Per Day and Up

Portland's New Hotel
WITH GRILL

475 Washington Street, Corner Fourteenth

PORTLAND : OREGON
Hotel Moore—Clatsop Beach, Seaside, Ore. Open
all year. For information apply at The Danmoore

GO^
Make it a point to stop

with the hotels you see

advertised in The Pacific

Monthly. You 11 find

them first class in every

respect^real homes for

the traveling public.
When you register kind-

ly mention The Pacific

Monthly. WeMl appre-

ciate the favor.

Don't forgot to mt'otlon The Pacific Monthly whon dpallng with adverttsera. It will Ih> appreoiated.
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Great Actors of Old San Francisco

By Peter Robertson

(Second Paper)

ET US take our little table

in the Corner of the

Arion, in old San Fran-
cisco. The night is young ;

the smoke is not so heavy
as it will be later ;

there

are a tew unoccupied tables, but the hum
of voices grows louder, and the actors,

artists and newspapermen are gathering

rapidly. The theatres are closed ;
the

Arion's day begins. What is that ex-

citement over there? Is it a fight? See

the little man gesticulate and the cool,

calm look on the other's face. Fight !

oh, no ! It is only a dispute between an

Italian and an Englishman over the pro-
nunciation of a German word.

The figure coming in? Yes, that is

Edwin Booth ! John McCullough and

Barton Hill have brought him round,
but it is only for a minute, for Edwin
Booth is not a haunter of Bohemia. That
wonderful face ! Yes, the hair suggests
the actor strongly, and the eyes, they are

striking eyes ; yet the mouth is the mouth
of a great speaker, and, with very little

change in appearance, one might take

him for a lawyer or a statesman. And
still he looks like a player. One might
fancy this a man of firm purpose, of

decisive and persistent action. Yet
Edwin Booth in his personality was

quiet, retiring, almost listless. I do not

know how much this was due to his

family griefs and sorrows. I cannot tell

what kind of a spirit he had, when he

first made his appearance on the San
Francisco stage in the early fifties. I

only knew him personally in later years,
and then his black hair was touched with

gray and his eyes had lost some of their

fire. There was nothing in his gentle
and simple speech, his unaffected man-

ner, to indicate the power of the player
on the stage. Yet he was always a fas-

cinating study to me; the striking pro-

file, the repose, the melancholy that

sometimes one saw in his eyes, which

were the genius of introspection then ;

the shrinking modesty of the man, who
was never to be captured by fine society,

and declined to be made a hero of at

any time ;
all those things combined with

what he could do on the stage, tempted
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Photograph loaned by J. M. Hamilton.

EDWIN BOOTH, THE FOREMOST FTGDRE OF THE OLD CALIFORNIA STAGE. ABOUT 1874.
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you to wonder, to try to analyze him,

only to find yourself baffled. There! he
is gone !

Edwin Booth was more of a Califor-

nian than most of the other prominent
actors who were early known there. He
came out with his father, J. B. Booth, in

1852, and his first appearance was as

IVilford in "The Iron Chest" on July

ently without much sign of his future

eminence and, having helped to open the

first Metropolitan Theatre, in 1854, he

took a trin to Australia, by way of the

Sandwich Islands.

It was during that visit to Honolulu
that the Kanaka ate up the "poi," which
had been given him as paste to bill the

town, threw the posters into a vacant lot,

Photograph by Bradley & Riilofsoii.

"IP BISTORI HAD COME TO US DNnKRALDKI), WE SHOULD STILL H \VK
BBCOONIZED HBE AS A ORKAT ARTIST."

30th, when the old Booth opened his

engagement at the Third Jenny Lind

Theatre, as Sir Edzvord Mortimer. The
modern generation does not know the

play ; yet it was in the repertoire of all

the great actors of that old time. Edwin
Booth played many engagements at the

San Francisco Hall or Theatre, appar-

and left Edwin Booth to become his own
billsticker. He came back in May, 1855,
and took his place again 'In the ranks.
The first Metropolitan Theatre, the sec-

ond American, and the Union saw him
in many parts ; but the only things of
note recorded then, are his first essay of

"Richelieu" on May 27, 1856, and his



"NEILSEN WAS MORE POETRY THAN PASSION ON THE STAGE; MORE GRACE, SWEET-
NESS AND CHARM THAN REAL FLESH AND BLOOD.
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MES. JUDAH, FAMOUS AS THB "NDESE" TO NEILSENS "JULIET."

NOTE: Written on the back of the old photosraph from which this picture was reproduced are the foUowlnc
llneg: "To Mrs. Judah."

"The sceptre shall not depart from Judah."

Because thy sweet rendition of the ways
In which our mothers only do excel
Have wrought within our hearts a potent spell

Do we vouchsafe to thee this meed of praise.
Thy mother-motions innocently lets

Thy pure heart bare; there is no need to tell

The strange observer why we love so well
One who so naturally the mother plays.
Thy winsome manner, so replete with grace,
Seems like a holy garment draped about

The ripened fullness of thy later days;
So may sweet memories of thy simple face
Clothe the bare boards that knew thee, while the shout

Sinks, at the mention of thy name, in praise.

San Francisco, June 1879. PERCY VERB.



GREAT ACTORS OF OLD SAN FRANCISCO.

first performance of "King Lear" on

September 3rd, of the same year. He
left San Francisco for the East two days
later.

It was in 1876, that he came out of a

long- retirement and returned to his old

play-ground. The old California was in

its prime, or nearly so, and round him
were John McCullough, Tom Keene,

Harry Edwards, W. A. Mestayer, John
Wilson, Mrs. Judah, Mrs. Sounders and
a galaxy of clever people. Ellie Wilton
was the leading lady, a charming, if not
a great actress. I doubt if there ever
was such a brilliant season, such a splen-
did display of legitimate acting, in this

country, as we had during those eight
weeks of Booth's visit. He was at his best

and in his congenial and effective sur-

roundings, seemed to revel in his work.

During those eight weeks, from Sept.

4 to Oct. 28, we had "Hamlet," "Much
Ado About Nothing," "Richelieu,"

"Othello," "Richard II," "Richard III,"

"King Lear," "Don Caesar de Bazan,"
"The Fools' Revenge," "The Merchant
of Venice," "The Apostate," "Julius
Caesar," "The Stranger," "Brutus or the
Fall of Tarquin," "Lady of Lyons,"
"Macbeth," "Katherine and Petriichio"

and "Ruy Bias." Is there any wonder
that the theatre was crowded every
night, that the enthusiasm lasted from
the beginning to the end? I am not
sure that it was an unparalled exper-
ience of high legitimate acting in San
Francisco, for in the early days—^the

splendid dramatic '50s and '60s—there
was a continual series of fine actors in

great plays. But it was in itself a com-
plete course of education in the best

drama.
He paid us several visits in later

years; alone, with Lawrence Barrett and
then with Madame Modjeska, until the

last, when he and Barrett opened the
New California Theatre for Mr. Hay-
man, the only time when the enthusiasm
failed. I am afraid that, with his re-

tirement, which took place shortly there-

after, under unhappy circumstances, he
turned against San Francisco, unjustly.
When, a few years later, the Kendals

paid San Francisco a second visit and
"The Second Mrs. Tanqueray" was

thrown down, Mr. Kendal told me, in a

natural bitterness of spirit, that Edwin
Booth had warned him against us and
said "San Francisco forgets !" Nowhere
in the country was Edwin Booth held in

such deep and warm regard as in Cal-

ifornia, but his last visit was a painful

experience for all his admirers. They
could not endure to see their idol gone,

wandering Hstlessly, hopelessly through
the roles they had known him play with

such fine artistic fire, such brilliant

power. And Lawrence Barrett, too, the

trouble from which he died, painfully in

evidence, added to the discomfort. Those
who really loved Edwin Booth, could

not bear to go to the the^itre; and so

the actors missed the old enthusiasm. So

painful was it that Mr. Hayman frankly
told Mr. Barrett that for Mr. Booth's

own sake he should retire from the stage,
for a time and offered to cancel the ex-

pensive engagement and see the com-

pany indemnified. Mr. Barrett accepted ;

they played afterwards a few perform-
ances in the East; and the sad close of

Mr. Booth's public career is known. It

is pleasant to think, that he lived to

enjoy the peace of his own Players' Club

during his last days.
For my own part, I believe that Edwin

Booth was an actor of rare perfection,
I do not mean to say that in everything
he chose to play I account him first. I

wish I had never seen him act Claude

Melnotte; his Don Caesar was not gen-
uine in its abandon

;
he had not the

physical power, fine as his psychological

study was, for "King Lear," Yet one
would have thought he could have played
Claude Melnotte, for his voice was music
itself and he could make his lines, in

moments of feeling, sound like the flow-

ing brook. But he was not an actor of

sentimentality, and even in "Richelieu"

he somehow made Bulwer Lytton's lines

show up their fustian. He seemed to be

far more intellectual than Bulwer's

"Richelieu"; what must it have been,

therefore, with Claude Melnotte?
I can hardly fancy any more potent

and plastic dramatic spirit than that of

Edwin Booth, for all that. I should call

him a psychical actor, marvellous in his

interpretation of the human soul.
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Booth kept within the bounds of na-

ture, and moved and held an audience by
what is only to be called psychic force?

He never tore a passion to tatters. I

doubt if he could; his intuition was for-

ever on the keys, and played upon that

inscrutable machine, the temperament,
with absolute skill, and marvelous shad-

ing. There was nothing one could afford
to miss in Booth's acting. The rapid
changes his expression was capable of;
the keenest suffering, the highest trag-

edy, the simplest emotion, the. most in-

tense hatred, the greatest affection, the
softest tenderness, and most difficult of

all, the subtilty of vacillation, and the
most acute action of concience, all

seemed to answer to the command of
his spontaneous spirit. His voice, never
raised to a roar, could do wonders of

suggestion by intuitive regulation of
tone. It always seemed as if the real

struggle were within him, and the voice
were but an instrument which sounded
the thought with some inexplicable mag-
netism, as clearly and potently in a na-
tural tone, when rage or passion dic-
tated to it, as if it had made the rafters

ring. In those strong dramatic scenes,
in which the legitimate abounds, the ap-
plause of the audience never came to

Booth, as it did to the more robustuous

players. He was not given to tours de

force. After the climax, the applause
always began rather quietly, but as the

realization of his fine acting developed
in the audience, it grew in volume, and
reached sometimes the wildest enthu-
siasm. That is the kind of applause
which means that the acted scene is not
to be forgotten. Those thrilling and

exciting dramatic climaxes of heavier

actors, provoke the thunders, but the

excitement dies away, and the claptrap
shows through the inevitable analysis.
What was this plastic spirit that gave

and held the illusion of the character in

Edwin Booth? What made us forget
that it was acting, and carried us int6

the reality? He was very frequently

quite unaided by stage picture. I have
seen him play on scenes that bore the

prints of dirty hands of stage mechanics,
who had hauled them on and off a hun-

dred times. I have seen him play with

torn flies flapping over his head, broken

wings, and blended scenery, parts of

houses mixed up with trees that might
have passed for blasted pines. The actor

made us forget all that.

It was at the "Vic," the old "Vic" in

London, that the gallery boy made his

remonstrance
;
the last straw had broken

him. He had to voice his reproach.
"We dont hexpex hactin' ; we dont

hexpex scenery, but 'ang it all, ye might
jine yer flats!"

But sometimes they did not, even at

the Old California, "jine their flats," yet
we did not notice it when Booth played.
There are different shades of opinion

as to his different roles ; there is but

one opinion as to his greatness, in some

measure, in all he undertook. Booth was
Hamlet. Much in his temperament,
encouraged by much in his life, fitted

him for the role. He was the only Ham-
let I ever saw, whose introspection
seemed to completely and utterly absorb
him. He had the most perfect poise in

that role
;
a poise which no other Hamlet

I have seen has possessed ;
a poise which

never failed him in any part. But there

have been few, very few in the last thirty

years who have even approached him in

Hamlet. I recall Barry Sullivan's Ham-
let which impressed me with certain dig-
nified and scholarly attributes, but Barry
Sullivan always had the superior air of

the conscious-great actor. He was,
nevertheless, I think, a stronger Richard
HI than Booth. The hypocricy of Rich-

ard, nobody could do better than Booth;
but, taken altogether, I think the advan-

tage of effect in that part lay with the

Irish actor, I also recall Fechter's

Hamlet which set England talking away
back in the '60s, but I cannot accept it

as comparable with Booth's.

But Booth was lago, too. Nobody
could play that part as he did. "Othello"

gave in some respects, a chance to see

two extremes of his genius. Booth took
Othello as all a poem; he played it

altogether from the poetic side, and I

have heard him deliver the Imes in such

music, that I would like to have listened

to him read the role to Verdi's orches-

tration. Not that he sacrificed the acting
to the poetry, in the later acts; only he
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did not sacrifice the poetry to the animal

in the Moor at any time. That was one

side of him. lago was another. Who
that ever saw him, can see another lago
without recalHng the incisive, the perfect

portraiture? The ease of his gestures,
the simpHcity of his colloquial tone in

the delivery of the lines, the unfailing

accuracy of emphasis and inflection
;

again the poise that told even on his first

entrance, here was lago. The mentality
which must be in any representation of

the part, the adroitness of his insinua-

tion, the assurance of his contempt for

the Moor, the self contained satisfaction

as he saw his scheme move to success ;

and that marvelous expression of baffled

villainy, unsatisfied vindictiveness, and

impotent but burning hate at the close,

which haunts one and can never be for-

gotten !

I have before spoken of his great scene

in "The Fool's Revenge." Everybody
knows the story of "Rigoletto" today ;

though few of the new generation know
Tom Taylor's powerful play. That,

played by Booth, I consider one of the

greatest pieces of acting possible and
one of the greatest characters on the

stage. Booth made more out of Julius

Caesar than anybody else ; and his Cas-

sius was an admirable performance, al-

though Lawrence Barrett, by virtue of

special adaptability, stood well up beside

him in that role. Brutus was a study,

sincere, natural, entirely free from any
aflFected assumption of stalwartness ;

but

Marc Antony suffered, in the estimation

of the general audience, though not those

who appreciate the finer value of Shake-

speare's irony, through Booth's unswerv-

ing adhesion to the artistic and his aver-

sion to claptrap. High in the rank of

artistic performances I place Richard II,

Pescara in "The Apostate" and Brutus
in "The Fall of Tarquin," while his Sir
Giles Overreach in "A New Way to Pay
Old Debts" proved his skill in character
roles.

To sum up Edwin Booth, I only know
that beside my recollections of his act-

ing, the playing of the present time is for

the most part empty and unprofitable.

Shakespeare has practically returned
once more to the library, even if Richard

Mansfield and lesser lights still keep
some of his characters before the think-

ing public. Booth was an actor for all

time. Could he be reincarnated a cen-

tury hence, he would be as much of that

period as he was of ours. And yet my
most vivid recollection of Edwin Booth,

personally, is as I saw him in Lawrence
Barrett's dressing room, sitting on a

trunk, dressed in a Roman toga, smok-

ing a pipe.

That old California Company which

gave such splendid support to Booth,
could play anything. They were ready,
no matter what star came along, and if

nothing else could be done, they could

give an old comedy or a strong legiti-

mate play by themselves. I have known

they to play a piece they never saw, with-

out a rehearsal at all, and no one in the

audience could tell they had not been

thoroughly drilled in it. I remember
one night after the production of a new
farce, Charles Bishop, one of the great-
est low comedians we ever had, asking
me :

"What was that farce about anyway?"
"You should know," I said; "you

played in it."

"Oh, I only know what I had to do
with it."

I have seen them support even Little

Nell, the Cahfornia Diamond ;
but that

was only under violent protest. The
best burlesque acting I remember was
done by Tom Keene, who afterwards be-

came a star tragedian. Bill Mestayer and
Alice Harrison in "A Trip to the Moon."
I think it was John McCullough who,
asked if he thought Hamlet was mad, re-

plied : "Well, in strictest confidence, I

believe if the liver pills in Denmark had
been up to the advertisement, the Eng-
lish stage would be without its greatest
character."

They were not by any means so strict-

ly devoted to art that they could not

"gag" and play pranks, even with

Shakespeare, but the audience rarely

knew what was going on. Actors can

do those things without being found out

by the house. Even Booth was not al-

ways above being waggish on the stage.

When he played Kitig Lear, and Ellie
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Wilton was Cordelia. I met Miss Wil-
ton—I think it was Miss Wilton—the

day after the performance. I spoke of

the pitifully pathetic scene where, kneel-

ing over Cordelia, Lear utters that touch-

ing cry:

"Cordelia, Cordelia, stay a little!"

"Yes," she said, "it was affecting, I

dare say, but all the time Mr. Booth was

deliberately tugging at the rope around

my throat, and almost choking me."
The first comedian of the old Califor-

nia was John T. Raymond. He played
Graves in the opening performance of

"Money." I don't think he stayed very
long. Like all comedians he had a secret

idea he could play tragedy; and, for his

benefit he selected "Richard III" There
is no doubt that Raymond contemplated
a serious attempt at the role, but the

company had a different view. Raymond
began quite earnestly, but it was not long
before the entire performance became so

funny that Raymond himself fell in with
the spirit of it and lent all his humor to

the burlesque of Richard. When Richard
was killed, they brought in a pile of

straw and carefully placed it under him,
and Raymond wiggled out of his stage
life with fearful and wonderful spasms.
How gravely and seriously critics take

the actor; and if they dont, the actors

object to their flippancy ! How much
the critic has found in the player that

the player himself never dreamt of, and
how much annoyance the player has felt

when the critic has passed quite un-

noticed some brilliant idea which seemed
to him genius. But underneath the art,

what funny things sometimes go on ! I

do not remember what cast there was of

"Julius Caesar" on the night that every
conspirator who entered, as he shook
hands with Brutus, left something in

that noble Roman's hand, from a cold

potato to a piece of fly paper.

What name is that I hear from that
other table? Ristori? Oh yes; she has
left a memory too.

I fancy Adelaide Ristori brought her

own company when she came to Ma-
guirc's New Theatre in 1875. It was
before my time. How did she happen to

come so far West ? The West was better

known in Italy in those days, as indeed,
it is now, than the East. I suppose those

Italian opera singers
—

they began com-

ing to San Francisco about 1851 and
there have been few years when there

was not an Italian opera company going
ever since—told her of California. They
had reason to like it; they won not only

applause and money, but the enthusiastic

public gave them medals and jewels as

well. On one occasion Signorina Bram-
billa was presented with jewelry cost-

ing $1500 at her benefit. Ristori came
out a second time in 1885. It was then
I saw her. The years had told upon her ;

she had grown heavy. The public seemed
to think so too, for I remember De Vivo,
her agent, the incarnation of the Italian

impresario, jumping up and down on
his toes gesticulating with his head, his

arms, his hands, his keen eyes glittering
and even his sharp, curved nose quiver-

ing as he shrieked with his Italian ac-

cent:

"She is old, they say. They can say

nothing else. She is old! Art never

grows old ! In Italy we know that and
we worship Adelaide Ristori."

They did worship her. When she died,
not long ago, they showed they did. It

was a fit recognition of the value of a

great artist, and something of an object
lesson to us. Yet to strangers of a dif-

ferent race particularly, age in the artist

must militate against the enjoyment of

the art.

No one could help appreciating Ris-

tori's art; but the question of enjoyment"
of it was different. I have flashing
memories of her in Queen Elisabeth,
in Lucresia Borgia, in Medea, in

Lady Macbeth. On the stage Queen
Elizabeth has always been an uncer-

tain age, and so maturity did not so

much effect the impersonation. I can

recall the transitions from the woman to

the Queen, and from the Queen to the

woman, the jealousy, rage, vanity, pride
and dignity, in full sway and wounded,

vacillation, weakness, that gained every-

thing of dramatic effect from an Italian

temperament played upon by the instinc-

tive skill of an artist.

Sometimes when I think about it, I

can recall a thrill of Lucresia Borgia;
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in fact, although I have seen some others

she is the only impression I have of that

dramatic character. In the classic

Medea, she showed something of the

spirit of high tragedy which animated
the Greeks, who made poetry and drama
out of everything; made men of Gods
without losing their God-head

; and Gods
of Men without losing their humanity.
We have had no actors in my time who
could play Medea in English.

I sometimes see Ristori as Lady Mac-
beth, a strong vigorous, dominating
woman, of fiery ambition who might well

take even the murder out of Macheth's
hands. That was the prevailing tone in

that school of acting, but Ristori had

subtlety too, and was tragic in her

womanliness, when the strong nature
broke down, and torturing conscience

came out in her sleep-walking scene. I

do not remember her Mary Stuart; and
I have but a vague recollection of Marie
Antoinette. I only know that if Ristori

had come to us unheralded—her fame
was world wide long before—we should
still have recognized her as a great
artist.

That picture? That is Neilson.

No greater contrast could have been
than that between Ristori, who won the

favor of those who worship art for art's

sake and Adelaide Neilson who won
everybody, with little art at all. She had
less honor in her own England, where
she was born Elizabeth Ann Brown. Do
not smile! Lillian Adelaide Neilson was
a far more appropriate name for her;
she lived up to it; and wore it with
honor. I suppose it has to be conceded
that Neilson was the most attractive and
successful Juliet the American stage has
seen. She was a charming Viola, the

best Amy Robsart, a delightful Imogen,
a sprightly and bewitching Rosalind, and
one of the most endurable Paulines.
How could she be all that with little art

at all? Nature had made her adaptable,
had given her great intelligence, and
loaded her with charms. Her face was
beautiful, her expression infinitely sweet,

womanly and winning, her voice musical
to a degree, and she poured magnetism
out from her eyes, her lips, her hair, from

all her movements, which were grace
itself, even if they were not with(nit af-

fectation. It was said that John Rvder,
the celebrated London teacher, had in-

stilled into her every line of the parts,

and every movement of the business;
much as David Belasco has created the

actress, Mrs. Leslie Carter. Since I have
seen that last example of Svengalism, I

have come to believe it can be done. But
Neilson was herself responsible for her

success. There was no resisting her on
the stage ;

men adored her
;
women were

quite as enthusiastic admirers. Indeed, I

know many still who will be ready to

take up arms against me for speaking
lightly of Neilson's art. Her art lay in

doing and trying to do, nothing beyond
her powers ; and in the application of

every charm and talent she had to a

rounded and harmonious performance.
In this she may have been aided by Mr.

Ryder's tuition, but certainly the charm
and ease and grace of her performance
overcame criticism. With an impersona-
tion so delightful, it was hypercriticism
to analyze too deeply.

She was surely the most poetic Juliet;
her voice made poetry out of the most

prose speeches; and what could it not
do with the Balcony scene and the Po-
tion scene? It was just there that analy-
sis of the acting had to pause. For
Neilson was more poetry than passion
on the stage; more grace, sweetness and
charm than real flesh and blood. It did

not matter. For such a Juliet every
man would have been a Romeo if he

could, and risked the family feud with-

out hesitation. She was pitied as no
other Juliet; they wept salt tears over

her. Were this all of Shakespeare's
Jidiet, then perfection were the only
word. There may be more in it, but

that combination of so many charms has

been achieved so rarely, let us credit it to

Neilson, whether it was art, nature, or

skillful training of intelligence, added to

charming personal gifts.

Her Viola was to me, not any more

charming but more satisfying. She more

nearly reached the full value of the role,

for which her equipment was amply suf-

ficient. Her Amy Robsart had some-

thing of sincerity and naturalness, which
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made it superior to any, even to the im-

personations of those actresses who had

developed through years of training.
Her Pauline was not, perhaps, as much
to her credit. It needs a woman of old-

fashioned experience on the stage to

save Pauline from bathos, though every
debutante thinks it is not only an easy
but a great role.

Neilson's fame had been, apparently,

great before she came to California, in

March 1874, for the opening house was

$2200, according to the record, and in a

four weeks' season, her share was $17,-

500. She came back again to the Cal-

ifornia in 1877 ^"d she was as wildly

popular as before. A third time she

returned, in 1880, and played an en-

gagement at the Baldwin Theatre which
was renewed twice, lasting altogether
from June 8 to July 17. Her last

appearance on any stage was on that

evening. I remember that the closing

nights were all ovations. She left then

for Europe and died sadly in the suburbs
of Paris. She was but thirty-one years
of age then.

When we speak of Neilson's Juliet,

we cannot help remembering Mrs. Judah.
Her record would mean the history of

our theatres ;
for she had played young

and old women, in them all. I saw
Mrs. Judah seldom, because, though she

was a member of the Old California

Company practically through its whole

career, she appeared only occasionally in

the later years. I have heard much of

her many fine performances but Mrs.

Judah's fame rests, with the later thea-

tregoers, on her playing of the nurse in

"Romeo and Juliet." She shared the

honors with Neilson in that play, and
Neilson's personal afTection for Mrs.

Judah and the old lady's deep interest

in the younger woman, made those

scenes between them, invariably one of

the special features of the performance.
Indeed Mrs. Judah's Nurse was the per-
fection of the privileges of ancient ser-

vice, with a subtle but obvious dread of

her master and mistress, a combination
of keen enjoyment of the intrigue, with

a hardly less keen suggestion of the

greed of its rewards, the gushing affec-

tion over Juliet, which, without being
hypocritical, was yet shrewdly backed by
self interest, all those, demonstrated in

tone, in by-play, and in infinite little

old-womanly details, made the Nurse
sufficient of itself for a niche in the

Temple of Fame for Mrs. Judah.
Once again the silence falls on the

Arion, only two or three whose voices

you cannot hear, remain at the tables.

Now they wander away too, and the

Arion's lights go out one by one. Let

us go!



Marta of Milrone

(A Simple American Border Ballad of the Southwest)

By Herman Scheffauer

T shot him where the Rio flows ;

1 shot him when the moon arose,

And where he lies the vulture knows

Along the Tinto River.

In schools of Eastern cities pale,

My cloistered flesh began to fail;

They bore me where the deserts quail
To winds from out the sun.

I looked upon the land and sky,
Nor hoped to live, nor feared to die.

And from my hollow breast a sigh
Fell o'er the burning waste.

But strong I grew and tall I grew ;

I drank the region's balm and dew,—
It made me lithe in limb and thew—
How swift I rode and ran !

How oft it was my joy to ride

Over the sand-blown ocean wide,

While, ever smiling, at my side

Rode Marta of Milrone.

A flood of horned heads before.

The trampled thunder, smoke and roar

Of full four thousand hoofs or more—
A cloud, a sea, a storm !
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.O wonderful the desert gleamed
As, man and maid, we spoke and dreamed

Of Love-in-Life till white wastes seemed

Like plains of Paradise.

Her eyes with Love's great magic shone,—
"Be mine, O Marta of Milrone,—
Your hand, your heart be all my own!"
Her lips made sweet response:

"I love you,
—

yes, for you are he

Who from the East should come to me-

And I have waited long!" O, we
Were happy as the sun.

There came upon a hopeless quest,
With hell and hatred in his breast,

A stranger who his love confest

To Marta long in vain.

To me she spake : "O chosen mate,
His eyes are terrible with fate,

—
I fear his love, I fear his hate—

I fear some looming ill !"

Then to the church we twain did ride
;

I kissed her as she rode beside.

How fair !
—how passing fair my bride

With gold combs in her hair.

Before the Spanish priest we stood

Of San Gregorio's Brotherhood—
A shot rang out !

—and in her blood

My blue-eyed darling lay.

O God ! T carried her beside

The Virgin's altar where she cried,—
Smiling upon me ere she died,—

"Adieu, my love, adieu !"

I knelt before Saint Mary's shrftie.

And held my dead one's hand in mine,

"Vengeance!" I cried, "O Lord, be Thine,
But I Thy minister 1"
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I kissed her thrice and sealed my vow,—
Her eyes, her sea-cold lips and brow,—
"Farewell ! my heart is dying now,
O Marta of Milrone!"

Then swift upon" my steed I leapt ;

My streaming eyes the desert swept;
I saw the accursed where he crept

Against the blood-red sun.

I galloped straight upon his track,
And nevermore my eyes looked back ;

The world was barred with red and black
;

My heart was flaming coal.

Through the delirious twilight dim
And the blank night I followed him

;

Hills did we cross and rivers swim,—
My fleet-foot horse and I.

The morn burst red, a gory wound.
O'er iron hills and savage ground.
And there was never another sound
Save the beat of horse's hoofs.

Unto the murderer's ear they said :

"Thou 'rt of the dead—thou 'rt of the dead!'

Still on his stallion black he fled

While Death spurred on behind.

Fiery dust from the blasted plain.
Burnt like lava in every vein,

But I rode on with steady rein,

Though the fierce sand-devils spun.

Then to a sullen land we came
Whose earth was brass, whose sky was flame;
I made it balm with her blessed name

In the Land of Mexico.

With gasp and groan my poor horse fell-

Last of all things that loved me well !
—

I turned my head—a smoking shell

Veiled me his dving throes.
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But fast on veng-eful foot was I
;

His steed fell too, and was left to die;

He fled where a river's channel dry
Made way to the rolling stream.

Red as my rage the huge sun sank
;

My foe bent low on the river's bank,
And deep of the kindly flood he drank

While the giant stars broke forth.

Then face to face and man to man,
I fought him where the river ran,

Where the trembling palm held up its fan

And the emerald serpents lay.

The mad, remorseless bullets broke
From, tongues of flame in the sulphur-smoke
The air was rent till the desert spoke
To the echoing hills afar.

Hot from his lips the curses burst
;
—

He fell !
—the sands were slaked of thirst ;

A stream in the stream ran dark at first,

And the stones grew red as hearts.

I shot him where the Rio flows ;

I shot him when the moon arose.

And where he lies the vulture knows
Alonsr the Tinto River.

But where she lies to none is known
Save my poor heart and a lonely stone

On which I sit and weep alone

Where the cactus-stars are white.

Where I shall lie—no man can say,
The flowers all are fallen away;
The desert is so drear and gray,
O Marta of Milrone!



The Man Kind
Charles B. Clark, Jr.

TIEN I first blowed into

this country I came from

my dad's wheat farm up
north, so I did n't know

., a whole lot about cattle as

l^they run them here. Pink

got here about the same time but he
come of old Texas-longhorn stock. His
folks have been cattle people ever since

the Alamo and he's as proud of it as if

they'd been dukes or something. Him
and me sort of stuck from the first and
he learnt me most of the million-and-one

little things that a real cow-man ought
to know. He was always kind, but I

was so ignorant that he rather looked
down on me till one happy day when I

managed to ride a hawse that had just
throwed him nearly as high as the noon
sun. That made me his social equal, as

you might say, and we begun to culti-

vate our acquaintance on an equal footin'.

After that we got to be friends,
—real

friends, mind you. That word, "friend,"
is the best one in the dictionary, but it's

misused 'most as much as the name of

the Lord. A man has plenty of acquaint-
ances and horrah pardners, but he dont

have more than two or three friends in

his life. Did you ever have one?—
you're lucky. Pink and me were friends.

We throwed in together on most every-

thing,
—from our socks to our society,

and there were never no books kep' be-

tween us. What belonged to one be-

longed to both, wliether it was money,
fun, work or a shootin' grudge.
We were young, then, and sometimes

we'd take a notion it was our night to

howl. We used to put up some right

lively howls, too, but we always made a

duet of it, which was a good scheme be-

cause one of us would generally be sober

enough to keep the other from doin' any-

thing real indecorous. Then, one time I

was pretty sick. About all I can remem-

ber of it is feelin' Pink's old, iron arm
turnin' me between the hot blankets and
hearin' his soft southern lingo, comin'
like scraps of guitar music, among the

noises the fever devils were makin' in

my head. On the night when I first

come out of it and spoke to him sensible,

his eyes went wet and he abused me in a

voice that was about as steady as a

burro's. You see how it was. We were

friends, and it was good. The boys got
to callin' vis "the twins" and it did n't

seem as if man or devil could have sep-
arated us. It was about that time that

the girl come along,
—and she done it

easy.
We met her one night at a dance in

town. She was a little girl,
—one of the

kind that looks up at you ; one of the

dainty, lacey kind ;
one of the kind that

makes you feel about as light and grace-
ful as a hobbled elephant. Do you get
her?—well, that was her. When that

kind of a girl tries a throw at a man
that's used to a rough-and-tumble life,

she generally forefoots him and lands

him plumb on his head. It was that Avay
with Pink and me. We were both as

good as hog-tied before the "Home Sweet
Home." Of course it was n't sensible,

but who ever used any sense in that line

of business?

We rode home pretty quiet that night
and when we did talk we dodged the

girl. Her name did n't set easy on my
tongue, some way. We talked about her

some in the next few days and praised
her up in a casual way but after we'd

gone to one more dance we. cut her out

of our private conversations. Yet, even

when we never mentioned her, we both

knowed she was there,—a pretty little

blue-eyed ghost that flew between our

stirrups, chillin' off our talk and makin'

us look anywhere but at each other.

Pretty soon we quit workin' together
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and even took to goin' separate to the

dances that we never missed. The boys
caught on and, for devilment, they
packed a few Hes between us that did n't

help matters much. So things run on
for a month or two, till one night, when
I was dancin' with her, I glanced over in

the corner and seen Pink hatin' me out

of his eyes. It was the first time I'd

ever seen Pink look at me that way and
it struck me like a bullet-shock that our

pardnership was only a mark on the

back trail and we were plumb enemies.

Funny what a lovestruck man will do,

aint it? I've often thought about that

time and wondered just how it happened.
You see. Pink was a southerner and

naturally hot-headed and jealous and I—
well, I was a young man. Come to

think of it, I guess breed and range dont
count for much in a case of that kind.

A President in love would be about as

foolish as a peon in the same fix, dont

you reckon ? I was a fool, all right, and
I knowed it part of the time. In the

long days at work on the range, the girl
was always in my head. Generally she

crowded out everything else and I was

•happy, but sometimes I'd get to thinkin*

of the uncertainty of her and feelin' kind
of homesick for Pink and then I knowed
I'd acted like the old-time Injun, who
traded his only blanket for a mouth
organ in the month of December.

But such feelin's were only for long
rides, when I had plenty of time to think.

Let me get back to the ranch at night
and hear Pink's voice out among the

corrals, singin' "A Home on the Range"
in a way that made me know he was
thinkin' of her, and I'd stiflfen with a

sort of dumb hate, like a bad hawse does,
sometimes, when you put your foot in

the stirrup. Let me watch him ridin' off

to town in his best clo'es and notice what
a well-built, proud-headed man he was,
and I'd hate him for his good looks as

much as I used to like him for 'em. And
then, 'specially, let me be in town, with
her hand on my arm and her eyes laugh-
in' up from 'bout the level of my shoul-
der and—w'y, right then a thousand

snapped pardnerships would n't have
bothered me any more than a torn cig-
arette paper. Lookin' back, it always

seems as if I was drunk on them occa-

sions and mebbe I was, though not with

any common, mortal brand of booze.

And the girl?
—she played the usual

game. She treated us both nice, but

managed to keep just out of ropin' dis-

tance of us. There were other fellers,
—

town boys,
—but she seemed to favor

Pink and me, and for a matter of three

months, she kep' things balanced so close

between us that the boys begun to bet

on it, as if 'twas a hawse race. It was
a treat to her to know that two men
were filin' down their triggers for each

other on her account and she strung out

the enjoyment as long as possible, like

every girl has a right to. Did you ever

think that old Mother Eve's courtin'

must have been an awful dry affair? I

reckon she was glad to have even the

snake call aroimd now and then, just
for variety.
So the whole winter passed, the calves

begun to come, the mockin' birds tuned

up in the mesquite and yet our three-

corriered game had n't reached a show-
down. Come roundup time. Pink rolled

his bed separate from mine—the first

time he'd ever done it. Some way, that

roundup is the miserablest time I can

remember. Workin' my hardest all day
and tired and dirty at night, with mebbe
a guard to ride, town might as well have

been in Montana for any chance I had
of gettin' there. I was lonesome. I

knowed all the boys and they were good
boys, too, but one was a liar and another

was a fool and—well, none of them was

Pink, my friend. During the two weeks
that we swung south to the line, I run
down more comp'ny hawses than I was
worth and the color of my langwidge
was pretty flarey, even for a cowpuncher.
I'd see Pink often in the dust of the

works, but we never spoke except on
business and then as short as we could

cut it. At night I'd lay around the

wagon and smoke lonesome awhile and
then crawl into my lonesome blankets

with something that was n't a prayer. It

was all so rank unnatural that I was dis-

gusted with everything on earth except
the girl, and even she seemed pretty

dreamy and far away.
One day, after we'd worked back to
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the mountains, we jumped a bunch of

hill cattle, the kind that water at moun-
tain springs and dont see a man twice a

year. They were pretty spicy and it

was a good deal like tryin' to herd a
bunch of jack-rabbits. They split and
doubled back on their trail at every
chance and, at one of these times, it came

my chance to head some of them off from
runnin' down a draw. I was ridin' the

out-pitchin'est hawse in the remuda, an

ignorant, bronc' thing that did n't know

anything but runnin', but he knowed that

well and I let him show it off as I

drifted down the rim of the draw, till I

was ahead of my cattle, and then swung
to the left, down the hill.

I was goin' pretty lively, so, when my
hawse stumbled, I was throwed a good
deal further than I'd ask you to believe.

I lit in the middle of the sand-wash, so

I was n't hurt in the body, but, when I

raised on my elbow, my feelin's were
wounded to see that fool bronc scramble

to his feet and go off down the draw with

my saddle. There was nothin' for me to

do but spit the sand out of my mouth
and watch him out of sight, with what

appropriate words I could think up on
the spur of the moment. When the bene-

diction was over I looked around and
found the usual third installment of a

run of bad luck.

I had headed off my cattle all right,
and they were standin' thirty yards away,
all starin' at me with the look of big-

eyed, big-eared astonishment that cattle

always put on when they see a man with-

out a hawse. In front of the bunch was
a steer that I knowed—"alas, too well,"
as the poet says. He was a big, red

scoundrel with a broken horn and a wide

reputation and he looked at me with a

glad light in his eye. When I spied him,
he was busy, shakin' his head, hookin'

sand over his back and goin' through all

the motions of gettin' real indignant. By
the time I got to my feet he finished the

ceremony with a solo and started for me
like a delayed stock-train.

I slapped my hand down to my hip
and then remembered that I did n't have

my six-shooter. It aint customary here,
to pack guns on the general works be-

cause, with so many men together and

mebbe some whiskey, six-shooters might
cause accidents and leave the outfit short-

handed. It 's a sensible rule, all right,

but as I looked at that landslide of beef

comin' at me, I wished it had never been

thought of. If I'd been a man in a

book, I might have done something
brave and scientific to that steer—hypno-
tized him or played tag with him like

the toreros do, south of the line. But I

was a common man in workin' clothes,

so I done what come most natural ;

—I

turned and high-tailed it down the draw
for a promisin' mesquite tree.

Boots and leggin's are a mighty poor
costume for foot racin' and I realized it

before I'd gone far. It did n't seem likely

that any of the boys were in hearin' but

I used all my spare breath to yell for

help in about seven octaves and I aint

ashamed to own it. I did n't look back

but I could hear the hoofs gainin' so fast

that I could n't mistake who was goin' to

win the race. It 's always bad for a

young man to die, but for a man of my
experience and reputation to be stomped
and prodded to death by a long-legged,
ten-dollar steer— well, that was a case

of losin' both life and honor, and it was
bitter. I'd just about reached the givin'

up point when I "lifted up my eyes," as

the Bible says, and saw what was a fair

substitute for an angel.
It was Pink. He was driftin' up i'.:e

draw as if he was comin' to a hangin'
and his loop was circlin' slow and careful

'round his head. It was all over in a

second. By this time the steer was so

close to me that there was n't any time

for science. I glimpsed Pink skin his

teeth ; then he whipped by me so dose
that his stirrup caught my arm and bcnt

me spinnin' and, in spite of all I could

do, I fell in a heap. As I rolled over

in the sand, the steer r'ared above me, his

head jerked back over his shoulder with

an ugly pop and then he crashed down
beside me with his neck broke. As I

said, there had n't been time for science,

and Pink was unlucky enough to be

caught sideways by that tremendous rope

jerk, so, the next thing I seen, after the

steer fell, was man and hawse, both

down in the sand and mixed up pretty
intimate. But Pink was an old timer
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and pretty soon he crawled out of the

dust-cloud, winked once or twice and
swore in a good, hearty way that showed
he was still pretty healthy. He got up
and came over toward me and, when he

reached the steer's carcass, he shook him-
self and lookin' down at me, he laughed,
like he always does after some particular

piece of devilment.

"Heyll !" he says, puttin' his south-

ern stretch on that snappy, old word,

"Heyll! man—"
Then he stopped sudden and the good*

nature went out of his face. For one
minute of strain and sweat and fight
we'd forgot to hate each other and the

old times had come back, but now he
remembered that we was n't friends no
more. We stared at each other sort of

queer and then—"Are you hurt any?" he

says, as if to a stranger.
I felt awkward. If he'd been my

friend I would n't have thought of thank-
in' him for his favor but bein' my enemy,
I felt obliged to, and it's a job to thank
an enemy for your life.

"No," I says, finally, "I aint hurt—
thanks to you. I'm obliged, Pink. That—that was a sure fine thing you done."
He didn't answer—just shrugged his

shoulders in that Mexican way that may
mean anything, from everything to

nothin', and turned away. He went
over to the hawse and straightened his

saddle; then he took the rope off of the

steer's horns and coiled it up. I crawled
over and sat on the steer, sort of gath-
erin' myself up and watchin' my enemy.
I was n't hatin' him much. I wanted to

run to him, grab him by the shoulders,
shake him and throw him a string of the

good, old, friendly insults, but I could n't

quite do it. There was still the girl,

though she seemed dirn and far away.
When he got his rope fixed he turned

and looked at me.
"You look some sorry," he said, in his

stranger way. "If you feel bad, you'd
better take my hawse, for the chuck-

wagon's nigh three mile off."

"Naw," I says, "I'm all right. You
go on with your ridin'."

He looked his hawse up and down and
led him a few steps and then said : "Well,
come on if you're goin' to walk in."

"Aint you goin' to ride?" I says, sur-

prised.

"No," he answers, startin' off; "this

hawse has—has strained himse'f some
and he aint a comp'ny hawse. He's my
own."
As I got up and hobbled after him I

could see that the hawse was all right
and I studied some to make out why
Pink should lie and walk three miles

when he did n't have to do either. That
was a long, hard trip. I was tired and
sore and not used to walkin' but the

worst of my troubles was the man that

trudged beside me. We did n't say
nothin'. What could we? I kep' my
eyes in the sand mostly, but sometimes
I could n't help lookin' at him. Once or

twice our eyes caught each other and
then we'd look straight ahead for a long
while. He was so natural, so homelike,
from the tall-crowned Stetson, pulled
low over his old, sun-wrinkled eyes, to

the set of the boots on them small feet

he's so proud of, and yet he was a

stranger to me, and worse. It seemed
outlandish for us two, of all men, to be

drillin' along in that unsociable way with

only the "clink-clank" of our spurs for

comp'ny. I kep' thinkin' of all we'd

been to each other, all we'd been through

together, and found myself gettin' mad
to think a girl's ridic'lous, little, pinkey-
white hand could shove in and push us

so far apart. And right then the girl

seemed awful far away.
When we got to camp the boys all

hoorahed us about comin' in afoot, but,

beyond reportin' our mishap to the range

boss, we did n't have much to say. After

supper we all sat around a fire and

smoked as usual, the other boys tellin'

what they'd seen and done but Pink and

me keepin' quiet and, now and then

catchin' each others eyes across the blaze.

"I seen some folks on the road today,"

says one of the boys, "and they told me
there was a Mexican killed his brother in

town last night."
"What was it about?" says somebody.

"Woman, I think," says the first.

Pink's eyes shot across the fire, square
into mine and he growls out: "Fools!

Men are all the time doin' that trick. I'll

tell you about me ;
I'll fight for a woman
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quick enough if she needs my he'p but

when you catch me fightin' over one, I'll

sho' be sleep-walkin'."
"You bet!" says I, speakin' up quick.

"There aint a woman on earth that's

worth that."

The other boys took up the question
and begun to lie about all the woman
troubles they'd had, but Pink and me sat

quiet, lookin' first at the fire and then at

each other and tryin' to read each other's

minds. And the girl seemed further

away than ever.

By-and-by the boys dropped away till

only the two of us was left, sittin' cross-

legged by the fire, like a couple of Chi-

nese gods, smokin' and blinkin' at the

coals without a word.
"It's cold tonight," says I at last, to

sort of ease the strain.

"Yes," he says, lookin' up and tryin'

to speak offhand, "it'll be right chilly by
mornin'. Dont you reckon we'd better

th'ow our beds together again?"
"That would be a pretty good scheme,"

says I, as ca m as a horned toad.

We went off into the dark and made
down our bed together, like we used to

do, and then pulled off our boots and
rolled in. I laid still for quite a while,
thinkin' of a whole lot of things and
feelin' uncomfortable. Pretty soon he

says : "Ed, are you asleep ?"

"No," I answers frankly, "I aint."

He raised on his elbow so I could see

his head against the sky. "Ed," he says,
"I've been thinkin' of this girl business.

You're more her style than me and—and
I reckon I was broke to drive single any-
way. If you want her you go ahead and
take her and—and for God's sake let's

quit our foolishness!"

Think of it !
—after what he'd done for

me already that day. I never quite

knowed Pink's caliber till then. I felt

like a twenty-two short beside him. I

was as 'shamed as if I'd been caught
herdin' goats and yet as happy as if I

owned the world. The songs of the boys
out on night guard seemed to swell up
into a full-sized church anthem and the

girl was far, far away—as far away as

the dainty silver glitter of the stars and
about as desirable.

"W'y, you old outlaw," says I sort of

chokey. "I need you more than I do the

best woman that ever happened."
Then his hand found mine under the

blanket and he gripped my fingers till

they felt as if they were caught between
the rope and the saddle-horn, with a

two-year-old in the loop. Then he just

says : "Damn yo' old Dakota heart !"

Them were his only words, but words !—what's words? The same words can

be either sunshine or three-pronged
lightnin'. Them words of Pink's were a

lovesong, that's what they were, as true

a lovesong as I ever heard.

So that was the way Pink and me lost

our—our love, years ago—for we never
went back to her and she married a man
from Los that fall. We lost our true-

love, as the song says, but we won an-

other thing, the thing we'd had before

and the thing we've had ever since. I

dont know just what you'd call it—a

thing that's as ordinary as sunshine, with
no particular heat about it, but a mighty
steady, even warmth

;
a thing that needs

no kisses nor soft words to make itself

felt, and will keep without bein' pickled
in promises. It's as unnoticeable as the

air, but just about as needful to me, as

plain as bread, yet as sweet as honey,
as tender as the first grass, yet as strong
as rawhide. Would they call it "love"

d'you reckon?
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PAAHWOKE-IT.

An Ornithologist's Paradise

William Leon Dawson

VRADISE, the Paradise,

requires, of course, no

qualifying adjectives, be-

cause it must comprehend
all joys conceivable, from

bacteriological to arch-

angelical ; but paradise with a small "p,"
an earthly paradise, must always confess
in the first breath its particular claim

upon attention. And no one, I suppose,
would seriously propound this title for

a half-naked and wind-swept rock in the
Pacific Ocean, unless he happened to be
an ornithologist

—
well, yes

—or a pho-
tographer. But given birds, and plenty
of them

; birds, and a battery of cameras
to bombard them withal,—the rest is

mere detail. Paradise is assured.

Habaaht-aylch (lit. tree-crowned, in

the Chimikuan tongue), which also

boasts the chart name of Carroll Islet, is

a bird rock lying between two and three

miles ofif shore and some forty miles

south of Cape Flattery. As it is one of

the most distant, it is also the most lofty

member of that scattering island fringe

along the western coast of Washington,
which we have called the Olympiades.

Although to the distant eye a mere knob
of sandstone of a few acres extsr.t, the

chisel of time has so curiously wrought
upon it that it meets the varied require-
ments of all but one of the twelve species
of sea birds known to haunt our coasts

in the breeding season ;
and it boasts a

half dozen sorts of resident land-birds
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besides. When it is remembered that

birds are often very fastidious in their

choice of nesting sites, demanding ledges

of a certain width, banks of a certain

slope, a soil of a certain consistency, one

may readily see how unique are the con-

ditions which satisfy all tastes.

An ecstatic hour spent upon this rock

in the summer of '06 served to summon
the writer back the

following season in

company with an

Eastern scientist.

Professor L y n d s

Jones. All arrange-
ments were made to

spend a few days in

exile, and accordingly, we were set ashore

by Indians late on the afternoon of June
18, together with thirty parcels of dun-

nage, scientific, photographic, and comes-

tible. Ashore, did I say ? Save the mark !

We were a-rock, indeed, but we found
ourselves on a tiny spur a hundred yards
away from the nearest and only possibil-

ity of ascent,
—and that with a rising

tide. But we proved to be admirable pack
animals, and the snarling of the waves

welling up from perpendicular depths
served to enjoin caution as we hurried to

and fro along the narrow "water-table"

at the base of the sea-wall.

The birds had not failed to greet us

even at that late hour. Querulous
Gulls, a thousand strong, quavered and

croaked; California Murres dashed about
in excited crowds ; while Tufted Puflfins,

to the number of thousands, wove a

silent.web of protest around the devoted
isle. Pigeon Guillemots hissed inhos-

pitably ; Shags of three species gathered
in anxious companies a little way ofT

shore
; and Black Oyster-catchers shout-

ed Lo, here ! or Lo, there ! to our un-

believing ears.

The sloping, grass-covered flanks, over

which our course of ascent necessarily

lay, were honev-

combed by Puffin

NOT INACCESS!BLB.
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burrows, and their entrances served well

for footholds in precarious places. The

top of the island is protected just outside

the timber line by a dense barrier of

sallal shrub, through which we had to

hew a trail
;
while the well-shaded crown

is held by elderberry bushes as brittle as

pipe-stems.
For a camping place we chose the

shelter of a giant spruce just removed
from the crest of the west wall ;

but we
spared the flanking bushes, in order that

we might be screened from too fearful

observation on the part of the sea-birds,

especially the gulls. The west wall of

the island is perpendicular at this point
and quite 250 feet high, so when we re-

tired we prayed to be delivered from
such dreams as might mistake this de-

clivity for a lawn tennis court.

Dreams at Habaaht-aylch were no idle

fear either, for the nightshift goes on

duty before the last suspicions of the

gulls are lulled to rest. Kaeding Petrels

announced their presence upon the island

by a miniature din which arose about
nine o'clock and grew in volume till mid-

night. The Petrels colonized in the more
open parts of the island, but the Cassin
Auklets burrowed all about us, driving

their tunnels under stones, roots, logs, or

whatever promised shelter
;

and they
made the night romantically hideous with

their wheezy cries. These Auklets, by
the way, are guileless creatures. When
returning from the sea at midnight, they

fall, rather than alight, in the brush
;
and

they depend upon being able to take their

bearings after they have struck. Once a

returning mother, laden with the spoils
of the sea, fell full upon the Professor's

upturned face, and in the scrimmage
which followed, I doubted for an un-

liappy moment whether would succeed,

the roc or Sindbad.

Daylight found us up and busy as bird

dogs. The thin incense of our breakfast

smoke apprised the birds of our con-

tinued presence upon their island, and

a fine stir of unrest ensued. Indeed, we
seemed to be on some sort of an avian

volcano. Our every footstep trod on

some warm mystery of bird life about to

be divulged, and our every appearance
in unexpected quarters gave rise to out-

bursts and volleys of bird wings. Tit
commotion soon subsided but the smoke
of the hidden fires still persisted in

wreathes and fantastic cloudlets of un-

quiet wings.
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Worst of all, a pair of Falcons (Falco

peregrinus pealei) anxious for tlie wel-

fare of a hobbledehoy chick, who was

quite able to shift for himself, set them-

selves the task of publishing screaming
bulletins which advertised our every
movement. This was distinctly annoy-

ing, for no proper detective enjoys the

continued notoriety of the front page.
We stood this abuse for three days and

then, having accumulated sufficient evi-

at the bottom you may drop comfortably
into the sea a hundred feet below, since

the rock is undercut ; or, if you prefer,

you may turn sharply to the right and
descend a narrow defile, by dint of cling-

ing to grass tussocks,—that is, if there

are enough left. The last time I was
down two of them made hasty tender of

their resignations and I fell (like a cat.

on all fours) plump against the nest of

a motherly old cormorant whom I very

•A WHITE-CRRSTKD CORMORANT"—"STJRROUNDKD BY A CROWD OF SATKLLITE
MURRES."

dence in the shape of mangled Auklet
carcasses and numerous feather heaps,
we approached the editorial sanctum in

the dead spruce tree with our gun, and
we added the falcons gentil to our col-

lection.

Left free to choose amid a score of

clamoring interests, one would perhaps
first visit the loomery (as the social nest-

ing of the Murre is called) on the north-

east ledge. Tunneling through the brush
one emerges suddenly at the top of a

long grassy slope where half a thousand

Puffins, males chiefly, are sitting stolidly
at the mouths of their burrows. These

fly at the first alarm, but the females

flap out by twos and threes and dozens

only as you descend the hill. Arrived

much disliked to offend because of valued

photographic services previously ren-

dered. Now turn to the left and advance

cautiously with camera set. You may
get a chance at a white-crested Cormo-
rant sitting on a stick nest and sur-

rounded by a crowd of satellite Murres
Ten to one though they'll fly and upset
the nerves of the more plegmatic shag.
The main colony of Murres occupies

the crest of a white-washed ridge fully

exposed. There are two hundred birds

standing huddled together, uttering ap-

prehensive "hows" ; but from the fact

that half of them take flight upon the

first alarm, while later investigation dis-

closes only a hundred eggs, you conclude

that the cowardly portion are fathers.
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The mother Murres pos-
sess in a hig-h degree that

redeeming and delightful
trait of being willing to sit

for their pictures,
—

that is, if properly

approached. Perhaps
the ladies are more

susceptible to flattery

ger begins to tell on the Murrine nerve,
but when the last mother has fled you
have before you such a varied assortment

of eggs that regret is lost in wonder.
Murres' eggs are the Majolica ware of

every bird-egg collection. In ground
color varying from pure white and deli-

cate grays to beryl green, or even sea

green, they are speckled, splattered,

blotched, and daubed with browns and
blacks of a hundred shades.

The more lightly marked

specimens may have nothing
in the way of ornamentation

beyond faint vermiculations

of pale oil green and tawny
olive, or else tiny irrui)tions

of sordid lavender and In-

dian purple ;
but others are

scrawled like a blackbird's

eggs with purplish blacks, or

buried like a hawk's in a

smudge of chestnut rufous.

It would appear highly prob-
able that this variety is intro-

duced by Nature to facilitate

LOOKING NORTH FROM INDIAN TRAIL ON .TAMKS ISLAND.
Tin: GROUP OF ISLANDS OFF CAPK JOHNSON APPEARS

IN THE DISTANCE.

than are their more surly spouses.

My usual method of approach is to

seat myself Turk-fashion at a distance :

then, after the first excitement has died

down, I place my camera in my lap and

begin to shuffle along like

a legless beggar, until

within close range. The
strain of approaching dan-

A POPliLOlIS PUFFIN SLOPE.
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recognition on the part of the birds,

whose property might otherwise become

hopelessly confused or lost. Certainly
no two adjacent eggs are exactly alike,

and the differences are usually so strik-

ing that a birdless ledge looks like an

oological bouquet.
The West nestling of the Murres is

conducted under the shelter of an over-

hanging cliff upon a ledge some hundred
and fifty feet above the sea. It may be

reached by rope upon the north, but one
must relinquish the rope upon near ap-

proach, because of the overhang. The
birds of this colony were altogether too

good ; so, when I tired of statuesque

poses, I suddenly brandished the camera

cloth, whereupon nearly the entire colony
pitched headlong off the ledge, a momen-
tary Niagara of birds.

Dangling over the sea at the end of a

rope is exhilarating work, but scarcely
more so than clambering about the south-

ern reaches of this west wall, where one

disdains such aid. Pirates swarming up
to the decks of a Spanish galleon never

enjoyed themselves so hugely as did the

bird-men clinging to the scuppers of this

ancient rock. We glimpsed ornithologic
treasure at every seam of its weather-

beaten sides. There was no thought of

piracy in our hearts, however. We only
asked the ''false presentments" of these

wild creatures which fled at a breath.

But even this boon was oftenest denied

us.

The Baird Cormorants (Phalacrocorax

pelagiciis resplendens) were the most

exasperating. By extreme caution one

might steal a glance from behind a tus-
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sock of waving- grass and see a splendid
creature in a sable gown flashing with

violet and green iridescences ;
and he

might mark the gleam of a blood-red

eye, or the outline of a slender, cruel

beak ; but only propose to introduce your

one-eyed friend, the camera, and the

maiden fled, shocked and outraged be-

yond all expression.
The White-crested Cormorant (P. dilo-

pliits cincinnatus), on the other hand, is

a plain, home-loving body, and very
amiable if treated with proper considera-

tion. You are put upon your good be-

havior on the occasion of a first visit,

but the brooding White-crest soon learns

to regard you with a benignant mother-

liness which is very flattering, to say the

least. Mother Shag is not a model

housekeeper, but the great bath-tub is

always near and she is scrupulously neat

in personal appearance. This arid an un-

failing smile has excused more than one

slack housewife before now. And how
confidence begets its like ! It is not in-

conceivable that one might plunder the

nest of a Baird Cormorant, the saucy

thing ! but the home of a trustful White-
crest never !

Tufted Puffins (Lunda cirrhata) also

occupy the clinging soil-pockets of the

west wall. Indeed, they are so numerous
on Carroll that every available spot seems
to be occupied by them. Along the crest

of the south wall they even pretend that

sallal brush is dirt, and go driving tun-

nels into it with the gravest nonchalance—
lay eggs in them too. But on the cliflFs

one cannot be too careful in traversing
their colonies. A thrifty looking tussock

of grass may be so undermined by the

birds as to be utterly untrustworthy.

Once, having just appropriated a desert-

ed gull's Qgg and stowed it away care-

fully in a side pocket, a large tussock

shot from under me like a cannon-ball

and threw me violently against the cliff.

The "cat-hold" held again, fortunately,
but "all the king's horses and all the

king's men"—you know the rest.

Speak of Gulls' eggs and you touch

the tenderest memory of Carroll. A
humane visitor has actually to guard his

steps lest he do unintentional damage.

CopyrlKlit ll)(i7 !>}• \V. I.. Dawson.

CAUUdl.t, ISI.KT, SOUTH KXl'OSUUK.
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The Gulls, chiefly Glaucous-wings
(Lams glancesccns), with just a sprink-

ling of Westerns (L.occidcntalis), nest

everywhere along the grassy slopes and

rounding upland shoulders. But their

nests in the wall niches are the most

picturesque. Nothing finer could be

conceived for a nuptial chamber than a

great rounded recess carved in the sand-

stone by the waves of preceding winters.

The entrance gives only outward where
sea and sky blend. The walls are delicate

with unique traceries and quaint ara-

besques, for the stone is of unequal
hardness.

The place belongs peculiarly to the sea-

gull, that crystallization of spray caught
heavenward, which touches earth, if at

all, most daintily. But, in the absence
of its mistress, I have cuddled up in

such a rock-hewn chamber, a guiltless

Lothario, and dreamed it was a shallop
on a bovmdless sea,

—outward and up-
ward nothing but heaven's blue ; beneath

the murmuring of the waves ;
within the

whispering of the waves caught up and

re-echoed as it were the rustling and the

sighing of wings—wings—wings.

Courage comes of practice and we let

ourselves over ledges that made us

shiver at first. Cameras and tripods are

lowered from point to point by means
of ropes, until we find ourselves at last

upon the lowermost vantage point, fiftv

feet above the undercutting waves, and

facing, some sixty yards removed, an

outlying reef, which the ocean, relentless

as fate, has sworn to annihilate. The sea

is running high today and driving

straight in from the west. The sun is

brilliant and as the wave crashes against
the stubborn rock its bursting fury casts
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a quick shadow below, and crushes it

again as quickly in an after-clap of

dazzling whiteness. On they come, the

undaunted warriors, careless of the life

but zealous of the Ocean's cause, until

we doubt the virtue of our magic isle.

Twice the awful spill of spray has

cleared the reef and struck our skirts.

The rock beneath us seems to quiver and
to shudder at the thought of its impend-
ing doom. And does it think with sad-

ness too of the time when it may no

longer shelter the myriad sea-fowl nest-

"CAV
it has fallen into the eternal i^w,
ho, ho ! what nonsense ! the gla"

the sea wraps round its feet and nour-
ishes it in a spiritual youth. What ! Take

away but for a moment the music of the

dancing waters, and it were a dull stone

indeed. And though the tears of spring-
time do trickle down its wrinkled face,

it can be as glad as any when the sun
shines. As glad as any, and it lifts ever

a brave brow to the wheeling benison of

the birds. The birds, the birds ! always
the birds ! Why now that you think of

\t^

THE TUNNEL, THIS COISU'LETELY PIERCES THE SOUTHEAST CORNER OF THE ISLAND.

ling on its breast, each year a little less

hospitable, a little less responsive to the

appeal of children's children?

We humans quickly hide our dead, but

the skeletons of dead islands hold grimly
to their stations till the last reluctant

processes are dissolved away. Carroll

has such a memorial ever before it in the

shape of the pinnacle, Paahzvoke—it,

lying immediately to westward. Time
was, of course, when this exiled rock
was bone of bone and flesh of flesh with

Carroll, but bit by bit and flake by flake

it, it were blessing enough to be worn
down in service by the pattering of tiny,

trustful feet, or to have your bosom
scored and riddled by the tiny delvings
of ten thousand beaks, intent on pur-

poses of domestic love. Why, happv
Paahzvoke-it! and thrice happy Carroll,

Habaaht-aylch! in such a setting as the

ocean, in such companionship as that of

birds, and in such a service as that of

love!

There, it is just as I have told you,
and I leave you to judge if it be paradise
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or no. But—but—well, perhaps you
would better take our word for it. There

are many little daggers of discomfort to

guard this Eden, as well as the flaming
sword of the Pacific.

For one thing, the birds are not alone

on Carroll. There are parasites in para-
dise. These are crawly things with a pas-
sion for exploration greater than your
own. The trees, frowsy with ferns and

mosses, insist upon pelting you with

dark brown confetti, as well as trimming
your cofifee a I' araignee. And great

clammy slugs leer tipsily at you from the

depths of the blankets while you search

frantically for two chips.
And then, the birds will keep you

awake o' nights. The Cassin Auklets

keeps saying over, and over, and over,
"You caant sleep, you caant sleep, you
caant sleep," until you are forced to agree
with them. And then you fall to wonder-

ing what would happen if the Indians

should n't come when they said they
would

;
or if the wind should keep on

blowing for another week or two, as it

has the last three days, so they could n't

come; or if it should rain, rain, rain, all

the time; or, per contra, if it shouldn't
and all the water leaked out of the keg.
Then where would you be? "You caant

sleep, you caant sleep, you can
"

along toward morning.
But the sword of the sea is the real

Eden-keeper. As we neared a rock on
the return trip, the clamor of Oyster-
catchers challenged us to attempt a land-

ing. The Indians drew alongside cau-

tiously, every sense alert, and intent upon
the moment when the passengers might
leap ashore. But quicker than a wink a

breaker heaved up, spun the canoe about
nose on, and fell away fiendishly. As by
a miracle the smashing descent of the

canoe just missed the rock—and we a

watery grave. If this had been due to

carelessness, small pity, but it was our
hunaan best. California was moved by
this to tell how his father in charge of a

crew of eight seal hunters lost a canoe
and three men in attempting to land on

Jagged Islet, within rifle-shot of Car-

roll, and how they fared two weeks on
barnacles and limpets before help came.

Still—if you must go, the Lord be with

you ;
and please be good to those birds.

CUAPEL UOCK—POINT OF THE ARCDES GIKU T



Billy-The -Kid

By William MacLeod Raine

[ACK in the middle 70s
there was being waged in

New Mexico what was
known as the "Lincoln

County Cattle War." No
Western feud, nor indeed

any in the country with the exception of

the Kansas border warfare in ante-bellum

days, ever attained such proportions
either in the numbers engaged or in the

list of deaths resulting from it.

Without going into details it is enough
to say that Lincoln County embraced an
area about as large as Illinois which
offered an ideal outlet for some of the

overstocked Texas ranges. John S.

Chisum was the first Texan to take ad-

vantage of this by driving great herds
into the rich valleys to the north. For
himself and his friends he held title to

more than one hundred thousand cattle

and was thus easily king of the New
Mexican range.

But hard on his heels came others

along the famous "Chisum Trail," most
of them unscrupulous and desperate men,
who settled in the hill-draws on the

skirts of the Chisum herds, where rustling
and brand-blotting would be easy. These

put themselves under the protection of

Major L. G. Murphy, another large cattle

owner, and joined together in an alliance

defensive and offensive against Chisum.
For in those days it was a good deal

more profitable to "rustle" calves than
to raise them. Shortly afterward arrived
a young Englishman, named Tunstall,
and a lawyer, named McSween, who
went into a partnership that threatened
to interfere with Murphy.

These were the leaders of the three-

cornered feud that ensued; but under
their banners were arrayed hundreds of

cowboys and small cattlemen with indi-

vidual interests of their own. Here was
a war for the range in which conflicting
claims could not be made to harmonize,
and hundreds of lives paid the penalty.

Rake Texas and the Southwest with a

fine-tooth comb and one could not have

gathered together a more lawless and

desperate population. The court of last

resort was the "six-gun," and most of

these range-riders were adept pleaders.

Gun-fighters snuffed out lives as care-

lessly as one might blow a candle. If it

was dangerous to be a partisan, it was
none the less so to attempt to remain

neutral, for such "killers" as the notor-

ious Jesse Evans, Dave Rudebaugh, Tom
O'Folliard, Ike Stockton, Tom Hill, Dick
Brewer and Charlie Bowdre were likely
to count any man an enemy who was not

a friend.

The Genesis of the Kid,

Into this welter of desperate humanity
sauntered, one day, its future king. His
name was William Antrim, alias William
H. Bonney, but known later as "Billy-
The-Kid." By grace of natural fitness he

was to become their chief, because he

was the worst "bad man" that ever

strapped on a six-shooter.

It makes for dramatic effect that this

most ruthless of desperadoes was a slight

pale lad, below medium height, with the

high, piping voice and the genial, apolo-

getic smile of an amiable cherub. When
we recall the fact that this youth's career

of deviltry was cut short at the early

age of twenty-one, at which period of

life most boys are barely out of school,

we are moved to wonder that among
so many superlative ruffians one so young
could have achieved preeminence.

Born in New York City, just before

the war between the States began, the

boy drifted with a sort of inevitable in-

stinct to the shifting border which was

pushing ever westward. From the In-

dian Territory to Colorado, from Col-

orado to New Mexico, he and his mother
followed the frontier by successive

stages.
At the mature age of twelve he qual-
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ified for manhood by killing a man with

his pocket knife in a saloon row, cause

not definitely known. He next appeared
at an Apache reservation, where he and
a companion stole a bunch of horses and
killed three Indians during the pursuit
which followed. His next victim was a

gambler of Tucson, and his sixth an-

other gambler named Jose Martinez.

By this time he had a price on his head
and was beginning to be known as a

"bad man." Other
killers began to take

notice of him fur-

tively, and wonder
whether they had
better take issue

with him
For the profession

of "bad man" has al-

ways had these two
attendant disadvan-

tages : the desperado
of repute must con-

tinue to live up to

his evil reputation,
in order to terrify a

community which
would like to put »>i.i> i"I£t at i.im-oln.

, , ,
•

'
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an end to bun, and duui.nc lincol

that he must walk up and down the earth

a living invitation, for target practice,
to ambitious rivals in the profession.
The Kid's haphazard course took him

back to New ]\Iexico, where he worked
for Chisum on his RoswcU ranch. The
two men quarrelled about the wages due

Bonney and the Kid left, swearing ven-

geance against his employer. To the

end of his life he kept this oath, with a

fidelity that was appalling. Wherever
he met the riders of

Chisum he killed

them, and would
have killed their

master could he
have found an op-

portunity.
In the last year of

his life he turned up
one day at a cow-,

ramp in the Pan-

handle. Three young
fellows were seated

"round th»*fire cook-

ing supper and a

fourth, Bennett
Howell, was hob-

bling a horse some

twenty yards away.

3

NEW ME.XICO. rsKI)
?K BY ALL PARTIES
N COUNTY \\\n.



^ Drawn from a Photograph.
BILLY-THE-KID IN FULL REGALIA, AT THE AGE OF TWENTY.
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SAN MlfiUEL STREET IN SANTA FE WHERE BILLY-TTIE-KIP AMi CdVKKNOR LEW WALLACE
HELD A MIDNIGHT CONFERENCE. THE HOl'SE I!< SHOWN ON THE EXTREME LEFT.

"How do. boys?" nodded The Kid

g-enially. "Who you riding for?"

"Chisum," answered the unsuspecting
Howell.

"So," returned this abnormal youth

pleasantly. "Then
here's your pav.''

With which he drew
a revolver and shot

the young fellow

through the head.

The others sprang to

their feet, but befo-e

they could move a

step he had shot two
of them. He held

the fourth cowering
under his revolver

while he gave him
his instructions.

"Tell old man
Chisum I'll credit

him with five dol-

lars for every one of

his men I kill.

When I get him
that squares the ac-

count."

According to I.

M. Bond, who was

"PAT" C.AKRETT. ONE OF THE MOST UENOWNKD
FUONTIKIf SHERIFFS. WHO KII.LKO lUI.LY-

THE KID, AND WHO WAS HI.MSELF
KH.LKD A FEW .MONTHS A(;o.

clerk of the district court at the time the

young desperado was sentenced to death,
a characteristic incident in the life of

this remarkable outlaw was the triple
murder of three Mexicans on the Pecos

River. The men
were busy turning
water from a canal

into their ditches

for irrigating pur-

poses, when Billy-
T h e-K id, Jesse
Evans, Billy Morton
and Frank Baker
rode past. They were
full of the devil and
bad whiskey, and

ready for the sport
of cold-b 1 o o d e d

murtler.

"Watch me make
'em kick," said the

boy leader, and be-

fore he had finished

dravvlinff out the

sentence , three of

the Mexicans lay in

their death agonies.
After this exhibi-

tion of marksman-
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ship the white men put spurs to their

horses and rode away laughing.
This innocent diversion nearly caused

a race war. All along the Pecos the

Mexican villagers armed themselves and

prepared to swoop down upon the

"Gringo" ranchers. Fortunately som-e

word of this reached the Americans and

they were able to make a stand against
the Mexican advance until General Lew
Wallace ordered troops to the scene of

hostilities. These arrived in the nick of

time, but not before several lives had
been sacrificed.

The "Tivirling Gun" Trick.

It is said that Billy-the-Kid was the

inventor of the "twirling gun" trick. In

those days an officer arresting a wild

character took no chances with his pris-
oner. If the man upon whom he had
"the drop" made an error of judgment
and presented his gun by the wrong end

the officer "put a window in him." The
Kid was too artistic to make so crass a

mistake. On one occasion while being
arrested he illustrated this. His revol-

ver went out to the deputy with the

barrel pointing at himself, but as the

sheriff reached to take it somehow the

weapon whirled on the finger upon
which it rested. There was an explosion
and the sheriff crumpled up with a bullet

in his heart.

"He didn't know enough to arrest

Billy-The-Kid," laughed the owner of

that name as he turned on his heel.

He was an expert shot, quick as chain

lightning, and could empty a six-shooter

in a trifle over a second. He did not

depend upon the trigger, but filed off

the pawl and fanned the hammer. Like
all men of his kind he was intensely vain

and believed that no man lived who
could meet him on equal terms and
match his skill and courage. In this he
reckoned without one Pat F. Garrett.

There was something tigerish about
this beardless youth that lifted him out-

side the range of ordinary human beings.
He seems to have been born without the
usual sense of values. He knew neither

pity nor fear, and more than once, sacri-

ficed his friends to save himself. Yet

though he terrorized the whole territory
and made hundreds serve him through
fear, he appears to have had friends who
were really fond of him. For one thing,
he was generous of his money, and in

the dance halls and gaming houses that

was a virtue that wiped out many faults.

Wholesale Murder.

After breaking with Chisum, Billy

allied himself with the Tunstall-Mc-

Sween faction and was soon at the head

of it. Tunstall was killed by the Mur-

phy forces on February i8, 1878, and

early in the next month the boy leader,

who was just past his eighteenth birth-

day, set out at the head of a dozen men
to run down the murderers. He met and

captured five Murphy men, among whom
were his old friends, Frank Baker and

Billy Morton. The capture was made at

the lower crossing of the Rio Penasco,
and after keeping his prisoners at a

ranchhouse over night, Billy-The-Kid set

out with them for Lincoln by an old and

unfrequented trail. Arrived at a suffi-

ciently lonely spot," wholesale murder was

done, the Kid himself killing Baker and

Morton, while they were on their knees

begging for mercy. One of the Mc-
Sween force, a man named McClosky,
protested at the slaughter and was him-

seld killed for his humanity.

During this same year, Sheriff Wil-

liam Brady and his deputy George Hind-

man, fell victims to The Kid's deadly
rifle practice, as did also one Bernstein,

an Indian agency clerk. At this time

The Kid was living by stealing horses

along the Bonito. His gang included

Charlie Bowdre, Tom O'Folliard, Dave

Rudabaugh and other desperate men at

odds with what law there was in Lincoln

county.
Meanwhile the Lincoln County War

was going on merrily. Duels and assas-

sinations were varied by occasional

pitched battles. In one of these the

Murphy faction rounded up the Mc-
Sween leaders at his house and laid

seige to it. McSween had with him

Billy-The-Kid and about a dozen of his

"killers," and farther down the street a

score of Mexican vaqueros. The fight-

ing lasted three days in all, both sides
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losing several men. On the third,

toward night, the house being on fire,

from it came running several dodging
men. McSween fell dead along with

two of his followers, but The Kid.

O'Folliard, Rowdre and one Skurlock

got away.

The Meeting With General Wallace.

It was about this time that Governor

Lew Wallace, the author of "Ben Hur,"
in an attempt to end this terrible condi-

tion of affairs, invited The Kid to meet

him for a personal conference. The in-

terview was arranged for midnight, in

a little hut in Santa Fe. With a single

companion the governor kept tryst, and

as they sat waiting, the door opened at

just twelve o'clock and the worst man
in the turbid Southwest stood in the

doorway. He carried a Winchester in

one hand, a revolver in the other.

"Are you the governor?" asked this

stripling in a low, womanish voice, his

wary eyes cold and hard.

General Wallace rose, walked round

the table, and held out* his hand.

"I am he. Sit down," he said.

Nothing came of the conference, and
The Kid returned to his evil ways.
But though he was so greatly feared

that men spoke his name in a whisper,
the West is too full of virility to lie down

permanently before any desperado.
There were brave men who did not fear

him, and one of these was "Buckshot"
Roberts. This man had been a ser-

geant in the United States army and
was now badly crippled. But he was
one that held his manhood higher than

his life. He refused to ally himself with

any of the fighting factions. All he

asked was to be allowed to mind his own
business.

But this was asking too much in such

a place. The verdict went out that he
must die, and Roberts prepared to die

hard. He did. The story of his death
is an epic in a country that has forgotten
a thousand game fights.

They found him at Blazer's Mill,

where he had gone to visit a wounded
friend. He must have known that every
hour he was carrying his life in his

hands, but the quiet courage in him

would not let him conform his life to

these desperados' threats.

The Stand of "Buckshot" Roberts.

Roberts rode up to the mill and dis-

mounted. Round the corner of the mill

came Billy-The-Kid at the head of twelve

men, among whom were Dick Brewer,
Charlie Bowdre, Jack Middleton and

Steve Stephens. Quietly Roberts fin-

ished hitching his mule, though he knew
he had come to the end of the passage.
Brewer had been sworn in as a deputy

sheriff by his faction, and he wanted to

justify the murder under cover of law,

if he could. One Frank Coe was told

to ask him^to give up his weapons. Rob-
erts declined. He said he preferred to

be killed fighting. The gang retired for

a conference as to whether they had bet-

ter decoy him down the road out oi

sight of the mill. Meanwhile a woman
who happened to be present pleaded for

his life with the villains.

The Kid lost patience and led at once

an immediate attack. With a rush they

swept round the corner of the mill

toward the man standing at the door of

the mill. They emptied their guns at

him as they came, but before that sheet

of flame the old soldier gave not an inch.

With his back to the wall firing from

his hip because he could not raise the

rifle higher, he fought it out and asked

for no quarter.
It seems impossible of belief that this

single crippled man could have beat off

alone, a round dozen of "killers," each of

whom had reputations as fighters. But

there are witnesses alive to-day who
make it indisputable that he did this very

thing. Desperately wounded in half-a-

dozen places, he fought on. Middleton

he shot through the chest, another

through the hand. Bowdre was struck,

Billy-The-Kid himself was saved only
because Roberts' rifle snapped fire.

Under his withering fire the outlaws

gave ground and retreated bick of the

house.

Somehow Roberts got back into the

mill and took refuge in Blazer's room.

Billy called to the latter to make the

wounded man come out. Blazer shook
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his head and the old soldier cried taunts

at the attackers.

"Come and get me. If you dont

hurry I'll be dead first," he cried.

The gang had fallen back to cover at a

safe distance. Brewer lay behind a saw-

log a hundred and fifty yards away.
Once too often he raised his head to see

what was occurring. Roberts shot him
between the eyes and killed him in-

stantly.

Billy-The-Kid gave it up, gathered his

men together and rode away. More than

one of them were wounded and they
left their dead behind. None the less,

the redoubtable gun men conceded the

field to the crippled man, wounded to

death though he was, who had routed a

dozen of them. Roberts died next day,
too badly shot to pieces to recover.

Nor was Roberts the only man wbo
did no fear The Kid. The misdeeds of

the latter had grown flagrant beyond
any forgiving. He killed a halfbreed

Indian and another "bad man" named
Grant at Fort Sumner. He had the

whole district terrorized, and none felt

safe. It was necessary to elect some
man sheriff who would undertake to rid

the country of its plague.

The Capture of The Kid.

The man chosen was Patrick F. Gar-

rett, destined to become the most famous

peace officer of the Southwest. He had
been a cowpuncher and a ranger, knew
his West like a book, and had an iron

nerve to back his swift, accurate shoot-

ing. Garrett stood six-foot-four in his

stockings, was a gaunt, taciturn man,
whose silence was still compatible with

geniality. To look at him was to know
him one to be trusted. But he was then
more or less an unknown quantity, and
he was going against the worst outlaw
in the whole history of crime. There
were few among the citizens of New
Mexico that would have cared to back
the chances of the new sheriff. For with
The Kid were all the choice ruffians of
the district, including Tom O'Folliard,
Tom Pickett, Charlie Bowdre, Dave
Rudabaugh, and others of their ilk, all

men who would shoot to kill at the drop
of the hat.

Garrett met O'Folliard and Pickett on
the edge of town one night and ordered
them to throw up their hands. O'Fol-
liard took a chance, but never got his

gun into action. Garrett's bullet tore

transversely through his body. Pickett

meanwhile wheeled his horse and gal-

loped away under fire. Garrett walked

slowly up to O'Folliard, who still sat on
his horse, and again ordered him to

throw up his hands.
'TIow the hell can I throw up my

hands when I'm dead?" retorted the

outlaw.

He was at least dying. Garrett helped
him from his horse and the man's life

ebbed out presently.
The sheriff lost no time in gomg after

the rest of The Kid's gang, and they in

their turn threatened far and wide what

they would do to him. It was a still

hunt that lasted for months, but at last

Garrett cornered his game in a cabin at

Stinking Springs. He had with him
Frank Stewart, Jim East and Tom
Emory.

Before daybreak they crept up to

cover within a hundred yards of the hut,
and when Charlie Bowdre came yawning
out of the cabin he was met with a sharp
summons to surrender. He wheeled, as

if to re-enter, and at the motion three

bullets passed through his body and

flung him across the open doorway.
His companions dragged him to his

feet and closed the door.

Said The Kid callously: "Charlie's

down and out. We'll give him his gun
and put him out there to kill Garrett be-

fore he dies."

Into Bowdre's hand he put a revolver

and shoved him from the cabin, but the

latter was through with fighting. He
staggered forward to Garrett and lay
down to die in the snow.
The siege dragged on till late after-

noon, and the outlaws concluded to sur-

render. With the coming of night Gar-
rett could fire the shack and drive them
out. Better to surrender and take a

chance of escape later. One after another

the men came out and were disarmed.

The only condition the prisoners made
was that they should be taken through to

Santa Fe by Garrett personally.
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When word came to Las Vegas that

Billy-The-Kid had been made captive by
Garrett, few credited it. But when a

wag-on was driven up to the hotel con-

taining The Kid and Rudabaugh, a mob

began to gather for the purpose of

lyncliing them. Rudabaugh was espec-

ially obnoxious to the Mexican part of

the population because he had recently

killed his Mexican jailer in escaping from

prison.
A man who was present at the time

says that Rudabaugh looked by far the

more desperate of the two men. He was
a swarthy villainous-looking man, cut to

the very pattern of a ruffian. The Kid
on the other hand, was as debonair and

boyish as a schoolboy out for a holiday.

He exchanged repartee with members
of the crowd and asked them whether it

was to be a necktie party.
Garrett rushed his prisoners to the

depot and into the car which was to take

them to Santa Fe. For an hour they
waited for an engine, while a great mob
of Mexicans, with a sprinkling of whites,

surrounded the car and clamored for

their victims. Only one determined man
stood between them and what they

wanted, but everybody knew that Pat

Garrett would fight to the death and that

he would give weapons to his prisoners
to defend themselves if driven to it.

Meanwhile, The Kid leaned out of the

window and cursed them—dared them to

come on—for a pack of curs
;
ofifered to

fight a dozen of them single-handed, and
otherwise made himself conspicuous.

Rudabaugh, on the contrary, slid down
into his seat and waited tremblingly for

the train to start, which to his relief it

at last did.

Billv-The-Kid was tried on the charge
of killing Bernstein, but was acquitted.
He was then tried for the killing of

Sheriff Brady, and convicted. Through-
out the trial, this light-haired, boyish

young ruffian took no more interest in it

"than I would in a hand-organ and a

monkey," as the clerk of the court put
it. When Judge Bristol was sentencing
him, he took care to make it impressive

by saying : "And you are sentenced to

be hanged by the neck till you are dead,
dead, dead."

The boy leaned across the table where
he was sitting and chanted cheerfully :

"And you can go to hell, hell, hell !"

The Escape of The Kid.

There was no prison worthy the name
at Lincoln and Sheriff Garrett kept his

prisoner in the old Murphy store build-

ing pending the interval prior to his

execution. As guards to the condemned
man, Garrett appointed a certain bad
man named Bob Ollinger, who was on

unfriendly terms with The Kid, and an-

other man named J. W. Bell.

Ollinger, it would appear, boasted a

good deal and taunted his prisoner with
his impending fate. The Kid grew
morose and savage, watching for his

chance day by day. It came at last,

Ollinger was at supper across the street.

There are two stories of what happened.
This is sure : in some way Bell relaxed

his vigilance. The Kid, swift as a pan-
ther, was on him, killed him with his own
weapon, and then made ready for

Ollinger by getting th3 latter's shotgun
from the next room.

Ollinger, having heard the shot, came

running across from the restaurant. As
he came under the window, a voice from
above hailed the deputy cheerfullv:

"Hello, Bob!"

Ollinger looked up and saw The Kid

leaning out of the window with the gun
in his hands. He received the full load

of buckshot in his body and fell dead at

once. Across the window-sill the outlaw

broke the gun and threw the pieces down,
on the dead man's body. He then gach-
ered up six rifles and a number of re-

volvers from the next room, selected

such as he wanted and sauntered out

into the world of freedom again. A man
named Goss filed awa\ at his irons while

another bystander brought him a horse.

Without seeming to hurry in the least.

The Kid rode down Lincoln Street into

the cactus desert which he inhabited wiili

coyotes and the rattlesnakes.

Garrett was at White Oalcs when the

news reached him. He lost no time in

returning and taking up the trail again.
The Kid, of course, could have ridden

away to Texas or Arizona, but instead

he kept to his old haunts. The sheriff
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heard of him at Fort Sumner, and tak-

ing John Poe and "Tip" McKinney, he

set out in pursuit.
It was no easy matter to obtain defi-

nite information of The Kid, since he

was so greatly feared that no man Hked
to risk telHng what he knew. Garrett

waited in the sandhills on the edge of

town while Poe, who was not known in

che neighborhood, was sent forward to

make inquiries. He brought back no in-

formation, except that The Kid was
somewhere about the town.

"Guess we'll go up to the old fort and
see 'Pete' Maxwell. He'll tell us what
he knows," said Garrett.

The horses were left behind and the

three men trailed forward to the former

headquarters of one of the officers of

the fort, where Maxwell—son of the

Maxwell of land-grant fame—was liv-

ing at the time. Garrett went in to talk

with Pete while the other two sat down
on the porch and smoked.

The End of Billy-The-Kid.

While they waited for Garrett to come

put, a man appeared, bareheaded and

barefooted. The man had a butcher

knife in his hand and had evidently come
to cut himself a steak from a quarter of

beef which hung on the Maxwell porch.

"Quien es? Quien es?" ("Who is it?

Who is it?") he called sharply but with-

out much suspicion.
"It's all right. We won't hurt you,"

answered Poe, without the slightest idea

that he was addressing the man they
had been seeking for months.
The man with the knife disappeared

from the bright moonlight into the dark
room of Maxwell. \\'hat followed, Pat
Garrett has himself told better than I

can do.

"When I went into Pete Maxwell's

room, leaving Poe and McKinne\ out-

side, I placed my rifle by the window
and sat down by the side of the bed, in

a chair near the foot. Maxwell was in

bed, and I had time to say only a few-

words when I heard voices outside and
a man came in. He put his hand on the

bed almost over mv knees, and said to

Maxwell in English, 'Pete, who are

those fellows out there?'

"Almost at that instant he saw me in

the gloom and covered me with his six-

shooter. I had the advantage of him
because his eyes were not yet accustomed
to the dim light of the room, but with
his muzzle not more than fifteen inches

from my breast the advantage was neu-

tralized. Right then I looked across to

eternity. It wasn't far to go, for with
the sixth sense of a hunted thing his sus-

picions were alert.

"I knew I had to kill or be killed right
there. As I drew my revolver I leaned

to the left, so that he would hit me in

the right side if he fired. He backed

away as I discharged my gun. He fell,

shot just about the heart. But as he
went down his revolver exploded, the

bullet striking the wall. I fired again,
but he had fallen and I did not hit him.

"Maxwell rushed out of the room, and
I heard Poe and McKinney calling to

me. My eyes were on my man and I

did not answer right away. But I could

tell by the gasping sounds he made that

he had got his death wound."
That is the simple story Garrett tells.

The sheriff stepped to the door and
said to his deputies, "I have got The
Kid, boys."
Poe says he could not believe it, that

he felt sure an innocent man had been

killed, but that Garrett was quietly cer-

tain.

Maxwell brought a candle and they

put it in at the window. The Kid lay

dead on the floor, his arms stretched wide
from his body, in one hand a revolver

in the other the butcher knife. He was

quite dead, for Garrett's first shot had
cut the ventricles of his heart.

They buried him in the little barbed-

wire enclosure of a cemetery, side-by-
side with Bowdre and O'Folliard. There
the bodies of the three "bad men" lie to-

dav, the place forgotten and unmarked.

So perished Billy-The-Kid, most no-

torious and ruthless of "killers." He
was scarce twenty-one when he died,

and he boasted that he had killed a man
for every year of his life.
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'THAT WAS TlIK NKIUT WH UIMW 'lllIC ClIAl-'K

FKOM OUT OF SRVEN PINKS."



Seven Pines

Bv Bill Maxwell

Sing the song of Seven Pines

As she used to be;

Richest strike among the mines,

JVhiskey flowing free;

Every step a gay saloon.

Humming like a bell;

Sixteen thousand belted men

Dropping down to Hell.

O, those were days of sweat and blood.

And life was in the breath ;

We had our way for ill or good,
We wagged the beard of Death.

There was no croak of church or creed,

We carved the hills for gold;

'Twas sixteen thousand men of deed

And every deed was bold.

'Twas sixteen thousand belted men

A-gutting of the crick.

And yellow foams Rock Run between

The lines of spade and pick.

The yellow sunflowers wink and nod.

The yellow sun it shines.

There was no law of man or God
Those days in Seven Pines.

'Twas Irish Sue who'd killed her man—
Too handy with her knife—
And Spanish Chiq, the Mexican,

Who once had been a wife;

And half a hundred women more.
Such women !

—God defend !

They drank and diced and cursed and swore

And trod the wav like men.
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The gulches buzzed the busy day,

All night the games went on,

With clink and drink and deal and play

In Gallagher's Saloon,

In Orofino, Miners' Joy,

Bed Rock and Sweet Louise,

The Nugget, Trap, and Lucky Boy,

And others like to these.

In Gallagher's Extension was

The whirlpool of the camp,
And it was gay with oath and buzz.

Ten candles and a lamp.

Big Brown was there ;
he'd seven men

Nicked on his knife and gun ;

He killed as kills the grizzly when

The lust for blood is on.

And he had marked Bill Jenkins down,
A quiet man and tame;

The reason he was meat for Brown :

He owned the Polka Claim.

Big Brown he stood before the bar.

He looked Bill in the eye:

"Come here," said he, "You whining cur :

"This is your day to die."

Big Brown he hugged Bill Jenkins close.

Bill Jenkins prayed for life.

Big Brown he laughed with merry oaths,—
And drew his bowie knife;

He stabbed him slowly, sure to kill.

And grinned, and grinning said :

"Keep still; that doesn't hurt you. Bill,"

Till Bill, he wilted dead.

A breathless hush, a creaky voice:

"Stand back, you fools; stand back!

"I'm going to kill this hell-hound, boys,

"And all his breed and pack."

'Twas "Talking Tommy." He would nod,

But rarely spoke a word.

Then crack!—and crack! Brown cried, "By God!"

Fell back and never stirred.
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Then "Talking- Tommy" gently said,

"Now, gentlemen, we'll try.

Above this blanket and the dead,

Those who tonight must die."

And Tommy, he was judge and court,

And he was jury too;

The trail was hot, the shrift was short,

He told us what to do.

The rawhide ropes were smooth and strong,
—

Nor stretched they to the breeze

At morn twelve blossoms, black and long.

Hung from the seven trees.

And some, they begged ;
and some, they laughed,

Some cursed the others' whines.

That was the night we blew the chaff

From out of Seven-Pines.

Now Seven Pines she lies alone

Among the sleeping hills
;

Where once 'stood Gallagher's Saloon

The timid gopher builds.

There's not a sound
;
the chimney-stones.

The bare-washed hills, are signs

Where once she stood—God rest her bones—
And all at Seven Pines.

Sing the song of Seven Pines

As she used to be;

Richest strike among the mines;

Men were hold and free;

Life was young and hot red blood

Went ringing like a hell;

Sixteen thousand belted men

Dropping down to Hell.



The Restoration of Zion
By John Fleming Wilson

E turned a corner, the

Oldest Journalist and I,

and I found myself star-

ing at an ancient figure of

a man crouched in a low
chair set in the doorway

of a dingy shop.
"A second-hand store!" I ejaculated.

"I didn't know there was one in Hono-
lulu. And what an antique Jew to keep
it ! He looks as old as Time !"

"There is no such thing as Time," my
companion responded, slowly. "Old Chai

Kop Sing proves it. That figure sitting
in the doorway, in the entrance of that

commonplace junk-shop, is, if Time
were, ten thousand years old. He is a

remnant of a Zion that you never heard

of, long fallen into the waters of a Baby-
lon unrecorded in history. And in the

restoration of that Zion I have had a

share."

We had stopped in the shade of an

algaroba tree during this extraordinary
announcement. I looked more curiously
at the old Jew. Jew he was beyond any
doubt

; but, apart from his appearance of

infinite age, there was something so un-

expected that I failed to distinguish it.

The Oldest Journalist perceived my per-

plexity. "And you and I never knew it !"

he whispered. "But there he sits before

us, come from the ultimate East, with
his Hebrew countenance, posture and
arrested gesture proclaiming him Son of

Israel—zuifh yellow hair!

It was so. Deaf, purblind, speechless,
that old man keeping his watch in that

doorway unused of traffic displayed a
thick poll of yellow hair—golden yellow,

heavy locks that age had left undimmed.

My eye rose to the sign above his head.

It ran in English and Chinese characters.

The English letters read

CHAI KOP SING

"Who is Chai Kop Sing? What has
he to do with that strange Jew?" I de-

manded,
"Chai Kop Sing sits before you," was

his answer. "Thousands of years ago he

was, not Chai Kop Sing, but Chai Kop—
Jacob—a child of Israel. Today he is

Chai Kop, come from the backmost

depths of China with his yellow hair.

And here he meets again, after all the

centuries, the brother he left back there

in the darkness.—And there He comes !"

Briskly walking up the narrow street

there approached us a dark complexion-
ed, nattily dressed tourist, just off a mail

steamer. He was, also, a Jew. "They
parted," my companion said distinctly,
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"ten thousand years ago in the rout of

defeat."

But those years were not bridged in

that hour. The tourist passed on, heed-

less of his kinsman with the yellow hair.

And the remnant of that Zion in the re-

cesses of China dozed on, oblivious to

the passing world.

As we, too, went our way, we stared

back a moment at the old man. The
Oldest Journalist said g°ntly: "He
dreams the timeless dream of his race !

Forgotten, unrecorded child of Israel)

for how many ages has he dreamed of

Zion by muddy rivers of an Asia we
know nothing about, watching the sun

sink over citadels we shall never know,
listening to the bustle of a trafficking

people lost to history. Jacob with the

golden hair . . . Chai Kop
and, again . . . Jacob ! Funny, is n't

it?" He fell into a profound revery,

awakening to say "I have seen something
of the end of that story. In a way"—
he laughed a little—"in a way—because

of a girl ... I have helped to

restore him to Zion . . . restored

Zion here in Honolulu! To think (he
burst out) of the dream of all these cen-

turies ! Humph !"

It began (he told the story) when a

fair haired, fair complexioned Jacob left

Egypt and bore the heirlooms of his fam •

ily with him into the wilderness. Be-

hind him lay the fleshpots, the steaming

city erected by his evilly requitted toil.

Before him stretched the column of the

Children of Israel, winding interminably
towards the Promised Land. Somehow,
through what weakness or transgression
who knows, he never reached that land.

With his wife and his golden haired

children he departed out of life, out of

history, into the unknown. And in due

time his name became from Jacob Chai

Kop and his hair poured down unshorn

upon his shoulders. Then, under the

huge pressure of the immitigable East,
he braided it—that he might still live

and dream of Zion. Jacob
Chai Kop . . . Chai Kop Sing .

Jacob sitting for ten thousand years in

a doorway.
And all this time before his eyes has

floated the vision of Zion. In the hot

deserts of India, along the flooded water
courses of China, by the sluggish rivers

of the farther plains he has held himself

aloof; Chai Kop son of Chai Kop, whom
the Lord could never wholly forget.
You and I have seen how the human

body will gradually rid itself of a pin or

a bullet by working it silently from arm
to heel, from heel to head, never assim-

ilating it. And the Jew, set apart by his

God, is always and forever an alien.

India could not hold him. The desert

does not devour him. And China worked

upon this golden-haired family and sud-

denly, after the ages, he emerges—Chai

Kop the son of Chai Kop !

Do I know by what trick of destiny he

landed on Oahu? Oh no! Not in my
time. It was long ago, when Chinese

junks stood off and on off Leahi waiting
for the wallowing canoes to come out

with their freightage. I 've lived here

thirty years myself and the old man was
old then. But there was an elder Chai

Kop before him and so on back ;
how far

back even the natives can not say.
And here the pitifulest thing came to

pass, most pitiful because of that brave

ten thousand years : The last Chai Kop,
him you saw in the doorway, failed to

have a son. The line of Chai Kop went
out at last, extinguished in the bitterness

of barrenness. There was, indeed, a girl.

But no man child, no Chai Kop.
I saw that tragedy from very near. At

the time I did not understand it. But I

remember an old emaciated, fair haired

wife of Chai Kop ;
not only wife but kin,

who went out on the beach at night and

prayed—prayed, I now know, that the

Lord would grant her to bear one more
Chai Kop that His chosen people might
not die out, forgotten, before they had

pricked the memory of Jehovah and ac-

complished their pilgrimage. I recognize
the dreadfulness of that old woman's

desire. I see her yet, kneeling on the

rough coral, her scant hair flowing in

the fragrant wind, hear her moaning
out that great yearning of her life, stifling

the piercing cry of her heart that Chai

Kop, sitting in the doorway of the hut

under the palms, might not hear and

hearing scorn.

She died.
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I sometimes think that Chai Kop
buried with that woman (she had been
his companion for ten thousand years!)
a portion of his dreams. I am sure that

he put into the grave with her withered

frame all but that great, central vision.

Thereto he had trafficked with profit and
natural acumen that partook of a genuine
interest in this life. Rut when he had
hidden away the emaciated form of his

wife he became as you saw him—old,

speechless, blind, deaf—childless, the last

of his race.

And yet his Zion, put away from him
forever by a natural law of the God who
apparently had forgotten him, was re-

stored. Jehovah remembered him. My
story ceases to have to do with the

past. It is a love story. (The Oldest

Journalist sighed). It began by being
the love-story of a woman and a man.
It ended in becoming the story of a cap-
tive race's love and triumph—triumph of

a race through love. Most extraordinary
passion ! And in the light of its magni-
ficence you will forget the fact that .

after all ... a man loved .

and lost . . . irrevocably !

I have already indicated that Chai Kop
Sing came from China in some former

generation. As a Chinese he has been

considered, was thought of as a Chinese
when I was a youth and watched a fair

haired little girl trip from his hut with
her water jug. She always seemed to

me a lonely little girl. Living with her

adopted race, but not having their cus-

toms, she was prone to be caught dream-

ing on the way to the big spring in the

field. Do not forget that to us, to all of

us, she was pake, a Chinese. But on
account of her hair's color she was dis-

tinguished. She, as well as her parents,
were white pokes. And, on the other

hand, the Chinese stolidly failed to accept
them as belonging among them.

I do not wish to appear ridiculous. For
that reason I shall omit to describe my
delight in this strange, beautiful child

that occasionally tripped across my path.
But I shall recall the first time that I

realized my own folly, myself. It ex-

plains a vast deal.

I had been up Manoah valley and the

rain had thoroughly drenched me. I

came down toward Waikiki toward even-

ing, much wearied and filled with fever.

The fresh air of the Trades coming over
Diamond Head dried and refreshed me.
I was hungry and thought that I would

go clear to the beach and stop in for an

evening meal with some friends. It

happened that there was no one but the

servant at home. So I decided that I

would swim out to the reef and back

again. I was a fond swimmer, then.

In due time I felt against my breast the

sweep of the breakers coming in, shining
in the sunset, and as they roared over

my head I suddenly was taken with a

strong notion to swim down towards
Leahi where the reef comes into the

shore. It would be a longer swim and I

could easily get back to my clothes by
the road.

But as I swam down just inside the

white line of thundering surf, scenting
the warm water in my nostrils and

plunging into the dark depths with gusto,
I saw the form of a girl poised on a pin-
nacle of coral, wringing the brine from
her hair. In that evening glow she was

quite divine. I saw the gentle contour
of her bosom, the full line of her hips
as she balanced among the tossing waves.
Then I saw the golden glint in her wet
hair and caught the serene gaze of her

eyes.
Out there Destiny brooded. And I, the

white man, haolo to this day, fell under
the witchery of that maidenhood and

paid my youthful sacrifice. I found my-
self happily in the light of her pure
countenance, looking at her with the ar-

dent worship of adoration. I am un-

ashamed. ... I would give it all to

be back there for an hour . . . that

hour . . . when I worshipped.
She? She was quite demure, I assure

you. She accepted my homage quietly,

twining her slender fingers in her wet
and shining hair. Then we swam in,

away from the glamour of the sunset,

back to land and our separate people.
As we stepped in out of the shallow

water along the beach she took my hand.

I feel that gentle clasp yet. But as we

emerged and she shook down her skirt

delicately over her limbs we came upon
a bowed figure under the trees. A
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woman shook there is agony of supplica-

tion, an emaciated and fragile old

woman with scant fair hair. And before

that prodigy of sorrow we parted
forever.

Then I lost sight of her. Once in a

while, passing Chai Kop's house, I would
hear a strange and oppressing sound, as

of somebody weeping without tears.

But I never knew, exactly, what it por-
tended. I suspect, of course. She was
a young woman

;
and there was no man

to woo her. She never heard a strong
voice in conversation with old Chai Kop,
voice of one subduing his passion into

the proper marriage proposals based on

land and flocks.

The years passed by. One day I saw
her again. She was most lovely that

day and I stood aside that she might
have the path to herself. I shall not try
to tell you the impression she gave me

;

it was one of resignation, of fine obed-

ience to destiny. Maturity had brought
her no birthright ;

but she was meek
;

she did not pray, as her mother had
done. She met fate with calmness.

Such an attitude impressed me tremen-

dously. And when I saw her oftener I

recognized that this resignation was
final. Oriental that she was, she had
remained within her father's walls all

the years that she had dreamed of a

wooer. But now, her youth gone, she

came forth into the day knowing that

she could never yield up her retirement
to become a wife. I accepted this .

as she did. But she looked on me
... at moments. .

Remember that in all this time I did

not know she was a Jewess and had no

inkling of the great dream that the old

Chai Kop dreamed. To me she had
neither race nor period. She simply
existed, in her beauty and delicate seren-

ity, as a star exists in the vault—time-

less and adorable. And . . . once
in a while . . . her glance fell upon
me ... I was very foolish,

foolish for ten years !

Then there came down to us from the

Coast a smart, dapper chap named Aaron
Aaronson. He was a progressive fellow,

quite pushing and very American. In
those days we were n't so American and

he got along amazingly. Everything he

handled seemed to grow and bring forth

golden fruit. And as wealth gave him

place among us here it brought me often

into contact with him. At times he would
talk confidentially.

I learned as the years went by that he

was not an orthodox Jew, though com-

ing of the strictest sect. "You see," he

would explain, "the family has lived in

England for several generations and in

the States for several more. Somehow
I can't approve of the old ways. They
dont fit in. If I am orthodox, I must

join with my race in their futile vision.

What does it all amount to, anyway? I

have little sympathy with this dream of

Zion. I believe in becoming a citizen of

a present country and identifying myself

racially with its people. Oh ! I am quite

progressive."
At other moments he would execrate

Honolulu and its residents.

You observe that Aaron had the

moods of his people spite of his progres-
siveness. And through moods Provi-

dence works. God fails to use the un-

imaginative greatly and the hopelessly
sane and commonplace seem to have no

portion in history.
One day, in the evening, I found

Aaron amid the crowd at the band con-

cert at Aala Park. He was friendly and
asserted that he was lonesome. "I feel

almost a Jew tonight," he said lightly.

We walked about a bit, leaving the

music behind us. And here the hand
of destiny reached down ten thousand

years. We passed the dwelling of old

Chai Kop, locked and silent. For- a sec-

ond I paused: I think I listened for the

sound of her voice within. Then I was
about to go on, but Aaron suddenly

stopped, muttering. I looked at him. He
extended his hand. I followed its direc-

tion and in the dusk discerned above the

doorway of the hut an irregular stain.

On either post a like stain glowed rud-

dily. Then my companion's voice rose

clearly: "A Jew!" he said. "The Pass-

over !"

"Impossible
—"

I began, and stopped.
"It is the house of old Chai Kop Sing,
the pake junk dealer," I finished.

But Aaron would have none of it.
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"This is the Feast," h«; asserted. "And
there is the mark of my people. I thought
I was the only Hebrew in Hawaii." He
was tremendously impressed and I

finally told him something of the old man
and his fair haired daughter. "That, of

course, settles it," he admitted. "But it

is very queer." Later, as we parted, he

put one hand on my sleeve. "After all,"

he said quietly, "I am a Jew. Probably
it is best so. One can't get away from

the centuries."

It was a strange word to come from

his trafficking, apostate lips. It was

stranger to see him, one warm evening a

week later, standing under the shadow
of the algaroba tree, gazing over at the

house and shop of old Chai Kop. Aaron
did not notice me and I perceived in the

dimness of the interior the form of the

woman, busy over some work. Aaron's

eyes were fixed upon that vague picture
and in his face I read a suddenly awak-
ened desire that illuminated his coun-

tenance—and made it splendidly Jewish.
A few days later he came into the

office where I was working alone. He
seemed sick and out of sorts. He com-

plained of nothing. After much futile

conversation he dropped a remark :

"That Chinaman cant be a Hebrew.
Both he and his daughter have fair hair

without a tint of red in it. It is impos-
sible."

I confess that I heard his assertion

with a thrill. My foolishness was not

defined. The little girl whom. I had
come upon in the dusk on the reef that

many years .ago had not grown into a

human woman with a name and a race

and a classification. And in that instant I

dreamed anew.
A year passed by and Aaron was

silent upon the subject. But at times I

caught him under the algaroba tree, ap-

parently studying the fallen pods. But I

knew why he dallied there. Was it not

my own place? So, in pure despite, I

took to addressing old Qhai Kop of an

evening on business. He was deaf and
blind and did not see or hear me. It did

not matter. She heard me and when I

spoke most softly I could catch the rustle

of her gown as she moved slightly. And

then, when I met her on the street, she

looked at me gently with her beautiful

eyes and passed on.

But the fingers of destiny were busy in

the tangle and when Aaron disappeared
on the next Passover I knew that he was
with Chai Kop behind the closed doors

of the old house. For in that year all

doubt that Chai Kop was a Hebrew had
vanished. I knew it and I knew that

Aaron knew it.

I have already told you that I had a

part in the restoration of the Zion of

which Chai Kop dreamed. I come now
to the meat of the narrative. You will

observe that I fought with destinv and
lost.

When the Passover was by and Aaron

appeared again in his place of business

and the door of the house where she

lived was open I went there and knocked.
Chai Kop sat in the entrance to the shop
and neither saw nor heard me. But she

heard me and rose from her chair and

stood, waiting. I leave to you to imagine
the language in which I told her I

wanted to marry her. I had been foolish

for ten years ! And when I had finished

and was watching her eyes soften and
her fair hands rise to her bosom I heard
a dull, raucous sound from the doorway.
Aaron stood there. After ten thousand

years God had remembered.
The Oldest Journalist and I stood

again under the algaroba in the dusk of

evening. Across the street old Chai Kop
Sing dreamed in his chair. As the shadow
of night fell from the firmament a lamp
glowed in the interior and a woman
lifted a child from its cradle and bore it

to the doorway. I saw her fair hair,

her rounded figure. Old Chai Kop stirred

in his chair and nodded blindly. A brisk

step announced a passenger. From the

lower street appeared a black haired,

businesslike man who took oflF his hat

when he reached the entrance where
mother stood with child. At sight of

him the baby cooed softlv and the mother
held it out.

'

"Little Jacob, little son," the

man laughed.

My companion touched my arm gently.
"Let us go on," he said. "We have no
share in that Zion."



What It All Meant
By Arthur Davies

MAD turmoil of waters

leaping ! dashing ! foam-

ing! rushing! ever on-

ward to the East
;
driven

forward by a mighty
wind, whistling and howl-

ing; at one moment cutting the top off a

wave as if it had been planed, the next
moment delving down and creating an-
other mountain of vrater to take the

place of the one destroyed ; great waves
ever rushing onward with lesser waves

leaping and almost laughing on their

sides. The heavens filled with angry-
looking clouds, just echoing the darkness
of night; tinted here and there with an

angry flush from a beam of the rising
sun, already a few degrees above the
eastern horizon. Like an almighty
searchlight the sun beam rushes west-

ward, invulnerable to the force of both
wind and sea, lighting up the crests of
the waves with a dull-golden hue. Sud-

denly, in its course, it strikes a mere
speck on the ocean; a ship's life boat,
battered and dripping from the stinging
spray. For a moment it gilds the top of
the mast, illuminates a mere fragment of
the lug sail, and passes almost caressing-
ly over the seventeen human beings,

who—in spite of the terrific war of the

elements—are fast asleep in various pos-
tures of abject abandonment.
The sun is democratic. At the bow

its beams touch the gray head of an old

sailor, to pass on to the head and breast

of a fireman—literally covered with con-

gealed blood from a gaping wound in

the cheek—for a fraction of a second it

plays on the broken arm of a swarthy
Spaniard and then seems to linger on the

golden-brown curls of a woman's head,

pillowed in the stern sheets. The light

from the half-hidden sun causes the

sleeper to move restlessly ; the head

shifts from, side to side vainly seeking
ease. Quietlv, and almbst with the del-

icate touch of a trained nurse, a tattered

and salt-stained coat is inserted under

the head, and the sleeper rests again in

comparative comfort. The beam from

the rising sun—perhaps in approval of

the act—suddenly discloses the_ rugged
figure of a man. This is he of Wihom I

write, who asks "what it all meant?"
Take a Norse Viking as your original

strain
;
cross it with a tincture of Roman,

throw in a strong admixture of Saxon,
followed by a dash of Norman; to this

add a few doses of French and other
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political refugees, and you have the fin-

ished product; Harald Dryard, third son

of Sir Henry Dryard of Haraldene, in

the County of Devonshire, England ;
that

is the inner man, the real man. Out-

wardly, he stood five-feet-eleven in his

stocking feet
;
he required a forty-four

inch vest
; and, if he had ever insulted

his body by wearing a corset, could have
worn a twenty-eight with ease; in other

words, he was not a mere upright mass
of bone and muscle, he had a waist and
he had shoulders; he carried his strength
where he needed it. As for the rest of

his appearance ;
he was neither a Greek

God nor a plain man, just fairly good-
looking and very wholesome

; excepting
for the stubble on his chin and cheeks,
due to his razors being somewhere at the

bottom of the Pacific.

At this moment his clear, well-set

eyes looked almost black, through wear-
iness and lack of sleep. For hour after

hour he had sat in the drenched boat,
with one hand steady on the tiller, guid-

ing the frail shell almost by instinct
;
the

rest of his faculties being divided be-

tween the suppression of a mutinous
crew and the care of the five women,
who gathered close to him for protec-
tion in the stern of the boat. At the out-

set he had been fairly well clothed, but
first his oilskin coat, then his overcoat,
had been spread over the sleeping forms ;

and now his serge coat has been doffed

to do duty for a pillow permitting the

cold blasts of the early morning to loosen

the woolen undershirt, disclosing a chest

knotted with supple muscles tanned and
hardened by exposure in every clime

where the salt waters flow.

Strange that whilst seventeen slept
—

utterly wearied out and callous from the

awful privations they had recently under-

gone—the one man who had brought
them in safety through these perils was
wide awake and alert, vigilantly watch-

ing every sea, and at the same time

closely observant of the huddled forms
of sleeping firemen and sailors at the

fore end of the boat
; the outer frame of

his body might be weary, but the whole
structure was kejit going by ceaseless

thought from the inner man attempting
to solve a question which had faced him

for the past fourteen years
—the question

he asked himself over and over again,
but as yet could supply no answer to.

So powerful were these thoughts that

even in the midst of this terrible anxiety,
he could detach himself and calmly re-

view his life.

It started almost in legendary forma-
tion ; tales crooned into his ear by the

old Devonshire nurse, legends of dead
and gone Dryards that had followed one
another down the centuries, each in his

turn adding some exploit to the family
role; chiefly, what seemed to Harald,
deeds of violence

;
due doubtless to the

fact that the old nurse took no account
of the ordinary routine of Hfe; her

heroes must be full-blooded, otherwise

they sank into the commonplace. To the

somewhat mythical anecdotes of the

nurse were added short explanatory tab-

lets and dates on the frames of his an-

cestors' pictures, which lined the stair-

case and corridors of the old hall—they
were short and precise, but appealed to

him—they were facts. Even in his boy-
hood he loved fact and hated fiction.

Afterwards, from his father and mother
and elder brothers other bits of family

history had been obtained, until he was
able to piece together something ap-

proaching the truth. How that in the

Saxon days his forefathers had been
men of prominence, as testified by the

old headpiece which had been picked up
after the Battle of Hastings, all that was
left to remind the family of its Saxon

ancestry, for a time submerged by the

Norman wave and sinking back to the

level of yeomen, but only temporarily ;

for with each successive Dryard, acre by
acre had been added to the old home-

stead, until the day came when the de-

scendants of the Norman knight
—to

whom the lands of Haraldene had been

granted—were glad to patch up their de-

cayed fortunes by the marriage of their

eldest daughter to Harry Dryard ;
who

afterwards became the first Sir Henry
Dryard. <
From this period onward it was clear

reading, the interior of the old church at

Haraldene being literally covered with
tablets commemorative of the Dryards
Here one had risen to a high position in
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the law
;
another had followed a soldier's

career—his bones were laid to rest on
the Field of Agincourt

—another, who
had followed the Merry Monarch into

exile and afterwards, disgusted with

times at home had emigrated to the Vir-

ginias ;
he—so the tablet told—was

called "The Caroller," owing to his

sweet voice. There was only a record

of the birth and emigration of this Dry-
ard, but one of the old nurse's traditions

had been, that in the new land the nick-

name had stuck to him, altered only by
the loss of the last syllable and the dup-
licating of the "R," and that the Car-
rolls of Virginia were no more nor less

than Dryards. These men seemed to

Harald to have been eccentricities on the

family tree, as the memorials indicated

two facts very plainly; the one, that the

eldest Dryard had always stuck close to

the family estate
; nursing, watching

over, and improving, until it became one
of the finest in the West of England;
the other, and most important to him,
that in every generation there had been
one Dryard who had been almost fore-

doomed to a life at sea. Like a mistress

beckoning to them from afar, the sea had

called, and either willingly or unwilling-
ly, a Dryard had gone forth. The decks
of the wooden walls of old England had
been stained with their blood ; and, when
the sea gives up its dead, from every
ocean and sea will rise a Dryard that had
laid down his life at the weird call of

the sea-king.

Very proudly had his old nurse told

him of the doings of the piratical Dryard
who helped Drake to singe the King of

Spain's beard
; of another who had per-

ished with Nelson at Trafalgar ;
until

his mind had become saturated with the

family tradition that in every generation
a Dryard should go forth to sea.

His thoughts flew back to his boyhood,
and he smiled grimly as he remembered
how he had laughed at this tradition,
how his equally matter-of-fact father had
declared that "no lad of his should waste
his time at sea." Then had come the
climax. He recalled, as if it had been
but yesterday the big public school dorm-

itory ; his lying awake night after night,

hearing in his imagination the wash of

the sea and the sough of the wind; how
it seemed to be calling to him and telling
him he was wanted, and that willingly
or unwillingly he must be a sailor like

his forefathers. He recollected his boy-
ish shame, and fear of telling his father

of these imaginings ;
then the night,

when he got quietly out of bed, packed
up a few belongings, opened the domi-

tory window, and said good-bye to his

school-boy days ;
the long walk to Liver-

pool ;
the stowing away on the little West

India brig, and the terrors of that first

night when, amidst the groaning and

creaking of the cargo, he had received

his first baptism of sea life. From that

day onwards it had been a constant bat-

tling against adversity without and pride
within

; the adversity of fighting his way
upwards over every rung of the ladder

;

the ancestral pride within which ever

whispered : "You are only a low-down
trader fighting the elements ; your an-

cestors fought with men."
In his ancestors' deeds there always

seemed to be an objective point, some

goal to be ultimately reached ; whereas,
his youth and early manhood had been
one ceaseless struggle against hardships
which appeared to lead nowhere. Even
in his present predicament he could smile

when he thought of the wreck of the lit-

tle brig and her abandonment by the

crew, unwittingly leaving him a prisoner
under hatches ; of his struggles to free

himself
;
of his first experience of the

pangs of hunger ;
of the crash ! when the

big Australian liner cut the brig in two,
the concussion pitching him out into the

sea, to be picked up by the rescuing boat

and carried out to the Antipodes, there

to put in three years' hard work on an

island trader, deck-boy, able-bodied sea-

man, and finally bo'sun ;
first getting

kicks, then giving kicks, but all the time

gaining in experience and strength.
Then his thoughts jumped suddenly

over the intervening years to the wreck
of the Cascade, the long, dreary boat

journey to Tristan-Da-Cunha—very sim-

ilar to his present experience only in

colder latitudes—how he had watched
his companions, one by one, succumb to

that terrible voyage, until out of fifteen,

he and one other man only had reached
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safety. Why had he been saved and not

the other men ? Then his first and so far

only command—true, she was only a

tramp, but what of that? He had got
the promotion entirely by his own efforts

and against great odds. How carefully
he had nursed her on her long voyage
to New Zealand

;
he thought of the bitter

disappointment, when all had gone well

until port was almost reached, and then

had come the cry of—"Fire!"—and for

three days and nights he and his men
battled with the flames, while the pas-

sengers were crying out to be liberated

from the burning ship by taking to the

boats and cursing him for his dogged
obstinacy in holding on to the burning
vessel

;
until the shore of the island hove

in sight and he had been able to run the

almost red-hot mass of iron on to the

sandy beach, with every life saved, but

the ship a hopeless wreck. The weary
waiting in Auckland, and at last—in his

impatience
—

shipping as mate on the old

Meta, at one time a popular mail boat,
but now fallen to the lowest rank in the

life of a tramp, that of odd freights
when no other vessel was obtainable.

Her hull was sound enough, but her boil-

ers, engines, and fittings, were entirely
worn out, and it was merely the pressure
of the first Klondyke rush that had called

her into active life again, to run a cargo
to 'Frisco supplemented by a few odd

passengers who, by stress of circum-

stances, had taken advantage of the low
cabin rates. With one exception they
were an uninteresting lot

; the exception,
was the owner of the golden-brown curls

who at that precise moment was using
Dryard's coat as a pillow.

It was all fresh in Harald's memory;
the somewhat forlorn figure in deep
mourning, with the clear-cut intelligent
face below a lovely halo of rebellious

hair that seemed to be incapable of obey-
ing the owner's efforts to keep straight,

smooth, and precise. When for the first

time in his life he had broken through
his natural shyness and endeavored to

make her life orr board the old boat more

enjoyable, how the acquaintanceship had

quickly grown into friendship and she

had, as it were, extracted from him little

bits of his past history, and at other

times, had read him long lectures on
what she called his awful treatment of
the men. The thought of these little ser-

mons and the fair preacher abruptly
changed the current of Dryard's thoughts
back into the channel they had wandered
from; to what purpose did it all tend?
Was he doing any real work in the world
like his ancestors of old had done, or

was it all wasted effort created by those

phantoms of his boyhood? He could

give no satisfactory answer to his self-

examination
; by no power could be ob-

tain the comparison of what could have
been effected had he finished off his •

school career like the rest of his younger
brothers, who had taken to law, the

church, or some other respectable calling
ashore.

The very thought of himself decked
out in a white surplice, haranguing the

bucolic natives of Haraldene on a Sab-
bath morning, caused him to lose all

self-restraint, and he burst into a ripple
of laughter, just one of those ripples
which have such an aggravating effect

on others. In this case it acted like a
tonic and caused first one and then an-

other of the sleepers to wearily raise

themselves from their broken slumbers

leaving comparative unconsciousness to

face the sudden and keen realization of

their unhappy position.
To Ruth Carroll it was the ending of

a waking dream. Her sleep had been
that dazed sort of semi-consciousness of

a portion of her faculties only, the bal-

ance being actively engaged in reproduc-

ing the strange vicissitudes of the past
few months ; from the time when she had
landed in New Zealand with her father,
in the security of his care and love, able

to follow out her ideals without any real

contact with that working world which
seemed to her to need so much radical

improvement. Her father ! who was

typical to her of what a good man should

be ; satisfied with his small means and

refusing to join in the modern scramble

for wealth, content and happy in their

old Virginian home, doing what little

good he could for those around, and yet—when the time came for her to see

more of the world—his willingly sacri-

ficing his time and home life in order
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that she might have the benefit of the

knowledge of other people and other

climes. His sudden sickness and death,

leaving her absolutely alone in the

strange land under the impression that

she must fulfill his often expressed w^ish

and take back his body to rest beside

that of her mother, near the old Vir-

ginian homestead. Her dream thoughts
took her back to her anxiety over the

slender means in her purse, and the joy
with which she had discovered that the

rates by the Meta would permit of carry-

ing out her self-imposed duties
;
how she

had persisted, in spite of warnings that

the Meta was unseaworthy. Then the

leaving of the beautiful island where she

had experienced her first real grief, her

feeling of utter loneliness when she would
have given all the world to clasp the

hand of the dear dead and for comfort

to have whispered—"Father! you shall

soon rest in the land you loved so well."—How the knowledge of the impossibil-

ity had driven into her soul the earthly

meaning of death, and she had beaten

down her sorrow, determined to live her

life as he would have willed it, and find

her duties in her immediate surround-

ings.
Her dreams recalled how soon the op-

portunity had come by her realizing that

the few passengers were just that flot-

sam and jetsam of humanity driven by
sheer stress of circumstances to take

cheap and risky transit
;
a little matter

her gentle nature could have easily ac-

commodated itself to. But something
akin to fear struck her when she found
the crew of the Meta were the offscour-

ings of almost every maritime nation, a

mixed medley of brutalized natures, sod-

den with drink, and officered by men
who appeared callous to their surround-

ings, whose time seemed to be fully occu-

pied with the heavy weather which the

Meta had immediately encountered.
Then she remembered standing near the

bridge and noticing an officer whom she
had not seen before

; he was talking to
the old captain and looked altogether dif-

ferent from the others. Taller than the

average sailor, with broad shoulders and
almost massive build

;
his face was

tanned to a mahogany tint, but it was

the stranger's eyes that first riveted her

attention; they were very dark blue and
never still, one moment sparkling with

light and humor and the next gazing
right through his immediate surround-

ings, seemingly fixed on some object

beyond the ordinary ken. He was evi-

dently new to the ship and expostulating
at the lack of discipline, pointing out the

risk they ran if the crew were not in

hand before the weather got worse.

As she moved away to avoid hearing
a conversation evidently not intended for

her ears, the captain came down the

bridge ladder, remarking—"Well, Mr.

Dryard,—you will be in charge of the

deck directly
—do just as you like—I'm

too old for that game."
The game had started very promptly

—
a game the recollection of which made
her tremble even in her dreams, and
caused the restlessness during which

Dryard had given her his coat for a pil-

low. It began by this officer—whom the

captain called Dryard—whistling for the

Bo'sun and instructing him to get the

men to work ; it continued, in what ap-

peared to Ruth, to be a pitched battle,

wherein this man with the laughing blue

eyes had behaved more like a demon
than a human being. The Bo'sun had

reported the crew as too drunk to work—evidence of which was to be heard in

the snatches of drunken song that float-

ed aft. Without a moment's hesitation,

Dryard had seized a belaying pin and

gone among them, literally beating the

crowd into sobriety. To Ruth, the rem-

edy had seemed brutal and not to be

condoned by the proofs- of its efficacy ;

for, from that time onward, order

reigned in place of chaos, and more re-

markable still, the men seemed to bear

no ill-will against Dryard. Shortly after

this she had met him face to face on the

deck and with almost a feeling of dis-

gust had passed on one side, but he had

turned on his heel and repassed, and then

crossed over to her and in a shy, almost

hesitating manner, had asked—if she

were Miss Carroll? Afterwards she

learned he had seen the name on the

steward's list and had been struck by it.

Her quick womanly intuition soon told

her, that the man she had thought so
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brutal was obviously and painfully shy,
and what seemed to her stranger still, he
had guessed at her loneliness and, in

his awkward way, was trying to be kind.

Step by step, in her restless dream, sTie

went over the days they spent together
on the Meta, leading to the discovery that

the mien who could treat the sailors like

a herd of cattle and whose voice and

language when aroused, were more than

a match for the worst of them, under
other circumstances was an entirely dif-

ferent being ;
he spoke as a cultured gen

tleman, and what was more interesting
still to Ruth, could—from his own exper-
ience—tell her of people and lands about

which she had merely read, but greater
contradiction still, he spent a consider-

able portion of his watch below in en-

deavoring to make the passengers on
board the old Meta more comfortable.

She remembered the night when she had
asked him why he did not treat the men
with the same courtesy and kindness as

he treated the passengers, and in re-

sponse he had laughingly asked her—
"why does a miller wear a white hat?"

During these days the weather, in-

stead of moderating, had become worse;
gale had succeeded gale, driving the

Meta considerably to the south'ard of

her course; then had come that awful

day when, just as dusk was setting in,

a terrible blast had risen over the raging
of the wind and Ruth had seen clouds of

steam issuing from the center of the

ship; had felt the sudden stoppage of

the screw and heard agonizing shrieks

from below. Dryard had rushed from
the bridge and attempted to go down to

the engines, to be baffled and driven back

by the scalding steam
; and the old Meta

like a thing of life suddenly struck down
to death, had slowly swung round to the

sea and from that moment commenced
to settle deeper and deeper. Then fol-

lowed the awful curses and fighting of

the firemen and crew in their endeavor
to launch the for'ard boats.

She pictured that terrible roller comb-

ing up over the port side of the steamer,
and again felt Dryard's hand as he

snatched her back and almost threw her

further aft under the shelter of the deck-

house; the awiful tearing and rending of

wood and iron work as the huge sea

crashed bodily aboard amidships and,
with its relentless force, carried the old

captain and three of the officers and a

quartermaster and several others straight
to their doom. Then, as if ashamed of

itself, the sea had moderated slightly and

Dryard had sprung forward—how she

never knew, for the whole waist of the

ship was a mass of waters. She remem-
bered hearing the crack of a revolver,
and shortly after, seeing several of the
firemen and sailors driven aft. It was
at that moment she noticed two upturned
boats floating alongside the Meta and
saw the face of one of the men as the

sea swept him past the vessel ; then she
had deliberately turned her face away
from the fore part of the ship. It was
all too sudden and too horrible. Her
thoughts had been stunned, but in the

recovering she had an intense desire to

do something, to be of use to somebody.
The men who had been driven aft were
close to her getting out the life boat and

Dryard stood over them with a revolver
in his hand. His orders followed one
another rapidly, and the men, with the
fear of death on both sides, had the boat

swung out in a few moments.
Then had followed a pause; no word

was spoken ; the men eyed Dryard and
he returned the look straight through the

sights of his revolver. Without a word,
and with his eyes fixed on the gun, a

tall, savage-looking fireman had walked
to the passengers, picked up a little child,

and placed it in the boat. The mother
had followed of her own accord, and
first one and then another had been as-

sisted into the boat, until at last it had
come to her turn ; she had looked at Dry-
ard and had said—"What are you going
to do ?" but he, instead of replying, called

to the fireman—"pick her up and put her

in the boat !"—Even in the midst of this

crisis, she had angered at the thought of

how like a child he had treated her. Dur-

ing it all, the old Meta, after wrallowing
like a tub, had settled lower and lower
until her main deck scupper "holes were
almost awash ; her wallowing had
ceased and a heavy stillness seemed to

have seized her; then Dryard had

spoken again.
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"You men get across to the port side

and line up there! I am going to take

a look round to see if there is anybody
left—if you come across this side I'll

shoot you like dogs."

They had gone meekly enough, but

their eyes rested hungrily on the boat;

there had been scarcely any need for

Dryard to look round; nobody could be

alive except on that elevated part of the

ship on which they stood; the whole of

the rest of the ship was wrecked and

practically under water. Why had he

not let them get into the boat! Why
had he not trusted them !

His look round had only occupied a

second or two; already the passengers,
huddled in the boat, were beginning to

cry out with fear ; the next few moments
were a confused memory to her of the

men getting one by one into the swing-

ing boat ; of Dryard throwing in his long
oilskin coat and stripping off his coat

and throwing that also into the boat; of

his issuing quick commands to the men
about unhooking tackle and getting clear

of the ship ; of his doing something with
the ropes, then his cry of—"Stand by to

unhook !"—the quick run of the lines

through the blocks, the splash as the boat

hit an ascending wave, the hurried move-
ments of the men, and the next minute
her knowledge that the boat was clear

of the Meta and Dryard still on board ;

of the suggestion of a dark-skinned fire-

man to get away and leave him
;
and the

sarcastic comment of the old gray-
headed sailors "With him on board, we'll

mebbe reach land ; without him, we'll

certainly reach Hell." Then, how
through the gloom she had seen the fig-
ure of Dryard poise for a moment on
the ship's rail, dive into the sea and
swim towards the boat, and even while
she was watching him the stern of the

Meta had been suddenly elevated ;
loom-

ing up like a great black mass, to disap-

pear the next moment forever; with the

removal of her protection allowing the

full fury of the gale to sweep down on
the boat; the cursing and quarreling of

the men as each one gave suggestions
for keeping her afloat

; and, whilst they
were still in their mad disagreement, her

feeling the stern of the boat sink down

as the dripping head and shoulders of

Dryard had reared up over the stern and
the men's wrangling had suddenly ceased
as he rolled on board.

Would her memory ever forget that

first night in the open boat—the cruel

swish of the seas as they broke over the

gunwale, the wind dashing the drench-

ing spray over their huddled forms—the

sudden recollection, that with the loss of
the Meta, her father's body had gone
from her forever; how in her agony she
had called out and told Dryard of her
loss and he had so strangely replied

—
"The sea-king has called ; a Dryard must
go." How, even yet, she was puzzled
over his meaning.
Her waking dream passed rapidly

over the days already spent in the boat;
the raging tempest without and the ter-

rible contest within; the tempest which
had ever driven them onward towards
the rising sun. On the morning of the
first day the mast had been stepped, the
oars pulled on board, and a fragment of

the lug sail set; the raging of the wind
was ever driving them onward and on-

ward, and every moment the sea seemed
to be hungering for their sacrifice.

Dryard was a complete mystery to

her; a character she had never met be-

fore. In the battle with the wind and

sea, he was a splendid hero in her sight ;

it was due to his never-failing seaman-

ship and strength that the sea was con-

quered, but in dealing with the men he
seemed more like a fiend than a human
being. Inwardly she felt he was right
in husbanding their sole support—the

breaker of water and the solitary tin of

biscuits—but why! when the men clami-

ored for more did he treat them like

brutes ? Until it seemed to her they had
been almost driven to the desperate on-

slaught made on the previous day, when
the Spaniard had flashed out a knife, the

dark-featured fireman had seized an oar,
and they had crowded to the after part
of the boat. Then her admiration had
been forced towards Dryard again, as

with a blow of the tiller, he had smashed
the uplifted arm of the Spaniard and in

another second cut the fireman's cheek

open from top to bottom. The men had
slunk back to the fore end of the boat,
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beaten and cowed. Another long dreary

day had gone, followed by this night of

half-wakeful sleep.
She awoke with her dream thoughts

still in her mind, and the knowledge that

Dryard was an enigma to her, but at

least she could show him that he was

wrong and that charity and kindness

could succeed with even the most brutal

natures.

The gaping wound on the fireman's

cheek suggested the example, but how
put it into execution? On the previous

day, when one of the male passengers
had suggested praying

—that the raging
of the wind and seas might be stayed

—
Dryard had laughed and told him not to

interfere with God Almighty or he might
upset a good work ; was she going to risk

a rebuff like that? For the first time in

her life she descended to subterfuge in

handing back his coat to Dryard and

thanking him for it.

As she expected, he lashed the tiller

to his body with a rope-end and com-
menced to put on the coat

; now ! was her

opportunity and she seized it, by boldly

stepping for'ard amongst the men. The
other passengers, in their half-awakened

state, gazed at her; the men stared, at

this sudden coming among them of one
who had seemed to them to belong to

the after gang. She could not resist

shooting a little rebellious glance at

Dryard, expecting an angry return; but

instead, his eyes were not on her but on
the men. She turned round to the fire-

man and, as she did so, intercepted a

glance of cunning malignity, passing be-

tween him and the man they had called

Scotty.
"Let me try to dress your wound,"

said Ruth,

"Certainly, ma'am. Sit down right

alongside me or you may fall overboard,"

replied the fireman, making room for

her.

Already Ruth felt she was conquering,
when suddenly I the great arms of Scotty
were gripped tightly round her, and the

fireman sprung to his feet with a sneer,
as he almost yelled at Dryard :

"Now mister! pass that water-breaker

along, or overboard goes this bit of mus-
lin !"

For a few moments there was silence

in the boat, during which a hot wave of

indignation shot through Ruth. The
men's threats troubled her not so much,
but the shame of her mistake gripped her

as an injustice; she felt she would rather

be thrown overboard than have to go
back to Dryard. Almost with a careless

laugh came the reply of Dryard :

"Throw her overboard, and the next

minute I'll put down the helm and drown
the whole crowd. Quick, now ! I'll count

three, and if Miss Carroll is not aft by
the time I get to three, down! goes the

helm."

"One !—two !"—but the "three" was
never counted for she was thrust over
the thwarts, back into the stern of the

boat, with the shame of abject failure

sending the blood in hot waves over her

face.

The other passengers tried to comfort
her—the man who had wanted to pray
told her it was noble; just then, she

hated him and hated the other passen-
gers ;

all she wanted to know was : what
did Dryard think? How would he con-
strue her attempted lesson in charity?
He gave no sign, merely went on with

that ceaseless vigilant watching of the

wind and sea as if nothing had occurred.

Well! she would be callous also; she

could study the wind and sea, so turn-

ing her back, she gave a petulent look at

the sea and sky and wondered how long
this awful time would last

;
how many

weary days would pass before it all

ended. There could be but one ending,
death! even if they escaped the sea, the

frenzy of madness would soon seize

them; already one of the men had been

lashed by his shipmates in the fore part
of the boat and was occasionally shriek-

ing and laughing by turns ; but the

thought soon passed, and its place was
filled by a strange faith in this man who
had suddenly come across her life and
whom she had known but a few weeks;

surely that iron will, which was able to

beat down the men and conquer the

storm, would not be defeated "now. By
that thought was followed another, had
she not been wrong to interfere with the

men ? For Ruth to find herself guilty of

wrong-doing was to make reparation,
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and she turned to Dryard and looking up
in his face, said very frankly:
"Mr. Dryard, will you forgive me for

doing what I know you did not wish

me to do?"

Dryard had faced many perils, but

never in his life the peril of a beautiful

woman asking for forgiveness, and all

he could say was :

"Dont !"

From that moment Ruth Carroll set

herself to understand more thoroughly
the varying shades of Dryard's char-

acter; somehow it lacked completeness
to her and she was annoyed that it

should be incomplete.
The day passed slowly on—every day

had been made more horrible from its

intense dreariness—today, in addition to

the storm, the sun from time to time

broke through the clouds and the heat

on their already weakened bodies was
intolerable.

The monotony of the morning was
broken by the handing round of the

usual pittance of water and a solitary

biscuit for each person, with the infor-

mation from Dryard that it would have

to last for the day.
At noon, the sun shone down piteously

and Ruth saw that Dryard was watching
the weather closer than ever

; shortly
after this, he told the men to tie up a

couple of reefs in the sail and set it, and
for an hour the increased motion put a

happier feeling into their hearts. Ruth
wondered what the men would do in the

middle of the afternoon when, unlike

the previous days, no water would be

served out
; would there be another fight ?

Already her own lips were cracked and
her throat burning with thirst; the

thought turned her glance in the direc-

tion of the fireman and she saw that the

wound had opened again and he was

greedily licking up the blood that flowed
down his cheek. The horror of it all

struck her and for the first time she felt

her courage giving way and was seized
with an intense desire to cry out. She
turned round and saw that Dryard's
eyes had been following her and were

gazing at her with apprehension. Was
she going mad?—Was the strain going
to be too much for her? Again she

looked at Dryard and read his thoughts
clearly enough in his eyes ;

she saw his

hand reach down to the water-breaker,
then pause, as if a sudden thought had
struck him, and sitting upright, to her

intense amazement, he exclaimed :

"Men, I am going to sing to you!"
Had Dryard suddenly announced an

angel from heaven he would probably
have caused no more astonishment than

by this abrupt declaration. Singing was
the last thought that would have struck

the dejected passengers; they were too

far steeped in misery to think of song.
As for the crew, they had arrived at that

point of suffering when they would have

committed any deed to secure a cup of

water
; song to them was typical of mad-

ness.

To Ruth, with her greater knowledge
of the meaning of song, it sounded like

a mockery ; what could he sing ? Would
it be one of those ribald, senseless songs
which the men had sung on the Meta,
or had he—like many sailors—acquired
some knowledge of ballads? Was even
his great strength at last breaking down
and this the first sign of the broken
will power?

Meanwhile, Dryard had paid no heed

to their evident surprise ; unbuttoning his

coat, as if to gain more ease, he straight-
ened himself up from his previous bent

position and suddenly over the whistling
of the wind was poured forth the open-

ing words of Handel's masterpiece.
As the words—"Comfort ye. com-

fort ye, my people"
—filled the little boat

with their soothing tones, its load of

human freight dropped their looks of

astonishment and composed themselves

to listen to a concert the like of which
doubtless had never been heard on the

ocean before.

The voice of the singer was a strong
but rough tenor; in a drawing-room it

might have sounded harsh, but out on

the open sea it harmonized marvellously
with the weird tones of the wind and the

beating of the waves against the side of

the boat.

From the recitative "Comfort ye,"
with scarcely a pause, the singer passed
on into the aria—"Every valley shall be

exalted," and from that—seemingly with
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a set purpose searching for words and
tunes to suit their condition—he changed
from Handel to Mendelssohn and poured
forth his whole being in the solo, "If

with all your hearts ye truly seek me,"
and still the singer went on as if he were

fighting a battle with some unseen foe,

only hesitating for a moment or two to

take breath. Recitative and aria followed

one another from the finest oratorios.

His wonderful memory alone must have

astonished his hearers had they been in

a mood to think, but long before he came
to the end of his repertoire, the thoughts
of every person in the boat had under-

gone a change; their present surround-

ings seemed to have vanished; this

heaven-born music had touched a chord
in every heart. When he had finished

the solo—'Tf with all your hearts ye

truly seek me"—the old sailor Joe, in

the bow of the boat, exclaimed—"Oh!
sir, that minds me of the time I sat with

mv old mother in t'owd church at

Leeds."

Then Dryard seemed to pull himself

together for a final eflfort, and to Ruth's

astonishment, broke out into—"Oh, rest

in the Lord," transposing it by instinct

to suit his tenor; whether it was his

favorite, or whether he thought it was
the best, Ruth did not know, but when
the singer had finished, every man and
woman in the boat was a different being—most of the men were sobbing audibly—the Spaniard was on his knees devout-

ly crossing himself with his unwounded
arm and, as if the very heavens had re-

sponded, Ruth noticed the clouds had all

cleared away and the sun was reaching
out to the west with a clear sky, except-

ing one peculiar cloud on the eastern

horizon on which the beams of the sun
were then striking. No longer ashamed
of her tears she wanted to thank Dryard,
but before she could put her thoughts
into execution, the dark-featured fire-

man, who had caused so much trouble,
had stumbled aft, and almost breaking
down with sobs, was saying:

"For God's sake! Mr. Dryard, let me
take that tiller and you have a rest—
may God strike me dead if I touch that

water !"

Under ordinary circumstances, the

oath would have hurt Ruth, but now it

so expressed her own feelings she could
have hugged the fireman in her joy.

"I don't want to sleep yet
—I just want

to stretch my legs and talk to you about
land—I want you all to promise me,
that when you see it, you wont jump
up and capsize this boat."

At once there was a cry of—"When
do you think we shall see it, sir?"

Ruth noticed that Dryard seemed to

be playing with them, and she turned

her eyes to the eastern horizon where the

cloud with the peculiar points was still

nestling on the water's edge
—now re-

flecting the beams of the setting sun—
then her eyes met those of the fireman,
who had taken Dryard's seat; his eyes
saw the questioning glance and followed

hers, and the moment they rested on the

seeming cloud point, he yelled out the

words—"land ho !"

In spite of Dryard's warning, several

of the passengers started up to gaze at

what to them meant life and liberation

from their intense suflferings ;
others held

them back and turned with expectancy
to Dryard.

Every bone in his body was aching
with the fever of his previous cramped
position ; his throat was burning from
lack of water and his recent efforts, and
even as he stood Ruth could see he was
almost asleep. The mist had dropped
from her eyes ; incompleteness of his

character no longer existed for her
;

it

was rounded off and complete ; however

rough the exterior, the inner man, the

real man was pure gold. How could she

save him further fatigue? Almost with

a blush, she addressed her fellow pas-

sengers :

"If Mr. Dryard will tell us the name
of the land perhaps I can fill in the

details—then he can rest."

At once there was a ready chorus of

assent and the passengers in the stern

moved, to give him some little space to

rest well.

He took the proffered seat ; then, turn-

ing to the fireman, said—"Slatter, keep
her straight for that land—it is Pitcairn

Island—the wind is going down; when
the moon rises about eight o'clock, there

will be a steady breeze, then shake out
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the reefs and let her go—call me if any-

thing troubles you or the wind shifts."

Then, without another word, he pillowed
his head on the gunwale of the boat and

the next moment was in one of those

solid sleeps which only a healthy frame

can command after days and nights of

hardship and fatigue.

Luckily Ruth had read all about the

"Mutiny of the Bounty" and was able to

answer the questions that were fired at

her by both passengers and crew.

During the telling, night had fallen;

the wind had dropped from a gale to a

strong breeze, the reefs had been shaken

out, and the boat—under a steady pres-
sure—raced along with an easy motion

very different from the terrible tossing
of the previous nights ;

first one and then

another of her weary freight sought
what comfort they could find and with

almost a feeling of security fell asleep.
The last to drop off was the man who
had wanted to pray ;

before doing so, he

turned to Ruth and said :

"Miss Carroll, that man understands

God better than most folk." He meant

Dryard, and she was glad that he knew
and understood.

For two hours Ruth kept awake, tak-

ing pride in the thought. that she could

watch whilst the others slept; but tired

nature conquered and gradually the head
with the rebellious golden brown curls

nodded, and sank lower and lower until

it finally rested on Dryard's arm, and

then, as the motion pf the boat rocked
her to sleep, a little hand stole down into

Dryard's strong brown hand, and the

moonbeams kissed the tips of the sea in

silvery silence, lighting up the fireman's

face as they passed
—he alone was awake

and had seen and was a better man for

the seeing.
The dawn was just breaking as Ruth

felt her shoulder gently shaken anQ
heard the fireman say:
"Wake up ! Missy ! I am going to call

him, the wind is shifting and we are

almost up to the Island."

The imprisoned hand was gently with-
drawn and Ruth's face almost rivaled

the rose in color—but deep down in the

fireman's being was that instinct which
all men who go down to the sea in ships

seem to possess
—some call it a gentle-

manly instinct; others, "minding your
own business"—he took no notice of

Ruth, but hastily shook Dryard, who was

already partially awakened by the with-

drawal of her hand.
The next momient Dryard had taken

the helm and Slatter was busy rousing

up his mates in the fore end of the boat.

"Dip that tack over, men ! We'll run
down the coast with an easy sheet—I've

been on this island before—it 's a good
many years ago, but I remember there 's

only one decent landing place and that 's

at the south'ard end of the island."

Now all was activity on board the

boat. There was a nasty cross sea run-

ning, but by this time they were habit-

uated to being tossed about. Wet gar-
ments were hung out to assist drying in

the sun, the remainder of the biscuits

were divided, and—better still—a full

pannikin of water was served to each.

During the night Slatter, the fireman,
had dipped a baler in the sea and washed
the congealed blood from his face and
neck and now looked presentable.
The coast-line presented a superb spec-

tacle
;
the big rollers from the spent gale

were dashing against the wall of rocks
and reeling back on their fellows in a

mass of angry foam.

Suddenly a little child among the pas-

sengers clapped her hands and cried :

"Mammy! look at the goats!"
"Those are two-legged goats, little

one"—replied Dryard—"the people on
Pitcairn Island are so accustomed to

their rocks and cliffs, they look like goats

running about. They have seen us and
I hope will get their surf boat out; or

you will get another ducking before we
get ashore,—Now then, men! get that

tack hard down and take in the slack of

the sheet; we shall have a head wind
when we round this point."
No need to drive the men now ; every-

body on the boat was full of activity and

joy.
"See! Here comes a boat!" cried one.

"Look at the woman jumping over

the rocks !" cried another, and again the

little child calls out :

"Mammy! Mammy! I see's bies an'

gurls !"
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Ruth picked up the Httle one. The

golden curls of the child ming-led \vi:h

her own tumbling locks and formed an

effective screen, under cover of which,

she first kissed her, then laughed with

her, then busied herself attempting to

straighten the child's hair, while the

mother looked on, with a glance first at

Ruth, then at Dryard, and over her face

there passed just the shadow of a smile

as she thought of her own young days
and her own man.
Down went the helm ! Quickly che

boat came into the wind ;
as her way

slackened the native surf boat was pad-
dled alongside and very gently the

women and other passengers were trans-

ferred—even the joy of rescue could not

completely control their terribly weak-
ened state.

Few words were spoken by the Pit-

cairn Islanders ; they knew a catastrophe
had happened and that once more cast-

aways had been driven to their shores.

Just a few words of direction to Dryard
and the sail of the Meta's boat was

furled, the oars were shipped, and she

followed through a line of foam and surf

in the wake of the surf boat. Before

they could quite realize it, the bow
grated on the pebbles of a little bay and

they were standing on the shore with the

islanders clustering round, talking fluent

English and overwhelming them with

oranges and bananas.

It was sundown on the same day, a

busy one for Dryard. In the morning
he had set the Spaniard's arm, sewn up
Slatter's cheek, and given Mr. McCoy—
the island magistrate

—a detailed account
of the wreck of the Meta and their sub-

sequent journey. The afternoon had
been spent in looking up old acquaint-
ances, and billeting the passengers and
crew on the hospitable islanders. Ruth
had been introduced to Miss Adams, the

island school mistress, a girl of her own
age, who had seen a little of life outside

of Pitcairn Island, having once paid a

visit to Queen Victoria, the unforgetable
event of her life. Now he wanted to be

alone, his duties seemed finished, so tak-

ing a path he still remembered, he

scrambled up the zigzag, leading out of

the village. Almost the last cottage he

passed was that of the school-mistress,

perched on the rocks at the head of the

valley. As he passed by, everything
seemed bathed in the evening calm ;

the

open window was protected with a white

linen curtain that moved lazily in the cool

of the evening breeze. Intuitively, he

knew that inside the cottage, Ruth was

resting peacefully ;
her father's death, her

sudden poverty, and her recent trials

were for the moment—obliterated ; she

would rise in the morning with newer and

brighter hopes. Then turning abruptly
to the left, up the precipitous path

—lined

on both sides with feathery palm trees,

intermingled with tropical flower-laden

creepers
—he passed to the western slope

and emerged on the open mountain side.

It was bathed in a sheen of gold reflected

from the setting sun and tapering off to

a dull red where the evening mist rose

from the shore. Out in the west the sun,
like a great ball of fire, was sinking into

an ocean of gold. All nature was stilling

herself to sleep. So perfect was the

silence that the border line between

thought and speech seemed broken.

Wrapped in this intensity, his thoughts
flew rapidly back to the morning, when
he had gazed at the rising sun and asked

himself—"What it all meant ?"
; but now,

there was no mist before his eyes; all

was as clear as day. His life was no

longer a chaos of promiscuous happen-

ings or haphazard details
;
behind all was

the hand of God. The voices in his

boyhood, the separation from his home

people, the hardships, toil, and wrecks

were the training that had given him the

power and endurance to be of some good
in this world. As the light broke in he

seemed to go back to his childhood's

days and hear the old nurse telling the

old stories over again ; back ! over the

centuries to his ancestors' days, and he

knew that in their life there li^d been a

purpose also.
^



The Story of the Union Pacific

By W. F. Bailey

|T is almost hopeless to at-

tempt to cover the story of

the Union Pacific Railroad

within the limits of a maga-
zine article. That fount of

^ romance and fiction, the

Government Printing Office, has devoted

over nine thousand pages tQ the telling of

what Congress did and did not do in connec-

tion with its history. Poor's Manual of

Railroads has given over two hundred of its

pages to recounting its issues of preferred

stock, common stock, first-mortgage bonds,

land-grant bonds, etc., and as for court pro-

ceedings in which it was involved, their name
is legion.

Then several authors have made books out

of the story, and even then the half has

never been told. Years were spent in dis-

cussing the project. The public press. Con-

gressional records, and papers galore were

filled with articles pro and con, all of which

culminated in a universal demand by the

American people for a transcontinental rail-

road that should unite the East and the

Pacific Coast.

President Lincoln said, when approached

by representatives of those who believed it

should be a Government work: "The Na-
tional Government has its hands full in

carrying on the war. Private enterprise
must build the Pacific Railroad and all the

Government can do is to aid, even admitting
its construction is a political as well as a

military necessity."
The passage of the Pacific Railroad bill

by Congress in 1862 carried out this idea.

On the Pacific Coast a well-organized and
chartered corporation, created by the Cali-

fornia Legislature, was in existence, and had

already taken steps towards the construction
of the western end, and, as was but natural,
this company, the Central Pacific Railroad,
was recognized by Congress.
As to the eastern end, the bill designated

by name 158 persons who, with five to be
named by the Secretary of the Interior, were

to constitute a "Board of Commissioners,"
to effect a preliminary organization, open
books for the subscription of stock and to

call a meeting of the stockholders to elect

a board of directors, as soon as 2,000 shares

had been subscribed and ten dollars per share

paid, the company thus organized to proceed
with the construction of the road under the

charter, which proceeded to specify:

That the eastern end should be known as

the Union Pacific Railroad, that it should

commence at a point on the 100th Meridian

west of Greenwich between the Valley of the

Platte River on the north, and the Valley
of the Republican on the south, with branch

lines to the Missouri River. The capital

stock of the company should consist of

10,000 shares of a par value of $1,000 each,

not more than 200 shares of which should

be held by any one person. . . . The

company to be given by the National Gov-

ernment, every alternate section of land, as

designated by odd numbers, adjacent to the

track, to the extent of five sections per
mile. . . . Nothing but American iron

to be used. ... As fast as sections of

forty miles were completed and accepted by
commissioners to be appointed by the Presi-

dent for that purpose. United States bonds

were to be issued to the company. .

Sixteen thousand dollars to the mile, east

of the Rocky Mountains, and $48,000 to the

mile for 150 miles west thereof, or the moun-
tain portion. . . . These bonds to be a

first mortgage on the entire line, equipment,

terminals, etc. . . . The road to be

completed within twelve years.

Five per cent of its net earnings, together
with the tolls accruing on transportation
furnished the Government, to be applied
towards the repayment of the Government

bonds principal and interest. . . . Tlae

gauge of the road and its Eastern terminals

to be left to the President of the United

States to determine.

The Board of Commissioners thus consti-

tuted, met in Chicago, September, 1862, and
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after effecting an organization and arrang-

ing to accept subscriptions for stock, ad-

journed. There was no great rush to sub-

scribe, and had it not been for a few public-

spirited men coming to the front and sub-

scribing for enough to bring the subscrip-

tions up to the requisite 2,000 shares, the

charter would have lapsed.

When the requisite subscriptions had been

received, a meeting of the stockholders was
held in New York City. It was found that

2,180 shares had been subscribed, only 180

more than the minimum required by the

charter. What was even more unsatisfac-

tory was the fact that there was no man or

.set of men in sight to take hold of the proj-
ect. Although there were several cliques de-

sirous of doing so, they were largely irre-

sponsible parties, either lacking the capital

necessary, or not commanding the confidence

of those who did have it.

To prevent the collapse of the enterprise,
it was necessary to proceed in line with the

act of Congress. Accordingly, a board of

thirty directors was chosen, some of whom,
not being consulted, refused to serve. The
balance of the board organized, electing as

president General John A. Dix, ex-Secretary
of the Treasury, he having resigned that po-
sition to enter the Union Army, where he
was when elected by the board. At first he

refused to take the position, only being in-

duced to do so on account of its being a

public duty, and with the understanding that

he should remain in the Army. For vice-

president, Thomas C. Durant was selected.

He had been actively engaged in construc-

tion work on the lines running west from

Chicago, and came as near as anybody to

being the promoter of the Union Pacific, as
we now understand the word. Owing to the
conditions surrounding President Dix's elec-

tion, the burden of the work fell on Durant,
and well did he acquit himself.

The first business of the company was the

selection of an Eastern terminus. Under the

charter the main line was to commence at

the 100th meridian, with branch lines to the

Missouri River, the object of this being to

harmonize the conflicting interests of the

Chicago and St. Louis rail lines. Three
roads were under construction from Chicago
to connect with the Pacific Railroad, while
the Missouri Pacific had, through the efforts

of the citizens of St. Louis aided by the

State of Missouri, built from St. Louis to

Kan.sas City. The Kansas Territorial Legis-
lature had chartered a line called the Leav-

enworth, Pawnee & Western Railroad to run
from a connection with tlie Missouri Pacific

Railroad, and this, by the act of Congress,
was to form one of the branch lines from
the 100th meridian, leaving the other, the

connection of the Chicago lines, to be con-
structed by the Union Pacific Company.
Under the charter the Eastern terminus of
this branch was to be determined by the

President, and this was settled by President
Lincoln's proclamation designating Council

Bluffs, Iowa, which practically meant that

Omaha should be the starting point.

Highly elated over the selection of their

city, and regardless of any connection with
the railroad company, the citizens of Omaha
started out, December 2. 1862, to inaugurate
by a celebration the construction of theroad.
The ceremonies were commenced by asking
the Divine blessing on the enterprise in a

prayer by the Rev, Mr. Lemon, pastor of the

First Methodist Episcopal Church, of
Omaha. The reverend gentleman's petition

being that the road should make one the peo-

ple of the East and of the West, that it

should result in peopling the waste places of

the West, and lending security to those al-

ready on the frontier.

The first earth was removed by Governor
Saunders of Nebraska Territory, assisted by
the Mayor of Omaha, George Francis Train,
and others, the occasion winding up by a

banquet in the evening. The event of the

day was the address by George Francis

Train, then in the height of his gloiy, in

the course of which he said:

The official business being over, and as I

happened to be lying around loose in this

part of the country at this particular time,
it gives me a chance to meet some of the live

men of Nebraska at the inauguration of this,

the grandest enterprise under God the world
has ever witnessed. America is the stage, the
world the audience, of today; while one act of

the drama represents the booming of cannon
on the Rapidan, the Cumberland, and the Rio

Grande, sounding the death knell of rebellion,
the next scene has the booming cff cannon on
both sides of the Missouri, to celebrate the

grandest work of peace that has ever en-

gaged the energies of man. The Great Pa-

cific Railroad is commenced, and if you knew
the men who have hold of the enterprise, as
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well as I do, no doubt would arise as to its

speedy completion. Four thousand years ago
the Pyramids were started, but that repre-

sented the vanity of man. The Chinese Wall

was grand in conception, but built to break

the tide of invasion. The Suez Canal was

gigantic, but how limited all t^ose things

appear in comparison with this enterprise.

Before the first century of our Nation's birth

we may see in the New York depots some

strange Pacific Eailroad notices such as:

"European passengers for Japan will

please take the night train."

"Passengers for China this way."
"African and Asiatic freight must be

marked via San Francisco and Pekin."
Ere ten years go by, I intend to let the

European traveler get a new sensation by
standing on the ridge-pole of the American
Nation and sliding off into the sea. One day
a despatch will come in: "We have tapped a

mountain of copper nineteen miles square";
later on: "We have just opened up another

field of coal," or "We have struck another

iron mountain this morning," when eureka!

a telegram electrifies the speculators in Wall

Street, and gold drops below par: "At ten

this morning we struck a pick into a moun-
tain of solid gold." Ten millions of emi-

grants will settle in this golden land in

twenty years.

If Durant was the promoter, Train was
entitled to the title of "Boomer-in-Chief,"
for in season and out of season, before Con-

gressional committees, public meetings, or

to the unfortunate individual whom he suc-

ceeded in button-holing, the Union Pacific

was the subject of endless oratory on his

part. In no small degree was he responsible
for the opinion : "The road should and must
be built," that became general.

Real work commenced the year follow-

ing, grading being started in July, 1864, and

track-laying the spring of 1865. In Novem-
ber of that year an excursion was run from
Omaha to the end of the track, fifteen miles.

This was arranged by Vice-President Du-

rant, who invited a party of twenty gentle-
men to accompany him on an engine and
flatcar on this his first inspection trip.

Among the excursionists was General Sher-

man, who, while lauding the undertaking,
expressed his regret that, at his age, he
could hardly anticipate living to see the work

completed. The party was very enthusiastic,
and as the narrator naively put it: "As the

commissary was well supplied, the gentle-
men greatly enjoyed themselves."

To build this part of the road, the $218,-
000 received from the ten per cent of stock

subscriptions were used, and a debt of from

$200,000 to $300,000 addftional was con-

tracted. The project did not commend itself

to moneyed men as an investment. There

was a lack of leadership, and it became evi-

dent that under existing circumstances it

would be impossible to secure the necessary
funds to prosecute the work. So bad did

the credit of the company become that, ac-

cording to the report of the chief engineer,

laborers refused to work unless they re-

ceived their wages in advance. Under the

circumstances all that was left was an ap-

peal to the Government for further aid.

This being made, resulted in a supple-

mentary act being passed by Congress in

July, 1864.

This made the Government bonds a sec-

ond mortgage, permitted the company to

issue their own first-mortgage bonds to an

equal amount, doubled the land-grant, re-

duced the sections to be accepted by the

Government from forty miles to twenty;
made two-thirds of the Government bonds

available as soon as the grading was done,

and made one-half the earnings on Govern-

ment business payable in cash, the other

half to apply on the bonds, the capital stock

being increased to $100,000,000. Coupled
with these very favorable provisions were

two that adversely affected the line. One
of these permitted the Kansas Pacific

(originally the Leavenworth, Pawnee &
Western, then the Union Pacific Eastern Di-

vision, and finally the Kansas Pacific) to

connect with the main line at any point its

builders might select, not more than fifty

miles west of Denver, Colorado. This cre-

ated a competition for Colorado business,

and also on through traffic, so far as the

haul east of the mountains was concerned.

The other adverse proposition was the per-

mission given the Central Pacific to build

on east until they met the Union Pacific

coming west. The original Pacific Railroad

bill confined the Central Pacific to their

California charter, i. e., to the State of Cali-

fornia. By subsequent legislation this was

extended so they could build east of the

California line 150 miles, on the plea of

reaching the mining regions of Nevada. By
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this latest act, Congress gave rise to the

rivalry between the two lines as to which

should cover the greatest mileage, resulting

in the increased expenditures incident to the

"rush work".

The passage of this act put the company
on a good financial basis, on the strength of

which a contract was made with an employe
of the company, H. M. Hoxie, to build 100

miles of road at $50,000 per mile, and this

was later extended to cover 247 miles, or to

the 100th meridian. This contract was as-

signed by Hoxie to a syndicate of seven,

headed by Vice-President Duraut.

Out of the immense personal liability in-

volved in participation in the contract, grew
dissension among the members of the syndi-

cate, and the refusal of some of them to go
on with it. At the request of President Lin-

coln, Mr. Oakes Ames, member of Congress
from Massachusetts, and a man of the high-

est standing financially and personally, be-

came interested in the company, the Presi-

dent desiring to enlist his well-known abil-

ity and capital in the enterprise, which thus

far had been suffering for a strong leader.

On Ames's advice it was determined to

organize a construction company. The char-

ter of a Pennsylvania corporation, known
as the Pennsylvania Fiscal Agency, organ-
ized to construct railroads in the South and

West, was purchased by the Durant Syndi-

cate, and its name changed by legislative en-

actment to the Credit Mobilier of America.

The Hoxie contract was transferred to this

company, as were also the subscriptions of

the Durant Syndicate, which, together with

the subscriptions of Ames and his friends,

brought the working capital of the Credit

Mobilier Company up to $2,000,000. With
this amount of cash in hand the work of

construction was made much easier.

There were, however, two elements in the

company. The one headed by Durant was

building the road for what could be made
out of the construction. The other, headed

by Ames, was f«r building the line as

economically as possible, depending on the

future earnings to reimburse them for the

present outlay. Out of these diverse views

grew dissensions that were carried into court,

and were a constant source of trouble and

delay. The arrangement between the two

companies, the Union Pacific and the Credit

Mobilier, practically amounted to this:

The directors of the Credit Mobilier woufd
meet and formulate a proposition to build

so many miles of road for so much; they
would then adjourn to the next room (the
otFices of the two companies being adjacent
in the same building in New York City, and
the directors of the one to a great extent

directors of the other). As Union Pacific

directors they would then accept the propo-
sition of the Credit Mobilier, and arrange
to pay that company by turning over to it

the first-mortgage bonds of the Union Pa-

cific, the Government bonds and sufficient

Union-Pacific stock to bring the total to the

amount of the Credit-Mobilier bid. In other

words, the Credit Mobilier built the road,

marketing its securities, thus reaping what

profit they could out of the transaction. In

every instance the contracts were made orig-

inally with some individual, who would in

turn assign it to the Credit Mobilier for exe-

cution. Under this arrangement the entire

road was financed, the details of the con-

tracts being :

Cost to u. P. Co.
Omaha to Mile Post 3 5... Built by company from

stock subscriptions
Mile Post 35 to 100-Mile (

Post, Hoxie contract. . (

100-Mile Post to 100th ( ?12, 974.416.24
Meridian, Hoxie con- (

tract extension (

100th ^Meridian to 914-Mile
Post, Ames contract.... 57,140,102.94

914-Mile Post to five miles
west of Ogden, Davis
contract 23,431,768.10

That is, the Union Pacific turned over to

the Credit Mobilier securities of a face value

of $93,546,287.28, which, less depreciation,
was equal to about $73,000,000 in cash.

To cover this, which meant the cost of

constructing the road, stations and other

buildings, and the expense of the Union Pa-

cific Company for equipment and other ex-

penses, there was issued:

Face Value. Amt. Realized.
Government bonds. .$ 27,236.512 |27, 145.163. 28
First mortgage bonds 27,213,000 23,718,008.77
Income bonds 9,365,000 6,536,600.00
Land grant bonds... 9,224,000 6,063,992.04
Union Pacific stock. 36,762,300 11,028,690.00

1109.790,512 $74,492,454.09
Paid Union Pacific by Central Pa-

cific for line west of Ogden 2.698,620.00

1^7,190.074.09

As nearly as can be arrived at the actual

outlay of the Credit Mobilier was $50,720,-

957.04, which, added to the amount expended
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by the Union Pacific directly for equipment,

etc., $9,746,683.33, makes the total cost of

the Union Pacific, Omaha to Ogden, $60,-

467,641.27, leaving as profit on its construc-

tion, $16,723,432.82.

When the construction of the road became

assured, antagonism, blackmail, and open

hostility appeared. For instance. President

Dix, although his position had been largely

honorary, owing in part to his being in the

Army and later Minister to France, put in a

bill for $50,000 for special services rendered.

The Govei'nment commissioners appointed
to examine and accept the completed sec-

tions were a source of trouble. One refused

to pass on the work until "his fee," which

he put at $25,000, had been paid. Another

required that cuts should be made through
each rise in the Laramie Plains so as to give
a dead-level track instead of conforming to

the contour of the country. These cuts had

to be filled up later on account of their be-

ing packed with snow and causing blockades,

involving a heavy and totally unnecessary

expense. In Washington, lobbyists demand-

ed blackmail under threat of adverse legis-

lation. Wall-Street speculators were a unit

in attacking the credit of the company, "to

bear" its securities. In 1869 the notorious

Jim Fisk attempted to secure control, com-

pelling the removal of the headquarters from
New York to Boston, out of reach of the

New York state courts, then controlled by
him. A witty epigram that went the rounds

of the press in 1869 read as follows :

THE STORY OF THE UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD,

"The Union Pacific is about to apply
For a change in its name, and no wonder

'T is as warlike as Jove, that great God of
the skies,

And 'Pacific' about as his thunders.

And talking of this, it is strange, as it goes

Through perpetual snows, in some quar-
ters

This railroad should be, in the midst of
its foes,

Continually in hot water."

The stock of the Credit Mobilier Com-
pany, up to the completion of the Hoxie
contract and the consequent profits, had not
been considered at all promising. For rea-

sons of policy, some of this had been as-

signed to members of Congress, Senators and

other public officials, some of it having been

paid for outright, others having it carried

on their account. After the crisis had

passed, it rapidly appreciated in value,

reaching as high as $260 on a par value of

$100. In the forthcoming political campaign
the subornation of Congress in the inter-

est of the railroad company, by the use of

Credit-Mobilier stock, was made an issue,

and occasioned a great outcry, resulting in

what is known as the "Credit-Mobilier

Scandal." The accusations were thoroughly

investigated by two committees during the

subsequent session, and it was clearly dem-

onstrated to have been without foundation,
so far as it having been used to bribe Con-

gressmen. It was proved that the company
had no further favors to ask of Congress,
and that the members who had received

Credit-Mobilier stock,
—

Blaine, Garfield, and

others of that ilk,
—had paid the market

price for it. Notwithstanding, Oakes Ames
was called to the bar of the House and se-

verely censured for having sold it to his

fellow-members. Popular clamor demanded
a victim, and Ames was made a scapegoat.

This, and the strain he underwent in con-

nection with his labors in financing the com-

pany, proved too much for him, and his

death came very shortly after the completion
of the road, to build which he did more than

any other man. After his death, the voice

of calumny was silenced, and his character

and work received the recognition they so

well deserved. At Sherman Station, the

highest point on the (old) line of the Union

Pacific, stands a monument some sixty feet

square at its base, and about the same in

height, bearing the simple legend: "In Mem-

ory of Oakes Ames." This was erected by
the directors of the Union Pacific personally

as their tribute "In recognition of his serv-

ices and integrity."

When the road was commenced in 1864,

there was no railroad completed into Coun-

cil Bluffs from the eastward, the Chicago &

Northwestern being the first to reach there,

in 1867; consequently all material for con-

struction and supplies had to be brought in

either on steamboats on the Missouri, or else

wagoned from Des Moines, 133 miles. The

country was destitute of the necessary lum-

ber, and even stone for masonry had to be

brought in, involving great expense and de-

lay. Everything was held at "war prices,"
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iron, ties, lumber, provisions, etc., while cur-

rency. Government bonds and the securities

of the company were greatly depreciated.
Labor was scare and only to be had at ex-

travagant figures. In the report of the Gov-

ernment Commissioner, made in 1864, when

the grading had progressed some twenty
miles out of Omaha, he stated : "There are

now 200 men employed on the work, and a

like number of horses and oxen, together
with the excavating machines that are doing
the work of many men. It is confidently ex-

pected that this section, the first forty miles,

will be ready to be laid with rails by June 1

next." Tliis he regarded as very commend-
able.

A great amount of the preliminary work
in the way of making reconnoissances, sur-

veying, and even of locating the liae, had

been done under Government auspices,

mostly by Army officers, Congress having

placed at the disposal of the railroad com-

pany the result of all their work.

The engineering work, including the locat-

ing of the line, was in charge of Granville

M. Dodge, chief engineer, formerly a Gen-

eral in the United States Army, the actual

construction of the line being in charge of

Vice-President and General Manager Du-
rant. The operation of the completed por-

tion, including the forwarding of material

and supplies, was handled by Samuel B.

Reed, general superintendent, while the

track-laying was done under contract by
"Casement Bros.," General J. S. (Jack) and

his brother, D. T. (Dan), with Captain

Clayton as their superin'.endent, their ar-

rangement giving them $800 per mile of

track laid, if two miles or less were put
down in one day. If they laid over two
miles in one day, they received $1,200 per
mile.

One of the reasons for the slow progress
made the first two years, or up to Decem-
ber 31, 1865, outside of the natural lack of

system due to a new undertaking, was the

scarcity of labor. The surrounding country
had no surplus workmen, and it was not

until the disbanding of the Armies, both

North and South, that tliis situation was
bettered. After the war was over large
numbers of the ex-soldiers drifted west,
and were glad to find steady work at re-

munerative wages on the railroad.

In his annual report for 1866, the Secre-

tary of the Interior stated that out of 1,500
laborers employed on the Union Pacific

Railroad, 300 were negroes, and suggested

legislation looking to the employment on that

undertaking of more of the surplus freed-

men. The bulk of the men, however, were

ex-soldiers. General Dodge, the chief en-

gineer, says: "The work was military in

character, and one is not surprised to find

among the superintendents and others in

charge, a liberal sprinkling of military titles.

Surveying parties were, as a rule, accom-

panied by a detachment of regulars as a

protection against the Indians. The con-

struction trains were amply supplied with

aims, and it was their boast that at a min-
ute's notice, a gang of track-layers could

be transformed into a battalion of infantry.
Over half the men had shouldered muskets
in many a battle." It was the custom of the

graders to carry their guns to and from their

work, and to keep them stacked within easy
reach while at their work. Nearly all the

Indian troubles occurred on the plains east

of Cheyenne. West of there, either owing
to better organization on the part of tbe

railroad and militaiy, or on account of the

much larger number of men employed, the

Indians caused little or no trouble. Pos-

sibly it was the working out of General Sher-

man's prophecy that the influx of graders,
teamsters, and their following, would bring

enough whiskey into the countiy to kill off

all the Indians on the plains.

The surveying parties were, as a rule, ac-

companied by a small detachment of soldiers

for their protection, notwithstanding which

General Dodge states that "Numbers of our

men, some of the ablest and most promising
were killed." Hillsdale, Wyoming, perpet-
uates the name of an engineer, Mr. Hill,,

killed near there. Another engineer, Colonel

Percy, was "jumped" by a party of Indians

near Medicine Bow, Wyoming. Retreating
to a nearby cabin, he was able to hold them

off for three days, only to be finally over-

come and killed. The "front" was seldom

bothered. As a rule, there were too many
men on hand to make an attack attractive,

though the stock was run off by hundreds,

almost by thousands. It was the individuals

and little detached parties tliat were most

often molested. After the tracks were down
and trains running, they and the employes
at the isolated stations, and especially the
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section gang, were in constant danger.

To assist in patrolling the line, a battalion

of four companies of Pawnee Indians were

mustered into the United States service un-

der the command of Major Frank North, at

the instance of General Custer. It was the

Sioux and Cheyennes who were so trouble-

some, and these were the sworn foes of the

Pawnees. These Pawnees were furnished

with the regulation arms and uniforms of

the Army, but were permitted to modify
these to suit their individual ideas. As a

rule they wore the customary Indian head-

dress of feathers, and to the regulation car-

bine and revolver of the cavalry they added

a hatchet, spear, knife, etc. When in action

they would strip down to the breeeh-clout

The following incident will illustrate con-

ditions as they existed:

A large body of Sioux were discovered

near Julesburg, and Major North and forty

Pawnees started from Fort Kearney, their

headquarters, to investigate. On their way
they found tlie bodies of fourteen men who
had been killed by the Indians, their bodies

mutilated beyond recognition, their scalps
torn otT, tongues cut out, legs and arms dis-

membered, and the bodies full of arrows.

On aiTiving at Julesburg, they found the

place besieged, and, attacking the Sioux, they

put the band to flight, killing twenty-eight.
Soon after this the Cheyennes went on the

warpath. Major North and twenty of his

Pawnees, being out on a scout, struck the

trail of a party of twelve. Taking after

I hem, Major North was the only one who
could get near them, being better mounted
than his men. Seeing his Pawnees were

some distance in the rear, the whole party
turned on the Major. He shot his horse,

using its body for a breastwork, killed or

wounded nine of them, when the near ap-

proach of his men drove the remainder away.

Among the experiences with the Indians, was

that with a party of mounted Sioux, who

attempted to stop and capture a construc-

tion train by massing their forces on the

track in front of a locomotive. Needless to

say they were not greatly elated with the

result, some dozen of the Indians and twenty
of their ponies being killed. One of them

being interviewed later on, said : "Smoke

wagon, big chief, no stop; ugh! no good."

At another time, the Indians succeeded in

capturing a freight train, holding it and its

crew in their possession. General Dodge,
the chief engineer, with a number of men,
tx-ain crews, laborers and graders, was re-

turning to Omaha on a special train, when
the news reached them, and, to quote the

General's own words: "They (the men on

the special) were all strangers to me. The
excitement of the capture and the reports

«oming by telegra])h brought all of them to

the platform, and when I called on them to

fall in and go forward, every man on the

special went into line, and, by his position,

showed he had been a soldier. We ran down

slowly until we came in sight of the train.

I gave the order to deploy as skirmishers,
and at the command they went forward as

steadily and in as good order as we had seen

the old soldiers climb the face of the Ken-
nesaw under fire." The train was quickly

recaptured.
Another incident: In July, 1867, a band

of Cheyennes tore up the culvert over a dry
ravine. It so happened that a hand-car with

three section men was the first to come along
and fall into the ravine, just at dusk, one of

them being captured and scalped, but owing
to the darkness was enabled to escape, as

had his more fortunate companions. Shortly
afterwards a west-bound freight came along,

and the engine and two cars of brick toppled
into the ravine, killing the engineer and fire-

man. The conductor and brakeman, discov-

ering the Indians, ran back and flagged the

second section that was following them, and

it was backed up to Plum Creek Station

The next morning the train crews and the in-

habitants of the town sallied out to give bat-

tle to the Indians, but found they had left,

after breaking open the cars and taking what-

ever struck their fancy. Bolts of bright-col-

ored flannels and calicoes had been fastened

to their ponies and dragged their length over

the prairie. Boxes and bales were strewn

around, broken and smashed, in a scene of

general confusion. Major North and his

Pawnees were scattered along the line in

small detachments, but within twenty-four
hours they were gathered together and hur-

ried to the scene in a special. Taking the

trail, they struck the Chejiennes in about

ten days, killing fifteen of 150, and taking
several prisoners.

In April, 1868, a band of Sioux killed a

gang of five section men. and the same day
attacked the town of Sydney. When they
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put in an appearance, two conductors were

fishing- in the creek, a short half-mile from
the station

;
discovered by the Indians, they

were charged on, and one, being wounded,
fell forward as though killed. Tlie other

was able to keep them off by use of a pistol

until he reached the station, where he ar-

rived with four arrows sticking in him, and

half a dozen other wounds, none of which

proved fatal. His companion also recovered.

The big fight near Julesburg, in July,

1S69, broke the power of the plains Indians.

Several regiments of regulars, under Gen-
eral Carr^ accompanied by Major North and

150 of his Pawnees, met the combined forces

of the Cheyennes and Sioux, under Tall

Bull, a noted Cheyenne chief. In the battle

that ensued IGO warriors were slain.

(To be concluded.)

From an old engraving by H. R. HiiU's Sons.
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WATERMELONS, WITHOUT IRRIGATION, IN MONTANA.

Dry-Land Farming in the West
By Elias Nelson

TWENTY years ago, an

honest farmer in Utah
was lodged in jail and

placed under bail at $2000
on the charge of perjury
because he swore that a

certain tract of land was not desert land

but would produce crops without irriga-

tion. Today, that land is dry farmed and

produces thirty-five bushels of wheat

per acre.

At the recent Dry-Farming Congress
in Salt Lake City, Joshua Salisbury, one
of the pioneers in Cache Valley.. Utah,
said: "Many a time in early days have
I met Brigham Young riding through
the valley, and he would say that the

land above the irrigation canals would
some day produce wheat without irriga-

tion, and he always spoke the truth."

The prophetic vision of that great leader

has been fully realized, for today Cache

Valley is a noted dry-farming district,

producing from twenty-five to thirty-

five bushels of wheat per acre. Indeed,

dry farming is no longer an experiment,
but a reality. In Utah, and even in the

dryer sections of the Columbia Basin,

hundreds of men have made neat little

fortunes growing wheat on the "desert."

The yearly wheat crop in Eastern Oregon
and the dryer sections of Washington
aggregates $15,000,000 in value, while

that of the West as a whole, grown
where the annual precipitation is less than

eighteen inches, is no less than $100,000,-
000 or twenty per cent of the wheat

crop of the United States. We are today

exporting many millions of bushels of

dry-land wheat, both on the Pacific and
Atlantic seaboards, and vast quantities
of flour are shipped from the Pacific

Northwest. The possibilities of the ex-

tension of wheat-growing on arid lands

is stupendous, and the production of

dry-land wheat will soon equal and even

exceed that of the humid climates and

irrigated lands of the United States. For
flour dry-land wheat is superior to the

wheat grown under conditions of
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abundant moisture, and is destined to

furnish the staple breadstuff of the

future.

Though dry farming has been prac-
ticed in Cahfornia for fifty years, in the

Columbia Basin for thirty-five years, and
in Utah for forty years, its possibilities

have not been generally known or fully

appreciated until recently. Irrigation
and the stock industry on the open range,
have very largely absorbed the attention

of the builders of most of our Western
States.

The Beginning of Irrigation in ihe

United States.

When the pioneers arrived in Utah
and camped on the spot where now
stands that beautiful city of Salt Lake,
a plot of ground was at once plowed and

planted to potatoes, and a furrow plowed
from City Creek, leading water to it.

That was the real beginning of irrigation
in the United States. The success of arti-

ficial application of water having been

demonstrated in Utah, settlers elsewhere
soon seized upon irrigation as a neces-

sary means of crop production. That

crops could be grown without irrigation
was thought impossible, and any at-

tempts along that line were regarded as

utterly fool-hardy. Yet there were men
who, undaunted by such conventional

ideas, resolutely put the plow in the

ground above the irrigation canals, and
while many failed, a few succeeded. Men
of independent thought reasoned that

where weeds made a rank growth, where
the land supported a tall growth of sage-
brush and where the native grasses grew
luxuriantly, wheat would make a crop.
Not infrequently it transpired that water
could not be delivered, as expected, under
new ditches, yet the grain sown con-

tinued to grow and make a crop, thus

indicating the possibilities of farming
without irrigation.

George L. Farrell of Smithfield, Utah,
now a wealthy wheat grower and suc-

cessful dry farmer, states that people
scoffed at his first attempts made over

forty-four years ago. His neighbors sa'd

he was crazy and after several bitter fail-

ures he' himself almost thought he was

going "daffy." Other pioneers in Utah
and elsewhere tell similar stories and

Courtesy of Utah Experiment Station.

"DRY-LAND" WHEAT IN UTAH, THIRTY-riVE BUSHELS TO THE ACRE.
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during recent settlements conditions have
been very much the same. The "grangers"
generally stick to their claims and suc-

ceed to the discomfiture of the old-timer

and stockmen who invariably predict that

they will starve out within a year.
The diversion of water from streams

has grown to vast proportions, and irri-

gation has, with but a few notable excep-
tions, overshadowed everything else of

an agricultural character. But the limits

of further extension of irrigation by pri-

havc been appropriated by a flood of

land-hungry immigrants from the East

and the Middle West.

Today science is being applied to agri-
culture and there is more dissemination

of knowledge than formerly. This has

given a great impetus to drv farmmg.
The practices pursued in various locali-

ties where dry farming is successful are

being published, and the different meth-
ods compared. No longer are success-

ful farmers in one district ignorant of

Courtesy Montana Experiment Station.

KUBANKA WHEAT, WITHOUT IRRIGATION, IN "ARM)"' MONTANA.

vate enterprise is near at hand, and the

government reclamation even cannot
meet the ever increasing demand for

agricultural lands, hence there is a great
movement onto arid-lands throughout the

West. In some districts it has assumed
the proportions of a mighty tide covering
hundreds of thousands of acres of land

in a year. During the last five years

2,000,000 acres have been filed on in the

arid belt along the eastern border of the

T^ocky Mountains, while during the same

period the staked plains of the Southwest

the methods pursued elsewhere but there

is an interchange of ideas. The publicity

given to dry farming during recent years

by the press, and by agricultural papers,
in a large measure accounts for the great

awakening of the general public to its

possibilities Great interest js now mani-

fested in this ])hase of agriciilture. Very
recently a bureau of dry-land agriculture
has sprung into existence in the United
States Department of Agriculture and

eleven experiment stations established in

the Great Plains region. Several states
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have also instituted investigations along
the line of dry farming.
We have had Irrigation Congresses

for fifteen years yet not until 1907 did

the dry farmers organize the Trans-Mis-
souri Dry-Farming Congress. That con-

vention, held in Denver, Colorado, was
scheduled for a two-day session, but so

great was the interest that it did not

adjourn until the end of the fourth day.
In January, of this year, the second ses-

sion convened in Salt Lake City. It was

the stock through the winter. But times

have changed, and the open range is be-

coming more and more restricted. Along
all our streams, where it is possible to

divert water for irrigation, the settler

has come in, and fields of alfalfa, grain
and orchards occupy the river bottoms,
and large tracts of bench lands. Just as

the irrigation farmer has driven the

stockmen away from the streams, and in

a measure curtailed their operations
—the

relations of the two interests being far

Courtesy Montana Experiment Station.

VEGETABLE GARDEN ON A DRY FARM IN MONTANA.

a large and enthusiastic gathering of 553
delegates from thirteen different states

and territories. Almost every phase of

dry farming was discussed and an aud-
ience of 1000 interested men listened at-

tentively to addresses on pertinent sub-

jects.

Once the Cattle Barons Were Supreme.
Time was when the sheepmen, horse-

men and the cattle barons were supreme
on the public domains of our western
states. The first approach to farming
was the production of some hay to carry

from cordial—so the dry farmer will,

on a vastly larger scale, take possession
of and cultivate large areas of grazing
lands. That is a natural consequence of

our agricultural development, and all in-

terests must accommodate themselves to

the changing conditions. Already stock-

men of the Southwest have read, "the

handwriting on the wall' and are either

beginning to till the soil or going out of

the stock business. Instead of one man
with 1000 cattle there are now ten men
with one hundred each.
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Irrigation, it may be truly said, lias

been the making of some of our western

states, yet dry farming will rival it in

the amount of land it will reclaim. Some
marvelous changes have taken place in

the Southwest during recent years. The
vast plains about Amarillo, Texas, to-

day are dotted with farm houses as far

as the eye can see, and grain elevators

are prominent landmarks along the rail-

road lines that now cross the plains in

Excellent crops are grown there now
and instances of fifty-eight bushels of

wheat per acre having been produced are

on record. At the Clayton land office

the entries aggregated 480,000 acres in

1907.

The Southivcst Leads.

The city of Los Vegas for many years
held a grant of 500,000 acres which laid

idle and was considered of no particular

A
Courtesy Rpoves & Co.

BREAKING PRAIUIE SOD ON "XY" FARM IN COLORADO.

every direction. But a few years ago
this was exclusively a stock country, and
the land there worth only $1.25 per acre.

Now it sells for $15 to $35 per acre and

supports thriving farming communities.

The tide of immigration has swept over

into New Mexico and the "grangers"
have driven the cattlemen and sheepmen
off the ranges to which they had retreated

to make their last stand. The Estancia

Valley, which for generations has been

a sheep country, has been speedily SL>ttlcd.

value. A Methodist clergyman, from

Indiana, settling in Los \'egas, broached

the subject of farming the land to the

city officials. He was told that the coun-

try was a stock country and the land

worthless for fanning. The preacher,

however, was increduk)u? and not lack-

ing in faith offered to buy 50,000 acres.

They gladly disposed of that acreage for

$1.25 an acre. The purchaser at once

interested some capitalists and proceeded
to demonstrate that the land would pro-
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duce crops, and within two years not

only sold the 50,000 acres but 100,000

more for $5 or $6 per acre. Today that

whole grant is cut up into farms, and
has a market value of $8 to $16 per acre.

Though perhaps nowhere else during
recent years has the settlement of arid

lands reached as large proportions as in

the Southwest, yet dry farming is grow-
ing everyw*here. More than one hundred
million acres of suitable land are yet
available in the mountain states and the

intermountain regions.

The Great Plains Region.

In the Great Plains region extending

along the eastern borders of the Rocky
Mountains from the Canadian boundary
to Texas, dry farming has been widely

exploited during the last decade. In the

early '80s there was a great wave of

settlement into Western Kansas and Ne-

braska, and between 1886 and 1889 into

Eastern Colorado. A few years of abund-
ant rainfall gave good crops. Dry years,

however, succeeded with attending crop
failures. Large farming districts, whole
counties and towns were depopulated.
Those settlers did not have the means to

carry them through the unfavorable

years. Moreover, their methods were
unsuited to arid conditions, being prac-

tically the same as pursued in humid
climates. Those disastrous failures

should teach the prospective dry farmer

caution in the selection of a location, and
that he must adopt methods of cultivation

suited to the soil and the climate. The
lands that were once abandoned are again
settled and this time by men who quite

fully realize what they are undertaking.
Better methods are being pursued and
success is attending their efforts. Dry
years will recur. These farmers have

sufficiently mastered the details of suc-

cessful dry farming, we believe, to grow
crops even then to tide them over the

unfavorable seasons. Crop failures dis-

astrous enough to dislodge the settlers

and thus disturb the permanency of the

settlement are not probable.

Dry Farming in Wyoming and Montana.

In Wyoming the chief dry-farming
districts are near Newcastle, Cheyenne

and Evanston. There are but a few
thousand acres dry farmed in that state

at present but at least 10,000,000 acres

are available. Several experiment sta-

tions are maintained by local interests

and federal and state aid. On the ex-

periment station at Cheyenne there has
been produced twenty-two bushels of

common wheat per acre, thirty-three
bushels of Kubanka, fifty bushels of

barley and sixty bushels of potatoes.
The State of Montana has 20,000,000

acres of land to offer as suitable for dry
farming. The Montana Experiment Sta-

tion has charge of three stations for dry-

farming investigations. The Great
Northern and the Northern Pacific rail-

roads together contribute $5,000 per year
for the maintenance of these stations,

and the state legislature has appropriated
some funds for that work. The average
normal precipitation for the state is thir-

teen inches. Twenty-nine bushels of

wheat per acre, forty-two of oats, twenty-

eight of barley, twenty-six of rye, ninety-
five of potatoes and forty-two of corn
have been produced in that state.

In Idaho.

The "Panhandle" of Idaho, and a por-
tion of Central Idaho, are humid and a

crop may be grown there every year. In

southern Idaho and in the western por-
tion of Nez Perce County the annual pre-

cipitation is less than fifteen inches,

hence farming without irrigation in those

parts of Idaho may properly be termed

dry farming.
In the foothills there is generally more

moisture and soil conditions are more

favorable, hence dry farming in such

locations has been very successful. Wheat
yields from twenty-five to forty bushels

per acre, and alfalfa often gives two cut-

tings. Seepage from the mountains often

furnishes an underground supply of

moisture to supplement the rainfall.

In the open plains, dry farming is of

more recent development and yields there

are not as good as at the foot of the

mountains. Farming without irrigation,

however, is being extended more and
more on the plains, and the results ob-

tained during recent years augers well

for the future. The soil is deep and very
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productive over the larger portion of the

Snake River plains. Associations of
farmers are being formed and tracts

ranging in size from one to four thou-

sand acres are being handled by steam-

plowing outfits. In the vicinity of Amer-
ican Falls there are a quarter million

acres of excellent land yet available.

Dry farming has been practiced for

over twenty years in Southeastern Idaho,
and near Lewiston and Weiser. In

Oneida county alone 30,000 acres are

farmed. Today over 100,000 acres are

dry farmed in Idaho and that is but six

per cent of the acreage already appro-

priated, while at least 5,000,000 acres of

suitable land are yet available.

In the less favorable localities in the

state the yield of wheat per acre ranges
from twelve to twenty-five bushels. Corn,

potatoes, sorghum, white Durra and
Dwarf Milo have been grown success-

fully in the lower altitude.

On the Idaho Auxiliary Experiment
Station near Caldwell the state is carry-

ing on dry farming investigations in co-

operation with the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture.

Utah the Pioneer.

As in irrigation so in dry farming the

State of Utah claims the distinction of

having taken the lead. Not only were the

possibilities of growing crops without

irrigation known early in its history, but
it was the first state to give aid to the

development of the industry. Some of

the early settlers have been engaged in

dry farming for forty years, while the

first attempts were made fiftv years ago.
For the last twenty years dry farming
has been carried on extensively, and for

twenty years previous in a limited way.
In 1907 the total acreage in crops, most-

ly wheat, was 200,000 acres yielding 3,-

500,000 bushels of grain worth $3,000,-
000. Fourteen steam-plowing outfits

were in operation, and the first combina-
tion harvester was introduced. Thirty
thousand acres were added to the dry-

farming area that year.
For five years Utah has maintained six

dry farming experiment stations by leg-
islative appropriations. These have been
of great benefit to the state in advancing

arid agriculture and, furthermore, as a
result of this state aid, lands which four

years ago could not be sold for $2.50 per
acre are now selling for $20 to $50 per
acre,

Mr. George L. Farrell of Smithfield,
Cache County, a pioneer dry farmer,
raises from twenty to thirty-five bushels
of wheat per acre with an annual precip-
itation of fourteen inches. He has farmed

1720 acres for sixteen years and raises,

among other crops, 15,000 to 20,000
bushels of wheat per year, a part
of the farm being in crop each year.

Grace Bros, of Nephi, Juab County,
produce wheat at a cost of twenty-seven
cents per bushel, their average yield be-

ing twenty-five bushels per acre. They
make twenty per cent on their investment

by dry farming, and they assert that the

land can be so handled as to yield thirty-
five bushels per acre in good years while

twenty bushels can be produced in un-
favorable seasons. The annual precipi-
tation in their locality ranges from ten

to eighteen inches.

Dry farming is being rapidly extended
in Utah todav. Arid farms owned by in-

dividvials ranging in size from 500 to

3000 acres are not uncommon. Mr. J.

W. Paxman of Nephi has nearly 30CO
acres under cultivation. He uses a twen-

ty-five horse power traction engine draw-

ing six gangs of disc plows running
twelve inches deep and plowing a strip
fifteen feet wide. With this outfit,

twenty-five to thirty-five acres are cov-

ered in a day. A certain company in the

same locality have acquired and begun
operations on a tract of 16,000 acres.

The Utah Arid Farm Association is de-

veloping 8,000 acres of land in Juab
County.
The community idea of dry farming

is growing in Utah. The possibilities of

extending the industry in the state is

great as there are 23,000,000 acres of

land that are suitable,

Oregon and Washington.

In the Columbia Basin uplands the be-

ginnings were made about thirty-five

years ago. Today that is the greatest

wheat-growing region west of the Rocky
Mountains, It embraces parts of east-
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ern Oregon and Washington. Twenty-
five million bushels of wheat, or three

per cent of the crop of the United States

are produced annually in those parts of

this region where the normal precipita-

tion is less than eighteen inches per year.
In Eastern Oregon 150,000 acres of land

are being dry farmed successfully with

but eight to ten inches of precipitation,
the average yields being ten bushels of

wheat per acre. Mr. W. W. Weather-
ford of Gilliam county has farmed suc-

cessfully for twenty-five years with but

ten inches.

Farming in the Columbia Basin is on a

large scale. The holdings of the wheat

growers range from several hundred
acres to a few thousand. To cut down
expenses one man handles from four to

eight horses. In harrowing, a strip thirty
feet wide or more is covered with one

team, and it is not uncommon to see six

teams of eight horses each in line disking
around a 500-acre field. Hundreds of

-combined-harvesters are in use that cut,

thresh and sack the wheat in one opera-
tion. Five men and twenty-six horses

do the work with a sixteen-foot cut

machine, and average twenty-five acres

per day. Larger combines than that are

in use—some that cut sixty to 100 acres

per day.
Wheat is the greatest wealth producer

in this region and dry farming has made
Wasco, Sherman, Gilliam, Morrow and
Umatilla counties, in Oregon, and Doug-
las, Adams, Franklin and Walla Wal'a

counties, in Washington, the wealthy,

prosperous wheat-growing sections they
are today. Thousands of farmers who be-

gan with nothing are today well-to-do.

Climatic Conditions.

In humid climates we are wont to rely

upon showers during the growing season
to supply the necessary moisture. In
arid regions, on the other hand, we de-

pend very largely upon moisture stored
in the soil previous to planting. In some
districts considerable rain falls during
the growing season

;
in others scarcely

any, yet profitable crops are grown under
these different conditions. It is possible,

by proper methods of cultivation, to con-
serve moisture in advance to meet the

needs of the crop during its growth.
In Eastern Oregon profitable crops of
wheat are grown where but one and one-
half inches of rain falls during the grow-
ing season. That amount is very small
indeed—almost a negligible quantity

—
hence, it is very evident that it is the

mioisture stored in the soil during winter
that nourishes the crop. In other parts
of the Columbia Basin and in the inter-

mountain region two to four inches of

rain falls during the growing season. In

the Great Plains it amounts to a great
deal more, or five to eight inches.

The amount that falls during spring
and summer, while beneficial, is not a

matter of so much importance as the

amount that is stored in the soil before

growth begins.
In humid climates summer fallowing

is for fertility ;
in arid districts it is prim-

arily for moisture. Our soils are not

lacking in fertility. It is the necessary
moisture that is wanting, hence, to insure

an abundant supply the rainfall of one

year is carried over into the next and two

years precipitation thus utilized in grow-
ing one crop.

In regions of abundant rainfall the

water table is often near to the surface,
to limit the feeding area of the roots,

and not infrequently drainage is neces-

sary. Such conditions rarely obtain with
us. The water table on arid lands is

deep down, often more than one hundred
feet

; in fact, the soil below the few feet

of moist soil on the surface is quite gen-
erally dry as dust to great depths.
The soils of arid climates are more

permeable than those of humid regions
and are aerated to greater depths. Roots,

thus, are enabled to penetrate deeply and
draw plant-food from a greater area of

soil. Dry-land crops root deeply, and on

that account can withstand drought much
.

better than varieties from humid sections

whose root-system is somewhat different.

Our subsoil being well aerated is not raw
and unproductive. Except in the in-

stances of certain shallow, and some

heavy soils, we can put the plow down

deep and turn it up with impunity. Turn-

ing up much of the subsoil at one time

is generally disastrous in the East.

While portions of the Western United
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States are commonly called deserts, and
while the precipitation is meagre in many
districts, yet few receive so little but

that dry farming may be successful, pro-
vided the soil is suitable. On any land

that supports a thrifty growth of sage-
brush it is quite feasible to grow profit-

able crops. That has been demonstrated
in Utah and elsewhere. With suitable

methods of cultivation, and the necessary

capital, our sagebrush-plains will yet

gleam with golden fields of wheat.

In Oregon there are districts where

profitable crops are grown with but eight
inches of annual precipitation. In Utah

dry farming is successful with ten in-

ches. Mr. Campbell asserts that in the

Great Plains, crops may be grown with

ten inches. The results already obtained

indicate that dry farming will succeed on
the sodded prairies along the Eastern

border of the Rocky Mountains; on the

sagebrush benches of the mountain and
intermountain regions; and on the

bunch-grass lands of the "Inland Em-
pire."

Precipitation An Important Factor.

Of all the factors that figure in the

promotion of plant-growth water is the

important one, and is the factor that

chiefly concerns the dry farmer. Within
certain limits yields increase with an in-

creasing supply of moisture, hence the

amount of the annual precipitation is an

important matter. Yet that amount does
not determine the yield, for the percent-

age that may be conserved will vary
with different soils and climates. It is

the amount of available water stored in

the soil that does determine the yield,
that is, in so far as the moisture factor

affects the yield, hence, methods of culti-

vation, according as they are suitable or
unsuitable for the conservation of mois-

ture, make for or against success.

With the methods now in vogue but
one-fourth of the precipitation becomes
available to the crop ; or in other words,
does duty in crop production ;

the other

three-fourths is lost by evaporation and
runoff. We know that the equivalent of

one inch of rain stored in the soil is cap-
able of producing two and one-half

bushels of wheat per acre, if it be util-

ized. Figuring on that basis we find,

by comparing the normal precipitation
for two years in any district with the

average yield under the summer fallow

system in the same locality, that but

five-eighths of a bushel is produced for

each inch of precipitation. Carefully
conducted tests have shown that it is

possible to conserve one-half, or even

more, for the use of the crop. As better

methods are adopted generally over the

dry-farming sections of the West yields
will be increased and the total production
of wheat vastly augmented. It is entirely

possible, by more careful husbanding of

the moisture that falls, to increase yields

twenty-five per cent and that would
mean an increased production equal to

many millions of dollars.

It is interesting to note the variation in

the distribution of the precipitation

through the year. In the Columbia Basin
the season of greatest precipitation is

from November to January; in Central

Idaho from December to March
;
in Utah

and Southeastern Idaho from March to

May; in the Great Plains from May to

July, and in New Mexico and Arizona

from July to September.
On uncultivated land in arid regions

all the moisture from rain or snow which
does not run off the surface is evapor-
ated during the dry season. Very rarely
does any water reach the water table and
that which enters the soil soon escapes
into the air. With cultivation, however,
more water enters the soil and percolates
to greater depths, and runoff is almost

entirely prevented. Then, by maintain-

ing a dust mulch over the surface the

greater part is retained. While the pre-

cipitation is small it is sufficient for prof-
itable crops if it be conserved. The suc-

cess of dry farming depends very largely
upon our ability to make economical use

of the moisture that comes from *the

clouds.

Soils.

Dry farming has been successful on
various soils, ranging in texture from

heavy clay to sandy. The depth of soil

is of more importance than the kind. It

is generally conceded that the deeper the

soil the better. Some of our soils are
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eight feet deep, or more. Good crops
have been grown on soils three to five

feet deep. In Southern Idaho each foot

of depth is capable of holding two inches

of rain as available moisture.

Generally the soil throughout the arid

region is of sufficient depth for success-

ful dry farming. Occasional areas con-

tain excessive amounts of alkali, and,

some are too shallow.

Capillarity and Capillary Attraction.

The terms, "capillarity" and "capillary

attraction," are much used in discussions

of dry farming. The capillary water is

that which crops use, and it exists in the

soil as thin films, enveloping the par-
ticles of soil. Capillary attraction is a

slow-creeping movement of the water

from grain to grain. This movement is

always from the wetter to the dryer part
of the soil, and may continue uninter-

rupted as long as the soil is firm and
contains no air spaces. Capillary attrac-

tion comes into play in bringing moisture

up from the subsoil to the roots that are

near the surface. It also aids gravity in

carrying water into the soil.

When the surface of the soil is in a

firm condition, capillarity is raising
water to the surface where it escapes into

the air. In order to prevent this loss,

fields are harrowed, thus working a few

inches of the soil into a loose condition.

The soil stirred soon dries out. Capillar-

ity does not act through the layer of

loose soil that has been formed, and so

this "dust blanket" protects the soil be-

low against loss of moisture by surface

evaporation. Cultivated fields in sum-
mer are moist beneath the dust mulch, to

a depth of three to five feet or more,
while adjacent uncultivated ground may
contain no moisture at all.

In practice the dust mulch is main-

tained over the fields that are si^jnmer
fallowed. When ever a rain settles the

mulch it is again restored. Crops that

permit of it are thoroughly intertilled,

and grain is harrowed several times

when young.

Summer Falloiving.

In the Columbia Basin summer fallow-

ing with spring plowing is the common

practice. There the fallowing methods
are giving the best results; early in

spring the land is disked, and the smooth-

ing-harrow used to fine the soil and main-
tain a mulch until the time of plowing.
This early cultivation conserves moisture
and kills weeds. Late in spring the land
is plowed, and harrowed immediately.
Through the summer enough cultivation
is given to conserve moisture and kill

weeds. In connection with the plowing
some few farmers use the subsurface

packer to firm the lower part of the fur-

row slice. This packing has the effect

of preventing the soil stirred by the plow
from drying out as completely as it does
otherwise. This system of summer fal-

lowing retains the moisture that has en-
tered the ground, and clears the land

quite effectively of noxious weeds. It is

a decided advantage to keep the soil

moist below the mulch, as bacterial and
chemical activities which make for in-

creased fertility, do not take place in a

dry soil.

Usually the moisture is near enough
to the surface to germinate wheat sown
in September, though there are no fall

rains. In some of the dryer districts,

and also where moisture has not been

conserved, fall rains bring up the grain.
In the dryest sections of Eastern Oregon
where it is difficult to secure a stand in

the fall, spring seeding is largely prac-
ticed.

In the dryer sections of the Great
Plains the best farmers pursue practical-

ly the same method of handling the sum-
mer fallow as obtains in the Columbia
Basin. The subsurface packer, however,
is more generally used.

Fall and Spring Plowing.

Fall plowing has given the best results

in the Great Basin, and has been prac-
ticed for over thirty years. The land is

plowed dry any time after the removal
of the crop, and let lie rough over win-

ter. During the sumnner fallow season

the best farmers give careful attention to

the conservation of moisture.

In connection with spring-plowing it is

advisable to pack the soil. If this is not

done the soil generally dries out as deep
as stirred by the plow. With spring-
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plowing for spring crops, packing is an

advantage, for by firming the soil ger-
mination is quicker, root development

stronger and capillary connection with

the subsoil better. The soil must not be

packed when wet enough to puddle.
With fall-plowing the soil settles during
winter and by spring is firm enough.

Wheat Most Successful Crop.

Wheat is, and will continue to be, the

chief dry-land crop. About 147,000,000
bushels are produced annually in the

West, and that is twenty per cent of the

total production in the United States.

Winter wheats, where successful, gener-

ally produce four to five bushels more

per acre than spring varieties.

Turkey Red winter wheat on account

of its hardiness, good yielding qualities

and the excellent flour that it makes, is

being widely grown. Seventy million

bushels of this variety were produced in

1906 in Kansas alone. It is also grovm
extensively in Colorado, Utah and the

Columbia Basin.

In the Dakotas the spring wheats,
Scotch Fife and Kubanka Durum, are

the leading varieties. The Kubanka was
first introduced in the United States in

1900. In 1903, 6,000,000 bushels were

harvested, while in 1906, 40,000,000 to

50,000,000 bushels were grown in the

Dakotas alone. Of this, 20,000,000
bushels were exported, 6,000,000 to 10,-

000,000 ground by Minneapolis mills, and
the remainder was used for seed, or con-

sumed by other mills. Kubanka wheat
has been grown in Colorado, and recently
introduced and raised successfully in

Utah and Idaho.

In the Great Basin and on the uplands
along the Columbia River too many va-

rieties are sown. At present Gold Coin
and Kofod, both winter wheats, are the

most popular varieties in Utah. Turkey
Red as a winter-wheat and Durum
wheats as spring wheats, have given the

best yields in that state. In the Columbia
Basin the most popular spring-wheats
are Little Club, Red Chaff and Western
Blue Stem. The best winter sorts are

Jones Fife, Forty-fold and Turkey Red.

In California, Sonora and White Aus-
tralian are the leading kinds.

Oats.

Oats are not grown to a large extent

on dry land, because there are but few

drought-resisting varieties known. Sixty

Days and Kherson^ both recent introduc-

tions, are early varieties suited to arid

regions, and are the most promisirg
spring oats. Big Four is another good
dry-land oats. A black variety of winter

oats introduced from England is becom-

ing quite popular in Utah.

Cereals.

Other cereals, such as beardless and
hulless barley, rye and emmer are grown
more or less on dry land. Emmfer is a

kind of hulled w'heat in which several

grains surrounded by the chaff cling

together as one piece when thrashed. A
black winter variety recently tested

promises well.

Potatoes.

Potatoes are grown very successfully
without irrigation as they admit of in-

tertillage, and thus of conservation of

moisture. In the Great Plains 100 bushels

per acre have been grown; in Utah 150;
and in Montana ninety-five. On dry land

they are grown in rows three feet and
ten inches apart, with cuttings placed

eighteen inches apart in the rows. Level
culture is practiced, as that is more
economical of moisture than ridging.

Early varieties, such as Early Ohio and
Six Weeks, have been the most success-

ful.

Alfalfa.

Alfalfa, the premier forage crop of the

West, of which 10,000,000 tons are grown
annually on irrigated land, is being

largely planted on dry farms. It is very

drought-resisting, and when growm with-

out irrigation, is known as "dry-land
alfalfa." It is a deep rooting plant, the

top root often penetrating to a depth of

thirty feet.

In the foothills in Utah and Idaho it

gives two crops of hay ; the second crop
is often harvested for seed. Iji the dryer
localities it gives but one crop. The best

results in starting alfalfa are from land

summer-fallowed the year before, and

seeding with a press-drill without a

nurse crop.
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Forage Crops.

In the Great Plains region annual for-

age crops, such as Kaffir Corn, Dwarf
Milo Maize, Early Amber Sorghum and
Proso Millet, all drought-resisting plants
and are quite largely grown. Forty
bushels of Milo per acre have been

grown in" the "Panhandle" of Texas.
Dwarf Milo and sorghum cane have been

grown successfully in the lower altitudes

in Southern Idaho and can be grown in

many sections of the West. Early dwarf
varieties of corn have done remarkably
well in the Great Plains, in Utah and
Southern Idaho. White Australian Flint

and Swadley Dent are good varieties for

Eastern Colorado. In Montana forty-
two bushels of corn per acre have been

produced, and in Utah White Flint corn

has yielded twenty-five bushels per acre.

Yields and Profits,

In the favorable localities where thirty
bushels of wheat per acre are produced
the profitableness of dry farming is no
matter of doubt. On the plains, how-
ever, where the yields may not be more
than fifteen bushels, and the gross re-

ceipts not exceed $io per acre, the

cost of production must be reduced to a

minimum in order that farming may be

profitable. To this end tools that cover
a wide strip of ground at each stroke are

used and each man handles four to eight
horses. Where the yields are fairly good
a family can make a comfortable living
on 200 acres or even on 160. That has
been done in Utah, Idaho and elsewhere.

Experienced dry farmers assert that one
man with a team of four horses can

easily handle 200 acres, 100 being, in

crop each year. Under the average con-
ditions it is generally conceded that more
than 160 acres are required, hence a bill

to increase the dry-farming homestead
to 320 acres has been introduced in Con-
gress.
The yields secured and the cost of

production determine the profits to be
derived from dry farming. The yields
will vary with the locality and the
methods of cultivation pursued, and may
range from ten to forty bushels of wheat
per acre. The tools employed and the
number of horses one man drives will

vary the expense. In the intermountain

region the cost of producing wheat ranges
from $3.00 to $4.00 per acre, when the

farmer does the work himself. At con-
tract prices the cost is from $4.00 to

$7.00 per acre. Where the farmer uses
his own tools and teams, disking costs

thirty cents per acre; plowing, $1.00;

harrowing twice, twenty-five cents ;

seeding and seed, sixty-five cents; har-

vesting, eighty cents; total $3.00. The
average contract prices are: disking,

sixty cents
; plowing, $2.00 ; harrowing

twice, fifty cents
; seed and seeding,

ninety-five cents; harvesting, $1.25; total

$5-30.
In Utah wheat is produced and mar-

keted at an actual cost of twenty-two to

twenty-seven cents per bushel, where
horse power is used.

Where traction-engines are employed
for plowing, harrowing, seeding and

harvesting the cost is easily reduced one-
half. Including the cost of seed, plow-
ing, harrowing and drilling has been
done for $2.00 per acre, and plowing
alone for seventy-five cents per acre.

Scores of companies are now using trac-

tion-engines. But few individual farm-
ers operate on a scale large enough to

warrant the purchasing of a steam-plow-
ing outfit. The contractor, however, is

in the field prepared to do the work for

the ordinary farmer.
The Corona Land and Live Stock

Company operating eight miles from

Denver, Colo., have plowed 500 acres

of new land in seventeen days at an
actual cost of sixty cents per acre for

labor, fuel and oil. The Utah Arid Farm
Associations have made the remarkable
record of plowing eighty acres of land in

twenty-four consecutive hours with a no
horsepower engine at a cost of less than

fifty cents per acre. Great economies are

thus possible with the co-operative plan as

it places large tracts under one manage-
ment and brings together sufficient cap-
ital for operations with labor-saving

machinery. This community idea of

farming arid lands is spreading rapidly

through the West and co-operative asso-

ciations are being formed in the leading

dry-farming localities. By such organ-
ized efforts large tracts of land are
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brought under cultivation which would
otherwise remain undeveloped for many
years to come.

Where the yields are light and the

gross receipts per acre small, the cost of

production must be reduced to a min-

imum, thus making the use of traction-

engines almost a necessity. Though
yields may be small, farming may never-

theless be profitable provided the cost of

production is reduced so as to give a

margin of profit that will warrant opera-
tions. We must look to co-operative as-

sociations for the extension of dry farm-

ing in the less favored localities. If dry

farming is profitable as we know it to

be where horse-power is used and where
but ten bushels of wheat per acre are

harvested every other year, then surely
it should be remunerative where labor-

saving machinery is employed.

Success Depends on Knowledge.

The requisites for success in dry fa: m-

ing include a thorough knowledge of the

principles of arid agriculture and an inti-

miate acquaintance with the local soil and
climatic conditions. The fact that the

agricultural methods in the humid clim-

ates of the East differ from those which
must be employed on arid-lands should

be fully appreciated. Today there is no
need of the prospective dry farmer pro-

ceeding inadvisedly, for information

concerning successful practices in the

different states may be secured by apply-

ing to the state experiment station, or

may be gotten from men engaged in that

line of farming. The amount of rainfall

in any district may be ascertained by
reference to the reports of the United
States Weather Bureau. The results

already obtained should indicate the pos-
sibilities of dry farming, and the prac-
tices of successful farmers will serve as

a guide.
In selecting a. location, the settler

should look into the matter of depth and
character of the soil, and note what cli-

matic conditions obtain. By so doing he
is in a position to judge intelligently of
the prospects, and extravagant expecta-
tions may be avoided. There are but few
localities where the precipitation is so

small but that dry farming should suc-

ceed, provided the soil is five or six feet

deep, and suitable in other respects. The
settler should have sufficient capital to

carry him through the first eighteen
months, and as a rule, the man with
small means should select a tolerably fav-

orable locality. The less favorable the

conditions the more extensive must the

operations be, and the greater the econ-

omy of production.
Success demands the reproduction of

the conditions that are favorable to plant-

growth and the utilization to the fullest

extent of the moisture that comes from
the clouds. Intelligent management of

the farming operations is here, if ever,
at a premium. Those who will pursue
good methods of cultivation, and who, at

the outset, are acquainted with the suc-

cesses and failures of the past, are not

likely to fail.



The Rising of the Sink

By Lewis R. Freeman

NOTE:—Certain Western strf-ams have the peculiarity of disappearing under the ground, upon reaching a

stretch of desert, to rise again further on, purer and stronger than ever.

I found it where in crystal it came bubbling from its fount,
And followed where in silver it went tumbling down the mount,

Rolling, flashing, darting, dashing, over boulder-bordered bed.

To the smoother lower levels of the mighty range it led
;

And its gay, impulsive spirit, careless, buoyant and free,

Seemed the liquid incarnation of my childhood unto me.

Down the pleasant-visaged valley still it held its eager course.

Drawing freshness from the breezes, from its branches gaining force;

Deepening, spreading, forward heading, undefiled by froth or surge.

Crystal-clear it reached the open where the greater streams converge.
And the spirit of the streamlet rose before me, and, in sooth,

Knew I then the steady purpose and the promise of my youth.

At length it flowed a river, which, resistless, broad and strong,
Carried every thing before it as it rushed in might along—
Surging, swirling, roaring, whirling, forcing restlessly ahead,

'

Through the fertile upland meadows to the boundless plains it led.

In the mist above the waters I beheld a spirit rise
;

And my manhood's strong endeavor was unfolded to my eyes.

In a sheet of snowy splendor from the mesa's lofty brow,
A triumphant flag of vict'ry, broke the conq'ring river now ,

Roaring, thundering, tearing, sundering, moistening miles of land

Ere it settled in the sage-brush, stifled by the desert sand.

At the last, least weed-choked puddle, bitter, salty, alkaline,

Lingered Tin sad reflection o'er this misspent life of mine;
And the mocking, imp-faced figures, countermarching in the scum,
Wak'd in me dark premonitions of the end that is to come.

But the cowboys at the rancho tel me how, down at the Pass,

Where the ranges run together and the sand gives way to grass,
There 's glorious crystal fountain, where the river comes again
To its own, to ever after roll adown the haunts of men,
Quieter flowing, calmer growing, ever moving peacefully,
Till it finds its final haven in the bosom of the sea.

So I journey on the morrow, full of hope and joy and life,

Burning with determination to essay again the strife,

Eager only for the moment when I stand upon the brink.
And once more drink inspiration at the "Rising of the Sink.'*



English As She Is Americanized

Some Succinct Slang
—

Chiefly Western

By Agnes Deans Cameron

(Third Paper)

'NE of the hardest lessons

for purists to learn is that

affectations are fleeting,

that vulgarisms die of

their own weakness, and
that corruptions do little

harm to the lartguage. Slang is the

training-school for new expressions, only
the best pupils getting the diploma which

confers longevity. Slang is what idiom

was before language stiffened into liter-

ature; and we dont want a potted liter-

ature, Japanese toy-tree-dwarfs instead

of big balsams and wind-whispering

pines. It is a function of slang to be a

renovator of -the language. Words get
nerveless and dried-up like tasteless tur-

nips and woolly pears, the rich red blood

of life has departed from them, and it

is the peculiar function of slang to pro-
vide substitutes for these. And who will

deny that many of the recruits slang has

enlisted are worthy to mark time with

the regulars? When a case-hardened

conservative has gained the name of

moss-back, is the word slang or is it an

illuminating metaphor ?

Who so daring to censure a live virile

writer who chooses a word with the

bloom of newness still on it? It is said

that the changes of fortune are so sud-

den in the United States that it is only
three generations from shirt-sleeves to

shirt-sleeves. So with words. They pass

through their probationary stage, are

accepted and pass into disuse, and one

word in its time plays many parts.

The English of Elizabeth's day was
the English of a home-keeping nation,

shut in by four seas, the language of a

people who had not reached out to the

great world ;
the seers of the golden age

of Elizabeth knew not America. The

New World opened up vistas undreamed

of, and year by year the expansion of

thought as well as of territory, the devel-

opment of new lines of activity and the

intrusion into that New World of immi-

grants from every corner of the Seven
Seas creates a rich vocabulary which is

American more truly than it is English.

Narrow-sighted the pedant who would

try to pen up this lush growth within

the four walls of Tudor English. Lang-
uage has an uncanny habit of not stay-

ing-put. Mob was once thought a low
word and cab was a vulgar word and

humbug >vas no word at all. And yet
mob and cab and humbug will be with

us to the end of time, and there are many
of us who have Lincoln's liking for the

plain words of the plain people, the

democrats of the dictionary, homely,

simple, sound. Between East and West
even of America itself the whole com-

plexion of a word changes. In New
England a poke is a contrivance to pre-
vent unruly animals from jumping
fences. Up in the Klondike a miner's

poke is the bag of buckskin which holds

his season's pile ; he comes out with a

long poke or a short one, a heavy poke
or an empty one. Slow poke is essen-

tially a woman's word.

The old rhyme says :

They cannot be complete In aught
Who are not humorously prone,

A man without a merry-thought
Could scarcely have a funny-bone.

The American boy or girl always re-

fers to that as his crazy-borys. That boy
or girl in the red-cheeked days of his in-

fancy did not take his jaunts abroad in

a baby-carriage or a perambulator; he

was first pushed in a push-buggy and
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then pulled in a go-cart (with red wheels

to it). When he began to play tag, or

hide-and-seek, or I-spy, he became im-

mune from being "if when he cried

"King's X" and called attention to the

fact that he had his fingers crossed. No-

body ever told him to say President's X
and call upon Teddy as his patron saint.

By the way, the little finger is the pinkie-

finger, and girls cross one little finger
with that of a companion when both

speak at once, and then they wish. Our
great grandmiothers across the sea did

that.

The child is your true Conservative.

And, by-the-way, to pool one's issues

means to come to a monetary under-

standing for mutual advantage
—it does

not mean to bathe one's children.

In the children's play-spell, if one
strikes the bull's eye at a target he makes
a plumb-centre. If Billy unduly length-
ens his play-spell when there are kind-

lins to cut his mother threatens (it never

gets beyond a threat) to paddle him;
this is pure American, and has nothinp^
to do with the oft-seen sign, "Hands
wanted on boys' pants." When Billy's

target-practice has made him a dab-

hand, he scoots ofif to the woods and

slugs shots at a hooter—a hooter is the

blue-grouse as distinguished from his

cousin, the willow-grouse. His mother
tries to squelch him and stave him ofif ;

she is afraid of all talking-irons and two-

pipe scatter-guns and she says to Billy :

"Let me hear you prowlin' round at sun-

up and I'll put you through a course of

sprouts, young man." This is an old

story and does n't fizzle on Billy. But
it 's Billy's father that gets busy.

• When
Billy swiped his father's fly-book and

swapped the March Browns and Coach-
men and Jock Scots for that dainty
mint-flavored, candy-coated chewin'-gum,
father did a stunt—he sure knocked the
stuffin' out o' Billy and when Billy hol-

lered he gently told him to shut up his

clam-shells. Then Billy, to get even,
picked up his father's hunting dog and
slatted his brains out and soused him
in the sea and threw spit-balls at the
teacher all next day and called his little

sister "copy-cat" and carried on like all

possessed. Then his father came down

on him again like a thousand of bricks

and took the starch clear out of him this

time, and kept him away from the Sun-

day-school tea-squall. Billy's mother
went to the squall, she sez a cup of tea

with trimmings is always in season, but

she'd rather, of course, set down to

chicken fixin's than just common doin's.

Another analogy between East and
West is seen in the salmon-berry and the

shad-bush. The salmon-berry belongs to

the Pacific Northwest ;
its fruit is ripe

just when the salmon ascend the river

to spawn, in June and early summer, so

the Indians named it for the season when
they gather the winter supply of salmon,
their staple food.

The shad-bush got its name for a

somewhat similar reason—it is in blos-

som in spring, when the shad ascend the

rivers, when its delicate sprays, covered
with their white blossoms before the

tree is in leaf, make such a striking fea-

ture in the New England landscape.

Bryant says :

Within the woods the shad-bush, white
with flowers,

Brightened the glens.

Seattle is divided into Queen Anne and

Mary Ann sections
;
one gives itself up

to pink teas, the other is of a deeper dye
and paints the town red.

The leading hotels dispatch cabs or

carry-alls to the station, and the first

sign to greet the incoming stranger is

"Free Buss." Now buss is a pure Eliza-

bethan word meaning a kiss or an em-
brace. When the newcomer looks at the

chastened driver and wonders if it is he
who administers the welcoming salute,

she, perhaps, enters Seattle on foot.

Of the average Seattleite it can be

truly said :

He could not ope
His mouth but out there flew a trope.

A swarthy son of toil carries home a

a new hat and a new pair of boots.

"Hullo!" says the clerk in .the cigar

stand, "been blowin' yerself?" "Yep,
had to, both my roof and my floor
leaked."

Speaking of a stingy Seattle million-

aire he says : "Why, I called at his home
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on supper-time, and there was n't enough
food on the table to wad a shot-gun."
An editor of one of the papers tells you
of a gun-boat that lay so long idle in

the Sitka harbor that she floated high
and dry on the beef bones thrown over-

board," and they dassent fire a gun off

on-board her for fear the gun 'd go off

and leave the boat there," Very ser-

iously the parson says from his pulpit,
"Be merciful to your animals. No man
can ride to heaven on a sore-backed

horse," and in stern denunciation follows

it up by, "I see many that permit the

worm of corruption to gnaw at their

moth-eaten morals
"

Singling out one

particular weak brother for condemna-

tion, he declares, "He has so little back-

bone that you might as well try to help
him as to stand an angle-worm on end
and ask him to dance a jig."
A jigamaree is the Western equiva-

lent of a thingumabob, and a paper-

city (the woods are full of them) is one

laid out only on the blue-prints of the

promoter's imagination. Deacon Do-

goodtoallmen laid out a paper-city just
west of the mountains, where he discov-

ered some kind of a hog-wallow that he

called a mud-spring, warranted to cure

gout and rheumatics and house-maid's

knee while you wait. O, yes, all deacons
are good, but there's odds in deacons.

When I first saw Dogoodtoallmen he
was as drunk as a loon, as crazy as a

bed-bug and as thin as the last run of

shad. Then he gets out his blue-print of

his City of Perpetual Peace and strikes

Seattle looking like an angel rammed
through a brush-fence into a world of

wretchedness and woe, and he opens up
his real-estate office, plate-glass and

pious pictures, puts on a plug-hat and

parades Pike Street as important as a

militia officer on Grand Army Day.
Vanity is like red hair, there aint no cure

for it but to die. The deacon has had
three wives already, and now he 's

courtin' a fourth, a little girl from Turn-
water Hill, Port Angeles. I guess

they '11 get married all right on the

strength of the paper-city. When I saw
them out to Lake Washington last Sun-

day, her hair hung round her cheeks like

seaweed round a clam, and she Avas

leanin' agin him like a sick kitten on a
hot brick, and he a-pickin' up his ears

like a filly in fly-time. In two shakes of
a lobster's liver I glided off as silently as

a snail creeps over a cabbage leaf on a

dewy morning.
You see, I knew Hattie Maria Mabelle

in Port Angeles, and her mother before

her, and Mabelle aint so young as she

looks, nor yet so unsophisticated. Ma-
belle married a sailor on one of the bat-

tleships and she aint ever heard from
him since he went to the Philippines,
and really Mabelle dont know if she's

a widow by death or not. If her erring
Enoch Arden were to turn up after

she 'd married the deacon—small ? Why,
she 'd feel like a speck of dust cut up into

homeopathic doses for a child two min-
utes old, and the giddy deacon he 'd look

like a scalded shoat on the last day of

hog-killing. I'm giving you the pure
quill.

A Sunday School pupil writes : "When
Jacob quarreled with his brother Esau,
he went forth into the country round

about, looking for refuse," which sug-

gests the Prodigal Son rather than Jacob.
And that reminds us of a queer Ameri-
can perversion of the word offal. In

England offal is that part of an animal's

viscera which is unfit for food ; but

Americans refer to calf's heart, pig's

fry, sheep's kidneys, stuffed ox-heart,
liver and bacon, as dishes of offal I The

very suggestion is enough to send one to

drink or the dinner of herbs at the coun-
ters of the vegetarian.

Outfit is another American word
which does yeoman service. A hanging
is an outfit, or a lumbering party is—
likewise a person driving an automobile
or one pushing a wheelbarrow, and the

term is indifferently applied to a party
as a whole or to its means of travel, its

subsistence on the journey, etc. A Klon-
dike party outfits in Seattle; if person-

ally made up of incongruous units, it is

a queer outfit, and it may lose its outfit

on the way. It was my fortune to sit

behind two miners at tfte Marquam
Grand in Portland, Oregon, when "Mac-
beth" was on the boards, and I had two

plays for the one price of admission.

The men from the north evidently were
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works, and they brought to the play an
innocent of Shakespeare and all his

unprejudiced mind. At the opening
scene where the witches stir their hell-

broth to blue lights, sneaky music and a

slow curtain, one miner whispered to his

companion, "What are they? Injuns?"
and as Macbeth hesitates and halts and
falters ere the dispatch of Duncan, the

other suspicions alcohol and remarks,
"He's got 'em bad." Going out at the

end of the play they sum it up with, "The
whole outfit was sort o' leery."
The next night these two Klondikers

went to see "Othello" the divine ichor

of the drama had gripped them. "Othel-
lo" pleased them better than the Macbeth
outfit. The verdict as they reached
down for their fur-caps at the drop of

the curtain was, "Not so slow, anyway,"
to which the other added, "And the nig-

ger done as good as any of 'em !"

Shades of Avon ! This case was par-
alleled a few weeks ago at the Arts and
Crafts Exhibition on Madison Street,

Seattle. A huge pastel of a scene from
"Othello" occupied a place of prominence
across the end of the hall. Young Se-
attle was taking in the show with his

mother. Together they inspected it, the

small boy remarking in the correct tone

with which critics patronize the high
arts, "The Dago's pretty good, aint he?"
Poor Othello, dark but comely, to these

wild ones of the West, the dark cheek to

which leaps the hot red blood of passion
is the only witchcraft you have used.

If you are very ill on board a ship you
are graphically said to throw up your
socks, a more peaceful if not less painful

operation than to cough up the dough.
Speaking with appreciation of a chum

of the weary gait and peripatetic tomato-
tin brotherhood, Prickly Heat says : "He
may be slewed some, but he's no small

potatoes (small potatoes are the opposite
to some pumpkins) and I've a sneakin'

notion that he's about as square as thev

make men in this country. He has n't

got the spondulix, but there is n't an
ounce of Ikey in him, and he does n't

need to tittervate none to be welcome to

a place on my stamping-ground. You
need n't try to tell me that Dreary Drag-
gles is n't straight, no siree. It would be

as useless as whistling psalms to a dead
horse. Dreary never hornswoggled no
one, so you may just as well quit your
yawping, you new-come whippersnap-
per; you're most-nigh as useless your-
self as a winter-killed pumpkin if you do
hev on wearable duds. I'd have you
know that Dreary Draggles is white, he
does n't lie and he does n't steal—lying
and stealing dont belong to his totem.

There, I thought that would fix that ver-

dant vaquero, he 's taken the owl-car
home and the sooner he lights out for

Duluth the better, good old Duluth, the

Zenith City of the Unsalted Seas. Ye
have n't got a wudge of terbacker on you,
have you. Dreary? You do look kinder

yeller behind the gills
—I'll fix you up

some yarbs, dont want fever 'n ague to

take tight holt on you ;
there 's nothing

this side of the hot place will wind up
your worsted quicker 'n that."

The nigger preacher says, "The devil

dont slosh round much on Sunday," but
he was n't thinking of Seattle. The wel-
come sign on Fifth Avenue, "Drop your
bundles here," appeals to all and sun-

dry; the man with a skate or bun on
board would gladly slide the said pack-
age into the slit, and to the orthodox the

sign suggests the welcome, "Lay your
burdens down."

I have been chidden for using the fa-

miliar "fire" and "hred" in the sense of

discharged, but I have for authority

Shakespeare himself. In his 144th Son-
net we find, "Till my good angel fire my
bad one out," and used in exactly the

same sense, it occurs in the earliest of

English comedies, "Ralph Royster Doys-
ter," acted before 1553.

"Correct English is the slang of prigs
who write essays," says Fred Vincy.
Correct English is also the slang of the

lexicographer. Fancy a dictionary-maker
sitting down in cold blood to define a

boy's jackstone. I copy this verbatim:

"Jack-stone—a metal toy, consisting of

several arms with globular termini. It

is so tossed and caught that the player

may keep as many of the toys as possible
in motion at the same time." Ye gods
and little fishes !

Kipling asks, "What do they know of

England who only England know?"
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What do they know of America and its

language who only England know?
What do they know of dug-outs, and

log cabins and buttes and hog-backs and
Indian mounds and shaking prairies and
soda prairies and bayous and nigger
heads and portages and alkali flats and
arid belts and bad lands and barren

grounds and bone pits and everglades
and Indian reservations and desert di-

vides and hard pans and intervals, and
salt licks and savannahs and slashes and
swales and thank-ye-ma'ams ? Did they
ever learn to use base-burners and dud-

chests and two-bit-prepaid meters, and

mosquito-bars and Saratoga trunks, to

creep at last into a glass-fronted casket

such as Kipling so bitterly derides ?

Do they know how to put their hands
to buck-saws and clapper-creamers and

gads and corn-poppers and buzz saws and

can-openers and flutter-wheels and mu-
ley-saws and Arkansas tooth-picks and
bowie-knives and one-eyed scribes and

sand-bags and slung-shots and toma-
hawks and toad-stickers and bull-plows?
Do they know how to be a gentle hog-
minder? Do they know anything about

bull-boats and bushwhacking and slack-

water navigation and Block Island tur-

key, and dead-falls and blacksnakes and
cattle-marks and circle-riding and cow-

ponies and judges of the plains and
claim-jumpers and land-grabbers and
land-warrants arid occupying-claimants
and prairie-schooners and bar-diggings
and barren gravel and black-jack and
fools' gold and ground-sluicing and

gulch-digging and surface-washing?
Have they a talkin' acquaintance with

Arctics and bloomers and chaps and

hickory shirts and tow-tails and wide-

awakes and bell-mares and Narragan-
sett pacers and mail-stages and tote-

teams ?

If they were to meet them on the

pike, could they name a barren-ground
reindeer, or a big-horn, or a bobcat, or

a catamount or a coyote? Would they
know a cross-fox from a dog-town, or a

grizzly from a jackass rabbit? Could

they place a prairie dog or a skunk-bear
or any such varmint? Could they tell a
shedder crab from a doodle bug, I ask

you? Could they or their children after

them pick out a May-blob from a May-
pop, or tell a tree primrose from a purple
pointer ?

Can their women make apple-slump
and beef-dodgers and belly-whistle and
Boston bread and fatticows and flap-

jacks and fried cakes and hog-and-hom-
ing and rye-and-Indian and sass-tea and

slipper-down and succotash?

Do their mouths water when they hear
"Fresh Virginia peanuts ! They 're large
sacks and well-filled and F-I-V-E a

bag?" and "R-r-r-ed lemonade; every-

body drinks it!"

What do they know about Bungtown
coppers and short bits and red cents and
shin plasters and sixteen to one, and the

dollar of your daddies?

This recreation of word-hurkting is

something more than mere mental play—it gives us a glimpse into the lives,

the manifold lives of the millions who
share with us the language of Chaucer,
and Shakespeare, and Marlowe, of gen-
tle Goldsmith and rare Ben Jonson, of

Bret Harte and Lowell with his clair-

voyant sympathy—our great fore-elders.

And this study should widen our

sympathies. This is the lesson I would
teach. I have attempted nothing origi-

nal, but merely have tried to make a

new application of an old story, as the

school ma'am said when she spanked the

boy with Robinson Crusoe.

Only a pot-hunter would try to bring
home all the game in one hunting-party,
and there is another day.



An April Awakening
By Adelaide Soule

ISS COLMORE stared at

the man who had just
asked her to marry him.

He waited, his arm on the

back stair rail, his order
book in his hand, for some

response. The one hlac tree was abloom
in the back yard ; vagrant clouds scurried

across the sky, whipped by the April
wind, and birds were twittering under
the eaves.

"You dont understand," said Miss

Colmore at last. She spoke gently, with

some wish to spare the man's feelings,

yet there was offense in her mind. He
was a grocer's clerk, and she was Mrs.
Decker's adopted daughter. Well, not

exactly that, perhaps. Miss Colmore had
never formulated her position very clear-

ly. But there was no mistaking this

man's position in life. He accepted,
even emphasized it. He seemed a little

proud of it.

"I—I am not"— she glanced down at

her gingham dress, and slipped the hand
that held the duster behind her back—
"not what you seem to think," she fin-

ished in sudden anger, for the man had
smiled.

"I know you are not a servant. If you
were, it would make no difference to me.
I 've been waiting and loving you all

this year that I 've been coming for or-

ders; ever since the first day I saw you,
just such a day as this, with the lilacs

in bloom, and the grass coming up green
in the yards.
The anger died out of Miss Colmore's

face. Poor fellow. He looked very earn-

est, with his square jaws and steady blue

eyes. She did not contrast him with any
one else—because no one else had ever

proposed to her—but she realized that

without his cap and blouse he would
come near to her ideal. She sighed.

"I am very sorry," she said. "You

must forget this." She turned away, but

he detained her, more by his look than

by the slight touch he ventured on her
arm.

"Let me finish, please. I did n't speak
until I was fixed right to give you a

home—not this kind"—he glanced up at

the pretentious house—"but a real home
where two people could be very happy,
and where you would be mistress. You
are not that here."

"It is quite impossible." She drew

away again.
"I would do everything in my power

to make you happy. Dont answer me
now. Think it over until tomorrow."
'He touched her arm again with his fin-

gers, then lifted his cap and went down
the steps. Miss Colmore watched him
out of sight. Then she looked thought-
fully down at the lilac tree.

"A whole year," she said softly to her-

self, "a whole year." She stood a little

longer, listening to the musical bickering
of the birds overhead. Then, with an

impatient frown, she turned and hurried

into the house.

It was nearly two o'clock when her

many small duties were finished. She
went into Mrs. Decker's sitting-room,

pulling on her gloves.
"Are you going out, Jennie?" Mrs.

Decker dropped her book and looked

surprised and a trifle annoyed. "I was

going to ask you to write some notes—
and my lace gown needs mending."

"I am sorry," said Miss Colmore hesi-

tatingly. "I felt restless and I thought
I would go and see sister Nell."

Mrs. Decker raised her brows. "Is

that altogether wise, dear?"
Miss Colmore flushed. "She is my

sister."

"Yes. Of course, it is quite proper
that you should visit her at times—but

not often. Your environment has been
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so different, you have nothing in com-

mon, and then, there is that unpleasant

person, her husband.
Miss Colmore nodded. "I dont care

for her husband myself. I have a fancy,

though, that I should like to see Nell to-

day. If you can spare me, I will go."
There was an unusual touch of decision

in her voice, before which Mrs. Decker

yielded.
"The notes may go until tomorrow.

As you are going, you may as well stop
at Selby's and give the order for the

flowers for Saturday ;
and stop at Owens

and ask them to send a man to tune the

piano." She turned back to her book.
Miss Colmore discharged her errands,

then turned toward the shabby side of

town where her sister lived. Its poverty
was less apparent than usual under the

spring mantle of green, and the birds

seemed to sing more blithely here than
in the cleaner streets. Children playing
in the gutters looked up at her as she

passed, and she smiled down at them
with an unwonted stirring of sympathy;
Once she stopped before a little house
that set back from the street, and leaned
over the gate to look down at a row of

yellow daffodils. The house had white
sash curtains, and as Miss Colmore
stood, a curtain was drawn aside and a

woman's face smiled out at her. Miss
Colmore hurried away with a detected

feeling.
Her sister's house was one of a tot-

tering row that seemed to cling together
for support. The gate hung untidily on
a broken hinge.

"If I lived down here," said Miss Col-
more to herself, making her way
through the cluttered dooryard, "I 'd

have a little house detached from the

others, with flowers in the frcmt yard."
She turned an instant and looked back
at the house where she had leaned over
the fence.

Nell met her at the door, a baby in

her arms. "Hello, Jen," she said fa-

miliarly, "come to see your poor rela-

tions, eh?" Her kindly, shrewd face,

under a mop of uncombed hair was light-
ed by a friendly smile.

Miss Colmore kissed her sister over
the baby's back, picked her way to a

chair, and looked about with the sort of

wonder she always gave to this place.
It was the eating and living room of the

entire Keller family, and though there

were one or two smaller rooms opening
off it, they seemed purposeless and com-

paratively unused. A worn carpet cov-

ered part of the floor. The table stood

unsteadily ;
all the chairs were in some

degree broken, and the floor was strewn
with children's playthings and clothing.
Some small-paned windows gave light,
one upon the street, two others upon a

neglected kitchen garden. Little Kellers

in corners and behind chairs—Miss Col-

more had long since given up all save

the vaguest count of her sister's chil-

dren—stared at her; and Nell, in the

midst, stood hands on hips and surveyed
her smilingly.

"Spic and span as usual, Jen," she

said. "You must spend a lot pf Mrs.
Decker's time in primping."

"Mrs. Decker's time?" said Miss Col-

more with a slight frown.

"Why, yes. Aint you a sort o' com-
bination second girl an' lady's maid up
at the big house? Oh, I know you go
in the parlor when callers come, but

when I used to come up to see you
mornings, I generally found you in dust-

ing-cap and apron, or walking on tip-
toe to avoid waking Mrs. Decker. Well,

every one to his taste. Give me free-

dom."
Miss Colmore was silent for a little

time. Then she said with a sigh : "Let 's

avoid the usual quarrel, Nell. We dont
think or feel the same about things, and
hard speeches will not help us."

Nell's face instantly changed. She

stooped and picked up some of the chil-

dren's scattered clothing. "You 're right

Jen," she said good-humoredly—"talking
wont alter things. It *s always galled

me, though, from the day Mrs. Decker
came and took you away in her carriage,
to think of you living in that sort of half

charity way."
"I have had no other liome," said Miss

Colmore.
"You knpw well enough, Jen that

when Jim asked me to marry him, I

made him promise that you should have

a home with us. And you would n't
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come. We were n't good enough for

you."
"Oh, you dont understand Nell—in-

deed you do not. I appreciated your
motive—but I had lived so differently

—
I was n't accustomed"—she glanced
around the shabby, untidy room.

"Father was a sign painter," said Nell

shortly, "and mother worked in the fac-

tory before she married him. And I'm

your own sister, though I was sent to

an orphan asylum, and then into service,

instead of being adopted by a rich

woman. But I guess we 've got the same
blood."

"Of course we have, Nell," said Miss

Colmore pacifyingly. "No one could

look at us and not know us for sisterr.,

even if you are bigger and handsomer
than I am. Dont be cross, Nellie. Let 's

talk about something else." She looked

around at the children, who stared back

unblinkingly.
Nell laughed. "Well, you can't help

your nature, I suppose. If you 're born
a lap-dog, you can't be anything else.

But I never believed you were born so.

I think it 's just that you are afraid.

You 're a good deal of a coward, Jen."
"A coward ?" said Miss Colmore. "Oh,

Nell, that 's unkind." She bent forward
and tried to attract the attention of the

youngest Keller, ensconced under the

table.

"Well, you are. You 're afraid of life—afraid to take it as it comes and live it

and see what happens. I 'd have some

curiosity, myself. But there—we aint

all made alike. I'm going to make you
a cup of tea, Jen. The children are

hungry, anyway, and Jim is n't coming
home to dinner today."

Miss Colmore looked her relief. Jim,
with his grimy hands and the unmis-
takeable odor of a working man, was
frightful to her.

"Dont take any trouble, Nell," she

said as her sister rummaged in a drawer
for a cloth. "How baby has grown."

^^

"Hasn't he?" said Nell cheerfully.
"Dirt an' poor living seems to agree with
all of 'em."

She spread a soiled cloth on the table

and set out some coarse bits of crockery.
Miss Colmore, watching, suddenly

thought how attractive this room might
be made, with curtains at the windows
and the table properly spread.

"I 'd have a shelf for flowers before

that west window," she thought, "and a

low chair for sewing. How pretty that

out-look would be if the garden were
fvill of old-fashioned flowers—wall-flow-

ers and balsam and lilac"—the blood

suddenly surged over her face.

The baby, finally convinced of her at-

tractiveness, hitched across the floor to

her feet, and by the aid of her dress,
drew himself upright. He stared sol-

emnly at her. All Nell's children had a

disconcertingly direct gaze. She lifted

him, and with her handkerchief dried

his sticky hands. A faint odor of laven-

der came from the linen.

"Nell," she said, still busy with the

baby, "why dont you have some books
and flowers and—and fix things up a

little ? You 've been criticizing me," she

added with a deprecating laugh, "so I '11

take my turn."

Her sister laughed. "These young
ones would make quick work of books
and flowers." She looked around indul-

gently at the small tribe that rolled on
the floor, clung to her dress, and made

surreptitious dashes at the table.

"You get those ideas from mother,"
she continued, setting the next youngest
Keller on his feet and thumping him vig-

orously to dislodge a crust from his

throat. "No, 'taint living with the Deck-

ers—it 's just mother speaking out in

you. She 'd always have a posy on the

table at mealtime, and she was great for

getting books from the library and read-

ing. I 'm more like Pa, I guess. I 'm

big like him, anyway." She smiled down
on her sister's slenderness.

"I suppose so," said Miss Colmore.

She drew one of the baby's short curls

through her fingers and wished his

apron were not so dirty. He was a

pretty baby.
"It depends, too, on the sort of man

you marry," said Nell. "Jim aint no

hand for fixings. Women fashion them-

selves a good deal by the men they

marry. Now there 's Mary Lane down
the street. She and her husband are

daft about flowers"—
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"Do they live in a little house, back
from the street, with daffodils in the

yard?" asked Miss Colmore leaning
forward.

"I dare say. It 's six doors up."
"Yes—I saw it."

"Well, the minute he 's home from

work, he 's out in the yard digging and

planting, and she sits on the door-step

watching him until it 's too dark to see

any longer. It 's different with Jim and
me. When he comes home, all he wants
is a good hot meal and a quiet place to

smoke his pipe. He would n't have any
more use for flowers than the young
ones have."

"Probably not," said Miss Colmore.

She lifted her head and looked toward
the door.

A young woman stood on the thres-

hold. She was fresh and sweet to look

upon, with a steady friendliness in her

blue eyes, and she held a bunch of daffo-

dils in her hand.
"I saw you looking at them," she said

to Miss Colmore, "and I thought perhaps
you wanted some. I saw you come in

Mrs. Keller's house."

"How very kind of you," said Miss
Colmore. She rose and took the flowers,
and stood looking at the young woman.

"This is Mary Lane," said Nell paus-
ing in her laying of the table. "We were

just talking about you, Mary."
"I asked about the flowers," said Miss

Colmore hurriedlv. "I am so fond of

them."
"I love them, too," said the girl, with

a pleased look. "They seem so sort of

fearless."

"Fearless?"

"Yes; coming up anywhere, in the

high grass, or between the chinks in the

bricks, or even out in the road, where

maybe they will get crushed. They just
seem to trust Providence, and stand

there, pretty and brave, to take what
comes."

"I see," said Miss Colmore softly. She
sat, looking at the yellow flowers, while
the two women completed the setting of

the table. Then she joined them in their

tea, and listened to their talk of children

and neighborhood affairs. Occasionally
she spoke, but the deeper part of her

mind was running in strange currents.

She refurnished the room where they
sat. A window seat—a low table, with
a reading lamp, and books and flowers—a bit of landscape in water-color—oil

would not do—in that dark corner near
the stove—and why could n't one have a

little Dutch stove with tiling instead of

that iron thing? Her cheeks grew
flushed and warm.

"Nell," she asked presently, "is there

lilac growing anywhere near?"
"I dont know/' said Nell. "Is there,

Mrs. Lane?"

Mary Lane shook her head. "It 's just
in the air," she said. "It always is, in

springtime."
"That must be it," said Miss Colmore.

"There is a good deal of it—up town. I

must go now." She rose and looked

down at Mary. "Thank you so much
for the flowers. They mean a great deal

to me. Good-bye, Nell. I '11 think over
what you said today."
The two women followed her to the

door and stood watching as she went
down the street.

"How lovely she is," said Mary Lane.

"Yes," said Nell, She stooped and

picked up the baby and gently patted its

back. "Poor Jen," she said, staring
after her sister.

Miss Colmore walked fast. There was
unwonted color in her cheeks. She
looked at the handsome houses she

passed with a sort of tolerant scorn. Her
mind was busy with a different picture.
But when she neared the Decker man-

sion, her steps lagged a little and her

color faded. As slie went up the long,
stone steps, the carved lions on the bal-

ustrade seemed to leer at her.

"You dare not," they whi.spered as she

passed. "You are a coward, you know."
"Callers in the drawing room, Miss."

said Johnson, respectfully, as he let her in.

She turned quickly away. "I will go

up stairs, then."

"Beg pardon, Miss Colmore; Mrs.

Decker said you were please* to come in

the drawing room."

She went in, pulling off her long

gloves, the daffodils over her arm. A
stout, elderly lady gave her a pudgy
hand to press. A thin, over-dressed one,
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smiled and nodded, without pausing in

her conversation.

"Please ring for tea, Jennie," said

Mrs. Decker languidly, from the dark-

ened corner where she sat amidst multi-

tudinous cushions. "What a time you
have heen gone, child. And did the dear

Bishop approve the marriage?" She
turned again to the thin, over-dressed

woman.

"Approve ! My dear creature ! The
man was impossible. He dealt in hides

or something frightful of that kind. Of
course every influence was brought to

bear, but she insisted on marrying him.

Terrible, isn't it?"

"Terrible," sighed Mrs. Decker, shut-

ting her eyes. "Jennie
—

,
a fan please

—
and ask Johnson to lower those shades a

trifle. Dear me, where did you get those

flowers ?"

"They were given to me," said Miss

Colmore. She stood, looking down at

them.

"Such a very pronounced color, are

they not?" said Mrs. Decker, "Perhaps
you had better take them out."

Miss Colmore went out quickly. She

stopped on the landing and pressed the

flowers hard against her breast. Her
eyes were full of fear.

"Oh," she whispered, "I want to get

away from it all. I hate it—it stifles me—but I dare not speak." She stood,

listening to the murmur of voices in the

parlor, and imagined herself hurrying
back to tell Mrs. Decker and her callers

that she was going to marry a grocer.

She fancied herself standing before /
them, with the yellow flowers claspC(X.-to

her breast, their touch burning~her like

little flames. She made a step back-

ward, as though to return to the draw-

ing-room—then, with a shudder, turned

and ran into her bedroom.

"And when you are giving the orders

for the day," said Mrs. Decker the next

morning, lying back among her lace-

trimmed pillows, "dont forget to speak to

the grocer about the mushrooms. They
were not quite up to the mark." She
closed her eyes for a moment, then held

out her hand for the cup of coffee Miss
Colmore held.

"Is n't there a window open some-

where," she said with a shiver. "I seem
to smell something earthy."

"It is the smell of the lilacs," said

Miss Colmore in a low voice, "and of the

sprouting grass. Shall I close the win-

dow ?" She walked over to it and looked

out on the back yard. Then she turned

to Mrs. Decker.
"The grocer is coming up the walk,"

she said. "I will go and wait for him."

She met him on the porch. He came

eagerly, the order book in his hand, his

blue eyes full of question. The birds

were twittering overhead and the wind-

swept sky was full of sunlight. She
thrust her hands in his and laughed.

"I am going to marry you," she said,

"but—with a backward glance at the

house, "you will have to help me, for I

am a coward."



"Socialists at Work" by Robert Hunter.

The MacMillan Company, N. Y., 1908.

Editors, Congressmen, Police Commis-
sioners and other ignorant people ought
to read this book.

They will learn for one thing that the

blood-red flag of Socialism, instead of

meaning war, fire, riot

The Rod and sudden death, sym-
Flag. bolizes one great brother-

hood of mankind, single

in a great peace and love, as red blood is

the common life fluid of all men. The
red flag means life, not death—peace not

war. The fundamental article of the So-

cialistic creed is anti-militarism and in the

very moment that the Russian and Jap-
anese governments were crying patriotism
and urging their foolish subjects to mur-
der each other, Kalayama the Japanese
delegate to the Socialist Congress of 1904
at Amsterdam, and Plechanoff, the Rus-
sian delegate, grasped hands amid the

thunderous applause of the whole Con-

gress.
Bernard Shaw says he who slays a King

and he who dies for him, are alike idol-

aters. Socialism is a universal brother-

hood. The moral power of the Socialists

Is set against that wasteful sport of Kings—war—'and this moral force has done
more to preserve the peace of the world
than (if I may say so in the present reign,
without risk of high treason) all the bat-

tleships built at eight to ten millions apiece
(taxes, gentlemen—taxes from the sweaty
mob) for the future scrap pile.

In the great International Congress,
held at Stuttgart, in 1907, where all Eu-
rope, North and South America, England,
Australia, Japan and India were repre-
sented, and the discussions were in three

languages, anti-militarism was the chief

vital, practical topic and there was but
one opinion—that was: to discourage
armies and navies.

That real mine of ignorance and moral
cowardice—the American Congressman
(Representative Littlefield, says so and
there is none to dispute him) might en-

deavor to comprehend
The Socialist some of the elements of

Strength. Socialism and something
of Its history if he knew

that one delegate at this Congress repre-

sented a million workers—that the Social
Democratic party of Germany polled at

the last election, 3,250,000 votes—over
three million votes, my little man on the
American fence, afraid to get down for
fear of treading on the sharp point of a
vote. Votes are the things understood by
that compound of ignorance, conceit and
duplicity, the American politician. The
German Socialists poll a larger vote than
any other party; but by reason of their

strength being principally in the cities and
the arbitrary apportionment to cities of
seats in the Reichstag, they do not control
the number of seats in that legislative

body to which their proportional strength
entitles them. Socialist journals in Ger-
many reach over a million regular sub-
scribers. That means from three to five

million readers.
One of the most interesting facts shown

by the author as to the growth of Social-

ism in Germany, its earliest home and
where it is best organized for practical
purposes, is that it has made essentially
all its progress since 1871, and its victories

for popular suffrage, old age insurance and
the whole Bismarckian program of state

Socialism, including ownership of rail-'

roads, were won by the Socialists, though
without actual parliamentary power. In-

deed, this book shows that this" has been
more or less the case in all the European
countries. The Socialists, as a third party
exercise a real power, though not in actual

control, and this is not so much because
of wielding a balance of power as by agi-

tating reforms which the government
adopts in some shape to prevent a revolu-
tion toward the Socialist party Itself. Thus
it is the Socialist influence in England
which has induced Lord AsQ'uith to stand
for woman suffrage and old-age Insurance.

In this book is presented the present
state of the Socialist movement in Ger-

many, France, Italy. Belgium, Switzerland,
England, Sweden, Finland, Russia and the
United States. At our last presidential
election, the Socialist vote was 409,230,—
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not a large total, but the Socialists of the

United States find hope in the fact that

their vote had nearly doubled since the

previous presidential election. The Social-

ist journals in this country number over

fifty, the principal one in English being
the Appeal to Reason, with a circulation of

over 300,000. This is the paper which is

now in trouble because of its offer of a
reward for the abduction

The Idaho of ex-Governor Taylor
Case. from Indiana into Ken-

tucky to be tried for

alleged participation in the murder of

Governor Goble—the object being to test

the ruling of the Supreme Court of the
United States affirming the jurisdiction of

the courts of Idaho over Haywood, Moyer
and Pettibone, abducted from Colorado.
But these latter were removed on regular
requisition of the Governor of Idaho upon
the Governor of Colorado, and though this

was an arranged game and the requisition
was granted unseasonably and the men im-

mediately spirited away without a chance
to be heard on Colorado soil, and the
whole thing was an abuse of process and
a legal outrage, still the analogy as a strict

matter of law is not clear between such a
record and an absolute kidnaping by pri-
vate parties at the instigation of private
parties.
But to return to our author. He points

out the relatively feeble state of the move-
ment in the United States

Socialistic and suggests the causes:

Program Large areas of free or

cheap land for the unem-
ployed to find an outlet on; universal male
suffrage and a certain degree of democra-
tic liberty. It may be remarked in pass-
ing, that all Socialistic programs include
an article in favor of universal suffrage—
women as well as men—and require that
women shall receive a like pay for a like

service. In other words. Socialism stands
for—among other things—equality of the
sexes.

In Chapter VI, the author sketches, with
intelligent condensation, the Socialistic

program. I quote the following from the
Erfurt program of October, 1891, because
it outlines the economic evils for which
Socialism seeks a remedy: "The economic
development of industrial society tends in-

evitably to the ruin of small industries
which are based upon the workman's pri-
vate ownership of the means of produc-
tion and converts him into a destitute
member of the proletariat, while a com-
paratively small number of capitalists and
great landowners obtain a monopoly of the
means of production.

"

This document then goes on to amplify

the statement that the growth of industry
into the colossal factory, the growth of

the workman's hand-tool into the expen-
sive machine, have all been for the ag-

grandizement of the capitalist and the^n-
slavement of the workmen and email
tradesmen-—the middle classes. "Ever
greater grows the mass of the proletariat,
ever vaster the army of the unemployed."
This is the keynote. It is true even in this

blessed country, where no evil can ever

come, because it is especially presided over
and protected by God, the American eagle
and that peculiar reversion to the earliest

life form consisting only of a mouth and
a stomach—the American politician.

The program then demands a revolution,
a social revolution for the emancipation of

the proletariat and of all mankind—and
says: "Nothing but the conversion of cap-
italist private ownership of the means of

production—the earth and its fruits,

mines, quarries, raw materials, tools,
means of exchange—into social ownership
and the substitution of socialist produc-
tion carried on by and for society * *

can effect such a revolution."
The program then shows that this revo-

lution must be accomplished by the work-
ing classes alone, for all other classes stand

upon a foundation of private ownership of
land and the means of production and dis-

tribution, and that the struggle must be
a political or parliamentary struggle. It

declares the interests of the working
classes of all lands to be the same, and
that there should be a common world
struggle for the possession of political

power to achieve the revolution.
The principal specific measures on

which Socialists of various countries unite
are:

Universal Suffrage (in this, women are

supposed to belong to the universe);
Direct Legislation, by initiative and ref-

erendum;
Free Education (secular) ;

Civil Equality of Sexes, Free Divorce
with liability of husband for support of

wife and children, if necessary;
Elective Judiciary;
Extension of Personal Liberty and Free

Speech ;

Supression of Armies and Navies and
Organization of a Militia;

Charity to be transformed into a gen-
eral insurance against disablement, sick-

ness, accident and old age;
General Pensions, where necessary to

widows and orphans; Absorption by the
State of Land Titles, public service and
public utility corporations, and of the pro-
cesses of production and exchange.
The author also shows that the Social-
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Ists, finding that it avails nothing to vote

either radicals or conservatives out and In,

have a definite intention

Party to adhere to the Social-

Action. 1st party as a political

party, biding the time
when it shall attain power, but the Social-

ists In the various parliamentary bodies
will support any radical measure tending
toward Socialism, no matter by whom put
forward. Yet there seems to be a decided

objection by the majority of the party

against any of their number taking cab-

inet or other positions of responsibility
under any existing administrations. Mill-

erand taking a portfolio in the Waldeck-
Rousseau cabinet, led to serious dissen-

sion, and when Briand and Viviani accept-
ed posts in the very radical cabinet of

Clemenceau—they were, in effect, ruled

out of the party, on the theory that the

Socialist party could not become en-

tangled in the acts of another party, by
having Its members in the ministry.

Mr. Hunter shows an interesting differ-

ence between American and European poli-

tics in this: that in America it would be
impossible ;:o elect pluto-

Intercsting crats themselves to office.

Contrasts. Here we elect their ser-

vants, and the masters
stand in the background. In Europe the
traction magnates, the mine-owners and the

great manufacturers are themselves often
elected to city councils or national legis-
latures and meet face to face the Socialist

members representing the working classes.

He also shows many other differences be-
tween this country and Europe. For ex-

ample, the use of our national army
against strikers, or the employment of a

private army by capitalists (PInkertons)
whereas many European cities furnish aid
to the distressed families of strikers—a

complete reversal of conditions here. In-

deed, the author might have added that
the United States is the most Ignorant
country on earth as to the social move-
ments of the day—whether they be So-
cialistic or Anarchistic. There is no bour-

geoisie so complacent, so mentally lazy, so

ignorant, as the American well-to-do, the
respectable, be they clubmen with sawdust
brains, or cheap clerks with pale livers.

Most of them never heard of Karl Marx, or
Liebknecht, or Prudhon, or Tolstoy, or

Kropotkin; and think both Socialism and
Anarchism stand for murder and chaos.

Indeed, Mr. Hunter himself, with seeming
dislngenuousness, too often found in dis-

senting camps of the same
Anarchism vs. general thought, invar-
Socialism.

'

Jably uses the word An-
archist as synonymous

with private violence and assassination. In

fact, Anarchism and Socialism are but two
branches of the single movement: Social-
ism. They agree that the masses of men
are disinherited and oppressed; they agree

that the cause is an economic one—the
oppression of Labor by Capital. They agree
that the monopolistic privileges of capital
are supported by laws and government,
but they diverge when it comes to a rem-
edy. The Socialists say since the state

supports capital and is on the backs of the
laborers, let us by parliamentary methods
capture the state and make it a benevolent
Institution for the common good. The
Anarchist says: The only Inspiration to

progress is the individual initiative. Take
the state off the backs of individuals.
Leave to peaceable men full liberty, and
they will of necessity organize themselves
Into bodies of voluntary co-operation; for

the state has never yet initiated any good
thing for mankind, but is a relic of the
Idea of forcible government of the masses
by and for a ruling class. The very creed
of the Anarchist denies violence. One of
its chief articles is: no force against any
peaceable man. It respects human life as
a sacred right and asks that the state re-

spect it also. It believes In order and the
forcible restraint of the ones who by force
invade the rights of others.

Tolstoy is an Anarchist, pure and simple.
There are many shades of opinion among
anarchists, for it is a school of free

thought. Just as when once religious
thought was made free, a vast number of
Protestant churches arose: the libertarian
Socialists are Anarchists. For example:
Mr. Hunter classes Bernard Shaw and
William Morris as Socialists. It is true
Shaw has written of the impossIblU-ies of
Anarchism. Yet It is my undej-standing
that they advocate a voluntary socialism
or communism or voluntary co-operation,
not one imposed by the majority on the
minority by force. If I am correct in this

then Morris was, and Shaw is, an Anar-
chist for that is the vital distinction. I

daresay men labeled by the press or

by the King, Anarchists, have in wild
fits of despair slain

As to Violence, officials, but so have men
labeled Socialists, and
Huguenots, and Catho-

lics. Mr. Hunter is so well versed in

sociology, he would know the philosophy
of Anarchism does not encourage or Incite

to violence. It Is a creed of peace, and
the weapon it brings against the state is

none other than thought.
He himself shows that the Socialists

have been, and still are falsely accused by
existing governments, of all the crimes
which happen, and of a host more that

never happen. To Socialists was ascribed
the attempt to kill the Emperor William
of Germany. Liebknecht, th% great So-
cialist leader, in opposing parliamentar-
ism, said it was impossible for labor to

obtain anything except by force. By this

he only meant what the author himself

says at page 154: "It is perhaps too much
to expect that the present struggle between
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labor and capital should proceed at all

times peacefully.
* * * Nearly all the

early struggles, as for instance the strug-

gle of the serfs against their masters, or

that of the present dominant class against
the old feudal land-owning aristocracy,
ended in violence and bloodshed. In the
face of history, therefore, it would seem
absurd for one to prophesy concerning the
outcome of the present struggle between
the workers and the capitalists, for cer-

tainly none of the previous uprisings were
as truly revolutionary as the present.
And if one considers that when the con-

templated revolution is accomplished, it

means the rise to power of the working
class, and the abolition of private prop-
erty in the means of production, it would
seem almost incredible that it should take

place in all countries without violence"
Does this rational statement incite to riot

and murder? Yet if some emotional
youth, brooding over the wrongs of op-
pressed miners, should slay a mine owner,
a policeman or a governor—and it could
be shown that he had read Mr. Hunter's
book—every yelping newspaper (the pros-
titutes of our day) would shout "Anarch-
ist!" for the reason that the Socialists

themselves, in order to placate society and
excuse themselves, are assisting ignorance
toward the belief that Anarchism means
murder and chaos. Socialism and Anar-
chism have enough in common and are

maligned enough by the common enemy—
the parasites of wealth and privilege—to
Induce each to defend and explain the
other, not malign and confuse. Mr. Hun-
ter very ably disposes of the ignorant at-

tacks on, and misconceptions of. Social-
ism. He admits that Socialism is frankly
revolutionary, in the sense of complete

change but denies that it

Socialism will wreck any thought.
Revolutionary. morality or institution

worth having. To the
accusation that Socialism will destroy the
home, he replies: Capitalism has destroyed
the home, and he shows that the leaders
insist that the revolution must be com-
plete before it can be judged. The owner-
ship by the state of an enterprise, under
present conditions, usually makes the state
more oppressive than a private owner. So it

is not merely state ownership which is de-
sired but an ownership for the good of all.

This book is more like a sequence of re-
lated popular articles, than a singly con-
ceived, philosophical history and exponent

of Socialism; but it is all

Scope of the that its title implies. It
Book. is a clear glance at the

modern field of Socialism
and the workers in that field, and for the
mentally supine and self-satisfied social
ignoramus, who makes up the mass of
American respectable society, the book is

Invaluable; for in an entertaining way it

will give him an idea of the beginnings of

Socialism, its present status in Europe and
America, the leaders in the movement and
its final aim. Indeed, the sleek ignoramus
of the club and the exchange and the leg-
islative hall and the "sanctum" (God save
the mark), by two or three hours' inter-

esting reading will be able to pass himself
off among his associates as a profound
student of one of the great social move-
ments of the modern world—for in the
kingdom of the blind the one-eyed is king.
It fills the need for a popular but intelli-

gent and accurate textbook on the Social-
ism of today as it actually exists; and as a
clever stroke. Socialists would do well to
distribute it to our semi-intelligent rulors
and their constituents in the hope to make
the "respectable" American less ridiculou^j
to the rest of the world, in his insular
conceit and something more than insular
ignorance; and as the advertisements say:
"Dear reader, this means you." By way
of giving that credit to Socialism which
the bourgeois mind always respects, Mr.
Hunter has in a chapter on the Art and
Literature of Socialism, passed in review

some of the great names
Great Names among avowed Socialists:
in Socialism. William Morris, Bernard

Shaw, Edward Carpenter,
H. G. Wells, Grant Allen, William Dean
Howells, Jack London, in English litera-

ture; Anatole France, Maurice Maeter-
tinck, Maxim Gorky, and a host of others.
I think the author is mistaken, however, in
the belief that Millet painted the French
peasant with a pitying sense of his op-
pressed condition and narrow life. The
friends of Millet I have known, say he
was without any conscious and deliberate

pity either for the peasant or for himself;
but just as Whitman rehelled against the
conventional and the orthodox, in poetry,
Millet rebelled against the Academic in

painting and turned from Corregio and
the Studio to the daily life about him, se-

lecting its picturesque incidents merely as

picturesque incidents, not as sermons or

protests. But this is not important. It is

certainly true that men like Shaw, Zola
or Gorky consciously and deliberately have
a sermon—a moral, and a revolutionary
protest in every line they write. Chapter
IX gives a very interesting resume of the
Art and Literature of Socialism.

I conclude this hasty review, in

which I have endeavored to stimulate
the lethargic and self-satisfied minds of

ignorant young America to go to the book
itself, by calling attention to one of the
most suggestive facts the author records:
that is the vital difference between Eng-
lish and Continental Parliaments and our
own Congress. The parliaments are the
hearts of the nation; there the life blood

pulses and thought Is formed. Courts are
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not permitted to set aside their acts, neith-
er are written constitutions much restric-

tive where they exist. It is the actual

power wielded by the parliament, the fact

that it is the crucible in which the fatal

ingot is being melted, which makes the

parliaments of other countries the center
of thought, the members the real leaders

among men, and the debates the college
course for the people, eagerly read and dis-

cussed; whereas our form of government
is so rigid, our custom or habit of two
parties so fixed, the power of Congress so

limited, save to expend money, that doings
in Congress do not interest us, for as yet
we have plenty of money which Congress
may waste, for we have a virgin continent
and our only employment is to make
money. It is our sole badge of nobility.
We send to Congress only two sorts of

men: the agents of the great moneyed in-

terests or the third-rate minds which never
had an original idea and would be afraid
to speak it if they had. Our politicians a'-e

men who are failures at anything else. The
most successful municipal politicians are

those who steal the largest amounts. Leg-
islatures' do not Interest the American. He
draws a sigh of relief when they adjourn;
yet the same shop-keeper would cry down
an Anarchist for suggesting that laws are
chiefly blunders, or in the interest of a

predatory class. Ignorance and prejudice
are still the barriers across the pathway of
mankind. The person who today does not
know something of Socialism and Anar-
chism is an ignorant person, so I conclude
as I began: Get this book and read it. You
will at least learn what the world is think-
ing and doing in a great revolutionary
movement. Socialism frankly aims at rev-
olution; that is to say: complete re-model-
ing of the social structure. It is in the
interest of the disinherited masses against
the privileged class. It is Labor versus
Capital. Its program Is to vest In the
state, ownership and control of the earth
and all the processes of production and
distribution, for the good of all.

This book, to its credit, has the con-
veniences of a bibliographical list and an
index.

The Bunkhouse

By Doc. Wilson

O ! Bunks and bunks,
Valises and trunks

;

Blankets and swags by the score;

Smoky oil cans,
Old spitton pans
Scattered all over the floor !

Old gunny sacks

Filled from the stacks

Of hay in the field nearby;
Under your nose
Pillow your clothes

And sleep with many a sigh.

Old broken door

Drags on the floor,

Overhead the nightbats hide;
The roof 's too thin

And rain drips in

The bunk where Anderson died.

Old shirts and coats

Where Spider gloats
On the flies and moths in his lair.

Rusty old stove,
Socks by the grove,

Polluting the room's warm air.

Off to the junks!
Bunkhouses and bunks— !

For the toiler requires rest.

A clean, warm bed,
Or home instead,
And then his labors are blest.

To Editor Pacific Monthly, ,

Sir: I iini («("ii(IIiib you n few vorsj-a ontltled "Tho Bunk Hosibp." I am omploypd an a oo<>k*«nd haw
no pretensions for n poet's song. I nni an eye witness to what I think nilsht »h> oorreoted. A good
deal baa been said and written about tbe working man but no lunly has touched u|K)n his slwplngr quar-
ters. Yet the Idea, or Insplr-itlon carae to nie; and I thought 1 should not offend, by bringing the facts
for your consideration. I am well known In the field or In Town as the Cook Poet, but of course that
Is only sarcasm? Trusting for a successful Issue of an Important question i

I am
Yours obediently

Doc Wllsoa.
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Socialism and Its Defenders

Socialism is a term that suffers a pro-
tean interpretation; but it may, perhaps, be

roughly defined as a theory of government
of which the fundamental aim is to abolish,

through law, inequality in the ownership of

property. In general, each man should be-

come, it says, an equal owner in the world's

(or the state's) capital; or, variously stat-

ed, all should be common owners of it

through their agent, the government. It

looks at mankind as a whole, and declares
that since men are mental, moral and phy-
sical brothers, differing infinitesimally

among themselves, as compared with their

separateness from the rest of animal crea-

tion, therefore their fare in life should be
more or less the same. Speaking general-
ly, no man, it says, should have more to

eat, a better dwelling, less work to do, th n
another man. But through error of judg-
ment man has built up for himself a system
of life that is not in accord with this idea.
Men do not own things equally nor in com-
mon with their neighbors. Through the
recognition of private property and the
mandatory regulations for its maintenance,
man has encouraged the development of

striking—even vast—inequalities in the
lives of the individual members that make
his order and genus. This, the socialist says,
is morally wrong. One man does not so dif-

fer from another man in the glory of his
merits as to warrant such, or even any, ma-
terial distinctions in the enjoyment of the

comforts, pleasures or freedom that life

may afford.

Now, this theory appears to rest on two
supports. One is the aesthetic sense that is

at the root of the desire for justice,—the
need to have adjacent things commensur-
ate, to have the peg fit the hole, the task
the burden, the punishment the crime, like

things in like surroundings. The other is

the empirical, an appeal to fact. We see
that man in his present social order is un-
happy. The foundation of this social order
is the enforcement by the whole commun-
ity of one man's right to life, and his right
to acquire and possess exclusively material
things.

In its earliest form we may suppose prop-
erty to have been recognized in a spear
that made hunting surer, in a goat that
gave milk, whose skin could shield from
cold; in a cave that sheltered from rain or
snow. Today it is recognized in any one or

any number of the material objects that
man has invented for increasing his pleas-
ure or comfort; in the stuffs that go to
form them; in the tools that are necessary
for their production; or in anything that

may be exchanged for them, and includes
even that immaterial thing, localized en-

ergy, whether in the form of an ox or a.

water-fall.
Possession of many such goods is riches.

Possession of few of them, poverty. And
(while we are defining) any goods set aside
for the purpose of producing other or more
goods or the equivalent of such reserves in

exchange value, constitute capital.

Though no records exist of the origin of
this idea of private property, it is with no
great difficulty to be inferred from our pre-
sent laws and customs regarding it. In the
first instance it is fair to presume that

strength of mind or body enabled a power-
ful or cunning man to maintain by craft or

force, his possession of certain things so

long that his neighbors became habituated
to the fact and soon took the short step far-
ther of considering such goods his,—that

is, that no other man could take them or
use them against the holder's will without
exceeding his rights as one member of a so-
cial community. And a social community
existing solely by virtue of the limitation,
conscious or unconscious, of the arbitrary
activities of the individuals composing it,

throws by instinct the weight of its influ-
ence against any member exceeding those
necessary limits. Again, the strife result-

ing from the attempt of one man to alien-
ate goods held by another, must often
have been hurtful and annoying to the
rest of the community. For the sake of

public peace, some principle of compulsory
settlement must be found. Doubtless the
first possessor, or the one who had held
the goods the longest, received the benefit

of public opinion and public aid in his con-
tention.

Soon added to this was the idea of right-
ful ownership from acquisition of goods
through strife or labor. The taming of a

dog, for instance, or the winning of an
ornament from a vanquished foe.

And today these are the fundamental

principles beneath our elaborated laws of

property. We protect the squatter's right
to unoccupied territory. We protect the

rights of those who make long actual use

of things, a claim to ownership. Epitom-
izing this we say, "Possession is nine

points of the law." The earning of title
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through pains or sacrifice is a formidable
right with us. Our national homestead
law, the salvage laws, the patent laws, for

instance, are all founded more or less on
this form of acquisition. The sole differ-

ence between us and primitive upholders
of proprietary right consists in our more
searching and exact enforcement of it,

with possibly a fuller recognition of the

unity of the family, and the consequent
firmer establishment of the right of in-

heritance.

But, says the socialist, was it just in the
beginning that any man should have been
accorded exclusive right to any good? Was
it not merely through the stupidity or in-

dolence of the community that first pos-
session or long possession should have
grown to be regarded as establishing ex-

clusive right?
Admitting this for the moment, what

becomes of the moral right to ownership
through toil? Is that innate sense of jus-
tice of ours, that longing after fitness,

pleased with the thought of the savage,
laboring clumsily and painfully to make a

spear head or coat of skins, only to be de-

prived thereof through force, and com-
pelled by a community of say a hundred of

his less industrious fellows to enjoy but
the one one-hundredth part of its use and
benefit?

Not so. Here at least our principles of

property are founded on a natural jus-

tice; and although otherwise they may
have arisen alone in expedience or mere
custom, what valid a priori argument is

there in the name either of justice or well

being, against their farther existence? The
inequality of life through the existence of

individual poverty and riches is what the
socialist directly or indirectly decries. Yet
the existence of personal ownership
through the admittedly just principle of

award for toil, opens up, alone, a social

world full of poverty and riches. For
nothing is surer, that men neither can nor
will toil equally. And since, through jus-

tice, these inequalities must have existed,
what boots it to prescribe such forms as
are rooted in the humbler soil of habit or

expedience?
Clearly in his a priori argument the

socialist has rather slippery ground.
But the theoretical doctrine is after all

but a skirmish weapon. He now comes
forward with his (most literally) piece de
resistence, his Hercules club of hard fact

and knotty problem. The world, he says
is groaning beneath the wrong of great
riches. Hard is the lot of the poor, and
they are many. Whatever your theories,

my friend, (he says) about the origin of

the right of property, will you not cast

them to the winds and join us In an effort

to alleviate the fate of this vast multitude
that travails so painfully and with such
little joy? Will you not help us to cut

through these chains (these laws of prop-
perty), that keep this groat, sad giant,
Poverty, the slave of that malevolent
dwarf, there. Riches? Will you allow a
mere theory to stand between you and the
betterment of the whole human race?

Never! We are—both sides—agreed on
that.

But the upholder of the older order of
things comes from a philosophical Mis-
souri; he is a doubting Thomas; he would
be shown. The statement of a proposition
is not its proof. The world has woes in

plenty; none so temeritous as to deny It.

But what proof that they are due, all, or
for the most part, or materially, or to a de-
gree exceeding that of compensating bene-
fits, to the institution of private property?
What proof that they originate, indeed, at

all, or to any named degree, from the nox-
ious influence of any prescribed social or-

der, or system of laws, or of government?
The sylogism of the socialist appears to

be: man is a social being, and has estab-
lished for himself a social order, laws, gov-
ernment But he is unhappy under them;
the superficial changes he makes in them
from year to year, from century to century,
scarcely alleviate his distress perceptibry,
and are far from removing it altogether;
therefore, the social order under which he
lives, his laws, his government, must be at

fault, must either be changed radically or
abolished. To abolish them Is the aim of
the anarchist. To change them radically
is the aim of the socialist. The above is, I

think, a fairly concise statement of their

position.
Let us see where such reasoning as this

would lead us, applied to everyday affairs.

Be It supposed I am a stone cutter. I

have worked at my trade for many years.
For many years, also, I have had imperfect
health. I suffer from daily headaches; I

am thin and wan. Since then, I say, under
my present employment of stone cutting,
my health Is defective; therefore, I must
either give up work altogether or become
a clerk, or a sailor, or adopt some other
trade as radically diverse. So at leas^
would reason the stone-cutter anarchist
and the stone-cutter socialist, unwell.

But, you say, (you from the philosophi-
cal Missouri), my friend, pause a moment.
You have worked many years at your
trade; you know how to cut stone; but
what do you know of keeping books, or

reefing mainsails? To be sure, if your
health Is to be restored, the difficulties of
the change are best met and conquered
forthwith. But are you certain that your
occupation is at fault; that the change will

cure you? Perhaps you su^Ter from indi-

gestion brought on by hurried eating, or

by worry. It may be that the circulation
of the blood in your brain may be defi-

cient from some Inherited or acquired
lesion in your neck. Perhaps there are
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several causes operating to produce these
ill effects, each one of which would be as

potent, were you a clerk, or a sailor as it

is now, when you are cutting stone; and
your loss in earning power by such a

change as you contemplate would have no
compensating benefit. Indeed you may
never become as good a clerk or a sailor

as you are now a stone cutter.

In the political world the parallel is per-
fect. In fact, in it, the cause of the trouble
is patently not our occupation (i. e. the
social order) but something far more fun-
damental and far reaching, though there
be strangely few who adopt or appear even
aware of the plainer diagnosis.
Long ago man recognized and declared

himself "a stiff-necked and perverse gen-
eration," and if this be held to have been
divine criticism, so much the more con-

vincing. He recognized the impaired cir-

culation, the lesion in the neck, so to

speak, but he seems to have realized the
intimate relation of this to his perennial
headaches.

But could anything be more evidert?
Were man a solitary Titan striding the
earth alone, sole master through his gen-
ius, of its vast resources, he might have
unintermitent happiness. Or were he a

thoroughly unselfish being who reckoned
the welfare of his fellows ever far above
his own, and gave his service gladly for
the gain of others, he might likewise
achieve that joyful state. But he is not
such; he is a being of strong opposing
needs. He loves his fellow much, but he
loves himself much also. He would fain
have others happy, but seeks continually
to surround himself, particularly, with
things that give him pleasure, even though
it be at the expense of another's loss. Half
friends to himself and half to other men,
he is torn continually with conflicting emo-
tions. How then shall he find peace?
Now he wears the garment of property

and law. Let him go naked tomorrow,
will his nature change? Will he not love
his children, his friends as before? And
will he not seek his comfort, his pleasure,
his freedom as before,—no longer under
the restraint of his slow-builded law, but
according to the tyranny of nature's sole

command, the right of might? Or let him
change his goverenment and don the an-
cient toga of communal ownership; will he
be less the loving, hating, selfish, sociable,
talented being that he is today? Who can
believe it? Where great forces contend
there is never peace. Where rock meets
current, sea meets shore, goes up the
lamentation of an endless strife. "The
ape and tiger, the boon companions of his
hot youth" roam still through the secret
recesses of man's soul, and those peaceful
gardens of love, so diligently cultivat-^d
there, fall often and again a prey to the
terror of their depredation.

As the world grows old the nature of

man may change, will change, is changing
now; but so long as it is what it is, or

nearly that, no life in common with his
fellows—or without them—can ever be
more than a present makeshift; the best

possible under the circumstances; yet
never free from the deep-toned resonance
of unrest and dissatisfaction.

No, the trade is not to blame; as clerk
or sailor we should be still unwell. "The
fault, dear Brutus, is not in our stars, but
in ourselves that we are underlings";—
not in our laws, but in our human makeup,
that we are thus unhappy. Were the Cea-
sars of this great empire of modern com-
merce to fall tomorrow beneath the dagger
of unreasoned discontent, we should still

be Cassiuses with "lean and hungry looks."
But there are other and even more

practical objections to the socialistic

theory. One of these is the blow its reali-

zation would strike at the material wel-
fare of the world.

It seems for some inscrutable reason to
be assumed by writers on like subjects
that the poverty of the many is due to the
wealth of the few; that the world Is rich

enough to make every one well off were
there only an equal distribution of its

goods.
But so far as statistics go to show, the

direct contrary is the case.
The United States is today one of the

two richest, if not the richest country in

the world;—both absolutely and in pro-
portion to its population. By the census
of 1900 the total wealth of the country
was estimated at close to one hundred bil-

lions of dollars, or roughly, some twelve
hundred dollars worth of property to every
man, woman and child in the land. Divid-

ing the population into families of five

each, this gives some six thousand dollars
to each family; or, supposing the return
therefrom at interest to be at five per cent

per annum—a fair rate, all times and
places averaged—it means an income of
three hundred dollars per year. But this
is not riches; judged by our standard of

living, not even a competence. And if

this is the showing for one of the richest
countries in the world, what v/ould a divi-

sion amount to if we supposed all the
wealth of the earth divided equally among
its people? One-fifth or one-tenth as
much? Not improbably far less than that
would be the universal portion.
And for such an end what.would we sac-

rifice?

First, the two great incentives that have
made men strive for riches since the world
began,—ambition and emulation; the de-

sire to succeed, and the desire to succeed

beyond the success of others. These have
been the great force pumps that have kept
the streams of commerce flowing. These
have been the mainsprings of the energy
that digs wealth from the womb of earth,
fells forests and builds ships, seeks out
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the uttermost recesses of the world and
forces them to pay tribute to the throne of

gain; makes men dare and do and think
as nothing else has ever done. Without
the presence of these two motives to
achievement what should we know today
of steam; where would be the vast in-

crease in our physical welfare with which
it has endowed us? But for the charms of

commerce where would be our knowledge
of other lands, our tolerance or enlighten-
ment? One pauses in amazement at the
mere suggestion of the void. Yet indub-

itably it was the enterprise of a few bold

men, spurred on for the most part with
the hope of personal success that has
brought us where we are today. The first

achievements led on to the succeeding
greater ones, as the highest mountains
stand on the shoulders of others but little

lower. The force of personal ambition sets

marks that act as redoubled incentives to
the ambitious of a later time. And since
it is through the effort, for the most part,
of able individuals that the great work of
the world is got done, nothing can replace
their diminished zeal. For we may prate
as we please of the brotherhood of man,
yet it is not human nature to labor for the

gain of strangers, and it will not be for a
thousand years to come.

Yet the world needs wealth for its

mental and moral progress. Without the
leisure which it gives, man cannot culti-

vate his mind. The scholar, the student,
the preacher must be supported,—they are

non-producers. There must be a surplus,
or the world of art and literature will go
backward. The scientist, too, needs cap-
ital; needs leisure for his researches, in-

struments of precision, many and fine, the
cost of which is very high, and the skill

for the production of which has come only
through long centuries of improving man-
ufacture. Most of the beauty, the wisdom,
the sentiment, even the cleanliness of life

is the outgrowth of its surplus wealth.
If the world grows poorer it will also grow
worse; for there vill be less time to cul-
tivate the gospels and the graces.

Finally, wealth, like water, must be con-
centrated to be eifective. A broad river
dashes over a cascade and its power is dis-

sipated. Confine it to a narrow race and
it will build cities and clothe nations. One
hundred million dollars in the hands of
one hundred million people would influ-

ence but little the course of events. In the
hands of one enlightened man it may en-
dow institutions that will change the his-

tory of an era, or offer succor to the sick

for centuries to come. In the hands of

the strong, wealth is made to bring forth
further wealth, more directly and effective-

ly than it would, by any chance, scattered

among the multitude; while in the hands
of the weak it is soon dissipated. In either

case, the world profits infallibly, though
the owner may be ruined by its power. The
greatest harm great wealth has ever done
has been to its possessors.

So much for the chief objections to the
socialistic theory. What Is to be said of
the socialist?

This interesting individual is of two
very distinct varieties, or, better, there
are real and false socialists. For the mere-
ly envious, the idle, the indolent, who look

upon socialism as a gospel of love, and
hence espouse it, are after all but camp
followers and nangers-on. Theirs is no
creed but greed, and they are no more true
socialists than they are Democrats or Re-
publicans at election time, or Christians
at a charity dinner. Let us winnow the
wheat from the chaff, and give sincerity
its due, for the real socialists number
many clean and unselfish souls among
them, whose chief demerit is their acci-

dental association with a host of malcon-
tents with whom beneath the surface they
have nothing In common. The true so-

cialist Is the man of generous temper,
keenly alive to the inequities of life, who
suffers with the suffering of others, and
to whom things out of joint are Intoler-

able. He Is impatient of Imperfection, and
this very impatience it Is that leads him
wrong. For he jumps at any specious solu-

tion of present ill; he espouses with a fer-

vent zeal, the quack and his nostrum upon
fair promises alone, and proclaims as a
base Iconoclast the chemist who seeks to

analyze the remedy proposed. For minds
like his, socialism, and even anarchy (of
the peaceful sort) may exert an almost
serpentine fascination which renders them
unable and unwilling to question the exist-

ence of a cruel truth behind the fair ex-

terior.

Yet let us not contend the spirit that
seeks in earnest the betterment of man's"
none too happy life. Though it go far

astray at times, it is a leaven that we need.
Some day the dreamer may dream true;
and though we seek to waken him gently
from his present vision, lest it turn to a

nightmare of swords and revolution, still

we need his poet's talent in a better cause,—the only one through which he and we
may hope for any lasting progress toward
the goal of peace;—the evolution of the

god In man.
R, S. Knapp.
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On the Custer Mutilation

In the article "A Purposeful Picnic," by-

Fred A. Hunt, published in your April num-
ber of Pacific Monthly, Dr. Porter stated

in the footnote, page 448, that "Geo. A.

Custer's body was so mutilated that it was

practically impossible to identify it. It was
clad only in its underwear, and the face and

head had been smashed and battered with war
clubs. Below the waist the body had been

slashed, gashed and mutilated with sealping-
knives. . . ." This is misleading and nr>t

altogether true. In Nelson A. Miles' personal

reminiscences, on page 290, he says: "Cus-
ter's body was not mutilated," and again,

Brigadier-General Edward S. Godfrey's ac-

count on Custer's last fight reads: "Nearly
all were scalped or mutilated, but there was
one notable exception, that of General Custer,
whose face and expression were natural."

The following letter received from Ser-

geant Thomas F. O'Neill, in reply to my in-

quiry, describes the burial of the dead of

Custer's command from the standpoint of a

member of the burial party, which is a most

interesting contribution to the story of the

affair:
' '

I was a member of that party fhat buried

General Custer and about from thirty to

thirty-five officers and men who fell within

fifty yards of him. I do not suppose Custer

was in exactly the position where he fell when
we found him, for he had been stripped

naked, not even a stocking on. The last stand
was made on what we call a 'hogback liill.

'

It appeared to me that the general had been

placed by the warriors in a comfortable po-

sition, his head higher than his feet, lying on
his back, arms by his side, features calm,
without any contortion. One bullet wound on
the body and one through the temples were
visible. The wound on the body seemed to

enter on the left side, a little behind and
below the left breast, the bullet traveling be-

tween the back and breastbone and coming
out on the right side near the lower ribs.

This wound was apparently made by an In-

dian on horseback, while the general was on
foot. The other wound was squarely through
the temples, and from the absence of powder
marks, left no doubt in my mind that it W:is

inflicted by an Indian on foot, and on the
same level as the general. There was not

any in the burial party who thought the gen-
eral shot himself. Nearly all other officers

and soldiers were scalped; also the bodies
were slashed with knives. Tom Custer was
the worst mutilated; his whole scalp was
taken oE, supposed to have been done by
'Rain-in-the-Face.' When we arrived at the

place where the last stand was made, the com-
pany to which I belonged, about thirty men
with several officers from other companies,
held a consultation about the burying of the
dead. It was decided not to remove the
bodies from the spot where they fell, but to

dig up the earth and throw it over the bodies.

Some of the bodies were lying on the top of

other bodies; one case in particular, the body
of the chief trumpeter, was lying downward
over the face of a very dear friend of mine,
named Jack Vickory. All the bodies were

naked, except that of Vickory, which had
one white sock on, with his name on it. I

rolled the body of the trumpeter off Vickory
and began to cover up Vickory 's body. I

made considerable of a mound over him, and
in doing so I made quite an excavation in

the ground. Captain Wallace, who was after-

wards killed at Wounded Knee by the In-

dians in 1901, and who was in charge of my
company at the time, said:
"

'O'Neill, that will be a good place to

bury the general.'
"So, with the assistance of another soldier,

we squared the hole, and lifted the general's
body a few yards away, and placed it in the

grave. Captain Wallace wrote the general's
name on a piece of paper, put it in an empty
shell, and placed it at his head; the doctor
cut a lock of the general's hair for Mrs. Cus-
ter. Later the body was taken up and was
removed to West Point, where it now lies."

Thomas F. O'Neill was a sergeant of

Troop E, of the Seventh United States Cav-

alry, and was with Major Reno's command
at the battle of Little Big Horn. He is the
same trooper referred to in Mr. Hunt's article
as the one cutting his way out with Lieuten-
ant de Eudio to rejoin Reno on the night of
June 26. Mr. O'Neill is now sergeant of

park police, in Washington, D. C, making his

daily rounds among the police force.

Arthur D. Bryant.

America's New Immigrant—
The Hindoo

Wherever America's new immigrant—
the Hindoo—has appeared in the Pacific
Coast States he has unwittingly proved to
be a disturbing element. His arrival has
acted like the proverbial cinder in a hay-
stack. It has been a signal for calling
forth 'opposition and distrust. Instead of

being received hospitably, and quietly al-

lowed to be absorbed in the motley popu-
lation of the great American West, he has
found the main entrances jealously barri-
caded. The cities have allowed him
grudging entree only through postern
gates, if they permitted him to enter at

all. In some places infuriated mobs have
driven him from post to pillar and pillar
to post; children have hooted at his brown-
visage and somewhat unusual dress; and
grown-ups have shown an Inclination to

join in the demonstration. The authori-
ties seem to have placed him under the

ban, refusing him the right of declaring his

intention to become a naturalized citizen

of the United States.

No one is more surprised than the East-
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Indian settlor himself at the reception
which has been accorded to him in Amer-
ica. Haunted by painful penury, he sought
the new world, expecting to find it his

much-dreamed-of heaven, a land of plenty,
immune from plagues and free from fam-
ine, where he hoped to live, by hard work,
in peace and prosperity.

Instead of meeting with the realization
of his expectations, he has had to face the
brunt of stout resistance. Nowhere has be
been welcomed. Almost everywhere he has
been considered in the light of an intruder.

Invariably he has been received on sufCer-

ence. In many places he has been rudely
repulsed.
To what cause is this to be attributed?

Is It due to some lack in the immigrant?
Is this new settler really undesirable":
A careful analysis of the metal of which

the East-Indians who have already settled
or are coming to settle on the continent
are composed, a close study of their habits
of life and character, impartially made,
would warrant a verdict being returned in
favor of the immigrant. Phy-
sically he is hardy and pa-
tient. The climate of the new
settlement, being not much
dissimilar to the one to which
he is accustomed, makes the
transition from the old to the
new world comparatively easy
to undergo. Having to a large
extent, broken asunder the
prejudices of caste and con-

servatism, he is endowed with
both the ability and the will-

ingness to adjust himself to
suit the new requirements.
He possesses, in a remarkable
manner, quickness of percep-
tion and amenability to strict

discipline. Combined, all

these render him a very de-
sirable settler.

The Hindoo Immigrant has
been assiduous in his efforts to avert

inviting the antagonism of organized labor.
He constantly has demanded that his em-
ployer make the labor he performs, and
not the race to which he belongs, the cri-

terion for determining the scale of wages
which shall be paid to him. It has been
his constant aim to avoid cheapening
labor. He has shown evidences that he
would much rather starve than accept pay
not commensurate with the work required
of him.
Why, then, is such a person decried and

repulsed?
The reason for this is not far to seek.

The Hindoo Immigrant appears to have
come to America at the wrong psychologi-
cal moment. The American, at the present
time, is filled with grave apprehensions
regarding the world-menace of the yellow
and brown races. He sees visions of a

SAINT NIHAI. SING,
OF INDIA.

horde of half-starved, half-barbaric Orien-
tals swooping down on the continent and
devastating life and property in much the
same way as the Huns despoiled the Latin
races in an earlier portion of the world's
history. Hysterical people, laboring under
glamours such as these, are urging meas-
ures to effectually avert the "invasion" by
keeping out the Asiatics.

The general attitude of the laboring
classes toward their employers—the uni-
versal distrust in which the financiers and
captains of industry are held by the aver-
age American worklngman—in a measure
is responsible for the undeserved opposi-
tion meted out to the East-Indian immi-
grant. American laboring classes do not
favor the Hindoo settler, as they appear to
be under the impression that interested
capitalists who are at war with them are
importing East-Indians in order to lower
their scale of wages and subjugate the re-

fractory nativo laborers. They also appre-
hend that the navigation and railway com-
panies are carrying on a propaganda of

aggressive advertising in In-
dia in order to induce Hin-
doos to come to America, as
they derive revenue by selling
them transportation tickets
and railroad lands. The labor-

ing man seems to have the
belief that unless they are
successfully checked, the
transportation companies are
likely to flood America with
Asiatics.

The average American has
neither the time nor the pa-
tience to weigh evidence and
arrive at an impartial deci-
sion and the antipathies inci-

dental on class and continen-
tal warfare are so strong that
specious reasoning and preju-
dices render it impossible for
the people at large to judge

the East-Indian settler on his merits. It is

forgotten that caste regulations and family
ties exercise potent restraining iLfluence on
Hindoo immigration. They operate In uni-
son to chain the native of India to the
home of his fathers and the guiding prin-
ciple of his life has come to be: "Half at
home in preference to twice as much
abroad." In addition to this, the East In-
dian masses are so impoverished that very
few of them, by selling or mortgaging their
entire property, can raise money even bare-

ly sufficient to carry them to a distant

country like the United States. Further-
more, wherever the Hindoos ^ave migrated,
the character of the welcome accorded
to them has always been discouraging in

the extreme. In the light of these facts.

It is hardly justifiable to entertain dread
of a Hindoo invasion of America.

Nor is there any valid reason for bellev-
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ing that the Hindoo immigrant is being
"imported" into this country by contrac-

tors or railroads. Careful inquiries disclose

the fact that the pioneer East-Indian immi-
grants were a set of enterprising men, dis-

contented with their surroundings and de-

sirous of shifting to countries which would
alford them better material opportunities.
They merely "drifted" to the American
West. Most cf these men came from Malay
Straits Settlements and China, either direct

to the American ports or from across the
Canadian frontier. They entered the con-
tinent either singly or in very small groups
and their arrival failed to cause much
comment. Contemporaneous literature
either ignored them altogether or sought
to make light of their dress and complex-
ions. The landing of the first batch of

East-Indian immigrants is placed variously
between the years 1895 and 1900. Prior
to a couple of years ago the total number
of Hindoo settlers on the continent—both
in Canada and the United States—did not
exceed a thousand men.

Left undisturbed, the pioneer East-In-

dian immigrants succeeded in obtaining
work at good wages. Enthusiastic letters

from these men to their relatives and
friends induced a larger number to come
to America. During the last two years
probably four or five thousand new set-

tlers arrived.
As the tide of immigration from India

gained in strength, visions of a "Hindoo
invasion of America" began to torment the
minds of excitable Americans. The erst-

while nirvanic attitude towards the new-
comer from India's coral strand became
distinctly apprehensive or hostile. The
Hindoos who already had settled on the
continent met many discouragements; and
those desirous of entering it encountered
many impassable barriers. This occasioned
such a marked blighting effect upon the

emigration from India that those who until

recently were under the impression that
America was to be dispoiled by Hindoos
are now compelled to review the campaign
in the light of "Much Ado About Nothing."

Saint Nihal Sing, of India.

HINDOO WORKMEN IN A PUGET SOUND LUMBER
YARD.



Earlington, An Industrial Suburb

By A. A. Jones

When a city grows large and property-
valuations become high, it is often neces-

sary that a suburb, suitable for manufac-
turing purposes, be found where manu-
facturing institutions can secure locations
at a reasonable cost and yet have all the
advantages of transportation facilities, ac-

cessibility to the markets and other fea-
tures essential to their successful opera-
tion. This has happened in Chicago, where
we find a dozen prosperous and rapidly-
growing manufacturing suburbs. The same
is true in New York City, where many of
the big manufacturing industries, desiring
the advantage of being located with the
metropolis as headquarters, have been con-
tent to erect their plants on cheaper
ground in some accessible suburb. Many of
the great packing houses of the Middle
West are supposedly located at Omaha, Ne-
braska, but one must go to South Omaha
to find them, and the same is true of other
big meat-packing cities. In the Pacific
Northwest, one finds that Portland has
several manufacturing suburbs, chief of
which is Oregon City, where several of
the largest manufacturing institutions on
the Pacific coast are located. Ballard,
which is one of the numerous manufac-
turing suburbs for Seattle, has close to
20,000 population, a business center of its
own and property values that are meas-
ured by the front foot. In fact, this town,
which has recently been annexed to Seattle
and was one of the few locations surround-
ing the city where advantageous manufac-
turing sites could be found, owing to the
steep hills and grades, has grown so rap-
idly in the last few years, and as a conse-
quence has so few available manufacturing
sites to offer, that Seattle has been forced
within that period to find a new industrial
suburb in which to locate Its big manufac-
turing plants needing so much ground that

they can not afford to buy closer In prop-
erty. This new industrial suburb is the
town of Earlington.

It took a long time to discover Earling-
ton, but now that it has been discovered
and is developing rapidly, the advantages
of the city as an industrial suburb are so
easily apparent that people wonder that
it was never discovered before. Earling-
ton has been suitably called "the wedge to

Seattle," because of its situation at the
south end of the city, where the high
ridges forming the backbone of the city
terminate in a projecting bluff that slopes
down gently to the Black river, separating
the Rainier and Duwamish valleys which
form the two great arteries leading Into
Seattle from the south.

Heading directly into this wedge and
then passing on around to either side and
on through the two valleys leading to the
city, come all of the great trans-continen-
tal railroads, except one, that enter Se-
attle. The Columbia & Puget Sound
railroad, coming down to Puget Sound
from the great coal-producing sections,
passes directly through Earlington. The
Union Pacific, now being built into Seattle,
touches one corner of the townsite, and the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul comes down
the Cedar River Valley from the Cascade
mountains and passes through Earlington
on the way to Seattle. This railroad has
purchased a large tract of land from the
owners of the townsite, and will build
thereon their great shops and roundhouses
for their Pacific Coast terminal. Directly
across the Black River from Earlington, a
few hundred feet away, passes the great
belt line of the Northern Pacific railroad
with switching and trackage facilities to
handle freight into any part of Seattle and
to switch cars for every railroad which
enters the State of Washington.
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DEPARTMENT T SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

Earlington, in fact, possesses every ad-

vantage as a manufacturing and industrial

center, and promises to become a great
manufacturing • community. All of the

requisite features for manufacturing pur-
poses are at nand. The great trans-conti-
nental railroads, tapping the producing
districts of the entire Northwest, can bring
all sorts of needed raw material right into
town. The town has two miles of water
frontage on the Black River (which flows
from Lake Washington into Puget Sound
and is navigable for small boats), and
thus water transportation is easily avail-
able. Moreover, Earlington is only a short
distance from the foot of Lake Washing-
ton, which is being connected with Puget
Sound by a ship canal, and thus the great
ocean-going steamers will be able to an-
chor almost at her very door. Power, a

great item in any manufacturing locality,
can be had in abundance at Earlington, as
two of the great electric-power companies
which supply Puget Sound cities with light
and power, have their generating plants
twelve miles nearer to Earlington than any
other manufacturing center on Puget
Sound. Their power lines pass directly

through the town, and as the two com-
panies have a surplus of 15,000 horse-

power for sale at the present time, and
are making provisions to increase their

generation, cheap power In unlimited

quantities will be close at hand for the

use of manufactories locating at Earling-
ton.

For the factories which will be depend-
ent upon coal, there will always be an
abundant suppjy close at hand. To get to
the market, every ton produced at Renton,
Black Diamond, Franklin, New Castle and
the Ravensdale mines, (which virtually
supply the entire Pacific Coast with fuel),
must pass through Earlington enroute to

Seattle, the shipping point. It can be
handled cheaper at Earlington than at any
other place, as Earlington is in fact the
yard distributing point for all miscellan-
eous shipments from these mines.

Still another advantage which cannot be
overlooked, inasmuch as it is important for

any manufacturing locality, is the level

ground along the Black river which pro-
vides ideal locations for factories of all

kinds. Several hundred acres of land lie

along the north bank of the Black river,
on which is situated the town of Earling-
ton, and it is there that manufacturers
are choosing factory sites. TWtere are prob-
ably not half-a-dozen other such level

tracts near the city of Seattle, and all of
those have long ago been covered with
manufacturing plants of all kinds. And
Earllngton's level factory sites are not des-
tined to long remain vacant. In addition
to the Milwaukee railroad carshops and
roundhouses, already referred to, which
will cover forty acres of ground, there are
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a number of other large plants already-
built or under construction, among which
are the Cascade Steel Foundry Company,
the Seattle Car Manufacturing Company, a
twine factory, a glass works, a large brick-

making plant and a large printing estab-
lishment.

But Earlington is not destined to be
given over to manufacturing entirely. The
town lies on a beautiful slope which be-

gins at the top of the south end of Beacon
Hill, an immense ridge extending south
from Seattle and falling away into the
Black River valley. Commencing at the

top of this slope and Inclining gradually to
the Black River, Earlington has some of
the most beautiful scenic homesites on
Puget Sound. The view from the slope
overlooks the entire Black River valley
and all the northern and western portion
of the famous White River valley as well
as including a portion of the valley of the
Cedar River. The grand panorama of the
Cascade Mountains stretches along the
eastern horizon with .Mount Rainier and
Mount St. Helens lifting their majestic
snow-capped heads to the South. To the
northeast is the south end of Lake Wash-
ington which is one of the finest and most
beautiful bodies of fresh water in the
world. On the Earlington slope many

fine homes are being built, and in the
future the property will be available as
homes for the many thousands of work-
men who will be employed in the many
large manufacturing plants that will locate
there.

The advantages of Earlington as a resid-
ence and industrial suburb were first dis-

covered by Fred R. Thompson and Archi-
bald A. Jones, prominent business men of

Seattle, who proceeded to form the Jones-
Thompson Investment Company to develop
the wonderful opportunities which they
could foresee in the place. This company's
headquarters are in Seattle. Earlington is

named after President Earling of the Chi-

cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul railroad which
selected this town as the proper location
for their roundhouses and shops.

The small manufacturer can afford to
locate there, as well as the large one, be-
cause the land is cheap. And the laboring
man can buy an acre homesite, and have
a garden the year around, all at low cost.
Two electric linos running into Seattle

in less than an hour's time, pass near the
property, and several railroads pass
through the town, which will furnish sub-
urban trains. Another electric line is sur-

veyed along the top of the ridge and will
cut the time to Seattle to half an hour.

* A^n.^ more than any other dish needs careful

seasoning. It is rendered more appetizing by

LEA & PERRINS SAUCE
THE ORIGINAL WORCESTERSHIRE

It is a delightful seasoning for Scalloped Oysters, Broiled

Lobster, Cod Fish Balls and Steaks, Deviled

Clams, Fish Salads, etc.

Beware of Imitations. John Duncan's Sons, Agents, New York

Don't foj-gct to lufiitloii The Pacifie Monthly when d.'aUng with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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THE PACIFIC MONTHLY CAU, EN ROUTE PORTLAND TO NEW YORK. PARTY CONSISTS OE A. R.

McLANE (BESIDE DRIVER), R. P. TULLES (ON REAR SEAT), J. R. GAITER, DRIVER

From Portland to New York

jWO live young- men from the live young town of Prosser, Wash-
inp^ton, are now liclping to spread the Hght of THE PACIFIC
MONTHLY by auto power from Portland to New York. They
are A. R. McLane, Vice President of the Citizens State Bank,
and member of the City Council, of Prosser ; and R. P. Tulles, of

the Prosser Pharmacy. Their chauffeur is J. R. Gaither, of

Kansas City, Mo., an experienced automobile man and mechanic.

These young- men, enthusiastic automobilists, and desirous of spending^ the

summer months in some unique manner combining both pleasure anil profit, have

entered into this trip in the interests of THE PACIFIC MONTHLY, with

energy that promises to make it highly successful. This is the first time, we

believe, that a transcontinental auto trip has been undertaken in the interests of

a popular magazine.
THE PACIFIC MONTHLY will not attempt to beat any of

the records

established by automobile manufacturers for across-the-continent journevs. but

will undoubtedly eclipse the performance of the now famous Ezra Meeker, whose
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Which

which?

You think you can tell the ditference between

hearing grand-opera artists sing and hearing their

beautiful voices on the Victor, But can you ?

In the opera-house corridor scene in "The Pit" at Ye Liberty
Theatre, Oakland, Cal., the famous quartet from Rigoletto was sung by
Caruso, Abbot, Homer and Scotti on the Victor, and the delighted
audience thought they were listening to the singers themselves.

At Rector's, the noted Chicago restaurant, when some of the grand-
opera stars sang, with piano accompaniment, the diners listened with

rapt attention and craned their necks to get a glimpse of the singers.
But it was a Victor.

In the rotunda of Wanamaker's famous Philadelphia store, the great
pipe organ accompanied Melba on the Victor, and the people rushed from
all directions to see the singer.

Even in the Victor laboratory, employes often imagine they are

listening to a singer making a record while they really hear the Victor.

Why not hear the Victor for yourself ? Any Victor dealer will gladly
play any Victor Records you want to hear.

There is a Victor for every purse—$10 to $100.

Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, N. J., u. S. A
Betliner Gramophone Co., Hontraal, Canadikn DiatribatoM. .^ ^K^9lSSif¥^SJ

ictor HIS MASTERS VOICt

To get best results, use only Victor Needles on Victor Records

New Victor Records are on sale at all dealers on the 28th of each month. Co and hear them.
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For the Invalid or the Athlete

"The Pure Malt Tonic"

Is equally beneficial, being a tonic so mild that the most
delicate stomach will retain it, and at the same

time supplying an abundance of nourish-
ment in its most assimilable form

ASK YOUR PHYSICIAN

I>iHtril>u(iiig: As:«'in'l<»» at

SPOKANE. WASH. PORTLAND. ORE. SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.
WM. BI.ACKMAN. S. M. Bl.UMAUKR. JOHN KAPP k .M)N.

161 South Post St 64 Third St. 8th & TowuKod SU.

For further particulars address

MALT RAINIER DEPARTMENT

Guaranteed under the Food Scattle Brcwing Sl Maltiiig Companv
o n d Drugs Act, Juno M,

^^ ^ r J
19(16. Serial No. 9 7 72. -,—, . r,,,,,. ^ ,, ^ .

SEATTLE, U.S. A.

ox-power outfit has just returned, after reblazing the old trail. On the other hand,
some subscription records are liable to be broken. "Mr. Tulles and I," writes
Mr. McLane, just before starting', "secured one hundred subscriptions for you
today here at Prosser and may take a few more."

As will be seen by reference to the picture, the party is well equippd with

camp outfit, extra wheels, supplies, etc. They will follow the "northern route"
via Spokane, through Idaho and Montana. The party has a fine camera, and

photographs will be taken all along the route. Two weeks will be spent in

Yellowstone Park, and everything- of interest along- the entire route will be noted
The story of the trip will be told by Mr. McLane in brief monthly installments .

in this magazine. Interesting description and lively comment on incidents and

places may be looked for.

Incidentally, on behalf of THE PACIFIC MONTHLY, the glad hand of

newspaper men, and kindly consideration of the police, buflFaloes, grizzlies, and
wild Indians along the route are earnestly solicited by the publishers. Furtlier-

more, we trust that should our young gentlemen get stuck in the nnid of flooded

Montana, there will be enough cowboys on hand with their ropes and "broncs" to

assist at the critical moment.
Our party will keep a weather eye out for the much talked of Life's great

auto, "Zip," and party Iconiposed of Metcalfe, William H. Taft and Anthony
Comstock] which should be triumphantly returning from its rouTid-the-world

journey by this time. Of course it will be impossible to catch more than a glimpse
of these terrific pace-makers, as their car dashes across the peaks, takes the plains

with a hop, skip and a jump, and the rivers with a single splash. Nevertheless,

our heroes' motto is,
—

"New York or bust. If Ezra Meeker can make it, we can and will, or perish

gloriouslv in the attempt. Watch our dust,—that is to sav,—observe our gasolene
odor."
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The National Park

By Glen Egbert

know an enthusiast who
roughly divides humanity
into two classes—those

who have seen Yellow-

stone Park, and those

who hope to see it some

day. The first classification, "those who
have," is constantly growing larger with-

out decreasing the second classification

in the least, for those who have once

made the trip are just as eager to go
again.

Before the Civil War, Yellowstone
Park was little more than a myth. When
Bridger and his fellow trappers drifted

back occasionally into civilization and
told of a land whose mountains were of

glass, whose rivers and streams ran

boiling water, and whose springs at ir-

regular intervals shot their steaming and
troubled waters high into the air, where

pools of water were to be found of every
imaginable color and where seething

paint pots hissed and boiled, the public
smiled indulgently and refused to believe

such manifestly impossible yarns.

Probably the first member of the "See
America First League," was John Colter,

who in 1807 traversed the Yellowstone
Park. He had just returned from the

Lewis and Clark expedition, and while

trapping on the head waters of the Yel-

lowstone he visited the Park and made
a map of the district, which was pub-
hshed a few years later. It has only been

within the past score of years, however,
that the sightseer has been able to travel

through Yellowstone National Park with
comfort and at slight expense.
The Government has spent consider-

ably more than a million dollars in road-

building in the National Park, and prob-

New York and Ohio Money
Office of Julia C. B. Nichols, insurance and real estate; real estate bought and sold; all kinds

of insurance placed; surety, court and fidelity bonds. Hancock, N. Y., April 14, 1908. Mer-
chants' Protective Association, Salt Lake City, Utah : Dear Sir :

—
I sent you some claims under

date of Feb. 3, 1908, for collection : This morning's mail brought me a money order for one of

the claims against Mr. Ballard of Brooklyn, N. Y. 1 thank you for the promptness with which
this has been paid. 1 also w^ish you to collect another account according to the data given below.
Note dated March 20, 1905, for one month, $27.29, with interest, made by Lewis Landin, favor

J. C. B. Nichols, indorsement for $5, under date of June 19, 1907. Mr. Lewis Landin's address
is Hancock, N. Y. Let me know the fee for this and I will remit. Respectfully yours,
Julia C. B. Nichols.

West Carrollton, Ohio, March 28, 1908. Francis G. Luke, Esq., Salt Lake City, Utah:
Dear Sir:—^The check for $10 received O. K., and many thanks for same. Trust you will con-
tinue the good work and that 1 will again soon hear from you. I have been talking to one of the
merchants here about your agency, and it may be possible he vsrill have you handle a number
of his accounts. Respectfully, S. P. Scotl, for Mrs. Harry W. Scott.

WE COLLECT EVERYWHERE. WE WILL COLLECT
SOME FOR YOU IF YOU TURN IN YOUR CLAIMS

MERCHANTS' PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION
Scientific Collectors of Honest Debts

Suite 100 Commercial National Bank Building Salt Lake City, Utah

FRANCIS G. LUKE. General Manaser "SOME PEOPLE DON'T UKE US"

Dou't forget to mentiou The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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ir\iSo!^at\.
One

Ao^ftn,^ac.Vd'to&ren<y
onlu L^o«.r\^s,incIuAmb oaVa\o6ufc

DON'T SHOUT!
"The Morley Phone"

makes low sounds plainly heard.

\ A miniature Phone for the Ear—
invisible, easily adjusted, and en-

tirely comfortable. Over fifty thou-

sand sold, giving relief from
deafness and head noises. There
are but few cases of deafness

that cannot be benefited.

Write for booklet and testimonials

THE MORLEY CO., Dept. 100

PerrylBldK., 16th and'Cheitnut Sts. PHILADELPHIA

**

''Opportunities

For Settlers
Is the title of a booklet that has Just
been published by the Portland Railway,
Light & Power Company.

There are golden opportunities for

farmers, dairymen and fruitgrowers
within easy reach of Portland, on the

rich farming and fruit lands along the

Oregon Water Power lines of the Port-
land Railway, Light & Power Company.

A market for every variety of farm
and garden product is readily found in

Portland, and low rates over the O. W. P.

lines, coupled with quick transportation,
enable the farmer to realize large prof-
its.

Reliable Information concerning tlin-

ber lands, farn\s. stock ranches, fruit

lands and all kinds of suburban prop-
erty situated adjacent to the O. W. P.

lines will be gladly supplied.

For copies of booklet write to

LAND AGENT

PortlanJRailwayLigtt 6fPower

Company
Firit and Alder Streets, Portland, Oretfon

AN FTJUSDAL VIEW OP TETXOWSTONB FALLS.
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CrystalDominoSuGAR
hy~'-

^^
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<x)om/fO

Best Su^ar For Tea aod Coffee

ably nowhere else in America are to be

found better roads.

The two popular ways of making^ a

Park trip are by Concord coach, stop-

ping each nig-ht at the hotels, or by going
with the Wylie Permanent Camping
Company, traveling in four-horse
coaches and stopping at their permanent
camps each night. The second way is

less formal and very enjoyable, for to

the pleasure of the coaching trip and the

magnificent panorama to be seen each

day one has the added enjoyment of

camping out with every convenience

necessary to comfort or pleasure.
Each year sees a larger number of

tourists visit the Park. It is as impos-
sible to describe the scenic grandeur and
the ever-changing and infinite variety of
the Park's attractions as it would be to

paint a picture of the wonderful Yellow-
stone gorge. Mountains and lakes, gey-
sers and water-falls, forests and streams,

vividly-colored pools and terraces are to
be seen on every hand.
The Park is entered through an arched

gateway of lava rock upon which is in-

scribed "For the Benefit and Enjoyment
of the People," and from the very gate-

way it is evident that the Government is

providing for the visitors' comfort and

enjoyment. The road which winds by
easy grades along the Gardiner river is

well made and well kept and is sprinkled

daily through the summer. A five-mile

ride brings you to Mammoth Hot

Springs where is located Fort Yellow-

stone, the capitol and administration cen-

ter of the Park, If you are planning to

write a description of Mammoth Hot

Springs, take my advice and write it

before you have seen the richly-tinted
and delicately-sculptured formations of

Jupiter or Cleopatra Terrace, or have

visited Pulpit Terrace, Cupid's Cave,
The Devil's Kitchen, Liberty Cap, or the

Giant's Thumb ;
for when you have wan-

dered for hours—did I say wandered?—
spell it with an O for after you have

seen these weird and mysterious crea-

tions evolved in nature's laboratory, you
will know the depths of wonder, as well
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MOUNTAIN SHEEP ARE FAIRLY TAME IN THE NATIONAL PARK.

as admiration, and you will find your
list of adjectives too weak and inade-

quate.
Until I had seen Yellowstone Park I

never properly appreciated the signifi-

cance of the time-worn expression : "In-

describable ; must be seen to be appre-
ciated." When you have looked into the

violet-blue depths of Morning Glory
Spring, or stood by the Growler, the

spectacular Riverside Geyser, Old Faith-

ful, the Grand Canyon of the Yellow-

stone, with its rich and wonderful har-

mony of color, the Paint Pots, the dainty
Gothic Grotto, the Castle, the Giantess,
the Emerald Pool and Sunset Lake you
realize how impossible it is to describe

them. From the Mammoth Hot Springs
the road leads through the Hoodoo re-

gion and on through the picturesque
(x)lden Gate Canyon. But why attempt
the telling? The six-day trip is one suc-

cession of delight, ranging from the ex-

quisite beauty of Prismatic Lake and

Turquois Pool to the grandeur of the

Yellowstone Canyon and Yellowstone

Falls and the weird beauty of the hun-
dreds of geysers and boiling springs.
When one thinks of the Yellowstone a

score of images flash across one's mental
vision. Old Faithful Inn with its quaint
architecture

;
the profusion of beautiful

wild flowers
; the graceful deer and ante-

lope, the "galloping six,"
—huge silver

tips which have formed an offensive

and defensive alliance and are always
seen together ; the splendid fishing in

Yellowstone Lake and in Firehole River ;

the delightful evenings spent about the

campfire, singing, telling stories and

eating popcorn or making candy.
A week in the Yellowstone—a month

is better—is an experience that one will

never forget and one which will always
be looked back upon with pleasant mem-
ories.

SBTTLTNQ A QDESTION OP PRBCBDENCB.
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The time

you save by a

"Gillette*' shave be-

fore breakfast instead

of waiting for "youVe
next" after business opens,
is worth something to you.

The pleasure and comfort derived

from a "Gillette" is worth much more.

But Dollars and Cents have a

substantial value, and you save for

yourself the price of a shave every
time you use a "Gillette."

a^^Tz^^Ci^i^^^^Z^
The standard set is packed in a velvet-lined

leather case. It consists of the razor and twelve

double-edged blades of wafer steel — so keen,
the toughest beard can't stop them, and tem-

pered so hard that each blade will give you a

great many of the most delightful shaves you
ever had.

No Stropping— No Honing,
No bother at all— blades are always ready for

instant use. The razor itself is triple-silver

plated
— will last a lifetime, and is so constructed

that the blade when inserted is held rigidly in

position without vibration. It's the sa/e safety,

as cutting or roughening of the skin is impossible.

Price $5.00. At all Drug, Hardware, Jewelry,
Cutlery and Sporting Goods Stores. Combination
sets containing toilet accessories, from $6.50 to
$50.00. If your dealer can't supply you, write
for our free booklet.

GILLETTE SALES COMPANY
204 Times Buildine

NEW YORK
204 Kimball Building

BOSTON
204 Stock ExchanKe Building

CHICAGO

Don't forgot to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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The Lighter Side

By Hugh Herdman
Unless otherwise designated

Before and After the Primaries.

Candidate for Nomination (before the elec-

tion)—I tell you, my fellow-voters, that my
opponent is not fit for this office. He is a

rascal, he is a tool of the corporations, he is

a boodler of the worst kind. If you nom-
inate him, you will regret it to the last day
of your lives.

(After the election; for the public press)—
What have I to say abqyt my defeat? T

haven't much to say. T believe in the rule

of the majority. They have chosen my op-

ponent. So be it. I will support him to the
utmost of my power. He is a good man—I

never said other than good of him even in the
heat of the campaign. If there is one thing
above all others that I rejoice in, it is that
I did not descend to personalities in my
speeches. Yes, he 's a good man, and I'll

support him. I believe in upholding the

party.
* # »

Spring Ditty.

Ooggle-oogle-um-um'.
Ooggleoo.
Oggle-oggle-yam-yam.
Oggle-ogg.

TIggle-uggle-yow-yow.
Tggle-iggle-igg-igg.
Ouch.

* » »

Her Mistake.

She threw her wrap from her bare shoul-
ders and dropped wearily into an arm chair.
A deep sigh came slowly through her lips
and her head fell back upon the cushion.
Her husband, who had sat without moving
when she had come into the room, remained
staring moodily into the fire. The clock
struck the hour of two, but neither of them
seemed to heed it. Presently he turned his
head slightly and looked at lier critically out
of the corner of his eye. Her eyes were
closed, however, and she appeared to be
asleep. But he knew that she was not. He
had seen her often in this condition, so often
in fact that he had become so hardened to it

that he had ceased to expect her to return
otherwise.

His gaze seemed to disquiet her, for she
stirred uneasily, and he redirected his atten-
tion to the embers. Niglit after niglit he had
waited alone for her coming. At first, after
the initial shock of surprise and disappoint-
ment, he had been moved by sympathy and
by his great love for her; but even sympathy
and love cannot endure forever when tlie one
on whom they are lavished does not respond
as expected. And now whenever she came
in she found him seated before the fire, el-

bows on knees, chin in palms, silent and un-
demonstrative.

She stirred and sighed again. He paid no
heed. She coughed hoarsely. He made no
move to renew the fire. Oh, if he would only
break this wracking silence with a question!

Finally she sat bolt upright and screamed:
"Two hundred! Do you hear? Two hun-

dred!"
Still he said nothing. Eising wearily, she

walked over to where he sat, and sinking
down upon tlie hearth, leaned against him
and wailed, "Oh, if I had never learned to

play bridge!
"

"The trouble with you, Sue," be drawled,
half forgivingly, "is that you didn't learn to

play bridge."
» »

A one-armed man sat down to his noon-day
luncheon in a little restaurant the other day,
and seated on the right of him was a big,

sympathetic individual from the rural dis-

trict. The big fellow noticed his neighbor's
left sleeve and kept eying him in a sort of

how-did-it-happen way. The one-armed man
failed to break the ice, but continued to keep
busy with his one hand supplying the inner

man. At last the inquisitive one on the right
could stand it no longer. He changed his po-
sition a little, cleared his throat, and said:

"I gee, sir, you have lost an arm." "Where-

upon the unfortunate man picked up the

empty sleeve with his right hand, peered into

it, looked up with a surprised expression, and

said, "By George, sir, you 're right."—Ex.

When the first fire company, in response to

an alarm, reached the long row of tenements,
the fire captain at once jumped from his en-*

gine and endeavored to locate the fire. Wlien
he had ineffectually hunted through three or

four structures for it, he descried an old

woman sticking her head out of a window of

the topmost floor of an eight-story tenement,
a little farther up the street. "Any fire up
there?" he yelled, when he had reached the

pavement beneath tliis building. In answer,
the old woman motioned for him to come up.

Accordingly, the captain, with his men lug-

ging their heavy hose behind ^iiem, laborious-

ly ascended the eight flights and burst into

the room where the old woman was.

"Where 's the fire?" demanded the captain,
when no fire or smoke became visible. "Oh,
tbere aint none here," replied the old woman,
flashing an ear-trumpet. "I asked y' up
'cause T could n 't hear a word you said 'way
down there!"—Argonaut.
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WfMCHBSTER
\ LOOK FOR THE REP i i

WHEN BUYING GLNS OR AMMUNITION
This ^Vincheste^ trade-mark is the hall-mark of guns and ammuni-
tion as perfect as brains and experience, coupled with a complete
plant, can make them. The red W is to guns, cartridges and shot-

gun shells what the "word "Sterling" is to silverware. & & &
For Your Protection

"
Look for the Red W "

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., - - NEW HAVEN. CONN.

YourYacation?
Does it mean

Hunting, Fishing or Camping?
Then for the sake of convenience Bmd
comfort carry with you the

DAMASCUS HATCHET
Just what you need about the camp for chopping
firewood, cutting up game, etc.

.. . The thin, tough blade is so finely tempered
'ifil that it will hold its edge even wriththe hardest
-^ kind of use. Steel poll with claw for pulling

nails.

Fitted with 16. 18, 20 22. or 24 inch han-
dle, straight or curved— shaped to fit the
hand naturally— cannot slip, twist or turn,

together with Jones Adjustable Handle
L- Fastener. No more loose handles —

wedging or burning— "Just turn the

t.. screw."

PRICE, $2,50 complete
with sheath for carrying on the belt.

We make a complete line of Ojinip
Axfii without claw, but with tlie

same unexcelled features. Price, with
handle and fastener, (2.j0, with
Bheath, $3.25.
ABk your dealer to-day about the

Damascua Hunting Hatchet and
Axes. If he cannot supply you
write us direct, giving his name.
Btate length and shape of handle
and wci,'ht desired, andthehit-~
chet will be sent promptly, pre-
paid, upon receipt of price. If
not just as represented your
money will be refunded.

THE C. A. C, AXE COMPANY

DeptP 1
35 Congress St,

Boston, Mass.

INDIAN
MOTOCYCLES

Surpass All Others

They have won every important contest for

Speed, for Reliability, for Hill Climbing,
for Economy, Six Consecutive Years

No other Motocycle has made sudi a record both in public and in private

THE INDIAN TWIN
I* Simple, Easy to Manage, Durable, Noiseless,

Runs at Any Speed, Climbs Every Hill

Indian Motocycles have every desirable feature to be
found in other machines, and many origineJ points
not found elsewhere, all so simply designed that anyone
can understand them. No mysteries. No complications.

Let us send you Special Catalogue "8"

HENDEE MANUFACTURING CO.
SPRINGFIELD : MASS.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Face Powder

Perfect as a Rose
smooth and velvety—with the

healthful coloring of youth is

the complexion ofevery woman
who uses Lablache, the modem
beautifier. It prevents blemishes,
caused by sun and wind, absorbs
perspiration and overcomes that
shiny and sallow appearance. It is the
acme of purity—an everyday toilet necessity.
R^use tuhstitutes. They may be dangerous. Flesh, White,

Piuk or Cream, fiUc a box, of druggitu or by maiL Sena
10c./or samp It.

BBN. LEVY CO.. French Perfumers
Dept. 32 126 Kingston St., Boston, Mass. ^

T"- Hallock Fireless Cooker—i

^.
The modern sanitary cooking device. Cooks
meats, vegetables, soups, and cereals. Does
away with all cooking odors. Approved by
U. S. Gov't and leading physicians.

Cooks Without Fire

Keeps the Kitchen Cool
Saves 80% of your fuel. The "Hallock"
is the most scientifically constructed of
all cookers and will last a life time. You
really should have a "Hallock" for it's

convenience alone, to say nothing of the
dollars it will save. For sale by your
dealer or direct from factory. Ask us

for full particulars and book of choice"' ' '

recipes. Sent free.

HALLOCK FIRELESS COOKER CO.
313 Murray Building

^••—i^1^ Grand Rapids, Michigan ^^^^^^^^^

SHIRT-WAIST 99
To advertise our exclusive de-

signs in shirt-waists for 1908,
we will send shirt-waist.like'cut,

stamped for shadow embroi-

dery, complete, with cot- r\f\
ton to embroider, all for •^J'C
FREE with eveiy!purcha8e—our

Special Shirt-Waist Supple-
ment, showing 24 latest^ designs
for shirt-waists.

The Needlecraft Shop
382 Waahington Street Portland. Oregon

RECAMIER^CREAM
For the Complexion

Will cure a bad
skin and pre-
serve a good
one.

Used by cele-
brated beauties

fornearaceutury

For Sale Bverjrwhere.

Two sizes—
60o and 81.00

Recamier Manfg. Co., No. 127 W. 31sl SL, 11 Y. Gty
Band for free sample and interesting illustrated boo let

There is a young artist in Washington who
classes himself as of the impressionistic

school, and who, being somewhat out in draw-

ing, generally makes up for his lack of tech-

nique by spreading color recklessly and count-

ing on distance for his eflfect. At an amateur
exhibition he once hung one of his most ex-

traordinary performances. "Well," said a

friend, whom the artist had taken to see the

work, "I don't want to flatter you, old chap,
but that is far and away the best stuff you
have ever done. I congratulate you." Much

pleased, the artist was receiving the compli-
ment with becoming modesty, when ho

chanced again to glance at the picture—and
turned very red. The committee had hung it

upside down! Hurrying to the head of the

committee, he was about to launch into a

loud complaint, when he was informed of the

good news that an hour before the picture
had been sold for $61. The original price-
mark had been $19 Ex.

* «

Bishop Williams of Connecticut, for manj
years president of the Episcopal Church,

lived all his life unwed. A friend mentioned
that one of the states was imposing a tax on

bachelors, to be increased a certain per cent

every ten years of bachelorhood, and added:

"Why, bishop, at your age you would have

to pay a hundred dollars a year." "Well,"
said the bishop, quietly, "it 's wuth it."

* * •

Louisville was one of the cities that in-

vited the Democratic hosts to gather there

next year for the National convention. A
Kentuckian present when the subject of the

place for holding the convention was being
discussed was asked what Louisville would

do with the convention crowds when it came
time to go to bed. "Sir," he said, "Louis-

ville will entertain them in such a way that

no real gentleman will want to go to bed."
* * •

Archbishop Patrick J. Ryan of Philadel-

phia once received a call from Wayne Mc-

Veagh, in company with Mr. Roberts, presi-

dent of the Pennsylvania system at the time

that McVeagh was counsel for that railroad.

"Your grace," said Mr. McVeagh, "Mr.

Roberts, who always travels with his counsel,

will, undoubtedly, get you passes over all the

railroads in the United States, if in return

you will get him a pass to Paradise." "I
would do so gladly," flashed the archbishop,

"if it were not for separating»Tiim from his

counsel."—Ex.
* * •

In his book on his experiences while a mis-

sionary in the Far West, Bishop Talbot tells

of an adventure Bishop Kemper had in the

early days in Kansas. He was traveling in a

stage coach which was held up one night.

The bishop remonstrated with the road agent,
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Encourage Listless Convalescence

On To Rapid Recovery
Have you ever been through a real serious siege of sickness ? How well you
remember when the danger point was passed and the cheerful possibility of

getting better began to be realized. Then commenced a long and tedious task

of coaxing and coddling the enfeebled organs of the body back to natural

health, vigor and strength. At this vital stage, when exhausted nature is seek-

ing to regain her own, you w^ill find

pabst Extmd:
It combines the nutritive properties of an ideal liquid food and the restorative

qualities of a perfect tonic. Blending in correct proportions the nutritive and di-

gestive elements of pure, rich barley malt with the quieting and
tonic effects of the choicest hops, it offers a nourishment in

predigested form. Being easily assimilated, it rapidly builds

tissue, muscle and sinew. By strengthening the vitality, it

creates a desire for more solid food and furnishes the power
for digestion, after which the road to recovery is short.

Pabst Extract, The "Best" Tonic, being a predigested liquid food, is wel-

comed by the weakest stomach. It relieves insomnia, conquers dyspep-
sia, strengthens the weak, builds up the overworked, helps the anaemic,
feeds the nerves, assists nursing mothers and invigorates old age.

At All Druggists—Insist Upon it Being Pabst

BooWet and'Picture,
"
Baly's First Adventure," sent free on request.

PABST EXTRACT CO.. DEPT.30, MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Baying: "Surely you would not rob a poor

bishop engaged in the discharge of his sacred

duties." "You 're a bishop, eh? "What

church?" said the man behind the gun. "The
Episcopal Church." "The blazes you say!

Why, that 's the church I belong to. Go

ahead, driver. Good night, bishop."
*

Railroad claim-agents have little faith in

their fellow creatures. One said recently:

"Every time I settle a claim with one of

these hard-headed rural residents who wants
the railroad to pay twice what he would

charge the butcher if he gets a sheep killed,

I think of this story, illustrative of the way
some people want to hold the railroad respon-
sible for every accident, of whatever kind,
that happens. Two Irishmen were driving
home from town one night when their buggy
ran into a ditch, overturned, and they were
both stunned. When a rescuer came along
and revived them, the first thing one of them
said was: 'Where 's the train?' 'Why,
there 's no train around,' he was told. 'Then
where 's the railroad?' 'The nearest rail-

road is three miles away,' he learned. 'Well,
well,' he commented. 'I knew it hit us

pretty hard, but I didn't suppose it knocked
us three miles from the track.' "—Argonaut.

» *

When Amos Kendall was Postmaster-Gen-
eral at Washington, so the story goes, he
wrote one day the postmaster at a little sta-

tion on tlie Tombigbee River: "You will

please inform this department how far the

Tombigbee runs up," to which the postmaster
answered: "I have the honor to inform the

department that the Tombigbee River don't
run up at all; it runs down." In due course
of mail came another communication: "On
receipt of this letter your appointment as

postmaster will cease. Mr. has been
appointed your successor." To which went
the following reply: "The receipts of this
office during the last year have been $4,37
and the office rent more than double that

sum; please to kindly instruct my successor
to pay me the balance and oblige." Ex.

* •

One cold, wintry morning a man of tall

and angular build wag walking down a steep

hill at a quick pace. A piece of ice under
the snow caused him to lose control of his

feet; he began to slide and was unable to

stop. At a crossing half-way down be en-

countered a large heavy woman. The meet-

ing was sudden, and before either realized it

a collision ensued and both were sliding down
hill, the thin man underneath, the fat woman
on top. When the bottom was reached and
the woman was trying to recover her breath
and her feet, these faint words were borne to

her ear: "Pardon me, madam, but you will

have to get off here. This is as far as I go."

WHAT THERE IS IN A NAME.

An Answer to William Shakespeare.

First Voice (at the telephone)—"Is
this the office of P. Harold Jones?"

Second Voice (at the other end)—"Yes,
sir."

First Voice—"Is Attorney Jones there?"

Second Voice—"Yes, sir; here at the
phone. What can I do for you?"

First Voice—"Well, this Is Charles A.
Westover talking. I understand my wife
has been to see you with some talk of a
divorce. Is this correct?"

Second Voice—"Yes, sir. Mrs. Charles
A. Westover has consulted me regarding a
divorce from her husband."

First Voice—"Well, I'm her husband
all right, and I want to have a talk with
you about this matter. You see, my wife's
the right sort; she 's all right in every
way; but her mother Is all wrong in many
ways. Her mother is one of those D. F.
professional women; a woman 's right
crank, always trying to usurp man's pre-
rogative and going into businesses that be-

long to men; you know the kind I mean.
Because she has a masculine voice she
thinks she ought to have a man's job.
She 's to blame for this divorce idea, and
if you will give me a half an hour I can
convince you. Let me oring my auto
around and take you around to Harvey's,
where we can have a cold bottle or two
and talk this matter over."

Second Voice—"Sir, I am Pauline Har-
old Jones, a D. F. professional woman with
a masculine voice and a man's job; also
the mother of seven children."—Ben Winslow.
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Handy size

a-td exact

style of

wrapping.
Look for

trade 'nark

face on
each box.

Photo of
dollar outfit

when
opened.
Count the

12 blades.

Avoid bad
imitations.

:v*"*^^- *.'1^P'

EX^er-Ready
BL^AAES

1050*

The Every-Ready Szifety Razor will shave you best

of all safety razors. This is a guarantee. The best
test of the Ever-Ready is its use, and the best proof
of its value is its preference over $5.00 makes by
men who have tried both. The Ever-Read}f blade
is the Ever-Ready razors overwhelming success.
No other razor blade is as capable of as good a
shave. There are 12 oi these intensely sharp
"Ever-Ready" blades in each dollar set together
wth handsomely nickled safety frame, handle and
blpde stropper all in a fine case.

Extra "Lver-Ready" Blades 10 for 50 cents

or else you can strop back the keen edge or exchange lO
dull blades for / new ones upon payment of 35 cents.

Sold by Hardware, Cutlery, Department Stores, Jewelers and Druggists
•

throughout America and the World. Ask any local dealer.

Mall orders prepaid upon receipt of $1.00

AMERICAN SAFETY RAZOR CO., Inc.. 320 Broadway, NewYorb
Canadian Agents, International Distributing Co., 591 St. Catherine St ,

Hontresl, Canada

Guaranteed
BESTwith

BESTof
Gtiarantees

Don't forjrnt to mention 'luc 4. ..clflc Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Just Four—No More

Squint at this—You admire ingenious, practical

things. The Secret of the Success of our

Famous $1 BlacK
Beauty InK Pencil

is Simplicity
—

Just Four parts,

counting the cap. Yet it fills quicker than a lead pencil

sharpens, holds more and 'writes easier and better than

the highest priced fountain pen. It can't get out of order,

can't leak, splutter, flood or choke up. Made to wear like

iron. Manifolds like magic. Order today and begin to

enjoy your 'work. Money back if dissatisfied.

The New Idea Fountain Pen Co.
Dept. AJ Corning, N. Y.

Dealers Write Us

Don't
Suffer
From Hayfever

Wear a Comfort Nasal- filter,

which filters the air through fine
linen and prevents you from in-

haling pollen, dust and other ir-

ritating substances. Thoroughly
(tested and merit preyed in all

climates. Made of sterling sil-

ver, light weight, sanitary and
practically invisible. Cleanse under faucet or drop
into boiling water. If you live in a dusty climate,
work in a dusty place, or use an auto, a Comfort
Nasal-filter is an absolute necessity to comfort.

PRICE. $2.00
UNIVERSAL SUPPLY CO.,432 Globe BI<ig..S(.Paul.Minn.

A Safe Investment
is one that brings adequate returns for the

money invested. Thousands of letters

from satisfied advertisers attest the merits

of The Pacific Monthly as a safe Aid profit-

able medium to reach the buying public.

It helps others make money. It can help

you. Write for terms.

The Pacific Monthly Co.
Portland, Oregon
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YOUR Baby needs Fresh milk.

We wonder if you realize the im-

portance of this statement. We won-

der if you know that the question of

fresh milk, as against sterilized, past-

eurized, condensed or dried milks, is

of such vital importance to your baby's

healthy development, that when se-

lecting an artificial food for baby, your
first question should be, "/j it prepared
with fresh milkf

Let us tell you why.

There is in fresh milk and in all

fresh foods a wonderful element of

life.

It cannot, of course, be found nor

can it be analyzed. We simply know
it is there, that cooking destroys it, and

that if we are deprived of it for a con-

siderable time, we do not remain well.

The adult is supplied with this

life-giving element in fresh water, fresh

fruits and uncooked foods. The baby

is supplied in the fresh milk of the-

mother.

Remember, babies not having a

mixed diet, can only get this element

of life in their food, that is mother's

milk or an artificial food prepared with

fresh cow' s milk.

So if you must adopt the use of

an artificial food, select first of all one

that is to be used v^\t\\. fresh milk.

That is the first step,

The next is to select Mellin's Food.

Mellin's Food is added to fresh

milk so that the tough curd may be

made light and flaky, like the curd of

mother's milk.

And it is also added in order that

certain food elements, that a baby re-

ceives when he nurses at the breast,

and which cow's milk lacks, shall be

supplied to him.

Mellin's Food is preparedwith fresh milk

The subject of infant feeding is

intensely interesting. If you are a

mother it is important that you learn

all you can about it, for presumably
the more you understand about it,

the better and easier you will care

for baby and the better he will thrive.

Let us send you one of our beaut-

iful books,
" The Care & Feeding of

Infants." It is full of information and

we will be glad to send it to you Free.

Mellins Food Co. Boston^ Mass.

Don't, forget to inc:atian The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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E. Z. Seal Jar
(Liglitning trimuiingg)

is a wide-mouth jar. Made of strong,
tough glass. Mouth of the jar is smooth.
No danger of cutting the hands.
To be sure of these features, to be sure

of the most peifect jar made, ask for the
ATLAS jar. The

ATLAS Special Mason
is an extra wide-mouth jar with screw

cap— like illustration. Remember the
name Atlas when buying any kind of jar.

Atlas means quality. Mason" simply
refers to one particular style of jar.

If your dealer cannot supply these jars, send
us $3, and we will express prepaid thirty (30)

quart size Atlas Spkciai, Wide-Mouth Jars
to any town having an office of the Adams or
U. S. Kxpress Co., within the States of Penn-
sylvania, New Jersey, New York, Delaware,
Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, Ohio.
Illinois, Indiana, or Michigan, or we will

quote delivery prices in other portions of the
United States by freight or express.

A Book of Preserving: Recipes.
Sent free to pvpry woninn who immkIs uh Uie name of

her gnx-er, gtatiiix if he »v\\% Atlas Jars.

HAZEL-ATLAS GUSS CO., Wheeling, W. Va.

To
Keep
COOL!

Feel at ummer

EASE!V-/HEAr,
Wear Loose Fitting

B.V.D.
Trade Mark. RegUtertd U. S. PaienJ Offiet,

Coat CutUndershirts
AND

Knee Length Drawers
50c, 75c, $1.00, $1.50 a garment

They constitute the coolest and most comfortable two
piece suit ever worn by man. No pulling of a perspi-
ration soaked undergarment over your head No dis-

agreeable double thickness at the ankle to bind or

irritate and cut off air from the limbs. No glove fitting

covering for the knee joints to interfere with muscular
activity

Every garment of B. V. D. manufacture is identified

by the B. V. D. red mown label, which insures you a

correcdy cut, well made, perfect fitting garment.

MADE FOR TKt.

B.VD.
BESXPETA ! L TRADE

In workmanship, in cut, in finish, and in material,

B. V. D. Loose Fitting garments are unsurpassed.
Write for illustrated and descriptive booklet 12.

All B. V. D. Garments are made of thoroughly
tested woven materials selected for their

cooling and wearing qualities.

ERLANGER BROTHERS
MAkKHs or

The B. V. D. Loose Fitting Union Suit (pat'd 4. 30,

•07), $1 .90. $2.00. and $3.00 a Suit : and The B. V. D.
Loose Fitting Sleeping Suit, $1.00, $2.00, $2.50, and
$3.00 a Suit

Worth and Church Streets. New York
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__ -^ like silk loops—are not exposed like other metal eyes. Triangle ||£|IE IT ISTltf\'n'w ends hold them securely In place. The seam is always smooth'^'** * and flat where

Wear PEET*S
Out

PATENT
INVISIBLE EYES

are used. All sizes.at all storesor by mail. Black or white—2 doz. eyes Be ;

with spring hooks 10c. Sold only in envelopes. "It's all in tlie Triangle."

PEET BROS^ DepLR , Philadelphia. Pa. ^^^*- NOT Rl

^m: ;?BLAIR'SNOSAK SELF FILLING PAID
THE HOLDER IS FILIED BVTHE

SUCTION OFTMIS PEN CAP. BE CAREFUL^""'"''"*Fountain Pens
or you will get

old muzzle loaders! The obsolete kind that you disjoint and squirt ink in to fill. Get the pen that fills by
suction 0^ the Pen Cap without opening. THERE IS ONLY ONE. BLAIR'S NOSAK SELF-FILLING,
others have decaying Rubber Sacks or inside mechanism. Blair's Nosak holds 76 drops of ink. Others hold only 15 to 25. The
Ink Safe-Guard prevents leaking or splitting of the cap. The split feed insures a steady flow of ink. The Adjustable Cap Clip
prevents rolling or loss of the pen. The inconvenient and leaky screw pen-section and glass andrubber filler abolished. Prices
with No., 1 Gold Pen $2.00: 2. $2,50; 3. $3.00; 4. $4.00; 5. $5.00. Insured mail 8c. more. Muzzle loaders at half-price to close out.

BLAIR'S FOUNTAIN PEN CO., 6 John St., Suite 236, N. Y.. 15 Bishopsgate St., within London, £. C. Get Agency. Established 1885.

Wood Rollers
Tin Rollers

See that the label on each Roller bears this script

signature for your protection.

Get "
Improved," no tacks required.

Hartshorn Shade Rollers my^i;^^.

TNCORPORATF TN ARIZONA costs less than elsewhere
lllV^V-frvr V-ri\.rt.lIL, ll^ '^*^*^^-'A1.^V ADVANTAGES ARE WORTH THOUSANDS
No tax in Arizona. No stock subscriptions required before incorporating. Any kind of stock may be issued and paid
up in property, services or leases. Transact business anywhere. Stockholders exempt from company liability. No
public statement and no books need be kept for public inspection anywhere, IF INCORPORATED IN ARIZONA.
President Stoddard was for years officially in charge of incorporating business and is resident agent for many thousand
companies. All blanks, law, by-law^s and particulars free. Companies incorporated on receipt of reasonable deposit
on account and telegram stating name, capital, shares, time annual meeting and authorized debt.

Reference : Any bank '" Arizona

STODDARD INCORPORATING COMPANY. Box 8E. PHOENIX, ARIZONA

Cawston Ostrich Feathers Superior to All Others
Awarded the prize medals at Paris, St, Louis,

Buffalo, Omaha, Portland and Jamestown

Delivered Free to All

Parts of the World.

Money Returned if

Not Satisfied. We
Have No Agents.

Cawston

Special

$5

Cawston
Ostrich Feathers

Are Sold Direct to the Consumer at Producers' Prices

Our trade mark is attached to every Cawston plume, guaranteeing
the quality. All are made in our factory on the farm and of care-

fully selected feathers from male birds. They have better styles, fint

colorings, life, lustre, strength and beauty not found in other feather goods

Our Catalogue Free
Beautifully illustrated. Gives an interesting his-

tory of ostrich raising and the feather industry in

America. Shows our beautiful feather goods
and gives complete price-list of our tips, plumes,
boas, stoles, fans, etc.

Your Old Feathers Are Valuable
Send them to us to be

VJ

repaired, cleaned, dyed,
recurled and made over
to look like new. This
work is done by the

same experts who
make all our new goods

PAV/3TON
^^^ OSTRICH FARM
P. O. Box 67, Los Angeles, California

A Very Popular Plume
Our Cawston Special 15-inch plumes are

absolutely the best feather value obtain-

able for the price. These plumes are full

and wide and are made of selected feath-

ers from male birds. They are strong
and durable, full of

life and lustre and
come in black, white

or any solid color.

Price $5.00. Shaded
colors 50c additional
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THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE GO THROUGH LIFE "NEVER KNOWING A WEU DAY'
Their family physician ftivi'S them tlie cimiforting assuranco that tlii-y are tufTerini; fr

It'n a case of malnutrition, caused by iii(lii:c»tir>n and nialaiisiniilation
a fclai viiiK for Home upecial tioi,risl,i,,K f,«Kl.

KOUMYSS IS THAT FOOD
Try it and you'll find that hungry cry of your nerves lor a certain something will l« stilled, and
youi body will return to vigorous health.
To.those inclined to Consumption, or to those wherethe disease has already declared itself IT
WILL CUIIK, coupled with a life in the open air. The desire for all drug and alcoholic stimo-
lants is destroyed permanently by the use of Arabian Koum^8«,for it builds a sound body out of on«
worn with stimulants. Write for Booklet giving Arabian Koiimyss history.
Koumyss is s foaming, fizzy, dolightlul beverage, absolutely pure, made as the ancient* made it, bjr
subjecting milk to the same process grape juice g<K-s throiish to produce champagne, thereby
producing an exiiuisito milk champagne. Aiabiiin Koumyss is now made for the first time, and ii
made nowhere else in North America, and WK WILL SOD IT TO YOU ANYWHERE IN THE
WORLD WHERE THE ROAD IS CUT THROUGH.

Youis, for Your Health's Sake

ARABIAN KOUMYSS CO. 143 11th St PORTLAND, OREGON

CONSUMPTION
BRONCHITIS AND CATARRH^ ASTHMA CURED ""

Trial Treatment of California's latest and greatest discovery,
toeetlier with an elecantly illustrated book tcUin? all about it. will be
sent to anyone affiicted with consumption, bronchitis, asthma, catarrh,
or any nose, throat or lune trouble in order to prove that the cure can
positively be made in the patient's own room, without change of climate,
without detention from business and without stomach dosing.

This new direct treatment. Condor
Inhal ation, cures in wonderfullyquiclc
time pain in either lung: or De-
tween shoulder blades, hem-
inorrhage, spitting up matter,
coughs that stay, difficult
breathing, lingering colds,
head noises, raw throat, stufl-

ed nose, foulbreatli, fever
or chills, night sweats,
general w^eakuess, loss of

weight or strength,
etc ., and is now curing 9 5 out

of every 100 cases treated in

Phoenix, Ariz.. Indio. Cal.,

and other consumptive centers.

By means of vapor from burn-

ing a pastlle the healing powers
of the discovery are drawn Into

nose or lungs and instantly pen-
etrate and l>i8iii«ett the

Ulcerated Tissues.
This inhalation method at once

""
destroys andclcars out thepoison

germs, opens wasted cells, loosens and throws off the distressing mucus,
ebuilds ':issues. heals lung cavities, and creates bodily strength and
vigor If you are taking medicine, STOP

Write today, stating what you wish to be cured of. and by re-

turn mail you will receive complete trial treatment and illustrated

book, both absolutely free. Address, without stamps or moitey

CONDOR MEDICINE CO.. BIk. 287, Lot Angeles, Cal.

Bel\/\r*Tr/\l> ofMechano-
Ai/vFi/ivFn Therapy

$3000 to $5000 A YEAR
WE TEACH YOU BY MAIL

In six niontliB you can be^ln practUMin? Mechano-
Therapy—an elevating ami highly paid proteHHlon
for inon aud wunieii. More coinpreht'nslve than
()ntcopatliy. Kudorsed by pliyslclans. A las-
I'lnatinK Htudy,ua.sy to learn and i'<|ual to colleire

courne — we Kuarantee wici-esB — an ordinary
education and our course of in.stnictlon llt8 you
for a professional lite. Authorized diplomas
to Kradualcg. Work abuorblnKly InterestlnK.
Vaxt opportunities for social and tlnancial
betterment. Special terms now. Write today
for proHpcctUB—free.

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF MECHANO-THERAPY
Dcpt. 519, tSO-llilj Kandolph Ht., Chlcaco

KWiTURFIGURWURYla^R°^
32-pase book. Simplified itBuring on Rapid Calculations.
The onlu book of its kind. Be a Rapid Calculator. Ten
cents for tnailing charnes.

FRANK MALONE, 32 Milb Building, ST. LOUIS. MO.

of great
interest to

Every Prospective Mother
somethintt new—only scientific

sarment of the kind ever invented.
CorriDines solid comfort and ease with "fine

form" and elegant appearance in the home, on the
street and in society.

—Always drapes evenly in

front and back—no bulkiness—no draw strings—no
lacing

—no ripping or basting.
—Can b« worn the year

round. Made in several styles, and at prices lower than

you can buy the material and have them made at home.

I7DCI7 S'^"'^ for our Fine Illustrated Pock — "Fine-
flvLCi Form Maternity Skirt"—It's FREE to every wo-
man writing for for it. Tells all about these skirts, their

advantages, styles, material and cost. Gives opinions of

physicians, dressmakers and users. 10 Days Free
Trial. When you get our book, if your aealer has not

yet been supplied with Fine-Form Maternity Skirts,

make your selection of material and style, and we will

make the garment to your order. When you get it,

wear it ten days, and if you don't find it exactly
as represented, send it back and we will cheerfully
refund every cent paid. Other skirts—If not in

need of a maternity skirt, remember our famous B
& W dress and walking skirts will positively please
you — same guarantee — Illustrated book free.

Which book shall we send ? Write today to

Beyer & Williams Co., DepL R. Buffalo. N.Y.

HAIR GROWS!
when our Vacuum ^f^P >3 used a few minutes
daily. Sent on 60 days FREE trial at our expense.
No drugs or electricity. Stops falling hair, cures
dandruff. A postal brings illustrated booklet.

MODERN VACUUM CAP CO.
573 BttrcUy Block Denver. Colorado

Henry'sGalcined Magnesia
prevents and relieves sour stonncli, .issists digestion, overcomes
constipation, .Tnd lienclits every torni of stomach and bowel
trouble. A mild and ple.is.int remedy for both children and
adults. The Kenuine has been in use since 1772, and the bottle

is scaled with tlie old-fasliioncd British" Inland Revenue "stamp,
while the wrapper is sealed by a white label in which the name
of .Schieffelin & Co. (agents for the U. S.) jfuarantees the efficacy

Lof this superior remedy. Ask your druggist for the genuine. ^
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A Stove That
^^Makes Good'>

Baking proves the quality of

a stove. But every stove doesn't

pass the test. No stove bakes

bread, pies, cakes—everything
that's bakable— quite as well

as the New Perfection Wick
Blue Flame Oil Cook-Stove.

Besides, the "New Perfect-

tion
"
stove makes the kitchen a

cool and pleasant place in which

to do the baking. Do the family

cooking ;
broil the steak ; pre-

pare the meals—every separate

item of domestic work done

over the flame of the

NEW PERFECnON
Wick Blue Flame Oil Cook^fove
adds to your satisfaction because it's all done so quickly and
so well. The "New Perfection" surpasses the perfor-
mance of any other stove. Its quick heat saves moments ;

its cleanliness saves labor ;
its fuel economy saves expense ;

its new principle of blue flame combustion saves you physical
discomfort. No other kitchen appliance
will take the place of the

" New Perfect-

ion" oil stove. If not with your dealer,

write our nearest agency.

The

l^c LAMT Jr '""
^^^ •* ** a lamp as

you've been looking for.

Made with artistic simplicity and fine proportions.

Beautifully nickeled ;
hence easily cleaned. Very

handy to fill and trim. If not with your dealer,

write our nearest agency.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY
(Incorporated)

>

Don't forget to menUou The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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JAP ROSE
(TRANSPARENT)

SOAP

Ccpftlgbt, 1S08, bj J»a. 8. Elrk & Co.

Only those who use Jap
Rose can appreciate the

luxury of a perfect bath

soap—its delicate fra-

grance and delightful ef-

fect on the skin. Years

of experimenting were

required to produce this

soap which does its work
equally well in all kinds

of water. A trial will

convince you of the supe-
rior qualities ofJap Rose«

Made by our own process.

IT CANNOT BE IMITATED

JAS. S. KIRK (Si CO.
392 N. "Water St., CKicas'o.

ITRITir Send at 6c in ttampt for sixr ^mL,mu
Iar|« drawings of Japanese

children by Marion Miller, tDIi'l?
witlioat any adTertiaing K KL,C,

LIQUID COURT PLASTER
immediately dries, forminj? a toiiKh, transparent, waterproof
coating. "New-Skin" heals Cuts, Abrasions, Hang-Nails,

Chapped and Split Lips or Fingers, Burns, Blisters, etc. In-

stantiy relieves Chilblains, Frosted Ears, Stings of Insects,
Chafed or Blistered Feet, Callous Spots, etc., etc.
A coating on the sensitive parts will protect tliefeet from being

chafed or blistered by new or heavy shoes. MECHANICS,
SPORTSMEN, BICYCLISTS, GOLFEKS, in fact all of us, are
liable to bruise, scratch or scrape our skin. "NEW-SKIN"' will

heal these injuries, will not wash Off, and after it is applied the

injury is forgotten as "NEW-SKIN" makes a temporary new
skin until the broken skin is healed under it. "Paint It with
"New-Skin" and forget it" is literally true.
CAUTION: WE (UAHA.NTEE our claims for "SKW-SKIS". No one

gruaranteea substitutes or imitations tradiiifr on our reputation,and
the guarantee of an imitator would be worthless any way.

' ALWAYS INSIST ON GETTING "NEW-SKIN".
Sample Size, 10c. Family size (like illustration), 85c. Two ounce

bottles (for su'-geong and hospitals), 50c.
AT THE DRUUUISTS, or we will mail a i)ackage anywhere in the

United States on receipt of prii.e.

Douglas Mfg. Co . 64^6 Poplar SiJLTbROOKLYN, N.Y .

GNORANCE of the
laws of self and sex
will not excuse in-

fraction of Nature's
decree. The knowledge
vital to

A Happy
Marriage

has been collected from the experience
of the ages, in

(///ui/ra/eJ)

By William H. Walling. A. M.. M. D.
It contain* in one volume :

Knowledge a Voiinic M>n Should Har*.
KnowledKca Youiiit Rmhand Should H>n.
Knowl«d(« a Father Should Hare.
Knowladfte a Father Should Impart to Hit Son.
Medical Knowle<l|ta a Hutband Should Hara.

KnowledK* a Yoimu Woman Should Hara.
Knowle<l|te a Youn« Wife Should UaT*.
Knowlc<lKe a Mother Should Hare. ,•
Knowledge a Mother Should Impart to Her Danghtar.
Medical Knowledge a Wife Should Have.

"Sexology" li endoraed and ii In the lilirariet of the head« of i>ur

government and the niont eminent physiciant, prcacheri,
profi-»«<ir» and law]rer» throushoul the country.

Rich Ooth B\ndinK, Full Gold Stamp. IDutralad. $2.00
Write for "Other People'i Opinione" and TaMe of Content!

Puritan Pub. G>.,Dept. 145, Phila., Pa.

Don't forgi't to uieutlon The I'aclflc Monthly when doaling with advertlspra. It will Ik? appn^clated
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^loooTomooo™
>>—^ IN THE REAL ESTATE BUSINESS

Weteach yoa by mail every branch of the Real Estate. Generf I

Brokerage, and Insurance Business, and appoint you
SPECIAL. REPRESENTATIVE

of the oldest and largest co-operative real estate and broker-

age company in America. Representatives are making $3,000
to $10,000 a year without any investmentof capital. Excellent

opportunities open to YOU. By our cystem you can begin
making money in a few weeks without interfering with your
present occupation. Our co-operative department will give you
more choice, salable property to handle than any other insti-

tution in the world. A Thoronsh Commereial Law Course
FREE to Eaeh Representative. Write for 62-page book, free.

THE CROSS COMPANY, 1659 Reaper Block. Cbica^

fc' when qualified. Wo will teach you to become <iDe in

eight weeks by mail and assist you to secure a good
position with a reliable firm. Hundreds of calls for our

graduates. Write for our free catalog, "A KnlKht
of the Grip" today. Address Dept. 344

National Salesmen's Training Ass'n, MonadnocK 61k. Chicago.
Scarritt Bldg., Kansas City, Mo., Lumber Exchange,

Minneapolis, Minn. Write nearest ofBce; mention papery

Try It Yourself

Five Days Free
This simple, practical, accurate
computer costs only a fraction of
the price of key machines and does
everything they do except print.The

Rapid Computer
Adding Machine

does its work perfectly in any position-
al any angle. You can rest it on any desk
or on book page alongside column of
figures you wish to add. It's a wonder as

a time-saver and result-getter. Capacity,
9.999,999.99. Let tts send you one on trial.
If it doesn't do all we claim, ship it back at
our expense. Write us for Free Catalog.

RAPID COMPUTER CO.. 1823 Tribune Bldg.. Chicago

Ten Days' Free Trial
allowed on every bicycle we sell.

We Ship on Approval and trial

to anyone in U. S. and prepay the /rti^ht.
If you are not satisfied with bicycle after

using it ten days don't pay a ctnt.

Factory PrSccs ^^l^ *oT i

pair of tires from anyone at any price until

you receive our latest Art Catalogs of higb
grade bicycles and sundries and Icam our m«-
Iteard of prices and marveiout new offers.

It Only Comta a cent to write a postal
and everything will be sent you FREE
by return mail. You will get much valuable
information. Do Not Wait; write it Now I

Tires, Coaster Brakes, single wheels,
parts, repairs and sundries at Ma// usual prices.

MEAD CYCLE CO., Dept. K227 Chicago

I. JAY KNAPP
""uiI^r'^op Palm Houses and Conservatories

(Write for estimates rnd information) 329 Provident Bldg., Tacoma Wash.

One Thing More

About Your Salary
"/'vc got my eye on you, young man, because

I think you have it in you to become valuable to

me; but you lack training
—the one thing that

is absoTutely essential to success. As soon as

you show me that you are qualified to advance—
up goes your salary.

"

Are you like this young man—got it in you
to advance, but lack training? There's a sure

way out of the difficulty. The International

Correspondence Schools will show it to you,
and advise you, if you will mark the coupon.

It's Training that Counts
The I. C. S. can make you an expert in your

chosen line of work whether you live in the

city, village, or on the farm.

During March and April 573 students

voluntarily reported salary increases and promo-
tions secured wholly through I. C. S. training.

Wouldn't you like to join them? Then,
make your mark now for a bigger mark and a

bigger salary later on.

International Correspondence Schools,
Box 974, SCBA.MTON, PA.

Please explain, without further obligation on my part,
how I can qualify for a larger salary in the posi-

tion before which I have marked X

Bookkeeper
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"(the^ greatest Gold^^
Drcclgin6 Enter-,
prise in tneWorld
M. —WiUiam Ogihie

THE YUKON BASIN GOLD DREDGING COMPANY ','ruo^l\
company organized under the territorial laws of th« United States,

registered and sanctioned by the strict laws of the Dominion of Canada. Itsproper-
ties are 106 miles river frontage, or more than lO.OCO acres on the famons Stewart
BWer. the richest gold-bearing placer field In the world. Title absolute from the
Canadian government throngh William Ogllvle, formerly governor of Yukon Terri-
tory and now president and actual field manager ol Yukon Basin Gold Dredging Co.

THE GOLD DREDGE IS A WONDERFUL MODERN INVENTION
Eacfldredgeputin the field will do the work of 1,000 men, and we propose to Install twenty
asrapidly asit ispossible to make arrangements. Oar first dredge is now being as-
sembled at White Horse,Yukon Territory,and will be fioated to our holdings on the

StewaTt Kivei and wil> atonce bep:in the recovery of gold for oui stockholders. Tbegroundis
lullytcsted andimmenselyvaluable.

Thisis the biggest gold dredging proposition In America. Careful testscoverlnf 30 miles
of GUI leaseholds went as high as $11.00 and averaged more than 11.06 per yard, fabulous fortunes are

being made dredging in California on ground averaging only IScents per yard.

nBIAC AC CTflPV ynW 9^1 PFHTQ we consider this stock intrinsically worth par and In
a reasonable length of time it will be paying large

dividends on that amount. A limited amount of full paid, non-assessable treasury stock will be aold
at 26 C£NTS pershare. Price \rill be advanced soon. Far yalae $1.00. Stock may be
bad on ten monthly installment payments. ^

Write for prospectus containing minutestdetails. Writeand ask questions Address

18fi Scarritt RnildinK
KANSAS CITY, MO.YUKON BASIN GOLD DREDGING COMPANY

How Much DoesYour
Water Cost ?

STOP A MINUTE— FIGURE IT OUT
and then write us for

particulars regarding
The Columbia Auto-

matic Hydraulic
Ram. The cheapest
method of raising water

in existence. No cost of opera-

tion No attendance required.

OLUMEIA^ggLcoMPANY
iTL.'-KD. OREC-ON, I).

PATENTS
B SECURED OR FEE RETURNED
PRKB opiniou as to patentability. Send for Guide Book
and What To Invent, finest publication lor free distri-

bution. Patents secured by us advertised free.

EVANS, WILKENS A CO.
No. 900 F Street, N. W.. Washington, D.C.

aP^aihe REFINED
MOTOR
Only 4 movable parts. Bore
3l'i. stroke 3';, turning 12 in.

propellor, I 7 pitch, 200 to

800 revolutions a minute.

Weight 50 lb*. Every
one fully tested and 8:uar-

anteed for two years.
Motor, complete (or install-

ation, $60. Immediate
delivery- Write for Cata-

logue and address of near-
est agent.

Thrall-Fishback Motor Co.
iS.'i Fort Street, K.

Detroit, Michigan, U. S. A.

2-Cylinder Opposed
Marine Engine

Full Brake Horse Power Guaranteed

Simple, durable,
economical, light

weight, perfectly bal

anced. All parts inter-

changeable. Always
under perfect control. 6
to 20 H. P. Absolute
guarantee for one year.

GUY L SINTZ CO.

DUT. 'it

MARSHALL
MICH.

Catahgue Faent/ree
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EFFICIENCY !

Yes, you'll find Film Premos fitted with ex-

cellent lenses and shutters, suitable for all

kinds of amateur pictures.
Ask the dealer to show you

FILM PREMOS
You'll find them, by far, the easiest cameras to

load in daylight—the simplest to operate. You' 11 find

them the lightest and most compact cameras in existence.

You'll find that they provide for tank developing in

PREMO FILM PACK TANK
You'll find reproductions of some of the fine pictures they make, at

the dealer's and in our catalogues. You'll find that they're so compact
and require so few parts in construction, that they are furnished at

remarkably low prices. Here are two popular models :

FILM PREMO NO. 1. 3J< X4J^, $10.00; 3^x5^^,112.50; 4x5,112.50; 5 x 7, $20.00.

FILM PREMO NO. 3. zH x ^'X, $21.00 ; 2% ^ 5'A, ;?23.oo ; 4 x 5, $23.00.

Our newest booklet "Oh For a Camera " and descriptive catalogue at the dealer's or mailed
free to any address. Write to-day.

ROCHESTER OPTICAL DIVISION
30 South Street, Eastman Kodak Co. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Portland, Oregon Seattle, Washington

SCENIC POST CARDS
Of every point of interest, city and town on the

Pacific Coast from

ALASKA TO MEXICO
(For the Trade Only)

Special cards made to order in every known process. Write
to have our photographer visit your city and

take views for reproduction

PORTLAND POST CARD CO.
Publishers, Importers and Jobbers
Post Cards of Every Description

Publishers of the Official Post Cards and View Books of the
Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Elxposition, Seattle, 1909

Seattle Office Portland Office
222-223 Arcade Annex 330 Burnside St.

per hour— 30
miles on 1 gal-
lon gasoline.

AS FAR
AS YOU LIKE

—TTp hill or throup-h mud.
—At prices right to suit you for a

BLACK mOTOR
RUNABOUT

Guaranteed every way—Safe—Dependable—Hand-
some finish—Most duraDle materials and workman-
ship. KiifTine 10 H. P., 2 cylinders, air cooled—Chain
drive rear—Double brake. Also top motor Bui^gies
andSurreys. Free Catalog No, Bhows all—write.

BLACK yPG. CO.. 176 East Ohio Street, Chicago, III.

|— Genuine Panama Hats $1.00—|

Rare Bargain in Genuine Panama Straw Hats

Made possible only by our importing them from South
America anr' selling direct to the user. These hats are

warranted Genuine all hand-
woven, unblocked, and can
be worn in that condition by
Gentlemen,Ladies,Girls and
Boys or can be blocked by
purchaser in any shape or

style. These Panama Hats
are just as serviceable and
will wear as long as a $10.00
Panama Hat. The difference
is solely in the fineness of

weave, these Hats being a little coaser weave than the
more expensive kind. Assorted sizes. Weight about 2
oz. each. Sent postpaid, securely packed, on receipt of

$ 1 .OO. Salisiaction Guaranteed. Order today. Supply limited.

PANAMA HAT CO. 181 E William Street NEW YORK CITY

Economical, Reliable

RUNNING WATER SERVICE
A constant supply wherever you want it. Automatic in

action—no expense for power or repairs. It's easy
with a

RIFE HYDRAULIC RAM
Large and small rams for Country Places,
Irrigation, Supply Tanks, Town Plants,

etc. For every foot water drops to ram it

is raised 30ft. 7,000 in use.

Write for Free Plans and
Esllmates

BIFE ENGINE CO.
2156 Trinity BIdg., New York

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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7%eWilson Bungalow Book
PRICE. ONE DOLLAR. POSTPAID

HENRY L. WILSON, 427 Copp BuUding, LOS ANGELES, CAL.

The only good and practical
book of Bungalowr plans. The
result of years of study and ex-

perience. Large plans, page
8x 1 1 inches. Descriptions and

prices of every, house given.

Every house in it hasbeen built—some 1 00 times. Every pros-

pective home b'lilder should
have it. Wilson's Bungalows mean
comfort, convenience and beauty.

!
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A. L MILLS
J W. NEWKIRK
W. C ALVORD
B F. STEVENS

President

. Cashier

Assistant Cashier

2cl Assistant Cashier

First National

Bank

OF PORTLAND. OREGON

Capital . .

Surplus . .

$ 500,000.00

1.000.000.00

OLDEST NATIONAL BANK ON THE
PACIFIC COAST

Borated)
TaJcumFMENNENS

TOILET POWDER
Ihe Box

that lox^

kh
rf fi -S^

•YOUNQ AMERICA'
cannot begin too early to

realize the value of a welt
groomedappearance. Advise the daily useof
Mennen's Borated Talcum Toilet Powder

the first necessity in the nursery ,the saf isfyinpr finiRhof
the batliandtheslmve. Mcnnen's preventsandrellevesl
Chafing', PrioUly lloat. Sunburn, and all skin troubles
of summer. For your protection the genuine is put up in
non-reflllableboxea—the "Box that Lox", with Men-
nen's face on top. Guaranteed under the Food and Drugs
Act, June 30, 1906. Serial No. 1542. Sold everywhere, or by
mail, 25 cents. Sample free.
Gerhard Aiennen Co., Newark, N. J.
Try Mennen's Violet (Borated) Talcum Toilet Powdet—It has the

scent of fresh cut Parma Violets. Sample free.
KEITNEJTS 8KS TANG TOILET POWDER, Oriental Odor \ Ro
UENSEN'S BORATED SKIN SOAP, (blue wrapper) / Samplu

Specially prepared fur the nursery.
Send 2c. postage for one set Mennen's Bridge Whist Tallies, (6 tables. )

"tl

LADD & TILTON BANK
PORTLAND, OREGON

Established 1859

Capital Fully Paid .... $1,000,000,00

Surplus and Undivided Profits . 400,000.00

OFFICERS:

W. M. LADD. President R. S. HOWARD. Jr.. Asst. Cashier

EDWARD COOKINGHAM. Vice-Pres. J. W. LADD, Asst. Cashier

W. H. DUNCKLEY, Cashier WALTER M. COOK. Asst. Cashier

Interest paid on time deposits and savings accounts

Accounts of Banks, Firms, Corporations and Individuals solicited. We are prepared to

furnish depositors every facility consistent vsrith good banking.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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CAMP
YOSEMITE

Will Open About

May 1st

Electric Lighted
— Improved and

Enlarged— Accommodations for

400 persons
— The most beauti-

fully located camp in Yostmite—
Why not spend your vacation

there ? Rates $2. 00 per day.

Special rates by the weel^. Under

Sentinel Hotel management.
Write for reservations to

J. B. COOK, Proprietor
Yosemite, California

PARADISE VALLEY
IN THE RAINIER NATIONAL PARK
"The Wonderland of the Cascades"

A region declared equal to any of the more
noted "WONDERLANDS" of the World.
When planning your summer vacation do
not fail to allow for a few days to visit this

wonderful spot, q PARADISE VALLEY
is situated on the south slope of MT.
TACOMA near the snow line and is within

easy walking distance of 3 GLACIERS. Nearly
500 varieties of wild flowers bloom within a

step of perpetual snow. Only a few hours'
ride from TACOMA or SEATTLE over the
Scenic TACOMA EASTERN R. R. and Stages.
Good hotels and accommodations at reason-

able rates. For free iliuslraled mailer write

GENERAL PASSENGER DEPARTMENT, Deik 24

TACOMA EASTERN RAILROAD COMPANY
TACOMA, WASH.

Don't forget to lufiitlon Tlio Pucitic Monthly whon dealing with advortlsors.- It will be appreclatod.
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SAFETY AUTOMATIC
REVOI-VER

V We point to the difference between the posi-

tively and absolutely safe Iver Johnson Safety
Automatic Revolver and the imitation near-safe-
ties. They have some device added to them to make
them near-safe. The safety featiireof the Iver Johnson Safety
is the firing mechanism itself—not some spring or button device to pull or press.
That is why you can, in perfect safety—not near-safety—kick it, ciiflf it, knock it, or

HAMMER THE HAMMER
"SHOTS," our booklet, telts all about it in a plain, simple way, soyou
can'tgo astray on the SAFE revolver question. Send/or it—FREE.

iver Johnson Safety Hammer Revolver
Richly nickeled, 22 calibre rim-fire or 32 calibre center-fire, JC (Extra length barrel or blued
3-inch barrel, or 38 calibre center-fire, j^^-inch barrel, - • . ^Q finish at slight extra cost)

Iver Johnson Safety Hammerless Revolver
Richly nickeled, 32 calibre center-fire, 3-inch barrel, or 38 J^ (Extra length barrel or blued
caUbre center-fire, 3)^-inch barrel, ----..-.-.^l finish at slight extra cost)

Sold by Hardware and Sporting Ooods dealers everywhere, or sent prepaid on receipt of

price if dealer will not supply. Look for the owl's head on grip and our name on barrel.

IVER JOHNSON'S ARMS & CYCLE WORKS. 192 River Street. Fitchburg. Mass.

New York : gq Chambers Street. San Francisco : Phil. B. Bekeart Co.. 717 Market St.

Hamburg, Germany : Pickhuben 4.

Iver Johnson Single Barrel Shotguns and Truss Bridge Bicycles

YELLOWSTONE
PARK

WYLIE CAMPS
World-travelers, both foreigners and Americans, unite in declaring Yellowstone to be the "Wonder-
land of the World." All well-informed people should know more about this weird region ; and

prospective tourists, in addition, should know about the Wylie Permanent Camping Co.'s complete
and economical tours, affording the most delightful method of "doing" our National Park.

We have just published, for distribution, a 30-page illustrated hand-book, done in color,

and filled with reliable and valuable information. We wish all who want to understand
the Park and intelligently plan their trip before they take it, to have one of these booklets
The high standard of service that marks the operation of the Wyli
Co.'s eight large permanent camps and the well-equipped
stage line that is operated in conjunction therewith is the result of
over twenty years experience in Yellowstone. There is nothing
that approaches 'roughing it" in the entire Wylie trip; but the sys-
tem emphasizes all the joys of real camping and eliminates all

discomforts. Special provision is made at each camp for the conven-
ience of ladies traveling without e8<'ort; and a matron at
each camp provided for their conifort and enjoyment. Each tent is

framed, floored and heated—a veritable summer cottaje. The
tent furnishings are marked by simplicity, comfort, privacy and sani-
tation. Added hundreds of discriminating travelers annually attest

the growing popularity of this outing system, which gives one a six

days (or more) respite from the grind of routine and conventionality
and brings him "close to Nature." The "Wylie Way" is largely
self-advertised—friend telling friend of this all-complete and
economical tour. Our free hand-lK)ok tells all about Yellowstone and
the Wylie Camps. Write for it, mentioning "Pacific Monthly."
NOTE: The Wylie Co. operates from both the North entrance (reached
via Northern Pacific By.) and the West entrance (reached via the

Oregon Short Linc,Union Pacific) to Yellowstone. We cheerfully answer
all inquiries. Park season: June 15th to September 15th. The reg-
ular tours are of five and six days* duration, but may be extended

indefinitely at small cost. Ad'iress

WYLIE
PERMANENT
CAMPING
COMPANY
LIVINGSTON, MONT.
UNTIL, JUNE 15th

GARDINER, MONT.
AFTER JUNE 15th

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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BIO ENOUGH
/ortheT

BIGGEST amt
i:OADI»NG RIFLE

TAKES AR^RTAND FITS IN A SUITCASE
The Remington Autoloading Rifle is easy to carry in a suit case and easy t >

operate in the field. The trigger is the throttle, thus giving complete control of

the rifle to the trigger finger. Solid Breech, hammerless, five smashing knock-
down blows. The safest and most effective big game rifle on the market. .35,

32 and .30-.30 Rem. calibres. See that Your big game rifle is a Remington.

"Book of Experiences" For the Asl^ing

Remington Arms Company
AGENCY 313 BROADWAY NEW YORK

ACTUAL
SIZE

See that (he

big riJ "I" is oath«
UImI of the bottle. H itW iaa t. then you are not Belting

^^ 3 in One." And if you don't get
3 in One" you don't gel (he best o\I

and ike only oil (or lubricating, cleaning,
polishinil and preventing mat. Try ten
cunts wor.h for oiling aewing machin
lypew.'iler urn arma, clocLa, locka,

I poliakingp'ano, table, chaira, preTenling

^tarnish oa nickel bathroom Gxturea.
FREE generoua aample bottle and

"aluable book. Write (o^day.

3 IN ONE OIL CO..
89 ItroaU.vity
Now York City

HOMESEEKERS
AND INVESTORS

will find no place where their money will bring better

returns if invented in real estate than Tekoa, Waoliincton.

The Chicago, Mi.waiikee k St. Paul is building into Tekoa.

Tekoa is on the main line of the O. R k N. The Ccwur

d'Alcno Indian Reservation will soon lie opened and when
it is, land values in Tekoa are goinx tu go up with a jump.
If you want a one, five or ten-acre tract in a rich, fertile

and growing country, where the advance in value of your

property will make you well to do, keep your eye on Tekua.

It will pay you to investigate the Utmbard A Mahoney
addition to Tekoa. For full information and descriptive

literature, address

F. J. Mahoney : Tekoa, Wash.

R
OSEBURG-N
The Commercial Metropolis

of Southern Oregon
The fertile soil, splendid climate and diversified tndastriaa

of IVniglas County, enibrai-ing an area of 4SO0 square miles,
make it one of the most favored se<'tions of the entire North-
west. Lands well adapted to fruit (n>wing, stock raising,

alfalfa and small fruits which can liatTad at from t40 Ui *7&
an acre would cost from fiOO U' CinO an acre in the nH>ra

widely advertised districts throuchout the West. As a city of

homos and churches, having splendid educational advantagea
and exceptional opportunities for the p<H>r man, Roseburg
invites your fullest investigation. For further informaUos
address either of the following prominent firms:

W. L C«bb Real Estate Co. Tbe Famen Real Eatat* C*.

ROSEBURG. OREGON

Don't forget to mention Tho racinc Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreelated.
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Enjoy

The Fruit

^ Your Labor
"^ Get an orchard or farm

of your own in Wash-
ington along the new
line to the Pacific Coast.

Apples, peaches, plums, ap-
ricots and all small fruits

grow well and bring excel-

lent returns. Whitman, Adams and
Douglas counties alone produce 20,000,000
bushels of wheat annually. Oats, rye,

barley, alfalfa and timothy hay are also pro-
duced in abundance. Convenient markets are
assured by the Pacific Coast Extension of the

Chicago

Milwaukee& St.Paul
Railway

Unirrigated lands there now sell at $15 to $50 per acre. Irrigated fruit or

farming lands at $100 per acre and upw^ards. Last year hundreds of Wash-
ington orchards brought from $500 to $600 per acre. Wheat averaged 25
bushels per acre. Other crops also did well.

The new towns on this new line offer particularly good openings for the
establishment of stores, hotels and other business enterprises. Last year
Beverly, Warden, Othello, Roxboro, Ralston, Revere and Lavista were
established on the new line in Washington. In May, 1908, five more towns
were established in Whitman county, in the productive Palouse district,

namely, Seabury, Pandora, Kenova, Palisade and Maiden. Investigate the

openings in these towns. It vvrill pay you.

New Washington Folder Free on Request

F. A. MILLER
General Pe^senger Agent

CHICAGO

GEO. B. HAYNES
Imnnigration Agent

95 ADAMS ST.. CHICAGO

Don't forgot to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.



REAL ESTATE
ORcaoN

REAL ESTATE
WVOMINO

CLACKAMAS COUNTY FARMS; 1100 water-
power; ten miles from Portland, on Southern
Pacific railroad, for sale or lease. References
given. H. E. Cross, Oregon City, Or.

OREGON MEANS OPPORTUNITY. No state
so rich in natural resources. The best part of
Oregon Is the Rogue River Valley 'no proven
field In the West offers better returns and safer
Investments); the best city of the valley is

Ashland; the best of investments are offered
by N. J. REASONER. Ashland, Oregon.

MEDPORD, OREGON—Where apples and
pears pay $1000 per acre annually. Finest cli-
mate on the coast. Not In the wet belt. Irriga-
tion not necessary. For handsome booklet free,
write W. T. York & Company.

BAKER COUNTY, OREGON, Offers splendid
inducements to the wage earner, the home-
seeker and the Investor. For healthfulness of
climate, fertility of the soil and varletv of re-
sources we are second to none. If you want
to know about chean lands and receive free
booklet, address CITIZENS LEAGUE, Baker
City, Oregon.

SEND FOR FREE literature about Oregon
lands, cheap unimproved, higher priced im-
proved, suburban adapted to platting, or city
lots. Potatoes, fruit raising, sheep, hogs, and
livestock, poultry, gardening and dairying will
make you a splendid living in a climate free
from cold. Room 1188, CHAMBER OF COM-
MERCE, Astoria, Oregon.

HOOD RIVER—The finest bearing orchard
on the market at right price. Have standing
offer of $10,000 net for this year's crop. Soil,
trees, location all perfect. Mac Rae & Angus,
432 Chamber Commerce. Portland, Or.

EVEN IN ROGUE RIVER VALLEY one must
be placed right to win out. The Rogue River
Land Co., Medford, Or., with twenty yt^ars' fruit
land experience, guarantees to place you right
Our ton-acre tracts are all on the best fruit
land obtainable. Write for particulars.

REAL ESTATE
IDAHO

THE FAMOUS PALOUSE COUNTRY, In
North Idaho. Is unsurpassed In the whole
world. All kinds of grain, grasses and fruit
are grown without Irrigation, and crop fail-
ures are unknown. Write to us for descrip-
tive matter and prices. SPOTSWOOD &
VEATCH, Moscow. Idaho.

INVEST In irrigated land near Nampa,
Idaho. The Boise Valley has an ideal climate
and productive soil. Ton to forty acres of land
will make you Independent. Fruits, grain, veg-
etables, and grasses grow in abundance. Lands
$25 to $.''>0 per acre. The Government is build-
ing large Irrigation project. Write or call on
Walling & Walling, Nampa, Idaho.

GET A RANCH where the deer, elk, moose,
mountain sheep and bear roam; new country;
railroad coming; fertile land; good crops; fine

scenery. Address J. R. JONES, Jackson. Wyo.
REAL ESTATE

WASMINaTON

WE SELL Improved and unimproved fruit
land In the best part of the Yakima Valley;
also "Hanford" land on the Columbia River.
For handsome booklet, write to YAKIMA
REAL ESTATE CO., Box 0186, North Yakima,
Wash.

FREE TRIP TO TACOMA, WASHINGTON.
Ask for full particulars and booklet Illustrat-
ing the "New York of the Pacific." Dept. G,
National Land Investment Co.. Inc., 401-421
California Bldg.. Tacoma, Wash.

THE DOWNEN REALTY CO., at Pullman,
Wash., has for sale a list of fertile and well-
Improved farm lands in the famous Palouse
'country; also some excellent buys In city
property, at prices that are right. Send for
free illustrated booklet. Address DOWNEN
REALTY CO.. Pullman, Wash.

CHOICE irrigated lands In Yakima Valley
with water right, under U. S. Government Irri-

gation, $100 per acre and up. Unimproved
wheat lands, $9 per acre and up. Always some
special bargains on short time.
Address A. J. Houghton & Co., Prosser, Wash.

REAL3ESTATE
OALirOWNIA

$5 A MONTH will buy a beautiful ocean-
view residence site In suburbs of Sunny San
Diego, Southern California's most delightful
home place. Most rapidly developing city on
the Coast. Absolutely safe, remunerative
proposition from thoroughly reliable company.
Write today for free Illustrated booklet. J.

P^RANK CULLEN. San Diogo. Cal.

BIG LAND OPENING. Thousands of acres
of California Irrigated land will be thrown
open early in November. We will send you
New Plan Book of Instructions to Homeseek-
ers and 3 months' subscription to The West-
ern Empire, a big monthly magazine of Cali-
fornia life, also a sample copy of Pacific Fruit
World, for 10c. stamps or coin. Address
HOME EXTENSION COMMITTEE. 269 Cham-
ber of Commerce Building. T.iOs Angeles, Cal.

FARM LANDS ,

A NEW FIELD FOR MONEY MAKING.
Put your money In a new country. Invest It

in farm or fruit lands In the Dakotas. Mon-
tana. Idaho or Washington, along the Pacific
Coast extension of the Chicago. Milwaukee &
St. Paul Ry. New towns along this new line
offer excellent openings for stores, hotels,
trades and profes.slons. Send for free descrip-
tive hooks and folders. F. A. MILLER, Gen-
eral Passenger Agent, Chicago.
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HELP "WANTED ENGINES

BRIGHT, ambitious young men wanted in

journalism and newspaper work. Practical

help in getting foothold. Booklet of informa-
tion on request. Franklin Ass'n, Omaha, Neb.

BOOKKEEPER to act as assistant manager,
$780-$832; traffic manager, shoe concern, $936-
$1040; office manager, advertising, $1500; traf-
fic agent, $780-$1000; advertising, $1300.
HAPGOODS, 305-307 Broadway, N. Y.

Lady sewers to make up shields at home;
$10 per 100; can make two an hour; work sent

prepaid to reliable women; send reply en-

velope for full information to Universal Rem-
edy Co., Desk A, Walnut St., Philadelphia. Pa.

AGENTS DON'T HESITATE—Write at once;
it may mean $25 a day. One agent made $8.25
in 45 minutes. Sample outfit 10c (costs us much
more) or particulars free. Souvenir Photo-
Stamp Co., No. 9 H St., Kewanee, 111.

INVESTMENTS AND SECURITIES

SECURE A CALIFORNIA MORTGAGE on
fine city property or rich irrigated fruit, wal-
nut or alfalfa lands; crops never fail. Pay
you 8 to 12 per cent net. Prosperous Cali-
fornia gives you the most reliable security
with best interest rates in America. We se-
cure you choice mortgages—no charge. State
amount to loan, security desired, and we will
send loan list. THE ACKERLY Co., Invest-
ments and Securities, 538 S. Broadway, Los
Angeles, Cal. ^^^

100 PER CENT A YEAR PROFITS for you
growing eucalyptus (hardwood) timber in

California. As true as it is surprising. Eu-
calyptus tree is California's greatest marvel—
and greatest money-maker. Grows fine qual-
ity timber 80 feet high in 5 years. Produces
perpetual crops. Has made many people
wealthy about here. Scores of thousands of
acres now being planted. You can get Eu-
calyptus Company stock with leading Los An-
geles business men at 50c a month per share
and make 100 per cent a year profits for life.

Send for free information. THE ACKERLY
COMPANY, Investments and Securities, 538 S.

Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal.

STOCKS ON INSTALMENT. Anything,
mining or industrial, listed ^r unlisted, at
absolutely lowest price. (Dnly 10 per cent
cash, 5 per cent monthly. Guarantee certifi-

cates issued upon receipt of first payment.
WESTERN GUARANTEE CO., Fourth and
Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal.

LA"W AND.COLLECTIONS
OUR COLLECTION SERVICE is one which

actually collects, keeps you posted, remits the
day payment is made and asks and gets no fee
of any kind until the account is paid. PA-
CIFIC STATES ADJUSTMENT CO., Suite 435,
Chamber of Commerce, Portland, Ore.

INTERSTATE ADJUSTMENT COMPANY.
GENERAL LAW BUSINESS. COLLEC-
TIONS, COMMERCIAL REPORTS.
506-508 Buchanan Bldg., Portland, Or.

INCORPORATIONS

Incorporate your business under Arizona
laws. Most liberal. No franchise or annual
tax. No public statements. Hold meetings
and do business anywhere. Stock non-assess-
able. Cost very small. Write for free par-
ticulars. Southwestern Securities & Invest-
ment Co.. Box S 385, Phoenix, Ariz.

BUSINESS CHANCES
$3,000 to $10,000 yearly easily made In real

estate business; no capital required; we teach
you the business by mail, appoint you special
representative, assist vou to success. Valu-
able book free. THE CROSS CO., 1686 Reaper
Blk., Chicago. See our other advertisement In
this magazine.

RACINE BOATS—Any kind of water craft
you want. Natty, speedy, seaworthy. Write
for our catalog or visit our Seattle Branch, 321
First Ave., South. Racine Boat Manufactur-
ing Co., Box 503, Muskegon, Mich.

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
J. P. FINLEY & SON, 261 AND 263 SJD ST.,

COR. MADISON, PORTLAND, ORE., have the
most modern and completely arranged funeral
parlors on Coast. Lady attendant when desired.

PATENTS
PATENTS. "Trademarks Registered." Book

for inventors sent on request; strictly profes-
sional service. Beeler & Robb, patent law-
yers, 73-75 Baltic building, Washington, D. C.

OSTRICH PLUMES
THE BENTLEY OSTRICH FARM—The

original ostrich farm of America. Established
1883. High-grade ostrich plumes from $1.00

up. Mail orders a specialty. Price list mailed
free. Address Bentley Ostrich Farm, San
Diego, Cal. ^

FOR THE HOME
FOR THE HOME. If you really want to

know about making ice cream and frozen des-
serts write for "Frozen Sweets." It shows
by progressive photographic color illustra,tions
and recipes how simple, quick and easy it is
with tiie Lightning Freez'-r. Address postal
to North Bros. Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

INVALID CHAIRS
EAMES TRICYCLE COMPANY, manufactur-

ers of invalid rolling chairs for all purposes;
self-propelling tricycle chairs for the disabled.
Send for illustrated catalogue. 1808 Market
street, San Francisco; 1022 San Pedro street,
Los Angeles, Cal.

MEDICAL
IF YOU WANT TO GET WELL AND STAY

WELL you can—without any drugs or medi-
cine. My free booklet, "The What, The Why,
The Way," proves that most human ailments
are due to one cause, and tells you how to re-

move it. Write 321 G, Chas. A. Tyrrell, M. D.,
Fifth Ave., New York. N. Y.

SPORTING GOODS
KHAKI AND CORDUROY SUITS to meas-

ure for men and women, auto suits, tents, cots,

hammocks, camp bedding, sleeping bags, laced

boots, storm clothing, standard guns and am-
munition, fishing tackle, dog supplies, marine
goods, fishing net; 10 ill. catalogs free. The
Wm. H. Hoegee Co., Inc., Los Angeles.

DETECTIVE SERVICE
MYSTERIES CLEARED UP—We make con-

fidential investigations, report on any party,
property or business, find missing relatives, col-

lect bad debts, etc. Charges reasonable. Write
today. BRUIN DETECTIVE SERVICE CO.,
37-38 Hamilton Bldg., Portland, Oregon^

MINING

GOLD DREDGING IN ALASKA. 10,000
acres tested gold-bearing gravel. Richest
placers known. Stock 25 cents. Par $1.00.
Installments. Should pay $10 for every dol-
lar invested. Illustrated prospectus free. Yu-
kon Basin Gold Dredging Co., Dept. 47, Kan-
sas City, Mo.

FREIGHT SHIPPING
JUDSON FREIGHT FORWARDING CO. Re-

duced rates on household goods to and from
all points on the Pacific Coast. 443 Marquette
Bldg., Chicago; 1501 Wright Bldg., St. Louis;
851 Tremont Bldg., Boston; 101 Columbia
Bldg., San Francisco; 200 Central Bldg., Los
Angeles. Representatives: Oregon Auto Dis-
patch, Portland; Seattle Transfer Co., Seattle.
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DO YOU WANT TO STOP DRINKING?
"ANTl-FRU' WILL CURE YOU. PRICE $2 A BOTTLE

COVINA COMPANY : P. O. Box 224 : COVINA, CALIFORNIA

Electricity Now Does All the

Washing and Wrin^ind
Wenowattach an electric motor to the famous

1900 Washer. It operates the wringer, too.

Connect it with a light fixture, as you connect
a table lamp. Turn on the current as you turn
on the light.
The Washer then operates just like our hand

washer, only you don't need to touch it.

When the washing is done,move a small lever,
and the motor connects with the wringer. The

one motor, operating both the washer and
wringer, does every whit of the work.

Please think what that means. The hardest

drudgery there is about housework done by
two cents' worth of electricity

Servants happy; laundry bills saved; clothes

lasting twice as long. For the "WOO" does wash-
ing better than any other method known.
Now electricity makes the washer go. Doesn't

that sound like a new era for women?

Send No Money-We Pay Freight
Th{s outfit does just as we claim. Does

all of the washing, allof the wrinsring. Does
the work better than you can do it by hand.
Does it with less wear on clothes.
The facts, we know, seem too good to be

true. So we propose this:

If you are responsible, we will send you
the Washer, Wrinprcr and Motor, all on 30
days' trial. We will prepay the freight.
You don't Invest a penny—don't commit

yourself at all. Do four washings with It.

Try it on dainty things, heavy things,every»
thing. Then, If you think that you can get
along without It, we will take it back.
Your 30 days' use will be free.
You have no obligation whatever. Treat

us just like a dealer who shows you a
washer. If you don't want It when the
month is up, simply say so.

But don't go on washing In the old way
without knowingwhat this method means to
you. Women have no right to do such hard
work when electricity can do It for them.
Send first for our Washer Book, to know

all about It. Then, if you'll try It, just tell

us to send It on.
Please cut out this coupon —now—before

you forget it.

The 1900 Washer Co. 3196 Henry St.,
Binghamton, N.Y.

Please send me the book about the Electric
Washer.

Name

Address
We hnve alxo a Cuaadian factory.

BUSINESS BULLETIN—Continued
MUSIC

DO YOU LOVE GOOD MUSIC? Members of
Music Lovers' Club receive latest song hits
each month. Membership application for stamp.MULLEN MUSIC CO., 536 West 14r)th St., New
York.

nMBER LAND
TIMBER NOTICE—We control large tracts

of B. C. Timber. Maps and descriptions fur-
nished to interested parties. Brokers of good
standing wanted to handle our timber. Pretty's
Timber Exchange, Vancouver, B. C.

POST CARDS
HISTORIC CASTLES of England. Think

of the pleasure of your friends on receiving a
post card mailed In England. We mall 3 for
25c to any address. Burton Novelty Co., P. O.
Box 515, Oakland, Cal

MISCELLANEOUS
LET ME MAIL YOU, free, an answer to J.

J. Ingalls' notorious poem on "Opportunity."
It will brighten your life. Write today. Rld-
derhof, Laughlln Bldg.. Los Angeles, Cal.

HAVE YOU ANHHING TO SELL TO A HALF MILLION WESTERN- READERS
Rate for 4 lines (smallest accepted), 75 cents per line, $3.00 per issue. Elach additional line up to 12 lines (larsest

accepted), 50 cents per line.

Thus a five line advertisement will cost $3.50 per issue, six lines $4.00 per issue, twelve lines (largest accepted)
$7.00 per issue.

Ten per cent discount for six consecutive insertions.
Bills p.-iyabie monthly in advance on receipt of invoice.

Always allow not more than eisht words to the line and all of the last line for name and address.
.

IMPORTANT: The ten per cent discount for six consecutive insertions will be credited on your sixth invoice. Do
not deduct same from your monthly remittance or we will be obliged to withhold your copy until full amount U received
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PaciHc Coast

Investments

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED
WESTERN UNION CODE

Bond issues, $50,000 upwards, of mercantile, manu-

facturing, holding, dev^opment and public service

corporations bought and sold. Flotations and
promotions. Mortgage loans, $50,000 upwards,
made on Pacific Coast improved property or for

building purposes. Accounts, any amount, handled
for investment. Choice list of Seattle real estate

for sale. Appraisals and confidential reports.

Lewis N. Rosenbaum Co.
INCORPORATED ASSETS $100,000

Washington Building : Seattle, Washington

WePurchase

Outright
Bond issues on first

class timber proper-

ties, in amounts from

^100,000 to ^2,000,-

000,when well-located

and in strong hands

Peab o d y ,

Houghteling & Co.
ESTABUSHED 1865

Room 201, 18 La Salle Street

CHICAGO

THE,
PLEASURE,
DOUBLED

THE
COST

REDUCED

L-^/

^tj,

fTALKING MACHI
g^̂ RECORDS

"TZ ^•s-

75c. TETRAZZIM $1.25
nive Records of the greatest operatic star of recentl

years-including her most renowned selections. A "WALTZ
I>R£AM!. Six selections from the Straus musical hit which
has captivated New York. One 12 in., five 10 in., the set,

$3.50. THK MERRY WIDOW. Special supplement.
ALL the music from this famous production sung and played
exactly as on the stage. The eight best numbers, 10 in ,94.80.

Zon-o-phones are the finest talking machines known—
lower in price, model for model, than any others, reducing
the cost. Zon-o-phone Tlecords play longer, are musically
superior at the same price, doubling the pleasure. Our
lists include complete operas and all the latest music. Let
us mail our monthly bulletins to your home. Write to

UNIVERSAL TALKING MACHINE MFG. CO.. Newvk. N. J.

A Genuine WEBSTER'S DICTIONARY
and THE PACIFIC MONTHLY for
Book is concise, accurate and a handy size.

It will interest the entire family. Has
46,297 defined words, 1500 illustrations.
794 pages, color charts and maps. Well
rnade in every particular. Extra strong
bindings, re-inforced in the hinges. Size

7^x5^x1% inches. Full Morocco leather

binding, flexible cover. Patent thumb index

$2.?2
ORDER COUPON

The Pacific Monthly Pub. Co., Portland, Ore.
n loged please find |2 (X), for which enter my subscriptioD

to The Pacific Monthly for one year, and send me, aill

charges paid, copy of the Websfer Condensed Dictionary, full

nK)r(>cco leather binding, in acordance with above offer. Add 50c

for postage to all Canadian points and $1 00 to Foreign Countries.

Name

Address

Town — "

I

'

l '^-^

State '.
-— '—;

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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THE INCOMPARABLE

WHITE
THE CAR FOR SERVICE

NEW SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES RECORD
A 30 horse-power White Steamer, carrying four passengers, set up
a new record from San Francisco to Los Angeles on April 28th,

1908, covering the 478-mile mountainous journey in 17 hours and 17

minutes, thus cutting 56 minutes from the former record which had

stood for nearly two years. Furthermore, the record-breaking White

was at once driven back over the road to San Francisco in 19 hours

and 43 minutes, thus establishing a round trip record of 37 hours.

Write for Catalog, Bulletins and White Route Books

THE WHITE COMPANY
CLEVELAND : OHIO

NEW YORK CITY: Broadway at 62nd Street BOSTON: 320 Newbury Street
SAN FRANCISCO: 1 460 Market Street CHICAGO: 240 Michigan Avenue
PHILADELPHIA: 629-33 North Broad Street CLEVELAND: 407 Rockwell Avenue

PITTSBURG : 1 38- 148 Beatty Street

Don't forgot to mention The Paclflc Montblr when dealing wltb adverttsors. It will be approol.iti-d.
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The man who accepts a

SUBSTITUTE
IS as bad as th e man who
offers somethingjust as good.

^TTThe man who advertises in

Til high-class publications like

The Pacific Monthly knows that

he must come up with his prom-
ises to those who read the ad-

vertisements and ask for his

goods. The buyers know that

they are safe in asking for the

products bearing the genuine
seal or trade mark of the ad-

vertiser and are cautioned

against accepting other than the

goods for which they ask. No
honest dealer will try to palm
off on the buyer, goods which
he knows cannot equal the

goods advertised in these col-

umns. Ask for the advertised

goods and refuse all substitutes

Let us send you a free trial treat-

ment of Dr. Catherine
Kelly'8 Form Developer,
the identical prescription by
which she enlarged her bust

measure four inches and which

light attractive development
to her patients. This is the pre-

scription of a skilled physician
of your own sex. It benefits the

general health, clears the com-

plexion, and gives a full bosom
and well-rounded limbs. This

treatment that we will send you on

request is absolutely free of cost and
we will send it in a plain envelope. Write today, no
matter what causes your thinness, and let us show you
how to 1)6 plump and beautiful, and obtain perfect

development.

DR. KELLY MEDICAL CO.
Dept. 248A, Exchange Building, BUFFALO, N. Y.

Idaho
The Cheapest Land in the

World is for Sale in Idaho

For $25.50 you can buy an acre

of land and a perpetual water

right. The very choicest can be

had for $40.50. Ten years in

which to complete your payments

Is Land Which Will Pro

duce the Famous Idaho

Apples^ Peaches and

Prunes,Worth from

$25.50to$40.50

to you

?
For correct and further information

write to information bureau

League of Southern Idaho

Commercial Clubs

Boise : Idaho

Composed of the Commercial Clubs of

American Falls, Boise, Buhl, Caldwell,

Cambridge, Emmett, Filer, Gooding, Kuna,

Middleton, Mountainhome, Nampa, Payette,

Pocatello, Roseberry, Rupert, Shoshone,

St. Anthony, Star, Thunder City, Twin

Falls, Weiser

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Fruits That Have a Reputation
Do you fully comprehend the importance of reputation in the marketing

of fruits? It is reputation that makes the buyer beg the grower in the

establishedJruit districts to sell his crop at fancy prices, when growers in

other localities are consigning their product to the commission dealer,

hoping, sometimes vainly, for a profit over the freight.

Reputation is the great factor that determines your success as an or-

chardist. If You Want to Win, buy in a district where a reputation
has been made. The land will cost more—of course; but it is still possible

to get small undeveloped tracts in recogmxed districts, where 10 acres will

yield an income of from

$3,000 to $10,000 a Year

Our pricesWe have such tracts for sale, in a nvorld-famousfruit belt.

and terms are exceedingly liberal to the buyer.

Our Lands are but

30 Minutes From Spokane

Population 100,000

WE IRRIGATE. We develop orchards fornon-residents.

We grant immediate possession to home-builders. We
sell on installments. // costs you nothing to investigate.

It may mean thousands added to your future income.

BEAUTIFUL BOOKLET FREE

QULICK,LOWER ,ROBNETT& CO.

JCPOKANt ^
viOrchardi- Wj304 LiNDELL Block , Spokane . Vv^sm.

Don't forjrrt to montlon The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advortlsors. It will Iw appreciated.
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ZEROLENE is a new oil with the new property of being non-carbonizing. This

oil is produced in only one place. It will give perfect lubrication in any gasolene

engine regardless of type or temperature, leaving practically no carbon deposit

lEROLENE
"works" freely and uniformly,
whether in midsummer or with the
thermometer at zero. It does away
with the necessity of using special
grades under different conditions, or
for different gasoline cars. There is

only one grade ofZEROLENE, and
that gives perfect lubrication under
all conditions.

AUTO
Lubricating Oil

ZEROLENE is put up In sealed cans,
the patent spouts of which prevent the
cans from being' re-fllled. This non-
reflllinff feature is a free insurance that
proteots you from damage by substitu-
tion of inferior oils. Also putup In barrels
for the garage trade. Sold by dealers
everywhere.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY
( Incorporated )

An

Irrigation

Project

With

Character

Plymouth, Benton County, Washington", on the Northern

Pacific Railroad that has just been completed down the north

bank of the Columbia River.

Plymouth Irrigated Fruit Land is the best. Here are the

reasons :

The soil is what soil experts pronounce perfect fruit soil.

Enough water available every minute of the year to water

ten times more land than we are irrigating.

Drainage could not possibly be better if you had made the

topography of this fruit tract yourself.

The eiir drainage is all that is necessary and the ground is

not composed of harmful alkali.

There is just enough heat to mature perfect, high grade,

early fruit.

Transportation ample to reach the markets that pay
highest prices.

There are many other reasons w^hy Plymouth Irrigated Fruit

Land is the best. You can get them by writing today for our

handsome book which shows pictures and maps of the prop-

erty and contains many pages of valuable and interesting in-

formation about raising fruit for profit on Plymouth Land.

Get it now. Its Free.

PLYMOUTH FRUIT LANDS COMPANY
IN THE FAMOUS COLUMBIA RIVER VALLEY

Selling Office, 473 Colman BIdg. SEATTLE, WASHINGTON R. COOPER WILLIS, Secretary

Don't forcet to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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HOOD RIVERLANDS
HAVE abundant water, perfect drainage. PRODUCE the finest apples and strawberries in the world

We also have lands for sale in White Salmon and Mosier Districts. Twenty Year» Reiidence in Hood River

W. J. BAKER & CO., HOOD RIVER, ORE.

RogueRiverValley
WHERE DOLLARS GROW ON VINES

Desirable Vineyard Lands (red soil) may yet be bought
for $25 per acre which with five years' development w^ill

net $350 per acre per annum.

Send for Illustrated Free Booklet

The Best-Fuller Realty Co.
GRANTS PASS, OREGON

BEAVERTON-REEDVILLE ACREAGE """P'sa.ie.aofOre.on'

It is now a well authenticated fact that the most satisfactory and remunerative farmins is from small acre-

age with a diversity of products. Our acreage combines all the requisites and can be had at reasonable
prices. No such offerings as these, either in location, richness of soil, improvements nor extensiveness
of area, can be found elsewhere. We invite the closest investigation. For particulars, address

The Shaw-Fear Company, 245^ Stark St., Portland, Ore,

Hammond's Modern Atlas of theWorld
AND

The Pacific Monthly

For $2.00
A NEEDED BOOK ON EVERY UBRARY TABLE |

The Modern Atlaa Show
Separatemaps of the States and Territories ofthe United States

Separate maps of the Principal Cities of the United States

Separate maps of each of our Island Possessions

Separate maps of the Arctic and the Anarctic Regions

One hundred and five separate Political Divisions ofthe Elarth

ORDER COUPON -

The Pacific Monthly Publishing Co., Portland, Oregon.
Enclosed please find $2.00, for which enter my sub-

scription to The Pacific Monthly for one year, and send me,
all charges paid, copy of Hammond's Modern Atlas of the

World, in accordance with above offer. Add 50c for post-
age to all Canadian points, and $1.00 to foreign countries.

Name

Address

Town

HAMMONDS
MODERN ATUS

OF

THEWORLD

State_

In hMiry bcukrd binding, covered with lulUn red, ipecial bind*

ln( clotli, itampMl in black *nd frold. Siio lOV x 13^ inrha*.

Don't forgi't to niciitlou The riicKlc Moiitbly when denllng with advertlsors. It will bo n|)pr«>clat«'d.
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Are You Going to Build
Complete Plans, Specifications, Details and Bill of Material of this

Six-Room house, only $16.00. 2S cents for 100-Page Book of

Bungalow, Cottage and House Plans, giving Size of House, Size of

Rooms, Height of Ceilings, Approximate Cost, etc. FRElEl—
Remember we furnish a free Bill of Material, giving Size, Length
and Amount of Lumber, Sash and Doors, Yards of Plaster, Amount
of Hardw£ire, Brick and Concrete, etc. , with each set of plans and
this book.

V. W. VOORHEES, Architect
22-25 EITEL BLDG., SEATTLE, WASH.

THE OKANOGAN
Situated in the "Red Apple
Belt" of Washington. Here is

another Yakima, a second and
greater Wenatchee just bud-
ding into promise. Irrigated
fruit lands in the valleys; farm-

ing, dadrying and grazing in the

hills; lumbering and mining in

the mountains. A new coun-
try, a new town, under Okan-
ogan Government Irrigation
Project. Address

COMMERCIAL CLUB
OKANOGAN, WASH.

ALBANY, LINN COUNTY, OREGON
is the huh of the most fertile valley of the entire northweS. ALBANY has 6000 people, electric lights, splendid water, low taxes, good
schools, fine college and churches of all denominations. Interurban ele<!tric carline between Portland and Albany nearly completed.
Railroad center. Twenty-four passenger trains daily. Linn County has RICH SOIL and CHEAPER LAND than any other section

in the rich WILLAMETTE VALLEY. Apples, pears, cherries and other fruit grow to perfection here. Ideal dairy section.
1 FREE BOOKl.

LINN AND BENTON REAL ESTATE CO. : ALBANY, OREGON

ROGUE
VALLEY

IVER f
THE ITALY
ofAMERICA

SOUTHERN OREGON

FRUIT AND GRAPE LAND UNEXCELLED
TIMBER. MINING AND MANUFACTURING

Address us for Illustrated Pamphlet

Gillette -Riggs Land Co.
GRANTS PASS

OREGON

OISE VALLEY
THE VALLEY OF SUNSHINE AND HOMES.
We have the finest bearing orchards on the elec-

tric car line in the United States, in tracts of 5
acres up to 160. We also have sage brush land,

level as a floor with a good water right under the U. S. Government Ditch at $35.00 per
acre. We have 3,500 acres to sell on easy payments. We also have a few Choice Govern-

ment Homesteads that we can locate you on. Write us for catalogue.

ROBERTS AND HILL : First National Bank Building : BOISE, IDAHO
o
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CI> v4:3' <sasz:

BUY

HANFORD
IRRIGATED
LAND

Its really Income Property

Because the day you purchase a tract you can begin
to prepare the soil to plant potatoes, strawberries, toma-

toes, etc., any one of which will pay a larger percentage
of profit on the amount of money invested than any city

business property, and, besides, an owner of a tract of

Hamford Land does not care whether the country is in

the grip of a financial panic or not, for it does not effect

his income the slightest bit. HE IS INDEPENDENT.
CONTENTED AND HEALTHY.

The Hanford Land Owner also has the satisfaction

of knowing that his land is increasing in value every
year, because he sees the later purchasers all around
him paying more for the same kind of land than he paid
a few months before. WHY? Because hundreds of

people are going to HANFORD to live, and people
make values.

Have YOU bought a tract of Hanford Land ? If not,

just have a little confidential chat with yourself and ask

yourself why you have not made a start for independ-
ence. Then WRITE TO THE HANFORD IRRIGA-
TION & POWER CO. and let them tell you why you
should buy a five or ten-acre tract.

The Hanford Irrigation & Power Co.
24 Seattle National Bank Building

SEATTLE - WASHINGTON
Don't forget to mentloi The Pacific Monthly when dealing with adTertlsers. It will be appreciated.
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Winter Apple Orchards

Close to Spokane, Washington
are among the finest in the world. There is no more money mak-

ing crop grown than choice winter apples. They reach their per-

fection and bring the highest prices in the irrigated orchards of

the Spokane country. Q We are handling irrigated frilit land within

six to ten miles of the center of town with every city convenience.

Five and ten-acre tracts. Prices are low and terms exceptionally

easy. ^ We plant any variety of fruit trees and take care of them
one year free of charge if desired. Q We handle irrigated land

exclusively and only the best of that. Q Write us for full information

NEELY & YOUNG, Inc.
** 340 CLUB BUILDING SPOKANE, WASHINGTON

ROSEBURG
OREGON

Where the Fruit Reaches Perfection

and the Roses Bloom the Year 'Round

ROSEBURG is the metropolis of Southern Oregon and
is the county seat of Douglas County, which is without ques-

tion, one of the best counties in the state. Roseburg now
has a population of more than 5,000 and is growing very

rapidly. We boast of the finest climate in the world and the

most beautifully located city on the Pacific Coast. Fine

Schools. Fine Water. Fine People. I j^ miles of Bitulithic

pilJITI'T' f A Wr^Q Paved Streets now under construction and more to follow.

Well cared for and fully matured orchards will net the

owner from $200.00 to $1000.00 per acre each year, and
these lands can now be bought at $25.00 to $150.00 per
acre. Can you beat it anywhere in the world? No?
then why not become one of us before these lands

double, treble and quadruple in value. Think it over,

FOR FUETHEK INFORMATION, ADDRESS

The Roseburg Commercial Club

Don't ftirgct to nifiition Tho Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be ;ii)prL"ciated.
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\/f R. R. H. RUSSELL announces that he has again personally resumed the publication
of art books, fiction, enriched and limited editions, pictorial reprints, and general

literature under the imprint of:

R. H. RUSSELL
He wishes particularly at this time, because of their unique value, to call your atten-

tion to seven books by

CHARLES DANA GIBSON
who has just come back to this country, reiterat-

ing the statement that he would not return to

the field of his early and remarkable success in

pen and ink characterization of American

types and manners.

The books listed below printed on heavy
plate paper and bound in Japan vellum prac-

tically cover his work :

The Social Ladder - - - - $5.00

Americans - - 5.00

A Widow and Her Friends - 5.00

The Education of Mr. Pipp - 5.00

Sketches and Cartoons - - 5.00

Pictures of People - - - - 5.00

People of Dickens - - - - 5.00

JAMES McNeill whistler
His own witty satire on the cause celthre which excited and diverted Europe and

America, "The Baronet and the Butterfly," with the author's butterfly signature in gold
on the cover. $L25.

More of the famous Wolfville Stories, by Alfred Henry Lewis, entitled "The
Black Lion Inn." $L50.

"The Tiger and the Insect," a sequel to
"
Helen's Babies," by John Habberton.

$L20.

Write for a list of other important publications. Every direct purchase of five

dollars' worth of books will entitle you to a year's subscription to

THE METROPOLITAN MAGAZINE
The Great Monthly for the American Home

The July number contains among other striking things:
"
Hypnotism and Freedom—Curative Hypnotism," by Prof. Hugo Miinsterberg; "The

Night Riders," an Account of the Tobacco War, by Day Allen Willey; "The Passing of

the Ferries," by Jackson Cross, pictures by Alvin Langdon Coburn;
"
The Wedding Journey

of Felice Arguello," by Charles Frederick Holder, and "The Color Line," by Lucy Pratt.

15 CENTS A COPY Oept O $1.50 A YEAR

R. H. RUSSELL, Publisher fff(^ 3 W. 29th St., New York

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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WASHINGTON
King County, White River Valley, two miles from Seattle's city

limits, twenty miles from Tacoma, on line of Northern Pacific

Railroad, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway, Columbia &
Puget Sound Railway and Puget Sound Electric Railway, is the

surest place on earth for the person with $ 1 00.00 to get out of the

rut, and make a snug sum of money. It is the town of

EARLINGTON
If you were on the ground you would not hesitate, because

you could see at once, that the location of EARLINGTON and its

resources will make property advance substantially and steadily.
One year ago EARLINGTON property could have been bought for an

average of $250.00 per lot. Today it is selling for $400.00 per lot.

Never before in all the West was such a safe, sure, big money-
making opportunity offered the person with only a few hundred
dollars. This property can be bought for a small cash payment
and small payments monthly.

If you want to get ahead you can do so by buying EARLINGTON
PROPERTY at its present prices.

Write today for our special selling plan and get our maps
showing exact location, railroads, rivers, etc. Also ask for Booklet
"K"—IT'S FREE.

The money kings of the United States are buying land in

Washington. NOW is your time to act. NOT tomorrow.
You will never become wealthy by stinting yourself

and trying to pile up a fortune from your salary.
We want you to write to us NOW. We can

help you to get started on the road to financial

independence.
Fill out the coupon on this page and

mail it to us today. Address :

Jones-Thompson Investment Co.

113 Seneca Street

SEATTLE : WASHINGTON

Dou't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will he appreciated.
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AN IDEAL CITY
If you are thinking of changing your home from the East to

the West, you should consider well, certain important things

before deciding on your new location. No city in the world has

BETTER WATER, BETTER CLIMATE,
LOWER DEATH RATE, SUCH BEAUTIFUL

SCENIC ENVIRONMENT, HEALTHIER
FINANCIAL CONDITIONS, THAN EXIST IN

PORTLAND
OREGON
Churches and schools of the very best, steady growth in population,

no cessation in building, for hard times never stop here. A large

country tributary to it, where crops never fail apd where each year

increases its output. Ask any of the representative real estate men

below for more information about a residence or investment here

THE SPANTON CO.
Portland Real Estate

270 Stark Street

POTTER-CHAPIN REALTYCOMPANY
Owners Bay-Ocean Park

514 Corbett Building

GEO. D. SCHALK
High-Class Real Estate

265 Stark Street

ELNATHAN SWEET
City and Ranch Property

204 Corbett Building

D. E. KEASEY & CO.
Real Estate and Investments

Twentieth and Efm Streets

C. K. HENRY & SON
High-Class Business and

Residence Property
250 Stark Street

Don't forgot to mention The Pacific Muntbly wbon doalint; with aUvi-rliHora. It will l>o
iippr«'<«^at('(l.
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Do You Want to Invest

— In Oregon

7
In wheat lands raising 40 bushels

to the acre.

In fruit and orchard lands at

Hood River.

In walnut lands, garden tracts or

small ranches near Portland.

Or do you want a homestead?

Write for full information to

M. VANALSTINE
222 Failing Building : PORTLAND, ORE.

OREGON
^ A M MM A Write for free illustrated

I Pl A K mn ^% booklet giving full inform- 1
I I ^^ 1 1 IWI \^ ation and prices of Beauti- I

ful Willamette Valley and Coast FARMS. Address

X^YEREX BROS, CO.J^ 909 GOODNOUGH BLDG. PORTLAND , OREGON^
Save Plumbing Bills

The "Utile Giant"
Household Pump
will clean your
drainage pipe with
no expense. For

description and
prices, write to

P. J. CONATY
73 Front St. Portland, OregonAGENTS WANTED

*^G:be(roIora^o (Bern" "or^'eWrs?'
A beautiful, Genxttne Topaz of purest
white color, finest Diamond cut, wonder-
ful brilliancy and great hardness. En-
dorsed by leading experts. Far superior
to the best imitatiom Diamond ever pro-
duced. Remember. I Guarantee these
stones to be genuine. Special price,
$2.00 each, 3 for $5.00, Size. upto2carats.
Free Booklet. Address with remittances
H. riNDEMAinV, ExpertGem Cutter
1532 Ohampa Street Denver, Ool.

1,300,000 Acres
o/"f/ie FINEST IRRIGATED
LAND IN THE WEST

located in the great Upper Snake River Valley. This
great valley has the first and greatest water rights
on the famous Snake River. It has the most perfect
canal system and is the Isirgest body of irrigated land
in the United States. There is not another valley on
the continent that has as beautiful laying land as this—hundreds of thousands of acres as level as a floor

and with a perfect fall for irrigation.

The immense crops raised by our farmers every
year is proof that this veJley has the richest soil in

the West. The yield of eJl kinds of grain, alfalfa,

red clover, potatoes, sugar beets, and all kinds of

fruit is marvelous and many farmers clear the price
of their land with a single crop.

The climate is ideal, the vtrinters being mild and
the summers cool and pleasant, thus making this a

great fruit section, where there is never a failure in

any kind of a crop, but farming is a pleasure and
profits eure sure.

Idaho Falls has the greatest water power in

the West, which is now being harnessed and from
which pow^er lines are being strung to all parts of

this great irrigated empire. This great w^ater power
will be utilized in running the numerous factories

now in operation and many more that will soon be
erected here. There are already three large sugar
factories in the valley which manufactured
51,000.000 pounds of sugar in 1907. There are

many other manufacturing establishments located

here, such as pressed brick plants, creameries,
flouring mills, and packing houses.

Our markets are established and this valley
boasts of the finest school and church buildings any
where in the West.

Idaho Falls is the heaviest shipping point in
the state and is destined to become the largest city

in the state. She is a city of homes, and in the past
five years has grown from a mere trading point to a
beautiful city of 6,000 souls. Dwellings are going
up as fast as workmen can build them and yet there

is not a vacant house in the city.

The cheapest irrigated land in the West is to

be found in the vicinity of Idaho Falls. Sage brush
land, with perpetual w^ater rights, close to good
markets, schools and churches, can be had for $20
to $40 per acre, w^hile good improved farms, all

under cultivation, with the best of water rights to be
found in any irrigated country, can be had for $50 to

$60 per acre. Just stop and compare these prices
with prices elsewhere and remember that our canals

are perfect, our water rights are the oldest and best,

our markets are established, our soil is rich and
productive and our climate is ideal.

When you buy land here you do not have to

wait a year or two for the water and then run a risk

of not having enough ; you are not moving into a

sage brush desert where there are no markets and
where you will have no neighbors, but you are com-
ing into a thickly settled valley where you will have
all the conveniences of an eastern home.

Our beautiful illustrated pamphlet will tell you
all about the valley and how you can secure a good
home on very easy terms. This can be had by
writing to

TheIDAHO FALLS DEVELOPMENT

COMPANY, Ltd.

IDAHO FALLS : IDAHO

Don't forget .to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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$1500.00
IN PRIZES FOR SHORT STORIES

The publishers of THE BOHEMIAN MAGAZINE have

opened a short story competition for cash prizes, amounting
to $1,000.00. $500.00 will be awarded to the writer whose

story wins the first prize. Substantial prizes are also offered

for the best jokes and short humor that are new and good.

A certain class of fiction is desired along certain lines especially

adapted to THE BOHEMIAN'S policies. Therefore, stories to be

considered for any of the prizes must conform to the conditions

set by the publishers. All the details and necessary informa-

tion will be found in THE BOHEMIAN MAGAZINE for July,

at any news stand.

In the BOHEMIAN MAGAZINE for July will also be

found the details of a $500.00 offer for short stories for

THE GRAY GOOSE magazine. If any further information

is desired by those who wish to enter this competition, it

will be furnished upon application to

THE

EOO\IAN
MAGAZINE

DEPOSIT, - - N. Y.

Don't forget to mention The Paclflc Monthly when dealing with ailvertUers. It will be appr«H>lated.
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WASHINGTON ^'rTI
Send us your name and address and we will

mail you, free of charge, a book containing a
yard of fine photos of the irrigation district in the

great Yakima Valley, State of Washington. The
tide of immigration is rapidly rising. Non-
forfeiture clause in our contracts, which pro-
vides that you get your money back in land if

for any reason you should fail in your payments.
Send today. We aie oldest here—establ'ed 1881

Calhoun, Denny & Ewing
p. Alaska Building : Seattle, U. S. A.

North Yakima ofHce with Inland Realty & Investment Co.

5 or 10 Acres of Irrigated Apple Land at

Palouse Orchards
Will Give You a Home and Independence

This land is now selling for $200.00
per acre—$10.00 down and $5.00 per
Month. Buy now for a home later on.

If you want a tow^n lot investment, buy
at the new town of PALOUSE
FALLS, Adams County, Washing-
ton. This town wll soon have three

Railroad Systems running through it.

Lots are selling for $50.00 each,

$ 1 0.00 down, $2.00 per month. This
is the opportunity of a life time.

Write today and tell us which interests

you most, and we will send literature

by return mail.

THE PALOUSE
IRRIGATION & POWER CO.

Columbia Street Office

SEATTLE

OREGON LANDS
Fruit, Farm and Ranch Lands
in every section of the State. Address us
for literature and list of property for sale in

any part of the State. "No trouble to
answer questions."

Gillette-Riggs Land Co.
32634 Washingrton St. Portland, Oregon

PACIFIC COAST TIMBER
An investment, whether large or smeJl, in Oregon timber will bring greater and surer returns than any
other known form of investment. We have tracts to suit, and furnish reliable expert estimates.

WESTERN OREGON TRUST CO., 14 Chamber of Commerce, PORTLAND, ORE.

RAND RONDE VALLEY
The Garden Spot of Elastern Oregon. Theer's a
reason for the wonderful richness and fertility of

the Grand Ronde Valley. Once this whole valley
was a lake and for countless ages the rich sedinient

washed down from the nearby mountains was deposited on the bottom of the lake. Alfalfa requires no irri-

gation as water underlies the valley at a depth of from 8 to 1 8 feet. As a fruit growring district it is already
famous, especially for its apples and cherries. Land can be bought here at from $30 to $75 an acre adapted to

alfalfa, sugar beets and potato growing. Send for descriptive booklet F^I^EE. Buy your ticket with stop-over

priyilege at La Grande and I will show you over the valley. For full information about low-priced laim and
fruit lands write to

RAY W. LOGAN, LA GRANDE, OREGON

English Walnuts and Royal Ann Cherries
We are the largest owners and planters of English Walnut groves in Oregon. Our properties are m Yam-
«•." County. We sell a planted grove of 5 acres on terms of only $100.00 cash and $15.00 per month,
with 4X interest on deferred payments; this includes four years' care. Our price for 1908 sales is no
more than you pay for unplanted walnut land in California. Any references required can be furnished.

CHURCHILL-MATTHEWS CO., Inc., General Selling Agents, 110 Sccond St., Portland, Oregon
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TifceSTRAND MAGAZINE
SUMMARY OF CONTENTS FOR JULY, 1908

ARTISTS' IDEALS OF BEAUTY
SEVEN BEAUTIFUL FUUL.PAGE DUOTONE ILLUSTRATIONS

These portraits, selected by well-known figure-painters as their ideals of beauty, sugnest the conclusion that

artists, as much as other men, differ in their preferences. Still, talcing their selections as a whole, we think most
people will agree that it would be difficult indeed to find seven types of feminine beauty to excel the loveliness of

those whose portraits are reproduced in this number.

REMINISCENCES AND REFLECTIONS
By SIR JOHN HARE

In this—the third—instalment of his reminiscences. Sir John Hare, the famous English actor, takes us throi»{h
one of the most interesting periods of his career, and tells how he started in management on his own account. The
illustrations this month are of more than usual interest.

PICTURES IN MUSIC
Do you see pictures in music ? When you hear a Beethoven symphony or a sonata by Schumann, do mystic

figures and landscapes float before your eyes? It is by no means new or uncommon for a composer to have a
distinct picture in his mind when he sets himself to create a work. Fevr, however, have been able to delineate their

hallucinations born of music. Mendelssohn, who was no mean draughtsman, was often asked to do so, but always
refused. "It is the function of music to hear, not to see," he once said. Nevertheless, it is highly interesting to see

music translated in the terms of a sister art, and this is what a clever artist. Miss Pamela Colman Smith, has now
done, in pictures which are here published for the first time.

SOME MUCH-DISCUSSED PUZZLES
By HENRY E. DUDENEY

Much interest has been aroused by the puzzle articles we have lately published. Here is another 'which should
provide many an hour's amusement for both young and old.

This number is exceptionally strong in

, ,
, , DRAMATIC SHORT STORIES

which include :
—

IN LETTERS OF FIRE From the French of Gaston Leroux
THE DEAD EYES OF LOVE By Tom Gallon
LAWLESS OF PRESIDIO By C. C. Andrews
THE RODD STREET REVOLUTION By Arthur Morrison
HER UTTLE WAY By Anne Warner

WHY I AM NOT A CRIMINAL
Pictured by W. HEATH ROBINSON

This series of half a dozen dravrings, by the well-known humorous artist, W. Heath Robinson, is one of the
most amusing features we have ever published. The manner in which he shows that crime is no longer what it

was, and how great a degree of ingenuity is now required in the departments of burglary, smuggling, kidnapping,
and larceny, must be seen—and laughed over—to be believed.

MEN-SERPENTS
An article describing the remarkable feats of some famous contortionists, illustrated 'with striking photographs

of their extraordinary poses.

W. W. JACOBS
provides a feast of humor in another long instalment of his serial story "5a//A<it>en," which is illustrated by that well-
known character artist Will Owen.

"MY AFRICAN JOURNEY"
By WINSTON SPENCER CHURCHILL

Mr. Churchill—who has lately been appointed President of the Board of Trade and is now a member of the
British Cabinet—this month describes in his breezy style his journey through Elast Africa to the Great Lake, as the
Victoria Nysnza is called. As usueJ he illustrates his narrative with a very varied selection of photographs.

THE MYSTERIOUS ORIGIN OF FIRES
Outbreaks of fire are often most mysterious in their origin. We are frequently confronted with problems con-

cerning the cause of fires in houses, factories, and fields that are utterly baffling and insoluble. Yet in what simple
ways we may be victimized the examples given in this article afford most striking proof.

THE HOUSE OF ARDEN
Another chapter of this fascinating story for children, by E. Nesbit. ,

CURIOSITIES
*"

15 Cents a Copy—$1.50 a Year—of all Newsdealers and

The International News Company, 83-85 Duane St., New York City

Don't forgot to lUfiittuu Thi- I'aolUc Monthly wben dcalint; with udvortlwrs. It will Ih- o|)i)r«H-lat<'«l.
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$1000 Per Acre

PROFIT
Raising fruit in Oregon. Write and ask

us how it is done and what the land costs.

The Jacobs-Stine Company
Co-operative Farm Lands Department

Portland, Oregon

BUSINESS AND PLEASURE
Can be combined successfully by those who wish to spend a summer in the mountains

hunting and fishing among some of the most rugged and interesting scenery of the

United States, at the same time learning the conditions which surround the many re-

sources such as Timber, Coal, Mining, Fruit, Etc. of

THE ROGUE RIVER VALLEY
The Valley Famous for Its Fruit and Climate

Write Dtpt. "P. Medford Commercial Club for Booklet MEDFORD, OREGON

PKAK OKLHAKlt: FuLK \t.Mih ULD

OWN A BEARING ORCHARD
That will produce from $300 to $1,000 per acre net
every year. Buy a ten-acre tract at our present
prices, and the value of the land alone will increase
at about 50% a year. Add to this your income from
potatoes, strawberries, etc., while your trees are
growingr, and you have an investment that cannot be
equalled for safety and profit. Why not put a few
hundred dollars into these lands to-day ? If you do,
it will mean that you have financially secured your-
self for the future.

WRITE for full details, beautifully illustrated
books aad maps of the property.

PRIEST RAPIDS ORCHARD CO.
OWNERS

1522 Westlake Ave. SEATTLE. WASH.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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NEWPORT
YAQUINA BAY

Oregon's Matchless Beach Resort

The Place to Go for Perfect Rest and Every Conceiv-

able Form of Healthful and Delightful Recreation
HERE IS A UST OF A FEW^OF ITS NUMBERLESS ATTRACTIONS :

The Agate Beds on Nye Beach and above Olssonville on the bay. The Reefs

at low water and the Rock Oyster Beds. The Mussel Rocks. Boating and

Launching ; a safe amusement on the land-locked w^aters of the bay and river.

The Lighthouse on Yaquina Head (three miles by trail). Drill of the Surfmen
of the Life-Saving Crew. The old Lighthouse at the mouth of the river. The

Jetties. The Fish Hatchery at Elk City (20 miles up the river by launch).

Shell mounds on both beaches and on the walk to Olssonville. Indian Camps
at various spots along the coast Indian Basket-Makers. Surf Bathing at Nye
Beach ; a perfectly safe beach, v^here no bather has ever been drowned (see

picture above). The Big Trees at Monterey, 13^ miles up the beach. The
Great Firs of the Siletz Reservation, five miles by beach and trail Trom New-

port Spouting Horn, below the lighthouse on Yaquina Head. The Oyster
Beds at Oysterville, 43^ miles up the bay. Otter Rock and the Devil's

Punchbowl, nine miles by stage up the beach (see next page).

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with adTertUera. It will t>e appreciated.
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Camping at Newport
ITS FACILITIES ARE COMPLETE -Besf of Food
and an abundance of it. Fresh water from springs. All modern

necessities, such as telegraph, telephone, markets freshly provided

every day. Fuel in abundance. Cottages partly furnished or un-

furnished to be had cheaply. Strict municipal sanitary regulations

SUMMER EXCURSION RATES
FROM ALL POINTS IN THE NORTHWEST
The following tables show the rates from the principal cities and towns in

Oregon and Washington. Others not named will enjoy similar reductions

SOUTHERN PACIFIC COMPANY
Albany $ 4.00
Ashland 10.00

Amity 4.95
Brownsville 4.70
Corvallis 3.75

Cottage Grove 6.00
Cornelius 6.00
Carlton 5.50
Drain 6.60
Dundee 5.65
Dayton 5.55
Dallas 5.75
Eugene 5.50
Forest Grove 6.00

Glendale $10.00
Grants Pass 10.00
Gold Hill 10.00
Hubbard 5.75
Halsey 4.50
Harrisburg 4.85
Hillsboro 6.00
Independence 4.20
Jefferson 4.20
Junction City 5.00
Lebanon 4.30
Mt. Angel 5.85
Marion 4.35
Medford 10.00

McMinnville $ 5.20
North Yamhill 5.65

Newberg 5.70
Oregon City 6.00
Oakland 7.35
Portland 6.00

Roseburg 8.00
Silverton 6.05
Salem 5.00

Springfield 5.50
Sheridan 5.65
Tualatin 6.00
Woodburn 5.60
Yoncalla 6.90

Sale of Tickets will begin June 1 st and close October 1 5th

GOOD FOR RETURN ANY TIME IN SIX MONTHS

THE OREGON RAILROAD & NAVIGATION CO.
Athena, Ore
Baker City, Ore
Bingham Springs, Ore.
Bonneville, Ore
Burke, Idaho
Celilo, Ore
Colfax, Wash
Condon, Ore
Connell, Wash
Dalles, Ore
Dayton, Wash
Echo, Ore
Elberton, Wash '.'.

Elgin, Ore
Enaville, Idaho
Endicott, Wash
Fairfield, Wash
Farmington. Wash
Garfield, Wash,
Grass Valley, Ore
Haines, Ore

$15.90 Heppner, Ore $13.80
20.20 Harrison, Idaho 22.00
16.00 Hermiston, Ore 13.70
7.60 Hood River, Ore 8.55

22.00 Huntington, Ore 22.00
9.95 lone, Ore 13.15

21.00 Irrigon, Ore 13.15
14.00 Kahlotus, Wash 19.80
20.50 La Grande, Ore 18.15
9.50 Lane, Idaho 22.00

17.10 Latah, Wash 22.00
14.15 Levifiston, Idaho 22.00
21.75 Lime, Ore 21.90
19.00 Mica, Wash 22.00
22.00 Milton, Ore 16.15
19.30 Moscow, Idaho 22.00
22.00 Mosier, Ore 8.80
22.00 North Powder, Ore 19.40
22.00 Oakesdale, Wash 22.00
12.35 Pendleton, Ore 15.15
19.80 Pilot Roclr, Ore 15.90

PlummePi Idaho 22.00

Pomeroy, Wash $18.30
Prescott, Wash 16.55
Pullman, Wash 22.00

Rockford, Wash 22.00
St. John, Wash 20.10
Seltice, Wash 22.00

Spokane, Wash 22.00
Starbuck, Wash 17.10
Tekoa, Wash 22.00
Troutdale, Ore 6.60

Umatilla, Ore 13.40
Union, Ore 18.60

Waitsburg, Wash 16.70
Wallace, Idaho 22.00
Walla Walla, Wash. . . 15.75
Wardner, Idaho 22.00
Wasco, Ore 10.50
Washtucna, Wash 19.20
Waverly, Wash 22.00
Weatherby, Ore 21.60
Weston, Ore 16.00

Sale of Tickets will begin June 15th and close August 3 1st. Final return limit September 30th

For further infurmalion, call on any local agent or Write to

WM. McMURRAY : General Passenger Agent I PORTLAND, OREGON

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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PORTLAND
OREGON
REAL ESTATE
Selected Investments in City Property. Good
Farms in All Sizes in Oregon and Washington

MY NEW LEADER

GOODNOE HILLS
FRUIT LAND
This is a new, but not untried, fruit district in Klickitat

County, Washington, on the North Bank Railroad, which

is the new railroad on the Columbia River, completing

the direct line of the Northern Pacific across the conti-

nent. This land is perfect for Peaches, Apricots, Almonds,

Grapes, Watermelons, Cantaloupes. No irrigation.

No frosts. The fruit is there now, in sample orchards

that have stood the test of time, without a failure.

A small tract in Goodnoe Hills is better than a

bond. Write for booklet giving full information

Elnathan Sweet
204 Corbett Building : Portland, Oregon

I "CAME WEST"—WHEN ARE YOU COMING?

Don't forgot to luvuttou Tho Paolflo Monthly wht-n dealing with ndvertlsors. It will Ix- apprt'clated.
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READ THISM PORTLAND. OREGON
AND ITS TRIBUTARY TERRITORY

The law of nature which makes w^ater run dow^n hill applies with dominatii g force to the general

transportation of all countries. Freight traffic inevitably follows the line of least resistance—it will take
the down-hill track. With this principle in mind, examine closely the accompanying topographic out-

line, w^hich exhibits the general physical character of the Pacific Northwest. Beginning at the point
marked Portland, trace upstream the lines of the w^ater courses; they lead far—whether one turns

north, or south, or east, or w^est, the line marks a level. The region dominated in a traffic sense by this

level condition includes every fraction of the Northwestern territory excepting its mountain districts.

All the w^ater-level lines of transport covering the greater productive country of the Pacific Northwest
meet at the junction of the Columbia and Willamette rivers—at Portland. Here is the secret of Pert-

land's original location; here is the explanation of her continuous grow^th and of her commercial

power. Portland has had many ambitious rivals, not only in her own immediate neighborhood, but on
Puget Sound, but Nature in her most formidable shape is in alliance with Portland.

PORTLAND
PORTLAND
PORTLAND
PORTLAND
PORTLAND
PORTLAND
PORTLAND
PORTLAND

PORTLAND

PORTLAND

has a population of over 230,000.

has absolutely pure water.

has the only fresh water harbor on the Pacific Coast,

manufactures more lumber than any city in the w^orld.

ships more wheat than any port on the Pacific, and is fourth in the United States,

is one of the most healthful cities in the United States, and is an ideal summer resort

has a perfect climate, good schools, magnificent churches and beautiful homes,

will be the meat packing center of the Coast, the Swift Company alone having just

acquired 3,000 acres adjoining the city limits for a complete packing plant, and Schwartz-
child & Sulzberger having just secured a location here, and others coming,
has tributary to it the finest fruit districts in the w^orld, a magnificent wheat country, one-

fifth of the standing timber of the United States, w^hich, if manufactured, w^ould pay, the

national debt four or five times over, and offers everything to farmer, stockman, home-
seeker, w^orkingman and capitalist.

has the largest tributary territory, of which it is the only logical trading center, of any
city in the United States, such territory comprising 250,000 square miles of land of every
variety of climate, soil and scene, and never has a total crop failure in any section of

this vast empire.

Write for illustrated hook, on Oregon, including Portland, to the

PORTLAND CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Department A

PORTLAND, OREGON]
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TOASTED
CORN FjUXKES
The package of the genuine bears this signature

Touted Com FUke Co., Battle Creek. Mich. £f /
C>i<«diui Truk Supplwd by Ihe B>lll« Cr<xk To»lr<l Com Fl>k« Co. L'I'd.. London. Ontunn

^ '

TOASTED
ORN

FUKES

ITOASTEO CORN FLAKE Ca|
BATTLE CRUK.MKH.

Copyright 1907 by Toasted Corn Flake Co.
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What the Public

Should Know

The Standard Trust Co.
is now ready for business in its offices

134 Sixth Street : Portland, Oregon

Transacts a General Trust

Company Business

Acts as trustee under mortgages, trust deeds and in all

fiduciary capacities and prepares papers therefor. Certifi-

cation of bond issues by this corporation assures protection

to the public and investors and increases the market

value of bonds. It offers an absolutely safe investment in

Gold Coupon Real Estate

Certificates

based on Portland Business Property, in units of

$25.00, drawing 4 per cent interest annually, payable

every six months and cashable under contract ; in

addition, they participate in the profits. Principal and

interest absolutely safe. It deals in gilt-edge bonds.

Offers gilt-edge bonds of $1000.00 each, bearing 6 per

cent, protected by ample security and liberal sinking

fund, at $900.00 per bond. Fine fruit lands and farms

for sale. Some, choice timber lands in large tracts at ridic-

ulously low prices. Acts as agent for non-residents

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

The Standard Trust Co.
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PERPETUAL
INy^lOME

/^a2^^

$1,000
A YEAR
AS LONG AS
YOU LIVE
SECURED BY SMALL
MONTHLY PAYMENTS
Tke less money yoo bave, tbe greater tiie need to

place it wiiere it will work hard and fast for yoo

FILL OUT AND RETURN COUPON JUST NOW
Do you want an income of from $100.00 to $1,000.00 a year for life? If so, return this

coupon promptly. You take absolutely no risk of any kind. If upon examination you
are not thoroughly convinced that this is one of the GREATEST OPPORTUNITIES
of your life to secure a steady, permanent income, as long as you live, you are under
no obligation.

Name _

Post Office

County State

Please reserve forme Life-Income Investment Bonds
(value $100.00 each). Send full information. If I am convinced that your enterprise
is one of the Soundest character, and will prove Enormously profitable, I will pay for
the same at the rate of $5.00 cash and $5.00 per month on each $100.00 Bond until

fully paid. No more than 100 Bonds reserved for any one person.

UNITED SECURITIES CO., Empire Bldg., SEATTLE,WASH.
Including the Business and Properties of Rogers-Hesseltine Co.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Montbly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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$1000 FOR SHORT STORIES

$500 for the best short story

$175 for the second best short story

$125 for the third best short story

$100 for the fourth best short story

$100 for the fifth best short story

^We are also offering $ 1 00 as a photograph prize.

^The Gray Goose Magazine is offering $500 in

prizes for short stories—$ 1 00 each for the best two,

and attractive prizes for others.

^ Write for pamphlet giving all particulars or buy
The Bohemian at any news stand.

The August Bohemian
The August number is full of bright stories and illustrated features.

For instance, there are **Fads and Fancies Before the

Camera," beautifully illustrated from photographs; **The Tipping
Dementia," with many cartoons; **Grover Cleveland's Life

at Princeton," with photographs ; **Women in Journalism,"
with many photographs ; and TWELVE short stories.

TT4E

? BOHBMAN r
copy MAGAZINE year

DEPOSIT, - N. Y.

Dou't forgi't to luoiitlon Th-^ Pvlfio Monlhly wln'ii (li'iillng with lulviTtisiTs. It will l)i' iip,- Iiiti>d.



The Pacific Monthly
The entire contents of this Magazine are covered by the general copyright, and articles must

not be reprinted without special permission.

CONTENTS FOR AUGUST. 1908

"MZXADO" MASK (Japanese)

AUGUST (Verse)

FOITB PAGES WXSTEBN SUJOMEB SCEITES ITSf

COI.OB

TEi: COMIirG STBUQGI.E XN THE FAB EAST
Illustrated from Photographs.

HOW AGGBESSIVE JAPAN IS DOMINATING THS
PACIFIC
Illustrated from Photographs.

TWO MOUNDS ON THE DESEBT (Story) .

CHINESE ABSENCE OF FEEI^NG
Illustrated from Photographs.

JACK XiONDON'S GBEAT NOVEIi, "MABTIN EDEN"
With Portrait of the Author.

THE BECBX7IT FBOM MONTANA (Story)

FOXTB PAGES WESTEBN SUMMEB SCENES IN
COI^OB

WH-Z- THE MOQXnS PEBFOBM THE SNAKE DANCE
Illustrated from Photographs.

JAPAN'S OBJECT I^ESSON IN KOBEA
Illustrated from Photographs.

THE BACKSI.IDING OF EZEKIEX. (Story)

SONG OF THE CANOE (Verse)
Illustrated.

THE SPIDEB MAN (Story)

DAPHNE (Verse)

IN THE BIBTH-TEAB OF JAPAN
Illustrated from Old Photographs.

THE STOBT OF THE UNION PACIFIC (FABT II)
Illustrated from Photographs.

MABIA (Verse)

IMPBESSIONS
Poverty.

PBOGBESS:
Roosevelt, on the Columbia
Illustrated from Photographs.

WATCH FOB THE CAB

Cover Design

Charlotte Lay Dewey

Shiuiehiro Salto

William T. Prosser

Peter Robertson

W. F. Bailey

William Maxwell

Charles Erskine Scott Wood

Averille James

113

124

Kensett Rossiter



The Next Pacific Monthly

WATCH
for the September Pacific Monthly. It will be on the news-stands

early, and in point of literary excellence and intrinsic interest, we feel jus-
tified in saying it will mark the highest notch yet reached by this maga-

zine. It is using no catch phrase to say that our next number is a big forward

stride; we mean it. While a magazine may not be able continually to pile excel-

lence upon excellence, yet we feel we have demonstrated the possibility of making
some improvement in every issue. Give us time, and we will show you a maga-
zine without a superior at any price. "The West against the world!" Look over

our offering for next month.

Jack London

Twenty pages of "MARTIN EDEN," with illustrations,—but we are telling

you all about that on page 145 of this number.

Max Nordau

A delightful new story by this famous German litterateur: "FATHER, OPEN
THE DOOR," translated for The Pacific Monthly by Mary J. Safford,
will be one of the treats next month. Everyone has read Nordau's work on De-

generacy; his essays on Art and Artists have been widely translated, and his won-
derful stories are known to all well-informed readers. This tale is an exceptional

acquisition. A story of intense paternal love, it will have additional interest to

those who remember the author's devoted attachment to his daughter Maxa.

C. p. Connelly

author of "The Story of Montana"
and articles on "The Western Federa-

tion of Miners," well known to all

readers of McClure's and Collier's, will

contribute a series of articles to The
Pacific Monthly, on subjects of na-

tional interest— problems of vital

importancie in the West. Mr. Con-

nelly's work has already marked him
as the foremost Western M-riter in the

field of reform. His writings are

characterized by absolute fairness aa

well as independence of statement
; by

every evidence of painstaking investi-

gation for truth, as well^.as marked
excellence of style and a keen feeling

for "human interest," or the romance
of reality. His first article—prom-
ised, for next month—deals with Colo-

rado and a recent remarkable and

significant bit of history made by that

state.C. p. CONNELLY
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How Mountains Were Made in the Depths ofthe Sea,

or a New Theory ofEarthquakes

Professor T. J. J. See, of the United States Xaval Observatory, Mare Island,

California, whose work on the Pacific Coast has given him fame among scientists,

contributes an article under the above title, and it is one of the most valuable

additions to the literature of popular science ever published. His address on "The
Kew Theory of Earthquakes," which was delivered at the University of Missouri

last year, and which was reprinted in Popular Astronomy, has attracted wide

attention. Professor See, in the pres-

ent article, proves beyond doubt that

the theories so long held by the fore-

most geologists, as to the formation of

mountain ranges, is still open to dis-

pute; in fact, he makes it appear that

in spite of their fearful destructive

qualities, earthquakes, in the main,
are blessings (if additions to the area

of continents may be considered of

value to mankind). Furthermore, he

advances the startling theory that

earthquakes, so far from being of lesser

violence and frequency than in the

past, may actually be increasing in

frequency and violence. The new the-

ory, as outlined by Professor See, ha?

become quite generally accepted

among leading scientists, but the pub-
lic at large and the school geologists

are as yet unenlightened as to the

changed notion of mountain formation

and the cause of earthquakes. Illus-

trated from many striking photo-

grapns. professor t. j j see

William Winter
The famous dramatic critic, poet and essayist will soon renew his articles on

the Drama. Mr. Winter's writings have never been more popular than at the

present time. Age, far from making him prosy and dogmatic, has but mellowed
his style and sharpened the point of his pen,

—the lance that has pricked so many
shams and unwholesome growths of the stage. The fairness of his criticisms,

clarity of his thought and wholesomeness of his view-point long ago endeared him
to our readers, and all will heartily welcome his return to our pages.

Is Alaska Becoming a Rich Mans Preserve?

William T. Prosser contributes a timely and striking article under the above
title. America has begun to grasp, in a dim way, some notion of the vast riches
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and great, possibilities for material develo^jment in our far Northern possession. It

has also long been known that the charact^'ristic attitude of the United States Gov-
ernment toward Alaska has been one of neglect. It has been left more or less to

exploitation by selfish interests that have found it a peculiarly easy field in which

to establish and maintain monopoly. Obsolete laws have remained upon the

United States Statutes governing Alaska, in the face of long-continued appeals
and undisputed arguments for a change. Mr. Prosser gives an illuminating pic-
ture of present conditions in the North, and makes quite pointed reference to the

causes back of our government's failure to properly provide for the wants of this

great new territory. It is not a muck-raking article, but is in line with the

present movement for reformed economic conditions. Illustrated from photo-

graphs of men and scenes in Alaska.

Charles Frederick Holder

contributes a delightful summer article, in his characteristic vein, entitled "THE
TROUT STREAMS OF THE MISSIONS." "It may be merely a vagrant

fancy," he says, "but a suspicion has always lingered in my mind that the good

padres, followers of Junipero Serra, who built the splendid old missions on the

Pacific Coast, the men who blazed the most extraordinary trail ever seen or heard

of,
—El Camino Real—from Mexico to Monterey, in California, were devout

anglers of the true Waltonian school." This article will be illustrated by numer-

ous photographs of really unusual beauty and artistic excellence.

MORE GOOD FICTION
Felix Benguiat

With not a little pride we announce the fact that we have arranged for the

exclusive publication in America of all the work of this writer. How great a

literary asset this is we will leave to the judgment of our readers. The extraordi-

nary range of Benguiat's field, his poetic imagination and unusual learning, com-

bined with a splendor of style unsurpassed by any other writer of the present day,

give him a unique place in authorship. Vivid, richly-colored tales of Persia and the

Orient; pictures of European life; intimate stories of Atlantic society; sympathetic
and picturesque tales of the Far West, equally of desert, mountain and city life,

mark him as a man of truly cosmopolitan experience. His first story for this maga-
zine: "ANTINOUS AND THE MAENAD," a peculiarly fascinating and artistic

bit of poetic fiction, will appear next month. It gives a foretaste of his quality,

yet the reader that imagines anything else Benguiat writes is at all similar will

be surprised at the versatility displayed in succeeding stories in later numbers,

such, for instance, as: "Khosran, Son of Bistam," an Oriental talc; "Cap and

Bells," a circus tragedy, and others yet to be named. Do not fail to make the ac-

quaintance of this writer.

Amanda Mathews contributes a simplv delightful story: "MISS FBOTSAM
JETSAM'S ADOPTION." Be sure to read it.

"THE ANNIVERSARY OF LOS PINOS," by Ared White, a virile West-

ern story by a writer who paints the atmosphere of the Western desert and depicts

the character of its inhabitants with a sure touch.

"THE INVINCIBLE BOOMER," by Richard S. Graves, is one of the

quaintest fragments of humor that we have ever had the joy of reading.
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POETRY FOR THE SEPTEMBER NUMBER

»^^-CharlesErskins Scott Wood
Readers of The Pacific

Monthly for the past sev-

eral years have enjoyed
an occasional taste of

Wood's poetry. It is there-

fore not necessary to re-

mark now upon the rare

brilliancy of his verse.

Leading Eastern publica-
tions have repeatedly
sought his work, but it

has remained for us at

last to persuade him to

give our readers a poem
every month, instead of

at long intervals. This

work, in addition to Mr.
Wood's several pages reg-

ularly of thought-inspir-

ing IMPRESSIONS, and
the call of his busy pro-
fessional life—he is one of

the foremost Western
lawyers—means no small

sacrifice of scant leisure,

but he is an artist to

whom the exercise of the

power of expression is the

greatest joy. Heretofore

however, Mr. Wood has

given the reading public
but an occasional gleam
of the wonderful poetic
light he has so long kept
under a bushel. He con-
tributes two poems to the

September n u m b e r,
—a

rollicking "Song up Sum-
mer," and a fine rondeau.

George Sterling

Already a poet of national

renown, and new as a
contributor to our pages,
but often referred to in

our critical articles. Mr.
Sterling will be welcomed
to "The Pacific Monthly
family" by all. His poem: "NIGHT IN HEAVEN," will have a page in the next
issue, and in our judgment it is one of the finest things he has yet written.

William Maxroell

"Real poetry and verse 'that makes sense,'
"

writes a reader, "have been nearly
eliminated from American magazines in recent years," which fact gives lovers of

poetry greater reason to appreciate recent issues of The Pacific Monthly, for verses
that sparkle with the splendor of old time. In the author of "Seven Pines" one can
fancy Bret Harte reincarnate and grown stronger. William Maxwell, author of
"Seven Pines," in the July number, of "Maria." in the next issue, of "A Songof Burros"
.and other poems hereafter—William Maxwell, a new and powerful voice in Western
song, has promised all of his work exclusively for the readers of this magazine.

Charles B. Clark, /'"•

Virile, wholesome, debonair, devil-may-care young Cowboy Clark, Poet of the
Plains and Bard of the Trail,—^^not mentioned last here because least loved of his
tribe—will be represented in September by a characteristic poem: "GOOD-BYE, OLD
FORTY-FIVE." A lot of people write us about Mr. Clark.

CHARLES EUSKINE SCOTT WOOD
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BE HONEST
in your dealings with others and

insist that others be honest in

their dealings with you. Don't

encourage crookedness and dis-

honesty by accepting substitutes.

fT[ When you wish to buy an ar-

ji tide you have seen advertised

in The Pacific Monthly, see

that you get what you ask for.

#1T The ^'just as good" things are

ji invariably imitations and do

not possess the worth nor char-

acter of the genuine article.

Brass may be made to resemble

gold but it will not stand the test.

tflT The widely-advertised goods
^ are the ones that have stood

the test. They have a quality to

maintain and a reputation to sustain

GET THE GENUINE

Don't forset to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealins wltb adTertUera. It will be aDoreclated.
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!::> IN THE N(imii\^E^^^^^ 7^
GET THE GE^N^^^^

Violet Oats
A delicious tissue building cereal. Best for

breakfast. If your grocer does not supply you,
write to

Albers Bros. Milling Co.
SEATTLE

Substitutes Are Never As Good

As the originals. Don't take a

"just as good'' but insist that

your dealer gives you the article

Bearing the Genuine Trade Mark

EMERALD SOAP
Bctt for Wash Day

Something new. A great dirt killer. Ask your
grocer'or write

Seattle Soap Company
Seattle, Washington

Mrs. Home Builder:
A Cement Laundry Tray is a modern conven-
ience for any home. It is made of solid cement,
neat in design, made to fit any corner in the

basement, and will last a lifetime. It saves

trouble, expense and is perfectly sanitary.
WRITE TODAY TOH BOOKLET

Seattle Cement Laundry Tray Co.
85a West Vine St., Seattle, Wash.

HARD WALL PLASTERS
Manufactured by

The ADAMANT CO.
Our celebrated "CROWN" BRAND (hair fibered),

WOOD FIBERED, UNFIBERED (finishing),

Factory foot Fifteenth Street Telephone Pacific Main 2109

Office Room 433, Worcester Bldg.

Telt.: Pac. Main 718, Home A121b PORTLAND. ORE.

Inventors, Attention!
Have you an idea? It may be worth thousands of dollars.
Let us help you make money from it. Our business is to
improve, simplify and perfect mechanical inventions. We
have the best equipment and long experience in this line.

Highest local references. We solicit your correspondence.

Nelson Metal Specialties Co.
Seattle, Wzishington

Pacific Export Lumber Co.

LUMBER
For All Foreign Countries

214 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE PORTLAND, OR.
Cable Address, "Pacex|>ort, Portland"

Correspondence Solicited

1
Preferred STOCK

Allen & Lewis, Portland, Oregon

Why Do You Read This
Thousands do the same monthly. The
manufacturer who fails to take advant-

age of this inexpensive space is losing

money by his carlessness. A month's
trial will convince the most skeptical.

COLUMBIA
Hams, Bacon and L.ard

"
Every Fiber Food

' '

UNION MEAT CO. ''^^Se^'*^
Pioneer Packer* of the Pacific

>»»

;:t;^
Pacific Tent and

Awning Co.
Exclusive Manufaclurers of

THE TOTAL ECLIPSE AWNING
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The Coming Struggle in the Far East

A Suggestion for Its Peaceful Solution

By Shiuiehiro Saito

"To the patriots, statesmen and students of China li'ho are endeavoring for
the regeneration and real independence of their mother-country, this essay is

dedicated idth a sincere zeish for their careful study and profound consideration.''

HE Japanese victory over
the Russians in the mem-
orable war of 1903-4,

'

brought in its train many
consequences of world-
wide importance. Aside

from the consideration which this epoch-
making campaign miglit produce in the

arrangement of the future politics of the
bar East, the immediate and present
results cannot escape our observation.

We will not discuss what effect the Rus-
sian collapse has produced upon the

equilibrium of the European diplomacy,
but we will say that it must be calculated

to be productive of grave consequences
in the politics of the Ear East.

The Japanese are a simple, primitive

people. Isolated by their geographical

position from the rest of the world, they
have not been accustomed to such sub-

tlities of diplomacy as has been the

NOTK: Shiiiulilro Hnito first cu:ii(> to tlie United States as a stiulent when 19 years of age in the year
J.'74, and entered tlie Postun law school, where he seeured the degree of LL. B. in the class of 1876. Upon
returning to Japan in 1S80 he was appointed to a fourth secretaryship in the foreign office at Tokyo and in

iii'drtion he served us private secretary to Count Inouye, then .Japanese foreign minister. In five years he rose
to be one of the first secretaries. In lf.''.6 he was sent to Europe on a special mission and upon his return to

•Tiipan two years later he was appoint* d private secretary to Count Inouye, then the minister of agriculture
luid commerce. After serving in the capacity of the director of the bureau of commerce, of agriculture, of

industry, of marine products, etc., he was appointed the vice minister of state for agriculture and commerce,
which position he resigned 15 years ago for political reasons. Since that time he has been engaged in various
branches of business and now is visiting the United States for the fourth time. He possesses the .Japanese

<li coration of the Third Class of the Rising Sun and some Uiissian, Spanish and Portuguese decorations. He is

the Kngllsh editor of the Loyal Ronins, a book of Bushido which President Roosevelt is said to have read
\.itli si-eat pleasure and of which mention is made In h is message sent to Ongress on December 3, 19:;C.
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want and necessity of the complicated

European system. But when some of

their thinking men reflect upon the pres-
ent general conditions of the Asiatic

nations, a cold chill must pass over their

veins and penetrate into their marrow,
and the tliought must naturally occur

to them that they cannot yet be satis-

fied with the victory over Russia ;
neither

can they rest contented in the security
of the Anglo-Japanese alliance.

Commencing in the West, we note the

three independent nations of Asia,

namely : Turkey, Persia and Afghanis-
tan in the political map of the world.

Further east we observe the British de-

pendency of India, and then in the ex-

treme east are situated China and Japan.
As to Siam and Korea, they may safely
be counted as being outside of the ques-
tion of the Asiatic polity. To all these

six countries the Russian Empire has

the adjoining boundaries. The four

great European countries, namely, Rus-

sia, England, France and Germany, to-

gether with the United States of Ameri-

ca, by reason of their territorial posses-
sions or commercial or other interests

involved, have a large share of interest

in the destiny of the Far Eastern Conti-

nent. Among this hornet-like state of

things, Japan stands alone committed to

face the coming struggle. May the solu-

tion of this struggle be a peaceful one,

must be the earnest prayer of all.

Whether or not the standard of the

Czar shall fly over the city of Constanti-

nople, is more of an European than an

Asian question. The British in the Per-

sian Gulf and in the south of the district

of Ispahan, and the Russians on the

north of this line
;
in Afghanistan, the

British in the south of Kandahar and
the Russians north of that line

;
Siam

to be gradually absorbed by England and
France

; Mongolia, Jungaria and a part
of Eastern Turkistan become Russian

dependencies ; and Thibet, with a portion
of East Turkistan in the British posses-
sion

;

—these seem to be a foregone con-

clusion, and only a question of time.

Neither France nor Germany can have

CHINESE BOYS COMING TO AMERICA FOR STUDY AND TRAINING.
(Nntt> abfieiice of Qaeae«).
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any objection to this arrangement; and
so long as Japan does not pose as the

apostle of the Yellow Race, which she in

no case does, she too can have no grudge
in this result. Indeed, Japan will rather

welcome such civilizing influences

brought upon that part of Asia where,
as yet, so-called fellow-races are suffer-

ing under a lawless despotism. Several

countries and portions of the Asiatic

Continent being thus disposed of, there

remains only the so-called China proper,—
eighteen vast fertile provinces, and the

three provinces of Manchuria, which

together form the Chinese Empire.
The solution of the Chinese question

is not so simple or so easy as we have
told it in the cases of Persia and Afghan-
istan. The Japanese, the Russians, the

English, the French, nay even the Ger-

man and the United States' interests are

deeply involved and greatly affected in

its consequences ; and the first and para-
mount question which suggests itself is,

"Will China herself solve this problem?"
Before discussing the question of the

Chinese evolution, or revolution, or being
cut up into fragments, or of foreign con-

quest, it would be important to make
clear the position which Japan must hold

in the future disposition of the Chinese

Empire ; for, no one shall gainsay that

Japan has a paramount interest and pre-
eminent voice in the destiny of the Chi-

nese Empire. While she can safely

allow the British supremacy in the Per-

sian Gulf, or permit the gradual Russian

absorption of the Mongolian Steppes,
her very national existence itself, no less

than her commercial interests, does not
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permit her to neglect a most watchful
surveillance in regard to the Chinese

Empire proper and Manchuria.
The position of Japan, therefore,

briefly stated is this : "Heaven helps
those who help themselves." As long as

China shows any hope of recouping her-

self and organizing herself into a nation,
so long Japan will give all her assist-

ance to guide her in reorganization and

reforms, and, if necessary, assist her

even with military and naval forces

against both the internal and external

enemies who shall disturb these aspira-
tions. We indeed harbor no grudge
against the Russian expansion in North-
ern Manchuria, nor do we entertain any
ill-will against the British claims in the

valley of the Yang-tse-Kiang. But as

long as there is the least hope for the

regeneration of China, so long we cannot

permit any foreign nation to invade and
absorb any integral portion of her terri-

tory. If misguided ,hot-heads attempt
to disturb the existing process of evolu-

tion, Japan will send her many Gordons
to crush such revolutionary movements.
But there is a limit to human endurance ;

the life, the vitality, and the recuperative
power of a nation, no less than those of
an individual, possess its limits. The
march of civilization must also follow
the principal of the "survival of the fit-

test." We may therefore ask again,
"Will China herself solve this problem?"
We are of that class of people who,

with a high estimation of the individual

character of the Chinese place but little

regard for his national potentialities ;
and

the experience of two hundred years of

China's contact with the Western civili-

zation and all its beneficent influences

do not testify to her capability of con-
solidation as a nation. We are bound

frankly to say that the Chinese will, be-

fore long, be the people of no country ;

that is to say, the Chinese will be there

and everywhere the world over, but Chi-
na as a nation will be swept off from the

political map of the world. With disin-

tegration within, and the Russian

tenacity in the North, the Germans push-

ing towards Peking, the British grip in

the Yang-tse-Kiang Valley, and the

French ambition in the direction of the

provinces of Yunnan and Szechuen, we
indeed fear that it is not within the

ability of the Peking statesmen, or of

the Nanking mandarines, to stop the

tide of disintegration and foreign occu-

pation.
The contingency such as above stated,

howsoever it may seem impossible and

visionary at first sight, is the possibility

which has for a long time occurred to

every observant student of the Asiatic

politics ;
and this contingency is un-

doubtedly an impetus which stirs up
the Russian tenacity in marching down
towards" the South. When Heaven wills

such to be the destiny of the Empire of

Nuhercheu, Japan with brave millions

of her army and her well-trained navy,
will not be behind-hand in the pursuit
of her national interest, and in her share

of civilizing irvflxjence ; and with the

great powers of Europe as her cordial,

friendly neighbors, sharing besides with

the great Republic of America in the

benefit of equal "open door" cQpvnerce
and trade, may, after all, rejoice io the

permanent peace in the Orient and be

thankful in the accomplishment of her

mission.

We must again ask the question, "Will

China herself solve this problem?" Con-
vinced as we are of the ultimate disrup-
tion of the Chinese Empire, and the con-

sequent occupation of her territory by
European powers and its partition

among them, nevertheless such a result

is far from the wish of Japan ; and as

Japan's position in the Chinese question
is clearly stated above, she will not lose

any opportunity to assist her neighbor
so long as there is a hope for her regen-
eration. The attitude of Japan is thus

entirely clear and straightforward. Can
the same be said of China?
The see-saw policy and the hide-and-

seek diplomacy is the bane of the Asiatic

nations. They seem to think that by
playing one power against another they
attain the end of their existence, not

knowing that in the life of •a nation, as

well as in that of an individual, that

manliness backed by a sufficient force

to resist any insolence of another, is the

only means to enlist the sympathy and

respect of others, thereby assuring to
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it national independence. The inter-

national history of Turkey, Persia and

Afghanistan, tells us the lamentable

state of this equivocal diplomacy, the

result being that the intrigues of one

power are generally set against those of

another, and in the whirlwind of petty

underhandedness, the nation itself is

sunk into the position of a harlot. In

the council of the Sultan's palace, in

Constantinople, it is the Russian am-
bassador today, tomorrow the British

foreign office, and the next day the Ger-
man Councilor of the embassy, that in-

fluences its policy ;
and the experiences

of the Crimean War, the defeat at

Plevna, and many and various occur-

rences in the Balkan Peninsula and other

parts of the dominions, seem never to

have awakened a consciousness of the

false attitude which it has maintained
for many centuries. The same indict-

ment must be made against the Shah of

Persia, as well as against the Amir of

Afghanistan ;
and if a wiser council has

prevailed in Bankok and Seoul, it is so

much for the benefit of civilization and
for the cause of peace in Asia. If, in

the course of human events, a house-

holder finds he is unable to defend him-
self against the attacking brigands, it

behooves him to choose the most friendly

neighbor, and to him confide the guard-
ianship of his person and property with-

out any concern or misgiving as to the

opinion of other neighbors. The last

wise king of Korea, throwing off his

traditional Asiatic policy which had

played the hide-and-seek game with

China, Russia and Japan for many
quarters of a century, has at last, and in

spite of much opposition, chosen his

friendly neighbor, Japan, as a defender

and protector, and if Japan shall be

faithful to her trust, which in honor
she is bound to be, we may rest assured

that this much of the Asiatic Continent

is taken from its entangling politics.
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Although China cannot be placed in the

same position as Korea, yet, at the same

time, unless she makes a radical change
in her international dealings, she will

not gain the confidence of the powers,

especially of Japan ; and no matter how
much she might attempt to effect inter-

nal reforms and national organization,
she would continue to be internationally
in a false position, until she learns the

lessons of Turkey, Persia and Afghani-
stan on one hand, and those of Siam and
Korea on the other, and profit by their

example.
Some sanguine people may see in the

recent movements in Peking a sign of

the earnest awakening of China, and lay
a hope for her ultimate regeneration.
But in our opinion, a nation cannot be

reformed nor its time-worn and decayed
system be put into a new vigorous life

by a mere change in the nomenclature
of its governmental departments and
that of its officials. Neither can it be

possible, by the mere issuance of a re-

script from its already discredited ruler.

It has been that soul-stirring sentiment
and conviction of "Son-no-Joi," (Honor
the Emperor and drive out the foreign
barbarians), which has made the regen-
eration of Japan possible ; and even then
it was not possible without two civil

wars. The following significant words
of one American observer of the Japa-
nese evolution and transformation may
be quoted with much instruction :

"As they, (the scholars and many able

minds), studied the history of the past
and compared their results with the facts

of the present, ifc gradually dawned on
the minds of the scholars of the eight-
eenth century, that the Tokugawa family
were exercising functions of govern-
ment which had never been delegated to

them, and that the l^mperor was a pov-

erty-stricken puppet in the hands of a

family that had seized the military

power and had gradually absorbed all

the active functions of government, to-

gether with its revenues. These ideas,

first formulated in secret by scholars,

gradually filtered down, still in secrecy,
and were accepted by a large number
of the Sanuirai, the miltary class of the

land. Their natural opposition to the

actual rulers of the land, naturally allied

itself to the religious sentiment of loy-

alty to the Emperor. Throughout the

centuries, loyalty to the Emperor has

been considered a cardinal virtue. * * *

When therefore, the scholars an-

nounced that the existing government
was in reality a usurpation, and that the

Emperor was robbed of his rightful pow-
ers, the latent antagonism to the Toku-

gawa rule began to find both intellectual

and moral justification. It could and did

appeal to the religious patriotism of the

people.
* * * With the establish-

ment of the Emperor on the throne,

began the modern era in Japanese his-

tory, known in Japan as "Meiji," (En-

lightened Rule). But not even yet was
the purpose of the nation attained,

namely : the expulsion of the polluters
of the sacred soil of Japan.

* * * It

was soon as evident to the new rulers,

as it had been to the old, that direct and

forcible resistance to the foreigners was

futile. Not by might were they to be

overcome. Wesiterners had, however,

supplied the ideals whereby national, po-
litical unity was to be secured. Mill's

famous work on Representative Gov-
ernment was early translated and read

by all the thinking men of the day. These

ideas were also keenly studied in their

actual workings in the West. The con-

sequence was that feudalism was utterly

rejected and the new ideas, more or less

modified, were speedily adopted ; even

down to the production of a constitu-

tion, and the establishment of local rep-

resentative assemblies and a National

Diet. In other words, the theories and

practices of the West in regard to the

political organization of the State, sup-

plied Japan with those new intellectual

variations which were essential to the

liigher development of her national

unity.
"A further point of importance is the

fact that at the very time that the West

applied this pressure, and sunplied Japan
with these political ideas, she also put
within her reach the material instru-

ments which would enable her to carry
them into practice. I refer to steam lo-

comotion by land and sea, the postal and

telegraphic systems of cc^mmnnicarioti.
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the steam printing-press, the system of

popular education, and the modern or-

ganization of the army and navy. These
instruments Japan made haste to acquire.
But for these the rapid transformation
of Old Japan into New Japan, would
have been an exceedingly long and diffi-

cult process. The adoption of these

tools of civilization by the central au-

thority, at once gave it an immense

superiority over any local force. For it

could communicate speedily with every

part of the Empire, and enforce its de-

cisions with a celerity and a decisiveness

before unknown.

machinery, their steamboats, their bat-

tleships. We must learn all their secrets,

and then we shall be able to turn them
out without difficulty.'

"This has virtually been the national

policy of Japan ever since. And this

policy gained the acceptance of the peo-

ple as a whole with a marvelous readi-

ness, for a reason which few foreigners
can appreciate. Had this policy been

formulated and urged by the Tokugawa
lulers, there is no probability that it

would have been accepted. But because
it was, ostensibly at least, the declared

will of the Emperor, loyalty to him,

A SIGN OF THE TIMES: PARTY OF CHINESE DIGNITARIES VISITING AMERICA.

"We have thus reached the explana-
tion of one of the most astonishing

changes in national attitude, that history
has to record, and the new attitude seems
such a contradiction to the old as to be

inexplicable and almost incredible. But
a better knowledge of the facts and a

deeper understanding of their signifi-

cance, will serve to remove this first

impression.

"What, then, did the new government
do? It simplv said: 'For us to drive

out these foreigners is impossible ;
but

neither is it desirable. We need to know
the secrets of their power. We must

study their Innguage, their science, their

which in Japan is both religion and pa-

triotism, led to a hearty and complete

acceptance which could hardly have been

realized in any other land. During the

first year of his 'enlightened' rule

(1868), the Emperor gave his sanction

to an Edict, the last two clauses of which

read as follows : 'The old uncivilized

way shall be replaced by the eternal

])rinciples of the universe.' 'The best

knowledge shall be sought throughout
the world, so as to promote the Imperial
welfare.'

"It is the wide acceiptance of this

policy, which, however, is in accord

with the real genius of the people, that
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has transformed Jai)an. It has sent

hundreds of its young men to foreign
lands to learn and hring back to Japan
the secrets of Western Power and
wealth

;
it has established roads and rail-

ways, postal and telegraphic facilities,

public common school system, colleges
and a university in which Western sci-

ence, history and languages have been

taught by foreign and foreign trained in-

structors
; daily, weekly and monthly

magazines ; factories, docks, drydocks ;

local and foreign commerce; representa-
tive government, in a word, all the char-

acteristic features of New Japan. The
whole of New Japan is only the practical

carrying out of the policy adopted at the

beginning of the new era, when it was
found impossible to cast out the foreign-
ers by force. Brute force being found to

be out of the question, resort was thus
made to intellectual force and with real

success."

Siuli is the significant language of

Rev. Dr. Sidney L. Gulick, in regard to

the causes and resuhs of Japanese regen-
eration. Will it be possible for him to

pronounce the same words on the history
of China and lier recent denouement ?

There are some among us who regard
the weakness of China as Japan's

strength and safeguard ;
but in our opin-

ion such persons only betray a want of

foresight and under-rate the potentiality
of their own country. If the united,

strong and powerful China be a menace
to Japan, and her international and com-
mercial interests are jeopardized by her,

what would be the situation if England,
Germany, Russia and France should

lake the place of China in that portion
of the territory which is now the Chi-

nese Empire? Far from contemplating
such temerity, we firmly believe in the

innate national potentiality of our peo-

ple ;
and the organized, united, strong

and civilized China as our immediate

neighbor, is the object to be hoped for

and attained, thus benefiting both na-

tions, as well as promoting the interest

and peace of Asia and the good of all

mankind.

However, it is not our people alone

who entertain and contemplate the enor-

mous extent of the consequences of the

transformation and reorganization of

China, and looking at the matter from
1)oth a i)ohtical and commercial point of

TSKl rSKir, .\ I'lIlMOSi; I'HINCK (IN CKNTKK) AN'D APVISKUS. VISITINCi .VMKItlCA.
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view, such narrow-minded phrases as

the "Yellow Peril,"
—the political and

international "Yellow Peril," and
commercial "Yellow Peril"—is liable,

from time to time, to seize the fanciful

imagination of the most intelligent West-
ern minds. Mr. Alex. Krausse, in his

concluding passage of China in Decay,
says : "What will be the share of China
in the world's history, when split into

segments? She who has held half of

Asia as a suzerain power, shall have
become dissolved into a series of de-

pendencies. What is the future in store

for the four hundred millions of people,
who today offer the finest opening for

trade with the West that has ever been
known? The question is an absorbing
one, and suggests material for study
which may well startle the student.

Wha,t will happen when this people,
able, energetic, initiative and industri-

ous, learn to follow the example set by
Western nations, and take to manufac-

turing goods and raising produce at a

cost, which, while it will pay them, would
not find a Western laborer bread? How,
when China supplies the world with

manufacturies at a tithe the cost of their

production in Western countries? What
will become of our Chinese trade when
the Celestial supplies his own require-
ments and undersells his teacher in his

own market? For, whatever the fate of

Cli?na, the people will remain with their

marvelous resources and adaptability,
and they only need the education and

training we are endeavoring to give
them, in order to hold their own against
the world. The problem is fraught
with possibilities which make one pause
and ponder, and feel grateful for the
reminiscence that after all, the denoue-
ment is not likely to crop up in our own
time."

Words such as these are no excep-
tion; and they only betray a want of
the true conception of the universal law
of natural adjustment and economical

development. "Westward the course of

Empire takes its way," and no subtle

statecraft or intricate diplomacy can

prevent the natural progress of the de-

velopment of mankind. But if, in the
course of the universal march of prog-

ress, a nation or group of people shall

lack in the energy of placing itself in a

position of a helpful factor in this gen-
eral law of human development, it must

be regarded as an outcast, and as such

must be doomed to a fate of internal

disintegration or foreign conquest. The

history of all nations is only a repetition
of this law of the "survival of the fit-

test." Therefore, if China shall not

earnestly awake to this truth and pre-

pare herself to conform to the process
of universal selection, her fate cannot be

otherwise than disintegration and for-

eign partition and occupation. Indeed

she need not search for examples of this

kind in the history of any other land ;

her own experience of the Taiping rebel-

lion and the Boxer war ought to be

sufficient to teach her how futile it is to

hoist herself as the "Middle Kingdom"
in the beginning of the Twentieth Cen-

tury. Imagine another Boxer outbreak

and its consequences.
Hard facts must be faced with a reso-

lute and unflinching will and determina-

tion, and unless the Chinese statesmen

and patriots meet the present require-
ments of her country's position with the

same spirit with which the Japanese
statesmen and patriots of forty years

ago did, the world must despair of the

consequences and the peace and welfare

of the Far East. What then, can China
do in order to stand as a nation, strong
within and respected by all nations of

the world as a country of four hundred

millions of people, occupying an extent

of the territory of three million square
miles, should be?
The present anomalous position of

China, although it may be suffered to

last for a time by the jealousies and

equilibrium, of the Powers interested,

cannot stand the test of the universal

rule of selection
;

neither can it hold

its place against the international cu-

pidity of the present time. In the inter-

est of herself, of the peace of the Far
East and for the good of mankind, China
is bound to take one of the following
courses :

First : The Chinese themselves, fol-

lowing the example of the Japanese as

told by Dr. Gulick, must make up their
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mind to effect it; but this is impossible.
The Manchu statesmen at Peking and
the Mandarines in the South, are too old,

and the young men are too young, and
while both of them are lamentably lack-

ing in the knowledge of international

affairs and foresight into the real tend-

ency of the present age, and above all in

patriotism, they are more than in aver-

age, greedy in personal ambition and

money. Such are not the qualities which
can guide the ship oi state into a safe

haven in times of distress.

Second : To take the initiative and
call for a conference of the six great
powers vi^ho have already a vested in-

terest in China, that is to say, ask Japan,
England, Russia, France, Germany and
the United States to meet in conference
to discuss the entire Chinese question,

having in view the general peace of the
Far East, to determine their respective

spheres of commercial and tradal influ-

ence, while guaranteeing her territorial

integrity and independence and at the
same time provide means by whrch China

may, after a certain number of years,
become so far advanced in national re-

generation as to be able to maintain her

potentiality as a nation both within and
without. Such a step may bring forth

some resistance from the people, but if

the will of the descendants of Neuher-
cheu at Peking, be strong, the Chinese
who generally stand aloof from all con-
cerns of like exicept their immediate
wants and personal interest, will not of-
fer too strong a resistance; and we see
no reason why the powers so invited
should not seize the opportunity of ac-

cepting the offer. Their national self-in-

terest, and generosity in rescuing a land
of four hundred million people from per-
petual uncertainty, must appeal to their

conscience and awaken an interest in the

attempt. If, however, the weakness of
the Chinese and the zeal of the powers,
render this second course impossible,
then there remains the third and the last

course by which we can alone hope for

China's recovery from her dotage and
death.

Third: Ubertragene Venvaltung for

a limited period and under certain con-

ditions to Taiwan- I he ever "victorious

army" under Colonel Gordon, and the

custom service "handed over" to Sir

Robert Hart have both proved to be effi-

cient organizations, and these experi-
ences must forcibly appeal to even the

Chinese mind, that under an able lead-

ership and honest guidance the govern-
ment might be put Into order and sys-

tematized, and a hope awakened for

their regeneration. Put aside the ava-

rice and self-conceited conservatism of

their officialdom, one cannot but recog-
nize in the Chinese the innate and in-

stinctive good traits of patience, obedi-

ence and tenacity to duty, and with such

material, if China has not hitherto been
able to enlist the respect of the world,
v,'e must lay the blame to the rotten sys-
tem of her officialdom and the ineffi-

ciency of those who stand in the position
of leaders and governors. Change, then,
Iheir leaders and governors ; let China
come out frankly and say to Japan, "We
are in distress, we are in a death strug-
gle, but we, ourselves, cannot mend the

situation
; we believe in your honesty

and integrity, we have confidence in your
ability from the experiences in your own
country; take us under your guardian-
ship until we are a good strong nation."

Mr. Nagao Ariga, while he was at-

tached to General Nogi's army before
Port Arthur, as the legal adviser, wrote
a pamphlet urging the "handing over"
of Manchuria to the Japanese guardiUn-
ship as the ultimate solution of the com-
plicated question of the three Eastern

provinces, drawing his precedent from
the case of the Austro-Hungarian Em-
pire vis-a-vis Bosnia and Herzegovinia .

as defined by Article Twenty-five of the

Treaty of Berlin. Highly appreciating
the view taken by Mr. Ariga, we must

sincerely and earnestly recommend to

China that she entrust, for at least one

generation, the essential functions of

the government to Japanese statesmen
and experts. To what extent and under
what conditions this might be effected,
we refrain from detailing, but in order to

carry out effectually this iiTiportant mis-

sion of honor, Japan should be placed in

full control of China's ( 1 ) foreign rela-

tions, (2) Military and Naval Affairs,

(3) Economical and Financial Affairs

and (4) Education.
We do not entertain any doubt that
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the 'cabinets of all powers, and all ob-

servant students of the Asian politics,

will agree to the contention that China
left alone to herself cannot meet the re-

quirements of the age, although they

may not be as outspoken as we. Between
the second and third courses, persons

may disagree as to a choice, but the in-

ternational history has demonstrated to

us the futility of a joint guardianship.
The mainspring of the third course is,

in the first place and above all, a mutual
confidence between China and Japan, and
the second, the powers' belief in the

honesty of Japan. Once this ground is

cleared, we can see no obstacles in the

matter.

As we have already stated, some per-
sons entertain a belief that there are

signs which indicate a real awakening
of China, but in our view, the spasmod-
ical attempt for a reorganization by a

few apparently sagacious men, always
falls flat upon the Court men in Peking
and generally leaves no impression upon
the mass of the people, and, while her

neighbors and friends cry for her inde-

pendence and integrity, China herself

shows no real sign of that conscientious

energy and sustained effort which alone

can accomplish the desired results.

In this age of smooth words and po-
lite language, no jx^litical thinker at-

taches much importance to such nomen-
clature as is generally found in State

papers, and while cordial, friendly ex-

pressions are signed and sealed in parch-
ments by the high plenipotentiaries in

Paris and in St. Petersburg, the news
reaches us of the Russian activity in

Mongolia, and the British enterprises
in Tibet. Indeed, the history of polit-
ical diplomacy repeats itself in the con-

venient words, "C'est la fait acomplete."
In the strength of these accomplished
facts, such documents as the Franco-

Japanese, the Russo-Japanese and the

English-Russian Conventions concluded
last year, are worth no more than a drop
of dew in the morning sunlight

* and
while the great assembly of the states-

men and diplomats at The Hague has

produced no practical results, Castro

flings the gauntlet at the altar of the

Arbitration Treaty. In the significant

language of Mr. Calquhoun, "China
stands truly practically divided between
the Powers and without any govern-
ment."
A mighty oak grows from a tiny

acorn, and gigantic world-changing dra-

mas have often been played from an

idea worked out in the recesses of a

single mind : in the interest of China,
in the interest of the Far East, in the

interest of mankind and in the interest

of the Universal progress, we commend
these considerations and suggestions to

the profound and earnest consideration

of diplomats, statesmen and students.

Editor's Note:—Also, of course, the Anglo-Japanese understanding and—
apparently

—the United States-Korea treaty. The frankness of this writer must
commend him to the reader, ivhile this undoubtedly authoritative exposition of

Japanese plans and wishes lends additional interest to Mr. JJulbert's article on

"Japan's Object Lesson In Korea," and Mr. Prosser's article : "How Aggressive
Japan Is Dominating the Pacific." found elsewhere in this number.
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How Aggressive Japan is Dominating

the Pacific

By William T. Prosser

ITH such recurring fre-

quency do we hear the

terms "Supremacy of the

Pacific," "Vast trade of

the Orient," "The Open
Door in China," and a

host of other expressions, that they mean
little to us unless we are in close touch
with events that are transpiring around
the rim of the world's greatest ocean.

But there is one feature of the situation

which confronts most forcibly the people
of the Pacific Coast along with commer-
cial interests throughout the land : the

tremendous aggressiveness of Japan.

Constantly, like an increasing force, is

this manifest, upon both sea and shore;

quietly does it operate, but with power
and a tenacity that resembles the hold
of the grim reaper. It docs not retreat :

it knows no backward motion. Japan
has virtually driven Germany and Eng-
land out of the Pacific trade, and Ameri-
ca's commerce in the last year has fallen

almost half. Wise, indeed, is the policy
of the government in sending the big
fleet to the West, if a vestige of trade
is to be saved for the ships of America,
or if the Pacific is to be anything more
than a Japanese possession.
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With the pecuHar hold which the

United States Government has upon
China, the Flowery Kingdom becomes
the key to the situation. By the remis-

sion of the Boxer inuemnity on the part
of America, China may be able to shake
herself free from the talons that now
hold her fast, protected as she will be by
the American power. While the school

question, immigration and riots, in both
the United States and Canada, have

occupied the attention of Japan, negotia-
tions have been conducted quietly, with-
out even creating a ripple in the realm of

diplomacy. The smaller questions are

not to be allowed to enter into the larger
one, the outcome of which only the fu-

ture can tell. •

It is now twenty years or more since

Japan, the first of the Orients to begin
a reorganization of standards, with the

object of seeking closer touch with the

civilized nations of the world, set out

to secure control of the foreign trade of

China's millions, then owned by Great
Britain and Germany, the two greatest
commercial powers of the globe at that

time. Neither of these nations seriously
considered the outcome, and in fancied

security both continued on their way,

endeavoring to ignore the presence of

the usurper. Japan recognized that a

great struggle was before it
;
but saw

that success might be sfecured through
the building up of a great commercial

fleet, with the aid of government funds.

As early as 1885 this governmental
outlay was the subject of debate among
Japanese statesmen. Eventually all be-

came of one mind. Retrenchment in

all branches of the government service

was made, and the money applied to the

extension of commerce. Small coast

steamship-lines were organized as feed-

ers to the subsidized foreign-carrying
craft, draining small ports of their ex-

ports, which were delivered at the few

larger ports of call, wherein was trans-

acted all the business involving export
cargoes. The trade grew until five years
ago Germany awakened to the fact, too

late to remedy, that Japan had reached
the top of the ladder, not only in the in-

dustrial trade of China, but in supply-

ing Oriental goods to the outside world.

England still held some trade, and not

until 1907 did it dawn upon Great Brit-

ain that its foreign commerce-carrying
prestige in the Far East had gone the

way of Germany's. This realization

came like a thunderbolt when Sir Thom-
as Sutherland, in his annual report to the

shareholders of the Peninsula & Ori-

ental Steamship Company, one of the

world's greatest shipping concerns, an-

nounced that the company's trade be-

tween Bombay, China and Japan had
been wiped out, and that the company
would be forced to retire from the field.

At the very time of this announcement,
as if to make it good, R. Kondo and
other brilliant minds in charge of Japan's

foreign shipping, announced an increase

of one-third in their Japan-China-Bom-
bay sailings.

During the period of retrogression on

the part of Great Britain and Germany,
the United States had a master-mind

seeking the trade of the Orient, in the

person of James J. Hill, then president
of the Great Northern Railway, now
chairman of the board of directors of that

organization, and interested in the inter-

nal traffic of the United States in many
other directions. Primarily, when Mr.

Hill, twelve years ago, turned his atten-

tion to a development of the commerce
of the Orient, his purpose was to fur-

nish freight for his system of railways
to the Pacific Coast, which would permit
of an adequate supply of cars to trans-

port the products of the coast to the

Eastern markets.

To facilitate this trade the Great Nor-
thern Railway entered into a traffic

agreement with the Nippon Yusen Kai-

sha (Japanese Steamship Company) ope-

rating a line of vessels between Japa-
nese and Chinese ports and the Pacific

Coast of America, whereby the Japanese
boats would take Oriental freight, deliv-

ered by the Hill lines at Seattle, to ports
of destination, the Great Northern agree-

ing to transport the Oriental cargoes

brought to Seattle through to their desti-

nations in the Eastern States.

The first agreement was entered into

for ten years. With the arrangement
consummated, Mr. Hill began to look

about for the class of freight, originating
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in America, suitable for the Chinese and

Japanese trade he was about to exploit
Flour was one of the first articles hit

upon, and to encourage a consumption
of the American product in both China
and Japan, Mr. Hill named a wonderfully
low rate of four dollars a ton from Min-

neapolis to the Orient, giving to the

Japanese water-carriers a large share of

this as their portion of the tariff.

Next, Mr. Hill made traffic alliances

with Southern railways, which permit-
ted him to name a through Oriental rate

on cotton. Gradually other commodi-
ties were added, in each the railway

encouragement being of the same charac-

ter, until five years ago the Great Nor-
thern and its traffic allies were in posses-
sion of an Oriental freight-haul to Seat-

tle which caused an immense falling off

in the exports from San Francisco, and

brought forth the first serious trouble

between the controlling powers of the

Southern Pacific and the Union Pacific

©n the one side, and the Northern trans-

continental lines on the other.

But all this trade was not taken by
the Great Northern from the southern

port. It was, in the majority, due to

the development of unexploited markets
of both China and Japan. The showing
was so good, with only the coast ports
touched, that it gave birth in the mind
of Mr. Hill to the idea of establishing
his own line of boats at the expiration
of his Nippon Yusen Kaisha agreement.
So the Northern Steamship Company
was organized, and the giant freighters
Minnesota and Dakota were launched
into the trade.

With the starting out of the Minnesota
and Dakota, the Hill plan was to reach
further into the interior of the Orient
after trade, thereby insuring not only
cargoes for the outgoing vessels from
the Pacific Coast, but also for their re-

turn. In this move Hill interfered with
the extension and control of China's
commerce by Japan, and immediately
began a series of strange mishaps to the

leviathans of the Northern Steamship
Company.

It may be a coincidence that in every
case these accidents happened while the

vessels were in Japanese pons. Twice,

while the Minnesota was unloading cargo
in Japanese harbors, fire was discovered
in her hold. Once the short-lived Da-
kota passed through the same experi-
ence. Another time, after the Minnesota

departed from a Japanese port, while

passing out into the ocean, her officers

discovered that the bolts fastening the

iron doors in her sides, close to the

water's edge, had been removed. The
doors were closed and would • have

seemed secure until the first great wave
dashed against them, when a flood of

water would have poured into the vessel,

with perhaps disastrous results. It was

only with difficulty that new bolts were
secured.

The bones of the majestic Dakota,
which for just one year plied in the trade

between the Orient and the North Pa-
cific Coast, tqday lie on the rocky shores

of Japan. Her captain stood on the

bridge in broad daylight when she piled

up, the safe open sea all about him save

in one direction, and his only punishment
is a suspension from his trade. The
mails of the sunken vessel were rifled

by coolies from the shore, and the debris

of the sacks was scattered for miles.

It was then that the Japanese steam-

ship-lines sought to rid the Pacific of

its greatest freighter flying the American

flag, the Minnesota. Offers of purchase
were made, and rumors of an option to

the Japanese were current, but the Min-
nesota still serves the master who built

her.

With the advent of the Northern

Steamship Company in the Oriental trade

the Japanese renewed their vigor. The'
coast-feeder lines, which worked havoc
with the Fnglish and Germans, were in-

creased in the interest of the Japanese
ocean-steamships to the Pacific Coast.

While no rate war resulted, a system of

blanket rates was promulgated, which
secured to the Japanese vessels the bulk

of the export cargoes to the United

States, making it "impossible for Mr. Hill

to secure return cargoes, iiJ any degree
as promised when the Northern line

was instituted.

Every Japanese is filled with a passion
for the commercial success of his land.

Japanese lines are favored in every pes-
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sible way, to the exclusion of American
or other foreign craft. The American
Government will let mail contracts to

any steamship-lines that make the fast-

est time, foreign or domestic owned,
but not so with Japan. The Japanese are

like one great family, and are closer

than brothers. On one occasion a Japa-
nese vessel even went so far as to load,

in a Japanese port, a cargo for Seattle

intended to go by the Hill line. The
trick was done without let or leave.

But these are not the only methods
used to drive the American flag from
the ports of the Far East, in which the

Japanese have been successful to such a

doubled. Japanese agents came to Amer-
ica, purchased cotton in the Southern

States, and wheat in the North, shipped
these raw materials to Japan in Japa-
nese vessels, put them through their mills

and sold the finished products to the Chi-

nese cheaper than the American export-
ers could ship direct. They were enabled

to do this by cheap labor, cheap trans-

portation and government aid.

From that time on* the war between

Japan and America along commercial
lines took on more aggressi\ eness, with

Japan constantly forging ahead, and the

United States falling behind. Now the

Japanese are encouraging the growing

THE rAMODB HARBOH OF NAGASAKI, JAPAN.

degree that, whereas a year ago there
were sixteen vessels flying the stars and

stripes on the Pacific, today there are

only nine.

In the exportation of flour, cotton and
other commodities from the United
States by the Hill lines, the Japanese saw
a strong encroachment on their position
in China. As the trade of the Hill liners

increased, so did the menace to Japanese
commercial prestige in the Orient, par-

ticularly in China, and a new policy be-

came a law. Through government en-

couragement flouring mills began to

spring up in all parts of Japan. Cotton
manufacturies in two years almost

of wheat in Manchuria and other broad

expanses of Asian territory, to avoid the

long shipment across the Pacific, and are

buying cotton at the nearer market of

India, so that America is suflfering in

more ways than one.

The effect of this aggressiveness on
the part of Japan is felt, not only by the

steamship-lines and farming districts,

but by manufacturers in every part of
the United States, whose surplus product
nnist find a foreign market.

Adopting the modernism of civilized

nations, commercialism is the founda-
tion of Japan's reorganization. It is the

policy that has helped raise the nation to
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recognition among the powers of the

world, and today is being pursued more

determinedly than ever before. Agents
have been dispatched to every leading
nation on the globe to study methods
of manufacture and cultivation, and with

this policy, understood more thoroughly
on the Pacific Coast, immigration into

the United States has been interwoven.

In British Columbia theie is a Japa-
nese population of more than 25,000. In

Washington 35,000 is put down as a

very conservative figure, while Oregon
has much less, and California more. By
training, or home instruction, every Jap-
anese abroad from his native land is a

representative working directly or indi-

rectly for the Government of Japan. The
eflForts of the United States to enlarge
its export trade, the invention of new

machinery, the treatment of raw mater-

ials, and every other step in the progress
of commerce are regularly reported to

the proper officials across the Pacific.

Plans of coast cities and fortifications

have been found in the possession of de-

tained Japanese, and while many believe

that their only intended use is for the

abstraction of modern ideas, their pos-
session might serve other ends. Colonies

of Japanese are settling close about the

forts that guard the Pacific Coast ; this is

notably true in the Puget Sound district.

Try as the Immigration Department
of the United States Service may to re-

strict Japanese arrivals to the letter of

the law, confining them to students and

officials, and barring out laborers, it has

been found impossible on the Western
coast. Thousands of coolies have passed
as students, while thousands more have

crossed the Canadian border from Brit-

ish Columbia, where they are landed al-

most without restriction. It is this in-

crease of the brown men in the coast

cities that has caused many "anti" dem-
onstrations in the past, coupled with the

knowledge that every Japanese, illegally
in the United States, not only takes labor

from the whites, but adds one more to

tell the progressive fatherland what is

doing in America.
When the nations of the world assessed

to China the enormous indemnity for

Boxer outrages in 1901, and pro-rated

i*^ among the powers that had suffered,
the award to the United States was
$20,000,000 in gold. With China on a

silver basis, this represented a double

hardship. But the most benighted and

unexploited nation of the imiverse set

about the task of meeting its obligations.
Retrenchment in government expenses
at home, and increased taxation, became
the order of the day, and China, stoical

and uncomplaining, began liquidation. In

seven years of effort it has been found
a prodigious task, even to meet the in-

terest on the immense principal, and
China groans under the burden, suffer-

ing hardships and privation to say noth-

ing of the stifling of growth that had
been predicted for the oldest Empire in

the New World race.

The first, and at the present time the

only nation to see and appreciate the

burden staying the hand of China, was
the United States. President Roosevelt

was no sooner at the helm of the Na-
tional Government than he became an
advocate of the remission of the United
States' share of the Boxer indemnity,
and he gave to the world one of the first

great object lessons in charity; a sub-

stantial illustration of peace and good-
will to the family of nations. So it

was that while the aggressive commercial

policy of Japan was crushing the trade

prestige of the other powers, America
was trying to better the conditions of a

less favored people. This policy of re- ^

mittance of Chinese indemnity was
communicated to Congress by message,
and with its successful culmination, to

no small degree, is the commerce of the

United States almost certain to profit.

China, since the war with Japan in

1894, has watched without power to pre-
vent the continued increase of Japanese
trade within her own borders. She ob-

served Germany and Great Britain vir-

tually driven from the field, and the ma-
terial progress of the United States

thwarted. While the question of immi-

gration into the United States three years

ago caused a boycott against American

products, the movement was without

official sanction and through the activity

of the Chinese Gorernment was

squelched.
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China is alive to the fact that, unaided,
it is not within her power to place re-

strictions on the increasing trade of Ja-

pan. The Kingdom of the Mikado has

laid too strong hands upon her to be in-

timidated by governmental legislation.

Japan's hold prevents any enactment

such as duties, and to all intents and pur-

poses, makes China's commerce, aside

from a slight stretch back from the coast,

a closed door to all but the Japanese.
Now comes this exhibition of friendli-

ness from the Administration in Wash-

most magnificent fleet that ever floated

on that broad expanse, flying the pen-
nant of Admiral Evans, is a vouch to

China that, following her act of self-

emancipation from Japanese commercial

control, by opening the markets of her

untold millions to the product of Ameri-
can manufactories, as well as to those

of the world, there will be no growling

dragon waiting to bury its claws in her

breast; that in the act itself she, will

be permitted to obey the dictates of her

will without molestation or interference

OVERLOOKING RICE FIELDS IN JAPAN.

ington, and China has not been slow to

communicate her desire, through the De-

partment of State, to open her markets
to the trade of the United States.

With the history of the decline of

American commerce on the Pacific fresh

in the mind of the Administration, and
the way opened by China for its restora-

tion, the only obstacle to its consumma-
tion is Japan. Diplomatically the move-
ment has been lathered, so far, by both

the United States and China, but there

is no ground for disputing that in this,

the same as in other matters concern-

ing the United States, Japan has full

knowledge.
The presence in Pacific waters of the

from that nation, which for so long, has

used the Celestial Kingdom as a means
to its own advancement.

Thus, the greatest commercial prize
the world can offer today may well be
worth safe-guarding by the war fleet of

the United States. So great is the move-
ment that nations may be involved. The
future alone holds the secret.

Will Japan, with her energy of a quar-
ter of a century, and her millicns spent
in subsidies, quietly retire hcf great Chi-

na merchant-marines and be satisfied

with a share of China's commerce in

competition with the world ?

Will Japan, just beginning an era of

manufacture with machii.ery that the
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brightest minds of all times have devised,

step aside and take her chances with an

open-door policy ?

The answer eventually must be yes,
for England and Germany will welcome
the fair standard of competition guaran-
teed by the United States in all its deal-

ings, and will not be averse to a rehabili-

tation of part of the commerce of both

nations lost to Japan.
There is significance in British naval

activity on the British Columbia coast,

whither a part of the Mediterranean
fleet will be sent

;
and there is signifi-

cance, too, in the reports from Iquique,

Chili, that Japanese agents are there

buying up the entire stock of saltpeter
and laying in great stores of yucca,
which grows in abundance near Iquique.
A line of fast steamers has been estab-

lished between Japan and this Chilian

port, and the home-bound cargoes are

to be principally of these products. Yuc-
ca is a stunted form of palm, with a res-

inous grass growing in its head, the

product of which contains a large per-

centage of petric acid. Its sole use is

in shimose powder, the high explosive
which Japan used with such deadly eflfect

in the recent war with Russia.

Japan has announced a new policy of

retrenchment, lopping off $15,000,000 an-

nually, for the next five years, from army
and navy expenditures. This course is

usually followed by any nation after an

expensive war. But in the case of Ja-

pan the retrenchment policy was not

adopted until after her own fleet, and all

the vessels once forming the pride of

the Russian navy and which had fallen

into the hands of the conquerer, had been

reconstructed, improved and made mod-
ern in every detail, and contracts for

more warships and armament, including
the largest order for Whitehead Torpe-
does ever placed by any country in the

world, had been signed with domestic

and foreign factories and shipyards.

Two Mounds On The Desert

By Kensett Rossiter

TRAIGHT ahead, where
the sky dropped into the

prairie, a faint glow was

coming; the night was
over. One star alone

burned in the .southeast,
and presently that, too, was gone—an-

other day had begun.
We rode alone on the great desert

plains, the foreman of the Naravise
Draw and I, and because the sun was
terrible on the sands, we rode at night.
Ten days before. Colonel Rivers, who
owned the ranch, had gone unexpectedly
to the Cattlemen's Convention at Den-

ver; but, because I was then already on
the train coming west, and, further, be-

cause I was the Colonel's nephew, he

did not try to get word to me. There-

fore, as the train arrived six hours late,

it was Miles, his foreman, who met me
at the station. We had left the buck-

board at the blacksmith shop in town for

repairs, and as I could not carry my
trunk in the saddle-bags we had left that

also. And now we were going back for

the trunk and the buckboard and to meet
Colonel Rivers ; but what pleased me
most was that Miles was going to help
me select my "outfit." I had always
wanted an "outfit" and I was elated be-

cause an "old timer" was going to help
me select it.

Some two hours before we had ridden

up the steep bank of an arroyo. I was

trying to see what time it was by the
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starlight, when my pony stumbled and

my watch fell from my hand. It had a

gun-metal casing and was hard to see at

night. I got off, struck a match—and

something made me start. My pony's
fore feet were standing between two
narrow mounds of earth. The match
flickered in my fingers and went out, but

I knew that the cattleman had seen too,

for there was a strange look on his face,

I wanted to get away ; something in the

great stillness of the night troubled me.
Neither of us had spoken since then.

Now a great ball of fire stood at the

edge of the prairie. A coyote got up in

front of our horses and slunk away to-

ward the sun. Miles reached for his

saddle rope and started his pony, then
checked himself

; we were riding through
a prairie-dog village. Ahead we could
see the low roofs of houses. The fore-

man drew his horse alongside of mine.
"I reckon yer wondered a might what

them two mounds back there meant," he
said.

I confessed it, but I felt better about
them now that the sun was coming up.

"Well," he resumed, "I did n't aim that

yer ho'se should stumble on 'em. The
boys most always rides around, but it

was dark last night and—I did n't

think."

"I would like to hear about it," I ven-

tured.

*T aint sure as yer would," he began
slowly, "but I '11 tell yer, because I can 't

seem to think of nothin' else just now."
I waited.

"Them days have gone by," he began
again, "them rustlin' days. There war n't

no fences here then, nor towns, nor

nothin', but there was a heap of cattle-

stealing goin' on,
—but," he added after

a pause, "there was men in them days
big enough to stop it."

"About that time there was a young
feller came here with his wife and
started ranchin'. They did n't have much
money, and no one knowed where they
come from

;
but no one asked. The young

feller was a good-lookin' chap, strong
and healthy, and he was pretty well

educated. He seemed to be what he

pretended
—a small rancher, but we

did n't take much notice of him, and the

boys they did n't say as they liked him
or not. It was dif'rent with the girl.

Folks liked her just as far as they could

see her, and she was pretty, too, and in-

terestin' to talk to. I allowed to myself
she had been raised dif'rent from us fel-

lows down here. Maybe her family had

money and she had to run away to get
married. But anyway she did n't act

dif'rent—I mean she did n't let on to us.

"I was workin' for Connel's outfit

then, about thirty miles south, towards
Sand Springs. Connel was an English-

man, hard as a pine knot and he war n't

so easy to get along with. But he was

fair. 1 '11 say that for him, and he had
a big heart when you found it out. Con-

nel, he had a whole library of books, and
he 'd read 'em all, too. And when he

wanted more he 'd send to New York or

London for 'em.

"Well, one day he got acquainted with
them two I was telling you about ;

Fred
Burt and his wife—M'ss Edith, we al-

ways called her. Connel used to invite

'em over to dinner on Sundays after that.

He liked to talk to 'em, and I reckon

they liked comin'. They was only 'bout

fifteen miles from Connel's, and over
their way there war n't more 'n one
ranch family.
"One day M'ss Edith says to him:

'Mr. Connel,' she says, 'you ve been
awful good to us. I dont know what
we 'd have done here without you. Fred
and I appreciate it,' she says. 'There 's

just the two of us. We 're poor and we
have n't got anyone to help us, and the

life 's a bit strange yet, but Fred works
hard and we wont always be poor. We
wish we could do something for you,
Mr. Connel.'

"I tell you old Connel was touched
when she ^aid that. You could n't fool

him. He knew when someone was

stringing him and when they was n't.

M'ss Edith felt awful kind toward Con-

nel, but he had n't really done so much
for 'em. He liked to see 'em just as

much as they liked to come. ,She was a

good clean girl if there ever was one,
and I guess there be.

"When they was goin', Connel turned
to Burt. 'Burt,' he says, 'what do you
think of this cattle-rustlin' business?*
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" 'How do you mean ?' says Burt.
" T mean,' says Connel, 'what do you

think we ought to do if we catch 'em?'
"

'I dont know,' says Burt, 'they
have n't ever bothered me any.'

." 'Well, by God, Burt,' says he, "we 're

goin' to string 'em up !' Then he turns

to M'ss Edith. 'Beg pardon,' he says,
'I get excited when I get thinkin' about

it.'

" 'You would n't hang 'em ?' asked

Burt.
" 'We will if we catch 'em,' says

Connel.

"Burt turned a bit pale about that

time. We boys noticed it; he looked

terrible scared all of a sudden. Then he

said something about actin' on mere

suspicion.
"M'ss Edith did n't say a word, and

when they was leavin' Burt said some-

thin' about how good Mr. Connel was
to 'em, and as how he wished he could

do somethin' for him.

"I can 't never seem to forget M'ss

Edith's face as she rode off on her pony
with Burt that day. It was so kind and

sweet and honest. Why, that girl did n't

even suspect anything wrong. She did n't

even know what rustlin' meant. But

we boys had our suspicions by that time.

We kept 'em to ourselves though, and

we did n't talk none too much. ^

"Well, sir, it was n't more 'n three

nights later when a bunch of Connel's

cattle was run ofif right under our nose."

The foreman got excited. "Right
under our nose!" he repeated. "That

mornin' in the bunk house we knowel
somethin' was goin' to happen. Connel,

he come in quiet but he could n't hold it

long,
"
'Miles,' he says, 'and Peat and Al

kali and Fountain Smith,' and then his

fist came down on the table, 'I want you
to catch those fellows, and I want you
to finish the job where ye find 'em. Dont

bring 'em back here—I dont want to see

'em. You can go to the Circle Bar first,

they 're goin' to send two men. And
Miles,' he says, turnin' to me, 'I dont

give a damn if it 's my own brother. Do
ye understand?'

"
'Yes, sir,' says I.

"Well, then I kinder thought his sus-

picions run about the same as mine. I

did n't say nothin', I allowed to myself,
if a feller could accept hospitality from a

friend and then run ofif his cattle he was
a low-lived specimen, but still I didn't

say nothin',

"It didn't take long to get started.

We rode over to the Circle Bar and got
two more men, and then we shoved out.

The sun was just burnin' us up; it was
terrible hot and we 'd been out about six

hours. I was ridin' ahead with Alkali

when he looks up, suddenlike, and says :

"'Miles, what's that ahead?'
"

'Cattle,' says I, 'and they 're

bunched,'

"We drew up our ho'ses, got 'em into

the array and rode along under the

bank for about two miles. Then we

stopped. Alkali dismounted, crawled up
and poked his head over the bank, and

We saw him put back his hand to hold

us quiet.
"
'By God !' he says, 'it 's our cattle.

I can tell 'em and they 're goin' the

wrong way from home.
"
'Are you sure?' says Peat.

"
'Yes,' says he, 'and it 's that son-of-

a-gun Burt !'

" 'How do you know?' I asked.
"

'I can see him plain, and I can tell

by his white shirt,' says Alkali. "They 're

runnin' their ho'ses.'

Then I remembered Burt most always
wore white shirts. He was the only man
that did in these parts. His wife used

to make 'em for him, because she said

they was cooler.

"I got off my ho'se and climbed up to

where Alkali was.
"
'Yer right. Alkali,' I says, 'it 's Burt.'

"But there was two of 'em. I figured

they must have seen us someway for they
was ridin' like the devil. We could n't

make out the other feller very well. He
was some distance ahead and dark like a

Mexican. He had the best ho'se and he

never looked back as he run.

"Alkali was the kind of feller that

flared up quick He did n't stop to con-

sider nothin', but he could shoot, and he

up with his carbine and let drive at that

white shirt. We saw Burt roll off his

saddle, but he was quick, he crawled

into a shale of rocks where there was
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soap-weed growin'. We knowed he was
hurt bad and when I saw that damned
black Mexican ridin' on faster 'n ever, I

felt sort o' sorry it was n't him Alkali

had hit. I thought Burt had got down
pretty loW to be takin' up with a Greaser,
but when a man begins rustlin' cattle for

a livin', he aint none too particular about
what company he travels with; just the

same I was pretty mad when I saw that

feller dig out and leave his partner.
I '11 tell you if a man 's got any good
left in him at all, he 'II stand and fight
it out with his partner, and that damned
Greaser skipped to save his hide."

The foreman rolled a cigarette.
"Did Burt die?" I asked.

"Yes," he continued, "Burt died, but

he died game.
"As I was sayin', when Alkali fired

the shot and Burt fell from his ho'se and

got in among the rocks and the soap-
weed where we could n't see him, do you
know, his ho'se stayed right there and
would n't leave, his nose snuffin' in the

rocks ! Folks used to say that Burt was
more 'n ordinary kind to animals and
that ho'se just loved him. I '11 tell you
right now, it 's my opinion if a man 's

*good to animals he 's apt not to be all

bad.

"Fountain Smith and Peat had come

up alongside of us. We all had our

heads above the bank lookin', when zip
—

a bullet struck the dirt right in front of

us. We ducked. Burt was goin' to fight
to the last. Fountain poked his head up
again, but he could n't see nothin' 'cept
a little smoke up above the rocks,

—when
zip, and another bullet come our way. I

reckon he could n't see us any too plain,
because the sun was in his eyes, and we
could n't see him at all

; only his ho'se

that stood there and never moved. It was
a case of wait, and the sun was just
burnin' us up, it was terrible hot. There
was a spring about two miles back, a lit-

tle above where we had come into the

arroyo, and the Circle Bar men said

they 'd go for water.
"
'Miles,' says Peat, sudden-like, after

they was gone, 'if a man 's got hit he
can *t stand it long in a sun like this

without water.'

"We looked at each other.

"
'The poor devil,' says Alkali.

"Yes, but no one wanted to take it

over to him—even if we 'd had any—
and get a bullet in his ear. We felt

sorry for him, but zve had n't stole no
cattle. We could n't do nothin' but

wait with the sun a broilin' down on us.

After a while the other fellers come back
with the water^ and maybe it did n't taste

good. A feller can do a lot on a little

water, but he cant do much without any.
"There war n't no more shots fired.

We just waited. Along towards night-

fall, Fountain Smith, who was watchin',
turns and hollers to us : 'Boys, he 's

comin' our way.'
"We did n't take long in gettin' up

where we could see. Yes, sir, he was
comin' right towards us. We could see

him stretch out his arms and crawl on

his stomach ;
his ho'se sort o' followin'.

Then his head would drop, but after a

spell he 'd begin to crawl again. My
God, it was awful—it was awful!

" 'He has n't got his carbine,' savs

Alkali.

When we made sure he had n't, we
went towards him. There was blood on

his shirt. We stood right over him and
he looked up and sort o' smiled, but I

reckon he did n't know nothin',
—the sun

had fixed him.
"

'Burt,' says I, 'we 're sorry it 's you.'
"I could n't say anythin' else. He

looked pitiful at us, but he could n't talk ;

his tongue was all swole up. Alkali went
back for some water, and when Burt

saw it he smiled, but before he could

drink any his head pitched forward and
he was dead. I reckon he did n't know

any of us. We buried him in the little

mound you saw."

"But there were two mounds," said I.

"Yes, I 'm comin' to that. Well, after

we buried him, Alkali says sudden : 'My
God, who'll tell his wife?'

"No one spoke. We had n't thought
of her in connection with a deal like this,

we 'd just plumb forgot her. But now it

come home pretty strong. N^ one vol-

unteered, so we drawed lots, and Alkali

got the short straw. He felt mighty bad
all right. He told Fountain Smith he 'd

give him his saddle, his six-shooter and
next month's wages, if he 'd do it for
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him, but Fountain shook his head.

"After that we separated. The Circle

Bar men went one way ;
Peat and Foun-

tain and I gathered in the cattle and
headed 'em home, and Alkali went off

alone to the southeast.

"The sun had been down three hours

and the moon was up, when he reached

that lonely little ranchhouse. There
was n't no light in the cabin, but, sud-

den, a young girl flew to the door. It

was Burt's wife—M'ss Edith. She
knowed him in the moonlight.

"
'Oh Martin,' she says and she smiles,

she always called Alkali 'Martin.' 'I

hoped it was Fred,' she says, 'but I 'm

glad to see yer, and wont yer come right
in ?' She was that cordial to any one.

"Alkali said he would n't.
"
'Martin,' she goes on, 'I 'm worried

tonight. Early this mornin' one o' Mr.
Bell's little girls come in and said a

bunch o' Mr. Connel's cattle had been

stole, and they were over by the big

arroyo. Fred said he did n't think so,

but that he would go. I begged him not

to, but he said any time he could help
Mr. Connel, he wanted to do it. Oh
Martin, you dont suppose do you that

anythin' could have happened to him?
It 's so late and I 've waited supper.'

"Alkali never answered that question,
he only said Mr. Connel had n't lost no
cattle. That made her feel better. Al-

kali tried to get away but he could n't.
"
'Martin,' she went on, T '11 tell you

a secret,' and she smiled at him again.
It was pretty tough on Alkali, you can

bet. 'Martin,' she says, 'this next Sun-

day, a year ago, Fred and I was married.

We can 't have any of the old friends

around, but we can have the new ones.

We 've talked it all over and Burt wants

you and the other boys to come for our
little party. He likes you, Martin, he

likes all the boys that are with Mr. Con-

nel, you 've all been so good to us. Will

you tell them?'
"
'Yes ma'm,' says Alkali, wishin' he

was dead.
" 'And Martin,' she called, but he was

gone.

"It was three in the mornin' when

Alkali got back. We was all in the bunk-

house, but we had n't none of us been
to sleep. He told us the whole story

—
just what she had said to him, and how
it had all been a mistake.

"
'My God !' we all said. Then there

was dead silence, and finally Fountain
savs :

'"'Did you tell her?'

"Alkali held out his hands to us.

There was tears in his eyes. 'Boys,' he

says, 'some things hurt terrible-r-I did n't

tell her nothin'—/ could n't.'

"Then he fell back in his bunk and
sobbed like a baby.

"
'Did you leave her there with the

night, alone, expectin' him to come?'

asked Peat.

"But Alkali did n't answer, he was n't

himself.
"
'My God !' we all says again.

"Yes, Connel had to tell her. He was
all broke up, but he was man enough to

do it, and
"

The foreman looked up, we had turned

into the main street of the town.

"Did you ever find the Mexican?" I

asked. ,

The cattleman lowered his voice, one

hand slipped to his saddle rope. "Yes,"
he said, "we got him about a week later.

The only thing he said was that he was

sorry Burt had n't caught him. He said

Burt would of seen that he had a fair

trial,
—that we did n't have no hearts.

"Well, I had n't ever thought that way
before, but maybe he was right.

—M'ss

Edith died that same night
—the other

mound is hern.

"A few days later Connel he come up
to me,—and he was n't the same man
either.

"
'Miles,' says he.

"'Yes,' says I."
"
'Miles,' he says, 'I 'm goin' away for

a little spell. I can 't stand it here no

longer. Can you look out for things
till I gets back?'

"
'I reckon,' says I.

"'And Miles.'

"'Yes, sir?'
"

'If any one wants to steal my cat-

tle, try and persuade 'em not to, but dont

have no violence. Do you understand?'
" 'You bet !' says I.



Chinese Absence of Feeling

By Charlton B. Perl^ns

UST now, when Europe and
America are casting anx-
ious glances and watch-

ing, with absorbing and

unabating interest, the

awakening of the aged
and sleepy Orient ; when the Island Em-
pire has woefully humbled Russian pre-
tenses to acquisition in Manchuria, forced
a reluctant peace, and developed in less

than two years into a first-class world

power, it becomes vitally important that

the Western world should searchingly
look into China and things Chinese, and

anticipate, in full measure, that indus-

trial and commercial upheaval which will

not be long in its coming, and the por-
tents of which are already here.

Much has been said and probably more
written, by responsible and irresponsible
authorities, concerning things "Chinese.
Authors of repute, consuls, the ever-

present missionary, globe
-
trotters,

miners, would-be empire-builders, and

rolling-stones have all given their writ-
ten or spoken opinions, and dilated to a

greater or less extent upon the Celestial,
who traces his national history with un-

erring accuracy and authenticity back-

ward, without a break or morbid change,
to the year two thousand eight hundred

fifty-two, B. C. They have told the

world, in more or less excellent prose,
of the economy, industry, and frugality
of the Chinese, of their disregard of

time, of their accuracy, of their absence
of nerves and sympathy, of their truly
remarkable patience and perseverance,
their indifference to comfort and conven-

ience, and of their physical vitality.
But few of these many writers have

touched upon that necessary adjunct to

all governments, from the family to the

nation,
—the Department of Justice

—
which is administered in China in a

manner truly Oriental in all details, and
in no way likely to excite the admiration

of the Western mind, but which, never-

theless, appears to be absolutely neces-

sary for the proper conduct of the de-

partment of the affairs Chinese.

No one can have lived among the Chi-

nese people, or in fact, with any of the

different races represented among the

natives of the Far East, and gained a

fairly intimate knowledge of their cus-

toms, habits, and inherent character-

istics without being strongly impressed
with the fact that their mode of thought
and action, the peculiar mental processes

by which they arrive at conclusions and
act upon them, differ fundamentally and

essentially from the thought-producing
process of the European.
One of the first impressions received

is their utter lack of sympathy with,
or their inclination to aid, those de-

formed in body, the blind, the maimed,
or the leprous. According to the popu-
lar belief in China, the blind—especially
those blind of but one eye

—the bald,

the deaf, and the cross-eyed, are all per-
sons to be avoided, and yet, one of the

Confucian virtues is "benevolence." The

assumption is that, if the physical nature

is defective, the moral must be also.

. To give an idea of the intricate work-

ings of the Chinese judicial (official)

mind, and of their methods of punish-
ment and cruelty, the following case,

authenticated by the records, may be

cited :

Several years ago, a mother-in-law,
in the province of Honan, burned her

daughter, who had been reared to be-

come her son's wife, first with incense

sticks, and then applied red-hot pincers
to her cheeks, and finally succeeded in

killing her by pouring kettlekfuls of boil-

ing water over her body. Upon trial,

the then governor of Honan Province
memorialized the Pekin throne to the

effect that, while there is a responsibility
in the eye of the law for a murder of a
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daughter by a' parent, this is rendered

nugatory by the provision that, even if

a married woman should wilfully and

maliciously murder her young daughter-
in-law, the murderess may ransom her-

self by a money payment.
It might be remarked here that the

lives of daughters-in-law in China are

far from enviable, and, as Chinese wo-
men marry when very young, and are

absolutely under the dominion of the

mother-in-law, some idea may be gained
of the abuse to which they are subjected,
for they are looked upon as servants.

Parents can do nothing to protect their

married daughters, other than to remon-
strate with tiie families into which they
have married, and to exact an expensive
funeral should the daughter be actually
diiven to suicide—a not infrequent oc-

currence. It often happens that a husband

seriously injures or kills his wife, and he

escapes all punishment by merely stat-

ing that she was "unfilial" to his par-
ents. The lot of Chinese concubines is

also one of exceeding bitterness (in the

homes in which they are to be found—
happily relatively few in number.)
Other instances of cruelty may be

cited without number. The sale of wives

and children is very common, especially
in time of distress from famine. Com-
mon neglect of the sick in a family, be-

cause they are only "women and chil-

dren," is very noticeable. For example,
the Chinese never hope to be entirely
rid of smallpox, which mostly attacks

children, and of which the elders do

not stand in great dread. Much of the

blindness noticeable throughout the

Empire is directly attributable to this

disease and to lack of care of those

suffering from it.

Their utter disregard for infant life

is terrible. Young children are very
seldom buried, but, to use the Chinese ex-

WIIOLESALE STR.WOULATIOX IN CURIOUS BAMBOO CAGES.
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pression, they are "thrown out" or, if

rolled in a mat, they are so loosely cov-

ered that they soon fall a prey to the

dogs. In some places, it is the standing
custom to crush the bodies of infants

into an indistinguishable mass in order
to prevent the "devil," which inhabited

the living body, from returning and vex-

ing the family.
While it is true that the Chinese do

not greatly fear virulent smallpox, yet

they have a great dread of typhus and

typhoid fevers. If seized with either

of these diseases while away from home,
they receive no attention at all. To all

appeals for help the answer is: "That
disease is contagious." If at home, they
are unceremoniously placed in a vacant
room with a jug of water on the fioor

beside them, while every once in awhile,
one of the anxious family or relatives

cautiously opens the door, and prods
the sufferer with a bamboo pole to ascer-
tain if he be still alive.

As another evidence of their callous-

ness, let me cite : Chinese will never

help the drowning, nor will they take
from the water a floating corpse, nor be
made to handle it after it is removed
by Europeans. Not many years since
a foreign steamship was burned on Ihe

Yang-tse river, and the crowds of Chi-
nese who gathered on the banks to wit-
ness the accident did absolutely nothing
to rescue the passengers or crew. On the

contrary those who succeeded in making
their way ashore were immediately set

upon and robbed even of their clothing,
while still others were murdered out-

right. They manifest a callousness, not
even tinged with pity, to the many cases
of distress which are to be seen on every
hand.

Another instance: When the summer
rains come and the so-called roads of
the Empire become quagmires, woe to
the man who attempts to drive abroad,
for he will find "Heaven, earth, and
man" combined against him. No one
will be kind enough to tell him that a
short distance ahead is a morass or pit-

fall, for they expect remuneration for
aid in helping the unfortunate man to

extricate himself and cart later on. It

is common practice for the rustics to

dig deep holes for the vehicle of the

unsuspecting traveler, and, when his cart

is deep in the mire, these worthies gather
round about with their hands in their

sleeves, and not until a bargain is

struck for extricating, will a single one
of them lend a helping hand.

The Chinese always want their bodies

interred at home, and will go to any ex-'

pense in order that this may be done.

Even the agents of the Trans-Pacific

liners have to enter into a contract that

no Chinese corpse shall be buried at sea

before they will take passage. But in

China, where the body may ha/e to be
carried for many weary miles, owing
to superstition, it is impossible to place
the coffin containing the body under
shelter for the night, and we not infre-

quently hear of the burial party having
to remain unsheltered in the worst of

weather. During a recent severe winter
in Shantung, the keeper of an inn in the

city of Wei-Hsien refused to allow sev-

eral travelers, who were half-dead with

cold, to enter his house lest they should

die within, so he turned them out into

the street, where they all froze to death.

Many crimes are committed in China
for which the perpetrators are never

brought before a magistrate, largely on
account of the cost of trial. Adultery,
for instance, is generally dealt with by
the law of private revenge. The Chi-
nese thoroughly believe, and strictly ad-

here to, the old adage that "Where there

are many persons, their prestige is

great." As a rule, the man's legs are

broken, sometimes his arms
;
and very

often he is rendered totally blind by hav-

ing quicklime rubbed into his eyes. He
is then a burden on the community, un-
less he chooses to commit suicide, which
is very often the case. Foreigners may,
and often do, remonstrate at such prac-
tices, but to even the educated Chinese,
this torture is considered very mild and

they utterly fail to see any cruelty what-
soever.

After a long residence with the Chi-

nese, the foreigner will eventually come
to the conclusion that the two cheapest
commodities to be found in the "Celes-
tial Kingdom" are human life and hu-
man labor. One of the most exasperat-
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ing crimes to the Chinese mind is theft.

It is regarded as being only a little less

heinous than murder. Once a person
becomes known as a thief, his chances

are exceedingly small, as he is generally
made away with by a self-constituted

"vigilance committee," which would
have done the California pioneers infin-

ite discredit. The method usually em-

ployed is burying alive, not figuratively,

but literally. During a recent severe

winter, a young man who was unques-

tions, fear, and hatred were the order of

the day—rife everywhere from the Ya-
men of the viceroy to the cottage of the

peasant. A person had but to be sus-

pected to meet his doom. No law was
enforced and the magistrates, who were

powerless in the situation, semi-officially
sanctioned the seizure of all suspected

persons by the populace. On one occa-

sion the villagers noticed a man coming
toward them mounted on a horse and,

upon being halted and questioned, it

CHINESE CEMETERY IN PORTLAND.
Though callous as to the livirg, the Chinese are extremely regardful of the dead.

cionably insane and a kleptomaniac, was
seized by a party of villagers, many of

whom were relatives, and after consul-

tation (?) with his mother, they moved
en masse to the bank of the frozen river

and, after a hole was chopped through
the frozen ice, the lad was bound hand
and foot and unceremoniously dropped
in. Sometimes the culprits are made
away with by being stabbed in the back,
and many of such cases are recorded

yearly.

During the years of the great Taiping
rebellion, which caused the Imperial
throne of the Ming dynasty to tremble
to its foundation, suspicions, insurrec-

was fotmd that he could give no accu-

rate account of himself. His bedding,

upon examination, was found to be full

of jewelry which he had doubtless plun-
dered. He was tied up, a pit dug, and
he was tumbled into it. Another trav-

eler, observing from a distance the fate

of the first, attempted escape by cross-

ing the fields, but was overtaken and

captured, whereupon he was subjected
to the same fate. In some cases the vic-

tims were made to dig their own graves.

Any aged native will tell you that in-

stances of this kind were of too fre-

quent occurrence to be either remem-
bered or counted.
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The system of punishment now in

vogue in the Empire leaves no doubt of

the "absence of sympathy'' as well as

almost total "absence of nerves." It is

not easy to determine by a perusal of

the legal code of the Empire, what is

and what is not according to law, for

custom has stamped its sanction on so

many of the deviations from the letter

of the law that, in the majority of cases,

magistrates cause to be inflicted what-

ever punishment they may desire, and

not infrequently inflict new ones in spe-

cial or obstinate cases. Their "absence

of nerves" is truly remarkable. Whether
the punishment is to be inflicted on their

own bodies or on that of their fellow

beings, they seldom change countenance.

Operations in hospitals in China upon
Chinese are very often conducted with-

out administering an anaesthetic, and

physicians or surgeons will tell you that

the Chinese will pass under the knife

and through the most dangerous of op-
erations without blinking an eye.

It has been suggested that perhaps
their utter indifference to pain or even
death was the original cause of insti-

tuting the severe punishments and tor-

tures to which the criminal is subjected.
And there appears to be some ground
for this theory, for it is certain that no

European could tolerate one-tenth of

the pain to which the Chinese submit

with apparent unconcern. One thing is

certain, no country can hope to rival

China in the infliction of punishment
even though it so desired. Torture to

extort confessions from accused has

reached its zenith in China.

We have no space here to make de-

tailed mention of the over three hundred
modes of punishment and torture re-

sorted to in the Empire, nor would a

description of them be interesting to

the average reader, as the gruesomeness
of them would be disgusting. However,
they may be found enumerated in .any

good work on China, such as the Mid-
dle Kingdotn or Hues Travelers,
where they are dealt with at some

length. The latter mentions seeing pris-
oners on the way to the yamen with their

hands nailed to the cart in which they
were conveyed, because the constables

had forgotten to 1)ring fetters.

Nothing so illustrates the statement

that the Chinese have little understand-

ing of mercy, as the deliberate routine

cruelty with which all Chinese prison-
ers are treated who cannot pay for their

exemption. Not many years since, the

English Press of Shanghai chronicled

the infliction upon two old prisoners in

the yamen of the district magistrate of

that city, of a sentence for levying black-

mail on a new prisoner. They each re-

ceived between two and three thousand

strokes with the bamboo, and had their

ankles broken with an iron hammer. It

is, therefore, scarcely strange that the

Chinese should have adopted an adage
advising the dead to keep out of hell,

and the living to keep out of yamens.
The governor of the province of Yun-

nan has stated that in some districts

of his province, the villagers have a

custom of burning to death any man
caught stealing corn or the produce of

the fields. At the same time, they com-

pel the man's relations to sign a docu-

ment in which they give their consent

to what is about to be done, and then

force them to light the fire with their

own hands, by which means they are, ac-

cording to law, prevented from lodging
a complaint afterwards. Sometimes
this horrible penalty is exacted for the

breaking of a branch or a stalk, or even

false accusations are made, and men
suffer death out of spite. This terrible

practice came into use during the Yun-
nan rebellion, and the constant vigilance
of the authorities has not yet caused its

extirpation.
Native Chinese newspapers have in

recent years recorded the practice of en-

forced sntiee in a district near Foochow.

Widows are compelled to strangle them-

selves, and their bodies are then burned,
after which ornamental portals are

erected to their virtuous memories ! The
officials have endeavored to prevent this,

but so far, their success has been only

temporary and local.

This article has only deal^ with cni-

elty, absence of sympathy and of nerves

on the part of the Chinese, in a most

general way. But if the prison life of

the Chinese throughout the length and
breadth of the Empire were to be held

up to the glaring light of publicity, the
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nations of the world would stand aghast
at the horrible barbarities daily prac-
ticed upon helpless and in many cases

innocent victims, under the all-protect-

ing arm of the Chinese law. The hor-

rible atrocities daily carried out in the

larger cities, before the very eye of the

populace, and of European visitors, are

so utterly shocking that no one has had
the temerity to honestly record them.

The beheadings are common. Ling Chi,
or the seventy-two cuts on the body,
slow strangulation, and being sawn

asunder, are only a few of the many
methods of capital punishment.

China has many needs, among ^which
her leading statesmen place armies, na-

vies and arsenals. That her government
and her monetary system are fairly

putrid with graft, is evident at a glance,
but in no department does she need re-

form of a vigorous sort more than in

the Department of Justice. To her for-

eign well-wishers it is plain that she

needs many things ; a currency system,
railways, scientific instruction, and lib-

eral education for the masses
; but a

deeper diagnosis of the conditions pre-

vailing in the Empire and in her rela-

tions, show that one of her profoundest
needs is human sympathy.

She needs to feel with childhood that

sympathy which, for eighteen centuries,
has been one of the choicest possessions
of races and peoples who once knew it

not. She needs to feel sympathy for

wives and for mothers, which the Chris-

tian era has done so much to develop
and to deepen. She needs to feel sym-
pathy for man as man, to learn the qual-

ity of mercy—that divine compassion
which Seneca declared to be "a vice of

the mind," but which the influence of

Christianity has cultivated until it has

become the fairest plant that ever

bloomed upon the earth, the virtue in

the exercise of which man most resem-

bles God.
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Jack London's

Great Novel, "Martin Eden"

Editorial Announcement

jT may not be customary to

review a novel before it

is published either serially
or in book form,—yet
what objection may be

justly offered? Doubtless

half the readers of books are persuaded
to the reading by the critical reviews, or

by more or less curiosity-stimulating dis-

cussion. However, let us be in fashion,

and call this a "foreword." One of Lon-
don's most intimate friends who has

read the manuscript of Martin Eden,
which will begin serially in this maga-
zine next month, says that London has

put into its pages a vivid picture of his

own wonderful struggle for success in

authorship. Perhaps this accounts for

the peculiar effectiveness of the story.

There is no taking up of one set of char-

acters for a chapter or two and then re-

turning to the main one, but it is all Mar-
tin Eden. Had it been put in narrative

form it might have been called "The
Confessions of a Conqueror."
A somewhat captious critic of one of

London's books once said that he lacked

restraint, and Mr. Porter Garnett has

said of him in The Pacific Monthly:
"He has more of the brass band in his

idiom than of the string quartet. London
sometimes plays the 'cello of passion,
and often the viola of sentiment," but in

Martin Eden he also plays, we believe,
"the violin of the supernal sense."

It has more than once been noted by
reviewers and critical essayists, that

where an author puts his own story into
a book, if he be a great author, it is apt
to be his masterpiece. Jack London, still

but a youth of thirty-two, has already
done a prodigious amount of work.

Think of his record ! Seventeen com-

plete volumes of novels and short stories,
besides this latest,

—and every one of

them a hit with the reading public. Not

every one a hit with all literary critics,

but most of them the recipients of un-
stinted praise by the most famous and
authoritative reviewers.

Now comes Martin Eden, and those

who remember his expression in the

essay, "What Life Means To Me," which

appeared in The Cosmopolitan two years
ago : "I resolved to sell no more muscle,
and to become a vendor of brains. Then
began a frantic pursuit of knowledge,"
are able to see no other than Jack Lon-
don himself in Martin Eden. Dickens,
in the opinion of many, did his best in

David Copperiield. Two characters

and two life stories, reputed to be pic-
tures from the experiences of the writers,

could scarcely be more opposite than

those of Martin Eden and David Copper-
field. London's understanding is clear

of how to achieve the great end of the

finest art in literary creation (just as it

is in painting), viz: to stir the emotions;
and he has written nothing that stirs

them so profoundly as does Martin Eden.

"Through everything that London has

written. Force stalks with indomitable

stride," and Force stalks through the

pages of Martin Eden.
The novel is an epic,

—an epic that

may appall the whining underling in the

struggle for success ;
the lazy dilettante

who complains that the Fates are against
him

;
but to the rugged, militant soul it

is an extraordinary inspiration. To the

heroic struggler in any field of high en-

deavor, Martin Bden beats the war drum
of power. London has been accused of
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"padding" because of the "ten cents a

word," but it is impossible to blue pencil
the manuscript of Martin Eden without

injury to the work. Everything extran-

eous has been eliminated ; every word is

a brick in a mighty structure.

If one were asked to select its most

striking passage the effort would be

found impossible. Turning the leaves at

random one encounters vivid passage
after vivid passage, like the following:

He walked at the other's heels with a

swing to his shoulders, and his legs spread
unwittingly, as if the level floors were

Tilting up and sinking down to the heave

and lunge of the sea. The wide rooms
seemed too narrow for his rolling gait, and
to himself he was in terror lest his broad

shoulders should collide with the doorways
or sweep the bric-a-brac from the low

mantel.

Then they fell upon each other, like

young bulls, in all the glory of youth, with

naked fists, with hatred, with desire to

hurt, to maim, to destroy. All the painful

thousand-years* gains of man in his up-
ward climb through creation, were lost.

Only the electric light remained, a mile-

stone on the path of the great human ad-

venture. Martin and Cheese-Face were two

savages, of the stone-age, of the squatting

place and the tree refuge.
* * * They

were twin whirlwinds of hatred, revolving
about each other monstrously. The time

passed, and the two hostile gangs became
very quiet. They had never witnessed such

intensity of ferocity, and they were awed
by it. The two fighters were greater
brutes than they. The first splendid vel-

vet edge of youth and condition wore off,

and they fought more cautiously and delib-

erately. There had been no advantage
gained either way. "It 's anybody's fight,"
Martin heard someone saying. Then he
followed up a feint, right and left, was
fiercely countered, and felt his cheek laid

open to the bone. No bare knuckles had
done that. He heard mutters of amaze-
ment at the ghastly damage wrought, and
was drenched with his own blood. But he

gave no sign, he became immensely wary,
for he was wise with knowledge of the low
cunning and foul vileness of his kind. He
watched and waited, until he feigned a
wild rush, which he stopped midway, for

he had seen the glint of metal.

He saw her hand coming out to his, and
she looked him straight In the eyes as she
shook hands, frankly, like a man. The
women he had known did not shake hands
that way. For that matter, most of them
did not shake hands at all. A flood of as-

sociations, visions of various ways he had

made the acquaintance of women, rushed
Into his mind and threatened to swamp it.

But he shook them aside and looked at

her. Never had he seen such a woman.
The women he had known! Immediately,
beside her, on the other hand, ranged the
women he had known. For an eternal
second he stood in the midst of a portrait
gallery, wherein she occupied the central

place, while about her were limned many
women, all to be weighed and measured by
a fleeting glance, herself the unit of weight
and measure. He saw the weak and sickly
faces of the girls of the factories, and the

simpering, boisterous girls from the south
of Market. There were women of the cat-

tle camps, and swarthy cigarette-smoking
women of Old Mexico. These, In turn,
were crowded out by Japanese women, doll-

like, stepping mlncingly on wooden clogs;

Eurasians, delicate-featured, stamped with
degeneracy; by full-bodied South-Sea-Is-
land women, flower-crowned and brown-
skinned.

In his eyes was a rich vision of that hot,

starry night at Salina Cruz, the white strip
of beach, the lights of the sugar steamers
in the harbor, the voices of the drunken
sailors in the distance, the jostling steve-

doreSi the flaming passion in the Mexican's

face, the glint of the beast-eyes in the star-

light, the sting of the steel in his neck and
the rush of blood, the crowd and the cries,

the two bodies, his and the Mexican's
locked together, rolling over and over and
tearing up the sand, and from away off

somewhere the mellow tinkling of a guitar.
There was no life beyond, he had con-

tended; it was here and now, then dark-
ness everlasting. But what he had seen In

her eyes was soul—Immortal soul that

could never die. No man he had known,
nor any woman, had given him the mes-
sage of immortality. But she had. She
had whispered It to him the first moment
she looked at him. Her face shimmered
before his face as he walked alone, pale
and serious, sweet and sensitive, smiling
with pity and tenderness as only a spirit
could smile, and pure as he had never
dreamed purity could be. Her purity smote
him like a blow.

And he felt the stir In him, like a throe
of yearning pain, of the desire to paint
these visions that flashed unsummoned on
the mirror of his mind. Ah, that was It!

He caught at the hem of the secret. It

was the very thing that the great writers
and master-poets did. That was why they
were giants. They knew how-to express
what they thought, and felt, and saw. Dogs
asleep in the sun often whined and barked,
but they were unable to tell what they saw
that made them whine and bark. He had
often wondered what it was. And that was
all he was, a dog asleep in the sun. He
saw noble and beautiful visions, but be
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could only whine and bark at Ruth. But
he would cease sleeping in the sun. He
would stand up, with open eyes, and he
would struggle and toil and learn until,
with eyes unblinded and tongue united, he
could share with her his visioned wealth.
Other men had discovered the trick of ex-

pression, of making words obedient ser-

vitors, and of making combinations of
words mean more than the sum of their

separate meanings. He was stirred pro-
foundly by the passing glimpse of the se-

cret, and he was again caught up in the
vision of sun-lit spaces and starry voids.

He was amazed at the immense amount
of printed stuff that was dead. No life, no
light, no color, was shot through it. There
was no breath of life in it, and yet it sold,
at two cents a word, twenty dollars a thou-
sand—the newspaper clippings had said so.

He was puzzled by countless short stories,
written lightly and cleverly he confessed,
but without vitality or reality. Life was
so strange and wonderful, filled with an
immensity of problems, of dreams, and of
heroic toils, and yet these stories dealt only
with the commonplaces of life. He felt the
stress and strain of life, its fevers and
sweats and wild insurgences—surely this
was the stuff to write about! He wanted
to glorify the leaders of forlorn hopes, the
mad lovers, the giants that fought under
stress and strain, amid terror and tragedy,
making life crackle with the strength of
their endeavor. And yet the magazine
short stories seemed intent on glorifying
the Mr. Butlers, the sordid dollar-chasers,
and the commonplace little love affairs of
commonplace little men and women. Was
it because the editors of the magazines
were commonplace? he demanded. Or were
they afraid of life?—these writers and
editors and readers?

The foregoing passages might convey
an idea of a nature too intense, too vital,
too potential, to admit of hearty good
fellowship, or to embody the saving
grace of humor that is the mark of men-
tal balance and physical health.

Plenty of excerpts could be given to
throw an interesting side light on these
wholesome elements in the character of
Martin Eden. The following passage
introduces a remarkably interesting
character, in the person of Brissenden,
whose friendship for Eden makes an im-
press on his work, and, probably, on his

destiny :

"On the contrary, hack-work is above
you, so far above that you can never hope
to rise to it. Why, man, I could insult you
by asking you to have something to eat."

Martin felt the heat in his face of the
involuntary blood, and Brissenden laughed
triumphantly.
"A full man is not Insulted by such an

invitation," he concluded.
"You are a devil," Martin cried irritably.
"Anyway, I did n't ask you."
"You did n't dare."
"Oh, I dont know about that. I invite

you now."
Brissenden half rose from his chair as

he spoke, as if with the intention of de-
parting to the restaurant forthwith.

Martin's fists were tight,—clenched and
his blood was drumming in his temples.

"Bosco! He eats 'em alive! Eats 'em
alive!" Brissenden exclaimed, imitating
the spieler of a locally famous snake eater.

"I could certainly eat you alive," Martin
said, in turn running insolent eyes over
the other's disease-ravaged frame.

"Only I 'm not worthy of it?"
"On the contrary," Martin considered,

"because the incident is not worthy." He
broke into a laugh, hearty and wholesome.
"I confess you made a fool of me, Brissen-
den. That I am hungry and you are aware
of it, are only ordinary phenomena, and
there 's no disgrace. You see, I laugh at
the conventional little moralities of the
herd; then you drift by, say a sharp, true
word, and immediately I am the slave of
the same little moralities."

"You were insulted," Brissenden af-
firmed.

"I certainly was, a moment ago.—The
prejudice of early youth, you know. I

learned such things then, and they cheapen
what I have since learned. They are the
skeletons in my particular closet."

"But you 've got the door shut on them
now?"

"I certainly have."
"Sure?"
"Sure."
"Then let 's go and get something to

eat."

Martin Eden is a character study
—

the story of a fighter
—a fighter as a

newsboy in the alleys of San Francisco ;

a fighter as a rowdy in slums
; and, fin-

ally, a fighter for education and culture,

struggling against the odds of common
birth and vulgar environment, with a

desperation of courage that presents a

powerful blending of brutality of

strength with sublimity of purpose. His

inspiration is a woman of the higher
sphere of life, but his motive is the

mighty impulse that animates a soul and
brain born to expand until fettering ig-
norance is sundered and ignoble influ-

ence trampled under foot.

It is not too much to say of Martin
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Eden that it possesses more of fascina-

tion and virility, grips the imagination
and the sympathies more keenly, and im-

parts more of courage,, than any book

produced in years.
The keynote of the novel is sounded in

the four quoted lines with which the au-

thor begins the first rhapter:

Let me live my years In heat of blood;
Let me lie drunken with the dreamer's

wine!
Let me not see this soul-house built of mud
Go toppling to the dust of a vacant shrine!

The personality of few latter-day writ-

ers is so interesting as that of London.
His career has been exceptional,

—seem-

ingly a sudden leap from obscurity to

the foremost rank of writers, and niain-

taining that position not througli a first

one successful novel or book of short

stories, but by a series of works of sus-

tained strength.
Mrs. Ninetta Eames, formerly of the

old Overland Monthly staff, (and whom
Mr. London aflfectionately calls "Mother

Mine") wrote for that magazine a very

interesting account of London, in which
she says in part :

"To the Overland is due the introduc-

tion of Jack London to the reading pub-
lic, and not long afterwards his stories,

which dealt mainly with Alaskan fact

and fiction, began to appear in various

standard publications throughout the

East and West.
"
'Jsck London,' proves to be no ad-

roitly chosen pseudonym, but the name
a fortuitous fate bestowed upon the sub-

ject of this sketch at birth. His father,

John London, a nomadic trapper, scout

and frontiersman, in 1873 came to San
J'Vancisco, where Jack, the youngest of

ten half-brothers and sisters was born

January 12, 1876. * * * * fhere is

a mingled strain of English, Welsh,
Dutch, Swiss and German in London.
"To use London's own simple hyper-

bole at the beginning of his success, 'I

have just been sort of hammering round
in the dark till I knocked holes through,
here and there, and caught glimpses of

the daylight.'
"

"These heralding day-gleams were the

lad's compensation in a life cramped and

embittered by omnipresent poverty. The

spring of a higher, ampler living was at

the root of his consciousness, and he

turned instinctively and inevitably to-

ward literature, his imagination and feel-

ing drawing out the romance of sur-

roundings which to others appeared
mean and commonplace.

* * * * Up
to his ninth year he spent a somewhat

joyous childhood on California ranches,
his chief pleasure the books that fell into

his hands—Trozvbridge's li^orks For

Boys, Captain Cook's Voyages, Paul dii

Chaillu's Travels, Rip Van Winkle and

occasionally a Seaside Library book bor-

rowed from some farm hand. Then fol-

lowed the moving of the family into

Oakland, where the boy first had access

to a free library
—an inestimable privi-

lege to one with his insatiate love of

reading.
"After school hours he sold news-

papers on the streets, and not infre-

quently did battle to establish his right
of route. An instance of this kind, told

by an old neighbor of the Londons, is

illustrative not only of Jack's grit and

courage at thirteen, but of a certain

phlegm and philosophic justice in his

father. Jack had borne innumerable

petty affronts from a sixteen-year-old

boy until patience was exhausted, and he

resolved to fight it out. Accordingly, at

their next encounter the two fell to

blows, Jack cool and determined as one

predestined to conquer, and his antag-
onist swelling with the surface pride
and arrogance of the bully. For more
than two hours they stuck to it manfully,
neither winning-a serious advantage over

the other. The neighbor watcher thought
it time to put a stop to the pommeling,
and ran to the London cottage, where
she found the old man sunning himself

on the doorstep.
"
'O, Mr. London,' she cried, 'Jack's

been fighting for hours ! Do come and

stop it!'

"He composedly returned, 'Is my boy
fighting fair?' ,•

"
'Yes, sir; he is.'

"He nodded, his pleased eyes twink-

ling:
"
'An' tother one—is he fighting fair?"

"
'Yes,—leastwise it looks so.'
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"
'Well, let 'em alone. There dont

seem no call to interfere.'

"That this placidity did not argue in-

difference was seen by the father's ap-

pearance a few minutes later on the field

of action. He did nothing, however ;

only pulled steadily at his pipe and
looked on, one of a motley crowd of

spectators. Jack's opponent was getting
winded and bethought him of a subter-

fuge. He gave a blow and then threw

himiself on the ground, knowing that

Jack would not hit him when he was
down. The latter saw his little game,
and when it was thrice repeated, struck

his falling adversary. There was a yell of

'Foul blow !' from the two younger
brothers of the vanquished pugilist, and
the elder, an overgrown boy of fifteen

sprang red-hot into the circle and de-

manded satisfaction. Jack panting and

holding to his swollen wrist (that last

blow of his had strained the tendons),

pranced into position and fired back the

answer. 'Come on ! I '11 lick you, too !'

"It was observed that his father forgot
to smoke during the spirited tussle that

ensued, though he said never a word,
even when Jack, dripping gore and

sweat, drew off victorious from his pros-
trate foe only to face the third brother,
a lad of his own age. Him he downed
with a single thrust of his fist, for his

blood was up and he felt cordial to him-
self and invincibly confident in his

strength to overcome a host of irate

brothers.

"Then it was that John London, bright
of eye and smiling, took a gentle grip
of his son's arm and marched him in

triumph from the field.

"Between school hours and work Jack
found time to pore over books of his-

tory, poetry and fiction, and to nurse the
secret wish to become a writer. He was
graduated from the Oakland grammar
school at fourteen and a few months
after drifted into an adventurous life

longshore. Here he shared the indus-
tries and pastimes of the marine popula-
tion huddled along the water-front, tak-

ing his chances at salmon-fishing, oyster
pirating, schooner-sailing and other bay-
faring ventures, never holding himself
aloof when comrades were awake, but

when they slept turning to his book with
the avidity of a mind athirst for knowl-

edge.
"About this period of his life his sym-

pathies and emotions were deeply stirred

by the wrongs inflicted upon the labor-

ing classes, and with youthful fervor he
took up their defense, haranguing the

crowds nightly in the plaza and urging
upon them the necessity of social and

political reconstruction. He became
known in Bay whereabouts as the 'Boy
Socialist,' and more than one of his

street-hearers looked upon him as a kind

of secular evangelist.
"When he was seventeen. Young Lon-

don shipped before the mast on a sealing
schooner which cruised to Japan and up
the north coast to the Russian side of

Bering Sea." * * * * Nevertheless

Jack did not take specially to a seafaring

life, and not long afterward we find him

again in Oakland, plunging with char-

acteristic ardor into the study of sociol-

ogy and economics. Not satisfied with

a theoretical understanding of the prob-
lems involved in socialistic reforms, like

Josiah Flynt, he took to the road, living
for months the life of a tramp, and learn-

ing by hard knocks the true import of

the survival of the fittest under existing
economic conditions. Speaking of the

outcome of this practical test Mr. Lon-
don says :

"
'The months I spent on the road

bred in me a permanent interest in the

institutions of man, both from an eco-

nomic and an ethical standpoint. Among
other things I learned that society is an

organism, the inertia of the masses pro-
found, and the evolution of institutions

a slow and painful process. Like every
normal man who has thought along these

lines, I learned to temper my radicalism,
and was helped in this by a deeper in-

quiry into the science of evolution as

taught by a host of writers
;
Herbert

Spencer in the lead. I am still a socialist

but an evolved product, possessing a

faith in humanity equalled only by a con-

ception of its frailities and faults."

"Though his tramp life mellowed and
broadened his views, it in no wise less-

ened his zeal to better the conditions of

the masses. He joined the Oakland sec-
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tion of the Socialist Labor Party, and
was the first of their number to be ar-

rested for violating the ordinance regu-

lating public speaking on the streets.

When the case came to trial he defended
himself with dignity and logic, and was
forthwith acquitted. About this time he

returned to study entering the Oakland

High School and completing the first

year's course. Then to save time and

money he took up lessons at home, cram-

ming a two years' curriculum into three

months, when he passed the examination
to enter the State University at Berke-

ley.

"Unfortunately his college course was
limited to his freshman year, finances

obliging him to turn-to at the familiar

grind. This was in '97, and impelled by
the promise of gold and adventure Jack
London was among the first to join the

fall rush to the Klondike. He was among
the few doughty Argonauts who at this

season made it over the Chilcoot Pass,
the great majority waiting for spring.
* * * * Thus it would seem that his

actual development as a writer began on
the trail, though at the time he set no
word to paper, not even jottings by the

way in a note-book. A tireless brooding
on the wish to write shaped his impulse
to definite purpose, but outwardly he
continued to share the interests and
labors of his companion prospectors.

"After a year spent in that weirdly
picturesque but hazardous life, he suc-

cumbed to scurvy, and impatient of the

delay of homeward bound steamers, he
and two companions decided to embark
in an open boat for the Bering Sea. The
three accordingly made the start midway
in June, and the voyage turned out to

be a memorably novel and perilous one—
nineteen hundred miles of river travel in

nineteen days !

* * * * "When London reached Cal-
ifornia he learned of the death of his

father, and thenceforth devolved upon
him the care of his widowed mother and

a six-year-old nephew. There were debts
also to meet,—doctors' and undertakers'

bills,
—which the son resolutely faced, his

mind bent determinedly upon winning a

livelihood by his pen. His brain seethed
with stories founded upon the wonderful
life of the past year. Could he transcribe

these simply and dramatically so as to

appeal to the reader? If this were pos-
sible then success was assured. He began
at once, and the result excited highest
liopes ; before the year was out Eastern

publishers were making him flattering
offers for stories and articles, urging
upon the young writer the advisability
of bringing out a book.

* * * * "Aside from native talent,

Jack London has assuredly the genius
for hard work. He devotes himself to

I'lis labors with care and precision, coin-

ing his time with miserly stint and ob-

serving a method of collection and classi-

fication as amusing as it is effective.

Across an angle of his study he stretched

what he calls his 'clothes-line,' a wire on
which are strung batches of excerpts
and notes fastened on by clothes-pins,
the kind with a wire spring. A hastily
scribbled thought and an extract bearing
upon the same theme are duly clamped
in their proper place, and the 'clothes-

line' usually dangles a dozen or more of

these bunched tatters of literature.

"His plan of reading has also a like

simplicity, with a hazard at the economy
of vital force. He does not read books

consecutively but collectively. A dozen
volumes are selected on divers subjects

—
science, philosophy, fiction—and ar-

ranged with regard to their relative pro-

fundity. Then he begins with the

weightiest matter, reads it until his brain

is a trifle wearied when he lays the work
aside for one requiring less effort, and
so on until at one sitting he has delved
into each, always bringing up finally
with the novel or poetry as the wine and
walnuts of his literary feast."



A Recruit From Montana
By D. E. Dermody

[T is generally known that

in the enlisted force of

the Navy may be found

every grade of humanity
from the university grad-
uate to the primitive Alle-

ghenian, from the broken professional
man of the city to the unbroken lumber-

jack of the woods. Captain Warhawz,
of the cruiser East Kansas, was idlv

wondering to what subhead of the rami-

fying category Emmet Cromwell Bruce

belonged. He held in his hand a

scrawled letter, on the back of which
was the endorsement of a naval lieuten-

ant attached to the Bureau of Naviga-
tion at Washington.
The Chief of Bureau (it read), directs

that this man be warned against a repeti-
tion of his violation of Article 1659, U. S.

Navy Regulations.

The scrawled letter was dated on
board the East Kansas and was ad-

dressed to the Secretary of the Navy.
It read :

Dear Sir. could you help me to learn a
Trade either plumber or machinist. I

havent had experience in either Trade. I

would offaly well like to learn a Trade. My
Mother would like me to learn a Trade of
some kind while I am in the Navy. I

would be ever so much oblige if you could
inform me in either Trade, (over) My
address is Emmet Cromwell Bruce, U. S. S.
East Kansas, Sanfrisco, cal, I am a coal-
passer.

Captain Warhawz touched a buzzer
and instantly an erect marine was at his
side.

"Tell the offiter of the deck to put
E, C. Bruce, coalpasser, under report
for violation of Article 1659."

'T am interested in a youth who has
ambitions and who spells mother with

a capital M," the captain mused as he

put the letter aside.

At ten o'clock next day "mast" was
held. About a dozen men, reported for

misconduct since the holding of the last

mast, were lined up to confront the com-

manding officer on the quarter-deck. A
yeoman with an open book in his hand,

containing a record of all misdemean-

ors, called out the names of the offend-

ers and their offenses in turns. Each
was given an opportunity to plead in

his own behalf and was then awarded

punishment or dismissed, as the cir-

cumstances justified.

A middle-sized, brawny youth in

dungarees and fireman's cap, whose per-
son and apparel were impartially smut-
ted with coal, stepped to the front in

response to the call for "E. C. Bruce,

coalpasser." His astonishment at being
there was plainly depicted on his

square-jawed countenance.

"Violating Article 1659, U. S. Navy
Regulations," solemnly recited the re-

cording yeoman.
Everybody gaped at the perpetrator

of this mysterious, portentious-sounding
crime, and from that hour and second

he became a marked and distinguished
man. Not his the plebian transgression of

"tight from liberty" or "out of uniform
at quarters." Nobody knew what he

had done, but assumed that it was un-

questionably something lofty and epic,

cutting, as it did, directly into the sa-

cred "Blue Book" of the Service, a vol-

ume less kindred to its society namesake
than to the blighting "Blue Laws" of

old New England. Bruce himself turned

visibly pale under his mask of coal dust,
his dropped jaw causing the unsoiled

pink of his mouth to show.
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"What's the trouble, Bruce?" asked

Captain Warhawz.
"I dont know sir," answered the coal-

passer. "I aint done nothin'."

"Whv are you asking to be taught a

trade?"'

The red returned under the black on

Bruce's face, accompanied by an ex-

pression of evident relief. If that was
all. his life was probably safe. Even

high constituted authority could not

make a hanging crime of wanting to

Jearn a trade.

"How 'd you know about that, sir?"

he inquired with mild surprise.
"I 11 do the questioning," said the

captain. "Why did n't you learn a trade

on the outside ? You 're over twenty-
one, and you have n't been in the Navy
a year yet."

"Is it ag'in them articles to learn a

trade, sir?" queried the youth in all

seriousness.

"I told you I 'm asking questions,"
warned the captain sharply. "Why have

you asked to be taught a trade?"

"My mother wrote and asked if I

could n't get a chanc't to."

The grimy coalpasser's reference to

his mother pleased Captain Warhawz
;

it was what he expected and wanted to

hear; and in his next words, uttered

unpremeditatedly, he had not the remot-
est intention of conveying the signifi-
cance which the boy gave to them.

"It does n't seem as if your mother
were so anxious about your learning
a trade while you were at home."
The coalpasser's face went white

again, but this time not with fear. He
clenched his fists, tilted on his toes and

poked his face forward offensively near
to that of his interrogator. He sput-
tered with anger, as he spoke, and .-pume
sprayed from his black-rimmed mouth,
so that in effect he spat on his com-
mander.
"Damn you !" he wbined, "you let my

mother alone !"

A fateful hush fell on the quarter-
deck, and everybody stared in tense ex-

pectancy. The astounded captain invol-

untarily drew back his head from the

distorted, threatening visage in front of

him, and put out a hand with a vague

purpose of keeping the enraged man
from him. The hand touched Bruce's

shoulder and within the second the cap-
tain was struck full in the face by a

gnarled fist, the bone and sinew of which
were as hard as a knot of the Montana

pines among which they were bred.

Captain Warhawz staggered back-

ward, a spurt of blood spraying h'is

braided coat and spattering the spot-

lessly holystoned deck. With a hand-
kerchief pressed to his nostrils he made
a more or less dignified retreat to an
after-hatch and descended into his

cabin in a somewhat confused state of

mind, while a master-at-arms and sev-

eral sailors pounced on Bruce and bore

him away, now calm and oflfering no re-

sistance, to the ship's prison, more fa-

miliarly known as "the brig."
The Navy blue book penalizes strik-

ing a superior officer, except in self-de-

fense, at a maximum punishment of five

years' imprisonment at hard labor and
dishonorable discharge. Among the

multitudinous facts connected with the

Service regarding which Bruce was as

yet uninformed this was one. But within

ten minutes after his incarceration he
had been made minutely familiar wich

the article appertaining to his crime by
Jobian friends, three of whom were
fellow prisoners, whose zeal in portray-

ing to the distinguished malefactor the

horrors of the "stone frigate" on Mare
Island Navy Yard, was probably* due

largely to their jealous consciousness

of the insignificance of their own mis-

deeds compared with the awesome ex-

ploit of the mad Montanian.
"What the billowy blazes d 'you want

to do a thing like that for?" asked Bus-
ter Brown, who got his nickname from

being a habitual "liberty buster." "O'
course, we all sympathize with 'you,
Emmie (so Bruce was called by his

shipmates'), but it was the most foolish-

est thing I ever heard of," he comforted.

"They say them marine corporals up at

the stone frigate are gittin' tcr be some-
thin' fierce nowadays—bustin' heads and
lambastin' fellows around to beat the

banjo. It 's where them blamed leath-

ernecks git even with the bluejackets,

alright. Just what did you do to the
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Old Man, anyway? and what was it he

said to you ?"

"Never you mind what I done. You
wont have to g-o to the frigate for it.

And never you mind what the cap'in
said—that 's between me and him," ad-

jured the condoned one, with a trucu-

lent glare at his sympathizer.
With his hands in his dungaree pock-

ets he walked to the brig door, where he

glared hostilely through the bars at the

marine sentry pacing the corridor out-

side.

"Cheer up, Emmie! the worst is yet
to come," muttered a deckhand with a

paint pot in his hand, brushing close to

the door as he passed while the sen-

try's back was turned.

Bruce's face writhed wrathfully, but,

being unable to reach this tormentor,
he turned away from the door disgust-

edly.

"Said somethin' about your mother,
didn't he, Emmie?" gunner's mate Jim
Gaithart, another temporary prisoner,
v/as asking him.

"Now you leave my mother out o'

this," warned Bruce huskily.
"Do you mean to say

—"
asked Brown,

gazing at the criminal with a fine aflfec-

tation of amazement "do you mean to

say that a man that has the nerve to biflf

the skipper, that that fellow, I say, can
be a mama's boy ? Now who 'd do five

years' hard for a remark about his

mama? What the watery blazes has

your mama got to do with—"

The sentry in the corridor heard a

muffled tumult in the brig and peered
inside in time to see Brown, the left

side of his face coming in contact with
Bruce's fist, spin around like a top and
go down to the deck heavily. When the
door was opened the impatient name-
sake of the patient Scot, with a knee on
the chest of the prostrate Buster, was
bawling tearfully:

"You'll let my mother alone, you
will! Damn you, you let mv mother
alone !"

The turbulent prisoner was at once
placed in double irons, foot and hand.
But when the affair was reported to
the captain, that amused higher-up
waived the customary routine and held
an immediate investigation.

The sentry on the brig had not wit-

nessed the beginning of the brawl
;
the

culprit himself, sullen and stubborn, re-

fused to say anything, and the trouble

clouds were darkening rapidly about

him, when Buster Brown, true man of

the Service under his outer skm of pet-

tiness, came forward as a voluntary wit-

ness.

"It was my own fault, sir," he said.

"Bruce was n't to blame. I was a

bawlin' him out for hit—hum—what he

had done, an' I said somethin' that he

took disrespcc'ful, J reckon, 'bout his

old woman, an'—"

"About who?" corrected the captain,
aware of the quick, silent tightening of

Bruce's manacled fists.
"
'Bout his ma'm, sir—his mother. 1

did n't mean any harm, but Bruce he 's

a little queer that way. He was n't to

blame, sir, really, an' 1 aint got no feel-

in 's ag'in him."
The magnanimous Buster concluded

his plea by experimentally batting a

swelling and darkening left eye to ascer-

tain if it were yet stiffened beyond con-

trol, doing it in a way to lend the effect

of giving the captain the wink. An on-
looker might have inferred that the cap-
tain accepted the wink as such, for he
said quietly :

"Very well. You will remove Bruce's

irons, master-at-arms, but he is not to

be confined with the others. Let him be

kept under the sentry's charge in the
forward passage," alluding to a com-

partment on the orlop deck frequently
utilized for the detention of delinquents
awaiting his action.

Bruce's mien gave the impression
that he took this leniency as a slight on
his importance, as he swung away with
downcast head beside the master-at-

arms, the captain gazing thoughtfully at

his defiantly hunched shoulders as he

disappeared around a casemate.
"I dont care to be hard on a boy that

fights for his mother," observed Captain
Warhawz apologetically, in answer to

the officer-of-the-deck's puzzled look of

inquiry. "His mother seems to be an
obsession with him, and there are worse

manias, I suppose. In all probability he

has done another and nobler kind of

fighting for her in the past. I have an
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idea that it is because he has been too

busy taking care of her all his life that

he never had the chance he covets now
to learn a trade."

Not long afterward Bruce was tried

by general court-martial on the regula-
tion charge of "willfully, maliciously
and without justifiable cause assaulting
a superior officer in the discharge of his

duty." The finding of the court, as pub-
lished at a general muster, was "Proven,

except the words, 'wilfully and malic-

iously,' which words are not proven."
The court had rendered this finding

reluctantly, but perforce, for the reason

that three commissioned officers, includ-

ing Captain Warhawz himself, and sev-

eral sailors, who had witnessed the as-

sault, testified that previous to the blow
the captain had laid a hand on the ac-

cused, not with violent intent, though the

prisoner may have thought so. He was,
as is mandatory, given the benefit of

the doubt.

Under the extenuating circumstances
the court, in further stereotyped lan-

guage, did "sentence him, the said

Emmet Cromwell Bruce, coalpasser, U.
S. Navy, to confinement in double irons,
on bread and water, with a full ration

every third day, for twenty days, and to

lose three months' pay."
Appended to this was the command-

ing officer's approval, a brief but gener-
ous document. It approved the finding
and sentence of the court, "except that
the loss of pay is remitted."

"Mr. Grim," Captain Warhawz said

to the executive officer, after the crew
had been "piped down" from muster,
"the man Bruce's confinement will be
theoretical ; it will happen only on his

record. He will be immediately released
and restored to duty. Also, his rate will

be changed to fireman, second class
;
the

engineer officer assures me that he is

qualified for that duty, and I wish that

everybody over him be instructed to

give him every opportunity to learn,
with a view to his rapid promotion. I

want to make a machinist's mate out of

him as soon as possible."
Mr. Grim look curiously at his supe-

rior, and paced back and forth at his

side for a few moments before express-

ing what was in his mind. Mr Grim
was a strict disciplinarian, and very

proud of his reputation in that regard,
as martinets usually are.

"Very well, sir," he finally said. "You
know your own mind, of course, Captain.
But—are you sure—"

he hesitated and

gazed thoughtfully, if not affectionately,
at the military prison looming white in

the summer mist on Angel Island,
across the bay, "are you assured, sir,

that your kmdness of heart—it is very
commendable, no doubt—but is n't it, at

times, just a trifle prejudicial to disci-

pline among the men who take note of

it? And this man Bruce, you know, was

unqualifiedly guilty in spite of the tech-

nicality that saved him."
"Your remarks are correct, Mr. Grim,

in so far as they refer to my knowing
my own mind," answered the captain
a trifle irritably. Otherwise I am not

aware that I have the over-lenient habit.

This is a peculiar case. I have a letter

from a neighbor of the boy's mother,
and I want you to read it. Mr. Grim,"
he said, with sudden solemnity in his

voice, stopping and taking hold of the

executive's sleeve, "there are some

things going on in this world which,
when they come to light, can make
the most hardened old sinner of us

all sit down and reflect. That boy^
sir, is a wonder. It 's one of those cases

of unconscious, hidden heroism, main-
tained doggedly through hopeless years,
like we read about sometimes in fiction

of the Sunday-school sort, but never

believe in unless the reality is poked
under our noses. It 's a—well, it 's a

story worth hearing and I '11 give it to

you tonight over the walnuts. I believe

now that the fellow is a little unbal-

anced in that one regard, but I dont
much wonder at it, and it shant weigh
against him, not while he is on my ship.
I am going to help the lad along if he
can be helped, though he must n't know
about it, of course. If he saw that any
unusual interest was being taken in his

welfare, I suppose it would put a period
to his self help, as that sort of thing
does with most men."

Within a few months Bruce was pro-
moted to fireman first class, and his
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prospects were excellent for soon be-

coming a petty officer, with the rank of

machinist's mate second class. With the

munificent wage of thirty-five dollars a

month he wrote optimistically volumin-
ous letters home, and every payday he

had the ship's mail orderly purchase for

him a postal money order, with the

greater part of his month's pay, which
went the way of his other correspond-
ence. He devoted himself strenuously
to his duties in the fireroom, and dis-

played a never flagging zeal in his en-

deavors to learn. His mind was not

quick to grasp things, but what it did

acquire was mastered thoroughly, and
those under whom he worked considered
that his ambition and retentiveness fully
made up for his tardy acquisitiveness.

During this time Captain Warhawz
received two hieroglyphic epistles, dated
''R. F. D. No. 1, Spotsburg, Montana."
These letters he was unable to decipher
further than to gather that they were
incoherent jumbles of gratitude, and
were signed by "J^"i^ Bruce." But
he exercised his Vidocquian eye by try-

ing to count the blotches which he took
to be tear stains on each of them, and

experienced something of the pleasure

presumably accruing to the philanthro-
pist who feels that he has done well.

But one day, at the mast, a pained ex-

pression marred the captain's pleasing
countenance on hearing the yeoman call

out:

"Bruce, fireman first class, and

Whitton, watertender; fighting."
The two belligerents stepped to the

front side-by-side, and saluted. A
glance at the water-tender's face was
sufficient to satisfy the most exacting
judge that, unless his offense was hein-

ous, he had been punished enough. His
whole face, swollen into the semblance
of a football, was an impressionistic
nightmare in blending purples and scar-

lets, and both eyes were in partial re-

tirement. But he was smiling good-
naturedly as he faced his commander.
Bruce's aspect, on the contrary, was
morose, and his bearing had something
of the truculence that had been his the

day he did penance in the brig.

"Anything to say, Bruce?" asked the

captain, gazing at the man whom he

had secretly, befriended, and whose in-

nate, rude nobility he admired with his

whole soul, as sternly and unrecogniz-
ingly as if he had never seen him before.

"No, sir," answered Bruce shortly.

"Anything to say, Whitton?"
Because of his inability to work the

muscles of his face effectively, Whitton's

grotesque grin resembled the effusion of

a vapory brightness from his formless

face.

"He licked me, captain," said this

cheerful loser
;
"he licked me good and

plenty. But I play fair at every stage
of the game, and I 've got nothing
against him. Maybe I bullied him a lit-

tle
;
a man will get r'iled a little some-

times, in the heat down there. But I.

did n't think he 'd mind
;

I 've talked to

him worse lots of times and he never
seemed to take notice. But this time—"

"Did you say anything about—what
was the last thing you said to him ?"

interpolated the captain.
The water-tender pondered, while

Bruce eyed him askance with wicked

eyes.
"I can 't recollect," decided Whitton.
"What was the last thing he said to

you, Bruce?"
"
'Nough for this time,'

" was the ir-

reconcilable's acrid reply.
The executive officer put down a gen-

eral laugh with a menacing frown at

the line of waiting sinners.

"I recollect now, sir," Whitton broke
the ensuing silence

;
he had laughed

heartily with the rest. "Bruce was writ-

ing a letter home, and i told liim to

forget his mama awhile and start haul-

ing fires."

"Both of you are warned," said the

captain. "You may go."
Now it so happened that W'hitton was

a particular friend of plumber-and-fitter

"Daisy" Crumples, and everybody knew
what that meant; namely, that no man
could with impunity maltreat the water-

tender, for Daisy Crumples was the

champion pugilist of the Pacific Fleet,

and had vanquished several civilian pro-
fessionals who knew enough about the

game to earn their bread and beer by it.

Bruce had no interest whatever in
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pugilism, and had never paid any at-

tention to the gossip that went on in his

hearing concerning the vendettas of the

redoubtable Daisy ; but those who knew
the champion better were not surprised
that when the "underground savage,"
as firemen are designated by the deck-

hands, came up on the forecastle that

evening to enjoy the fresh air, he should

be bumped into by the big plumber.
Crumples backed away far enough to

get exercising space for his lungs, which
were second in prowess only to his fists.

"Who you buttin' into, you purblind

pet of the blanked coal-scullions?" he

bellowed ; and launched into a torrent of

profane abuse that painted blue air-cur-

rents far out over the shining bay.
The alleged pet of the fireroom looked

at him with reminiscent sadness, put his

hands in his pockets and walked over
to the port rail, where he stood placidly

gazing over toward the Presidio.

Crumples followed him and got in front

of him again, still expectorating profan-
ity. Bruce again turned half away
from him, and transferred his gaze to

the setting sun that haloed the Golden
Gate in a transitory glory of colors.

A crowd gathered around the two. Wa-
tertender Whitton, he of the pulpy face

and oozing smile, appeared on the scene
and endeavored to calm his friend, seiz-

ing him by the arm and trying to draw
him away.
"Come along, Daisy," he coaxed.

"Bruce is a good fellow and did n't mean
anything. He licked a good man today—that 's me. Let it go at that and take
him on some other time."

Crumples seemed half willing to accede
to this request from the man whom he
was quarrelsomely seeking to befriend;
but the devil prompted seaman Jack
O'Grane to step up and whisper in the

ear of the pugilist, who seized the psy-
chological red rag with avidity.

"Alright, mommer's boy," he said.

"You better run home and tell mommer
that the naughty boy wants to fight you.
But you wont be afraid any more if

mommer kisses—"

The clumsy satirist stopped talking

suddenly, and stared with gaping mouth.
Bruce had turned round, and his face

awed all who saw it, for it was the face

of a demon. Its distortion would have
rendered inane, by comparison, the vis-

ages of an alcoholic illusion. Many of

the bluejackets nearest him backed away,
and Crumples himself made an indecis-

ive movement, but it was too late. The
demon leaped at him, there was a mo-
mentary whirligig of arms, and the

plumber went down in a heap.
A bucket of cold water from the scuttle-

butt was dashed in his face, but failed

to revive him, and there was a hurry
call to the sick-bay. A hospital appren-
tice arrived with a stem-glass of whisky,
and the fallen champion regained con-

sciousness only after the whole of it had
been forced down his throat.

When the suspense was over, the late

demon was observed standing again by
the port rail, calmly gazing out toward
the Golden Gate, beyond which the sink-

ing sun showed now only a huge half-

circle of blood. But innocent as he ap-

peared, nobody approached him to re-

mark on the incident. While he re-

mained on the cruiser nobody ever again
made an uncomplimentary remark about
Emmet Cromwell Bruce's mother, or,

for that matter, about his mother's son.

As a result of this encounter a close

friendship sprung up between Bruce
and Crumples. They were not aware
that the intimacy had been planned and
fostered by a little coterie of the more
rabid sporting element of the crew, who
in secret council had entered on a cam-

paign of strategy. Some of these men
were well-informed in the muscular sci-

ences, and were able to pick a potential
athlete from a chance winner. It was

generally agreed among them that Bruce
had one of the most promising arms

they had ever seen, and that his knock-
out blows were not wholly chance. Soon
it became the nightly pastime of the

fight promoters to foregather in the

ship's gymnasium and umpire bouts be-

tween the fleet champion and his tenta-

tive rival. Crumples was a sWong man
and a fairly well-trained boxer. Bruce
had no knowledge of the art at the be-

ginning, but he showed a much greater

aptitude at learning to handle the gloves,
than he had in learning to use slicebars
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and fire-hoes. His extraordinary arm

power, and quickness of eye and action,

required only to be trained to objective-

ness, and inside of two months the

teacher was a mere mannikin in the

hands of the pupil. But the fact was

kept secret from the rest of the fleet,

and, in fact, the sporting crowd alone

on the East Kansas knew the real state

of affairs.

Being now in readiness, the strate-

gists developed their plans. A minstrel

entertainment, a favorite form of recrea-

tion on Navy ships, always liberally in-

terpreted to mean anything that might
entertain, was announced by the crew
of the cruiser. Then came, as it was
known he would, one Harry Marcus,

yclept the "Pacific Cyclone," famous

middle-weight of the Coast, and pro-

posed a number on the programme for

the edification of all, and the pecuniary
benefit of himself. He proposed to meet
all comers among the bluejackets for a

purse of two hundred dollars, the blue-

jacket standing up to him for five rounds
to take the purse. The Cyclone had met

Crumples before, and based his chal-

lenge on a "sure-thing."
The sporting ring on the East Kansas

tried out their man by the Spartan ex-

])edient of going up before him and be-

ing knocked out individually, nobody
keeping their feet beyond a round except
Slim Graves, who was better known as

a sprinter than as a fighter. On this

satisfactory showing the Cyclone's ofifer

was accepted.
On the night of the entertainment, six

of the promoters further heroically went
into the ring, in order to give an inno-

cent aspect to the affair, and worried
the Cyclone for such brief periods as

they were able to keep their feet. Tt

may be that the famous middle-weight
was a trifle spent when Emmie Bruce

stolidly lounged over the ropes. The
affectedly languid Cyclone advanced on
him with a yawn, and was knocked
senseless in a corner before anybody
realized that the fight had been resumed.
Even the referee, a civilian, privately
assured his friends afterward that of his

knowledge the hand is infinitely quicker
than the eye. A secret jealousy against

the superiority of Pacific waters over

Pacific shores deterred him from speci-

fying whose hand, not taking into ac-

count that the recruit from Montana

represented both.

In the liberally cartooned accounts of

the combat in the newspapers, the Cy-
clone w^as grilled pitilessly for his care-

lessness in the face of an unknown

quantity, but in none of them was it

hinted that the sailor-boy with the

doughty name, was really a match for

the civil favorite. It was all an acci-

dent, of course. The Cyclone himself

was chagrined beyond expression, and in-

terviewed himself in coliunn after col-

umn explaining how it happened.
The East Kansas was steaming in a

semi-circle in the Santa Barbara chan-

nel, testing compasses and obtaining
tactical data, when the fistic tacticians on

board were thrown into a state of exulta-

tion by the receipt of the following wire-

less message :

Mountain Muscle Club offers purse of

one thousand dollars, eight hundred to go
to winner, for ten round contest between
Marcus and Bruce, July fourth. Marcus
personally offers one thousand even, to win
in less than ten rounds. Answer wireless.

Within a few minutes all the strate-

gists not detained by their duties were
met in council. Crumples was feverish.

He wrote out a reply which was in-

stantly approved by all.

Offer accepted in toto. Bruce offers to

make the personal bet two thousand, East
Kansas.

On a ship carrying over eight hun-

dred men, in a service where the essen-

tial qualification of all is assumed to be

gameness, two thousand dollars is not

hard to raise in a worthy cause. The
honor of the fleet is always worthy, and
in this instance its worthiness was en-

hanced by being looked at from the

point of view of consideration of

Bruce's mother, and the several heads

that had been punched to her glory.
The amount was subscribed in ten min-

utes at a convention held on the fore-

castle that night.
While the cruiser circled under the

moon at midnight the answer came:
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"Bruce's bluff called. Marcus." Crum-

ples yelled for joy.
There succeeded two months of acute

tension. Everybody on the ship was in-

terested in greater or less degree. Even
the captain gave the matter thought,

thinking of the woman in Montana. It

was unlikely that the sailor would win,
but there was a fighting chance, which is

all a sailor asks. If he won, Bruce was
to get half of the two-thousand-dollar

bet, so that he stood to win eighteen
hundred dollars altogether, and would
lose nothing if defeated. The men were

putting up their money for the honor
of the ship and the good of Bruce's

mother. That unknown, far-off lady
had somehow become an influencing

identity in their daily lives.

By diplomacy of the junior engineer
officer, Bruce was relieved of his fag-

ging duties on the fires, was given a

sinecure in a storeroom, and went into

systematic training. An efficient trainer

was secured, who followed the cruiser

by rail from port to port and put his

pupil into the pink of physical condi-

tion, however doubtful his scientific ad-

vancement might be. By special per-
mission the champion was permitted to

go for a run on the beach before break-
fast every morning when practicable.
The East Kansas was lying off Mon-

terey on July fourth, and that afternoon
the northward trains were jammed with

bluejackets.
It is not necessary to review here the

epochal fight, considering that it is still

referred to as a time focus, like the big
wind in Erin, by the newspapers, which
at the time made it a feature for three

days. It is enough to say that Bruce
was outclassed scientifically. He was
popularly known as "the unknown."
Time and again he went to the floor,

and the partizans of the Pacific Cyclone
deafened Heaven ; time and again he
flashed to his feet in less time than it

took him to fall, and whirling blue

flocks of sailors' flathats ascended on
their cheers to the roof of the pavilion.
The Cyclone was unquestionably out-

classed in quickness, in hitting force,

and in endurance, both as to wind and

punishment. But Bruce, to the dismay

of his backers, got in no straight blows.
From the beginning it required all his

agility and endurance to dodge and

fight off the attacks of his opponent,
who was consistently on the offensive,

seeing that he had to disqualify his man
in ten rounds.

In the seventh round Bruce was
driven to the ropes, defending himself

stubbornly. There was a clinch in the

corner. It was at the instant they were

separating that Buster Brown, who had
been finely coached for the occasion,

swayed toward the fighters as near as

was allowed and exclaimed, not loudly,
but with tense emphasis :

"Emmie, Marcus said your mother's a
bobcat!"

The referee, bending over Marcus,
could hardly give proper attention to

his watch, he was so occupied trying to

decide at just what stage of the un-

clinching the "Cromwell" was delivered,
for as in all previous instances of its

execution, nobody quite followed it.

While the huzzahs of the departing
crowd shook the pavilion, appeared be-

fore Bruce in his dressing-room, where
he was being rubbed down, a fistic mag-
nate of high renown, to be taken up by
whom brought to the striver what Cor-
sica brought to France—glory incom-

parable.
"I 'd like to get your right name and

address, lad," he said, producing pencil
and pad. "I dont want to lose an op-
tion on a human catapult if I can help
it."

"Emmet Cromwell Bruce, U. S.

Navy," answered the victor, with his

habitual brevity.

"Jee!" ejaculated the magnate, writ-

ing laboriously. "Anybody ought to have
a punch that carries that bunch of cog-
nomens around. Where 'd you get it

all?"

"I'm a dee'cendant of them three,"
Bruce informed him seriously.

"Jee!" repeated the magnate. "That

helps still more to account fosit. How
do you figfure out that pedigree, lad?"

"Father come from the Emmets,
mother from the Bruces, and mother

says her grandfather on her mother's
side dee'cendcd from one o' Cromwell's
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soldiers what stayed over in Ballyhoo-

gan, in Ulster, and—"

"But one of Cromwell's pikers was n't

Cromwell," objected the puzzled mag-
nate. "Your mother's imagination must
be as powerful as your mus—"

Bruce had risen to his feet, dropping
the blanket from his shoulders, in his

eyes a tormented fire.

"You let miy mother alone," he grated.
"
'Ssh !" whispered Crumples in the

great one's ear, tugging at his sleeve.

"For the Lord's sake dont mention his

mother. Unless," he grinned, "you 're

lookin' for a personal impression of the

Cromwell punch."
A few days after the memorable battle,

when the East Kansas was lying off Cor-
onado island, the ever retrospective
Bruce stood in the eyes of the vessel

made famous by his prowess, and stared

at the wavy skyline beyond San Diego.
"Trying to pick out Montana, Em-

mie?" asked boatswain's mate Burley.

"Nope," answered Bruce without look-

ing round
;
"not egzactly. There aint

really much to interest me out there any
more."

"How's that?" queried Burley, dis-

creetly refrainmg from putting the ques-
tion concretely, in view of the tabooed
word.

Bruce did not reply until the ship's

mascot, a long-bearded goat, in search of

somebody to play with, came up with
lowered head and gently shoved him
against the chain rail. He faced about
and caught the goat by the horns, look-

ing down at him with a smile of infan-
tile tenderness playing about his rugged
mouth.
"What you think, Sampson?" he said

speaking strictly to the goat,
"
'nother

month and mother '11 be here, right down
in San 'frisco. Samp, where I can see her

often, an' Fm a goin' to take you along
on one o' the visits."

Mingled with his baby smile • was a
sort of manly shame, for indirectly he
had made a limited confidant of a ship-
mate for the first time in the knowledge
of anybody in the Navy. Burley was
himself a little embarrassed by the honor
and hardly knew how to pursue the sub-

ject.

"When 's she coming on, Emmie ?" he
asked venturesomely.
"As I 's a sayin'," Bruce continued to

inform the goat, "It '11 likely take 'bout

a month for her to straighten things out

up there so 's she can get away. But T

reckon we can stand it that long, can 't

we, Sampsy? I say. Bob," he went on,

addressing himself now to Burley, "aint

there any way a fellow can get himself

out o' this outfit ? Now I 've got the

money and chances to make more, I 'd

like mighty well to get out—eh?"
"Let 's see," unused Burley, with a

judicial frown. "Article—er—something
or other—scrub-an'-washclothes, let 's

say
—

says you can buy out, with a string
to the purchase, of course, like every-

thing else in the blamed Navy."
Bruce counted on his fingers. "Article

63, a-saultin' a superior officer, five years
at hard labor

; article 1659—blamed if I

know yet what article 1659 is, but I

reckon it bars you from wantin' to learn

a trade ; article somethin' or 'nother—
tell us 'bout that one. Bob."

"It depends on the time you 've got
to do. You 're past your first year in

the Service, are n't you ? Well, it '11 cost

you only two month's pay and the price
of your 'riginal outfit, about sixty dol-

lars—a hundred and thirty in all. Cheap
enough for a moneyed man like you ; but

you 've got to give the Department good
and sufficient reasons that are a darned

sight harder to raise than the money."
Bruce resumed his study of the wavy

horizon. His cogitations were not in

vain, for about a month later, when the

vessel was again in San Francisco har-

bor, he was called aft and directed by
the officer of the deck to report to the

surgeon for physical examination, and
told to stand by to take his discharge
and leave the ship the next morning.
"What are you going to do on the out-

side, Bruce?" asked the lieutenant, who,
in common with everybody else on the

ship, had a personal interest in the

dreamy-looking but superhumanly agile
Montanian.
The descendant of three mighty rebels

squared his shoulders and, for the first

time in the knowledge of man, uttered a

real, though modest, boast.
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"I 'm a goin' to try for the middle-

weight champ'eenship," he said.

At eight o'clock the next morning a

shore boat came alongside the port gang-

way, and a very little old woman, whose
face was so wrinkled and happy as to

suggest a little bronze, net basket with

the sun shining through, carrying a par-
asol in one hand and a package in the

other, hopped spryly out and started up
the ladder. Half-way up she was met by
a marine sentry, who barred her passage.
"No visitors allowed until afternoon,

ma'm," he informed her.

The little old lady looked up at him—
she had, from her lower position and

comparative shortness of stature, to look

nearly straight up—and smiled daz-

zlingly.

"That's alright," she assured him pip-

ingly. "I'm Emmet Bruce's mother. I

just got to San'frisco from Montana this

mornin'. We aint seen one another yet,
but Emmet knowed I was a-comin' and
sent a message to the house, where he 'd

fixed it for me to go, that he was a-comin'
ashore this mornin' to stay. And I just
come right over to take him away with
me.

"But I can 't let you aboard now,
ma'm," reaffirmed the sentry, as she

paused for breath. "You '11 have to have

your boatman lay off until your son can
leave the ship."
The officer of the deck had sauntered

over to the gangway, idly curious to see

what was going on. The tiny old lady
carefully deposited her parasol and pack-
age on the step immediately above her
and grasped the lifelines on either side

of the ladder.

"But the captain wrote and told me
that he wanted me to visit him if I ever
had a chance—Captain Warhoss," she
said. "You '11 just have to let me come
jp." She smiled blandishin^y, but Lieu-

tenant Benderby observed that her

diminutive chin was very square.
"Who is she, sentry ?" he asked.

"She 's Mrs. Bruce—Emmie Bruce's

mother, sir," answered the sentry, side-

glancing to note the effect of his state-

ment on his superior; not without rea-

son, for the latter's eyes opened wide.

"I expect you may as well let her

aboard, sentry," he said, resignedly. "I

think—I believe she is preparing to fight
her way up if you dont."

She was given a chair on deck and the

captain and Bruce were sent for. The
former arrived first, and, as he bowed
over the little old lady without permit-

ting her to rise, he lifted one of her cal-

loused hands with the courteous grace of

a cavalier and kissed it. The captain
knew things about Mrs. Bruce that no-

body else did.

"I wanted to thank you so much for

what you 've done for my son, Emmet.
He never had a chance to learn anything
at home, indeed he did n't," chirruped
Mrs. Bruce, accepting his homage mat-

ter-of-factly.
While they chatted together the word

went round, and nearly the whole ship's

company sought points of vantage from
which to witness the dramatic meeting
between warrior Bruce and his wor-

shipped mother.

Bruce came aft and advanced without
haste to the waiting little lady.

"Howdy, mother," he said politely,
and shook hands with her.

"Howdy, son," piped the old lady.
"I 'm right glad you got a chance to.

learn a trade, Emmet."
The ship itself gasped.
In the general stupefaction only a few

remembered to be at the gangway to bid

the remarkable recruit from Montana,
and his not less remarkable mother, good
bye.
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ANCIENT MOQUI VILLAGE, ARIZONA. CORONADO SAW IT IN 1540.

Why the Moquis Perform the Snake

Dance

By J. W. Schultz

UNDREDS of people-
tourists from all over the

world,—flock each season
to see the wonderful
Snake Dance of the Mo-
qui Indians. To them it is

merely a spectacular and weird perform-
ance, or a number of dancers carrying
deadly rattlesnakes in their mouths and
hands. They go away impressed with the

sight, but wholly unconscious of its re-

ligious significance. To only two or three

ethnologists and students of the Indians
has the reason for it* been made plain.
Like nearly every other religious cere-

mony of the dwellers in the great South-
west "desert." it is performed for the

purpose of influencing the gods to send

the rains, that the yield of corn and

beans and melons in the little hand-tilled

fields at the foot of the mesa may be

sufficient for the sustenance of the peo-

ple. Here is the story of it which the

priests of the Moquis relate, in hushed

voices, to certain favored ones :

Away back in the long ago—when the

Moquis lived in clifif dwellings, a youth
would sit day after day on the edge of

the height, gazing down at the rushing
river so far below. He was diflferent

from all the other young men of the

tribe, he did not care for sports
—he did

not court the young girls; always, day
after day, he sat gazing at the river.
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silent, solemn, a far-away look in his

eyes. His parents became anxious about

'him, fearing that he was mentally un-

sound, and the youths and maidens

jeered at him, joked about him, saying:
"He is an old man

; "old man without

mind or strength."
After sitting on the edge of the clifif

day after day for several summers and

winters, he went to his home one evening
and said to his mother: "I must leave

you for a while; I have been gazing at

the river this long, long time and it is

calHng me
;

I must go down it and learn

where it ends—if end it does
;
I must see

that far land through which it flows."

His mother began to cry, and brok-

enly
—between her sobs—begged him to

think no more of such a journey. "No
one has ever been away down in that

beyond country," she said
;

"no one
knows what it is like—what dreadful

monsters may inhabit it. Do not go, my
son. You are my all

;
if I should lose

you I would die."

Then his father came in and the

mother ran over to him and told him of

this wild plan of their son and begged
him to forbid it. The son sat silent,

making no further plea; the father sat

with bowed head, considering what he
had heard

; finally he said :

"It is for men to do things; to travel

and learn what this great land is like.

I think, mother, that he must go; some-

thing
—

something beyond our knowl-

edge is calling him. He may meet great
dangers—he may never return—yet
must he go !"

In vain the mother cried and pleaded,
the father had decided and the youth
was to have his way. Therefore, she
determined to do all in her power to

make this venture into the unknown, easy
for him. Calling to her assistance other

women, with great labor they collected

enough drift logs for a raft and bound
them strongly together with rawhide

thongs and worm-grass ropes. Then she

provided food
; ground corn, dried

squash and other things ; sacks of

her store of food she placed on the raft.

The time came for the youth to depart
and his father had a last talk with him.
"You may meet a strange people away

down in that unknown country," he

said, "and if you do, a few presents to

them will perhaps help you to be kindly
treated. Here, my son, are four little

packages of my choicest medicine, and
here is a little bag of sacred meal. Keep
the meal for offerings in case of danger ;

give the presents to those whom you
may meet in your wanderings."
The youth descended the great cliff,

all the people following to see him start

on the fearsome journey. He sat down
on the rafi end kindly hands pushed it

out into the current. His mother, sob-

bing bitterly, would have followed him
had she not been held

; his father turned

away and covered his head with his robe

so that no one could witness the tears

streaming from his eyes. And thus,

swiftly borne by the current, the youth
on his raft was swept around the bend
of the stream and had really begun his

journey.
On he went, and on, with a long stick

fending the raft from projecting bould-

ers and shallow places. Several days he

travelled, camping by night on the shore,

seeing no one—nothing but the different

kinds of game and other animals—the

deer, the bighorn, the coyotes, the cou-

gars and badgers, which were then very

plentiful in the land.

One morning as he was drifting along
close to the shore, he heard someone

weirdly singing. Shoving the raft hard

against the sand, he stepped ashore to

see who and what kind of person the

singer might be. Even as he sprang off

to the ground an old, old woman ap-

peared, calling and beckoning to him.

Bent with age she was, and white-haired

and furrow-faced. "Whence come you?"
she asked.

"The river has called me," he replied,
"I seek to know all about it—how far it

goes
—to what end—and of the country

bordering it."

"Youth," said she, "it matters not

where the river goes. Come with me
and I will show you something far bet-

ter than that you have plantied. I will

show you the people of the Under
World. I am the Spider Woman. I will

change myself into a little spider and
hide myself in the fold of your ear and

you must be very careful not to scratch

me off nor bruise mc or you will get
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into trouble. I will keep whispering- to

you
—

directing you—and you must do

exactly as I say."
The Youth agreed to that, and remov-

ing his sacks of food and little bundles

of gift offerings from the raft, the old

woman spider in his ear directed his

course. Travelling for some distance,

At last, after what seemed to him a

long night's travel, he saw light again

and, arriving at the mouth of the tunnel,

stepped out into the Under World. Here
was a beautiful country and a large

pueblo. Directed by the spider he

mounted a ladder of one of the houses

and stepped off on its root. Here a ter-

"THR RETURN OF THE SNAKES'
From the Bronze Statuotto by Hcrmon Atkins MacNoil.

YOUNG MOQUI BRAVE PERFORMING THE LAST RITE OF THE
SNAKE DANCE.

he came to a large hole in the ground.
"Descend this!" he was told and he
entered it with hesitation, it was so dark
and fearsome a place. Down, down it

slanted and he felt his way along it,

thinking many times to turn and flee

back to the sunlight, but ever, as if

knowing his thoughts, the spider en-

couraged him : "Go on—" she kept tell-

ing him, "Go on, all will be well."

rible sight met his eyes ;
two huge

grizzly bears that guarded the entrance

arose and with bristling hair growled
fiercely at him.

"Quick !" whispered the spider "Open
your sack of sacred meal and sprinkle
some of it upon them !"

He did so with trembling hands, and
at once the grizzlies laid down, rested

their heads on their paws and closed
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THE SPIDER-WOMAN'S SPRING, MOQCI VILLAGE.

their eyes. "Now all is well." said the

spider; "Fear not; descend the ladder."

In the house, lighted by a small fire,

he found a number of men assembled—
fine looking men, evidently chiefs of the

tribe, and to him who sat in the prin-

cipal place the youth advanced and
handed one of the presents his father

had provided.
"You are welcome," said this man,

who proved to be the chief.

Some women were there, and one of

them, a beautiful young maiden, was
ordered to set food before him, to sit

beside him and wait upon him. The two
talked together of various things, and he
told her whence he had come.
The men were singing strange songs

and saying various prayers. After a

time the chief questioned him, and he
told of his journey and his quest, but no
word said he of the spider; she whis-

pered him to be quiet about her.

There he remained for four days, well

cared for,
—and then the chief said to

him : "I see that you are worth a trial,

you are well-behaved, attentive to our

prayers and songs ;
I wish you to see

everything
—learn everything in this

Under World of ours. Go you now to

the other villages and visit there for a

time—it is not far—and then return

here."

At the entrance, on top of the house
in this next pueblo, to which the spider

guided him, two mountain lions on

guard arose and barred his way, spitting
and switching their tails. These he also

sprinkled with the sacred meal and they
became quiet. He passed them and de-

scended into the room. Here also he

found the head men of the village as-

sembled, engaged in oflfering prayers, in

dancing, and singing sacred songs. And
having advanced and offered the chief a

present, he was made welcome. Four

days he stayed there, listcniTig to them,
and then went on in turn to two other

pueblos, where he listened to still differ-

ent songs and prayers. At last he re-

turned to the first pueblo and house he

had visited and was more kindly wel-
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corned than ever. The beautiful maiden
waited upon him, the chief talked long
and earnestly to him.

"I see," he said, "that you are a

steady, wise young man. Therefore, I

am going to be good to you. These pray-
ers and songs you have heard are all

for rain, the rain which makes our corn

and other things grow big and ripen.
Do you think you can remember them—
go back and teach them to your people?"
The youth repeated and sang them all

without one mistake, and performed the

dances perfectly.
"That is well," said the chief : "You

may now return to your home. I see

that this maiden loves you, so I give her

to you. All this you have learned here

you must be careful to teach your wise

ones, so that it may be handed down
from father to son for evermore, and be

the means of bringing the rain when it

is sorely needed. We, the Snake people,
have learned much by long and careful

study. All this is a free gift to you from
us. You may depart."
Hand in hand the young couple left

the place, and, guided by the spider,
came to another hole in the earth, run-

ning straight up into the blue sky and

sunlight of the Upper World.
Here the spider, descending from the

youth's ear, wove a basket of strong
web and drew them up in it to the far-

away surface of the earth, where she

bade them goodbye and disappeared in

the distance.

The youth saw the pueblo of his peo-

ple ;
thither he led his young wife and

there was great rejoicing over his re-

turn. His tales of all he had seen and
learned were listened to with wonder;
the songs and prayers and dances he

taught were learned quickly.
All was peace and happiness in the

pueblo. Rains fell copiously. The crops
were large.

In honor and gratefulness for what he

had done the people named the youth
Eldest Brother.

After a time the young wife con-

ceived and gave birth—not to a child—
but to a number of rattlesnakes. This
was something so unheard of—so loath-

SNAKE PEIESTS CONFEONTING "ANTELOPE MEN";—A BITE OF THE SNAKE DANCB.
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some—that a council was held and it was
decided that the woman must be driven

from the village.
"If that be done to her," said Eldest

Brother, "then I go too."

They departed, the wonian carrying
her snake offspring in her bosom, and

set up a little home of their own some
distance from the pueblo. The snakes

grew and crawled away out on the desert

to live the life which was natural to

them. In time their mother gave birth

again, but to a fine man child instead of

snakes.

There came a season of drouth and
the crops withered and died. Although
the people sang the songs, offered the

prayers and performed the dances Eldest

Brother had taught them, the sky re-

mained cloudless ;
there was not even any

dew at night, to say nothing of rain.

More seed was planted in the fields but

it did not sprout. Day after day the sun

poured its heat on the dry and dnsty
land.

Then in their trouble the people sent

messengers to Eldest Brother : "What is

wrong?" they asked, "Why have these

prayers and songs and dances you taught
us failed to bring the rain? Have we
omitted any part of them?"
"You have done a grievous wrong,"

he replied ;
"those people of the Under

World are Snake people, and you have

driven their kin from your pueblo. Never
will you get rain unless you atone for it."

"Oh, we will atone !" cried the elders,

"we will atone ; tell us what to do."

"You will go out on the desert" he re-

plied, "and gather in those younger
brothers and taking them to a Kwa
(sacred bouse) wash them carefully,

purifying their bodies. Then you will

carry them with you in the sacred dance.

Thus will their kindred of the Under
World be appeased and your prayers to

the gods will be answered."
This they did, first recalling Eldest

Brother and his family to the pueblo to

remain there. Forth on the desert they
went, and whenever they found a rattle-

snake, quickly seized it, put it in a sack
and carried it to the Kiz'a. Near and
far they searched for them, and when no
more were to be found, the snakes were

carefully washed and the dance was held.

Then Eldest Brother's counsel was

proven to be true. The rains did fall

and plentifully, and the needed crops
were heavy. Ever since that time in the

long ago, once every year these people
have held the sacred dance.

It truly is a singular custom, this dance
of the isolated Moqui people, but more

singular is the fact that they never are

bitten by the deadly reptiles. They go
out on the desert and carefully seizing

them, lift them and put them into their

sacks. Equally fearless are they in

washing them in preparation for the

ceremony, and in rushing out with them
in their hands and mouths to join in the

dance. What is the apparent power
which they seem to possess over the

poisonous things? Is it because, in the

course of centuries, the knowledge has

been bred into the snakes that the red

men never harm them, and that there-

fore, they have no fear of being handled ?

Could white men approach them and
lift them into a bag, wash them, dance
with them, with like immunity from be-

ing struck? How many readers of this

story would attempt it?
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Japan's Object Lesson in Korea

By H. B. Hulbert

I VERY phase of the Far
Eastern situation is of di-

rect and vital interest to

the people of the Pacific

Slope. This is, of course,
a truism but it is of such

importance that repetition cannot "stale

its infinite variety." It is like the picture
of Washington on a twenty dollar bill;
the oftener you see it the better it looks.
This is because the money means so
much. In the same way this Far Eastern
question means enormously much to the
Pacific Slope today, and will mean ten
times more as time proceeds. As the
resources of this portion of the Republic
have as yet been only superficially ex-

ploited, so the look must be into the

larger future, and plans must be laid

which will give scope to the almost un-

limited possibilities of our complete de-

velopment.
One important fact of any plan for

this future must include the jealous pres-
ervation of every door of trade in the

Far East. The energy which our people
have developed in keeping pace with the

settlement . of the great West will not

lose its momentum when the West is

fully settled, but must and will go on to

further achievement
; and this means that

we must have our full share of foreign
trade or else we will suflfocate in the

plethora of our own products. You can

send a bag of flour or a thousand feet of

lumber to the Orient cheaper than you
EDITOR'S NOTE, The author of this article for many years a resident and close student of affairs In

Korea, gives here an unreserved statement of conditions which affords food for thought to every reader,—
Oriental and Occidental alilie.
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can send it to Chicago, and you can find

there a more eager market for the goods,
and I would urge that people here bear

in mind that injury to the export inter-

ests of these great staples will injure

everybody on the Pacific Slope, from the

newsboy to the wealthiest capitalist.
I have said that every open door must

be preserved however insignificant it

may look at present. For instance,

there are thirteen million people in

Korea."" They are possessed of consider-

gain the commercial supremacy in Asia
is a proper one so long as it works along
legitimate lines and follows the rules of

the game ; but this is no reason why our

people should give up a single right that

is now guaranteed us by treaty. Korea
is today in imminent danger of complete
seizure by Japan, under a pretext which
will not stand the light of strict exami-
nation. In order to annex Korea to her-

self, Japan will have to secure the ac-

quiescence of the various treaty powers,

8H0EINCJ A nOKSE IN KOREA.

able wealth and they are free buyers.
American flour, lumber and cotton arc

finding an expanding market in that

country, and the future holds out prom-
ises of a lucrative trade there. It is

small compared with China but should

not, for that reason, be despised.
I would call tlie attention of the people

of the Pacific Slope to the imminent dan-

ger that now exists of the loss of this

prospective market. Japan's ambition lo

for when she forced the protectorate on
Korea two years ago, she promised to

preserve the treaties existing between
Korea and these treaty powers. The fact

is evident that the treaty po^yers will

take their cue from the Unit&d States.

We were the first to remove our legation
from Seoul, two years ago, and it is cer-

tain that if we had not taken the initia-

tive the other legations would not have
stirred an inch ; nor will they acquiesce
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in the abrogation of their treaties unless

we set the pace.
But some may say, "Why preserve the

treaty since Japan is already in posses-
sion?" The answer is not far to seek.

The annexation of Korea to Japan will

result in the immediate removal of all

customs barriers between Korea and Ja-

pan, and will raise the customs duties

into Korea from seven per cent, where

they are fixed by treaty, to forty per cent

grow as good wheat as Oregon or Cali-

fornia. The removal of customs barriers

will afford Japan the facilities she needs ;

but one thing more will be necessary.
The land is now fully occupied by Ko-
reans. They must be dispossessed in

some way, and here we find the reason

for our caption, "Japan's Object-Lesson
in Korea."

I am willing to accept the statements

of the Japanese themselves as to the mat-

CHAMPION JAPANESE WRESTLER ARRIVING IN AMERICA.

or higher, the rate that exists in Japan.
This will be a death-blow to our pros-
pective commerce with Korea. But here

we meet the objection that this trade will

continue, the only diflference being that
it will go through Japan. The answer to
this is also near the surface. It is Ja-
pan's ambition to become a great manu-
facturing people and to do this they must
find a cheap source of supply for raw
materials. Southern Korea will grow
as good cotton as is needed for the Japa-
nese mills, and Northern Korea will

ter. In the Reviezv of Reviews some
months ago a prominent Japanese pub-
lished an article which opened with the

astounding statement: "We have gone
over into the back yard of our neighbor
and are telling him to kindly move on,—
simply because we need his home. We
are doing this just as the Americans
have done to the Indians, the rightful

owners of America," and he adds, "Nip-

pon has joined the household of great

powers ;
she has become civilized." Here

we have the whole thing in a nutshell.
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This I believe to be an exact statement

of fact so far as the driving out of the

Korean people is concerned ;
as to the

matter of civilization we reserve judg-
ment. This frank, not to say brutal,

statement runs precisely counter to

everything that the Japanese authori-

ties have been saying about Korea. It

gives the lie to every one of Marquis
Ito's protestations, and at the same time

strikes the keynote of what Mr Adachi

and ninety-nine out of a hundred of his

compatriots consider civilization really to

be. They ask the Koreans to "move on."

There are 13,000,000 Koreans in a terri-

tory the size of Minnesota, and surround-

ed on all sides by crowded territories.

Where will the Koreans move? The

only direction is toward the grave. Does
the gentleman say that Japan will kill off

thirteen million people with the sword,
or will she starve them to death among
their own mountains? Those are the

only alternatives. That Mr. Adachi's at-

titude is historically correct I have

proved by personal observation. For
over twenty years I have watched the

progress of events in the city of Seoul,

and I agree with Mr. Adachi completely
in his view that Japan proposes to de-

stroy the Korean nation and confiscate

the soil. But I disagree with him in his

view of the proof which this affords as

to the civilization of his people.
Mr, Adachi, while correct in his esti-

mate of the aims of Japan in Korea, has

evidently had little experience in the

actual working of affairs in Korea. He
says that Marquis Ito bent his energies
to the task of giving education to Korea,
"but schooling looked too much like

work for easy-going Koreans." Mr.
Adachi should know that no effort what-
ever was made to provide school books
in the Korean language ; that most of

the Japanese teachers tried to make Ko-
reans leani everything through the Japa-
nese language, as Russia is doing in Po-

land. I affirm that nowhere in the world
is the demand for education more loud

or insistant than in Korea. This I know,
because I am now publishing a series

of school text-books in the Korean lan-

guage, and the market for these books
is so great that it is almost impossible,
with the printing facilities of the Orient,

KOSBANS IN AN AHCHBBY TOTJBNAltBNT.
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EXECUTION BY MARTIAL LAW.
The three Koreans had pulled up rails as a protest agaiust seizure of land without payment by Japanese.

to keep pace with it. One Japanese
teacher went into the interior and set-

tled, and then forced all the native

schools within a radius of five miles to

close, saying that if Koreans wanted edu-
cation they must come to him for it. The
children could not come so far and the

teacher had no place or ability to han.tle

them if they did come.
Another Japanese teacher, in Fusan,

being unable to buy a house from a Ko-
rean, began throwing stones into the

yard every morning and evening. Fin-

ally he broke in and smashed the Ko-
rean's furniture with a club until the

Koreans, thinking him insane, seized and
bound him and delivered him over to

Japanese police, who instantl) let him go
without question.
A Japanese gentleman, in Seoul, told

rne that he had been obliged to remove
his children from the Japanese school
there because they were getting to be so

rowdy and insolent. At school they were
told by their teacher never to tell him if

there was a dispute between the schol-

ars, but just to pitch into each other

and fight. I say deliberately that Japan's
work along educational lines in Korea
has proved a fiasco.

But we are further told that the Japa-
nese went into Korea and said : "Work :

we will give you money; we will make
you wealthy." The fact is that every-
where the Korean has been compelled
to work at less than half a day's wage.
A score of cases of this kind have been

brought to me for help to get redress.

Both private firms and government offi-

cers have compelled Koreans to work
for months at about a third of the market

wage, and one Japanese firm, when ex-

postulated with, spread its hands in dep-
recation and said : "Why, if we paid the

full wage there would be no profits at

all !" In this case the dividends consist-

ed of the money which the Japanese
failed to pay in legal wages. I can tell

of thousands of acres of land snatched

away from the Koreans without the sem-
blance of payment. I have seen Koreans

hunting the city over to find some place
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where they could state their grievances
and secure redress. I have seen widows
and children driven from their homes,
and their crops torn up by Japanese, and
when I expostulated, the vandals said

they had their orders from high officials

and must obey. I have it from foreign

eye-witnesses that morphine is being sold

all through the north and the Koreans are

being taught the

use of the hypo-
dermic syringe,
and this, too, with

the knowledge of

Japanese officials.

I know of Chris-

tian families that

have deserted their

homes because Jap-
anese soldiers have
forced them "to

give room in their

houses for Japan-
ese prostitutes to

ply their trade. I

know of house af-

ter house in Seoul

which the Japan-
ese have secured

by entering stark

naked, and shock-

ing the Korean
women so that

they would desert

the houses. I have

bought hundreds
of farms at nomi-
nal prices simply
to hold in my own
name in order that

Japanese might
not venture to

seize them.

Whatever the
Japanese authori-

ties may say to

the contrary, the one thing that the

Japanese people hate and fear in Korea
is Christianity. It is the one thing
calculated to give Koreans cohesion. It

gives them the feeling of fellowship, and

they hang together and refuse to be rob-

bed by Japanese. I could give many in-

stances in which hundreds of Korean
Christians have stood up and refused

to work for insufficient wages and their

MIN WONG WHAN.
Korean Prliipo and General who eoiuniltted suicide In

November H)05, us a protest against the deHtruotloii
of Kori-un lnde|M'ndenc-e by Japanese.

numbers cowed the Japanese. The Japa-
nese press is full of attacks on the Ameri-
can missionaries, charging them with in-

citing the Koreans to revolt. This is ut-

terly false, but yet the Japanese govern-
ment does not stop the libelous state-

ments. Christian people, in America,
must arouse themselves and be prepared
to defend their interests in Korea which

are threatened.

The whole
course of Japan in

Korea for the past

twenty years is

the most damning
proof of their ut-

ter misconception
of what civiliza-

tion means. They
fomented the le-

thal feud between
the Queen of Ko-
rea and the King's
father ; they up-
held a band of Ko-
rean fanatics in

cutting the throats

of the entire cabi-

net in 1884; they
murdered the

Queen in 1895 and
burned her body ;

they imposed the

most absurd and

exasperating sump-
tuary laws in the

name of "pro-

gress;" they
formed a bogus al-

liance with Korea,
-

in 1904, with the

full intention, as

they blandly ad-

mit, of breaking it

the moment it be-

came convenient ;

they forced their so-called protectorate
at the edge of the knife, and later they
performed the acrobatic feat of forcing
the Emperor to abdicate because he pro-
tested at The Hague, and at the same
time made him sign the death-warrant
of those Koreans because they went to

The I iague without being sent ! All this

proves the civilization of Japan. At
robbed. Who supposes that they willing-
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ly forfeited their fisheries, their forests,

their mines, their saltworks and every-

thing else that spells money in their pe-
ninsula? Not I, for one. I have been

personally witness of numberless acts of

spoliation that in any enlightened coun-

try would mean instant rict, but the Ko-
reans have patiently borne them. Hun-
dreds of instances of the most brutal

oppression have been brought to my at-

tention in Korea,
and I have been

buried beneath ap-

peals for help
—

help merely in get-

ting a hearing for

their wrong s—
and in all these

years I have never
seen a case where
a Korean, unaided

by a foreigner,
has ever secured
a patient hearing,
much less redress.

I care not with
what incredulity
the people of this

country listen to

this bare state-

ment of fact. I

can prove every
work of the ar-

raignment by a

score of other wit-

nesses. Mr. Ad-
achi is quite right.

Now, he says
Japan wants Am-
erican good-will.
And the reason is

because Japan
wants to form a

triple alliance of

Japan, Great Bri-
tain and America in order "to form a

despotic tribunal which will be able to
dictate the peace of the Far East,
whether anybody else wishes it or not."
And he adds, "If our action in the
Korean peninsula is in the least to mar
our success in bringing about the triple

understanding, we would not hesitate to
throw overboard the whole Korean
business." I wish to say publicly to Mr.

A WOMAN OF THE OLD KOREAN PALACE.

Adachi that I have been sounding the

depths of public feeling in America, and

he may rest assured that no permanent
understanding can be arrived at between

Japan and the American people, as to

the future of the Far East, so long as

Japan holds before our eyes this revolt-

ing spectacle in Korea.

The American public is beginning to

learn the facts in the case and it is

dawning upon us

that all this talk

about benevolent

assimilation is hol-

low—and Mr. Ad-
achi has done
much to bring us
to this conclusion.

I cannot speak for

the American gov-
ernmerit, but I can

speak for the ulti-

mate good sense
and humanity of
the American peo-
ple, when I say
that the attempted
annihilation of the

Korean people,
which Mr. Adachi
so naively outlines,
will prove the

death-blow to Ja-
pan's progressive

greatness. It is too

much like Napo-
leon Bonaparte. It

is a treachery so

deep that no one
will have confi-

dence in the per-

manency of any
friendly arrange-
ment. The suspi-
cion of this coun-

try will be excited, not only on humani-
tarian grounds, but because Japan shows
a willingness to take advantage of the

weakness of a nation that is still in treaty
relation with America, to kill our trade

there. I warn the Japanese that the only
way to lay the firm basis of a lasting

union, such as they seek, will be to place
Korea under a joint protectorate which
will preserve the Korean nation, and
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carry out those plans with which Jap-
anese statesmen have been hoodwinking
us so long.

The American people are getting more
and more impatient of shams. We want

people to "make good," and unless Japan
does this, any temporary advantage she

may gain by wrecking the Korean ship
of state will prove a shirt of Nessus in

the future. Mr. Adachi sneers at Ger-

many, and in so doing, gives us another

true picture of Japanese feeling. The

way to render herself safe from the nem-
esis of German arms is to see to it that

German trade is not hampered by the

sequestration of the Korean market.

German trade is the life -of Germany,
and British trade is the life of Great

Britain, and Japan may rest assured that

any act which threatens that trade will

bring ultimate, if not swift, retribution.

Time is showing, and increasingly will

show, that the United States made a mis-

take in turning over Korea to Japan
without carefully investigating the facts.

The main fact was not that Korea needed

a strong hand upon her. This is admit-

ted by every friend of Korea—^but the

main fact was that Japan had already
shown that she was not possessed of the

requisite degree of self-control to handle

Korea properly. The proofs of this fact

have repeatedly been placed before the

American public, and there are volumes
of evidence still unopened, and Japan
can rest assured that when our people
know all, by the help of Mr. Adachi and

ethers, there will come a rude awakening
from her dream of a triple "despotic"
alliance.

The cotton people of our Southern

States are now awake to the danger that

confronts them
;
the cotton manufactur-

ers of Massachusetts and Manchester are

awakening; the flour and lumber inter-

ests of the Pacific Slope are wide awake.
Not only humanity, and decewcy and na-

tional honor are enlisted on the side of

a broad-minded handling of the Korean

problem, but self-interest and self-preser-

vation, are involved.

By handing over Korea to a joint

protectorate what fruits would Japan

reap?

(1) The good-will and co-operation
of the Korean people in the devel-

opment of the resources of Korea,
in the place of hatred and revolt.

(2) The enthusiastic commendation
of the American people, and the

demonstration of the genuineness
of Japan's claims to enlighten-
ment.

(3) The removal of all cause for fu-

ture trouble with Germany and

Russia, and the firm establishment

of peace in the Far East by
friendly understanding rather

than "despotic" alliance.

(4) The healing of the breach which

yawns between Japan and China,
because of the suspicion bred in

the Chinese mind by Japan's tyr-
anical action in Korea.

(5) The proof that Japan is following
the modern ideal of Christendom,
which is that of service rather

than usurpation; an ideal that is

being carried out in the Philip-

pine Islands and in Cuba.

For the purpose of bringing about a

consummation so devoutly to be wished,
and which will conduce to the highest
welfare of Japan herself, I appeal to all

people in high position under our gov-
ernment to use their influence to induce

Japan to call a halt in the present course,
which is as surely suicidal to herself as

it is fatal to Korea, and this will be a

far surer guarantee of lasting peace in

the Orient than the marshalling of all

the battleships in the world could be.

Let us shake hands instead of showing
our teeth, and let the stable equilibrium
of mutual hatred and suspicion, implied
in Mr. Adachi's "despotic alliance," give

place to mutual regard, based upon evi-

dences of mutual good faith.

As was to have been anticipated the

brutality of the Japanese has stung the

people of Korea to desperate action. Mar-

quis Ito and his following oiake light of

it and call the Korean patriots mere in-

surgents but the movement is much more
serious than they care to acknowledge
and every effort is made to keep the facts

from the knowledge of the world. The
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Japanese are fighting these Koreans ac-

cording to the same old savage spirit as

of old. Not only the combatants are put
to death but whole sections of country
are devastated although none of the peo-

ple have opposed the Japanese. Mr. F.

A. McKenzie, at the risk of his life,

penetrated the disturbed territory and
from one height saw seven entire towns
that had been wiped out with fire, the

only reason being that some insurgents
had come down from the hills and cut

the telegraph wires in the vicinity. Over
20,000 men, women and children were
rendered homeless, and were compelled
to spend the winter in booths and im-

provised shelters among the hills, freez-

ing and starving.

According to foreign witnesses the

Japanese soldiery went into one place
and charged a farmer with having fed

some insurgents. There was no proof
whatever but the Japanese cut off his

head and burned his house. They re-

peated the same thing twelve times in

quick succession
;
then set up the heads

and riddled them with bullets, after

which they boiled the heads and placed
the skulls in bags to carry away, as they
said, to Japan for trophies. This is the

same brand of savagery that marked

Japanese action in 1592, when the hordes
of Hideyoshi make their attack upon
Korea. But it should be noted that in

seven years Japan was completely chased
out of the Peninsula.

I have never encouraged the Koreans
to fight and have everywhere advised

pacific measures
;
but if the Korean has

the manhood and the patriotism to lay
down his life for his country no generous
heart will fail to wish him success. The
Koreans have a better right to fight than

we did in 1776, and though Korea can-

not, probably, win her own freedom there

are other influences at work in the Orient

which will eventually wrest her from the

hand of her oppressors, and give her a

chance to develop under some civilized

regime.
I have specific and conclusive proof

that Japan has been putting goods into

Korea in some instances duty free, and
in other cases at a lower rate than the

goods from other countries.

The time will come when the business

world will recognize that there can be

no lasting peace in the Far East until

Japan is forced to play the game accord-

ing to the rules of the game.



The Backsliding of Ezekiel

By John Fleming Wilson

E practiced a religion that

I, for one, was not ac-

quainted with," said the

skipper of the Celeste.

"When he turned preach-
er I lost sight of him."

"He was a jolly sort," remarked an-

other captain, emptying his glass. "But
he always had a little of that Down-East

glumness in him. I 'm not surprised
that he took to piety and hymns at the

last. Do you suppose he was disap-

pointed by some girl?"

Jim Bulger, who knew everybody on
the Pacific Coast, put down his pencil
and notebook, took oflf his spectacles and
abandoned an abstruse calculation of the

pitch of the new propeller being fitted to

his steamer, the Arkansas. "Talking
about Ezekiel?" he inquired.

"Wondering what became of the lad,"
said the Celeste's commander. "You
know he quit the sea after that row on
the Belle Davis and got some new
fangled sort of religion. Awfully lively

boy, he was, too."

"Good singer," Bulger assented, "Re-
member him and his concertina on the

old Flying Cloud?"
A murmur of recollection passed round

the table ending in a sigh and an "a-ah !"

Bulger tapped the board with his pen-
cil thoughtfully. "A queer story, too."

he remarked presently. "But we did get
a twenty foot channel on that bar, after

all."

We stared at him. One of us broke
the silence by inquiring what the con-
nection was.

"Oh, the connection !" Bulger re-

sponded, slowly. "You didn't know
about the Government work on Yaquina
Bar?"
"Of course we do," said the second

captain. 'But what in Hades has that

to do with Ezekiel?"

"That is the story," said Bulger.

It 's a good sixteen or seventeen years
since Ezekiel dropped out of sight,
isn't it? I thought it was about that

long. Funny how a man will remember
one shipmate out of a hundred ! We all

recollect Ezekiel. With his concertina

and his song! And that red beard and

those brown eyes! And his lisp! "Ay,
ay, Thir-r!" as he used to call out.

B-r-r-r-r ! how time flies ! We were lads

then.

And Ezekiel came ashore off the

Belle Davis, after a fuss with the mate,

and fell in behind a street organ and an

old woman with a hymn book who

prayed in the gutter for lost souls, and

passed out of our life. Got a new relig-

ion with a special sort of salvation.

Hunh !

It was a couple of years later that the

Government started work on two jetties

to deepen the channel over the Yaquina
Bar. It was a big piece of work, and

with lots of other engineers I quit the

platform and went to Yaquina and took

charge of a gang. It was good pay and

a change from seafaring. I can 't say
much for the comforts they gave us;

we lived in shanties tucked up in a grove

just above the surf on the South Beach

where the Nor'wester piled the sand

inches deep on the blankets, but it was

open air and plenty to do.

In those days the little river made
three channels down the bay to the shal-

low bar and the breakers would pile in,

sometimes, clear to the upper end. And
to confine the tides and scour out the

bar we built two long walls on either side

of the mouth of the bay, right out into
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the roaring surf that ripped across the

reef. This has to do with Ezekiel.

We began construction of the South

Jetty clear back in the bay. And in a

little cove a mile up from this I found
Ezekiel living by himself in a scow. It

was a Sunday. I had taken my gun and

gone up for some ducks. As I was pull-

ing the skiff round a point to get into

King's Slough I came bump up against
this scow anchored oflF short and in the

shelter of the forest that came down to

the water's edge.
One could n't mistake him of course.

There he sat on the little paled deck of

his craft, red beard, brown eyes and all.

I took a second look and pulled up to the

scow. "Hello, Ezekiel," I called out.

He got up out of his chair and came
to the edge of the scow. I can see him

yet, standing there above me, his eyes

looking down into mine with a serious

stare. But he did n't answer my hail.

"Dont you know me, Ezekiel?" I de-

manded.
I thought for a moment he was going

to grin and hold out his hand. Instead

he glanced away from me and said, with

extreme diffitulty, "Yeth, I know you."
With that he walked back to his chair

and sat down, as much as to say that he

had done all hospitality demanded of

him. He was n't offensive ;
if he had

been I 'd have climbed out on his old

houseboat and pummeled him. He was

simply gloriously indifferent. What
could I say? Nothing. I went on for

my ducks.

I came back again just about sunset.

The breeze had died down and the scow
sat on the expanse of water with an

indefinite appearance of solidity. By
George, it looked as if nothing could

move it, as if it had risen out of the black

bottom like a big root. Not that it

had n't some signs of comfort about it
;

the little deck was surrounded by pal-

ings and a few pots of flowers stood in

a row by the side of the white house. I

rowed along over the still water till I

nearly scraped the anchor rope. I did n't

see any sign of Ezekiel. There was no
smoke from the little stovepipe and the
door was shut. I stared at it a moment
and then dipped my oars in again. As
I did so the bright sunlight faded away

from the treetops. The sun was going
down.
At that very instant a sudden blare of

sound split my ears. I looked up. There
was Ezekiel on his roof, his legs strad-

dled apart, his hands holding 'to his

puffed cheeks a long brass horn. That
first blast died away and I saw the fig-
ure above me take a long breath. His
left arm jerked out and another note

came forth. I remember craning my
neck and saying to myself, very much
amused, "A slide trombone, by George !"

That 's what it was ;
a slide trombone.

But what do you suppose he was play-

ing on that instrument ? I could n't make
out, at first. Then, as the ebb tide

slipped me on past and the notes fell

clearer I suddenly grasped the signifi-
cance of this astounding phenomenon.
Ezekiel was playing (most lugubiously)
"Nearer, My God, To Thee."
He played it through to the end.

I picked up my oars again and rowed
on down the bay. I saw Ezekiel, his con-
cert finished, scramble slowly down off

the roof of the scow^ his slide trombone
tucked under one arm.

That night at mess I mentioned what
I had seen. Everybody laughed and one
of the contractors spoke up. "He 's

crazy on religion," he said. "He came
here a while back and refused to have

anything to do with anybody. Every
night at sunset he gets on the roof of

his scow and plays that same tune. Seems
to be part of his religion."

I thought of the times we used to

have, Ezekiel and the rest of us, on the

old ships we traveled on in the days of

single tops'ls and double crews. I could

see Ezekiel on the heel of the bowsprit,
under the smoky light, careering through
some old song with his concertina be-

tween his big hands. And how we used

to join in the chorus with the cook stand-

ing in the doorway grinning over his

pipe. See him? What fun there was in

his face and how his big beard would

waggle as he pattered one of the old

ditties. By George ! And here he was
on a scow by himself, the concertina, the

songs and the old crowd gone, blowing
a hymn on a shrieking trombone out

across a lonely bay.

Thinking it over I made another try
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at Ezekiel. This time he did n't even

come to the edge of his deck. He just

sat in his chair and glowered at me. He
nearly got me angry and I pulled away
in the skiff quite indignant at myself for

having made advances to him at all.

But I learned quite a bit about him
from the gossip that ran round the table.

He never came to the store, except in

the early morning once a month or so
;

and then he bought salt pork and flour.

He never spoke to anybody and when a

woman crossed his path he was very

likely to turn and go the opposite direc-

tion. Children he abominated, they told

me. Would n't look at them nor allow

one near his scow. In fact some wrath-
ful fathers had come near shooting him
because their kids had gone rowing and

thought it a good joke to call on Ezekiel.

Ezekiel had got out his long goose-gun
and scared the children to death.

One would think that I 'd soon forget
him. But somehow I could n't. You see

there was always that horrible tune at

sunset. Rain or shine, calm or wind,

just at sunset one would hear that first

long doleful note and then followed the

interminable sequence of unmusical
strains. The rest of them laughed at

him. They took the whole procedure as

a huge joke that never lost its savor. But
it affected me differently. To be frank,
I was afraid. What power was it that

had hushed Ezekiel's laughter, wiped
the smile from his face and put a grim
trombone to his lips ? Was it a woman ?

or God? At times—considering his

avoidance of women and childen—I set

it down to a love-affair. Again, hearing
the brazen wail from that roof-top, 1

thought that maybe, spite of everything,
Ezekiel was overtaken by some awful
sin and had turned to a stern Lord to

save him.

Then arrived the Ogress. Nickname,
of course. I believe she was really a
Mrs. Johnson. She came to cook for

one of the messes, five children tagging
behind her. You may laugh ;

but she
made a tremendous sensation among us.

The Chief, even, took notice of her com-

ing. He stuck his head in at my shanty
the same night. "Bulger," he said, hold-

ing the door open against the wind,
"have you seen Five's cook ? No ?"

In utter amazement I got out of my
bunk and sat on the edge of it staring
at him. I think my mouth was open.
The Chief looked down at the floor. He
shook his head slowly. Then, drawing
back from the room, he nodded with an
air of deep meditation. "Good night!"
he said brusquely and departed.
The next morning I was out on the

end of the jetty where the gang was at

work setting a fresh bent where a heavy
sea during the night had carried one

away. It was a fresh, fine morning, blue

sky overhead and white clouds on the

horizon with a booming wind throwing
the spray past our ears as we worked.
The Chief rode out on the engine to see

how we were getting along. He got
down out of the cab and walked the ties

to where I stood. A big sea that very
minute swept in under us, flirted a ton

of water into the air and sent us sprawl-

ing for the ties. I was picking myself
up when the Chief's voice said in my
ear, "Better have your men look after

their tools. You lost a good ten dollars'

worth that clap. Have you noticed

Five's cook, Bulger?"
He did n't wait for my reply but strode

away. "What in the deuce liPs Five's

cook to do with my tools ovtrboard?"
I asked myself.

It weighed on my mind, as anything
out of the ordinary does under such cir-

cumstances, and that evening I went past
Five's mess shanty. The gang had fin-

ished supper and the men were smoking
outside. One of them hailed me with a

question and I took the opportunity to

ask about their new cook. They stared

at me solemnly. One of them took his

pipe out of his mouth and waved it

vaguely. "Oh," he said. "Haint you
seen her?"

Not another word did they say. It

was none of my business, anyway, and I

did n't give them a chance to see that I

was particularly interested.

I walked on round the beach up the

bay till dark and then turned hack. It

was a rather breezy night, and \he stars

shone in the sky with an electric flush.

As 1 came back along the shore, trudg-

ing through the soft sand, I suddenly
caught sight of a figure down the beach

a few yards. It was stooping, but
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straightened up. I saw that it was some-

body picking up driftwood. Whoever it

was paid no attention to me, but came

slowly on, every now and then picking

up another stick of firewood. I came to

a little swale filled with water, as the

tide was nearly full. I was debating
whether I could jump it when the person
on the other side came to the opposite

brink, gathered the wood up in an arm-

ful, and jumped the twelve or thirteen

feet with amazing cleverness, landing
not a yard from me. I gave back a

step. It was a woman.
The wonderful thing about her—she

was wonderful— was her great height.
She was easily six feet and the only word
that will describe her was enormous.

Imagine a woman, with an armful of

faggots, suddenly leaping across a

stream like that and towering six feet

in the gloom. Enormous ! I was not less

disconcerted when this giantess, swing-
ing the wood into the hollow of her

arm, turned a smooth, unlined face to

me. I swear it was a veritable moon.
In that dim light I could see its clean

outlines, its absolute fairness, its youth.
She did not speak and stepped on.

The next day the Chief, going his

rounds, stopped again and looked at me
with a puzzled expression on his seamed
countenance. "Seen Five's cook yet?"
he demanded.

"I—I dont know," I answered. "I

saw a giantess last night picking up
wood on the beach."
He nodded. "Incredible!" he mut-

tered. "What do you make of it?"

"Nothing," I responded, in the dark
as to his meaning.
He nodded again "Nothing!" he re-

peated solemnly, "Incredible!"
Now when an engineer of parts, with

a mind single to his business, says a

thing is incredible, it is time to sit up
and take notice. My curiosity was
aroused. My own feelings at meeting
so strange a figure on the beach in the
dark were as nothing to the lively inter-

est I took in seeing what had so upset
the Chief. That evening I made it an
object to go down to Five's shanty, be-
fore supper was over, to see this cook.
The men were at their meal. Oddly

enough there was nothing of the cus-

tomary boisterous talk and chaffing. I

peered in the doorway. They were de-

vouring their steaming food with haste

and quiet. As I stood there the door

opened into the kitchen and everybody
looked up, startled, so to say. It was the

woman of the firewood, all right, that

came in. In the daylight I saw that she

was indeed enormous. But I observed
one peculiar thing: she was well propor-
tioned. There was nothing grotesque
about her. From her massive shoulders

to her enormous feet she was beautifully

built, cleanly lined, lithe and strong. She
carried a platter of boiled beef in her

two hands and the finger-ends turned

over the edge of the. dish were like a

child's. By George ! what a figure she

VN'as !

I confess that I sneaked back out of

that doorway like a boy caught in a

pantry. But before I went I saw her

eyes. Then I understood why the Chief

said "Incredible!" and walked in his

sleep. Imagine, in that fair, smooth, big
face two great eyes, dark, steely blue,

with white lashes. They might have
been glass, or porcelain. They were quite
dead.

I dont think anything definite oc-

curred to me till I was a half mile up the

shore. Then it suddenly struck me.

Five children ! Three or four men had
mentioned the fact. The very rules de-

manded that a woman working in our

camp should have a family. I retraced

my steps hastily, passed through the

group of shanties and up the road to the

Chief's cottage. I walked in without

knocking and found him poring over
some papers. He looked up as I entered

but I paid no attention to his frown.

"Has she got five children?" I demanded
like a fool.

The Chief swung clear round. "Five,"
he said quietly.
"Her eyes—"

I began and stopped.
The Chief nodded slowly. "That 's

the odd feature of it, Bulger. By
George, it 's unbelievable !"

"She sees," I added.

He got upon his feet. "Oh, yes, she

sees!" he replied. "She sees! But
zvhat does she see?"
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It suddenly flashed over me that I

was behaving like an idiot. I opened
the door and left without saying good-
night.
The effect she made on us all that first

week never wore off. To be sure we saw
her continually, with her massive figure,
her smooth, unseamed white face, her

enormous limbs and her lifeless eyes.
But we could n't get used to her. Even
the sight of her five children, walking
beside her, hanging to her skirts, clam-

oring for one thing and another, did not

soften her aspect. The men grew ner-

vous in her presence. Before long
—

how, I can 't tell you—we called her

The Ogress.
Whether she realized dimly our atti-

tude, or because she felt a certain modest

constraint, she moved from the camp one

day and installed her children in a little

scow anchored just off the tide flats near
Ezekiel's boat. Every morning early she

got up, cooked the children some break-
fast and then strode down the beach to

the camp to get breakfast for the gang.
Once or twice during the day I could see

her walking back to the scow, her huge
limbs swinging her easily over the soft

sand, her fair hair lying in immense coils

over her head.

One night she was late for supper and
the men, hanging round waiting for their

food, whispered together. But they did
not say a word to her, nor did a man of

theni^ venture to complain. The meal
over, she washed the dishes, standing in

the doorway of the kitchen as was her
custom. But I noticed as I went by on

my evening walk that she seemed ab-
sorbed in something other than her work.
And when I walked back along the shore
I failed to meet her returning to her
scow.

I found her in my room when I en-
tered. It was quite dark, but the dim

rays of moonlight coming in the little

window showed me her vast bulk before
I shut the door. She got to her feet,

wearily, if that term can be used of so

enormous a creature. "Mr. Bulger,"
she said in her deep tones, "they tell me
you know something about doctoring.
One of my children is sick. I was wait-

ing for you."

"What's the matter?" I asked.

She shook her head. "I don't know."
"All right," I said. Let 's go and see.

I 'm not much of a doctor. But maybe
I can see what the matter is."

She stepped out of the door ahead of

me and started straight through the camp
and along the shore. I can walk pretty
well, but it took all my energies to keep
up to her easy stride. Really, I never
before understood what a tremendous
woman she v. as.

We got to the landing opposite the

scow and she pointed out a rough float

made of logs. I stepped out on it and
she pushed off with a pole. A moment
later we scraped up against the side of
the scow. I dont exaggerate when I say
that the scow dipped a foot when she set

her weight upon it.

She opened the little door, stooped her

head and entered. I followed and found

myself in a neat room lined with bunks
on two sides. Out of each of four bunks
a tousled head was thrust and four

voices said "Ma!"
She motioned to them to be quiet and

led the way to a larger bunk extending
clear across the end of the room. Pil-

lowed on a blanket I saw a child of pos-

sibly three years of age, a boy. He was

sleeping uneasily. His mother knelt

down and put her huge, white hand on
his forehead. "He 's got some sort of

fever, I guess," she whispered. She
turned her strange eyes upon me and I

shivered, involuntarily. To cover my
feelings I took the child's hand and felt

its pulse.
As I went about my examination the

mother stood up and retired a step or

two. Once she thrust her immense hand

past mine and forced the boy gently back

upon the blanket. But this apart she

offered no assistance and said never a
word.
The child's condition puzzled me, but

I set the whole thing down to an infan-

tile disorder and told her what to do.

She listened, with an air of .absolute
abstraction, her big face turned to mine
and displaying not a ripple of emotion.
When I had finished she nodded her
head and motioned me to a chair. I sat

down, though not knowing why. She
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adjusted the sick lad's blanket again and
started the fire to heat water. For lack

of anything else to say I remarked, "Is

the sick boy your youngest?"
She paused, the kettle held in her

right hand. She seemed to ponder the

question heavily. "Yes," she said pres-

ently. "He 's the littlest."

"It 's a pretty big family for you to

support and look after alone," I went on.

She put the kettle over the fire and
reached over and turned up the lamp. I

saw the flash of her fingers against the

light. They were immense, but child-

like. Then she came back towards me.

"My husband ran away," she said sim-

ply, without a sigh or a shadow on her

smooth face. She sat down, stretching
her enormous feet out in front of her.

".He was scared," she remarked.
"Scared !" I ejaculated.

"Scared," she said in her full, low
voice. "I would n't do what he wanted
me to. So he left me."
As a physician I had a right to ask

questions. I had no other excuse. "Have
you got a divorce?" I continued.

She stared at me calmly. "No. Why
should I ? He 's afraid to come back.

I dont want him and he knows it."

I instantly comprehended how the in-

visible husband had felt. I saw his side

glances at his huge wife, this smooth-

faced, enormous creature with the life-

less eyes. I got up and went over to the

child's bed without further questions. I

assure you I felt like running away !

I left the child an hour later, much
better. The Ogress took me to the beach
on the raft but did not bid me good-night
nor thank me. As I walked along the

beach in the moonlight I glanced back.

She was picking up firewood. I saw
her white arms gleam in the dusk.
Now all this time, you understand,

our ears were assailed every evening at

sundown by the raucous notes of Eze-
kiel's trombone. Many a time I 've

straightened my back out on the trestle

over the sweeping seas and heard "Near-
er, My God, To Thee" dolorously beat-

ing out to the gray Pacific and suddenly
remembered the fo'c's'le of the Flying
Cloud and the cheery chorus following
Ezekiel's bouncing concertina. It got
to be like anything else regular, the tide

or the sunrise.

So you can fancy my astonishment
when one day a knock at my door pre-
ceded the entrance of Ezekiel. He came
in abruptly, pulling at his beard. He
wanted a job.

"I 've got nothing to give you except a

place as nightwatchman," I said.

"All right," he responded. "How
soon ?"

"Tonight. Report at seven o'clock.

You 'II stay on till six in the morning
and fire up the engine."

"All right," he said again, hesitated a

moment and then went out.

It was getting on into the fall and
seven- o'clock found it pitch dark. I

rather expected Ezekiel would omit his

sunset tune that evening. But it tootled

out as of old. He turned up to the min-

ute, took his keys and his lantern and
started out on his rounds.

I did not see him again for a month,

though, of course, he was on duty every

night. At the end of that time he came
round for his pay check. "How do you
like the job, Ezekiel?" I inquired.

"All right," he answered. "It giveth
me the daytime to mythelf."

"I suppose you sleep all day," I ven-

tured.

He scowled. "The children bother

me coming round," he replied. "I can 't

thleep becauth I have to keep an eye

open to chath them off the thcow. I

wish you 'd speak to that cdok who
ownths them."

I understood, without being told, that

he referred to the Ogress. 1 did not

relish any such errand and told him he 'd

have to settle his own quarrels. He
grunted and left.

What little differences Ezekiel might
have with his neighbor dwindled into

nothing at all when the men in Five

Gang began to come for their time. The
Chief himself took notice of it and vis-

ited me. "I 'd like to know," he says,

"why we 're losing the best men we 've

got on the works. Here 's another quit
his job this morning and already three

green hands risking the lives of all of

us."

"It 's beyond me," I told the Chief.

"The men wont say why they want their

time. They act very strangely about it."

"It 's all in Five Gang," the Chief

went on. "And they 've got the best mess
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and the best shanty and the best cook

of the whole outfit. I tell you it makes
me tired when Reynolds, who 's worked
with me for six years, comes and gets
his time and lies to me. LIES !" The
Old Man was hot as a griddle.
"What did Reynolds have to say?" I

inquired.
The Chief snorted. "Said he did 'nt

want to get m^irried and thought he 'd

quit. Fancy that six foot mahogany
corner-post having the face to make that

excuse as solemnly as an owl."

"What did the others say?" I went on.

"Hawkinson was the only one who
seemed to think it was his place to say

something. And he maundered about

being a single man and having his

mother to support. Had a better job, I

suppose."
"I '11 try and find out what 's at the

bottom of it," was my assurance to the

Chief. He seemed grateful, mentioning
the fact that it looked queer to the Gov-
ernment when an engineer could n't

keep his best men.
How to pry into the mystery was a

hard question. When a gang of men
get started in a certain direction it is no

easy matter to head them off or to find

just what 's influencing them. But
chance threw the solution right at my
feet in the form of Ezekiel, shaking with

rage.
I really thought for a moment that the

man was crazy. He thundered on my
door, kicked it open without waiting for

an answer, and strode in, his red beard
like a flame on his breast. He flung down
his watchman's keys and roared out "I
knock off thith minute. Nobody makth
a fool of me!"
"Who 's trying to make a fool of you,

you loon," I said. "Have n't you gone
mad I"

"Mad!" Ezekiel bellowed. "Who
would n't be mad ? Can 't I find any
plathe I can be at peathe? Gimme my
time."

"All right," I said, "I '11 see that your
time is made out. But as I gave you a

job here when you asked for it I should

suppose a square man would tell me
what 's the matter."

Ezekiel swallowed and laid his stubby

forefinger down on the table under my
nose and tapped my papers. "When I

got religion I tried to get a plath where
I could sthick to it and not be alwaths

running up against the world and the

devil. But nobody, even godleth men
like Reynoldth, can 't sthand for thith

camp."
I was more interested than ever. "Look

here, Ezekiel," I said quietly. "We 're

anxious to know just what 's at the bot-

tom of this quitting of the best men
I 'm not going to give you your time till

you come out fair and above board and
tell me what 's the reason. Now talk

plain. Bad food? Bad treatment? Bad
bosses ? Poor pay ? Spit it out."

"It 'th that cook," he said solemnly.
"What cook? Five's?"

He nodded. Then he burst with

wrath again. "Gimme me my time. I

wont marry anybody !"

"Who wants you to marry anybody?"
I demanded.
"The cook," he answered. He was

very much excited and announced that

he could n't stay in the camp another

hour. "She wanth to marry me," he

shouted. "She wanted to marry Rey-
noldth and Hawkinthon and they quit."

It looked queer, didn't it? For an
instant I suspected the huge fair headed
mother of five of being an adventuress.

But the thing was impossible. I told

Ezekiel so. "Did she ever make love to

you?" I asked.

He admitted that she had never said a

word.

"What do you mean by taking away a

good woman's reputation by such talk

then?" I demanded.
I got him calmed down a little and he

confessed that the Ogress had only
"looked at him." She had also "kept
her eye" on Reynolds and Hawkinson
could n't eat his meals for fear she 'd

suddenly marry him over the potatoes.
It was a jumbled yarn and if it hadn't
been that the men were quitting I 'd

have said it was all moonshines-part of

Ezekiel's insanity.
I managed to lay hand on Reynolds

before he left the Bay and I plumped the

question into him whether he was leav-

ing because he was afraid of the cook.
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He was prodigiously embarrassed but

admitted that he didn't Hke the possi-

bihties.

"Did she ever have a word to say to

you?" I demanded.
She never had, apart from queries as

to the amount of potatoes or the "done-

ness"of the beef.

"Well," said I, "what put it into your
heads that she wants to marry you?"

Reynolds could n't say. He men-
tioned her five children as a good rea-

son why she should want a husband but

aside from this cogent argument he

could advance not a tittle of testimony.
To tell the truth, he was heartily ashamed
of himself. Nevertheless, he was for

quitting and no discussion shook his

resolve.

Evidently there was nothing to do but

go to the cook. As the Chief remarked,
we had to have a twenty foot channel

even if we did without cooks entirely.

You may imagine that I found it no easy

job to go to Five's shanty and tell Mrs.—Mrs. Brown, I think it was, that her

services were not needed.

She never appeared so enormous as

when she turned round from the range
and stared at me with those unspeakable
eyes of hers. And yet she was piteous,
too. She finally came forward a couple
of steps. I muttered something unintel-

ligible and fled.

I found the Chief smoking his cigar
out on the trestle. He instantly wanted
to know whether I had fired the cook.

"No, sir," I answered. "I went to the

shanty a moment ago to tell her we
could n't employe her any longer. She
had on black lace stockings and I came
away without saying anything."
Now that was exactly what I intended

not to say for it was the precise truth.

The words once out of my mouth, I

would have given a month's pay to take
them back unsaid. The Chief didn't
even smile. He nodded, as much as to

say he understood. "I suppose I '11 have
to tell her myself," he remarked.

That night he came to my place and
sat down. "Incredible!" was his sole
remark for the first five minutes. Then
he walked up and down the room and
chewed his cigar. "Bulger, I'm per-

fectly ashamed of myself, ashamed of

all of us."

"How's that?" I asked.

"I went to Five's shanty to fire the

cook," he said quietly. "And that pre-

posterous goddess came to the door and
all I saw was her immense feet and those

open-work stockings. I never was so

taken aback in my life. I confess that I

ran away."
"You didn't fire her, then?" I sug-

gested.

"No," he said, solemnly. "And yet
we 've got to have a twenty foot chan-

nel on this bar and I 've got to do it.

And that woman 's spoiling all my plans.

By George ! something 's got to be

done."

Nothing zms done for a week. Then
a dozen more men quit, took their time

checks and disappeared. Five gang was

practically disbanded. And the work on
the jetty lagged horribly. Then the

Chief descended on us like a wild man.
Inside of fifteen minutes he had given
orders for Five Shanty to be closed up.
He distributed the few remaining men
among the other gangs, gave orders to

hire any man with two legs that turned

up, cut off all leave, overhauled the fore-

men till they sweat into their boots and

raged off down the trestle with a lantern

to spend all Saturday night figuring out

there over the driving surf.

But nothing was said about firing the

cook.

Monday morning she appeared to be

somewhat perplexed over the non-arrival

of her men for their Sunday meals, but

ready for the week without a suspicion
of the boycott placed upon her. Mon-
day night she came to my room, entered

silently and stood over me as I worked
over a report.
When I looked up she laid a big white

hand on the paper and said sonorously,

"Nobody comes any more to eat."

"The Chief has distributed the men
through other gangs," I said briefly.
"And the man did n't bring me any

flour or bacon this morning," she went
on quietly, "How am I to cook without

anything to cook?"
"Did n't the Chief tell you to call for

your time?" I managed to say.
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She looked at me with those big life-

less eyes, and then her bosom rose and
fell. She raised her chin slightly, show-

ing the shining column of her throat.

Quite passive, I assure you. Not a tense

muscle nor a sign of anger. Then she

made the first and only gesture of weak-
ness I ever saw her display. She picked

up her apron by one corner and wrinkled

it between her fine, powerful fingers.

"There are five of them," she said slow-

ly. With that she turned and walked
out. The doorstep cracked under her

feet as she went.

Next morning Five Shanty was empty.
There was no smoke from its rusty pipe
and I actually missed the sight of the

cook coming out to turn the wind-shield

to keep the smoke from blowing back.

For the next two weeks we had our
hands full preparing our work against
the coming of the winter gales. That

finished, the Chief went up the river to

the quarry, and left me in charge. When
he departed he suggested that I take spe-
cial pains to see to it that the rock-dump-
ing went on apace. "Every pound of

weight out there means added security,"
he said. "I'm going up to have them send
us down a lot of big fellows that will

hold anything down. Be careful and
don't lose any cars."

Two days later the barges came down
with the biggest pieces of rock I ever

saw handled. We had to double our
tackle and use every precaution to get
them on board the dump cars and then
the trestle creaked under them till the

men took to the sway braces when the

engine coughed alongside us.

We had lost our most experienced men
and those we had been able to hire in

their places were n't used to working
with ton-weights on a spindling trestle a

half mile off shore with heavy seas roar-

ing in under them. That was the begin-
ning of my troubles.

Three days later the glass went down
and the wind shifted into the southeast

with a strong upper current from the

southwest. The surf started to crack

once in a while and then the big swells

commenced to travel in over the bar and
break all along the bay shore. I could

see with half an eye that we were in for

a storm.

I went out to the trestle head that aft-

ernoon and found the spray flying a

good twenty feet over the ties. The fore-

man was gritting his teeth and swearing
at the engineer of the dinky for not

backing his cars out. "You '11 find your
engine in the water," he was roaring at

him. "Just let one of these big fellows

miss an inch and hit a bent; this trestle

will crumple up like a piece of paper and
where '11 you be ?"

The engineer, leaning out of his cab

window, the spray flowing off his cheeks,
was retorting that he had lots of friends

in the other world and that he did n't

expect to see the foreman in any better

society than he was accustomed to. He
did n't change his tune, either, when I

came up but called heaven to witness that

no man could back ten cars of rock out

of a trestle flooded with water and keep
a fire under his boiler. "If I had a

ship's bow on my engine mebbe I could

sail her out here," he said. "But built

as she is on wheels I have to do the best

I can."

The engineer's remarks were empha-
sized by a breaker that deluged us all

and filled the cars with water.

The sea gets up off that coast in five

minutes. Half an hour after I got out

there we had managed to dunap only one
car and the trestle was swaying like a

blade of grass. There were four cars

still to dump and I began to think that

when they lost their weight the breaking
seas might pick them off the track. But
that was only a side issue. To be sure

the Chief had warned me against losing
cars. But we had to have that twenty
foot channel.

The next car stuck and a five-ton

piece of rock tilted, split the side-rail

into splinters, sank groaning through the

floor to the trucks, broke the axle and

settled firmly down right in the middle
of the track. The foreman took a long
look at it, wiped the salt brine out of

his eyes and shook his fist at the engi-
neer. "Now see what you done!" he

cried.

It was a pretty mess. And the seas

underneath us were leaping higher

every minute. The engine was outside,
with no hope of getting past the obstruc-

tion and to shore. We started to work to
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pry the rock out of its fixture with what
tools we could muster. In the meantime
the engineer cHmbed down, spit the

water out of his mouth, bellowed in my
ear that his fire was swamped and start-

ed back over the cars towards shore. I

yelled at him to come back. He merely
^\'aved his hand and went on. At this

instant the bent supporting the weight of

the rock gave way and nearly precipi-
tated us all down into the boiling surf.

Before we could uncouple the next car

and push it back, it too, slid off into

the hole and the trestle crumpled up for

another forty feet, leaving us out there

on a slim hundred yards of ill-weighted
wooden work with the wind rising and
the sun going down behind inky clouds.

With one accord we handed ourselves

along the side of the car next the engine
and climbed into the cab. The foreman

glanced at the steam guage and looked
at me. "Sixty pounds, sir. That '11 take

us on out to where we dumped those big
fellows this morning. Maybe we '11 stand
a better show there."

I nodded and looked back. The bay
stretched in from the seething bar like a

dark recess in the gloomy sky. Beyond
it the hills rose, wreathed in vapor. My
eyes fell to the long line of breakers that

marked the beach. Then the engine
coughed and we trundled slowly out. We
came to a stop and the foreman touched
me on the elbow. "We 'd best get out
and chain the wheels," he said grimly.
"If a sea hits us fair and square, we 're

gone. But we might at least try and
stick on the track a while yet."
So we got out—five of us—and passed

the coupling chain through the drivers
and under the rails. That finished we
climbed back into the little cab. Once
there the foreman lit the lantern and
started to work over the injector. "While
we 've got some steam we might as well
fill the boiler," he said. "Every pound
of ballast counts, sir!"

So while he filled his boiler the rest of
us took the bucket and scooped up salt

water from between breakers and filled

the saddleback tank. As we did so a flaw
of wind from shore brought to our ears
the faint notes of "Nearer, My God, To
Thee." Ezekiel was worshiping on the

slide trombone. Then the darkness set-

tled around us, the shore receded from
our view and we faced our last night.
So long as the wind held in the East

we fared pretty well. But as the hours

passed the gale veered round and pres-

ently was thundering out of the south-

west, piling up a sea that threatened any
moment to overwhelm us. By midnight
the heavy spray was washing clear over
the engine and now and again a sea,

making a sweep over the rocks below us,

would shake the trestle till the piling

ground furiously under us. At one
o'clock by my watch the foreman pro-
fessed to discern that the bent right sea-

ward of us was gone. He cursed the

engineer.
Had it not been, that the tide ebbed

after midnight we should not have seen

the dawn, I suppose. But see it we did.

We took little comfort of it, however.
In all that ruck of breaking seas,

crashing surf and flying spray we could

not distinguish the shore at all. It was

quite true that the trestle beyond us was

gone. It was equally discernible that the

trestle shoreward was badly crumpled
up. The engine stood on not over a hun-
dred foot stretch of trestle, as isolated as

if it had been in the open sea. The fore-

man snorted as he peered out of the cab

over my shoulder. "A pretty mess !"

he remarked acidly. "And not content

with being out here I had to fill that

tank with salt water. So we have noth-

ing to drink. We '11 be here a week, any-
way, even if the weather clears."

One of the hands suggested a boat.

The foreman grunted disdainfully.
"We 're right between the two reefs," he
told the abashed hand. "And no boat

could get within a mile of us."

And the weather didn 't clear. In-

stead it darkened and by midmoming
we were huddled in the lee of the boiler

head with solid water rushing over u*.

In the afternoon inaction was too great
a strain. I touched the foreman on the

shoulder and he followed me as I climbed
down on the trestle and made my way
back on the track. Fifty feet was as far

as we could go. We stared down at the

rocks, the stubs of piling, across that

gulf to where the trestle began again.
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"A gocxl sixty feet gone," the fore-

man cried in my ear. "All the cars are

gone, too."

"Think there are any other breaks?" I

shouted.

He shook his head and wiped his drip-

ping beard. Who could tell ? We went
back to the cab.

Just about dark the wind fell away
and some stars came out. That did n't

help Us much, for the sea got up worse
than ever and we thought our refuge
would go overboard any instant under
the tremendous impact of the waves.

"This is low water," the foreman re-

marked, voicmg our fears, "and when
it 's flood tide, that ends us. I 'd like

a drink of water to take with me."
The three hands on the other side of

the cab suddenly jumped as if they were

going to leap out. The foreman thrust

his head over the boiler and bellowed

to know what the matter was. For some
moments I could not distinguish what

they said, but presently the foreman

turned his head over his shoulder with
a gesture shoreward. I lifted up the

canvas curtain and looked out. A light

was shining not a hundred yards from
us.

We lit our own lantern, with infinite

difficulty, and waved it out the window
in answer. The signal swung violently
a moment and then grew dimmer. A few
moments later it disappeared.

"They know we' re here," we comfort-
ed ourselves.

"And we know there 's no bad break
between us and the shore, except this

one here," said the foreman.

Our discussion traversed the minutest
details of our situation and ended, of

course, in grunts signifying that we were
no better off for being found still alive.

We fixed ourselves as best we could

in the cramped cab of the engine and
waited for the crash that would announce
the giving way of the remainder of the

trestle.

I think we were dozing when the fore-

man stretched himself, kicked our col-

lected legs in the prqcess, thrust his

head outside and bellowed that he had
heard some one hail us from shore.

The thing was preposterous and we

said so. The foreman seemed doubtful

himself, but maintained that he thought
he had heard a voice calling out for a

rope. In fact he refused to curl up
again like the rest of us, and insisted on

climbing down on the track to see what
had disturbed him.

He disappeared and we settled our-

selves down to listen to the roar of the

surf and the crack of the breakers on the
reef. What a din it was ! We would
discern the sudden explosion of a wave
far out ; then we could pick out a gath-

ering peal like the thunder and we would
stretch out our hands and cling to the

framework of the cab as that ominous
sound grew rapidly nearer and finally
to lie shaking while the spray crackled
on the engine as the watei" boiled up un-
der us and rolled furiously on towards
the shore. In the comparative peace that

followed the trestle would sway and sag,

giving back after the strain put upon it.

Suddenly I noticed the foreman 's

white face through a slit in the cartain.

He was twisting his face strangely and
when 1 caught hi;, eye he noilded and
withdrew. Without saying anvthing I

crept out after him.

It was a black night, but the white

surf shone brightly. The wind had drop-
ped to a gentle breeze, though the for-

bidding sky refused the comfort of ais

assured calm. The foreman caught my
arm as I climbed round the engine to

the track and he put his lip to my ear.

"Somebody 's working over there," he

said, pointing shoreward.
I shook my head. He insisted, witlt

violent gestures.
We peered out till our eyes ached.

Vague sounds that could not be attrib-

uted to the elements seemed to give color

to the foreman 's statement. Once or

twice we thought we saw the gleam of

a light. But nothing came of it. Then
there was a long interval during which
we heard and saw nothing.
As we stumbled back to the cab my

outstretched hand fell upon a small box
elevated on a short post by fhe edge of

the trestle. I felt of it curiously and
wondered what it could be. The foreman
answered my clutch on his arm by thrust-

ing his head over my shoulder. "By
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George !" he muttered. "There 's the

signal box."

We looked at it in the gloom and then

the foreman pulled out his knife. "See

what 's inside," he said.

The knife found the crack of the

little door and the hinges gave. I struck

a match. The sidewind from a wave

passing under us extinguished it, but not

before the foreman had caught hold of

the key that hung down inside and pulled
it. He laughed. "I wonder if the thing
works?" he suggested.

I went to the cab and got the lantern

and brought it down to him. Like two

boys we peered into that useless bit of

machinery and wondered whether it

would ever again be used to' record the

regular goings and comings of a watch-
man.

"Let 's see when the watchman pulled
it in last," the foreman joked.
He sought the key in his pocket and

found it. He unlocked the dial and held

the lantern up. Then he turned his white

face to mine.

In the sudden calm that followed the

inrush of a breaker we heard the ticking
of the clockwork. Then we looked again
at the dim impression upon the bit of pa-

per lying inside the circle of the dial.

Some one had registered from that box
not an hour before. We stared at each
other. Then we laughed, sickly, and put
out the light.

How long we stood there I dont know.
But at last the foreman snapped the dial

shut again and closed the box. "We may
as well know if this ghost registers

again," he said.

We stood there for an hour, vainly.

Nothing appeared to break the monotony
of the wild turmoil below us or the blank

sky above. We were turning our chilly
faces to the engine, quite in despair,
when we were aware of a dark form
rising from the welter at our feet. We
huddled back in terror.

The form rose till it was even with us,
shook itself and then made straight for
the signal box. With irresistible curi-

osity we crept forward and watched this

strange apparition. It thrust a key into
the door, opened it, put a hand on the
hook and pulled it. Then this ghost

closed the box, took the key and turned

towards us. I heard the foreman swear-

ing in his beard. Then a match flared

up, and before I could move the lantern

was relit and thrust out towards what
I mSay as well call the ghost.

It was Ezekiel.

He seemed surprised to see us, but did

not offer any comment. Instead he care-

fully tucked his key into a pocket, drew
his big boot tops up closer about him and

dropped over the broken end of the tres-

tle in the wake of a wave.
The slender beam of the lantern dis-

closed to us the departing form of

Ezekiel waist-deep in water. Before an-

other wave overtook him he had crossed

the break in the trestle and was clamber-

ing up on the other side.

The foreman and I laughed. We were
on that part of the trestle that crossed

a small reef where there was very little

water. W^e were in no danger at all.

Half an hour later the whole five of

us climbed up out of the water upon the

sound end of the trestle and started on
our long tramp to shore. On the way
we met Ezekiel again. He nodded and

passed us without a word. I called after

him. He stopped, turned and came back

slowly.
"You 're not going out there again ?"

I demanded.
"It 'th time to ring in again," he lisped.
"Look here," I said crossly. "That 's

no place for you to go. A big sea might
come in and sweep you out before you
knew it."

He growled out in the darkness. "You
hired me to watch; that 's part of my
beat, and I gueth I pay attention to my
business."

It suddenly struck me how faithful he
was. And I could not overlook the fact

^^^t his stern attention to duty had saver'

all our lives. I picked up the lantern and
threw the light on his bearded face.

"That 's all right, Ezekiel," I said. "Dont

go out there again. I '11 answer for it

to the Chief."

"And who will answer for me to my
God?" he demanded with amazing in-

tensity.

Imagine us, out there in the dark, on
that swaying trestle, surrounded by a
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flickering lantern while this grim soul

made that demand from the dark night.
I did not answer his preposterous ques-
tion and he stared at us a moment and
then vanished.

We reached the shore and clambered

down to the sand. The foreman told

his men to get what they could to eat

and then sleep. He saw them go and
seemed loath to follow them. "Somehow
I feel ashamed,'* he said gruffly. "That
watchman !"

"Crazy!" I remarked.

The foreman shook his head. "Oh
yes ! of course," he assented. "But then,

sir, he—he watches!"
I had a hard time to persuade that

wooden mechanic that he did not need

to stay up all night and ponder about

Ezekiel's virtues. He finally agreed to

go to bed. As he left he called back,

"Nobody paid any attention to us yester-

day, but Ezekiel came out just the same
as ever. * * * saved our lives *

* * watches * * *
during the

night
* * *" his voice trailed off.

Naturally I didn 't look forward to

sleeping. I had plenty of work to do
before the storm broke again. I had to

rebuild the trestle and get my engine
back. It occurred to me, I will confess,
that I needed something to eat and a big
drink of water. In order to get that

I would go to Ezekiel's little office. He
would have his luncheon there and some
coflfee on the stove.

He had not returned when I opened
the door. I helped myself to his lunch

bucket and was busily engaged over it

when the door opened again and I looked

up to see, not Ezekiel, but the Ogress.
She came in like a huge bulk shoved in

from the darkness. Her white face was
wet with spray and her enormous feet

were encased in incredible boots.

"Where's the watchman?" she de-

manded.
"On his rounds," I answered shortly.
She glanced at a clock ticking above

the wall-desk and shook her head. It 's

time he was reporting in," she said son-

orously. "He hasn 't rung in down by
the boat landing for two hours."

I stared at her curiously. Her face

seemed to display a certain anxiety for-

eign to anything I knew of her. I re-

marked that probably Ezekiel thought it

unnecessary to go his rounds every hour
in such weather. "He may be keeping
watch down by the shore," I suggested.

She shook her head with assurance.

"He always rings in each box each hour,"
she said quietly. "You see I hauled my
scow in by the landing when the bad
weather came and every hour I hear him
crunch along the beach to the signal box
and turn his key in the lock. And tonight
I haven 't heard him for two hours."

"You know him pretty well?" I in-

quired, assuming as careless a tone as

I could.

She shook her enormous head. "No.
He never speaks to me. But I want to

marry him."

"Marry him !" I cried, letting the lunch

bucket slip to the floor.

She did not change countenance.

"Yes," she said with deep simplicity.
"He is such a man !"

"He 's very religious," I said.

Her face fell like a child's. "How sad

he must be !" she sighed. "I 'd love to

make him laugh."
It was really appalling. Here was this

huge woman, this giantess, opening to

me the petty secrets of her heart. She
was in love, by George ! She wanted to

make the grim Ezekiel laugh ! He was
such a man ! I found nothing fit to say
on such an extraordinary occasion and

regained the bucket and what was left

of Ezekiel's meal.

The clock ticked on ; still Ezekiel did

not come back. The Ogress sat waiting,

immobile, like a great statue, capable of

infinite patience. A gust of wind sent

the door flying inward and we both

jumped up. Nobody entered. The deep
roar of the surf burst in upon our ears.

The Ogress steadied herself in the door-

ay and peered out. Then, gathering her

short skirt up in one big hand, she strode

out and towards the beach.

I shut the door and sat down again.
I thought over the past hour and its

revelations. I wondered* where the

Ogress had gone. Then I thought over
Ezekiel. I thought of his fidelity, of his

grim determination to do what he set

before him. I (heard him ask again,
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"Who will answer for me to my God?"
And over against the cry of this gigantic
woman who wanted to make him laugh.
I decided it was a queer muddle. But

where was Ezekiel?

I suddenly remembered that he had

been going to cross the broken gap in

the trestle again. Possibly a wave had

caught him. He might have met his

death out there in the darkness while I

was eating his food. Then the impulse
seized me to go and sec.

I toiled through the wet sand till I

came to the beach. The spindling tres-

tle looked like a frail tentacle thrust out

from the shore into the surf, I could see

nothing nor hear. I climbed upon the

track and drew my jacket close about

me. I hated to venture further. But
the image of Ezekiel rose before me.

After all, he depended on me. He had
done his duty. I must do mine. Then—
there was the Ogress ! I started out

over the breakers.

In due time I came to the gap where
the cars had plunged through. My eyes
detected the projecting mass of one of

the big rocks. By kneeling down and

glancing over the crests of the breakers

I could make out the black loom of the

other end of the trestle, where the engine
still stood.

It was then that I realized that it was
low tide when we had crossed, only waist

deep in water. The tide was high, now.
A good ten feet of seething brine was be-

low me. I could not climb down and
cross without being swept away. I won-
dered if this was where Ezekiel had met
his death, trying to reach his signal box
and record another hour's attention to

duty. I wondered where the Ogress was.
She had gone into the darkness, appa-
rently to find the man she wanted to

marry. It occurred to me that possibly
she might go far in that search.—How
far? The question was answered sudden-

ly, as I knelt there on the ties.

Out of the swirl below me an arm
was thrust. I dropped on my belly and
reached down as far as I could and
grasped this. Strong fingers closed over
mine and I was nearly dislodged by a
tremendous pull. But I held on and, as a
wave swung in, the weight I held as

lifted up almost level with me. The re-

ceding water left the Ogress clinging to

the cross beam of the last bent. I knew it

as she by the heavy strand of hair that

lay over my wrist as I clutched her free

arm.
I dragged her up, inch by inch. A

final eflfort lifted her to the track and
then I saw that she had not helped her-

self because in her right arm she held a

limp form. She sat up, with some diffi-

culty, and laid the burden down. Of
course it was Ezekiel. I was certain of

it before the dim light from a whitening
wave showed me his upturned face.

She staggered to her feet, shook the

water from her clothes with a magnifi-
cent return of strength and picked Eze-
kiel up. I offered to help her. She
thrust me aside and strode ahead.

We reached the shore and I insisted

that she bring the man to my shanty.
She hesitated and then followed me.
Once inside the door she laid Ezekiel
down on the cot.

He was still alive, though how he had
ever survived being beaten to death

among the rocks I could not tell you.
His face was gashed, one arm was badly
torn and a big rip across his chest

showed where he had been flung face

down over a jagged edge of the reef.

But, as I say, he was alive and presently
came to himself and sat up, pawing at

his dripping beard.
I took the lamp out the bracket on the

wall and set it on the desk beside him.
He glanced at me and then his eyes rest-

ed on the Ogress. How long he stared

at that huge, passive figure I could n't

say. My own eyes traveled in her direc-

tion, most unwillingly. But I distin-

guished nothing except an attitude of
extreme humility. She sat there like a

dog, silent and motionless, waiting for

her master to speak. And when Ezekiel

opened his mouth and spoke, it was with
incredible firmness. "Go home !" he said

hoarsely.
The Ogress got up like a child. Her

huge bulk filled the room with shadow.
And I did n't know she was gone till I

found myself staring at the pool of water
where her skirt had drained on the floor.

I turned to Ezekiel. He seemed half
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dazed, his partly closed eyes staring up-
ward. I stirred myself, and got him
some hot drink. He took it mildly and

wiped his mouth. Then he sat up, dis-

playing his knotted chest where his shirt

lay open over the gash. A moment
later he was on his feet. "I mutht go,"
he muttered.

"Where?" I demanded. "You're too

much done to go anywhere."
"I mutht go," he lisped.

"You 're a fool," I stormed, as he

struggled out on the floor.

He paid no attention to me but but-

toned up his torn shirt. Finding his cap
gone he calmly reached up and took my
hat. "I mutht watch," he said thickly.
"Watch and pray!"
He w^s quite crazy, of course. But

nothing I could say affected his determi-

nation to go out and finish his night's
work. He picked up my lantern, lit it at

the lamp, and stalked out.

I went to the door and saw him turn

towards the little office. But he had not

gone a dozen steps when a huge form

slipped out of the darkness and a big
hand was laid on his arm. The Ogress
had waited for him.

"You are sick," I heard her say sonor-

ously.
Ezekiel tried to shake her off. "Let

me go," he said weakly and fainted.

As he crumpled up she caught him in

her strong arms. She did not answer

my call but turned and strode away up
the beach with the man she had rescued.

I let her go. What could I do?
When daylight came I went and

looked for the engine. It was gone with

the little fragment of trestle. As I stared

out over the surf the Chief touched my
arm. "I see you lost the whole works,"
he said quietly.

"Yes," I assented. "It finally broke
this morning. The engine was still there

at midnight." I told him how it hap-
pened.
"We must get that channel," he an-

swered when 1 had concluded. "I think

you better get Five Gang organized

again. I '11 try to get some good men
from Portland. I '11 see about a cook,
too. Fill up the other gangs as soon as

you can. This stonn will be over in a

day or so. We must take advantage of

every chance."

"The Ogress is still here," I said.

"She pulled Ezekiel out last night when
he tried to get over the gap to the engine.
I 'd like to see her get work again. You
know she 's got five children."

"I know it," he said testilv. "But she

disorganizes the crew. The men are

afraid of her."

"She wants to marry Ezekiel," I said

dully. "She told me so last night."
The Chief stared at me. "He wont do

it," he said. "He '11 quit, too."

We went about the day's work and

thought no more of Ezekiel or the

Ogress. Just before dark the Chief came
for me to walk up the bay shore with
him. "I must catch the morning train

out for Portland. I '11 walk up to King's
slough and get a boat across the river

there. I want to talk with you."
We started over the sand and pres-

ently came to the little cove, where
Ezekiel's scow was anchored. We both

stopped. Another scow, the Ogress's,
was tied alongside. Tow-headed children

were climbing around over both of them
and we caught a glimpse of a big figure

through the doorway of Ezekiel's little

cabin. As we stared Ezekiel came out,

carrying his trombone.

"Sunset," set the Chief. "But what
in the deuce

"

He did not finish. For Ezekiel, with

one sweep of his arm, sent the trombone

flying out into the waters of the bay.
Then he laughed. We heard the hearty
sound of that peal echo in the hills. An
instant later we saw him seat himself

on the bench by the door. He threw his

head back, clapped a concertina between
his palms and there sounded out, cheerily,
the ancient fo'c's'le ditty :

Will you come for a kissf

Said Sallie Ray.
If yoH wont come for one.
Then please come for two;
And, if you wont come for two,
I 'II give you full thrce^

Kisses; so come and he kissed

By Sallie Ray-ay-ay!

There are forty verses, as you know,
to this sentimental chanty, and we stood
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there like dumb animals while Ezekiel,

with stamping foot and upturned eyes
and swinging arms bellowed his way
half through them all. Then we recov-

ered ourselves and walked on. As we

got abreast of the scow we saw an enor-

mous figure come to the doorway. The

Ogress stood there, a frying pan in one

hand, the other resting on her hip.
Will yon come for a kiss?

sang Ezekiel, oflfering three hundred odd
kisses in Sallie's name.
The Chief blushed and pulled me on.

But not before I saw the shining eyes

of the Ogress ;
no

the eyes of youth
pride. The Chief

ble !" several times,

back, staring. The
was a wild rush

longer lifeless, but

and happiness and
muttered "Incredi-

Like a child I hung
last, thing I saw
of children about

Ezekiel and the strong, magnificent fig-

ure in the doorway.
"He 's a backslider," I announced.
"Now we '11 get that twenty- foot

channel," said the Chief.

It is a matter of history that we did,

with the invaluable aid of Ezekiel and
his wife. The Ogress.





The Spider-Man
By Harvey Wickham

j^ ^ E had been lying in a hol-

low of the green willow-

land, his elbows in the

mud, his eyes raised to a

sly rustling in the impene-
trable canopy of vegeta-

tion. It could not be the wind ; the wind
did not come in short spluts separated

by unequal intervals. But whatever it

was it made him afraid
;
and whatever

made him afraid filled him with unac-
countable rage. Falling upon the clay
with his fists, he beat it frantically, elicit-

ing a splut, splut, splut, almost like the

something in the willows.

"Lie still," whispered the woman,
crawling on her knees towards the child.

"You must wait."

She was a tall, gaunt woman, who
might once have been humanly attractive.

But now all that distinguished her was a

certain fierce intelligence. She meant
Tim to hate the Pilgins, for it was they
who were at feud with the Jinbers. But
he must not hate them foolishly. When
the time came he was to take them all

in a snare. For this he had been born.

For this he would be spared. The wo-
man had no doubt of it. It had come to

her during the long nights as she lay

listening to her prowling enemies, with

only a rifle by her side. He was now
eight years old as she repeated his lesson

to him for the ten-thousandth time.

Chug! Something struck the willow

fairly, knocking down a splinter of dead
bark. A shower of dust followed, for

the underbrush, to a level as high as one
could reach, was white with the sediment
of a spring flood. Tim dug his clay-

grimed knuckles into his eyes
—only to

increase the smart, and to deprive him-
self momentarily of sight. But long be-

fore the tears had finished their washing
he knew what it was sticking at right

angles into the tree. Once familiar, a

half-spent bullet is not to be mistaken.

If he had turned his head he would have
seen the corner of his mother's skirt,

now flat on the ground, showing from
behind an elder bush. It had become a

terrible skirt. But more terrible was the

eight-year-old baby, listening to the con-

tinued babble of lead. The woman was

only dead, while the baby, its eyes

cleared, gripped a rifle in its chubby
hands.

It became a long time since his moth-
er's last words, or since he had eaten ;

but he did not stir. With so many bul-

lets in the air, one must lie mute, flat to

the earth. Without seeing the example
of the skirt, he knew that. Poor little

spider, he had strange experience for

his years. Even when a hand fell on
his shoulder he made no sound. As it

was not his mother's hand it turned him
to stone.

"We 've got them—the woman and

all," said a voice.

"Lay no hands on the boy," came a

sententious order.

"But he 's a Jinber. If we leave the

last one of the litter to grow up, he '11

breed more Jinbers."
"Not so, for I '11 take him home and

make him a Pilgin." A solemn-looking
old man crashed into sight through the

underbrush. "Come with me, boy."
As Tim had been turned to stone, he

made no response, but let himself be

lifted to the old man's back. The Pilgins
were not afraid of a stone, but only of

rifles—forgetting that even a stone may
fall and crush.

The path lay through a green tangle,
with here and there a clearing on rising

ground fenced about with levees. The
old man, following the tops of these

dykes, often stumbled over bags woven
of raw jute and filled with sand—stop-

gaps that had been thrown into flood-
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worn gullies. But he was a nimble old

man and made good progress. He had
no premonitions.

In the center of each clearing there

was usually a shanty. Some of the shan-

ties were empty. These, Tim knew,
were those that had been inhabited by
Jinbers. All shanties belonged to the

Pilgins now. The whole island—they
called that wart on the marsh-land an
island—belonged to the Pilgins. That
was because of the bullets. Tim did not

know that impractical economic theories,
fanatical religious ideas, and vast, bot-

tomless everglades, which the law seldom
or never attempted to cro'ss, had any-
thing to do with it. But he knew that

he was a Jinber among Pilgins, no mat-
ter what the old man might say, and that

with every step a spring seemed to coil

tighter and tighter in his breast.

At the door of the old man's shanty
sat a woman, clothed in one of the jute

bags and nursing an infant—two Pilgins,

therefore, apparently unprotected. The
spring uncoiled with a violent jerk. Tim
landed in the woman's lap and began
tearing with tooth and nail. There was
no volition in the thing. He was just
an engine of destruction made to accom-

plish one end. When certain levers were
touched—as when through the eye came
the sight of a Pilgin, through the ear

the sound of a Pilgin, through the skin
the touch of a Pilgin, through the nose
the scent of a Pilgin

—the mechanism
commenced working.
The woman, with no comprehension

of the ultimate deadliness of such clock-

work, throttled the boy with her long,

bony fingers. No change of expression
came to her heavy eyes. The hideous

degeneracy of an in-breeding lay like a
smear over her face. She, too, was some-

thing of a machine, and if left to herself

might have coped with the other. But
the old man, interfering, unlocked the
human garotte and flung the boy—it is

no longer possible to call him a baby—
into the safety of a corner. Alone, sup-

perless, he was left to confront a v?gue
feeling of despair. He had tried to do
the thing which he was born to do, and
had accomplished nothing. Then he re-

membered the rest of his mother's les-

son. He as not only to hate, but to

wait. A stone, falling blindly, hits no
mark, A spider's venom is deadly with

patience.
It was a difficult lesson. His mother

had left it incompleted. But time and
circumstances took it up. About a month
after his capture, a gun was carelessly
left within his reach, and he rushed to

take it—receiving a beating for his pains,
the next time he saw a weapon he gave
it but a glance. The instrument was

learning cunning. Its mission was not

to be accomplished with fire-arms.

The old man, trying to break the colt

of sulky manners, unwittingly helped
along the development.
"You must n't think your folks was

murdered," he one day explained. "The
Jinbers and the Pilgins could n't get

along together, so the Jinbers had to be

killed off, even as Samson killed the

Philistines."

Tim quivered at the sound of an ene-

my's voice, but gave no other sign of the

feeling that was within him. Again and

again he listened—but with deaf ears—
to the wild plans which had driven this

closely-related, crack-brained group
from the uplands. The old man, his mind
crammed with perverted readings from
the Old Testament, quoted strange texts

and spoke with a crazed enthusiasm of

his homicides as of legal executions. All

that affected Tim was this story of Sam-
son—the tale of the blind prisoner of the

olden time hurling down the pillars of a

roof and slaughtering the Philistines. It

came to have a strange fascintaion.

There were two stout vertical poles
in the center of the old man's shanty,

standing about four feet apart. As Tim
grew older he often felt of them, rub-

bing them slowly with his hands in a

seemingly idiotic fashion. Somehow
they always recalled the Samson story,
and they helped him to resist the still-

existent impulse to fly prematurely at

the throats of his captors. But the in-

strument had as yet no strength. It

took Tim years even to understand his

own idea. He groped for it blindly in

his darkened mind
; and at first, at every

difficulty, the whole plan vanished, leav-

ing only a vague uneasiness. And there
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would steal by long eventless months,
as blank and meaningless as the tickings
of a clock ; yet, like the clock-ticks,

bringing forward the hour.

When he began to collect materials,

it was bags that he wanted, and of these

there were plenty lying about. Working
only at such times of the night as were

moonless, and free from the chance of

interruption, he emptied them of sand,

taking them from the levees here and
there so as to leave no tell-tale breaks.

The colonists, plunging deeper and deep-
er into darkness, were incapable of not-

ing small changes. Their fields were

long since but half-tilled. They lived

from hand to mouth, learning more and
more to subsist upon berries and roots.

Some had not hesitated to contract the

fatal Indian taste for clay. Tim was
left alone. No one realized what it sig-

nified that the babe that had listened to

the babble of lead, was growing towards

maturity.
He had no legitimate work. Even af-

ter he had advanced to his fifteenth year,

the old man supplied him with food, and

sometimes would sit for hours regarding
him. On such occasions the glitter would
die from the patriarch's eyes, and there

would come a look almost tender—a pa-
ternal glimmer, swimming in senile tears.

If only Tim's mother had endured less

hideous wrongs, and could have left an-

other legacy than that fixed idea ! But it

had been written otherwise.

Tim began to avoid the patriarch, en-

during these interviews only when hun-

ger compelled him. They filled him—
no longer with rage, or fear, but with

untoward sensations. Once, when the

old man patted him on the head, he

thought that he must scream. It was as

if he had been suddenly made aware of

an invisible barrier towards which the

current of his life was dashing him. But

though the impression repeated itself at

intervals, it could not force its way up
to the plane of intelligent thought.
When through collecting sacks, Tim

was drawn to a heap of cobbles on the

outskirts of the island, where a wedge
of half-submerged detritus had been
driven into the alluvium by some long-
shifted current. He carried the stones

in bags, hiding them under the dead

grass
—it could hardly be called hay—

which littered the loft where the pat-
riarch's family had once bedded them-
selves down. Years were consumed in

the intermittant labor—years that sped
like the fateful minutes between the

lighting of a fuse and the explosion of a

blast. They changed formidable child

to gaunt and wiry youth, and revealed

the promise of terrible strength to come.
But the revelation was unobserved. The
ancient feud, rending the community in

twain, had left a superfluity of chambers,
and the loft was deserted. In the gen-
eral creeping lethargy its very existence

was being forgotten. The feud itself

had faded from the common mind, and
since the days when Tim began to learn

the lesson of quiet, nobody had disturbed

him. Indeed, a sort of fear went before
and followed in his wake—but did not

stop to reason why. Little now distin-

guished the swamp-dwellers from beasts.

They harbored—in the place of their

former religion
—vague superstitions,

which drew them to the old man's shanty
at each new mioon. They pounded on

sticks, and cut themselves with knives.

It amounted more and more to devil-

worship. And as chance would have it,

all wore charms—tiny sacks of stones—
around their necks.

As the moons waxed and waned, the

ceiling under which the Pilgins gathered

began to bulge strangely. Tim had be-

come a hairy giant, still gaunt and hol-

low-cheeked, but with a sinister equip-
ment of bone and sinew. His locks hung
in uncut masses about his face and neck.

His beard flowed over his knotted

breast. The long apprenticeship was
over.

All save the patriarch felt an ever-

increasing dread of him, for instinct was

doing what it could to warn these miser-

able men, women and children. But they
had not the sense to look into the matter.

They were too far gone to climb up and
examine the cracking slabs that covered

their heads at the monthly meetings. The

patriarch saw visions at night of angels

looking down from heaven. That was
all.

The loft was floored with slabs made
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by splitting the softest of logs into irreg-
ular slivers and laying them crossways.
Even so they were too short to reach but

from the sides to the center, and a couple
of long strips had been fastened beneath
where the slab-ends met. The stout

poles which had attracted Tim's first at-

tention held up the inmost ends of the

strips. Thus the whole loft rested on
the two poles. These removed, the floor-

ing would give way in the middle, be-

coming one immense hopper for the

downpouring of tons and tons of jute

bags filled with stones. It had taken

more than a decade to build it, but it was
the devil's masterpiece of a deadfall

under which the Pilgins held their orgies.
Tim stood between the poles at every

meeting, towering above the puny clans-

men, but taking no part in their doings.
The premeditated event did not take

place. All was not ready. He had been
at the pains to learn the face of every
human being on the island, and now he
had painfully to acquire the art of count-

ing them on his fingers. It took all the

fingers twice and then one Pilgin re-

mained. Many months passed before he
was certain of this. The one left over
was the patriarch. He did not count
himself.

It took still longer to catch them all

within the cabin. There would be one
or two missing—perhaps some drab of
a woman with a wretched baby, or a

young man with one of the hollow-eyed
girls. But at last there came an evening
with the whole of the tribe foregathered.
Heaven must have been very impatient
with these creatures not to have let even
one pair of eyes stray to the ceiling.

They drove out the darkness with a

fire of willow wood heaped on a hearth
at one end of the room. Then they re-

treated as far as possible from the heat.

Nobody spoke to Tim, but there was
something in his dark face which
troubled even these clay-eaters, and all

took the precaution to keep him in view.
As he stood at his place between the

roof-poles, he was thus confronted by a

half-circle of faces. He counted the

faces slowly, with deadly accuracy.
There were twenty in the crescent—one
for every year of Tim's life. Nearer the

fire squatted the patriarch. Again Tim
did not count himself. His heart and
mind lay unguessed within the shell of

his abnormal infancy, but his body was
like that of the Samson over whose story
he had poured.
With his feet planted widely apart, his

hairy arms extended to either pole, it

was blindness that could not see him as a

terrible, sprawling insect, which had

spun its web and was ready to spring.
The thing which the hunted woman had

brought forth held every one of her

enemies within its reach. An infernal

machine, it was ready to act. The cir-

cumstances necessary to set in motion
the perfected wheels of vengeance had
occurred. There remained only to strain

those bristling arms that were already
stretched between the poles.

Like a flaw of wind ruflfling the sur-

face of a pool, an outline of muscles
revealed itself on" the spider's tanned
skinned—muscles which the doting pat-
riarch had fed, and the carrying of

stones had helped to harden. The ma-

chinery was in motion. The Pilgins
should have measured their lives by
quarter-seconds. But they began beat-

ing sticks rhythmically together, and sent

up a howling chant—what had once
been a hymn-tune. A woman, half

naked, commenced dancing.
The quarter-seconds passed. The

howling and the beating and the dancing
continued. And still the poles sustained

their burden. The outline of contracting
muscles remained faint. It was now
motionless. Something had happened to

the machinery.
Tim's eyes were staring at the pa-

triarch. The old man had risen, and was

preparing to harangue his fellow sav-

ages. He had become a bent and totter-

ing old man. On his face wa.<. the smile

of years and forget fulness. His voice,

instead of being wild, incohcrc-nt, and in

keeping with the scene, was that of a

country parson. His words had the

surprising quality of an avalanche :

"Little children, love one another."

A flood of emotion, appalling, unex-

pected, sent the sweat drenching from
the spider's pores. He realized at last

the intangible thing which he had been
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long hurling towards. Hate ceased its

gnawing, and a relief, terrible in its

brevity and its sweetness, bathed all his

senses. It lasted but for a moment. That
moment was Tim's life—the all of it.

Tears, unshed since the spent bullet

had knocked the dust into his eyes, rolled

the next instant down his cheeks. The
machine was given again in motion. The
network of muscles bulged out in sharp
relief. He could not contend with pre-

natal impulses, nor resist the hypnotic

suggestion of opportunity. He could only
quake with horror at the working of

things within him, and gaze with stupid
love at the patriarch.
The new-born soul had no part in

what followed. It was the spider that

clutched the poles, and drew them snap-

ping from under the yearning ceiling.

And then the spider returned to the earth

and the soul unto God who gave it.
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Daphne
By Charles Erskine Scott Wood

O, Summer,—Crowned !

How much thou art in tune to me.

Now songs resound ; .

Laughs leafy-browed, fair June to me.

Hold out thy hands ; urge thy commands,
Flout me about with rosy bands ;

The w^orld is made anew to me.

Who shall him say

When that his end of prime shall be ?

Good summer day
And earth and sky, chant rhyme to me.

O, summer boon, ripe, red-cheeked June,
Vast Night, and bright the golden moon
Which shall Love's glorious candle be.

Thou breeze-kissed one.

Let all thy perfume cling to me ;

In shade and sun

Thy larks and linnets sing to me.

Give odorous heat ; brooks, pebbles greet.

Fill up my cup with life complete.

Shy, blushing Love, O bring to me.

O, flower-crowned one.

Cease not thy full pursuit of me.

Ye streams, still run.

Ye birds, still chirp and flute to me.

Still every living thing carouse

In joy of life ; and come, my spouse,
Make sweet the loving fruit of me.



In the Birth -Year of Japan
By Peter Robertson

|F the developments of the

war between Japan and
Russia startled the out-

side world, which had

ignored the little island

nation of the Orient with

some contempt, they staggered even

more the foreigners who knew it forty

years ago. In the year 1868, now called

the birth-year of Japan, I was one of

the handful of Western people who were

engaged in business in Nagasaki. I can

never forget the first impression of that

bright day in May when I sailed into

the land-locked picturesque harbor, an

impression of charm of scene and at-

mosphere that no later experience of any
country has been able to destroy. Some-

thing of lotus-land, something of subtle

poetry, something of simplicity, as if

one had found a corner of the world
locked away by itself, and held in prim-
itive peace and comfort ! As we passed
around the little wooded island of Pap-
penberg, which stands a sentinel at the

mouth of the inner harbor, the little "tom
tom" from a temple that nestled just out

of sight on the top of the hill, with its

long and seductive array of steps cut in

the solid rock, seemed almost to be a

key to the life of the place. As we
sailed up the harbor, above us the hills

on both sides rose, covered with green,
some of them terraced to the top with

fields, and here and there a burial place,

and, nestling at the foot and stretching
up the sides of those that closed in the

harbor, Nagasaki lay, something to me
that morning like a dream city, or per-
haps a city come to life from an old pic-
ture in an old fashioned book of travels.

Perhaps a brief and unembellished ac-

count of the Japanese then, as we saw
them, or I should say

—were permitted
to see them, may help the reader to

wonder more at the present conditions.
I was young and impressionable then.

but I never met anybody who lived in

Japan in those days who did not fall

under the same spell. Yet there had

just been a revolution and Japan was
full of arms—old arms at that, muskets,

cheap Enfield rifles, and some better

weapons, like Snyders. The Dainuio<!

had already drained their exchequers,
which, with long years of immunity from

foreign commerce, had gathered a great
store of itsihoos, ishins', nihoos, and

nishins, coins of nearly pure metal, gold
and silver,

—to buy arms, weapons of

war. I am afraid even in these late Hays,
the Japanese could hardly have won the

fight, with such arms as those. But
like all foreigners in the Orient we held

the fighting much as a joke. A simple,

kindly people, rather exaggerated, we
thought, in politeness to the foreigners
who treated them decently, we looked

upon them as something like children.

Yet you could not find in the world a

more dignified, refined, scrupulously

polite people than the upper classes of

the Japanese. We knew their history
was full of romance and chivalry ; we
knew the people of all classes had some-

thing of poetry in them. The cherry
blossom was an emblem of the sentiment
of the nation

;
not deep, perhaps, as we

of the West looked at it, but sincere and

lending to most of them high and low,
a gentleness which often enough con-

trasted very favorably with the rougher
class among the foreigners who wan-
dered out to Japan. Romance was there

almost of a theatrical kind, and kep<
alive by methods that had something of

a parallel in the Bards of old. Any sum-
mer evening as you walked through the

out-lying villages you would find a

little crowd of natives squatted under a

spreading tree. Seated with his back

against the tree, a little hihatchi, a fire

box before him, a bright-eyed fellow

with a glib tongue, a magnetic voice and
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no little histrionic talent, was relating to

the group listening intently with all

their ears, the old legends of Japan.

Stirring, romantic, war-like, sentimental,

pathetic tales, he told them so well that

if you knew a little Japanese you might
be fascinated yourself. And, like the

oldest of old and newest of new tellers

of tales, when he came to the most excit-

ing part he would stop, take out his pipe
and say, "Let us take a smoke," holding
the crowd tense and breathless till it

suited him to go on with the story.

Being foreigners and of quite a su-

perior civilization, perhaps we slighted
those evidences of a history worth know-

ing in the Japanese nation. I look back

and wonder at our simplicity, wonder at

the patient work Japan had just begun ;

wonder that, although I knew no man
who did not admire the higher class, and

recognize the kindly instincts of the

lower, that we could see nothing but, at

the best, a somewhat foolish simplicity,
and a greater sign of it in childish imi-

tation of the Western nations in what-
ever attracted them about us. They had

drill-masters, British army officers, after-

wards, French, and later Germans, who
were paid large salaries, to put the na-

tives through the manual of war. Even
those officers believed it but a fad of

imitation.

The Russians had taken Saghalien ;

that and that only seemed to be the ser-

ious grievance. They talked a little

about that. But the idea of Japan ever

trying to fight the Russians, even they
themselves never ventured to suggest.

Fight against a Western power ! Had n't

we laughed at their battles of the revolu-

tion? Had n't we joked about one army
on one hill, one army on the other, firing
into blank space and the Macan call

(lunch), putting a stop to the battle, till

both sides had eaten their meal? When
a steamer once came into Nagasaki bear-

ing some 120 wounded, from the seat of

war, the foreign doctor, who went on

board, laughingly told us every man had
been wounded by the man behind him,
or by his own gun. Yet the foreigner
had to admit something, when he heard

that those men, ten days without medical

attention, suffering from all kinds of

dangerous wounds of which the foreign

surgeons said Europeans would have

died, on a stuflFy and badly fitted steamer,
all recovered.

It was not as I have said, easy to be-

lieve in any serious development of

Western idea^ among the Japanese.
Their business sense was not in most
cases acute, although the merchants were
men of intelligence and the cleverest and
richest was a woman. They had a Cus-
tom House run in a genial and sociable

spirit, with considerable leniency as to

duties, of which the foreigner was not

slow to take advantage. Once in a while

they would wake up to a sense of the

importance of the matter and scrutinize

the exports and the imports. But the

officers in charge were all friendly with

foreigners and foreigners were friendly
with them. The Custom House was kept

open at nights, but nobody ever knew
why. We always supposed somebody
had warned them sometime or other

about smugglers, but if anybody had
wanted to smuggle in that way, it would
not have been difficult. I am afraid the

Custom House officials were so lenient

in most ways that smuggling was an un-

necessary outrage. There were three

custom houses in Nagasaki in those days,
and the officers in charge were rather

given to offering special privileges to

have the business go through their par-
ticular office. They were fond of beer,

among other foreign introductions, and
still fonder of champagne, and it was
not at all an unusual thing for the for-

eigners to receive a note from the officers

in charge at night, asking for a few

bottles of one or the other of those bev-

erages, with all sorts of quaint excuses

written in the crude English they had

learned.

It was because of the lax management
of the Custom House that on one occa-

sion the British Consul sent a circular,

confidential, to all the British merchants,

asking them to give him a list of their

importations of arms for thie year, with
the values. With that conscientious

attention to official requests which char-

acterized the British merchant abroad,
the lists were made out. They had for-

gotten the kindly leniency of the Custcwii
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House and they were surprised when the

British Consul acknowledged their sta-

tistics with the statement that there was
a curious discrepancy between the value

of arms imported and the amount of

duty paid.
There has been much accusation

against the Japanese of dishonesty. There
were tricky Japanese among the mer-
chants undoubtedly. I wonder where

you will not find the- tricky man, mer-
chant or otherwise. Still my recollection

of those baby days in Japan does not in-

volve any exceptional dishonesty. They
had no idea of the value or importance
of time; no Japanese had. If a note

were due on a certain day they could

never realize that it mattered whether it

was paid on that day, or a week later.

If it rained
;

if they had some family

celebration; if it were a pleasure jaunt;
indeed, if for anv reason it was not con-

venient to go into the foreign settle-

ment the contract would hold over until

it was convenient. I dont know that

they were any more dishonest than the

people of any Western nation, where
there is quite a proportion of chicanery.
In those days the Japanese storekeepers
had, as a rule, only one price for an
article

;
but as the ubiquitous and aggres-

sive tourist found out the country, and

began to beat him down in his prices
for articles which could not be bought
today at ten times the money—could not

be bought at all now—and which were

cheap enough in all conscience, he very
soon fell into the trick of putting on an
exorbitant charge. Naturally, as a re-

sult, he got a better price. It will not

perhaps, be denied that the method was
known very well long before the dis-

covery of Japan.

By no means a slow people,
—except

OLD FOREIGN SETTLEMENT, NAGASAKI.
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TEA PICKERS NEAR KOBE.

in work—naturally brisk, active, alert,

chattering all the time, they were given
to sitting around the hibatchi in groups,

talking gossip, and willing to discuss

anything but business. How often I

have seen that long procession march

up the Bund—the street facing the water—the chief officer of some prince coming
to deal for something. The tall digni-
fied figure, that might grace the Ancien

regime, sometimes headed the march and
behind him his subordinates in varying
ranks and a line of tag and bobtail, end-

ing with the coolies. Frequently the

officer would come in that dog-house
looking box, a Kanga, huddled all up
in an attitude of which I never could see

the comfort. What a picturesque cos-

tume it was ! I dont think any foreigner
who lived in Japan in those days when
one could not help liking the race, ever

forgave the innovation of Western

clothes. The female costume, of old, in

Japan had its moment of shock for the

foreigner, when he first saw it. Yet cus-

tom makes modesty ; the motive is all.

And when one had been a week in the

country the idea of any immodesty about"

the costume evaporated. If it were pos-
sible for anybody to introduce wearing a

bathing dress on the street in America,
in a few days it would become so com-

monplace, perhaps so much the proper
thing, that a woman dressed in any other

way would be positively immodest.

They are not all small people, those

Japanese. Many of them are tall, erect

and superb specimens oi men. The
women have been made to look more like

monkeys than even the men, by foreign
dress. Low in stature, for the most part,

they have a generous proportion of

pretty faces and pretty figures, even if

the Grecian bend and the bolt of obi
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around them spoil the picture. When
women married in those days, they
shaved their eyebrows and blackened

their teeth. So different in every way, in

every idea, in every aspect, they seemed

insignificant by comparison with our

v.'omen. Yet, what a nation of men, of

fighting men, those little women have

given to the world !

But to get back to the procession.
There would come some subordinate

officer of rank to announce the grandee
and then the imposing entree into the

office would be made. The chief sat,

generally squatted, even if there were a

comfortable easy chair there, and around
him the lesser officers ;

and the deal

would begin. It rarely came to a con-

clusion that day. Business would not be

introduced at once ; there would be a

preliminary courtesy conversation, and
then one might find out what they had

come to buy ; but, as if it were not polite
to weary the host with too much busi-

ness, the talk would end in "to be con-
tinued in our next." So transactions

took a long time, and—well, there was
no hurry. My first impression of the

Japanese, and it held good after I knew
them better, was as if they had just fin-

ished doing something and were just

going to begin to do something else.

I dont think that foreigners doing
business in <apan lost very much by
trusting them. The government surelv

displayed a frank confidence, which no
Western government would be even ex-

pected to do, at the time when the

F'eudel system was abolished, when new
Japan was a year or two old. The Dai-
mios had lavished money on arms, on

steamers, on other things, so freely that

they had to resort to credit, until they
owed—I am not sure about the figures—

A CIIAUMINCi ROAD NE.\Ii KYOTO.
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but several millions of dollars debt to

foreigners. This they could not pay.
The government, on certain conditions,

which, if I recall aright, necessitated

their giving up their Daimiates, agreed
to settle this indebtedness. They selected

as arbitrator, Sir Harry Parkes, then

British Minister to Japan, and agreed to

accept and pay upon his statement of

those debts. Sir Harry Parkes was a

man for whom the British subject in

Japan—as well as the Japanese
—had a

wholesome respect. He found in many
of those accounts a quite usurious inter-

est, charged up, which he ruthlessly cut

down, and, on his vouchers, the Japanese

government paid some sixty per cent of

the original demands. I think there was

only one protest ;
and the firm who made

it found it advisable to follow with an

abject apology for making it.

Though the people were generally
kind and polite there were naturally a

great many cases of a different feeling.
Sometimes the Samourai, the two-
sworded men, showed a resentment to-

wards the foreigners, but it was only
when they had taken too much "sake," or

it might have been the beer and cham-

pagne of civilization, that any overt act

of insult was done. For they had a pride
of race that no Western nation could ex-

cel. Once in a while some arrogant

yakurin might even go so far as to draw
his sword on the stranger, but generally
there came in to prevent that sort of

thing that remarkable Oriental repres-
sion of feeling, which now we can read

so clearly ;
the recognition that against

the gunboats and the arms of the West

they could not cope. They must wait.

I recall one instance of an assault on
a British subject, of which the official

pressure of the British Consul led to an

investigation, and the degredation of the

officer who committed the offense was

THE MIKADO'S HOCSB AT KYOTO.
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OLD GRAVEYARD ON A HILLSIDE IN JAPAN.

immediate and severe. How the whirl-

igig of time brings its revenges ! It is

quite impossible today to fancy a little

British gunboat training its guns on the

Yashki of the Governor of Nagasaki
and demanding reparation for an attack

upon a drunken sailor, who may have
been the offender, after all. Yet I have
seen that, and have known the Japanese
to yield humbly, but still with as much
dignity as they dared to show, to the

domineering foreigner. Something of

that stern action was necessary in those

days, for without it the latent resentment
towards the intruders would assuredly
have ended in trouble for all of us. But,
taken altogether, the Occidental and
Oriental lived in amity and good nature,
with a good deal of interchange of hos-

pitality and civility, and a very pleasant
opinion of one another, so far as one
could see.

The Japanese had many simple and

innocuous enjoyments. Their Bongs
were about the level of village fetes. One
beautiful sunny day a party of us went
to witness the Bong, the festival which
was held once a year on the Twin Peaks
of the Compira, above the native city of

Nagasaki. Old and young, the city had
turned out to fly kites. It seemed strange,
but characteristic, to see old men and

women, young men, and girls and chil-

dren, all wrapped up in the sport of kite-

flying. There were thousands of kites

in the air and battles were being fought
between them all the time. The Jap-
anese have always been known for their

mastery over kites, and it was interesting,
not to say exciting, to see them manipu-
lated in the air, working towards one
another from opposite directions, until

the strings would cross. There would
be a violent tug at the strings, which
were covered with ground glass, or

something akin to it, and one would be
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cut. There would be a shout from the

crowd as the released kite would fly

away. We can hardly fancy a nation of

grown people playing like children ; but,

after all the Japanese themselves called

that time the "childhood of Japan."
What a pretty fancy was the basis of

the Feast of Lanterns. On a certain

night in every year we would see the

cemeteries on.the hills lit up, a little lamp

and flowers, lit up with tapers so ar-

ranged that when the boat was launched

into the bay it would take fire and 1)urn

up. Hundreds of these would float there,

lighting the water for hours. About

midnight the spirits were supposed to

have returned to spiritland, the lights
were extinguished on the graves, and
the people went home happy.

They had other processions that were

JAPANESE PlII.I.INti IN THEIR NETS ON THE SEA SIIOUE.

on every grave. That was to light the

spirits back to earth. A feast was cele-

brated in every home and on the tiiird

night came, the great scene we all went
out in the harbor to witness. An endless

stream of natives began, as soon as it

was dark, to emerge from the city, wend-

ing their way to the- harbor jetties, each

group bearing a straw boat, some tiny

enough, some six feet long, covered witli

fancy ornament and laden with food

not so beautiful, nor admirable, to our
Western ideas. Twice I have seen them,
but if you would know, you must take up
your classical dictionary and iind the

description of the rites of "Bacchus.

Strange that there should have been
such a renuiant of Ancient Greece in far

Japan. As to the morality of the Jap-
anese it is futile to explain or argue.
Those who have lived in Japan for some
time only, can grasp the difference of
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their point of view and understand what
we of the West call immorality.
There were constant fads breaking out

in those days. There was a craze for a

while for white rabbits, and the foreign-
ers reaped a small harvest, as much as

500 rios, about $500. being given for a

single pair. Soon the natives tired of

rabbits and set their minds on geese ;
and

every steamer that came in for some time

was loaded with geese. Gold watches

were a more expensive fad, but foreign-
ers made money out of that. Suddenly
they took it into their heads they wanted
steamers. That looked like progress,
but it soon developed that it was little

more than a fad, for every steamer they

bought at that time found its end on the

rocks somewhere, and the loss did not

seem to worry the owners. From all

the ports in China and India came steam-

ers. Some old tubs that had lain by for

years were painted up and sent to Japan.
Some fine vessels and many good ser-

viceable ones, were sold at cjuite reason-

able prices ;
but once in a while one of

the old tubs would catch the fancy of a

prince and he bought at a wild profit.

I remember one old sidewheeler that

had been out of service for twenty years,
on which I was invited to make the trial

trip. It only required twenty-four coolies

on each paddle to start her, and before

we reached the harbor entrance the fun-

nel became red hot. The fires were let

out and we were towed back. Needless
to say, even the simple Japanese did not

buy that one. I would have believed the

craze was a worthy ambition to adopt
foreign improvements, but one exper-
ience proved the apparent hopelessness
of the Japanese doing anything practical
with steamers. The history of that

steamer was the history of nearly all. It

had been sold, but it was necessary to

have a foreign captain and a foreign en-

gineer to manage it. The officers who
had bought it, had taken it to some south-
ern port to show it to their prince and it

was due back in Nagasaki on a certain

day, for a voyage north. A charter had
been procured for rice for the northern

port at $100 per day demurrage. Three
days after the due date she steamed into
the harbor. The rice was ready in cargo

boats, a permit to load at night had been

procured, but when it was suggested to

the Japanese in charge of the steamer
that they should proceed to load at night,
he positively refused to allow the load-

ing.

"Why?" he was asked.

"There are some passengers on board"
he answered, "and they must sleep."
At last she left with her cargo,

which was duly delivered
;
but on the

return voyage she struck on the rocks.

Messengers were sent to Nagasaki for

help, an engineer was dispatched to

the scene of the disaster, and he

gathered some hundred of coolies, who
were set to haul her off the rocks.

She was gradually easing off when the

hawser gave a violent creak, every coolie

let go at once and the steamer broke in

two and sank. That was the end of her.

It was profitable for foreigners, but

the ready cash grew scarce and credit

had to be given. Besides, the rebellion

against the abolition of the Feudal sys-

tem, which lasted a very short time, was
in the air, and arms came into demand
again. One steamer was sold and bought
back three times over,—as an example.
Originally worth some $90,000, or so, it

was first sold for about that price, a

large part on credit. The prince who
bought it, sold it back for some $60,000.
worth of arms on credit; it was re-sold

at about the first price, and afterwards

bought back again at the same reduction,
to be taken in cotton-goods, which cot-

ton-goods were exchanged for arms. I

am not guaranteeing the figures. I am
only illustrating the nature of some of

those transactions which led to such a

large amount of indebtedness by the

Daimios to foreigners
Of finance their ideas were hazy at

that time. They had a gold and silver cur-

rency, itziboos and ishins in silver, ni-

boos and nishins in gold, the aenipo in

bronze. The kobangs had almost, if not,

entirely disappeared. The coins were

nearly pure and graduallv had been

shipped away for bullion. The currency

grew scarce ; whereupon they promptly
issued a debased coinage. The shrewd

foreigner saw his chance, bought up the

old coin with the new and shipped it
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away—at a profit of about twenty-five

per cent. This process had gone on for

some time before the Japanese became
ahve to the situation, when they per-

emptorily stopped the exchange by stop-

ping the payment or sale of old coin to

the speculative foreigners.
In the meantime the steamer craze had

gone so far that the government ordered

an ironclad specially built, which duly

appeared at the harbor one day amid

great excitement. The Tho Sho Maru
was but a small vessel by the side of the

modern fleet of Japan, but it was their

first real warship. There was a great

reception on board when the Japanese
officers came to take possession. As a

delicate compliment the builders had had
a special carpet woven for the Admiral's

cabin, with the Mikado's crest worked
all over it. With great pride the Eng-
lish captain opened the door for the Ad-
miral, expecting to be greeted with pro-
fuse acknowledgement. The Japanese
officers looked at it with positive horror

and refused to pass the threshold.

"Step on the Mikado's crest! That
could never be !"

And the carpet was promptly re-

moved.
The Tho Sho Mam never was much

heard of. What became of it I dont re-

member. And so we thought another

presumed evidence of ambition had
turned out to be a mere fancy of the

moment
But the telegraph ! Ah, there was de-

velopment and progress surely. The
telegraph came first to Nagasaki ; but it

later spread along the Coast. I remem-
ber when it was established between
Kobe and Osaka. The Japanese were not

then very competent in the matter of

handling it. It began to be noticed,
when there were Japanese operators, that

everybody seemed to know everybody
else's business in a curious way. There
was a mystery about it that the mer-
chants could not solve, until it came out
that the Jai)anese operator did not under-
stand English very well and was in the

habit of accepting the telegrams handed
in without comment, holding them till

somebody else came to send a message,
and confidentially asking him to read it

for his benefit. At one time, at one of
the Japanese ports, a story went the

rounds of a conversation between the

Japanese operator and a merchant who
had a message to send.

The Japanese, "You—cannot—send—
this—telegram—today," spoken in that

precise staccato way of the Japanese.
The Merchant, "Why can 't I send it

today ?"

The Japanese, "The—gentleman—who— takes—charge—of—the—telegraph
—

office—is—drunk,"
The Merchant, "Indeed, is he often

taken like that?"

The Japanese, "He is very frequently
drunk."

The Merchant, "And what am I to do
with this message?"
The Japanese, "If—you—will—leave—your—address—I—will—send — and—tell—you—when—he—is—sober."

Strange blending of childlike simplic-

ity and strength, of naivete and cunning,
of weakness, of pride and humbleness, of

honor and chivalry and contempt for

human life. Witness that day of the kite-

flying Bong! As we came back from
the Compira three Yakunins— merry
with sake were behind us, and, in

front of them, a kindly genial old gentle-

man, who led a prattling little chap by
the hand, evidently his grandson. We
had gone some way in advance when we
heard a noise. The Yakunins had found
the old man and the boy in their way and
one of them had drawn his sword and
cut the old man's head off. I asked our

comprador what would be done to him.

"Oh, nothing ! He will pay about forty
rios to the family."

Legends like these—and worse—are

paralleled in the early history of all na-

tions, and I tell this merely as a phase
of the life of Japan of that time.

But who could dispute the poetry of

the people, and the art which is. in some

things unsurpassed in the world. The
mecluuiical ingenuity that went with the

art was almost as wondorfuK; still is. The

ivory carvings, the bronzes, the lacquer,
the working in silver and gold, the jxjt-

tery ! The West began to copy these,

with no great success. Yet even in those

baby days of Japan we were not above
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importing goods made in Brummagem,
and, indeed, a thriving trade was done in

imported ornaments, which the Japanese
took to as novelties, for they were of in-

finitesimal value by comparison with

their own workmanship.
But we were from the West. We were

there with gunboats and guns, and in our

sense of superiority we felt secure. And
this patient, secretive, wonderfully self-

controlled people bowed before us,

haughtily, perhaps, but yielding. If I do

not recall during those short years in

Japan any sign of enterprise looking to

a practical adoption of European inven-

tions, or even ideas, I do remember a

story of an edict coming from Tokio or-

dering the people to grow their hair in

European fashion, and the peculiarly
Oriental way in which it was enforced.

The merchants were slow to obey, and
the tale went that the authorities invited

the leading men of the city to a banquet,

gave them a good dinner and then turned

in a lot of barbers and had their heads

shaved.

But the restraints on foreigners were
not removed. We were confined to a

few miles beyond the treaty ports ; only
a mild extension of the old policy, when

they held the Dutchmen on the small

area of Desima, and did not allow them
even to enter the native city. So if any
foreigner ventured beyond limits he took
his life in his own hands. We could see

no desire in the Japanese to enter into

commerce with the outside world on their

own account, or to emerge from their

seclusion, or we might have been pre-

pared for the developments of twenty-
five years later.

We had a Chinese question in those

days, too. Wherever the Chinaman has

gone he has been resented, although no
race keeps to itself so strictly and works
so steadily and so well. There were
Chinamen in Nagasaki, but, there being
no treaty between China and Japan, they
had no legal existence. They had no
right to enter the country as Chinese, but
the wily Chinese merchants found a way
to get their fingers on the trade between
China and Japan. They persuaded cer-
tain foreign firms to allow their country-
men to enter as servants of foreigners;

they paid those firms five per cent com-
mission on the imports and exports,
which they could only pass through the

Customs by such a subterfuge, for the

use of their names. So they lived in

security and prospered against the con-

stant protest of the Japanese. The end
was inevitable. The Chinese gradually

gained control of the local trade wich
China and the Straits, and some of the

foreign firms began to subsist on their

commissions alone. The Japanese urged
time and again that the Chinese should

be sent out of the country. They de-

spised them, but, as they were foreign
servants, they could not molest them.

I remember one hot summer night,
when a wild Chinese gambling game
near by, kept us awake we went out and
raided the place, capturing two old fel-

lows who could not get away over the

adjoining houses. The Custom House
was the jail as well in the foreign settle-

ment. We took our captives there and
were cordially, welcomed by the officers,

glad of any company to relieve the mo-

notony of the night's watch.

"What brings you here at this time of

night? Sit down and let us have some
beer."

"We have a couple of Chinamen out

there."

"What brings you here at this time of

"Lock them up till morning."
"Very well !"

And instructions were given to lock

them up, the officers never even asking
what offense they had committed. Next
forenoon a delegation of Chinamen came
in to my office, begging the liberty of

their two friends.

"Certainly, go and get them out!"

"But the officers will not let them go
without an order from you."
The order was given and the China-

men were released.

At last the Japanese formally appealed
to the foreigners to throw the Chinese

out. This anomalous state of things
could not go on. If these Chinese were
not sent away something had to be done.

The short-sighted foreigners who were

making a little money easily out of the

Chinese, refused to agree, whereupon the

Japanese negotiated a treaty with China,
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a Chinese representative was sent to

Japan ; the Chinese were made as free of

the trade as the foreig^ners, and—they
had to pay no more commission.

Looking back at that old time in the

Hght of later events, who is to under-

stand this astounding development? True

they were drilling their people then,

teaching them military movements

through German, English and French
officers

;
but they would suddenly dis-

charge one drill-master and substitute

another, and pay the full contract salary
to the retiring officer. It looked like

play, like a kind of mummery, and we
saw no material difference in the Jap-
anese. Was it all affectation, the sim-

plicity, the kindliness, the cheerful ac-

ceptance of foreign relation? If it was
'it was surely the most perfect deception.
Since the war one does not so much won-
der that of this underlying determina-
tion we heard and knew nothing. But it

seems incredible that somewhere or some-
how there should not have been some

signs, even at that early time of the

tremendous national force that has since

borne everything before it. Of course, in

later years, we knew that the navy was

being built, that hundreds of Japanese
were studying in Europe, but, even then,

nobody seems to have taken the matter

seriously, or looked upon those students

as being carefully educated for a pur-

pose. In fact, nothing in history is more
marvelous than this episode of Japan.
Other nations, animated by such a feel-

ing as the Japanese had against the Rus-

sians, would probably have broken out in

sudden eruption and, very likely acting
too soon, would have been crushed back.
This nation, with its enormous army
springing, as it were, out of the ground,
upon us, had been working patiently and
with incredible secrecy, absolutely im-

possible in any European country or in

America, for thirty years, and holding all

the Western world lulled into security by
a policy of deprecatory humility and

self-repression, absolmtely startling in

its sudden disclosure. And now the

question is one of redoubled interest. I

have no doubt that had Russia not taken

Saghalien, the dolce far nicntc of Japan
might even yet have been unstirred.

Japan has made and will make, perhaps,
the greatest history of modern times.

What is to happen? She was absolutely

patient till she was ready. She struck

with blows deliberate, accurate and un-

failingly effective. But does it end there?

What if the course of events, materially
altered by the advent of Japan as a world

power, but involving all the other world

powers, should force issues on the East-

ern Island Kingdom that she must ac-

cept, and may not be quite so ready to

meet? We shall see.
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The Story of the Union Pacific

By W. F. Bailey

Part II

jHE constant danger to the

station forces occasioned
the construction of sod

forts, connected by under-

ground passages to the

living quarters. At one
time a small squad of soldiers was placed
at every station along the line, being
quartered in sod barracks. With the

completion of the road and the estab-

lishment of regular train service, the im-

migration that poured in soon made the

settlers numerous enough to protect
themselves. During the construction of

the line, headquarters were necessarily
established at different points at the

front, which were used as a basis of

operations for the construction of the

section beyond. These places enjoyed a

temporary boom, some of them, like

Jonas's gourd, to dry up and wither

away, others profiting by the start thus

obtained are today towns of importance.
The first of these was North Platte, Ne-

braska, its selection being caused by the

delay incident to bridging the river at

that place. During this time it was the

distributing point for all the country be-

yond. The railroad laborers and freight-

ers, all of them with more or less money
to spend, brought in an attendant herd of

gamblers, saloonkeepers, courtesans, etc.,

and resulted in making it the toughest
kind of a town, inaugurating the wild

scenes that attended the further con-

structing of the line. North Platte was
the terminus of the road during the fall

of 1866 and up to July, 1867. With the

completion of the line to Sydney, Wyom-
ing, in June, 1867, and the establishment

of headquarters there, the population of

5,000 with their 1,000 houses melted

away, leaving about 300 of the more

sedentary, law-abiding class, who had
settled on that place as their home. The
laborers, freighters, and the toughs
moved as one man to Sydney, tearing
down the houses, loading them on the
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cars to be taken to the new site and there

Te-erected, The next move was to Chey-
enne, Wyoming-, the terminus for the

winter of 1867-1868. A grand hegira of

roughs, toughs, gamblers, prostitutes and
saloons from all over the West took

place. The population jumped from 100

to 6,000. Dwellings sprung up like

mushrooms. Tliey were of every con-

ceivable material and character. Some
were simply holes in the ground, roofed

over and covered with dirt, known as

"dug-outs" ; others were of canvas, while

some few were of wood and stone. Town
lots sold at fabulous prices. The only

pastimes were drinking and gambling;
shooting scrapes with "a. man for

breakfast" an every-day occurrence;

stealing so common as to occasion no
comment. It is said of Colonel Murrian,
the then Mayor of Cheyenne, that he ad-

vanced the value of the city's scrip eigh-
teen cents on the dollar by inflicting a

fine of ten dollars on those who "made ^
gun play," and that it was his custom
to add a quarter to all the fines he in-

flicted, making them ten dollars and

twenty-five cents, or twenty-five dollars

and twenty-five cents, with the explana-
tion that his was dry work, and that the

extra quarter was to cover the stimulant

his arduous duties required.
Such conditions brought about an up-

rising on the part of the more respectable

element, who became alarmed over the

insecurity of life and property. Vigil-
ance committees were formed, frontier

courts organized with "Judge Lynch"
presiding, and from his court there was
neither appeal nor stay of execution

Witnesses were not held to be essential.

The toughs were known, and the deci-

sions of the court generally right, at least

the defendants were left in no condition

to make complaint. During the first year
of its existence the vigilance committee

hung or shot twelve des]>eradoes, and
was instrumental in sending as many
more to the penitentiary. The effect was
to bring the tlecent element into control,

the toughs eitiier leaving or abiding bv

the law.

The next headquarters was Benton,

Wyoming. In two weeks, July, 1868, a

city of 3,000 inhabitants sprang up as if

by the touch of Aladdin's Lamp. It was
laid out in regular squares, divided into

five wards, had a Mayor, Board of Al-

dermen, volume of Ordinances for the

City Government, and a daily paper.

Twenty-three saloons paid license to the

city, while dance halls and gambling dens
were even more nimierous. The great
institution was the "Big Tent." This was
a frame structure over a hundred feet

long and forty wide, floored for dancing,
to which, and gambling, it was entirely j
devoted. A visitor to the town thus de-

scribes it : "One to two thousand men
and a dozen or more women were en-

camped on the alkali plain in tents and
shanties. Only a small proportion of

them had aught to do with the road or

any legitimate occupation. Restaurant
and saloonkeepers, gamblers, desperadoes
of every grade, the vilest of men and

women, made up the population of this

'hell on wheels,' as it was most aptly
termed. Six months later all that was
left to mark the site were a few piles of

old tin cans and a half-destroyed chim-

ney or two. The city, after a tumultuous
•existence of only sixty days, had

'pulled its freight' to the next head-

quarters."
Green River, Bryan, Bear River City

and Wasatch were the headquarters, suc-

cessively. The first, owing to the rail-

road having made it the end of a division

and located their shops there, has sur-

vived, the other three are but metnories.

At Bear River City the tough element,

that had been driven out of Cheyenne and

other points east, congregated in large

numbers, it being supposed that it would
become a permanent town. The popula-
tion was alx)ut 2,000, pretty evenly di-

vided between the good and the bad. The

hangiuff of three thugs for a particularly
atrock5H*S' Tmirder brought on an open
warfare between the vicious and the law-

abiding elements. A rough-house was
started by the fomier in rei)risal for the

hanging in question. The jail was seized

and burned, and the plant of.the Frontier

Index, a daily paper which followetl up
the railroad and which had been particu-

larly outspoken in its denunciation of the

lawless element, was destroyed. The

toughs then tackled some of the stores.
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but the better element had been aroused,
and in a pitched battle which ensued the

toughs were driven out of town, leaving
fifteen dead on the streets. From this

time on they fought shy of the place.

With the extension of the road its bus-

iness left it, and today there is not an
indication of where the town stood. An
attempt was made to make Rawlins one

of the "hells," but the better element had
had enough, proceeded to clean up the

town in a way that indicated it would be

an extremely unhealthy place of resi-

dence for anyone known to be a "bad
man."
Now a word as to the line itself. The

grading was done to

a very large extent

by pick and shovel

and wheelbarrow, re-

inforced by teams
and scrapers. Where
rock work was en-

countered it became
a question of hand
drills and black pow-
der, and occasionally

nitro-glycerine, it be-

ing before the day of

the steam shovel, the

air drill and dyna-
mite. The graders
worked as much as

two hundred miles

ahead of the track.

They were housed in

tents, and all sup-
plies for their sustenance and material

used by them was necessarily hauled
from the terminal points. This resulted

in the employment of a good-sized army
of teamsters and freighters. In the buf-
falo they had a food which, while cheap,
was of the first order, and thousands of
them were thus utilized. It is said that it

cost more to haul grub and water than
it did to do the grading. Track-laying,
like the grading, was done by contract,

only in the case of the former, one firm
handled the whole job instead of divid-

ing it up into five-and-ten-mile sub-con-

tracts, as was done with the grade. No
pretense was made to ballast the track as
the construction work was done ; the ties

were laid on the grade with just enough
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dirt on them to keep them in place.

Speedy construction was the great ob-

ject, and then the ballasting could be

done much cheaper after the track was
down and in use. Temporary trestles

were used to be replaced later by cul-

verts of stone. In some places where
the piles were thus replaced it was neces-

sary to tear out the masonry and put in

piles again. The heavy freshets proved
more than the culverts could carry off,

and besides the stone work washed out

much easier than did the piling. The

bridges were mostly wooden truss, un-

covered, with wooden abutments and
where the span was short, wooden trestles

on piling were used.

One reason for de-

ferring the masonry,
as well as the ballast-

ing, was the inability
to handle the neces-

sary material. Every
engine and car was
in constant use haul-

ing construction ma-
terial and supplies to

the front. The modus
operandi is fairly
well given by an
article in a contem-

poraneous newspaper,
from which we quote :

"The whole organi-
zation is semi-mili-

tary, the men who
go ahead, surveyors

and locators, are the skirmishers and ad-
vance guard ; following them is the sec-

ond line, the graders, cutting through
the gorges, grading the road, and build-

ing the bridges. Then comes the main

body of the army placing the ties, laying
the track, spiking down the rails, dress-

ing up and completing the road for im-
mediate use. Along the line of the com-

pleted road are construction trains push-
ing to the front with supplies. The ad-

vance limit of the rails is occupied by a

train of long box cars with bunks built in

them in which the men sleep at night
and take their meals. Close behind this

train come loads of ties, rails, spikes,

etc., which are thrown ofif to the side. A
light car drawn by a single horse gal-

DCRANT, BDILDER OP THE
UNION PAOU'IC KAILROAD.
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lops up, is loaded with the material and
is off again to the front. Two men grasp
the forward end of the rail and start

ahead with it, the rest of the gang tak-

ing hold, two by two, until it is clear of

the car. At the word of command it is

dropped into place right side up, during
which a similar operation has been going
on with the rail for the other side, thirty
seconds to the rail for each gang, four

rails to the minute. As soon as a car is

unloaded it is tipped over to permit an-

other to pass it to the front and then it

is righted again and hustled back for an-

other load. Close behind the track lay-
ers come the guagers, then the spikers
and bolters. Three strokes to the spike,
ten spikes to the rail, four hundred rails

to the mile. Quick work, you say
—but

the fellows on the Union Pacific are

tremendously in earnest." Or as another
writer put it :

'*We witnessed here the fabulous speed
with which the line is being built.

Through the two or three hundred miles

beyond were scattered ten to fifteen

thousand men in great gangs, preparing
the road bed with plows, scrapers, shov-

els, picks and carts, and, among the rocks

with drills and powder, were doing the

grading as rapidly as men could stand

and move with their tools. Long trains

brought up to the end of the track, loads

of ties and rails, the former were trans-

ferred to teams and sent one or two miles
ahead and put in place on the grade, then

spikes and rails were reloaded on plat-
form cars, and pushed up to the last pre-

viously laid rail, and with an automatic
movement and celerity that was wonder-

ful, practiced hands dropped the fresh

rails, one after another on the ties, ex-

actly in line. Huge sledges sent the

spikes home, the car rolled on and the

operation was repeated ; while every few
minutes the long, heavy train behind sent
out a puff of smoke from its locomotive
and caught up with its load of material
to the advancing work. The only limit

to the rapidity with which the track

could thus be laid, was the power of the

road behind to bring forward the ma-
terials."

The line was originally laid with fifty-

pound iron rails, from the mills of Penn-

sylvania, for 440 miles, and with fifty-
six pound iron west of there. It was
stated that the charter requirement that

nothing but American iron be used, in-

creased the cost of the rails ten dollars a
ton.

The tirst forty miles were laid with
Cottonwood ties from the Missouri river

bottoms, these were treated by the "Bur-

nettizing Process" which was erroneous-

ly supposed would prevent decay. West
of there hard woods from the East were

used, some of them coming all the way
from Pennsylvania and costing two dol-

lars and fifty cents laid down in Omaha.
When the mountains were reached ties

of local growth were largely and satis-

factorily used, the basis being twenty-
four hundred ties to the mile on the

plains and twenty-six hundred and forty

through the mountains.

When the western end of the line was
reached there was considerable rivalry
between the Union Pacific and the Cen-
tral Pacific for the aid of the Mormons
in Utah. Not only was their prospec-
tive traffic something well worth consid-

ering, but they could aid or obstruct

cither line greatly at their option during
the construction. It was not hard for a

wise leader like Rrigham Young to see

that his interests lay more especially with

the line that would give him an Eastern

outlet, and accordingly the influence and
assistance of the Church was thrown to

the Union Pacific, President Young him-

self taking considerable of their securi-

ties. When the question of route came

up, whether the line should run north of

Salt Lake, the most practical route, or

south of the lake as insisted on by the

Mormons, the decision of the Union
Pacific engineers to go to the north

brought about a temporary rui)ture in

the relations, and the Momions went
over to the Central in a body, when that

Company in turn decided against the

south side of the lake they returned to

their first love.

The contract for grading from the

head of Echo Canon to Ogden, known
as the "hundred-mile job" costing two
and a half million dollars, was taken by
President Young personally, and sublet

by him to Bishop Sharp and Joseph A.
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Young, the President's oldest son. They
employed between five and six hundred
of their fellow churchmen on the job. It

is said that President Young cleared

about eight hundred thousand dollars out

of his contracts with the Company. It

is a matter of record that the Mormons
carried out their contracts not only to

the letter but in the spirit, doing some of

the best work on the line.

Construction commenced at the rate of

one mile a month, twelve miles being laid

importance. To avoid this, every nerve
was strained to reach the 100th meridian

(247 miles west of Omaha), ahead of

the Kansas Pacific. November 13, 1867,
the line reached Cheyenne, 516 miles

west of Omaha, 211 miles being the

year's work. The incentive of heading ofiE

the Kansas Pacific being gone the rate

of conttmction fell off. With the year
1868, new faciois appeared, bringing
about rush orders which made the work
of 1866 appear like child's play. In the
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up to December 31, 1865. In the next
twelve months or up to January 1, 1867
two hundred and ninety-three miles of

new track was jmt down, making a total

of three hundred and five completed.
This fast work was in part forced on the

company, as Congress had decreed in the

Supplementary Act of 1864 that in the
event of the Kansas Pacific reaching the
100th meridian first, that Company
should be privileged to continue its line

on west to a connection with the Central
Pacific. This would have left the Union
Pacific as a branch line (;f no particular

first place, there was the Central Pacific

rapidly building eastward and every mile

they made reduced by just that much the

Government Subsidy and Land Grant,

llie traffic of the "Mormon Country" and
the coal fields of Wyoming was also de-

pendent on their getting there ahead of

the Central Pacific. The public was clam-

oring for the early completion of the line,

and this was voiced by Congress and

through the Government Directors. Be-

sides, the increasing burden of interest

on the unproductive incomplete line

threatened to swamp them financially.
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With all of these reasons back of them
the management gave orders that result-

ed in the most rapid construction ever

accomplished on any line—the distance

and character of the country considered.

Five hundred and seventeen miles from

Cheyenne to Ogden were built from

January 1, 1868, to March 8, 1869, the

last 288 miles of this being laid in sixty-

seven days. When the two lines began
to get near, the rivalry grew intense.

It extended from the presidents of the

companies down to the boys who car-

ried water to the graders. Both outfits,

justly proud of their achievements in

the past, thought themselves better than

the other. One form of rivalry was
as to which force could get down the

greatest distance of track in one day.
The Union Pacific forces led off with

six miles and the Central went them one

better, then seven and a half were put
down by the Union Pacific. Waiting
until they only had some fourteen miles,

the Central Pacific massed their forces,

and then in one day, from seven A. M.
to seven P. M. they laid ten miles and
two hundred feet, a record that has never

been equalled in the history of railroad

construction. In doing this they used

over four thousand men. One result of

this fast work was to practically double

the expense. During a subsequent Con-

gressional investigation Vice President

Durant stated that had they taken the

full twelve years alloted by the charter to

complete the road, it could have been

built for half what it did cost ; but by so

doing their interest charges would have
so accumulated that the road never could

have survived, and that no private cor-

poration would have been willing to have
undertaken its operation, necessitating
the government taking it over and oper-

ating it.

As it was, the two tracks, the Union
Pacific and the Central Pacific, came to-

gether at Promontory Point, May 1,

1869. Two rail-lengths were left open

pending the adjustment of several differ-

ences between the two companies, and
the arranging of a suitable program to

commemorate the completion of the

through line. The Central Pacific had

extended its grade some sixty miles

east of the point of intersection, while the

Union Pacific line was located to the

California State Line, and most of the

grading done as far west as Humboldt
Wells, Nevada. By agreement the ad-

justment of the differences was left to

future negotiations, and Saturday, May
8, selected for the date of the formal

opening. The officials of the two lines

started from their respective headquar-
ters, the Central Pacific from Sacra-

mento, and the Union Pacific from Om-
aha, so as to be present. The Central

people arrived in time, but Vice Presi-

dent Durant's special train was held up
at Piedmont for forty-eight hours so as

to compel the postponement of the cere-

monies until Monday, May 10. It seems
there was a large force of laborers there

who had not received the wages due

them, owing to the contractor being
unable to get his money, some two hun-
dred and fifty thousand dollars from the

company. Side-tracking the special soon

brought about a settlement, and they, re-

ceiving their pay, permitted Durant and
his party to proceed to Promontory.
The ceremonies were held at noon

Monday, May 10, 1869, in the pres-
ence of an audience of some 1100 per-

sons, including the officials of the two

lines, their respective workmen, and a

detachment of the 21st infantry and its

band from Fort Douglass, Utah. En-

gines 119 of the Union Pacific, and the

Jupiter of the Central Pacific, gaily deco-

rated, were brought up to the gap. The
rails on the east were brought up by
the Union Pacific laborers, Europeans,
those on the west by the Chinese of the

Central Pacific, both gangs having
Americans as bosses, consequently here

were Europe, Asia and America joining
in the work, Americans dominating.
The last tie, one of California Laurel

highly polished and ornamented with a

silver plate bearing the inscription "The
last tie laid on the Pacific railroad May
10th, 1869" with the names of the dir-

ectors of the Central Pacific aTid that of

the donor, was put in position by the sup-
erintendents of the two roads, Reed of

the Union Pacific and Strawbridge of the

Central. For the closing act. California

presented a spike of gold, Nevada one of
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silver, Arizona one of combined iron,

gold and silver, and the Pacific Union

Express Company a silver maul. Pre-

cisely at noon, Governor Stanford on the

south side of the track, and Vice Presi-

dent Durant on the north, struck the

spikes, driving them home. The two en-

gines were moved up until they touched,

and a bottle of wine Doured over the last

hats ofif, prayer is being offered"
;
then :

"We have done praying, the spike is

about to be presented." Seven minutes
later : "All ready now." The blows on

the spikes were flashed over practically
the whole telegraph system of the United
States. At 2 :47 P. M., Washington time,
12 M. Promontory local time, came the

signal : "Done" and the bells of New

SCENE AT PROMONTORY POINT, UTAH, MAY 10, 1869.

At the conclusion of the ceremonies the two locomotives, No. 119 of the Union Pacific and Jupiter of the
Central Pacific, wcro moved np within a few feet of each other, and a bottle of wine was poured aa

a libation over the last rail. (Whitney's History of Utah.)

rails as a libation. The trains of the re-

spective roads were then run over the con-

necting links, and back to their own lines.

By previous arrangement the strokes on
the final spikes were to be signalled over
all the wires of the several telegraph

companies throughout the United States,
business being suspended for that pur-
pose. First the message : "Almost ready,

York City, Washington, Chicago, San

Francisco, and hundreds of other cities

and towns rang out the announcement
that the Pacific Railroad was completed.
The event was recognized as marking an

epoch, bringing together as it did the

East and the West, welding the Ameri-
can people into one homogeneous whole.

It was one of three public improvements
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in this country honored by a general cel-

ebration, the other two being the Erie

Canal and Atlantic Cable.

Regular train schedules were put in

force May 11, the first through train

from the coast arriving at Omaha on the

16th in two sections with about five hun-
dred passengers. The same month the

road was completed Vice President Du-
rant severed his connection with the

company. His position had always been

that there would be no money in the

operation of the road, although his

resignation was no doubt hastened by
the ascendancy which his opponents,
the Ames faction, had gained in its

affairs. President -Dix having been

appointed Minister to France and con-

sequently out of the country, had re-

signed the presidency; he had not been

particularly active in its affairs, nor had
he represented either of the two domi-

*

nant interests. He had been succeeded
in 1868 as president by Oliver Ames,
the brother and business partner of

.

Oakes Ames, who had been so prominent
in its financial affairs. Mr. Ames was
not a practical railroad man, and with
the line completed and on account of

the many new problems in connection

with its operation and traffic, it was felt

that a man of experience should be at the

helm. This resulted, in 1871, in the elec-

tion of Thomas A. Scott as president, he

holding the same position with the Penn-

sylvania railroad. This move was re-

garded with unfriendly eyes by other

eastern railroad interests, and resulted in

the purchase of a controlling interest of

the Union Pacific Stock by Horace F.

Clark, son-in-law of Commodore Van-

derbilt, and president of the Lake Shore

railroad, he in turn being elected presi-
dent of the Union Pacific in 1872. The
intention was, according to Mr. Clark's

statement, to incorporate the Union Pa-

cific into the Vanderbilt system. Owing
to his deathj which occurred shortly after

he was elected and before the plans were

fully matured, the idea was abandoned.

Clark's stock being thrown on the mar-
ket was bought in by Jay Gould and his

associate, Sidney Dillon, elected presi-

dent. Thus in the first four years of its

existence as a through line, the Union

Pacific had been in four different hands,
the Ames, Pennsylvania, Vanderbilt and
Gould. As might be expected its finances
were in a bad way, its credit poor, and
its securities at nominal figures. During
the next three years, 1873 to 1876, Mr.
Gould devoted practically his whole time
to Union Pacific affairs. By instituting
much-needed reforms he was enabled to

bring its earnings up, in 1877-1878, to a

dividend-paying point, in which satisfac-

tory condition let us leave it while we
glance back over the history of its most
important branch, i. e. : the line from
Kansas City to Cheyenne via Denver.
As far back as 1849 the citizens of St.

Louis were taking steps looking to the

construction of a Pacific railroad, which
should have their city as its Eastern
terminus. In that year a charter was
granted by the State of Missouri to the

F*acific Railroad of Missouri. After many
vicissitudes the line was completed be-

tween St. Louis and Kansas City in 1865.

To connect with this road a line known
as the Leavenworth Pawnee & Western
Railroad was chartered by the Kansas

Legislature, in 1855, but nothing was
done in regard to it until 1863 when it

was reorganized as the Union Pacific

Railway Eastern Division. Under its

State Charter it was to have extended
from Leavenworth on the east to Pawnee
(Fort Riley), Kansas, thence to the

Western boundary of Kansas. In the dis-

cussion in Congress and the subsequent
passage of the Union Pacific Bill in

1862, these two lines were recognized as

the St. Louis connections for the Main
Transcontinental Line. The Pacific Rail-

way of Missouri had already received

substantial aid from the State of Mis-
souri and was then nearly built, conse-

quently it was not mentioned in the bill.

The Leavenworth, Pawnee & Western
was but projected and in the Act of

Congress was given the same assistance

both in land and government bonds as

was the main line, the condition being at-

tached to the grant that it shouW connect
with the Union Pacific at a point on the

100th Meridian, thus forming a through
line to and from St. Louis. To identify
it more closely the name was changed to

conform to this through line. The pro-
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meters of the "Eastern Division" were
Samuel Hallett and John C. Fremont,
and the fi;-st contract for the construction

of the hue was in the name of Hallett

and Fremont, it being for the forty miles

from the Kansas State line where it in-

tersected the Missouri River, (Wyan-
dotte, Kansas), west along- the north

bank of the Kaw, or Kansas river. Ac-
tive grading- commenced in the fall of

1863.

drawal from the firm, leaving Hallett to

carry on the contract alone, Fremont en-

tering the Union Army. He was not left

to do this long. On July 27, 1864, he

was shot and killed on the streets of

Wyandotte by an employee of his named
Talbot, the quarrel growing out of an-

onymous complaints and reports made

by Talbot to the Secretary of the Interior

as to Hallett's failure to comply with the

government requirements. Being taken

AMES MONUMENT, SHERMAN, WYOMING.
Erected In honor of Oakes aiul Oliver Ames, to commemorate their work for the Union Pacific.

The all-pervading question of that sec-

tion, Missouri-Kansas, was that of slav-

ery. Hallett was an intense Abolitionist
and inaugurated his work by erecting a

sign-board on the state line. On the
Missouri side it was inscribed "Slavery,"
and on the Kansas side "Freedom." This
was a little too pronounced for his part-
ner, a South Carolinan by birth, a resi-

dent of St. Louis, and the (unsuccessful)
candidate for the presidency in 1856. Out
of the incident grew Fremont's with-

to task by Hallett for his actions, he way-
laid him on his return to work from his

midday lunch and shot him from a door-

way.
After Hallett's death the work fell into

the hands of St. Louis parties, with

Thomas D. Perry as leading spirit. Un-
der this management the line was built

to Lawrence, Kansas, forty miles, the

first year, reaching there November 28,

1864. When the Supplementary Bill of

(Continued on page 234b.)
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ARIA, carissima, Ave Maria,

Red, red is the evening and soft is the Spring.

O, mill me a cup of thy hot foaming chocolate ;

We are young, my Maria. But Time's on the wing.

Maria, I love thee. Fast twirls the molina.

(Ah, happy molina between thy smooth palms)
The vespers are ringing. But hark to the thrushes.

Thy lips were not made for the chanting of psalms.

Chapultepec's cypresses are God's cathedral.

'Tw^as God made the love-torch and set it on fire.

The lily and jasmine wave censers of incense ;

The love-stricken mocker shall be all our choir.

You pluck at your blue-and-white cotton reboso

That covers your feather-soft bosom so fair.

Maria—Madonna—would not your heart gladden
To see a small face and to feel his lips there ?

Yes, blow up the charcoal. It reddens thy forehead.

That long sleeping fire is thy love—is it not ?

If it burnt down to ashes, how cold, my Maria,

Thy cinnamon chocolate ;

—how dull the cold pot !

Thy face, my Maria—have care of the flaming ;

It reddens your cheeks, O, my sweet one, my dove.

O, look up to heaven, my Santa Maria,

The world's at its spring time and life is all love.



Poverty
The root of all evil is poverty. Where-

upon some well fed ox will exclaim: "Non-

sense. Poverty is a healthy stimulus; it

is better than riches. No man need want
who is willing to work." Nevertheless at

this moment there are in this land of free-

dom over a million of workingmen (not

bums), out of work, and all the vast

territory of unoccupied lands .which is of

value, or on which a man can make a

living, is tied up, fenced about by pri-

vate paper title. The relation of land to

the population is plain. As the population
overcrowds the available land the strug-

gle to live becomes more desperate, and

poverty more abundant. Our colonial days
were days of equality—each man was a

free citizen. There was always free fertile

land in abundance for the oppressed to

take refuge upon. Therefore there were
no oppressed. So it was that on the hem
of the crowd in the open West, freedom
and equality prevailed. Thus it has been
that the West has led in all revolts

against class rule and in the struggle for

the rights of the plain citizen. Poverty is

the root of all evil. I do not mean lack of

riches. I do not mean circumstances
exacting rigid economy. I mean the miser-

able, hopeless poor with whom Charity con-
cerns herself, wailing: "What shall we do
that these do not starve?" I do not mean
the sick and helpless; I mean those who
work for four dollars a week, who toil

till the dawn cometh that they may keep
the body alive. I mean the thin-cheeked,
sallow-faced, puny-armed men, women and
children who die early because of insuf-
ficient nutrition. I mean the miner who has
to put his children underground at ten
years of age, that they may earn life; the
factory hand who has to throw his young
daughter into the maw of the machine
that she may eat. I mean all those who
toil lifelong just to sustain life from day
to day; without joy, without rest, without
the fire in the soul which makes life other
than animal existence.

There are millions and millions of them
and on their backs—precisely as were the
kings and dukes and barons of old—are a
few over-rich, rich beyond the powers of
calculation. No one having an instinct for
justice can believe this wealth is earned;

As to
Drunkenness.

this poverty deserved; that these condi-
tions are righteous.

I have just read a letter from a physi-
cian in one of the great London hospitals
for children. He writes purely from pro-
fessional interest, but through the scien-

tific perspective is a glimpse of something
which should make the
blatant pulpiteers pause
in their hysterics over
"Sin" and "Salvation"

and endeavor to make Christianity once
more a vital force. The root—the root is

the thing, not the death flowers on the far-

spreading tips of the boughs. Fancy a

city the size of Portland and every
inhabitant a child, and every child disr

eased, and diseased because of rickety

parentage—and this only a small part
of the diseased child-life in London.
Blind Nature trying to blot out the unfit,

blind man trying to keep the diseased
bodies alive, but never seeking to abolish

the root evil. This physician speaks of

the appalling drunkenness and its sure de-

generation of the human body, in a way
that would make great capital for our

prohibition brethren, and he then an-

nounces that scientific truth long accepted
by sociologists, that the abject poverty is

the cause of drunkenness, not drunken-
ness the cause of poverty. The physical
reasons are very clear. The poverty-
stricken man or woman can for a few pen-
nies purchase a sense of corn-fort, warmth,
nourishment and exhiliration suck as, for

like money, cannot be got from food, an'd

can purchase a mental delirium and blessed

oblivion which cannot be got from food at

all. The weak, ill-fed body craves stimu-
lants. The wretched mind craves a sem-
blance of happiness or at least forgetful-
ness.

Sociologists declare the truth to be that

increase of population and overcrowding
„ , ,, of land or inequality in
roverry me

economic conditions, or
L-ause, JMot

jj^^j^^ produce an increas-
^"*^*'''*

ing poverty of the masses
and an increasing wealth in the few. Pov-
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erty produces degeneration, drunkenness
and crime; not the reverse. An indi-

vidual drunkard or vagabond will probably
become poor even if he be started rich, but
science deals with humanity as a whole,
not with exceptional cases. The degenera-
tion under conditions of poverty and the

redevelopment back to finer types when
better economic conditions prevail (as
when the convicts of Botany Bay under
free soil and other generous economic in-

fluences produced a fi.io population) show
that as in the case of other animals, man
tends naturally to upward development
»nder free and well-fed conditions and to

degeneration under oppressed and stinted
conditions. Besides, in any particular case
showing a decline from prosperity to pov-
erty because of degeneracy of the indivi-

dual, the original cause of the degeneracy
has still to be placed. However, I need not
wcste time over this, as it is accepted that
poverty is the cause, degeneracy the effect;
not the reverse. Just as life and growth
are the product of food, so all animals de-
velop upward in conditions of plenty and
freedom, and downward in conditions of
stint and restraint. Man is no exception
to the rule.

Manifestly, it Is desirable that the skele-
ton hand of utter want be removed from
the throats of serfs (for we have our serfs
to the machine, to capitalism and to spe-
cial privilege), that the human animal be
given a free environment and be permit-
ted to develop upward under conditions of
abundance for ali (not superabundance
far a few and a starving life struggle for
millions). No one will then question
the right of those who In the free and
equal struggle survive, to be called the
fittest physically, mentally and morallv.

What a beautiful world It Is, and in
reality how kind is the earth to her chil-
dren. A row a hundred feet long of straw-
berry vines will give fruit to a family;
one thrifty cherry tree will supply them
with fresh fruit and winter preserves; a
prune tree will furnish an abundance of
prunes and to spare; the space of a city
lot will produce a miraculous quantity of
vegetables; an acre will give flour for a
year, and so it goes. Anyone who has ever
watched a fertile or fertilized spot of
ground, carefully and Industriously culti-
vated, will bend a grateful knee to Mother
Earth and marvel at her prodigal gener-
osity. Besides the food for us, and wood
and Iron and coal, what a treasure-
house of beauty! What dyes upon the
garments of the morning; what flutter of
leaves and murmur of waters; the golden
splendor of the day and silver studded
portals of the night! Do you think riches
are necessary to happiness?—or pictures?
or tapestries upon the walls?—or silent
rugs of Asia upon the floors? Art is beauty
and to be desired, but it is not necessary to

happiness. What Is necessary Is abund-
ance, comfort, some leisure and peace,
and these all m« n could. If permitted,
draw from the mother bosom; for the rest
she has filled man's house with countless
playthings, all light, all color, all life, all

beauty; pictures everywhere; jewels every-
where; music everywhere.

It Is man and only man who produces
poverty, the mother of all evil; oppres-

sion, the mother of grind-
Evil of Ing poverty; poverty, the
Special Privilege mother of drunkenness,

theft, sex-clegred.ition,
murder. Many men and women nave felt

that it was not God's world while millions
toiled incessantly and other millions
starved, that a reckless few might gather
mighty tribute beyond reckoning from the
hosts of the oppressed.

Many besides Thomas Jefferson have
felt the masses of men were not created to
be serfs to overlords who were born boot-
ed and spurred ready to ride them. Many
others than Tolstoy have seen that the rul-

ing class is ready to do everything for the
poor, but to get off their backs.
Very many have felt that no man In a

free environment unaided by any special
privilege could honestly earn a billion dol-

lars, or a half billion, or a hundred mil-
lion, perhaps not a million.
With the sighs of the oppressed In their

ears and the tears of the wretched and
starving before their eyes, some men and
women have, from time to time in the his-

tory of the world, been fired with pity and
the divine flame of justice and have led
the battle for the sad-eyed masses. What
a long battle It has been—against Sultans,
Moguls, Emperors, Kings, Czars, nobles,
barons, dukes, legislatures and plutocracy.
Always the armies and the sword against
the people—always the scaffold and the
dungeon for the reformer; until at last

the people take the sword for themselves
and an inch of ground is won. Then a
new form of rulers, of exploitation of the
masses—of persecution of reformers, and
at last In agony and bloody sweat another
inch is won. So with cruel slowness the
masses of the world have progressed
against their masters.

Three men (among many) saw that ever
this oppression of the masses, ever this

draining of their wealth toward a few
rulers or exploiters, ever this creation
of undeserved poverty and undeserved
wealth, was due to special privileges sup-
ported by power; whether It was a King
levying taxes, making congscatlons or
granting estates and monopolies, or wheth-
er It was a congress giving land grants of
more than royal magnitude, creating mo-
nopolies In currency, granting subsidies
direct or Indirect, conferring sovereign
powers and franchises on corporations.
Still always the root of the Inequali-
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ties among the people was a power of gov-
ernment—a power of rule and command
over the people—whether that power be
exercised by so-called legislatures of tho

people or by a monarch.
Back of the foolish land-holding sys-

tem, which allows some monarch or con-

gress, or man, to give, by a scrap of paper,
title to land he or they never saw, to some

other who never saw it.

All Oppression to hold forever vacant

By Law. and unused—a system of

land-holding so foolish

that it has been said, if it came
up today as a new suggestion it

would be received with contempt by a

congregation of children; back of this land
monopoly lies a law; back of the money
monopoly lies a law; back of the sub-
sidy tax or protective-tariff tax lies a law;
back of the railroad sovereign-rights-and-
transportation-monopoly lies a law. Back
of all municipal grafts lies a law—either

creating a special privilege or conferring
a power which the holder is able to turn
to pecuniary advantage (as in the New
York and San Francisco water-front
leases, the New York, Chicago and San
Francisco traction franchises, or the com-
mon graft for issuing building permits or

allowing saloons, gambling houses or other
prohibited places to run)—back of every
unearned dollar lies a law.
The United Steel Trust levies tribute be-

cause of a law (the protective tariff); the
Standard Oil levies tribute in many ways,
all supported by some law. The great
original graft was the railroad secret re-

bate, back of which lay the monstrous
legal right of the railroads to run the
transportation business of the country as
they pleased—an absurd idea which still

prevails to a great extent.
Back of the Bell Telephone Company

lies a law—the patent monopoly. Back of
the National banks and the currency mo-
nopoly lies a law. I repeat there is no
real economic freedom anywhere. The
masses are still tribute-payers to the bar-
ons and dukes.

Karl Marx saw that labor was unpro-
tected and disinherited, and by the very
nature of things could not be protected,

while capital (including
Basic Idea land) was the subject of
of Socialism. special privileges, every

one of which was rooted
In law, and therefore to relieve the suf-
fering masses of men and bring some pro-
portionate share of joy to the lustreless
eyes of the toilers, he suggested as the
remedy that the government must own all
sources of production (the earth, its
mines, forests, water-power, etc.,) and
means of distribution (railways, banks,
etc.,) and all the machinery of manufac-
ture, but mere private property to be un-
der individual control. This is the basic
Idea of the Socialist party, which you will

note, instead of seeking to abolish govern-
ment, seeks to enlarge its powers, for the

good of all. Nevertheless, Socialists have
been accused of all manner of crimes, in-

cluding the assassination of rulers, and
their red flag, which represents love and
the universal common brotherhood of man
(blood) is, by the ignorant, supposed to

represent bloody riot and massacre.
Pierre J. Prudhon, a Frenchman, and Jo-

siah Warren, an American (descendant of
General Warren, who fell at Bunker Hill),
separately proposed that government be
abolished as a power over peaceable men,
declaring that the government disguised as
a republic, which gave monopolies and
privileges to the shrewd and crafty few
and permitted them to ride on the backs of
the plodding many, was quite as unjust
as the government of monarchs. They
said society must be economically free
before equality of opportunity could exist.

They said that the "government" or law-
making and law-enforcing power which in-

terfered with the business affairs of peace-
able men was a relic of despotism and
sure to end in a plutocratic class wielding
the power.

Obviously it makes little difference
whether the members of the plutocracy
today were errand boys or brakemen
yesterday. That is as immaterial as if a

duke or a King were a
The Anarchistic ploughboy originally. It

Idea. is the institution that is

the evil, not the mere
individuals who happen to use the in-

stitution at any particular moment
as a means of sucking the life-

blood of the masses. Prudhon and War-
ren and their followers consider "govern-
ment"—that is to say, the power of the
King, the nobles, the plutocracy or the
majority, to interfere in the affairs of

peaceable men—as the root of monopolies
and privileges. This power called govern-
ment is the destroyer of equality, of op-
portunity, and the originator of plutocracy
and poverty. In short, they believe that

government is the maker of human pov-
erty and human misery today just as it

was under Kings and nobles. Instead of

seeking to abolish the evil by having gov-
ernment absorb all economic functions
(Socialism), the followers of Prudhon and
Warren, seek to abolish this power in

government and call themselves anarchists
or no-governmenters. It seems incredible
that ignorance and stupidity could go so
far as to believe that anarchists advocate
riot and chaos. The man of average mind
knows that peace and order is the first

condition demanded by any society, I care
not what or where it is.

The anarchistic conception of society Is

based on peace, good-will and the golden
rule. Anarchists believe that most men
are peaceable and that they respect the

rights of others, not because there is a po-
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lice station, but because It Is more agree-
able and more profitable and more habi-

tual for the vast majority of people to do

so. Let each man examine himself and
decide how far he Is a decent member of

society because he fears jail.

But each man will answer: "I am all

right, but how about the others?" Anar-

chy answers that question by saying there

must be organized power to restrain, con-

fine or punish as wisdom
The Anarchist shall direct, any and all

Creed. men who forcibly invade
the rights of others. For

the anarchist creed of freedom is that

very man has a right to regulate his own
alTairs in every way, so long as he does so

Deaceably, and recognizing a lilie right in

)thers, but he who uses force to invade the

•ights of another may be restrained by
orce. Anarchy could no more instigate

assassination than could Christianity, for

its creed is: "Do unto others as you your-
self wish to be treated. Use no force

against any individual unless necessary
,o protect yourself against his prior use of

orce."
Government has no right to use force

igainst peaceable men, but government Is

in institution and it cannot be abolished

Dy killing an individual. The individual

las a right to his life unless it is taken in

elf-defense. To kill an official only
trengthens the power he represents, for

it seems to justify that power, even though
t be tyranny. Possibly some misguided
Edividual, insane over what he regards as

he injustice of government, may be guilty
of assassination and call himself an anar-

chist. But more likely this will be the

lewspaper designation. 1 know of no gen-
uine anarchists who have advocated or

attempted assassination. Booth was not

an anarchist, nor Guiteau, nor Czolgoz.

They were all insane, clearly; but the trial

of the latter showed that he acted alone
and did not even know what anarchy was.

"When Kings or tyrants were assailed

by assassins, the assailant was called an
anarchist by the existing powers, who be-

lieved one who lifted his hands against the
Lord's anointed must be opposed to all

government, which in their eyes was syn-

onymous with being opposed to peace and
order. So the word has acquired a san-

guinary meaning in the popular mind, sug-

gesting murder, looting, chaos, and a gen-
eral demoralization of society. For this

reason I personally regret that the word
anarchy was selected for the political and
social theory. What it really means is

personal liberty, the right of the quiet,

peaceable citizen to live his life in his own
way. The abolishment of all monopolies
and special privileges; the preservation of

peace and order and restraint of force;

the settlement of disputes by a recognized

tribunal; the right of the Individual to

own and control his property; the organi-

zation of society on a basis of voluntary
co-operation; (a small instance is the

sprinkling of their streets; also the polic-

ing of certain districts by the voluntary
co-operation of certain Chicago property
holders).
Anarchy does not pretend to describe in

detail how anarchistic society will be or-

ganized and operated. It simply advances
a theory, leaving evolution to determine

how the theory shall be
As Yet But applied. All systems of
a Theory. society are evolved. You

cannot cast them in a
mould ready-made. It is folly to ask how
will this be done, or how that will be
done? The real question is: is government
still a ruling of the many by a class? Do
the few exact tribute from the many by
the power of government? Is government
the source of plutocracy of the few and
poverty in the masses? If so, government
ought to be abolished.

Anarchism expects organization for
the preservation of the peace against those
exceptional few who would forcibly invade
the rights of others. Such criminals are
the few even in our wretched state of

society, but when society Is free and pov-
erty and wretchedness abolished, they will
be still fewer. To those who say this Is

all the dreaming of visionaries, I have
nothing to say. Unless a theory commends
itself on the stating of it. It is not apt to
be enforced by argument.
The Declaration of Independence was

once a dream.
The Emancipation Proclamation was

once a dream.
The steam engine was once a dream,

and Christianity was once a dream. Very
great In the eye of Heaven are the dream-
ers of dreams. One of these Is Emma
Goldman, a Russian Jewess, who has seen
the wretched of the earth trampled under

hoof and bleeding, kiss
The Real Emma the hands of their mas-
Goldman, ters, begging the right to

work to earn a crust.'
Her sympathy has gone out to the op-
pressed of the earth, and for their sake
she has endured persecution from the well-
fed.

"When some crazed fanatic commits
some political crime, the police, to prove
their vigilance and justify their existence,
arrest Emma Goldman. From her view-
point it is laughable comedy, but as a dis-
play of American tyranny and ignorance,
It is tragical. Emma Goldman never ex-
horted to violence in her life.. She does n't
believe In violence. First,* because it Is

against the tenets of the anarchistic creed,
which condemns all force against peace-
able men. Second, because It Is useless
and only begets a distrust and a prejudice.
It strengthens the side so attacked. Un-
derstand me—Emma Goldman does not
believe the peopte should cower like sheep
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while the Cossacks gallop their horses

over the breasts of women, neither do I,

and if some grief-crazed wretch strikes at

Czar or Governor he has her pity and mine.

Emma Goldman has never advocated an
act of violence. It is said she instigated
the Haymarket bomb-throwing. She was
seventeen years old at that time and knew
nothing of the affair.

It is said she incited Czolgoz. She did

not even know him. She was arrested at

that time by the intelligent police and
discharged with censure of the police for

a wholly groundless arrest. Emma Gold-

man is a trained nurse—educated in Vi-

enna—who all her life has gone about do-

ing good, nursing the poor and seeking to

lessen the distress of the wretched. If

the half-baked fanatics of the pulpit and
the press who shriek along the surface of

things, would follow in her footsteps for

a time, they might be of some real benefit

to sad humanity. They would also dis-

cover that, as I have said, her whole dis-

course is an appeal to justice through the

intellect, and she never said a syllable of

violence in her life. They would also dis-

cover what would be more potent than
truth to them, that she is the friend of

Prince Kropotkin. Think of it! a real

Prince, nearer in blood-right to the throne
of Russia than the Czar himself. Thej'
would discover that this woman who, be-
fore she has uttered a word, is hauled off

the stage by such cheap American thugs
as Chief Shippey of Chicago, is met in

England by Edward Carpenter, the poet,
and taken to her lectures in his automo-
bile; that the people she knows abroad
are the dramatists, poets, literary men,
m.usicians, people of brains who move the
world. How Bernard Shaw would laugh
that the Y. M. C. A. of Portland and the
Arion Society refused her their halls un-
der the belief that she is a murderess, a
v/ild woman going up and down the land
seeking whom she may devour.

I hope he will hear of it and give one
more sarcastic illumination of our insular
American ignorance—our provincialism.

In England, Emma Gold-
How Ridiculous man lectures as anyone
We Are! else would, to a quiet au-

dience, without a police-
man in sight. In Free America she is dog-
ged by detectives and hauled to jail by op-
era bouffe policemen till we are ridiculous
in the eyes of the world. And this, too,
after years and years of careful detective
work and failure to convict her of an im-
proper, dangerous or unlawful word. It
is a comedy. If she says anything contrary
to the peace and dignity of society, why
is she not arrested after each lecture?
Why is she never tried? I repeat, the
whole thing is so shallow and silly that if

Miss Goldman had organized it as an ad-
vertising dodge she would make herself
ridiculous. Portland has reason to con-

gratulate herself on the sanity of her

Mayor, Chief of Police and Police Commis-
sioners, who in effect laughed at the hys-
terics of those who wanted this dangerous
woman arrested and thrown into a dun-

geon in advance, and pointed to the Ore-

gon constitution, which says: "Any person
shall have the right to freely express him-
self on any subject whatsoever, being re-

sponsible for an abuse of such right." And
they said wait till she abuses the right of

free speech and violates the law, then we
v/ill act. The consequence was, her five

lectures in Portland were as uneventful
as prayer-meetings. Not a policeman was
visible, and there was no need for one.
The Rev. Mr. Eliot, too, in the interests of
free speech and sanity of judgment, of-

fered the Unitarian Church, if necessary—•

but it was not needed. Plenty of halls
were available. Compare Portland's sanity
and American spirit of action with Butte,
where all hall-owners were notified not to

give her room "under penalty of the law,"
whatever that may mean. Curious law
they must have in Montana. But the same
spirit prevails in Chicago, where the police
dare to prohibit hall-owners from letting
their halls to her use. This, you will

please remember, when her lectures are

printed and may be read—when in all her
addresses not a solitary charge can be
brought against her, I heard lawyers say:
"She is a damned anarchist and ought to
be hung!"—without trial, I suppose. Nice
lawyers. They only exposed their ignor-
ance—this detestable, bourgeois ignorance
of anything but money. They admitted
they had never heard her speak nor read
a line she had written. Her full five lec-

tures in Portland were reported and noth-
ing even sensational found in them. If

you ask why does she have this reputation,
then? I ask why did the Abolition Yan-
kees have horns and hoofs? Why did the
early Christians sacrifice infants and eat
their flesh? Why do the Jews in Russia
and Poland drink the blood of Christian
babes? Why, in the early Christian times,
were all murders, all fires, all plagues, all

riots, laid at the door of the Christians?
Why did Virgil give a receipe for breeding
bees from carrion? Why was Dreyfus con-
victed? Why does the average reporter
and average newspaper print a sensation
rather than the truth? Why all the lies

and superstitions of the world? A Port-
land paper gave an interview with Emma
Goldman, commencing by calling her the
"arch-priestess of dynamite,"—a thing ut-

terly false, and for which no foundation
existed in the interview or anywhere else.
So this myth has gone from paper to
paper, from mouth to mouth, simply be-
cause Emma Goldman is an "anarchist"—
a misconception of what the word means.
She is an anarchist as Tolstoy is, and Kro-
potkin, Prudhon, Shaw, Carpenter, and the
Americans, Warren, Thoreau, Tucker, Bol-
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ton Hall, Byington, Lysander Spooner,
Dynamite! Bombs! Assassination! Rub-
bish! I have called it comedy. But the

colossal American ignorance and gullibility

Is too tiresome to be comic. Let some one
convict Emma Goldman of encouraging
violence before we talk any more about
it. There are plenty able and willing to

do it if it can be done. The fact that it

is not done, and a horde of police camping
on her trail, is conclusive evidence. The

identical lectures she
A Yellow-News gives are printed and

liugaboo. may be read by any one.

These are evidence. Her
magazine, "Mother Earth," is evidence.

Reporters haunt her, these are evidence.

Why is nothing ever done? Only those
v.ho do not hear her, but speak from hear-

say, keep alive this absurd bugaboo. That
Emma Goldman advocates violence is a

pure myth. That she was associated with
the Haymarket bomb-throwing or with

Czolgoz are pure myths. An instance of

this pitiful ignorance and reckless asser-

tion is an article by one Broughton Brand-
enburg in the June issue of the "Broadway
Magazine," "The Menace of the Red Flag."
His very title proclaims his ignorance. The
anarchists have no flag, no organization.
The red flag is the socialist's symbol, and
when Jack London raised it at a gather-
ing in California he was nearly mobbed.
Ignorance again. For it means, as I have
said, only the blood common to all men—
brotherly love, universal brotherhood,
Christianity made practical. It floats free-

ly over every socialist gathering in Eu-
rope. A gentleman told me he had seen it

waving over a large assemblage in Hyde
Park, London—an orderly assemblage and
no policemen visible. Despotic Britain!
Free America! Brandenburg's article is

rather briefly and contemptuously re-
viewed in "Mother Earth."
He asserts that Michael Bakunin was a

Frenchman; that he was the author of a
code for assassination, and that a copy
of the code was found among Czolgoz'
effects. In truth Bakunin was a Russian.
He wrote no such code, none was found
among Czolgoz' effects, and the trial made
manifest that Czolgoz had no effects.

Those were the very things the police
did not And, and which the prosecution
could not produce. Not a scrap. Not one
line or word. Czolgoz was a poor fellow,
who brooded alone till he went insane.
He testified that he was utterly alone, and
the most rigorous Investigation by willing
detectives and In a time of high excite-

ment, failed to disclose any associates or
even friends. That Brandenburg does not
know his subject, and has been too lazy
to learn, is shown by his ignorance of
names. He refers to William McQueen as
Peter; BrescI as Brescia; classes socialists
like Hunter (whose book was reviewed in
this department last month), Patterson

of Chicago, Phelps Stokes, the New York
wealthy reformer, as anarchists; does not
even mention such active and well known
American anarchists as Josiah Warren,
Stephen Pearl Andrews, Lysandor Spooner,
David Thoreau, Benjamin R. Tucker, Jo-

fceph Labadie and others. Mr. Broughton
Brandenburg is an ignorant writer of sen-
sational space.

William Buwalda, a
The Case soldier at the Presidio,
of Buwalda. San Francisco, has been

discharged for attending
Emma Goldman's lectures, applauding her
and shaking hands with her. Buwalda
was tried under the "Devil's Article,"
"Conduct to the prejudice of good order
and military discipline." He was convicted
and sentenced to be dishonorably dis-

charged and confined for 've years at hard
labor at Alcatraz Island. This man, after
fifteen years' honorable service, is sen-
tenced to five years' inprisonment, be-

cause he attended lectures which evi-

dently were lawful,—or Emma Goldman
would have been silenced—which same
lectures were listened to and applauded
here by full houses, and among the audi-
ence some of Portland's best men and
women. Disgraced after fifteen years'
brave and honorable service, because he
shook hands with Emma Goldman, which
editors and lawyers did here in Portland
after the self-same lectures; which Ed-
ward Carpenter and Prince Kropotkin have
done in cordial welcome. It is to be hoped
Buwalda will find his Zola. It is not Bu-
walda who is in prison—it is Liberty!

Since writing the above I have seen a
letter of General Funston's to the Portland
Labor I'ress, and one to the New York
Evening Post. The most Important thing
he states is that the court had before it a
stenographic report of what Emma Gold-
man said. General Funston says Miss
Goldman called soldiers the hired mur-
derers of capitalism. She used no such
language here. But historically and eco-

nomically speaking, the standing armies
of the world have been just that. The
hired murderers supporting i)rivilege and
capitalism. But General Funston says our
government is our own, made by the peo-
ple. That is the theory, it is not true in

fact. He says there could be no danger
from militarism if our army was a million
men. He wonders why socialists concern
themselves with Buwalda, for he Is not a
socialist, and says Buwalda would not have
been punished if he had worn out his

hands applauding a socialist meeting, and
Insists that army officerS are the best

judges of what constitutes a military of-

fense. Undoubtedly. So also the Czar is

the best judge of an offense against auto-

cracy. The question still remains: "What
did Buwalda actually applaud—what is

his story—what is an American soldier?"
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Roosevelt-on-the-Columbia

The Story of a New Town and a New Irrigation Project

By Averille James

The West is not so old that the pioneers have all passed away. The men who
pierced unknown wilderness and blazed new trails for those of an older civilization
who were to follow, are becoming more remote every day, but what of those who are
pioneers in a larger sense and are blazing the trail in the seemingly impossible places
which the old pioneers passed by and found not good; who are (5hanging the waste
places of the desert into garden spots and making two blades of grass grow where
before there was but one? These are also real pioneers, the hardy and venturous
forerunners of civilized and highly prosperous communities, and to these men the
West owes as great a debt as to those whose axes hewed out the way for our present
development. The following article deals with the newer pioneers and tells how the
foundation is being set for one of those great and wealthy irrigated empires of the

West.

NE of the most progressive
and significant steps In

the remarkable develop-
ment of the great and fer-

tile Columbia River Val-

ley, whose fame as an
agricultural and horticul-

tural community has spread to the utter-
most parts of the globe and marked this
great territory as the most wonderful and
productive irrigated empire in the world;
is the placing under irrigation and culti-
vation of a vast tact of rich fruit land in
the district surrounding Roosevelt, Wash-
ington, a town on the new North Bank
railroad eighty-four miles from Pasco and
one hundred and forty miles above Port-
land.

Early developments long ago indicated
that soil and climate combined with the
necessary water for irrigation made of the

Columbia River Basin the most fertile and
productive fruit-growing region in the
United States. The long, hot days of the
summer and the cool nights are ideal for

giving the fruit a splendid growth, a bril-

liant color, firmness and keeping qual-
ities. The soil, a decomposed basaltic
rock or volcanic ash, mixed with particles
of iron, is extremely prolific, and seems to
have qualities which are eminently adapt-
ed for horticulture. Other irrigation dis-
tricts there are in the West which are
fertile and productive, but none have the
happy combination of climate and soil
which has made Columbia Valley fruits
world-famous. And of the entire Columbia
River Valley, many hundreds of miles long
and containing hundreds of thousands of
acres of land, the lower valley, where the
great stream makes a broad sweep to the
westward, before it pours its flood through
the rocky causeway of the Cascade moun-
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I'ORTION OF READER'S UIMBFR YARD IN THE FOREOROrND, AND ORAIN WAREHOUSE IN THE
DISTANCE WHICH HAVE BEEN BUILT WITHIN THE LAST MONTH.

tains to the sea, is by virtue of its rich

soil and unusually mild climate, the best

fruit-growing region of them all. The
banks of the Coluhibia River in this re-

gion are high and steep, and only at inter-

vals are there level pockets in these hills,

stretching back for miles from the shore,
that are available for reclamation. These
valleys or pockets, when once brought
under water, make the most favorable
location known for orcharding and agri-
cultural purposes, because the hills sur-

rounding them protect the low land from
frosts and insure to the farmer a certain

crop each year. In this lower valley,
where the spring and summer comes early
and the winters late, and in one of these

pockets among the river hills, where de-
structive frosts are unknown, Is located
the new fruit district and the town of
Roosevelt.

The town of Roosevelt has sprung Into
existence within a year and is rapidly
building up to a point that will outrival
most of the towns in this section. Reach-
ing back for a mile or two from the river
are the level stretches of valley land which
are being brought under irrigation, and
behind these plains majestic hills rear
themselves a thousand feet or more sheer
from the valley. And from the toi)s of
these hills for scores of miles inland run
the rolling agricultural and grain lands
of Klickitat County. At harvest time four
and six-horse teams haul in brimming

loads of golden grain to Roosevelt for

trans-shipment on the railroad, and at

various seasons of the year great flocks of

sheep from the high ranges of the back
country are driven to this town on the way
to market. Formerly they were shipped
across the river by ferry boat, for then the
nearest railroad was the Oregon Railroad
& Navigation Company on the south side
of the stream. But that was before James
J. Hill conceived the idea of a railroad
with a river grade from Spokane to Port-
land and Seattle, and built his magnificent-
North Bank line, the Spokane, Portland
and Seattle, down the north side of the
river. Now Roosevelt has a railroad of
its own, one that experts say is the finest

piece of railroad construction in the
United States as well as the most expen-
sive, and now a freight car can roll from
Roosevelt into Portland, a distance of 140
miles, without the aid of an engine. And
as a consequence there are being shipped
annually from Roosevelt at the present
time over 1,500,000 bushels of wheat as
well as other grains, and th»'owners of the
fifty thousand sheep, which range In the
tributary country, market each year over
a quarter of a million pounds of wool.
And now, as a result of the immense

reclamation project which will reclaim the
thousands of acres of level land in the
valley immediately surrounding Roosevelt,
another source of revenue will be given
the town as a result of millions of dollars
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in fruit and irrigated rancli products that
will be raised on the immediately adjacent
territory.

To those who have seen the development
of the Wenatchee, Yakima and Hood River
Valleys and are familiar with the rapid
growth and the enormous increases in land
values which have taken place there in

comparatively a few years, the reclamation
of this new irrigated district will have an
especial significance, for those people will

realize that here is a new field of oppor-
tunities where the experience of land own-
ers in those other districts will be repeat-
ed; that here the chances to get in on the

ground floor with a small amount of cap-
ital, which have long since passed by in

the older communities, are still extant,
and that in the next few years fortunes
will be made as the result of the wonder-
ful growth and development which always
follows in the wake of the reclamation of
one of the rich Columbia River fruit dis-

tricts.

And these probabilities are considerably
reinforced when one learns that the new
Roosevelt district has certain advantages
even over these almost ideal fruit-growing
districts which have been mentioned. Offi-

cial government reports on this district
state that the climate is the mildest in the
Inland Empire, the warm weather which
brings on the fruit and other ranch pro-
duce coming several weeks in advance of
that of other districts, and lasting later in

the fall. In fact, here is to be found piac-
tically such a climate as that which at
tracts thousands of tourists to the foot-

hills of the Sierras in California, and tha

purity of the atmosphere is unrivalled in

the world. Eighty-five per cent of the days
of the year are days of sunshine and the
fall and winter climate is ideal. This
early and mild season means volumes to

the fruit-grower. The experienced horti-

culturist does not need to be told of tho
great advantage that results, when fruit
can be brought to the markets several
weeks in advance of that from other dia-

tricts. It means that the growers of th<>

early district get the fancy prices that al-

ways prevail when the firat fruits arrival,

and that there is no necessity for them 'a
take chances with a surfeited market
which is likely to occur when the produce
arrives on the market in greater volume.
The grower in the early fruit belt is al-

ways assured of quick sales and a price
from fifteen to twenty-five per cent and
sometimes more, in advance of the prices
brought by those who must market their

products later in the season.
Protection from frosts and drainage fa-

cilities are also features which are vastly
important to the experienced fruit-grower
in selecting his district, and in these par-
ticulars the Roosevelt district also has
advantages over other fruit districts of the
Pacific Northwest. The damaging frosts

which in other localities have been known

VIEW OF ROOSEVELT. SHOWING THE GENTLE SLOPE TO THE RIVER, WHICH INSURES PERFECT
DRAINAGE.
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to ruin or Impair peach, pear and other

fruits, are unknown at Roosevelt. The
high hills which surround this fertile val-

ley protect It effectually from these frosts

and the air currents that sweep the Co-
lumbia River Valley do not allow the frosts

to settle there. The grower is not menaced
In the slightest particular, but is assured
that if he does his part well. Dame Nature
will co-operate with him In producing
splendid and abundant crops. The drain-

age of the Roosevelt district Is as near

perfect as possible. The land slopes down
gently to the river, which allows the
easiest methods of Irrigation and assures
a thorough under-dralnage. As yet no
alkali has been discovered on this land and
the district promises to be Immune from
the unfortunate occurrences of other dis-

tricts where once fertile and productive
fruit land, valued at a thousand dollars or

more an acre, has been made worthless as

a result of poor drainage facilities and the

seepage of the ruinous alkali.

There Is no surmising about the produc-
tive qualities of the Roosevelt soil and the
beneficial effects of the Roosevelt climate.
These have already been demonstrated
beyond peradventure by the experience of

fruit ranches which have been conducted
In the vicinity for years. The experience
of these growers proves that this is one of

the best districts yet developed for fine

winter apples, early peaches, apricots,
grapes, pears, plums, cherries and every
kind of deciduous and semi-tropical fruits.

Melons flourish in this rich soil and straw-
berries ripen weeks in advance of those In

other districts. English walnuts and al-

monds, both of which bring big profits to
the grower, have been found to be so suc-
cessful that the company who own the
land, the North Bank Land Company, have
decided to set out two hundred acres of
land in these two profitable varieties of

nuts, and they look forward to a time
when this will be one of their most profit-
able Investments.

The Roosevelt district Is destined to

develop very rapidly. Its rapid growth Is

assured by the attitude of the company
who own the land and are accomplishing
its reclamation, as all land Is being sold
under a contract to immediately plant and
cultivate It, which means that the land
cannot long lie idle, but must begin. In the
course of the next year, to become produc-
tive. The company will plant the trees
themselves for the purchasers, and the
work will be accomplished under the di-

rection of experienced horticulturists and
fruit-growers, who will see to it that none
but the best varieties of fruit trees are
planted and that they are taken proper
care of during the first five years until

they have attained the stage of their full

production. In this way it is proposed to

provide against land speculation and
against Idle tracts, and those who enter
the district are assured, not only that with-
in a short period of time every acre will

be under cultivation and productive, but
also that they will be In a district where
the finest varieties of fruits known to hor-
ticulturists are grown; a district that will

become famous for the quantity and qual-
ity of Its fruits, and will attract the large
buyers who are looking for the best that
the producers have to offer. This means
also the rapid growth of the community
and- the town of Roosevelt, a great devel-

opment In the coming few years and a

densely settled district which will give the
ranchers all the social features and ad-

vantages of the town or city.

In fact, here as in other irrigated dis-

tricts of the Columbia River Valley, farm
life will lose all of the arduous and iso-

lated features that have marked it un-

pleasantly in older farming communities
where farm houses have been miles apart
and only four families lived on a section.

The irrigated farm of the Pacific North-
west Is more in the nature of a country
estate. Ten acres Is all that a man can
care for If he uses intensive methods of

farming, and this much land In fruit trees
will yield him an Income equal to that of

the average bank president. In the irri-

gated districts, a man does not need from
seventy-five to a hundred and sixty acres
to make a living. The average fruit-

grower would not be able to handle so

large a farm, even with the help of scores
of assistants. A ten-acre ranch will keep
him busy year In and year out and at cer-

tain seasons of the summer he will need
help. And with a production of from five

hundred to a thousand dollars or more an
acre, "ten acres Is enough." As a result
of this, the irrigated districts are densely
settled, and one farm house lies within
hailing distance of the next one, so that
social communication Is almost as easy
and as pleasant as In the town. And many
other advantages, such as electric light,

telephone, daily delivery of fresh meats
and groceries, etc., are all feasible, be-
cause the thickly settled condition of the
community makes it possible and worth
while to those who have these commodities
to sell. And, as the company have adopted
a system which will insure the immediate
cultivation and settlement of their lands,
the Roosevelt district, though a new and
as yet undeveloped one, promises to have
these advantages in a comparatively short
time.

Nature has supplied two of the import-
ant requisites for successful fruit-growing
and ranching at Roosevelt, the soil and
the climate. The only other feature which
is necessary is the water, and'this the com-
pany will supply in abundance. Plans have
been completed for the installation of two
immense reservoirs in Wood Gulch, In the
mountains behind the town and here the
waters of Wood Creek will be controlled
to give the district an abundant supply of
water at all seasons of the year. These
reservoirs will be of reinforced con-
crete and built with a view to strength
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and permanency at an estimated cost of

over $100,000. This water will not be
flumed, as Is usual in other irrigated dis-

tricts, but will be piped under heavy pres-
sure a distance of two miles, and will be

brought to the land under a three hundred
foot head. Thus the grower will not be

dependent upon awkward flumes and
ditches which sometimes compel the con-
struction of expensive laterals to reach
the higher and more uneven lands, for the
water will come through the pipes under
a pressure similar to that of a city water
system and can be forced to various alti-

malarial water of the irrigation flumes
will testify.

Another big advantage of which the
new district of Roosevelt may boast, is

the fine transportation facilities. In ad-
dition to the new North Bank railroad,
which gives access to all the markets of

the Pacific Coast by direct rail on the west,
and of the entire United States and Eu-
rope on the east, there is the main line of
the Oregon Railroad & Navigation Com-
pany, which leads down the south bank of

the river to Portland, and is connected
with the town of Roosevelt by a ferry.

TWO THOUSAND FOOT DRILLING RIG JUST MOVED ON THE LAND TO BORE FOR ARTESIAN WATER.

tudes without the inconvenience caused by
the flow of a ditch. In addition to this
water system, the company is also engaged
at present in drilling for artesian water
for domestic and other uses. A 2,000 foot
drilling rig is engaged on the land at the
present time in tnis work, and as artesian
wells have been found all through this dis-
trict, they expect to have an abundant
supply from this source in a very short
time. In this way, residents of the com-
munity will have a source of pure, cold
water for domestic uses which cannot be
improved upon. This is a great advantage,
as those who live in other districts and
have been compelled to use the unhealthy,

The Columbia River also furnishes cheap
water navigation by steamboats for a dis-

tance of 150 miles up the river, connect-
ing with the main line of the Northern
Pacific, the North Coast and the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul railroads. In a
short time, the construction of locks at

Celilo Falls in the river below Roosevelt
will be accomplished, and then navigation
will be opened from this town to Portland
and to tidewater, connecting with all the

steamships ihat ply the Pacific ocean.
Thus the fruit-grower and rancher at
Roosevelt will have cheap transportation
to all the great markets of the world.
The inducements which the company
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are offering to settlers and purchasers
have resulted In a rapid sale of the land,

although it has only recently been put on
the market. Many settlers will put tracts

under cultivation immediately, and the
next year will see a great development in

the district. The land Is offered on very
easy terms, the settler paying a small
amount down and the balance out of the

profits of his land, over a course of several

years. Inducements are also being made
to settlers to cultivate additional land be-

longing to the company In payment of the

subsequent installments on their own land.

For those who do not wish to live on the

land, the company agrees to plant the land
and cultivate It for a term of five years
or longer. Inducements are made of lower
prices to those who will settle on the land

immediately and do the cultivating them-
selves, after the company has planted the
land and started them off in the right way.
The prices have been placed at a level

which puts the land within the reach of

the modest rancher, and the terms make
it possible for the man with very little

capital to get In on ground-floor prices
and benefit from the development and in-

crease In value of the lands, paying the
balance on the Initial price long after the
lands have become considerably more val-

uable. Five hundred or a thousand dol-
lars will make the initial payment on a

ranch ample to yield the purchaser an In-

come of several thousand dollars a year,
and pay the balance of his payments in a
few years time.

Opportunities of this sort which were
seized a few years ago In the Yakima and
Wenatchee Valleys have made scores of
men rich, and hundreds Independent for
life. The opportunities are just as great
today as they were a few years ago, as
this district will develop with as great
rapidity as the older districts which have
attained such prominence.

It required foresight and perspicacity
on the part of those who purchased land
in the early days at Yakima and Wen-
atchee, because they had no precedents
to be guided by. But today those districts

are striking examples of what happens
when a reclamation project transforms a
desert waste Into a fertile and productive
garden-spot, and the investor of today
needs only to be guided by the experience
of others in the past to reap the same
harvest which those now wealthy men have
garnered.

If you are interested in this opportunity
and desire to become one of the early in-

vestors in a great and promising district,

where growth, development and enhance-
ment of values are to be rapid, write to

the North Bank Land Company, 403-4
Walker Building, Seattle, Washington.

ttOOSEVELT'S LIVERY STABLE, WHICH IS KEPT ntlSY NIOHT AND DAY.
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Standard
'

Kitchen Standard Laundry

You must have healthful, sanitary Plumbing Fixtures

to have a healthful, sanitary Home

By Equipping
with Genuine '<$taitd[ai^d[''

Green & Gold Label

Plumbing Fixtures

the health of your household is safeguarded for all time

and the problem of home sanitation is solved for good.

No other plumbing equipment provides the
same thorough satisfaction in sanitation, ser-
vice and actual use as genuine "^^tandarfT

"Green and Gold" Label Fixtures. No matter
how much or how little you wish to invest

iji
your sanitary fixtures, there is a genuine

"^tattdariT equipment for you at that price. The
genuine '^.^taudai^" equipment is the most sanitary,
the most economical, and the most beautiful of all

plumbing equipment made for household use.

To protect yourself against prevalent substitution,
and to make sure that the fixtures installed in your
home are genuine "^taBdaJd" Ware, insist that each
and every fixture bear the "JStaMdai^' "Green
and Gold " Guarantee Label. Look for this

label and refuse any fixture without it. The
'^^tftudai'd'' Label means a full dollar of value

for every dollar you invest, and is a pro-
tection you cannot aflFord to be without.

We want every householder to have our beautifully illustrated 100-page
book,

" MODERN BATHROOMS." This book will save you many dollars

when purchasing the sanitary equipment for your home. Sent on receipt
of 6c. postage and name of your architect and plumber (if selected).

Address Standard SanrtaislDfe.C^ , Dept. N Pittsburgh, Pa., U. S. A.
Offices and Showrooms in New York: '^^taudal'd" Building, 35-37 West 31st Street.

Louisville : 325-329 West Main Street.
London. Eng. : 22 Holborn Viaduct, E. C.

Pittsburgh :

949 Penn Avenue.
New Orleans: Cor. Baronne & St. Joseph Sts
Cleveland: 648-652 Huron Road, S. E.

Don't forgot to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with ndvortlsors. It will be appreciated.
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Cakes, Pies, Puddings
Bon-bons, ice creams, sodas, etc., may be made decided-

ly more toothsome than ordinarily by the addition of a
few drops of

Crescent Mapleine
It is absolutely pure and wholesome and produces a

rich, creamy maple flavor that experts pronounce perfect

It also makes smacking good table syrup
—the kind that

appeals to the most fastidious—for less than 60 cents

per gallon.

If your grocer can't supply you send us 35c. in coin,

stamps, post office or express money order for a 2-oz.

bottle.

Your money hack ifyouWe not satisfied

CRESCENT MANUFACTURING COMPANY
DEPARTMENT T SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

The Story of the Union Pacific—Continuedfrom page 231

1864 became effective, the status of the

"Eastern Division" was materially

changed. It was authorized to drop the

connection with the Union Pacific at the

100th Meridian and to build on west,

making the connecting point at any place

they might select, provided it was not

more than fifty miles west of Denver, or

they had the option of continuing their

line on to the coast independent of the

Union Pacific by some other route. Evi-

dently it was the intention to do the

latter as the line was located and built

without regard to a connection with the

other. The rate of progress was as fol-

lows: The first year, 1864, forty miles,

the second, 1865, ten miles, making fifty

in all, the third year, 1866, one hundred

miles, 1867, two hundred and fifty miles

reaching "Phil Sheridan" nearly to the

State line, and here they stopped until

the fall of 1868, when work was recom-
menced and the line finished into Denver

August 1870, six hundred and forty
miles.

When the line reached the 100th Mer-

idian, which point was named Phil Sher-

idan, dissension arose among the stock-

holders. One faction was for building
to San Diego, California, by way of New
Mexico, another for building to Pueblo,
thence up the Arkansas river, while the
third and successful one was for pushing
straight ahead to Denver, thence to a
connection with the Union Pacific, their

idea being to secure for St. Louis at the

earliest possible date a share of the trans-

continental business, and the carrying
thereof to their line. (It becoming evi-

dent that the original idea of the road

being a branch of the main line was not

likely to be realized, and in view of the

possible construction of an independent
line to the coast, the name was* changed
in 1869, by Congressional action, from
Union Pacific Eastern Division to Kan-
sas Pacific Railway.)
During the construction of the line the

contract to feed the forces on the front

was let to Foddard Brothers who utilized

to a great extent buffalo meat for this

purpose. To procure this they hired
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W. F. Cody at five hundred dollars per
month. According to his memoirs, Cody
killed four thousand two hundred and

eighty buffalo, earning for himself the

appellation "Buffalo Bill," by which
name he has ever since been known. By
arrangement with the Passenger Depart-
ment the heads of these animals were

shipped to Kansas City where they were
mounted and distributed under the title

"The Oldest Inhabitant of the Plains" as

an advertisement for the road.

The track reached Ellsworth, Kansas,
the spring of 1867, and for some time
this was the terminus of the road. Of
all the "wide open towns" this was the

worst. Never in the history of this coun-

try was there such flagrant disregard of

law. For ninety-three consecutive days
there was one or more homicides in this

town or its immediate vicinity
—one hun-

dred in all. The usual tough following
of the railroad camps was swollen by the

"bad man" from the Indian nation, and
the fact that it was the shipping point of

the cattle coming from Texas and Indian

Territory, and consequently the rende-

vous of the cowboys did not tend to make
it any more orderly. Another place that

enjoyed an unenviable reputation during
its brief existence was "Phil Sheridan."
This was located where the road crossed
the 100th Meridian, 405 miles west of

Kansas City. Owing to the Government
Land-Grant and Bond Aid being extend-
ed only up to this point, and also to finan-

cial trouble on the part of the company,
the construction rested here for a year
and a half. It is alleged that these

troubles were in no small degree occa-

sioned by the Union Pacific people, who
were averse to seeing the Kansas Pacific

building into their territory. The build-

ers of the Kansas Pacific were troubled
more by Indians even than the Union Pa-
cific. In addition to the Cheyennes and
Sioux they also had the Arrapahoes and
Utes to contend with. Everybody connect-
ed with the road went armed, the govern-
ment issuing their arms and ammunition.

Notwithstanding there were four army
posts located along the line, i. e.. Fort

Riley, Fort Harker, Fort Hays and Fort

Wallace, the Indians did more deviltrv

Lamb Chops
Roast Beef and Mutton and all

Joints, hot or cold, are given a

delightful piquancy and flavor by adding

LEA & PERRIHS
SAUCE

THE ORIGINAL. WORCESTERSHIRE

It is an Ideal Sauce for Soups, Gravies, Stews, Fish,

Cheese, Game and Salads. Leading Chefs and Cooks
the world over report best results by its use.

It Assists Digestion, ^ohn Duncan's Sons, Agents, N. Y.

Don't forget to nuiition The Paciflc Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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and caused more trouble on the six hun-

dred miles than they did on the thousand
miles of the Union Pacific,

The total cost of the line from Kansas

City to Denver including a branch from
Leavenworth to Lawrence, Kansas, was

$36,747,300 or about $52,000 per mile.

In 1873, it was unable to meet its obliga-
tions and was placed in the hands of C.

S. Greeley and Henry Villard, as receiv-

ers, who operated it until 1879 when, on
the plea that they were not practical rail-

road men, and that they were antagonis-
tic to the owners of its securities, they
were removed, and Sylvester T. Smith,
the general manager of the road, was ap-

pointed to succeed them. About 1878,

Jay Gould commenced buying up its

stock and selling that of the Union Paci-

fic, he owning about five-ninths of the

latter. He soon obtained full control of

the Kansas Pacific and to prevent en-

croachment into its territory was obliged
to buy the Missouri Pacific, it being
in the hands of Commodore Garrison and
his friends. They were figuring on ex-

tending it to Colorado, just what the

Gould interests did twenty years later.

But that would have seriously interfered

with Gould's plans, and rather than per-
mit that he purchased the control held by
the Garrisons.

For a full understanding of the subse-

quent story, not only of the Kansas Pa-
cific but of the Union Pacific also, it is

necessary to go back to the connecting
link between the two, i. e., the Denver
Pacific Railroad—Denver to Cheyenne,
106 miles.

In the original plan for the Pacific

Railroad, it was the intention that it

should run from the Missouri river to

Denver, thence through the Rocky
Mountains to Salt Lake. It was with re-

gret that the Denver route was given up—and only after ten lines had been sur-

veyed, seven of them through Denver.
The line finally selected through Chey-
enne leaving Denver to the south was
much shorter and of decidedly better

gradients. Naturally the citizens of Den-
ver were sore on account of being left

out, and though the Union Pacific made
a proposition to build a branch to give
them a connection with the main line it

was not acted upon. It took George Fran-

cis Train to awaken them to a realiza-

tion of the advantages they were n^issing,
November 13, 1867, he addressed a

public meeting in Denver, his subject be-

ing the necessity of a connection between
Denver and the Union Pacific Railroad.
The result of this meeting was the or-

ganization five days later of the Denver
Pacific Railroad, one-fourth of the neces-

sary funds being subscribed. An ar-

rangement with the Union Pacific soon
followed. By it the Denver people obli

gated themselves to do the locating, grad-
ing and laying of ties, the Union Pacific
to furnish and put down the iron and

supply the equipment. Early next spring
work was commenced on the line and by
the following autumn (1868) the grad-
ing was completed to Cheyenne. The
Union Pacific was unable to carry out its

part of the agreement. It was then in

the midst of its great rush to reach Salt
Lake ahead of the Central Pacific, and

every facility at its command was being
used to the uttermost to accomplish this.

It was also in no shape to do so finan-

cially, and as a result the agreement was
cancelled. A contract was then made be-

tween the Kansas Pacific and the Denver
Pacific by which the former company
took a certain amount of stock in the lat-

ter, proceeding with its construction. The
line Cheyenne to Denver was finished

in June 1870, although the Kansas Paci-
fic did not complete its own line into Den-
ver until the following August. There
was great rejoicing in Denver over the

completion of the road. The last spike,
one of solid silver furnished by the min-
ers of Georgetown, Colorado, was driven

by Governor Evans, of Colorado. The
first engine to enter Denver was the first

one that the Union Pacific owned, its pic-
ture being given here. This was also the

first engine to enter Cheyenne, and also

the first into Ogden.
In 1872 a controlling interest in the

Denver Pacific was purchased by the

Kansas Pacific. The two lines were ac-

tively competing for transcontinental

traffic from Kansas City and ^ints east

thereof, they taking it to Cheyenne and

turning it over to the I'^nion Pacific. This
meant just so much loss to the Union
Pacific, as otherwise they would have
had their long haul from Omaha. The
original railroad bill, the original char-

ter of the Union Pacific, specified that it
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FRANKLIN
Automobiles-1909

Sensible practical automobiles for every use
16 horse-power runabout with rumble seat or hamper
a8 horse-power five-passenger touring-car and runabout
42 horse-power six-cylinder seven-passenger touring-car and runabout
Brougham. Landaulets, Limousines, Town-car, Taxicabs

Only a sensible design can

produce a sensible automobile.
All Franklins are light in weight, strong, easy to

operate, easy to control and to care for, and economical.

No Franklin is over-heavy, over-powered for its use, nor

over-expensive.

Type H touring-car, the most superb-riding automobile in the

world, weighs under 2500 pounds. It has six cylinders. It seats

seven people and leaves ample luggage room. Even as a five-pas-

senger automobile it is better—cheaper, safer, more comfortable,
than any five-passenger water-cooled automobile.

In using it you do not feel the weight. It has none of the

burden and anxieties of a heavy touring-car. It is roomy and

luxurious, but not ponderous—not a road-locomotive. It has the

feeling and flexibility of a small automobile, and the independence
that goes wMth it.

The question of touring is a question of comfort. The more
comfort the better average speed can be made.

Every Franklin automobile has four full-elliptic springs and a lami-

nated wood frame, the only combination that produces easy and perfect

riding quality. If you have ever ridden in a Franklin you know this.

All Franklins are free from the bulk and complication of water-

cooling and have been from the start (seven years ago). Therefore
Franklins are lighter and simpler. And they are free from the

extravagant using-cost that makes all heavy automobiles unreason-

ably expensive to own.

In style and in high-grade construction Franklins lead

all American makes. They cost the most to build and the

least to own. They meet the requirements of family and
business use as no others do. Of all automobiles they are
the most practical and sensible.

Prove this. Go to a dealer; and

try a Franklin.
Write us for the 1909 Catalogue

H H FI^NKLIN MFG CO., Syracuse N Y

Don't forgft to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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was to accept business from all of its

connections—but the terms were not

specified. The Union Pacific took the

position that they were entitled to their

local rates from Cheyenne west, that be-

ing- their requirements on business deliv-

ered them at Omaha on which they re-

ceived their long haul. The Kansas Pa-

cific plea was that under the bill re-

ferred to their line in connection with

the Union Pacific was specified as consti-

tuting one through line, and in conse-

quence they were entitled to the same
rate per mile as the line west of Chey-

the Union Pacific was not giving his line

fair treatment he would seek another out-

let, and in line therewith commenced the

construction of an extension of the Kan
sas Pacific toward Ogden, by way of

Pueblo.

This would have meant bankruptcy foi

the Union Pacific, and rather than have
him parallel their line from the Missouri
River to a connection with the Central

Pacific, the Union Pacific people sug
gested.a consolidation of interests. Out
of this grew the reorganization of the

Kansas Pacific, in 1879, and the consol-

THE UNION TACIFIC CUIDGE ACROSS THE MISSOURI.

enne. The Union Pacific reply to this

contention was that the Kansas Pacific

haul east of Qieyenne was through a

level country, inexpensive to build and

operate, while their line west of Chey-
enne was just the reverse. An agreement
was finally reached for a working basis

under which the Union Pacific should

accept six-tenths of their local rates from

Cheyenne pending judicial decision. The

question was one of the hardest proposi-
tions that ever came up in railroad cir-

cles. Arbitrators, courts, and finally

Congress were all brought in, it consti-

tuting a Cause Cclchre known as the

Pro rata Controversy ; the evidence and

arguments before the congressional com-
mittee that investigated it filling over

one thousand pages. As previously ex-

plained, the control of the Union Pacific

liad been in Jay Gould's hands, the own-
er of a majority of its stock, In 1878

he disposed of this, buying in to the Kan-
sas Pacific. Very much dissatisfied over

the controversy that was being waged
over this question he announced that as

idation of the several interests under the

name of the Union Pacific Railway Com-

pany. The basis of the deal was the

exchange of the Union Pacific Railroad,
Kansas Pacific Railway, and Denver Pa-

cific Railroad stock for stock in the new

company share for share, the figures

being :

MIli'8 Capital Stock Dobt
I'nloii Paclfio Railroad. 11)42 $."{0.702,.{(Hi $78,r>.W,:i5).60
Kiinsas Pailflc Ry 675 lO.fXKKlXlO 30.567,282.78
Doiivcr Pacltlo R. R... l.)6 4,000.000 681.000.00

Total 1823 150,762,300 $100,656,033.43

The arrangement was that the lines

should be operated as one property by
the I'uion Pacific Railroad Company,
that the gross earnings of the system
should be apportioned between them on
the basis of their relative earnings for

the year preceding the consolidation.

In 1870 the question of the repayment
of the loan made by the Government

through the issue of its bonds came up.
The bonds themselves did not mature
until 1895-1899, but the interest on them,

though payable by the Government, was
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"A man's voice, anyhow"

N'^O
way of amusing people is so sure of results as by

means of an Edison Phonograph. Start one anywhere
and everybody gathers around it. It is easy to enter-

tain with an Edison. It will amuse any kind of a gathering.

^/Te EDISON PHONOGRAPH
places music, formerly available only to the few, within reach

of the many. No ear is too critical and no pocketbook too

limited to enjoy the entertainment it affords.

There's Lots ofGood Fun in the August Records
But the twenty-four new Records for

August are not made up entirely of
comic songs and the wit of clever come-
dians. There are good sentimental bal-

lads, well-rendered band and orchestra

selections, instrumental solos, and some
sacred selections— the best of the new
music and the best of the old. On July

25th they will be on sale at all Edison

stores. Your dealer will be glad to play for

you any Records that you want to hear.

Ask your dealer or write to us for the new
catalogue of Edison Phonographs, Thk Phono-
gram, describing each Record in detail; the
Supplemental Cataloguk. listing the new
August Records, and the Complete Catalogue,

'MOiu. listing all Edison Records now in existence.

Records in all foreign languages.

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY, 74 Lakeside Ave., Orange, N. J.

Don't forgot to iir-rlian TI10 rnoifio Moiitbly when doallng with advortisorg. Tt r-tn hp ipproclatod.
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PURITY
A matter of great importance to the expectant or

nursing mother is the purity of food and drink
taken during this period.

"The Pure Malt Tonic"

is a hquid food containing the highly nourishing proper-
ties of the Barley Malt. It is retained by the most

delicate stomach, and is readily assimilated.

ASK YOUR PHYSICIAN

MALT RAINIER DEPARTMENT

Seattle Brewing & Malting Company
SEATTLE, U. S. A.

Pure Food Guarantee on

Every Bottle
SPOKANE, WASH.

WM. BLACKMAN,
161 South Post St.

DlHtrlbiitliie AgrciK'ios at

PORTLAND. ORE. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
S. M. BLUMAl'KR, JOHN KAl'P i SON.

64 Third St.

.a charge on the road, and their earnings
were not sufficient to enable them to meet
it. It was a question whether this in-

terest was not payable through services

rendered in the transportation of men,
material and mails. The matter soon
reached the Supreme Court, and its de-

cision as written by Justice Davis so

fully covers the contention as to warrant
the somewhat lengthy extracts given be-

low. In his opinion Judge Davis said :

"The enterprise (the building of the

Pacific Railroads) was viewed as a na-

tional undertaking for national purposes,
and the public mind was directed to the

end rather than the particular means to

be employed for the purpose. Although
the road was a military necessity there

were other reasons active at the time in

producing an opinion as to its necessity

besides the protection of our exposed
frontier. There was a vast unpeopled

territory between the Missouri River and

Sacramento, which was practically worth-

less without the facilities afforded by a

railroad for the transportation of jx-rsons

and ]:)roperty. With its construction the

agricultural and mineral resources could

be developed, settlements made, and the

wealth and power of the United .States

essentially increased. But then there was
also the pressing want in times of peace,
even of an improved and cheaper method
for the transportation of mails and sup-

plies for the army and the Indians. The
policy of the country to say nothing of

the supposed want of power stood in the

way of the United States taking the work
into its own hands. Even if this were not

so, reasons of economy suggested it were
better to enlist private capital and indi-

vidual enterprise in the project. This

Congress undertook to do, and the in-

ducements held out were such as it was
believed would procure the requisite cap-
ital and enterprise. Rut the purpose in

presenting these inducements was to pro-
mote the construction an^i operation of a

work deemed essential. It is fair to sup-

pose that Congress inferred the services

to be rendered the road to the Govern-
ment would equal the interest to be i)aid.

Congress well knew that the Government
bound Itself to pay interest every six

months, and the principal at the time the

bonds matured, resting satisfied with the
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entire property as security for the ulti-

mate payment of the principal and in~

terest."

The decision resulted in the Govern-
ment paying the bonds, principal and in-

terest, holding the entire account as a

charge against the road. In connection

with this came up the question of the

payment of five per cent of the net earn-

ings of the road, as called for by the

Charter, to apply towards the extin-

guishment of the Government indebted-

ness. By Act of Congress in 1874, the

Secretary of the Treasury was directed

to require this, and failing to receive it,

to bring suit against the road. This also

went to the Supreme Court and its deci-

sion, in 1878, was that the company must

pay this, it defining net earnings as what
was left out of the gross earnings after

deducting all the expense of organiza-
tion, operation, or for betterments paid
out of earnings.

In 1878 the "Thurman Act" became
law. This provided that the five per
cent of the earnings, the one half the

earnings on Government traffic, plus a

sufficient sum to bring the entire annual

payment up to twenty-five per cent of

the net income of the road but not to ex-

ceed $85,600 per annum, should go into

a sinking fund towards the extinguish-
ment of the Government indebtedness at

the time the bonds matured. When this

time came the total less this sinking fund
amounted to some forty-seven million

dollars, and this being paid the Govern-
ment in cash released the line from its

obligations in 1899, the figures being :

Amount due the Goyernment
From Union From Kansas

Pacific Pacific

Principal $27,236,512.00
Interest 31,211,691.75

Total $58,448,203.75 $12,891,900.19
Less Slnlcing Fund 18,194,618.26 6,303v000.00

$40,253,585.49 $ 6,588,900.19

After the absorption of the Kansas
Pacific and Denver Pacific in 1880, the

company entered into an aggressive pol-

icy of extension by the building of new
lines and the absorption of old. In pur-
suance of this the Denver, Texas &
Fort Worth and Fort Worth and Den-
ver City Railroads, 801 miles Denver,

Colorado, to Fort Worth, Texas, became
a part of the system, as did also the

New York and Ohio Money
Office of Julia C. B. Nichols, insurance and real estate; real estate bough

and sold; all kinds of insurance placed; surety, court and fidelity bonds. Han-

cock, N. Y., April 14, 1908. Merchants' Protective Association, Salt Lake City,

Utah: Dear Sir:—I sent you some claims under date of Feb. 3, 1908, for collec-

tion. This morning's mail brought me a money order for one of the claims against

Mr. Ballard of Brooklyn, N. Y. I thank you for the promptness vrith which this

has been paid. I also wish you to collect another account according to the data

given below. Note dated March 20, 1905, for one month, $27.29, with interest,

made by Lewis Landin, favor J. C. B. Nichols, indorsement for $5, under date of

June 19, 1907. Mr. Lewis Landin's address is Hancock, N. Y. Let me kno-w

the fee for this and 1 will remit. Respectfully yours, Julia C. B. Nichols.

West CarroUton, Ohio. March 28. 1908. Francis G. Luke. Esq.. Salt Lake

City, Utah; Dear Sir:—The check for $10 received O. K., and many thanks for

same. Trust you vtrill continue the good work and that I will again soon hear

from you. I have been talking to one of the merchants here about your agency,
and it may be possible,he will have you handle a number of his accounts. Res"

pectfully, S. P. Scott, for Mrs. Ham H^. ScoU.

WE COLLECT EVERYWHERE. WE WILL COLLECT
SOME FOR YOU IF YOU TURN IN YOUR CLAIMS

MERCHANTS' PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION
Scientific Collectors of Honest Debts

Suite 100 Commercial National Bank Building Salt Lake City, Utah
FRANCIS G. LUKE, General Manager "SOME PEOPLE DON'T UKE US"

FRANCIS G. LUKE
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"ACE Powder

"Peaches andCream"
describes the complexions enjoy-
ed by the users of Lablache.
They are free from blemishes,
that oily appearance, and are
smooth and velvety.
"To all ladips who dosire abraiitifulcom-

plcxioii I rccuinnu'iid Lablache—tlicKnat-
<»t of all beautlflcTS.

" Ko » ritta Jl i»« L. Mae
NVutiiinan of Evanxvillc, Iiid., whoue picture appears above.

Ji^ttse »uh$tituteB. They may be dangerous. KIp«h, White, Pink,
or Cream, .'lite. niMix, of cIru(^;{iHt» or iiv mail. Send Wc. for aamrile,

BEN. I.RVY CO., French Perfumers
Dept. 32125 Klnj{Hton St., Boston, Mass.

DON'T SHOUT!
"The Morley Phone"

makes low sounds plainly heard.

A miniature Phone for the Ear—
invisible, easily adjusted, and en-

tirely comfortable. Over fifty thou-
sand sold, giving relief from
deafness and head noises. There
are but few cases of deafness

that cannot be benefited.

Write for booklet and testimonials

THE MORLEY CO., Dept. 100

Perry'Bldg., 16th and'Chestnut St«. PHILADELPHIA

SHIRT-WAIST 99c
To advertise our exclusive de-

signs in shirt-waists for 1908,

we will send shirt-waist like cut,

stamped for shadow embroi-

dery, complete, with cot- qq
ton to embroider, all for *'*'C

FREE with every purchase—our

Special Shirt-Waist Supple*

ment, showing 24 latest designs
for shirt-waists.

The Needlecraft Shop
.382 W^ashinston Street Portland. Oregon

RECAMIER CREAM
For the Complexion

Will cure a bad
slcin and pre-
.scrve a good
one.

Used by cele-
brated beauties

forncaracentury

For Sale Everywhere.

Two sizos—
50o and 8I>00

Recamier Manfg. Co., No. 127 W. 31sl SL, N. Y. Gly
Bend for frooaampio and intoroktlng illustrated lxK> lot

Denver, Leadville & Gunnison (Narrow
Guage), Denver to Gunnison. In Utah,
the Utah & Northern (now the Oregon
Short Line), Utah Central, and Utah
Southern, were absorbed and a new line

constructed known as the Julesburg Cut-

Off, from Julesburg on the main line

to Denver, Colorado^ the Oregon Rail-

way & Navigation Company being
taken over on leace. This brought
the mileage of the Union Pacific system
up to 8167 miles at the beginning of

1893. Of this, 1823 was Union Pacific

(the Kansas Pacific and Denver Pacific

being regarded as part of the main line),

and the remainder, 6M4 miles. were lines

owned, leased and controlled.

Gould ren^ained identified with the

company from the time of the absorption
of the Kansas Pacific in 1880, up to 1883,

when he sold his holdings, devoting his

attention to the building up of what is

known as the Gould System in the South-

west, i. e., the Missouri Pacific-Texas

Pacific-International & Great Northern,
etc. When Gould bought a controlling in-

terest in the Union Pacific its stock was

selling from thirty to forty ; when he sold

it the quotations were sixty to seventy.
The Kansas Pacific stock that gave him
control of that line was bought from

St. Louis parties at twelve and one-half .

cents, afterwards it went as low as
;

three cents. Hints of his intention to

consolidate it with the Union Pacific were

let out with the result it rapidly appre-
ciated in price so as to permit him to

consummate the deal of exchanging
share for shafe, givin'g him an average

])rofit of four hundred per cent on his

investment. With his retirement came
what is known as the "Adams adminis-

tration." Charles Francis Adams had

been one of the Government directors of

the road, and as such had become en-

thused over its possibilities as a dividend-

paying proposition. Through his influ-

ence there liad been a steady and exten-

sive purchase of its secur^Uies by the peo-

ple of New England, so much so that

when Gould retired the control was held

by them, and Adams elected President of

the company, succeeding Sydney Dillon,

who had been president for just ten years
under the Gould regime.
The road was found to be in bad shape

both financially and physically. It was

largely over-capitalized, burdened with
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CRYSTAL
Domino
SUGAH
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ealed Boxes Onlj^ I
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pdlher could the most particuldr people ask for more perled purrtj.
nor economical pwplfi

for less ^a^W.

By Grocers EVerywher

branch lines that were iinremunerative,
the Government debt rapidly approach-
ing maturity, the track and equipment
had been allowed to run down, notwith-

standing which Gould had been paying
dividends. Its earning powers were also

greatly impaired by the construction of

the Santa Fe, Northern Pacific, and Den-
ver & Rio Grande, all of them taking
more or less of the traffic that had been

coming to the Union Pacific. Adams im-

mediately discontinued the payment of

dividends, and also the further extension
of its mileage, making a strenuous effort,

through economy and retrenchment, to

arrest its course toward bankruptcy.
Under his administration, 1884 to 1890,
much was done to bring up the physical
condition of the property. Increased

competition by the building of new lines

into its territory prevented any very ma-
terial increase in earnings, in fact the
Adams administration was largely acad-
emic or theoretical—it did not commend
itself to shippers and patrons of the
road and was fore-doomed to failure. In
1890 an emergency arose requiring the

use of large amounts of ready cash and
the only source this .could be obtained

from was Gould. As a result came the

second Gould administration, Adams re-

tiring from the presidency, being suc-

ceeded by Sydney Dillon, whom he- had
succeeded in 1884. Conditions were too

bad for even Gould with all his great

ability. The panic of 1893 and the par-

alysis of the West that resulted brought
the earnings to ebb tide. This on top of

the load of debt the company was carry-

ing could only result in one way, and in

1893 default was made in its interest,

resulting in the appointment by the

United States Court at Omaha of three

receivers, S. H. H. Clark, the General

Manager, O. W. Mink, its Vice Presi-

dent, and E. Ellery Anderson, being
named as such. One month later two
additional receivers were added, these

latter, F. R. Coudert and J. W. Doan, be-

ing intended to represent the interests of

the United States in the property. At
the time the receivers were appointed
the affiliated lines were cut loose, separ-
ate receivers were named for the Texas
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y^OVINiiPlCTUBE

J4AN

I Will Start Men and Women

in the Moving Picture Business

-A/ nominal cost— sell ihem the machine
and outfit from $155 upward, and give them every
assistance in my power to make the business pros-

perous. It is one of the best money- making op-

portunities of the ape, for I have already started

scores of people in all parts of America, and every
one has been successful. Many of these are
women who own and operate little five- cent

theatres, and are making themselves independent.
It is a business that will not wear out or lose its

drawing power. You may open a small theatre

or hall of your own or entertain churches, clubs,

societies and large or small public or private gather-

ings in city, town or country. 1 made $1 5,000 in

one year at my moving picture hall on Milwaukee

Avenue, Chicago, and that was only a side issue of

my business. Men who have a little money lying

idle; business men who want a profitable side issue

or young men and women who want a quick-

paying business of their own should write to me
immediately for prices, plans and details. It is a

golden opportunity, the biggest paying business for

the amount invested in the world. The moving

t>icture

business is now at the height of its popu-
arity, and so simple and

easily
started and main-

tained that any one may embaik in it with my aid.

WRITE ME AT ONCE for my free book
"How to Start a Moving Picture Butinen."
No other concern can compete with me in

quality, pfce or variety of stirring, exciting
and beautiful motion picturei. Write today.

My machines and film service are in many of America's
sreatrst theatres and vaudeville houses. 1 am recognized
nationally as a leader in my line. Write direct to

LAEMMLE FILM SERVICE
CARL LAEMMLE. President

Address all Correspondence to

Dept 27 196198 Lake St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Branch Houses in all the Piincipal Citiea,

Cable Address - FILMER.

and Colorado lines, the Oregon Short

Line, and the Oregon Railroad and Nav-

igation Company reverted to their orig-
inal companies, though in the case of the

Oregon Short Line the controlling in-

terest remained vested in the Union Pa-

cific, and through its lease of the Oregon'
Railroad & Navigation Company, that

line also. The road remained in the

hands of receivers until 1899, when it$

control came into the hands of E. H.-

Ilarriman and his associates. A plan for

its reorganization was successfully car-'

ried out, and this carried with it the wip-

ing out of the Government debt as out-

lined above.

Since the reorganization the line has

been practically rebuilt, in many places
the original location was made around
obstructions rather than incur the ex-

pense of going direct. In the rehabilita-

tion of the line to its original prominence
as the transcontinental line, all such er-

rors were rectified. Grades were cut

down, curves eliminated, tlie distance

shortened and the whole physical condi-

tion of the property put in first class

shape.
Before leaving the history of the road,

one trouble that the road has encountered

remains to be mentioned, and that is

train robbery. During the forty years
of its existence it has had a number of

such experiences. These belonged to the

age of Western desperadoes or "bad

men," passed and gone, it is to be hoped.
These were a class of men, the outgrowth
of conditions in the West, without the

fear of God, man or the law. Single or

in bands, they made attacks on the trains,

robbed the mail and express, and occa-

sionally the passengers. The Union Pa-

cific was particularly exposed to these

depredations. For one reason, it ran

through long stretches of unsettled coun-

trv, and then it being the short line be-

tween the East and West was the favored

route in the matter of valuable ship-

ments. Among the most noted occur-

rences of this kind was tne Big Springs

robbery in 1877. Twelve masked men
took possession of the station of that

name in Wyoming, gagged and bcnmd

the employees, cutting the telegraj)!!

wires. Upon arrival of the westbound

traiti they lieid it up, securing some sixty-

five thousand dollars and four gold
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TEAR THIS OFF
AND USE IT TO OBTAm

INTENSELY INTERESTING INFORMATION
about tlie land wliere opportunity abounds.

Check off below the subjects in which you are most
interested :

CLIMATE I I
MANUFACTURING

IRRIGATION

FRUIT

MINING

WHEAT
DAIRYING

KEEP
YOUR EYE

\ ON
*, IDAHO

I

^o.

Literature

TELLING
(

OPPORTUNITIES

RAILROADS

TOWNSITES
MERCANTILE
SCHOOLS
RESORTS

Ask any questions you wish to have answered :

Your iiaiuo.

Address^

MAIL THIS COUrON TO
REILIY ATKINSON, SECRETARY -TREASURER

LUGUE OF'SO. IDAHO COMMERCIAL CLUBS

BOISE, IDAHO

^/Af^' - •'

Southern IDAHO
MILD WINTERS-MILD SUMMERS
No extreme lieat or cold. Life here is a perpetual
delight. Long growing season. Glorious sunshine.

For accurate information about any part of Southern Idaho write to Commercial
Club in any of the following cities comprising the League:

American Falls
Bellevue
Boise
Buhl
Caldwell

Cambridge
Filer

Gooding
Kuna
Middleton

Mountainhome
Nampa
Payette
Pocatello

Roseberry

Rupert
Shoshone
Star
St. Anthony
Twin Falls

Weiser
OPPORTUNITY SEEKERS CORDIALLY IVELCOME

LEAGUE OF SOUTHERN IDAHO COMMERCIAL CLUBS
REILLY ATKINSON. SECRETARY-TREASURER BOIBE. IDAHO

Don't forgpt to montlon The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will ho --7-o^intod.
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FAMOUS CALIFORNIA BUNGALOWS
A p<>rtf<ilii> c-niitainintt pictures and plana of the homes that have made
Calif.irnia famwis a« ''iho h.Miio of tha B.ini.-alow," sunt post-paid for

II 00. Shows homes ranging in price In.ni »l,0«e to «7,000. V, ith full

description, appnixiniate cost, etc. Artistic in desixn, perfection in

arciiitccturo; tl>e ideal homo for any climate. Complete working plans

and BpociHcatioiu for any l)iiii((alow shown may lie had at a nominal cost.

B. M. MORRIS, Architect, 308 Groise BMc, LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Portland. Oregon Seattle. Washington

ScenicPostCards
Of every point of interest, city and town'on the

Pacific Coast from

ALASKA TO MEXICO
(For thoTr.KloOnlv)

Special cards made to order in every known process. Write
to have our photographer visit your city and

take views for reproduction

. PORTLAND POST CARD CO.
Publishers, Importers and Jobbers
Post Cards of Every Description

Publishers of the Official Post Cards and View Books of the

Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition, Seattle, 1909

Seattle Office Portland Office

222-223 Arcade Annex 330 Burntide St.

'**'

Opportunities

For Settlers
Is the title of a booklet that has just
been iiublished by the Portland Railway,
Light & Power Company.

There are golden opportunities for

farmers, dairymen and fruitgrowers
within easy reach of Portland, on the

rich farming and fruit lands along the

Oregon Water Power lines of the Port-

land Railway, Light & Power Company.

A market for every variety of farm
and garden product la readily found in

Portland, and low rates over the O. W. P.

lines, coupled with quick transportation,
enable the farmer to realize large prof-
Its.

Reliable Information concerning tim-
ber lands, fiirnris, stock ranches, fruit

lands and all kinds of suburban prop-
erty situated ndlncent to the O. W. P.

lines will be gladly supplied.

Kor copies of booklet write to

LAND AGENT

Portland Railway Liglit 6^Power

Company
First and Alder Streets, Portland, Oregon

watches from the express and passen-

gers, then mounting their horses rode

off. A reward of ten thousand dollars

for their arrest immediately followed,

and after an extensive search three of

the robhers and about half the money
were captured, the men being hung for

tlieir crimes. It is said that the others

of the gang were apprehended and dealt

with by a Frontier Court, with Judge
Lynch presiding, this however is tradi-

tion not being susceptible to verification.

Another case of the same nature occurred

in 1898 among the hills of Wyoming
west of Cheyenne. The first section of

the "Overland," bound west, was flagged
and brought to a stop. A culvert behind

it was blown up by dynamite to prevent
interference on the part of those on the

second section. The express and mail

cars were looted and the robbers rode

off. A "Man Hunt" almost unparalleled
in the history of crime followed. Per-

sistent pursuit resulted in their being ap-

prehended one by one excepting two who
were killed resisting arrest, one in Crip-

ple Creek, Colorado, and the other in

Kansas City, Missouri.

Today the Union Pacific is the center

of the great Railroad Combination known
as the Harriman System, its capitaliza-

tion six hundred and fifty millions, its

mileage 2955 miles, while the system
identified with it has a rail mileage of

nearly twenty-two thousand miles, with

a total capitalization of nearly two bil-

lions.

Watch for the Cai

Progress of The Pacific Monthly's Trans-

continental Automobile Party

At the time of this writing, THE
PACIFIC MONTHLY car is stirring

tiic dust through the Dakota Bad Lands.

Notwithstanding a deal of real hardship,
the party is well and jolly and making
remarkably good time Eastward. The

trippers are attracting much attention

along the route, and our enterprise is

being widely and most favorably com-

mented upon.
The comjilete story of the adventures

and interesting experiences of Messrs.

McLane and Tulles, together with their

impressions of places visited, or regions

traversed, would make most interesting
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Film

Premos
For the happy days of vacation time

Tliey are tlie lightest and most

compact of cameras—the easiest

to load and operate.

It will take you but a few

moments at the dealer s to verify
these facts, and they re worth ver-

ifying, for they re the essential

points oi all camera construction.

Notice also, that Film Premos
load in daylight, offer the choice

of tray or tank development and

have finer lenses and shutters than

you 11 find on any other cameras

at the price.

Two styles :

FILM PREMO NO. 1, SJ4 x 4 '4'. $10.00 ;

3Xx 5K. $12.50 ; 4 X 5. $12.50 ; 5 x 7. $20.00.

FILM PREMO NO. 3. 3'4' x 4^. $21.00;

3X X 5>^. $23.00; 4x5. $23.00.

Our latest booklet.
"
Oh For a Camera." anj catalogue of

over 50 Jittereat styles and sizes, at the dealer's, or mailed
free on request.

Rochester Optical Division
Eastman Kodak Company

72 South St. Rochester, N. Y.

When

^Ji>«^ the Other Fellow

Steps Over Your Head
It /ars you to have some other fellow

step over your head and take possession
of the job you've had your eyes on for

some time.

A little thinking brings you face to

face with the undeniable fact that

training is responsible for it.

To advance you must have the prac-

tical training that makes you an expert
at the occupation ot your own choice.

Without any cost to you whatever, the I. C. S.

will tell you how YOU can get in line for promo-
tion. Simply mark the attached coupon opposite

the occupation you like best, and mail it to-day.

During May 205 students voluntarily re-

reportcd salary increases and promotions
secured wholly through I. C. S. training.

Mail the Coupon NOW

International Correspondence Schools,
Box 974 , 8CRA.NTON, PA.

Please explain without fUrther obligation on my part how ]
can qualify for euiployinent or advancement in the position be-
fore which I have marked "X"

Bookkeeper
8tenoi;raphcr
AilTerliBemeot Writer

(•how Cord Writer
Window Trimmer
Commeroiiil Law
Illustrator
Civil Service
Ohentlftt
Textile MIIlBupl.
Eloctrltlaii
Kleo. Engineer

Mechanical Uraftstuan

Telephone Engineer
Elec. Llithttng tMipi.
Mechaii. Kni;lnr4'r
Plumber & .Steam fitter

^tutiunnry Eniclneer
Civil Knclneer
ItulldlniT Contractor
Arehltec* I Draftsman
Architect
Structural Enelnecr
itanklne
Ml nine Engineer

Street and So.^

Clty_

Dou't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advert Iscrs. It will be appreciated
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WASHINGTON
King County, White River Valley, tvv^o miles from Seattle's city

limits, twenty miles from Tacoma, on line of Northern Pacific

Railroad, . Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway, Columbia &
Puget Sound Railway and Puget Sound Electric Railway, is the

surest place on earth for the person with $100.00 to get out of the

rut, and make a snug sum of money. It is the town of

EARLINGTON
If you were on the groujid you would not hesitate, because

you could see at once, that the location of EARLINGTON and its

resources w^ill make property advance substantially and steadily.
One year ago EARLINGTON property could have been bought for an

average of $250.00 per lot. Today it is selling for $400.00 per lot.

Never before in all the West was such a safe, sure, big money-
making opportunity offered the person with only a few hundred
dollars. This property can be bought for a small cash payment
and small payments monthly.

If you want to get ahead you can do so by buying EARLINGTON
PROPERTY at its present prices.

Write today for our special selling plan and get our maps showing exact location, rail-

roads, rivers, etc. Also ask for Booklet "K"—IT'S FREE.
The money kings of the United States are buying land in Washington. NOW is

your time to act. NOT tomorrow.
You will never become wealthy by stinting yourself and trying to pile up a for-

tune from your salary.
We want you to write to us NOW. We can help you to get started on the

road to financial independence.
P. S.—A superior grade of coal has just been discovered at

Earlington and a company is being organized to develop and operate
the mine. The indications are that there is a sufficient quantity
to make the mine a commercial success. By the time this

announcement reaches you, we should have full particulars
and we will be glad to correspond with you about it.

Fill out the coupon on this page and mail it to us

today. Address :

Jones-Thompson Investment Co.

113 Seneca Street

SEATTLE : WASHINGTON

Dou't forget to mention Tlie Pacific Montlily wlien dealing with advertisers. It will Ve appreciated.
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JAP ROSE
(TRANSPARENT)

SOAP

OopTriftit, 1808, b7 Jm. S. Kirk * Co.

When traveling one
should avoid the use of

"public" toilet soaps found
on trains and in hotels—

generally highly scented

to conceal ingredients in-

jurious to the sKin. Pro-
cure a caHe of Jap Rose
and be assured of a per-
fect shin cleanser which
lathers freely in either

hard or soft water. It is

made from the purest
vegetable oils, scented
with the essence of nat-
ural flowers. Jap Rose is

"Perfect for the bath."
IT CANNOT BE IMITATED

JAS. S. KIRK (SL CO.
392 N. 'Water St., CKicago.
irWir S*ad «• 6c In ttAmpi far tlxK n^tM:* larrf. drawlnrfa af laaana.a

and! of the "Everedr Klndlers"
every month and should be in youT».
express prepaid, ll.&O; without knife,

Save time, patience and labor
hT uiiii{ the "Everedy
KIndler" and drawknife.
The must practical device for
cutting kindling wood for the
ranfee, fireplace or furnace. Is

easily operated by man, woman
or child. Made of the best
milled iteel—will last a life-

time. Weights lbs , heiKht S
inches. Keep in the kitchen
near the stove ready for use.
Stand a stick of ordinary flre-

W4X)d upright between jaws and
clamp tight by pressing fixit on
lower end of lever—then make
shavings by cuttiuc upward
with the drawknife. «'e fur-
nish 6-inch drawknife made of
the best English sU-el. TIkhis-

'

are going into American home*
Order direct fr<»m us. Pric«,

$1.00. Address with remitUBC.

WAIUN, ROBB MFG. CO..
821 North Fife Street Tacoma. WaalunKton

Be
A

larga drawlnift af Japanat*
chlldraa by Marlon Millar. I^Diri?
withaat any advartitlag E MkL,E,

Don't rurirct to montlon Tbo Paclflc Moiillily \\\

DOCTOR°Kr
$3000 to $5000 A YEAR

WE TEACH YOU BY MAIL
In Dlz months you can be(?in practicing Mechano-

Tberapy—an elevating and blKuly paid profe»8loa
f >r men and women. More conipreheniUve Uua
( ).'<teopathjr. Endorsed by pbyMlolaiiu, A faa-
clnatlng study, eaisy to leam and equal to colleg.

course— we guarantee success — an ordlnarj
education and our course of Instruction tits yoa
for a professional life. Authorised diploma.
to Kraduates. Work absorbingly Interesting.
Vast opportunities for social and flnaneial
betterment. Special terms now. Write today
for prospectus—IVee.

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF MECHANO-THEMPT
DepU 519, t20.11t8 Kamdolph Ht., Chlcaca

^loooromoooYEAR
^/—^ IN THE REAL ESTATE BUSINESS

Wetcaoh you liy mail every branch €)f i)<c Keal >:ctate. lieneir'
Brokerage, and Insurance Business, and appoint yuu

SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE
of the oiliest and largest co-operative real estate and broker-
8Ee<i>mpaiiy in America. Representatives are making 13.000
to $1(1. (HIO a year without any investmeotof capital. Excellent

opjxirtunities open to YOU. By our system you can begin
making money in a few weeks without interfering with your
presentoccupation. Our co-operative department will give you
more cli"ico, salalile projierty to handle than any other insti-

tution in llio wirlil. A Thorouirh Coamrrrlal Law r»ara.
FREE to F.aeh KeprrsenUtlie. Writo for e2-pa(e book. free.

THK CtOSS COUrANY. 17S9leapw Block. aic.<e

KWITURFIGURWURY fg'ulg'^R'S
32-paKe book. Simplificci (isuring on Rapid Calculation..
The only book of its kind. Be a Rapid Calculator. Ten
cents for mailing charges.

FRANK MALONE. 32 MiU. Building. ST. LOUIS. MO.

LOOK!
I l[> *1US It ill. now TO Kill

$500.00 A MONTH
IN THr.

REAL ESTATE BUSINESS
And will then appoint you our Sprctat Rrpr9»€ntali¥*,

to co-operate with ui in your own locality. You can nwka
big mostcy, no matter where you are or what your occupatJOA.

NO INVESTME^^• NECESSARY

We are Giving Away 500 Gnirset

"A PLAIN TALK ON THE REAL ESTATE BUSINESS"
IMran a.^ A TNC nilKl ILtLTT AKO WNINC CO . F«1 i^k. *>k

11 iliiillng with nilTortlm^rs. It will be apprecUtod.
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^e»t in the World—Awarded Prize Medals Everywhere

Cawston
Ostrich Feathers

Direct From Our Farm in California
We Have No Agents—Money Returned If Not Satisfied

Cawston ostrich feather tips, plumes, boas, stoles, etc., are all made in our tac- Tl|p Rpcf
tory on the farm and have life, lustre, strength and beauty not found in other * "*' *'*^«"-

feather goods. We sell direct to the consumer only, at producers prices, ppofUpj.ValllANEW FALL CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST * *=«*i"«=» T aiuc
FKUKUSELY ILLUSTRATKD, .SKNT FKKE ON RKtiUKST. W H I T li T O B A X .

£yg|> OffcFed

^^ OSTRICH FARM
P. U. Box 67 South Pasadena, Cal.

f

Beautiful plume i 5 inches long, full and

wide, black, white or any solid color,

price $5.00. Free Delivery Everywhere.

WE DO REPAIR WORK
Send us your old ostrich feathers to be cleaned, dy-
ed, repaired, made over and recurled to look like new

^^$1,500 a Year forLife
Axar one who can spare $2.50 or more a month can purchase an undivided interest in

our 15,000-acre rubber plantation in Iropical Mexico. $25 a month paid
through the development period of our plantation, should bring you an aver-

age revenue of $1,500 a year net profit as long as you live, and leAve an
annuity for your heirs. If you wish to save for old age or provide for the days
when you feel entitled to retire from constant work, this is a most excellent

opportunity. It is more profitable than life insurance, and not so long to wait;
_. ^ •^^^^'^^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^ estate, yet not so costly; better than a savings bank for the proEt

^^ All wealth comes from the earth, and our 15,000 acres well •watered, accessible to
I ^^^ markets, and superintended by an experienced and capable American manager, should

^ ^^^^^^ vield large and steady profits.

^^^^^^^^ We are changing the production of crude rubber from the primitive and destructive

^^^^^B^^ methods heretofore employed by the natives to the most scientific and successful plan

^^^^^^W known to modern forestry,
I ^^^^KC^ There is nothing speculative about crude rubber. It can be sold every day in the yeerf
I ^^^^^m in any market in the world at a price that has been steadily increasing for years. For a quar-
I ^HV^ ter of a century the world's supply has been spoken for months before it reached the

^Hb civilized market. The price has doubled in a decade, and the question of future supply

^^^^-H ^hI *b of vast moment, and can only be solved by the scientific cultivation of the rubber tree.

^^^^^^BM^H^^^ We are engaged in this immensely profitable industry on a large scale, having nearly

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ one million rubber trees under cultivation which will be producing rubber in due time.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^B| The unusual opportunity is now open to you to secure shares in our plantation.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H Each share represents an undivided interest in our land, upon which we expect to soon

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H have growing at least 1 ,500,000 rubber trees and 500,000 cocoanut trees, besides other

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H tropical products. The great work we have accompliihed absolutely assures the suc-^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
cess of our enterprise.

We have full and complete literature showing conclusive facts, logical figures and
definite references of good character, proving beyond any doubt that our proposition is

.
, ^

bona fide, certain and profitable.
It IS worth your time to ask for our booklets. In justice to yourself you should provide against the ravages of time,

the chances of poverty and the misfortunes of ill health, by making an investment and securing a competent income
that will cover all necessary living requirements. fl Write for our booklet: "A Safe and Profitable Investment,'
and satisfy yourself that our statements are correct. Over 900 people, after thoroughly investigating our propo-
sition, have become associated with us in this great enterprise, fl Write today for facts which will put you in close
touch with every detail of our plan. Our literature is stntfree, and every request will receive immediate attention.

CONSERVATIVE RUBBER PRODUCTION COMPANY
610 Monadnock Building, San Francisco, Cat.

ONE OF OUK 15 MONTHS
OLD TREES

Don't forget to montlon Tlie Paclflo Monthly wnen dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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y

greatest Gold

Drcdgind Enter-,
prisemtneWorld

THE YUKON BASIN GOLD DREDGING COMPANY ^'^'o^;.
compknr organized nnder tha territorial laws of the Cnlted State*.

rpplfitereO find sanctioned by tbe strict laws of the Dominion of Canada, its proper-
ties are 106 miles river frontage, or more tban 10,0C0 acres on tbe famous Stewart
Rlver.tbe richest gold-bearing placer field In tbe world. Title absolute from the
Canodlpn goverrment throuBhWllllnm Ogllvie, formerly governor of Yukon Terri-
tory and now president and actual field manager ot Tnkon Basin Gold Dredging Co

THE GOLD DREDGE IS A WONDERFUL MODERN INVENTION
Bacn dredge put In tbe field will do tbe work of l,ObOmen.and we propose to Install twenty
as rapidly as it Is possible to make arrangements. Our first dredge is now being: as-
Bemhled at White Horse, falcon Territory,and will be floated to our holdings on the

Btewait hivei audwiP atonco 1 1 fin the recovery of gold for out stuckholders. Tbegroundla
luUy tested and immensely valuable.

1 Lis Is tbe blgxest gold dredgi ng proposition in America. Carefnl tests covering 30 miles
cf OUT leaseholds went as high aslU.OOand averaged more than II. (J6 per yard. Fabulous fortuneb are
being made dredging In California on ground averaging only 16 cents per yard.
DDIPE nC CTnrif Unilf or OEMTC Weconslder this stock intrinsically worth par and In
rniwC Ur OIUwIW nUlW CQ bCHIO a reasonable length of time it will bo paying large
dividends on that amount. A limited amount of full paid, non-assessable treasury itock will be *old
atiiS CKNTS per share. Price will be advanced •con. Far value $1.00. Stock may be
had on ten monthly installment payments.

Write for prospectus containing nilnutestdetalls. Writeand ask questions Address

YUKON DASIN GOLD DREDGING COMPANY '^
^'"'"^i^i'^i'^fTKANSAS CITT. MO.

HowMuch DoesYour
Water Cost ?

STOP A MINUTE — FIGURE IT OUT
and then write us for

particulars regarding
The Columbia Auto-
matic Hydraulic
Ram. The cheapest
method of raising water

in existence. No cost of opera-

tion. No attendance required.

*'Zbc (rolora^o (Bern" "or?e'm'tf."nV."
A beautiful, GrNtJiNK Topaz of puresl
whito color, flin>Ht Diamond cut, wonder-
ful l)rillianrv nnil grciit hurdneiw. Kn-
domed by londlna eipcrto, KarBupcrior
to the l>ei<t ImltatioB Diamond »»vcr pro-
duced. Rcmombor. T GUAKANTrK thcno
ptonoB to 1)0 OFNT7INK. Hpeclal price,
K.nOench.S for$5.nn. Hire upto2carnU.
Fr«>e Booklet. AiMre»H with remittanros
H. riNPEMANN, ExpertOem Cutler
1282 CQiampa Street Denver. Ooi.

GET O I IPIP
THIS IX i JL 1L#

Hydraulic Ram
if there is a stream, spring
or pond near by and have

running water wherever you want it.

PVMPS WATER WITH WATER
wcrks continuously without attention. No expense
for power, nothiDg: to get out of order. Raises water
30 feet for each foot offall. For Home, Farm, Irriga-
tion, and all purposes. Over 7,000 in use. Free Plans
and Estimates furnished. Write today.

RIFE ENGINE CO.. 2155 Trinity Bld^ NEW YOUK

Don't
Suffer
From Hayfever

Wear a Comfort Nasal -filter,
which fillers the aft through fine
linen and prevents you from in-

haling pollen, dust and other ir-

ritating substances. Thoroughly
tested and merit proved in all

climates. Made of sterling sil-

ver, light weight, sanitary and
practically invisible. Cleanse under faucet or drop
into boiling water. If you live in a dusty clinnate,
work in a dusty place, or use an auto, a Comfort
Nasal-filter is an absolute necessity to comfort.

PRICE. $2.00
UNIVERSAL SUPPLY CO.,432aobeBld(!..Sl.Piul.MinB.
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Putting tlie Car
In Commission

ZEROLEHE
AUTO

Lubricating

ou

When you put your car "in commission,"
you want it to "stay put." Good lubrication is

almost the first requirement. Avoidance of carbon

deposits is of prime necessity. Both are accomplished
by the use of ZEROLENE, the new friction-proof,

trouble proof, carbon-proof oW. Your spark plug troubles
will cease—you can forget all about them if you use

Zerolene. This oilis produced in only one place in the world.
ZEROLENE is made in only one grade. This one

grade works perfectly in every type of gasoline engine.
Leaves practically no carbon deposit, and keeps cylinders and

rpark plugs clean.

Sealed cans with non-refilling spout protect against substitu-

tion of inferior oils. Alse put up in barrels for garage trade.

Sold by dealers everywhere.
SXAIKDARn Oil, COMPA3SY

(Incorporated)

ElectricityNow Does All the

Washing and Wrin^in^
We nowatfach an electric motor to the famous

1900 Washer. It operates the wringer, too.

Connect it with a light fixture, as you connect
a table lump. Turn on the current as you turn
on the light.
The Washer then operates just like oar hand

washer, only you don't need to touch it.

When the washing is done,move a small lever,
and the motor connects with the wringer. The

one motor, operating both the washer and
wringer, does every whit of the work.

Please think what that means. The hardest

drudgery there is about housework done by
two cents' worth of electricity

Servants happy; laundry bills saved; clothes

lasting twice as long. For the "lOOO" does wash-
ing better than any other method known.
Now electricity makes the washer go. Doesn't

that sound like a new era for women?

Send No Money-We Pay Freight

.

This outfit does just as we claim. Does
all of the washingr.allof thewrinfrinjr. Docs
the work better than you can do it by hand.
Does it with less wear on clothes.
The facts, we know, seem too good to be

true. So we propose this:
If you are responsible, we will send you

the Washer, Wrinsrcr and Motor, all on .30

days' trial. Wo will prepay the freight.
You don't invest a penny—don't commit

yourself at all. Do four washings with it.

Try it on dainty things, heavy things.every-
thing. Then, if you think that you can get
along without it, we will take it back.
Your 30 days' use will be free.
You have no obligation whatever. Treat

us just like a dealer who shows you a
washer. If you don't want it when the
month is up, simply say so.

But don't go on washing in the old way
withoutknowingwhat this method means to

you. Women have no right to do such hard
work when electricity can do it for them.
Send first for our Washer Book, to know

all about it. Then, if you'll try it, just tell

us to send it on.
Please cut out this coupon —now—before

you forget it.

The 1900 JVasher Co. 3193 Henry St.,

Binghamton, 1 '. Y.

Please send me the book about the Klectrio

! Washer.

Name^

Address -.

We Imvo also a Oiiuadiun fictory.

Don't forget to mention The Paciac Monthly when dealiiiK with advertisers. It will be upprooiated.
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PRESIDENT
SUSPENDERS

Whatever your occupation; whether indoors or out, at

work or at play. President Suspenders allow unrestrained

freedom of movement. There's no pull at shoulders or but-

tons when you bend, twist, reach or make any movement of

the body.

The "give and take* action of the cords in the back,

found only in President Suspenders, tells why they give

perfect comfort and longest service.

Ask for Presidents in Sammer-weight lUle webbing, the coolest

suspenders for Summer wear.

Various weights and lengths suited to all requirements,

highest quality webbing, rust-proof trimmings.

Makers' guarantee on every pair: "Satisfaction—
New Pair—or Money Back" means exactly what it says.

If your dealer cannot supply you, we will,

postpaid on receipt of price, 50 cents.

THE C. A. EDGARTON MFG. COMPANY
712 Main Street, Shirley, Mass.

YOUR
VACATION

WHEN VISITING THE NORTHWEST
Do not fail to take a few of tlie deli(1itfiil steamer ridei on Pofct Sonnd, franJest xencrr in

tbe world. Minatnre Alaska trips. Steamers from Seattle for Victoria, Vancoaver,
Bellincbam, Port Townsend, Port Anceles, San Juan Island Points, etc.

SEATTLETHE INLAND NAVIGATION CO. Pit

Astoria & Columbia River Railroad Co.
_ Evening train leaves Portland 5:30 p. m. instead of 6 p. m. as heretofore, arrivins

StlTflTtlfiT Astoria 9:20 p. m. Runs throuKh to Seaside and Holladay. ^ Evening train from
Clatsop Beach leaves Seaside 4:50 p. m , Astoria 6: 10 p. m., arriving Portland 10 p. m.

uChcdulB to Dining-Cars on Evening Train from Portland and Evening Train from Seaside
. , _ Through morning train from Clatsop Beach leaves Seaside at 7:20 a. m., arriving

j\stOTlCl flflu
Portland 12:15 p. m. No change in morning train from Portland, which leaves 8 a. m.

elationRparh
^^"^^^^^^ seaside special leaves portlanp 2:20 p.m.

* Stopping only at Rainier, Astoria. Warrenton and Clatsop Beach Points, nrrivinc
^___________________ Seaside 5:55 p. m. Returning, this special leaves Seaside Sunday evening 6:30

p. m., arriving Portland 10:20 p. m.
EFFECTIVE SATURDAY. e »« . . d j -r d l r- t- ,

II IMC 07 lono iix Months Kound- I rip Beach fcjicursion Ticket .....S 4 00
^'^'='

^'' '^* Saturday-Monday Beach Excursion Ticket - «. ijQO^^^————^-^^— Saturday-Monday Astoria Excursion Ticket 2.50
Individual Five Round-Trip Beach Ticket

1 5^00

Tickets on Sale at City Office, Corner Third and Morrison Streets, and at Union Depot

Don't forci t t(i nitiitlim The I'lulflc Monthly when dialliiK witli a»lvt>rtls«Ts. It will U« apprtK-lated.
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MENNEITS
BORATED TALCUM

TOILET POWDER
"
Patience and Mennrn's "

dowonders for the skin and
complexion of those who
lead an outdoor life. The
continued daily use of

MENNILN'S
Borated Talcnn

TOILET POWDER.
will improve a poor complexion
and preserve a good one. For
vacation days Mennen'a is a
necessity and a comfort. It pre-
vents and relieves Chnfliiff,
^^uiibuin and PrJokly
Heat. After Bhavlngr and after
bnthlns: it is delightful. In the
nursery it is indispensable.
For your protection the grenu-

Ineisputupin i>ou-r<>fillable
boxes—the "Box that Lex,"
with Monnen's face on top.
Guaranteed under the Food and
Drugs Act, June 30, 1906. Serial
No. 1542. Sold everywhere, or by
mail 25 cents. Sample free.

Gerhard Mennen Co.
Newark, S. i.

Try Mennen's Violet (Berated)
Talcum Toilet Powder— It has the

scent of Fresh-cut Parma Vio-

^ lets. Sample free,

'Tf'X Hfnnen'a Sm Tan* Toilet Pow-
der, Oriental Odor.

Uennen's Korated Skin R<>ap
(blue wrapper). Specially
prepared for the nursery.

A'a Samples,

PARIS MODES
A Home Magazine

A MAGAZINE THAT GIVES PAYING RESULTS

50 Cents a Line from October 1, 1908
A Guarantee of 125,000

CONSULT YOUR ADVERTISING AGENT
ABOUT CONTRACTING NOW. IT WILL PAY

The Paris Modes Company
36-44 West 24th Street New York, N. Y.
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DO YOU WANT TO STOP DRINKING?
WHY NOT BEGIN TODAY AND, INVEST THE MONEY SAVED?
ANTI-FRU WILL CURE YOU. $2.00 A BOTTLE, EXPRESS PAID

COVINA COMPANY Box 234 COVINA, CALIFORNIA

Something New THE BOOK YOU WANT Something Umque

A BOB TAYLOR BOOK ENTITLED

"LIFE PICTURES"
Containing the masterpieces of the writings, orations, addresses, esiOjts, editorials and lecluies of this wizard word
painter and most famous platform entertainer and raconteur.
For years there has been a demand for the collected productions of 'Bob Taylor of Tennessee and the Universe.'
In response to this demand, THE TAYLOR-TROTWOOD MAGAZINE has compiled these productions in a
crottn octavo volume, appropriately illustrated with numerous half-tone engravings, from original drawings, and hand-
somely and durably bound in cloth.
This is a distinct addition to the literature of our country; for there is no one else who has the unique personality of

Bob Taylor. His genial humor, his love for humanity, his wit, wisdom, pathos, and his peculiarities of utterance
and remarkable collocation of words are all his own and stamp him a recognized genius. Besides his famous
addresses delivered at the Tennessee Centennial which were commented on as among the best examples of

modern oratory, the book will contain his other remarkable addresses and orations, his 'Sentiment and Story,' and
the following lectures: The Fiddle and the Boa: Castles in the Air; The Old Plantation; K/si'om and Dreams; Looe,
Laughter and Song; Paradise of Fools. ,

Every one who has heard Bob Taylor lecture will want this book. When you read it you hear the accents of the
well-loved speaker and you experience the charm of this matchless 'provoker of laughter and of tears.' If you
haven't heard Bob Taylor you will find him at his best in this book and we guarantee you the happiest experience
of your life in m2tking his acquaintance.

Price: Delivered by mail, $1,S0; with Taylor - Trotwood
Magazine one year, $2. 00

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE

THE TAYLOR-TROTWOOD PUB. CO.
Nashville, Tenn.

A Handy Addition to Every Busi-

ness and Professional Man's Desk
A concise, accurate and a handy Webster's

Dictionary. It will interest the entire family.
Has 46,29 7 defined words, 1 500 illustrations.

794 pages, color charts and maps. Well
made in every particular. Extra strong

bindings, re-inforced in the hinges. Size

7%y.5%x\% inches. Full Morocco leather

binding, flexible cover. Patent thumb index

ORDER COUPON -

The Pacific Monthly Co., Portland, Ore.
Kmloscd please Hiul »'.' (K), for which enter my tubKriptlon

to The Paolfic Monthly for one year, and s*nd me, all

i-liarneii paid, copy of the Wcheler Condensed Dirtionarjr, full
Mniiircii leather binding, in accordance with atiore offer. Add M)c
for iiostago tu all Cauadian point* and 11.00 to FnreUn Countrin.

Name ^
Addreaa _^_
Town

State

This GenuineWEBSTER'S DICTIONARY
and THE PACIFIC MONTHLY for $2.^

Don't forget to inentlon The Pacific Monthly when dealing with udvertlserH. It will Im- appreciated.
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When you ask your dealer for

Loose Fitting

B.V. D.
TraJe Mark. Regittered U. S. Patent Office.

Coat Cut Undershirts
and

Knee Length Drawers,
50c. 7S, $1.00 andfl.SO a garment,

make sure that the garments he sells you bear
this Red Woven Label

B.V Q
BEST RETAIL

TR^WE^

You'll not regret it, if you do.

B. V. D. garments are cut on large, shapely
patterns scientifically designed to give the
wearer the utmost comfort.

They are made of thoroughly tested woven
materials selected for their cooling and Wearing
qualities.

Every B.V. D. garment looks as if it had
been tailored specially for the wearer.

What is the use of taking an inferior gar-
ment just because the dealer has them in

stock, and wants to sell them to you ?

When you ask for

B. V. D'8.
Get them, and you will get value.

Write for illustrated and descriptive

Booklet" 12."

ERLANGER BROTHERS.
Worth and Church StreeU, New York.

Makers
|
B. V. D. Union Suits (Pat. 4-30-07)

of the I and B. V. D. Sleeping Suits.

The World's Best

Marksmen
The gunner& oi the U. S. Navy

and the suldiersk of the U. S.

Army must have fauItIe&^ ant*

munition. Eve» since the War
of 1812 the name

has stood for perfection in

powder.

Write foi calalojjB, s;jf.oal info i-iation,

etc.. to

E. I. DU PONl LL NEMOJRb
POWDER COMP^'^'"

Wilmington, Del.

I

Manufacturers of Explosives and

Blasting Supplies of every kind

OUR will interest you—Fac-similes of

OFFER Pprtraits of Winners of National
Field Trial Championships. Write

Dept. T, Du Pont Co., Wilmington, Del.I
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Makes More Money
Than a 5c Theatre

New Amusement Machine That Can Be Operated By

Anybody Anywhere At Big Profits!

THE
5c moving picture thealer has

proved to be the greatest amusement
development of the age. In nearly
every town and village it Is making

big money for Its operators. Its principal
drawbacks are big rent, costly furnishings,
seats, etc., and light.

The Sceneoscope is a miniature moving
picture show, which gives Just as interest-

ing an entertainment,—In fact, the same
as the best moving picture machine, and
it requires no attendance. Can be put any-
where that crowds gather. Requires no

furnishings, and plays so rapidly that in-

stead of running a show every one-half

hour, as is the case with the moving pic-
ture show, it can be made to give a show
every two minutes.

To dt.monstrate the money making pos-
sibilities of the Sceneoscope, several have
been recently placed in average good loca-

tions, just such locations as can be found in

any city or town. From these trial loca-

tions, the earnings were so large as to sur-

prise even me, accustomed as I am to see-

ing coih operated machines make big
money. These machines were operated for

pennies, though they can be made to run
for either pennies or nickles.

The Sceneoscope is the best money mak-
ing amusement machine I have ever made,
and I have been in the business from its

Inception. I have more than 600 people
working in my factory, turning out over
$1,000,000 worth of coin operated amuse-
ment machines every year. You will find

my machines in every civilized country.
I operate a great many penny arcades,

and thi.s experience, I think, qualifies me to

say that the Sceneoscope Is the greatest
money maker of them all. So convinced
am I of its great possibilities, that, unlike
all other machines which I make, I will not
sell the Sceneoscope, but will lease a lim-
ited number to responsible operators. If

you are interested In the biggest mopey
making machine proposition ever offered by
anyone, and which will require so little of
your time as not to be ^orth mentioning,
I should be pleased to send you, personally,
details of my offer.

The Sceneoscope is operated by films

identically like those used In the ordinary
moving pictures. Three people may look
into the Sceneoscope at the same time, and
the picture, instead of being magnified and
thrown upon a screen as in the moving
picture machine, arrears to the eye to be
15 by 20 inches. The illustrations are
sharper in detail and without the flicker so
common to the moving picture machine.
Phis is the only machine on the market
that reproduces actual moving pictures
from a film.

In addition to the Sceneoscope, I shoyild
like to tell you about the Immense profits
that are made in penny arcades. I have
made over 200,000 of these machines. My
factory is the largest in the world of its
kind. It occupies all of an eight-story
building, one-half block square. I started
without capital. I first made a coin oper-
ated machine by hand, and from the profits
of that increased the number of machines.
The bu.siness has grown ever since. You
will find two of my machines for one of
all other kinds made. I merely mention
these facts that you may know that any
proposal I may make comes from a busi-
ness man who is able to carry out his
promises.
The Penny Arcade pays 140 per cent

profits and over upon any investment from
$500 to $25,000. It is a permanent and
safe business, and thrives as well in the
smaller cities as well as in big cities.

If you think well enough of this propo-
sition and are looking for an honorable,
dignified, quick money makinsr business
that requires a small amount of money, no
experience, ordinary intelligence and com-
paratively little time. I know it would hx^

to your profit to write to me. There are
great profits ahead for operators of the
Sceneoscope, and there are many places In
the United States still unoccupied where
my amusement machines would earn big
money for their owners. If you want big
profits, write to me today about either the
Sceneoscope or the Arcade business

Addreta me peraonally. Private oftire 162 Mill*

Bids-. Jackson Boulevard and Green St., Chicago.

frcsltlent*

Uou't forget to uieiitlou The Pucltlc Moiitbly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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HERE IT IS

WILL NOT RUST

HOLDS THE SEAM RIGHT—YET NEVER IN SIGHT
No gaps or puckers, but always smooth, flat seams with

Pccfs in^^SSJe Eyes
Triangle Ends hold the Eye securely in place. Different from all other eyes and better. Stronger and more durable than
silk loops. Black or white. All sizes at all stores or by mail. 2 doz. eyes 5c; with spring hooks lUc. Sold only in envelopes.

PEET BROS.. Dept. R. Philadelphia, Pa.

HARTSHORN
Shade Rollers

Bear the script name of

Stewart Hartshorn on label.

Get "Improved." no tacks required.

Wood 'Rotters Tin "Rotters

YOU FEEL'SAFE WHEN WRITING A CHEQUE WITH

Around the

WorUbot
never out

•fink

BLAIRS R E D ROB i N Afro^LACK BTR D
mKi»FNCtLS THE^ATtWTOROP NtEtHt

KEEPS THE .POINJ Xi.£AR.^„ LN THE WORLD

Having no air

tube it will

not leak in

tiic pocket

Note—Bliul'* are the only Ink Pencils recognized by the United States and British GoTemments
as an improvemant on Stylographic Pens and owing to their patents cannet be imitated. For correspondence. Manifolding, Ruling and
Stenography. Having no leaky air tube it fills easier, holdf 50 per cent, more ink, and permits the use of Blair's Safety Ink-Making Cartridges, 10c
extra. Saving cost of cheque punch, fS.OO. Point will last for years. Soon saves cost. Prices; Plain, $1.00; Chased, 91.25; Chased and
Gold Mounted, 91.50; Red Cases, short, 91.25. medium or long, 91.50; by insured mail 8c more. Ordinary ink can be used.
Blair's Fountain Pen Co., 6 John St., Suite 236. New York. 15 Bisbopsgrate, Within London, E. GET AGENCY

PATENTS
' SECURED OR FEE RETURNED
Frbr opinion as to patentability. Send for Guide Book
and What To Invent, finest publication lor free distri-

bution. Patents secured by us advertised free.

EVANS, WILKENS A CO.
No. OOO F Street, N. W.. Washington, D.C.

WE WANT YOU
to devote all or part of your time to taking subscriptions to
The Pacific Monthly. There is no other publication in the
West that offers such an easy income to a wide-awake man
or woman. Write today, stating how much time you can
devote to the work and we will submit our proposition to

you. Address

AGENCY DEPARTMENT, PACIFIC MONTHLY CO.

PORTLAND, OREGON.

WePurchase

Outright
Bond issues on first

class timber proper-

ties, in amounts from

^100,000 to ^2,000,-

OOO.when well-located

and in strong hands

Pe abo d y ,

Houghteling & Co.
ESTABUSHED 1865

Room 201, 18 La Salle Street

CHICAGO

$375
Runs in all weather

on all roads

You must have a motor car that you
can depend on absolutely. You
can't afford to take chances.

The Kiblinger Motor Vehicle
has proven its superiority in
numerous tests and con-
tests. Get our free book
of facts, figures and
proof about the fa

mous Kiblinger.

Motor
uggy and

hysici an's
upe develop

11-H-P. Surrej
-HP. Swift—sure—economical.

Kiblinger
Motor
Vehicles

nej
ces
ac
tc

of

,

The best car for

country and city use—best in mud and up
J

hills. Has won prizes for
hill climbing feats and gen-
eral eflSciency.
No tire troubles—no blow-outs

or punctures. Sohd rubber tires.

,
Cheaper than a horse. Absolutely

,
guaranteed in every way. For pro-

,
fessional use and pleasure. Runs on all
roads and in all weather. Write today for
catalog and complete information.

\r WW v7.9«.«« — ^-^
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Advertising is the horsepower of business, and the

number of sales is proportionate to the amount of

well-directed advertising energy put into an enter-

prise. In August Van Norden Magazine is an

article by M. Lee Starke,who writes authoritativelyon

The Horsepower of Advertising
READ IT

A few of the good things in August Van Norden are:—

On the Wings
of the Wind

This is the story o'f the development of

aerial navigation by mechanical flight.

The United States government is about

to conduct a series of trials to deter-

^y mine the exact present status of the

The Politics

of Roosevelt

Bryon G. Newton problem.

Another remarkable, timely story is the

one in August Van Norden pointing out

the methods by which President Roosevelt

gained and kept control of the Republican

Party, and how he inaugurated a new kind ^y

of politics. Thomas B. Hanly

Still another article in the August issue of intense and timely interest is

an interview with

Bryan on "My Policies"
This interview follows up the one in July Van Norden on

"
My Pol-

icies"—^Taft.

SPECIAL OFFER
If you are a busy, up-to-date man, you certainly need Van Norden

Magazine. Go to the nearest news stand and get a copy of August issue;

look it over, and read it thoroughly. Or better, we will send you a three
months* trial subscription for Van Norden Magazine for 25 cents. Merely
put 25 cents in stamps in an envelope addressed to Van Norden Mag-
azine, 6 Stone Street, New York, together with your name and address,
and we will understand that you want the magazine beginning with the

August number for three months. •

Van Norden Magsizine
6 stone Street, NEW YORK

Don't forget to mention Tbe raclflc Moiitlily whi>u dfalliig with advert Iscrx. It will l><> ii|i|»'''< i>> (•'(>•
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SOLID BREECK

safe, compact and powerful rifle which
Toads itself and fires five shots as rapidly as
the trigger can be pulled

lUTOLOADING hf
Power-Rapidity-Safety N^-

Five smashing, knock-down blows each equal to ^wi»i^-^b
a ton hammer. ^^Sr'Ti&H*"^A lightning-like self-loading system—simply pull and ^''Ssi^V fOPTMC
release the trigger for each shot. ^*"^>««i^jk'w 'JVff .

Its solid breech and safe safety are a guarantee against accident
to the shooter's face or accidental discharge.

.35, .32, .30-30 and .25 Remington Autoloading calibres.

We invite comparison with other big game rifles.

The Remington Autoloading rifle is the only rifle

which loads itself made in .25 and .30-30 calibres.

REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY
ILION. N. Y.

Agency 315 Broadway, New^ York

YOSEMITE VALLEY
THE ALL RAIL TRIP

Daily train service to El Portal at the Park line. Observa-

tion-parlor car from which to view the Merced. Only a

few^ hours* ride from Los Angeles or San Francisco. Con-
nects with Southern Pacific and Santa Fe at Merced.

THE STAGE COACH TRIP
A grand ride through the Yosemite Park, from El Portal to

your hotel or camp in the valley, taking in many points of int-

erest—including El Capitan, Bridal Veil Falls, Sentinel Rock, Yosemite Falls, etc.

THE YOSEMITE VALLEY AND MARIPOSA BIG TREES
The popular trip of the season—An ideal outing amid the grandeurs of

Yosemite. Cost now reduced to popular prices. Ample hotel and boarding-
camp accommodations, or private camping for those who prefer it. Sur-

roundings perfect for rest and recreation. For through rates and connections

inquire of any Southern Pacific or Santa Fe ticket agent. Write for

descriptive folder.

O. W. LEHMER, Traffic Manager, Merced, California

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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CLACKAMAS COUNTY FARMS; 1100 water-
power; ten miles from Portland, on Southern
Pacific railroad, for sale or lease. References
given. H. E. Cross. Oregon City, Or.

LEARN ABOUT ASHLAND, OREGON—the
Ideal home town—the city with most magnifi-
cent natural advantages, In the midst of great,
proven, though undeveloped resources. It is
an educational center, with a moral temperate
citizenship—no saloons, no negroes—and is
rapidly attracting the better class of people
from all America. N. J. REASONER, Ash-
land;^
MEDPORD, OREGON—Where apples and

pears pay $1000. per acre annually. Finest cli-
mate on the coast. Not in the wet belt. Irriga-
tion not necessary. For handsome booklet free,
write W. T. York & Company.
BAKER COUNTY, OREGON, offers splendid

Inducements to the wage earner, the home-
seeker and the investor. For healthfulness of
climate, fertility of the soil and variety of re-
sources we are second to none. If you want
to know about cheap lands and receive free
booklet, address CITIZENS LEAGUE, Baker
City, Oregon.

. SEND FOR FREE literature about Oregon
lands, cheap unimproved, higher priced im-
proved, suburban adapted to platting, or city
lots. Potatoes, fruit raising, sheep, hogs, and
livestock, poultry, gardening and dairying will
make you a splendid living in a climate free
from cold. Room 1188, CHAMBER OF COM-
MERCE, Astoria, Oregon.

HOOD RIVER APPLES command the
world's highest prices. Spend vacation In this
beautiful valley. Invest while prices are
rlg^t. Live here and get rich with us. Write
for literature. MacRAE & ANGUS, Chamber
of Commerce, Portland, Oregon.

EVEN IN ROGUE RIVER VALLEY one must
be placed right to win out. The Rogue River
Land Co., Medford. Or., with twenty years' fruit
land experience, guarantees to place you right.
Our ton-acre tracts are all on the best fruit
land obtainable. Write for particulars.

MORE MONEY CAN BE MADE In city prop-
erty than In anything else. Values In Port-
land have doubled In three years. They will
double again In three more. Buy according to
your means. You can learn of many first class
Investments by writlnir to HARTMAN &
THOMPSON. Bankers, Chamber of Commerce,
Portland. Oregon.

$10 to $20 an acre for the Best Dairy Land
In Oregon. Situated on the Bay and Ocean. In-
vestigate Tillamook and Lincoln County Land
before buying. Ralph Ackley. Secretary Tilla-
mook Development Lene-ue, 603 Corbett Bldg..
Portland, Oregon.

WILLAMETTE VALLEY lands In tracts to
suit. OLMSTED LAND CO.. Salem. Oregon.

THE FAMOUS PALOUSE COUNTRY, in
North Idaho, Is unsurpassed in the whole
world. All kinds of grain, grasses and fruit
are grown without irrigation, and crop fail-
ures are unknown. Write to us for descrip-
tive matter and prices. SPOTSWOOD A
VEATCH, Moscow. Idaho.

INVEST in irrigated land near Nampa,
Idaho. The Boise Valley has an ideal climate
and productive soil. Ten to forty acres of land
will make you independent. Fruits, grain, veg-
etables, and grasses grow in abundance. Lands
$25 to $50 per acre. The Government is build-
ing large irrigation project. Write or call on
Walling & Walling. Nampa, Idaho.

REAL ESTATE
WASMIWOTON

YAKIMA VALLEY, WASHINGTON—where
the "Big Red Apple" is King. We sell Im-
proved and unimproved fruit, hay, hop and
spud land, also land under the Government
Tieton reclamation project. Address YAKIMA
REAL ESTATE CO., Box B-186 North Yakima,
Wash. ___^
GET A FARM OR ORCHARD of your own

In Washington along the Pacific coast line of
the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway;
unirrigated lands there sell for $15 an acre
upward; irrigated lands from $100 upward;
$500 upward made from one acre an-
nually; new Washington folder, describing
present opportunities in farming and fruit

raising, free for the asking. F. A. MILLER,
General Passenger Agent, Chicago.

FREE TRIP TO TACOMA, WASHINGTON.
Ask for full particulars and booklet Illustrat-

ing the "New York of the Pacific." Dept. G,
National Land Investment Co., Inc., 401-421
California Bldg.. Tacoma. Wash.

THE DOWNEN REALTY CO., at Pullman,
Wash., has for sale a list of fertile and well-

Improved farm lands In the famous Palouse
country; also some excellent buys In city

property, at prices that are right. Send for

free Illustrated booklet. Address DOWNEN
REALTY CO.. Pullman. Wasl^, ___^
CHOICE Irrigated lands In Yakima Valley

with water right, under IT. g. Government Irri-

gation, $100 per acre and up. Unimproved
wheat lands, $9 per acre and up. Always some
special bargains on short time.
Address A. J. Houghton & Co.. Prosaer. Wash.

REAL ESTATE

FOR SALE or rent, Valdez. Alaska, one of

the best corner lots In the town. Including

rooming house, with accommodations for 65

men: always full; $12,000 cash, or will sell

furniture and fixtures $3,000; clearing $700

per month; rent $60- must have one-half cash

on sale. Am crippled with rheumatlsni and
must leave. ROSE JOHNSON. Valdez, Alaska.
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REAL ESTATE AUTOMOBILES
WYOMING

I

GET A RANCH where the deer, elk, moose,
mountain sheep and bear roam; new country;
railroad coming; fertile land; good crops; fine

scenery. Address J. R. JONES, Jackson, Wyo.

REAL ESTATE
CALIFORNIA

$5 A MONTH will buy a beautiful ocean-
view residence site in suburbs of Sunny San
Diego, Southern California's most delightful
home place. Most rapidly developing city on
the Coast. Absolutely safe, remunerative
proposition from thoroughly reliable company.
Write today for free illustrated booklet. J.

P'RANK CULLEN, San Diego, Cal^

RSAL ESTATE
MONTANA

WANTED—Exclusive agent to sell choice
fruit land in the famous Bitter Root Valley,
tie home of the Mcintosh red apple. Prices
$100 to $150 per acre, easy terms. Syre to
double in value within two years. Yields of
$1,000 per acre from appies, pears, etc., are
common. Absolutely free from all harmful
pests and killing frosts. The valley of oppor-
tunity. The land of perfect fruit. Address,
BITTER ROOT VALLEY IRRIGATION CO.,
Hamilton, Montana.

BUSINESS CHANCES
$3,000 to $10,000 yearly easily made in real

estate business; no capital required; we teach
you the business by mail, appoint you special
representative, assist you to success. Valu-
able book free. THE CROSS CO., 1786 Reaper
Blk., Chicagfl. See our other advertisement in
this magazine.
BUILD A $5,000 business in two years. We

start you in the collection business; no capital
needed; big field; we teach by mail secrets of

collecting and refer business to you. Write
today for free pointers and new plan. AMER-
ICAN COLLECTION SERVICE, 111 State St..

Detroit, Mich.

SEND A DOLLAR EILL for the best set of
follow up collection letter forms ever written.
We teach the secrets of collecting money. No
capital needed. MERCANTILE L.\W COM-
PANY. P. O. Box 1082. Pasadena, Cal.

HELP TVANTED
Lady sewers to make up shields at home;

$10 per 100; can make two an hour; work sent
prepaid to reliable women; send reply en-
velope for full information to Universal Rem-
edy Co.. Desk A. Walnut St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

AGENTS DON'T HESITATE—Write at once;
it may mean $25 a day. One agent made $8.25
in 45 minutes. Sample outfit 10c (costs us much
more) or particulars free. Souvenir Photo-
Stamp Co., No. 9 H St., Kewanee, 111.

LAMJ AND COLLECTIONS
OUR COLLECTION SERVICE is one which

actually collects, keeps you posted, remits the
day payment is made and asks and gets no fee
of any kind until the account is paid. PA-
CIFIC STATES ADJUSTMENT CO.. Suite 435,
Chamber of Commerce, Portland, Ore.

INCORPORATIONS
Incorporate your business under Arizona

laws. Most liberal. No franchise or annual
tax. No public statements. Hold meetings
and do business anywhere. Stock non-assess-
able. Cost very small. Write for free par-
ticulars. Southwestern Securities & Invest-
ment Co., Box S 385, Phoenix, Ariz.

FREIGHT SHIPPING
JUDSON FREIGHT FORWARDING CO. Re-

duced rates on household goods to and from
all points on the Pacific Coast. 443 Marquette
Bldg.. Chicago; 1501 Wright Bldg., St. Louis;
851 Tremont Bldg.. Boston; 101 Columbia
Bldg., San Francisco; 200 Central Bldg.. Los
Angeles. Representatives: Oregon Auto Dis-
patch. Portland: .s?pattl«» Trnnsfpr Pn Spnttle

VICTOR hand-forged automobiles, $450 to
$800; strongest machine built; 12-H. P. run-
about; 4 passenger, and cars for light deliv-
ery; solid or pneumatic tires; responsible
agents wanted; write for catalog and signed
statements from customers. VICTOR AUTO-
MOBILE CO.. St. Louis, Mo.

ARCHITECTS
GOING TO BUILD? Our handsome 1908

bungalow book. 53c. Scores of artistic, low-
priced bungalows and plastered houses, with
floor plans and costs. Plans $5 and up. E.
W. STILLWELL & CO., Dept. A, Los Angeles.
Cal.

MUSIC
JOIN Mullen's Music Lovers' Club. $1.00

keeps you supplied for one year with latest
song hits. Sent monthly. Write for particu-
lars. MULLEN MUSIC CO.. 536 West 145th
St.. New York.

FOREIGN TOURS

FOREIGN TOURS under personal escort.
Tours to Japan. China, and the Philippines,
leaving September 15, and October 6. Tour
around the world, leaving San Francisco Octo-
ber 6. Every expense included in the rate.
First-class railway, steamship and hotel ac-
commodations throughout. Parties limited to
twelve members. MILNE TOURS COMPANY,
606 South Spring St., Los Angeles. Cal.

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
J. P. FINLEY & SON. 261 AND 263 ;!D ST.,

COR. MADISON. PORTLAND. ORE., have the
most modern and completely arranged funeral
parlors on Coast. Lady attendant when desired.

PATENTS
PATENTS. "Trademarks Registered." Book

for inventors sent on request; strictly profes-
sional service. Beeler & Robb, catent law-
yers, 73-75 Baltic building, Washington. D. C.

OSTRICH PLUMES
THE BENTLEY OSTRICH FARM—The

original ostrich farm of America. Established
1883. High-grade ostrich plumes from $1.00
up. Mail orders a specialty. Price list mailed
free. Address Bentley Ostrich Farm, San
Diego, Cal.

INVALID CHAIRS
FAMES TRICYCLE COMPANY, manufactur-

ers of invalid rolling chairs for all purposes;
self-propelling tricycle chairs for the disabled.
Send for illustrated catalogue. 1808 Market
street, San Francisco; 1022 San Pedro street,
Los Angeles, Cal.

SPORTING GOODS
KHAKI AND CORDUROY SUITS to meas-

ure for men and women, auto suits, tents, cots,
hammocks, camp bedding, sleeping bags, laced
boots, storm clothing, standard guns and am-
munition, fishing tackle, dog supplies, marine
goods, fishing net; 10 ill. catalogs free. The
Wm. H. Hoegee Co.. Inc., Los Angeles.

MINING
GOLD DREDGING IN ALASKA. 10.000

acres tested gold-bearing gravel. Richest
placers known. Stock 25 cents. Par $1.00.
Installments. Should pay $10 for every dol-
lar invested. Illustrated prospectus free. Yu-
kon Basin Gold Dredging Co., Dept. 47, Kan-sas

D̂ETECTIVE SER'VICE

MYSTERIES CLEARED UP—We make con-
fidential investigations, report on any party,
property or business, find missing relatives, col-

lect bad debts, etc. Charges reasonable. Write
today. BRUIN DETECTIVE SBRVICB CO.,
37-38 Hamilton Bldg.. Portland, Oregon.
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HOOD RIVERLANDS
HAVE abundant water, perfect drainage. PRODUCE the finest apples and strawberries in the world

We also have lands for sale in White Salmon and Mosier Districts. Twentjr Years Residence in Hood River

W. J. BAKER & CO., HOOD RIVER, ORE.

Special Individual Atomizer FREE
We will send to every woman who writes us for the

small, trial bottle of DOROTHY VERNON Perfume,
sending ten cents to cover cost of packing and mailing,
our Special Individual Atomizer Free. So convinced
are we that you will like Dorothy Vernon Perfume and
continue its use, we are willing to go to this expense to

have you write. All we request is that, when you
write, you give the name and address of your dealer.

This is imperative. The atomizer will not be sent

unless dealer's name is given.

The Jennings Company, Perfumers
Dept. P—GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

BUSINESS BULLETIN—Continued

ENGINES

RACINE BOATS—Any kind of water craft
you want. Natty, speedy, seaworthy. Write
for our catalog or visit our Seattle Branch. 321
First Ave.. South. Racine Boat Manufactur-
ing Co.. Box 503. Muskegon, Mich,

MISCELLANEOUS
LET ME MAIL YOU, free, an answer to J.

J. Ingalls' notorious poem on "Opportunity."
It will brighten your life. Write today. Rld-

derhof, Laughlin Bldg.. Los Angeles, Cal.

DoD't (orset to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing witb adTertUert. It will be appreciated.
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Are You Seeking
change of climate, health or financial conditions? Do fertile valleys

lure you where Summer's sun is tempered by cooling breeze from

snowclad mountains? Come to Southern Idaho, the "Land of

opportunity and vigorous health, where sunstroke is unknown and

zero weather a stranger."

A haven of rest for factory, store and office worker from

crow^ded cities. The farmer's paradise, w^here a ten-acre orchard

means independence; a five-acre poultry farm or two-acre irrigated

garden earns a family a comfortable living. One acre strawberries

yield $1,000 a season; apples, pears, cherries, peaches yield $200

to $2,400 per acre. Sheep increase 1 00 per cent annually; millions

of cattle and horses range the mesa lands.

You can get 40 to 320 acres by Government Reclamation

Act, Carey Act, Homestead or scrip.

We can sell you an improved farm; or, if you can not

come now let us explain "Unit Ownership Orchard Certificates,"

exchangeable for deeded land, sold on easy terms, costing less

than half actual value by permitting us to raise sugar beets between

the trees and sharing profits until bearing.

(By a special arrangement recently made with the Unity Sugar

Beet Land and Irrigation Co,, w^e are making an unusually attractive

offer which will be in effect but a limited time only, as this series

of Orchird Certificates will be rapidly taken up.)

Valuable book "LAND WHYS," a digest of the Public Land

laws and literature explaining all about this wonderful country sent

free.—Write today. Address, Colonists Trustee Co.,

Department M, 107 North lOth St., Boise, Idaho

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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$5.25 PER ACRE
fl Farming lands in one of the richest valleys of British

Columbia, along the line of the Grand Trunk Pacific

Railroad, the new transcontinental railroad of Western

Canada, and 250 miles from the Pacific ocean. This

railroad will be completed during 1911, when through
trains will be running from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

^ Within twelve months construction crews of the road

will be working in this valley.

^ This land is well watered, has plenty of rainfall and no

irrigation is necessary. It is specially adapted for mixed

farming. The soil is a deep and rich silt. Alkali is un-

known. It produces, wheat, oats, barley and all cereals;

forage grasses, such as timothy and red top; heavy crops
of potatoes and garden products of all kinds.

^ Wild fruit, such as strawberries, raspberries, cherries and

many other berries grow^ w^ild in great abundance.

^ This valley is ideal for stock raising and dairying, as the

climate is so moderate that catde do not have to be
stabled during the winter.

^ "I have made a thorough investigation of this land, and
it is one of the most ideal for mixed farming to be had.

It is safe to say that when this road is completed, which
will be in 1911. this land will sell for $20.00 to $25.00

per acre. The climate is ideal in which to live, there

being no disagreeable features."

^ This land is selling for $5.25 per acre, on the fol-

lowing terms:

$1.50 per acre ais first payment,

$2.00 per acre in three months,

The balance in six months.

fl The smallest tract to be sold to one person is 1 60 acres.

^ There is only a limited amount of this land and it is be-

ing taken up rapidly.

^ The title to this land is gilt edged; it comes direct from
the government.

^ You do not have to be a British subject to own land in

Canada.

^ Do not write for further information unless you are

interested.

^ In making application for a tract of this land, send your
full name, occupation and permanent address, witK the

first payment, to

KAY McKAY
709 Johnston Bldg. SEATTLE, WASH.

Don't forget to uiciitloii The Pacific Mouthljr when dealing with •dvertlst'rs. It will bt« appreciated.
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WrMCHBSTBh

TAKE-DOWN REPEATING SHOTGUNS
The Winchester is the only Repeating Shotgun that has
stood the trying practical tests of sportsmen and the rigid
technical trials of the U. S. Ordnance Board. Its popularity
with the former and the official endorsement by the latter
is convincing proof of its reliability, wearing and shooting
qualities. Stick to a Winchester and you won't get stuck.

Send addressfor Catalogue of Winchester—the Bed W Brand—Ouns and Ammunition.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO. - . NEW HAVEN CONN.
m-

DELIGHTFUL DAYS IN

YELLOWSTONE PARK
WITH THE

Wylie Permanent Camping Company
THE Wylie Permanent Camping Compjuiy,

Yellowstone National Piu-k, offers the most
unique tourinK trip in the imperial Northwest.
Yellowstone with the "Wylie Camps" stands for

thorouKhness, leisure, comfort, economy and
a real outing withal, fl The regular six-day tours
start daily from both North and West Park
Entrances and cover every point of scenic
interest—bowling along over the level park road-

ways by day ana lodging at night at the permzm-
ent camps which mark the end of each day 8

journey. Elach "tent-cottage" has a wood floor

and is equipped with a leirge double bed and
small heating stove, fl The Wylie Company now
operates a well-equipped stage line from both
Park Entrances—North Entrance at Gardiner,
Montana, reached via Northern Pacific Ry.; and
the new West Entrance reached via Oregon Short Line Ry. from Salt

Lake City or Pocatello, Idaho, Summer round trip rates to the Park
from Portland $33.50; Spokane $28.50; San Francisco (direct) $45.00;
Los Angeles (direct) $45.00; Denver $30.00; Salt Lake City (to holders
of trans-continental tickets) $8.75; local $I7.(X). Park season June
1 5th, September 1 5th. The complete cost of the six days Wylie tour
is $40.00. This covers all expenses, including meals, lodging and
transportation. Wylie tickets are purchased only at the Park entrances.

A Beautiful 32-PaKe Booklet on Request
Address, mentioning Pacific Monthly

Wylie Permanent Camping Company
GARDINER : MONTANA

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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"If you wish to remain always young and enjoy perfect health, drink deep of Kouinyss."—Tales of the Desert

The Arabian Kouinyss presented to you here is made as was the Koumyss whose history is writ
in the line quoted above. It is made as the Ancients made it, who, before the advent of drugs.

USED ONLY KOUMYSS TO RESTORE THEIR SICK

FOR YOUR HEALTHS SAKE

and keep themselves in perfect health. This, Arabian Koumyss does in a way that often
borders on the marvelous. In hot climates and in hot weather, drinkins Koumyss keeps up
the strength and increases vitality. Q In malarial countries, drinking Kouinyss keeps malarial

poison out of the blood, and completely eliminates it from the system. In one of the largest
sanitariums in Europe, most splendid results are obtained by the use of Arabian Koumyss in

treating patients affected with consumption. ^ The gain jn weight in some cases is

enormous. This is always the result where Arabian Koumyss is used in wasting diseases or
where excessive thinness prevails, fl Arabian Koumyss is made absolutely pure, not an atom
of foreign matter touches it, neither drugs, chemicals, gases oryeast. It is made by a simple,
natural process used centuries ago and still used by the Tartar Tribes, producing a blood mak-
ing, life-giving drink—a delightful, snappy, sparkling beverage—an exquisite milk-champagne.
We will send it to you anywhere in the world where the road u cut through. Younfor your health 's sake,

Arabian Koumyss Co., 143 Eleventh street, Portland, Oregon

For More than a Century
various disorders of the stomach and bowels,
such as indigestion, sour stomach, heartburn,
biliousness, both in adults and children, have
been relieved by

HENRY'S
Calcined Magnesia
a mild and pleasant remedy. Corrects acidity, assists digres-

tion and relieves constipation. Take the genuine only—it

requires a smaller dose than imitations and is doubly efflca-

cious without harshness. In use since 1772. Bottle sealed

with old-style British "inland Revenue" stamp bearing name

THOs. A WILLn, HENRY J^%^±, ^r^chifFelfn^
MANCHESTER & Co. on label, which secures

wrapper. Refuse inferior substitutes. Ask your druggist.

•HUMBUG MEMORY SCHOOLS EXPOSED"
AND ADDRESS ON DEVELOPMENT OF THE

FREE
To introduce a series ofvaluable '

educational works, the above
will be sent to all applicants

JAMES P. DOWNS.
Room 607.' *^ 14 Park Place, New York.

HAIR GROWS!
when our Vacuum Cap is used a few minutes
daily. Sent on 60 days FREE trial at our expense.
No drugs or electricity. Stops falling hair, cures
dandruff. A postal brings illustrated booklet.

MODERN VACUUM CAP CO.
573 Barclay Block Denver, Colorado

CONSUMPTION
BRONCHITIS AND CATARRH^^ ASTHMA CURED "^

Trial Treatment of California's latest and greatest discovery,
logether with an elegantly illustrated book telling all about it. will be
sent to anyone afflicted with consumption, bronchitis, asthma, catarrh,
or any nose, throat or lung trouble in order to proire that the cure can
positively be made In the paticnt'sown room, without change of climate,
without dctriition from business and without stomach dosing.

This new direct treatment. Condor
Inhalatloii.curesmwonderfullyauick
time pain In either lung^ or De-
tween shoulder blades, heui-
niorrhage, spittini; xip matter,
coughs that stay, ditflcult
lireathlnfc, lingering; colds,
head noiues, raw throat, stufl-

cd noHe, foulbreath, fever
or chills, night sweats,
general weakness, loss of

weight or strength,
etc., and is now curing 95 out

of every 100 cases treated In

liiucnix, Ariz., Indto, Cal.,

and other consumptive centers.

Hy means of vapor from burn-

ing a pastllc the healing powers
of the discovery are drawn Into

nose or lungs and instantly pen-
etrate and Disinfect; the

lHoerated Tissues.
This inhalation method at once

dcitroya andclcars out thepoison

germs, opens wasted cells, loosens and throws off the distressing mucus,
ebuildt tissues, heals lung cavities, and creates bodily strength and

vigor. If you are taking medicine, S '1' O P.

Write today, stating what yuu wish to be cured of. and by re-

turn mail you will receive complete trial treatment and illustrated

book, both absolutely free. Address, without stamps or money

CONDOR MEDICINE CO.. Blk. 288, Lo« AngeUi, Cal.

^^f__ A Happy
Marriage

Depends largely on a

knowledge of the whole

truth about self and
sex and their relation to life and health. This

knowledge does not come intelligently of itself,

nor correctly from ordinary everyday sources.

Sexology
(,IHuitraleiD

By William H. Walling. A. M.. M. D..

wholesome way, in oneimparts in a clear,

volume :

KiKiwIedge a Tuung M*n {Should Han.
Kn..wlc.>Ine a T..img Hu>baiul S.\mM Hav«.
Kiiowlodue a KntliiT .^HionUI Ha\o.
KiinwlwlKu a Fiitlier SlionUl Impiirt to Hii Son.
Medical KiinwU'<l|,o » HunbaiKl Should H*r«.

Knowlcdga a Yiuing Wnnian Should Have.
Knowledge a Yoiiiik Wife Should Have.
KiiowIihIko a Mother Should Have.
Knowlediie a Mother Should Impart to Her DaughUr.
Medical KiiowledKO a Wife Should Have

Rich Cloth Binding, Full Gold Stamp, IDutTatcd. $2.00

Write fur "Other People's Oplalons" aod Table of Cuutente

Puritan Pub. Co.,Dept. 145, PhUa., Pa.

l)uiri foiRt't to iiifutlou The PucltUr Moiitlily wlien jlonlInK with mlvt-rtlsors. Tt will !>,> niiprprlated.
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There are distinct

advantages io

buying

Socks from your own dealer. He knows that they

are the best sock value offered the buying public.

He knows that their goodness has been maintained for

nearly thirty years, that they have no seams, are shaped

in the knitting, are fast colors, and made on honor.

Your dealer also knows that we extensively advertise o^****^ pro-

ducts and have speired no expense to tell the people the truth about our goods.

We stand back of every pair of Shawknit Socks sold which are

stamped on toe Q^7/iu^n>n^
'
our registered trade mark.

Just say to your dealer t&fSktutr please— no other kind will do.

For summer wear try our
extra light weight cottons, cool,

stylish, with that silky look.

Style 3554B. — Solid Black (our famous
Snowblack).

Style 3554 T.— A natty up-to-date Tan
shade.

Style 3554C.—A rich Navy Blue.

25 cents per pair. 6 pairs assorted in

box. $1.5 J. Delivery charges prepaid
to any part of U.S. upon receipt of price.
Mention size when ordering direct, and
cannot procure them from your dealei.

SHAW STOCKING GO., 27 Smith Streoi, Lowall, Mass,

It's The Little
Things That Tell
whether vourhome is eplck and span.

3 in One" cleans and keeps
bright nickle parts of stoves,
door plates, bath room fixtures,
etc.

_
Lubricates clocks, guns,

sewing machices, bicycles.
Polishes and removes stains
and scars from pianos, fine
furniture, all varnished sur-
faces. Contains no acid, no
disagreeable odor, will not dry
out, cake, gum or collect dust.

Write now for liberal
free sample bottle and
booklet.

Three-in-One OU Co.39 Broadway. New York. N. Y.

out, cake, gum

FREE

of great
interest to

Every Prospective Mother
something new—only scientific

garment of the kind ever invented.
Combines solid comfort and ease wi^h "fine

form" and elegant appearance in the home, on the
street and in society.

— Alway* drapes evenly in
front and back—no bulkiness—no draw strings—no
lacing

—no ripping or bas'.ing.
—Can be >vorn the year

round. Made in several styles, and at prices lower than

you can buy the material and have them made at home.

UpUIji Send forour Fine Illustrated Eook — "Fine-
FI\£iI!i Form Maternity Skirt"—It's FREE to every wo-
man writing for for it. Tells all about these skirts, their

advantages, styles, material and cost. Gives opinions of

physicians, dressmakers and users. 10 Days Free
TrizJ. When you get our book, if your aealer has not
yet been supplied with Fine-Form Maternity Skirts,
make your selection of material and style, and we will

make the garment to your order. When you get it,

wear it ten days, and if you don't find it exactly
as represented, send it back and we will cheerfully
refund every cent paid. Other skirts—If not in
need of a maternity skirt, remember our famous B
& W dress and walking skirts vtrill positively pleeise

you — same guarantee — Illustrated book free.
Which book shall we send? Write today to

Beyer & Williams Co., DepL R, Buffalo, N.Y.

Don't forget to nieutlon The Facifle Monthly wh.ii ilculiiig with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Tj^eWilson Bungalow Book
PRICE. ONE DOLLAR. POSTPAID

HENRY L. WILSON, 427 Copp Building, LOS ANGELES, CAL.

The only good and practical
book of Bungalow plans. The
result of years of study and ex-

perience. Large plans, page
8x11 inches. Descriptions and
prices of every house given.
Everyhouseinit hasbeen built—some 100 times. Every pros-

Eective
home builder should

ave it. Wilson's Bungalows mean
comfort, convenience and beauty.

REHNED
MOTOR
Only 4 movable parts. Bore
3>2. stroke 3K. turning 12 in.

propellor, 1 7 pitch, 200 to
800 revolutions a minute.
Weight 50 lb*. Every
one fully tested and guar-

anteed for two years.
Motor, complete for install-

ation, $60. Immediate
delivery. Write for Cata-
logue and address of near-
est agent.

Thrall-Fishback Motor Co.
65 Fort Street. E.

Detroit. Michigan. U. S. A.

Save Plumbing Bills

AGENTS WANTED

The "Uttle Giant"
Household Pump
will clean your
drainage pipe with
no expense. For

description and
prices, write to

P. J. CONATY
73 Front St. Portland, Oregon

Make a Motor Boat of
any Boat in 5 Minutes

Here's an actual 2 h. p. marine motor
(40 lbs. complete). Attach to
the stern post of your boat in
5 minutes without any tools.

Drives an ordinary row boat
7 miles per hour. Runs 6
hours on one gallon gasoline.
Float Feed Carbureter. Sim-
plest motor made—does not

get out of order. Catalog C free.

We also make Canoe Motors
in 1 , 2, 3 and 4 cylinders. 2 h.

p. vreighs 32 lbs. Shipped ready
for instillation. Fully guaran-
teed. Send for Catalog K.

Waterman Marine Motor Co., ISll Fort St., West, Detroit. Mick.

The newest, smallest, most scientific band and orchestra
musical instrument ever invented. The principle, never be-
fore introduced, is as unique as it is new. No valve, tube,
string or key, yet it plays any tune that can be whistled, in

any key—sharp or flat, loud or soft—clear and sweet toned.
Without equal for orchestra, band, drum-corps or signal

call. While playing hold in either hand, leaving other hand
free for other work. Small enough to carry in vest pocket.
Attractive and durable. Mailed at introductory price, $1.00
postpaid. Address all orders to C. S. MUDCE,

Department F, Arleta P. O.. Portland. Oregon

OREGON
IP

B M WM A Write for free illustrated

Pi ^k BC nil ^^ booklet giving full inform- 1
I m^ II Iwl \^ ation and prices of Beauti-I
ful Willamette Valley and Coast FARMS. A.WrrssB

YEREX BROS. CO/J
1 909 GOODNOUGU BLDG . PORTLAIO) , 0RB60NW

^3
Sent Free

OUR NEW BOOKLET
*'An Invltatloa
to Join a Club
In W h o leaale
B u T I g,"
thereby saving^
a third of your Piano-money.
It 8 free for the asking, and
should be in the home and
read by every person who
has a piano to buy.
Addreaa UrmU. " K" Wbole-

aale Department.
Eilera Piano Houae, Portland

Don't forget to meutloii The Pacific Monthly when Ucullng with adv(>rttser8. It will be appreciated.
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Don't forget, now!
Breakfast in five

minutes, and we'll

have

Violet Oats

Don't forgot to mention The I'aflflc Monthly when d.uling with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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ORCHARD HOMES
IN THE

YAKIMA VALLEY : WASHINGTON

Grapes

Pears

Peaches

Prunes

Cherries

Blackberries

Apricots

Apples

Plums

Strawberries

Raspberries

Gooseberries

AND MANY OTHER DELICIOUS FRUITS, ALL GROWN IN ABUNDANCE IN

THIS DELIGHTFUL CLIMATE

*IIWe plant the fruit for you and care for it for five years or turn the

orchard over to you at any time.

?JI Send us 25c in stamps and we will not only send you our handsome

booklet, "Orchard Homes," but will put you on our mailing list for

future literature we will have. Our booklet is very complete and is

expensively gotten up. We have endeavored to furnish such a fund of

information as to leave but few questions unanswered.

tHWc sell for all cash down or on partial payments, extending over a

period of seven and a half years. We have undoubtedly the most

liberal contract ever offered for sale of orchzird homes. Our whole

proposition is different from any one elses*. »•

BUSSELL LAND COMPANY
HJfttVcTN^iA^SPBgiWN'^ SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

Don't. fiirK<t til iiH'iillciii Til.' riicltlc Moiitlily wli.ii (Icalliig with .•nlvtTllsiTM. If will li," Hpiircclutod.
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BUILD A BUNGALOW
Complete Plans, Specifications, Details and Bill of Material of this Five-

Room Bungalow, only $10.00. 25 cents for lOO-Page Book of Bun-

galow, Cottage and House Plans, giving Size of House, Size of Rooms,Height
of Ceilings, Approximate Cost, etc. FREIE—Remember we furnish a free

Bill of Material, giving Size, Length and Amount of Lumber, Sash and

Doors, Yards of Plaster, Amount of Hardware, Brick and Concrete, etc.,

with each set of plans and this book.

V. W. VOORHEES, Architect, 22-25 Eitel Bldg., Seattle, Wash.

BEAVERTON-REEDVILLE ACREAGE "rhePasadenaofOre,on"

It is now a well authenticated fact that the most satisfactory and remunerative farming is from small acrer
age with a diversity of products. Our acreage combines all the requisites and can be had at reasonable
prices. No such offerings as these, either in location, richness of soil, improvements nor extensiveness
of area, can be found elsewhere. We invite the closest investigation. For oarticulars, address

The Shaw-Fear Company, 24S}4 Stark St., Portland, Ore.

R
OSEBURG-N
The Commercial Metropolis

of Southern Oregon
The fertile soil, splendid climate and diversified industries

of Pouglas County, embracing an area of 4800 square miles,
make it one of the most favored sections of the entire North-
west. Lands well adapted to fruit growing-, stock raising,
alfalfa and small fruits which can be had at from $40 to $75
an acre would cost from $200 to $300 an acre in the more
widely advertised districts throughout the West. As a city of
homes and churches, having splendid educational advantages
and exceptional opportunities for the poor man, Roseburg
invites your fullest investigation. For further information
address either of the following prominent firms:

W. L. Cobb Real Estate Co. The Fanners Real Estate Co.

ROSEBURG, OREGON

A CITYiMA BEETHELD
Tekoa, Washington, offers investors and homeseekers
an opportunity for money returns, invested in real

estate, surpassed by no other town in the West. The
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad is building
into Tekoa. The O. R. & N. main line passes through
Tekoa. The Couer d'Alene Indian Reservation,
adjoining the tovrn, will soon be opened, and when
it is, land values in Tekoa will take a big jump.
Still have some good investments in one, five and
ten-acre tracts in this rich, fertile, growing country,
where the advance in value will make the investor well
to do within a brief time. It will pay you to investigate.
Write for full information and descriptive circular to

F.J.MAHONEY : TEKOA,WASH.

THE OKANOGAN
Situated in the "Red Apple
Belt" of Washington. Here is

another Yakima, a second and
greater Wenatchee just bud-
ding into promise. Irrigated
fruit lands in the valleys; farm-

ing, dairying and grazing in the
hill ; lumbering and mining in

the mountains. A new coun-

try, a new town, under Okan-
ogan Government Irrigation
Project. Address

COMMERCIAL CLUB
OKANOGAN, WASH,

INCORPORATE IN ARIZONA COSTS LESS THAN ELSEWHERE
ADVANTAGES ARE WORTH THOUSANDS

No tax in Arizona. No stock subscriptions required before incorporating. Any kind of stock may be issued and paid
up in property, services or leases. Transact business anywhere. Stockholders exempt from company liability. No
public statement and no books need be kept for public inspection anywhere, IF INCORPORATED IN ARIZONA.
President Stoddard was for years officially in charge of incorporating business and is resident agent for many thousand
companies. All blanks, law, by-laws and particulars free. Companies incorporated on receipt of reasonable deposit
on account and telegram stating name, capita], shares, time annual meeting and authorized debt.

Reference : Any bank in Arizona

STODDARD INCORPORATINC COMPANY, Box 8E, PHOENIX, ARIZONA
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Will You Aid the Fight
for Children?

4,500 of them in New York City and

60,000 in the United States are being

crippled by tuberculosis of the bones

and glands. Many who are now

In Pain and Helpless
can be made

Happy and Strong.

They are innocent victims of dark, unven-

tilated tenement homes and of ignorance

and neglect, which can and will be corrected

by aroused public interest.

Despaired of 7 months ago, David will

soon be put on his feet, like Smiling Joe, by
the good care, good food, good cheer, sun

and salt air at Sea Breeze Hospital.

In calling attention to these unnecessary

cripples and in showing how to cure them

Sea Breeze Hospital
is rendering a National Service.

Prompt gifts are urgently needed to

continue this work. Will you help give

these little ones a fighting chance ?

Can you not spare $i , $5 or $10 ?

Sums large Or small will be gratefully

acknowledged if sent to R. S. Minturn,
'/yensurer, Room 226, No. 105 East 22d

Street, New York.DAVID— Happy at Ska Breeze. Though Strapped
I'l.AT ON Ills Hack Day and Night

NEW YORK ASSOCIATION FOR IMPROVING
THE CONDITION OF THE POOR

R. FULTON CUTTINQ, President 1843-1908.

DoIlH fc,l);i t 1.. ivpll..!! T'- M.iiillily %vli.'ii (IciiUinf with iMlviTllsiTs. It will »>. '••t.-.l.
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OUT WEST
There is opportunity for every man who has ambition and energy. There

is no place anywhere for the idler or loafer to succeed. There is no West
beyond the Pacific Coast. There is much of opportunity, there are

chances of great success in

OREGON
UNRIVALED IN RESOURCES
UNEQUALLED IN OPPORTUNITY

But the laggard will not succeed even here; the industrious man will succeed

better here than anywhere else in the United States today. Today opportunity
is knocking loudly at your door—will you open and heed what it has to offer?

PORTLAND
FAMOUS FOR HEALTH, WATER, CLIMATE
Noted for Its Shipments of Lumber and Wheat

Is the ideal place for investments or homes. Portland is the only city in the

Pacific Northwest with a water grade connection with the Inland Empire—
Idaho, Eastern Washington and Eastern Oregon. Portland ranks third in

wheat exports in the United States—New York and Galveston only surpass-

ing it. Ask either of the reliable firms below for further information regard-

ing Portland, Oregon, and why an investment or residence there is desirable.

THE SPANTON CO.
Portland Real Estate

270 Stark Street

POTTER-CHAPINREALTYCOMPANY
Owners Bay-Ocean Park

514 Corbett Building

GEO. D. SCHALK
High-Class Real Estate

265 Stark Street

ELNATHAN SWEET
City and Ranch Property

204 Corbett Building

D. E. KEASEY & CO.
Real Estate and Investments

Twentieth and Elm Streets

C. K. HENRY & SON
High-Class Business and

Residence Property
250 Stark Street

Hcii't forget to mention The Paclflo Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreelated.
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FRUIT LANDS

ROSEBURG
OREGON

Where the Fruit Reaches Perfection

and the Roses Bloom the Year 'Round

ROSEBURG is the metropolis of Southern Oregon and
is the county seat of Douglas County, which is without ques-
tion, one of the best counties in the state. Roseburg now
has a population of more than 5,000 and is growing very

rapidly. We boast of the finest climate in the world and the

most beautifully located city on the Pacific Coast. Fine
Schools. Fine Water.

'

Fine People. 1^ miles of Bitulithic

Paved Streets now under construction and more to follow.

Well cared for and fully matured orchards will net the

owner from $200.00 to $1000.00 per acre each year, and

these lands can now be bought at $25.00 to $150.00 per

acre. Can you beat it anywhere in the world ? No?
then why not become one of us before these lands

double, treble and quadruple in value. Think it over.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, ADDRF.SS

The Roseburg Commercial Gub

Rogue RiverValley
WHERE DOLLARS GROW ON VINES

Desirable Vineyard Lands (red soil) may yet be bought
for $25 per acre which with five years* development will

net $350 per acre per annum.

Send for Illustrated Free Booklet

The Best-Fuller Realty Co.
GRANTS PASS, OREGON

English Walnuts and Royal Ann Cherries
We are the largest owners and planters of EnsHsh Walnut groves in Oregon. Our properties are in Yam-
hill County. We sell a planted grove of 5 acres on terms of only $100.00 cash and $15.00 per month,
with 4":. interest on deferred payments; this includes four years' care. Our price for 1908 sales is no
more than you pay for unplantcd walnut land in California. Any references required can be furnished.

CHURCHILL-MATTHEWS CO., Inc., General Selling Agents, 110 Second St., Portland, Oregon

ROGUE
VALLEY

IVER Y THE ITALY
ofAMERICA

SOUTHERN OREGON

FRUIT AND GRAPE LAND UNEXCELLED
TIMBER, MINING AND MANUFACTURING

Address us for Illustrated Pamphlet

Gillette -Riggs Land Co.
GRANTS PASS

OREGON

Don't foigit It) iu<iitl(Hi Th»> Puclllc Moiitlily \a luii tliallin; with lulvt rtis.is. It will Im> appn-t lati'<l.
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READ THIS^ PORTLAND, OREGON
AND ITS TRIBUTARY TERRITORY

The law of nature which makes water run down hill applies with dominating force to the general

transportation of all countries. Freight traffic inevitably follows the line of least resistance—it will take

the down-hill track. With this principle in mind, examine closely the accompanying topographic out-

line, which exhibits the general physical character of the Pacific Northwest. Beginning at the point
marked Portland, trace upstream the lines of the water courses; they lead far—w^hether one turns

north, or south, or east, or west, the line marks a level. The region dominated in a traffic sense by this

level condition includes every fraction of the Northwestern territory excepting its mountain districts.

All the water-level lines of transport covering the greater productive country of the Pacific Northwest
meet at the junction of the Columbia and Willamette rivers—at Portland. Here is the secret of Port-

land's original location; here is the explanation of her continuous growth and of her commercial

power. Portland has had many ambitious rivals, not only in her own immediate neighborhood, but on

Puget Sound, but Nature in her most formidable shape is in alliance with Portland.

PORTLAND
PORTLAND
PORTLAND
PORTLAND
PORTLAND
PORTLAND
PORTLAND
PORTLAND

has a population of over 230,000.

has absolutely pure water.

hjis the only fresh water harbor on the Pacific Coast,

manufactures more lumber than any city in the world.

ships more wheat than any port on the Pacific, and is fourth in the United States,

is one of the most healthful cities in the United States, and is an ideal summer resort,

has a perfect climate, good schools, magnificent churches and beautiful homes,

w^ill be the meat packing center of the Coast, the Swift Company alone having just

acquired 3,000 acres adjoining the city limits for a complete packing plant, and Schwartz-
child & Sulzberger having just secured a location here, and others coming
has tributary to it the finest fruit districts in the world, a magnificent w^heat country, one-
fifth of the standing timber of the United States, w^hich, if manufactured, would pay, the
national debt four or five times over, and offers everything to farmer, stockman, home-
seeker, workingman and capitalist.

has the largest tributary territory, of w^hich it is the only logical trading center, of any
city in the United States, such territory comprising 250,000 square miles of land of every
variety of climate, soil and scene, and never haa a total crop failure in any section o^
this vast empire.

IVrile for illuslraleJ hook on Oregon, including Portland, to the

PORTLAND CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Department A

PORTLAND, OREGON
Don't forgpt to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.

PORTLAND

PORTLAND
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OREGON

Coos Bay
The Coming Seaport of Oregon

The coining largest lumber market in the

world. Railroad connection assured. Tide

land^bought for ocean docks and terminals

Coos Bay Land and

Waterfront Syndicate

Write or Call for Proapectaa

A limited number of shares is

now for the first time offered

WM. A. BANTZ & CO.
212 Rothchild Building, Portland, Ore.

Trustee, Ladd AcTilton, Bankers

254% COMMISSION PAID on Sub-

scriptions for Shares

SUMMER
SNOW SPORTS
on MT. RAINIER

This picture illustrates one of the many
features to be found in spendins a Summer
Vacation in the "Rainier National Park.' the
"Wonderland of the Cascades. "
Think of it, Snow Balling, Skeeing, Toboggan-
ing, Snow Shoeing, and exploring Rivers of
Ice miles in extent under a Summer's Sun,
within easy walking distance of good hotels.

Nearly 500 varieties of wild flowers bloom with-
in a step of perpetual snow and ice. Only a few
hours ride from Tacoma or Seattle,Wash., over
the Scenic Tacoma Eastern R. R. and Stage.
Good hotels and accommodations at reasonable
rates. For free illustrated matter write

General Passenger DepL, Desk 24

Tacoma Eastern Railroad Company, Tacoma, Wash.

Oregon Fruit Lands
Address us for list

and literature Gillette-Riggs Land Co.

We have Fruit Lands for sale in the

Rogue River Valley, Hood River
District, Umpqua Valley, Willam"
ette Valley. In fact throughout
the State.

326 3^; Washington St.

Portland, Oregon

ALBANY, LINN COUNTY, OREGON
is the hub of the most fertile valley of the entire northweA. ALBANY has 6000 people, electric lights, splendid water, low taxes, good
schools, fine college and churches of all denominations. Interurban ele<!lric carline between Portland and Albany nearly completed.
Railroad center. Twenty4our passenger trains daily. Linn County has RICH SOIL and CHEAPER LAND than any other section

in the rich WILLAMETTE VALLEY. Apple*, pears, cherries and other fruit grow to perfection here. Ideal dairy section.

LINN AND BENTON REAlIeSTATE

OISE VALLEY
THE VALLEY OF SUNSHINE AND HOMES.
We have the finest bearing orchards on the elec-

tric car line in the United States, in tracts of 3

acres up to 160. We also have sage brush land,

level as a floor with a good water right under the U. S. Government Ditch at $35.(X) per
acre. We have 3,500 acres to sell on easy payments. We also have a few Choice Govern-

ment Homesteads that we can locate you on. Write us for catalogue. «

ROBERTS AND HILL ; First National Bank Building ; BOISE, IDAHO

"IT" T^ 1 • T^l probably exceed the provisions of your

I OUT V CLCCLllOn iLCLTiS purse. But you can't give up that de-

lightful trip. Why not make your expenses with a few hours extra work for the

Pacific Monthly? Address the Subscription Department for further particulars.

Don't forgot to lueutlou Thu I'uclfle Monthly whoii dcultiiK with aavortim-rs. It will Im> appn>< liit«»l.
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^ It is your inheritance—as truly
as is the crisp, fresh air of the

morning, or the cool, pure water of
the mountains.

^ The Soil is calling you back to

Nature; it bids you leave the
crowded city streets, the dull drudgery at desk,
the soul-wear of business strife—it bids you
leave these for the freedom of the open air

and for the joy of independence.
^ It does not call you to farm or ranch, where
labor begins with the lantern and ends with fa-

tigue; it calls you to orchard blooms in Spring
and perfect fruits in Fall; to ease, and plenty,
and comfort. ^ These are yours. You have
only to answer the call.

WE CAN MAKEYOU INDEPENDENT
We sell orchard tracts on installments.

We develop orchards for non-residents.

We grant immediate possession to home

builders.

If you develop your own orchard, you can pay for your land out of proceeds
on produce grown between the trees.

If we develop your orchard, your sole responsibility is to meet your Installments;
when your trees begin to bear /ou can retire for life.

AN INCOME OF $3,000 TO $10,000 A YEAR
may confidently be expected on 10 acres; five acres w^ill support a family in com-

parative luxury.

SPOKANE ORCHARDS District is located in the heart of the famous Chattaroy fruit

belt. // IS the most sightly orchard district in the World. It is an
ideal situation for suburban homes. Pure air, sparkling water, delightful climate. Only
14 miles from business center of the city of Spokane— 100,000 population

District Just Opened—Get in on Ground Floor while Lands are Cheap

They will be worth $ 1 ,000 an acre inside of five years.

SPOMJV£ Ol^mM^lAm Co,,

JJ5- SP^46Ui:^AW:\m)KAA/£. WAS//.
Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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CI>

BUY

HANFORD
IRRIGATED
LAND

Its really Income Property

Because the day you purchase a tract you can begin

to prepare the soil to plant potatoes, strawberries, toma-

toes, etc., any one of which will pay a larger percentage

of profit on the amount of money invested than any city

business property, and, besides, an owner of a tract of

HeWiford Land does not care whether the country is in

the grip of a financial panic or not, for it does not effect

his income the slightest bit. HE IS INDEPENDENT,
CONTENTED AND HEALTHY.

The Hanford Land Owner also has the satisfaction

of knowing that his land is increasing in value every

year, because he sees the later purchasers all around
him paying more for the same kind of land than he paid
a few months before. WHY? Because hundreds of

people are going to HANFORD to live, and people
make values.

Have YOU bought a tract of Hanford Land ? If not,

just have a little confidential chat with yourself and ask

yourself why you have not made a start for independ-
ence. Then WRITE TO THE HANFORD IRRIGA-
TION & POWER CO. and let them tell you why you
should buy a five or ten-acre tract.

The Hanford Irrigation & Power Co.
24 Seattle National Bank Building

SEATTLE - WASHINGTON

Don't forget to mention The Paolflc Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will Im- niipreelated.
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Gheny Orchards
Near Spokane, Washington

will be more profitable, according to experi-
enced fruit men, than any other fruit grown.
The finest varieties of Bing, Royal Anne and
Lambert cherries reach perfection in the irri-

gated orchards of the Spokane country. They
bring the highest prices and the market
is many times bigger than the supply.

fl We are handling irrigated fruit land

w^ithin seven miles of the center of Spokane.
Every city convenience. Prices low
and terms exceptionally easy. We plant any
varieties of fruit trees and take full care of

them one year free of charge if desired.

^ We handle irrigated land exclusively and

only the best of that, fl Spokane is the

biggest and most rapidly growing city in

Eastern Washington or Idaho and irrigated
orchard land so close to the city w^ill be im-

mensely valuable, fl Write us forfull informalion

NEELY&YOUNG
INCORPOKATED

340 Club Bldg. Spokane, Wash.

NEW HOMES FOR FIVE

Will You Be One ofthe Five?
Ifyou would like to get FIVE ACRES of the

Best Fruit Land in Washington for ONE DOL-

LAR, invest in a Postage Stamp and send us

your name. Offer limited to five families only

PLYMOUTH FRUIT LANDS CO.
R. COOPER WILUS, Secretary
20 YEARS IN THIS STATE

472 AND 473 COLMAN BLOCK
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appi-eciated.
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Portland Construction Company
OF PORTLAND, OREGON

Engineers and Builders of Electric Railroads
Power Generating Plants and Concrete Dams

CAPITAL STOCK, $500,000
Par Value $100 Per Share

$100,000 Preferred, $400,000 Common^

CI This company has contracts for the construction of 200 miles o.

electric railway through Gilliam, Wheeler, Wasco, Crook and Grant
counties ; also contracts for concrete and steel dams on the John Day
and the Deschutes rivers; also for concrete work on bridges and

buildings amounting to over $6,000,000.

a These projects are being financed by a bond issue of the Wasco
County Electric & Water-Power Co., of Condon, Oregon, to the amount
of $15,000,000, and the money secured from the sale of this bond issue

will be devoted to the payment of the above-mentioned contracts.

^ We Offer $100,000 of the Preferred
Stock of This Company, Paying 8 Per
Cent Per Annum, at $92 Per Share;
guaranteed by contract with the promoters to turn over to a trust

company twice the amount of the par value of this stock in bonds of

the Wasco County Electric & Water-Power Co., to be held in escrow
as security for the payment of this stock at the end of 10 years.
A sinking fund to retire this $100,000 of stock at the end of 10 years

being a stipulation in the preferred stock, which will pay, as above

mentioned, 8 per cent dividends per annum.

CI This stock controls the entire assets of the company.

^ The money secured from the sale of this preferred stock will be used
for the purchase of equipment and for actual construction of 40 miles

of grading and contractors' skeleton railroad to haul material for

construction of power dam at the John Day river, and for all other

purposes incident to the carrymg forward of the work involved in

these contracts.

A|
We can recommend this stock to be a first-class investment.

COOK & TRUBY
511 Corbett Building Portland, Oregon

Don't forgt't to uit'iitloit Tin- raclfic Monthly when UvHlliig w ItU adviTtUiTs. It will U' appn-i'lated.
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A. L. MILLS .

J. W. NEWKIRK
W. C. ALVORD
B. F. STEVENS

. . President

Cashier

Assistant Cashier

2(i Assistant Cashier

First National

Bank

OF PORTLAND, OREGON

Capital . . $ 500,000.00

Surplus. . 1.000,000.00

OLDEST NATIONAL BANK ON THE
PACIFIC COAST

WASHINGTON ^'rTI
Send us your name and address and we will

mail you, free of charge, a book containing a

yard of fine photos of the irrigation district in the

great Yakima Valley, State of Washington. The
tide of immigration is rapidly rising. Non-
forfeiture clause in our contracts, which pro-
vides that you get your money back in land if

for any reason you should fail in your payments.
Send today. We are oldest here—estaDl'ed 1881

Calhoun, Denny & Ewing
p. Alaska Building : Seattle, U. S. A.

North Yakima office with Inland Realty & Investment Co.

LADD & TILTON BANK
PORTLAND, OREGON

Established 1859

Capital Fully Paid .... $1,000,000,00

Surplus and Undivided Profits . 400,000.00

OFFICERS :

W. M. LADD, President R. S. HOWARD, Jr., Asst. Cashier

EDWARD COOKINGHAM, Vice-Pres. J. W. LADD, Asst. Cashier

W. H. DUNCKLEY, Cashier WALTER M. COOK, Asst Cashier

Interest paid on time deposits and savings accounts

Accounts of Banks, Firms, Corporations and Individuals solicited. We are prepared to

furnish depositors every facility consistent with good banking.

Don't forget to niontion The Paeiflc Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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NEWPORT
YAQUINA BAY

Oregon's Matchless Beach Resort
I

The Place to Go for Perfect Rest and Every Conceiv-

able Form of Healthful and Delightful Recreation
HERE IS A LIST OF A FEW_OF ITS NUMBERLESS ATTRACTIONS :

The Agate Beds on Nye Beach and above Olssonville on the bay. The Reefs

at low water and the Rock Oyster Beds. The Mussel Rocks. Boating and

Launching ; a safe amusement on the land-locked waters of the bay and river.

The Lighthouse on Yaquina Head (three miles by trail). Drill of the Surfmen
of the Life-Saving Crew. The old Lighthouse at the mouth of the river. The
Jetties. The Fish Hatchery at Elk City (20 miles up the river by launch).

Shell mounds on both beaches and on the walk to Olssonville. Indian Camps
at various spots along the coast Indian Basket-Makers. Surf Bathing at Nye
Beach ; a perfectly safe beach, where no bather has ever been drowned (see

picture above). The Big Trees at Monterey, 1 }4 miles up the beach. The
Great Firs of the Siletz Reservation, five miles by beach and trail from New-
port Spouting Horn, below the lighthouse on Yaquina Head. The Oyster
Beds at Oysterville, 4)^ miles up the bay. Otter Rock and the Devil's

Punchbowl, nine miles by stage up the beach (see next page).

Don't forget to mention Tbe Pacific Monthly when dealing with adrertlsers. It will l>e appreciated.
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Camping at Newport
ITS FACILITIES ARE COMPLETE -Besf of Food
and an abundance of it. Fresh water from springs. All modern

necessities, such as telegraph, telephone, markets freshly provided

every day. Fuel in abundance. Cottages partly furnished or un-

furnished to be had cheaply. Strict municipal sanitary regulations

SUMMER EXCURSION RATES
FROM ALL POINTS IN THE NORTHWEST
The following tables show the rates from the principal cities and towns in

Oregon and Washington. Others not named will enjoy similar reductions

SOUTHERN PACIFIC COMPANY
Albany ? 4.00
Ashland 10.00

Amity 4.95
Brownsville 4.70
Corvallis 3.75

Cottage Grove 6.00
Cornelius 6.00
Carlton 5.50
Drain 6.60
Dundee 5.65
Dayton 5.55
Dallas 5.75
Eugene 5.50
Forest Grove 6.00

Glendale $10.00
Grants Pass 10.00
Gold Hill 10.00
Hubbard 5.75

Halsey 4.50
Harrisburg 4.85
Hillsboro 6.00
Independence 4.20
Jefferson 4.20
Junction City 5.00
Lebanon 4.30
Mt. Angel 5.85
Marion 4.35
Medford 10.00

McMinnville $ 5.20
North Yamhill 5.65

Newberg 5.70
Oregon City 6.00
Oakland 7.35
Portland 6.00

Roseburg 8.00
Silverton 6.05
Salem 5.00
Springfield 5.50
Sheridan 5.65
Tualatin 6.00
Woodburn 5.60
Yoncalla 6.90

Sale of Tickets will begin June I st and close October 1 5th

GOOD FOR RETURN ANY TIME IN SIX MONTHS

THE OREGON RAILROAD & NAVIGATION CO.
Athena, Ore
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r\F all the many
reasons for

the popularity of

NABISCO
SUGAR WAFERS

the greatest and

the best is because

they're so good.

Iff ten cent tins.

Also in twenty-five cent tins.

NATIONAL
BISCUIT COMPANY

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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I LOCATED
THIS FARMER

IN OREGON

I CAN LOCATE YOU
CHOICE FARMS
ALL SIZES
RIGHT PRICES

GOODNOE HILLS
FRUIT LAND

Nature's Way—No Irrigation

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED

Elnathan Sweet
204 Corbett Building : Portland, Oregon

I "CAME WEST"—WHEN ARE YOU COMING?

Don't forget to nn-ntlou The ruclllc Monthly uli.n tloiilliig with mlv4rtls.rM. It «m W Hpi.n.lnt.d.



Iventy
Million
Voices

PERFECT understanding by the public of the man-

agement and full scope of the Bell Telephone System

can have but one effect, and that a most desirable one

—a marked betterment of the service.

Do you know what makes the telephone worth
while to you—just about the most indispensable
thing in modern life ?

It isn't the circuit of wire that connects your in-

strument with the exchange.
It's the Tnuenty Million Voices at the other end of

the nvire on e-very Bell Telephone !

We have to keep them there, on hair trigger,

ready for you to call them up, day or night—
downtown, up in Maine, or out in Denver.
And to make the telephone system useful to

those Twenty Million other people, we have to

keep you alert and ready at this end of the wire.

Then we have to keep the line in order—
8,000,000 miles of wire—and the central girls

properly drilled and accommodating to the last

degree, and the apparatus up to the highest pitch
of efficiency.

Quite a job, all told.

Every telephone user is an important link in the

system—just as important as the operator. With
a little well meant suggestion on our part, we
believe we can improve the service—perhaps save
a second on each call.

There are about six billion connections a year over
these lines.

Saving a second each would mean a tremendous
time saving to you and a tremendous saving of

operating expenses, which can be applied to the
betterment of the service.

The object of this and several succeeding maga-
zine advertisements is not to get more subscribers. It is

to make each one of you a better link in the chain.

First, give "Central" the number clearly and be
sure she hears it. Give her full and clear informa-

tion in cases of doubt. She is there to do her

utmost to accommodate you.
Next, don't grow fretful because you think she

represents a monopoly. The postmaster does, too,
for the same reason.

The usefulness of the telephone is its uni'ver-

sality, as one system. Where there are two sys-
tems you must have two telephones—and confusion.

Remember, the value of the service lies in the

number of people you can reach njuithout confu-
sion—the promptness with which you get your
response.
So respond quickly when others call you, bear-

ing in mind the extensive scope of the service.

The constant endeavor of the associated Bell

companies, harmonized by one policy and acting
as one syst-em, is to give you the best and most
economical management human ingenuity can
devise. The end is efficient service and your atti-

tude and that of every other subscriber may hasten

or hinder its accomplishment.
Agitation against legitimate telephone business—the kind that has become almost as national in

its scope as the mail service—must disappear with
a realization of the necessity of universal service.

American Telephone & Telegraph Company
And Its Associated

Dell Companies

LONG
DISTANCE

One Policy—One System
Universal Service

UNITING OVER 4.000.000 TELEPHONES



^ Dorothy Vernon Perfume makes its strongest appeal to the most
fastidious women. It possesses a liveliness, a piquancy and never-

tiring quality that is a distinct contrast to the flat and monotonous
sweetness of so many perfumes sold today.

•I It has an alluring fragrance that is at once delicate and soft. It is

distinguished in its quality without being aggressive.

^ 4 ounce bottle—$1.75. Also sold in smaller sizes. If your druggist
does not carry it, write us and we will tell you one that does, and will

send you one of our little samples, with an individual atomizer,

fully described on an inside page of this magazine.

THE JENNINGS COMPANY, Perfumers
DEPT. P—GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
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How to

Recognize

Quality

True lovers of sweets are so appreciative cf quality that they w^ould rather

go wathout than be disappointed in confectionery.

The question is—how are you to know in advance—how can you recognize quality

before you buy and before you try. There is one sure way—ask for Necco Sweets and

look for the red seal on the box. For example try a box of

which are but one of 500 different varieties. Necco Sweets arc not only delicious but

wholesome and good—make the little ones happy and keep them healthy.

Necco Sweets are sold by al/ dealers who sell high grade goods. If your dealer does not have

them, send us 25 cents for an attractive package of Lenox ChocoSates ; or, better still,

order one of our special $1 packages in a handsome art box. Either package sent postpaid.
For 15c, stamps or cash, we will mail, postpaid, to any address a beautiful 1909 Art Calendar, size 2 feet long by 10 inche*

hiKh, lithogrnphed in 1-1 colors, without advertising. An artistic decoration for mantel or ^vall, living room or def&.

BiE'Wr r.^Gl^AJSn COTSKECTIOKER^' CO.. nostoK, ^Xass.

GRANDE RONDE
THE MOST FERTILE VALLEY IN OREGON

'\'\ T IT^ WJ )^ ^ j^ti ^^^ hundred square miles of fer-

YY Mm rJiJr^ V r^ tile farming land, the most of

which is conveniently irrigated,
there being ample water and the best natural reservoir sites in the
Northwest. Great natural facilities for the generation of immense
water-power at moderate cost. Over thirty saw-mills, planing mills and
box factories. Railroad shops and a division point of the O. R. & N. Ry.
The only beet sugar factory in the State. Large iron foundry and machine shop.

WE WANT
and door factory, furniture factory.

1000 farmers and iruit-growers,

canning factories, cereal food

factories, woolen mills, sash
For further information, address

Secretary Commercial Club, La Grande, Oregon
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Time Is Money
Invest Five Minutes Now

The Pacific Northwest is the last and best of the undeveloped territoty in the

United States. Equal opportunities for making money can not be found else-

where. A little foresight w^ill enable you to share in the profits that w^ill be
made here w^ithin the next few years from judicious investments. Prompt
action is necessary, how^ever. ^ Nowadays people do not become wealthy
by working for w^ages; neither do they secure a competency by saving at

banking rates of interest. Investments in new and prosperous communities
are the ones that return big profits and insure a permanent income, but

It Takes Money To Make Money
The man of moderate means is sure to be distanced in the race for w^ealth

unless he combines w^ith others. The United Securities Company offers

you an opportunity to combine and succeed. It invities you to participate
in the enormous profits made possible by the handling of large sums of

money. ^ This company is engaged in the promotion of enterprises of

absolute merit, among which are office buildings, manufacturing industries,

mines, etc., where greater capital is necessary than can be commanded by
the ordinary individual, and where enormous profits are absolutely certain.

An Income Perpetual
Would you like an interest in a going concern that is no\'>' operating on the lines

above indicated ? It is possible for you to obtain such an interest on easy pay-
ments. You may become a partner in The United Securities Company by pur-
chasing some of its Life-Income Investment Bonds. The holder of one of these

bonds participates in all the profits of the business and w^ill receive an estimated
annual dividend of from 1 5% to40%,including a preferred dividend of 6V'owhich
18 guaranteed. ^ Do you want an income while you live and something better

than an insurance policy to leave your heirs w^hen you die ? If you do, cut

out the attacked coupon, fill out properly and mail to us today. You take no
risk of any kind, and after you have heard from us, if you are not satisfied that

this is one of the best opportunities of your life, you are under no obligation.

NOT MORE THAN 10 BONDS RESERVED FOR ANY ONE PERSON

THE UNITED SECURITIES COMPANY
Empire Building : Seattle, Washington

nu. OUT THIS COUPON AND MAIL TO US TODAY

THE UNITED SECURITIES COMPANY.
Seattle, Washington :

Please reserve for me Life-Income Investment Bonds (value $100 each), and send full

information. If I am convinced that your enterprise is of the soundest character, and that it will prove unusually

profitable, I will pay for same at the rate of $5 cash on each bond for which I subscribe and $5 a month on each

bond until fully paid.

Name-

Postoflice .

County State .

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Montlily v,hn\ dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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International Approval
GOLD MEDAL GRAND PRIZE MEDAL GOLD MEDAL

PARIS ST. LOUIS JAMESTOWN

HIGHEST AWARD GRANTED THE PRUDENTIAL AT EACH EXPOSITION.

The Prudential
Represents the Highest Standard of Efficiency

in Office and Field Administration.

The NEW Low Cost Policy
is the highest modern development of everything

most desirable in Life Insurance.

Annual Cost Whole
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The October Pacific Monthly

How do you like the present number? Do you not think that we have made

good in regard to our prediction in this section last month, that the September
number would be the best yet ? Now we do not want to make any rash prom-
ises about the October issue; but we really believe you will find something
about it that will please you even more than this.

In the first place, it is going to have perhaps the most unique and strik-

ing cover you have ever seen on a magazine—a composition by Charles

Schroeder, the well-known Chicago artist.

Max Nordau

How did you like Part I of his story, "FATHER, OPEN THE DOOR,"
in this issue? We think it a remarkably good story, quite as enjoyable as an

example of fine literary style as for its sustained story interest.

JacJi London

And how did you like the beginning of MARTIN EDEN? Write us

about it. Tell us what your first impressions are. You know we are offering

the sum of $500 for the best prediction of the climax, or ending, of the novel,

after the reading of the first three installments. Our advertisement else-

where in these pages gives full details about this interesting offer. We know
how unsafe usually it is to give unstinted praise in an editorial announcement

of a work; the reader's expectations are so aroused that he is apt to be greatly

disgusted if it fails to meet his preconceived no lions. We recently have used

a number of seemingly extravagant terms in reference to MARTIN EDEN;
but we believe they were justified, for the story has been read by four people

of very diverse tastes, and all have been equally enthusiastic in praising it. How-

ever, permit us a word of warning: If you think it is going to be a "thriller"

of the wild-life type, or of some of London's horror-tales, you will be disap-

pointed; but if you like a really great story of character and real life rather

than a rushing melodrama or shallow detective yarn, we believe you will be

stirred deeply by MARTIN EDEN. It is certainly a story that will be talked

about.

Felix Benguiat

If you like a fine piece of literature, read his next story, KHOSRAN,
TEE SON OF l^ISTAM. It is a Persian tale, full of the imagery, lore and

poetry of that romantic land of Calif Harun Al-Rashid.
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A New Theory of Organic Life

By James Rhoderick Kendall

This remarkable paper is the result of a life-time of study and thought by

a philosopher whom it will make famous far beyond the circle that now knows

him. While it is quite possible that many, if

not most, of his scientific brethren will dis-

pute the theory with more or less violence,

no one can read this paper without reaching

the conviction that Professor Kendall's

theory has at least this advantage: it offers

the only explanation we have ever seen to

the problem: "What is man's place in na-

ture?" that seems to leave nothing unan-

swered, and yet it is so surprisingly simple

that it is fully explained in the space of one

short magazine article. To quote a para-

graph :

"It is said that no pain is so great as that

of a new idea. This is probably due to men-

tal inertia, which is a very prominent char-

acteristic of the literal-minded or mentally-

fixed. From these, much determined oppo-

sition to anything new is to be expected. All

I ask is a willing mind. This thesis is written for the purpose of giving a

new conception to waking and sleeping, and necessarily, of the male and

female principles in nature and planeta'ry movement, since natural truth or

principle cannot be isolated, but is ever repeated throughout the infinite

operations of nature in multifarious and perplexing guises." Illustrated with

a number of unique diagrams.

Peter Robertson

The third of Mr. Robertson's charming papers on GREAT ACTORS OF
OLD SAN FRANCISCO, will discuss many personalities dear to the hearts of

all old theatergoers on the Pacific Coast—Lawrence Barrett, Joseph Jefferson,

Harry Edwards, E. A. Sothern, of whom Mr. Robertson says in part: "Lord

Dundreary— the name will never die, and 'Ned' Sothern was the creator of

that inimitable character." Do you remember John T. Raymond as Colonel

Sellers? Who has forgotten "Billy" Mestayer, Robert Pateman, Charles

T. Bishop or Horace Lingard? The article is illustrated from numerous old-

time nhotographs.

JAMES RHODERICK KENDALL
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The Story of ''Soapy" Smith, Bad Man and Bluffer

By Don Steffa

This is one of the most interesting of our series on BAD MEN AND
NOTED FRONTIER CHAHACTERS. Don Steffa, the author, a graphic

writer and able newspaper man, was a spectator of many of the scenes he

describes, in the wild days of '97- '98 at Skagway, Alaska, where "Soapy"
Smith's last "bluff" was called, and his skillfully organized gang was broken

up after a long series of outrages and terrorizing of that unique way-point in

the Klondike rush. Illustrated from numerous interesting photographs of

"Soapy" and his gang, and of exciting scenes at Skagway at that time.

Charles B. Clark, Jr,

Will have a splendid

new song of the range:

A ROUND-UP LULLA-
BY. It is one of those

songs that cowmen sing

as they guard the great

herds of wild cattle on

the plains at night. All

old cowboys, and those

of the present genera-

tion, will recognize with

delight the old familiar

pictures this lullaby
gives. You can scarce-

ly read it without men-

tally singing it.

But there! We have

used all of our space.

We were going to tell

you of some other good

things to come in the

way of stories, pictures,

etc., but you will find

them in the October

number.

CHAH1.I'3< B CLARK. Jc
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HOTEL LINCOLN
AMERICAN The Tourist Hotel of Paget Sound European

SEATTLE
250 rooms. 100 with private bath. Italian Cafe, la Pergoletta. Banquet rooms. Tea rooms.
A garden on the roof 120 feet square. A veranda 120 feet long, facing the public library

WRITE FOR BOOKLET (FREE) SHOWING VIEWS OF HOTEL AND PUGET SOUND

NOTHING FINER THE WORLD OVER"

Hotel Pontchartrain
'^"^'<J^§vfaVk'*^";e",ruT" Detroit, Michigan

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
Combines more up-to-date features than any other hotel in the

country. Appeals particularly to tourists and travelers

Conducted on European Plan. Unsurpassed Cuisine
— ExceDenl Senice

RATES: $2.00 PER DAY AND UPWARDS
PONTCHARTRAIN HOTEL CO., Proprietors

Gkoeoe H. Woollev, W. J. ChittendS!i, Jr., Managers

A re You Going to

St. Louis ?

THE

WINDERMERE
HOTEL

Is a delightful place in

Best Resident Section

and away from the noise

and smoke, yet within

easy access. Transient

Rates, $1.00 to $3.00

per Day. Special rates

by the week. Write

for booklet. Address

W. F.WILLIAMSON, Manager

Don't force* to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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California's Mission Hotel

QImUNWOOJ}, Riverside, California Miller, Proprietor.

A loiiK, low. cloistered ImildinK of (l:e Mit-sion type, Incloi-ing a spxclons court a-id surrounded by mag-
nificent old trees and pjilnis. In the court tl« Old Adobe of Casino adjoins the stately Campanile with Its
sweet chime of old Mission bells. Facing the court, on the third flwr. Is the beautiful Paseo de las
I'lilnias, a promenade seven hundred feet long, bordered with graceful palms and brilliant flowering
slirubs. Tlie I'aseo overlooks tl;e grand court, with Its grape-arhored I'ergola, the Spanish roof-garden of
tlie Adobe and the Catiiimnile; beyond Is the glorious view of tiie great snow-capped mountains, that rise In
majestic splendor from the wide spreading orange groves nestling at their base and which intercept the
eye on every side.

Among other pleasing features of the "NEW GLRNWOOD" are the cloistered corridors, the Patio, or
inner court, and the Tortwles with its graceful Mission arches, which serves the double purpose of port-

THE DANMOORE
Dan J. Moore, Proprietor Phone Main 8600

European Plan

Rates, $1.00 Per Day and Up

Portland's New Hotel
WITH GRILL

47S Waahington Street, Corner Fourteenth

PORTLAND : OREGON
Hotel Moore—Clatsop Beach, Seaside, Ore. Open
all year. For information apply at The Danmoort

Dorean Hotel
(BUICK FIItEPRtK>F)

OCEAN FRONT at VERMONT AVENUE
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.

OPEN ALL YEAR

GAMBOL ROOM, MUSIC, OCEAN FRONT
REFINED SURROUNDINOS

Accommodations for 350 guests. Elegantly
furnished, rooms and bath single or en suite.

Dining rooms and sun parlors overlooking ocean

EXCELLENT CUISINE
NEW GRILLE A LA AMERICA

Billiards, Shuffle Board, etc. Music. Write for literattire

E. E. MORALL. Proprietor

Don't forgot to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with ndvorllsers. It will bo appreciated.
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California's Mission Hotel

TH£ GIiSNWOOS, Riverside, California. Frank A. IKiller, Proprietor.

eoeliere and bridge from the hotel to the roof-garden. Within as witiiout. Mission arehiteetnre prevails, and
is emphasized in decoration and quaint monastic furnisliings. The colonnaded parlors, rotunda and dining-
room, the Mezzanine floors and Social Halls are all attractive innovations. The heavy open timbered ceilings
throughout the wliole house are a prominent feature; and tall, massive chimney pieces with their cheerful
hearths, add much to the charm of this unique hotel.

Blverside, "The HcAne of the Orange," Is the city of Southern California which tourists should visit in

order to appreciate the pietures<iue possibilities of local color and American enterprise. It is a place to

dream, a place to think, a place to see tlie practical possibilities of orange growing, and how 6.000 cars
of oranges are grown, packed and slilpped each year. Riverside, with its community Investment of
130,000,000, Is the place to speculate upon the future of the limitless west.

FREMONT HOTEL
Corner 4th and Olive Streets : Los Angeles

AN elegantly furnished Family and

/-\ Tourist Hotel, situated two
blocks from Broadway, on an em-

inence commanding a charming vista

of the city. Appointments perfect.
Rates reasonable. American plan.

Thos. Pascoe, Proprietor
SEND FOR BOOKLET. FREE. ON CAUFORNIA

y^ EXHIBITION DRILL SQUAD ">^

CALIFORNIA
MILITARY
ACADEMY
SANTA MONICA, LOS ANGELES COUNH, CAL

Strictly Military. Cavalry Organization.

Fits for College or Business.

Fall term opens Sept. 23, '08.

For catalog address the Superintendent.

Don't forget to mention The Paclflc Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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EDUCATIONAL
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of PORTLAND OREGON

Before deciding the important question

of your daughter's education communi-

cate with this school, that ranks first

among girls' schools on the coast. Sym-
pathetic guidance, delightful environ-

ment and healthful exercises. Diplomas
conferred from Collegiate and Aca-

demic courses. High standards of music

and art. Tuition and board for entire

scholastic year. $250. Fall term

begins September 9th. 527 students
enrolled last year.

' Write for catalog.

St Mary's Academy and College, 345 Fourth St, Portland, Oregon

Why Not Study
PENMANSHIP under a pen Artist?

BANKING under a Bank Cashier?
BOOKKEEPING under an Expert Accountant?
CORPORATION Accounting under a System Man?
ARITHMETIC under a Thorough Mathmetician ?

SHORTHAND under a Convention and Court
Reporter?

TYPEWRITING under a practical touch Operator?
Letter-Writing, English. Spelling, etc., under thor-

oughly competent instructors?

The Leading Business College Portland, Ore.

¥ ¥W¥ ¥ MILITARY
Jnil il iACADEMY
A Boarding and Day School for Boys. Accred-
ited to all leading colleges and universities. Boys
of any age admitted at any time. Write for Illus-

trated Catalogue.

DR. J. W. HILL, Proprietor and Principal

PORTLAND. OREGON

STUDY
LAW
AT

HOME

Tlifi oldcat and best Bchool. Instrnotion by malt
iidiiplcd to every oiio. K«eoKiii/.i>d liy rourts and
ediiialors. E.xporifiicpd and coiiipotcnt Instnu;-
tiirs. Takes spare time only. Tnree oo\irseB—

I'rcparatory, HurImoss, CoUckc. I'repares for
practice. Will lieller your roii-

ditioiiaiidprosiHMtsiu business.
Students and urailiintos every,
wliero. Kull partieiilars and
Kaay I'aynicnt I'lun free.

Tho Npruguo
Oorrc«pun<lfn<'« Hchool

uf I.BW,
066 BajMUe Bldg, Uctrolt, Ktek.

PREPARE YOURSELF
for the BATTLE OF LIFE

4 Hundreds of positions awaiting competent
men. fl Hundreds of positions awaiting com-

petent women. Q Business thoroughly taught

in 6 months. ^ Three positions at $100 per

month, each awaiting competent pupils.

Don't fail to take advantage of this opportunity.

PORTLAND SCHOOL OF COPPER-
PLATE ENGRAVING AND DESIGN

F. W. GARDAM. Proprietor—Artist-Engraver
on Copper Plates and Steel Dies

Suite 603 Beck Building, Seventh and Oak Street*

PORTLAND, OREGON

PORTLAND
ACADEMY
Portland, Oregon

Twentieth Year Opens
SEPTEMBER 21. 190S

'T'HE Academy fits boys and

girls for Elastern and Western

Colleges. A Primary and Gram-

mar School under the same man-

agement rccciwfs pupils as early

as the age of six and fits them

for the Academy. Well equip-

ped laboratories in the depart-

ments of Chemistry and Phys-

ics. All departments are in charge of thoroughly

qualified and experienced teachers. A Gymnasium
in charge of a skilled director. Field and Track Ath-

letics. A well appointed boarding hall for girls. Young
men and young women desirous of a thorough prepara-

tion for college or of a broad and thorough High School

Course are especially invited to examine the advantages

offered by this school. Catalogue sent on application.
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EDUCATIONAL
Forest Park University roi^\°"r&Td^itrto^^^
lesley, Smith and Vassar. College of Music, E. R. Kroeger, di-

rector; Towers, Voice; Galloway, Pipe Organ; Violin, Elxpres-
sion. Art, Gym. Board and Tuition, $285. Write for catalog to

Missouri, St. Louis. Mrs. Anna Snetd Cairns, President.

Hill and 8th Sts. LOS ANGELES. CAL.

High-grade business training. Los Angeles the finest

place on earth to attend school. Entire yeai
—begin

when ready. Positions secured. Write for catalogue.

CARTOONING
ILLUSTRATING

Law, Pharmacy, Shorthand, Bookkeeping, Pen-
manship, Drafting, Journalism taught quick and

cheap by mail or here in our home institution

founded 1850. Write today for special ofiFer.

State course desired.

NATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
38 N. Penn. St., Indianapolis, Ind.

DO YOU LIKE TO DRAW?
THAT'S ALL WE WANT TO KNOW
Now we WILL NOT give you any grand prizr
or a lot of FREB STUFF if you answer this ad.

Nor do we claim to make you rich in a wekk.
But if you are anxious to develop your tal-

ent with a successful cartoonist, so you can
make money, send a copy of this picture with
6c in stamps for portfolio of cartoons and
SAMPLE LESSON PLATE, and let US explain.

THE W. L EVANS School of Cartooninc.
320 Kingmoore Bldg., CLEVELAND, 0.

Any Boy or Ctrl wMh Jumi a Oommon
School Education can atudy

MUSIC A! WHITMAN
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC——^

tranches ; vocal and instru

interesting i

delightful surroundingi
I method

lustrated catalog
—free

nstru-
I

iings. I

WHITMAN COLLEGE, WALLA WALLA, WASH.

In the Berkshire Hills

Miss Hall's School for Girls
Pittsfield, Massachusetts MISS MIRA H. HALL. Principal

Miss Marker's School, Palo Alto, California
Boarding and Day School for Girls. College Preparatory,
Intermediate and Primary Departments. New building.
Large grounds for out-of-door sports. Full information
furnished upon request. Address Department M.

Agricultural College
CORVALUS, OREGON

/^FFEIRS collegiate courses in Agriculture,
^^

including Agronomy, Horticulture,

Animal Husbandry, Dairy Husbandry, etc.;

Forestry; Domestic Science and Art; Civil,

Electrical, Mechanical, and Mining Engineer-

ing; Commerce; Pharmacy.
Offers elementary courses in Agriculture,

Forestry, Domestic Science and Art, Com-

merce, and Mechanic Arts, including forge

-work, cabinet making, steam fitting, plumb-

ing, machine work, etc.

Strong faculty, modern equipment; free

tuition; Opens September 25.

Illustrated catalogue with full information

on application to the Registrar, free.

LAW HERE OR BY MAIL. Degree two
years. Credits accepted. Can earn ex-
penses. No entrance examination.
Prepares for all States. Other courses

FREE. Write desire. Indianapolis College of Law, 38 N.
Penn. St., Indianapolis, Ind.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC
Wants young men to learn telegraphy and station wodc;
salaries $75 to $90 month. Address

SCHOOL OF TELEGRAPHY
Hibernia Building. Market and Jones Streets, San Francisco

The Paul Gerson Dramatic School
San Francisco-Chicago. Largest training school of acting in
America. Mr. Gerson has personal charge of San Francisco
school. Positions secured. Six months' graduating course.
Write for catalog. Counlrymaii Bld<., Van Ness Ave. and Ellis St, San Francisco.

Vashon College and Academy
Burton, Vashon IsUnd, Wasliington, betureen Tacoma and Seattle

Is a Home School for Boys, Young Men and Young
Women. Has Lower School, Academical, Commercial
and Musical Departments. An Ideal Location. Able
Instruction. Military Training and Discipline. For
illustrated Catalogue and Terms, address

W. G. PARKES, M. S.. President.

^rfjan ^catremj>
LOS ANGELES : CAUFORNIA

MILITARY SCHOOL FOR YOUNG BOYS AND GIRLS

A School specially equipped to develop young pupils along every right line,

and the only one on the Pacific Coast which offers regular military drill and
calisthenics for girls. Fine out-of-door dormitories, in use most of the year.

Primary, Intermediate and College Preparatory Classes. Military Drill Dsuly.

Cadet Band. Vocal and Instrumental Music. Gymnasium, Manual Training, Dancing.
Fencing, Rifle Practice (Medal annually from National Rifle Association). Com-
mandant Col. Richard P. Kelly, formerly military instructor in New York State service.

Do you not believt that your boy or girl will make the truest progress with
school companions of his or her own age ? CATALOGUE GLADLY MAILED.

Address MISS MAY C. McDONNELL, Principal, 9th and Beacon Sts., Los Angeles
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Violet Oats
A delicious tissue building cereal. Best for

breakfast. If your grrocer does not supply you,
write to

Albers Bros. Milling Co.
SEATTLE

Substitutes Are Never As Good

As the originals. Don't take a

"just as good" but insist that

your dealer gives you the article

Bearing the Genuine Trade Mark

EMERALD SOAP
Bo.Mt for Wash Day

Somethins new. A great dirt killer. Ask your
grocer'or write

Seattle Soap Company
Seattle, Wathington

Inventors, Attention!
Have you an idea? It may be worth thousands of dollars.
Let us help you make money from it. Our business is to
improve, simplify and perfect mechanical inventiims. We
have the best equipment and long experience in this line.
Highest local references. We solicit your correspondence.

Nelson Metal Specialties G).
Seattle, Washington

Pacific Export Lumber Co.

LUMBER
For All Foreign Countries

214 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE PORTLAND, OR.
Cable Address, "Pacexport, Portland"

Correspondence Solicited

i Preferred STOCK

Allen & Lewi*, Portland, Oregon

A SINGLE INCH
Seems rather a small space, but
perhaps you have never tried
the pullingpower of one of these
little ads. fl Write for terms.

The Pacific Monthly Co.

HARD WALL PLASTERS
1 nufactured by

The ADAMANT CO.
Our celebrated "CROWN" BRAND (hair fibered),

WOOD FIBERED. UNFIBERED (finishing),

"aotnry foot Fifteenth Street Telephone Pacific Main 2109

Office Room 433. Worcester Bldg.
Tek.: Pac Main 718, Home A1218 PORTLAND, ORE.

Why Do You Read This
Thousands do the same monthly. The
manufacturer who fails to take advant-

age of this inexpensive space is losing

money by his carlessness. A month's
trial will convince the most skeptical.

Specify COLUMBIA
Hams, Bacon and Lard

(/. 5. Government Inspected

UNION MEAT CO. ^^^S^'^'^
Pioneer Packers of the Pacific

?t|^
Pacific Tent and
Awning Co.
SAIL MAKERS

Manufacturers of Tents, Awnings,
Tarpaulins, Horse and ^X'agon Cov-
ers, Flags, Banners, Hammocks,

Camp Furniture, etc. Pacific Tents are of superior qual-

ity and the best of workmanship. Write for catalogue and
prices. 27 N. First St., Near Couch, Portland. Ore.

WBMARBPKlNTINGPIArBS .^/](W-
FOR EVERY PURPOSE. ^ /lU^ •

DESIGMING-
ILLVSTRATING

.S^-^^^3

OOD
ENGRAVING.

PHOTO-EMGRAVING.

109 SECOND ST.
457J PORTLAND. OREGONMAIN 7319

MANUFACTURERS FIND THIS PAGEVALUABLE
The great West is making rapid strides in the manufacturing world.

She will soon be able to compete with the Eastern manufactories in

every line. Let the people know what you are doing as a manufacturer

REACHES THOUSANDS OF READERS MONTHLY
Don't foreet to mention The Pacific Mcntblj wben dealing with advertigers. It will be appreciated.
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Valuable and Useful Books
FOR

Outdoor People
Who hath seen the beaver busied? Who hath watched the

black-tail matifig?
Who hath lain alone to hear the' zvild-gooje cry?

Who hath worked the chosen water where the ouananiche is waiting.
Or the sea-trouf s jumping crazy for the Jly? (Kipling)

BIG GAME AT SEA. By Charles Frederick Holder. Profusely illustrated.

Price $2.00 net.
" In all the literature of sport, there is no book just like this," said a competent reviewer. "It
is a veritable encyclopedia of mysterious antics of sea game, of their habits, and species, their

elusiveness, and their beauty."

FAVORITE FISH AND FISHING. By Dr. J. a. Ilenshall. Many illustrations.

Price $1.25 net.

A rare combination this, a thoroughly practical book, with literary merit of the highest kind.

Tkc Chicago Dial calls it a Guide to the genuine follower of Walton.

THE SPORT OF BIRD STUDY. By Herbert K. Job. Magnificently illustrated

with half-tones frt m wonderful nature pictures. Price $2.00 net.

A bird book that is unique. It's a complete guide to the new sport of Bird Hunting with a

Camera. Mr. Job's experiences, wliile hunting in this way, are as entertaining as a novel.

Written especially for young and active people, and is the best possible kind of a gift for a boy
or girl.

WILDERNESS HOMES. By Oliver Kemp. Illustrations, photographs and plans.
Price 1 1. 25 net.

A restful home in the woods far from the madding crowd appeals to the great majority of us.

The book is written by a man wlio spends aniuuiUy a large part of the year in the Maine
woods. He tells how a summer home can be built at the minimum of expense, and just how to

go about it.

FISHING AND SHOOTING SKETCHES. By, Grover Cleveland. Illustrated

by 11 y. S. Watson. Price $1.25 net.

Full of sound, homely jihilosophy, and quiet humor is this little book by an illustrious man.

Nothing else he has written shows so well the personal, the intimate, and the human side of the

Great American, whom the Nation is mourning.

CAMP AND TRAIL. By Stewart Edward White. Illustrated. Price $1.25 net.

The most important and valuable book Mr. White has yet written. "A valuable guide and

helpmate to those who love outdoor life," says The Albany Evening Journal.

OUR BIRD FRIENDS. By George F. Burba. Illustrated with large color pictures of

well-known birds. Price $1.00 net.

A really delightful "bird book" for young people It's "different" {o the ordinary run.

There is not a line of technical stuff in it, but it answers directly and to the point all the ques-
tions you could possibly ask about our everyday birds,

N. B.— Your bookseller should keep all these books. If he does not

have them, write to us.

THE OUTING PUBLISHING COMPANY
35 and 37 West 31st Street, New York City

Dnii't f.iirct to incntl.in 'ri\(> PiK nil' M.intlily when (l.-:iIIiiK wllli iMlvrrtlscrs. It will t><< nppn-.'latcd.
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SCENES FROM PRESENT DAY

INDIAN LIFE
FROM COPYRIGHTED PHOTOGRAPHS

BY

RICHARD THROSSEL
CROW AGENCY
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"BITES," A TYPICAL CHEYENNE.
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"TWO LEGGINS," CHTEF OF THE BLACK LOPGE CROWS.



LITTLE RED BIRD. (CROW).



THE MEDICINE TEPEE.
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Martin Eden
By Jack London

'The Call of the Wild," "Sea Wolf," "The God of
HiB Fathers," "White Fan. ,

'

Etc.

"Let me live out my years in heat of blood!

Let me lie drunken with the dreamer's zvine!

Let me not see this soul-house built of mud
Go toppling to the dust a vacant shrine!"

CHAPTER I.

HE one opened the door

with a latch key and went

in, followed by a young
fellow who awkwardly
removed his cap. He
wore rough clothes that

smacked of the sea, and he was mani-

festly out of place in the spacious hall in

which he found himself. He did not

know what to do with his cap, and was

stuffing it into his coat pocket when the
other took it from him. The act was
done quietly and naturally, and the
awkward young fellow appreciated it.

"He understands," was his thought.
"He '11 see me through all right."
He walked at the other's heels with a

swing to his shoulders, and his legs
spread unwittingly, as if the level floors

were tilting up and sinking down to the

heave and lunge of the sea. The wide
rooms seemed too narrow for his rolling

gait, and to himself he was in terror lest

his broad shoulders should collide with

the doorways or sweep the bric-a-brac

from the low mantel. He recoiled from
side to side between the various objects
and multiplied the hazards that in reality

lodged only in his mind. Between a

grand piano and a center table piled high
with books was space for half a dozen to

walk abreast, yet he essayed it with tre-

pidation. His heavy arms hung loosely
at his sides. He did not know what to

do with those arms and hands, and when,
to his excited vision, one arm seemed
liable to brush against the books on the

table, he lurched away like a frightened
horse, barely missing the piano stool. He
watched the easy walk of the other in

Copyright, 1908, by Jack London.
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front of him, and for the first time real-

ized that his walk was different from
that of other men. He experienced a

momentary pang of shame that he should
walk so uncouthly. The sweat burst

through the skin of his forehead in tiny

beads, and he paused and mopped his

bronzed face with his handkerchief.
*'Hold on, Arthur, my boy," he said,

attempting to mask his anxiety with
facetious utterance. "This is too much
all at once for yours truly. Give me a

chance to get my nerve. You know I

did n't want to come, an' I guess your
fam'ly aint hankerin' to see me neither."

"That 's all right," was the reassuring
answer. "You must n't be frightened at

us. We 're just homely people
—

hello,
there 's a letter for me."
He stepped back to the table, tore open

the envelope, and began to read, giving
the stranger an opportunity to recover

himself. And the stranger understood and

appreciated. His was the gift of sym-
pathy, understanding; and beneath his

alarmed exterior that sympathetic pro-
cess went on. He mopped his forehead

dry and glanced about him with a con-
trolled face, though in the eyes there
was an expression such as wild animals

betray when they fear the trap. He was
surrounded by the unknown, apprehen-
sive of what might happen, ignorant of
what he should do, aware that he walked
and bore himself awkwardly, fearful that

every attribute and power of him was
similarly afflicted. He was keenly sen-

sitive, hopelessly self-conscious, and the

amused glance that the other stole priv-

ily at him over the top of the letter

burned into him like a dagger-thrust
He saw the glance, but he gave no sign,
for among the things he had learned was
discipline. Also, that dagger-thrust went
to his pride. He cursed himself for hav-

ing come, and at the same time resolved

that, happen what would, having come,
he would carry it through. The lines of

his face hardened, and into his eyes came
a fighting light. He looked about more

unconcernedly, sharply observant, every
detail of the pretty interior registering
itself on his brain. His eyes were wide

apart; nothing in their field of vision

escaped ;
and as they drank in the beauty

before them the fighting light died out

and a warm glow took its place. He was

responsive to beauty, and here was cause

to respond.
An oil painting caught and held him.

A heavy surf thundered and burst over

an outjutting rock; lowering storm-

clouds covered the sky ; and, outside the

line of surf, a pilot-schooner, close-

hauled, heeled over till every detail of

her deck was visible, was surging along

against a stormy sunset sky. There was

beauty, and it drew him irresistibly. He
forgot his awkward walk and came
closer to the painting, very close. The

beauty faded out of the canvas. His
face expressed his bepuzzlement. He
stared at what seemed a careless daub
of paint, then stepped away. Immed-

iately all the beauty flashed back into the

canvas. "A trick picture," was his

thought, as he dismissed it, though in

the midst of the multitudinous impres-
sions he was receiving he found time to

feel a prod of indignation that so much

beauty should be sacrificed to make a

trick. He did not know painting. He
had been brought up on chromos and

lithographs that were always definite and

sharp, near or far. He had seen oil

paintings, it was true, in the show win-

dows of shops, but the glass of the win-

dows had prevented his eager eyes from

approaching too near.

He glanced around at his friend read-

ing the letter and saw the books on the

table. Into his eyes leaped a wistful-

ness and a yearning as promptly as the

yearning leaps into the eyes of a starv-

ing man at sight of food. An impulsive

stride, with one lurch to right and left

of the shoulders, brought him to the

table, where he began affectionately han-

dling the books. He glanced at the titles

and the authors' names, read fragments
of text, caressing the volumes with his

eyes and hands, and, once, recognized a

book he had read. For the rest, they
were strange books and strange authors.

He chanced upon a volume o? Swinburne
and began reading steadily, forgetful of

where he was, his face glowing. Twice
he closed the book on his forefinger to

look at the name of the author. Swin-
burne !

—he would remember that name.
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That fellow had eyes, and he had cer-

tainly seen color and flashing light. But
who was Swinburne? Was he dead a

hundred years or so like most of the

poets? Or was he alive still, and writ-

ing? He turned to the title-page
—

yes,

he had written other books ; well, he
would go to the free library the first

thing in the morning and try to get hold

of some of Swinburne's stuff. He went
back to the text and lost himself. He
did not notice that a young woman had
entered the room. The first he knew
was when he heard Arthur's voice say-

ing:

"Ruth, this is Mr. Eden."
The book was closed on his forefinger,

and before he turned he was thrilling to

the first new impression, which was not

of the girl, but of her brother's words.
Under that muscled body of his he was a

mass of quivering sensibilities. At the

slightest impact of the outside world

upon his consciousness, his thoughts,

sympathies, and emotions leapt and

played like lambent flame. He was ex-

traordinarily receptive and responsive,
while his imagination, pitched high, was
ever at work establishing relations of

likeness and difference. "Mr. Eden,"
was what he had thrilled to—he who had
been called "Eden," or "Martin Eden,"
or just "Martin," all his life. And
"Mister!" It was certainly going some,
was his internal comment. His mind
seemed to turn, on the instant, into a

vast camera ohscura, and he saw arrayed
around his consciousness endless pic-
tures from his life, of stoke-holes and

forecastles, camps and beaches, jails and

boozing-kens, fever-hospitals and slum

streets, wherein the thread of association

was the fashion in which he had been
addressed in those various situations.

And then he turned and saw the girl.
The phantasmagoria of his brain van-

ished at sight of her. She was a pale
ethereal creature, with wide, spiritual
blue eyes and a wealth of golden hair. He
did not know how she was dressed, ex-

cept that the dress was as wonderful as

she. He likened her to a pale gold flower

upon a slender stem. No, she was a

spirit, a divinity, a goddess ; such sub-

limated beauty was not of the earth. Or

perhaps the books were right, and there

were many such as she in the upper
walks of life. She might well be sung
by that chap Swinburne. Perhaps he
had had somebodv like her in mind when
he painted that girl, Iseult, in the book
there on the table. All this plethora of

sight, and feeling, and thought, occurred

on the instant. There was no pause of

the realities wherein he moved. He saw
her hand coming out to his, and she

looked him straight in the eyes as she

shook hands, frankly, like a man. The
women he had known did not shake
hands that way. For that matter, most
of them did not shake hands at all. A
flood of associations, visions of various

ways he had made the acquaintance of

women, rushed into his mind and threat-

ened to swamp it. But he shook them
aside and looked at her. Never had he

seen such a woman. The women he had
known ! Immediately, beside her, on

either hand, ranged the women he had

known. For an eternal second he stood

in the midst of a portrait gallery, where-

in she occupied the central place, while

about her were limned many women, all

to be weighed and measured by a fleet-

ing glance, herself the unit of weight and
measure. He saw the weak and sickly

faces of the girls of the factories, and

the simpering, boisterous girls from the

south of Market. There were women of

the cattle camps, and swarthy cigarette-

smoking women of Old Mexico. These,
in turn, were crowded out by Japanese
women, doll-like, stepping mincingly on
wooden clogs; by Eurasians, delicate- -

featured, stamped with degeneracy ; by
full-bodied South-Sea-Island women,
flower-crowned and brown-skinned. All

these were blotted out by a grotesque
and terrible niglumare brood—frowsy,

shuffling creatures from the pavements
of Whitechapel, gin-bloated hags of the

stews, and all the vast hell's following of

harpies, vile-mouthed and filthy, that

under the guise of monstrous female

form prey upon sailors, the'scrapings of

the ports, the scum and slime of the

human pit.

"Wont you sit down, Mr. Eden?" the

girl was saying. "I have been looking
forward to meeting you ever since Ar-



"SHE SHOOK HANDS, FRANKLY, LIKE A MAN. * * * NEVER HAD HE SEEN SUCH A WOMAN."
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thur told us. It was brave of you
"

He waved his hand deprecatingly and
muttered that it was nothing at all, what
he had done, and that any fellow would
iiave done it. She noticed that the hand
he waved was covered with fresh abra-

sions, in the process of healing, and a

glance at the other loose-hanging hand
showed it to be in the same condition.

Also, with quick, critical eye, she noted
a scar on his cheek, another that peeped
out from under the hair of the forehead,
and a third that ran down and disap-
peared under the starched collar. She
repressed a smile at sight of the red line

that marked the chafe of the collar

against the bronzed neck. He was evi-

dently unused to stiff collars. Likewise
her feminine eye took in the clothes he
wore, the cheap and unesthetic cut, the

wrinkling of the coat across the shoul-

ders, and the series of wrinkles in the
sleeves that advertised bulging biceps
muscles.

While he waved his hand and mut-
tered that he had done nothing at all, he
was obeying her behest by trying to get
into a chair. He found time to admire
the ease with which she sat down, then
lurched toward a chair facing her, over-
whelmed with consciousness of the awk-
ward figure he was cutting. This was a
new experience for him. All his life, up
to then, he had been unaware of being
either graceful or awkward. Such
thoughts of self had never entered his
mind. He sat down gingerly on the

edge of the chair, greatly worried by his
hands. They were in the way wherever
he put them. Arthur was leaving the

room, and Martin Eden followed his
exit with longing eyes. He felt lost,
alone there in the room with that pale
spirit of a woman. There was no bar-

keeper upon whom to call for drinks, no
small boy to send around the corner for
a can of beer and by means of that social
fluid start the amenities of friendship
flowing.
"You have such a scar on your neck,

Mr, Eden," the girl was saying. "How
did it happen? I am sure it must have
been some adventure."
"A Mexican with a knife, Miss," he

answered, moistening his parched lips

and clearing his throat, "It was just a

fight. After I got the knife away, he
tried to bite off my nose."

Badly as he had stated it, in his eyes
was a rich vision of that hot, starry night
at Salina Cruz, the white strip of beach,
the lights of the sugar steamers in the

harbor, the voices of the drunken sailors

in the distance, the jostling stevedores,
the flaming passion in the Mexican's

face, the glint of the beast-eyes in the

starlight, the sting of the steel in his

neck and the rush of blood, the crowd
and the cries, the two bodies, his and
the Mexican's, locked together, rolling
over and over and tearing up the sand,
and from away off somewhere the mel-

low tinkling of a guitar. Such was the

picture, and he thrilled to the memory of

it, wondering if the man could paint it

who had painted the pilot-schooner on
the wall. The white beach, the stars,

and the lights of the sugar steamers

would look great, he thought, and mid-

way on the sand the dark group of fig-

ures that surrounded the fighters. The
knife occupied a place in the picture, he

decided, and would show well, with a

sort of gleam, in the light of the stars.

But of all this no hint had crept into his

speech. ". .he tried to bite off my nose,"
he concluded.

"Oh," said the girl in a faint, far voice,

and he noticed the shock in her sensitive

face.

He felt a shock himself, and a blush

of embarrassment shone faintly on his

sunburned cheeks, though to him it

burned as hotly as when his cheeks had
been exposed to the open furnace-door

in the fire-room. Such sordid things as

stabbing affrays were evidently not fit

subjects for conversation with a lady.

People in the books, in her walk of life,

did not talk about such things
—

perhaps
they did not know about them, either.

There was a brief pause in the conver-

sation they were trying to get started.

Then she asked tentatively about the scar

on his cheek. Even as she askeS, he real-

ized that she was making an effort to

talk his talk, and he resolved to get away
from it and talk hers.

"It was just an accident," he said, put-

ting his hand to his cheek. "One night,
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in a calm, with a heavy sea running, the

main-boom-lift carried away, an' next

the tackle. The lift was wire, an' it

was threshin' around like a snake. The
whole watch was tryin' to grab it. an'

I rushed in an' got swatted."

"Oh," she said, this time with an ac-

cent of comprehension, though secretly
his speech had been so much Greek to

her and she was wondering what a lift

was and what szvatted meant.

"This man Swineburne," he began, at-

tempting to put his plan into execution

and pronouncing the i long.
"Who?"
"Swineburne," he repeated, with the

same mispronunciation. "The poet."

"Swinburne," she corrected.

"Yes, that 's the chap," he stammered,
his cheeks hot again. "How long since

he died ?"

"Why I have n't heard that he was
dead." She looked at him curiously.

"Where did you make his acquaintance ?"

"I never clapped eyes on him," was
the reply. "But I read some of his poetry
out of that book there on the table just
before you came in. How do you like

his poetry?"
And thereat she began to talk quickly

and easily upon the subject he had sug-

gested. He felt better, and settled back

slightly from the edge of the chair, hold-

ing tightly to its arms with his hands,
as if it might get away from him and
buck him to the floor. He had succeed-
ed in making her talk her talk, and while
she rattled on he strove to follow her,

marveling at all the knowledge that was
stowed away in that pretty head of hers,
and drinking in the pale beauty of her

face. Follow her he did, though both-

ered by unfamiliar words that fell glibly
from her lips, and by critical phrases
and thought-processes that were foreign
to his mind but that nevertheless stimu-
lated his mind and set it tingling. Here
was intellectual life, he thought, and here
was beauty, warm and wonderful as he
had never dreamed it could be. He for-

got himself and stared at her with hun-
gry eyes. Here was something to live

for, to win to, to fight for—ay, and die
for. The books were true. There were
such women in the world. She was one

of them. She lent wings to his imagina-
tion, and great, luminous canvases spread
themselves before him, whereon loomed

vague, gigantic figures of love and ro-

mance, and of heroic deeds for woman's
sake—for a pale woman, a flower of

gold. And through the swaying, palpi-
tant vision, as through a fairy mirage,
he stared at the real woman, sitting there

and talking of literature and art. He lis-

tened as well, but he stared, unconscious
of the fixity of his gaze or of the fact

that all that was essentially masculine
in his nature was shining in his eyes.
But she, who knew little of the world of

men, being a woman, was keenly aware
of his burning eyes. She had never had
men look at her in such fashion, and it

embarrassed her. She stumbled and halt-

ed in her utterance. The thread of ar-

gument slipped from her. He frightened

her, and at the same time it was strange
•

ly pleasant to be so looked upon. Her

training warned her of peril and of

wrong, subtle, mysterious, luring; while

her instincts rang clarion-voiced through
her being, impelling her to hurdle caste

and place and gain to this traveler from
another world, to this uncouth young fel-

low with lacerated hands and a line of

raw red caused by the unaccustomed lin-

en at his throat, who, all too evidently,
was soiled and tainted by ungracious ex-

istence. She was clean, and her clean-

ness revolted
;
but she was a woman, and

she was just beginning to learn the para-
dox of woman.
"As I was saying

—what was I say-

ing?" She broke ofif abruptly and

laughed merrily at her predicament.
"You was saying that this man Swin-

burne failed bein' a great poet because—
an' that was as far as you got. Miss,"
he prompted, while to himself he seemed

suddenly hungry, and delicious little

thrills crawled up and down his spine
at the sound of her laughter. Like silver,

he thought to himself, like tinkling sil-

ver bells ;
and on the instant, and for

an instant, he was transported to a far

land, where, under pink cherry blossoms,
he smoked a cigarette and listened to

the bells of the peaked pagoda calling
straw-sandled devotees to worship.

"Yes, thank you," she said. "Swin-
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burne fails, when all is said, because he

is, well, indelicate. There are many of

his poems that should never be read.

Every line of the really great poets is

filled with beautiful truth, and calls to

all that is high and noble in the human.
Not a line of the great poets can be

spared without impoverishing the world

by that much."
'T thought it was great," he said hesi-

tatingly, "the little I read. I had no
idea he was such a—a scoundrel. I guess
that crops out in his other books." .

"There are many lines that could be

spared from the book you were reading,"
she said, her voice primly firm and dog-
matic.

"I must a-missed 'em/' he announced.

"What I read was the real goods. It was
all lighted up an' shining, an' it shun

right into me an' lighted me up inside,

like the sun or a searchlight. That 's

the way it landed on me, but I guess I

aint up much on poetry, Miss."

He broke off lamely. He was con-

fused, painfully conscious of his inartic-

ulateness. He had felt the bigness and

glow of life in what he had read, but

his speech was inadequate. He could not

express what he felt, and to himself he

likened himself to a sailor, in a strange

ship, on a dark night, groping about in

the unfamiliar running rigging. Well, he

decided, it was up to him to get ac-

quainted in this new world. He had
never seen anything that he could n't get
the hang of when he wanted to, and it

was about time for him to want to learn

to talk the things that were inside of

him so that she could understand. She
was bulking large on his horizon.

"Now Longfellow—"
she was saying.

"Yes, I 've read 'm," he broke in inv

pulsively, spurred on to exhibit and
make the most of his little store of book-

knowledge, desirous of showing her that

he was not wholly a stupid clod. The
Psalm of Life, Excelsior, an'—I guess
that 's all."

She nodded her head and smiled, and
he felt, somehow, that her smile was
tolerant,—pitifully tolerant. He was a

fool to attempt to make a pretense that

way. That Longfellow chap most likely

had written countless books of poetry.

"Excuse me, Miss, for buttin' in that

way. I guess the real facts is that I

dont know nothin' much about such

things. It aint in my class. But I 'm

goin' to make it in my class."

It sounded like a threat. His voice

was determined, his eyes were flashing,

the lines of his face had grown harsh.

And to her it seemed that the angle of

his jaw had changed ;
its pitch had be-

come unpleasantly aggressive. At the

same time a wave of intense virility

seemed to surge out from him and im-

pinge upon her.

"I think you could make it in—in your
class," she finished, with a laugh. "You
are very strong."
Her gaze rested for a moment on the

muscular neck, heavy-corded, almost

bull-like, bronzed by the sun, spilling

over with rugged health and strength.
And though he sat there, blushing and

humble, again she felt drawn to him.

She was surprised by a wanton thought
that rushed into her mind. It seemed
to her that if she could lay her two

hands upon that neck that all its strength
and vigor would flow out to her. She
was shocked by this thought. It seemed
to reveal to her an undreamed deprav-

ity in her nature. Besides, strength, to

her, was a gross and brutish thing. Her
ideal of masculine beauty had always
been slender gracefulness. Yet the

thought still persisted. It bewildered her

that she should desire to place her hands

on that sunburned neck. In truth, she

was far from robust, and the need of

her body and mind was for strength.
But she did not know it. She knew only
that no man had ever affected her before

as this one had, who shocked her from
moment to moment with his awful gram-
mar.

"Yes, I aint no invalid," he said.

"When it comes down to hard pan I can

digest scrap-iron. But just now I 've

got dyspepsia. Most of what you was

sayin' I cant digest. Never trained that

way, you see. I like books ^nd poetry,
and what time I 've had I 've read 'em.

but I 've never thought about 'em the

way you have. That 's why I cant talk

about 'em. I 'mi like a navigator adrift

on a strange sea without chart or com-
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pass. Now I want to get my bearin's.

Mebbe you can put me right. How did

you learn all this you 've been talkin' ?"

"By going to school, I fancy, and by
studying," she answered.

"I went to school, when I was a kid,"
he began to object.

"Yes, but I mean high school, and lec-

tures, and the university."
"You 've gone to the university ?" he

demanded in frank amazement. He felt

that she had become remoter from him

by at least a million miles.

"I 'm going there now. I 'm taking

special courses in English."
He did not know what "English"

meant, but he made a mental note of that

item of ignorance and passed on.

"How long would T have to study be-

fore I could go to the university?" he

asked.

She beamed encouragement upon his

desire for knowledge, and said, "That

depends upon how much studying you
have already done. You have never at-

tended high school? Of course not. But
did you finish grammar school?"

"I had two years to run, when I left,"
he answered. "But I was always honor-

ably promoted at school."

The next moment, angry with himself
for the boast, he had gripped the arms of

the chair so savagely that every finger-
end was stinging. At the same moment
he became aware that a woman was en-

tering the room. He saw the girl leave
her chair and trip swiftly across the floor

to the newcomer. They kissed each

other, and, with arms around each oth-
er's waists, they advanced toward him.
That must be her mother, he thought.
She was a tall, blond woman, slender,
and stately, and beautiful. Her gown was
what he might expect in such a house.
His eyes delighted in the graceful lines

of it. She and her dress together re-

minded him of women on the stage.
Then he remembered seeing similar

grand ladies and gowns entering the
London theatres while he stood and
watched and the policemen shoved him
back into the drizzle beyond the awning.
Next his mind leaped to the Grand Hotel
at Yokohama, where, too, from the side-

walk, he had seen grand ladies. Then

the city and the harbor of Yokohama, in

a thousand pictures, began flashing be-

fore his eyes. But he swiftly dismissed

the kaleidoscope of memory, oppressed
by the urgent need of the present. He
knew that he must stand up to be intro-

duced, and he struggled painfully to his

feet, where he stood with trousers bag-
ging at the knees, his arms loose-hang-

ing and ludicrous, his face set hard for

the impending ordeal.

CHAPTER H.

THE process of getting into the din-

ing-room was a nightmare to him.

Between halts and stumbles, jerks and

lurches, locomotion had at times seemed

impossible. But at last he had made it,

and was seated alongside of Her. The

array of knives and forks frightened him.

They bristled with unknown perils, and
he gazed at them, fascinated, till their

dazzle became a background across which
moved a succession of forecastle pictures,
wherein he and his mates sat eating salt

beef with sheath-knives and fingers, or

scooping thick pea-soup out of pannikins

by means of battered iron spoons. The
stench of bad beef was in his nostrils,

while in his ears, to the accompaniment
of creaking timbers and groaning bulk-

heads, echoed the loud mouth-noises of

tlie eaters. He watched them eating, and
decided that they ate like pigs. Well, he

would be careful here. He would make
no noise. He would keep his mind upon
it all the time.

He glanced around the table. Oppo-
site him was Arthur, and Arthur's broth-

er, Norman. They were her brothers,
he reminded himself, and his heart

wanned toward them. How they loved

each other, the members of this family !

There flashed into his mind the picture
of her mother, of the kiss of greeting,
and of the pair of them walking toward
him with arms entwined. Not in his

world were such displays of affection

between parents and children made. It

was a revelation of the heights of exist-

ence that were attained in the world
above. It was the finest thing yet that

he had seen in this small glimpse of that

world. He was moved deeply by appre-
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elation of it, and his heart was melting
with sympathetic tenderness. He had
starved for love all his life. His nature

craved love. It was an organic demand
of his being. Yet he had gone without,
and hardened himself in the process. He
had not known that he needed love. Nor
did he know it now. He merely saw it

in operation, and thrilled to it, and

thought it fine, and high, and splendid.
He was glad that Mr. Morse was not

there. It was difficult enough getting

acquainted with her, and her mother,
and her brother, Norman. Arthur he

already knew sonuewhat. The father

would have been too much for him,
he felt sure. It seemed to him that he
had never worked so hard in his life

The severest toil was child's-play com-

pared with this. Tiny nodules of moist-

ure stood out on his forehead, and his

shirt was wet with sweat from the exer-

tion of doing so many unaccustomed

things at once. He had to eat as he
had never eaten before, to handle strange
tools, to glance surreptitiously about and
learn how to accomplish each new thing,
to receive the flood of impressions that

was pouring in upon him and being men-

tally annotated and classified ; to be con-
scious of a yearning for her that per-
turbed him in the form of a dull, aching
restlessness

; to feel the prod of desire to

win to the walk in life whereon she trod,
and to have his mind ever and again
straying oflf in speculation and vague
plans of how to reach to her. Also, when
his secret glance went across to Nor-
man opposite him, or to anyone else,

to ascertain just what knife or fork was
to be used in any particular occasion,
that person's features were seized upon
by his mind; which automatically strove
to appraise them and to divine what they
were—all in relation to her. Then he
had to talk, to hear what was said to

him and what was said back and forth,
and to answer, when it was necessary,
with a tongue prone to looseness of

speech that required a constant curb.

And to add confusion to confusion, there

was the servant, an unceasing menace
that appeared noiselessly at his shoulder,
a dire Sphinx that propounded puzzles
and conundrums demanding instantane-

ous solution. He was oppressed through-
out the meal by the thought of finger
bowls. Irrelevantly, insistently, scores

of times, he wondered when they would

come on and what they looked like. He
had heard of such things, and now, soon-

er or later, somewhere in the next few

mintues, he would see them, sit at table

with exalted beings who used them—
ay, and he would use them himself. And
most important of all, far down and yet

always at the surface of his thought,
was the problem of how he should com-

port himself toward these persons. What
should his attitude be? He wrestled

continually and anxiously with the prob-
lem. There were cowardly suggestions
that he should make believe, assume a

part; and there were still more cowardly

suggestions that warned him that he

would fail in such a course, that his na-

ture was not fitted to live up to it, and
that he would make a fool of himself.

It was during the first part of the din-

ner, struggling to decide upon his atti-

tude, that he was very quiet. He did

not know that his quietness was giving
the lie to Arthur's words of the day be-

fore, when that brother of hers had an-

nounced that he was going to bring a

wild man home to dinner and for them
not to be alarmed, because they would
find him an interesting wild man. Mar-
tin Eden could not have found it in him,

just then, to believe that her brother

could be guilty of such treachery
—es-

pecially when he had been the means of

getting this particular brother out^of an

unpleasant row. So he sat at table, per-
turbed by his own unfitness and at the

same time charmed by all that went on
about him. For the first time he realized

that eating was something more than
a utilitarian function. He was unaware
of what he ate. It was merely food. He
was feasting his love of beauty at this

table where eating was an aesthetic

function. It was an intellectual func-

tion too. His mind was stirred. He
heard words spoken that were meaning-
less to him, and other words that he had
seen only in books and that no man or
woman he had known was of large

enough mental caliber to pronounce.
When he heard such words dropping
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carelessly from the lips of the members
of this marvelous family, her family, he

thrilled with delight. The romance, and

beauty, and high vigor of the books
were coming true. He was in that rare

and blissful state wherein a man sees his

dreams stalk out from the crannies of

fantasy and become fact.

Never had he been at such an altitude

of living, and he kept himself in the

background, listening, observing, and

pleasuring, replying in reticent monosyl-
lables, saying "Yes, Miss," and "No,
Miss," to her, and "Yes, Ma'am," and

"No, Ma'am," to her mother. He curbed
the impulse, arising out of his sea-train-

ing, to say "Yes, sir," and "No, sir," to

her brothers. He felt that it would be

inappropriate and a confession of infe-

riority on his part
—which would never

do if he was to win her. Also, it was a

dictate of his pride. "By God!" he
cried to himself, once, "I 'm just as good
as them, and if they do know lots that

I dont, I could learn 'm a few myself,
all the same !" And the next moment,
vv^hen she or her mother addressed him
as "Mr. Eden," his aggressive pride was
forgotten, and he was glowing and warm
with delight. He was a civilized man,
that was what he was, shoulder to shoul-

der, at dinner, with people he had read
about in books. He was in the books him-

self, adventuring through the printed
pages of bound volumes.

But while he belied Arthur's descrip-
tion, and appeared a gentle lamb rather
than a wild man, he was racking his

brains for a course of action. He was
no gentle lamb, and the part of second
fiddle would never do for the high-
pitched dominance of his nature. He
talked only when he had to, and then
his speech was like his walk to the table,
filled with jerks and halts as he groped
in his polyglot vocabulary for words, de-

bating over words he knew were fit

but which he feared he could not pro-
nounce, rejecting other words he knew
would not be understood or would be
raw and harsh. But all the time he was
oppressed by the consciousness that this

carefulness of diction was making a

booby of him, preventing him from ex-

pressing what he had in him. Also,

his love of freedom chafed against the

restriction in much the same way his

neck chafed against the starched fetter

of a collar. Besides, he was confident

that he could not keep it up. He was by
nature powerful of thought and sensibil-

ity, and the creative spirit was restive

and urgent. He was swiftly mastered

by the concept or sensation in him that

struggled in birth-throes to receive ex-

pression and form, and then he forgot
himself and where he was, and the old

words—the tools of speech he knew—
slipped out.

Once, he declined something from the

servant who interrupted and pestered at

his shoulder, and he said shortly and em-

phatically, "Pow!"
On the instant those at the table were

keyed up and expectant, the servant was

smugly pleased, and he was wallowing
in mortification. But he recovered him-

self quickly.
"It's the Kanaka for 'finish,'

"
he ex-

plained, "and it just come out naturally.

It 's spelt p-a-u."
He caught her curious and speculative

eyes fixed on his hands, and, being in

an explanatory mood, he said :

"I just come down the Coast on one

of the Pacific mail steamers. She was
behind time, an' around the Puget Sound

ports we worked like niggers, storing

cargo
—mixed freight, if you know what

that means. That 's how the skin got
knocked off."

"Oh, it was n't that," she hastened to

explain, in turn. "Your hands seemed
too small for your body."

His cheeks were hot. He took it as

an exposure of another of his deficiencies.

"Yes," he said deprecatingly. "They
aint big enough to stand the strain. I

can hit like a mule with my arms and
shoulders. They are too strong, an'

when I smash a man on the jaw the

hands get smashed, too."

He was not happy at what he had said.

He was filled with disgust at himself.

Pie had loosed the guard upon his tongue
and talked things that were not nice.

"It was brave of you to help Arthur
the way you did—and you a stranger,"
she said tactfully, aware of his discom-

fiture, though not of the reason for it.
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He, in turn, realized what she had

done, and, in the consequent warm surge
of gratefulness that overwhelmed him,

forgot his loose-worded tongue.
"It wasn't nothin' at all," he said.

"Any guy 'ud do it for another. That
bunch of hoodlums was lookin' for

trouble, an' Arthur was n't botherin' 'em

none. They butted in on 'm, an' then I

butted in on them an' poked a few.

That 's where some of the skin off my
hands went, along with some of the

teeth of the gang. I would n't a-missed

it for anything. When I seen
"

He paused, open-mouthed, on the

verge of the pit of his own depravity and
utter worthlessness to breathe the same
air she did. And, while Arthur took up
the tale, for the twentieth time, of his

adventure with the drunken hoodlums
on the ferry-boat and of how Martin

Eden had rushed in and rescued him,
that individual, with frowning brows,
meditated upon the fool he had made of

himself and wrestled more determinedly
with the problem of how he should con-

duct himself toward these people He
certainly had not succeeded so far. He
was n't of their tribe, and he could n'l

talk their lingo, was the way he put it to

himself. He couldn't fake being their

kind. The masquerade would fail, and

besides, masquerade was foreign to his

nature. There was no room in him for

sham or artifice. Whatever happened,
he must be real. He could n't talk their

talk just yet, though in time he would.

Upon that he was resolved. But in the

meantime, talk he must, and it must be
his own talk, toned down, of course, so

as to be comprehensible to them and so

as not to shock them too much. And
furthermore, he would n't claim, not even

by tacit acceptance, to be familiar with

anything that was unfamiliar. In pur-
suance of this decision, when the two
brothers, talking university shop, had
used "trig" several times, Martin Eden
demanded :

"What is trigf"

"Trigonometry," Norman said
;

"a

higher form of math."
"And what is math?" was the next

question, which, somehow, brought the

laugh on Norman.

"Mathematics, arthmetic," was the

answer.
Martin Eden nodded. He had caught

a glimpse of the apparently illimitable

vistas of knowledge. What he saw took

on tangibility. His abnormal power of

vision made abstractions take on con-

crete form. In the alchemy of his brain,

trigonometry and mathematics and the

whole field of knowledge which they be-

tokened were transmuted into so much

landscape. The vistas he saw were vis-

tas of green foliage and forest glades,
all softly luminous or shot through with

flashing lights. In the distance, detail

was veiled and blurred by a purple haze,

but behind this purple haze, he knew,
was the glamor of the unknown, the lure

of romance. It was like wine to him.

Here was adventure, something to do
with head and hand, a world to con-

quer—and straightway from the back of

his consciousness rushed the thought,

conquering to zmn to her, that lily-pale

spirit sitting beside him.

The glimmering vision was rent asun-

der and dissipated by Arthur, who, all

evening, had been trying to draw his wild

man out. Martin Eden remembered his

decision. For the first time he became

himself, consciously and deliberately at

first, but soon lost in the joy of creating,
in making life as he knew it appear be-

fore his listeners' eyes. He had been a

member of the crew of the smuggling
schooner Halcyon when she was cap-
tured by a revenue cutter. He saw with

wide eyes, and he could tell what he
saw. He brought the pulsing sea before

them, and the men and the ships upon
the sea. He communicated his power of

vision, till they saw with his eyes what
he had seen. He selected from the vast

mass of detail with an artist's touch,

drawing pictures of life that glowed and
burned with light and color, injecting
movement so that his listeners surged
along with him on the flood of rough
eloquence, enthusiasm, and power. At
times he shocked them with the vividness

of the narrative and his terms of speech,
but beauty always followed fast upon
the heels of violence, and tragedy was
relieved by humor, by interpretations of

the twists and quirks of sailors' minds.
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And while he talked the girl looked

at him with startled eyes. His fire

warmed her. She wondered if she had
been cold all her days. She wanted to

lean toward this burning, blazing man
that was like a volcano spouting forth

strength, robustness, and health. She
felt that she must lean toward him, and
resisted by an effort. Then, too, there

was the counter impulse to shrink away
from him. She was repelled by those

lacerated hands, grimed by toil so that

the very dirt of life was ingrained in

the flesh itself, by that red chafe of the

collar and those bulging muscles. His

roughness frightened her; each rough-
ness of speech was an insult to her ear,

each rough phase of his life an insult

to her soul. And ever and again would
come the draw of him, till she thought
he must be evil to have such power over
her. All that was most firmly established

in her mind was rocking. His romance
and adventure were battering at the con-
ventions. Before his facile perils and

ready laugh, life was no longer an affair

of serious effort and restraint, but a toy,
to be played with and turned topsy-
turvy, carelessly to be lived and pleas-
ured in, and carelessly to be flung aside.

"Therefore, play !" was the cry that rang
through her. "Lean toward him, if so

you will, and place your two hands upon
his neck !" She wanted to cry out at

the recklessness of the thought, and in

vain she appraised her own cleanness and
culture and balanced all that she was
against what he was not. She glanced
about her and saw the others gazing at

him with rapt attention
; and she would

have despaired had not she seen horror
in her mother's eyes

—fascinated horror,
it was true, but none-the-less horror.

This man from outer darkness was evil.

Her mother saw it, and her mother was
right. She would trust her mother's

judgment in this as she had always
trusted it in all things. The fire of him
was no longer warm, and the fear of
him was no longer poignant.

Later, at the piano, she played for him,
and at him, aggressively, with the vague
intent of emphasizing the impassableness
of the gulf that separated them. Her
music was a club that she swung bru-

tally upon his head
;
and though it stun-

ned him and crushed him down, it in-

cited him. He gazed upon her in awe.
In his mind, as in her own, the gulf
widened ;

but faster than it widened,
towered his ambition to win across it.

But he was too complicated a plexus of

sensibilities to sit staring at a gulf a

whole evening, tspecially when there

was music. He was remarkably suscep-
tible to music. It was like strong drink,

firing him to audacities of feeling; a

drug that laid hold of his imagination
and went cloud-soaring through the sky.
It banished sordid fact, flooded his mind
with beauty, loosed romance and to its

heels added wings. He did not under-
stand the music she played. It was dif-

ferent from the dance-hall piano-banging
and blatant brass bands he had heard.

But he had caught hints of such music
from the books, and he accepted her

playing largely on faith, patiently wait-

ing, at first, for the lilting measures of

pronounced and simple rhythm, puzzled
because those measures were not long-
continued. Just as he caught the swing
of them and started his imagination at-

tuned in flight, always they vanished

away in a chaotic scramble of soimds
that was meaningless to him and that

dropped his imagination, an inert weight,
back to earth.

Once, it entered his mind that there

was a deliberate rebuff in ::11 this. He
caught her spirit of antagonism and
strove to divine the message that her

hands pronounced upon the keys. Then
he dismissed the thought as unworthy
and impossible, and yielded himself

more freely to the music. The old de-

lightful condition began to be induced.

His feet were no longer clay, and his

flesh became spirit; before his eyes
and behind his eyes shone a great

glory; and then the scene before him
vanished and he was away, rocking
over the world that was to him a very
dear world. The known and the un-

known were commingled in the dream-

pageant that thronged his vision. He
entered strange ports of sun-washed

lands, and trod market-places among
barbaric peoples that no man had ever

seen. The scent of the spice islands was
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in his nostrils as he had known it on
warm breathless nights at sea, or he beat

up against the southeast trades through
long tropic days, sinking palm-tufted
coral islets in the turquoise sea be-

hind and lifting palm,-tufted coral is-

lets in the turquoise sea ahead. Swift
as thought the pictures came and
went. One instant he was astride a

broncho and flying through the fairy-
colored Painted Desert country ;

the next
instant he was gazing down through
shimmering heat into the whited sepul-
chre of Death Valley, or pulling an oar
on a freezing ocean where great ice

islands towered and glistened in the sun.
He lay on a coral beach where the cocoa-
nuts grew down to the mellow-sounding
surf. The hulk of an ancient wreck
burned with blue fires, in the light of
which danced the hula dancers to the

barbaric love-calls of the singers, who
chanted to tinkling ukuleles and rum-

bling tom-toms. It was a sensuous,

tropic night. In the background a vol-
cano crater was silhouetted against the
stars. Overhead drifted a pale crescent

moon, and the Southern Cross burned
low in the sky.
He was as a harp ;

all life that he had
known and that was his consciousness,
was the strings; and the flood of music
was a wind that poured against these

strings and set them vibrating with mem-
ories and dreams. He did not merely
feel. Sensation invested itself in form
and color and radiance, and what his

imagination dared, it objectified in some
sublimated and magic way. Past, pres-
ent, and future mingled; and he went
on oscillating across the broad, warm
world, through high adventure and noble
deeds to Her—ay, and with her, winning
her, his arms about her, and carrying
her on in flight through the empery of
his mind.
And she, glancing at him across her

shoulder, saw something of all this in
his face. It was a transfigured face,
with great shining eyes that gazed be-

yond the veil of sound and saw behind
it the leap and pulse of life and the gi-

gantic phantoms of the spirit. She was
startled. The raw, stumbling lout was
gone. The ill-fitting clothes, battered

hands, and sunburned face remained;
but these seemed the prison bars through
which she saw a great soul looking forth,

inarticulate and dumb because of those

feeble lips that would not give it speech.

Only for a flashing moment did she see

this, then she saw the lout returned, and
she laughed at the whim of her fancy.
But the impression of that fleeting

glimpse lingered, and w'hen the time

came for him to beat a stumbling retreat

and go, she lent him the volume of Swin-

burne, and another of Browning—she

was studying Browning in one of her

English courses. He seemed such a boy,
as he stood blushing and stammering his

thanks, that a wave of pity, maternal in

its prompting, welled up in her. She
did not remember the lout, nor the im-

prisoned soul, nor the man who had
stared at her in all masculineness and de-

lighted and frightened her. She saw
before her only a boy, who was shaking
her hand with a hand so calloused that

it felt like a nutmeg-grater and rasped
her skin, and who was saying jerkily:
"The greatest time of my life. You

see, I aint used to things"
—he looked

about him helplessly "To people and
houses like this. It's all new to me, and
I like it."

"I hope you '11 call again," she said,

as he was saying goodnight to her broth-

ers.

He pulled on his cap, lurched desper-
ately through the doorway, and was

gone.

"Well, what do you think of him?"
Arthur demanded.
"He is most interesting; a whiff of

ozone," she answered. "How old is he ?"

"Twenty—almost twenty-one. I asked
him this afternoon. I did n't think he
was that young."
And I am three years older, was the

thought in her mind as she kissed her
brothers goodnight.

CHAPTER III..

A 5 Martin Eden went down the steps,
his hand dropped into his coat pocket.

It came out with a brown rice paper and
a pinch of Mexican tobacco, which were

deftly rolled together into a cigarette.
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He drew the first whiff of smoke deep
into his lungs and expelled it in a long
and lingering exhalation. "By God !"

he said aloud in a voice of awe and won-
der. "By God!" he repeated. And yet

again he murmured, "By God !" Then
his hand went to his collar, which he

ripped out of the shirt and stuffed into

his pocket. A cold drizzle was falling,

but he bared his head to it and unbut-

toned his vest, swinging along in splen-
did unconcern. He was only dimly aware
that it was raining. He was in an ecsta-

cy, dreaming dreams and reconstructing
the scenes just past.
He had met the woman at last—the

woman that he had thought little about,
not being given to thinking about wo-

men, but whom he had expected, in a

remote way, he would some time meet.

He had sat next to her at table. He had
felt her hand in his, he had looked into

her eyes and caught a vision of a beauti-

ful spirit
—but no more beautiful than

the eyes through which it shone, nor
than the flesh that gave it expression
and form. He did not think of her flesh

as flesh
; which was new to him, for of

the women he had known that was the

only way he thought. Her flesh was
somehow different. He did not conceive
of her body as a body, subject to the
ills and frailties of bodies. Her body
was more than the garb of her spirit.
It was an emanation of her spirit, a pure
and gracious crystallization of her di-

vine escence. This feeling of the divine
startled him. It shocked him from his

dreams to sober thought. No word, no
clew nor hint, of the divine had ever
reached him before. He had never be-

lieved in the divine. He had always been

irreligious, scoffing good-naturedly at the

sky-pilots and their immortality of the

soul. There was no life beyond, he had
contended; it was here and now, then
darkness everlasting. But what he had
seen in her eyes was soul—immortal soul

that could never die. No man he had
known, nor any woman, had given him
the message of immortality. But she
had. She had whispered it to him the
first moment she looked at him. Her
face shimmered before his eyes as he
walked along, pale and serious, sweet

and sensitive, smiling with pitv and ten-

derness, as only a spirit could smile, and

pure as he had never dreamed purity

could be. Her purity smote him like a

blow. It startled him. He had known

good and bad; but purity, as an attri-

bute of existence, had never entered his

mind. And now, in her, he conceived

purity to be the superlative of goodness
and of cleanness, the sum of which con-

stituted eternal life.

And promptly urged his ambition to

grasp at eternal life. He was not fit

to carry water for her—he knew that ;
it

was a miracle of luck and a fantastic

stroke that had enabled him to see her

and be with her and talk with her that

night. It was accidental. There was no
merit in it. He did not deserve such

fortune. His mood was essentially re-

ligious. He was humble and meek, filled

with self-disparagement and abasement.

In such frame of mind sinners come to

the penitent form. He was convicted of

sin. But as the meek and lowly at the

penitent form catch splendid glimpses of

their future lordly existence, so did he

catch similar glimpses of the state he

would gain to by possessing her. But
this possession of her was dim and nebu-

lous and totally different from posses-
sion as he had known it. Ambition
soared on mad wings, and he saw him-
self climbing the heights with her, shar-

ing thoughts with her, pleasuring in

beautiful and noble things with her. It

was a soul-possession he dreamed, re-

fined beyond any grossness, a free com-

radeship of spirit that he could not put
into definite thought. He did not think

it. For that matter, he did not think at

all. Sensation usurped reason, and he
was palpitant with emotions he had
never known, drifting deliciously on a

sea of sensibility where feeling itself was
exalted and spiritualized and carried be-

yond the summits of life.

He staggered along like a drunken
man, murmuring fervently aloud, "By
God ! By God !"

A policeman on a street corner eyed
him suspiciously, then noted his sailor

roll.

"Where did you get it?" the police-
man demanded.
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Martin Eden came back to earth. His

was a fluid organism, swiftly adjustable,

capable of flowing into and filling all

sorts of nooks and crannies. With the

policeman's hail he was immediately his

ordinary self, grasping the situation

clearly,

"It's a beaut, aint it?" he laughed
back. "I did n't know I was talkin' out

loud."

"You '11 be singing next," was the po-
liceman's diagnosis.
"No I wont. Gimme a match an' 1 '11

catch the next car home."
He lighted his cigarette, said good

night, and went on. "Now would n't

that rattle you?" he ejaculated under his

breath. "That copper thought I was
drunk." He smiled to himself and med-
itated. "I guess I was," he added

;
"but

I did n't think a woman's face 'd do
it."

He caught a Telegraph Avenue car

that was going to Berkeley, It was
crowded with youths and young men
who were singing songs and ever and

again barking out college yells. He
studied them curiously. They were uni-

versity boys. They went to the same

university that she did, were in her class

socially, could know her, could see her

every day if they wanted to. He .won-

dered that they did not want to, that

they had been out having a good time

instead of being with her that evening,

talking with her, sitting around her in

a worshipful and adoring circle. His

thoughts wandered on. He noticed one

with narrow-slitted eyes and a loose-lip-

ped mouth. That fellow was vicious, he
decided. On shipboard he would be a

sneak, a whiner, a tattler. He, Martin

Eden, was a better man than that fellow.

The thought cheered him. It seemed to

draw him nearer to Her. He began
comparing himself with the students. He
grew conscious of the muscled mechan-
ism of his body and felt confident that he
was physically their master. But their

heads were filled with knowledge that

enabled them to talk her talk—the

thought depressed him. But what was a

brain for? he demanded passionately.
What they had done, he could do. They
had been studying about life from the

books while he had been busy living life.

His brain was just as full of knowledge
as theirs, though it was a different kind

of knowledge. How many of them could

tie a lanyard knot, or take a wheel or a

lookout? His life spread out before him
in a series of pictures of danger and dar-

ing, hardship and toil. He remembered
his failures and scrapes in the process of

learning. He was that much to the good,

anyway. Later on they would have to

begin living life and going through the

mill as he had gone. Very well. While

they were busy with that, he could be

learning the other side of life from the

books.

As the car crossed the zone of scat-

tered dwellings that separated Oakland

from. Berkeley, he kept a lookout for a

familiar, two-story building along the

front of which ran the proud sign :

HIGGINBOTHAM'S CASH STORE.
Martin Eden got off at this corner. He
stared up for a moment at the sign. It

carried a message to him beyond its mere

wording. A personality of smallness and

egotism and petty underhandedness

seemed to emanate from the letters them-

selves. Bernard Higginbotham had mar-

ried his sister, and he knew him well.

He let himself in with a latch-key and

climbed the stairs to the second floor.

Here lived his brother-in-law. The gro-

cery was below. There was a smell of

stale vegetables in the air. As he groped
his way across the hall he stumbled over

a toy-cart, left there by one of his numer-

ous nephews and nieces, and brought up

against a door with a resounding bang.
"The pincher," was his thought; "too

miserly to burn two cents' worth of gas
and save his boarders' necks."

He fumbled for the knob and entered

a lighted room, where sat his sister and

Bernard Higginbotham. She was patch-

ing a pair of his trousers, while his lean

body was distributed over two chairs, his

feet dangling in dilapidated carpet-slip-

pers over the edge of the second chair.

He glanced across the top of the paper
he was reading, showing a pair of dark,

insincere, sharp-staring eyes. Martin

Eden never looked at him without expe-

riencing a sense of repulsion. What his

sister had seen in the man was beyond
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him. The other affected him as so much
vermin, and always aroused in him an

impulse to crush under his foot.

"Some day I '11 beat the face off of him,"
was the way he often consoled himself

for enduring the man's existence. The
eyes, weasel-like and cruel, were looking
at him complainingly.

"Well?" Martin demanded. "Out
with it."

"I had that door painted only last

week," Mr. Higginbotham half-whined,
half-bullied

; "and you know what union

wages are. You should be more care-

ful."

Martin had intended to reply, but he
was struck by the hopelessness of it. He
gazed across the monstrous sordidness
of soul to a chromo on the wall. It sur-

prised him. He had always liked it, but
it seemed that now he was seeing it for

the first time. It was cheap, that was
what it was, like everything else in this

house. His mind went back to the house
he had just left, and he saw, first, the

paintings, and next, Her, looking at him
with melting sweetness as she shook his

hand at leaving. He forgot where he
was and Bernard Higginbotham's exist-

ence, till that gentleman demanded:
"Seen a ghost?"
Martin came back and looked at the

beady eyes, sneering, truculent, coward-

ly, and there leaped into his vision, as

on a screen, the same eyes when their

owner was making a sale in the store be-
low—subservient eyes, smug, and oily,
and flattering.

"Yes," Martin answered. "I seen a

ghost. Goodnight. Goodnight, Ger-
trude."

He started to leave the room, tripping
over a loose seam in the slatternly car-

pet.

"Dont bang the door," Mr. Higgin-
b /tham cautioned him.
He felt the blood crawl in his veins,

but controlled himself and closed the
door softly behind him.

Mr. Higginbotham looked at his wife

exultantly.
"He's been drinkin'," he proclaimed

in a hoarse whisper. "I told you he
would."
She nodded her head resignedly.

"His eyes were pretty shiny," she con-

fessed ;
"and he did n't have no collar,

though he went away with one. But
mebbe he did n't have more 'n a couple
of glasses."
"He could n't stand up straight," as-

serted her husband. "I watched him.

He could n't walk across the floor with-

out stumblin'. You heard 'm yourself
almost fall down in the hall."

"I think it was over Alice's cart," she

said. "He could n't see it in the dark."

Mr. Higginbotham's voice and wrath

began to rise. All day he effaced himself

in the store, reserving for the evening,
with his family, the privilege of being
himself.

"I tell you that precious brother of

yours was drunk."
His voice was cold, sharp, and final,

his lips stamping the enunciation of each

word like the die of a machine. His
wife sighed and remained silent. She
was a large, stout woman, always dressed

slatternly and always tired from the bur-

den of her flesh, her work, and her hus-

band.
"He 's got it in him, I tell you, from

his father," Mr. Higginbotham went on

accusingly. "An' he '11 croak in the gut-
ter the same way. You know that."

She nodded, sighed, and went on

stitching. They were agreed that Mar-
tin had come home drunk. They did not

have it in their souls to know beauty, or

they would have known that those shin-

ing eyes and that glowing face betokened

youth's first vision of love.

"Settin' a fine example to the chil-

dren," Mr. Higginbotham snorted, sud-

denly, in the silence for which his wife

was responsible and which he resented.

Sometimes he almost wished she would

oppose him more. "If he does it again,
he 's got to get out. Understand ! I

wont put up with his shinanigan
—de-

botchin' innocent children with his booz-,

ing." Mr. Higginbotham liked the word,
which was a new one in his vocabulary,

recently gleaned from a newspaper col-

umn. "That 's what it is, debotchin'—
there aint no other name for it."

Still his wife sighed, shook her head

sorrowfully, and stitched on. Mr. Hig-
ginbotham resumed the newspaper.
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"Has he paid last week's board?" he
shot across the top of the newspaper.
She nodded, then added, "He still has

some money."
"When is he goin' to sea again?"
"When his pay-day 's spent, I guess,"

she answered. "He was over to San
Francisco yesterday looking for a ship.

But he 's got money, yet, an' he 's par-
ticular about the kind of ship he signs
for."

"It 's not for a deck-swab like him to

put on airs," Mr. Higginbotham snort-

ed. "Particular! Him!"
"He said something about a schooner

that 's gettin' ready to go off to some out-

landish place to look for buried treasure,

that he 'd sail on her if his money held

out."

"If he only wanted to steady down,
I 'd give him a job drivin' the wagon,"
her husband said, but with no trace of

benevolence in his voice. "Tom 's quit."
His wife looked alarm and interroga-

tion.

"Quit tonight. Is goin' to work for

Carruthers. They paid 'm more 'n I could
afford."

"I told you you 'd lose 'm," she cried

out. "He was worth more 'n you was

giving him."

"Now look here, old woman," Higgin-
botham bullied. "For the thousandth
time I 've told you to keep your nose out
of the business. I wont tell you again."

"I dont care," she sniffled. "Tom
was a good boy."
Her husband glared at her. This was

unqualified defiance.

"If that brother of yours was worth
his salt, he could take the wagon," he
snorted.

"He pays his board, just the same,"
was the retort. "An' he 's my brother,
an' so long as he dont owe you money
you 've got no right to be jumping on
him all the time. I 've got some feelings,
if I have been married to you for seven

years."
"Did you tell 'm you 'd charge him

for gas if he goes on readin' in bed ?" he
demanded.

Mrs. Higginbotham made no reply.
Her revolt faded away, her spirit wilting
down into her tired flesh. Her husband
was triumphant. He had her. His eyes

snapped vindictively, while his ears joyed
in the sniffles she emitted. He extracted

great happiness from squelching her, and
she squelched easily these days, though
it had been different in the first years of

their married life, before the brood of

children and his incessant nagging had

sapped her energy.
"Well, you tell 'm tomorrow, that 's

all," he said. "An' I just want to tell you,
before I forget it, that you 'd better send

for Marian tomorrow to take care of the

children. With Tom quit, I '11 have to

be out on the wagon, an' you can make

up your mind to it to be down below

waitin' on the counter."

"But tomorrow 's wa.sh day," she ob-

jected weakly.
"Get up early, then, an' do it first, J

wont start out till ten o'clock."

He crinkled the paper viciously and

resumed his reading.

(To be continued.)



A Song of Summer
By Charles Erskine Scott Wood

HE skies are blue, the leaves are green.

And gaily slants the sun between.

It is a very merry time,

The cherry, berry, heigh-down-derry.

Ringing, singing summer time.

The sun makes flowers, the birds make

songs.

And lovers laugh the whole day long.

It is a very merry time.

The beamy, dreamy, bright and gleamy

Olden, golden, summer time.

I'm glad to breathe; I joy to live;

The summer doth a gladness give.

It is a very merry time.

This yellow, mellow, kiss your fellow.

Lusty, dusty, summer time.



EVIDENCE OP EARTHQUAKE WAVE-ACTION ON STREET PAVEMENT.

How the Mountains Were Made in

the Depths of the Sea

The New Theory of Earthquakes
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|ARLY in 1906 the daily

press published accounts

of the sudden appearance
in Alaskan waters of Met-
calf Island, atnl the illus-

trated weeklies have since

given pliotographs showing- its eruption
above the sea as a volcano. More re-

cently, another island has been raised

in the Aleutian chain
;
and every month

or so we read in press dispatches of

eruptions occurring somewhere in the

sea, and of islands being lifted above the

water.

The experienced navigator has often

heard of or seen these submarine out-

breaks, and regards the uplift of islands

as a common occurrence—long familiar

to the explorer of the oceans It never

occurs to him that these volcanic out-

breaks are especially extraordinary. On

the other hand, the learned scientist in

the secluded life of the University, con-

stantly occupied with books, is largely
withdrawn not only flrom the world,
but also from contact with actual nature,
and overlooks or underestimates the sig-
nificance of what is so often reported by
the ocean voyager. The more active sci-

entist explores the mountains on the

land, but gives very little thought to

those in the depths of the sea.

Scientists Were Blind to the Significance

of Well Known Phenomena.

Thus the observations of the^ navigator
have not been adequately considered by
the explorer of the continent, and conse-

quently the theories formed from the

study of the land do not accord with

the facts observed in the ocean. But
as our knowledge of the ocean has in-
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creased, it has been remarked with sur-

prise that the sea bottom is here and
there upraised and folded into mount-

ains, which sometimes project above the

water as islands, and again are entirely
hidden from our view by the great

depths of the sea. The naturalist who
has been occupied with the investigation
of mountains on the land finds himself

greatly perplexed to account for those

in the oceans.

For a long time it was supposed that

only isolated cones arose from the deep
and now and then appeared above the

water as volcanic islands. This was in

fact observed in the classic period by
the Greek and Romans. Aristotle,

Strabo and Pliny distinctly mention

eruptions in the sea, and give accounts

of how certain islands were raised above
the water within historical times In

striking contrast to this natural atti-

tude of the ancient writers, we find in

the modern geologies no general theory
of island formation. Considering the

enormous advance in science during the

past 2,000 years, this appears to be a

strange and almost unaccountable neg-
lect on the part of the modern investiga-
tor.

Faculty Theory of

Geologists.

When, however,
the exact measure-
ment of the ocean

depths made within

recent years showed
not only peaks and
cones scattered
widely over the sea

bottom, but also

great ranges of

mountains in the

depths of the sea,

the old view that

islands arose only
from isolated cones

obviously could no

longer be held.

a. Mountain formation just beginnins;.

b. Mountain formation in the middle stages.

c. Mountain formation in the later stages.

tt. New range rising from the sea.

Geologists have long how lava is expelled from beneath the

accepted the theory
«^^ ^^^^

''^tSe^shore.''''''''
''''''''''

tnat the mOUntamS steam Forms Under the Ocean, but Not Under the

were formed by the Land; Hence the Movement Is Always Toward the
1-1 r aU Land, and the Trenches In the Sea Bottom
Snrinkage OI tne Are Dug out Near the Shore.

earth, due to the progress of secular

cooling, and they have explained the

mountains on the land by the sub-

sidence of the ocean basins, which it

was held, pushed up the edges of the

continents. Yet if mountains exist also

in the depths of the sea, this theory of

oceanic subsidence would not well ac-

count for these submarine folds. Thus
the discovery of mountain chains in the

ocean excited the surprise without sat-

isfying the curiosity of the naturalist.

By what process, then, are mountains
formed in the sea, and are they formed
on the land by the same cause? This is

a question which we shall endeavor to

answer in the course of this paper, and
the result is so general as to be of inter-

est to every reader of scientific litera-

ture.

A Striking Example in the North Pacific.

Just south of the Aleutian Islands

there is a deep trench in the sea, which
has a depth of from 3,000 to over 4,000
fathoms—from 18,000 to ever 24,000
feet. This depression is long and nar-

row, just like a trough, as if dug out by
supreme intelligence ; and right next to

it on the north, the Aleutian Islands

run parallel to this depression all along.
The Aleutian Islands

are in fact a mighty
mountain range un-

der water, with only
a few peaks here

and there project-

ing above the sea as

islands. This great

ridge is not only

parallel to the deep
trench just south of

it, but of almost

exactly the same

volume; so that if

one had a shovel

large enough to take

off the island ridge
and throw it in the

trench, it would
about fill it up.
Now if we go

along in a level

plain and come to

a mound, with a

depression by the
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side of it, about the same volume,
do we not immediately conclude that

the mound came out of the hole in

the ground, and that the mound-builders
have been at work there? And if we find

not only one mound, but many, each ac-

companied by an adjacent hole of corre-

sponding volume, do we not infer that

the several mounds came out of the re-

spective holes, and that the whole group
of mounds is the work of a colony of

mound-builders? Such a group of

mounds once
existed wherb the

city of St. Louis
now stands, and
for that reason the

metropolis of the

Mississippi valley
often is called the

Mound City,

Again, suppose
the mounds were

arranged in a line,

with the holes all

on one side, and
close together ;

a

little shoveling
would convert
them into a contin-

uous trench with a

bank on one side,

like an irrigation
ditch. If we go
into a level field

and find such a

trench and adja-
cent embankment
of equal volume,
so that the bank
would fill up the

depression, if shov-
eled in, we know that the ditch diggers
have been at work, and that the bank
was made of earth taken out of the
ditch.

What we have here considered with

regard to familiar sights on the land,
we encounter also in the bed of the sea.

There are islands with depressions or

holes near them, of about equal volume;
and there are ridges or mountain ranges
with trenches near them of so nearly the

same volume that the depressions could

be filled up by shoveling oflf the eleva-

ERUPTION OF PELBE.
Tho rrliiclpnl Vapor Emitted by Volcnnoos Is Steam,

Produced by Ocean Leakage. Volcanoes Are
Always Near the Sea.

tions. Thus we are led to conclude that

the elevations and the depressions are

physically connected
; and that the eleva-

tions resulted from matter taken from
under the depressions, and transferred

to its present position beneath the adja-
cent range.
Now in the case of these inequalities

on our level fields, some process equiva-
lent to surface shoveling was actually
used. The islands and mountain ranges
in the sea, however, were formed by a

much mightier

process ; namely,

by the expulsion
of lava from be-

neath the earth's

crust, which pushes
it up in one place,

and permits it to

sink down in an-

other, so that mat-

ter is transferred

from one place to

the other by the

movement of lava

streams beneath

the cool, solid

crust of the globe.

To understand
how this takes

place, let us con-

sider the world-

shaking earth-

quakes which so

frequently occur in

the Aleutian Is-

lands. Major But-
ton justly observes"

that this region is

one of the chief

breeding
- grounds

of world-shakers. And if we compare
the distribution of earthquakes given
in Milne's earthquake map of the

world, with this region, we shall find

that the trench and adjacent ridge run

right through the centre of the black-

est part of the great easithquake belt

surrounding the Pacific Ocean. This

indicates that the earthquakes are con-

cerned with the digging out of the trench

to the south of these islands, and with

the elevation of the islands themselves,
a number of which have been raised
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RELIEF MAP OF THE AMERICAN CONTI-
NENTS.

(From Frye's Complete Geography, by Permission
of Ginn & Company, Publishers.

This Map Shows the Numerous Mountain Ranges
Parallel to the Sea, Formed at Successive Stages
of the Uplift of the Continent. The Sea Used
to be Where the Rocky Mountains Are Now, and
Has Since Withdrawn About 1000 Miles. The
Andes Are Nothing But a Gigantic Wall Erected

by the Ocean. The Expulsion of Lava From Under
the Sea Has Raised This Whole Coast, and Thus
Formed the Mountains and Plateaus Which Are
Shown Conspicuously in the Map. This Map Beau-

tifully Illustrates the Growth of Continents,
Which Are Raised Above the Sea by Earthquakes,
Caused by the Leakage of the Ocean and the

Expulsion of Lava Under the Land.

above the water during the historical

period. In fact three or more new
volcanoes in this range have broken
out since these islands were first ex-

plored by Europeans.

Terrific Occurrence in Alaska.

When a great earthquake occurs

in the Aleutian Islands the shaking

frequently is so violent that persons

cannot stand upon their feet.

In one well-known case fur-

ther east, at Yakutat Bay,
Alaska, September 10-15,

1899, a party of explorers
felt the shaking so terribly

that they could not stand on

their feet and had to lie on

the ground ;
and while they

were thus prostrate, expecting
the earth to open or an ava-

lanche from the mountains to

overwhelm them, the adjacent
sea was thrown into great

eddies, and a huge wave

swept the shore, up-rooting
the forests, and carrying the

helpless explorers some dis-

tance inland. By good for-

tune, however, they escaped
without serious injury.
It may well be imagined that

they were not altogether sur-

prised to find that great ava-

lanches of stone and ice had
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slid down the mountains, and vast gla-
ciers had slipped into the sea, carrying
everything before them. Nay, v^rorse

still ! The solid land of the coast for over
a hundred miles had been bodily uplifted

many feet, the maximum ascertained

elevation being forty-seven feet and four

inches. Barnacles, and other marine ani-

mals were now sticking to the rocks fai

above the reach of the highest tides, and
furnished conclusive proof of the mighty
uplift of the earth's crust.

This great earthquake was carefully

investigated in 1905 by Professor R. S.

Tarr, of Cornell University, and Law-
rence Martin, of the National Geograph-
ical Society. Their investigation as pub-
lished in the Bulletin of the Geological

Society of America, IMay, 1906, included

photographs showing the barnacles still

sticking to the rocks. Now from what
is shown here, it follows that when the

sea coast is upraised by an earthquake,
as often happens, lava is expelled from
under the sea and pushed under the land.

It is in this way that mountains are

formed along the coasts and in the

depths of the sea. The parallelism of

the mountains to the sea coast is familiar

to every student of elementary geogra-
phy.

Tidal Waves.

It often happens in the Aleutian
Islands that a great earthquake is fol-

lowed by a so-called "tidal wave," or as

it is more properly called, a seismic sea

wave. In the most important class of

these waves it is noticed that after the

earthquake the water withdraws from
the shore, by a gradual draining away,
as in the tides, only more rapidly. Ships
anchored in the harbor are often left

stranded, and the bottom laid bare, even
when the previous depth of the water
was seven fathoms. But in an hour's

time'or less, the sea returns as a great
wave, which near the shore becomes a

mighty vertical wall of water, and car-

ries everything before it. Ships are thus

washed a long distance inland, and many
of them lost by dashing against rocks

during the dreadful inundation of the

sea; and in the same way, cities lying
near the sea level are overflowed. In

some cases they are first shaken down
by the earthquake, and then overwhelmed
by the sea; so that nature seems bent
on their utter destruction—one calamity
following swift upon another.
Now the cause of the withdrawal of

the sea from the shore is the sinking
of the sea bottom. The subsidence of
the bed is indicated by the way in which
the water drains away. Lava has been

expelled from beneath the sea bottom
till the overlying crust becomes unstable,
and when it is again shaken in a great
earthquake it often gives down. The
water then flows in on all sides to fill up
the depression in the sea level caused by
the sudden drop of the sunken area

; and
after a little while the currents meet in

the centre of the depression, and by their

mutual impact raise the depressed level

into a ridge. The flowing of the currents
towards the centre of the depression
draws the water away from the shore,
so that the ships are left stranded on the

bare bottom and perfectly helpless. And
when the ridge upraised by the mutual

impact of the currents at length col-

lapses by the gradual settlement of the

water under its own gravitation, a great
wave is sent ashore to add to the horrors
of the earthquake.

Many cases of the sinking of the sea

bottom are known, and in some instances

it is found that the drop amounted to

hundreds of fathoms. It is by this proc-
ess of undermining and sinking that the

deep trench has been dug out near the

Aleutian Islands. In fact, nature gives
a clear indication of her own mighty
processes ; for on the west coast of South

America, in Japan, in the East Indies,
and elsewhere, the coast often is upraised
by the same earthquake which causes the

sinking of the sea bottom so clearly fore-

told by the withdrawal of the sea and its

return as a great wave.
The uplifting of the sea coast indi-

cates that something has been pushed un-
der it, and the sinking of-the adjacent
sea bottom shows that it has been under-

mined by the expulsion of the lava which
has been injected under the land. As
the two areas are side by side, and both

movements occur in earthquakes which
disturb the intervening region most ter-
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A TYPICAL VIEW OF THE ANDES IN CHILE.
Showing How the Strata of the Mountains Have Been Kent and Displaced by Earthquakes Since They Were

Originally Deposited in a Horizontal Position in the Bed of the Sea.

ribly (as if molten rock were moving
beneath the crust) it follows that a mass
of lava is expelled from under the sea
and pushed under the neighboring coast.
This is unquestionably the general proc-
ess in the greatest earthquakes.

The continuation of this process over

long periods of time gives rise to the

expulsion of a vast quantity of lava from
beneath the sea, and the crust along the

shore becomes upheaved into a mighty
ridge of mountains. In South America
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MOUNT ACONCOGUA, IN CHILE.
Tho Highi'st Poak In the Westfin Hemisphere, Altitude 23,000 Feot. This Towering Mountain Originated in

the Depths of the Sea.

such uplifts of the coast, with accom-

panying seismic sea waves, have often

been observed. This is the continuation

of the process by which the Andes were
formed.
The coast of Chile was raised by the

earthquake of 1822. And in 1835, the

movement was repeated on a still larger

scale, in the earthquake witnessed by
Darwin and Fitzroy, who were then on
their famous voyage around the world.

This disturbance raised the coast five

or six feet for sevei^al hundred miles

and the city of Concepcion was totally

destroyed.
On August 16, 1906, when Valparaiso

was laid waste by one of the most terri-

ble earthquakes of modern times, it is

said that the coast was raised about ten

feet. The earthquake of 1835 was cal-

culated by Lyell to have raised the coast

by an amount corresponding to the bulk
of Mt. Aetna

;
in other words, according

to our modern view, a bulk of lava equal
to Mt. Aetna was pushed under the

shore, and the sea bottom corresponding-

ly undermined.

Not only are the displacements of mat-
ter beneath the crust large, but also in

the same direction as those great move-
ments of the past, by which the mount-
ains have been so greatly uplifted, and
the sea bottom so deeply sunk down.

Highest Mountains Once Sea Bottom.

For the beaches at Valparaiso were
found by Darwin to have been uplifted

1,300 feet in recent geological time; and
more recent travelers have found marine
shells in the Andes at a height of at least

15,000 feet. Thus we connect the fossils

at the greatest altitude with the uplift of

the sea coast by earthquakes, and may
affirm that most of our highest mount-
ains were once beneath the sea, and have
since been raised to such great heights

by the continuation of the earthquake
process. The small uplifts of the coast

witnessed at the present time are but

a part of the great expulsions of lava

from beneath the sea towards the land,

which resulted in development of mount-
ains along the coasts and in the depths
of the ocean.
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In this manner the Aleutian Islands

are being raised into a mighty mountain
chain in the sea

; eventually it will rise

above the water and connect North
America with Asia, so that the Arctic

will be entirely cut off from the Pacific

Ocean.

Steam the Mighty Shoveler.

If now the question be asked why the

earthquake and mountain-forming forces

are so powerful in certain places, and
so feeble in others, we reply that it is

all due to the leakage under the hydro-

static pressure on the bottom resulting
from the depth of the ocean. The deeper
the ocean becomes the greater the pres-
sure on the bottom, and the more water
leaks through the crust, to form steam

beneath. The explosive vapor slowly

accumulates, and when it must have re-

lief, the region shakes till a fault moves,
and the crust readjusts itself so as to

give more space beneath. Fault is the

term used by geologists to denote a

crack in the rocks of the earth's crust,

which is made up of blocks like pave-
ment, only very much larger.

RELIEF MAP OF CENTRAL CALIFORNIA.
Showing the Gradual Slope of the Sierras Towards the Ocean, by Which They Were Uplifted.
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A STHKET IN SAN FRANCISCO AFTER THE EARTHQUAKE OF APRIL 18, 1906.

It is observed that the earthquakes are

always worst where the sea is deepest,
because the leakage there is greatest.
If one looks at a map of the ocean depths
as laid down by the coast-survey meas-

urements, he may tell from the trenches
in the sea where the earthquakes are

worst. These deep troughs always fol-

low the earthquake belts, or rather the

earthquakes follow these deep troughs,

though some earthquakes occur remote
from them. The vast majority of the

greatest earthquakes, however, always
occur near these dugout places in the

sea bottom ; as along the coast west of

South America, near Guam, in the

Friendly Islands of the Southern Pacific

Ocean between Samoa and New Zealand,
in the East Indies, near the Phillipines,
the Japanese, Kurile, and Aleutian

Islands.

Japan Worst Earthquake Region.

It is well known that the worst earth-

quake country in the world is Japan,

and just east of these islands the sea

over an area of considerable extent is

4,600 fathoms deep. The hydrostatic

pressure at the bottom of the sea is here

great enough to throw a jet of water

five and a half miles high. Is it any
wonder that such a pressure should force

the water slowly into the bowels of the

earth ?

The crust is made of solid rock, like

granite, twenty miles thick, yet under

such a pressure as that exerted by the

deepest oceans, the water will slowly
sweat through, and form so much steam

in the underlying lava that it will swell

and finally shake, till it gets more space

by pushing out at the edges.
The whole island of Nippon has thus

been raised above the ocean. If Nippon
were dug oflf and thrown int^the Tusca-

rora Deep, it would just about fill up that

immense depression. The earthquakes
in Japan are due to the fact that the

islands are still rising from the sea, and

as the Tuscarora trench is deepening all

the time, Japan will always be greatly
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afflicted by earthquakes and seismic sea

waves.
The region of the Friendly Islands in

the Southern Pacific Ocean, between Sa-

moa and New Zealand, affords a good
illustration of the formation of mount-
ains in the open sea at some distance

from a continent. Here two long, nar-

row connecting trenches are dug out to

a depth of over 4,000 fathoms ; and on
the west, just parallel to the trenches,
a mountain chain is lifting its crest above
the water, a few of the highest peaks
already projecting as islands.

It is observed that the range always is

formed on the side of the trench oppo-
site to the ocean, because the secular

leakage of the ocean causes the expulsion
of the lava to be effected in the direction

of the land. The reason of this is that

steam is formed under the ocean, but

scarcely at all under the land
; and hence

it always works out towards the edges
of the oceans, and thus walls in the sea

by high mountains about their borders.

Over half a century ago the veteran

American geologist, J. D. Dana, the fa-

mous Professor at Yale College, noticed

that the highest mountains lie opposite
the deepest oceans, and conversely. He
inferred that the relation of the extent

and depth of the ocean to the height and

grandeur of the mountains about its bor-

ders was of fundamental importance.
Yet Dana did not perceive correctly the

real cause of mountain-making, for all

geologists have heretofore ascribed the

formation of mountains to the shrinkage

arising from the secular cooling of the

earth.

Old Theory of Mountain-Making Un-
tenable.

Even now many persons will be sur-

prised to learn that this old theory has

no valid foundation in nature, and will

have to be entirely abandoned. But
such is the case. It will have to

be given up and thrown overboard,

just like the more famous Ptol-

emaic system of astronomy, which was

nnally overthrown by Copernicus in

1543. Previous to that time Ptolemy's

system had stood the test of fourteen

From Photograph in the possession of Mrs. CuttB.

THE SHIP IN FOREGROUND IS D. S. S. WATEREE, WASHED NEARLY A MILE INLAND BY THH
GBBAT SEA WAVE AT ABICA, PERU, 1868.
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centuries, since the epoch of the school

of Alexandria, where the Almagest was

composed in the reigns of Hadrian and
Antonius Pius, about 140 A. D.

In the same way, the contraction the-

ory is venerable from age. It was vague-

ly hinted at by Newton, and in 1829 was

given its final form by the famous
French geologist, Elie de Beaumont. He
held that the earth is cooling by the

gradual dissipation of heat into space,
and the nucleus shrinking away from the

pens in practice, and we may be very
sure that this antiquated theory has no
foundation whatever in actual nature.

The doctrine of the secular cooling of

the globe has behind it the weight of an-

cient opinion, and still finds a place in

most books which deal with the earth's

development. But as a matter of fact

secular cooling is of very little conse-

quence, and the theory is correspondinglv

misapplied in many of the sciences today.
In my investigations on the Tempera-

Photogrnph by Prof. J. F. Newson, April 26, liK>6.

HABTHQUAKE CRACKS IN A SANTA CLARA COUNTY ROAD, CALIFORNIA.

crust, so that at intervals the crust col-

lapses to fill up the vacant space, and
this causes the rocks to be crumpled and

pushed up into mountain ranges formed

along the lines of fracture.

If this theory were true the mountain
chains ought to run in any direction

with respect to the oceans
;
and they cer-

tainly would not always run parallel

to the sea coast. In some cases at least

the mountains would run diagonally
across the continents ; yet this never hap-

ture of the Earth, recently published by
the American Philosophical Society at

Philadelphia, it is shown that the cooling
is confined almost exclusively to the crust

of the globe, and that practically no

shrinkage occurs from the ^ape of heat

from the deep interior, because the

amount of heat lost is altogether too

small. Nor has such shrinkage been ap-

preciable at any time since the crust was

formed, in the original consolidation of

the globe. Before the formation of a
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crust, when the primordial consolidation

had not yet begun, there may indeed

have been a considerable loss of heat

from the incandescent surface, but since

the outer layers became cooled and en-

crusted, and the oceans were formed

from vapor previously floating in the at-

mosphere, the effects of cooling have

been very slight indeed.

Contraction By Secular Cooling Unim-

portant

We may easily convince ourselves of

the correctness of this view by recalling

that no important changes now going on

upon the earth can be clearly ascribed

to the effects of secular cooling. The
most important changes are those due

to earthquakes, and earthquakes certain-

ly are not due to that cause ;
for if they

were, they would break out in the in-

terior of the continents as well as along
the coasts and in the depths of the sea.

Is not an inland region such as Kan-
sas or Sahara cooling as much as an

equal area of any sea coast? If cooling
were the cause of the great earthquakes,

why should they occur near the sea and

not in high dry regions in the interior

of the continents?

Moreover the Andes and the coast

mountains in Alaska are constantly

shaken, while those in Colorado, far

from the sea, are never seriously dis-

turbed. This shows that mountain-mak-

ing depends in some way upon the sea ;

and we have seen that it arises from the

leakage of the oceans, which develops
steam beneath the crust. This swells

and finally shakes and pushes out some
of the saturated lava at the edges, so that

the crust is uplifted into mountains along
the borders of the continents and in the

sea.

Fossils now found far inland show
that at one time the sea covered the

high plateaus of our western states, and
extended to the Rocky Mountains. The
whole country west of Laramie, Wyom-
ing, has been raised out of the sea in re-

cent geological times
;
and earthquakes

obviously have been the means of this

great uplift, which has widened the con-
tinent by a thousand miles, and raised
the plateaus about a mile above the sea.

In the same way the great plateaus in

South America and in Asia have been

uplifted by earthquakes. The plateau of

Thibet is three miles above the sea, and
bones of elephants and rhinoceroses now
found there show that the uplift has oc-

curred within recent geological time, be-

cause those animals could not live at

that altitude. Accordingly they must

have flourished there when Thibet wa&

only about a mile above the sea, and the

uplifting has since carried their bones

to much greater elevation.

Nature Has One Uniform Process.

Perhaps the reader will agree that the

process here outlined for certain mount-
ain chains is the true one, but yet ask

whether it is not possible that some have

been formed by other causes, such as the

shrinkage of the globe? He may notice

that all mountains are not parallel to

the sea coast, and thus imagine that

such exceptional inland ranges were
formed by a different cause. To this

conjecture we may reply that nature

has one uniform process, and the forma-

tion in all cases is due to the same phys-
ical agency. And while we have not yet

explored the earth's surface sufficiently

to ascertain exactly how all the mount-
ains were produced^ we may be sure that

the cause is always the same.
That some mountains could be formed

by one process and some by another is

inconceivable. We do not know the ex-

tent of the sea in past geological ages,
and until this unwritten history is fully

developed
—it may take centuries to do

it properly
—we cannot make out the

precise details by which all the mount-
ains were formed. But we have proved
how they are formed in the clearest

cases, and as nearly all are parallel to

the shore, as if due to the expulsion of

lava from beneath the sea, there can be

no possible doubt that we have found
the true and universal cause of mountain
formation in general.

Earthquakes Rather a Boon Than a

Bane.

The chief purpose of earthquakes is

to raise land above the sea. These dis-

turbances seem very destructive to ani-
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mal and vegetable life, and especially to

mankind
; but without them the earth

would still be entirely covered by the

oceans, and none of the higher forms of

life could have been developed on our

planet.

Though the cosmical purpose of earth-

quakes was not understood by the an-

cients, the uplift of strata by these dis-

turbances was distinctly taught by Stra-

bo ; and he cited the presence of shells

far inland as proof of the former extent
of the sea. These views have long been
held by investigators, but in recent years,
Lord Kelvin and Sir G. H. Darwin have
proved from their mathematical re-

searches on the tides and other phenom-
ena that the -earth behaves as a solid, and
hence does not have a liquid nucleus, as

geologists had long been led to suppose.
On this restricted view of the case, the

uplift of the land above the sea could not
be explained.
The geologists therefore gave up the

theory that the interior of the earth is

liquid, and the solid crust subject to up-
lifts, and adopted the view that the globe
is solid throughout. This conclusion,
however, is unjustifiable ; for just beneath
the crust is a layer which in earthquakes
is shown to behave as a fluid. Molten
rock actually moves beneath the solid

crust in great earthquakes, and it is this

enforced movement of the lava, some
twenty miles beneath our feet, under

accumulating steam pressure, that shakes
down cities and often devastates whole
countries.

When we have the oceans for an over-

lying tank of water, and the incandescent
nucleus of our globe for a furnace, the
natural arrangement is such that the

leakage of the thin crust between the
water and the underlying fire, is likely
to give rise to som'e gigantic experi-
ments. It is this secular leakage and

nothing else which produces earthquakes,
volcanoes, mountain formation, the up-
lift of islands and plateaus, seismic sea

waves, and the feeble attraction of

mountains long since noticed in geodesy.
Six great classes of phenomena are thus

connected and shown to depend on a sin-

gle physical cause.

Volcanoes.

Volcanoes are only particular mount-
ains, and it was noticed by the ancients
that they are always developed in or near
the sea. Thousands of eruptions occur in

the sea bottom, but only occasionally do
the new volcanoes reach the surface.

More frequently the presence of fire

under the sea is told by the boiling of

the water, and by dead fish found float-

ing on the surface. Even the Greeks and
Romans noticed these submarine out-

breaks, and their disastrous eflFects on
marine animals.

Volcanoes on land always break out
near the shore, in mountain ranges
which are folded sharply upward—as in

the Andes and the Aleutian Islands.

Such sharp folds are always near the

sea, and their dependence on it is also

proved by the vast preponderance of

water vapor which they emit. Accord-

ing to Sir Archibald Geikie, 999 in 1000

parts of all the vapor they emit is steam.
The pumice which they blow out is only
molten rock saturated with steam and
other vapors, and afterwards dried up.
And as pumice underlies every moun-
tain, an earthquake which opens an ori-

fice is sure to blow out considerable

quantities of this light material. When
pumice is ground up it makes ashes,
and hence the vast clouds of dust blown
out of volcanoes, which obscure the sun

and are carried over the earth for hun-
dreds and even thousands of miles

As recently developed, geology has

presented the singular anomaly of ad-,

mitting the existence of shells and ma-
rine fossils thousands of feet above the

sea, without any means of explaining
how they got there ;

and at the same
time denying the bodily elevation of the

sea coasts by earthquakes, though for-

merly this doctrine of elevation was gen-
erally accepted. It is now easy to see

how all these phenomena can be recon-

ciled and explained by indicating the

simplest of causes, the leJdcage of the

ocean bottoms, which produces eleva-

tions and also depressions.
Not only do we prove the elevation of

the sea coasts by earthquakes, which
thus push lava under the land, from be-
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neath the sea, but also that subsidences

may happen somewhat less frequently.
The sea bottom often sinks when lava is

expelled from beneath it, so as to under-

mine the support from below; and in

like manner any coast may subside tem-

porarily if the subterranean movement
of lava is such as to undermine the

foundation. This has happened in nu-

merous historical cases, of which we shall

mention only a few.

Some Historical Instances.

In 1692, Jamaica was visited by a

terrible earthquake, and afterwards

about three-fourths of Port Royal sank

into the sea, where the houses long after-

wards could be seen beneath the waves.
The sinking- was caused by a block of

the earth's crust giving down during the

earthquake, which had weakened the

foundation.

In 1746, Callao, Peru, was terribly
shaken by an earthquake, and the coast

inundated by a seismic sea wave, said to

have been eighty feet high. In this case

the sea bottom sank some distance from
the land, and it carried parts of the

shore down with it. Old Callao was thus

submerged beneath the waves, and the

houses could be seen in the bottom of the

new harbor.

Another good illustration of this un-

dermining is afforded by the coast of

Pamphylia, in Asia Minor. In the
Fourth Century B. C, Alexander the

Great marched his army along a road
on the sea coast overhung by the Climax
Mountains. Strabo says that on a

stormy day, when the waves beat on the

road, the soldiers waded to the middle
of their bodies in water; at the present
time the same road is covered by the
water to a depth of over twelve feet,
even when the weather is calm. Hence
the whole coast must have subsided by
about this amount. The shores of the

Mediterranean present numerous cases of
harbor works of the classic period, some
above and some below the present level
of the sea.

But the most celebrated case of sub-
sidence is that of the Homeric City of

Helike, which formerly stood on the
southern shflre of the Gulf of Corinth.

In the year 373 B. C, the whole of Pelo-

ponesus was shaken by a terrible earth-

quake. Helike and Bura were leveled

to the ground, and great chasms opened
in the ground near the latter place ;

then

the bed of the Gulf of Corinth gave down
at least 100 feet, and carried Helike

down with it. The inrush of the mighty
sea wave destroyed ten Lacedemonian
vessels lying in the harbor, and the sea

rose so high about the Temple of Nep-
tune that only the tops of the trees re-

mained above the water, though for cen-

turies afterwards the houses could still

be seen beneath the waves. This hap-

pened when Plato was fifty-four, and at

the head of the Academy in Athens, and

Aristotle was a boy eleven years old.

The sinking of Helike greatly perplexed
the wisest of the Athenian sages, but in

spite of all their learning and acute-

ness they were utterly unable to account

for such a strange phenomenon.
In the light of the above theory it is

easy tb see thr^t the -earthquake had

pushed lava from beneath the Gulf of

Corinth, and thus caused the chasms to

open near Bura. No doubt the mount-
ains of Arcadia were badly shaken and
somewhat uplifted ; then the sea bottom

gave down, and Helike disappeared be-

neath the waves. Such subsidences are

less frequent than uplifts of the coasts,

but they occur occasionally and some-
times cause great destruction.

Flight to High Ground Only Means of

Safety.

Now that the cause of earthquakes
and sea waves is perfectly clear, the peo-

ple have a better means of protecting
themselves against such calamities than

formerly. No city on the coast of a

deep sea is ever entitirely safe from

earthquakes and sea waves; but if good
houses are built, and a place of refuge
exists, in case the water retires from
the shore after an earthquake, indicating
that the sea bottom has sunk, the dan-

ger to the population is comparatively
small. The only means of safety is to

flee with the utmost speed to the high
grounds, as the people in South Ameri-
ca have learned to do by long and bitter

experience. There is generally time
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enough for escape, before the wave re-

turns
; and even the ships in the harbor

will be safe, if they promptly put to sea ;

for in the open sea they can ride over the

wave without injury, but if they lay in

the harbor they are sure to be lost or

washed inland.

Studies of the phenomena of the ocean
and of the laws of the physical world

by which the mountains are formed,

owing to the secular leakage of their

waters through the crust of the earth,

may thus contribute greatly to the safety
of mankind, as well as throw light on
the mystery and grandeur connected
with all the great secrets of nature.

New Theory Being Adopted By Lead-

ing Scientists.

In this brief outline of the results em-
bodied in three scientific memoirs re-

cently published by the American Philo-

sophical Society at Philadelphia, we
have touched only upon those topics
which seemed likely to be of most pop-
ular interest. The new theory has been

adopted with enthusiasm in the highest
circles of the scientific world

; and hence
the results here given may be consid-

ered as demonstrated. Since the death
of Helmholtz, of Berlin, in 1894, Pro-
fessor Arrhenius, of Stockholm, has

gradually taken the foremost place

among the physicists of Continental Eu-

rope. He is one of those who have

adopted the new theory from the first.

Among others may be mentioned Pro-

fessor Suess, of Vienna, the most emi-

nent geologist in Europe, and the vet-

eran physicists. Lord Kelvin and Sir

Wm. Huggins, two of the most illustri-

ous ex-presidents of the Royal Society.

KAUTHgilAKES RAISE MOUNTAINS BUT FKLL ililfciti.
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A Song of Burros

By William Maxwell

fV

LUE, the Colorado Mountains lift into the azure air.

Tinkle, tinkle, mule-bells on the road.

As the mountains clave the waters,

Bare as sin so stand they there.

Tinkle, tinkle burros, with your load.

The rock-peaks, crowned with snow,
TTie foamy brooklets flow.

Tumbling, rushing, on below.

Wag your ears! you patient burros. Tinkle, bells!

Black, the Colorado Mountains, as the blackest
frown of God.

Jingle, jingle, mule-bells 'round the turn.

Flash the lightnings; blare the thunders.

Where no son of man has trod.

Bawl ye wicked, w^icked burros, lest ye burn !

When the flood-gates burst on high.

And the rains hiss from the sky.

There's a chimney.corner, dry.

Haste! ye careful plodding burros. Tinkle, bells!

Dark the rough and dripping tunnel ; it's the slip-

pery path of Fate.

Tinkle, tinkle, mule-bells on the grade.

I have struck it rich, by Thunder I

I am going down to Kate.

Hit the trail ! ye solemn burros, all afraid.

See the muddy brooks aswirl.

See the chimney smoke a-curl ;

There's my love, my joy, my girl.

There is going to be a wedding. Tinkle, bells !

«»3^V%^«««3^^V'««tf^^X'«*ctf^^V'«««?^^%«««3P\%:^i«tfP%K'««tf^



'^Father, Open the Door*'

By Max Nordau
(Author of "DcKcneration," "Dwarf's Spectacles and Other Fairy Tales," Etc.)

'ANS ROHRBACH was a

copper-plate engraver,
the foremost man in his

profession. Famous and

lauded, his productions
were in demand by con-

noisseurs, his signature highly valued in

the market. Yet he worked without-

genuine satisfaction, for he was con-

stantly oppressed by the idea : "I am
behind the times

; my art is old-fash-
ioned. It is passing away."
With what enthusiasm the youth had

guided the needle! He seemed to him-
self a necromancer, as he saw old works
rising in fresh magnificence to warm life

beneath his miracle-working hands. He
believed that he had been consecrated

by Pentacostal flames from Heaven to

be the apostle of the dead masters, and
had a mission to fulfill to proclaim to

mankind the sacred beauty of their crea-

tions. When, with loving reverence and
delicate feeling he transferred a painting
to the plate, tenderly followmg every
stroke of the brush, carefully emphasiz-
ing, with an almost imperceptible per-
sonal interpretation, excellencies hidden
from the hasty or untrained glance, he
was conscious of doing something good,
worthy and necessary; he was making
it possible for hundreds to possess a

masterpiece and, at the same time, un-

obtrusively opening to them his appre-
ciation.

But, as he grew older, his enthusiasm

cooled more and more under the icy

blast of disappointment. New methods
of multiplication were invented, cruder,
less personal, but quicker and incompar-

ably cheaper. His laborious, conscien-

tious art could not compete with the

commonplace, commercial photographic

reproductions. The perception that he
had become superfluous disheartened
him still more.
He won distinction at every exhibi-

tion; the Government and Art Societies

honored him with commissions. But
this did not deceive him in regard to

the fact that the estimate of his talent

by the government and some loyal ama-
teurs was due partly to an instinctive

or conscious opposition to a new thing,

partly merely to a taste for antiquities.

So, in former days, there were proba-
bly conservative natures who, after the

invention of printing, still preferred the

old-fashioned handwriting, and in mod-
ern times there are still admirers and

patrons of archery. But the idea that

he was a relic and under governmental
protection, like almost extinct species of

animals such as aurochs and buffaloes,

humiliated him. True, he could avoid

the mortifying rivalry with inferior

methods of reproduction by giving up
copying the masterpieces of others and

engraving his own compositions.
But his very renown prevents the

accomplished artist from entering new
paths. When he has his label he cannot

remove it. He is not allowed to change.
The public wanted from Hans Rohr-
bach engravings of the pictures of Leon-
ardo and Velasquez, Holbein and Rem-
brandt, but no drawings of his own.

Yet the compensation which, in spite
of his success, he did not find in his art,

life granted him for a few happy years.
His youth had been spent "m constant

journeys from one great gallery to an-

other, frequent changes of residence to

all the principal centres of art in Eu-

rope.
He had passed his fortieth year when

Translated for The Pacific Monthly by Mary J. Safford.
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he married, gave up his wandering ex-

istence, and built himself a home in a

suburb of Berlin, where it was quiet and

yet easy of access to the city. The late

marriage was blessed with an only child,

a fair, grey-eyed little girl, so like him
in feature that it attracted the attention

of even the dullest observer.

She was named Hansa. This was
her mother's wish. She must bear her

father's name, but not in the usual form
of Johanna or Hanschen.

He loved the child from her birth, as

generally only a mother loves her little

one. Hansa or Hanse, Hanschen, as

Rohrbach caressingly called her, filled

his heart so completely that his wife

complained that there was nothing left

for her. He would gladly have taken

the place of her nurse. He insisted upon
pushing her baby carriage when they
went on excursions or took walks, espe-

cially at the street-crossings where he

would trust her to no one else. She

literally grew up in his arms. He car-

ried her in the house, the garden, the

street, even after she could walk, even
when she was two, three, four years old,

and became as heavy as a little lead

bird, because it pleased her and him too,

until his wife forbade it, saying it over-

taxed the father's strength and spoiled
the child.

Once, in her second year, Hanschen
was seriously ill. Rohrbach watched all

through an anxious night beside the lit-

tle bed and when at the hour before the

dawn, the child seemed to be sinking,
there rose from the depths of his soul,

distinct and horrible, like a spectre, the

thought that he would not survive it

in spite of the love he bore his wife, in

spite of everything which constituted

the substance of his life. Hansa recov-

ered, but Rohrbach was longer in rally-

ing than the child.

The little girl felt that she was so at

one with her father, so entirely a part
of him, that she could not even imagine
him without her. When a newspaper
published his portrait, and her father

and mother were looking at the sheet,
Hansa exclaimed in surprise : "But
where is Hansa?"

It did not enter her little fair head
that her father could be put in a picture,
and she not with him. One day, at

dinner, her" parents were talking about
their wedding journey to Norway, and

Hansa, of course, asked where she was,
and when her mother answered that

there was no Hansa then, she burst into

a merry laugh, it seemed so comical and
incredible that her father could have
lived and traveled, and Hansa not been
there.

How spoiled she was ! Rohrbach
never went' out, even if it were only to

the neighboring postoffice to mail a valu-

able package himself, without bringing
her something, either candy, fruit, or

some article from the confectioner's, and
her very sensible mother had hard strug-

gles to prevent such unwholesome
sweets from being eaten between the

regular meals, or in too large quantities
at table. The numerous friends of the

family panipered her with gifts of toys,

so that she was actually tired of the

handsomest dolls, equipped with cloth-

ing, furniture, and kitchen utensils. All

Rohrbach's associates wanted to sketch,

paint, model her. She had to sit for

busts, statuettes, medallions, and plac-

ques, oil paintings, pastels and water
colors. Her father consented, reluc-

tantly ;
for even the best artists of his

acquaintance failed to satisfy him. They
did not appreciate the child's beauty and
sweetness as he did, they did not make
her keenly intelligent, loving little soul

speak from her sparkling eyes as it spoke
to him.

He quarreled with one of his oldest

friends because the latter had painted
Hansa in a way that her father, in his

first excitement at the sight of the fin-

ished picture, called a slander. He harsh-

ly rejected the poor portrait, the friend

left the house a mortal enemv, and from
that moment Rohrbach would not per-
mit any one to make a picture of his

Hansa. He himself had sketched her

about every two or three months from
the time of her birth, and kept the whole
set in a costly leather portfolio bound
with silver. When she was six years

old, and her first teeth were beginning
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to loosen, he made an engraving of her,
which was truthfully said to be his mas-

terpiece. No one could tell, whether the

permanent teeth would be as faultlessly

regular as the first ones, and therefore

this one moment of her childish beauty
must be preserved with the most fervent

devotion to Art. He took from the plate,
as it progressed, twelve successive im-

pressions but, in spite of the severest

mental temptation, only one of each.

Thus there were twelve single copies of

priceless value, and when Rohrbach
looked at them in succession,, he smiled

proudly, though unconsciously a little

sadly, thinking: "Hanschen, you dont

suspect what a sacrifice I have made for

you, and what a treasure I am creating
for you." He also took only one im-

pression of the finished plate; but this

had less signification of something final,

unalterable, never-to-be-repeated, for the

plate remained.
At the time he created his wonderful

engraving, Hansa was just beginning to

go to school. It had not been easy for

her father to consent. He would have

preferred home-teaching; ostensibly for

educational reasons, really because he
could hardly bear to have Hansa absent
several hours from the house. It seemed
to him stripped of all divine influences

and vital warmth, if he did not see or
hear the child, or at least know that she
was there. But the mother insisted that,
since Hansa was an only child, she

ought at least to grow up in school with

companions of her own age
—and she

had her way.
The Rohrbachs occupied a pretty little

two-story house, with a garden in front,

separated from the street by a .fence.

Five stone steps led up to the glass door,
which opened into a small vestibule with
a second glass door.

The gate in the garden fence was only
latched during the day, but the house
door was always locked imless some
member of the family were in the gar-
den. Hansa's going to school developed
without any arrangement, wholly uncon-

sciously a fixed ceremonial.

When the child was ready to leave

the house, she went to her father's work-

shop, which was . up one flight of stairs

and had a large window overlooking
the garden and a considerable portion
of the street, and raised her little face
for his parting kiss. He kissed her on
the forehead and eyes, put on his velvet

cap, went down with her, shook his

finger at her when she regularly jumped
down two or three steps at a time,

though he could never prevent it, ac-

companied her through the garden to

the gate in the fence, kissed her again,
stood still and watched her down the
street till, with the maid, she turned the
corner. On the way she glanced back
at him twice and, as she disappeared,
kissed her hand and nodded a smiling
farewell.

On her return he would not allow any
one else to open the door for her. No
matter how deeply he might be absorbed
in his work, as soon as the clock struck

one, his thoughts wandered from his oc-

cupation and he began to watch the

street. He saw her the instant she ap-
peared, watched her as she talked and

laughed with the maid sent to bring her

home, or with schoolmates coming the

same way, and just at the instant she
lifted the latch of the garden gate hur-
ried out of the workshop, down the

stairs into the little vestibule between
the two glass doors and, hidden by the

curtain, waited with his hand on the

bolt of the entrance door. Hansa reached
the outside about the same time and
called loudly: "Father, open the door!"

His standing joke was not to let her
finish the sentence, but to throw back-
the door before she had spoken the third

word, upon which, shouting joyously,
she flung herself into his arms, and went

up the stairs with him, almost carried,
to see her mother and change her street

dress.

During the bright hours of the day
which were favorable for work, Rohr-
bach rarely went out and, if obliged to

do so, always managed tq be at home
again when Hansa came from school.

If, by some exception, it happened that

he was not standing in the vestibule

when Hansa called: "Father, open the

door!" she repeated the summons three

or four times before she would believe

it and make up her mind to ring the
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bell. Then she was disappointed and
out of humor, asked the maid and her

mother where her father was, and when
he came home, reproachfully complained
that she had called him in vain, and

somebody else had to open the door.

If Rohrbach had a visitor when the

clear childish voice below called :

"Father open the door!" he left him,
no matter whom he might be and, with-

out a word of explanation, rushed down-
stairs, returning in a few minutes some-
what out of breath, when he said apolo-

getically: "Excuse me; I had to let

my little daughter in." Some people

thought this strange, probably also rath-

er out of taste, others touching, but to all

who knew of it, such devoted service

from the father to the child seemed ex-

aggerated, almost morbid. He did not

allow this to disturb him, and remained
faithful to the custom, even when Hansa

grew up. In winter it sometimes hap-
pened that he took cold or was ill in

some way that confined him to his room
or even to his bed. Nevertheless, when
the clock struck, he was standing at

the entrance and Hansa did not need
to finish her "Father, open the door!"
Nor would he return to his room till

Hansa had laid down her school satchel

and put on her house clothes. Once,
when his wife reproached him for his

imprudence, he answered : "Oh, it will

do me no harm. And, besides, let me
tell you: if I die, and you are uncertain

whether life has really left me, tell

Hansa to call below : "Father, open the

door!" If I lie still then, you need
have no fear, I shall certainly be dead."

The child developed magnificently, not

only in beauty, but in character. She
was decidedly artistic in her tendencies.

She sketched before she could write,

and the paint-boxes given to her by her

father's friends—whom he thought fool-

ish—were dearer to her than any of her

dolls. He did not wish to foster her

talent too soon, child prodigies were
abominable to him. He did not spoil
her play when she covered all the pa-
per she could get hold of with her art

creations, daubed in her water color

dishes, used lead pencils, crayons, and
brushes by dozens, decorated hands,

face, clothes, books and furniture with

India ink and colors, but he did not

help her, he did not teach her, he did

not utter a word of encouragement. If

it was her vocation to become an artist

she should be one, but from genuine
necessity, not by artistic training and
the outward urging of the parental
house. Yet Hansa did not escape the

influence of her father's example. When
she saw him constantly bending over his

plates she, too, wanted to work with

graving tools and acids. But this Rohr-
bach forbade with a sternness she had
never before experienced from him., and
which made her cry. Draw and paint
as much as she liked, engrave, etch—
never, so long as he could prevent it.

This was his fixed determination, and
he would not yield, no matter how much
Hansa might beg, pout, and sob, though
his eyes always filled if she shed a tear.

"Father does n't love me any more,"
wailed Hansa, throwing herself upon
her mother's breast. Rohrbach went out

of the room to keep from showing how
his heart ached, but he did not yield.

The forbidden attracted Hansa be-

cause it zvas forbidden: "I want to be

an engraver on copper, and I zt/ill/' she

constantly repeated. Her mother inter-

ceded for her. "Let the child have her

way. It is only play."
"The game is too dangerous," replied

Rohrbach, firmly ;
"it will end in a blind-

alley ;
I wont allow it

;
I '11 stand at the

entrance and drive her away. She must
remain in the high-road which leads into

endless distance." The conflict lasted

for weeks. Father and child were equal-

ly unyielding, equally obstinate, the

mother said. At last the struggle died

out without any formal conclusion of

peace. Hansa simply ceased to talk

about engraving on copper, and Rohr-

bach began for the first time—she was
then in her twelfth year

—to give her

lessons in drawing, over which she was

very happy.
When Hansa was twelve years old the

first misfortune entered her peaceful,

joyous childhood. Her mother died af-

ter a short illness. The grief of the un-

usually loving child was terrible. Rohr-
bach could not yield to his own sorrow,
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scarcely perform the mournful duties

which devolve upon the head of the

family when there is a death in the

house ; because he was obliged to be

constantly with Hansa. As, when a

child, he had carried her continually in

his arms, he now burdened himself mor-

ally with her and her grief, and did not

let her go out of his care until she had

gained some degree of calmness. One
of her favorite habits had been to nestle

at table, in the garden, or in the sleep-

ing-room between her father and mother,

put one arm around him, the other

about her, and kiss them by turns, "that

neither should be jealous of the other."

The group seemed a lovely illustration

of the conjugal and family idea in its

noblest form, as if intentionally arranged
by an artist who inclined to symbolism.
This was now over forever. One arm

clasped empty air when the other twined
around her father, and the gesture

brought painfully home to both the con-

sciousness of their loss.

The half-grown girl could not remain
without feminine care and love, the home
without a housekeeper. Rohrbach in-

stantly perceived this. He opened his

sore heart to a friend. The friend pro-

posed for Hansa a select boarding-
school. Rohrbach rejected the sugges-
tion with hasty indignation. Hansa

caught a few words of the conversation

as she came into the drawing-room to

see the visitor. Her active imagination
impetuously completed what her quick

perception had caught, and when the

friend had gone, she went timidly to her

father, first looked silently into his eyes
a short time, then threw herself on his

breast and whispered hesitatingly, shaken

and stifled by sobs : "Father, dont give
me a stepmother. You wont do it, will

you—tell me?"
"How can you believe it, Hanschen !"

b.c exclaimed, clasping her so closely that

she could scarcely breathe.

He gave her no stepmother, but took

an elderly woman, a cousin of his dead

wife, into his home. The distinguished

man, only a little over fifty, with his

ruddy complexion and but a few silver

threads on his temples and amid his

beard, asked nothing more of life for

himself and intended henceforth to live

solely for his little Hansa.
Cousin Aurelia, who now came to

them, had the best wishes. She kept

everything in perfect order, and the ab-

sence of the mistress of the family was

scarcely apparent in the housekeeping.

Only she did not know how to assume
the right attitude toward Hansa She
had led an independent life, first as a

teacher in wealthy families, then as as-

sistant superior of a deaconesses' home,
and in addition to the almost inevitable

frigidity of spinsterhood, had accus-

tomed herself to a curt tone of authority,

scarcely softened by formal courtesy
which, even in her new position, she

could not lay aside.

But nothing could be done with Hansa
by imperiousness. She went her own
way, and only love could divert her
from the path she had chosen. Cousin
Aurelia's mistaken idea of Hansa's dis-

position was assisted by the fact that

during the first few weeks, her deep sor-

row for her dead mother exerted a par-

alyzing effect upon her and repressed the

overflowing of her impetuous nature.

She seemed to her cousin gentle and

yielding, and this strengthened her
sense of authority. But when Hansa
had regained her poise there were soon

sharp conflicts between the two concern-

ing little questions of dress and house-
hold arrangements, which opened Cousin
Aurelia's eyes to the character of her

foster-child. As she was somewhat

prudish and conceited, but neither ma-
licious nor narrow-minded, she changed
her course, but a very slight discord, a
faint consciousness of estrangement was
the result of the first experiences of

Cousin Aurelia's and Hansa's life to-

gether.
So Hansa was very much alone just

as she was approaching the age when
she specially needed some beloved per-
son to whom she could open without re-

serve every recess of her soul, fiour forth

all that, like ebbing and flowing tides,

filled her heart. Rohrbach and Hansa
both vaguely felt that a father, with all

the tenderness of the relation, could not

supply a mother's place to a young girl.

Thev were as much in accord as ever,
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they were confidential to each other, yet
there were secret recesses in the child's

soul closed to the father, which would
have opened to the mother, though per-

haps hesitatingly. But because Rohr-
bach had a suspicion that delicate veils

were being thrust gently between him
and his Plansa, he clung with a sort of

dread to all their loving customs and
would not suffer the smallest of them to

be dropped.
When their lives again went on in

some degree in the old way and Hansa
resumed her attendance at school, every-

thing continued as usual
;
the farewell

in the workshop, the walk to the gate
in the fence, the kiss of the hand at

the corner, and especially the hurrying
downstairs to open the door when Hansa
called: "Father, open the door!"
To this custom Cousin Aurelia

strongly objected the first time it came
under her notice.

"Why, Hansa, what idea have you
taken into your head!" she cried indig-

nantly. "How can you disturb your
kind father so! You are too old for

such childishness."

Hansa gazed at her in surprise, but
did not say a word in answer. Child-
ishness! Disturb! passed through her

mind, and she grew uncertain. Proba-

bly Cousin Aurelia was right, she

thought, though it made her heart

heavy, and when, the same afternoon,
she came home with Cousin Aurelia
from a call on some friends she let her

ring, while she stood quietly by her

side. But Rohrbach had seen them, was

already behind the glass door, opened
it in astonishment and asked : "Hansa,
how long have you rung to come in

when I am at home?"
Hansa glanced at Cousin Aurelia, and

the latter answered somewhat irritably:
"Pardon me. Professor, it was I who
rung. It seems unsuitable."

"Dear Cousin," he harshly interrupt-

ed, "let us have our customs, will you
not?" and he embraced Hansa tenderly,
even more tenderly than usual. Cousin
Aurelia said nothing, but she thought:
"Yes, these artists are all queer."

Often Rohrbach sighed: "If Hansa
at least had brothers and sisters!" But

what did the wish avail? Hansa had
had the advantage of her solitude, the

undivided love of her parents which
amounted almost to idolatry, she now
had the drawback of lacking the most
familiar ties. No friend, no playmate
can take the place of a sister of nearly
the same age. So she grew up with
her father and Cousin Aurelia, left to

herself in the inmost depths of her soul—to herself, her dreams, and her long-

ing.
At the close of her school life Hansa

began to take lessons in painting sys-

tematically. There was no question of

her talent, her skill in drawing was al-

ready well developed when she entered

the Art School. Cousin Aurelia, to her

great vexation, had to go with her to the

city three times a week, and plan various

ways of spending her own time during
the hours Hansa was receiving instruc-

tion in the classes. She declined, with
unconcealed indignation, to remain in

the studio with Hansa while she was

painting. Rohrbach often found op-

portunity to visit the museums and ex-

hibitions with her and gradually induct

her into his own religion of Art. She
showed a benevolent curiosity toward
the secessionist extravagance that gave
him no pleasure, but on the whole he

found her willing to revere the same

gods as he.

From the beginning of her seven-

teenth year, he annually took journeys
of several weeks with her to enlarge
and deepen her artistic culture. So,

guided by her father, she learned to

know in succession the great galleries
of Dresden, Munich, Vienna, and Ven-
ice and, besides these masterpieces,

many interesting people, old friends

whom her father had in all the

centres of art-life, and from all these

glorious excursions she brought home
with her a wealth of sketches, copies,
and stimulating ideas, whose influence

lasted long after.

At nineteen she had progressed so far

that she felt her Berlin masters, with

whom she had studied three years, could

teach her nothing more. Rohrbach

thought it necessary that she should now
for a time breathe a different atmos-
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phere and receive other influences. He
was still hesitating whether to choose

Rome or Paris; Hansa was in favor of

Paris, her father preferred Italy. The

subject was often discussed. At last

they agreed that one year should be de-

voted to Florence and Rome, a second

to Paris and perhaps London. Rohr-

bach, of course, was going with her. It

was a hard thing to leave his home and
take up again in his old age the wander-

ing life of his youth, but the sacrifice

must be made. To let Hansa go out in

the world alone, be separated from her

for two years, was something he did

not think of for a moment.
It was winter. They were to set out

in the spring and go first to Italy. Hansa
was preparing for the journey by learn-

ing Italian. She studied and worked
a great deal, and was in the city more

frequently and longer than usual. Rohr-

bach, too, had many things to do in pre-

paring to break up a home he had occu-

pied twenty years and remain a long
time in a foreign country. The father

and daughter were now together only at

the meals and not always at dinner.

Yet he saw her enough to perceive that

she was becoming silent and thoughtful,
and no longer had her brilliant color,

unless the keen winter air reddened her
cheeks. Was she ill? Could it be over-

work? Or did she dread the years of

travel? A young girl usually antici-

pates them with pleasure. He watched
her more sharply and saw that she sat

at table wholly absorbed in thought,
scarcely eating a few mouthfuls, that

she started when he reminded her not
to forget to eat, that directly after the
meal was over she slipped away to her
room and did not appear again until

it was time to bid him good-night.
"What is the matter with Hansa?"

he asked Cousin Aurelia. But she did
not know. Hansa was still more re-

served to her than to her fatlier, and
since she had succeeded in gaining per-
mission to go in the cars alone, and
was not accompanied in her usual daily
round, there was no longer frequent op-
portunity for any long conversation be-
tween them.

Rohrbach watched about a fortnight,

then one Sunday when, after dinner,
Hansa was going to her room as usual,

he took his daughter by the hand, led

her into the drawing-room, drew her

down on the sofa beside him, put his

left arm around her shoulders, lifted her

chin with his right hand turning her

little pale face full toward him, and
asked : "Hansa, is anvthing the mat-
ter?"

Hansa flushed crimson, shrank from

him, and lowered her eyes.
"With me? Nothing is the matter

with me," she stammered in confusion.

"What makes you think
"

Her father clasped her closer. "Hansa,
you have changed lately. You dont eat.

Your eyes look as if you slept badly. I

am afraid you are not well."

"What put that idea into your head,
father!" she cried, forcing herself to

smile. But he felt that she was trem-

bling.

"Hansa, we '11 go to the doctor to-

morrow. He shall examine you thor-

otighlv. Health must not be trifled

with."

"I assure you, father—I dont under-

stand at all—the doctor will laugh at

us." The words were spoken hastily
with unnecessary vehemence and amid
efforts to release herself.

"Hansa, Hansa, take cane. Come,
look me square in the eyes."

She did not even try to do so, but

fixed her eyes obstinately on the polar-
bear skin on the floor. He lifted her

chin and was trying gently to force her

to look at him, when she became very
much excited, cried : "Oh, please dont !

you make me nervous," and suddenly
burst into tears.

He released her, gazed at her in per-

plexity, and rose. Hansa attempted to

run, with bent head, out of the drawing-
room. Rohrbach caught her quickly by
the arm, pressed her down upon the

sofa again, remained a short time stand-

ing before her and, after a shbrt, severe

struggle with intense mental reluctance,
said slowly : "Hanschen, I no longer
ask you : what is the matter ? but : who
is it?"

(To be concluded.)



Conspiracies of Capital and the Courts

By C. P. Connolly

F we are not to draw stern

lessons from history, we

mig-ht as well cease re-

cording its doings. Just
now you will find in the

\gf press, which is owned or

controlled largely by plutocracy, an oc-

casional denunciation of the man who
hints that our courts are not altogether

pure and unsullied. As a rule, our courts
are upright, but there are too many ex-

ceptions to the rule. Run your mental

flashlight back upon the grooves of pub-
lic discussion just before the insurance

investigations, and you will find the

same indignant insistence upon the vir-

tue of the financiers who controlled the

immense wealth of our big insurance

companies. Guilty men—men, who in the

words of Sidney Smith, "had the Ten
Commandments written on their faces

and looked so virtuous that they might
commit any crime and no one believe in

the possibility of their guilt," frowned

upon and denounced the patriots who
saw in the crimes of wealth a menace to

liberty, and who sought to arouse the

country against the poison that was eat-

ing its way into the public conscience.

These same critics are now frowning
upon any criticism of the courts. They
tell us that the man who questions the

integrity of the courts should be put
away. They know that the courts are
not sacred, but they insist that the idea

that the courts are sacred shall be held

sacred. They dont want any more rents

in the veil. They are ready to cry

"enough." But the men who have gone
out in the last twenty years to face star-

vation as a punishment for independence
and integrity are of a different mind.

They want the light turned on and the

truth triumphant.
"A good judge," said the editor of

the Central Law Journal, "will make a

court highly respected, while a Jeffreys
will bring it into contempt." A judge
is but a man. What divinity should

hedge about him after his election or ap-

pointment to the bench, more than should

hedge about him as a lawyer? What is

there about a judge, more than about

any other official, that is sinless or incor-

ruptible ? Human nature does not change.
The weakness of the man mounts the

woolsack with him—never leaves him.

Bacon, the greatest judge of his time—
the "wisest, brightest, meanest of man-
kind"—was in his day notoriously cor-

rupt. If a judge has been conscientious

as a man, he will be conscientious as a

judge. If he is corrupt as a man, he

will likely be corrupt as a judge. In

short, every judicial ofBcer will bear

watching. "Let us not forget," said Ham-
ilton, "how often the hypocrite goes
from stage to stage of public fame, un-

der false array, and how often, when
men obtain the last object of-their wishes,

they change from that which they seem
to be; that men, the most zealous rever-

ers of the people's- rights, ha^, when

placed on the highest seat of power, be-

come their most deadly oppressbrs."

Why should we not dare speak the

truth of courts? If this country ever

loses its boasted
»^ liberty, it will be

through the judiciary;. In the State cap-
ital of Minnesota are inscribed the words
of John Ireland, Archbishop of St.

Paul : "Empires place their reliance upon
sword and cannOn ; republics put their

trust in the citizen's respect for law. If

lav/ be not sacred, a free government
will not endure." These, or similar

words, should be inscribed over the

door-step of every State capitol.
"The standard of public morality va-

ries," said former United States Senator

George F. Edmunds. "One man is re-

luctant to allow a friend to even give him
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a cane after he has helped him to get a

pension, on account of the feeling that

it implies a reward for the performance
of a public duty that ought to be per-
formed with absolute freedom and with-

out any bias. Another man's standard

is that that is perfectly right. Another
man's standard of being fair in politics

is that you can make deals and combina-

tions and help your friend's bill through,
that you doubt greatly the propriety of,

because he will help your bill through,
which he doubts greatly the propriety of,

but which you believe in, as he believes

in his. Another man's standard is—and
we know it is too common, as it has been

in other republics, to their ruin at last—
that there is no standard of public mor-

ality at all, and that if you have money,
if you can buy something political wliich

you want, it is perfectly right to buy it.

If you have force and men enough be-

hind you, you can clear out the opposi-
tion and get what you want by financial

power. Every man is true to his own
standard. One may be high, one mav be

low."

"Is there not a law in this State against
trains crossing the tracks of other roads

without stopping ?" asked a Western man
of the Pullman porter on a Pennsyl-
vania train, as it leaped across the tracks

of another road in New Jersey. "Yes,

sah," replied the porter. "Then, why
dont you stop ?" "Well, you see, sah, the

Pennsylvania Railroad Company not

only owns the road, but it owns the law,
too."

What trust is so sacred as the perpet-
uation of a commonwealth where the

sources of authority and the fountain of

justice shall be unpolluted? When men
are engaged in a conspiracy to poison
the wells from which the public drink,
is it a crime to sound the alarm?
Now for the facts which make these

preachings applicable.
When Harry Orchard told his story

on the witness stand in Boise, a thrill

of horror possessed the country. His

story was mainly that of the cruel assas-

sination and attempted assassination of

men in high places. What excuse was
there for the reckless sacrifice of hinnan
life? There was none. The crime of

assassination ought never to find a de-

fender on American soil. But was there

nothing that fanned into flame the smoul-

dering rebellion in the hearts of these

labor leaders? There was the unlawful

deportation of hundreds of law-abiding
miners, compelled to leave behind, wife,
children and home, and to go out into

the world of the outlander and the pa-
riah. But that was only an effect. Be-

yond it, moving it, was a cause, and the

story is one of betrayal of public trust

and the reck'ess rule of corporations in

politics unparalleled in public annals.

The Story Retold.

On March 26, 1904, Charles H. Mo-
ver, president of the Western Federation
of Miners, was arrested at Ouray, .Colo-

rado, upon the charge of desecrating the

American flag by having printed upon
paper-representations of the flag a list of

outrages against law that had occurred
in Colorado. Though the indictment

.against Colorado was deserved, it was
an ill-advised thing to do. It offended

many. Yet it was not a crime in Colo-

rado. The act consisted of the desecra-

tion of a paper-representation of the flag,

punishable as a crime under the New
York and the Illinois statutes, but not

under the Colorado statutes.

Telluride is situated in the southwest-

ern part of Colorado, more than two
hundred miles from Denver, as the crow
flies. During the Colorado troubles,

quite a number of miners had been

driven out of Telluride by State troops.

They had gone to Ouray, just over the

mountain range from Telluride. Moyer
had gone from Denver to Ouray to con-

sult with the miners and to arrange, if

possible, for a writ of injunction against
the Telluride authorities which would

permit the miners to return to their

homes.
On the same day that Moyer left Den-

ver for Telluride, Governor James H.

Peabody, by proclamation, ptaced that

town under military rule. While Moyei
was at Ouray, a warrant was sworn out

for him at Telluride by the civil authori-

ties for the crime of flag desecration.

He was brought over from Ouray to

Telluride on this charge. Immediately
upon his arrival in Telluride (to be ex-
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act, on the 29th of March), he was ar-

rested under a verbal military order. The
reason for his arrest, as given in the

swollen and abounding language of Ad-

jutant-General Sherman Bell, in his bi-

ennial report to Governor Peabody, was
that Moyer was :

"In the judgment and discretion of the

military commander, a person and individ-

ual in both public and private capacity,
and official nature, a man that, for the

public service and for the peace and quiet
and good order of the county of San Mi-

guel and State of Colorado, it was then,
and is, necessary now to detain and hold,
so far as can be ascertained and deter-

mined at this time, for an indefinite pe-

riod, as a military prisoner, under arrest,
and in the hands and possession and safe-

keeping of the military authorities of the
State of Colorado, now in the field, under
orders."

Moyer secured a writ of habeas corpus
from Judge Theron Stevens, the local

judge, but the military authorities disre-

garded the writ.

On April 15, the Colorado Supreme
Court issued a writ of habeas corpus di-

rected to General Bell, ordering him to

produce the body of Charles H. Moyer
in the Supreme Court at Denver on

April 21.

General Bell, with his escort, brought
Moyer from Telluride, arriving in Den-
ver on the morning of April 21. William
D. Haywood, Secretary-Treasurer of the

Western Federation of Miners, went to

the railroad station to greet Moyer, and
had a violent encounter with the militia.

Haywood was taken to the Oxford Ho-
tel, where a second fight occurred. Hay-
wood offered resistance to being held.

Several soldiers beat him about the head
with revolver butts until the blood ran

freely.

Plot of Colorado Oificials.

The plot of the Colorado officials, act-

ing under orders from the corporations
of Colorado, as will appear more fully

hereafter, was to imprison both leaders

of the Federation. J. C. Rutan, the

sheriff of San Miguel county, left Tellu-
ride at the same time that Moyer was
arrested, and arrived in Denver with a

warrant for Haywood's arrest on the

same charge of desecrating the flag. The

plot was to get both the Federation offi-

cials within military jurisdiction, and

have the military hold them until such

time as the labor troubles should be set-

tled. Haywood, learning of the coming
of Sherifi" Rutan, accomplished his own
arrest in Denver on the same charge,
and was paroled under guard of a friend-

Iv officer. He thus circumvented the

plot.

The legal reasons given by Adjutant-
General Sherman Bell to the Supreme
Court of Colorado for the arrest of

Moyer, formally set forth in writing,
were as follows :

"In order to accomplish the suppres-
sion of the state of rebellion"—in other

words, the strike of the miners—'"it is,

in the judgment of the said Governor
(Peabody) and the undersigned (Sherman
Bell) absolutely necessary for some time
to come to restrain the body of Charles
H. Moyer by the National Guard of the
State. * * That it is the intention
of the undersigned to release the person
of Moyer from military arrest as soon as

the same can safely be done, and then to

surrender him to the civil authorities to

be dealt with in the ordinary course of

justice. The exigencies of the military
situation in San Miguel county imperative-
ly require the further detention of the

person of the prisoner, to prevent him
from lending aid and instruction to law-
less persons in further prosecution of the
acts constituting a state of rebellion, and
that the ends of public justice and the
restoration of public tranquility require
that the reasonable further detention of

Moyer shall In no wise be interfered with
by the writ of habeas corpus or other judi-
cial writ whatsoever."

Translated into plain English, this doc-

ument read : "Moyer and Haywood as

labor leaders are obnoxious to the Smel-
ter Trust. Governor Peabody, the tool

of the Trust, in order to compass the ar-

rest of these leaders and put them out

of the way of mischief, pending the

strike, has declared martial law. We
think the Supreme Cxjurt will take pro-

gram. It declared the eight-hour law

unconstitutional, after the Supreme
Court of Utah and the Supreme Court
of the United States had declared an

identically similar act constitutional.

They are expected to cap the present

conspiracy by judicial sanction."

The Attorney-General of Colorado fur-

ther formally advised the Supreme Court
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"that the production of the body o^

Mover before the court is not by way of

recognition of the court to order the re-

lease of the prisoner, but solely as an
act of courtesy on the part of the chief

executive of the State."

Remarkable Decision of the Colorado Su-

preme Court.

The Supreme Court of Colorado ac-

cepted this view. On June 6, 1904, eight
hours after Harry
Orchard and Steve

Adams had blown

up the Indepen-
dence depot, kill-

ing and maiming
twenty-one men, it

handed down its

decision. It de-

cided that if the

military may re-

sort to extreme
force as against
armed and riotous

resistance, even to

the extent of tak-

ing the life of riot-

ers, so it might
seize the persons
of those participat-

ing in the insur-

rection. The court

utterly ignored the

fact that there was
no insurrection in

Telluride; that its

miners had been
driven across the

mountains, and
that the Governor
had actually, ac-

cording to his

proclamation, de-

clared an insur-

rection on the sup-

position that law-

less acts might en-

sue should the

miners return. But
the utter farce of it all was that

Moyer was not only not engaged in in-

surrection himself at the time, nor abet-

ting those who were, but had been drag-

ged, as in medieval days, into the very

II. GABBKUT, OF THE COLOUAIK)
SUI'KEMK COURT.

Forniorly an Iowa Doinocrat, Was Elootod to tho
Colorado Supronu' Bench By the ropiillsts, In 1896.
"He Would Come Around to Our MeetlngB, Sympa-
thizing With Us and Talking About Our Troubles,"
Said One Telluride Minor, "lie Used to Tell Us That
In Case of Doubt the People Ought to Have the Bene-
fit of the Doubt, and Not the Corporations That Were
Grinding Us Into tho Earth." lie Decided With
Campbell and Goddard Against the Eight-Hour Law;
"Took i'logram" In the Plot of tho Colorado Offlclals

to Imprison tho Labor Leaders, In EfTect Suspending
the Writ of Habeas Corpus. With Campbell, He
Granted a Sort of "Klngly-Prerogatlve" Writ Whereby
tho Corporations Expected to Ue-elect Governor Pea-
body,—an Injunction on Democratic Election Judges,
Which !n Effect Amounted to a License From the

Supreme Court to the Republican Election Judges to

Commit Frauds at Will.

clutches of the power that sought him.

This decision was rendered in the face

of the fact that the courts of this country,

during the draft-riots of war-time had
refused to suspend the writ of habeas

corpus, though expressly declaring them-
selves in sympathy with President Lin-

coln's efforts.

In Nevada, Too.

The far-reaching effect of this decis-

ion may be seen in

the fact that it has

followed the West-
ern Federation in-

to Nevada, where
the legislature has

recently passed a

police bill which

gives the power to

the State Police to

arrest anyone on

suspicion and to

detain them in jail

without warrant.

The conspiracy
was now complete.
The corporations
of Colorado want-
ed judicial sanc-

tion for the aboli-

tion of the writ of

habeas corpus, the

most sacred right
ever wrested from

king or ruler. The
law of Colorado
was now fixed.

Hereafter should

any union declare

a strike, a servile

governor might
declare the strike-

zone in a state of

insurrection, even
without the com-
mission of a law-

less act, send

troops "To the re-

gion, and imprison
every man who refused to work. And
it is a significant fact that in these pro-

ceedings, John M. Waldron, a prominent
corporation attorney of Denver, ap-

peared as the special counsel for the
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UNITED STATES SENATOR THOMAS M. PATTERSON, OF COLORADO.
His Answer to the Charge of Contempt of the Supreme Court of Colorado (In Publishing in His Denver News-

Papers Direct Charges of Corrupt Bargains on the Part of the Court) Set Forth a Startling Array of

Facts Which Patterson, Assisted by United States Senator Henry M. Teller, Ex-Governor
Charles M. Thomas and Seven Other Lawyers of High Professional Standing In Col-

orado Offered to Prove Before the Very Court Against Whom the Charges
Were Directed, But the Court Refused to Hear the Proofs.
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State, though Sherman Bell omitted

Waldron's name in his official reports.

One Dissenting Judge.

Justice Robert W. Steele dissented

from the judgment of the other members
of the court.

"If one may be restrained of his liberty
without charges being preferred against
him," he wrote, "every other guarantee of

the constitution may be denied him. When
we deny to one however wiclted, a right
plainly guaranteed by the constitution, we
take that same right from every one.
When we say to Moyer: 'You must stay in

prison, because if we discharge you. you

"My professional education and long

professional life as a lawyer," said

United States Senator Henry M. Teller

of Colorado, in speaking of this decision,
"have made me exceedingly conservative

when I come to speak of decisions of

courts. I appreciate, as all lawyers do,
how important it is that the people shall

have at all times confidence in the integ-

rity and ability of the judiciary, and I

shall content myself with saying that 1

do not believe the decision of the court

can be supported either upon principle or

precedent, and the court will have the

RESHJENCE OF SUPREME COURT JUSTICE W. H. (SAKBERT, DENVER, COLO,
In Juno, 190r), a Roinb Wns f^ot In the Piithwny of a Vnfant Lot Near nnhbcrt's Home,
Which He Was In the Habit of Crossing on His Way Down Town. For Some Unac-
o(mntal)l(' Reason He Did Not Cross tlie Lot That Morning. The Roinb Was Set About
Nine O'clock A. M. and About an Hour Later It Blew Up a Man Named Walloy, and
His Head Was Found a lUock Away. The Explosion Was Heard All Over Denver! The
Attempt Afialnst Gabbert Was in Revenge for His AlU ged Subservlance to Corrupt
Corporations.

mny commit a crime,' we say that to every
other citizen. When we sny to one gov-
ernor: 'You have unlimited and arbitrary
power,' we clothe future governors with
that same power. We cannot change the
constitution to meet conditions. We can-
not deny liberty today and grant it tomor-
row. We cannot grant It to those there-
tofore above suspicion and deny it to those
suspected of crime, for the constitution Is

for all men—'for the favorite at court, for
the countryman at plow'—at all times and
under all circumstances."

distinction of being the only court in this

broad land of ours that has ever made
a decision of this character."

On June 15, 1904, nine djyifs after the

decision of the Supreme Couit of Colo-

rado, Moyer secured from Judge Amos
M. Thayer of the United States Circuit

Court, another writ of habeas corpus. On
the day that it was announced that this

writ had been secured, Governor Pea-
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body declared the insurrection at Tellii-

ride at an end and ordered the release

of Moyer. Under the circumstances, the

matter could not be further prosecuted
in the Federal Court. This looked like

a cowardly backdown. Did the Gover-
nor or the Supreme Court of Colorado
fear an adverse decision from another

and a higher source?

That Eight-Hour
Law.

It may not be

amiss to recall

here that after the

Supreme Court
had declared the

eight-hour law of

Colorado unconsti-

tutional, a consti-

tutional amend-
ment to meet the

views of the court

was adopted by
the people of Col-

orado by an over-

whelming vote.
When the legisla-

ture met to ca'-rv

out the compact
with the people, it

refused, under the

lure of corporate
wealth, to keep
faith

; and though
another session of

the legislature was
called shortly aft-

erwards to cor-

rect irregularities
in the passage of

the general appro-
priation bill, and
that extra session,

by express resolution of both houses,

urged Governor Peabody to enlarge
his call so as to enable the legisla-
ture to remedy the omission of the regu-
lar session. Governor Peabody refusf^d, on
the ground that "the leaders"—that is to

say, the corporation lobbyists —could not

agree upon the terms of an eight-hour
bill. Would anybody believe that corpo-
rate arrogance would dare go so far, if

it were not on record in black and white ?

That was in 1903.

UBSIDBNCK OF JUSTICE LUTHER M. GODDARD,
DENVER, COLORADO.

It Will Be Noted That the Gate Is Absent. It Was
Doubtless Removed at the Time a Bomb Was Dug Up
There. According to the Confession of the Murderer,
Harry Orchard, the Bomb Was Planted at the Gate in

June, 1905, in Carrying Out a Western-Federation Plot
Against Goddard's Life. When Dug Up It Was Found
That the Acid in the Bottle Had Eaten the Pin Away,
Which Doubtless Accounted for Its Failure to Explode
.\s Expected. The Attempt Against Goddard Was In

Revenge for His Alleged Subserviance to Corrupt Cor-

porations.

When the eight-hour law was declared

unconstitutional by the Supreme Court
of Colorado, the court was composed of

three judges : John Campbell, William
H. Gabbert, and Luther M. Goddard.

John Campbell was from Colorado

.Springs, "Little London," as the miners

called it, where many of the mine own-
ers lived. Campbell was bitterly op-

posed to the West-
ern Federation. He
believes, besides,

that you cant trust

the people ;
that

the people have

got to be ruleil and
bossed. These are

his honest convic-

tions, and the min-

ers did not blame
him. They recog-
nized the mental

habits of his train-

ing and environ-

ment, and though
he was their bitter

enemy, you never

heard a miner in

his cooler mo-

ments, say unkind

or sharp things of

John C a m pb e 1 1.

These miners are

just to a fault in

these things. P)Ut

Gabbert and God-
dard had both been

populists Gabbert,
who had formerly
been a democrat

from Davenport,
Towa, was nomi-

nated for Supreme
Justice of Colorado

in 1896 by the populists, and elected.

He lived at Telluride, where the later

Colorado mining troubles first started,

and was known to sympathize with

the populists and the miners. "He
would come around to our meetings,

sympathizing with us and talking about

our troubles," said one Telluride miner.

"Whenever we had a meeting, he would
come around and pretend to be our

friend, and we nominated him. He used

to tell us down in Telluride that in
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JLSTIOK KUTIIKU M. GOUDAUD, OF TIIK COLOKAIH) SUPREME COURT.
Though KIrst Nominated fm- tho Supremo Hoik h liy tho Populists and Elootod by a
Fusion With tho ncmocrats, (ioddnrd "Went Ovor to tho Cornipt Corpora t Ions." With
Judgos (Jabbort and Catiiplioll IIo Doolarod tho Eight-Hour Law Unoonstltutlonal, \ftor
the Supn-me Court of Utah and the Supreme Court of the United States Had Declared
An Idonth'ally Similar Act Constitutional. He "Took Pi-ogram" and Was Retnr^iM to
the Supremo Bench by Appointment of GoTeruor PeaUMly at the Behest of the Colorado
Corporations.

questions of doubt the people ought to

have the benefit of the doubt, and not

these corporations t!iat were g^rinding us,

as he said, into the earth. We elected

him, and when he g^ot to Denver, the

first thing he did was to join the Denver

Club, where nobody but millionaires and
their friends could go. President
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Roosevelt said: 'Why dont these judges

give the benefit of the doubt to the peo-

ple on these constitutional questions ?'

and we thought : 'Here was a man that

would give us the benefit of the doubt.'

Instead of that, he has strained a point

every time to give us the worst of it."

Goddard was nominated for the Su-

preme bench by the populists and elected

by a fusion with the democrats. Im-

peachment proceedings had been

brought against
him once in the

legislature, while

he was a district

judge. In the dem-
ocratic State con-

vention of 1900,

Goddard was de-

feated for renomi-

nation because the

democratic leaders

feared his nomina-

tion, on account of

his eight-hour de-

cision, would jeop-
ardize the ticket

and lose the labor

vote. It was com-
mon talk that he
had gone over to

the corporations.
Archie Stevenson,
a Denver political

boss, told a day or

two before the

eight-hour decision

what the decision

would be.

The Peahody-Ad-
ams Case.

When Governor

James H. Peabody first ran for the office

of Governor, he had been the choice of

the corporate interests of Colorado.

When, during his term of office, he

brought peace and order out of the con-
ditions in Cripple Creek, he was one of

the most popular men in the State ; but

when his administration began to drive

the citizens of Colorado indiscriminately
across its borders at the point of the bayo-
net, his popularity waned to zero. The

corporations, however, in 1904, insisted

UNITICD STATES SENATOR SIMON GUGGENHEIM
01'^ COLORADO, WHO PUT UP THE MONEY FOR
THE PEABODY-ADAMS CONTEST, AND WHO
PURCHASED HIS SEAT IN THE UNITED

STATES SENATE FOR $500,000.

upon his renomination and re-election for

a second term. Charles J. Hughes, a cor-

poration attorney of Denver, was offered

the democratic nomination for Governor,

but, knowing that his clients, democrats

as well as republicans, were for Pea-

body, he declined to accept the nomina-
tion. Alva Adams was nominated by
the democrats, and was elected, on the

face of the returns, by 10,000 plurality
—

the only democrat on the State ticket

elected — although
President Roosevelt

carried the State by
thirty thousand.

Governor Peabody,

shortly after the

election, in a pub-
lished statement,

practically admit-
ted his defeat.

Present United
States Senator Si-

mon Guggenheim
of Colorado, a re-

publican, who two

years later bought
at public auction

from the State of

Colorado, for

$500,000, a seat in

the United States

Senate, telegraphed
his congratulations
to Governor-elect

Adams.
At the same elec-

tion of 1904, a con-

stitutional amend-
ment carried, in-

creasing the num-
ber of Supreme
Court judges from

This act was to take
effect April 5, 1905. The public-ser-
vice corporations of Denver, so far as

they were interested in State politics,
were friendly to, and co-operated with,
the mine-owners and the Guggenheim
Smelter Trust. The political partnership
of the corporations included The Denver
City Tramway Company, The Denver
Union Water Company, The Colorado
Fuel & Iron Company, The Victor Fuel

Company, The American Smelting &

three to seven.
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Refining Company, The Denver & Rio
Grande Railway Company, Tiie Colora-

do & Southern Railway Company, The
Union Pacific Railway Company, and
certain gold-mining corporations. The

was about to apply for another fran-

chise
;
the franchises of the Denver Un-

ion Water Company would expire within
a few years, and they would have to be
renewed. An ordinance had passed years

JAMES n. PICABODY, GOVEUNOK OF COLORADO nUUIN(3 THE PERIOD OF ITS
GREATEST POLITICAL SHAME.

He Was the Choice of the Cotporato Intorcsts, iiiid Brought IVnco and Order Out of the
r'oiidltloiis in Cripple Creek; Hut When 111b Administration Began to Drive Citizens of
Colorado IndlKcrlmlnately Across Its Borders at the Point of the Bayonet, Ills Popularity
Waned to Zero. Though Defeated by .\lva Adams, Who Reeelved 10,000 Plurality and
Though He Admitted His Defeat, the Colorado Supreme Court Proceeded to Throw
Out Democratic Precincts. "When the t\>urt Found It Had Thrown Out Enough Pre-
cincts to Defeat the Democratic Majority In the Legislature, but Not Enough to Elect
Peabody. They Threw Out Some More." Peabody Appointed Goddard and George W.
Bailey to the Supreme Court at the Request of the Corporations.

public-utility corporations of Denver, as

they were generally designated, w^re

anxious, for many reasons, to control

the Supreme Court. Certain franchises

of the Denver City Tramway Company
were expiring ; the Denver Gas Company

before, giving the Denver City Tramway
Company a blanket franchise to all of
the streets of Denver, which franchise
the corporation insisted was perpetual,
but which the people insisted was lim-

ited to twenty years. That question had
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to be judicially determined. The renew-

als of franchises as the corporations
wanted them could never be secured by

popular vote, and there had passed a

constitutional amendment which prohib-
ited the renewals except by a vote of the

people. The corporations wanted this

amendment declared invalid. There was

pending in the Supreme Court a case

between The Denver Union Water Com-

pany and the City of Denver growing
out of a contro-

versy as to water

rates to be charged
the people. The
case had been won
in the lower court

by the Water

Company, before a

judge said to have
had corporation

leanings. Upon its

decision either way
depended millions

of dollars—mil-

lions of dollars for

the corporation,
or millions of dol-

lars for the people.
It was import-

ant that the mine-
owners and the

Smelter Trust
should control the

Supreme Court for

this further rea-

son : the three

judges who had
rendered the Mov-
er habeas-corpus
decision were Wil-
liam H. Gabbert,

John Campbell,
and Robert W. Steele, the last-named

judge dissenting. It is necessary to

explain to the lay reader thar when
a case is decided by a Supreme Court,
it is usual for the defeated party, if he
thinks the court has erred, or has over-

looked any material point of law, to move
for a rehearing ;

that is to say, to ask the

court to go over the ground again and
to test its decision by fresh research. A
motion of tliis kind had been made by
Moyer's attorneys. The Moyer decision

had created a widespread feeling of

JUSTICE .lOHN CAMPBKLL, OF THE COLORADO
SUPREME COURT.

"He Believes That You Cannot Trust the People,—
That Thoy Must Be Ruled and Bossed." Though a
Bitter Enemy of the Miners, He Is Regarded As Hon-
est in His Convictions and Has Not Been Execrated as
Have Gabbert and Goddard.

alarm and restiveness, which found vent
in a universal clatter of criticism, and
the corporations were anxious to have
the final decision on the rehearing with-
held until the new Supreme Court of

seven members could pass upon it. If

a majority of thiese seven members of

the new court agreed with Campbell and

Gabbert, who had rendered the first de-

cision, the corporations felt that public
criticism would be disarmed and dis-

fanged. So the

majority of the old

Supreme Court
held up the mo-
tion for a rehear-

ing, while the cor-

porations proceed-
ed to arrange for

the packing of the

new court. They
entered into a con-

tract with Govern-
or Peabody by
which it was

agreed by Pea-

body that if the

corporations would
renominate and re-

elect him, he

would permit
them to name the

two judges of the

Supreme Court,
which under the

law, the Governor
was to appoint.
Two other judges
were to move up
onto the Supreme
bench from the

Court of Appeals,
which was to be

abolished, the term of the third judge of

the Court of Appeals being about to ex-

pire. One of the Court of Appeals
judges had been a former private sec-

retary to Governor Peabody. The cor-

porations now spent forty thousand dol-

lars in behalf of Peabody's renomina-

tion, and two hundred thousand dollars

more for his re-election, each corporation

contributing according to its State tax

assessment for the year 1903.

The corporations, in order to make
sure of Peabody's re-election, secured
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from the Supreme Court, through their

attorney, John M. Waldron, what was
known as a sort of "kingly prerogative"
writ, the first time the misborn thing
was ever heard or conceived of in the

United States, giving the Supreme Court

complete control over the elections.

Waldron used the old stop-thief cry by

alleging that the democrats contemplated
fraud. Campbell and Gabbert, the two

judges who now held they had this

"kingly prerogative," had with Luther

M. Goddard, sitting as the same Su-

preme Court, a few years before, decided

unanimously that they were without

jurisdiction to enjoin the commission of

threatened crime. "Such an unlimited

power is too great to confer," they said ;

"at least, it has not yet been entrusted

to any judge or court by the constitution

or laws of the State—such a precedent
would be in defiance of the constitution

"

The humorous end of the thing was
that W. G. Evans, the republican-cor-

poration-political boss of Denver, acting
for the allied corporations, had put up
two hundred thousand dollars to elect

the democratic city ticket in the spring
of 1904. Henry George Jr., in his book,
"Menace of Privilege." says that Sher-

man Bell told him in Colorado Springs
that the utility corporations of Denver,
headed by William G. Evans, republi-
can boss, had put up $196,000 to elect

the democratic city ticket in the spring of

1904. Everybody in Denver that knew

anything, knew it. It was open, defiant,

notorious. And the democrats stood by
Evans later, and stole forty millions of

dollars' worth of franchises from the

City of Denver for the benefit and behoof

of his corporations. This same Evans, the

following fall, got the Supreme Court,
with sanctimonious front, to take charge
of the elections, so that the democratic

frauds committed in the spring, under
his leadership, might not be repeated in

the fall by the pupils to whom he had

taught the trick. He feared to match
his own master political cunning against
that of his new pupils. The Supreme
Court served its injunctions on the dem-
ocratic judges, enjoining them from com-

ting any frauds, but placed no limit or

restriction on the republican judges;
they were ignored. It is a well known
principle of law *that the inclusion of

one thing is the exclusion of another ;

so that this document, including only
the democratic judges, was, in its legal

efl:ect, a license from the Supreme Court
to the republican judges to commit any
frauds the spirit might move them to

commit
; and neither the democratic nor

the republican judges needed aid or suc-

cor or judicial fingerpointing to guide
them or intimidate them in their frauds,

for frauds were committed on both

sides.

The Supreme Court appointed a huti-

dred or more of its own watchers to

supervise the elections in certain wards
in Denver. These watchers were given

power, contrary to the express laws of

the State, to go into and remain in the

polling places
—some of them went into

the booths—and to ask questions of the

voters. There was evidence that one of

the Supreme Court zvatchers went into

the booth and showed the voters how to

vote the republican ticket.

After the election, when it was found,
much to the surprise of the corporations,
that Adams was elected, the Supreme
Court proceeded to throw out certain

Denver precincts. When the court

found it had thrown out enough pre-
cincts to defeat a democratic majority in

the legislature, but not enough to elect

Peabody, they threw out some more—
just threw them out when the corpora-
tion attorney came into court and an-

nounced in so many words that the Pea-

body tally was n't large enough !

*The writ of injunction is one of the extraordinary remedies of the law. As
it attempts to restrain the liberty of individual action, it is jealously regarded and
the operation of a restraining order Is never extended further than is necessary to

effect its clear and reasonable intent. An Injunction order Is limited in its re-

straining effect to those to whom it Is addressed strictly and to their subordinates
and agents under their control; therefore, an injunction order issued to demo-
cratic judges of election and not naming republican judges leaves the republican
judges free to act as they please and under certain circumstances and conditions

could be easily taken as direct encouragement to the republican judges to do any
arbitrary act without fear of consequences.
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But when the contest came before the

legislature, the legislature made by the

Supreme Court, even the republican
members balked. They said the evi-

dence was all Adams' way. The only

damaging evidence against Adams, who,

they said, pretended to be virtuous, was
that his two brothers, Frank and Wil-

liam, were in league with the biggest
band of political grafters and ballot-box

stuffers in the State—^and that must
have meant the Evans gang. The cor-

porations did n't have enough votes to

carry out their program ;
so they decid-

ed to let Alva Adams take his seat.

This program made Peabody furious.

The corporations were not carrying out

their agreement. These corporations
had given him the names of Luther INT.

Goddard and George W. Bailey for ap-

pointment to the Supreme bench. Bai-

ley was a man morally bad, who, it is

said, would take instructions from the

corporations; and Goddard, it was also

said on pretty good authority, had ap-

pealed to the corporations to get Pea-

body to appoint him on the ground that

he had •stood by them on the eight-hour
law and had suffered political martyr-
dom for it.

One of the corporation officials told

a friend of a foolish candidate for one
of the Supreme Court places that the

candidate "would have to go see the

committee." "Who are they?" he in-

quired. He was told they were W. G.

Evans, president of the Denver City

Tramway Company; J. B. Andrews,

vice-president of The Denver & Rio

Grande Railroad Company ; Cass Har-

rington, attorney for The Colorado Fuel
& Iron Company ;

a representative of

The Colorado & Southern Railroad,
whose name I have forgotten ;

and an-

other who represented the mine owners.
"T am going to be frank with you," said

this corporation official. "Our people
believe that this Western Federation
crowd have got to be downed, and we
want men on that bench that will stay
with us in this Moyer-and-Haywood
business. Now, dont misunderstand me.
We think we are right. We dont want

anybody to do anything wrong, to stulti-

fy his conscience, but if he thinks that

way, he has got to show us. If he dont,
he need n't apply. He has n't got any
show unless he can satisfy us that he is

with us."

In his fury, Peabody, who saw the

corporations deserting him, now refused
to appoint Goddard or Bailey. The cor-

porations sent for Peabody's friends

who might be expected to have any in-

fluence with him, and, it is said, Gab-
bert and Campbell among the rest. They
gathered about Peabody, and the corpo-
rations in this conference agreed to bear
the expense of a contest by Peabody
against Adams, and assured (Peabody
that they would see that he was reseated

after Adams had taken the oath of office.

Peabody then relented and appointed
Goddard and Bailey, and Simon Gug-
genheim, who was looking to a future

election to the United States Senate, put

up the money for the contest.

Still there was a snag. The republi-
can members of the legislature would not

stay hitched on the proposition to seat

Peabody. The Colorado & Southern
Railroad Company also balked on the

program.. They were seeking to have

passed House Bill No. 178, known as

the Merger bill, which gave The Colo-

rado & Southern road the right to buy
competing lines and consolidate them
into one company ;

and while the Colo-

rado & Southern people had started in

on the program with the other corpora-

tions, quietly, against Adams, they now
saw a chance to make a deal with the

Adams people to put through their bill.

They spent money freely to buy men to

vote for Adams. W. G. Evans, head of

the Denver City Tramway Company,
grew suspicious of House Bill No. 178.

He concluded it was the intention of the

Colorado & Southern to build an electric

line into Denver from surrounding
towns and compete with the Denver Citv

Tramway Company. Because of this

suspicion, there came about a breach be-

tween the two sets of corporations. On
the other hand, the Colorado & South-
ern and the Denver & Rio Grande Rail-

way Company, fearing the influence of

the Denver City Tramway Company and
the other public-utility corporations of

Denver over Judge Goddard, withheld
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their consent to his confirmation by the

Senate, they having enough votes in the

Senate to defeat him. Adams was to be

inaugurated at noon on Tuesday, Janu-
ary 10, 1905, and it was necessary that

Peabody's Supreme Court appointees
should be confirmed before that time.

On the Sunday night before Adams was
to be inaugurated, the corporation bosses

got together in the city of Denver to

endeavor to have the Colorado & vSouth-

ern and the Denver & Rio Grande with-

draw their opposition to the confirma-

tion of Goddard. After midnight of

that Sunday night, a representative of

the Colorado & Southern went to Judge
Goddard's home in a carriage, called

him out of bed, and had a conference

with him. About three o'clock on Mon-

day morning he announced to the repre-
sentatives of the other corporations that

the opposition to Goddard was with-

drawn. As soon as the Senate convened
on Monday morning, Goddard and Bai-

ley were confirmed.

Before this, the corporations seeing

they were unable to compass the defeat

of Adams in the legislature by the sear-

ing of Peabody, agreed upon another

program ;
and here we see the corpora-

tions, as through a glass, dividing up
the spoils of State that belonged of right
to the people. After he had taken the

oath of office, Adams was to be unseated

by a vote of the two houses in the for-

mal Peabody contest against him. Pea-

body was to be seated for twenty-four
hours, on condition that his resignation
should be placed in the hands of W. S.

Boynton, a neutral and a republican ;

and the I>ieutenant-Governor-elect, Jesse
F. McDonald, was to succeed him. The

republican legislature would not agree
to permanently seat Peabody. Peabody's
resignation was filed with the Secretary
of State the morning of the day after

the legislature had declared him elected.

Meanwhile, House Bill No. 178, which
in the various conferences of all the cor-

porations, it had been agreed by all par-
ties should be passed, was passed by the

legislature ;
but Governor McDonald,

who trained politically with the Evans,
or Denver utility, wing of the republican

party, vetoed it, and the Co>lorado &
Southern was finally outwitted.

As Per Program.

The new Supreme Court denied the
motion for rehearing in the Moyer case,
and thus sustained the former decision.

It granted writs against the inferior

courts preventing them from proceeding
in investigations to ascertain if the fran-

chises granted to the utility corporations
had been carried by fraud. The rulings
of the Supreme Court in these various
cases were such that the steals were per-
fected and all investigation blocked.

I do not vouch for these facts. I do
not need to. They were all set out in

the answer of United States Senator
Thomas M. Patterson to the charge of

contempt of the Supreme Court of Colo-
rado in publishing in his Denver news-

papers direct charges of corrupt bar-

gains on the part of the court. That an-

swer was signed by Senator Patterson
in person, and under those charges were

appended the names of United States

Senator Henry M. Teller, of Colorado,
ex-Governor Charles S. Thomas, of Col-

orado, and seven other lawyers of high

professional standing in Colorado, who
appeared as attorneys for Senator Pat-
terson. These gentlemen offered to

prove these charges before the very court

against whom the charges were directed,
but the court refused to hear the proofs ;

and Judge Robert W. Steele, who was

willing that the charges should be heard,
wrote a dissenting opinion in the case,
in which he said that in the very nature
of things, those who before believed the

charges to be true were confirmed in

their belief, and those who did not be-

lieve them had their confidence in the

court shaken.

Dont think for a moment that the

story is all told here. There are ramifi-

cations of corporate depravity and cor-

ruption not even hinted at in this article.

In fact, the State of Coloi^do is con-

trolled by the corporations as absolutely
as Leopold controls the Congo. They
own it in fee simple. Its different de-

partments are so many branches of its

corporate business, except that the pec-
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pie pay the salaries. Will any one name
a far Western State, with one or two

possible exceptions, where a candidate

for the Supreme bench can be nominated

on either ticket without the consent of

the corporations? How then can these

men be honest, independent or impartial ?

What possible relief can a suitor get in

the Supreme Cburt of Colorado, for in-

stance, in a case against a corporation?
Is it any wonder that the verdicts of

juries against corporations are set aside

until the unfortunate litigant gives up
the uneven game in disgust?

Is it strange that the laboring rnan

should be uncharitable in his viev/s to-

wards those whom he believes to be his

oppressors? Is it strange that some of

these men, not having attained a high
intellectual plane, should be carried away
with the idea that the wrongs of the lab-

oring classes can be righted by force?

We should have no sympathy with as-

sassination or the brutal beating of

"scabs." Every such crime should re-

ceive its well-merited punishment. The

tyranny of some unions and some union
leaders is to be abhorred : but so long as

the cupidity of corporate employers com-

pels men to band together for self-pro-

tection, we should stand with unionism
and overlook its m^nor faults. This

country cannot endure half slave and half

free. We should uphold a wage that

will enable the man who toils to live in

comfort.

Food for Thought.

One of the causes of class-hatred is

that in the press, the wrong-doings of

the unions are too often magnified and
the crimes of the more refined criminals

too frequently suppressed. If newspapers
told the truth about the corporations as

readily as they tell the truth about the

unions, there would be less discontent.

In one of his essays, Tolstoy argues
that force and violence produce force

and violence. "Big Bill" Davis, of West-
ern Federation fame, refused to allow a

Colorado official to remain in Goldfield,

Nevada, because he had placed Davis'

bail, while he was in the Cripple Creek

bull-pen, at such a high figure that Davis
could not get out to attend the double
funeral of his wife and child, who died

during his incarceration. And who
shall blame Davis? So long as you can-

not convict a captain of industry of high
crimes and misdemeanors, just so long
will you not convict a labor leader of

bomb-throwing.
And these enemies of law and order

in high places, those who are unworthi-

ly exalted under our present political

system—let them not solace themselves

that they are immune from the shafts

of public opinion. They are the despised
of all men. Long after any good they

may have done is forgotten, their be-

trayal of justice and of conscience will

be remembered to their shame.



By Fell >u BeitguicLt

YRIL and Antinous, two

young poets, were sip-

ping their claret and
water after a frugal meal
of cheese and nuts, such

provender as poets have
used from time immemorial, when fruit

is not to be plucked from the overhang-

ing bough. As they sipped, Cyril sighed

upon the decadence of poetry. "I main-

tain," said he, "that science has killed

poetry. Poetry is of the imagination
and the imagination is fettered by exact

facts. Poetry is the realm of the ideal

and the ideal is always impossible."
"And I maintain," said Antinous, vig-

orously, "that science is Truth and

Truth can never injure. What you are

saying, amounts only to this: that the

poetry of the Ancient Greeks who be-

lieved in gods and goddesses and peo-

pled the woods and streams with fauns.

saytrs, dryads and nymphs, is different

from the poetry of today, which deals

with the passions of human nature and

problems of society. Every people and

age has its own poetry. It would be a

pity if we only echoed the Hebrews or

the Greeks. We have only one poet of

our day, only one who is not an echo—
Whitman. That is why he is a giant.
His oddities but boulders and ravines on

a mountain-side."

"Well, well," said Cyril. "What is, is

—
. It is really hard to believe the world

is loser by knowledge of Truth, and per-

haps the imagination will some day rise

again upon a foundation of -Truth itself;

but certainly poetry is now dead. If

you think the people care for such

poetry as the modern imagination can

give, ask your publisher, or mine."

"Oh," returned Antinous, "that is

probably your fault and mine."
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"But ask -the publishers of the great

Immortals," persisted Cyril, "if the peo-

ple any longer read poetry for love of

it."

Antinous asked Cyril how he pro-

gressed with his series of Sonnets of the

Sea. Presently Cyril inquired of Anti-

nous how he fared with his poem. The

Crash and Blare of Cities, to which An-

tinous replied that he was going into

the mountains to finish it in quiet and

peace.

XL

Antinous was lying under a great oak

at the edge of a small sun-showered

mountain-glade which opened in the

forest of oaks and laurel and which was

fringed with wild rose and huckleberry

bushes,. Here and there the sweet-smell-

ing tangle was woven into a mass by the

clematis whose featliery tufts lay upon
the bushes like down or wool. The

sunny open ground was thick sown with

goldenrod, and at the lower edge, where

silver columned alders and ash trees

stood, the goldenrod was combated and

nearly defeated by pale purple, wild

asters and tall, yellow primroses. Here

warbled and babbled a small river, now

hissing and fretting over its pebbles ;

now murmuring musically in gliding rip-

ples, and now in great stillness losing

itself in thickets of wild rose, aspen and

willow, which hugged it so close on both

banks that the only pathway to the reach

of dark green mirror was by the river

itself. The rose-tips were reddening.
Summer was ripe; noon times were

drowsy. The great oak stretched its

limbs in shelter and warning forty feet

into the glade, making a royal canopy
of exquisite green, and under it lay the

brooding Antinous. Through the open-

ings and outlooks of the trees showed
the sky, the white clouds and the green,
blue and purple sides of mountains, like

titanic peacocks in slumber.
He mused to the chanting of the river,

that low, monotonous yet so musical

rising and falling incantation which
soothes the soul. Presently Antinous
heard voices mingling with the river's

tones, a low murmurous talking and

subdued laughter, as if the talkers feared
to wake the sleeper; and then, while

thinking how easily a credulous imagi-
nation could make of the river-voices
those of faun and nymph, he fell asleep.

It was delicious thus to drowse in the

lap of Earth this passionate summer
day, when the sun was a bold wooer and
the breeze was voluptuous. He had not
meant to doze. He had looked forward
to that pleasure to which poets go so

eagerly: the creative joy. The exalta-
tion of giving expression to the poetry
within him. Pencil and manuscript book
lay beside him, but before beginning the
labor which, though sweet, is still labor,—as the mother's is,

—he had paused to
look at the unutterable beauty of sky
and mountain; of leaves and sunshine.
Even as he looked, the poppy and lotus

of the great Enchantress had overcome
him. Yet he thought he slept as lightly
as the soft and solemn little owl in the
hole in the great limb just above him.
He awoke with the sound of his name

in his ears—"Antinous!" It sounded so

softly, so musically; so like the ripple
of the brook. "Antinous !" He did not
start up. His summer languor was too
delicious for that. He only lay reclin-

ing against the dry moss of the oak and

listening. It did not sound again. "It

was," thought he, "a murmur of the

river, shaped and magnified by my half-

sleeping senses." But even as he thus
settled the matter, he saw a dark-haired
woman flit past the wild roses and
hazels and disappear among the aspens.
She was shrouded in some floating drap-

ery, mist-colored, or like the autumn
haze upon the mountains when the oaks,

aspens, maples, wild plums and wild
cherries are turning red and yellow. An-
tinous was sure he was awake, yet such
a figure made him doubt whether his

eyes were dazed by sleep as had been
his ears. He jumped to his feet on an

impulse and ran after the figure. As he

reached the rose thicket a white heifer

broke from it and ran up the mountain.

Long after the creature had passed out

of sight, Antinous could hear the rocks

loosed by its frightened steps, grumbling
down ,the mountainside.

"Behold the nymph of the place,"
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laughed he. "Were Cyril here he would
refuse to see the white heifer and would
insist upon the nymph even as a Greek

shepherd would have done had this been

a twilight hour. Well, to be sure,

nymphs are more attractive than heifers.

"The lingering dreamers of today do

not believe their own dreams," he solilo-

quized. "The Greeks did. To them the

peopled woods and streams were real.

That is why our poetic echoes are so

weak. The ideal and the imaginative
must rest upon the real and the firm be-

lief or they are but a tinkling cymbal.
If nymphs and dryads lived, this would
indeed be their favored haunt." He
looked about him, smitten by the beauty
of sunlight and flickering shadows,

golden glade and forest depths; blue

and white overhead and sweet-smelling
carpet of drying herbs beneath his feet ;

wild thyme, dittany and mint, and all the

wondrous pageantry of green which en-

compassed him. All so silent
;
as mid-

summer is when the birds have ceased

to sing. "The days of the nymphs have

passed, or this would be their haunt,"
and he looked for his pencil and book.

The pencil lay there to assure him he
had not been mistaken, but the book
could not be found. Curious and vex-

atious, for it contained jotted thoughts
which could not be conjured again. The
poet's thoughts are not of his effort and

will, but pass as the reflections of clouds
in a small, still lake.

He hunted here, there, everywhere,
followed twenty times the few steps he
had run toward the heifer. The book
was gone. ,

It was a real loss to Anti-

nous, whatever it might be to the world.

"Were I a Greek shepherd," thought
he, "I would lay this to a sprite. Prob-

ably it is some dog."
"Yes," he repeated, and unconscious-

ly sighed. "The days of the wood
nymphs have passed." Scarcely had he
said so when softly as a murmur from
the stream he again heard his name :

"Antinous ! Antinous ! Antinous !" Three

times, with something of gentle mock-

ery in the tone and followed by silvery

laughter; then a harsher laugh and low,
murmurous talking which now seemed
half-heard words and now only the gur-

gle and jargon of the stream. "This
would be miraculous if it were not child-

ish," said he. "At least it is easy to tell

whether I hear voices or the babble of

a river." He stole forward silently,

pausing now and again to make sure of

the direction, for the voices had a baf-

fling sound, seeming to come from

everywhere. Suddenly he stepped into

a secluded opening and found himself

on the grassy and flowery bank of the

river.

Lying upon the bank, crushing an ar-

omatic bed of half-dried mint and pur-
ple asters, was his fleeting nymph,—
a goddess of large and perfect beauty.
Her garment veiled her in an opales-
cence like the mist of the cataract. Gold-
en sandals were on her lovely feet. Her
head was crowned with a wreath of
small oak leaves with acorns. She leaned

against a giant silvery alder which, in

the light, spread above her a canopy of

leafy gold, and on her wrist sat a mag-
pie, very solemn

;
the black of him blue-

black against her flesh. In her lap lay
the missing book. She would say, "An-
tinous, Antinous," and laugh such a

pleased mocking laugh ! Then the mag-
pie would say "Antinous, Antinous," in

a harsh note, and hoarsely echo her

laughter, at which she would laugh the

more.
"I will take it back and lay it beside

him before he wakes," said she. "No.
no," said the magpie. "But I am going
to him, that he may love me. He is

very beautiful."

"No. No. You shall not. Yon shall

not!" screamed the magpie. "Hush,
Discord, I tell you he is mine. I will

call my ring-necked doves." She put up
her mouth to call and saw Antinous

standing there. "You have come for

it. Here it is," she said, smiling and

holding the book out to him. He stood

still, mystified and surprised into a sort

of trance. As he did not move, she

sprang to her feet in one graceful bound,
like that of the startled deer, and came
toward him with the easy suppleness of

a cat. The magpie hopped about in a
hazel-bush and screamed incessantly.

"Hush, Discord, begone !" she ordered,
and he flew away, carrying his long tail
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as if it were an infliction, and still call-

ing his harsh cries.

"You are Antinous," she said.

"Yes," he answered, staring. "Who
are you?"
"Do you not know me, Antinous?

I am the goddess of these mountains,—this river—this forest. It is not every
one to whom I appear. None see me
but those who are themselves immortal

in a poetic soul."

"How did you know my name?" said

Antinous, mechanically, as one dazed.

"I kissed you as you slept," she

smiled. "I held my cheek close to yours
and willed to know it and the stream

sounded it for me. The river will give
me all words and tongues. It is talk-

ing to me continually. Even now it

speaks of its journeying and what it has

seen. It tells of the overhanging turfy
banks, decked with asters, primroses,

forget-me-nots and many flowers, white

and pink, yellow and blue. The heavy
beds of mint, full of freshness. The
trees that lean over to look at them-
selves and veil the sky with leafy
screens of green,

—
gold where the sun

strikes through and deep jade in the

shadows. The tangle of willow and
wild rose which shelters birds. It sees

the clouds and the sky and steals from
them pools of light. It tells of the but-

terflies and dragon-flies with wings of

diamonds and silver. The birds that fly

up and down, the crested kingfisher and
heron

; the birds that flit across,—hawks,
eagles, doves and magpies, and the

mossy nests of the darting humming-
birds which sway above the glassy floor.

It sees all those things that come to

drink : great oxen, graceful deer, the sly
fox and barred-tail coon. The gentle
dove that dips his bill and lifts it grate-
fully to the sun-god who rules us all.

The gold and ebon snake that waves
along the grassy edge like a ribbon. The
sleek mink that noiseless, slips into the
noiseless pool. And all so silent ! Only
the voice of the river. The fishes and
the so many living things of the water
and floating seeds and leaves and flow-
ers. The river sees all the world and
tells me of it."

"This is some trick of Cvril's,"

thought Antinous, but the thought
passed as soon as born. "No. She is

not of the town. She is not bold. She
is not like other women. Something of

the essence of woods and skies and

mountains, their quiet power and the

great peace they give, comes from her.

Is she some splendid intellect deranged?
Yes, this must be it." He eyed her

keenly. No, in those calm, inscrutable

eyes was no taint of madness
;
but truly

they showed a large calm content, like

the look in the eyes of a heifer.

"You do not believe me? Antinous,"
she said. "How unhappy is she who is

not believed
;
and what shall I do to slay

your unbelief?"

Antinous thought to himself, "I was

simply mistaken in imagining I had
waked. It is all a dream and presently
I shall awake and find myself under the

oak, with my book and pencil where I

laid them."
"I will call/' said she, "O unbelieving

Antinous, my plaything and my steed."

She sounded a sweet, clear, shrill cry,
and in the twinkling of an eye, without

the sound of a snapping twig, a huge
cougar bounded upon her, snuffed of

her and fawned upon her, placing his

great velvety paws with their terrible

concealed claws upon her breasts. Then
he dropped on all fours, laying back his

ears, curling his tail downward and

wrinkling his lips at Antinous. "Hush,
Puss," she said, boxing his ears. "He
is mine. I have chosen him "

She ran

her hand through Antinous' hair and
then smoothed the back of the cougar.
"He understands!" she said. "Do not

fear." As she uttered these words the

beast stepped with noiseless swinging
strides to Antinous and licked his hand.

She leaned upon Antinous' shoulder.

She looked into his eyes. In her eyes
was a look of deep intelligence and a

calm beyond anything he had ever seen

in any eyes before. He felt an uplift-

ing power stealing through his veins as

her touch thrilled him. "You must be-

lieve," she murmured, in a voice liquid
as the murmur of the river.

A binding cord seemed to snap with-

in him and he whispered : "I do be-

lieve." He closed his eyes as she kissed
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him and when he opened them he saw
a beauty he had never seen; he heard

indescribable music of river and leaves

and birds such as he had never guessed.

"See," said she, "the glassy ripples catch

bits of the blue sky to make liquid opals.

The sand beneath the water glitters like

gold. Here is a bower where the carpet

is the dry bleached grass. The roof is

the spreading of a great beech tree. See

how close the shade, and yet the golden
sun spots play upon the grass and the

leaves above where the sun shines

through are like a roof of gold and

green enameled upon gold."
As they sat together beneath the gold-

roofed beech, she called the magpie and

a blue-jay and a little brown dove with

bluish mottled wings and soft eyes. The

magpie was sullen and she set him in

punishment upon a twig to stand on one

leg in silence, while she talked with the

jay and the dove. As the jay spoke to

her, she turned one ear attentively to

him, while she watched Antinous and
ever and again she burst into laughter,

merry laughter, but so soft and rippling
that as Antinous listened he knew how
easily it would seem the voice of the

river. As the dove cooed to her she

held it close to her breast and listened

with soft, dreamy eyes, like the dove's

(or a heifer's.) "They are telling me
what they have seen and done today,"
she said, and added : "Thou shalt un-

derstand them too."

At last, after a fit of laughter, she

dismissed the jay, saying to Antinous :

"Even the gods cannot change natures.

He is a feathered scamp." She kissed

the dove softly, saying, "No harm shall

come to thee, gentle one. Begone ! Dis-

cord," she said to the magpie. "No!
Nol No!" he screamed. "Begone!" she

repeated, and he flew away in long glid-

ing flights, still screaming harshly.
She combed her hair with a comb of

pure gold. Presently Antinous heard a

shrilling all through the thicket about

them, as if of crickets, a sharp chirp,

chirping. She put a roseberry between
her lip and a quail flew out and took it

;

and then she showed him the bushes

were full of the timid quail. Mottled,

bright-eyed little creatures, almost in-

visible in the shadowy depths. She con-

tinued to play with them and feed them
from her lips and they strutted and flut-

tered about her while she talked with

them and with Antinous.

Antinous: I am glad of thee.

Maenad: And I of thee. Thou art

beautiful.

Antinous: What is beauty?
Maenad : What is not beauty ? Thou

shalt see beautiful topazes and dark em-
eralds in the brook and when I lift them

they are but pebbles enameled by the

water and painted by the sun and sky.
Antinous : Thou meanest it is the eye

of the beholder?
Maenad : The trout have sharp eyes

and the hawks and the deer, yet they
see not this beauty as you may see it.

Antinous : The eyes of the soul. Yes,
it is these with which we truly see.

Maenad : What silver shall you ever

see like the field of dew upon the lush

grass of the morning meadow, or the

frost upon crisp grass and lacery of

twigs? Is there one day like another,

or any sunrise or sunset ever like any
which ever was? Are not the mountams

great jewels in themselv^—emeralds

and amethysts and opals? Have not sky
and earth a beauty when terror rides

upon the blackened clouds and the storm

chariots drive furiously together? When
eyes are dazzled and ears stunned by the

battle in the murky sky, and the bolts

descend to earth, and the mountains

echo back the crash and roar till it is

led afar off into the valleys. Then all

things flee
; all things hide ; nor man nor

grasshopper nor winged bird is seen.

And when Earth smiles again and dia-

monds deck every leaf and twig, all her

children smile with her. Antinous, ye
are children of the earth. Ye hang upon
her smiles and frowns. And yet thou,

Antinous, didst doubt she had her dei-

ties. Think not that the trees do not

hear and feel. They also live. Thou
art brother, Antinous, to all that lives,

and thou shalt find gods even in the

trees.

Antinous : Forgive me.

Maenad : I'd forgive thee more, for I

do love thee. I '11 teach thee much ;
the

fragrance of the morning's breath ;
the
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voices of the night ;
the subtle witch-

eries of the seasons. I '11 teach thee that

there are no imaginings so subtle as this

solid world.

Antinous : Happy am I in thy love

I adore thee.

Maenad : I am thine Antinous, for I

have chosen thee.

He drank the "frangrance of her, the

smell of the autumn woods, or the clus-

ters of grapes on the vines, or the ripe
wild strawberry-beds in the sun.

She kissed him and said : "Antinous,
tomorrow I will come to thee. Believe

me. When the sun's shaft hits yonder
stone and makes it golden in the pool,
I shall be here."

"It must be so, that I may be immor-
tal for thee. It must be so." She.

wrapped her mantle about him, soft as

the wings of the night-moth, and left

him shrouded in its balmy warmth.

She was gone.

III.

"What has become of Antinous?"
said George to Cyril. "He has turned
hermit and from his seclusion is pour-
ing a poetry as unlike his former self

as light and darkness. Leaves rustle

and waters glisten all through it. You
can smell the earth and feel the dew.

Nymphs, too, mingle with happy mor-

tals, and it is all joy and peace."
"That is a new birth for Antinous,"

said George. "And the wonder of it i,s

that he writes with that sure but inde-

scribable vitality which he himself used
to say is only possible to those who be-

lieve. He lives outdoors in utter seclu-

sion. There is already a rumor among
the country people that he is mad."
"Poor rustics," said George, "they

have never before encountered a poet
"



Miss Flotsam
'

Jetsam's Adoption
By Amanda Mathews

'LD Miss Flotsam' jetsam
was sorting seaweed on

her pile-supported cabin

platform in the lee of the

Old Breakwater. She was
a weatherbeaten old crea-

ture al tired in scant, coarse garments
made from sailcloth that liad been dipped
in the brown dye the fisher people use

for their nets. Across the narrow inner

harbor lay the town proper of San Pedro,
idealized by the softened glow of late

afternoon.

The bay was slowly filling with the

tide, like a giant cup. Catching a glimpse
of some object floating in the water, the

old woman came forward eagerly with

her boat-hook The platform was al-

ready loaded with drift junk, for its

owner was a miser of the sea
; no broken

oar nor scrap of rusted ship iron but was

precious to her. This prize was only a

chunk of log from the lumber yards The
bobbing thing seemed alive, so skillfully
did it evade hook and rope, but it yielded
to capture at last.

"Another chair in case of company,"
she thought,

—not that she ever had com-

pany but it was well to be ready.
Miss Flotsam' jetsam had the keen

sight of a seagull. Looking over the

mainland, she saw a half-grown girl skip
down the steps by the fish-packing sheds,

jump into a rowboat and clumsily push
out into the channel. Her oars pounded
the water with wasteful, unskilled en-

ergy. She had managed to zigzag half

way across to the Old Breakwater when
she was discovered by a man, evidently
the owner of the boat, who waved and
hall(X)ed imperatively for her return.

Her oars only churned the water in fu-

tile effort to increase her speed. The

burly individual of the shore hurled him-
self into another boat with evident pur-

pose of pursuit. He gained a boat's

length upon the child with every swing
of his mighty back. The spectator on
the platform watched the unequal race

with absorbing interest that was not be-

trayed by the slightest quiver of expres-
sion in her weathered face.

The fugitive tacked wildly, yet man-

aged to hold a general course for Miss
Flotsam' jetsam's cabin. Just as the

. fisherman was upon her, she ran her

boat against one of the outer piles, flung
her oars overboard, and jumped to her

feet. Frantically she wound her fingers
in the cracks between the planks and
tried to scramble up on the platform, but

it was breast high and the rocking boat

gave her no firm resistance for a jump.
Miss Flotsam' jetsam dragged the

girl up, thus rescuing her from what was

really a dangerous plight. She was not

heavy, a mere wiry slip of a woman-

thing not yet entered upon her teens.

Her delicate oval face was of decided

Italian type. She might have strayed
from one of Perugio's canvasses, except
for her dress, a hideous gray flannel af-

fair, short and scant in every possible de-

tail.

The girl's first thought was not for

her rescuer but for her pursuer now

growling half-uttered profanity as he

towed his recovered boat with one hand

while he paddled about after the float-

ing oars.

"You need n't be so stingy with your
old boat!" she shrilled down at him.

"Course I didn't steal it; I just bor-

rowed it to conic across. Take your old

scow
; nobody wants it ! So stuck up

with fish 'taint fit to ride in anyway!"
The fisherman pulled in his second oar

and tied the two boats together. His
retort was lengthy and had for its gen-
eral trend the things that would happen
to her next time she tried it.

All at once the little virago was trans-
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formed into an affectedly fine lady grac-

iously dismissing her gondolier.
"So very kind of you to come for your

boat !" she squealed after him in mincing
falsetto. "I was just wondering how
I 'd get it home. Next time clean it up
for me please."
She dropped the fine lady in turn as

suddenly as she had the shrewish fury.

In repose her face bore an earnestly

pathetic appeal for that kindness which
one might safely guess from her encoun-
ter with the fisherman, her actions did

not usually call forth. To the platform's
owner she seemed merely a "queer one,"
unaccountable as some new outlandish

fish tangled in the seine. A more subtle

observer might have guessed that the

child had acquired two methods of de-

fense against this stupid world. One was

clearly traceable to the back yards of the

Italian quarter and the other, intended

to be the retort courteous, suggested im-
itation of cheaply elegant dames of bar-

gain-counter status whom she had prob-

ably served as slavey.
This was her first meeting with Miss

Flotsam' jetsam, but she turned to her

now with an air of earnest good com-

radship. She seemed desirous of con-

veying the impression that, they two be-

ing alone, she understood there was no
further need to play a part.

"Aint you glad to see me?"
Her hostess was only slightly more

given to emotive expression than the
voiceless creatures of the sea, but she
made an effort to be decently hospitable.

"I reckon I dont mind."
The child seemed satisfied. She studied

the other with eyes that were keen but

friendly, comparing her with some pre-
conceived conception.

"They say over there," wagging her
head at the town, "that you 're queerer
than Dick's hatband."
"Do they now! Really. I aint never

studied much over how I look to 'em. I

might 'a' known too from the name they
give me, but I 'm so wonted to the name
that Flotsam' jetsam dont mean no more
than Smith. I reckon I 'm queer but I

never suspected they took notice."
She dragged down the brim of her

old felt hat as though to shelter herself

from the inquisitive eyes across the har-

bor. She felt as do those who dream of

finding themselves at public places in

their night-clothes.
"Dont you care! You look good to

me, all right, all right, just like I knew
you would."

Ridicule was at least conceivable, but

no sound of sea nor shore could have
fallen on Miss Flotsam' jetsam's ears

more strangely than this speech of affec-

tionate approval. Its influence was to

make her positively garrulous.
"Dad was a sea-captain. Ma hated

the very look of the water. Dad was pow-
erful good to her always ;

so they went
far inland and farmed it. I dunno why
when I never seen the ocean, but I

dreamed and dreamed of it. Seemed like

I was born homesick for salt-water.

When they died, I sold the farm and
come to look for the sea. This spot jist

suited me cause it 's the nighest to a boat
of anything that aint a boat."

The child seated herself on the wet
chunk of log that fate had just provided
for company use. The old woman re-

turned to her task of sorting moss. Such
silence fell between them that they could
hear the tiny waves lapping the sand
beneath the platform.
"Oh it 's fierce how I like it here !" the

girl burst forth. "It's just fierce!"

"You may take a peek into my house.
I never let nobody before."

"Oh! Oh!" She was fairly breathless

with appreciation. "T)ie legs to the

table is all made of oars and the bed used
to be a rowboat and there 's a hammock
of fish net with corks on it."

"It all come out of the sea," averred
the other solemnly. "The tide giveth and
the tide taketh away. Every day it

fetches you something new, but if you
dont want it, next day it 's gone. I never
let it go by. All 's good what comes out

of the sea—good to eat, good to burn,

good to look at, good for something I

never let it float past."
"Oh it 's fierce how I like it here !"

cried the child again.
Miss Flotsam' jetsam awakened to

tardy curiosity regarding her guest.
"Who might you be?'
"Marianna."
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"Mary Ann. That 's a more sensible

name than I 've heerd of a girl owning
this long time. Where you living?"

"I was tending baby for Mrs. Baggs-
ley over there but we did n't get along
and she said she 'd send me back Ic the

'sylum."

"'Sylum? What 'sylum?"
"For them that aint no pa and ma. I

been taken out three times but they al-

ways fetch me back."

"What for do they fetch you back?''

Marianna sprung up uncons- iously
dramatic.

"I aint built to be bossed." She stuck

out her sharp little elbows and threw her

body forward at the waist line n the

typical virago curve.

"When they says to me: 'Marianna,

you go do them dishes or I '11 swai you,—do you hear ?' I says : *I *11 see you first

in ,' no, I did n't mean to say it,

but that 's what I says."
The child's attitude changed. She now

held her scant, short gray skirt affectedly
between thcimb and finger, as though it

were a silken train being daintily kept

away from the kitchen floor. The tone

was one of mincing pseudo-affection.
"When they says : 'Marianna dear,

please wash the dishes, please dear,* then
I only makes a nose at them and tells

them to wash 'em themself."

"Aint you contrary?"
"No, I aint. I just dont want to be

fussed all the time. If they 'd let me
alone, I 'd do all right my own self

'cause I wanted to."

"I reckon you 're a queer one."

"No, I aint queer. It 's only that I

can 't get along with everybody. That 's

why I thought I d better do my own

'dopting this time and then there would
n 't be no mistake. So I 'm going to

'dopt you!"
Old Miss Flotsam' jetsam's face

showed no more change than would a

dry withered kelp bulb on the beach,

"Now, Mary Ann—"
"But I 'm going to!"

"You must n't talk so outlandish. See,
the sun's down and it 's a long way
round by the ferry. You better run along
home before it gets dark,"

"But I aint got no home," the child

explained eagerly, "I run away from
Mrs. Baggsley and come over here on

purpose to 'dopt you ! I knew the house

by the red door. That 's what T bor-

rowed the boat for."

The wonder which the stolid brown
face denied surged up in the round

chesty voice,

"You come over here to adopt me !"

"Sure Mike!" Pathetic earnestness

rang through the uncouth phrase.
"But I dont reckon—"

"Yes, you do!" cried the child. "You
just aint 'climated to getting 'dopted.
You '11 like it fine when you 're used to

it. Here 's me all alone and you all alone
and we '11 'dopt each other."

The child was right. Miss Flotsam'

jetsam was so innured to aloneness that

she did not even know she could be ac-

climated to any more genial atmosphere.
"You mean you want to stay on here

with me?"

"Yep ! You bet ! You '11 find me good
help too. When I am willing, I 'm aw-
ful willing. It 's just fierce how willing
I am!"

"I aint calculatin' to take on nobody
to feed," the adoptee's voice rang out in

clarion protest.
"I '11 catch my own fish," pleaded the

girl.

"No more am I calculatin' to take on

nobody to buy duds for."

"I '11 hunt me an old sail to make a

dress like yours."
"How would you look !" snorted the

other.

"Dont want to look no better 'n you!"

stoutly insisted the child. "You need n't

go and think," she added, "it 's just

'cause you got such a beautiful house I

want to 'dopt you. Truly, truly, it 's

'cause I like you. It 's fierce how much
I like you ! And I '11 sleep in the ham-
mock and my name will be Marianna
Flotsam'jetsam.
"That aint no name. It 's only what

they call me," •*

"Then it 's what they got to call me,
too."

Surely the woman's heart was of

tougher kelp than her face not to be

softened by such loyalty under discour-

agement.
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"
'T aint practical !" She spoke with

gruff decision. "I dont want you and

you cant stay. That 's the end of the

whole business."

"I will stay!" Marianna maintained

stubbornly. "I tell you I 'm going to

stay. You cant drive me off."

'T '11 soon settle about your staying.
I 'm going in to make supper and you
wont see me no more. Now run along."

Miss Flotsam'jetsam was glad to shut

the child outside. Her cabin was her

shell. She had no more desire to share

it with another than has a hermit crab.

When she had built the fire and put
on the one potato, she peered from her

tiny window. Marianna was still stand-

ing on the platform', hungrily watching
the curling smoke and wrapping her poor
little arms in her skirt for warmth. The
woman inside felt the irritated compas-
sion she would have had for a hungry
dog or cat which she dared not feed be-

cause afterward there would be no get-

ting rid of it.

She did not look again until the one
fish was brown in the frying pan. The
child was gone. That was well, for

only an angry red afterglow was left

of the sunset and it would be dark by
the time she reached the ferry. . Yet
when she set the table, she absent-mind-

edly took down two cups.

Just as she was sitting down to her

fish and potato, she bethought herself

that in all probability the little Italian

had no money for the ferry. She was
not brutal, only apparently immune to all

human emotions. She took a thin old

wave-stained purse from beneath her

blanket and started for the ferry landing.
She did not overtake any little wind-

blown gray form dancing from rock to

rock of the rugged way. No such per-
son had been seen at the ferry. All the

way back, as she groped and fumbled

along the Old Breakwater, she seemed
to hear a childish treble wafted on the

night wind :

"It 's fierce how much I like you !"

^

She should have kept the child that

night, she reflected, and taken her over
to San Pedro in the morning.

That would not have been much to do,
even for a stray dog.

When she reached her cabin, she light-
ed her lantern and threw its beams about

the platform in the hope that the little

tramp might have found her way back
to this inhospitable refuge. The plat-
form was deserted. Only the wind whis-

tled reproachfully about the cabin :

"It 's fierce how much I like you !"

Perhaps the girl had not known the

way to the ferry and had taken her direc-

tion toward Dead Man's Island at the

ocean end of the Old Breakwater. What
if she had fallen from the rocks in the

darkness ?

Just beyond Crawfish Bill's shack, the

last of the Breakwater cabins, a wrecked
sailboat had lain on its side, half buried

in the sand, ever since a fearful storm
two winters before. Its interior formed
a small sea cave, invaded by the waters

only at the height of the tide. The lan-

tern revealed that this little grotto of

rotting wood was screened by an old

fish net.

Miss Flotsam'jetsam tore the net away.
There lay Marianna on the wet sand

shaking with cold and sobs.

"Get out of this !" the old woman cried

gruffly.
Marianna choked back her sobs but

made no motion to stir.

"I wont get out ! I aint at your house

no more. Go 'way and let me be ! You
dont own the whole Breakwater. This

is my house, my ownest own !"

Intruding providence looked down

aghast at the shaking little bunch of defi-

ant misery.
Marianna made her usual quick change

to her society weapons.
"You really must excuse me," she was

shivering so violently that her lips could

hardly form the words. "It 's very late

for you to call. I was n't expecting any
company so soon. My mahog'ny chairs

aint come yet
"

Intruding providence spoke a little

more gently.
"Dont you know better than to crawl

into a hole like that on the edge of the

sea, where the tide will catch you? The
tide giveth and the tide taketh away.
The tide giveth

"
she repeated me-

chanically.
All at once her slow mind was flooded
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by a new significance belonging to the

whole incident. She plumped down in

a heap on the damp sand in front of the

child lying in the wrecked boat.

"Oh !" she wailed. "I never took note

you come to me out of the sea. All 's

good what comes off the ocean. I never

let nothing float by before. The tide

brought me your loving little heart and
I did n't grab my boat-hook and pull it

in. You was the best drift the sea ever

brung me and I let you float by . You
was ready to love me and I treated you
so mean that now you 're all turned agin
me—the tide taketh away—the tide tak-

eth away."
Marianna scrambled out of her hole

and flung herself upon miss Flotsam'

jetsam.
"I aint drifted clear past yet!" she

cried. "You can still pull me in if you
sure want me !"

Romance
By Margaret Adelaide Wilson

A whistle blown across the night
Woke her to restless vague delight.

Sunsets were fraught with mystery,
Winds voiced the cry of destiny,

And many a dim imagined grace
She read into the passing face.

—E'en death seemed a sweet, gracious thing
Brushed by her tender fancy's wing.



The Trout Streams of the Missions

By Charles Frederick Holder

T may be merely a vagrant
fancy, but a suspicion has

always lingered in my
mind that the good
padres, followers of Juni-

pero Serra, who built the

splendid old missions on the Pacific

Coast, the men who blazed the most ex-

traordinary trail ever seen or heard of
—El Camino Real—from Mexico to

Monterey, in California, were devout

anglers of the true Waltonian school.

It has been my privilege to know sev-

eral of the modern representatives of

these men, fathers who had lived for

many years in some of the best pre-
served missions, to pore over the old rec-

ords dating back to the very beginning;
records of the crops, the births, the In-

dians, the conversions, the vast holdings,
and in all these never in any way was
there a suggestion of angling ; fish-hooks,
lines or poles were never mentioned in

any of the old lists of properties I have
been fortunate to scan. Yet I believe

that Saint Zeno, the patron of the men
who followed the rod, had many devo-

tees among the uncanonized saints who
followed Junipero Serra.

It is true that by a stretch of the im.-

agination one might assume that angling
was a very worldy occupation for men
whose sole avocation was supposed to

be that of saving souls, the conversion
of the savage tribes of the entire Pacific

Coast. But again, there is in the Bible

much testimony to show, that fishing
was far from being in disrepute. "T go
a-fishing," is not from Shakespeare, to

whom I have seen it referred. Even to-

day, some of the most notable anglers,
those who have rescued the gentle art

from savage hands and placed it high
above the prosaic and ignoble things
of life, are of the cloth.

My reason for assuming that the

fathers were anglers does not rest on a

question of Biblical precedent, however,
but is based on a far more practical hy-
pothesis, the location of the missions, and
the fact that nearly all of these fine old

Moorish piles, the only real ruins in

America outside of Arizona and New
Mexico, were built near or on streams
famous then and today for their trout.

It is true that mere water may have
been the inspiration, or perchance the
rare beauty of these localities, still I

prefer to imagine that these trail-makers
of the Californias, these men of intense

courage, of ideal faith, who were in the

vanguards of early exploration and ad-

venture, who bore the cross along the

Sierra Nevada at the risk of their lives,

had in their stern and spiritual make-up
the gentle philosophy of Walton and his

friends, and I like to think that they
selected their sites by beautiful streams
that they might at least be near not only
the musical water, but the living rain-

bows which made joyous every pool to

the lover of sport.
Be this as it may, the missions of Cali-

fornia in almost every instance stand not

far from notable trout streams, or what
were trout streams years ago, and it re-

quires but little imagination to see the

cowled friars casting in the pools. That

angling is a virtuous sport we well know.
Does not Walton say, "All that are lov-

ers of virtue * * * be quiet and go
a-angling." Again, "And so if I might be

judge, God never did make a more calm,

quiet, innocent recreation than angling."

Surely there could be no sin should a

contemplative man of God in leaving
San Carlos Borromeo for a stroll up the

fair valley of Carmel forget for a mo-
ment the more spiritual things, and find

himself breaking a willow wand, attach-
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ing a cord in his pocket, all by accident,

and casting for the gleaming rainbows

that lurked in every pool. The disciples

were fishermen, and ennobled their fol-

lowing, and what sin for a modern man,
be he Protestant, Roman Catholic, heath-

en or Jew, to confess to a weakness for

gentle streams and leaping trout ?

One of the fairest of the missions, San
Carlos Borromeo, was founded by Juni-

pero Serra on the Rio Carmelo, in 1771.

I saw it first when wandering along the

banks of this attractive trout stream that

whispered as it flowed on to the distant

Ingnna; moving now beneath bending
willows, or out into the open, a spark-

'

ling, virile thing. The mesa was a Field

of the Cloth of Gold, waving forests

of mustard, over which against the fog-
flecked sky and the laguna rose the

spires, domes of San Carlos, its groves
and ancient garden. Serra selected the

site, indeed, he changed the original lo-

cation from Monterey to the little river,

and if he had hunted over all California

he could not have placed San Carlos

nearer a more beautiful trout stream ;

and in following its windings up into

the coast range to Los Laurelles the pic-
ture of cowled friars in the deepening
shadows is irresistible, for the Carmelo
is a rare and radiant little stream, whis-

pering of peace and contentment, and

abounding in good and big trout. I

know its upper reaches best where it

enters the mountains and flows capri-

ciously in and out hidden from view.

True, its trout are not large, but then

the river is not large, and the large

things in life are not always the best,

and this is particularly true of rainbow
trout.

Not only is San Carlos hard by a de-

lightful and alluring trout stream, but

near at hand in the bay, is the finest sea

salmon fishing in California.

There is no fishing in the winter in

the Carmel, except in the lagntia or in

tide water when from October 15, to the

first of February, one may, with a clear

conscience, angle for salmon-trout, a

splendid fish, (Salmo rivularis) of the

scientist, a rainbow gone to sea some
think, but a tremendous fellow who takes

the fly and sometimes rod and tip, as a

rainbow of twenty pounds has been

caught not far from San Carlos Borro-

meo, and when hooked went spinning in-

to the air, a bar of living silver, four or
five feet. Reaching away from the little

river in January, if the rains have come

early, is a carpet of wild flowers that

in its variety and beauty challenges com-

parison.
It seems profanation to wade through

and over suchp a Field of the Cloth of

Gold, as here the flowers run riot, and
have driven out all invaders and the val-

ley is brilliant vivid yellow. Far be-

yond the painter's brush appears and the

yellow yields to red, as though a battle,

not of roses but of colors, was waged
afield and this deepening tint races away,
a gorgeous weave to blend with white,

blue, pink and purple of every tint and

shade.
The gentle wind coming in over the

sand dunes strikes the fields of flowers,

and yellow butterflies rise and go drift-

ing on. The wind bends the grain, and

rivers of green in various tints go rip-

pling, flowing across its surface, cats-

paws of tint, while here and there the

wild oat awns jangle and the faint rust-

ling music comes down the wind.

Casting in the little laguna behind the

sand dunes the rod bends, and up into

the air goes a salmon-trout or steel-

head, flinging the crystal spray from side

to side, tumbling down to send the rip-

ples in every direction ^to the magic

rhapsody of the reel. The whole situa-

tion has changed on the instant. Then,

flowers, colors of the infinite filled the

eye; now, guerre a outrance, and I men-

tally measure that trout as the biggest
fish ever seen in any pool ; but in trying
to fix its exact size, remember Pope's
lines which hit the imagination with a

dull, muffled knell :

"A wit's a feather, and a chief a rod.
An honest man's the noblest work of God."

It was not the biggest fish*, but it was

big enough, and the bamboo bent fierce-

ly, whipping the air as it made a rush

across the lugan del Carmelo, turned in

sight of the sandy shore and went whirl-

nig into the air, frightening a snipe and

putting a mud-hen to flight, tumbling
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THE HEAD WATERS OF THE RIO SANTA YNEZ, NEAR THE MISSION OF SANTA BARBARA, CALIF.

tistics with their trout), after plans of

Fray Gorgonio, and of all the missions

in this wonderful chain the most preten-
tious. It was built of quarried stone,

had seven domes, and its ruins are beau-

tiful and imposing today. The earth-

quake of 1812 nearly destroyed it, but

the lotus land is still there, the mesas
with their countless wild flowers in mid-

winter, and not least the trout stream,
the Rio San Juan, flowing musically on
to the distant sea.

Near the San Luis River not far away,
is the fine old ruin of San Luis Rev De
Francia, built by Father Lasuen, in 1798.

This soon became one of the most pros-
perous of all the missions, and in 1826
boasted 2809 neophytes, and was the

center of life and native activity. The
San Luis abounded in trout, and just
over the Santa Margarita range was a

large laguna abounding in water-fowl,
so that the region was particularly
blessed.

In following the coast of California
northward beyond Points Arguello and

Concepcion, one comes to a long beach

where the waves pile in in many rows,
and over the dunes is a little laguna which
in winter, the time of rains, cuts away to

the ocean through the drifting sand. The

laguna is the mouth of the Santa Ynez

River, which drains the mountains of this

range that face the sea here for miles,

forming one of the most attractive por-
tions of the coast range. The little la-

guna is a favorite haunt of the silver

trout which comes in from the sea in

spring and winter ;
a fine game fish at-

taining a weight of twenty pounds. This

is almost its southern limit, and as these

lines are written the laguna is being

whipped by many flies and rods and

many fine fish taken.

This trout, fresh from the ocean, is

virile and full of fight, and once hooked

leaps into the air and is apt to play havoc

with line and rod if not handled with
care. The fish enter the shallow laguna,
lie there for a while, and then ascend
the stream to spawn, following it up
forty or fifty miles. Some of these lines
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BIO CARMELLO, IN CARMEL VALLEY— FISHKD BY THE PADRES OF IHE MISSION OF SAN CARLOS
BOKROMEO.

are written in the valley of the Santa

Ynez, as this is the name of the stream,
and few rivers or trout streams flow

through a more radiantly beautiful re-

gion, as here in the valley of the Santa
Ynez mustard is the crop of the farmers,
and acres, miles of this brilliant yellow
blossom cover the land, rippling in the

sun in shimmering waves of gold, chang-
ing to green and many tints in the strong
wind that comes up from the sea. The
little river, famed for its rainbow trout,

winds up the wide golden tinted valley ;

now flowing through verdant tunnels

and alcoves of verdure, to bound into

the warm sunlight like a living thing,
then on through

"Meadows trim with daisies pled,
Shallow brooks, and rivers wide."

as here and there the Santa Ynez seems

to escape, and little brooks are formed

which reach away aimlessly to afford

shelter for very young trout.

Away to the west lie great mountain

ranges tumbling down to the sea in

waves of vivid green, telling of the coast

range and the Sierra Nevadas beyond.
The Santa Ynez winds upward into the

coast range, and the salmon-trout and
rainbows find their way far south, sixty
or seventy miles, to the upper range of

the Santa Ynez. As the angler follows it

up, casting here and there, he feels in

his very bones that not far from these

alluring pools there is a mission built by

good men, the kind that love purling
brooks and "a primrose by the river's

brim." Such an angler is a true prophet,
as once upon a time a padre named La-

suen, walking through these lands where

the mustard blooms, looked upon the

river, and builded the mission of La Pur-

issima Concepcion, and that he and pad-
res Vicente Fuster and Jose Aroita an-

gled as they planned there can be little

doubt, as man cannot live by bread alone,

and there was an abundance of trout,

long willow rods growing on trees and

worms for the digging.
The last mission, for there were sev-

eral attempts, in the Canada, was built
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near the river, and was a solid buttressed

pile of adobe, plastered on the outside.

It had a corridor three hundred feet

long where the padres and neophytes
sat in the cool of the summer evenings.

Today eighteen of the pillars are stand-

ing, still showing the fine Moorish

arches, which have survived time and
numerous earthquake shocks. La Puris-

sima is a ruin today, neglected, deserted,
its bat-haunted walls and falling pillars

telling little of its former greatness, when
the neophytes numbered 1522, the live

stock 20,000 and hundreds of adobe

buildings and rancherias reached away
from it. But the little river, the Santa

Ynez, still flows on and the trout, they
rise as they did in the long ago.
The anglers of Southern California

haunt the San Gabriel River, which
rises in the snowfields of San Antonio
ten thousand feet in air, and flows down
through a little cut in the Mission hills

which form a branch of the Santiago
range. In the Sierra Madre, before it

leaves the grim portals of the range, it

is in spring, after the rain, a tumultuous

stream abounding in deep and swirling

pools, sweeping under fragrant bays far

up the cafion, or under lofty pines and

sycamores; bounding over fern-draped
rocks, a queer stream for trout, some

might think, or as Hamlet said of the

play : "Pleased not the million
;

't was
caviare to the general." Coming out

into the valley it spreads out often to

become a wide stream, or again divides

to meet where the Rio Honda joins it

and cut, as it has through the very
branch of the coast range, and go swirl-

ing along to the sea.

Could such a stream, filled with trout

in even its upper reaches, abounding in

sAipe and other water-fowl, have been

passed by the padres of old? Perish the

thought ! On the mesa, overlooking the

river, with a commanding view of the

snow-capped Sierra Madre, are still to

be seen the ruins of the first mission of

San Gabriel Archangel, the fourth of the

chain, foimded in 1771, now known as

the mission Viejo. This region was de-

serted on account of the earthquakes and
the present fine mission, 140 feet long

C<Ji)yi-iglit by G. 1'. Thii'Sljer.

MODERN REPRESENTATIVES OF THE PADRES OF OLD, AT SAN LDIS REY.
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TllOUT STREAM NEAU MOUNT HAMILTON. wni'HK THK I'ADKKS OF THE MISSION SA^ JOSE DB
GUADALUPE FISHED.

and twenty-six wide built in the Nine-

teenth century ; a fortress so far as

strength and bulk are concerned; as at

the base it is five feet thick, the walls

supported by ten colossal buttresses,

while above rises a beautiful campanile
pierced with arches of various sizes for

bells which for years called, and still
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BLACK BASS LAKE, NEAR MISSION SAN CAKLOS BORROMEO, CALIFORNIA.

call, the faithful in the valley of San trout of large size were originally found,
Gabriel. all the streams having been looted by the

The mission is now five or six miles Americans. The Arroyo Seco nearby,
from a stream, where in leafy coverts twenty-three years ago when I first fished
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NEAR LA SOLIOPAD MISSION, IN TIIK COAST RANGE OF CALIFORNIA. NEAR MANY TROLT STREAM-s.

it, was an ideal region for tlie angler, shine and back, the caiion becoming
The stream wound up into the Sierra deeper and deeper until at times the

Madre, the trail constantly crossing it, stream seems to be flowing down a long

carrying one from leafy covert to sun- leafy tunnel. In all its length are de-
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lightful pools with overhanging verdure,

nodding ferns and brakes beneath which
the trout hide, rising at vagrant insects

which swarm and hang in midair, or

play in the beams of light which come
down through the leaves.

In midwinter this and all the cations

of the range are at their best and doubt-

less in the old days many a party of

friars .with their neophytes spent the

day in these charming resorts catching
trout for the mission supply.
The splendid

mission of Santa
Barbara faces the

sea at Santa Bar-

bara, and its long
line of arches

present an artistic,

indeed imposing,

presence. No trout

stream makes mu-
sic here, but not

far, three hours as

the burros please,

away back in the

range flows the

Santa Ynez, which
we have seen at

La Purissima Con-

cepcion, even to-

day affording
some of the best

trout in California.

The mission of

San Fernando Rev photograph by H. a. Parker,

rip F<;nacrm in the CORRIDORS OF SAN JUAN, NEAR THE TROUT
^c j^apagiici 111 tut STREAM WHERE THE PADRES OF OLD
E n c 1 n o valley, told their fish stories.

founded in 1797,
looks out on a great valley surrounded

by mountains down which pours the

Los Angeles River, and one does not

have to wander far from its long corri-

dors to find a trout stream and trout.

And so one might easily associate nearly

every mission in this monastic chain,
from San Diego de Alcala to San Carlos

Borromeo, with the quiet and beauty of

trout streams. "Angling is somewhat

like poetry, men are to be born so," was
an epigram of Walton, and as angling
is a virtuous and gentle art suggestive
of silence, of pure waters, and gentle
music, and the imagery of beautiful

things in nature, it requires no stretch

of the imagination to associate the build-

ers of the missions with the best of

sports and pastimes. There is hardly
a California mission whose chimes can-

not be heard on some trout stream
or good angling grounds, be it San

Antonio de Padua,
Santa Clara, San
Buenaventura with

its steelheads, oi

San Jose de

Guadalupe, beyond
which you may
reach the trout

streams of Mount
Hamilton

;
San

Antonio de Pala,

on Pala creek, San

Antonio, or La
Soledad.
True the streams

are not large, and
in summer are

very small, espec-

ially those of the

coast range, but

the true angler is

not after weight or

size, and this was
the philosophy of

Walton; he went

fishing not partic-

ularly to catch fish,

merely using the pastime as a medium
for the further enjoyment of nature.

And so one may fish the streams of

Southern California and incidentally

find the fine old ruins along El Camino

Real, of he may have the missions as

the sole objective, in which case I would
advise taking rod and line, ri good
selection of flies and a well-thumbed
Walton.



Good-Bye, Old Forty-Five

By Charles B. Clark, Jr.

The trials are safe
;
old foes forgot ;

We 've shook the law of gun and dirk.

The West has turned from blood to sweat

And put her fightin' strength to work ;

And now, with outlaw, brave and scout,

Old Forty-Five, you're goin' out.

In old, old times, when things were raw,
You yelped the happy man's delight;

You spoke the thunder of the law
;

You howled red murder through the night.
For good or bad, for court or dive.

You had your word, old Forty-Five.

But when you plugged a good man's vest

I reckon you were just misled.

I think about you at your best,

The way I would a pard that's dead,

Though these new settlers snort and flout

Your virtues, now you're goin' out.

Rememberin' that wild old land,

The long, lone nights, the weeks on end
When feelin' you beneath my hand
Was like the hand-grip of a friend.

With all your sins I kaint contrive

To cuss you, good old Forty-Five !

We 've outgrowed simple shootin' frays,
Yet still the fightin' spirit serves.

Our battles spill less blood these days.
But strain some harder on the nerves.

The West still calls for hearts that 's stout,

Though you, old boy, are goin' out.

In our new fights you kaint belong.
Yet leave us what we learnt from you—

The hand that ,'s steady, swift and strong,
The eye that's quick and keen and true—

To help us 'long the forward drive.

Goodbye, old pard, old Forty-Five.



The Invincible Boomer
By Richard S. Graves

T was a gloomy place,
viewed in the pale moon-

light, with the dead leaves

piled in the ifence cor-

ners and under the trees,

and the branches bare

and cold. The wind shook the trees and
stirred feebly the sodden leaves, but

they were dead. The stream that ran

with a song in summer was silent, its

voice hushed by the covering the icy
blast had placed upon it.

Long rows of mounds were in the

field, like furrows of brown earth, ex-

cept that they were cut into sections and
a wooden board marked each grave. On
each side of the field the trees nodded
and whispered to those on the other

side, but it was a cheerless whisper, min-

gled with the note the winter wind was

singing.

By the fence stood a man with a heavy
cap drawn down over his head and a

thick coat about him, to protect him
from the cold. His hands were crossed

on the topmost board and upon them his

chin rested. He looked at the long rows
of mounds in the barren field, so cold

and comfortless in the moonlight. There
were no other signs of life on the land-

scape, and even the man leaning on the

fence stood so motionless that he, too,

might have been dead.

He was looking into the uninviting
place where the dead are sleeping, into

the place where the feeble and forgotten
are put away. He stood by the potter's
field. A revery of the past and the last

resting place of a friend may have held

him there in the bitter cold of the winter

night, or he may have been thinking of
the time when he would come to lie in

that lonely place and all memory of him
fade from the minds of those who had
known him.

It had always been said of Thompson
that he was eccentric, and it was true.

No other man would have walked out to

a grave-yard on a cold night, to stand

by the fence and look at the long rows
of mounds where the paupers from the

city, whom no one cared about, are

buried and forgotten. Any other man
would have hurried past the place, had
he been compelled to go by it; but

Thompson stood there with unblinking

eyes and studied the desolate scene.

While he stood by the fence a waver-

ing form appeared and moved about on
the opposite side of the cemetery. It

was that of a man, and Tliompson
watched it some minutes before he knew
it was coming toward him. Then he no-

ticed that the man walked with a noise-

less tread, and that his feet seemed to

touch but lightly the frozen earth. The

strange man came close, and climbing to

the top of the fence, sat and swung his

feet.

"Not a very cheering scene," re-

marked Thompson.
"Well," replied the man on the fence,

"it might be worse. It is always like

this in winter. You would like it in

summer, when the leaves are out and the

flowers in bloom. It is a pleasant place
in summer."
"Where do the flowers grow?" asked

Thompson.
"Along here by the fence," was the

reply, "and over there in the woods. And
at night the shadows flit and play over

the field. It is all very fantastic and
beautiful."

"Do you live about here?" asked

Thompson, smiling faintly at the ques-
tion. The man on the fence laughed ;

a

dry laugh, which caused a little cloud of

dust, like mist, to come out of his mouth.
"I belong down there in the one hun-
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dred and forty-seventh row," he said.

"It is one of the prettiest rows in the

garden, and contains a large number of

distinguished people."

Thompson was interested. He lighted
his pipe, facing the wind when he held

the match to it. Again he leaned on the

fence and smoked in silence a few min-
utes.

"Why do you call it a garden?" he
asked.

"Certainly it is a garden," replied the

stranger. "A great deal of planting has
been done here, and the harvest will be

reaped later—on the judgment day, per-

haps, although it may be that the dead
in the potter's field will not hear the

trumpet. At least some of those here
do not believe we will hear it."

"What makes them think so?" asked

Thompson.'
"We are so completely out of the

world," replied the other. "So little at-

tention is given to us that in the hurry
of the last day we may be entirely over-
looked. It is not often that anybody
comes here, especially at night. You are
the first visitor to come at night in a

long time. Last summer an old woman
came every evening to gather flowers
and place them on the grave of an old

man. She gathered them in the woods
out there. Now she is by his side."

"Are you dissatisfied?" asked Thomp-
son.

"Oh, no," said the stranger. "I like

the place. I want to stay here The
population is increasing all the time, and
it never grows any less. Those who
come here have nothing

—
they had noth-

ing in life—but the charm of the place
lies in the fact that nothing is needed.
You will not find many communities like

this one. We are all equal. There is no
strife, no struggle for place. All is

calm, and peace and rest. We are so

utterly forgotten that we may not be
called to account for our sins on the

last day. Are you thinking of coming?"
Thompson smoked in silence again and

thought of his storm-tossed life in the

world to which he belonged. He looked

back at the blinking lights of the city a

few miles away, with its strife that did

not end with the day. Then he turned

again to the wraith ov the fence beside

him,
"I had not thought of coming," he

said, speaking slowly, and in a sad

voice, "but you have tempted me."
"Over there," exclaimed the stranger,

straightening up and pointing across the

field, "is one of the finest lots in the town—I mean in the field. It is in the shade
of the giant oak and I have often won-
dered that it has not been taken. You
can get it by taking it now. It may be

occupied in a few days, and it is the fin-

est site for a resi—for a resting place, I

should say, in the whole field."

"But nobody wants it," suggested
Thompson,
"Dont be too sure of that." said the

other, "Down on my street there is a
man who was once a millionaire. He
planned a mausoleum in which he

thought he would rest. There is not a
better satisfied man in the garden now.
He is free from life's fitful fever and
would not go back if he could."

"I was about to say that he had lived

and learned," said Thompson, "but per-

haps that would not fit his case."

"He died and learned—he learned, at

any rate," replied the other. "He is not

the only man of aflPairs in that row.

Others are there who were once known
in the world. They breasted the tide of

its affairs, but at last they were thrown
aside ; and here they find peace and
rest."

"Are they, too, satisfied?" Thompson
anxiously inquired,

"They have found peace and rest," the

other replied, "and they ask no more.
What more could they ask? Is it not

the sum of all things?"
"You tempt me still more," said

Thompson,
"There's the lot," said the other,

pointing a bony finger.
"Hold on," said Thompson. "Who

are you? Or should I say, who were

you?"
"I used to be," replied the strange

man, catching up a corner of his robe

and wiping the place where a tear would
have been had he been able to shed a

tear, "a boomer. My name was Per-

kins, H. F. Perkins—Hot Foot Perkins,
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I used to be called. I founded the town
of Wheat City twenty years ago

"

"Oh, you did?" inquired Thompson.
"It grew from one sod house to a city

of twenty-five thousand," continued Per-

kins. "It grew as in a night. When a

photograph was taken of it one day the

city could not be recognized by it the

next, so fast were the houses built."

"I have heard of it," said Thompson,
"and of you. If I have been rightly in-

formed, there was n't a spear of wheat
within a hundred miles of Wheat City."

"It was no fault of mine," repHed
Perkins. "I had nothing at all to do
with the country. If it would not pro-
duce wheat I could not help it. The
name was a good one for a city, and I

gave the place all my energies."
"Well, you built it," Thompson re-

marked.

"Yes, I built it," Perkins repeated,
"and had it not been for the fickleness

of a woman I might have been adding to

it now."

"Oh, there was a woman in it?" asked

Thompson, with a smile.

"Always, always," replied he who had
been Perkins. "This woman was young
and fair. She was the daughter of one of
the leading citizens of Wheat City, and
I courted her and asked her hand in

marriage. At the same time I was seek-

ing the nomination for mayor of the city
I had founded, and selling real estate—
always selling real estate and bringing
people in to increase the population."

"Sure. I've heard of it," said Thomp-
son.

"I made one fatal mistake, though,"
said Perkins. "I did not take into con-
sideration the fact, well known to me
later, that a residence of one week in the
state fitted every man to become a pol-
itician. I did not know at that time that

they breathed it from the air into their
• systems. Without suspecting it I had
built up a city of politicians. Every man
wanted to be mayor, and finally two of
them compromised and one was nomi-
nated. It was a case of graft, I have al-

ways believed, but the fickle girl married
the mayor."
"What did you do?" asked Thomp-

son.

"I sought revenge," said Perkins. "A
short distance away I bought a tract

of land on which I built Corn City. It

promised well, but the boom collapsed
and I was ruined."

"But Wheat City collapsed at the same
time," remarked Thompson. "It 's site

is now a barren plain, without even the

original sod house."

"Yes," admitted Perkins, "but it could
be rebuilt." By judicious advertising and
the sale of lots it could again be made a

thriving place."
"It would have been a monument to

your energy," Thompson suggested,
"had it remained and endured."

"It is not that," said Perkins. "The
board over there, on which is painted
'Section 94, Row 147,' is all the monu-
ment I want."

"You are a philosopher at last," re-

marked Thompson.
"It may be philosophy," Perkins re-

plied. "I dont know. But say," he add-

ed, appearing to brighten, and waving
his arm in the direction of the field,

"just look at the lay of the ground over
there. Come over and see the lot I told

you about. It is the best one, and may
be taken any day."

"No, I thank you," said Thompson,
moving away, "I 'm not ready to come
in yet."

"You might like another one better,"

suggested Perkins, in a voice as persua-
sive as he could make it under his handi-

cap. "I 'd like for you to look at them."

Thompson shook his head and walked
on in the direction of the city. Per-#
kins slid down from the fence and start-

ed in the direction of his row. After

going a short distance he stopped and
turned around. Thompson was going
down the road.

"The lots are dirt cheap !" Perkins
called after him.



In Summer Time
(Rondeau)

By Charles Erskine Scott Wood

In summer time, beneath the hushing trees,

I come to He and Usten to the bees

That hum of flowers and deHcate sweet hoard,

My every sense w^ith love of hving stored,

A very gladness in the passing breeze;

I drink the fountain of all mysteries;

Soft is the murmur of the living leaves,

And love doth smite me with his mighty sword.

In summer time.

And love doth smite me,—aye, as love doth please;

The w^ren, the thrush, the chat and hosts of these,

Like me, are moulded as hot metal poured
Into the golden measures of this Lord:

But winter stealeth still by slow degrees; •;

In summer time.



MAP OF AliASKA, SHOWING HOW THE MORGAN-GUGCP^NHEIM COMBINATION
HAS CONTROL. GIRDLING THE TERRITORY WITH ITS OWN AND

ALLIED TRANSPORTATION LINES.

Is Alaska Becoming a Rich Man's
Preserve ?

By William Thornton Prosser

HEN Representative Ed-
ward L. Hamilton, of

Michigan, Chairman of

the House Committee on

Territories, at the last
' session of Congress

asked an investigation into reported

monopolistic conditions in Alaska, the

way was opened for much information
to reach the public

—but it was closed

again, for the investigation never got
farther , than incipient stages.

Statements were openly bruited about
the National capital, and were asserted

most positively before the territorial

committee, that a combine headed by J.
P. Morgan, and the Guggenheim inter-

ests had obtained control of much that

was desirable in the Northern district,

and that domination by the syndicate
meant retardation for the entire Alaskan

country, except along the lines desired

by this group of men. Those wishing to

know the true state of afifairs hoped con-

gressional inquiry would establish these

more or less remarkable charges in de-

tail, or discredit them entirely, but hopes
were vain.

Is it true, then, that Alaska, the land

of golden millions, with area greater
than the three Pacific Coast states and
Texas combined, has fallen into the

hands of a few individuals, who may do

with it as they choose? Is it true that
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these men wield an influence in Wash-
ington, whence Alaska is governed,
which opposes any plans but their own?
and is the imputation just that this syn-
dicate and its emissaries are so close to

the Alaskan district government that the

dividing line can scarce be seen? Is it

fair to say that Alaska is becoming a

private preserve for a few rich men?—
all these statements have been made, and

many more.

"Guggenheim" or "Anti-Guggenheim."
Endeavoring to answer these ques-

tions for themselves, the people of Al-

aska are dividing into two camps, almost

ignoring the political parties. Scarcely
a convention is held but what the ques-
tion of "Guggenheim" or "Anti-Gug-
genheim" is paramount, and factional

strife stirs the gathering close to riot.

Into every phase of Northern life has

this question entered, so that nothing of

consequence is free from its influence.

Partisan feeling has reached such a

pitch that public affairs are constantly in

turmoil. A fight has been made upon
every noteworthy appointment in che

Alaskan service since the Noyes troubles

at Nome.
A casual glance will indicate that the

Morgan-Guggenheim syndicate is iden-

tified with almost every activity in the

Northland. It is the predominating in-

fluence in transportation, including the

steamship lines connecting Alaska with
the States, the steamboat services upon
the rivers of Alaska; and this combina-
tion of men has power to control almost

every mile of railway in far Northwest-
ern North America.

Chief of all the factors in the devel-

opment of the Far North is transporta-
tion; it must ever be so, because of the

tremendous distances and the rigors of

the climate. The wisdom of dominat-

ing transportation facilities is apparent
in any organized attempt at monopoly;
and peculiar conditions, topographical
and otherwise, make Alaska and the

Canadian Yukon remarkably susceptible
to control by reason of this feature.

In addition to transportation and na-

turally next in importance, the Morgan-
Guggenheim interests, in the last five

years, have acquired possession of large

areas of the richest gold fields known,
as well as copper properties undoubtedly
the most valuable in Alaska and de-

clared to be the richest in the world.

The same men are a large factor in the

salmon-fishing industry, which repre-
sents $10,000,000 annually; they have
the chief American company interested

in the fur trade, which extends across

Bering Sea into Siberia; they do much
of the lighterage business at Nome—in

fact their hands are upon every great in-

dustry and resource of what once was
known as Russian North America. As
well, they are accomplishing the only

railway-building of note in the North.
The Guggenheims became interested

first in the Klondike. One of the broth-

ers spent some weeks in Dawson,
through the representations of Mr. S.

H. Graves, president of the White Pass
& Yukon Railway, who is now generally

regarded as the Canadian representative
of the Guggenheim interests. In the

Klondike an opportunity was opening
for mining operations upon a large
scale—larger than ever before attempt-
ed. The millions of yards of worked-
over ground still contained a small

amount of gold. By the introduction of

great dredges to handle these dumps
economically, immense profit was in

sight. The project was not one for small

capital ;
it required an immense outlay.

But the Guggenheims with the Smelter
Trust were amply able to take care of

the project, and from a comparatively
small beginning their works in the Klon-
dike have grown to monster proportions.
Nowhere in the world, perhaps, is placer

mining carried on in such an extensive

manner. Dredge outfits costing a quar-
ter of a million dollars apiece, handle

the low-grade earth so cheaply that

there is a profit if only ten cents a yard
is extracted ; yet the average is placed
at between fifty cents and one dollar,

while some of the ground runs as high
as fifteen dollars a cubfc yard.
Thus the Guggenheims have stepped

into the Klondike district and taken over
the individual holdings to such an ex-

tent that they are now the chief factor
in the operations about Dawson. Fol-

lowing the acquisition of large areas of
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the worked-over ground they have ob-

tained ownership to much low-pay de-

posit that yields just as good returns,
and they have material in sight for years
to come. Except in the outlying regions
the individual is a small factor in Al-
aska mining operations ;

this is the day
of the big company and of heavy ma-
chines. The Yukon Territorv, Canadian

soil, has yielded from $125,000,000 to

$150,000,000 in gold since the stampede
in 1897.

How Morgan Be-
came Interested

Mr. Morgan
came to be inter-

ested in Alaska in

a somewhat differ-

ent manner. Se\-
eral years ago
Richard Onflfroy, a

financial dreamer,

promoted the Pa-
cific Packing &
Navigation Com-
pany, with the ob-

ject of consolidat-

ing all the salmon-

fishing interests on
the Pacific Coast.

Top-heavy with its

load of capitaliza-

tion, the structure

at length collapsed,
and among the

losers were Mr.

Morgan and some
of his Wall-Street
associates. John
Rosene, who 'had

been a clothing dealer in Chicago, then an
Alaska operator, and who later obtained

valuable fur-trading and fishing conces-

sions in Siberia, from the Czar of Rus-

sia, saw how Mr. Morgan might save

something from the "P. P. & N." wreck,
and laid the scheme before the New
York financier. The result was that the

fishing properties were taken over at

receiver's sale, the Guggenheims became
a party, and at the head of the new sal-

mon-fishing concern, Mr. Morgan and
his friends placed Captain H. D. Jarvis.

Captain Jarvis is close to President

W. B. HOGGATT, GOVERNOR OF ALASKA.

Roosevelt and in intimate touch with
Alaska's government.

Captain Jarvis.

Captain Jarvis' high standing at the

White House came about through his

exploit in rescuing whalers imprisoned
in the Arctic ice near Point Barrow, the

most northerly cape on the Alaskan shore

Captain Jarvis, then an officer in the

revenue-cutter service and long intimate

with conditions in the North, was com-
missioned on this

dangerous mission

of rescue through
his especial qualifi-

cations, and when
the whalers were
saved and brought
back to civilization.

Congress voted
the revenue-cutter

officer a medal for

bravery, and Pres-

i d e n t Roosevelt

made of him a

warm personal
friend.

Soon after this

Captain Jarvis was
taken from the ser-

vice by the Presi-

dent and made col-

lector of customs

for the district of

Southeastern Alas-

ka. His record in

this capacity stands

out in bold outline,

for he had no

political a ffi 1 i a-

tions, had no political debts to pay, and
devoted himself entirely to a conscien-

tious administration of his office. When
Governor John G. Brady, through his

unfortunate speculative connections,
found himself under obligation to resign
his post, the President urged Captain
Jarvis to become his successor. In the

meantime, however, the collector of cus-

toms had become interested in the Mor-

gan projects and, with liberal pecuniary
gains in sight, could not afford to take

the executive's chair. Largely at his in-

stance, the President appointed W. B.
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Hog-gatt, Alaska's present governor.
A peculiar feature of the develop-

ments subsequent to the appointment of

Mr. Hoggatt was that Captain Jarvis
still continued to wield great influence

with the Roosevelt administration, and
Mr. Hoggatt allied himself so closely
with the President's policies that he has

been able to guide the course of almost

every bit of legislation afifecting Alaska
that has appeared before the National

legislature. This approach to the White
House and Congress through Captain

Jarvis and Governor Hoggatt is the fea-

ture of the political situation, in favor

of the Guggenheim and Morgan inter-

ests, that has distressed the great body
of the people of Alaska, who have

sought to keep corporation hands off

the machinery of their government.

Getting Control of Transportation.

Having these mines and fisheries inter-

ests, the Morgan-Guggenheim syndicate
members turned next to transportation.
Their close touch with President Graves
of the White Pass & Yukon route, which

is the winter-and-summer approach to

Alaska, and is the most valuable of all

the entrances, gave them an opportun-

ity to extend their influence over that

corporation, so that today it is virtually

a syndicate property, though nominally

independent. With control of the White
Pass line went control of the boat lines

of the upper Yukon River, down as far

as Dawson, for they were owned by the

railway management. The last inde-

pendent boat has been absorbed by the

big interests. The Tanana Mines Rail-

way is owned by the White Pass stock-

holders.

The White Pass line, 112 miles long
and extending from tidewater in South-
eastern Alaska, to the head of naviga-
tion on the Yukon, was built during the

big Northern rush, and with extremely

high rates of transportation v.'as enabled

to repay three-fourths of the cost of

construction before it was completed.
Because of the high mountain barrier

that skirts Alaska's coast, the entrances

to the interior are few. Aside from the

White Pass, there are only two available

VAl.ni:/ (UTIZKNS STAUTINC WORK ON THK ILI-STAKUKD ALASKA IIOMK UAII.WAV, TO COMPKTH
WITH THH UUCUiKNIlKIMS.
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KEYSTONE CANYON, SOUTHERN ALASKA, WHERE A BATTLE OCCURRED AND TWO DEPUTIES
WERE KILLED.

gateways in this wall of mountains be-

tween the Canadian line and the Aleu-
tian islands. These are represented by
the valley of the Copper River with its

wide delta facing out upon the Gulf of

Alaska, and by the Resurrection Bay
opening. The Alaska Central Railway,
now in the hands of a receiver, some

years ago projected a line across Alaska
from Resurrection, and fifty miles of

this have been completed. It is the gen-
eral belief that the Morgan-Guggenheim
people could obtain possession of this

line any time they wished, but they be-

lieve their best interests can be served

by building a railway inland along the

banks of the Copper River.

Ultimately it is the intention to ex-

tend this railway across the Central Al-
aska districts 500 miles to Fairbanks
and the Yukon River, but at present the

main objective point is the Bonanza cop-
per mine, where mining experts declare

there is not less than $20,000,000 worth

of almost pure copper in sight. This sea-

son, boats are transporting the ore down
the river whence it is being shipped to

the outside. In such quantities and of

such purity is this copper ore that it can

be marketed for six or seven cents a

pound, as against a cost of twelve cents

or more for the Michigan and Montana

product.
In the early days Valdez in the Cop-

per River district, was regarded as the

railway terminal point of the future. A
syndicate of Seattle men, among the

other companies, proposing to build rail-

ways in from that point, obtained the

approval of President Roosevelt to a

measure of limited government support,
much similar to that asked in the Philip-

pines, and these promoters seemed in a
fair way to win victory for their bill in

Congress, when they found powerful
agencies working covertly against them.
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President Graves, of the White Pass &
Yukon, appeared in Washington before

the congressional committee, urging ad-

verse action to the western project, and
in the winter following he rushed a line

of survey across Alaska to the Coast

from Fairbanks, thus holding the ground
tentatively. This railway scheme was
later consolidated *with the Morgan-
Guggenheim operations.

Governor Hoggatt, when he was
named as Alaska's executive, had prom-
ised he would not

become involved in

the railway contro-

versy, but President

Roosevelt asked him
for his views and
he gave out the inti-

mation that if the

smaller companies
would stand aside, a

company of ample
resources would take

in hand the Copper
River enterprise.

Captain Jarvis,

though hardly as

outspoken, substan-

tiated the statements

of the governor. The

fight has continued

through two or three

congressional ses-

sions, but at last the

western men were
forced to relinquish
the field. Senator

Guggenheim of Col-

orado, just sent to

the Senate, and
Senator Kean of New Jersey, with
Governor Hoggatt and Captain Jarvis
were the rocks upon which intended

legislation crashed.

Then the Copper River and North-
western Railway began construction, but

two or three incidents in its progress in

the summer of 1907 attracted wide at-

tention.

Fighting Between Rival Factions.

A railway known as the Bruner road,

financed by Pittsburg capital, had laid

out a course in from the town at Kat-

nolds,
from
been

many

THOMAS GALE, ALASKA'S DKLEGATK TO
CONGKKSS.

alia, another point at the mouth of the

Copper River. The Morgan-Guggen-
heim engineers found it necessary to

change their base of operations from
Valdez to Katalla, because of the steep

grades back of Valdez. When they came
to cross the Bruner line they were op-

posed, and a pitched battle was fought
that cost the New York-Colorado cap-
italists at least $250,000. Since that time,

however, they have absorbed the Bruner

holdings.
Another battle was

fought a little later,

in Keystone Canyon,
not far from Val-
dez. H. D. Rey-

a promoter
Boston, had

engaged in

Alaskan en-

terprises, and had
obtained the friend-

ship and aid of Gov;
ernor Brady. The
former executive

had permitted the

use of his name in

some of Reynolds'

advertising matter,
and the storm of

protest that arose

made Brady leave

the executive chair.

In Reynolds' brain

deve loped the
scheme for rebuild-

ing Valdez, making
it a great center, and

constructing a rail-

way line in opposi-
tion to Morgan and the Guggenheims,
He and Brady descended upon the little

town and created such enthusiasm for

their plans that the 3,000 men, women
and children of the place subscribed

$105,000 in cash to the railway project

gave the railway line perpetual rights,
and all turned out to help Ijfy the rails.

When the workers approached Key-
stone Canyon, a few miles distant, they
found armed men awaiting them. These
men were deputy marshals sworn in to

protect the claims of the syndicate which
had made surveys through the canyon,
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and as- the Valdez engineers and work-
men drew near two of their number
were shot down and killed.

Alaskan people have always complained
that Governor Hoggatt spends little of

his time in Alaska, but he happened to

be at Juneau, the capital, at the time of

the Keystone fight, and was ordered by
the government to proceed thither and
assume charge of what threatened to be
a serious situation.

The Governor did take charge, but
the Valdez people,
in strong sympathy
with the Reynolds-
Brady- enterprise,
made protest that his

sympathies were too

markedly with the

M o r g a n-Guggen-
h e i m representa-
tives. He advised the

Reynolds workmen
to go over to their

opponents, and

sought the prosecu-
tion of the Home
Railway forces, as

the local company
was known, for in-

citing riot. The As-
sistant United States

Attorney refused to

open on the prosecu-
tion, as likewise did

his superior. United
States Attorney
Harland, who said

he would not fol-

low the gover-
nor's directions, and
that in any event he would require in-

structions from the Department of Jus-
tice in Washington. He made it plain
that should those instructions come, he
would resign.

Charges were soon filed against Har-
lan in the Senate at Washington, as a

result of his course, but he was never
censured. Since the episode he has left

the government service.

Governor Brady.

Following the Keystone fight came
the collapse of the Reynolds companies

and the financial ruin of Governor

Brady and many of his friends. Gov-
ernor Brady's early history endeared
him to the hearts of the Alaskans, for

as a child he was a waif on the streets

of a large eastern city, was cared for by
Presbyterian mission workers, made his

own way through college, and went to

Alaska as a xnissionary among the In-

dians in the years before the gold stam-

pede. His public work for Alaska won
him recognition in Washington and he

was made governor
of the district.

Reynolds recently
has been indicted

in Boston for fraud-

ulent use of the

mails. Various ef-

forts to rehabilitate

his enterprises have
not met with signal
success.

Finally it became

apparent that Katal-

la did not offer suit-

al)le advantages for

terminals, so the

town of Cordova
was selected as the

chief base of the

Copper River and
Northwestern. A t

the time when the

recent financial un-

pleasantness was at

its height, Mr. Mor-

gan and his friends

announced that the

Alaska line had been
financed for $25,-

000,000, and that work would proceed
with all the speed possible. Between
2,000 and 3,000 men are employed upon
construction.

Effort to Prevent Grabbing of Alaska's

Resources.

Included in this railway project is the

building of a branch line to the west-
ward into the Controller Bay coal fields,

which are considered the most extensive
in Alaska. The Interior Department,
under the direction of Secretary Gar-

field, opposed any measure which would

JOHN G. BRADY.
City Waif; Then Missionary to the Indians;

Then Governor of Alaska.
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give to individuals control over this dis-

trict, arguing that the coal of Alaska

should be kept for the use of the future ;

that the rich deposits of the North should

be looked upon as a storehouse under the

ownership of the government. Finally,

however, a bill was presented in Con-

gress not long before its adjournment
in May, providing for the private own-

ership of coal lands under restrictions

intended to prevent monopoly. Senator

Kean succeeded in eliminating the anti-

monopoly measure in the Senate, but it

was later reinstated. Following the

passage of this bill the work on the Con-
troller Bay branch, which had suspend-
ed, was allowed to proceed.

This review of conditions along the

Coast shows how the Morgan-Guggen-
heim combine has eliminated competi-
tion in the Copper River district, and
how the other land entrances to Alaska
are held. To enter the interior regions
direct from the south one must go over

the White Pass Railway, or by way of

the Copper River. There yet remains

for consideration the way through Ber-

ing Sea to Nome, and thence up the

Yukon River from its mouth.

Controlling Bering Sea Route and the

Yukon.

Two boat lines operate on the river

from St. Michael to Fairbanks and
Dawson. One of these is the North
American Trading & Transportation

Company, of, which Michael Cudahy, of

Chicago, is president. The alliance be-

tween the Guggenheims and this con-

cern is shown by the fact that the trans-

portation company has given over to the

Guggenheim mining syndicate a forty

per cent interest in its mining proper-

ties, the consideration being develop-
ment and a proportionate share of the

profits. The other steaniboat company
is the Northern Navigation Company,
owned in San Francisco. The Guggen-
heims' contract for river transportation
is with this line.

On the high seas the Morgan-Gug-
genheim organization is almost supreme.
Of necessity all Alaska passengers and

freight must go by water. The syndi-
cate took over John Rosene'.<; Northwest-

ern Companies, including the North-
western Steamship Company. This gave
a basis for operation. It then acquired
the Alaska Steamship Company and
consolidated it with the Northwestern.

The price paid for this second company
and its vessels was close to $1,000,000.
These two concerns represented three-

fourths of the Alaskan water traffic—
eighteen out of twenty-four vessels. The

only outside concern of note is the Paci-

fic Coast Steamship Company, which

operates vessels from San Diego to

Nome. Henry W. Cannon, president
of the Pacific Coast line, and president
of the Chase National Bank in New
York, is a close personal friend of Mr.

Morgan, and it is generally understood

that he and Senator Kean of New Jer-

sey are heavy stockholders.

The Northwestern companies own the

Seward Peninsula Railway, the largest
rail line running to the interior from

Nome; they carry on the Alaskan fur

trade
; they do much of the lighterage

business of Bering Sea
; they operate

many of the Alaskan salmon canneries.

Reports had it for a time that Mr. Mor-

gan and his associates were buying
heavily of Nome mining property.
Thus the scope of the syndicate's

operations may be seen to cover every

part of Alaska and the Canadian Yukon,
and every individual in the North is di-

rectly or indirectly affected by present
and future plans. Telegraphic dispatches
from Washington, D. C, at the time the

investigation was urged, put into printed
words the rumors that powerful inter-

ests were doing their utmost to retard

general railroad development in Alaska
in order that valuable land and mining
concessions could be obtained at nomi-
nal figures, on the theory that the prop-
erties were of no value without trans-

portation facilities. M. F. Stewart of

New York, representing eastern capital-
ists who were considering the construc-

tion of a railway line in Alaska, declared
before the Territorial Committee of the

House that the Guggenheim interests

held such an oppressive monopoly over
all steamship lines, wharves, terminal

grounds, and rights-of-way in Alaska
that intending investors are virtually
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powerless. He asserted that freight
rates to Alaska had been made inordi-

nately high, and that railroad builders

are unable to get direct service to their

terminals, their freight being taken to

the Guggenheim points. He charged
that there was a constant effort to block
all plans of development other than
those of the syndicate.

Alaska's Troublous History.

Alaska's troublous political and judi-
cial history throws much light upon
existing conditions.

Following the Noyes
scandal at Nome,
James Wickersham
was named as Fed-
eral Judge and his

administration was

stormy from begin-

ning to end.

Through his instru-

mentality charges
were brought
against United
States Marshal
Richards and others.

The judge himself

was subjected to se-

vere criticism be-

cause of his associa-

tion with prominent
litigants in his court,

and following a de-

cision handed down
at Valdez, giving to

Stephen E u r c h
,

Harry Havemeyer
and others of New York, possession of

the famous Bonanza copper ledge, he was
censured in many quarters ;

however the

higher courts sustained his judgment.
But later, Wickersham's conduct came

in for an inquiry by the United States

Senate, and here may be told briefly the

story of the founding of the town of

Fairbanks, which has a distinct bearing
on the Wickersham episode. E. T. Bar-

nett, with a stock of provisions, on

scows, met disaster near the mouth of

the Yukon River. J. H. Causten, then

collector of customs at Nome, and now
collector for Porto Rico, grubstaked
Barnett to new scows on which to carry

JUDGE JAMES WICKERSHAM

the supplies up the river, for sale. Bar-
nett made his way up the Yukon, then

up the Tanana River for 200 miles.

There he stranded. The place was a

wilderness. He conceived the idea of

founding a town, and making the people
come to him.

The Romance of Fairbanks.

In the party was a- bright Japanese.
He was sent across the country to Daw-
son, and there he spread the report of a

gold strike on the Tanana River. The
desired stampede
followed, and when
the hungry prospect-
ors arrived, Barnett

sold them his provis-

ions, founded a

town, and made a

fortune out of the

proceeds. It was
not until a year later

that gold was dis-

covered, but Fair-

banks has since be-

come one of the rich-

est Northern dis-

t r i c t s, producing
$10,000,000 and
more a year.

Twenty years be-

fore this event, Bar-

nett, as he admitted

on the witness stand

in Seattle, had been
a convict in the Ore-

gon penitentiary. He
obtained his free-

dom through the efforts of Eastern

friends, and when gold was discovered
he sought to return the favors of by-

gone years by staking out claims in the

new fields for his old associates. These
claims were tangled in litigation when
Judge Wickersham arrived in Fairbanks
to hold court. Anxious to be in the

good graces of the bench, Barnett trans-

ferred to the Judge a corner lot in the

new town. The motives which led to

this transfer were aired in the Senatorial

investigation, but in the end Judge
Wickersham kept his ermine robe. He
stood close to the President through the

contest, and convinced the chief execu-
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tive that the attacks upon him were in-

spired by revengeful litigants in his

court.

Collector Causten was unable to ob-

tain his grubstake share in the Barnett

holdings, and resorted to the courts, but

because of the peculiar situation at Fair-

banks, he would not bring suit before

Judge Wickersham. For several years
he waited until he should catch Barnett

in the jurisdiction of another Federal

judge, and that time came in Seattle.

he said that the loss of the governor's

friendship was his chief motive.

Up to this time Judge Wickersham
had been aligned with the forces against
territorial government. At the Repub-
lican convention that followed soon after,

he became the chief exponent of the ter-

ritorial workers, and as a rebuke to the

governor's attitude, the convention sin-

gled out the judge for special prefer-

ment. The last convention, however,
was more favorable to the executive.

NEAR THE SUMMIT OF THE WHITE PASS RAILWAY.

Causten attached $200,000 in gold be-

longing to Barnett, shipped to Seattle

from the North, and that was the begin-

ning of Barnett's financial fall. His bank
at Fairbanks was compelled to close its

doors.

Until within the last year, Governor

Hoggatt and Judge Wickersham, allied

by various tics, were the best of friends,

but while the judge was holding court in

Juneau he had occasion to score from the

bench, two close friends of Alaska's

executive. A warm scene ensued. Gov-
ernor Hoggatt wrote to the President,

and a little later Judge Wickersham's

resignation went in to Washington by
wire. He gave out a statement in which

though his opponents bolted rather than

be forced into his camp.

Congress Strangely Deaf.

This cry of the people of Alaska for

some sort of self-government has echoed

from end to end of Alaska. President

Roosevelt at least three times has called

the attention of Congress to the unsatis-

factory and unjust mode o|,
administer-

ing Northern affairs from a point as far

away as the District of Columbia. Each
session the question has been agitated in

Washington, but the fight conducted

against any change in the present mode
of government, under the direction of

Governor Hoggatt, has always tri-
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iimphed. His argument is that the "big
interests" oppose the formation of a ter-

ritory, because of an alleged increase in

expense. Alaska sends to Congress a

delegate who labors constantly for the

change that the people demand, but the

experience. of the governor, who stays in

Washington through each legislative ses-

sion, and his close touch with the admin-
istration forces, enable him to outgen-
eral the territorial movement.

Litigation the Curse of Alaska.

Alaskans declare that the curse of the

district now is litigation. Present laws
are inadequate, inapplicable, in fact few
of them were ever meant for use in Al-

aska. The people want to make their

own laws, for they know what legisla-
tion they most need. Members of Con-

gress admit it is the hardest kind of a

task to get any Alaska measure through
the House and Senate, no matter how
meritorious it may be

;
someone is always

ready to fight, to obstruct. Particularly
are wise laws needed safeguarding rail-

way development and guaranteeing
equal advantages. A policy of conserva-
tion of the resources of the vast district

should be put in force for the benefit of
future years.
The Morgan-Guggenheim syndicate

has undergone changes since the opera-
tions of five years ago. Mr. Morgan was
drawn in originally by certain family
connections

;
his interests today are prin-

cipally those of the railway, steamship
and fishing companies, while the Gug-
genheims are giving more of their atten-

tion to the mining developments. It is

the statement of Capt. Jarvis that so far,

$5,000,000 has been put in by the allied

interests. And the financial troubles

have undoubtedly diminished the

strength of the Guggenheim brothers in

the syndicate.*
• Captain Jarvis is now the treasurer of
the Northwestern Companies, with head-

quarters in Seattle, but while he occu-

pies a somewhat subordinate position in

the corporations, he is looked upon as

Mr. Morgan's representative. The pres-
ident of the diflPerent concerns is W. R.

Rust, for years in charge of the Ta-
coma Smelter. He stands for the Smel-
ter Trust owners. Mr. Rust succeeded

John Rosene, whose conduct of the of-

fice was not satisfactory to the allies, and
who was summarily removed. The Cop-
per River & Northwestern Railway is

building under the direction of E. C.

Hawkins, chief engineer, and M. J.

Heney, contractor. These men attracted

attention in the railway world a few

years ago by building the White Pass &
Yukon road, overcoming remarkable en-

gineering difficulties.

The Morgan-Guggenheim policy of

the future is yet to be seen. If broad
and liberal lines are followed, working
for the advancement and progress of all

parts of the northern territory, the peo-
ple of Alaska will ofifer little opposition—

they wish to see development, increased

population, growth in every direction ;

but if a policy of obstruction, injurious

monopoly, exclusion, is to be in force,

the Alaskans will fight to the last ditch

for their country.

*NOTE—From the latest information regarding the Guggenheim operations it

appears that they personally are small factors in Alaska just now, though it is im-
probable that their name will in the near future" be dissociated with the Northern
enterprises. The greater part of the money advanced in the last two years for the
Alaska operations has been put up by Mrs. Marcus Daly through J. P. Morgan as
trustee, so that he appears as one of the chief factors in the various movements.
According to information from New York, the bulk of the Guggenheim interests has
been taken over by a number of men with John D. Rockefeller, Jr., at its head. It is

said that the Guggenheims' holdings in the Smelter Trust in connection with the
said that the Guggenheims' holdings in the Smelter Trust, in connection with the
enterprises outside of Alaska and the Canadian Yukon, are not affected, but that in
the financial troubles of last fall it was necessary to part with the Alaska field, and
that is where Mr. Rockefeller and his friends came in.
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The Anniversary of Los Pinos

By Ared White

T'S hotter than the day
we hit Los Pinos," said

Marshal Pinehill drowsily
to the wilted and alkali-

begrimed figure that rode

beside him.

It was the first thing said in hours by

any one of the dozen men of the posse,
and the Marshal sank again into silence.

His deputy, Snodgrass, gave no sign
of having heard.

"Worse 'n that," he finally growled,
—

so long afterwards that all connection

with Pinehill's comment was lost. Then

he, too, relapsed to silence and joined
the others in an intent watching for the

faint imprints of a lone horse's hoofs,

that gave the posse its course.

The hardy little range ponies trotted

mildly on, mile after mile, across the

somber, sagebrush waste. Now and then

a startled jackrabbit broke from a clump
of sage and scurried out of range. Once
a big gray coyote got up grudgingly on
the flank, trotted to a barren knoll and
called a mocking, eerie defiance to the

posse. The brute's cry fell athwart the

marshal's mood and with bitter curses

that would have seemed absurd at anoth-
er time, he flashed his rifle from its

case, ran a quick glance down its barrel,

and the coyote gave its life's last energy
to a leap in the air.

Snodgrass laughed aloud. None ven-
tured any comment. Theirs' was a grim
errand, one which called on all their re-

sources of determination and energy.
Besides, the most talkative are wont to

become silent after a dozen hours in

the saddle. It was perhaps two minutes
before Snodgrass told Pinehill why he
had laughed at the coyote's death strug-
gles.

"It jumped just like that fool Taga-

log did there at Los Pinos, th' day th'

skunk was sneakin' on you in the tulles

when Sergeant Mann brought 'im down
from behind. That was a close call for

you, Pinehill. I was out o' range, but I

had to laugh th' way that nigger jumped
when Mann shot him—an' that coy-
ote

"

"Yes, and it 's the way a gent we are

looking for is going to jump before I 'm
a week older," broke in Pinehill, ill-hu-

moredly. "Between you and me I aint

never going to bother taking that whelp
back in good health."

"That 's for me, too," assented Deputy
Marshal Snodgrass.

They fell silent again and another hour

passed. The only sounds were those of

crunching hoofs in the hot, crusted soil,

or the creaky rasping of the big winged
hoppers that leaped out of the way.

"Speakin' of Los Pinos," said the rem-

iniscent Snodgrass presently, "did you
happen to remember that day after to-

morrow 's th' seventh ann'vers'ry of it ?"

Pinehill looked across at his deputy

quickly. "How do you figure that out ?"

he asked.

"Today's the eighth, aint it? An'
tomorrow 's th' ninth. Th' nex' day 's

th' tenth, as you can see—th' tenth of

June, which was the day we had our

main fun at Los Pinos. And near as I

can figger out we'll have to celebrate th'

glorious event with a drink o' canteen

water this year."

"By George, you 're right, for the first

time in your life!" responded Pinehill

with the disparaging familiarity of vet-

eran friendship.
So they fell to talking of Island days

and fought the whole Philippine cam-

paign over again. For the time, they put
aside the tragedy of the night before :
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the holding up of the old Sierra stage en
route to Sagewood from Pocatello with

pay funds for the Big L string of

ranches
; the shooting of Baynes, the

paymaster, and the escape of the one

desperado who had turned the trick ;

the hasty organization of a posse and
the unrelenting ride through the sage-
brush country of Idaho, intent on head-

ing off the outlaw before he reached the

Bad Lands of Wyoming. It was for

that region he was plainly headed and
once within its eroded confines he might
fight or defy a battalion, according to his

fancy.

"Yes, Los Finos was a great day,"

Snodgrass was saying. "I dont say that

'cause I got hit there an' did n't see

no more fightin' for a month, but 'cause

I think it was th' hottest brush of th'

campaign. And there 's no doubt but

vou 'd a got yours if it had n't a been for

Mann."

"Yes, I guess that Mann did kind of

prolong the agony of livin' for me," re-

plied the marshal, with simulated pes-
simism, "Th' poor cuss was willing to

do anything for the service,—and then
him goin' and hittin' a captain inside of

a week and gettin' sent to Bilabid for two
years. This is a tough world Snod', and
soldierin' 's a bad game."
"Queer mixture,—that boy Mann,"

mused Snodgrass. "He had th' heart of

a woman and th' generosity I aint never
seen the like of, an' he sure had sand.

When he got up to drop that Tagalog as

was about to bolo your highness he was
exposed to th' whole Filipino army. I

never told you this before, but just as

they had fired a volley and he had winged
Mister Nigger, he puts his fingers to his

nose an' wiggles 'cm for some time be-

fore he gets down out o' sight of th'

Filipinos."

"Well," said Pinehill, "I've always
said the captain was an ass and ought
to have been hit, but it is n't a healthful
form of exercise for sergeants to be

taking. I did all I could,—me being in

the ranks myself, but I could n't get him
out of it. He did n't have no folks to

disgrace, which was one thing. Anyway
he 's out by now and i>robably forgotten
all about it, and—well, let's take a drink

to the very good health of Sergeant
Mann, and to the very bad health of his

nibs the captain."

They lifted their dusty canteens and
drank solemnly,
"Wish we was where we could have

something better 'n this for th' celebrat-

in' of the ann'vers'ry day after tomor-

row," said Snodgrass, shaking his tepid
canteen,

"Ferget it—ferget it," said the mar-

shal, irritably.

Even to the hardened posse the day
was one of hardship. A consuming heat

lay across the sagebrush and it grew
with the afternoon until it seemed the

brush must burst into flame. The sturdy

ponies fell to lagging and had frequent
need of quirt and spur. The bandit's

trail clearly showed that he had adopted
the same mild gait

—fear of riding his

pony to death being stronger than that

of being speedily overtaken by the posse.
Late in the afternoon the weary stretch

of sagebrush gave way to lolling sandy
foothills, barren except for the infre-

quent little plumes of scrub-oak. Ribs
of squatty hills now ran in every direc-

tion and the trail had to be scrutinized

with painful care. Headway became
more difficult, for the ponies were taking
the soft sand to their hocks.

Night came on with a bright moon,
and the posse kept steadily on. The trail

could no longer be made out from the

height of a horse's back and the riders

took turn picking the way on foot. Try-
ing work ! but the eleven of the posse

forgot as one that their strength had lim-

its, and fought ahead, yard by yard, in

silence. At midnight a great army of

wind-clouds wiped the moon out of the

sky and compelled camp ;
a simple affair:

each man unsaddled and hoppled his

pony, a slim ration of grain was dealt

out to the tired horses, together with a

small drink of water from the barrel

packs. The men ate heartily of bread

and canned goods, drained their canteens

and rolled into the now cool sand for

the deep sleep of utter exhaustion.

Another day passed, a day that tried

men and horses to a further limit of

physical endurance. The posse clung to

the trail with dogged tenacity, follow-
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ing the evasive signs as long as there

was light of the sun or moon. Now and
then a wild-horse spring gurgled forth a

pungent welcome to their parched
throats. Once a refreshing little creek

meandered across their way from no

place in particular and they refilled the

barrel-packs. And still they rode with

tongues heavy from thirst most of the

day, for the store of water had to be

used with jealous care.

It was the morning of the third day,

when the trail had been warm with the

falling of the night just passed, that

Marshal Pinehill arose with curses that

brought the posse with a bound from its

sleep. They saw how, during the night,
the hot June blasts that swept hill and

plain had sufficed to shift the treacherous

sand so that all trace of the outlaw's

trail was gone. Idle imprecations were

quickly abandoned for something more

practicable. The marshal distributed his

posse in all directions to search for some

bit of ground that had not allied itself

with the spiteful elements.

Pinehill held to the camp for an hour

and then, unable to control his restless-

ness, rode southwest with a theory of

his own, untenable enough, as it seemed,
and yet not to be ignored. A huge oak-

plumed giant among the dwarfed foot-

hills lay at the distance of a mile. It

was true the trail had not at any time

hinted in that direction, but there was
the possibility remaining that the quarry,
with keener instinct of the sagebrush

country, had scented the sandstorm and
crossed back to this eminence with the

intention of 'slipping his pursuers and

doubling back to the railroad, where

escape would be a matter of comparative
ease and comfort. There was risk in

such a coup, to be sure, but perhaps no
such risk as might be involved in pene-

trating the Bad Lands, where hundreds
of miles spread out with no vestige of

food for man or mount.

Coming to the rise, the marshal spur-
red his wiry cayuse up the rocky side

until, near the summit, he saw that which
set off his pulse. Unmistakably it was
the lost trail, taking away in the direc-

tion of the hill's top. He tied his pony
to a scrub-oak and pushed ahead cau-

tiously on foot.

The summit was a brief fifty yards

away when the hill seemed of a sudden
to erupt, A spiteful flash of fire, a quick

snapping explosion, and death screamed

hideously in his ear as it spat on a boul-

der beside him. He emptied the maga-
zine of his rifle into the brush and rocks

in front, firing into the smoke of the

other's rifle, for there was no way of

certainty.
And as the smoke lifted and the gun

lay empty in his hands, Pinehill realized

his folly. The blighting muzzle of the

other's weapon was peeping down on
him from over the rock twenty paces

away.
For seconds that were hours, the mar-

shal stood with jaws set and muscles

tense, awaiting the hot little missive of

death. Impulse bade him turn for cover ;

but cover was a dozen yards away and
there was the danger of being shot in the

back ! The man's standard of courage
arose over the blind promptings of in-

stinct.

With the passing of a minute, death

did not come. The strain told on him so,

that he opened his eyes. They wandered

beyond the threatening muzzle into the

thirst-tortured face of a man that he had
known. Recognition was instant. He
saw Peter ]\fann, late sergeant Fiftieth

Infantry and hero of Los Pinos.

No part of the incredulous surprise
that swept Pinehill was reflected in the

features of the outlaw. Mann, doubtless,

had long since recognized his erstwhile

comrade, else his shot would not have

gone astray. Besides he was consumed
of other emotions and when he saw
there was to be no firing he came un-

guardly from behind the rock.

"Water! Pinehill, water!" he said

hoarsely, "your canteen !
— then croak

me, if you 've got to." He tried to hide

the outward show of his suffering with

a laugh at this desperate sally. The
effect was only a rasping gasp.

Pinehill unslung his canteen and
tossed it to the choking man without a

word, and Mann fairly caressed it as

the receptacle went to his cracked and

bleeding lips. He drank for many min-
utes unmindful of Pinehill, who refilled

his magazine, but did not raise his rifle.

The situation overwhelmed him with its
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enormity, its incongruity, and he was
slow to assimilate it all. The outlaw

emptied the canteen and sighing his re-

lief, coolly handed it back. He tried for

a moment to meet the look of agonized

contempt centered upon him by the mar-

shal, then his eyes fell,

"Kind of surprised to see you here.

Where th' devil did you spring in on the

game from ?" Mann asked airily, at last.

"Just a hunting for a human skunk—
but did n't expect to find anybody from
the old regiment

—
especially on the anni-

versary of Los Pinos," Pinehill replied

bitterly.

Mann ran a finger thoughtfully up and
down his bronzed face as if to aid him
in searching his memory. He started

suddenly and his eyes stood out strange-

ly.

"By Lord ! Piney, that 's right
* *

I 'm dam 'd sorry," he said.

"It 's a bad day for you," added Pine-

hill.

"But I aint had a chance, which is the

reason for this," protested Mann. "Af-
•ter Los Pinos, you know, I got two years
at Bilabid—and then a bob-tail from th'

service. I worked my way back to God's

country and went to work in Montana
on the range again, and then

"

"What excuse is that kind of nonsense
for this business of murder you're in?"

broke in Pinehill impatiently.
"Give me a chance, and maybe I can

tell you," replied Mann quickly. "I dont

expect you to understand me
; nobody

ever understands except those as has

been there. Th' boys on the range found
out about the bob-tail, and as tliey 'd

been with the rough riders and was

proud of th' service—well, I had to leave

th' range in a hurry.
"Now mine aint the temperament for

copper minin' at Butte, and besides the

fevers of Bilabid did n't leave me energy
enough for that kind of work. * * *

I went out and put up the Butte Express
when I was hard up and hungry. There
was money in the job, but they 've been

hunting me hard and the money was

gone last week, so I put up the stage.
The Big L people have got millions.

They could afford it. I did n't shoot one
of them until he had tried twice for my

scalp.
* * * He was a fool and had

to be killed. Dont say I killed him,

though. He brought it on himself. It

was nothing more than suicide. I did n't

know you were with the law in this coun-

ty or I 'd never done it.
* * * Los

Pinos? Well, I guess I forgot that.

After Bilabid I said I 'd never be locked

up another day and "

Down from the sand ridges below the
hill there sounded a faint shouting. Mann
paused, alert on the instant, and got
into the shelter of the rock. Pinehill's

posse had heard the firing and was en-

gaged in tracing the sound of its origin.

Listening a moment, Mann began mov-

ing about hurriedly, gathering his ef-

fects, and then he threw the saddle over
his wilted cayuse and bridled the ani-

mal.

"What are you doing?" Pinehill in-

quired, significantly.
"I 'm going to be worrin' along on my

way," said the outlaw, coolly.
"No you 're not—you 're going to the

pen where you belong," asserted Pine-

hill.

Mann went ahead with his packing,

tightened the cinches of his saddle and
turned away, leading his mount. "I 'm

going," he persisted in a quiet monotone.
"If you want to stop me, go ahead ! No-

body 's stoppin' you from doing it." He
turned his back carelessly and walked

away.
Pinehill stood grappling with the prob-

lem. Twice his rifle sped to his shoul-

der and twice he dropped it again. He.
could not find it within himself to shoot

from behind. Nor could he let this

blackened outlaw get away, even on the

anniversary of Los Pinos. Presently
he moved after Mann and caught him
well down the western slope of the hill.

He was moved by the inspiration of a

new resolve, one that seemed to meas-
ure up to the requirements.

"See here, Mann," he said harshly,

catching the other firmly ISy the collar;

"this dont work ! You 're trying to take

advantage of the fact that I wont shoot

you in the back. Since you did n't get
me awhile ago, when you had the chance,
I '11 return the compliment now. But

it "s to be the best man wins."
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"What you got on your mind ?" Mann
inquired, mildly.
"You go forty paces down and I go

forty up," Piriehill explained, quickly,
"and then we '11 face about—and the best

man keeps right on going. It 's to be

regulation step, quick time. You Ve worn
the chevrons

; you '11 play the game ?"

Mann did not reply at once. After

several minutes of brooding thought he

reached out a friendly hand in token of

assent. "I '11 do it," he said.

Pinehill stared savagely at the prof-
fered hand. "Are you ready to start?"

he demanded dryly.

"Just one minute," said Mann, scowl-

ing Pinehill fairly in the face at the af-

front. "This is an important day to me.
The reason I was thinking just now was
that I had something in mind that you
may learn of later. It was n't that I

was afraid of your game or any other

man's. Since you wont shake with me
maybe you wont object to me putting a

little reminder of Los Pinos on you."
He reached out with a quick movement,
seized Pinehill's campaign hat and
marked low on the center of the crown,
with a bit of soft reddish stone, a broad
cross.

"Since you can't shake with me maybe
you wont object to that little reminder
of me," he said soberly, and Pinehill

noted the odd expression of the out-

law's face as the hat was passed back.

The thought came to Pinehill that the

man was delirious from his mad ride

without water.

"Hep ! Hep ! Hep !" Pinehill marked
the time of the tragic forty paces as if

he wire back in the Islands at the head
of a squad. The two moved off together.
Mann held his rifle easily by his side

and as he marched, broke into a barbaric

ballad of the Island days :

Damn! damn! damn the Filipinos,

Dirty little khaki-aki-acks!

O, we 'II rally 'round tW Flag,
Civilize 'em with a Krag,
And return to our beloved land!

Pinehill, cool but pale, was in strained

readiness for the ordeal that must come
when the forty paces were measured.
He knew Mann to be an absolute

marksman,—one of the rare sort, too,

that seem to shoot best under desperate
conditions. For a moment, his fancy
played him an evil trick

;
he saw a figure,

his own, outstretched, motionless under
the pitiless sun,—flies buzzing— .

^jc ^ ^ ^ ^ >jc

They fired at much the same time.

Pinehill heard death's grim whistling in

his ear. A sharp sting as from the cut

of a whip lay across his head. He thrust

his hand there quickly and there was a

furrow in the hair and nothing more.
His hat went spinning. Forcing his at-

tention above the instant's confusion, he
saw Mann pitch headlong into the sand.
* * * He turned away to meet his

posse and finding them half way up the

opposite slope, called directions as to

where the packhorse would be needed.
These instructions he gave calmly. The
posse alone was teeming with excite-

ment.

"Hell's sake, look !" shouted excitable

McGann, of the posse, "you 've got it

through your hat." He plucked the mar-
shal's headgear while the others crowded
about to see.

"Say, Piney, what th' devil's that on

your hat?" asked the profane Snodgrass
as he held the hat toward his chief.

Pinehill looked. And as he saw, the

blood rushed to his face
;
then something

swelled in his throat ; he could not speak
for a time. It was the faded red cross, and

precisely in the center, where the lines

crossed, a small round hole of a bullet's

making showed the work of a master
marksman.
The posse awaited the reply to Snod-

grass' question and wondered at Pine-

hill's agitation. When he spoke his voice

was low but even.

"That 's just a little reminder that this

is the anniversary of Los Pinos," he
said. The posse went on its way, won-

dering somewhat—except Snodgrass ;
he

was a man of perception, and thought
he understood.



Taps
By Edward Allison Gale

OW father," Mrs. Ed-

;

wards was saying, "you
: know you have n't been

feeling right pert lately

and the boys always
march right past the

house."

Then raising her voice :

"Besides you can sit at the front win-

dow and see the flags when they all go
into the 'soldiers' lot.'

"

She ended in a tone of finality :

"An' the bugle calls and all such. Why
land sakes I You can hear 'um in here

with the windows shut. An' in the front

room with the door and windows open,
it '11 be just like bein' there yourself.
Aint that so Rob?"

"That 's right. Pa," spoke up the

young man who had been busily em-

ployed stowing away victuals while his

noisier half issued general orders to his

father. "Besides, Pa," his son continued,
"You know as well as I do that this has

been a late spring and a mighty wet

one, too. The roads are in bad shape for

drivin', let alone trampin' ;
and that by

an old man like you, if I do say it."

His tone changed somewhat as he

glanced up and saw the pained, disap-

pointed look on the older man's face,

and he continued more gently :

"Perhaps you '11 feel more chipper
next year. Anyway I would n't think of

marching tomorrow, the way things
are."

The meal over^ they arose from the

table. The young woman began clear-

ing away the dishes humming—"Throw
Out the Life Line,"—as she bustled from
table to sink, sink to pantry and back

again. His son took up the evening

paper and, lighting his pipe, was soon

enveloped in a cloud of smoke. Captain
Edwards slowly arose from his chair.

They were right, he was getting old, but

it hurt just the same to be told so, and
besides—that telling as he recalled it,

had not been any too gentle.
He made his way across the room to

the baby's crib and prepared to resume
his alloted task. His task, he thought

bitterly, but only during the last year.

Before mother had died they had never

relegated daddy to the corner to care for

the fretful baby. Then he had been

somebody, and although the folks he

met when he made his rare trips to towTi,

still addressed himi respectfully as:

"Captain Edwards," how could he hold

up his head, when his own son and wife

acted like he was good for nothing any
more but to be kind of nurse-maid to the

baby?
He choked down a lump in his throat

and surreptitiously brushed the back of

his hand across his eyes, as he tried to

fight back the surging memories. In the

kitchen a masterful voice was singing:
"Throw out the life line, across the

dark wave."
She opened the back door and scraped

the dish of leavings to the dog.
"Some one is sinking today," finished

the voice as she returned to the sink

again.
Yes some one was sinking, he

thought, and he did n't seem to have

the inclination or strength to grasp the

life line either.

The next morning. May 30 and

Memorial Day, was bright and cool.

Just as the young folks had said the

night before, it had been a late spring,
and the air was fcesh an^ bracing. He
wondered as he lay in the tiny room at

the rear of the house—his room since

mother had gone—what flowers they
would use today. Their own roses were

not out far enough ; still the snow-balls,

lilacs, and syringas would answer, and

maybe some of the town-folks had a rose
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garden better protected, or with a south-
ern exposure. He lay for a long time

absently watching the sun's rays steal

further and further into the room.
This was Decoration Day, and he

was n't going to take part. It did n't

seem possible. Well he recalled the

pride with which mother had always
fixed him up every year. Then, as she

pinned the garden's choicest rose in his

button-hole, she would always, even—
yes, even last year, although she had
been feeble then—hold him off at arms'

length and look him over. How almost

unconsciously he had always straight-

ened, left hand on sword, right hand

touching his cap in salute. Then she

would throw her arms around his neck
and press her soft lips to his weather-
beaten cheek as she called him fondly,
"her soldier boy." After that, "inspec-
tion" as he had jokingly named it, he
had always marched proudly into town
to take command of a division of the

parade, and at the head of the handful
of his old company remaining, had
walked easily, almost lightlv, as he re-

called it, over the line of march.
She had never failed to be on the

front porch as he passed, and the great-
est pleasure of the day had been the

smile on her face as she nodded—with
the demure girlish expression she had

kept all her life—to his soldierly salute.

How she had laughed at him the time he
had ordered the division to halt, and
then had held all the rest of the parade
as he caused the whole company to

salute her. She had teased him about

"wanting to show his authority," but

the deepening of the color in her cheeks
and the little extra touches of tenderness

for many days following, showed the

lover that his sweetheart had understood.

Could it be possible that almost a

whole year had passed since they had
laid her under her beloved crimson
rambler? Something had stopped inside

of him that day and the rest of the works
had been running down ever since. Some-
how he felt very weak this morning. Per-

haps the folks were right, after all, in

not wanting him to march.

Presently he heard them moving about
down-stairs and, in response to a hearty

hail from his son, prepared to get up.
He had laid out the well-worn blue suit

the night before and now put it on hur-

riedly, as if he was afraid some one

might attempt to stop him. However,
no comment was made upon his appear-
ance when he came down-stairs, and the

morning meal cleared away. Bob and his

wife began to make preparations for go-
ing to town, and—yes, thank Heaven—

they were going to take the baby with
them.

"We 'd take you along too, father,"
his son began in a half-apologetic tone,
after coming in from hitching up, "but
we 're usin' the new buggy today and
that only holds two, comfortable, you
know. Why, even with baby along,
we '11 be crowded, but then he '11 like the

music and the parade, so of course we
could n't think of leaving him behind.
So Molly's fixed an easy chair right by
the front window for you, and you can
see the boys fine, hear the band, and even
when they get up to the buryin' ground
you can hear the bugle calls and see the

flags, if you open the window and stand

up."
It was with almost a sigh of relief

that he saw them drive off. At least

there would be no one to harass him and
disturb the sacred memories that came

flooding to his mind.
Let 's see, the boys would be forming

about now, over at the rooms. Then
came the march to the town hall, where

everybody would make much of them.
The best seats in the hall, of course, were
theirs. Was not this their day? Next
would come a speech or two, some songs— "Tenting Tonight"— "The Vacant
Chair"—most always some sweet girlish
voice sang that. Then of course Nellie

Burns—old Corporal Burns' girl
—would

recite something. Last year it was, "The
Blue and the Gray," and well he remem-
bered the emotion in the hall when she
had finished. Yes, he recalled, he had
even shed a tear or two himself. A
beautiful thought. Brothers sleeping
side-by-side under the folds of the glor-
ious old flag which their fathers had es-

tablished on the battlefield, shoulder to

shoulder, and beneath whose rippling
waves their children, hand-in-hand, were
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bringing flowers. Blossoms for them

both, the blue and the gray ! Differences

long ago forgotten or forgiven, and re-

newed friendship immovably cemented

by the last war against a common foe !

It was all very beautiful, he thought, and
how like everyday life, with its sunshine

and shadow, its pain and joy and its few

fleeting moments of real peace. He
sat for some time lost in thought.

Presently he arose and painfully climb-

ing the stairs, dragged his old haircloth

trunk up to the window. Right on top
was the old sword, carefully wrapped in

many cloths to keep it bright. With lov-

ing hands he buckled it on. Next was
his bugle. He had enlisted as a bugler.

Slipping the cord over his head, he put
that on too. Then, pulling up a chair,

he began to arrange the treasured relics

on the bed. There was a battered can-

teen and knapsack, also several bullets in

odd shapes showing plainly that they had
struck some hard object. A packet con-

taining a newspaper or two she had

treasured all these years, he unfolded

tenderly. One of the papers spoke of

his being wounded, and there were with-

ered places in plenty on the paper, show-

ing that her tender heart had not spared
the tears. That had been a close call

he mused, and they never had found the

bullet. What odds? He had been young
and strong; no measley rebel bullet was

going to make him miss the fun. An-
other paper spoke of "Sergeant Tom
Edwards, one of the best known and
most liked of our fellow citizens, being
brevetted for signal and conspicuous

bravery." The article concluded by say-

ing:

His scouting services have already re-

ceived well-deserved approbation from the
commanding officer and, added to this

latest distinguished patriotic service, he
will soon be wearing shoulder straps.

Yes the shoulder straps had come,
he smiled as he carefully refolded this

almost too vivid reminder. There had

been signs of tear drops on that last

sheet too, but they were tears of an-

other sort, he thought. He could almost

see the light in her dear eyes as she read

the words. Then there were his dis-

charge papers.

"Captain Thomas Edwards, dis-

charged with honor." His withered

cheek flushed as he read the letter at-

tached from his old colonel, dear, pep-

pery, hot-headed, fighting Joe.

To All Concerned:
This is to certify that Captain Thomas

Edwards, late in command of Company B,
76th regiment—Volunteers, is being mus-
tered out upon the disbanding of the Union
forces.

I am writing this letter of my own ac-

cord as a grateful and fitting testimonial

of his services to his Country and to his

State. There may have been braver men
in the Union army, but as I hope some day
to see the pearly gates ajar, they did not
come under my observation. He was an
inspiration to the regiment and wherever
he goes from now on, the hearty admira-
tion and most sincere regards go with him,
of his well wisher,

JOSEPH C. WEBSTER,
Colonel commanding, 76th. regiment.

He folded it hastily, such things
seemed almost out of place in the tiny
room. There was only the testament

left. He opened the well-worn little

book to the fly leaf:

With all her love.

Then underneath

Your Wife.

God alone can keep you—I'll ask
Him every day.

Well he remembered the time he had

first read that. When he left with the

boys, the little book was packed at the

bottom of his knapsack. Changes had

come and events had followed so rapidly

that he had entirely forgotten it until

just before the first real battle his com-

pany had been in. He recalled they were

sitting around the campfire, the boys of

his mess. The impending conflict of

the next day was in the minds of all,

though none spoke of it. Tomorrow
would come the test. They might not

all be there tomorrow evening, or if they
were all there, some one of them might
have flinched when put to the awful test

of shot and shell. Now they were all

equal and very much alive. What would
the morrow bring? There had been

songs, and right at the first, some jokes,
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but gradually the boys had become

quieter. Then some one had struck up,
"Home Sweet Home," and there were
few eyes without tears when the song
was finished. They had been more sub-

dued after that and, the spell of the thing
getting on him, he had stolen quietly

away to his tent and searched out the

little book he knew was there. Re-seat-

ing himself back in the shadow, a little

apart from the rest of the boys, he had

opened the fly leaf.

Only the order for the bug'lers to

sound, "Lights out," roused him. The
inspiration of it had gone with him

through the war, and after all these years,
it still held him under its spell. In those

few words, dearer to him than life itself,

she had given him all that she had, and
he appreciating what that all was, had

accepted. He believed he had made her

happy. She had often said so, and she

was gold, purest gold. He had always
known that. Was gold? Yes. For

though her body slumbered yonder un-
der the roses, she lived as fresh today in

his memory as the day he had first called

her wife, way back there in the years
that were gone. He had never been a
weak-minded man

;
his was a strong

nature, and the emotions that swept over
him now were overpowering in their in-

tensity. He bowed his head on the prec-
ious book held reverently in the shaking
hands, and his once powerful frame
trembled uncontrollably with the depth
of his feelings. Not a sound broke the
stillness of the quiet house. If she saw
the scene, and she must have, how her
hands ached to sooth the agony of the
broken-hearted man ! The angels' wings
must have hedged him close and their

message was comforting, as presently
the trembling ceased and his body sank
forward until it rested partially on the
bed. He had fallen asleep, utterly worn
out with the conflict of emotions.
He was awakened by a familiar sound

of long ago and started up in surprise.

Rubbing his eyes he glanced around the
little room, noticed the articles on the

bed, and his gaze resting for an instant
on the cracked mirror, he saw a reflec-

tion of himself showing the blue uniform,
the bugle and the sword. Their signi-

ficance could not be doubted and grad-
ually his befuddled senses cleared. He
recalled the day and its events. Just then
the sound that had awakened him was
repeated. From some little distance came
the call of a bugle, followed by the shrill

music of drum and fife.

"Why," he started in surprise, "the

boys must be coming up the road," and,
from the distinctness of the sounds, he
would miss seeing them if he delayed.
With trembling limbs he hurried to the

stairs and started eagerly down. In the

excitement of the moment he forgot the

sword he was wearing and swinging out
from his side it caught between the bal-

usters. He fell heavily and unable to

save himself, rolled to the bottom.
Stunned though he was, through it all

he could hear the boys drawing nearer
and remembered that he must hurry.

Hastily straightening his disordered gar-
ments and resuming his cap, he felt his

way along the wall to the door. For an
instant everything grew black and he
could scarcely hold himself erect. Then
he called on the iron will that had done
him such godd service and never failed.

Well remembering their old comrade
and missing him from his accustomed

place in their ranks, the column march-

ing up the road was watching for him.

Nor were they disappointed. As the

Grand Marshal riding at the head of the

ranks reached the Edwards' house the

front door opened. Captain Edwards in

complete uniform, sword in hand,

stepped out upon the porch and stood at

"attention." And so he remained while

they all tramped by, each division greet-

ing him in turn when they came into

view. As the last blue-clad straggler

disappeared up the road he collapsed. He
managed to reach the chair by the win-

dow and sank into it.

The minutes passed. Presently he par-

tially roused and as the notes of a bugle
call reached his failing senses, he recog-
nized, "Taps." His lips formed the

words, "Lights Out," and a faint smile

tinged his face, but the tired body failed

to respond.
The warrior had answered his last

bugle call, the lonely heart had joined
its mate.



Night In Heaven

By George Sterling

All the harps of Heaven sang in the timeless noontide,

Sang in the day that God had made eternity ;

And memory was fled at the drying of the tears,

Tears that won the Happiness.

Many in their bliss w^ere the souls that had forgotten
—

Souls lost in light that hid them each from each ;

And their harping as a sea beat on the Throne unceasingly.

Joyous and terrible.

And vaster from their chords surged the music made marvelous.

Till they sang not as men w^hom He saved for their lowliness ;

Till their quiring was as that of the angels who sinned not,

Familiar of his glory.

And the Lord thought, "Behold ! they are yet as wayward children.

Forgetful with joy, and haughty in their music!

Now shall I cause that their hearts renew their need of Me,

And one of another."

All the harps of Heaven sang in a sudden twilight.

And the souls gazed each on each in the ebbing of His radiance ;

Low throbbed the chords till their music was of memory
And the homes of their sorrow-time.

They sang of toil that ceased, and of kine that left the hillside,

Of dumb things that fed, and of children tired and dusty.

Of the moon great and low, and the warmth of lowly hearths—
These, and their comforting.

All the harps of Heaven sang in a holy darkness.

And like the stars in dew shone the tears of men remembering.

Weary men and humble, that had the night for slumber—
Night and its tenderness.

Now if they forget, and the human in their harping

Cease like a flower from the face of things eternal,

Comes again the evening, the shadow of His glory.

So the souls remember.



A Welcome substitute for my own comments on the politi-

cal situation will be this letter from the Yogi Angiras.

Angiras to his heart brother Saunaka,
at Benares:

Wisdom be with you and health rather
than gold. Joy come to those whom you
love and who love you. I am well. I have
come to this truly wonderful Republic and
have learned that he who seeks abroad
for wisdom commits folly. It is a nation

great in material things; weak in spiritual.
It is strong in its lands and forests and
mines and it mistakes the strength of the
earth for its own strength. Its people
have risen to power because of freedom,
yet they seek to strangle freedom. No
one is free to say or do what is not cus-

tomary. Customs and externals are to them
everything—the soul of things nothing.
They mob our poor countrymen because
their skins are dark, not knowing that from
us they themselves are derived. They jeer
at a turban. Why? Simply because they
themselves wear a different head covering.
Having freely taken possession of this con-
tinent they now forcibly debar all those
who have darker skins than their own.
They are devoured of machines of iron
and machines of government; they have
unlimited wealth, which is monopolized by
the upper caste, but there is no search for

the Brahma. No—By Krishna! not any-
where. They are an ignorant people—
save in wealth-getting. I have attended
their assemblies which choose their ruler.

As Avichi differs from Nirvana, so do
these assemblages differ from the contem-
plative calm of Yoga. The votaries are
madmen. They come from every quarter
and are mere messengers without author-
ity—the real authority being in a few
select ones. The first of the rites is the
parade in the streets, the votaries bearing
banners and emblems. They prance and
shout and wave their arms like little fool-

ish children. The votaries have nothing,
to say—no power, no authority—a few
chiefs declare the things to be done. The
office of the votaries is only to howl.
When the few in authority have decided

which votaries shall be admitted and on
what stage they shall stand, the platform
is erected in a great building and all the
votaries being present, the idols are shown
and the names of the candidates for the
office of Ruler are declared in turn—and
he is chosen whose adherents can scream
the longest. In the convention at Chicago,
the present Rajah Roosevelt, was chosen
(the shouting for him continued forty-nine
minutes, thirty-seven and one-half seconds)
but he declined as he intends a tiger hunt.
Then the votaries howled again and this
time it was the adherents of Bill Taft who
were able to continue shrieking the long-
est, (thirty-two minutes four seconds be-
fore they were exhausted). Two of the
Roosevelt electors died because of their

loyalty,—one screamed till he burst a
blood vessel,—the other with wonderful
courage continued shouting till his breath
passed away entirely, I can give you no
idea of the heat, the noise, the fury, the
chaos and as it seemed to me,—the child-
ish folly of it all. If the assemblage could
debate a question or counsel wiih one an-

other, I could understand the meeting.
But to congregate in an unwieldy gather-
ing and decide by hysterics who is to be
ruler seems to me not the act of rational

beings. Naturally the votaries are selected

solely because of their lung power and en-
durance—and high prices are paid for a

stupid fellow who has a throat of brass.
The party of the Republic having chosen
Bill Taft, the party of the Democrats in

the same way chose Bill Bryan. (Bill is

their term of honor equivalent to Sahib).
There were the same street parades with
mystic dances, contortions and exhibition
of idols;—a tossing of arms and above all,—noise, noise, noise! Like children or

drunkards, the Bill Bryan shouters not

only outshouted all his rivals, but shouted
longer than has ever been known (one
hour and twenty-one minutes and five sec-

onds). Most accurate records are kept of
these bowlings because not only is the pres-
ent contest decided by the endurance of the
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partisans, but there Is a great desire to

outdo all previous records. It is very im-

portant not to miss a second. It is not an
intellectual exercise. Think of shouting—simply shouting, O Snunaka, for one
hour and twenty-one minutes or even for

forty-seven n»inutes, simply making a
noise like any beast!
Oh my brother! I can see you in the

shade of your stately deodars or lying
upon the house top, contemplating the
stars and the mysteries, and I fancy your
pitying smile for these poor barbarians
who pity us. When their ancestors were
rending raw flesh with savage jaws, ours
had been for five thousand years cultivat-

ing mind. With them poverty is as grind-
ing as with us; privilege and caste as iron
clad and as despoiling. With them pov-
erty is also vicious; and privilege brutal.
With them, too, the mob is ignorant—
fickle—caught with clap-trap and led by
emotions. Not by reason. Religion is a
dead thing, a mere custom and habit. It

is form only, not soul and force. They
are running after material things by which
the body lives; which is indeed good, but
they are without a daily hunger for spir-
itual things, without which the body is

but existence. The famines of our un-
happy people have taught us that the wel-
fare of the body is the root of all happi-
ness and of all progress, and all reform
must bring health and comfort to the body
or it is not reform. But we have also
learned that the light of the world is that
flame of the body-—mind.

The Bill Taft and the Bill Bryan parti-
sans have put forward certain promises
to catch the people, as we put out millet
seed to catch birds, and as they are seek-

ing the same game, the bait is not very
different In the two cases. But as it seems
to me, Bill Bryan is in truth nearer to
the people. For the party of the Repub-
lic (which is the Bill Taft party) is the

party which has defended and fostered the

high-caste nobles, who have enslaved the

people—and this party and Bill Taft are

preferred by the wealthy high-caste. Na-
turally these princes prefer the party which
will injure them least, and as their inter-

ests are opposed to the interests of the
mass of common people, it would seem that
the party preferred by the nobles can not
be the best party for the people. Rajah
Roosevelt, the present ruler, has initiated

some of the Bill Bryan doctrines, which
has caused him to be hated by the high
caste, but they feel so much more secure
in the party of the Republic that they
would prefer even Rajah Roosevelt him-
self to Bill Bryan, who first originated the
reforms so much feared. Therefore, I

argue that the people ought to themselves
prefer Bill Bryan, whom their enemies
hate. Bill Taft is the man of the high
caste and wealth. Bill Bryan is the man
of the people, but there is so much emo-

tion and blind custom and so little reason
in the doings of this curious people that
it is most probable they will keep in power
their enemies and reject their friends-
Wherefore I conclude as I began, that he
who goes abroad in search of wisdom—
aye, even though it be but an inch beyond
his own forehead, commits folly.

I have been with you in spirit and you
with me, but I am thirsty to speak face to

face, and when once more we sit upon your
housetop, 01 in the shade of the temple
where calm has brooded, time immemorial,
I will tell you of the marvelous things
done by this people who have weighed the
sun and analyzed it, who have penetrated
the secrets of the earth, yet they are apes
in ignorance of the soul and in a brainless
prostration before foolish customs, only
because they are customs. The dog of the
jungle knows its foes, but these people
do not know their enemies. They separate
light into its elements, but they care not
to know what makes poverty. Wisdom
remain with you, O my soul brother, and
health, which is the root of happiness, and
peace. May Nirvana be yours.

ANGIRAS.

I think Angiras is in error in saying
there iS no difference between the Repub-
lican and the Democratic platforms. It

is true, tach has touched on many identical

subjects in a very similar manner—as

post roads, postal savings banks, pensions,
preservation of forests and natural re-

sources, etc. But the Democratic plat-
form expressly repudiates contributions
from corporations and advocates publish-
ing contributions; the Republican plat-
form is silent. The Democratic platform
advocates an income tax; the Republican
is silent. The Republican platform calls

for legislation to aid in upbuilding a mer-
chant marine; the Democratic denounces
ship subsidies or any such further assaults

on the pocket of the tax-payer for the

benefit of the few. The Democratic plat-
form specifically states that the tarifT

must be revised so as to put on the free

list paper, logs, timber, etc., and all arti-

cles which compete with trust-made arti-

cles; a reduction in duty on the necessa-
ries of life and on articles which compete
with American articles which are sold

more cheaply abroad than at home; and
generally to bring the tariff to a revenue
basis.

The Republican platform jjeclares In

general language for a revision by a spe-
cial session of Congress, and commends a

maximum and minimum rate which the

President may declare under guidance of

a law—something on the, line of the reci-

procity idea of James G. Blaine.
The Republican platform tickles Labor

and has an injunction plank which de-

clares the law as it Is, or as It ought to

be if the court follows the existing rules
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of equity jurisprudence. It says an injunc-
tion ought not to issue witliout notice,
unless wliere irreparable injury would re-

sult. That is the law of equity today. No
injunction is ever supposed to issue, save
in cases where there is no adequate rem-
edy at law, where money damages would
not afford a just and adequate remedy,
and where irreparable injury would be
sustained by the complainant. The Demo-
cratic platform states that no injunction
shall issue in industrial disputes if none
would properly issue if the case were not
an industrial dispute. This also is found
to be vague and general. The Demo-
cratic platform expressly advocates
trial by jury for contempts committed out
of the presence of the court. Why not? The
contempt is a species of crime. It is a
violation of a law made by the court. The
punishment is fine or imprisonment or
both. Why should this fact be tried by the
offended lawmaker alone, and not by a

jury, as other offences are tried?
The Dem.ocratic platform expressly de-

clares for the right of laboring men to

unite A^ithout being considered an illegal
combination in restraint of trade. The
right to unite, to assemble, is an inherent
and constitutional right of American citi-

zenship, provided only that the purpose
be peaceful. The decisions by some courts
that these unions are in restraint of trade
and that a resolution of boycott by a union
against some manufacturer, is an unlawful
restraint. of trade under the Sherman act,

is a foolish distortion. Restraint of trade

implies some effort by contract, force or
threats to control the act of another in

the conduct of his business. It never
could have, by any sound logic or right
reason, application to the case where a
lot of men, by peaceful and truthful means,
try to persuade others not to deal with a
certain individual or not to purchase a
certain article. I have a right not to
deal with a particular grocer, and if I do
not lie about him I have a right to per-
suade everyone I can, not to deal with
him. If it be lawful for me to do this,

why is it not lawful for several of us to
unite in doing it? True, we may cause
the grocer to lose customers, and that is

the excuse for the court's intervention, but
since when have courts had power to in-

terfere with freedom of individual peace-
able action and truthful speech, merely to
save some one from loss? If there be
libel or slander, or force or threats of
force or trespass, the court may properly
interfere, provided there be no remedy at

law, and irreparable injury be threatened.
I deny the right of any court to interfere

against any strike or boycott in which
only truthful representations are made

and peaceable persuasions to voluntary
acts used.

The Democratic platform is also emphat-
ically opposed to centralized power—but
reaffirms the right of the states to regu-
late the affairs within its borders. The
following is the plank on imperialism:

We condemn the experiment In Imperialism as an
Inexcusable blunder which has Involved us In enor-
mous expense, brought us wealjness Instead of strength
and laid our nation open to the charge of abandoning
a fundamental doctrine of self government. We favor
an Immediate declaration of the nation's purpose to

recognize the Independence of the Philippine Islands
as soon as a stable government can be established.

But Angiras is, in my opinion, right
when he intimates that we worship these

things of politics too much. I went out
into the hills and made me gods out of
stones and prayed to them: "send me
prosperity," but they were dumb. I said
to them: "I know what prosperity is—it is

enough food for all and enough of clothes
and of warmth and shelter from the bitir.g
winds of winter." I said to them: "I know
whence prosperity comes—it comes from
the rains which fertilize the earth, and
from the flowing rivers—from the deep
mines and the shadowed forests. Pros-

perity is the gift of the great Earth Mother
to her children—not to a few, but to all,

so that none may starve and none perish
from cold."

I called to my gods of stone to make
the rain come, to sow the fields and cause
the seeds to sprout; to cover the orchard'^

with blossoms and with fruit; to fill the
veins of the earth with minerals and rear

up the columns of the forest, but still they
remained only stones. I said to them:
"Can you make prosperity? How is it

made?" But they were dumb. I called on
them to feed the wasted ones—to save the
babies dying for lack of food; to cleanse
the slums and put a little sunshine into
the days of the bony-armed and weary-
eyed; to let down the fences so that boys
and girls need not go to hell—to die never
knowing the happiness of life, which even
the birds know and the beasts of the field.

Still they were dumb. Then I knocked
them to pieces for the senseless stones
that they were, and lying down upon the
dry summer grass to watch the purple
coming of the evening, I seemed to be
filled with a knowledge that the earth is

the mother of all and the source of all, and
the only true politics is that all men may
have a free and equal access to her, and
that none shall deprive another of his

right to any unoccupied bit of the mother
earth upon which he could sustain him-
self, nor by force or cunning device take
away from another any part of that which
he has earned.
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Money In English Walnuts
A New Fruit for the Pacific Northwest

By Ansel R. Clark

ISTUDENT at one of the

great educational institu-

tions of the Pacific North-

west, while walking about
the campus some months

ago, was amazed bv a

most jyjculiar sight that met his gaze.
One of the most dignified of his much
respected professors was squatting pre-

cariously on rhe out-jutting edge of a
small shed roof and vigorously flourish-

ing a branch. The dumbfounded student

halted, open-mouthed.
The professor continued his antics

with the branch, waving it up and down
and from side to side in the vicinity of

a brightly foliaged tree that grew near
the shed, ai)parently making signs to

some one within the cover of its leaves.

Then he dropped easily to the ground
and made off in the direction of the

horticultural laboratory and the green-
houses.
When the professor had disappeared

the astonished student reconnoitered and

finally approached the tree that had been
the object of the learned man's atten-

tions. He even climbed upon the shed

and examined the branches that project-
ed over the roof but could find nothing
that would satisfy his curiosity. Then,
he sought the professor and demanded
an explanation.

"Oh," said the learned man, shortly,

being Scotch and slightly non-commit-

tal, "I was merely pollenizing." Then he

added, as he saw the need for enlighten-

ment, "that branch I was waving came
from a small Pracparturicn walnut tree

en the other side of the campus. I was

shaking the pollen from that branch
onto the fruit buds of the' tree by the

shed, which is a walnut of the same va-

riety as the smaller one. The big tree

by the shed has a peculiarity. Its pollen
is produced and is blown away be-

fore the fruit buds are ready for it, thus

leaving the buds very nearly unfertil-
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ized. The pollen on the small tree, from

which I took that branch, is not produced
until some two weeks after that of the

larger tree. Thus I figure that by shak-

ing the pollen from the small tree onto

the fruit buds of the larger one when

they need it, I shall greatly improve the

nuts thus affected. Therefore I shall

expect to see much better and larger
nuts on the branches that I have semi-

artificially pollenized."
The student thereupon retired, abashed

by the superior knowledge and wisdom
of the professor he had so nearly sus-

pected of insanity. Later, when the wal-

nuts began to swell and turned their

sleek glistening sides to the sun, the

professor's prediction came true. On
the branches he had pollenized, the nuts

were far larger and better developed
than on any of the other branches.

Rise of the Nezu Industry.

And the learned professor is not alone

in his branch-shaking experiments in

the Pacific Northwest. Many men in the

States of Oregon and Washington are

busily engaged in the mysteries of graft-

ing, pollenizing and budding, as well as

many other strange rites, indulged in

by those who worship at the shrine of
horticulture. There are men of vari-

ous types and inclinations, farmers, fruit

growers and scientific investigators, as-

well as many others, who are ever dili-

gently planting, grafting and thinking
in an efTort to thoroughly test the adapt-
ability of the English walnut to the soils

of these two northernmost states. And
they have met with success beyond their

expectations. In all the fertile valleys

may be seen the Juglans Regia in all its

glory, in twos and threes, singly, or in

wide-stretching orchards, where thou-

sands of them spread ffieir billowy

greenness over acre upon acre of the

ever fruitful soil.

Many persons have thought profita-
ble walnut raising in the Pacific North-
west impossible, through hasty judg-
ment or a lack of knowledge. There are

many trees scattered over the two states,
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some of them of quite mature age, which
do not bear nuts in any appreciable

quantity. This fact gives the man who
judges from the store of wisdom he does
not possess, a chance to label the attempt
to grow nuts in this section a failure.

But the sterility of these trees admits of

very ready explanation and in no way
weakens the position of those who con-

tend that the nut can be grown here with

profit. Horticulture in any of its

branches, in these later days, has been
reduced to a science. Trees and their

habits are studied as carefully as is a

problem in mathematics. This is espec-

ially true of the walnut tree. It seems

to be well named scientifically
—the Jiig-

lans Regia, as it appears to endeavor in

every way to live up to its royal title.

It requires the best of care and a thor-

ough understanding of the conditions

under which it thrives best. Once un-

derstood, the nut gives no trouble what-

ever and responds readily to the care

and attention that is given it.

The sterile trees mentioned are in such
condition from several reasons. Those
trees that refuse to bear at all are usual-

ly found to be of the soft-shelled Califor-

nia or Spanish strain and are from that

reason unable to endure the climate here,
as their nuts are very poorly protected
from the cold because of exceedingly thin

shells. Occasionally one of these trees,

if in a sheltered place where the sun is

allowed free access and the tree is pro-
tected from the frost, will bear a few
nuts. Sometimes the tree itself, as well

as the nuts, is injured by the frost and
it frequently dies or becomes stunted

from this cause.

Seed Must Be Carefully Selected.

The failure of trees to bear is often

due to the fact that they are from nuts

picked up indiscriminately in stores, or

in unreliable nurseries. These nuts

sometimes produce trees but the latter

are seldom of any value, being, as a rule,
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small, scraggly weaklings with but few

nuts annually.

Soil Must Be Right.

Then, too, we find trees that have

reached quite an old age, yet are under-

sized and do not bear at all. This is be-

cause no judgment was used in the selec-

tion of the soil. It is out of reason to

expect that a walnut tree, or any other,

will grow to perfection in any soil. Every
tree is adapted to some special kind of

soil and in that

soil it will thrive

best. We would
not expect to see

a profitable rice

plantation on a

hill-top nor would
a pinion pine flour-

ish in all its vigor
in a swamp. The

question of adapt-

ability to soil is of

great importance
when dealing with

the walnut tnee

and is one of the

chief points the

successful grower
must be familiar

with. Without
delving into the

scientific phase of

the question it is

safe to say that the

soil that is best

suited for walnut

raising is a rich,

moist loam at least

fifteen feet deep
and well drained.

Rolling land with

the best, as good

AN ORIOGUN WALNUT MONAUC'H
OREGON.

this sort of

drainage is

soil is

more
assured there and the air has free pass-

age beneath the lower branches and

among the trees. Light soils, gravel and
hard pan should be avoided, as the cen-

tral or tap root will cither find small sus-

tenance or will be unable to grow deeply
as it should. Some authorities state that

the walnut tree grows just as high in the

air as the tap root grows downward into

the ground. This may or may not be a

fact but it is a certainty that the tap

root on old trees sometimes reaches an

astonishing length.

History of the Walnut.

Just why this very important article

of commerce should have been dubbed

the "English walnut" is not easily ex-

plained. It was not introduced into this

country by the English and it might as

well be known as the French, German
or Spanish walnut and even better as the

Persian walnut, as it was in Persia that

Europeans first

discovered the nut.

Soldiers and trad-

ers from Euro-

pean countries,

while making ex-

cursions into Per-

sia and other

Western Asiatic

dominions, were
attracted by the

extremely edible

and useful nut and
carried back quan-
tities of them to

their native lands,

where, as a mat-
ter of course, they
were experimented
with in an eflFort

to introduce them
into Europe. Most
of these attempts
met with some

success, particular-

ly in S p a i n,

France, Italy, Ger-

many and England.

Varieties.

There are many varieties of walnuts.
The common black, or the American
walnut, scientifically known as the Jug-
laits Nigra, is raised more extensively in

the United States than anywhere else,

and while its flavor is veW good and the

nut possesses many desirable qualities,
it is not so adaptable to the purposes of

commerce as the Juglans Rcgia or, as

we know it, the English walnut. In the

matter of transportation and handling,
the thin light shell of the latter nut makes
it far the superior of the American nut.

MILU At Kli;
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The English walnut is grown in several

sections of the United States, including
localities of New York and some of the

Southern states. But it is in California,

that it has made the most progress.* In

this state of rose-gold atmosphere and

semi-tropical climate, the walnut seems,

by right of association, to belong. In the

popular mind the nut is thought of as

contemporaneous with palm-dotted

Advantages of the North Coast States.

But this is not necessarily a fact. In-

vestigation brings many things to light
and investigation and experimentation
has made it possible, and indeed, exceed-

ingly probable, for Oregon and Wash-
ington to come to the front with a line of

nuts that will relegate California and her

romantic environment to the background.

ilil_i;l\Li KNGLlSll WALNUTS NL.Vi: i'A^A.-'..:>.i, :.NIA.

beaches and glorious moonlit nights ;

with broad-hatted peons of chocolate

complexion, laboring diligently under a

tropical sun,with a cowled monk or so

in the background. California has all

of these, even the walnuts themselves

and, very fittingly they were introduced

into the state by the Spanish friars. Thus
it would seem as if California were
fitted to meet all comers in the nut-grow-
ing line.

Right here again enters the subject of

variety. California does well with the

nuts that she raises and that are particu-

larly suited to her climate and soil. Her
northern sisters can do better, but with

different varieties of nuts. Investigation
has developed several somewhat new va-

rieties of nuts, commonly known as the

"French" varieties, that are very well

adapted to our soils and that far out-

distance the California strains for pro-
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FRANKLIN-1909
G i8 H. P. runabout with hamper, $1750. With single or double rumble, $1800.
G 18 H. P. touring-car, $1850.
D 28 H. P. five-passenger touring-car, $2800. And runabout, with single or

double rumble, $2700.H 42 H. P. seven-passenger touring-car, $3750. And runabout, with single or

double rumble, $3600

An automobile should be built for

what it has to do.

There's no need of its being- enormously bulky and

heavy to carry people and climb and go.
No automobile ever built has such clean-cut usable

ability as the Franklin model H touring-car, or is so delight-
ful to ride in and strong and safe

; yet it weighs less than

2500 pounds.
It has a 42 horse-power engine with six cylinders. It

carries seven passengers. It is capable of 55 miles an hour.

There is no jolting, no jar, no vibration.

All this splendid ability can be used to the limit on all

sorts of roads with an easefulness and security and inde-

pendence never approached in any other automobile.

Franklins don't have to be bulky and heavy. They have no water-cool-

ing apparatus to carry. And every Franklin has a laminated wood frame and

four full-elliptic springs, and large wheels and tires. All this eliminates jar

and shock and the necessity for bulk and heaviness.

The Franklin Type D is the greatest of five-

passenger automobiles:—
Powerful, commodious and strong, but not

bulky nor heavy. No heavy, hard -riding
water-cooled automobile—no matter how big it

is nor how much it costs, can equal Type D on
American roads.

The Type G is the only high-grade, small
automobile :

—
Moderate in size, light in weight and as re-

fined and stylish as the largest Franklin models.
Type G is swift, able and extremely economical.
And you can't wear it out.

There's neither comfort nor safety in useless weigfht ;
and it is

frightfully expensive.

The value of an automobile is not in bulk and machinery and

power-rating, but in what it actually does on the road, measured by
the cost per mile and per year for doing it.

"
Something for nothing" is no more to be had in automobiles

than anywhere else. You get what you pay for.

Every Franklin is worth the money.
Write for the advance catalogue for 1909

H H FRANKLIN MFG CO., Syracuse N Y

Don't fnrtrr'l: to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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duction and flavor. California raises

principally two varieties, the Soft Shell

and the Santa Barbara. Oregon and

Washington now raise, and thousands

more are being planted annually, the

Franqtiette, the Chahcrte, the Mayette
and many others. The Western portions
of these states seem to be best suited to

nut culture, the extremes of climate and
the aridity of the

soil seeming to

preclude remuner-

ative growing in

the eastern por-
tions. With the

introduction of

Government recla-

mation projects
and the furnishing
of water to the

desert lands it

may, however, be
found possible and

profitable to grow
nuts even there.

The culture of

the walnut, how-

ever, is merely in

its infancy here.

What we have to-

day is merely a

promise of the

great orchards
that will in a few

years cover our

valleys and over-

flow to the hill-

sides. There are

now no mammoth
plantations in either state. Also prac-
tically all of the trees in this section are

comparatively young. There are no old

orchards, as the term is understood

among nut growers. Most of the trees

are under fourteen or fifteen years of

age, although there are isolated cases
where trees have attained a much greater
age.

An Interesting Record.

With regard to varieties, the follow-

ing record kept by Henry J. Riddle,
a prominent land-owner on the Colum-
bia River near Vancouver, will doubt-
less be of great value to prospective wal-

vVt:;-:-:a

A FORTY-YKAR-OLD WALNUT TREK ON TIIK OLD
GOVEUNOK PENNOYKR ESTATK SOUTHEAST

OF PORTLAND, OREGON.

nut growers. Mr. Biddle has a large
and exceedingly well cultivated estate

and has indulged in the raising of wal-
nuts as a diversion and not as a busi-

ness venture.

His orchard is comparatively small,
but all trees are true to type and
have been regularly cultivated and cared

for with the utmost pains. Mr. Biddle

has segregated the

trees in order that

there should be no

mixing of type
and has kept a

close and accurate

record of the

peculiarities and
bearing qualities
of every tree. For
the purposes of
this article Mr.
Biddle very kindly
offered a copy of

the record of his

trees for the year
1906. It will be
observed that all

points are covered,
such as loss by
drying, age of

tree, etc. Mr. Bid-
die's land is typi-
cal of the soils in

Western Oregon
and Washington
and proves very
adaptable to the

raising of walnuts.

Record kept by Mr. Biddle.
Net Wt

Agp of No. of W*>lKbt Weight Per ct. Per
Varieties Tree Trees Green Dry Ijoss Tre«
Miiyette ...12 Yrs.

Fraiiquette ..12 Yrs.
Parisienne ...10 Yra.

Veury 12 Yra.
Chalx'rte .... 12 Yrs.

Praeparturleii.l2 Yrs.
Mamiuoth ...lU Yrs.

125

103
74
97
48

53
82
19

108
4.S

6.3

33

412

40.4
MA
42.4
3.3.7

STi.l

29.0
31.2

34.7

Falacics About Nut Culture.

There are many fallacies indulged in

by walnut growers, chief among them,
the ideas held by some relating to the

tap root and the matter of "generation."
Some growers hold that it will kill or
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days from New York Styles and an actual saving of from 25 to 50
per cent, on your vrearing apparel. And the "NATIONAL" pays
expressage.
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400 New Fall Suitings.

Wouldn't you like to see this "NATIONAL" Style
Book and Samples of the New Materials? They will be
sent you entirely free if you write for them to-day.

Tailored Suits .

Made-to-order $750$QC 1^New York Styles^ / "^^O*/
Style "BooK. and Samples Free

The 20th Anniversary Number of the "NATIONAL"
Style Book is the most complete and most interesting ever
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FREE
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NATIONAL CLOAK & SUIT CO.
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Laigcst Ladies'' Oicijitfing- Esiablis/unent inike World
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seriously injure a tree that is being trans-

planted into new ground if the tap or

central root is cut off or injured in any
way. Many others nevertheless affirm

that a tree is benefitted by this treatment,
and always cut the root when transplant-

ing. This matter is only a difference of

opinion between growers.
The matter of "generation" is a bug-

aboo. It originated, no one knows where
and has given much trouble. In all prob-

and seedlings as "first-generation" pro-
ducts. The orchardist who purchases
them is led to believe that they will give
far better results than any others.

Prominent investigators and nut grow-
ers affirm that this "generation" idea is

entirely fallacious, holding that good, se-

lected nuts that are true to type, will

give as good results as can be expected,
if planted and cared for in the proper
manner. The idea seems to be merely

A WALNUT ORCHARD UNDEB IBRIGATION, CALIFORNIA.

ability it was brought into being by nur-

serymen wishing to create an erroneous

impression to further the sale of some
particular lot of trees handled by them.
The idea has grown and is a bone of
contention that has reached colossal

proportions. The advocates of the "gen-
eration" mirage held that nuts from

"first-generation" trees will give them
better results than any others. They also

claim that seedlings from these trees

are the best. Now a first-generation tree

is what is sometimes known as an "orig-
inal" tree. The nurseries that hold to

the "generation" idea, import setdhngs
and nuts from France and sell these nuts

an unworthy camp-follower in the wake
of a new industry.

An Industry of the Future.

As has been stated, and it is essentially
true, walnut culture in Oregon and

Washington is an industry of the future.

The oldest orchards in these two states

are not bearing in sufficient quan-
tities to show what can be accomplished
under the conditions here. But enough
has been done to conclusively prove that,

given the proper care and attention, the
walnut will do the rest in producing a
new and paying crop and will take her

place as an honored sister of the Hood
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Trinidad Lake. British West Indies

Whafs the difference?
Genasco is as different from other roof-

ings as wool is from shoddy, or gold from
pyrites.

You can't always tell from the looks,
but the difference soon shows in the wear.

Genasco
Ready Roofing

is made ofTrinidad Lake Asphalt—Nature s

everlasting waterproofer. Other roofings
are made of—who can tell?

Ask your dealer for Genasco. Insist on getting it. Look
for the trade-mark. Mineral or smooth surface. Write for

samples and the Good Roof Guide Book.

THE BARBER ASPHALT PAVING COMPANY
Largest producers of asphalt, and largest
manufacturers of ready roofing in the world.

PHILADELPHIA
New York San Francisco Chicago

Don't forpTPt to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will bo approf i.itod.
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^of great Intcrtst to

Every Prospective Mother
Something new — only scientific garmtni of thi

kind .ever invented. Combinei »o!id 'comfort

Mse with » "
fine form

" ind elegant appearance

the home, on tht sireci, and in tocicty.
— Alwajri drspea

evenly in front «nd back — no bullsine^i — no drjw.«rm;
— no lacing— no ripping or bastmg

— Can be worn the year
round.

Made in several itytes, and at price* lower than you can buy the

material and have ihcm made at home.

CDPT ^'"'^ ^"' °"' ^"" ••luatraled Book — " Fine-Form
rlxHad Maternity Skirt"— li'» l>fE to every wuman wru-

ing for it. TclU all about these skirts, their advantages, styles,

f material, and cost Gives opinions of physicians, dressmakers, and

users. 10 Day* Free Trial. 'When you get out biK>k, if your

dialer has not yet been supplied with Fine-Form Maternity Skirts

make your selection of material and stylo, and we will make the

garment to your order When you gel it, wear it ten day*, and

if you don't find it exactly a* repreaenled, send it back and

II cheerfully refund every cent paid. Other Skirta-

If not in need of a maternity skirt, remember our famous H iV W
dre« and walking skirts will positively please vou — tame

guarantee— Illustrated book free. Which book shall w

ml ' Write lo-dav to

Beyer & Williamt Co., Dept. R Buffalo. N. Y

WARNING Till- Fine-Form Maternity Skirt

is the only 'Maternity Skirt" on tlic

market—all substitutes will rise in front durinif dtwelopnu-nt
—a fault so npuk'nant to every woman of rednod taste. No
patterns can be i)urchased anywiiere for this Karmcnt. Its

special features arc protected by patents.

River strawberry and the giant fruit of

the Washington valleys.

Longevity of the Walnut.

Walnut trees begin to bear at from

eight to twelve years of age. From the

time that they start to bearing their year-

ly increase is very perceptible up to an

age of about twenty years, when they

may be said to have reached maturity.
From this age on, the tree will bear

^
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future. When his orchard at last reaches

a good bearing age the dividends begin
to come in and its owner is assured a

goodly competence during the declining

years of his life. He is his own company,
its president, treasurer, and board of di-

rectors. In fact he is the arbitor of his

own fortunes and is dependent on no

one.

Demand for Walnuts.

There has been in the past and prob-

YOUNG WALNUT ORCHARD IN THE WILLAMETTE
VALLEY, OREGON.

ably always will be a very great demand
for these nuts, and they have ever com-
manded fancy prices. The walnut is

essentially a dainty fruit and this should

mean much to the advantage of the Ore-

gon or Washington fruit grower, as

these men have already set an example
in the way of the fancy packing of fruit,

that has never been surpassed anywhere.
The walnut, which requires just this

sort of care, should be especially easy of

handling by our packers. The nut mar-
ket has rapidly increased in the past few

years and gives every indication of con-

* 'Peaches andCream"
describes the complexions enjoy-
ed by the users of Lablache.

They are free from blemishes,
that oily appearance, and are
smooth and velvety.
"To all ladies -who desire abeautiful com-

plexion I recommend Lablache—tiie great-
est of all beautiflers." So writes Miss L. Mae
Wuinraanof Evansville, luU., whose picture appears above.

Refuse substitutes. Theymay be dangerous. Flesh, White, Pink,
orCreamiSDc. abox, of druggistsorby muil. Send V)c.for sample.

BEN. LEW CO., French Perfumers
Dept. 32125 King^ston St., Boston, Mass.

RECAMIER CREAM
For the Complexion

Will cure a bad
skin and pre-
serve a good
one.

Used by cele-
brated beauties

fornearacentury

For Sale Elverywhere.

Two slzos—
50c and $ 1 .00

Recamier Manfg. Co., No. 127 W. 31st St, N. Y. Cty
Send for free sample and interesting illustrated boo let

Handy"Shur-On
Eyeglasses

The newest ityle "Shar-On" f
On and off with one hand without %^

touching the lenses—a neat flngcr-picco

does it. No objectionable coil springs that

constantly break; no screws to work loose.

Like all Shub-Ons they are graceful in

appearance and hold firmly without

pinching.

Get the genuine "Handy" Shur-On.
Backed by 44 years' reputation. Ask

your optician. Shapes to fit any nose.

"Suna-ON" stamped on every mounting.
Illustrated book free.

E. Kirstein Sons Co., Dept.V
EsUblished 1864 Rochester, N. Y.

'%.

DON'T SHOUT!
"The Morley Phone"

makes low sounds plainly heard.

A miniature Phone for the Ear—
invisible, easily adjusted, and en-

tirely comfortable. Over fifty thou-
sand sold, giving relief from
deafness and head noises. There
are but few cases of deafness

that cannot be benefited.

Write for booklet and testimonials

THE MORLEY CO., Dept. 100

PerrylBldK.. 16th andChestnut Su. PHILADELPHIA
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PURITY
A matter of great importance to the expectant or

nursing mother is the purity of food and drink
taken during this period.

*'The Pare Malt Tonic'

is a liquid food containing the highly nourishing proper-
ties of the Barley Malt. It is retained by the most

delicate stomach, and is readily assimilated.

ASK YOUR PHYSICIAN

MALT RAINIER DEPARTMENT

Seattle Brewing & Malting Company
SEATTLE, U. S. A.

Pure Food Guarantee on

Every Bottle
SPOKANE. WASH.

WM. BLACKMAN,
161 South Post St.

Diatributlngr Agrenclos at

PORTLAND. ORE. SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.
S. M. BLUMAUER, JOHN RAPP & SON.

M Third St.

tinuing to do so. Not only are nuts

recognized by vegetarians as being one
of the most sustaining of known foods,
but it is a fact allowed by all medical
and scientific men. Meat prices have

eliminate meat as an article of diet (as

many vegetarians hold) it is neverthe-

less a fact that, with our rapidly in-

creasing population and from other rea-

sons, the market for nuts has increased

OBROON-nROWN MAYETTR WALNTT. WITH AND
WITHOUT HULL. ONE-THIUI) NATURAL SIZK.

soared skyward and the public has be-

gun to look about for something that

may partially, at least, take the place of
meat. While some will not allow that

nuts can entirely do this, and while it

would be preposterous to believe that

the whole nation will develop nut-con-

suming propensities that will entirely

amazingly in the past few years. Figures
bear out this assertion.

The increase of nut production in Cal-

ifornia has been very slow in compari-
son with the rapidly enlarged market,—
less than four thousand tons of nuts in

nine years. To observe the increase in

the demand for nuts in this countrv, it
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is only necessary to glance at the fig-
ures given on nut imports by the gov-
ernment. In 1902, nearly twelve mil-

lion pounds of nuts were imported into

the United States from Europe. In 1905,
we received over twenty million pounds.
A comparison of these nuts,—mostly
from France—and the nuts that are

grown in Oregon and Washington,
shows the latter to be far superior to

the imported nuts in every way. The
domestic nut is much larger, more uni-

form in size, stands shipping better and
has a better flavor. If nuts can be
raised here with any success at all, as

they undoubtedly can be, it is safe to say,
after a perusal of these import figures,
that a market for good home-grown nuts

will not be wanting.

Prices and Yield Per Acre.

Now a good orchard at a producing
age will yield, at the least estimate, six

hundred pounds to the acre. California

has realized steadily increasing prices
since 1896. In that year seven cents per
pound was paid. In 1903, twelve and a

half cents was received. In 1906, Cali-

fornia nuts brought from thirteen to

twenty cents, according to the quality
and the manner in which they were mar-
keted.

The price received from nuts is at

least two-thirds clear profit. There is,

of course, the expense of picking. Then
there are other expenses, such as drying,
crating and sometimes shipping. Yet
when nuts are raised in any quantities
these several items of expense can all

be made to come under one-third of the

value of the nuts, leaving the grower
with his two-thirds. Therefore, gentle
capitalist, before buying stock in a Cen-
tral American Rubber Company or pay-
ing toll to some big insurance organiza-
tion, sit thyself down with a pencil and
a piece of paper and see what can be

done with fifty acres of rich Oregon or

Washington soil covered with walnut
trees producing from six to eight hun-
dred pounds of nuts to the acre, this at

a low estimate, and bringing fifteen or

twenty cents a pound. You will be

amazed. A man putting his land into

walnuts in this region has the pleasure
of realizing that he is preparing an un-

GROWTH
OF OUR COLLECTIONS
1893 $ 1,815.10 189 4 $ 8.150.21

895
89 7

899
90 1

903
905

9.455.61

8,985.57

33,819.24

43,314.92

64,385.44

87.654.98

1907
FRANCIS G. LUKE

$

1 896
1 898
1900
1 902
1904
1906

76.186.46

9.864.88

26.561.66

40.424.08

52.591.00

71.790.06

141.430.48

We will collect about 200 thousand dollars this year, We collect in every State—and in all

foreign countries. We collect for everybody. We recently collected $44.00 for Mr. T. E. Picotte

of Hailey, Idaho, from a man at No. 8 Rue Pomerou, Paris, France. We will collect some for

you, if you turn in your claims. Red Streaks of Honesty Exist in Everybody,

MERCHANTS' PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION
Scientific Collectors of Honest Debts

Suite 100 Commercial National Bank Bldg. Salt Lake City, Utah, U. S.A.
FRANCIS G. LUKE, General Manager "SOME PEOPLE DON'T UKE US"
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Eyes for Women's Dress
For evening dress, tailored gown, shirt waist, skirt

or any woman's garment the ideal fastening is

Peers .S[e Eyes
Make every garment fit smoothly—prevent sags,
folds and unsightly openings—A necessity for

perfect dress. Elasy to fasten and unfasten. Invis-

TUie le IT ''''^ when fastened. Superior in
THIS IS IT/\ everyway to other metal eyes or

silk loops. Black or white. All
sizes at all stores or by mail. Sold
only in envelopes, 2 doz. eyes,
5c ; with spring hooks, lOc.

PEET BROS..
Dept. R, Philadelphia, Pa.

WILL NOT RUST

SHIRT-WAIST 99
To advertise our exclusive de-

signs in shirt-waists for 1908,

we will send shirt-waist like cut,

stamped for shadow embroi-

dery, complete, with cot-

ton to embroider, all fo

FREIE with every purchase—our

Special Shirt-Waist Supple-

ment, showing 24 latest designs

for shirt-waists.

:99c

The Needlecraft Shop
382 Washington Street Portland. Oregon

'"'*

Opportunities
For Settlers

Is the title of a booklet that has Just
been published by the Portlg-nd Railway,
Light & Power Company.

There are golden opportunities for

farmers, dairymen and fruitgrowers
within easy reach of Portland, on the
rich farming and fruit lands along the

Oregon Water Power lines of the Port-
land Railway, Light & Power Company.

A market for every variety of farm
and garden product is readily found in

Portland, and low rates over the O. W. P.

lines, coupled with quick transportation,
enable the farmer to realize large prof-
its.

Reliable Information concerning tim-
ber lands, farrr(S, stock ranches, fruit
lands and all kinds of suburban prop-
erty situated adjacent to the O. W. P.

linos will bo gladly supplied.

For copies of booklet write to

LAND AGENT

PortlandRailwayLigkt 6^Power

Company
First and Alder Streets, Portland, Oregon

failing revenue for the later years of his

life and for his children and his chil-

dren's children, biblically speaking,
"even to the third and fourth genera-
tions." For walnut trees grow and bear

indefinitely. Also it would appear from

present indications that fifty or a hun-
dred acres in mammoth walnut trees

would not be a bad investment in the

way of a lumber business a hundred

years from now. All in all, it appears that

the new industry has come to stay and
that it is one of the most profitable to be

found in the Pacific Northwest. Follow-

ing is an incomplete list of some of the

growers and investigators who are to the

fore in the introduction of the nut into

Oregon and Washington.
H. J. Biddle, Vancouver, Washington ;

H. M. Williamson, editor of the Oregon
Agriculturalist ; A. A. Quarenberg, Van-

couver, Washington ; J. B. Pilkington,

Portland, Oregon ; Ferd Groner, Hills-

boro, Oregon ; Colonel Henry Dosch,

Portland, Oregon ;
Thomas Prince, Dun-

dee, Oregon ;
A. High, of Vancouver,

Washington, and many others. These

gentlemen are but a few who have or-

chards scattered over the two states, and
all are enthusiastic over the future of

the nut.

Custer Did Not Shoot Himself.

Colonel Godfrey Adds a Word

Just a word with reference to "Cus-

ter Mutilation." I was called by Major
Reno to "Custer Hill" to help identify

the dead at that point. When I arrived,

General Custer's body had been moved
from its original position and placed by
itself. The bullet wounds were as de-

scribed by Sergeant O'Neill, but the bul-

let entrance through the temple, was in

the left temple. There were no powder
marks ;

there was no other visible mutil-

ation. Mr. Fred Girard Ae official inter-

l)reter, told me recently that when first

found, the bodies of two soldiers were

lying one across the other and Custer's

naked body reclined against them; his

right upper arm resting on the topmost

body, his forearm and hand so placed as

to support the head.

The mutilation described by Mr. Hunt
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ARE
YOU
INVESTING
YOUR
MONEY
OR

It's worth while to give this query of

ours a little careful reflection. And,

remember, please, that any investment

which promises to make you rich over

night is a safe thing to let alone.

There are plenty of opportunities for

speculation with possible large returns ;

but they are for the man who can afford

to lose—who has money to spend.

MERELY
SPENDING
IT

If you are seeking a solid foundation

upon w^hich to build a future competency,

seek investment—not speculation.

The ideal investment incorporates

absolute safety with cash availability and

high earning power.

EARLINGTON PROPERTY olffers these three essentials, and we

wish every purchaser could see the property, because it sells itself

on sight. A small cash payment and a few dollars each month

are the terms.

There is no better place in the world for a safe, profitable

investment than the Northwest, and EARLINGTON is as good

as the Northwest affords.

Our booklet will tell you why.

It will interest you.

Send for it today.

We said in the August issue that a superior grade

of coal was found at Earlington. It is better than _
^

we thought, and more of it than indicated then. X*^.

Upon receipt of this ask for particulars.

Jones-Thompson Investment Co.

113 Seneca Street

SEATTLE : WASHINGTON
^*
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B̂UILD A BUNGALOW
Here is a specimen of our cosy and attractive bungalows.
Contains conveniences that appeal to every man and
ViToman. Note especially the long porch which makes
warm weather a pleasure. Combination living and din-

ing room has paneled wainscoting and big, open fire-

place. Kitchen and pass pantry are supplied with
modern labor saving devices, such as bins, drawers,
shelves, baking boards, cupboard, etc. Can be built

complete from our plans for from $800 to $1200,
depending upon finish and cost of materials. Cost of

plans only $5.00. This set consists of ground and floor

plans, four elevations, scale and full size details of every
part, interior and exterior that might puzzle the ordi-

nary builder. Also com-
plete typewritten specifi-
cations.

OUR BOOK
of bungalows contains this de-

sign and scores of others, ranR-
ing from $1000 to $5000—tho
choicest of bungalows. Price of

b<M>k 53c. If aljove plans aro

ordered, book included free.

LW.STILLWELL&CO.
Dept S LOS ANGEIES. UL

**^^**=

DoYou HearWell?
The Stolz Electrophone — A New, Electrical, Scientific and

Practical Invention for those who are Deaf or Partially
Deaf-MAY NOW BE TESTED IN YOUR OWN HOME.

J>caf or partially deaf peoplo may now inako a month's trial of tho Stolz

Electrophone at honie. This personal, practical test serves to prove tliat

the device satisfies, with ease, every requirement of a perfect hearing
device. Write for particulars at once, before tho offer is withdrawn,
for by this personal test plan tho final selection of the one completely
SATISFACTORY iiRARiNO AID is made easy and inexpensive for every one.
This new invention, the Stolz Electrophone (U. S. Patent No. 76.1,575)

renders unnecessary such clumsy, unsightly and frequently harmful
dovii'cs as trumpets, horns, tulx^s, ear drums, fans, etc. It Is s tiny

electric telephone that fits on the ear and
which, the instant it is applied, maunifiks
tho sound waves in such manner as to
cause an ASTOKISHINQ INCREASE iuthoCLKAR-

-: , '^^B^^^^^ KEKS of ALL SOUNDS. It overcoiues the buz-

v^'' '^^ '^''^^^em**^ ^'"' '""' ''"'''"K OBr noises and, also, so

constantly and electrically exercises tho
vital parts of tho ear that, usually, tho
natural unaided bearing itself is grad-
ually restored.

MThat Three Boiincu Men Say.
The Eletlruphone is very satisfactory Be-
inic small in size and Krcat in hearing
qualities makoa it preferable to any I

have tried and, I Iwlicve, I have tried all
of them. M. W. Hovt, Wholesale (irocer,
Michi(an Ave. and KiverSt., Chicago.

I got so deaf I could not hear with my
peaking tulKi and was advised to try the
Kleetrophone. After fifteen years of deaf-
ness, discomfort and worry I now hoar
perfectly at church and at concerts. W.
K. Utlev, Kale* Hgr., S. A. UaxwoU &
Co., Chicago.

I havo now used your Electrophone over a year, and know that It Is a
first-class scientific hearing device. Without It people havo to shi>ut

directly in my ear to make mo hear. With it, I can bear distinctly when
s|M>ken to in an orrlinar> tone. Best of all, it iiAssToprKii my iikaunoinks,
which wero a terrible aggravation. Lewis W. May, Casliior, IDO Wash-
ington St., Chicago.
Write to, or call (call if you can) at onr Chicago offices for particulars

of our personal test offer and list of other piominent endorsers who will

answer inquiries. Physicians cordially invited to invostigato aurists'

Irh V. LiiiElKA, !!;)8 r2th Av«.,May-

fiKKl, HI., wears an Klectrophono.
CSS conspicuous than cye-glassos.

Stolz Electrophone Co., 1087 Stewart Bldg.. Chicaco
Branch Oftlcei

Moines, To
Philadelphia, Cii

lllo. Foreign Onic

applies to Captain Tom Custer, except
that his face was not mutilated.

There is no justification for the asser-

tion that General Custer committed sui-

cide. E. S. GODFREY.

Whither?
(A Belated Question)

By Alvah Pendleton (Percy Vere)

Where shall it be, where shall it be
Cool mountain camp, or sounding sea?

Shall Sisson, slumbering at the base
Of mighty Shasta, be the place?

Or shall we seek our summer's ease

By Coronado's restful seas?

Find respite from the maddening crowd
In camp or cabin at McCloud?

Where Sacramento sweeps, and sings

By Castle Crag or Shasta Springs ?

Does Tahoe tempt us? Shall we make
Our camp beside this charming lake?

Or pass vacation days away
At Santa Cruz or Monterey?

Shall we begin our summer home
Beneath Mount Whitney's awful dome?

Or surcease from our worries seek

On Lassen's monumental peak ?

Does Santa Monica enticed

With breezes cool and sea beach nice,

Or have you set your hopes upon
The rugged slopes of wild St. John?

Yet if the mountains you disdain

Shall Catalina call in vain?

Where shall it be? Mount, lake or sea

From these hot valleys, let us flee.
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lat Pins
made of

Real
Roses

Real Rose Hat Pins
'T'HESE hat pins are made out of live roses, which

by a secret process changes them into metal. This

process is a discovery of Prof. L. G. Delamothe, a

noted French electro-chemist, and is without doubt
one of the lost arts of the ancient Egyptians, it is the

only process by w^hich an open rose can be perfectly

metallized. The roses used are grown in Oregon and

Washington, famous all over the world for their beauty
and superiority. Being made out of live roses, there

can, of course, be no two alike. No sculptor can make
anything so artistic, so beautiful or so perfect. Some-
thing you can wear or give, and know it is exclusive

and won't be duplicated. Finished in colors to con-
form to the prevailing fashions in Millinery, such
as Rose Gold, Green Gold, Pink Silver, Oxidized

Silver, Oxidized Copper, etc. Made in six sizes,

from the smallest bud to the full blown rose.

// uou can't obtain the genuine DELAMOTHE
Real Rose Hat Pins ( look for the name near the

top of the pin ) from your local dealer, then don 'I

accept an inferior imitation, hut send to us and we
will supply you direct. A beautiful descriptioe Booklet
about this wonderful discovery mailed free upon request.

DELAMOTHE DISTRIBUTING CO.
Sole Distributors

Dept. 13 SPOKANE, WASH.

WINCHESTER

Rifhf Revolver and
Pistol Cartridges
Except the powder, everything
that goes into Winchester cart-

ridges is made in our own plant
under our careful supervision.
This system and our facilities,

coupled with years of experi-
ence in gun making, enable us

to produce ammunition which is

conceded to be superior to all

other makes. To get it any-
where 'tis but necessary to ask
for Winchester make and look

for the Red W on the package.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.

NEW HAVEN, CONN.
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ZON B^

THE. jjRE c}^^-'^m

T/^«LKING
fMACHINES

75c. TETRAZZINI $1.85
Five Records of the greatest operatic star of recent years,

Including her most renowned selections A W A £ T Z
DREAM. Six selections from the Straus musical hit which

captivated New York. One 12 in , 5 10 in , the set $3 50.

All the music from The Merry Widow, sung and played

exactly as on the stage. The eight best numbers, 10 in . $4,80.

Zon-o-phones are the finest talking machines known—lower in

price, model for model, than any others, reducing the cost Zon-

o-phone Records play longer, are musically superior at the same

price, doubling the pleasure. Our lists include complete operas
and all the latest music. Let us mail our monthly bulletins to

vour home. Write to
« «.

WALNUT
TREES
Plant Mayette
and Franquette
VARI E Tl ES
Best adapted to
Pacific Northwest.
Send for Catalogue

J. B. PILKINGTON

MA -v/- r^ "-r* -r- i--
nuk-skrvman

AY EL. 1 1 11 P0Bo,240 Portliiid.Or

R
OSEBURG>.
The Commercial Metropolis

of Southern Oregon
liniato and divomificd induntriei
g an ar>^a of 4NIX) Siiiiaro inilos,

I nf the oiitiro North-

The fertile soil, splend
of Douglas County, oliibrHi

liinko it one of the most favored
west. IjiiuU well adapto'l to f

alfalfa and small fruits which can Ixi had at from t40 to t7J
an acre would cost from t'ilXI to t3(X) an acre in the mora
widely advertised districts throiinhoiit the West. As a city of
homes and churches, having splendid educational advantages
and exceptional op|K>rtuiiitte8 for the poor man, Rosulnirg
invites your fullest investigation. For further information
address either of the following prominent firms

W. L. Cobb Real Ertatc Co. Tbe Fannon Real Estate Co.

ROSEBURG, OREGON

"JAYHAWKERS
OF '49"

History of Party which

Discovered Death Valley

Most thrilling Pioneer Story ever

written. Now running in the

Death Valley Magazine
Write for Free Sample Copy

DEATH VALLEY PUBLISHING CO.
RHYOUTE : NEVADA

Do You Want To Stop Drinking?
Why not begin today and invest the

money saved ? Anti-Fru will cure

you. $2.00 a bottle, express paid.SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET
Covina Company Box 224 Covina, California

^LOOKING^^ AHEAD?

iW^

If so, take advantage of

today's opportunitie* for

the merchant, farmer,-

fruit grower and busi-

ness man along the Paci-

fie Coast Elxtension of the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway
Descriptive Books Free F A.Miller G P.A.Chicago

ACrrYlOBEETnELD
Tekoa. Washington, offers investors and homeseekers
an opportunity for money returna, invested in real

estate, surpassed by no other town in the West. TTie

Chicago, Milwaukee & St Paul Railroad is building
into Tekoa. The O. R. & N main line passes through
Tekoa The Couer d Alene Indian Reservation,
adioimng the town, will soon be opened, and when
it IS. land values in Tekoa will take a big jump
Still have some good investments in one, five and
ten acre tracts in this rich, fertile, growing country,
where the advance in value will make the investor well
to do within a brief time It will pay you to investigate
Write for full information and descriptive circular to

F. J.MAHONEY : TEKOA,WASH.

Don't forget l.i iniiiliiiii 'I'lir Pa, Hi,- .M.mllily wlu-ii (Ifullng witli ntlvcrtlsfrs. It will Ix- Mpprcilatt'il.
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A Stevens Man Can Wait
for his shot with a satisfaction of knowing that when
it comes he can depend upon his gun. Stevens guns
are easy to shoot with because they are correctly bal-

anced and because they shoot accurately. Stevens

rifles and pistols hold the world's tarijet records.

Ask us about the STEVENS Demi-Bloc System of
Double Guti Manufacture.

Every man should read Dan Beard'5 •* Guns and

Gunning." It tells all about woodcraft, habits of game
birds.camping hints on equipment, cooking, etc. Beauti-

fully illustrated by Belmore H. Browne. Sent prepaid on

receipt of price: 20c paper cover; 30c cloth cover.

leo-Page Catalogue Free
Send 5c to pay postage. Full of valuable information on choice

and core of firearms, etc. If you cannot obtain genuine Stevens
firearms from your home dealer, we ship direct, express prepaid, on
rcceint of catalocue prices.

J. STEVENS ARMS & TOOL COMPANY
765 Front Street

Chicopee Palls, Mass., U.S.A.

DIRECT FROM OUR FARM IN CALIFORNIA

Cawston
Ostrich Feathers

Delivered Free Everywhere—We Have No Agents

The ideal California climate plays an important part in perfecting,

beyond comparison, the famous Cawston Ostrich Feather goods. By
scientific breeding, handling and feeding we have developed here the

largest and strongest ostriches in the world, producing the magnificent
feathers for making Cawston ostrich

TIPS, PLUMES, BOAS, STOLES, POMPONS, ETC.

All are made-up in our factory on our farm, cleaned, dyed and dried in the

warm CeJifornia sunshine, giving them life, lustre, strength and beauty not
found in other feather goods— retain their curl and wear for years. You
take no chances when ordering Cawston feathers. Your money promptly
returned if not pleased.

Best in the World. Received the prize medals at Paris, St. Louis,

Buffalo, Omaha, Portland and Jamestown.
Send us your old .ostrich feathers to be cleaned, dyed, repaired and

made over. We will advise you what is best to do with them. Do not

delay by writing first.

^^^ OSTRICH FARM

P. O. Box 67 South Pasadena, Cal.

WRITE TODAY FOR OUR

New Fall

Catalogue
and Price List

Sent ¥KEE

The handsomest, most

unique and instructive
book of its kind ever

published. Profusely
illustrated. Tells about
the ostrich industry in

California and how to

buy ostrich feathers,

saving import
duties and.
middle-
men's

, profits.
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YOSEMITE VALLEY
THE ALL RAIL TRIP

Daily train service to El Portal at the Park line. Observa-
tion-parlor car from which to view the Merced. Only a
few hours' ride from Los Angeles or San Francisco. Con-
nects with Southern Pacific and Santa Fe at Merced.

THE STAGE COACH TRIP
A grand ride through the Yosemite Park, from El Portal to

your hotel or camp in the valley, taking in many points of int-

erest—including El Capitan, Bridal Veil Falls, Sentinel Rock, Yosemite Falls, etc.

THE YOSEMITE VALLEY AND MARIPOSA BIG TREES
The popular trip of the season—An ideal outing amid the grandeurs of
Yosemite. Cost now reduced to popular prices. Ample hotel and boarding-
camp accommodations, or private camping for those who prefer it. Sur-

roundings perfect for rest and recreation. For through rates and connections
inquire of any Southern Pacific or Santa Fe ticket agent. Write for

descriptive folder.

O. W. LEHMER, Traffic Manager, Merced, California

Hammond'sModernAtlas

of the World
AND ORDER COUPON

The Pacific Monthly

For $2.00
A NEEDED BOOK ON EVERY UBRARY TABLE

The Modern Atlae Show»

Separatemaps ofthe States andTerritories oflht United State*

Separate maps of the Principal Cities of the United States

Separate maps of each of our Island Possessions

SetMirate maps of the Arctic and the Anarctic Regions
One hundred and five separate Political Divisions ofthe Elarth

The Pacific Monthly Co., Portland, Oregon.

Enclosed please find $2.00, for which enter my
subscription to The Pacific Monthly for one year,

and send me, all charges paid, copy of Hammond's

Modern Atlas of the World, in accordance with

above offer. Add 50c for postage to all Canadian

points, and $1.00 to foreign countries.

.Addr

Town_ State.

Dou't forgit to mc'utioii The riKlllc Monthly «h<ii diiilliig with miv.rtlsiTs. It will W iipproilutiHl.
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fiVN
All actors are heroes to the press agent

—and all guns
look pretty much alike when illustrated.

But the moment you familiarize yourself with an H & R Gun,
(here is something about it that appeals to you

—
gives you confidence

m its dependability. The result of 36 years* manufadturing experience
The simplicity

-^ the perfedl balance— the beautiful finish, combined with

i?^ superior shooting qualities, make it the ideal gun for you.

The Automatic Ejector throws the shell clear

of the gun, permitting rapid and accurate fire.

The Barrel can be unhinged or put together in

an instant.

Choke bored for close, hard shooting.

The Frame is made of semi-steel, case hardened,

top snap, center hammer, rebounding lock.

The Stock is selected Walnut, elegant hard-rubber
butt plate. Weight 5f to 6^ lbs., according to

gauge and length of barrel.

R Automatic Ejecting Single Gun, model igoo, 12, 16 or 20 gauge, 28, 30 or 32 inch steel barrel, $7.00. Twist Bar-
^rel, $8.50. Sold by first-class dealers. Look for our name and trade-mark. Rather than accept a substitute, order from

s direct. Write to-day for Illustrated Catalog. Let us tell you about our new Model 1908, three-piece gun,
similar to Model 1900. Same price, but the method of take-down construction is identical with high-priced guns.

HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON ARMS COMPANY,
Manufacturers of Single Guns and Revolvers,

418 PARK AVENUE, WORCESTER, MASS.

^loooTonaooo
IN THE REAL ESTATE BUSINESS
We teach you liy mail every branch of the Real Estate, Generf'
Brokerase, and Insurance Business, and appoint you

SPECIAL. REPRESENTATIVE
of the oldest and larjrest co-operative real estate and broker-
age company in America. Representatives are making 83,000
to $10,WK) a year without any investmentof capital. Excellent
opportunities open to YOU. By our system you can begin
making money in a few weeks without interfering with your
presentoccupation. Our cooperative department will give you
more choice, salable property to handle than any other insti-
tution in the world. A ThorouKh Commereial Law Course
FREE to Each Representative. Write for 62-page book free

THE CROSS COMPANY. 1859 Reaper Block. Chicago

Buildup a
35 000 Business
in two years by starting a Collection Agency.We teach you all the secrets of the business
and how to start at home. Your spare time
will begin earning handsome income at once.
Made $60first 30 hours, spare time," writes

R. M. Beard. Seattle.

Big, new field, no capital
needed. We send graduates business. Write today for
FREE POINTERS and money-making plan.American Collection Service

114 SUte Street, DETROIT. MICH.

*'g:be Colorabo Gem",
Newest Product ot

our Gem Mines.
A beautiful, GENiTrNE Topaz of purest
white color, finest Diamond cut, wonder-
ful brilliancy and great hardness. En-
dorsed by leading experts. Far superior
to the best imitatiom Diamond ever pro-
duced. Remember. I Guarantee these
stones to be GENUINE. Special price,
S2.00 each, 3 for $5.00, Size, up to 2 carats.
Free Booklet Address with remittances
H. T.INDEMANIV, ExpertGem Cutter
U^?fl nhaynna Rtponf. Denver. Ool.

$375
Runs in all weather

on all roads

You must have a motor car that you
can depend on absolutely. You
can't afford to take chuTtces.

The Kiblinger Motor Vehicle
has proven its superiority in

numerous tests and con
tests. Get our free book
of facts, figures and
proof about the fa

mous Kiblinger.

Motor
buggy and

physician's
coupe develop

11-H-P. Surrey
16-H-P. Swift—sure—economical.

Kiblinger
Motor
Vehicles
Save time, money
and worry. Prices

from $375 up, ac-

cording to

style of
body.

The best car for

country and city use
'

^best in mud and up
hills. Has won prizes for
hill climbing feats and geu'
eral efficiency.
No tire troubles—no blow-outs

or punctures. Solid rubber tires.

Cheaper than a horse. Absolutely
guaranteed in every way. For pro-
fessional use and pleasure. Runs on all

roads and in all weather. Write today for
catalog and complete information.

W. H. Kiblinger Co.
Dent. SA Aiihiirn Tn<f.
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PANAMA C^NAL
And other great engineering
feats are made possible by the

use of explosives.

DU PONT EXPLOSIVES will

remove mountains, dig canals,

build railroads, and clear your
land of stumps and boulders.

For catalogs, special information, etc.,

write

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS
POWDER COMPANY

Wilmington, Del.

Manufacturers of Explosives and

Blasting Supplies of every kind

will interast Fac-similes of
Portraits ol Winners of National

Urrt.K Field Trial Championships. Write

DeptTt Du ^ont Co., Wilmington, Dsl.

I

The man who accepts a

SUBSTITUTE
is as bad as the man who
offers somethingjust as good,

MTT The man who advertises in

-^
high-class publications like

The Pacific Monthly knows that

he must come up with his prom-

ises to those w^ho read the ad-

vertisements and ask for his

goods. The buyers know that

they are safe in asking for the

products bearing the genuine

seal or trade mark of the ad-

vertiser and are cautioned

against accepting other than the

goods for which they ask. No

honest dealer will try to pedm

off on the buyer, goods which

he knows cannot equal the

goods advertised in these col-

umns. Ask for the advertised

goods and refuse all ^bstitutes

Don't forget to ro<>ntloD The Pacific Monthly when doallnK with sdTertlsers. It will be appreciated.
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When the
Other Fellow

'Steps Over Vour Head
It jars to have some other fellow step over your head and take possession of the job

you've had your eyes on for some time—to say nothing of the money that goes with it.

A little thinking brings you face to face with the undeniable fact that training is re-

sponsible for it—tbat while you were waiting for Opportunity the other chap was malting it

by preparing himself for the positions ahead.

To advance you must have the practical training that makes you an expert at the occu-

pation cf your own choice— that puts you on the promotion list—the very kind of training
that the International Correspondence Schools have to offer.

Without any cost to you whatever, the I. C. S. will tell you how YOU can get in line for promotion.

Simply mark the attached coupon opposite the

occupation you like best, and mail it to-day.

Don't think that because you've had
but little schooling you cannot advance, or
that because your working hours are long
you cannot acquire the knowledge that
the I. C. S. can impart to you. Don't
think that because you live five hundred or
five thousand miles away the I. C. S.

cannot help you—for it can—no matter who
you are, what you do, what you earn, or
where you live. The I. C. S. will help you
in your spare time— in your own home—
and at your own chosen line of work.

During May and June 455 students

voluntarily reported salary increases and pro
motions secured wholly through I. C. S.

training.

"The Business of This Place

is to Raise Salaries."

MAII, THE COUPON NOW

International Correspondence Scliools,
Box 974 . 8CKA.NTON, I' A.

Please explain, withont further obligation on my part,
how I can qualify for employment or advancement

in the position before which I liave marked X

Bookl^eeper
BtenoK rapher
Adverlisement Writer

Show Card Writer
Window Trimmer
CommercialLaw
IlIuKtrator
Civil Service
Chemist
Textile MinSapt.
Electrician
£lec. EnKlneer

Uleclianieal UraRgman
Telephone Kngineer
Elco. Liehtliie Supt.
Meohan, F^nt^lneer
Pl>imher& Sfeam Fitter

Statluiiary Engineer
Civil Knfirlneer
Bulidlne Contractor
Arehitee'l Drartsman
Architect
Struc tural Enclneer
Baniiln,
Mlnlnir Encln

Street and No..

Clty_

^•^•t forgot to mention The Pacific Mont^l•' nrh^n dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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"If you wish to 1 always youiiit and enjoy perfci-t liealtli, ilrink deep of Kouniym."—Talcii of tlie Bctcrt

The Arabian Koumyss presented to you here is made as was the Koumyss whose history is writ
in the line quoted above. It is made as the Ancients made it, who, before the advent oF drugs.

USED ONLY KOUMYSS TO RESTORE THEIR SICK I

and keep themselves in perfect health. This, Arabian Koumyss does in a way that often
borders on the marvelous. In hot climates and in hot weather, drinking Koumyss keeps up
the strength and increases vitality. •! In malarial countries, drinking Koumyss keeps malarial
poison out of the blood, and completely eliminates it from the system. In one of the largest
sanitariums in Europe, most splendid results are obtained by the use of Arabian Koumyss in

treating patients affected with consumption. •! The gain in weight in some cases is

enormous. This is always the result where Arabian Koumyss is used in wasting diseases or
where excessive thinness prevails, fl Arabian K^-umyss is made absolutely pure, not an atom
of foreign matter touches it, neither drugs, chemicals, gases or yeast. It is made by a simple,
natural process used centuries ago and still used by the Tartar Tribes, producing a blood mak-
ing, life-giving drink—a delightful, snappy, sparkling beverage—an exquisite milk-champagne.
We will (end it to yoa anywhere in tke world where the road is cat through. Yoursfor uour health 's sake,

Arabian Koumyss Co., 143 EUventii street, Portland, Oregon

WHEELCHAIRS A Wheel Chair is often an
invalid's greatest conifoi-t.—^—^—^ Wo offer over 75 styles of

easy, self-propelling and Invalid's Rolling

Chairs, with latest improvements. Ship direct pkom
FACTORY TO YOU, FREIGHT PREPAID, and sell On

THIUTY DAYS' TRIAL
Liberal Discounts to all sending for free

Catalogue NOW.
GORDON MFG. CO.

604 Madison Avenue TOLKDO, OHIO

AVhy be so Tninf
To prove th^u you may have a super!)

figure with well developed bust, shapely
neck and shoulders and properly developed
limbs, we send a convincing sample of

Dr. Whitney's Nerve and hlesh Builder

xbsolutely free. Special treatment for de-

veloping^ the bust alone, when desired.
Guaranteed to benefit the general health
and improve the complexion. Free trial

and txxilc, by return mail. Write at once.
The C. I.. lones Co.,

130K Reaitv HI '?. Flmi-a. N. Y,

CONSUMPTION
BRONCHITIS AND CATARRH" ASTHMA CURED ""

Trial Treatment of California's latest and ereateat discovery,
together with an elccantly illustrated boolc telling all about it, will be
sent to anyone afflicted with consumption, btoncbitis, asthma, catarrh,
or any nose, throat or lung trouble in order to prove that the cure can
positively be made in the p.iticnt's own room, withoutchange of climate,
without detention from business and without stomach dosing.

This new direct treatment. Condor
Inhalation, cures in wondcrfullyauick
time i)ain In either lung^ or De-
tweon shoulder blades, hein-
uiorrhage, spitting; up matter,
coughs that stay, difficult
breathing, lingering colds,
head noiHes, raw tliroat, stuft-

ed nose, foulbreath, fever
or chills, night sweats,
general weakness, loss of

weight or strength,
etc., and is now curing 95 out
of every 100 cases treated In

I'hocnix, Ariz., Indio, Cal.,

and other consumptive centers.

By means of vapor from burn-

ing a pastlle the healing powers
of the discovery are drawn Into

nose or lungs and instantly pen-
etrate and Ulsinfoct the
Ulcerated Tissues,
This Inhalation method at once

destroys andclrars outthepoison

germs, opens wasted cells, loosens and throws off the distressing mucus,
ebuilda tissues, heals lung cavities, and creates bodily strength and

vigor. If you are taking medicine, STOP.
Write today, stating what you wish to be cured of, and by re-

turn mail you will receive complete trial treatment and illustrated

book, both absolutely free. Address, without stamps or money

CONDOR MEDICINE CO., BIk. 2S9, Los Angeles, Cal.—

Benton ApproTal. Bend No Money, $160
WE WILL TRUST YOU TEN DAYS. HAIR SWITCH
Send ajock of jour hair, and we will mai 1 a 2^^ oz. 22-ia. ihort

stem fine human hair switch to match. H joa
find it a bii; tarcain, remit tl.OOin tendari, or
ell 8 and get your iwitch fret. Extra shades •

[little
more. Inclose 5c postage. Free beauty

ItwKik fihowinif latest style of hair dresiioK—alto
Ibifh grade awitohti. pompadours, wi(#, etc.

Anna Ayera , Dept.
ITQtdncyBt. Chicago.

HAIR GROWS!
when our Vacuum Cap is used a few minutes
cJaily. Sent on 60 days FREE trial at our expense.
No drugs or electricity. Stops (alline hair, cures
dandruff. A postal brings illustrated booklet.

MODERN VACUUM CAP CO.
573 Barclay Block Denver, Colorado

IGNORANCE
of the

laws of self and sex
will not excuse in-

fraction of Nature's
decree. The knowledge
vital to

A Happy
Marriage

hzis been collected from the experience
of the ages, in

Sexology
Ulluslraleet)

By William H. Walling. A. A/.. M. D.
It contains in one volume : •

KnowloiiKe a Young Man Should Rare.
KnowlclK* a YounK Ruiband Should HsT*.
KuowlcdRO a Father Should Have.
KnowlodKo a Father Should Impart to Hie Sun.
Mc<Iical k'nowlc<l|;e a lliiahand Should Have.

Knowlodice a YounR Woman Should Have.
KnuwlodKe a Youhk Wife Should Uave.
Xnow|od|« a Mother Should Hare.
Knowledire a Mother Should Impart to Her Danghtar,
Medical Knowledge a Wife Should Have.

"Sexology" Is endorsed and ii In the librariea of the headi of our
covernmont and the moat eminent phyaiciani, preacbara,

prufeaaori and lawyers throu(hout the country.

Rich Cloth Bindins. Full Gold SUmp. IDaatnlMl. (2.00
Write for "Olhor People'a Opiniona" and TaMe of t'ontenU

Puritan Pub. G>.,DepL 145, PhUa., Pa.
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Infuse Into Those Wan White Cheeks ^
The Ruddy Glow of Perfect Health

Is your complexion pallid and colorless? Are you listless and without vitality or

ambition ? Pretty sure signs these, that your blood has become impoverished.
You are suffering from anaemia. There is nothing fatal about this malady in itself,

but unless checked, more serious complications may result. Rapid growth or

too much study frequently saddles this dreaded disease on young shoulders, sap-

ping the vitality from boys and girls at just the age when it is most needed.

BobstExtiact
1»»5«SFTonic

is a powerful reconstructive agent and ideal nutrient for the anaemic. It contains

the rich, tissue building elements of barley malt combined with the tonic properties
of choicest hops. It retains all the food values of barley grain in predigested form
and carries in it muscle, tissue and blood-making constituents. The nourishment
thus offered is readily assimilated by the system and rapidly transformed into rich,

red blood, giving men and women strength and energy to fight their daily battles.

Pabst Extract, The "Best" Tonic, being a predigested liquid food, is wel-
comed by the weakest stomach. It relieves insomnia, conquers dyspep-
sia, strengthens the weak, builds up the overworked, helps the anaemic,
feeds the nerves, assists nursing mothers and invigorates old age.

At All Druggists—Insist Upon it Being Pabst

Booklet and Picture '"Baby's First Adventure" sent free on request.

PABST EXTRACT CO. DEPT. 30 MILWAUKEE, WIS.
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ALLEN'S FOOT=EASE
Shake Into Your Shoes

Allen's Foot=Ease, a powder for
xiiifuT, swdllen, BiimrtiiiKt

the
feet. It rolieves pai
nervous feet, and instantly takes the bliiig out
of corn» and bunions. II'm tbe greatest
comfort (li»4Cov('ry oftlic aire. Allen's
Foot=-KiiBe makes tight- fittiiiB or new shoes feel

easy. It is a certain cure for Inerowii'K nails,
sweatini;, callous and hot, tired, acliinf; feet.
Wo liave over .30, (KK) testimonials. TlfY IT
TO-IJAY. Sold by nil DriiKRists and Shoe
Stores, 2')c. I>o not accept any substi-
tute. Sent by mail for 25c. in stamps.

crpcre triai, packageriA^Ki sent by mail.

OTOTIIKR fJHAV'M SWEET POW-
l>EltS, the bust medicine for Feverish, sickly
Children. Sold by Drnegists everywhere.
Trial PackaRe FREE. Address,

Al.liEN S. OLi>ISTEl>, l.e Roy. N.V.

Portland, Oregon Seattle, >Va8hington

ScenicPostCards
Of every point of interest, city and town on the

Pacific Coast from

ALASKA TO MEXICO
(For the Trade Only)

Special cards made to order in every knoWn process. Write
to have our photographer visit your city and

take views for reproduction

PORTLAND POST CARD CO.
Publishers, Importers and Jobbers
Post Cards of Every Description

Publishers of the Official Post Cards and View Books of the
Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition, Seattle, 1 909

Seattle Office Portland Office
222-223 Arcade Annex 330 Burnside St.

Women Work Wonders
with a clolh and a tittle 3 in One.

^

It removes stains and scars from
piaoos. fioe furaiture—no aresse to soil

—-no vsmish odors. It

clesns and keeps bright
•ny veneered varoislicd,
or metal surface.
Tbe new way of spplying

requires only one tenlli
the oil, gets twice the
results with only one half
the work. Even ( you
have been uaing 3 in One
write (or special circular
•tout "/Ae neiD way."
FREE liberal sample
and 3 in One cfictmnary.
3 IN ONE OIL COM.
PANY, :»9 Broadway.
New York City

J

16ii National

Irrigation
Congress

Interstate Industrial Exposition
and New Mexico Territorial Fair

aU. at

Albuquerque, N. M.

Sept. 29 to Oct. 10

Come and see the prosperous
Santa Fe Southwest—where all the

way from Colorado to California

water is king.

The U. S. Government is spending
millions of dollars to get a perma-
nent water supply for the semi-arid

lands.

It means millions of acres made
tillable and fit for homes.

A national event, worth crossing a

continent to see. Foreign diplo-

mats, Government Officials, noted

irrigation experts and Captains of

Industry will attend.

A great exposition of Southwest

farms, ranches, mines and Indus-

tries. Indians too and cowboys
—

U. S. Calvary.

Round-trip rates to Albuquerque

from San Francisco .... $40 00
from Los Angeles 30.00
from San Diego 30.00

Attractive side-trips to

U. S. Reclamation proj-
ects and Grand Canyon
of Arizona.4^

SantaFe
J J.BYRNE.A.P.T.M.,
.\. T. vSc S. F. Ry. System,

Los Angeles, Cal.

Ask for Irrigation Booklet.
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How Much Do You Pay to Keep
Your Automobile Running ?

Ten Winton Sixes Ran 65,687.4 Miles at an Upkeep
Cost of $1.00 For Each 4343 Miles

Hi^-grade automobiles average 3500 miles a

season, and cost for upkeep—well, inquire of the

man who pays the bills.

Ten Winton Sixes ran 65.687.4 miles in s i x
months (up to June 30, 1908), and cost for upkeep
ail told $15.12 1-2.

That's 25 cents per month per car.

Or $1.00 upkeep for each 4343 miles.

These figures are proved by the sworn reports
of the ten individual owners of these cars. Glad to

send you their affidavits if you like.

Must be an exceptional car to do 4343 miles on
$1.00 upkeep.

Winton Six owners think so, because they pay
the bills. So we are making the same exceptional

car another year.

Same high grade quality throughout. Same 48.6

horse power, six-cylinder motor. Same Eisemann
magneto. Same carburetor. Same system of lubri-

cation (one Winton Six ran 242 miles on one quart
of oil in the Long Island Endurance Test). Same
cooling system. Same selective, sliding gears.

Same superb multiple disc clutch. Same springs,

axles, frame. Same safety auxiliary gasoline tank.

And the same self-starter. A starter that starts.

Take your seat, press a button, and the motor runs.

The Winton Six carries its starting crank in the

tool box, because it isn't needed elsewhere.

Own a Winton Six and end your humiliating
work of cranking.

The five-passenger body is new, and the design

is beautiful. Don't take the picture as proof, but

see the car itself.

Then ride in the Winton Six. That's convinc-

ing. Quietest motor you ever saw. Sweeter than

electricity, flexible as steam, and wonderful on hills.

Makes hitherto bothersome grades ashamed of them-

selves. Cuts down gear changing, because it goes

through traffic and up the hills on high gear. Saves

gasoline, wear and tear, tires, and patience.

These are six-cylinder times.

And you haven't even the excuse of higher first

cost to deny yourself the best there is in automo-

biles ; because the Winton Six sells at $3000, and

represents a saving on first cost and on after-cost

(upkeep)—a substantial saving that no business

man, however wealthy, can afford to disregard.

Our complete and unusual catalog is ready.
Throws new light on Bii-cylinder cars, and is worth
the time of any man or woman who reads it. Also let
us send a booklet detailing our $2500 prize plan to
benefit owners.

Drop us a line today.

THE WINTON MOTOR CARRIAGE CO.

CleTeland, Ohio.

Winton branch houses in New York, Boston,
Philadelphia, Baltimore, Pittsburg, Detroit, Chicago,
Minneapolis, Seattle and San Francisco. Wintoa
agencies in all important places.

$3000
is the price of the 48.6 h. p. Winton Six, the 4343-Miles-on-$l-upkeep
car. For buyers who want more power, we are making a 60 HORSE
POWER WINTON SIX, with seven-passenger body and four-speed
transmission. This car will be ready for early fall delivery and will sell at

$4500

Don't forget to mention The Paciflc Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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^Greatest Gold

Drcdgind Enter-
J

prisemtncWorld
JL —WiUiam Ogilvie

THE YUKON BASIN GOID DREDGING COMPANY 'n^^'oTa"
company organized under tho territorial laws of the United States,

registered and sanctioned by the strict laws of the Dominion of Canada. Its proper-
ties are 1C5 miles river frontage, or more than 10,0' Oacres on the famous Stewart
River, the richest gold-bearing placer field in the world. Title absolute from the
Canadian government through WUllnm Ogilvie, foraierly governor of Yufeon Terri-
tory and now president and actual field manager ol Yukon Basin Gold Dredging Co

THE GOLD DREDGE IS A WONDERFUL MODERN INVENTION
K:ich drc.lKO put in the field will do tho work of I.oik] nun, .'iimI «•..• i.r.iix.si. to i^^tHll twenty as riipidly
as it is possible to make arraiigeiiients. Our first dredge liiiM be«'ii received on tho Cmpany's
properties and will be in operation inside of thirty days to begin tlie recovery of gold for our stockholders,

nd is fully tested and immensely valuable.

Thisls the biggest gold dredging proposition in America. Careful tests covering 30 miles
c tout leaseholds wentas high as (11.00 and averaged more than II.b6 per >a'd. Fabulous fortuneb are
being made dredging In California on ground averaging only 16 cents per yiird.

DDIPC nC CTAPIf imUl OR f^CIITC We consider this stork intrinsically worth par and in
rnibC Ur « l UWli nun CU wen Ida reasonable length of time it will be paying large
dividends on that amount. A limited amount of full paid, non-atsessable treasury stock will be aold
atiSS CENTS per share. Price will be advanced soon. Far value $1.00. Stock may be
had on ten monthly Installment payments.

Write for prospectus containing nilnutestdetails. Wrlteand ask questions Address

188 Scarritt BnildinR
KANSAS CITY, MO.YUKON BASIN BOLD DREDGING COMPANY

/ \

California Products
DIRECT TO YO U

WE PAY THE FREIGHT
GUARANTEED FIRST CLASS AND THIS YEAR'S CROP

DRIED FRUIT
Apricots, Prunes,

Peaches, Pears, Miiwii-
tel ilnlsliiH, HeedleHS
8ul(iiiiu and Seeded

MuM-atel ItalHliis

in two-|)oiind cartons,
opt seeded raisins, which
packeil in ono-iM>und c»r-

8. Then rartuns packed in
OS—2I> (;nrtons to tho case.
dried fruit retains a lithe
or and Kooduoss of the fruit.

PURE EXTRACTED HONEY
Made of tlio hlossoiii of thn Oiuiiko unit Snk'o. Tho Hnost tluvur iu

tho world. I'ut up in one Knllon nnil flve-Knllon cans.
IT Wll.l. KKKl' INDKKINITKLY.

CALIFORNIA SOFT SHELLED NUTS
WALNUTS ALMONDS

CANNED FRUIT
OUR S "Ware-(b-|Ero"

—The lance, kolect«d fruit put up in heavy
Ri>,un< I .... „ cane syrup,Diuni>s

( Direc-Ul-a —The smaller piece* put up without syrup.
Packed 24 cans to tho case in assortments
cotuprising these different

givoa a good rariety. Th
sized can that you purchase

e in assortments i Al.ri.ot«.
it kinds which V .. , .,
is !• the rerular ( »•'"'"«• • <'"

aso at the store.
' iJrapeH, IMiiiiIlls

WE GUARANTEE
Kvory California I'roduct which wo soil, and standready to refund
.your money on any kikmIs not satisfartorv.
OUR RKFKRICNCK : First Kntioiial Bank, Coltnn, California.

WE SHIPPED OUR PRODUCTS
LA.ST SEA.S0N TO KVERY STATE IN THE UNION, AUSO MEXICO.

THREE SOUVENIR POST CARDS FREE r,MTKFo^^THEM

California Fruit Products Company
^ DEPT. K. COLTON, CALIFORNIA
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CAMP
YOSEMITE

Will Open About

May 1st

Electric Lighted
— Improoed and

Enlarged— Accommodations for

400 persons
— The most beauti-

fully located camp in Yosemite—
iVhy not spend your Vacation

there ? Rates $2 00 per day.

Special rates by the Week.. Under

Strlinel Hotel management.
W' ite for reservations to

J. B. COOK, Proprietor
Yosemite, California

Two Guns in One
The U. S. Three-Barrel Gun
2 ShotBarrels—1 Rifle Barrel
No need to carry two guns to get every kind

of game you find—one U. S. Three-Barrel
Gun is enough. With it you are prepared for

large or small game. No extra weight but
the rifle ammunition in vour pocket. A
standard weight, 6% to 1% lbs., neat 12, 16

or 20-guage double barrel shot gun—of finest

material, workmanship, finish and con-
structive principle. Has all the delicacy of

poise and balance, with the requisite drop
of stock which characterizes the perfect
double gun. This for traps and birds.

Birds or Big Game
In addition, a rifle, bored with

scientific precision, lying under-
neath—where it would scarcely be
noticed unless pointed out. Rifle

gives extra flat trajectory and is

perfectly adapted to the new. high-

power smokeless powder shells.

Five sizes from 25-20 to 32-40—a
wide rmge for selection. The per-
fect gun for a mixed game country.
Twogunsfor the price of one. Our
literature, sent free, shows details

of mechanism and finish nearly full

size. The Three-Barrel Gun is made in three

grades—all fiiHy described In our free literature. To
holda U.S. Three-Barrellnyourhandsis to want to

own one at once. Write today. Notice our famous
Trap Oun—let us tell you about that too. No stamps
—just your name and address for full information
about the finest gun made In America.

THREE-BARREL GUN COMPANY
1204 Market St.. Wheeling. W. Va.
(Factories at Moundsville, W. Va)

>The Prestige

four
Sptendldl

-c^

Willmosi?.
certainly
inspire
perfeci""

confidence

!l^

in ourequally'

superb

HOUSE
\Vl\ichareput

upm54S:y2lb.
carefully.•coaled

j

timandwdrrdnktli

to
ji'ive coniplt^te

;

•sihisfaQtion.
i

BOTHWHITE house"

COFFEE AND

"white HOUSE TEAS

AREtHEPRODUCT{
OF THE MOST

'

FAMOUS PLANTATIONS

IN THE WQRLD.

"WHITE HOUSE'TEAsI:;
^RE SOLD UN0ET\

THESE DISTINCTIVE NAMES.

formosa ooiong
blend"
india &ceylon"
"orange pekoe"
'en6ush breakfast"

. „->jaintH0USrbnM\6j of Te^v ?yi\d Co//ce
T^^ pa.cV^^^.^^^^' repufeOjle coi\ccrt\ /roTft^

wlost cM-e/xil jelccHoKj o/exiSert5 of ,

^^k^Kejt 5l^lUM\A /or people'who jvppreo-

\^if^\ tb2vt 15 be5t itx tKe te?v ^a^ev co//ee

oria^-
TKcy 2^re MiAiform, reIi^.ble, 5i>ii/fy\i^^

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will he apnreei«ted
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PUMPS WATEII^ Day and Night Automatically^l^* Low In first cost, easy to InHtall, no expense to operate,
any capacity desired for Country Homes, Farms, Dairies,
Oardens, Xrrlgratlon, Town Plants, ttallroad Tanks, etc.

RIFE HYDRAULIC RAMS
Raise water 30 feet for every foot of fall. Satis-
faction Gi;arant«H'd. Over 7,000 In use. It there Is

a stream, spring or pond within a mile—
Write for Free Plans and Book.

Get Our Free Trial Offer.

Rife Engine Co-
2166 Trinity BIdg.

NEW YORK

2-CYLINDER OPPOSED
MARINE ENGINE
Full Brake Horse Power Guaranteed

Please don't buy a Marine engine until you
have investi _ gated the Sintz. Then you

other. Absolutely gueiranteedwon t want any
tor one year. All

H.P. Write today for

Catalog F—sent free.

GUY L SINTZ CO.
Desk P MarthaU, Mich.

Wo also build a specLiI 10
H P. 2-cyli.]iloi- opposed
enETino fi.r replacing the

BiuKle eyliiule

Old*
Runabouts

How Much DoesYour
Water Cost ?

STOP A MINUTE — FIGURE IT OUT
and then write us for

particulars regarding
The Columbia Auto-
matic Hydraulic
Ram, The cheapest
method of raising water

in existence. No cost of opera-
tion. No attendance required.

PATENTS
' SECURED OR FEE RETURNED
Free opinion as to patentability. Send for Guide Book
and What To Invent, finest publication for free distri-
bution. Patents secured by us advertised free.

EVANS, WILKENS A CO.
o. 900 F Street, N. W.. Washington, D.C.

The newest, smallest, most scientific band and orchestra
musical instrument ever invented. The principle, never be-
fore introduced, is as unique as it is new. No valve, tube,
string or Icey, yet it plays any tune that can be whistled, in
any key

—sharp or flat, loud or soft—clear and sweet toned.
Without equal for orchestra, band, drum-corps or signal

call. While playing hold in either hand, leaving other hand
free for other work. Small enough to carry in vest pocket.
Attractive and durable. Mailed at introductory price, $1.00
postpaid. Address all orders to C. S. MUDGE,

Department F, Aileta P O., Portland. Oregon

Cut Your Kindling
with our "Everedy Klndler" and
drnwknife. s most praclicM denes
Makes easy work out of this everyday
job, with ten tiDics better results and
one-fourth tlie trouble and labor Easily
worked by man or woman Clamps the
stick of wood flrmlj at lower end with
vice like grip by prcssinfr with foot oa
curved lever Can make lots of abavinf*
and kindlings from one or two sticks

No use for coal oil or paper to start fire

To operate, lean forward and cat with
ail upwaid stroke as shown in picture
Send for it—you II like it if not we will

return your money Hade of steel —
can t wear out Price complete, with
Hrstclass 6in Stilcttt drawknife $3 00.

WALLINROBBMFG.CO.
821 No. Fife Tacoma. Wash.

LOOK!
i CHS ICtI H TOU IM A FEW »U(S. BY MAIL. HOW TO IIAII

$500.00 A MONTH
IN THE====

REAL ESTATE BUSINESS
And will then appoint you our Special Repreaentatio*^

to co-operate with ui in your own locality. You can make
big money, no matter where you are or what your occupation.

NO INVESTMENT NECESSARY >

We are Giving Away 500 Courses
Wnl. I«r P.nK.Un imI Ou' FRLC BOOK

"A PLAIN TALK ON THE REAL ESTATE BUSINESS"
AM.U D.H A THL riNKS >LALTT AND MINING CO . F.>1 Wli, AA

Bef\/\/^Tr/\lJ ofNechano-
AliV/iyivrIX Therapy

$3000 to $5000 A YEAR
WE TEACH YOU BY MAIL

In six iiuintlisyou , :in tn>;in pnirtkInK Mwhano-
Therii|iy—un vlovatliiK mill lilttlily |>hIiI |>rnrt'M>lon
t«i- men and women. More coin|iri-li<-ntilTe than
< istoopathy. Kndorsed bjr iiliyMlclans. A t»»-

riii&tlnK study, easy to learn and i-i|ual to college
coutse — we «iiarnntfe iiuc>os» — an ordinary
education and our ooursoof limtruotlon llt.i yea
for a profi'Mslonal lilc. Authorized diplomas
to graduates. Work nbsorliliigly Interesting.
Vnot opportunities for social and financial
botterniont. Hpeolal terms now. Write today
for pros pcotus—free.

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF MECHANO-TNERAPT
DepU lilO, ISU.lltlt Kandolph 8t., Cklcac*

KWITURFIGURWURY
RAPID CALCULATOR. No book like it. Practical

figure syslem. 25 cents by mail, worth more to anyone.
Malone'i School of Fifurct, 32 Mill* Bldf. , St. Loais, Mo.
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"THEY FITJLOYALLY"
r=5S3

Shirts,*looai\dMp

TF your shoulders
•

slope or your chest

is fuller than normal,
the ordinary shirt

sags at the arm-pits
and wrinkles across
the bosom.

"EMPEROR" and "PRINCELY
"fit royally," because the cut

generously full and the garment
is perfectly proportioned. It hang:

right, drapes right, balances ri

is all right from fabric to lau

TRADE MARK

Shirts, 50<l^aivd75?

YOUR
dealer will show^

you more than nine
hundred exclusive designs j

to choose from. The ma-
terials, patterns and color-)

ings are identical w^ith

those of the best custom
shirtmakers. All fabrics are

color-permanent,thorough-
ly shrunk and wear-resisting.

k for "EMPEROR"or "PRINCELY"
irts and look for the labels por-

ayed above. Beautiful Style-Guide
in colors sent free. Write for it.

PHILUPS-JONES CO., S02-S04 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
Also Milkers of "Jack-Rabbit" Shirts

Largest Shirt Manufacturers In the United States. Established 1 862

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Do Not Miss!

Conan Doyle
In the September Number of

The Strand Magazine
In fiction this number is exceptionally strong—one of the finest

selections of stories we have ever published.

THE SILVER MIRROR By A. Conan Doyle
THE STOLEN BLENKINSOP By Arthur Morrison
A WEDDING JOURNEY By C. C. Andrews
MEPHISTOPHELES ON THE LINKS By G. A. Riddell and Bernard Darwin
JOHN GARLAND THE DELIVERER By E. Phillips Oppenheim
DOUBLE SCULLS By H. C. Bailey
THE BABIES' REVIEW By E. V. Lucas

A Long- Instalment of

"SaltKaven," by W. W. Jacobs
Another Chapter of

"The House of Ardeii," E. Nesbit's Story for Children

**Tlie Undoing of Archibald,"
A Composite Novelette by Fifty Popular Novelists.

"My African Journey"—Mr. Winston Churchill's

fascinating description of his recent trip through British East Africa.

Illustrated with a fine selection of photographs.

"Reminiscences and Reflections," by Sir Jobn Hare,
the famous English actor.

"The Life Story of a Wild (rcliid." By J. J. Ward

The COLOR SECTIOX in this number is devoted to an eight-page article entitled

"PROBLEM" PICTURES
The term "problem" as applied to a picture expresses a work of art in which
the artist's meaning is capable of several different interpretations. It is only
human nature, when one is perplexed how to explain a scene in a play, a

poem, or a picture, to ask what the author himself intended
jto convey.

The article is illustrated with eight famous
**
problem" pictures, reproduced in color.

The ''STRANV—the Magazine with a Distinct Individuality.

16 Cents a Copy - - $l.50 a Year.
Of all Newsdealers and

TKe InternaLtioncLl News Compa.riy. S^kV\Suk''ciI1'

DOD't forget to meutlon The Paciflc Moutbly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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The Oil You Can
Feel

At The Crank
The slightest "feel" of the crank proves

the perfection of ZEROLENE Auto

Lubricating Oil. There is no carbon de-

posit to foul the cylinders and spark-

plugs; no possibility of anything but per-
fect lubrication in any gasoline engine,

regardless of type.

lEROLElE
Auto

Lubricating OQ
diflFers from all other oils in being non-carbonizing, and in "working"
with uniform certainty under all conditions. ZEROLENE is the only
oil with these characteristics, and is produced in only one place in

the world.

Put up in sealed cans with patent spout that cannot be refilled. Also
in barrels for garage trade. Sold by dealers everywhere.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY,
(Incorporated)

Portraits of Musical Celebrities
.^^f-^^^^. FREE

The booklet referred to is one that will please you. The
portraits of the world-famous musicians are excellent,
in fact they are about as fine as actual photographs.

This beautiful booklet, containing 75 splendid
photo-gravures of the world's most celebrated

musicians, may be had free upon request, pro-
viding the following questions are answ^ered :

1 . Have you a Piano ?

2. Do you expect to buy a Piano ?

3. When do you expect to buy ? _

NAME
ADDRESS

Ernestine Schumann-Heinke

Clip this advertisement from the paper and mail to

SHERMAN, CLAY & CO.
Pianos : Organs : Talking Machines

Dept G PORTLAND, ORE. Opposite Postoffice

Seattle Tacoma Everett Bellingham Spokane

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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r N
A Genuine Webster's Dictioneury and

The Pacific Monthly
For $2.00

It Will Interest Every Member of ilie Feiniily
V.

Color Charts

and MapM
A general Map of the

United Statesj a general
Map of the World; Flags
of All Nations: Flags and
Pennants of the International

Code; the Signal Service
Code; an Astronomicid
Chart of the Planetiury Sys-
tern. All in colors.

25% to 40% more than in

any other dictionary of sim-

ilar scope outside of the

genuine Webster series.

Special Features

and New Words

Additional to its depart-
ment definitions is an ap-
pendix containing a pro-
nouncing vocabulary, ab-
breviations in writing and
printing, arbitaiy signs, etc.

Examples of new words:
Radium, Limousine, Ton-
neau. Chauffeur, Lingerie,

Coherer, Acetylene, Craft,
Etc.

Well made in every particn-

lar. Extra strong bindings,

re-inforced in the biofct.

Size l%iS%-L\'-)i inches.

FUUL MOROCCO LEATHER BINDING
FLEXIBLE COVER. PATENT THUMB INDEX

A dictionary of the Enrlish lansrusKe, with copioua etyuiologies, accurate
deflnitioni, pronunciationa, spollinr and appeudizea of general refer-

ence, derived from the Unabridged Dictionary of Noah Webeter, D. D.
LL. D., edited under the superviiioa of Noah Porter, D. D., IX. D.,
President of Yale College.

If you are not saliafled with the Imx>I( we will refund your money.

The Pacific Monthly Co., Portlauid, Oregon
ORDER COUPON —

The Pacific Monthly Co., Portland, Oregon.
Enclosed please find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to The Pacific Monthly for one year, and send me, all

charges paid, copy of the Webster Condensed Dictionary, full morocco leather binding in accordance with above ofier.

Add 50c for postage to all Canadian points, and $! .00 to Foreign Countries.

Name

Address .

Town Slate.

>^ Doo't forcet to mention Tbo Pacific llontblr when dealinc wltli adrortlaera. It will bo appreciated.

J
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ABSORBENT
LINEN

Do you keep absorbent cotton in the house for

emergencies? J

OXOLINT (absorbent Hnen), which government
experts have found to be 5 times as absorbent as
cotton, can be obtained at the same price.

Linen, as you know, is more soothing and more
sanitary than cotton.
OXOLINT leaves no "fuzz" sticking to the place

of application.
Every Surgeon, Physician, Nurse and Druggist

who examines Oxolint, declares it to be the ideal
dressing—hygienic, antiseptic, wonderfully absorb-
ent and retentive.

OXOLINT, thoroughly sterilized, is sealed in
paper wrapping before it is packed. We will
send you a 2-oz. package, T|7M f^FMTQ
postpaid, on receipt of **-'*'• V.*Ilil> 1 O
Just try Oxolint and learn for yourself in howr many
ways it excels absorbent cotton—at the same price.

OXFORD LINEN MILLS
Makers of pure linen towels by the Oxford new

scientific processes

55 OXFORD STREET
North Brookfield, MassachusetU. U. S. A.

MENNEN'S
IBORATED TAlCUM

TOILET POWDER

Baby's Best Friend"
and Mamma's greatest comfort. Mennen's relieves and
prevents Chafing, Sunburn, Prickly Heat and Chapping.

For your protection the genuine is put up in non-
refillable boxes—the "Box that Lox," with Mennen's
face on top. Sold everywhere or by mail 25 cents.

Samplefree.
Try Mennen's Violet (Borated) Talcum Toilet Powder—It

has the scent of Hresh-cut Parma Violets. Sample Free.

GERHARD MENNEN CO., NewarK, N. J.
Mennen's Sen Yang Toilet Powder, Oriental Odor f No
Mennen's Borated Skin Soap (blue wrapper) ( Samples

Specially prepared for the nursery.

9\1\\
^FTER
REFtEOim

• }^^j€fi.

-/i/^'v^-?

Q, ji.y 'J, -.v,.5^i

Inspect, reflect and use your judg-
ment—then you w^ill always insist on

having No. 4711 White Rose Glyccr-
ine Soap.
This is true because it has a de-

lightfully soft and soothing effec+^,

and because of its exquisitely delicate

and refined aroma.

FERD. MULHENS, Cologne o/R,aeniuuiy.

U. S. Branch
MULHENS ii, KFOPFP,

!lS98 Itroadway, Mew York, N.T.

Send IS cts. in Btampi for a fall
^

^^\ aise sample cake.

Don't forcot to mpntinn Th<. T>„
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of ihe West
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REAL ESTATE
OnEOON

REAL ESTATE
WASHINOTON

HOOD RIVER APPLES are known the
wor'd over and command highest prices.
Visit this beautiful valley while the fruit is
on the trees—it tells the story. Write for
literature. MacRae & Angus, Chamber of
Commerce, Portland, Oregon.

THE LONGEST RIDE IN AMERICA for
the money? Finest climate? Choicest fruits?
Prettiest scenery? Best schools? The ideal
home town? Profitable Investments? ASH-
LAND, OREGON, answers all these questions.
It is your misfortune that you do not know
all this. Don't be unfortunate—come to Ash-
land—NOW, while the cheap rates prevail in
September and October. N. J. REASONER,
Ashland. Oregoi;,

ELEVEN HUNDRED HORSE POWER. In
Oregon, 10 miles from Portland, on main line
Southern Pacific^ easy of development. Pine
mountain stream. Suitable for electric or
manufacturing use. For lease on favorable
terms, long period, or for sale outright to
right parties. Immediate demand for the
po'.ver. Farms and Investments in Clacknmas
County, Oregon. Reference, "The Bank of
Oregon City." H. E. Cro.ss. Oregon City, Ore.

MBDFORD, OREGON—Where apples and
pears pay $1000 per acre annually. Finest cli-
mate on the coast. Not in the wet belt. Irriga-
tion not necessary. P"'or handsome booklet free,
write W. T. York & Company.

IRRIGATED LANDS FOR SALE. .^00 fam-
ilies are wanted on Sunnyslope. By making a
small payment each year you may become the
owner of a 5. 10 or 20-acre tract of rich, well-
drained fruit land two miles from Baker City
with 10.000 people. This will bear Investiga-
tion. Excellent neighborhood, climate, schools,
markets, water and magnificent scenery. Com-
plete irrigation system. Approximately $100
per acre including perpetual water rights.
Values advancing rapidly. Water is on the
land and it Is being .settled very fast. Each
purchaser is well pleased. Be sure and see
this before you locate, it Is sure tn please you.
Illustrated literature will be mailed upon re-
quest. Don't pass this un. BAKER IRRIGA-
TION CO., Baker City, Oregon.

SEND FOR FREE literature about Oregon
lands, cheap unimproved, higher priced Im-

f>roved.
suburban adapted to platting, or city

ots. Potatoes, fruit raising, sheep, hogs, and
livestock, poultry, gardening and dairving will
make you a splendid living in a climate free
from cold. Room 1188. CHAMBER OF COM-
MERCE. Astoria. Oregon.
EVEN IN ROGUE RIVER VALLEY one must

be placed right to win out. The Rogue River
Land Co.. Medford. Or., with twenty years' fruit
land experience, guarantees to place you right.
Our ten-acre tracts are all on the best fruit
land obtainable. Write for particulars.

'TTT.AMETTE VALLEY lands in tmcts tn nlnnnl

YAKIMA VALLEY. WASHINGTON. Write
for our booklet descriptive of the Yakima Val-
ley fruit belt. We sell Improved and unim-
proved fruit land, also land under the Govern-
ment reclamation project. Yakima Real Es-
tate Co.. Box B. 186. North Yakima. Wash.

FREE TRIP TO TACOMA, WASHINGTON.
Ask for full particulars and booklet illustrat-
ing the "New York of the Pacific." Dept. G,
National Land Investment Co.. Inc., 401-421
California Bldg.. Tacoma. Wash.

THE DOWNEN REALTY CO.. at Pullman,
Wash., has for sale a list of fertile and well-
Improved farm lands in the famous Palouse
country; also some excellent buys In city
property, at prices that are right. Send for
free illustrated booklet. Address DOWNEN
REALTY CO., Pullman, Wash.
CHOICE irrigated lands in Yakima Valley

with water right, under U. S. Government irri-

gation, $100 per acre and up. Unimproved
wheat lands. $9 per acre and up. Always some
special bargains on short time.
Address A. J. Houghton & Co.. Prosser. Wash.

REAL ESTATE
CALIFOWNIA ^^^

$5 A MONTH will buy a beautiful ocean-
view residence site in suburbs of Sunny San
Diego, Southern California's most delightful
home place. Most rapidly developing city on
the Coast. Absolutely safe, remunerative
proposition from thoroughly reliable company.
Write today for free illustrated booklet. J.
FRANK CULLEN. San Diego. Cal.

BIO LAND OPENING. Thousands of acres
of California irrigated land will be thrown
open early In November. We will send you
New Plan Book of Instructions to Homeseek-
crs and three months' subscription to The
Western Empire, a big monthly magazine of
Callfor'iia life, also a sample copy of Pacific
Fruit World, for 10c. stamps or coin. AD-
DRESS HOME EXTENSION COMMITTEE.
260 Chamber of Commerce Building. Los An-
geles. Cal.

REAL ESTATE
,.MONTANA

WANTED—Exclusive agent to sell choice
fruit land in the famous Bitter Root Valley.
I' " home of the Mcintosh red apple. Prices
$100 to $1.tO per acre, easy terms. Syre to
double in value within two years. Yields of
$1,000 per acre from apples, pears, etc.. are
common Absolutely free from all harmful
pests and killing frosts. The valley of oppor-
tunity. The land of perfect fruit. Address,
T"TTER ROOT VALLEY IRRIGATION CO..
Hamilton. Montana.

PATENTS
PATENTS. "Trademarks Registered." Book

for inventors sent on request; strictly profes-
Tlpolpr X- Ttn\\U noff
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REAL ESTATE
IDAHO

THE FAMOUS PALOUSE COUNTRY, In
North Idaho, is unsurpassed in the whole
world. All kinds of grain, grasses and fruit
are grown without irrigation, and crop fail-
ures are unknown. Write to us for descrip-
tive matter and prices. SPOTSWOOD &
VEATCH, Moscow. Idaho.

INVEST in irrigated land near Nampa,
Idaho. The Boise Valley has an ideal climate
and productive soil. Ten to forty acres of land
will make you independent. Fruits, grain, veg-
etables, and grasses grow in abundance. Lands
$25 to $50 per acre. The Government is build-
ing large irrigation project. Write or call on
Walling & Walling, Nampa, Idaho.

HOME-SEEKERS, when lookrng for good
real estate at a bargain come to Star. Idaho.
Located in the free water section of the fa-
mous Boise Valley. Fine lands for all kinds
of farming. Good graded schools, fline
churches. Good opportunities for men with
limited capital. Call on or address H. W.
SUTTON REAL ESTATE CO.. Star. Idaho.

BUSINESS CHANCES
$3,000 to $10,000 yearly easily made in real

estate business; no capital required; we teach
you the business by mail, appoint you special
representative, assist you to success. Valu-
able book free. THE CROSS CO., 1886 Reaoer
Blk., Chicago. See our other advertisement in
this magazine.

100 PER CENT PROFIT YEARLY. A legiti-
mate, time-proven industrial enterprise, not
a wildcat speculation. We own greatest
known American deposit of pure kaolin or
potter's clay in America. The rebuilding of
San Francisco stparantees an immense demand
for our high-priced products from this clay,
insuring great annual profits from a small in-
vestment NOW. Send for booklet. PYR-
MONT BRICK COMPANY, Bacon Block, Oak-
land. Cal.

HELP ^VANTED
Lady sewers to make up shields at home;

$10 per 100; can make two an hour; work sent
prepaid to reliable women; send reply en-
velope for full information to Universal Rem-
edy Co., Desk A, Walnut St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

AGENTS DON'T HESITATE—Write at once;
it may mean $25 a day. One agent made $8.25
in 45 minutes. Sample outfit 10c (costs us much
more) or particulars free. Souvenir Photo-
Stamp Co., No. 9 H St., Kewanee, 111.

LATV AND COLLECTIONS
OUR COLLECTION SERVICE is one which

actually collects, keeps you posted, remits the
day payment is made and asks and gets no fee
of any kind until the account is paid. PA-
CIFIC STATES ADJUSTMENT CO., Suite 435,
Chamber of Commerce, Portland, Ore.

FOREIGN TOURS

FOREIGN TOURS under personal escort.
Tours to Japan, China, and the Philippines,
leaving September 15, and October 6. Tour
around the world, leaving San Francisco Octo-
ber 6. Every expense included in the rate.
First-class railway, steamship and hotel ac-
commodations throughout. Parties limited to
twelve members. MILNE TOURS COMPANY,
606 South Spring St., Los Angeles, Cal.

SATVMILL AND TIMBER FOR SALE
SAWMILL AND TIMBER FOR SALE.

2,400 acres of timber adjacent to river leading
to mill, including sluice dams, log pond, roads,
logging engine and logging equipment, a
30,000 capacity lumber plant nearly new and
in good running order, with docks, railroad
spur and shipping facilities. Offered at about
one-half actual value. Address Wm. M. Por-
ter, 294 W. 4th St., Eugene, Oregon.

FREIGHT SHIPPING
JUDSON FREIGHT FORWARDING CO. Re-duced rates on household eoods to anri frnm

all points on the Pacific CofstMa M^^qGett^
Bldg. Chicago; 1501 Wright Bldg., St. fiou"!851 Tremont Bldg., Boston; 101 Columbia
Bldg., San Francisco; 200 Central Bldg, Los
Angeles. Representatives: Oregon Auto Dis-
patch, Portland; Seattle Transfer Co., Seattle.

REDUCED RATES on household goods to
and from Pacific Coast and Colorado points.Write nearest ofllce. Bokins Household Ship-
ping Co., 530 First National Bank Bldg., Chi-
cago, 111.; 140 S. Broadway, Los Angeles; 13th
and Mission Sts»^ San Francisco; 968 Broad-
way, Oakland.

AUTOMOBILES
VICTOR hand-forged automobiles, $450 to

$800; strongest machine built; 12-H. P. run-
about; 4 passenger, and cars for light deliv-
ery; solid or pneumatic tires; responsible
agents wanted; write for catalog and signedstatements from customers. VICTOR AUTO-MOBTLE CO., St. Louis. Mo.

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
J. P. FINLEY & SON, 261 AND 263 ;!D ST..COR. MADISON, PORTLAND, ORE., have the

most modern and completely arranged funeral
parlors on Coast. Lady attendant when desired.

OSTRICH PLUMES
THE BENTLEY OSTRICH FARM—The

original ostrich farm of America. Established
1883. High-grade ostrich plumes from $1.00
up. Mall orders a specialty. Price list mailed
free. Address Bentley Ostrich Farm, San
Diego, Cal.

INVALID CHAIRS
FAMES TRICYCLE COMPANY, manufactur-

ers of invalid rolling chairs for all purposes;
self-propelling tricycle chairs for the disabled.
Send for illustrated catalogue. 1808 Market
street, San Francisco; 1022 San Pedro street,
Los Angeles, Cal.

SPORTING GOODS
KHAKI AND CORDUROY SUITS to meas-

ure for men and women, auto suits, tents, cots,
hammocks, camp bedding, sleeping bags, laced
boots, storm clothing, standard guns and am-
munition, fishing tackle, dog supplies, marine
goods, fishing net; 10 ill. catalogs free. The
Wm. H. Hoegee Co., Inc., Los Angeles.

ENGINES
RACINE BOATS—Any kind of water craft

you want. Natty, speedy, seaworthy. Write
for our catalog or visit our Seattle Branch, 321
First Ave.. South. Racine Boat Manufactur-
ing Co., Box 503. Muskegon, Mich.

FOR THE HOME
BUTCHER'S BOSTON POLISH is the best

finish made for floors and interior woodwork.
Not brittle; will not scratch oi deface like
shellac or varnish. Send for free booklet. For
sale by dealers in paints, hardware and house
furnishings. The Butcher Polish Co., 356 At-
lantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

HOME BILLIARD TABLES
HOME BILLIARD TABLES. Play billiards

and pool at home on my portable tables. No
special room. All sizes, all prices. Equal to
regulation tables. Catalog? Ridderhof, Laugh-
lin Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.

KODAK SUPPLIES
KODAK SUPPLIES. Eastman's Kodaks,

Premo, Centuries, Hawkeyes, and all ma-
terial for use with same. Developing, print-
ing and bromide enlarging. All work done by
experts, at reasonab'e prices. Send for our
Free Booklet and Price List. The best of
work and satisfaction guaranteed. Address
Department "B," EARL V. LEWIS COM-
PANY, 226 West Fourth, Los Angeles, Cal.
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BUSINESS BULLETIN—Continued

INVESTMENTS AND SECURITIES
BUY STOCKS ON INSTALMENT PLAN

under our new Stop-Loss System, Just Inaug-
urated, with Guarantee Certificates Issued.
Ten per cent down, 5 ner cent monthly. All
dividends credited. No commissions or other
extra charges. Rawhide, Goldfleld and all
other mining, oil. Industrial or railroad stocks.
No matter what stock you want, we offer it

to you on Instalments at exchange quotations.
If listed, and at lowest market price If not.
Write us what you wish to buy at once.
GUARANTEE SECURITIES CO., Chamber of
Commerce, Los Anp'eles, Cal.

TIMBER LANDS
TIMBER LANDS. After eight years' ex-

perience cruising, estimating and handling
timber on the Coast, am able to give you valu-
able assistance in buying timber. Can refer
you to scores who have doubled their money
through me. Have tracts from 40 to 4,000
acres. When desired I buy for parties at
net price and take share of profits, when land
is resold, for my services. The present finan-
cial depression makes it the chance of a life-
time to make money in timber. I want your
business, and will treat you right. People
have paid me hundreds in commissions, while
I have made them thousands in profits. Bank
reference. Wm. M. Porter, 294 W. 4th St.,
Eugene, Oregon.

BEAUTY PREPARATION
WB always interest the ladles. Our beauty

preparations are absoiutely pure and will not
injure the most delicate skin. Send for trial
order. Special prices: MacDonald's Dandruff
Cure, 75c; MacDonald's Cold Cream (softens
and whitens the skin), 50c; Face Bleach, 75c;
Harmless Hair Remover, 50c. Hair switches
made to order. Send for prices and catalogues
MACDONALD'S HAIR DRESSING COLLEGE,
204 Mercantile Block, Los Angeles.

STAMPS
BOYS collect stamps; 3 unused Cuban War

stamps free for names of 2 collectors and 2c
stamp; 1,000 mixed foreign, 23c; 40 different
Japanese on colored sheet, 25c; 1,000 stamp
hinges, 10c. Agents wanted, 50 per cent com-
mission. H. C. lOOR, 211 Bailey Bldg., Se-
attle, Wash.

INCORPORATIONS
Incorporate your business under Arizona

laws. Most liberal. No franchise or annual
tax. No public statements. Hold meetings
and do business anywhere. Stock non-assess-
able. Cost very small. Write for free par-
ticulars. Southwestern Securities & Invest-
ment Co., Box S 385, Phoenix, Ariz.

HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO SELL TO A HALF MILLION WESTERN READERS
Rate for 4 lines (smallest accepted), 75 cents per line, $3.00 per issue. Elach additional line up to 12 lines (largest

accepted), 50 cents per line.

Thus a five line advertisement will cost $3.50 per issue, six lines $4.00 per issue, twelve lines (largest accepted)
$7.00 per issue.

Ten per cent discount for six consecutive insertions.
Bills payable monthly in advance on receipt of invoice.
Always allow not more than eight words to the line and all of the last line for name and address.
IMPORTANT; The ten per cent discount for six consecutive insertions will be credited on your sixth invoice. Do

not deduct same from your monthly remittance or we will be obliged to withhold your copy until full amount is received

wHY DO OTHERS USE THESE LITTLE
CLASSIFIED ADS MONTH AFTER
MONTH? PERHAPS YOU HAVE
NEVER TRIED THEIR PULLING
POWER. THE COST IS BUT A TRI-

FLE COMPARED TO THE RETURNS
WHICH THEY BRING ADVERTISERS.
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CRYSTAllk
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Wood Rollers
Bear the script name of Stewart Hartshorn on label

Get "
Improved," no tacks required Tin Rollers

YOUR
VACATION

WHEN VISITING THE NORTHWEST
Do not fail to take a few of the dclightfal steamer rides on Pnset Soand, grandest scenery in

the world. Minatnre Alaska trips. Steamers from Seattle for Victoria, VancoUTer,

Bellinsham, Port Townsend, Port Angeles, San Juan Island Points, etc.

THE INLAND NAVIGATION CO. Pier 2 SEATTLE

^$45.00 WEEKLY AND INDEPENDENCE
$45 TO $75 WEEKLY MAY BE MADE BY ENERGETIC MEN with a little capital who

seize the opportunity to install in their home town
THE IMPROVED HILO PEANUT VENDING MACHINES

We will sell you any number of machines from one for $15 to one hundred for $1,000, and
will show you how these machines will pay for themselves in a few weeks.

GET INTO THE MONEY-MAKING BUSINESS
It is not necessary for you to give up a good position to operate these machines. Place them in

public places on a percentage and watch your income grow by working two or three hours a day.

A FEW OF OUR MACHINES WILL MAKE YOU PROSPEROUS AND INDEPENDENT
One man made $2340 in one year on an investment of $500. Will you make yourself equally

independent?
THE HILO PEANUT VENDING MACHINE must be installed in every city or town. See

that you are the first man in your district to recognize this opportunity and write for catalog and
testimonials today. There are two ways of purchasing our machines. Let us show you how. Wnte

_ Mail-order Department, THE HILO GUM COMPANY (Inc.), 127 Market Street, Chicago, lU.

V or Ucal Branch, THE H. * H . MERCANTILE CO., 717 Market Street, San FrancUco, Cal. j
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To stimulate a literary spirit and originality we
will pay $500 to the person who most nearly pre-
dicts the ending of Jack London's Latest and
Greatest Novel

"MARTIN EDEN"
It must not be a mere guess at the end so far as
Martin Eden is concerned, but should outline
the final result as to the character also: Said to be
in many respects a thinly veiled story of the
author's own early life

—the throbbing, soul-stir-

ring story of struggle, desperation, courage—of
failure and achievement—of mighty impulses
anirnating an eager, earnest, ambitious soul—of
the inspiring power of woman's love.

Every page pulses with life—the most

Intensely Human Novel
of recent years, possessing all the charm and
fascination of Jack London's virile and compell-
ing style.

First Installment will appear in the September
issue of the

PACIFIC MONTHLY
Every reader of the story may try. It costs noth-
ing. Full information in September number, in
which the principal characters are all introduced.
Most entertaining pastime to place them as they
appear in the last act of this great human drama.

FOR SALE AT ALL NEWS STANDS 15c

SPECIAL—"To introduce "Martin Eden" we will
send the Pacific Monthly one year, twelve issues,
(regular $1.50) for $1.00. Address Subscrip-
tion Department, Room 451, Pacific Monthly
Building, Portland, Oregon.

DID YOU
READ THIS
ADVERTISEMENT

*?

CONDITIONS

No Strings on this

excepting

^TT Answers must contain not

^jj less than three hundred

•words nor more than five hun-
dred words, and must be

mailed to reach the judges
not later than January 1, 1909

Readers Limited to one Aiuuer each

Address:

THE PACIFIC MONTHLY
(MARTIN EDEN)

PORTLAND : OREGON

N. B.—Eoery reader of the Magazine entitled to send in one ansner.
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ROTE
^f There aremany arms provided

for the prevention of loss, in

M^ jury or annoyance, but the pos-

session of a convenient, absolutely
safe and dependable

OLT
Revolver or

Automatic

Pistol

gives a feeling of independent security when most needed.

When will you be prepared ?

Catalogue No. 60 is the first step and will enable

you to select what you need. Send for it now.

Guaranteed for use with

standard Jactory-loaded

ammunition, either black

or smokeless powder

mi T>C PATENT FIRE fAV/ULl O ARMS MFG. V/U.
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT^
IS a PALjL mall. LONDON. S. W.

Ifyour dealer does not handle them write to at
and we will promptly see that you are supplied

THE

Washington
HIGH TOP

Ash your shoe dealer for them

In quality, the Washington boot i« the highest type of excellence. The
most critical tests have proved it to be the best built, most serviceable
and altogether comfortable boot on the market. They answer every
demand made upon them in heu-d, continuous service in any clime or

weather. They are the right shape for style and appearance ; the right

weight for comfort and strenuous service ; the right height for entire

limb protection in underbrush, thicket or marshes ; the right fit for foot

comfort—being made on the famous Tredstrate last. Fit is a vital fea-

ture in a boot of this character and a point which we have given the ut-

most care. Fit means comfort. The accompanying illustration displays
the general features of this boot. Lack of space is all that prevents us

from showing it's many other points of merit. The boot stands 1 7 inches

high ; is made from Chrome tanned Nome Calf, a most durable, yet soft

and pliable leather ; sole of best white Oak, double thickness, thoroughly
viscolized ; large bellows tongue and outside counter of superior stock

adapted for that purpose, fl We make these boots in various heights,

running from 6 inches to 1 7 inches. We also produce these boots of the

splendid Siberian tanned Calf in 6 inch and 12 inch heights only. Either

of these boots can be had with inside or outside counters. Do not expect
to find the Washington Quality in anything but a Wash-
ington boot. Owing to limited space we can not give
details of this boot here, but on request we will mail to

you our pamphlet, which will enlighten you more fully.

Ask for it, also for sample of leather. Write today to

Department B 11

THE WASHINGTON SHOE
MANUFACTURING CO.

SEATTLE, WASH., U. S. A.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Are you satisfied with your present condition or opportunities r

We MeanYou:

Mr. Banker
Mr. Manufacturer
Mr. Investor

Mr. Retailer

Mr. Hotel Man
Mr. Clerical Man
Mr. Real Estate Broker

Mr. Farmer
Mr. Dairyman
Mr. Poultryman

If you have Energy, Brains, Money, or all three of these

factors, you should move to the Northwest, and do it now!
Don't be contented with your narrow methods and con-

gested communities. Get out of your rut and come to the

Northwest, where we need hustlers—EMPIRE BUILDERS !

Plenty of room and opportunities by the thousands for

live ones. The climate makes you glad you are living the

whole year 'round.

For $1 we will send any information you want about the

West and it's resources; about it's new towns, irrigated

land, homesteads, timber claims, Alaska, dairying and thou-

sands of other subjects. Will send illustrated booklets, maps,
etc., of any town or community in the West—all for $1.

Will you spend a dollar to better your condition ?

Address :

TheWESTERN INFORMATION BUREAU
318 Globe Building : Seattle, Washington

Don't foi-Kot to mention The Padtto Montlily when ilciillinj with advert IsiTs. It will he mure.late.".
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Superlntlndlnt wuz Flannlgan;
Boss av th' slctlon wuz Klnnlgan;
Whln'ver th" kyars got often th' thracfc

An" mjcldled up things t' th' dlvil an' back,
Flnnlgan writ to Flannlgan,
Afthcr th' wrlek wuz all on aglnj
That Is, this Flnnlgan
Repoorted to Flannlgan.

Whin Flnnlgan furst writ to Flannlgan,
He wrltcd tin pa-ages—did Flnnlgan.
An' he tould jlst how th' smash occurred;
Full mlny a tajus, blundherln' wurrd
Did Flnnlgan write to Flannlgan
Afther the kyars had gone on agin:
That wuz how Flnnlgan
Repoorted to Flannlgan.

Now Flannlgan knowed more than Flnnlgan—
He'd more Idjuca-atlon

—had Flannlgan;
An' It wore'm clane an" complately out
To tell what Flnnlgan writ about
In his writln' to Musther Flannlgan.
So he wrlted back to Flnnlgan;
"Don't do sloh a sin agin;
Make 'em brief: Flnnlgan J"

' When Flnnlgan got this from Flannlgan
He blushed rosy rid—did Flnnlgan;
An' he said: "111 gamble a whole moonth's pa-ay
That It win be mlnny an' mlnny a da-ay
Before Sup'rlntlndlnt that's Flannlgan,
Gits a whack at this very same sin agin,
Fro-1 Flanlsan to Flannlgan
Repoorts won't be long agin."

Price, $1.50. At all Bookstores, or order

direct, using; this coupon:

CHAPPLE PUBLISHING CO., Ltd., Boston, Mass.

Find enclosed $ or which please send.
" Heart Throbs "

to

.copies of

THE

Best Gift-Book
OVER 100,000 ALREADY SOLD

Bound in Cloth and Gold
Illuminated Cover

Over 450 Pages
Book measures when open, 73^ x 11 J/^ in.

SAMPLE PAGES IN MINIATURE /#

HEART THROBS
CONTRIBUTED BY SO.OOO PEOPLE.

I AM YOUR WIFE.

on, let me lay my head to-night upon your breast.

And close my eyes against the light, I fain would rest,

I'm weary, and the world looks sad; this worldly strife

Turns me to you; and, oh, I' in glad to be your wife I

Though friends may fall or turn aside, yet I have you.
And fn your love I may abUe, for you are true—
My only solace In each grief and la despair,

Your tenderness is my relief: it soothes each care.

If joys of life could alienate this poor weak heart

From yours, then may no pleasure great enough to pan
Our sympathies fall to my lot. I'd e're remain
Bereft of friends, though true or not, just to retain

Your true regard, your presence bright, thro care ana

And. oh J It thank my God to-night, I
^'^J^cUvpi'ng.

McKINLEY'S DYIXG PRAYER.

In the aftemooT of his Ia«t day on earth the Presi-

dent be-'an to realize t'lat his life was slipping away.
and that the efforts of science could not save him.

What They Say of the Book:

"HEART THROBS" CONTAINS THE QOOD
OLD-TIME PIECES

Thank you for yoar note of the 8th. My wife has en-

joyed the volume, "Heart Throbs," very much mdeed.

She thinks it is one of the best select ons of the good old

pieces that she has known. She keeps the book on her

porch table, and I catch her reading it at various times in

the day.—Rev. Charles M. Sheldon, the jamous author of

"In His sups," Topeka, Kans.

A BOOK THAT WILL LIVE

In compiling "Heart Throbs" you have done good work

for the present and future generations.
—Mrs. Robert Nel-

son Pollard. Cumnor, Va.

"HEART THROBS" iO COMPLETE LIBRARY

No library is complete without a copy oi
" Heart Throbs."

Mabel M. Wbilcly, County Superintendent, Idaho City,

" "'

AN IDEAL BOOK FOR YOUNG PEOPLE

The "Heart Throb Book" and National Magazine
t lould be in every familv, especially where there are young

people.
—Mrs. M. W. Rohrbough, Vincennes, Indtana.

A GREAT INVESTMENT
I am more t'.ian pleased with "Heart Throbs." It is

t'lc greatest bool: investment I ever made.—Geo. L. Erhard,

Clieyenne, Wyoming.
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FOUR TRAINS TO THE EAST

North Coast Limited Twin City Elxpress

Eastern Elxpress

Northern Pacific-Burlington Elxpress

•

Northern Pacific Railway
VISIT

YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK
Stopovers allowed on all tickets to enable

trip being taken through Park

ROUND TRIP TOURIST FARES
To All Points in the Middle and Elastern States

Apply to any ticket agent Northern Pacific Railway and have fares quoted, routes

explained, and berth reservations made, or call on or write

A. D. CHARLTON
Assistant General Passenger Agent

255 Morrison Street : Portland, Oregon

Don't forget to moutlon The Paclflt Monthly when ilcuUug with uUvort Isors. It will Im- appri'ilatod.
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SOMETHING NEW

Thoughts
ofa

Fool
Nothing was ever more misleading than the title of this book. It is a genuine literary

treat — refreshing, thought-stimulating, witty, wholesome. Do not expect a "Billy

Baxter" or a "John Henry." In "Thoughts of a Fool" there is no effort at clever slang

or familiar style
—

it is brilliant, scintillating, and, above all, originally philosophical.

WHAT THE REVIEWERS SAY:
BALTIMORE HERALD-A Wisdom Book.

DETROIT JOURNAL—If ever there was a misnomer, it is in Ev^'yn Gladys' "Thought* of a Fool," for
there is nothing of the fool in the author's make up. She has a biting, cynical weiy of putting things, a
way that exasperates the reader, but—matkes him think.

E. P. ROSENTHAL & CO., Chicago—The author has a masculine fling to her j'^en
—she wields it at times

* almost like a trusty broadsword. The book is really unique and worth reading.

POST INTELLIGENCER—Sound reasoning, with a vein of humor running through it
—

^a very instructive
book which cannot fail to be given a place in modern literature.

TOLEDO BLADE—Whoever Evelyn Gladys may be, she is an erratically clever writer, who directs her
energies and invectives against the general "wrongness" of the world, and has busied herself pricking
bubbles and raising masks.

BOOK REVIEW DIGEIST, Minneapolis—^Twenty-six chapters of virile iconoclasm ... of challenge
to all the schools, with unfailing good humor to temper its plain speaking.

NASHVILLE AMERICAN—This book shows us to ourselves as we really are ; thus clearing the way for
higher ideals. Frank and scathing though it be, the result is a healing, a consoling, and a strengthening.

STAR, Washington, D. C.—"Evelyn Gladys," whatever may be the real name of the author, is a person of
wider experience, greater force, more coherence of thought and more effective style than that young
woman. She writes with a more distinct purpose, and that purpose is to set her readers thinking deeply
upon a great variety of social questions by attacking cherished traditions and institutions with a direct-
ness and vigor which at times leave the reader breathless.

REYNOLD'S NEWSPAPER, England—It is good that, at times, someone is found courageous enough to

drag the cere-clothes from the grinning death's head of respectability and unconventionality, andl this
our authoress has done with a vungeance.

PRICE $1.00
Publisher's price was $1.50. Special price of $1.00, due to the authoress having
taken the book out of the publisher's hands. First edition nearly exhausted..

Sent postpaid to any address in the United States or Canada on receipt of $1.00.

ADDRESS

Book DepL, THE PACIFIC MONTHLY, PORTLAND, ORE.

Don't forgtt to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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OREGONIANS
Ws Up To You!

The Railroads are doing their part, and your cooperation

is necessary to make the great work of home-building
and upbuilding the splendid success that it should be.

The Oregon Railroad & Navigation Co.
AND

Southern Pacific Company
(LINES IN OREGON)

Jointly with its Associated Lines, the Oregon Short Line,

Union Pacific and connections,will reestablish the popular

COLONIST RATES
DAILY DURING SEPTEMBER AND OCTOBER

IOCS
From the Prir.zipal Cities of the Middle West the Rates Will Be as Follows : «

FROM FROM
CHICAGO . . $38.00 COUNCIL BLUFFS $30.00
ST. LOUIS . . $35.50 OMAHA . . . $30.00
KANSAS CITY $30.00 ST. PAUL . . . $30.00
Corresponding rates from all other Elastern points. Stopovers at

pleasure at all points in Oregon.

The Colonist Rate is the greatest of all homebuilders. Oregon and the Northwes* have

unlimited resources and need more people who desire homes and larger opportunities

You can accomplish splendid results by heralding this opportunity to ail

the world. Send Oregon literature giving good reliable information

about the State, far and wide. Call on the abo\>e railroads for it (f necessary.

Fares Can Be Prepaid .

Here at home if desired. Any agent is authorized to accept the

required deposit and telegraph ticket to any point. Call on any
Local Agent, or address

WM. McMURRAY
General Passenger Agent : Portland, Oregon

Don't forsct t(» niciition Tho riicldc Monthly wlitii ilt'iiling with advortlscrs. It will Im> npproriated.
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CALIFORNIA
Is making arrangements to entertain

Several Hundred Thousand Visitors

during the winter season, and can do it hand-

somely. Its magnificent hotels, delightful climate,

and variety of beach and inland attractions are

THE WONDER of f/icWORLD
It's the place to go for a winter trip and you will

be wise to make arrangements early. If you desire

the assistance of the Passenger Department of the

Southern Pacific Company
do not hesitate to call or write. Beautifully

illustrated publications telling about all parts
of the State can be had for the asking.

Special Low Rate Tickets on Sale at All Ticket Offices Over the Famous

ROAD OF A THOUSAND WONDERS

$55.00
Portland to Los Angeles and Return

Long limit on tickets and stopover privileges.

Corresponding rates from other points. Inquire

of any Southern Pacific local agent, for full parti-

culars, or address

CHAS. S. FEE WM. McMURRAY
Passenger Traffic Manager General Passenger Agent

San Francisco, Cal. Portland, Oregon

Don't forgi't to mention The Paoiflc Monthly when dealing with odvertiseis. It will 1 1> appreciated.
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HOOD RIVERLANDS
HAVE abundant water, perfect drainage. PRODUCE the finest apples and strawberries in the world

We also have lands for sale in White Salmon and Mosier Districts. Twenty Years Residence in Hood River

W. J. BAKER & CO., HOOD RIVER, ORE.

OGUE 1/ALLEY
IVFR w^^^^^^^^

ofAMERICA

SOUTHERN OREGON

FRUIT AND GRAPE LAND UNEXCELLED
TIMBER. MINING AND MANUFACTURING

Address us for Illustrated Pamphlet

Gillette -Riggs Land Co.
GRANTS PASS

OREGON

English Walnuts and Royal Ann Cherries
We are the larsest owners and planter* of English Walnut groves in Oregon. Our properties are in Yam-
hill County. We sell a planted grove of 5 acres on terms of only $100.00 cash and $15.00 per month,
with 4% interest on deferred payments; this includes four years' care. Our price for 1908 sales is no
more than you pay for unplanted walnut land in California. Any references required can be furnished.

CHURCHILL-MATTHEWS CO., Inc., General Selling Agents, 110 Second St., Portland, Oregon

BEAVERTON-REEDVILLE ACREAGE "ri>ePasaJenaofOre,on'

It is now a well authenticated fact that the most satisfactory and remunerative farming is from small acre-

ftgc with a diversity of products. Our acreage combines all the requisites and can be had at reasonable
prices. No such offerings as these, either in location, richness of soil, improvements nor extensiveness
of area, can be found elsewhere. We invite the closest investigation. For particulars, address

The Shaw-Fear Company, 245^4 Stark St., Portland, Ore.

TNrORPORATF IN ARIZONA costs less than elsewhere
ii'^v,^vyrvr v-fiv,M 1 1:- iii i^rvi^v-fii/^

advantages are worth thousands
No tax in Arizona. No stock subscriptions required before incorporating. Any kind of stock may be issued and paid
up in property, services or leases. Transact business anywhere. Stockholders exempt from company liabili^. No
public statement and no books need be kept for public inspection anywhere, IF INCORPORATED IN AFIIZONA.
President Stoddard was for years officially in charge of mcorporating business and is resident agent for many thousand
companies. All blanks, law, by-laws and particulars free Companies incorporated on receipt of reasonable deposit
on account and telegram stating name, capital, shares, time annual meeting and authorized debt.

Reference: Any hank In Arizona

STODDARD INCORPORATING COMPANY. Box 8E. PHOENIX, ARIZONA

A Safe Investment
is one that brings adequate returns (or the

money invested. Thousands of letters

from satisfied advertisers attest the merits

of The Pacific Monthly as a safe and profit-

able medium to reach the buying public.

It helps others make money. It can help

you. Write for terms.

The Pacific Monthly Co.
Portland, Oregon

ORECON
IFARMS

Write for free illustnited

booklet pivingfull infomi-

_ ation and prices of Bcauti-

ful Willamette Valley and Coast FARMS. Address

KrEREX BROS, CO,^ 909 GOOSNQUGH BLDG. PORTLAIO) . OREGOH

Don't forgot to nii'iitlon Tho riiclllc Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Life in the West

OFFERS
many inducements. The West is compara-

tively new, undergoing many changes, and presenting

varied opportunities, and yet it has all the elements

of the very best civilization. The chances for the

young man are better in the West than in the East. Money
invested in the West will yield a larger and quicker income

than in the East.

OREGON
Is a large state, v^ith a variety of climate, scenery and produc-
tiveness. Any part of it is good. The eastern part is spe-

cially adapted to grain and stock. The coast country is

unsurpassed for dairying. The southern part produces the

best of fruits. The Willamette Valley is well adapted to the

raising of grain and fruit. The state has an immense wealth

of forest and mine.

PORTLAND
Is the metropolis, and to it comes the products not only of

Oregon, but Eastern Washington and Idaho. It is a fresh

water harbor, and has big commerce w^ith India, China, Japan
and Russia. Portland is now w^ell past the 200,000 mark
in population and destined to become a great commercial

metropolis. Real estate has doubled in value in the last three

years, and it will double again in the next three years. Ask
for full information of any of these reliable firms.

THE SPANTON CO.
Portland Real Estate

270 Stark Street

POTTER-CHAPIN REALTYCOMPANY
Owners Bay-Ocean Park

514 Corbett Building

GEO. D. SCHALK
High-Class Real Estate

265 Stark Street

ELNATHAN SWEET
City and Ranch Property

204 Corbett Building

D. E. KEASEY & CO.
Real Estate and Investments

Twentieth and Elm Streets

C. K. HENRY & SON
High-Class Business and

Residence Property
250 Stark Street

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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$5.25 PERACRE
Farming lands in one of the richest valleys of British Columbia, along the line of the Grand

Trunk Pacific Railroad, the new transcontinental railroad of Canada, and 250 miles from

the Pacific Ocean. Q This land is well watered, has plenty of rzunfall and no irrigation is

necessary. It is specially adapted for mixed farming. The soil is a deep and rich silt. It

produces wheat, oats, barley and all cereals ; forage grasses, such as timothy and red top,

heavy crops of potatoes and garden products of all kinds. Wild fruit, such as strawberries,

raspberries, cherries and many other berries grow wild in abundance. Q This valley is well

adapted for stock raising and dairying, as the climate is so moderate that cattle do not have

to be stabled during the winter. The climate is ideal in which to live, there being no

disagreeable features Q This land is selling for $5.25 per acre, on the following terms :

$1.50 peracre as first payment, $2.00 per acre in three months, $1.75 peracre in six months

The smallest tract to be sold to one person is 160 acres. Q The title to this land is gilt

edged ; it comes direct from the Government. ^ You do not have to be a British subject to

own land in Canada. Q Do not write for further information unless you are interested. Q In

making application for a tract of this land, send your full name, occupation and permanent

address, with the first payment, to

KAY McKAY
709 JOHNSTON BUILDING SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

A Handy Addition to Every Busi-

ness and Professional Man's Desk

A concise, accurate and a handy Webster's

Dictionary. It will interest the entire family.

Has 46,29 7 defined words, I 500 illustrations.

794 pages, color charts and maps. Well

made in every particular. Elxtra strong

bindings, re-inforced in the hinges. Size

7%x5|^xl% inches. Full Morocco leather

binding, flexible cover. Patent thumb index

ORDER COUPON

The Pacific Monthly Co., Portland. Ore.
Kiu-loseil pirtiiio fiiiil $'i IM), for wliirli enter my iiibtcriptioa

to TIlO PuflfU- Mtmlllly for i.ne yf»r, bikI miuI me, all

rharKea pniti, cupy i>f fho Webster Cond.'iined Pirlitmary, full

Morocco loathor bindiiiE, in »c"nrd«nco wilh »l«)vo offer. Add Me
fur postago to all Canadian poiuti and tl OU lo Koreiitn CotiutriM.

Na

Addresa

Town

State

TfcisGenameWEBSTER'S DICTIONARY
and THE PACIFIC MONTHLY form

Don't forjtet to mention Tbe Pacific Monthly wht-n a.-nllng with advortlBcrs. It will Ix^ approrlated.
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The WILSON BUNGALOW BOOK
PRICE. ONE DOLLAR, POSTPAID

HENRY L. WILSON, 426, 427,
428 Copp Bid., Los Angeles, Cal.

The only good practical book of Bungalow plans.

Page 8x1 1 inches, and plans large enough for easy

comprehension and practical utility. Descriptions

and prices of each house given. Every prospective

home-builder should have a copy. Real pictures of

real houses. Wilson's bungalovtrs are the result of

years of study and experience, and reduce the prob-
lem of house and home building to almost an exact

science. B9^ Floor plan of Bungalow illustrated

here sent free upon postal request.

Oregon Fruit Lands
We have Fruit Lands for sale in the

Rogue River Valley, Umpqua Val-

ley, Willamette Valley. In fact

throughout the State.

Address us for list

and literature Gillette-Riggs Land Co. %l:t:l'orij:f'-

Do You Want
to Own an Irrigated Fannin Southern Idaho?

TWIN FALLS COUNTY, in the Snake River Valley, is the garden spot of the irrigated
sections. It offers the splendid money-making opportunities of a new country. Unlimited

supply of water; abundant crops; pure water; delightful, invigorating climate; prosperous, pro-
gressive towns. Electric power second to Niagara, Proposed electric roads now grading.

.^tnn anil TnTICIflpr ^^^ population continues to increase and multiply, fnvpcf \t\MJOIOP ana V^OnSiaer ^^e amount of land remains the same.
IDVeSl HOW

We have farms from five acre tracts near TWIN FALLS to large tracts, ranging in price from
$40 per acre to $ 1 50 per acre, according to improvements. Write for Illustrated Booklet and List.

C. E. EVANS & CO. : TWIN FALLS, IDAHO

Rogue River Valley
Southern Oregon

QRCHARD and VINEYARD LANDS
Quality unsurpassed : Prices yet low.

Write us before locating.

The Best- Fuller Realty Co.
GRANTS PASS, OREGON

' y-'^

$2600

SEND FIFTY CENTS
For the latest and most attractive portfolio

—
"ARCHITECTURE," of Dose, West & Rein-

oehl. containing the views, floor plans, approx-
imate costs and other data of about sixt^' resi-

dences, bungalows, store, flat and apartment
buildings, etc., etc.

f DOSE, WEST & REINOEHL
Contracting Architects

Will build thia modern 8-room house. Special price of
complete plans, specifications and details only $15.00.

Oriental Block Dept. Q. Seattle, Wash.
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The Pacific Monthly
and Hammond^s Modem

Atlas of the World

For $2.00
A Needed Book on Every Library Table

New Throughout

New Drawings

New Plates

New Methods

New Facts

Thousands of New
Places all

over the World

Thousands of Miles

of New Railroads

Thousands of Miles

of New Cables

HAMMONDS
MODERN ATIAS

THEWORLD

Clearest Maps

Latest Statistics

Comphte Detail

Absolutely Exact

Easy to Handle

Many New Counties

in the United Stata

Many Changes in

Political Boundaries

Many Changes in

Names of Places
In heavy board bindiiiK, covered with suhan re,

special binding cloth, stamped in black and gold.
Size \0'A X \3'A inch»

TT. R/F J Separate maps of t'ne States and Territories of the United States.

1 tiC IYi0ClCY1\ S^P*'**'® maps of the Principal Cities of the United States.

^ _ —J _ Separate maps of each of our Island Possessions.A f'tgyQ ^/l/^VfIC Separate maps of the Arctic and the Anarctic Regions..r-l.I.CUO KJIl%JU/0 One hundred and five separate Political Divisions of the Earth.

If yiMi lire n"t satisflod with the boi)k we will refund your moiioy.

The Pacific Monthly Co., Portland, Oregon
ORDER COUPON

The Pacific Monthly Co., Portland, Oregon.
*

Enclosed please find
$2.00,

for which enter my subscription to 77k« Pacific Monthly for one year, and send
me, all charges paid, copy of Hammond s Modern Adas of the World, in accordance with above otfer.

Canadian postage 50 cents extra. Foreign postage $ 1 .66

Name

Address

Town State_

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Ifonthly when dealing with sdrertlsers. It will be appreciated.
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Commercial Orchards Near Spokane, Washington
are among the most profitable in the world. They grow the finest kinds of apples, cherries and pears—the

three most profitable fruits grown. The market is the best in the Northwest. We are handling irrigated
fruit land within six to ten miles of the center of Spokane. Every city convenience. Prices are low and terms
exceptionally easy. We plant any variety of fruit trees and take care of them one year free of charge if

desired. We handle irrigated land exclusively and only the best of that. Write us for full information.

NEELY & YOUNG, Inc.
340 CLUB BUILDING SPOKANE. WASHINGTON

A NEW IRRIGATED DISTRICT
and a new town on a new railroad (The North Bank) down the Columbia River from

Spokane to Portland. This railroad has opened a vast, rich, undeveloped country,

where many fortunes will be made within the next few years. Buy five acres at

PLYMOUTH
where soil is perfect, climate desirable, drainage excellent, transportation unsurpassed and

abundant vrater is provided. We have land from $75 to $150 per acre unimproved and

$500 per acre improved, with orchard, where best results for labor and money can be found.

EARLIEST SEASON, THEREFORE BEST PRICES
EASIEST TERMS, THEREFOFIE EVERYONE CAN BUY
FINEST SOIL AND WATER, THEREFORE BEST RESULTS

TELL US YOUR NEEDS AND W^E VV^ILL GET YOU LOCATED AT PLYMOUTH

PLYMOUTH FRUIT LANDS CO.
R. COOPER WILLIS, Secretary

472 AND 473 COLMAN BLOCK
20 YEARS IN THIS STATE SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

non't fnrtrpt tn mpntion Tlip Pnriflo Montlilv wlipn dpalinir with mlvprt!
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OREGON

Coos Bay
The Coming Seaport of Oregon

The coining largest lumber market in the

world. Railroad connection assured. Tide
land bought for ocean docks and terminals

Coos Bay Land and

Waterfront Syndicate

Write or Call for Proapectat

A limited number of shares is

now for the first time offered

WM. A. BANTZ & CO.
212 Rothchild Building, Portland, Ore.

Trustee and Bank reference furnished
with application for subscrip-

tion blanks.

BEND
THE CITY WITH A FUTURE

Are you looking for a new home,
where opportunity is waiting with

outstretched arms to w^elcome the

energetic man? No city in Oregon
can offer you better climatic

conditions, better water, more
beautiful scenery or wider expanse
of adjoining territory from which
to choose a location, than this ideal

city in the heart of the fertile Des-

chutes Valley in western Crook

County. Come and look it over
—you will stay here if you do!

Central Oregon Development Co.

BEND, CROOK COUNTY. OREGON

FRUIT LANDS

ROSEBURG
OREGON

W^ere the Fruit Reaches Perfection

and the Roses Bloom the Year 'Round

ROSEBURG is the metropolis of Southern Oregon and
is the county seat of Douglas County, which is without ques-
tion, one of the best counties in the state. Roseburg now
has a population of more than 5,000 and is growing very

rapidly. We boast of the finest climate in the world and the

most beautifully . located city on the Pacific Coast. Fine
Schools. Fine Water. Fine People. IJ4 miles of Bitulithic

Paved Streets now under construction and more to follow.

Well cared for and fully matured orchards will net the

owner from $200.00 to $1000.00 per acre each year, and

these lands can now be bought at $25.00 to $150.00 per

acre. Can you beat it anywhere in the world? No?
then why not become one of us before these lands

double, treble and quadruple in value. Think it over.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, ADDRESS

The Roseburg Commercial Club

Dou't forget to meutlou The railflo Monthly when deallug with udvertlsers. It will be appreciated.
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THERE ARE MANY LANDS OF OPPORTUNITY ADVEIRTISED
BUT THERE IS ONLY .pjn OF OPPORTUM I -».

One REAL "-^ "NiTy J

Why? Because
OREGON
OREGON
OREGON
OREGON

OREGON
OREGON

vrith an area over twice that of Ohio, has a population

of 600.000; Ohio's population is 5,000,000.

farmers and fruit raisers have a ready market for their

products. No extreme heat or cold to hurt their crops.

has an area of 61,277,240 acres; of this but 20,000,000

acres are under cultivation.

today presents more opportunities than any other state,

because there are so many openings here—industrial

and agricultural.

lands vrhich sold for a few dollars per acre but five

years ago are now worth hundreds of dollars.

is the home of a happy, healthy and prosperous peo-

ple. Join them.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
yikJ'PLY TO THE

- PORTtAND ^

DEPT. B .

PORTLAND, OREGON
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$1000 Per Acre

PROFIT
Raising fruit in Oregon. Write and ask

us how it is done and what the land costs.

The Jacobs-StineCompany
Co-operative Farm Lands Department

Portland, Oregon

ALBANY, LINN COUNTY, OREGON
the hub o( thr mcxt fertile valley of the entire northweA. ALBANY hai 6000 people, electric lights, splendid water, low taxes, good

schools, fine college and churches of all denominations. Irjterurban ele<3ric carline between Portland and Albany nearly completed.
Railroad center. Twenty-four patMnger trains daily. Linn County has RICH SOIL and CHEAPER LAND than any other section

in the rich WILLAMETTE VALLEY. Apples, pears, cherries and other fruit grow to perfection here. Ideal dairy section.

LINN AND BENTON"REiAL ESTATE CO^^

OISE VALLEY
THE VALLEY OF SUNSHINE AND HOMES.
We have the finest bearing orchards on the elec-

tric car line in the United States, in tracts of 3

acres up to 160. We also have sage brush land,
level as a floor with a good water right under the U. S. Government Ditch at $35.00 per
acre. We have 3,500 acres to sell on easy payments. We also have a few Choice Govern-

ment HomesteadM that we can locate you on. Write us for catalogue.

ROBERTS AND HILL : First National Bank Building : BOISE, IDAHO

THE OKANOGAN
Situated in the "Red Apple
Belt" of Washington? Here is

another Yakima, a second and
greater Wenatchee just bud-

ding into promise. Irrigated
fruit lands in the valleys; farm-

ing, dairying and grazing in the

hills; lumbering and mining in

the mountains. A new coun-

try, a new town, under OAtan-

ogan Government Irrigation
Project. Address

COMMERCIAL CLUB
OKANOGAN. WASH.
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A. L. MILLS President

J. W. NEWKIRK Cashier

W. C. ALVORD . . . Assistant Cashier

B. F. STEVENS . . 2d Assistant Cashier

First National

Bank

OF PORTLAND. OREGON

Capital . . $ 500,000.00

Surplus. . 1,000.000.00

OLDEST NATIONAL BANK ON THE
PACIFIC COAST

WASHINGTON ?kTI
Send us your name and address and we will

mail you, free of charge, a book containing a
yard of fine photos of the irrigation district in the

great Yakima Valley, State of Washington. The
tide of immigration is rapidly rising. Non-
forfeiture clause in our contracts, wnich pro-
vides that you get your money back in land if

for any reason you should fail in your payments.
Send today. We are oldest here—estaol'ed 1881

Calhoun, Denny & Ewing
p. Alaska Building : Seattle, U. S. A.

North Yakima office with Inland Realty & Investment Co.

LADD & TILTON BANK
PORTLAND, OREGON

Established 1859

Capital Fully Paid .... $1,000,000.00

Surplus and Undivided Profits . 400,000.00

OFFICERS:
W. M. LADD. President R. S. HOWARD. Jr.. Asst. Cashier

EDWARD COOKINGHAM. Vice-Pres. J. W. LADD. Asst. Cashier

W. H. DUNCKLEY. Cashier WALTER M. COOK. Asst. Cashier

Interest paid on time deposits and savings accounts

Accounts of Banks, Firms, Corporations and Individuals solicited. We are prepared to

furnish depositors every facility consistent with good banking.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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CL>

BUY

HANFORD
IRRIGATED
LAND

Its really Income Property\

Because the day you purchase a tract you can begin

to prepare the soil to plant potatoes, strawberries, toma-

toes, etc., any one of which will pay a larger percentage
of profit on the amount of money invested thein any city

business property, and, besides, an owner of a tract of

Hamford Land does not care whether the country is in

the grip of a financial panic or not, for it does not effect

his income the slightest bit. HE IS INDEPENDENT,
CONTENTED AND HEALTHY.

The Hanford Land Owner also has the satisfaction

of knowing that his land is increasing in value every

year, because he sees the later purchasers all around
him paying more for the same kind of land than he paid
a few months before. WHY? Because hundreds of

people are going to HANFORD to live, and people
make values.

Have YOU bought a tract of Hanford Land ? If not,

just have a little confidential chat with yourself and ask

yourself why you have not made a start for independ-
ence. Then WRITE TO THE HANFORD IRRIGA-
TION & POWER CO. and let them tell you why you
should buy a five or ten-acre tract.

The Hanford Irrigation & Power Co.
24 Seattle National Bank Building

SEATTLE - WASHINGTON
Don't forget to mention The Paclflc Monthly when dealing with adrertlaers. It will be appreciated.
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IDAHO
A HOME OF YOUR OWN IN THE
WEISER RIVER VALLEY

The place where the Winter

Apple and the Elberta Peach

grow to height of perfection

Bumper Crops of Alfalfa, Potatoes,

Melons and Beets

Invest no-w in the land of sun-

shine and plenty; where by
your own efforts you can lay

the foundation to an indepen-
dent fortune. ^ OTHERS ARE
DOING SO AND SO CAN YOU

For further information write

R. C. McKINNEY,
TRENAM & KLOTZ,
GOODING & FULLER Weiser : Idaho

Dealers in Real
Estate

INVEST
IN PAYETTE

IDAHO
Located at the junction of the

Payette and Snake rivers, and on
two railroads, Oregon Short Line
and P. V. ^ The town is centrally
located in the best fruit raising val-

ley in Idaho with abundance of
water for irrigation purposes.

Payette is in the oil belt, several

companies are drilling; enough gas
in Well No. I to supply the town.
Prices advancing rapidly.

For Particulars apply to

PAYETTE
LAND & IMPROVEMENT CO. Ltd.

Eatablithed 1894 P. H. BROWN. M»r.

TEAR THIS OFF
AND USE IT TO OBTAIN

WRITE
FOR

Illustrated ,

Literature

TELLING

INTENSELY INTERESTIN6 INFORMATION

> about the land where oppor-
tunity ahouads.

Your name

r,' Address

Mail this coapon to

REtUY ATKINSON, SECRETART

mCASUIIEII, LEAGUE OF SO

IDAHO COM M EDCIAL CLUB!

BOISE, IDAHO

OPPORTUNITIES

Southern IDAHO
Mild Winters—Mild Summers

^0 extreme heat or cold.

Life here is a perpetual

delight. Long growing
season. Glorious sunshine

KEEPYOUR EYE ON IDAHO
Vast development is in

progress. Resources are

unlimited. Splendid
openings for progressive
people.

For accurate information about any
part of Southern Idaho write to

Commercial Club in any of the fol-

lowingcitiescomprising the League:
American Falls Mountainhome
Bellevue Nampa
Boise Payette
Buhl Pocatello

CaldweU
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CAREY ACT LAND
OPENING
October 12, 1908

The KINGS HILL IRRIGATION &
POWER COMPANY

will have an opening of 15,000 ACRES OF CHOICE FRUIT
LANDS in the SNAKE RIVER VALLEY at KINGS HILL.

IDAHO, October 12, 1908, under the supervision of the State

Board of Land Commissioners of Idaho, giving an opportunity to

those who want to secure a home and invest in land situated on

the South bank of the great SNAKE RIVER in SOUTHERN
IDAHO, in a temperate climate where late frosts that destroy

fruit buds, blossoms and early vegetables, do not occur ; where

failure is unknown and success assured.

The soil is deep and composed of lava ash and erosive de-

posit, (a combination that is conceded by all agriculturists and

horticulturists to be superior in quality and productive power)
free from stone, hardpan, lava rock and alkali. The land slopes

to the North and is underlaid at considerable depth with a strata

of sand and gravel, which makes perfect drainage and prevent-

ing fermentation and souring of soil that results from excessive

use of water.

The WATER for irrigation is greatiy in excess of their

needs, and is absolutely pure.
LAND lies along the main line of the Oregon Short Line

Railroad, and there are three stations, two on the edge of the

land, the other three miles away, supplying transportation practi-

cally at your door. There will also be transportation by water on

the Snake River the tract's entire length of 20 miles and beyond.
TELEPHONE LINE covers the whole project, likewise

GOOD ROADS ; in fact everything that makes an IDEAL
PLACE TO ESTABUSH A HAPPY HOME.

For further information write for Booklet "A" to

KINGS HILL IRRIGATION & POWER COMPANY
BOISE : IDAHO

Don't forget to nu>utlon The Partilc Moiitbljr wht'ii doaltuK with adTertlseni.
'

It will be appreciated.
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NORTH YAKIMA
WASHINGTON

fl The growing city and the commercial center of the wonderful Yakima Valley,
where ten acres in fruit means independence for life, fl If you are planning to

come West or are dissatisfied w^ith conditions where you are, it w^ill pay you to

investigate the Yakima Valley, Washington's vale of plenty, Q The selection of a

home means a great deal—the right choice means success and happiness. ^ Yakima
Valley has a rich and productive soil, an unfailing w^ater supply, a mild and healthful

climate, a certain market for what you produce, w^holesome moral surroundings,

good schools and churches and congenial neighbors. ^ Fortunes are being made in

the Yakima Valley in peaches, apples and grapes. Why not come here and share
in the general prosperity? The net income from fruit runs from $250.00 to

$2,000.00 per acre. The Government is building the Tieton Canal to water 30,000
acres near North Yakima. This land can be bought at a low figure and will rapidly
increase in value. ^ Come to the Yakima Valley w^here hundreds grow into

thousands. Those w^ho have come here have prospered, so can you. If you want

any questions answered or care for a handsome descriptive booklet, w^rite to

YAKIMA COMMERCIAL CLUB
North Yakima, Wash.

'^K^Km
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Thinking of Oregon?

Things To Do Here-NOW!
PLANT FRUIT

Get my booklet on "Goodnoe Hills."

GROW WALNUTS
Send for information on Willamette Valley Walnut Belt

RAISE HOGS
Read my Pamphlet "First in the Market."

MAKE A HOME
In the most salubrious climate in America.

ESTABLISH A BUSINESS
In a field rich in opportunities.

INVEST
In the most substantially growing City of the West

WRITE TO ME

ELNATHAN SWEET
204 Corbett Building : Portland, Oregon

I "CAME WEST"—WHEN ARE YOU COMING?

Don't forgot to montlon The P.olflc Monthly when do.llng with .dTerti^r.. It will b« .WMvvl.ted.
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UNIVERSITY

THE SECRET OF SUCCESS IN FRUIT GROWING
OVER-PRODUCTION OF HIGH GRADE FRUIT IMPOSSIBLE

HOT AIR
WILL NOT
COLOR FRUITS

Unless itiscombined

with waler at the

right time and in the

right quantities ; and

unless the right chem-

ical properties are in

the soil. All these

conditions prevail in

the highest degree,

producing perfect

fruits^ in the Spokane

fruit belt.

THE
remarkable profits realized by fruit-

growers and gardeners in certain

favored localities have led to a wide-

spread development of these industries,

and, among many, to the fear that they

mijjht be overdone.

Over-production wrill undoubtedly result,

w^here inferior fruits and garden products

are concerned, and there are indeed many
who are destined to disappointment.

But there w^ill never be over-production

of high-qualitfj fruits and vegetables, owing
to the comparatively limited areas that

are peculiarly adapted in soil and climatic

conditions.

There are, perhaps, a half dozen districts

in the Pacific Northw^est where these pre-

requisities are know^n to be particularly fav-

orable to horticulture—such, for instance,

as Wenatchee, Yakima, Spokane, Hood Rioer

and the Rogue River Valley.

Doubtless other districts will be found

equally good, but the process of develop-

ment will bring forth many feiilures where

one success will be attained.

The inference is clear: The man who

engages in fruit-raising or gardening today

can afford to take no chances; and the

only way he can avoid risk is to locate in a

district that has been proved.

WHY ARE
IRRIGATED
FRUITS BEST?

Some say they are

not: The World's fruit

buyers say they are.

It is very simple
—the country that does

not need irrigation has

not enough sunshine;

the country that has

enough sunshine to

color and flavor the

fruit needs irrigation.

The SPOKANE FRUIT BELT is the only proved district in the Pacific Northwest that is

contiguous to a great city. ^ Think what that means—not only in market advantages, but in regard

to the modern conveniences and the benefits of civilization generally
—it means rapid transit,

elsctric lights, the best schools and churches, theatres and all of the refinements of life, fl Think

what it means to the children !
—the fresh air, health and freedom of the country, and the

educational facilities of the city. ^ We operate in the SPOKANE DISTRICT. Our orchard

lands are but 30 minutes from the heart of the city
—a great, throbbing and growing inland

metropolis of 100,000 population. ^ Our project is new: therefore our prices are low. Our

orchard lands afford the greatest investment opportunity in any proved fruit district today, fl If

you are contemplating buying orchard land, either as a speculation or as a grower, you cannot

afford to overlook SPOKANE ORCHARDS. €[ Send for free booklet today— beautifully

illustrated and contains much valuable information on fruit culture in general. Ask for

"Products and Profits" (Copyrighted), just issued.

ADDRESS

SPOKANE ORCHARD LAND COMPANY
335 Sprague Avenue : SPOKANE, WASHINGTON
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"If you wUh to remain always young and enjoy perfect health, drink deep of Koumyu"— Tales ofthe Desert

The Avabian KoUtnySS presented to you here is made as was
the Koamyss whose history is writ in the line quoted above. It is made
as the ancients made it, who before the advent of drugs used only

KOUMYSS TO RESTORE THEIR SICK
And keep themselves in perfect health. This Arabian Koumyss does in a

way that often borders on the marvelous. In hot climates and in hot weather

drinking Kouiryss keeps malarial poison out of the blood and completely
eliminates it from the system. In one of the largest Sanitariums in Europe
most splendid results are obtained by the use of Arabian Koumyss in

treating patients afflicted w^ith consumption, the gain in weight in many
cases being enormous. This is always the result vsrhere Arabian Koumyss is used in wasting
diseases, or where excessive thinness prevails. This is especially true in cases of malnutrition

caused by indigestion and malassimilation which it removes by giving back to you the clean,

sweet, new stomach you came into the world with, giving you a new start in life. Arabian
Koumyss is made absolutely pure, not an atom of foreign matter is used in making it, neither

drugs, c!:emicals, alcohol, gases or yeast. It is absolutely non-alcoholic. It is made by a simple,
natural process used centuries ago and still used by the Tartiur Tribes of putting milk through
the same process that grape juice is subjected to to make champagne, thereby producing a

blood-making, life-giving food and drink—a delightful, creamy, snappy, sparkling beverage—an

exquisiLe milk champagne. We refer you to the medical profession generally for an endorse-
ment of our Arabian Koumyss. A free booklet giving Koumyss history on application.
Remember it is the Koumyss of the Ancients and is made nowhere else in North America.
We put it up only in pint bottles at $2.50 per dozen, f. o. b. Portland, and will send it to you
anywhere in the world where the road is cut through. Yours for your health 's sake,

ARABIAN KOUMYSS COMPANY box 233 PORTLAND, OREGON

'5 ACRES SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA FOR $1,500^
$25 DOWN : $25 PER MONTH

At Monte Vista, between Pomona and Ontario, and only an hour from Los Angeles. Two railways.

Electric line surveyed from Los Anfieles, connecting Riverside and Redlands with Monte Vista and
all cities in orange belt. Water piped and water stock with each acre. Groves on foifr sides selling

at $1,500 to $2,000 an acre and producing $500 an
acre net per year. Monte Vista acres, $300 up, or

will sell for $450, including trees and cultivate two

years. School within a block. Churches, banks and
stores within half a mile. In the midst of 50,000
acres fruit and orange orchards. Held for years by
an estate. Get a foothold in Southern California

buying now. Semi-annual payments if desired.

L Mail this coupon today. "You're safe at Firth's."

EMIL FIRTH,
319 Weit 4th St.. LOS ANGELES. CAL.

PIrase srnd pictorial fo'der and full infoimation
Monte Vista Orange Lands.

Name

Street and No

City and State j
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^
LOOK FOP

TRADE MAQK

k FACE

We guarantee that the Ever-

Ready is the best shaving safety
. razor money can buy. $5.00 makes,

specifically compared. Millions of

men—daily users—prove our clzum
—we take all the risk convincing

you. Buy and try, today. There's

many a dollar and many sui hour

the Ever-Ready saves you.
Each of the twelve blades in-

cluded in each Ever-Ready outfit

complete at $1.00 is the finest spec-
imen of blade msdcing known to the

razor art—separately testedand pro-
tected. Safety frame-handle, blade stropper

and 12 blades^ all compactly cased.

Extra Ever-Ready blades 10 for 50c.
They fit Yankee—Star and Qem frames, too. You

can strop Ever-Ready blades or exchange 10 dull
blades for 10 brand new ones upon payment of 85c.

Sold by Hardware, Cutlery, Department
Stores, Jewelers and Druggists throughout
America and theWorld. Ask any local dealer.

Mail orden prepaid upon receipt of $1.00

AMERICAN SAFETY RAZOR CO., he
320 Broadway, New York

CuukUan Agentl, Intcmall' nal Plitrlhiiting Co.. Montnal, C»n.
London Branch, 38 HolDorn Viaduct, Agants
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Think What These Pruden-
tial Checks Would Mean
Coming to the Wife
and Family Every
Month I

A
onthly

Income
for

20 Years
or

For Life!

he Prudentiars
Very Newest Idea

in Life Insurance
At age 30, for $167.35 a year during your life, (a saving of

$13.95 a month) your Family Will Receive after your death
$50.00 Every month for 20 years, or $12,000 in all 1

At slightly higher cost, the income would continue for lifel

Write for Rates at Your Age and Learn How You can'

Provide an Absolute Guaranteed Income for Your Family.

The Prudential Insurance Company of America
Iiu-orporritcd as a Stock Company by the State of New Jersey.

JOHN F. DRYDEN, President. Dept. 23 Home Office, Newark, N. J.

Pou't forget to uieiitlon Tlio TaelUu Mciithly when deallns with uUvcrtlsers. It will bt; appreelafed.
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"OUR NATIONAL Lieutenant Dunwoody has written a

cpi ARFr^RO \Jil " strong article on the necessity of pre-^^'^*^*-'^*^^ "
paredness for national defense

;
an ar-

By HALSEY DUNWOODY ti^e of very timely interest, not onlv
Fir.tUeutenant United State. Army ^^ ^^le pCOplc of the Pacific Coast, but

to the whole country. Without being an alarmist, this writer makes an

eloquent appeal to his countrymen to wake up. ..Says Lieutenant Dun-

woody: "The scarecrow, militarism, has fed upon ignorance long

enough.
* * * Turn your attention to the political campaign, and

you will hear eloquent appeals for your support for various policies.

It would be wise to discard the well-worn plank of non-militarism, and
in its place nail a plank of ADEQUATE DEFENSE. Not a party plank,
but an American plank, in a national platform,—and give it the place
of importance it deserves."

The article will be illustrated from a series of splendid photographs.

WILLIAM WINTER "^^^^ famous dramatic critic, poet and
ff ILiljiriiTI TT 111 I LilV

essayist, will resume his popular series

And the Theatrical Trust ^^ articles on the drama, beginning next
month. He reviews the history of the

stage in New York during the past

eight months ; jabs his pen very freely into the thick hide of the Theatrical

Trust, and though it may be impossible to draw red blood from a creature

in whose veins dishwater is said to be predominant, yet some of his

comments should make the animal squirm. He discusses in detail the list

of nasty plays, which very properly failed, one after another, in short

order, and shows how clean and artistic drama has been successful in

the few instances where it was billed. Mr. Winter's writings have
never been more popular than at the" present time. Age, far from mak-

ing him prosy and dogmatic, has but mellowed his style and sharpened
the point of his critical pen—the lance that has for so many years

pricked shams and unwholesome growths of the stage. The fairness of

his criticism, clarity of his thought and wholesomeness of his viewpoint,

long ago endeared him to our readers, all of whom will heartily welcome
his return to our pages.

"GREAT ACTORS "^^^ ^^"^*^ »^^ i^^* »* peter rob-
_.— /-\¥ r\ ERTSON'S articles discusses, amongwr LI Li LI other popular stage figures of the past

SAN FRANCISCO" on the Pacific coast •'Bniy" Florence,
who stood, and still stands, alone in

some difficult lines of comedy character"; Barry Sullivan,—"I fear me
he would be a dreadfully disappointed man if he could know that hardly

anybody remembers him at all"; James A. Hearne,—"Shore Acres made
Heme known and written about all over the country"; Jenny Lee,—"You
whose memory lingers on bygone days, do you remember 'Poor Jo'?"

Janauschek,—"She is not forgotten quite yet"; W. E. Sheridan,—"No
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stranger ever kad a more immediate success; we looked upon him as

something of a revelation"; Robson and Crane,—"The days were merry
when they played together.

* * * Crane rather blushes now when
you remind him of how he used to sing 'The Old Sexton,' with a break-

down dance between the lines." The article will be profusely illustrated

from old photographs.

Pir^XlON POR There will be a good, long installmentriV^llV^l^ IV-flV of four chapters of "MARTIN EDEN,"
"M r\ XT'

p* 1^ R Fl R involving the romantic and lovable
^^ Martin more than ever in love with

the fair patrician, and setting him a

long stride forward in his fight for the success that he hopes will put him
within reach of his ideal. The same vivid power of description and

analysis that has characterized the first two installments is maintained
in the next. From all over the country are coming expressions from
review editors who have read the first .chapters of MARTIN EDEN in

the September PACIFIC MONTHLY. All seem to be impressed with
the strength of it. Says the San Francisco Chronicle: "London's power-
ful imagination gives reality to every vision of Martin Eden, and the

result is a remarkable pen picture. If the succeeding chapters hold

up to this level this will be a great story."

"ADMIRALS ALL," by D. E. DERMODY, is one of the cleverest

and most thrillingly interesting naval stories we have ever read. Mr.

Dermody's success as a writer is assured, for it is impossible than an
author may contribute three such excellent short stories in succession as

"THE KEY TO THE BULL'S EYE," published in our June issue;
"THE RECRUIT FROM MONTANA," published in the August issue;
and "ADMIRALS ALL/' now announced, without sufficiently demon-

strating his genius.

"BILL'S WIFE," by EDNAH AIKIN, the brilliant San Francisco

author, is an exceedingly interesting tale of the artists' quarter in Paris,
and the sensation created there by "Bill's Wife," who came from Cali-

fornia to visit her art-student husband.

Other good stories, articles, essays and poems, and many fine illus-

trations will fill out the November number, and altogether it will be up
to our best standard.

Remember tha^i we want your subscription NOW,—your help to make
this an even better magazine than ever. Every dollar that the maga-
zine makes goes right back into it for improvement. Profit to stock-

holders will come later. OUR READERS WILL ALWAYS COME
FIRST. Read the special notice on the colored page insert with this

number and USE THE COUPON ATTACHED THERETO.
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California's Mission Hotel

THE OIiISN'WOOD, Biverside, California. Frank A. ISlUer, Proprietor.

A long, low, cloistered building of tlie Mission type. Inclosing a spacious court and surrounded by mag-
nificent old trees and palms. In the court tl.t Old Adobe of Casino edjoins tlie stately Campanile with its

sweet chime of old Mission bells. Facing tlie court, on the third floor. Is the beautiful Paseo de las
Palmas, a promenade seven hundred feet long, bordered with graceful palms and brilliant flowering
siirubs. The I'aseo overlooks the grand court, with its grape-arborod I'ergola, the Spanish roof-gardeu of
the Adobe and the Campanile; beyond is the glorious view of the great snow-capped mountains, that rise in

majestic splendor from the wide spreading orange groves nestling at their base and which Intercept the
eye on every side.

Among other pleasing features of the "NEW OLENWOOD" ere the cloistered corridors, the Patio, or
Inner court, and the Portiales with Its graceful Mission urclies, which serves the double purpose of port-

YOU CAN LIVE OUT DOORS ALL WINTER AT

MATCHLESS
DEL MONTE
THE PARADISE OF THE PACIFIC

125 MILESSOUTH ofSAN FRANCISCO
Affords every facility for golf, tennis, riding, motoring
and all sports under ideal conditions. Superb climate,
beautiful scenery. Every luxury and convenience of finest

city hotels. Stop-over privilege* on all through R. R.
tickets. Through parlor car daily from San Francisco
3 P. M. Illustrated literature and information on request.

H. R.AVARNER, MANAGER

Will you accept this

business book if

we send it sign and maU the

C o coapon below. Send
Firee •

°° money I Take no risk I

One hundred and twelve of the
world's master business men have wn'tten ten
books—2, IQ3 pages—1,497 vital business secrets.

In them is the best of all that they know about
—Purchasing

—Collections

—Accounting
—Ttme-Kfeping
^<;ost-Keeping
—Advertising
—Correspondence
—Salesmanship

—Position-Cetfinf—Position-Holding

—Man-Handling
—Man-Training
—Business Cenentlship
—Competition Fiirhting
and hundreds antl htin*

dredt of other vitAl bust.
ness subjects.

—Orfiranization

—-Systematizing

-Retailing
—Wholesaling—Manutacturlag

.—Insurance
—Real Estate
—Public Utilities—Ilanlcinf

A booklet has been published describing, expUining, picturing the
work.

rasres 2 and 3 tell about managing businesses great and small ; pages
4 and 5 deal with credits, collections and with rock bottom purchas-
Ini;; patres 6 and 7 with handling and training men; pages 7 to 12
with salesmanship, with advertislnit, with the ni.irketing of foods
through salesmen, dealers and by mall; paires 13 to IS with the great
problem oj securing the highest market price (jr your services—no
matter what your line ; and the last page tells how you mar get a com-
plete set—bound In handsome halt morocco, contents in colors—lor less

titan yourdaily smoke or share, almost as little a< your daily newspaper.
Will you rc.id the book U we send it tree r Send no money. Simply

sign the coupon.

—The System Co., 168-9 Wabash Are., Chicago—
II there are. In your t>ooks, any new wavs to Increase my business or

my salary, I should like to know them. So send on your 16-pag« fret,

descriptive booklet. I'll read it.

Name-

Buslaess

Position—
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California's Mission Hotel

THE OUBNWOOD, Riverside, California. ISiller, Proprietor.

coel^ere and bridge from the hotel to the roof-garden. Within as witliout. Mission architecture prevails, and
is emphasized in decoration .ind quaint n-.onastlc furnishings. The colonnaded parlors, rotunda and dining-
room, the Mezzanine flcors and Social Halls are all attractive innovations. The heavy open timbered ceilings
tliroughout tlie wliole liouse are a prominent feature; and tall, massive chimney pieces with their cheerful
heartlis, add much to tlie charm of tliis unique liotel.

Riverside, "The Home of the Orange," is the city of Southern California which tourists should visit In
o'der to appreciate the pictnres(iue possiliilities of local color and American enterprise. It is a place to
dream, a place to thinlc, a place to see tl-e practical possibilities of orang« growing, and how 6.000 cars
of oranges are grown, paclied and sliipped each year. Riverside, witli its community investment of

$30,000,000, is the plaee' to speculate upon tlie future of the limitless west.

THE DANMOORE
Dan J. Moore, Proprietor Phone Main 8600

European Plan

Rates, $1.00 Per Day and Up

Portland's New Hotel
WITH GRILL

47S Washington Street. Corner Fourteenth

PORTLAND : OREGON
Hotel Moore—Clatsop Beach.Seaaide.Ore. Open
all year. For information apply at The Danmoore

FREMONT HOTEL
Corner 4th and Olive Streets : Los Angeles

AN elegantly furnished Family and
/-\ Tourist Hotel, situated two

blocks from Broadway, on an em-
inence commanding a charming vista

of the city. Appointments perfect.
Rates reasonable. American plan.

Thos. Pascoe, Proprietor
SEND FOR BOOKLET, FREE, ON CAUFORNIA

Don't fiirect to mention The PHcific Moiitlilv when dealinc with advertisers. It will be aDPrcciated,
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FALL NOVELS
The Brightest Book of the Year

Anne of

Green Gables
By L. M. MONTGOMERY. Illtisirated. $1.50

"Anne should have a permanent place in fiction.— The Boslon Transcript.

"Anne ia a triumph."— The Philadelphia Preis.

"ANNE OF GREEN GABLES is worth a thousand of

the problem stories with which the bookshelves are
crowded today, and we venture the prediction that it

will be read and re-read when many of the more pre-
tentious stories are forgotten. There is not a dull page
in the whole volume."—The Toronto Globe.

L C. PAGE & COMPANY (All Book Stores), Boston

The Leading Fall Novel
MARY JOHNSTON'S

Lewis Rand
No American novel yet written presents so vivid a pic-

ture of the exciting early years of the last century—of

Jefferson and Aaron Burr. The rich backgiound of old

Virginia, with its stately homes, its beautiful women and

romantic ideals, has given Miss Johnston opportunity to

tell a moving love story, with all the fire and fervor thiU

the readers of "To Have and To Hold" so well remem-

ber.

Illustrated in color by F. C. Yohn

$1.50

HOUGHTON. MIFFUN COMPAt^JY
4 Park Street, Boston 85 Fifth Avenue, New York

Wm. De Morgan's Novels
Full of Hope, Humor and Human Nature

SOMEHOW GOOD
"A book as sound, as sweet, as wholesome,

as wise as any in the range of fiction."—The
Nation and New Vor^ Evening 'Post.

ALICE-FOR-SHORT
"The art of fiction at its noblest."— The Dial.

JOSEPH VANCE
"The first great English novel of the 20th

century."
—New Yorl( Times RevieVf.

Illustrated 24-Page Leaflet About Mr. De Morgan,
With Complete Reviews, on Request

HENRY HOLT & CO., New York

WilliamHoward Taft

American
B\, ROBERT LEE DUNN

It is more than a biography. There is a oiquant, per-
sonal flavor about the book from the brier and pointed
foreword, to the concise addenda. It is a deliberate

estimate of Mr. Taft from boyhood to the prime of his

conspicuous statesmanship.

A handsome book of 263 pages, illuminated cover,

gilt top, and coated paper. Price. $1.00.

A BIG SELLER
At Bookstores or Postpaid

The CHAPPLE PUBLISHING CO., Lfrf.

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

THE COBBLER
By Elma A. Travis

I« the most artistic and brilliant story of the year.
1' charms one by its/ine descriptive passaaes, pleases

by il > fresh and quaint humor, moves the heart by its

tender pathos, and holds the interest by its tense
dramatic siluatiorts.

THE GREATER LOVE
By Anna McClure Sholl

Is one of the great books of the year, and no
reader of worthy fiction c%n afford to miss it.

Its light side is a love story of appealing interest.
Its serious side presents the old, old problem of the

relation of the sexes. A problem that comforts every
one who is capable of human emotions and who can
hear and heed the call of beauty and affection.

THE OUTING PUBLISHING COMPANY
35 and 37 West 31ft Street, New York

The Pacific Monthly offers fall fiction

readers the serial story

MARTIN EDEN
BY

JACK LONDON
In installments. This stirring, thinly

veiled story of the authors own life

is proving one of the big hits of the

falL Subscribe now and get the early

chapters of Martin Eden. Began in

the September issue.
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A Powerful Story of the Pacific

Northwest

THE HEART OF
THE RED FIRS

BY
Ada Woodruff Anderson

A wholesome, refreshingly original novel of the Puget
Sound country . . it's a stirring pioneer story.

—Port-
land Oregonian

Her heroine is an admirable creation, strong, re-

sourceful, charming.—Hartford Courant.

IlluMtrated. Cloth. $1.50

UTTLE. BROWN & CO.. PublUhers
Boston, Meissachusetts

An UNUSUAL New Novel

I AND MY TRUE LOVE
The new book bu the author of

"The Road to Damascus" : "He tkt Eateth Bread with Me" : Etc.

By H. A. MITCHELL KEAYS
With Illustrations by Lester Ralph. SI.SO

Kitty Sargent divorced her playwright husband because
she wearied of their struggle with poverty. She married
again. He brought up their daughter, Christina, "a most
distracting combination of innocence and cynicism."
Christina has a boy-and-girl love affair, and, to bring

home to her the meaning of marriage, about which she
has ideas of her own, her father sends her to her
mother, by novr for five years a vridow, and a charming
and popular society woman. The result is illuminating.
The reader marvels at the author's penetration and per-
ception of character, at the devination of feeling and the
keen, inevitable accuracy of results. A brilliant emd
satisfying novel of true and tender love.

SMALL, MAYNARD & COMPANY, Publishers

1 5 Beacon Street, Boston, Mzissachusetts

By FRANK HATFIELD
12 mo. 430 pp. $1.50. Maroon cloth, gold stamp
A narrative of the thrilling adventures and experiences of two

Chicago business men in the heart of Africa. Here Ihey find a
people who for thousands of years have lived a life freed from every
form of self-seeking

—the ideal life; a race of giants physically and
intellectually.
The book abounds in romance and food for thought. Altogether the

work is destined to provoke discussion and create a large interest.

REID PUBLISHING COMPANY
30 HunUngton Avenue BOSTON, MASS.

THE CAR AND
THE LADY

By Percy F. Megargel and Grace Sartwell Mason

The first transcontinental novel of rivalry in love and
motors has been an immediate success. The race is

from New York City to Portland, Oregon, and, as a

reviewer says, "You can't see the scenery for the speed
of the car." There is an irresistable heroine and the

story is one of breathless interest w^ith the ending

unguessed to the very end.

$1.50 AT ALL BOOKSTORES

THE BAKER &TAYLOR CO., NEWYORK

As ^risk and Invigorating as the

Slightest Jlutumn T>a^

THE PRINCESS
DEHRA

By JOHN REED SCOTT
Author of

"The Colonel of the Red Huzzars" auid

"Beatrix of Clare"

"Here is a new story to set the pulses tingling."
—Philadelphia Press

"The story grips from the start."—Pittsburgh "Dispatch

Colored Illustrations by Underwood. At all bookstores

J. B. UPPINCOTT CO., Philadelphia

JUST PUBLISHED

Two Gentlemen
of Virginia

By GEORGE CARY EGGLESTON

Illustrated. $1.so

No one but a Virginian gentleman is quite capable of

depicting the idefj called to mind by that term, and no
one lives better qualified to do so than George Cary
Elggleston. As a love story, it is charming ; as a picture
of the "Old Regime," it is matchless.

AT ALL BOOKSTORES

Lothrop, Lee & Shepard Co., Publishers

BOSTON. MASSACHUSETTS



LIABLE HK)DtJCTS MANUf^^
<::^ IN THE NORTHWEST ,-^GET THE GENUINE ^-^

EMERALD SOAP
Bott for Wash Day

Somethinar new. A arreat dirt killer. Ask your
arocer'or write

Seattle Soap Company
Seattle, Washington

HARD WALL PLASTERS
Manufactured by

The ADAMANT CO.
Our celebrated "CROWN" BRAND (hair fibered),

WOOD FIBERED, UNFIBERED (finishins).

Factory foot Fifteenth Street Telephone Pacific Main 2109

Office Room 433. Worcester Bldg.
TeU.: Pac. Main 718. Home A1218 PORTUND, ORE.

Specify COLUMBIA
Hams, Bacon and Lard

U. S. Governmenl Inspected

UNION MEAT CO. ''^SJe^^'^
Pioneer Packers of the Pacific

Allen & Lewis, Portland, Oregon

A SINGLE INCH
Seems rather a small space, but
perhaps you have never tried
the pullingpower of one of these
little ads. fl Write for terms.

The Pacific Monthly Co.

Pacific Export Lumber Co.

LUMBER
For All Foreign Countries

214 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE PORTUND, OR.
Cable Address, "Pacexport, Portland'*

Correspondence Solicited

SUBSTITUTES
Are usually offered as something just as good
when the dealer does not have the article the

customer calls for. ^ If your local dealer

does not have the article called for by you
which you have seen advertised in The Pacific

Monthly, write the Manufacturer or Advertiser

and you will be supplied with the genuine.

The widely advertised goods are the ones that have stood

the test. They have quality to maintain and a reputation to

sustain. See that you get what };ou ask for.

m

WEMARBPRlNTINGPLArBS
FOR tVERY PURPOSE

DESIGNING -
ILLVSTRATING

.<r-^-s.

000
EriGR-AVING.

PHOTOENGRAVINa

109 SECOND ST.

PORTLAND, OREGON

kX^» Pacific Tent and
Awning Co.
SAIL MAKERS

Manufacturer* of Tents, Awnings,
Tarpaulins, Horse and Wason Cov-
ers, ^aff^< Banners, Hammocks,

Camp Furniture, etc. Pacific Tents are of superior qual-
ity and the best of workmanship. Write for catalogue and
prices. 27 N. First St. , Near Couch, Portland. Ore.
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EDUCATIONAL

Any Boy or Girl yuHh lumt a Common
School Education can mtudy

MUSIC AI WHITMAN
- CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC '

Thorough training in all branches ; vocal and instru-

mental. Talented Instructors; delightful surroundi
Most approved methods.

Send for interesting illustrated catalog
—free

nstru- I

iings. I

WHITMAN COLLEGE, WALLA WALLA, WASH.

Miss Marker's School, Palo Alto, Califomia
Boarding and Day School for Girls. College Preparatory,
Intermediate and Primary Departments. New building.

Large grounds for out-of-door sports. Full information
furnished upon request. Address Department M.

PARAGON SHORTHAND laught in seven easy lessons; maryel-
ously simple and easy of acquisition ; great speed and quick'
ly read. Free from perplexities and complications. No
shading ; one position : a few simple word signs ; connec-
tive vowels. Lessons by mail. Write for particulars. B.

Watson, 216 South Bunker Hill Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.

STUDY
LAW
.AT

HOME

Prepares for

The oldest and best school. Instmction by mail
adapted to every one. Kecognized by courts and
educators. Experienced and competent instruc-
tors. Takes spare time only. Three courses-
Preparatory, Business, College.

" - -—
practice. W ill better your con-
dition andprospe<-t8 in business.
Students and graduates every-
where. Full particulars and
Easy Payment Plan free.

The SpraKoe
Correspondence School

of Law,
666 Bi^Mtle Bldg, Detroit, Hick.

f^>'WHY NOT BE AN ARTIST?
Our graduates are fli'ing High Salaried

PositioBs. Good artists

EARN $25 TO $100 PER WEEK
and upwards, in ttsj fascinating work. Our courses ol
Peraonal Home Instrurtlon by correspondence, are com.

pletc, practical. Eleven years' successful teaching. Expert in-

structors. Positions gnarastced eompetent workers. Write for
Uaadsome Art Book, Free.

SCHOOL OF APPITBT) ART (Founded 1898-)
i^as^iB )( 53 Gallery Fine Arts, Battle Creek, Mich. tiaaavH

LAW HERE OR BY MAIL. Degiee two
ycais. Credits accepted. Can earn ex-

penses. No entrance examination.

Prepares for all States. Other courses
FREE. Write desire. Indianapolis College of Law, 38 N.
Penn. St., Indianapolis, Ind.

FRENCH-GERMAN
SPANISH -ITALIAN
Spoken,Taught, and Mastered by the

LANGUAGE
PHONC

METHOD
Combined with

The Rosenthal

Common Sense Method

of Practical Unguistry
The Latest and Best Work of Dr. Richard S. Rosenthal
YOU HEAR THE EXACT PRONUNCIATION OF
EACH WORD AND PHRASE. A few minutes' practice
several times a day at spare moments gives a thorough mastery
of conversationalFrench, German, Spanish or Italian.

Sendfor testimonials, booklet and letter.

THE LANGUAGE-PHONE METHOD
840 Mropolis Bonding, Broadway and 16tb St., New York

T. Francis Academy
12th and E. Oak. Portland. Oregon

Condncted by tha Sisters of tbe Hol> Names

BUILDraGS WEW : EQUIPMENT HEW
FURNISHINGS BRIGHT AND NEW
Day and Resident Pupils accepted
Grammar and High School Grades

Field Excursions : Library Visits : Modem Methods
Ko discrimination in religion

I Write (or intonzuitloii. Address Bister Saperior

BE, A RAILROAD MAN^
We'll make a Jflreman or BraKeman^

oat of you in a short time by mail. In-
struction Is practical and fits yoa
for good salary. Our graduates are
in big demand Only school con-
ducted by railroad men and en-
dorsed by railway managers. Do you
want a ]ob? Write today, state age and
ask for free catalog.
The Wenthe By. Cor. School DeptS-R 158, Freeport. III. ^^=:^

Q

SOUTHERN PACIFIC
Wants youne men to learn telegraphy and station work;
salaries $73 to $90 month. Address

SCHOOL OF TELEGRAPHY
Hibernia Building, Market and Jones Streets, San Francisco

DoYou Manage to Keep Busy?
Are there any idle moments on your hands that might be
turned into dollars ? Why waste precious time when you
might just as well be adding to your income by a little

spare time soliciting for The Pacific Monthly. Write for

terms now^.

For further particulars, aJJress THE PACIFIC MONTHLY, Portland, Ore,
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The Pacific Monthl/s fhfY'er'tofcs^'

fs^O ONE who is interested in the West in any way, either through desiring an inti-

mate knowledge of its wonderful, constant and surprising growth, or because of

having more direct interests there, can afford to be without the next twelve issues of
THE PACIFIC MONTHLY. Other than that it is everywhere recognized as a magazine
of the highest literary merit. For the benefit of those of our readers w^ho desire in

addition to THE PACIFIC MONTHLY some of the other standard magazines, we list

herewith some of the best clubbing offers of the season. Should it happen that these
are not just what you want, and you should preferany other combination, THE PACIFIC
MONTHLY can be added to any such for one dollar. We will gladly quote prices on
any clubs or combinations desired on application.

THE PACIFIC MONTHLY,
Good Health, ...
THE PACIFIC MONTHLY,
Metropolitan, ...
THE PACIFIC MONTHLY,
Woman'* Home Companion,

THE PACinC MONTHLY.
Cosmopolitan, ...
THE PACIFIC MONTHLY,
SucceM, . . . . .

$1,501

-i^ $2.00
$2.50 J

$1.50
1.50

$300
$2.00

$1,501

-H?l$2.00

$2.00

THE PACIFIC MONTHLY,
American, ....

j$2.00
$1.50)

-ii° $2.00

$2.50

THE PACIFIC MONTHLY,
Harper'* Bazaar,

$2.50

$1.50
- 1.00

$2.00
THE PACinC MONTHLY.
Good Housekeeping,

THE PACIFIC MONTHLY,
Garden Magazine,

$2.50

$1,501

-i:^ $2.00
$2.50 J

$1.50
1.00

$2.50
$2.00

Of the foregoing nine magazines listed in individ-
ual combinations any two can be added to the Pacific

Monthly by remitting $2.65 ; any three by remitting
$3.30. Canadian postage 30 cents extra on each
magazine; forrign, $1.00.

THE PACinC MONTHLY,
Housekeeper, Minneapolis,

THE PACIFIC MONTHLY,
Pearsons, ....
THE PACinC MONTHLY,
Etude,

$1,501
- .75!

$2.25 J

$1,501
1.50 I

$3.00 J

$1.50]
$1,50 1

$3.00]

THE PACIFIC MONTHLY,
Technical World,

THE PACinC MONTHLY.
Photo Era, ....
THE PACinC MONTHLY,
Ainslee's . . . . -

THE PACinC MONTHLY.
Outing. . . . . .

$3.00 .

$1.50
1.50

$3.00

$1.50
1.80

$3.30 j

$1.50
3.00

THE PACIFIC MONTHLY,
Forest and Stream, Weekly

THE PACinC MONTHLY,
Lippincott*, . . . .

THE PACinC MONTHLY,
Country Life in America,

$4.00 j

$1.50
4.00

$5.50 !

THE PACinC MONTHLY, $1.50
Pictorial Review, ... 1.00
Ladies' World. ... .50
Modern Priscilla (fancy work). .50

Canadian Postage $1.25 extra.) $3.50

THE PACIFIC MONTHLY. $1.50
Delineator. .... 1.00
Everybodys. .... 1.50

Canadian Postage $1.30 extra.) $4.00

THE PACIFIC MONTHLY. $1.50
McClures. • - 1.50
Success or Woman's Home
Companion, ... 1.00

Canadian Postage $1.50 extra.) $4.00

THE PACIFIC MONTHLY. $1,501
Delineator, .... l.CO fl» o Of?
World's Work, - - -

3.00^ JJ)3.^3
Canadian Postage $1.80 extra. ) $5.50 J

THE PACIFIC MONTHLY, $1.50]
Everybodys, .... 1.50 fl» o X /A
Worlds Work, 3O0[«p.^,0U
Canadian Postage $1.60 extra.) $6.00 I

The above five combinations must be

ordered, each complete in themselves, and

cannot be split up in any way.

Address, THE PACIFIC MONTHLY COMPANY PORTLAND
OREGON

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Montblj when dealing with advertliierB. It will be appreciated.
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EDUCATIONAL.

Mows acfion-

ro/Iows delay.
EL /^ v^ r%i

ELECTRICAL. PLUMBING , PLASTERING
OR BRICKLAYING TRADES

Our scholars make $6 per day after 3 to 4 months* course

Positions Easily Secured

fl You can enter at any time. No previous knowledge required.

All instruction is practical and individual. Day and night classes

all year round. Our scholars are from 15 to 50 years old.

No Books— Tools Take Their Place

\^p^ ENTER NOW AND PREPARE FOR THE SPRING BOOM

COVNE TRADE SCHOOL.
2:^t'2<hi BiCHTH STJREET, S/KN TRANC/SCOXAL.

¥ ¥¥¥ ¥ MILITARY
FllLiLiACADEMY
A Boau'ding and Day School for Boys. Accred-
ited to all leading colleges and universities. Boys
of any age admitted at any time. Write for Illus-

trated Catalogue.

DR. J. W. HILL, Proprietor and Principal

PORTLAND. OREGON

CARTOONING
ILLUSTRATING

Law, Pharmacy, Shorthand, Bookkeeping, Pen-
manship, Drafting, Journalism taught quick and
cheap by mail or here in our home institution
founded 1850. Write today for speciaJ offer.

State course desired.

NATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
38 N. Penn. St., Indianapolis, Ind.

PORTLAND
ACADEMY
Portland, Oregon

Twentieth Year Opens
SEPTEMBER 21, 1908

'T'HE Academy fits boys and

girls for Elastern and Western

Colleges. A Primaryand Gram-
mar School underthe sameman-
agement receives pupils as early

as the age of six and fits them
for the Academy. Well equip-

ped laboratories in the depart-

ments of Chemistry and Phys-
ics. All departments are in charge of thoroughly
qualified and experienced teachers. A Gymnasium
in charge of a skilled director. Field and Track Ath-
letics. A well appointed boarding hall for girls. Young
men and young women desirous of a thorough prepara-
tion for college or of a broad and thorough High School
Course are esoeciallv invited to <>Ti>min^ tK»» aAvantitcrfa

Why Not Study
PENMANSHIP under a pen Artist?

BANKING under a Bank Cashier?
BOOKKEEPING under an Expert Accountant?
CORPORATION Accounting under a System Man?
ARITHMETIC under a Thorough Mathmetician ?

SHORTHAND under a Convention and Court
Reporter?

TYPEWRITING under a practical touch Operator?
Letter-Writing, English, Spelling, etc., under thor-

oughly competent instructors ?

The Leading Business College Portland, Ore.

New Hamburger Building LOS ANGELES. CAL.

High-grade business training. Los Angeles the finest

place on earth to attend school. Entire yeai
—begin

when ready. Positions secured. Write for catalogue.

DO YOU LIKE TO DRAW?
THAT'S ALL WE WANT TO KNOW
Now we WILL NOT give you any grand prize
or a lot of rBKK stuff if you answer this ad.
Nor do we claim to make you rich in a week.
But if you are anxious to develop your tal-

ent with a successful cartoonist, so you can
make money, send a copy of this picture with
6c in stamps for portfolio of cartoons and
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Time Is Money
Invest Five Minutes Now

The Pacific Northwest is the last and best of the undeveloped territory in the

United States. Equal opportunities for making money can not be found else-

where. A little foresight 'will enable you to share in the profits that will be
made here within the next few years from judicious investments. Prompt
action is necessary, hoAvever. fl Nowadays people do not become wealthy
by working for wages; neither do they secure a competency by saving at

banking rates of interest. Investments in new and prosperous communities
are the ones that return big profits and insure a permanent income, but

It Takes Money To Make Money
The man of moderate means is sure to be distanced in the race for wealth
unless he combines with others. The United Securities Company offers

you an opportunity to combine and succeed. It invities you to participate
in the enormous profits made possible by the handling of large sums of

money. ^ This company is engaged in the promotion of enterprises of

absolute merit, among which are office buildings, manufacturing industries,

mines, etc., where greater capital is necessary than can be commanded by
the ordinary individual, and where enormous profits are absolutely certain.

An Income Perpetual
Would you like an interest in a going concern that is now operating on the lines

above indicated ? It is possible for you to obtain such an interest on easy pay-
ments. You may become a partner in The United Securities Company by pur-
chasing some of its Life-Income Investment Bonds. The holder of one of these

bonds participates in all the profits of the business and will receive an estimated
annual dividend of from 15%to40%,including a preferred dividend of 6%which
is guaranteed, fl Do you want an income while you live and something better

than an insurance policy to leave your heirs when you die ? If you do, cut

out the attached coupon, fill out properly and mail to us today. You take no
risk of any kind, and after you have heard from us, if you are not satisfied that

this is one of the best opportunities of your life, you are under no obligation.

NOT MORE THAN 10 BONDS RESERVED FOR ANY ONE PERSON

THE UNITED SECURITIES COMPANY
Empire Building : Seattie, ^Vashington

FILL OUT THIS COUPON AND MAIL TO US TODAY

THE UNITED SECURITIES COMPANY.
Seattle, Waahington : ^«

Please reserve for me Life-Income Investment Bonds (value $100 each), and send full

information. If I am convinced that your enterprise is of the soundest character, and that it will prove unusually

profitable, I will pay for same at the rate of $3 cash on each bond for which I subscribe and $5 a month on each

bond until fully paid.

Name — .

Postofiice.

County State.

Don't forget to mention The rudflc Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.



When Day Meets Night
By Jessie Davies Willdy

Like friars clad in gowns of hooded gray,

The fog-clouds on their noiseless wings
Come trooping inland o'er the dark'ning bay.

And trail along the shore, where clings

The soft, w^arm kiss of the lost yesterday.

Across the thunder of the ocean bar

The headland sends a friendly light,

A welcoming to w^andering hearts eifar,

A greeting home I When day meets night
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Tales of Noted Frontier Characters

III

"SOAPY" SMITH, BAD MAN AND BLUFFER

By Don StefFa

Illustrated from Copyrighted Photographs by Case & Draper

[ROM the 'ate 70's, when
Boot Hill—the grave-

yard that marks the final

resting-place of Dodge
City's outlaws—was rap-

idly adding to its popula-

tion, to the day when Billy-the-Kid, off

his vulture-like guard for a moment,
died with the words quien es on his lips,

the "bad men" of the west have been

marked by one or several peculiarly
characteristic features of make-up.

In some there was an utter disregard
for human life

;
in others, a brutality

without reasoning. There are records of

a few who tried to "tote fair." but even

these never hesitated to shoot at the

first sign of a pinch.
From the Mexican border through

Texas and Arizona to the Black Hills,

the "bad men" dictated the policies of his

reign through his ability to pull a trig-

ger, and pull it quickly and well. In

those days when law was dispensed off

the peep-sights of a Colt's, the frontier

was ruled by the dare-deviltry that recog-
nized no obstacle nor wavered at the

sacrifice of a human life.

When "Soapy" Smith died on the

wharf at Skagway in July, 1898, his

heart pierced by a bullet from the re-

volver of a man he had felled to the

ground in a hand-to-hand encounter,
there passed from existence a bad man
who, in addition to his badness, was a

bluffer. The game of blufifijig originated
with him when he started out on his

criminal career. He bluffed all the way
through, although recognized as a dan-

gerous man and a good shot, and it was
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SOAPY SMITH RIDING DOWN THE MAIN STREET OF SKAGWAY, ALASKA, JULY 4, 1898, FOUR DAYS
BEFORE HE WAS KILLED.

the failure of a bluff that cost him his

life.

Paradoxical as it may sound in the

face of his life of crime, Soapy Smith
was a bad man, to a degree, in exter-

nals only. Inwardly he possessed the

open-hearted characteristics of a child,
but these were often used to tone down
and modify in a way, the lurid crimi-

nality of his acts. He tempered his

sand-bagg-ing and robbery many times
with a benevolence and "square deal" re-

action that frequently gained him im-

munity from prosecution or mob law.

That was the object he sought. Even
his naturally generous instincts were
used as a bluff.

No more picturesque character ever

gained the brand of outlaw than this

tall, brown-eyed, soft-voiced, handsome
man who died in Skagway. with his

boots on, game to the last, asking no

quarter and receiving none. He walked
into the face of death, confident that the

bluff he had planned would carry out

successfully, but knowing, too, that the

quickness of a finger's movement would

get the "drop" on his man or send a bul-

let through his own body. Soapy lost.

The career of this man of contradic-

tions began in Georgia, where he was

born, became conspicuous in Colorado,
and gained a lasting notoriety in Alaska,
where the wealth of new-found placers
formed a golden field in which Soapy
and his scores of confederates operated
unlicensed, without fear of the law,
which was then and there an unknown

quantity, or of man or his institutions.

Soapy Smith, whom his family sur-

named Jefferson R., got his nickname
from a game he worked in Denver before

the country stampeded to th^ Creede

mining district when the gold strikes

were made there.

He would station himself on a street

corner, set up a tripod, put a grip on it

with one-half filled with small pieces of

soap and the other with greenbacks and

pink wrappers. Then he would roll up
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a bill, ranging from ten dollars to one
hundred dollars, in a wrapper with a

piece of soap. A confederate would step

up and buy the article for a dollar, then
would unwrap it, showing the bill.

Usually after this bait had been thrown

out, the crowd would come through, but

when each man tore off his wrapper he
would find nothing inside. Chagrined
at the swindle which had been practiced

upon him, he usually said nothing and
concealed the fact that he had been so

easily duped.
So clever was Soapy at this game chat

one would even see a little corner of the

green sticking out of the wrapper, and

yet there would be no bill there. When
Soapy had gotten about two hundred

dollars, if business slacked up. he would
shut his grip and say good-bye and tell

the crowd he would be there the next

night and not to forget the number.

Soapy's career in Denver was a mix-
ture of murder, gambling, politics, bun-

coing and bluffing. He bluffed his way
into the leadership of politics, bluffed his

way through all the intricate avenues of

the gambling "profession," and although
four murders were laid at his door dur-

ing his life in Colorado's capital, he

bluffed his way clear of all of them.
He was acquitted of the only one for

which he was tried.

The prince of gamblers, as he was
often called, was as shrewd and cunning
in his criminality as the coyotes which in-

fested the great range plains east of the

city. When it became necessary to take

a human life, Soapy surrounded himself

with some of his trusty confederates.

His usual way was to get a man cornered
where chance to escape was hopeless.
Then this bluffer, armed with the same
sized caliber of revolver as those fired

SK.A.GWAY, ALASKA.
Tbo Vigilance Comraittpe Was Holding a Meeting on the Farthest Do<k When Soapy Smith Encountered Frank

Reid at the Land Knd of the Wharl". Where Reid Was Standing (iuard. In the Hand-to-Hand
Encounter, Soapy Was Instantly Killed and His Slayer Fatally Wounded.
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from the hands of h.is accomplices, would
shoot his helpless victim

Sparks was killed by Soapy Smith
and his gang in Denver in this manner.
The murdered man's body was riddled

with bullets, but an autopsy failed to

furnish the expected evidence to con-

vict Soapy of the brutal murder. The
balls of lead were all the same size, as

if fired from the muzzle of the same
revolver.

Soapy remained in. Denver from 1883

to 1891. Then the Creede mining boom
broke out and he went there and opened
three gambling houses. Creede was one

of the wildest camps in the world and it

was probably this unbridled, catch-as-

catch-can existence that later led Soapy
to move to the northern region, where
all law was dissipated in the wmds.

Cy Warman worked in Creede during
Soapy 's life there and wrote:

It 's day all day in the daytime,
And there is no night in Creede.

Everybody gambled cay and night,
and Soapy's gambling halls included all

kinds of games from chuckaluck to bac-

carat. He organized a gamblers' trust,

then elected himself president of it. Po-

litical training in Denver had made him
a diplomat. He cultivated all classes so

the "protection" he enjoyed would be

continued, and when the citizens kicked

against a piece of work that was too

strong, Soapy, who was naturally gener-

ous, had the money returned. It was

policy to do so.

Once Parson Uzzell, of Denver, went
into the camp to raise funds for his

church. A collection of sixty dollars

was taken up, but that night the parson's

trousers, containing the money, were
stolen from his bedroom.

Soapy heard about the robbery early
the next morning. The instinct to bluff

his way into the good graces of the pop-
ulace rose to the surface. He balked at

a game, he said, which bordered on the

sacrilegious.
"Such work won't do," he declared,

where everyone could hear him, and the

next night the parson's trousers were

returned, with one hundred dollars in

them instead of sixty. One of Soapy's
confederates had stolen them.

Soapy's places were packed full of

A FEW OK TUK KORTY-l'IVK MKMIIKHS OV SOAPY SMITHS C.VNd. UOrNDKI) UP AM) DKPOUTKD
FKOM SKA(;WAY AKTICIl TUK OUTLAWS DKATH. DKPUTY UNITED STATES .MAKSHAL

"DOC" TAYLOP WAS ONB OF THOSE OIVKN ORDERS TO LEAVE THE COUNTRV.
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CROWD OF CITIZENS IX FRONT OF THE CITY HALI. WHERE SEVERAL OF SOAPY'S GANG WERE
CONFINED.

gamblers and he prospered. He was

protected by the city officials in his cut-

throat games and every night he sent

heavy express packages of gold to the

Denver banks. But he protected him-
self as well as the authorities protected
his business and him. When he could n't

bluff himself out of trouble, he preferred
to shove a confederate into danger be-

fore he himself took the field. The
man's policy of self-preservation was
shown when another bad man known
as "New Orleans" arrived in Creede.
New Orleans had a hard reputation.

Seven notches were cut in the butt of
his revolver. His father had been a bad
man before him.
New Orleans' arrival in Creede was

a matter of some apprehension to Soapy.
He did not care to mix with the new-
comer if it could be preventetl. He
knew New Orleans' purpose in coming
to Creede—to make either money or

trouble, and either or both would come
quickly. Accordingly, Soapy offered
New Orleans a job dealing faro, but
New Orleans believed he had a quicker

way of making money and forthwith set

up a shell game on the sidewalk directly
in front of Soapy's most prominent
gambling hall.

The game was no sooner started, how-
ever, than Soapy waited upon this man,
who had the effrontery to compete with

the president of the trust. Soapy rushed

out of the front door.

"Alove, and move damned quick," he

said to New Orleans. "If you dont—"

and he placed his hand menacingly on
his gun pocket and walked back into

the gambling rooms.

Soapy's immediate connection with

New Orleans ended there, except that he

telephoned the city authorities to re-

move the obstruction on his front side-

walk and then told Joe Palmer, his part-

ner, to see to it that the commands of

the city officials were obeyed.
In accordance with the edict received

from the marshal, New Orleans aban-

doned his place of business, but it was
with sullen face and muttered threats

that he would "get" Palmer or Soapy—whichever one showed up first.
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New Orleans tried to make good. He
was a dead shot and that night he laid

behind a pile of logs near Soapy's sa-

loon, waiting patiently for his intended

victim. Palmer

happened to be the

first to come out.

A big arc light
over the door made
the street as light
as day.
As Palmer

stepped onto the

sidewalk, New Or-
leans' revolver
flashed fire and the

middle finger on
P a 1 m e r's right
hand was torn to

shreds. Palmer
dropped behind a

boulder on the

curbing. He ban-

daged his wound-
ed hand with a

handkerchief. With
his left he got out

his gun, and there

in the glare of the

electric light the

two fought to kill

and emptied their

revolvers at each

other, amid a

rambling volley of

oaths and cries of

rage as one or the

other felt the sting
of a bullet.

Palmer shot for

the dark spot he

could see through
the small cracks

between the logs.
New Orleans
watched through
those same cracks
for the smoke
from Palmer's re-

volver, then would
raise up from his

barracks and shoot

crouching behind the boulder. Scarcely

seventy-five feet separated them, and
there was a constant crack, crack of revol-

vers as both were fired with telling effect.

STKWAUT AND THK "POKK" IN WHICH HE CAR-
IlIKI) $2,7(K> IN r.OI.I) DUST.

Stewart Wuh Itobbctl of the Kiitlre Sum, An Inoldont
Which rroclpltatoil Sonpy Smith's IH-uth.

down at the figure

When the duel was over. New Or-
leans had been wounded three times.

Palmer fared worse ; five shots had en-

tered his body. Neither was killed.

"A fairly good
job," Soapy re-

marked, when he
had absorbed the

details, "li you '11

agree to do a bet-

ter one, I 'U fur-

nish the guns for

both of you."
The clever

shrewdness of a
bad man found a
counter part in

Soapy. His was
the acme of pro-
fessional swindling
whose clean-cut

outlines were the

oflfspring of men-
tal effort and stud-
ied ingenuity.

During his Col-
orado career, this

murderer, gambler
and throne-holder
of swindlers prided
himself on the
bunco game he
worked on "Sleepy
Jake," another
bunco practitioner
from San Francis-
co. The trick held
the upper strata in

Soapy's mind for

years afterwards
and he never lost

interest in telling
it to his confeder-
ates. It is doubt-
ful if frontier his-

tory contains many
parallels , to the

swindle *of Sleepy
Jake which was

planned, executed
and carried to a

successful conclusion by Soapy Smith.

The victim never learned that he had
been victimized.

Sleepy Jake had been operating on the

Pacific coast. He was the "inventor" of
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a device for making five-dollar gold
pieces, and after duping many gullible

countrymen by the clever manipulation
of his "invention," finally sold a half in-

terest in the machine—a vest-pocket
piece of mechanism—for two thousand
dollars. The buyer never saw his part-
ner after the money changed hands and
soon afterwards Jake was ordered out
of the Bay City by Chief-of-police

Crowley.

and this fatal information he confided

to Soapy.
Hesitation was not in the list of tem-

permental weaknesses possessed by

Soapy Smith. When the promotion and
ethics of his business were at stake, he

acted quickly.
A few hours after Soapy had learned

these inner secrets from the owner of

the five-dollar gold piece machine, he

imparted to Jake that he knew a mine-

BUSINESS HOUSES IN SKAGWAY CLOSED AND THE ENTIRE POPULACE GATHERED TO ATTEND
REID'S FUNERAL.

Sleepy Jake went to Denver, where he
fell in with Soapy and his gang. Be-
fore long he had disclosed to Soapy his

method of making quick money. To
his new found friend he also imparted
the fact that he had cleaned up several

thousand before leaving San Francisco.

During his busy life, Jake had never

acquired the art of writing. Hence, to

place his funds in a bank was easy, but
inasmuch as he experienced considerable

difficulty in signing a check, drawing
them out again was a hardship. In

consequence Jake's bank was his person.
He strapped his money around his waist

owner in Cripple Creek, returning to

Denver that day, who could be easily

separated from a bunch of coin. Jake's
device was all that was needed.

According to pre-arranged plans, the

two took train that morning towards

Cripple Creek, got off at a small station

and waited the Denver-bound express.

Soapy outlined the modus operandi. Jake
was to sit near the door of the coach,

facing Soapy, so as to observe the lat-

ter 's signals. If anything went wrong,
both would be prepared Soapy was to

do the talking.
When the train pulled into the depot,
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both entered the rear coach. Soapy im-

mediately took a seat beside the prospec-
tive victim, but after holding conversa-

tion with him for a short time signalled
to Jake that it was no go. The train was

stopping at another town and Soapy
and Jake got off. Denver was only a

few miles away and Soapy proposed that

they walk into the city. Sleepy Jake
agreed and the two were soon lost to

sight down the track.

Soapy was explaining to Jake why the

mine-owner had turned down the prop-
osition when two masked men suddenly
stepped in front of them from behind an
embankment. The command, "hands

up," was augmented by a pair of revolv-

ers thrust into the faces of the tie-

walkers.

Sleepy Jake's belt was loosened and

nearly three thousand dollars taken from
several inside pockets of his shirt. Soapy
was also relieved of what little cash he

had. The latter act, however, was only
a ruse to deceive Sleepy. Both highway-
men were confederates of Soapy. He
had swindled a swindler.

That was one of the last of Soapy's

big get-aways during his reign of crime

in Colorado. His lawlessness finally

palled even on the officials of Creede who
were protecting him in his gambling
games, and the authorities in 1894 or-

dered him out of town He drifted back
to Denver, but a change in the political

regime had placed too many thorns in

the pathway of an easy existence in

gambling.
Disheartened at the niceties of en-

croaching civilization, Soapy went to

Mexico and through sheer nerve talked

Diaz into giving him the gairbling con-

cessions for the City of Mexico. But
this did n't pay, as the greasers could n't

be interested in anything but inonte, so

discouraged again he turned his face to

new fields, after winding up affairs in

Creede where the mining excitement had

begun to ebb.

Soapy reached Portland, Oregon, in

1896, then went to Seattle, %'where he

spent several months. The fever of the

Klondike boom was in the blood of every-
one during 1897, and Soapy, divining a

new Eldorado, free from the annoying
interference of law, took boat for Skag-

way, where he landed late in the sum-

mer.
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The little town tucked between ihe

towering snow-clad peaks at the mouth
of Skagway River did not fall short of

Soapy's expectations. As if molded by
a designing hand, Skagway—a primi-

tive, crude, cosmopolitan village
—

lay at

the bottom of a deep ravine, cut off

from every connection except by water,

fostering the swift impact of an over-

whelming gold excitement. If the gam-
bler had been dumped headlong into a

barrel of treasure, conditions could not

have been more to his liking.
The few brief months which Soapy

spent at Skagway were a continuation of

his sullied career of robbery, sand-bag-

ging and murder. The policy of organ-
ization^—diplomatic effort which had put
him in command of Denver politics and
elected him head of the gamblers' trust

in Creede—he again put strongly into

play. During the dark months of winter,
he arranged his campaign.
Skagway at the time was leaping in

population. Hundreds were coming to

the northern city in anticipation of the

first rush across the divide to the gold

regions in the Dominion. Struck as sud-

denly as if by a lightning bolt, the town

gasped in its eft'orts to cope with the

fast multiplying throng The irresist-

ible eagerness to make haste switched

possible order into chaos. The city was

momentarily turned into an inadequate
corral, which fretted and strained

against the stampede coming from the

states. Self-preservation was the only

recognized law. The lack of a civil and
criminal code let down the bars and
found Soapy and his gang waiting ex-

pectantly on the outside.

In the spring of 1898, White Pass
swarmed with men and animals strug-

gling feverishly up the steep slope
and its alluring treasure lay far beyond.
It was on this trail that Soapy began his

operations.
The gambler and murderer made the

first move with his gang organized as

completely as a political machine A few
miles up the Pass he stationed his men.
A dry-goods box with three shells and a

pea—a device which has victimized thou-

sands and reduced as many more to

IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING SOAPY'S DEATH, HARBOR GUARDS WERE ORGANIZED TO PREVENT
ANY OF THE GANG ESCAPING BY WATER.
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A FLASHLIGHT PICTURE OF FRANK RI']ID, SOAPY SMITH'S SLAYKR, TAKEN A WAV HOIRS BKFORE
HK PASSED AWAY. THE FIGURE AT THE LEFT IS DR. C. W. CORNELIUS WHO WAS

ACTIVE IN THE LAW AND ORDER MOVEMENT.

penury—was the attraction offered the
weak and weary plodders, who invar-

iably stopped to rest when they had
reached this point.
The tactics which marked Soapy's soap

trick were the same as those under which
the shell game was manipulated. Con-
federates marching up the trail with the

prospectors would stop, try their luck
and—win. The rest was easy. The
gambling fever was as strong as the im-

pelling race for gold Scores of men
here lost their ready money, their

watches and other valuables, and then

put up their pack outfits and even their

"chuck" in a futile effort to beat the

game.
There are dozens of men today in the

North and in the States, who contributed
to Soapy Smith's coffers at this branch
station on White Pass trail.

Soapy himself remained in town. He
seldom visited the trail. He trusted to

the honor of his thieves, and, whether
honest or not, they turned in thousands
to their employer who, during his bpef

stay in' Alaska, sent ten thousand dollars

to his relatives in the States, wiliile he

squandered or lost at other gaming
tables many times that sum.

Business on White Pass had no soon-
er shown signs of decrease than Soapy
called in his confederates and opened an
"office" in Skagway. Jack Bowers was
his right hand man. Bowers had been
sent for early in the spring and came
direct from the Tennessee penitentiary,
where he had been confined several

years. Soapy's new place was known as

the "Mining Exchange." A big canvas
banner displaying the name was tacked
over the front door whenever a boat tied

up at the wharf. Bowers was the pol-
ished gentleman who met the passengers
inquiring about the country and before
the long walk from the docks to town
was completed he generally succeeded in

interesting a newcomer in the "Ex-

change," where, he told theny informa-
tion of all kinds was to be had. Once
inside the door it was not a difficult mat-

ter, after talking Klondike to a stranger,
to draw him into a game of cards. Cards
was Soapy's ruse de guerre and the

"Mining Exchange" sent forth its count-

less victims.
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When the "swindHng-box," as it was

called, became too notorious, Soapy
closed it, and soon afterwards secured

the gambling privilege in a wholesale

liquor house. It was here and at a

neighboring saloon that his greatest

winnings and heaviest losings were
made. Not infrequently he staked from

$500 to $1000 on a single throw of the

dice. One night he won in this manner

$800 twice in succession. Elated at this,

he went across the street to another

gambling house, lost the $1600 and

dropped another $1500 before he got up
from the table where he had been play-

ing faro.

After clearing thousands through his

gambling privilege. Soapy closed shop
again and within a few days had opened
"Jeff's Place," a combination saloon,
restaurant and gambling den, in Holly
street. The robberies and other crimes
committed within the walls of that place
are beyond adequate description. Soapy
watched the operations with a criminal

keenness and promptitude tliat prevented

anything but a plethoric condition of

the exchequer.
In the meantime he was carrying out

his plan of organization. During the

spring and early summer he surrounded
himself with Bowers, Jackson, Tripp,

"Jay Bird" and "Slim Jim"—all of them
ex-convicts. They were his lieutenants.

Under Soapy's and their leadership doz-

ens of other "touts" worked various

games to financial advantage. The pro-
ceeds were turned over to .Soapy. He
held the rein of power and authority,
as he had held it in Denver and Creede.

But the coarseness of his tricks got
the better of him. When summer broke
over the white-mantled mountaijis an

undercurrent which had grown stronger
week by week, took firm hold of the

community. Familiarity with Soapy's
crimes had bred its contempt. Soapy
had bluffed when things did n't work out

right and made a go of it. He tested

his strength once when Ed Fay shot and
killed Deputy Marshal Rowan. A vigi-
lance committee was organized to lynch

FUNERAL OF FRANK REID AT CEMETERY, SKAGWAY, ALASKA. JULY 19, 1898.
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Fay, but Soapy notified the committee

that the lynching would not be tolerated.

He would be on hand with his gamblers,
he said, to preserve law and order. The

warning was a pure bluff, but it bore

fruit. The reputation of the man was
so well known the citizens did not care

to resist the mandate.
But Soapy's sway both in gambling

circles and civic life began to totter when
murder again blotted his path. During
the spring, warehouses throughout the

directly with this crime It was common
repute that Jackson had committed the

deed. But Jackson was one of Soapy's
leaders. The burden of guilt, conse-

quently rested equally upon the should-
ers of both.

Immune from punishment, with com-

plete control of the city in his hands,

Soapy was emboldened, as time wore

on, in his atrocious operations. Even
the thin guise of professional gambling
under which he had worked his gfames

SOAPY SMITH'S GKAVK, THUKK MILKS KA,ST OF SK.MJWAV.
The Citizens Would Not Permit the Outlaw's Reiualns to Be Burled Inside the City Limits.

city were repeatedly robbed The city
was powerless to stop the depredations
which continued almost without inter-

ruption. Equally unsuccessful were the

citizens in checking the wave of law-

^.essness at the head of which rode Soapy,
unruffled, defiant.

Then, in the darkness of the night, a

woman in the lower end of town was
murdered and robbed. She had been

strangled and shot in her room where
the body lay until found next day. No
evidence was produced to connect Soapy

was cast aside, and his robberies became

scarcely more than daylight holdups.
An outraged and incensed community

was rapidly fornuilating plans to rid the

country of the outlaw when,Soapy him-

self brought matters to a speedy crisis,

through the outrageous robbery of Stew-

art, a Klondike prospector, who reached

Skagway from Dawson City, July 6.

Stewart had made a "clean-up" from
his diggings and was on his way to the

States. In a "poke" he carried $2700
in gold dust. Soapy's confederates, al-
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ways on the lookout for victims, con-

veyed the information regarding Stew-
art's arrival with his dust and the miner
was soon enticed into Soapy's saloon.

Soapy fell back to the old shell game
again. Tripp was selected to manipu-
late the shells. Stewart lost until his

ready cash amounting to ninety dollars,

was gone. Then he went back to the

safe and returned with the poke. Soon
afterwards the infuriated miner jumped
across the table to grab the gold of

which he had been

robbed, but he was
kicked out of the

place and the "win-

nings" turned over

to Soapy.
The evening that

followed was one
of wild carousal

for Soapy. He
drank and became
oblivious to the

accumulating fury
his latest atrocity
had roused
against him. Word
was sent to the

gambler that he
must return Stew-
art's money or be
dead before morn-

ing. But Soapy
only laughed and

plans for his ex-

termination were
formulated and
brought quickly to

a head.

Secret word was passed about town
that a meeting of law-abiding citizens

would be held at eight o'clock that night
on Sylvester's dock. A few hours later a

crowd of determined men stole unob-

served, one by one, through the streets

and out over the long stretch of wharf
to the warehouse. Near the land end of

the wharf Frank Reid, a civil engineer
who laid out the town of Skagway, with
three other men, was stationed. Reid's

orders were explicit. He was to allow

none of Soapy's gang, should they learn

of the meeting and attempt to break it

up, to pass the guards.

THE MONUMENT WHICH
ERECTED OVER THE G

Up in town the long shadows of a

dying sun found a body of citizens pa-

troling the streets to prevent, if possible,
a rush of Soapy's outlaws and gamblers.
Sooner or later it was felt Soapy would
be apprised of the meeting. Then the

clash would come.
The men on the dock had scarcely as-

sembled when Soapy was told of the

move against him. Quickly gathering a

score of his trusted ones, the gambler
hastened to the wharf; There near the

end he found the

first opposition
which had con-

fronted him in Al-

aska. Soapy knew
Reid

; knew him
to be a man of

action. Of the

group guarding
the passage-way,
Reid was the only
one he feared.

The two stood

face to face with-

in arm's length.
There was a

bandying of
words. Soapy for

the last time in his

life was trying to

bluff. He cursed,
and swore that

Reid would die in

his tracks if he

did not get out of

the way. But Reid
stood firm and sil-

ent. He had given
Soapy the final order : "No one passes
here."

Realizing he had met his equal, the

outlaw turned to go back, then quick as

a flash, swung round and splintered his

gun stock on Reid's head. At the first

move of the gambler's arm Reid's revolv-

er began snapping and as he fell to the

walk under the terrific blow, he pulled
down on the last cartridge in the cylin-
der. Not one had exploded.

Reid was up again in a second. As he

gained his feet, still working the trigger
of his revolver which refused to do its

work, Soapy thrust his rifle into Reid's

THE CITY OF SKAGWAY
RAVE OF FRANK REID.
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groin and fired. Almost at the same in-

stant, there was a second report. Reid's

revolver had answered to a final desper-
ate effort as the fatally wounded man
sank to the ground. The bullet tore its

way through Soapy's heart.

Reid lived long enough to be a wit-

ness to the good his shot accomplished.
When the surveyor died twelve days
later, Soapy's gang, which had fled to

rhe mountain heights as soon as their

leader was killed, had been rounded up
by a dozen posses and placed under

guard in the Burkhart building. Those
who had taken a minor part in Soapy's
crimes were ordered out of the country.
The ringleaders were transported to

Sitka where they were tried, found

guilty and sentenced to long terms in

prison. Jackson paid the heaviest pen-

alty, receiving a sentence of seventeen

years for his crimes.

Soapy Smith's death rang down the

curtain on Skagway's reign of lawless-

ness. With this bad man out of the

way, the little city thrived in its hopeful
orderliness. Life and property within

its boundaries again were safe and the

town lived down the stain of Soapy's
career by clinging closely to a new code,
a new order of morals that challenged
the oft-repeated assertion : "there is no
law north of fifty-three." Soapy himself

had lived, killed and plundered, believ-

ing in that fatal creed.

"There is no law here," he said while
in Skagway. But there was law—fron-

tier law, swift, sure and convincing.

PRESENT DAY SCENE ALONG THE OLD TKAIL OK THE "MUSnERS," SKACWAY TO BENNETT.
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A SUCCESSFUL SHOT FROM THE WHALE GUN ON THE STEAMER "ORION."

The Quest of the Cetacean

By C. R. Patterson

"Canst thou draw out leviathan with a fish-hook f"-

HE dwelling place and
mode of life of the ceta-

ceans, largest mammals
in the world by a tremen-
dous margin, render it im-

possible ever to become
as familiar with them as with mo.st other

animals, yet it must be admitted, that

whales, the name applied somewhat

loosely to the various members of this

wonderful family, are in many respects
the most interesting and extraordinary
of creatures, and there is much in their

structure and habits which is well worthy
of study, much that is difficult to under-

stand, and much that has set scientific

men speculating as to their relation to

mammals of prehistoric ages. There
was once, and no doubt still exists in

many places, the very erroneous idea

that a whale is a fish, but though it re-

sembles a fish externally, it is only be-

cause it is adapted to inhabit the same
element as the finny tribes, being no
more on that account a fish than is a

bat, because adapted to pass a great part
of its life on the wing in the air, nearly
related to a bird.

The whole structure of a whale is

a most instructive instance of a type of

organization which is common to and
characteristic of the class Mammalia,
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FLKNSINCf, SHOWING STRIP BLVBUKR BEING UKMOVIJU FROM A SUi.i'ilU U-iiuTToM WHALE.

only specifically modified or adapted to principles acting and reacting upon each

a most peculiar mode of life. We see other,—on the one hand, adherence to

in every part the result of two great fundamental structural conditions, in

FLKNSING, AKTKU TIIK BLUUUKU HAS KKKN KUUTHKU UKMOVKl).
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each type, and, on the other, adaptation
to the peculiar circumstances under
which it Hves, and to which it would
seem it has become more and more fit-

ted. The external fish-like form is per-

fectly suited for swimming- through the

water, with this diflference; the tail is

not placed vertically as in fishes, but

horizontally, to accord better with the

constant necessity of rising to the sur-

of fat immediately underlying the skin

and enveloping the animal as mig^ht a

huge blanket. There can be no doubt
that the blubber is a protection against
decided changes in the temperature of

the waters. The flippers, or really fore-

limbs of the wliale, though with-

out motion except at their joints with the

body, have beneath their smooth out-

side covering all the bones, joints and

STEAM WHALER ON THE WAYS, SHOWING STERN OF VESSEL.

face of the water to breathe, or "spout."
Of the hairy covering characteristic of

nearly all mammals, which, if present,
would no doubt interfere with rapid

progress through the water, only a sug-
gestion is found,—a few short bristles

about the chin or upper lip, and often

only in very young whales. The func-
tion of keeping the body warm is sup-
plied by a thick layer of non-conducting
material, the blubber, a very dense kind

even most of the nerves and arteries of

the human arm and hand ; while deep
in the interior of the animal are found
the hind-leg bones, or rudiments of them,

apparently of no use whatever, but go-
ing to point out wonderful possibilities
of what whales may have been in ages
past.
Some very emment natu/alists who

have studied the subject aver that the

cetaceans were at one time land animals,
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resembling huge lizards, their feeding
habits, and other characteristics gradu-
ally causing a process of evolution to

their present form as nature adapted
them more and more to dwell solely in

the water. One of the most remarka-
ble of the many anomalies presented by
this highly specialized order of mammals
is the difference in size of its members,
the range being far greater than in any
other ordinary group, being from four

to eighty, and in rare cases ninety feet

in linear dimension.
It is the object of this article, how-

ever, to deal only with the largest ceta-

ceans, the important whales hunted and

captured for many centuries for their

commercial products, and particularly
the various species taken at the present

day by off-shore whalers of the North
Pacific. In point of value, the mammals
would rank as follows: the bowhead, or

great Polar whale, (often termed by
whalers the "right" whale), the sperm

whale, or cachalot, the sulphur-bottom,
the gray whale of California and Japan,
the finback, and, lastly, the humpback.
Scientists divide the cetaceans into two
distinct orders and again into several

sub-orders, but for the purpose here it

suffices to mention the two main types,
the toothed whales or Odontoceti and
the baleen whales or Mystacoceti. The
toothed whales are numerous, including
most of the small species, as the dol-

phins, and similar species. The "killer"

(Orca gladiator) is a well known mem-
ber of the Odontoceti, while the sperm
whale is the largest of this type.

Though all cetaceans are predaceous,

living on animal food of some kind, the

"killer" or Orca is the only one to eat

warm-blooded animals, as seals and like

prey, even devouring the largest baleen

whales, for which they combine in packs
to hunt down and destroy, as wolves
do the larger ruminants; but they leave

the sperm whale severely alone. A full

FVom Painting li,

DBAWINO A BBAD ON A SULPHDR-BOTTOM, STBAlfER "ST LAWRKNl K.'
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CAPTAIN AND GUN OF THE WHALER "ST. LAWRENCE."

grown Orca measures about fourteen
feet in length, this species being- men-
tioned here only by reason of its great
strength and tiger-like ferocity.
The cachalot or sperm whale (Physe-

ter Macrocephalus) usually frequents
tropical waters, rarely leaving the tem-

perate zone, and is very seldom found
within close range of land. The male
cachalot attains in rare instances the

length of sixty-five feet, while the female
is much smaller. The head of this mam-
mal is about one-third the length of the

body, and high and massive, a great

cavity in the skull containing the oil,

which, when refined, is known as sper-

maceti, while the very thick blubber pe-
culiar to the cachalots yields the valua-
ble sperm oil of comm.erce. The mouth
is on the under side of the head and far

back from the snout; the lower jaw
drops down when feeding and is fitted

with teeth, about fifty in number; the

upper jaw is toothless and contains sock-

ets into which the lower teeth fit. The
capacious throat easily admits very large
fish and could easily swallow a man,
thus making the story of Jonah fairly

probable in this respect at least. The
cachalot feeds largely on squids and cut-

tlefish, though remains of very large fish

were found in the stomachs of speci-
mens taken off the Vancouver Island

coast. The substance called "amber-

gris," largely used in perfumery, and
of great value, is a concretion formed
in the interior of the sperm whale, some-
times being found floating on the sur-

face of the seas they inhabit. Its genu-
ineness is attested to by the presence
of the horny beaks of cuttlefish on which
the whales feed.

The cachalots are generally seen in

herds, or "schools," though instances oc-

cur of solitary individuals, usually bulls,

far separated from any others. The color

of the sperm is black above, blending
into a dull grey below. The pectoral
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fins, or flippers, are broad and short, the

dorsal fin being a mere low protuberance ;

the flukes of the tail are of generous pro-

portions and are often used with dread

results to the whalers. To quote old

deep-sea hunters : "he fights with both

ends," as instances are on record of

boats being crushed in the jaws of mad-
dened bull cachalots. The cachalot is

the only toothed whale taken by Pacific

whalers to any extent and almost exclu-

sively by the deep-sea men, though a

very small toothed whale, the Hyperoo-
don, or the "bottlenose" of Iceland, has

generally known, to the kind of food

consumed by the baleen whales shows
the wonderful provision made by nature

for these mammals, for the remarkable

development of the mouth and its appa-
ratus enables them to avail themselves

of the m.inute but higMy nutritious crus-

taceans and sea animals which swaim in

shoals in the seas frequented by whales.

The huge mouth of a baleen v/hale is

entirely without teeth, the upper jaw
containing the baleen, which grows in

several hundred close-set parallel plates

along each side of the mouth, and in the

HEAD OF A FINBACK WHALE.

sometimes been captured, yielding, for

its size, a large quantity of oil, very simi-

lar to that of the cachalot.

The beluga frequents waters of the

far north exclusively. The baleen or

whalebone whales (Mystacocefi) com-

prise the largest cetaceans, including as

tiiey do the Rorquals or fin whales, per-

haps the best known generally of the

Mystacoceti, being the bowhead or
Arctic "right" whale (Balaena Mysticc-
tus), pictures of which, distributed in

school readers and other educational lit-

erature throughout the land, seem to be

the accepted form by which the general

public recognize and depict whales.

The relation of the whalebone, the

tnislcading term by which the baleen is

situation occupied by the teeth of other

mammals ;
it is practically shut In by

the lips when the mouth is closed. At
the end of each plate is a heavy fringe
of tough, stringy hairs, this fringe form-

ing as it were a sieve or strainer in the

cavity of the mouth, through which the

water can be expelled allowing the food

to remain. The great development of

the lower lip perfects thet arrangement
by preventing the long flexible, fringe
ends of the baleen from being swept out-

ward by the rush of water from the

cavity of the mouth when the jaws are

closing.
In the case of the Polar whale, (Bal-

aena Mystieetus), the bowiiead of the

Behrinjj Sea, known to whalers as the
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"right" whale, the baleen attains to the

great length of ten to twenty feet, is

black in color and of fine elastic texture,
hence its high value. The heads of the

"right" whales are over one-third the

length of the animals, while the enor-

mous mouth cavity is larger than the

stomach. As these mammals have never

as yet figured in the takes of the Pacific

oflf-shore whalers, and are not expected
to on account of their range being con-

sidered circumpolar, never venturing
into warmer wat-

ers, further atten-

tion will not be

given the species
in this article.

The different spe-
cies taken by the

Vancouver Island

off-shore whalers
can be said to

number three, the

s u 1 p h u r-bottom,
finback and hump-
back, although
four sperm whales
have been taken

within the last

eighteen months,
these latter being
very exceptional,
and being taken so

far out to sea as to

render their hunt-

ing almost prohibi-
tive.

That great Ror-

qual the colossal

sulphur -bottom
{Bala enoptera
Musculus), is well

worthy of description here, being
the largest animal in the world. The
name sulphur-bottom as applied to this

mammal is not very clear in origin, some
authorities stating that it was derived
from a yellowish cast to the skin on rhe

lower side of the animal, though speci-
mens seen by the writer appeared the

same color all over,—a light grey or

slate color.

The general contour of the sulphur-
bottom is graceful, at the same time giv-

ing the observer the impression of enor-

SULPHUR-BOTTOM WHALE AT SECHART
The Animal Is Lying Almost on Its Bacl£.

mous latent power, an impression justi-

fied after seeing one of these leviathans

captured and hearing the experiences of

the men who are continually on their

trail. The sulphur-bottom whale has been
known to attain over ninety feet in linear

dimension, and though a much greater

length is claimed for some specimens
(which wepe not captured) but little

credence is given by competent authori-

ties to these "big fish" stories, one
of the most eminent authorities of to-

day stating that all

whales "shrink

under the tape
measure." There
can be no doubt
that the size of

even the largest
whales has often

been greatly over-

estimated and

grossly exagger-
ated, for no actual

measurements aie

on record of a sul-

phur-bottom much
over ninety feet in

length, and the sul-

phur-bottom is the

largest whale in

existence by a

generous margin.
To comprehend

the vast bulk of a

leviathan of the

stated length one
must be seen, for

any description
falls short in con-

veying the actual

impression given

by the eye. The average length of

these big fellows captured on the Vslu-

couver Island coast is about seventy

feet, though occasionally the news comes
of some monster being taken. To
watch this splendid animal r.t home in

its element one needs good sea-legs and
to be free from mal de rner, for the sul-

phur-bottom wants plenty of sea room
and never ventures into the bays or

sounds along the coast, and you will not

be riding over the little choppy swash
of the Gulf of Georgia or Puget Sound,
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but the real old ocean swell as found
outside Cape Flattery. It is a glorious

sight, though, if you can appreciate it,

as one of the huge fellows breaks the

surface on a breezy day, and spouts,

displaying just enough of his broad,

glistening back to make you wondei how
big he really is

; then, wallowing on his

path easily, spouts again several times,
until throwing his mighty flukes heaven-

ward he rushes down to the ocean's

depths on the long dive, the waters ed-

dying white as they close over him. To
myself, an angling enthusiast, the rip-

pling spot where
a whale has just

sounded, is sug-

gestive of the swirl

made by the rise

of some mighty
trout after a fly,

only on a much
grander scale.

An old Canadian
seal hunter of long
experience told me
that he has often

had these whales
close alongside
when laying off

hunting seals in

the schooner boats,
the big fellows

often proving a

nuisance and spoiling the shooting. On
some occasions the leviathans would
blow close alongside, their, breath being
noxious, and at times the seal hunter
was obliged to make them keep their dis-

tance by frightening them with loud

noises, produced by thumping on the

bottom of the boat. A strange incident

in this connection is related in 1889 of

the sealing schooner Mermaid of Victo-

ria, British Columbia, one with few par-
allels in marine history.
An account of the incident is given

in a letter from Captain W. H. Whitely
to his partner in Victoria, in which he

says: "On April 11, we were cruising
about two hundred miles off the coast

(Japan), It was blowing a gale, so

that the vessel was reaching along under
a reefed foresail, staysail and trysail. I

THE

was lying down when I heard the man
on watch sing out : 'Who wants a shot

at a whale?' Of course no one did, but
I got up and went on deck, and the man
at the wheel said, 'There is a whale

asleep ahead.' I looked and saw a levia-

than not fifty feet to windward. I at

once ordered the schooner kept off, and,
as she fell off, the whale, now thoroughly
awake, kept crossing her bow. In less

than a minute he struck us and we struck

him with an awful crash. The monster
hit the vessel with his tail and broke
off two beams clean. The stem was

knocked complete-

ly from the planks
and fell just like a

rudder, hard over.

The pumps were
at once sounded,
but the vessel was
found not to leak.

That night there

was as ugly a sea

as I have ever

seen, but still the

old stem held. If

she had not been
built as she was wc
would have all

gone to the bot-

tom. We started

back for Yoko-

hama, April 13, ar-

riving four days later, and are now re-

pairing damages."
The sulphur-bottom whale yields a

large quantity of oil, and eight hundred

pounds of baleen, three feet long, has

been taken from the mouth of various

specimens.
The grey whale of California and Ja-

pan has never yet been seen by the Van-
couver Island hunters, though Captain
Charles Scammon mentions in his Ma-
rine Mammals (1874), that schools of

these whales passed up ancj down the

northern coasts in their migrations, stat-

ing at the same time that their numbers
were decreasing through the vigorous
warfare waged on them by whalers and
Indians along the coast.

The grey whale sometimes attained to

sixty or sixty-five feet an<^ yielded a good

*ORIO^" BRINGING IN A SULPHDR-BOTTOM
WHALE TO SECHART.
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quantity, of oil, the baleen being short

and rather coarse.

The finback or blue rorqual (Balaenop-.
tera Physalis), approaches the sulphur-
bottom in length, in some cases measur-

ing seventy feet, but has not the corre-

sponding bulk. In point of outward ap-

pearance the finback is the prettiest of all

the cetaceans, and is acknowledged to

be the fastest whale that swims. The
back is colored a blue black, turning to

almost white underneath. The flippers
are comparatively short, the dorsal fin

prominent and situated nearer mid-

way of the animal's back than in the

other rorquals. The baleen, about two
feet six inches in some cases, is colored

a light bluish grey, streaked with black,

and a fair quantity of oil is secured from
this mammal. "Razor-back" and "finner"

are other names for the finback.

The humpback, though a baleen whale,
is placed by scientists in a different class

(Megaptera), this species having char-

acteristics peculiar to themselves. Short
and of ungainly bulk, the humpback is

equipped with flippers and flukes seem-

ingly out of all proportion to its body
when compared with the other cetaceans,
the flukes often measuring twenty-five
feet across. Marine parasites in the

form of very large barnacles are always
found in numbers on this whale. The
color of the humpback is black above
and white underneath, and unlike the

sulphur-bottom and finner whales, it fre-

quents bays and estuaries along the

coast, often going great distances from
the open ocean. Its slow gait and other
habits render it easy of approach and

capture as compared with any of the

others. The average length of the

humpback is about thirty-five feet, forty-
five feet being a large specimen. The
baleen is black and short, the yield of
oil being large in proportion to the size

of the animal. The humpback predomi-
nates in the takes of the oflf-shore wha-
lers.

There arc two disthict branches of the

whaling industry, deep-sea whaling, pur-
sued in practically the same manner to-

day as for centuries past, and off-shore

whaling, to which latter modern methods
have been applied with great success.

As early as the tenth century the hardy
Basques were taking whales in the wa-
ters adjacent to the western coasts of

France and Spain, and on through to

our own time records exist showing the

rise and wane of the whaling industry,

chiefly dealing with the deep-sea men.
Near the close of the eighteenth century
British whaling ships entered the Pa-
cific in search of virgin hunting grounds
and were successful, being followed

soon after by other nations. Sailing in

tropical waters after the sperms or cruis-

ing among the ice floes of the far north

for the "right" whale, the life on the

ships was, and is still, full of discomfort
and hazard.

The American whaling fleet, which at

one period was conceded to have on
board of many of its vessels some of the

most expert harpooners and whalemen
in the world, and in 1846 numbered 735

ships, to-day numbers nearer forty all

told. The ranks of the fleet were sadly

depleted by capture in wars, also by the

various perils of the deep, and as in

the case of the American clipper ships,

triumphs of marine architecture, the

whaling ships seem destined to disappear

completely in a few years. Tlie rem-
nants of the Pacific whaling fleet sail

periodically from San Francisco to the

sperm grounds or north to the Bchring
Straits and Arctic, but from all accounts

the profits are not large.
On the other hand, the off-shore in-

dustry has grown in the last two years
to considerable importance, employing a

large number of men. The first white
men to engage seriously In off-shore

whaling in the North Pacific established

their primitive stations on the shores of

bays and lagoons of the California coast,
their principal quarry being the gray
whale, which they locally re-christened

the "devil-fish," mussel-digger, or hard-

head, significant names, too, Jor the Cal-

fornia gray was a wicked fighter. At
times the deep-sea whalers visiting the

coast, joined in the pursuit of the gray,

though working their ships close to the

shore was attended with considerable

risk and was not favored as a rule.

In the fifties of the last century on
this coast, "whaling station" was the
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n^tne given collectively to the dwellings
of the off-shore hunters and their try-

works, the latter being estahlished just
at tide water to allow of more evoedi-

tious handling in the cutting up Oi •'•f"

dead whales. The actual hunting was
carried on in very similar manner to

that conducted from the ships. A look-

out was kept on shore from the highest

point available and when whales were

sighted a signal was given and the hunt-
ers put forth in

their boats to give
chase. The boat's

crew consisted of

four oarsmen, the

ha'rpooner and

steersman, six in

all. On coming to

close quarters with
a whale the har-

pooner, watching
his opportunity,
would send home
his weapon with
line a 1 1 a c he d

;

some nice boat

work then being
called for to keep
clear of the plung-
ing mammal, and
the fight was on.

The next two or

three hours were
anxious ones, as

the boat was towed
for miles by the

maddened whale,
and often the other
boats would join
in the chase, driv-

ing their irons

when possible, un-

til, weakened by his

and loss of blood,
to the surface for the last time and
the hunters ended his life by lance-

thrusts in vital spots. Then the

prize was taken in tow to the station

to be cut up, the blubber rendered into

oil and the baleen extracted from the

mouth. No thought of turning the car-

cass to account existed, whereas to-day
every portion of the whale, even the

blood, is converted into some useful

IN THE LOOKOUT BARREL

efforts to escape
the whale rose

product at the modern whaling-station.
The deep-sea whaling-master would

probably tell you emphatically that there

are but two kinds of whales, "right"
whales and "sperms" and the "others,"
the "others" being beneath his considera-

tion
;
the big rorquals are too strenuous

in the taking, and if, as seldom happened,
one was killed the body generally sank
at once, or, if successfully brought
alongside the ship's cutting-stage the

total yield of ba-

leen and oil was
not considered a

sufficient recom-

pence for the trou-

ble and risk in-

volved in the cap-
ture.

For centuries the

big fin whales were

largely immune
from attack, until a

Norwegian, Suend

Foyn, after long
study and heavy
financial outlay, in

1876 invented an
e x p 1 o d ing har-

poon, which, fired

from a gun or

small cannon, in-

flicted mortal in-

juries to the whale
struck. The size of

the gun and har-

poon made it

necessary that
these should be

carried on board a

larger craft than

the ordinary open
w h a 1 i n g-boat in

use, so a small steamer of about eighty
tons was built for the purpose, the gun
being a permanent fixture in the bow. The
steamer was also used for towing the

dead whales to the "factory" or whaling-
station on shore. Success crowned

Foyn's new whaling-gear and we are

told he reaped a fortune from it. Other

whaling steamers of this type were built

in Norway and the off-shore industry
carried on more extensively as time went

on, the Norwegians being alone in this
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branch for a number of years; and to-

day Norwegian whaling gunners are

conceded to be the most expert in the

world.
The various species of whales fre-

quenting the coast of Norway in sum-

mer, the sulphur-bottom, finback and

humpback, were also to be found in

large numbers, off the Newfoundland

shores, and in 1901 operations were com-
menced in Newfoundland, steamers be-

ing brought from Norway for the sta-

tions.

Vigorous hunting both in Norway and

Newfoundland has caused a large fall-

ing off in the catches as compared with

former years, notably on the Norwegian
coast, few whales being seen there now.

In 1905, Pacific modern off-shore

whaling had its birth ;
the Pacific Whal-

ing Company was formed by Captain

Sprott Balcom, of Victoria, B. C, a sta-

tion was erected at Sechart, on the west

coast of Vancouver Island, a whaling
steamer, the Orion, was built in Norway
and brought out under her own steam,
and operations commenced. The early

days of the station were fraught with

much trouble owing to defective arrange-
ments and processes for treating the car-

casses of the whales brought in
;
for the

Canadian Government strongly stipulates
that a whaling-station must utilize

every portion of the whale, none to be

wasted. In December, 1905, the Pa-
cific Whaling Company secured the pat-
ented processes of Doctor Rissmuller, a

wealthy scientist who had brought the

treating of whale products to a high stage
of perfection in Newfoundland, and un-
der his supervision, operations, which
had been suspended for several months,
were again resumed, and since then the

annals of the concern show good results.

Two other stations have been planned
by the Pacific Whaling Company, and
one is now in operation at Kyuquot,
about one hundred miles north of Sechart
on the west coast, the other being un-
der construction near Nanaimo, B. C.

From this last station the humpback
whales frequenting the inland waters be-

tween Vancouver Island and the main-
land of British Columbia will be hunted,
and in the winter months only.

It has been proved that hunting in the

ocean off the west coast of the island

is not profitable in winter, one reason

being the heavy weather ; while in the

Gulf of Georgia and adjacent waters
the roughest water caused by gales is

smooth by comparison with the seas

"outside," and does not impede the

steamer in hunting.
The present year sees the advent of

Seattle and San Francisco capitalists in

off-shore whaling, the Barneson-Hib-
berd Company, of Seattle, being the

prime movers in the undertaking. A sta-

tion has been erected on the Alaskan
coast and a steamer, the Tyee, launched
from Moran's yard at Seattle, this be-

ing the first whaling-steamer of the type
to be constructed in America. The com-

pany has secured the rights to use Doc-
tor Rissniuller's patented processes at

their station.

The diminutive Canadian whaling-
steamers are most interesting craft and,
whenever at Victoria for an overhauling
and cleaning, are the objects of much
attention. Low and rakish, with grace-
ful lines, at a distance the casual ob-

server would be puzzled to know what
their mission was ;

a closer approach re-

veals the big gim on the bows or the

lookout barrel at the masthead, and the

beholder recognizes the vessel as one of

the much-talked-of whaling-steamers.
The Pacific Whaling Company have now
two of these little craft, the Orion and
the St. Lawrence, the latter arriving at

Victoria in February, 1907, after making
the long trip out from St. Johns, New-
foundland, tmdcr her own steam. The
St. Laivrence like the Orion, was built

in Norway, no expense being spared in

her construction and she is a very
staunch seaboat. The necessary attri-

butes for a whaling-steamer are speed,

ability to turn and handle quicklv, tow-

ing power and seaworthiness^. The last

means a good deal, for on the west coast

of Vancouver Island there is often a

tremendous sea running, and though the

whalers usually stay in port when a gale
is blowing, there is always the chance

of being caught out in heavy weather.

The Orion and St. Lawrence are of al-

most the same size, about ninety-seven
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feet long, with moderate power, draw-

ing seven feet of water. There is no
waste room on board, every nook being
utiHzed; forward of the bridge on the

deck is the powerful steam winch, over
which the harpoon lines lead from the

hold to their respective places on each

bow. Each of these lines, of the finest

hemp, is eighteen hundred feet long and

possesses great tensile strength. Right
in the eyes of the steamer the harpoon

the wheel in addition to the engine-room
telegraph, as signals are passed to the

engineer much quicker by the tube when
at close quarters with a whale. The
foremast is a stout stick with heavy rig-

ging and about fifteen feet above the

hounds the lookout barrel is strongly se-

cured. All heavy heaving is done as a

rule with the help of the foremast. Two
boats are carried, Norwegian "prams,"
said to be the best of all surf boats.

A NEWFOUNDLAND HUMPBACK.

gun is firmly built ; the gun is heavily
constructed throughout, the bore being
three inches in diameter. The harpoon
is rammed home in the same manner as

a shot, one pound of powder being used
in the discharge. The illustration shows
the "foregoer," as the coil on the plate
at the bow is termed, Attached to the

harpoon. The crew number eleven or

twelve men, which includes the captain,
mate and cook. The forecastle is lo-

cated under the deck, forward, the cabin

under, aft. Steering is done from the

bridge, a speaking tube being placed at

Fastened in the rigging will be noted

the long keen lances used often in put-

ting the finishing touches to a wounded
whale.
The little Orion had been lying snug

at her wharf for two days, in enforced

idleness, for though it was summer, a

sou'wester was piping outside and mak-

ing too much sea for good hunting, to

the disgust of the crew and their skip-

per, for being on a "lay," which means
that remuneration is according to the

number of whales taken, they were nat-

urally anxious to be after the leviathans.
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Towards the close of the second day it

was decided to take a run out at an

early hour the following morning, in

spite of the weather and take chances

on it moderating. The invitation to ac-

company the whalers was extended to

the writer and quickly accepted, and af-

ter much spinning of yarns in the mana-

ger's sanctum, by the chosen few allowed

a place there, all hands turned in to their

respective berths. Three A. M. found

me boarding the Orion and wondering
what on earth would recompense me for

the ruthless breaking away from a com-
fortable bed, especially as the morning
was wet and blustery. No time was lost

in getting away and we were soon leav-

ing the station with its slumbering deni-

zens far behind.

As we neared the outer islands form-

ing the breakwater to this part of Bark-

ley Sound, the first heave of the swell

was apparent and suggested something

doing outside. Another thirty minutes

and the little vessel was breasting the

big seas like a bird, while on deck oil-

skins and seaboots were the order of the

day. Looking astern now in the gray

morning the mist-hung coast looked un-

inviting and cruel, glimpses of black

rock showing through the white of the

tremendous surf. Many are the unfor-

tunate mariners who have seen Vancou-
ver Island's west coast as a dreaded lee

shore and have known the end was near,

for no vessel constructed by human
hands could stand the pounding after

driving in among the breakers.

"If this keeps up we will not hunt to-

day," said the skipper, and went on to

explain that though the weather did not

interfere with the killing of the whale,
the heaving up from the ocean's depths
of the dead weight after death was too

great a strain on the gear generally.

However, a look at the weather-glass
and other observations must have as-

sured the captain for shortly after a

compass course was given the helmsman
and we continued on our voyage west-

ward. To the writer, with some year's

experience on windjammers, the Orion's

behavior was unique and to say the least,

violent. At times it was a case of over

one sea and through a good portion

of the next, burying the gun and for-

ward deck for a brief space, then ris-

ing, the flush decks and absence of

bulwarks allowing the big volume of

water to escape almost immediately.
About ten miles from land one of the

crew was ordered aloft to the lookout

barrel, a position I did not envy him, for

the rolling and diving was accentuated

considerably at the masthead. At times

I observed that the seas were particu-

larly heavy and ugly, and upon remark-

ing upon it was told that tide-rips were

responsible for this.

As we went to breakfast the wind was

moderating noticeably, and upon again

coming on deck the sun was struggling

through the heavy clouds, giving pros-

pects of better weather. About thirty
miles off shore the cry came from aloft,

"BIo-o-ows;" a whale had broken water

some distance ahead. More speed was
called for and the Orion responded and,
from my station on the bridge, it seemed
at times as though she were a submarine

traveling just below the surface, for the

hull would be swept fore and aft by tons

of water. Ten minutes later on the star-

board bow about three hundred yards

distant, a black object rose and sent up
a cloud of white spray like steam, and

was followed by a smaller black fellow

who also spouted. Both whales were

traveling westward at a moderate rate.

"A humpback and her calf ;
and even

if we wanted them we would stand small

chance, for though the old whales are

cautious at any time, when, with the

young they are much more so and keep
their distance."

As the captain spoke both of the ani-

mals sounded for the long dive, which
meant they might come to the surface

two or three miles away in any direc-

tion, as the fancy took them. The inci-

dent drew from the skipper's fund of

reminiscences an instance showing the

affection these annials are Capable of.

A cow whale had been killed and taken

in tow by the steamer, leaving her calf

to shift for itself; but the young one re-

fused to leave the vicinity of the mother

and followed the steamer back to the

station, where one or two lance thrusts

ended its sorrow.
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No whales being in sight, the order
was given to reduce speed and cruise

in varying directions as we were now
over forty miles off shore and in the

vicinity of the feeding-grounds, in the

captain's opinion. A glance around at

the vast heaving, illimitable expanse and
one could not help thinking that this was
a fitting feeding-ground and dwelling-

place for these great animals. A mi-

nute species of shrimp, called by whalers

were visible, spouting, having arrived

suddenly from—nobody knows where,
for a few minutes before none were to be

seen. On gaining the bridge I saw that

the captain, oilskin-clad, was at the gun,
and was busy securing himself with a

rope around the waist; and with good
reason. A cry from the lookout barrel

gave the news that from his elevated

perch the man's trained eye had caught
the dim outline of a huge sulphur-bot-

THE CARCASS PLATFORM AT SECHART.
The Bluejackets Are From the Fishing Cruiser "Hestrel."

"the bait," forms a major part of the

baleen whale's food, these little crusta-

ceans swarming in such quantities as to

give the sea in their vicinity a pinkish
tint. The humpback, however, has a

noted weakness for herring also, and fol-

lows these fish close in shore.

The Orion's slackened speed made

things more comfortable, and the noon
hour arriving, we adjourned to the cabin

for lunch. The meal was abruptly inter-

rupted by a call to the captain that

whales were in sight, and snatching a

few mouthfuls we all hastened on deck.

On looking around, several big fellows

torn swimming below the surface about

two hundred yards away on the port
beam and traveling in a parallel direc-

tion with us.

"Full speed ahead," came from che

captain at the gun, at the same time tak-

ing a last look at the bearings and parts
of the weapon. As the little steamer

surged ahead all eyes were strained for

the spot where the whale would rise,

but whether frightened by the revolving

propeller or for some other reason, the

big fellow was going at a fast pace and

broke water far out of range ahead,

making further pursuit of him imprac-
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ticable. But even as we gazed upon him
another sulphur-bottom showed his slate-

colored back as he forged easily through
a big lumpy swell, this time on the star-

board bow and almost within range.

Having spouted once he should, in the

universal order, spout five times more
before sounding, and we were gaining
on him rapidly.

"Stop!" rasped out the skipper; the

next moment the Orion playfully put

gun and captain almost out of sight in

the crest of a breaking sea, sending a

miniature avalanche of foaming water
over the forward deck. Things happened
quickly now, with stopped engines and

only the impetus still driving us, we
ran down the slope of the passing sea ;

and I noted our skipper, with still

streaming oilskins, bracing himself in

a crouching attitude, alert in every fibre.

The big gray bulk, now very close,

again broke the surface, and we could

plainly hear the soughing noise of his

spout. Then the gun roared as the cap-
tain let him have the iron. For a brief

fraction of time the wounded mammal
thrashed the water with his tremendous
flukes and then dived at lightning speed.

Zip, zip, flew the lengths of line, laid

clear for running on deck
;
and then

fathom after fathom whizzed outward
from the big coil below, smoking in its

mad rush over the bow. As the speed
of the line slackened I saw that we had

gathered considerable headway, which
meant the whale was towing us

;
and the

skipper soon ordered the line snubbed
a little to take the strain.

We covered considerable distance in

this fashion, the line standing taut and

rigid as iron, with the drag on jt, then
it slackened somewhat and the winch
commenced heaving in, only to give back
more to a wild rush of the whale. Foot

by foot the fight was waged, then the

quarry weakened fast, coming to the

surface about a quarter of a mile ahead,

showing himself for the first time since

struck. The whale was now in his

"flurry," lashing the sea in his death

throes, and then, spouting high a col-

um.n of . blood, the disturbance ceased,
the animal rolled over on its back and
sank from view.

The game does not always die so

easily, for there are times when the har-

poon does not strike near the vitals, or,

as rarely happens, the bomb fails to

explode, then there is a prolonged strug-

gle. An instance of this kind happened
oft" the Newfoundland coast. One of

the whaling-steamers shot a sulphur-
bottom a few miles from the station

just at dusk one evening; the leviathan

sounded and then started off at a tre-

mendous pace off shore. Nearly all

the line was paid out and the whale
towed the steamer -all through the dark

hours, the crew standing by to cut the

line if necessary. At daylight the whale,

completely exhausted, was lanced, and
it was found that he had towed the

steamer in a great circle, arriving back
within two miles of the station.

Timid, inoffensive animals for the

most part, the big cetaceans endeavor to

elude their chief persecutor, man, and
did they but realize their vastly superior

strength a different tale would be told.

In two instances Norwegian whaling-
steamers have been sent to the bottom

by maddened whales, one vessel, not

turning quickly enough, receiving the

head of a charging rorqual in the engine-

room, scarcely allowing time for a boat

to be thrown over by the crew, ere she

sank. Men have also been killed and
small boats smashed by the sweeping
strokes of flippers and flukes when lanc-

ing a wounded whale.

The Orion's winch now rapidly took

up the slack of the harpoon line until it

hung up and down to where th6 dead
mammal rested at the bottom. Some
time was allowed and then the heaving
up commenced; the line was led through
a heavy iron block on the foremast, the

block being connected with the spring
which minimized the jerky strain caused

by the heavy rolling of the vessel. A
long laborious heave bringing back

about 150 fathoms of line, the big gray

body lay under the bow, juSt awash,

rubbing and bumping the Orion's nose

in the swell. Ropes were passed around
the tail's juncture with the body and

hove in, bringing the big flukes above

the level of the rail, then the engine
started ahead slowly and the big bulk

swung alongside. Air was pumped into

the stomach and the flukes cut off and
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transferred to the deck by heavy tackles.

As soon as sufficiently buoyant the

dead whale was buoyed out and We
again hunted, but without success; the

tow was picked up at dusk and we
started back for Sechart. All night long
we thumped against the big mass along-
side and arrived at the station about

eight A. M. Here the steamer trans-

ferred her prize to the station crew, who
rapidly attached a line preparatory to

heaving the body up the slip.

A very powerful steam winch with
steel wire tackles gradually took the

giant hulk from its native element and

placed it in position for "flensing." Men
with long-handled knives walked from
end to end of the whale, cutting long
parallel gashes in the blubber as they
went ;

then a hook and wire to the winch

peeled off the great stripes of white fat,

exposing to view the carcass beneath,

resembling some enormous beef with
hide removed. The blubber as removed
was cut in small pieces and thrown into

a machine which chopped it finer and
carried it in buckets to the t^nks above,
there to be boiled and rendered into

oil.

The carcass when stripped of its

covering was removed by another winch
to the carcass platform where a gang of

men dismembered it, and eventually dis-

posed of every portion ; some to be ren-

dered into lower grade oil, and all to

be thoroughly treated ere going into the

"drier," the big revolving cylinder which

grinds it fine as dust and thoroughly
dries it by intense heat, to come out as

fertilizer.

Steam does the important work at a

whaling station, and furnishes electric

light for night work, of which there is

plenty when many whales are being
brought in. A very strong, unpleasant
odor pervades a whaling station when
busy, and is inseparable from the busi-

ness, to which many passengers on the

west coast can testify.
The whale oil and baleen find a ready

market in Europe; the fertilizer is

shipped to the Hawaiian Islands for use
on the sugar plantations.
Thus it will be seen that the off-shore

whaling industry in the Pacific is an im-

portant one, though at present in its in-

fancy, and one employing a large num-
ber of men.

From Painting by C. R. Palterson.

OFF TO THE SPERM GROUNDS; A DEEP SEA WHALER.
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Theory of Organic Life

By James Rhoderick Kendall

Editor's Note: This contribution to the literature of science is <iiibtnitted not

only for its intrinsic interest, but ivith the hope that it will attract the attention of,

and provoke discussion by, other scientific thinkers.

HIS thesis is written for

the purpose of e^iving a

new conception of waking
and sleeping and, necessa-

rily, of the male and fe-

male principles in nature

and planetary movement, since natural

truth or principle can not be isolated,
but is ever repeated throughout the in-

finite operations of nature in multifari-

ous and perplexing guises. This concep-
tion is the inevitable logic of evolution

and an answer to the question : "What
is man's place in nature?" Its elucida-

tion would have been impossible before
the advent of electrical science.

It is said that "no pain is so great as

that of a new idea." This is probably
due to mental inertia, which is a very
prominent characteristic of the literal-

minded or mentally-fixed. From these,

much determined opposition to anything
new is to be expected. All I ask is a

willing mind. No one is fit to sit as a

juror who is not willing and impartial.
These are conditions essential to good
citizenship in the democracy of ideas.

It is not proof of the truth of a subject
that one has pursued it for eight years,
but it ought to be good proof of his

abiding faith in its truth. Such a wide
view of the field of physics might easily
include errors of statement, but these

nnist be left with the intellectual sjTiipa-

thy of the reader.

Many theories of sleep have been in-

vented, all suggesting the idea that life

was created "wide awake"—the normal
state—while the sleeping state is an ex-

ception, due to the "poisoning of the

blood," or to any one of many frivolous

causes. Edison and many thousands of

people besides would be intellectuallv,

and therefore physically, sound to-day
if they had been guided by a rational

conception of sleep. The influence of

many centuries of anti-philosophic pulpit

teaching has tended to deepen the im-

pression that man is a kind of divine

tourist who just dropped onto the

earth to look around and load up his

intellectual thighs with moral sweets, to.

be carried away to his long-lost spiritual

hive
;
but in plundermg the granaries and

flower-gardens of nature, man has dis-

covered such positive evidence of a ter-

rene origin that science declares that

he is a product of nature and therefore

related intimately or remotely to every
other object in nature. His intelligence
or choosing power differs in degree and

mode from the universal choosing power
everywhere manifest. Natural law is

perfect intelligence; instinct is imperfect
law—the dawning of reason ;

and rea-

son is cutting and trying to find out what
the law is. The river unerringly finds

its way to the sea; the planet to the

home station.

The science of cheinistrv is founded
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on the fact that the molecular citizens

will choose mates, out of all the oppor-
tunities offered, in a definite manner.

This power of choosing is the foundation

of order, system, species, government.
Chemistry is the astronomy of the little

planets, astronomy the chemistry of the

skies—did you sav "there are no little

planets?" Then there are no big ones.

Man is an organic planet
—if he is com-

posed of nothings he is nothing; all is

nothing. Let us keep our senses.

Herbert Spencer's philosophies were
founded on the perpetual expenditure
of energy—a survey with all "northings."
It was the disquieting thought of his

declining years that some unknown fac-

tor had been left out. One of his mos\
intimate friends wrote an article on the

subject after the demi.<^c of the philoso-

positive phase of energy and the rising

pendulum the negative phase. In the

language of electrical science, it reaches

a positive maximum at the centre of the

arc of vibration and a negative maxi-
mum at the top of the arc, and its move-
ment is "alternate." The falling move-
ment is the discharge of the negative

phase, but this discharge is restored in

the rising pendulum. It perpetually
winds its own spring. Though without

electrical phenomena, the principle in-

volved is that of the "alternating dyna-
mo;" as by returning on its course it

shortens, and therefore multiplies, the

phases of energy. We shall see by and

by what the "continuous current" move-
ment means in the operations of nature.

I desire to repeat that every completed
movement is a revolution, that is : the

LUM

pher himself, suggesting that the un-

known factor might be some state of

rest, as all could not be action and this

feeble suggestion remains alone in the

scientific world, so far as my knowledge
extends. But his work was done in the

dominating presence of the Newtonian

theory of gravity* and the initial-move-

ment theory, yet extant, which teaches

that a single impulse given to the plane-

tary mass, when thrown from the sun,
has kept it going and will keep it going
to the end. Shall a man claim that be-

cause he starts the pendulum of a clock,
that his original impulse keeps it going?
Gravity runs the clock, while the spring
holds off the friction brake. Every com-
pleted movement is a revolution, and a

revolution is the passage of matter

through two equal and opposite phases
of energy.
The falling pendulum illustrates the

* Never accepted by Leibnitz.

passage of matter through the two oppo-
site phases of energy. If you desire

an illustration, lift a book and illustrate

the negative phase—the bent bow ; let it

fall and illustrate the positive phase—
the flying arrow. The book passes

through a revolution, as the rising and

falling pendulum does. These two op-

posite phases of energy are the factors

of motion. The "southings and north-

ings" are equal. All motion can be re-

duced to terms of the pendulum. Invo-

lution and evolution are inseparable as

the poles of the planet. The first is the

symbol of the rising pendulum and book
;

the second of the falling. Involution- is

the symbol of the rising aqueous vapors ;

evolution, of the falling rivers, of the

rising rarified air and falling storm. All

movement is but the rising and falling
of the pendulum.

There are many aliases for these op-
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posite phases of energy, the most com-
mon in physics being potential (nega-

tive), kinetic (positive) ; but it is more
convenient and suggestive to use the

terms of electrical science.

Old Mysteries in New Forms.

The dynamo has come. What is it ?

An old mystery in a new form. When
the watch is wound, a bow of energy is

bent, a weight is lifted, the pendulum is

raised, the active dynamo is symbolized.
The watch running from the energy of

the coiled spring is the falling of the

weight, or the pendulum, symbolizing the

active motor. The dynamo and motor

represent, respectively, the negative and

positive phases of .energy, inherent in

every completed movement, the rising
and falling of the book or pendulum, or

the rising vapor and falling river. "The
formation of wood and coal gives energy
of positition"

—
Gray.

Observe the fire on the hearth—some

spring of energy is there uncoiling, as

the watch-spring uncoils, falling as the

pendulum falls. This fire is one of

the many forms of nature's motors, the

formation of the fuel being the winding
of the spring by nature's dynamo, the

two operations representing the two op-
posite phases of energy, inherent in every
orbit or completed operation in nature,
the rise and fall of the pendulum. The
streams falling to the sea, the gentle

zephyr that fans the cheek on a summer
morning, or the furious tornado, are all

manifestations of the positive phase of

energy symbolizing the electric motor—
the falling pendulums of nature, dis-

charging energy stored in the springs of

her perpetual watches. Do you hear that

boy whistling, that bird singing, that

bee humming? These are organic motor

springs unwinding. These animate ob-

jects are also falling, with the pendu-
lum towards "zero potential"

—towards
the centre of the arc of vibration, from
which they must again be lifted, to the

heights of conscious energy, by another
form of nature's dynamos called sleep.

The Life Pendulum.

Sleeping and waking are principles,
not peculiar to the living organism, but

universal, and are known by many sci-r

entific aliases, in physics commonly as

potential and kinetic, in electrical sci-

ence as negative and positive phases of

energy, symbolized by the dynamo and

motor, the rising vapor and falling riv-

ers, the rising and falling pendulimi. Is

this any more startling or incredible than
the generalization established by the ex-

periments of John Tyndall, that motion,
heat, light, magnetism and electricity^
are but differing modes of the same in-

scrutable thing, called force, their inti-

mate relationship being proved by their

convertibility? Life is a kindred phe-
nomenon, conditioned upon a form of vi-

bration in the medium of active proto-

plasm, the negative phase of that vibra-

tion in the organic world being called

sleep, the positive phase, waking. These
are the factors of life as they are the fac-

tors of heat, light, etc.
;
as they are the

factors of all movements in the visible

universe. This brings me to the con-

sideration of the planetary movement,
which must involve the principles of

sleeping and waking, as does the dynamo
and motor, the rising and falling pendu-
lum, rising vapor and falling rivers,

if the principles are universal.

I can show that planetary movement
is convertible into terms of the move-
ment of the pendulum, which is all this

thesis requires. Newton said: "The
cause of gravity I do not pretend to

know ;" neither is it a necessary part of

this inquiry. Leibnitz did not accept the

theories and mathematical conclusions

of Newton. "The law of the squares"
is true throughout the world of physics,
but has no more to do in determining
the shape of the planetary orbit, than it

has in determining how high aqueous
vapor will rise, or the length of the pen-
dulum arc. If a cannon shot were fired

into the air the charge of explosive
would determine the height \o which it

would rise, and not the law of the

squares, to which it would be always

subject.
Newton's theory that the elliptical or-

bits of planets are due to the operation
of the law of the squares is untenable,

as also is the "initial impulse" theory.
It is not denied that there was an initial
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impulse which lifted the planetary mass
from the sun to the top of the pendulum
arc, its first aphelion. A pendulum must
be started, but as g'ravity moves a pendu-
lum, so it moves a planet.

But what is gravity? The earth moves

away from the sun one-half the time or

through one-half its orbit, and moves
toward the sun through the other half.

A pendulum moves away from the earth

through one-half its orbit and towards
the earth the other half. The pendulum
moves through one-half its orbit with an
accelerated motion, illustrating the posi-
tive phase of energy, and through the

other half with a retarded motion, illus-

trating the negative phase of energy. This
is also true of planetary movement, as

can be shown by Keplar's third law :
—

"The radius vector passes over equal
areas in equal times." Suppose it re-

quires equal
times for the

earth to move
r e s p e c t i vely
from a to b, b to

c, c to d, d to e, e

to f and f to a,

then will the

areas asb, bsc,

csd, dse, esf and'

fsa be equal by
the law stated.

The earth is about three million miles

farther from the sun at aphelion than it

is at perihelion, and since the radius vec-

tor is constantly changing in length it is

evident that the earth must move at a

constantly varying speed so that equal
areas may be transcribed by it in equal
times. To satisfy these conditions, the

distance from a to b must be less than the

distance from b to c, which in turn is less

than the distance from c to d, i. e., as

the radius vector shortens, the onward
motion of the planet must increase, giv-

ing the planet an accelerated speed from
a to d or from aphelion to perihelion.
From perihelion on to aphelion the con-
ditions require that the distance between

succeeding stations shall become less,
since the radius vector is constantly in-

creasing in length, thus giving' the

planet a retarded movement through the
latter half of orbit.

The movement of the planet thus com-

plies with conditions of the movement
of the pendulum or with the conditions

of any other movement, since the princi-

ples of matter and force are universal,

but it represents the "continuous cur-

rent" movement, since it does not return

on its course like the pendulum, but keeps
on around; making but one vibration at

each revolution
; rising to negative max-

imum at aphelion, and positive maxi-
mum at perihelion.

The North Pole Negative.

This theory requires that the north

pole of the earth should be negative, a

conclusion I had reached before discov-

ering that such conclusion is sustained

by eminent scientific authority. The di-

rect proof is deduced from Ampere's
law, but as it is not in direct line with

this thesis, it will

not be discussed

at this time. It

is enough to

say from such

conclusion a ra-

tional explana-
tion is offered

for -the fact that

the planet is

checked in its

outward course
from the sun at a point called aphelion
and is again checked in its inward course
toward the sun at point called perihelion.
We are surrounded with the material

representatives of these opposite factors

of energy. The magnet that Faraday
held in his hand when he discovered

the principles of the dynamo represented
both the dynamo and motor, the rising
and falling pendulum, the negative and

positive phases of energy, in a fixed form
like two imprisoned lovers, sighing to be
united. If that magnet had been raised

to the gauge of consciousness Faraday
would have beheld before him the ma-
terialized factors of organic life. He
would have discovered also that the posi-
tive pole was awake and could not go to

sleep because the negative pole was
asleep and could not wake up. What a

thrill of pure delight would have swept
the soul of this great truth-lover to find

"PLt^vnetary orbit
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such an inspiring mystery in his hands !

Low enough down in the scale of Hfe

we find this mystery in its living form,

the negative and positive phases of en-

ergy, the dynamo and motor principles,

the rising and falling pendulum, the op-

posite sex principles of organic life, not

the positive half could now go to sleep
and the negative half could wake up, and
also that its continued animated exist-

ence was conditioned upon the rhythmic
succession of these opposite states. Sleep-

ing is to waking what the dynamo is to

the motor, what the rising pendulum is

POSfT/^f MAXIMUM

WAVE IMPULSE

yet separated but both represented by the

same life-cell. In the realm of dynamics
we learn of the transmission of energy by
impulses, each described as a "condensa-
tion followed by a rarification." Here

they are ! Did you think we could get

away from them? Here are Faraday's
magnets in motion, the negative and

positive phases of energy, the dynamo

to the falling pendulum.
But a still more wonderful discovery

would yet have awaited him, that the

negative half of his animated magnet
was the materialized representative of

the feminine principle in the organic

world, the dynaniiO of life, and that the

positive half was the materialized repre-
sentative of the masculine principle in

V

BROKEN

and motor principles, the sleeping and

waking principles, the sex principles,

succeedng each other in endless array
—

we live in an ocean of life.

If the magnet be separated at the

"neutral line," each half will acquire a

new pole, and still represent both phases
of energy, yet the two halves will still

stand in the same positive and negative
relation to each other.

If Faraday's animated magnet had so

separated he would have discovered that

whole:

the organic world, the motor of life. In

miracles nature has no competitor!

Existence Is the Marrfage of Ions.

Science in her rage for the secrets

of nature has torn these principles asun-

der in her Crooke's tubes, and exhibited

the fragments to a wondering world as

positive and negative ions. So they are.

But let us see if she found anything new
in these profound depths of creation.

They are our dynamo and motor princi-
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pies, our sleeping and waking" principles,
that were clasped in a marriage embrace,
before they were forcibly divorced and
exhibited as trophies of science. Visible

nature is the marriage of these principles.
The nebulae of the heavens separates

into primary and secondary, sun and

planet, astronomic ions
;

the molecule

into primary and secondary chemical

ions; the life principle into primary and

secondary organic ions. The dynamo
and motor sustain the same relation in

the mechanical world; the female and
male principles in the organic world ;

—
ions, ions, and the marriage of ions of

waking and sleeping, is the creation of

the visible universe. The bow and ar-

row are the symbol of these ions, each a

useless factor without the other. Draw
the bow,—this is the symbol of involu-

tion, of negative strain in electrical sci-

ence, of the risen pendulum, of the dyna-

mo, of the feminine factor, or sleep in

the organic world; the flying arrow is

the symbol of evolution, of the positive

phase of energy, of the falling pendu-
lum, of the motor, of the masculine fac-

tor, or waking, in the organic world.

Existence is the marriage of ions, of

waking and sleeping, the factors of life.

Man a Living Planet.

The proof of man's relation to inani-

mate nature must remain a matter of

analogy, largely, since the eye and mind
can be seen only in reflected images. It

is only by reasoning back to himself

from that which lies around him, from
the premise: "the ways of nature are

uniform," that his place and relation

may be known.
I submit that the analogical course of

reasoning in the preceding pages tends

to show that "sleep" is an universal prin-

ciple, the negative phase of motion,
the involution of force, necessary in the

economy of nature; to every revolution
of matter; and that "waking" is

the positive phase of motion, the evo-

lution of force,
—not peculiar but uni-

versal
; that sleeping and waking are but

aliases for the factors of motion.
This conception gives man the place

of a living planet with a dynamic orbit

of twenty-four hours Also that the

male and female principles are not pe-
culiar to organic life, but are universal

in nature, as all principles must of neces-

sity be universal in nature, being also

aliases for these same mysterious fac-

tors of energy of protean manifestation,

just now characterized as the positive
and negative, or waking and sleeping

phases of energy.
These factors of energy produce mo-

tion, heat, light. Let us add to this list

of phenomena: life, since the male and

female factors in the organic zvorld are
the materialized representatives of the

positive and negative phases of energy.
That planetary motion complies with

conditions of the movement of the pend-
ulum I think is successfully shown from

Keplar's Law. This part of the work is

necessary to show that the laws of mo-
tion are universal.

This work, so imperfectly done, has

cost me many years of labor. It has

been a work of love to me and with joy
and hope, I lay it tjpon the altar of Truth
with reverent hands.

It was radiant energy that first whis-

pered the great secret to the earth as

it was sent on its mission of creation

around the sun. The earth whispered
it to the rocks when they were put to

bed and they have been dreaming, in

their dull way, about it ever since. A
little white crystal fell into the sea and
felt so lonesome that it whispered to

itself about it, and so it got out and

spread like a rumor all over the sea.

The sea-moss whispered it to the land-

moss, the fishes to the birds, and so the

great secret spread through all the aeons

of evolutionary times. The earth called

it gravity, but the rocks understood it

to be polarity or affinity; the plants
called it sex or sense. Some of the ani-

mals agreed with the plants, "while

some called it love and still others insist-

ed that its proper name is hunger, but

when man came strutting up he said :

"What do you brute things know about

the great secret? That is for me. It

is mind !"



"Father, Open the Door n

In Two Parts—Part II

By Max Nordau

(Author of 'Degeneration," "Dwarf's Spectacles and

Other Fairy Tales," etc.)

IGAIN a burning blush

crimsoned her face,

swiftly followed by a

deathlike pallor. Her fair

head drooped on her

breast, she seemed on the

verge of fainting. Her father sat down
beside her, drew her toward him, kissed

her forehead and hair, and whispered en-

couraging words. Had it been her moth-

er, the girl would probably have poured
out her whole heart. With her father

it was not so easy. He was compelled
to bore and drag and pump, and the

confession only trickled out by drops.
It was Rudolf Schluter.

"The artist?"

The artist. Since autumn he had been
one of her teachers in her academy.
All her classmates raved about him, and
that was certainly natural. He singled
her out; he devoted himself especially
to her and she owed him an infinite

amount in this brief time. Her father

must have noticed her progress; they
all saw it. He was a master who pos-
sessed real genius. One look was enough
to enable him, with uncannv assurance,
to detect the most hidden weakness.
Wi^h two strokes of the brush he could

conjure a feeble bit of student work
into a strong, interesting sketch. His
combinations of color—

"Let us drop the painting now. Go
on."

Yes, going on was much more stum-

bling. Hesitating, struggling, choosing
her words, she said that Schluter had
also been very attentive to her outside
the academy, that for some time he had

accompanied her home—
"How long?"

"Perhaps three weeks."

"Three weeks!" thought Rohrbach,
and not a word to me 1" He looked very

unhappy.
He came home with her as far as the

corner of the street, and—and—he had

confessed that he loved her—and that

she was everything to him—
"And what did you say?"
She stammered something incompre-

hensible, added a few words, hesitated,

and relapsed into silence.

Rhorbach interrupted the painful

pause. "Strange conduct. Herr Ru-

dolph Schluter knows who you are, and

who I am. He also knows where we
live. Why does he go only to the street

corner with you? Why not farther?

Why does n't he introduce himself

here?"

"He did not venture."

"H'm. Yet he can be no school-boy.
Did not venture! Strange. Well, my
pet, if this gentleman feels and tells you
that you are everything to him, it seems-

to me that I have a right to hear it from

him, too."

"May he come?"
"It is his duty, and he ought to have

performed it long ago."
Hansa embraced her father, wiped

away the tears streaming from her eyes
and said softly: "I'll tell him."

After this scene Rohrbach told Cousin

Aurelia, without any ex^^nation, that

in future she would again accompany
Hansa in her visits to the city, and shut

himself up in his workshop until sup-

per. His heart was heavy, as heavy as

if he had a stone in his breast, and re-

mained so in spite of all the representa-
tions of his reason. The child—alas.

Traii8lat>>(l fur The Pacific Uuuthly by Mary J. SatTord.
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she was no longer a child, she was a

girl of brilliant beauty, and he must be

prepared to expect this. Certainly it

was hard to accommodate himself to the

thought that he must now share his only

treasure, the sole substance of his life,

with another, probably even lose her.

But this was an inexorable law of na-

ture, and it was base selfishness in him
to rebel against it. He constantly re-

peated this.

Yet he could not help being very sad,

and at the same time feeling a certain

repugnance, akin to an offense to his

sense of shame, indignation at the sight
of a wrong done to a child—the lovely

child, his Hansa still was in his mind.

Sleep deserted him that night. The
next day at breakfast he surprised Hansa
with the statement that Cousin Aurelia

was going to the city with her. When
they returned he was at the door as

usual. But Hansa said here : "Father,

open the door!" faintly, aJmost inaudi-

bly, like a fornuila which is only lip

deep and does not come from the heart,

and the greeting was timid and re-

served.

He looked at her inquiringly, but she

avoided his glance. Neither on this nor

the following day was the subject of the

Sunday conversation mentioned. On the

third morning Hansa asked with appa-
rent carelessness : "Do you expect to

go out this afternoon, father?"

"I think not," he replied, with a keen
look at her. She blushed, kissed him
and went out with Cousin Aurelia.

It was after four o'clock, the lamps
had just been lighted, for it was already

growing dark, when the door-bell rang.

Hansa, who was in her chamber, adjoin-

ing her father's workshop, suddenly
closed the door. The maid came in with
a card. Rohrbach read : "Rudolf Schlii-

ter."

"Show the gentleman into the draw-

ing-room," he said, and rose rather

hastily to go down.
The visitor, hat and gloves in hand,

came to meet him from the centre of the
room and bowed formally. Rohrbach re-

turned the bow, and with a movement
of the hand waved him to an armchair.
His glance had scanned him rapidly and

sharply. Considerably above thirty,

somewhat blase; carefully brushed
moustache

;
on the lips a fulsome smile ;

dull, restless eyes, the whole appearance
dandified. The impression was dis-

tinctly unfavorable.

Rohrbach sat down slowly, fixed his

eyes on his guest and waited.

"Herr Professor," Schliiter beg'an with

an ingratiating voice and courteous ges-

tures, "I have long intended to call upon
the great artist whom for years I have
honored and admired."
"You are too kind," replied Rohrbach

curtly.

"Especially now that I have the privi-

lege of being permitted to direct Frau-
lein Rohrbach in her work. Allow me,
Herr Professor, to congratulate you
with all my heart. She is magnificently

gifted, her father's worthy heiress."

"I, too, believe that she has a future,"
said Rohrbach, "if she does not allow

herself to be prematurely diverted from
her work." There was a short pause.
"And you, Herr Schliiter, are you at

present engaged on any great creation?"

Schliiter answered evasively with evi-

dently insincere modesty. The conver-

sation dragged wearily along for fifteen

minutes. Rohrbach remained cold, and

Schliiter did not feel at ease. They did

not go beyond ordinary topics. Schlii-

ter said nothing about any special ob-

ject for his visit, and as Rohrbach did

not keep up the talk Schliiter rose.

"Do not be oflfended if I do not re-

turn your call immediately," said Rohr-

bach, also rising. "In these short

days
—"

"Oh, Herr Professor," cried Schliiter

eagerly, "spare yourself the formality.
It was a necessity for me—I dont at all

expect
—but if you will permit me to

come sometimes—"

"It will be a pleasure," said Rohr-
bach curtly, giving him the tips of his

fingers in farewell.

Hansa did not venture to come in af-

ter her father had returned to his work-

shop, and he did not call her. At sup-

per both were silent. Not until after

Cousin Aurelia had left them alone did

he say: "Hanschen, Schliiter does not

please me."
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"He 'does me," escaped her lips so

swiftly that she was as much startled

by her boldness as her father. To make
amends she added hastily: "Why not,

father? Yet he is—what is it that

doesn't please you in him?*' -

,

-

"All sorts of things, my darling. Es-

pecially, his concealment. He only spoke
of you casually, as an artist, but not one
word of what I was expecting."
She hung her head. "He did not ven-

ture—"
"He has plenty of courage with you ;

it deserts him with me
;
that is no rec-

ommendation of his character. My pet
be on your guard, I beseech you."
Her eyes again filled with tears and

he dropped the subject. But he lost no
time. The very next days were devoted
to making investigations, and he pursued
them with the tlioroughness of a first-

class detective. The matter concerned
his Hansa.
What he learned was startling. Ru-

dolf Schliiter's talent was beyond ques-
tion, though it was seriously impaired
by his lack of seriousness and conscien-
tiousness—he never went beyond hasty
sketches and tried to make people believe

that the careless incompleteness was a

principle of Art—but as a man he was

thoroughly reprehensible. He was a no-

torious petticoat-hunter, went about with

models, had aflFairs with fellow-artists,

and compromised the women of his so-

cial cjrcle. But, worst of all—he had

already been- once married and divorced
from his wife two years before. Rohr-
bach ascertained the sentence of the

court. Schliiter had squandered with the

most culpable recklessness the large

dowry of his wife, who belonged to a

very. prosperous family, insulted her un-
der her own roof by maintaining the

most shameless relations,
• and finally

abandoned her for a watering-place ac-

quaintance. The two children born dur-

ing their six years of wedded life had
been given by the court to their mother.
Such was the character of the worthless
felloA^ of thirty-five on whom his Hansa^
the apple of his eye, his darling, his

very life, wanted to throw herself away.
It was three weeks before he learned

and thoroughly investigated everything.

as he felt was, his duty as. an ; bpno;-ablje

man. Meantime Schliiter had , c^kq
upon him twice, but was ^not received,

When Rohrbach reached a,- positive con-

clusion, he called Hansa into his .work-

shop and said: "My darling, we were
to have set out on our journey at Easter.

T have changed my mind
;
we will stajct

next Monday. You will not go to the

academy any more ; we will pay the fare-

well visit together." .„

Hansa seemed greatly depressed. She

involuntarily clasped her hands and
looked at him with pleading eyes. ^

He drew her toward him and kissed

her hair. "You are too wise not, to un-

derstand why I have made this arrange-
ment. You must not see this Schliiter

again. The fellow ought never to have

been allowed the honor of speaking to

you."
"Father, you will not—"

"Hanschen, have you anv idea with

whom you are dealing?"
"What is vour objection to him,

father?"

"He is a thorough rascal. Do you
know his history?"

"I think so."

"Do you know that he is a divorced

man ?"

"I know it."

"And that does not repel you?"
"It was an error of the heart. He

has been unfortunate. He longs for

happiness and is sure of finding it with

me."
"You are' ill, darling; it will pass

away." ,

"It will not pass away, father."

Rohrbach lost his self-control.

"Qiild," he burst forth angrily, "the

matter is settled. You must drive this

nonsense out of your head; You must!

do you understand? Italy will cure

you." ..

Hansa slowly shook her head.

"I dare not tell you everything, but

I know you will not see the man again.

You still have a father who will protect

you, if necessary
—

against yourself."

"Father, it will be my death."

"You would better die than to fall

into the clutches of a monster."

"May I go to my room?"
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"Yes."

She locked herself in, and in spite of

her efforts to suppress every sound, her

father heard her sobbing for hours. It

fairly tore his heart. But he could not

help her. He was obliged to inflict this

sorrow upon her to save her from life-

long misery.
The next day, directly after break-

fast, Hansa, in her street dress, was slip-

ping out of the house. Rohrbach saw
her in the garden, was downstairs in

three bounds and overtook her at the

garden gate, where he grasped her arm:
"Where are you going? Without say-

ing good-bye ?"

Hansa made no reply.
Her father drew her back into the

house. She silently resisted. "Hansa,
eorne in quickly. I shall take cold." He
was in his dtessing-gown, and bare-

headed.

She let herself be dragged and pushed
through the door. In the vestibule he
said through his set teeth : "Take off

your street dress. You will not go out

without me."

"So T am a prisoner?" she exclaimed

indignantly.
Rohrbach released her and stood gaz-

ing at her. She met his eyes defiantly.

Neither suspected how terribly alike

they were at that moment, the man be-

yond sixty and the girl not yet twenty,
with eyes flaming in faces set like stone,

and unyielding resolve in the expression
of their compressed lips. It was an en-

counter which must be followed by ruin.

He himself took off her cloak and hat,

led her upstairs and into his workshop.
"Child, this was your first open disobe-

dience; it must be your last. Hitherto

you have been everything in the world to

me; do not behave so that you will be

nothing. You must choose. He—or I?"

Hansa did not answer, but her con-

tracted features did. They said plainly:
"He."
She let her father drag her with him

on a round of farewell visits to friends

and patrons in the city, but she was

wholly uninterested and seemed absent-

minded. Rohrbach thought it wiser not

to disturb her. She must work out the

situation in her own way. He felt that

he could help her only by letting her

alone and exciting her by no unnecessary
words.

It was an anxious time for all of them.
Even Cousin Aurelia, though she knew

nothing, perceived by the oppressive si-

lence at meals and the troubled faces of

the father and daughter, that something
was wrong. Rohrbach sent Hansa to

bed early. Kissing her on the brow and

eyes with the same tenderness as usual,
he said gently: "Go to sleep, child, we
shall have a great deal to do tomor-
row."
Hansa answered dully: "Yes, father,

good-night." He saw that her eyes
were full of tears as she turned to go.
The next morning, while he was

dressing, Rohrbach heard a running and

whispering in the house which he could

not understand. Hastily opening his

chamber door, he almost ran into Cousin

Aurelia, the maid, and the cook, who
were standing in a group on the land-

ing of the stairs. At sight of him the

two servants rushed heels over head
down the steps and disappeared. Cousin

Aurelia, with an agitated face, remained

standing before him.

"What is the matter?" he asked, star-

tled.

She opened her lips but could make no
sound.

His heart stood still. She had no

need to tell him anything. In three

bounds he had crossed the workshop
and torn open the door of Hansa's room.

It was empty, the bed untouched. He
suppressed a cry, more of sudden

anguish than of alarm, and turned to

Cousin Aurelia, who had followed, over-

whelmed by grief.
"It is true, Professor," she murmured

timidly. "She has gone. She took her

silver-mounted hand-bag, her toilet ar-

ticles, perhaps some underclothing. I

have n't yet been able to look carefully."
Rohrbach sank into a chair ; but the

weakness did not last long. He began
an investigation. The cook, early in the

morning, had found the garden gate,
which was locked in the evening, only
latched. The maid, soon after she went
to bed, had heard footsteps on the stairs

and in the garden. It was probably
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about eleven o'clock, perhaps midnight.
More careful search resulted in discov-

ering that Hansa, except a few articles

of underclothing, had taken only her

simple girlish ornaments and a few
more valuable rings, brooches, bracelets

and a diamond star, which had been her

mother's. This told enough—all.

Rohrbach forgot his breakfast and
drove straight to the city to Schluter's

studio, where he had never been, far out

in the west end. No one was there! The

janitress, who served the artist as a

maid, was at first very reserved to the

excited father. Herr Schliiter was

away. He expected to be absent for

some time. That was all she knew.
When had he gone? That morning.
Was he alone ? She did n't know. His
letters? He had left no directions. Per-

haps at the postoffice.

Should he apply to the police? For
what purpose? He knew enough—the

main thing, beside which all details

sank into insignificance. Make an at-

tempt to track the fugitives, shoot the

deceiver down like a mad dog, bring
Hansa home by force, if necessary, with
the help of the authorities? No, That
could be of no service. That could

make amends for nothing. The mon-
strous fact remained that his Hansa, his

only child, his heart, his life, had cru-

elly deserted him under cover of the

night, without caring how he would en-

dure it, or whether the terrible blow

might kill him. That could not be over-

looked. Not that. He wandered aimlessly
around the Thiergarten. Soon his limbs

refused to carry him and he sank down
on a bench. An iron fear oppressed his

heart, the dread of returning home alone

to the deserted house. Perhaps the best

way for him would be—
No. Heads up ! He was a man. He

would not allow himself to be crushed

by treachery. If she had carelessly

given him up, he would give her up in

the same way. Love for love, but also

rejection for rejection. He had had a

child, now he had none. It was over.

He returned home late in the after-

noon, forced himself to be calm, even to

eat, and then went into his workshop.
He gathered up the eighty portraits of

Plansa, by whose means he had pre-
served with ever increasing emotion and

joy, her development from infancy, also

the series of the twelve impressions of

the magnificent engraving of her. He
thought his life was streaming forth in

the bitter tears which scorched his eyes
as they flowed. His first impulse was
to destroy these witnesses of her lovely

life, but his courage failed. He did not

know whether the father or the artist

rebelled against the destruction of what
could never be replaced. He tore him-
self away from the sight which was

causing him such unbearable anguish,
carried everything, including the plate,
into Hansa's chamber, laid the portfolio
and the copper on the bed, gazed once
more around the room which he never
intended to enter again, turned the key,
drew it from the lock, and thrust it into

the bottom of the deepest drawer in his

desk. Hansa was dead. Now he had

put her in her coffin and buried her.

This thought took possession of him
so completely that the idea of having
Hansa's name carved beside his wife's

on her tombstone entered his mind. He
perceived in time that this would be the

act of a lunatic, but it still seemed as if

she were lying there by her mother's

side.

He himself did not know how he

spent the next fortnight. Then one

morning a letter came from her, post-
marked London, in which she addressed
him as : "Dear Father," and told him
that she had married Rudolf in London ;

she had not been able, on account of

his opposition, to do anything else; she

hoped he would now forgive her, then

nothing would be lacking in her happi-
ness. She had the incomprehensible
lack of tact to sign herself: "Your
Hansa Schliiter, born Rohrbach."
The father read the letter four or five

times in succession. He fett as if he

must keep on reading it ceaselessly to

the end of his life.

But this should not conquer him.

With strong resolution he flung the

sheet into the fire.

Three more weeks passed, then an-

other letter came, this time from Paris.

He wrote with his own hand on the
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envelope "Not accepted." It was enough
that he dreamed of her every night, and
that her figure appeared before him
whenever he suddenly looked into a dim
corner of the workshop.

For a time he intended to sell the

house. But he did not do so. On ac-

count of associations with his wife, he

told himself. He forbade his friends

who knew the story of the elopement
and seemed to have all sorts of infor-

mation about the couple living in Paris,

to mention his daughter. So months, a

year passed away, the second spring

came, the second summer, the leaves of

the wild vine on the garden wall turned

red, it was autumn again. Nothing had
come from Hansa for a year and a

half. Then a letter bearing the familiar

hand-writing again arrived.

"Returned !" said Rohrbach, without

taking it into his hand. After five days
a second followed. "Returned to the

sender !" was the stern answer.

A week later a third, registered, was

brought. The postman called the Pro-

fessor's attention to a line on the

upper edge of the envelope : "Accept-
ance earnestly entreated" was twice

heavily underscored. "Back with it!"

said Rohrbach angrily. "Now she would

probably let him alone," he thought.
For there was always a sudden stir-

ring of his heart when he saw Hansa's

writing.
Six days passed, then Cousin. Aurelia

came to Rohrbach, her eyes filled with

tears and a letter in her hand. "Pro-

fessor," she said, "Hansa's husband has

deserted her—and a little child."

"Not another word, cousin," thun-

dered Rohrbach.

"But she is in the greatest poverty,
she writes me—"

"I will hear nothing," shouted Rohr-
bach furiously, "she is dead." And when
Cousin Aurelia, deeply agitated, went

slowly away, he added : "So am I."

In poverty
—a little child—deserted—

what was it to him? What could he
do? It was her own choice.

The November blast outside tossed

the trees, roughly tearing off their last

leaves, which rustled and whirled in the

garden paths. It had been dark for an

hour. Rohrbach was sitting at his table

before a plate which ought to have been

finished long before, but did not pro-

gress very rapidly. He pushed it aside,

the sight of it annoyed him. He thought
he could do nothing more ; he wanted to

do nothing more. For what was he liv-

ing? he asked himself, resting his head
on his hand. It was so horribly desolate

within and around him.

Then—what was that ? No—yes, he

had heard distinctly : "Father, open the

door!" He started up, but instantly sank
back again into his chair, trembling from
head to foot. A delusion of the senses—some constrained position. For the

second time a despairing voice rose

above the roaring of the autumn gale:

"Father, open the door !"

"I 'm coming" he shouted loudly, was
down stairs without knowing how, the

door flew open with a crash and, with

frantic violence, he dragged in and

clasped to his breast the figure that stood

timidly outside, wrapped in a shawl,
with a living bundle in her arms.

Torn from the book of life, forgotten,
were the past twenty months. Hansa
was at home again.



The Interlude

By Marjorie L. C. Pickthall

'As I ivent dozvn the waterside.
None hut my foe to he my guide,
None hut my foe to he my guide,
On fair Kirkconnell Lea."—

for him, and

wearily upon

one would take Chan-
for a man with a

in his life. He is

and thin, clad al-

in indefinite gray
clothes that are too loose

his dull gray eves look

the world. Gray, level,

uncompromising gray is the color of his

whole hard-working life, save for this

one interlude that glows therein like a

ruby strung on cheap gray cotton thread.

I should never have learned of it for

he is very shy ; only he fell ill and was

away from the office for some weeks.
He had no family, no friends

;
and being

ill in a boarding-house is not cheerful.

I felt sorry for him, and went to see

him and left him some books. Among
them there happened to be Palgrave's
Golden Treasury.

I went to see him again as he grew
better, and found him wrapped in blan-

kets on a sofa, surrounded by my books.

He was, for him, oddly talkative and ex-

cited. "This is the first long illness I 've

ever had," he told me, "and it has given
me such a good chance for reading. The
best chance T 've ever had. I 've always
worked too hard to read much but mag-
azines and papers, but now, thanks to

you, I 'm drunk on books. I 've only
been drunk once before in my life and
then it was on sun."

He picked up the old Golden Treasury,
and I saw that it opened itself at "Fair

Helen,"—Helen of Kirkconnell. "This,

now," he said with a curious suppressed
eagerness, "this book and the things in

it are all fresh to me, most of 'em. And

they' re wonderful, lovely things. So

terribly true, too. Look at this one."

He began to mouth over the first lines

of "Fair Helen" to himself, his pale

gray eyes, larger than ever from his ill-

ness, fixed absorbedly upon the book.

"It 's one of the saddest, most beauti-

ful laments that ever was written," I

said to recall him, and he looked up

vacantly. "Yes," he muttered, "I sup-

pose so. But it would have been cer-

tainly sadder, and perhaps more beauti-

ful, if the love had all been on Helen's

side. And in that case, dont you think

that the man's rage against the nameless

killer would have been proportionately

greater, so great that it would have

shaken his life from its level course, al-

tered his axis, as it were, shown him new
stars and spaces that were only names

before? He would have been obliged

to kill the killer, of course, or he could

scarcely have gone on living under his

debt
"

Channing looked up at me, with those

pale, over-strained gray eyes I was used

to seeing bent upon his ledgers. All ex-

pression was gone from them but a sort

of horror of memory. "The little, snap-

ping report among those gay, hot rocks,"

he whispered, "and her hair over my
boots. My God, if I die, sljall I forget

it, I wonder?
"

One of the blankets he was wrapped
in was an old Navajo, a glow of unfaded

crimson. He turned down the top blan-

ket of dark gray, and fingered the edge
of the red as he told me:

"I was quite young," he said, in so

low a voice that I sometimes failed to
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hear perfectly, "when I went out

West for a holiday to join my brother

Bob at the mines. It was somewhere
hereabouts,"—he picked at the blanket,—"but I can 't remember, because I was
drunk with various things all the time
I was there. I had spent,

—was spend-
ing, all my youth in offices, just as

I 'm spending my middle age. I rather

hope I shall not have to spend my old

age there. Maybe this weak lung will

save me that. And heaven,—why, those

hard, golden, glowing streets,
—

chryso-
lite, beryl, topaz, and amethyst,

—why,
they '11 be homey, that 's what they '11

be. But I 've never dared to go back
West again. Never dared

"

He stared out of the window at the

chill gray rain, fingering his blanket.

"Can you imagine how it struck a poor
little tidy soul, fresh from an Eastern of-

fice? An endless railway journey, past
the lands of trees and farms, past even
the lands of cattle and sheep. And then
two ponies waiting by a water-tank, and
a man from Candelaria who said Bob
had sent me a quiet one

"

He turned his eyes slowly from the

gray square of the window. "Can you
imagine what it was like? We rode

slowly, and I had never ridden before,
out into a great, dry, gorgeous desert,
and I had never been ten miles

away from bricks and mortar. We
camped one night beside a little bitter

pool and some sage-brush; and I said

my prayers like a frightened child, lock-

ing up at the violet-black sky and the

fiery, palpitating stars.

"We reached the mines next day, and
I was in a dream already, a dream of

loneliness and color and sun, sun, sun.

Under the influence of the sun, some-

thing inside me seemed to be ready
to bloom like a flower, a fiery flower.

Bob, and the man from Candelaria,

everyone was very good to me, because
I was ill and ignorant and wildly hum-
ble, I suppose
"The mines were insignificant scars,

trivial buildings, among the scarred red

hills. What made them wonderful was
a square of emerald-green growing
stuff, real green, where they had struck
more water-power than they needed. Bob

used to point to the world-old river-

beaches shelving out from the red and

golden cliffs, and say, 'That 's running
still, under here,' and he 'd strike the

dust with his boot heel. 'Think of it,

Kid,' he 'd say, 'just a line of artesian

wells down the valley, and there 's your
rose blossoming.' I believe it 's been
done now, but Bob, did n't do it. He
died before, and the man from Cande-
laria took over the mines, and turned

the valley into a blossoming rose, and
then grew tired of it, and moved back
into the desert again. And a man from
the East made the valley pay in farms—
it 's quite a long time ago.
"Bob said to me, 'You can ride east

or west as far as those hills,'
—but he

called 'em something different,
—'but

dont drift north or south. Kiddie. And
dont cross the hills.' The hills to the

east and west looked quite close, and to

north and south they seemed to join, too;
but Bob said they did n't, it was only
the illusion of distance. So that we
seemed to be surrounded by a golden-

red, purple-shadowed barrier, within

which was the sun, the stars, the sand,

and the red rocks Bob was mining into

sticking up like an islet out of a sea of

sand; just these, and the mirage. Gen-

erally it put snow-peaks on the hills and

cedar forests in front of them, or else a

lake and acres of reeds; until I grew
almost confused as to which was the

reality and which the dream,—confused,

yes; and careless, too. Nothing was
real but the vibrating flood of sun and

color in which I moved absorbent, soak-

ing it up sponge-fashion.
"I was madly in love with it all, and

madly frightened at times. There was
no fear of my disobeying Bob. 'Thus

far,' he said, 'and no farther/ and I

obeyed him to the letter. He used to

spend a good deal of time watching me
through a telescope when I went off on

my timid, enchanted expeditions among
those glowing cliffs and voiceless dead

splendors, never quite easy when I was
out of sight. He was very good to

me, was Bob.

"Sometimes those desolations would

yield up a little speck of humanity; sup-

plies coming to our little mine on mule
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back, or an Indian drifted down from
some more fertile fastness with dried

meat or turquoises for sale. Very rare-

ly, as I grew more bold or more spell-

bound and thrust further into the red

barrier, I would meet one of these silent,

stoic, glooming creatures, and they gen-

erally passed me indifferently, though I

was fascinated by them. Bob said

'They 're gentle and jealous, untrustable

and faithful, patient and fierce.' And
when I said I did n't understand, he

laughed. 'If you understood them,' he

said, 'you 'd understand the desert,—
perhaps. And who does that?'

"So I went on with my charmed, sun-

drunk wanderings among the blood-col-

ored ranges. A day out, camp, and a

day back was Bob's rule for me. If I

was longer he came to fetch me. At
other times he used to climb to the

heights of his island-rocks and watch
for me with the telescope.
"Sometimes it used to show me to him,

a fly crawling upon the blank sands.

Sometimes he would see the fly crawl
into the green soft shades of the cedar

mirage, or swallowed up by the long
waves of a lake, or lost among reeds and
beds of water-grasses where the wild

fowl bred
;
to come out, a dark pin-prick

on a towering red cliff, where no life

was, where rain never came, torn into

footholds with the fury of old-time flood.

"I wonder if it showed him my meet-

ings with the girl? No, I dont think

so

"I never knew her name. I saw her

first, a silent, unfaltering figure on the

rough path. As she came nearer, I saw
that some touch, perhaps of Spanish
blood, had made her glow through her
stoic surface of expressionless quiet.
She seemed to me the desert personi-
fied. I stared at her as she passed, and
ventured on a Spanish greeting I had
learned from Bob. I 've forgotten it

now. She did not answer, but her dark

eyes flamed at me, and when she had

gone by, I knew she stopped and calmly
watched me out of sight.

"After that I often met her, moving
through my dream sure-footed, with the

desert's glow behind the desert's mys-
tery. She never spoke to me, and I

never knew her name nor why she was
there. But she always met me with a

curious lightening of the expressionless

face, a splendid flame in the Spanish-
Indian eyes, suddenly shown and sud-

denly hidden. And she alwavs stood

and watched me out of sight.
"I was moving in my dream of space

and sun and color, and cared to notice

her only as she seemed one with these.

I was saturated with them, drunk upon
them. I never even mentioned her to

Bob because,—God help me!—she did

not seem to be of sufficient impor-
tance !

"I was quite young and very ignorant,
besides being drunk. Once as T passed
her on a narrow path, I had an idea that

she stooped forward with a snake's

quickness and touched my hand. But
when I looked again, startled, she was

passing me, still and erect, her face in-

different and the glow shut out of her

Spanish eyes.
"I am telling this in the language of

twenty years' thought. She was not

then of importance enough for me to

speak of her to Bob ;
and never a day

from then till now that she has not been

present to me, that I have not thought
of her. She is so greatly revenged or

repaid; whichever you like best.

"And yet
—how deeply I am in the

dark about it still ! The springs of the

mystery are as much hidden to me as

to you, after twenty years of thought.
I still see only the surface of it, the mere
froth of action upon that deep sea of

love and hate
; passions that in all my

miserable life touched me then only,
which I have never done thinking of

since.

"Her arm—I can sec it still smooth
and steady, the glow of red showing
through the delicate, coppery skin like

fire through thin gold ; there were brace-

lets upon it, heavy affairs of»Soft gold,
and turquoises linked together with sil-

ver chains. I thought she would pass
me as usual, the lightening of the face

an answer to my half-understood Span-
ish greeting. But she stopped and

barred my way with her outstretched

arm, and her long eyes glowed upon
me
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"I checked stupidly, with a casual ad-

miration, a careless surprise. I cannot
how realize the quickness of it all. It

seems as if it must have taken longer
to happen, that my life's axis could not

have been so changed in a moment, that

events so strange must have moved more

slowly. But it was actually done faster

than I can tell it to you. She barred

my way with this splendid young arm,
and I hung upon one indifferent foot,

wondering. And then suddenly she

looked back, and moved so that she

was between me and the ascending path.
The gay, vibrating hot silence was split

by a little snap, and shut together again.
But the girl laughed and slid forward
on to my shoulder, and I knew she was

dying.
"I knew she was dying, and I knew

what the glow in her eyes had been.

This knowledge tore my life in two like

the wind rips a lowered blind, showing
the storm outside. She lay heavily upon
my arm, and laughed again, saying some-

thing- in her own language; then she

tvitned her smooth coppery face up to

me,' and I saw the sun-glow was dying
from behind the clear skin—I kissed her

Dnce, and the eyes brightened again.
Then she slipped from my hold and fell,

and there was nothing but the empty
yellowish sky, the palpitating hot red

rocks; and she, her black hair rolled

across my .dusty boots, the fire gone
forever from the thin dead gold

'T dont know how long I stood, look-

ing down at the girl to whom I had been

indifferent, who had loved me so that

she had died for me. Such a thing
comes no more than once in a life and
to me it had come unsought. Now that

I; iook\back, it seems like the very blos-

soming of the desert, a fiery, crimson

flower, "beautiful beyond understanding,

upon an unsightly gray vegetable. And
those floyvers cannot be picked because

they die st» .soon, but they leave this poi-
son behind,—that everything after is

pale and shallow and dull

"Why does n't wreckage of soul kill

like wreckage of body? For me, then,

there was nothing but the yellow sky, the

red rocks, and the girl in the dead dust,

and my own horrified soul. How many

things the desert had shown that poor
lad—that was I,

—hate, love, and death !

It was to show me one more, and then

to cast me aside.

"The hot, empty sky, the beautiful

rocks, and her hair across my boots—
but in a little while I thought that some-

where among the crags and world-old

water-courses was the man who had fired

that shot; and then there was nothing
but that thought. Five minutes,—
think of the pity of it !

—I had been a

careless, sun-soaked boy. Now I was
this other thing. T know why the rocks

are red and the sand in the water-ways
red,' I thought to myself, to that shat-

tered thing that had been youth. It 's

to prevent my making a mess when I

killed him.'

"You see I had no doubt of what I

should do, and that 's queer because all

my life I had leaned upon others, taken

my thoughts and opinions from others I

looked down at her once, moved her hair

gently from my boots, and shook the

dust out of it; the Spanish touch had

made it very silky. Then I went on up
the path to find the man who had fired

that shot.

"Bob had insisted that I should always
take a gun with me and it was there now,

slung across my shoulders. I never

took it in hand, not having been long

enough away from law and butchers to

acquire the instinct. I dont know
whether you will believe, but I went

bare-handed after the man who had

killed her; my own death the last thing
in my thoughts. I knew that I should not

so quickly get rid of that aching pity

and that dreadful rage, and I never

doubted that I should find him
"It 's wonderful enough, too, tha'- I

did find him. I suppose his contempt for

me was so great he did not try to hide.

I saw him going down the side of a

valley in the red rock where once a great
river had run, his long old gun in his

hand, and set after him. He was an

Indian, young, light and sure-footed as

an antelope, but I gained on him, and

that 's as wonderful as any of it. He
stopped once and took a shot at me. It

was a long one, and the bullet whined

past my ear like a Chinese whistling
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toy, and died with a flick in the sand.

I suppose something- in the way I came
showed him my mind, for he leapt up
the long shelf in the cliflf made hy the

old river; but still more quickly I fol-

lowed. In a little we were high above

the river-bed, and I was very close. He
had his gun ready, and I saw the glint

of his wild eyes beneath his head-band

of soft-dyed skin and yellow stones. He
was waiting to turn on one foot fmd

give me another bullet. But I pulled
a wedge-shaped splinter of hard rock

from the crumbling red stuff,
—think of

it ! my city-bred arm and clerk's hand !
—

and flung it at him so quickly that on

that narrow ledge he could not guard.
It took him across the spine and he only
cried once, falling from the shelf to the

bottom of the old river, where the sand

was red enough
"I went down to see that he was quite

dead, and then toiled back to where
she lay. I was very weak by the time

I got there, and there seemed to be a sort

of mist over everything. Through this

mist I watched her black hair on the

dust and the rocks, and winged shapes

sitting upon the rocks Then they grew
dim, and there was silver sand and black-

ness and stars spinning in it. When the

rocks reddened again, I saw Bob's face

looking amazedly through the mist, and

ran to him. I tried to say: 'Bob, old

fellow, I did n't make a mess because

the sand was red/ and then 1 slid to his

great shoulder as she had slid to mine,
and thought I was dying, too—yes.

"After that long blackness and fever

there was the mine again and the beau-

tiful, dry, horrible world around. And
then there was the siding and the tank,

and Bob and the man from Candelaria

putting me gently on the cars, and a

conductor who said : "She 's bin too stiff

for him, hey?' jerking his chin towards
the desert. After a time there was my
old life, my old little tidy round in the

office, the accounts that generally bal-

ance. Do you think that other account

was balanced by that splinter of obsidian ?

I was six cents out last week."

Channing looked up from his red blan-

ket, staring past me with his pale, old-

man's eyes. "I can't get things clear in

my mind. It 's dreadful when you dont

get things clear in twenty years. Some-
times I think they 'd get more clear—
about that other account—if I went back

and saw the whole thing again
—the dry,

dead splendor where a little waste water

is like the touch and the word of God,

saying, 'Let there be life ;' the golden
hills in the distance, the throbbing red

rocks near, the sand and the sun, the

wheeling stars of their different colors

and the dawns made visible each like

the first dawn above a half finished

world,—the whole, strange, terrible place
that took me and cast me aside.

"I would n't find Bob, now, nor the

man from Candelaria. But the other

things I 'd find, for they dont change.
"Sometimes,—why, yes, sometimes,—r

I guess I '11 go back, go back and find

out
"
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THE TREASURES.

Saving the Killdeer's Nest

By William Leon Dawson

turn IS

squared

T is true that a favor re-

ceived places one under

obligation ;
but if, as of-

ten happens such a sense

of obligation is irksome

\i6^ to the recipient, some re-

attempted and the account

It is more deeply true that an

opportunity to render a service places
the giver under welcome and lasting ob-

ligation, because it lets loose in his own
breast a flood of sympathy which en-

riches beyond all further need of com-

pensation. It was so with the writer in

the matter of a killdeer's nest. I had

always misunderstood the killdeer. In

fact, I had rather had it in for him for

some years past. He is beyond question
of a highly excitable disposition, and pos-

sibly not over-charitable in his judg-
ments. A suspicion in his mind be-

comes a working hypothesis ;
and a clew,

instead of suggesting quiet investigation,
demands declamation,—instant, vocifer-

ous, accusing. And here is where one's

patience is tried sorely. When a body is

going through the south pasture looking
for a stray cow, it is distinctly annoying
to have the entire killdeer population
asswne that he is looking for eggs. To
be sure it is more annoying not to be
able to find the nest, but the killdeer

must bear the blame for that, too. If

you do pass near the nest there is some
excuse for alarm, and the female does
not fail to try every ruse in the endeavor
to lure you away from the dangerous
spot. First she rolls and flounders ofif

across the ground, screaming with agony
as though she had been stepped on.

But if you are simple enough to follow,
the bird gradually recovers, and is soon
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A GROVE OF YELLOW-GREEN WILLOWS.

able to patter along ahead of you with

tolerable celerity. The male, too, is no
indifferent spectator. He comes as near

as he dares and shrieks, "Dear, dear,

dear, dear, dear!" until the wonder is

that he does not burst a blood vessel or

split his vocal chord. Interested neigh-
bors add their frenzy to the din, until

in desperation you are almost ready to

believe yourself the frightful villain they
accuse you of being. If you are willing
to quit the place a bevy of fathers will

pilot you out of bounds, while the females

snicker applause or jeer openly in a for-

eign tongue.
In conducting the retreat some Jack-

a-dandy will patter ahead of you with
breast pushed forward and legs incredi-

bly nimble, only to pull up presently
with a jerk and compensatory bob to

ask if you are following. The others

describe a great half-circle with graceful

wing but unceasing stridor, and take

their places in the van. The birds hug
themselves with delight as they precede

you by alternate flights and sprints, and

they exultingly claim the credit of your
exit ; when, as a matter of fact, you
had only sighted Mooley hiding in the

brush. One would be less than human
if daily repetitions of such abuse failed

to arouse resentment. But all that is

over now.
It happened in this wise : We were in

camp on the banks of the Walla Walla
River early in May. A grove of yellow-

green willows sheltered our tent, but

there were abundant reaches of level,

grass-covered alluvium hard by. In

crossing one of these areas I was inter-

cepted by a killdeer who pleaded with

me against careless steps. A few min-
utes search availed nothing, and I re-

tired to the shelter of the willows some

fifty yards away :
—retired and spied

upon the little mother as she stole back

softly to her eggs.
When I started to return, in guilty

possession of the secret, she first slipped

away and fed nonchalantly in the dis-

tance. But when it became clear that

the giant would really traverse the pas-
ture, she summoned her mate and flew

to the defense. The male \j(as a timor-

ous fowl and contented himself w.ith

wallowing impotently some sixty feet

away ; but the mother bird arranged a

brilliant series of tableaux at twenty.
Her object was to distract attention, but

as I pursued my purpose relentlessly she

dashed up, flung herself at my feet, and
floundered painfully away.
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At four feet she lost control of herself

altogether, and fairly shrieked her so-

licitude. "Oh, please. Mister ! Look
out ! You '11 step on those eggs ! Here,
look at me ! I am dying ! Come, eat

me !" And so, with frightened eyes, in

which pain and a sort of tenderness

strove for mastery, she paraded her

charms again and again in a vain en-

deavor to lure me away.
The opportunities for the camera-man

could not be overlooked ; and I must

plead guilty at the outset to a certain

mercenary hardening of heart in so har-

rowing up the feelings of this devoted

little matron. She was a bewitching

thing, and one felt rather than knew
that these four speckled treasures were
her first babies, to be. There was about
all her actions a certain naivete and
freshness which won confidence, and
moved the beholder to romantic imagin-

ings. She was an ardent person, one
could see that

; and the more cautious

aloofness shown by the husband—experi-

enced, no doubt, in the ways of men—
led one to side in with the young wife.

I hastened back with a reflecting cam-

era, intent on some intimate poses. And
as often as I returned, even to the twen-
tieth time, the killdeers went through
the same play. It was all like a game
of "I spy," in which the bird-man was

"it," and the killdeers had agreed faith-

fully to call out "hot" or "cold" in pro-

portion to my nearness to the object of

search. If I paused at fifty feet the

birds merely pattered about and vocif-

erated, or even flew away in pretended
indiflference. At twenty feet the male

always flung himself down miserably
and owned that he was "all in." He
was not a resourceful fellow, although
he did redeem himself a little later,

— of

which anon.

Henceforth, all my photographic busi-

ness was with the mother. Not once
did she omit the preliminary tactics of

swooning, pretended lameness, and invit-

ing distress cries. But it became evident

that she feared the blundering step more
than premeditated mischief. If I walked

boldly toward the eggs, as though una-
ware of their presence, she fairly threw
herself upon me in an efifort to turn my
course. And when I crouched, camera
in hand, within a few feet of the eggs,
each motion of mine brought out fresh

shrieks and renewed posings ; whereas
the play flagged whenever the tormentor
became quiet.

Of course the prime object of the pos-

ings was to excite cupidity and to enlist

pursuit. To this end the tawny mark-

ings of wings and tail-coverts were
flashed incessantly, while the body was

THE RISING FLOOD
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painfully dragged away. As often as

the ruse failed, the bird whirled about,

charged forward with drooping wings,
as close as she dared (twice actually

touching my knees), paused an instant

to catch my eye, and started oflf again,

coaxing, tittering, and trembling, as in

an ecstasy of invitation. So acute was
the need and so absolute the bird's devo-
tion to the imperilled cause, that she

was able to put on a mask of coquetry
over her heart-break of fear, and to beam
enticingly like a maiden to her lover.

Again and again I humored her plea
and followed the lure

; and as often, with

every symptom of delight, she quickened
her pace, taking good care to gain dis-

tance on her dupe. When a dozen feet

or more removed, she r-ose and pattered

away to faJl in another premeditated
swoon at twenty. At fifty feet she rose

with sparkling eyes and a merry "Ha,
ha," to flit away to parts unknown.
The absurdity of this process consisted

in its faithful repetition with all psycho-

logical accompaniments, as often as I

pleased. The bird never tired of the

tragic game, nor seemed to realize that

it was a game whose secret I knew all

along. It seems as if we might have be-

come better acquainted in time
;
but no,

I must be treated as an ogre to the last.

But now a danger less fanciful threat-

ens. Warm days have melted the snows
in the Blue Mountains, and the river

begins slowly to rise. A back-water

arm curls lazily around our grove, floods

it, and bears a shower of yellow catkins

on its breast. We have a canoe, and
move to higher ground. The water rises

steadily, four feet in five *^ays. The
field of the killdeer's nest becomes a

peninsula, then an island, then a smaller

island. The thought of the little kill-

deer mother losing her first family is

not comforting. The eggs must be near

hatching now, but it may take three or

four days yet ; and the water has only a
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foot to travel vertically. No, those

eggs must be saved ! But how ? They
cannot be moved across the ground by
slow stages, for they are already upon
the highest point of the island. I have
it. The bird must travel up.

Having first prepared four stout wil-

low stakes, a slab a foot square, and
some rustic railing, I repair to the island

in the canoe. An upturned- kettle is

placed over the eggs to protect them
while the stakes are driven, inclining
outward at the bottom for strength, and
the platform nailed on top. Then with
axe and hunting-knife I cut out a deep
sod containing the eggs, lift it carefully,

place it in the receptacle provided above,
and retire to a distant bank to await the

issue.

Great is the mystification and distress

of the parent killdeers upon finding their

treasures removed. The little mother

gazes at the black hole in consternation

and walks round and round it with piti-

ful cries. She even descends into the

cavity, but her babies are not there. Then
both birds sound the alarm and sympa-
thizing neighbors rush in with noisy con-

dolences. But the bereaved mother re-

sents their officiousness and chases each

inquiring intruder away from the hole.

There is a great pow-wow and much
teetering, but not a bird of them ever
thinks of rising above the ground to look

for a nest. By and by the neighbors retire

to their own preserves, the male bird

comes across the channel to watch me,
and the grieving mother wanders about

aimlessly on the island.

It is interesting to observe the male
at this juncture, for he is seized by an
idea—a dismal foreboding. Perhaps the

bird-man has eaten those eggs ! At any
rate he will find out if this dreadful

i<Srook^-

ENTICEMENT.
Redrawn from i'hotograph.
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THE THKEK-SOD STAGE.

person is still temptable. He therefore

titters or rather "teeters," alluringly,

then runs along mincingly a little way,
when he is sure he has my attention ;

then he settles to the ground with a well

simulated chuckle of satisfaction as

though he were sitting on eggs. When

THE Si;VK.N Snl)

I do not promptly respond he begins to

squirm and beckon, and pours out an

amusing "spiel" about the number and

quality of those eggs he is covering. It

is a clever trick, but the bird-man's

character proves unassailable, and the

bird retires in disgust. If I did n't eat

those eggs, then where in time are they?
Search him !

Evidently, however, if I was to save

the killdeer's nest, it must be done by

degrees instead of suddenly. I returned,

therefore, to the island, and removed the

sod with the contents from the trestle,

placing it instead upon the ground a

THE I'lVE-SOl) STAfJE

little to one side. Returning again to

my distant station I had the satisfaction

of seeing the female discover her eggs
and promptly claim them. This must

have cost no little pang of apprehension.

SAFE—TIIK CLOSING SCENE.

IN LIEU OK AN AKl'IDAV IT.

for the sod was raised threeSnches above

the ground, and she became immediately
the observed of all observers.

Once more her treasures were raised

by slipping a second sod under the first

and placing a third for a doorstep. This

time, again, she quickly mounted, and I

retired for the night with the full assur-
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ance that the new scheme was working.
Returning on the morrow I was grat-

ified to find the faithful killdeer on her

nest
; and the more so that the water had

risen four more inches, reducing the

httle island to half its previous dimen-
sions. First I raised the nest by another
sod and placed a camera in position to

record the work as it progressed. The
bird came back, not without some show
of hesitation, and mounted the sod steps
one by one. Next I raised the nest to a

height of five sods, about fifteen inches
;

and, both to economize labor and to pre-

pare for the final arrangement, an in-

clined runway, consisting of a board cov-

ered with sod was
made ready and

placed in position.
This the birds

naturally regard-
ed with some sus-

picion ;
and they

passed around it

many times be-

fore testing it

e X p e rimentally.

Finally, the male
bird ventured

part way up the

slope, grew sud-

denly conscious

and scuttled
down again. But
the battle was
won. He was
back again in a

minute, walked

cautiously up the entire slope, saw
the eggs and settled upon them with

a murmur of delight. In a trice the

female, who had been standing atten-

tively at the base of the sod-pile, tripped

up the incline, ousted her partner by a

playful dig of the beak, and while he

tumbled off, rather disconcerted, settled

to her eggs with joyous determination.

Of course the seven-story stage was
but a repetition of the fifth. For the

last stage I placed the eggs and their

containing sod into the wooden receptacle

provided, used the accumulated sods as

an additional supporting pier, and cov-

MOTHER LOVE

ered a rather steep five-foot runway with

sod. Then it was about time for lunch.

Upon returning in some trepidation I

found the female sitting on her tower at

an elevation of nearly three feet,
—ample

provision, no doubt, against a ten days'
rise of water, for as the river cleared its

banks it was finding relief laterally.

When startled from her nest the kill-

deer never flew straight away, but

turned and scampered down the runway.
In like manner on each subsequent occa-

sion, she used the incline for both ap-

proach and departure, appearing to have
no conception of the possibility of a more
direct method. She was, in fact, still a

ground bird; and
it is gravely to be

doubted whether
she would have
been able again
to find her eggs,
had the runway
been removed.

It was remark-
able also, that, in

spite of frequent
visitations, the

birds went
through the same
formula of de-

coying and noisy
solicitude each
time the nest was

approached. Nev-

ertheless, I could

not believe that

they feared me as

at first. Their actions were only an
instinctive survival. In fact, the female

had learned to endure the roar of the

focal plane shutter as I pulled the wire
release at fifty feet. And just before we
broke up camp, as I stepped back from
some final adjustment of her little

Ararat, realizing with a whimsy sadness

that it must be for the last time now, it

was passing grateful to have the mother
killdeer leave off complaining, patter up
the little green lane, seat herself upon
those precious eggs, and give gracious
consent to have her picture taken. My
sins were all forgiven.

Redrawn from Photograph.

TRIUMPHANT.



Martin Eden
By Jack London

(Author of "The Call of the Wild." "The Sea Wolf."

•The God of His Fathers,' "White Fang," etc.)

SUMMARY or PRI-:CEl)ING CIIAl'TKRS.

Martin Eden, a rugged young follower of the sea, having won the friend-

ship and admiration of Arthur Morse by the heroic rescue of the young man
from a gang of hoodlums on a San Francisco Bay ferry boat, is taken to the
Morse home by Arthur, who has previously given a sensational account of the

rescue, and excited the curiosity of the family by his description of his new
friend, whom he has designated a "wild man."

Martin, imaginative, recoi)tive and responsive, and with an almost unsus-

pected longing for the bettor things of life, Is overwhelmed with embarrass-
ment, but his love of the beautiful awakened by his introduction to Arthur's
home, in Oakland, where for the first time such luxuries as boolcs, paintings
and the usual accessories of wealth and refinement, come to his knowledge.
Arthur, seeing his embarrassment, leaves him to his own devices. His attention
is immediately attracted to the books on the table and he becomes immersed
in a volume of Swinburne, whom he has never even heard of. Wliile reading,
Arthur's sister, Uuth, enters the room, and Martin is recalled from his wan-
derings in this new world by Arthur's words: "Ruth, this is Mr Eden." The
"Mister" is almost a shock—he has always been called "Martin" or "Eden."

Ruth, a beautiful and cultured girl, is a revelation to him, and mentally
he compares her to all the other women he has known. Ruth refers to his

bravery in rescuing her brother, and tries to lead the conversation his way, but
is unconsciously shocked by his uncouth sayings and description of the various

fights in which he has participated. Martin is conscious of her endeavor, and
decides to "talk her talk," and undertakes to discuss "Swineburne" and Long-
fellow, and is soon floundering hoi)elessly. Rut his thirst for knowledge is

awakened, he realizes his lack, and determines to make the things which make
her life so different, his. To Martin, Ruth is an inspiration; he becomes con-
scious of undreamed possibilities In himself; he finds his soul, as it were. Ruth,
while repelled by his uncouthness is attracted by his strength and splendid pos-
sibilities, which she only half realizes.

The ordeal of dinner is dreaded by Martin, and after accomplishing the
getting to the table, the array of knives and forks seems formidable. He
decides to take no part in the conversation; but finally his sturdy character
asserts Itself, he forgets his aggressiveness, and in turn charms and disgusts.
After dinner Ruth plays for him, or at him, as It seems to Martin, and his ambi-
tion soars. Ruth feels the elemental power of the strange youth, and is again
both repelled and attracted,—but when he leaves she lends him the volume
of Swinburne.

After saying good night he staggers along the street, dr;inken with his new
experiences. He has met the woman. His entire life passes before him in
retrospect; he has the knowledge of life, he determined to have the knowledge
of books. On arriving at his sister's homo in Horkoloy, whore he is a boarder,
he is still enthralled, but is awakened to his surroundings by his sister's nig-
gardly husband. Bernard Higginbotham. For tho first time the sordldness of
that home is apparent to him, and he wonders how he could ever have thought
anything in it beautiful. ,•

CHAPTER TV.

MARTIN EDEN, with flesh still a tiny cubby hole with a space for a bed,
. orawlinii- from contact with his a washstand. and one chair. Mr. Hij^ijin-

brother-in-law. felt his way along the bothani was too thrifty to keep'a servant

unlighted back hall and entered his room, when his wife coidd do the work. Be-

Copyrlght, 10,»8, by Jaok I^iulon.
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sides, the servant's room enabled tlKm
to take in two boarders insti-ad of one
Martin placed flie Simnburne and Brown-
ing on die chair, took off his coat, and sat

down on the bed. A screeching of asth-

matic spring:s greeted the wei^ of his

body, fmt he did not notice them. He
started to 4al» off his shoes, but fell to

staring at the white {faster wall opposite
him, broken by long streaks of dirty
brown where rain had leaked through the
roof. On this befooled background vis-

ions b^;an to fkntr and burn. He f<ngoC
his shoes and stared kmg, till h» lips

b^:an to move and he murmured,
"Rttdu"

"Rnth." He had not thought a simple
sound could be so beautiful It delight-
ed his ear, and he grew intoxicated with
the repetitk» of it. "Ruth." It was a

talisman, a magic word to conjure with.

Each time he muimured it, her face
Summered before htm, sufiiusing die ^'^
wall with a gv^den radiance. This ..- li-

ance did not stop at the waU. It extend-
ed on into infinity, and tfaroogfa its gidden
dqitfas his soul went questing after hers.

The best that was in him was pouring
oat in spfendid flood. The very tfaoc^^
of her ennoUcd and purified Inm, made
him better, and made him want to be
better. This w:;» new to him. He had
never known women who had made him
better. They had always had the coun-
ter effect of making turn beastly. He
did not know tiiat many of them had
done tbeir best, bad as it was. Neve^
havii^ been consdoos of Umsdf, be did
not know tint he had that in his beii^
chat drew love from women and vdndi
had been the cause of tbdr reaching out
for his youth. Though tfa^ had often
bodiered him, he had never bothered
about them; and he would never have
dreamed that diere w^e women who had
been better because oi him. Alw;^s in

mUime cardessoess had be fived, till

now, and now it seoned to faim that they
had ahrajTS reached out and dn^g:ed at

him with vile hands. This was not just to

them, nor to UmseH But be, who for
the fost tiane was brroiniiig coosdons of
himsd^ was in no condition to jnd^e,
and he burned w^ shame as he stared
at the viMMi <rf his infamy.

He got up abruptly and tried to see
himself in the dirty looking-glass over
the washstand. He passed a towel over
it and lodced again, long and carefully.
It was the first time he had ever really
seen himself. His eyes were made ior

seeing, but up to that moment they had
beoi filled wkti tbe ever-changing pano-
rama of the worid, at which he had been
too busy gazing ever to gaze at himsdf.
He saw the head and face of a young
fellow of twenty, bat, hang unused to

sudi appraisement, he did not know how
to vahte it. Above a sqaare-domed fore-

head he saw a mop of tmnm hair, nut-

brown, widi a wave to it and hints of
curls that were a ddigjbt to any woman,
making hands tingle to stroke it and

iingers tingle to pass caresses through it.

But he passed it by as wkhoot merit,
in Her eyes, and dwdt loi^ and tiionght-
fully on tile high, square fordiead, striv-

ing to penetrate it and learn the quality
of its contents. What land of a brain

la> behind tiiere? was his in^stent inter-

rogation. What was it cafoiMe oi? How
far would it take him? Would it take
him to her?
He wondered if there was soul in those

steel-grey eyes that were often qtute Uue
of color and that were stoong with the

briiqr airs of the sun-washed deq>. He
womkred. also, how his eyes lodktd to

her. He tried to imaginr htmself her.

gazing into those eyes of has, hat iaSkd
in the jaggery. He could soccessfully

put himsdf A«de other men's minds, hat

they had to he men whose ways oi hie

he knew. I]e did not know her way of

fife. She was woado* and niyster^/and
how could he guess one tiiougfat of hers?

Wdi, tiiey were honest eyes, be con-

cluded, and in tiiem was neitfao' smaU-
ness nor mcannfss. The brown sunburn

of his face surprised Um. He had not

dmuned be was so Made He rolled 19
his shiit-sleeve and coo^ared the white

nnder-fide of tiie arm wm las bice. Yes,
be was a white man afto* alL But the

arms were sonbamed, too. He twisted

his arm, rolled the biceps over witii his

other lEUid, and gazed tmdemealh who-e
he was least touted by the sun. It was
very white. He lai^^ied at his bronzed
iace in the 0ass, at the tfaoi^ifat that it
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was once as white as the under-side of

his arm ;
nor did he dream that in the

world there were few pale spirits of wo-
men who could boast fairer or smoother
skins than he—fairer than where he had

escaped the ravages of the sun.

His might have been a cherub's mouth,
had not the full, sensuous lips a trick,

under stress, of drawing firmly across

the teeth. At times, so tightly did they

draw, the mouth became stern and harsh,
even ascetic. They were the lips of a

fighter and of a lover. They could taste

the sweetness of life with relish, and they
could put the sweetness aside and com-
mand life. The chin and jaw, strong and

just hinting of square aggressiveness,

helped the lips to command life. Strength
balanced sensuousness and had upon it

a tonic effect, compelling him to love

beauty that was healthy and making him
vibrate to sensations that were whole-
some. And between the lips were teeth

that had never known nor needed the

dentist's care. They were white and

strong and regular, he decided, as he
looked at them.

,
But as he looked, he

began to be troubled. Somewhere, stored

away in the recesses of his mind and

vaguely remembered was the impression
that there were people who washed their

teeth every day. They were the people
from up above—people in her class. She
must wash her teeth every day, too. What
would she think if she learned that he
had never washed his teeth in all the

(lays of his life? He resoWed to get a

tooth-brush and form the habit. He
would begin at once, to-morrow. It was
not by mere achievement that he could

hope to win her. He must make a per-
sonal reform in all things, even to tooth-

washing and neck-gear, though a

starched collar affected him as a renun-
ciation of freedom.

He held up his hand, rubbing the ball

of the thumb over the calloused palm and

gazing at the 'dirt that was ingrained in

the flesh itself and which no brush could

scrub away. How different was her

palm! He thrilled deliciously at the re-

membrance. Like a rose-petal, he

thought ; cool and soft as a snowflake.

He had never thought that a mere wo-
man's hand could be so sweetly soft. He

caught himself imagining the wonder of

a caress from such a hand, and flushed

guiltily. It was too gross a thought for

her. In ways it seemed to impugn her

high spirituality. She v/as a pale slen-

der spirit, exalted far beyond the flesh
;

but nevertheless the softness of her palm
persisted in his thoughts. He was used
to the harsh callousness of factory girls
and working women. Well he knew why
their hands were rough ; but this hand of

hers. * * * It was soft because she
had never used it to work with. The
gulf yawned between her and him at the

awesome thought of a person who did

not have to work for a living. He sud-

denly saw the aristocracy of the people
who did not labor. It towered before
him on the wall, a figure in brass, arro-

gant and powerful. He had worked him-
self

; his first memories seemed connected
with work, and all his family had worked.
Th'^-o was Gertrude. When her hands
wei.: not hard from the endless house-
work they were swollen and red like

boiled beef, what of the washing. And
there was his sister Marian. She had
worked in the cannery the preceding
summer, and her slim, pretty hands were
all scarred with the tomato-knives. Be-

sides, the tips of two of her fingers had
been left in the cutting machine at the

paper-box factory the preceding winter.

He remembered the hard palms of his

mother as she lay in her coffin. And iiis

father had worked to the last fading

gasp ; the horned growth on his hands
must have been half an inch liiick when
he died. But Her hands were soft, and
her mother's hands, and her brothers'.

This last came to him as a surprise ;
it

was tremendously indicative of the high-
ness of their caste, of the enormous dis-

tance that stretched between her and him.
He sat back on the bed with a bitter

laugh, and finished taking otT his shoes.

He was a fool ; he had been made drunk-
en by a woman's face and by a woman's
soft, white hands. And then, suddenly,
before his eyes, on the foul plaster-wall,

appeared a vision. He stood in front of

a gloomy tenement house. It was night-
time, in the East End of London, and be-

fore him stood Margey, a little factory

girl of fifteen. He had seen her home
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after the bean-feast. She Hved in that

gloomy tenement, a place not fit for

swine. His hand was going out to hers

as he said good-night. She had put her

Hps up to be kissed, but he was n't go-

ing to kiss her. Somehow he was afraid

of her. And then her hand closed on his

and pressed feverishly. He felt her cal-

louses grind and grate on his, and a great
wave of pity welled over him. He saw
her yearning, hungry eyes, and her ill-

fed female form rushed from childhood

into a frightened and ferocious maturity ;

then he put his arms about her in large
tolerance and stooped and kissed her on
the lips. Her glad little cry rang in his

ears, and he felt her clinging to him like

a cat. Poor little starveling! He con-

tinued to stare at the vision of what
had happened in the long ago. His flesh

was crawling as it had crawled that night
when she clung to him, and his heart

was warm with pity. It was a gray
scene, greasy-gray, and the rain drizzled

greasily on the pavement stones. And
then a radiant glory shone on the wall,

and up through the other vision, displac-

ing it, glimmered Her pale face under its

crown of golden hair, remote and inac-

cessible as a star.

He took the Broivning and the Swin-
burne from the chair and kissed them.

Just the same, she told me to call again,
he thought. He took another look at

himself in the glass, and said aloud, with

great solemnity :

"Martin Eden, the first thing to-mor-

row }'ou go to the free library an' read

up on etiquette. Understand?"
He turned off the gas, and the springs

shrieked under his body.
"But vou 've got to quit cussin', Mar-

tin, old boy; you've got to quit cussin',"
he said aloud.

Then he dozed off to sleep and to

dream dreams that for madness and au-

dacity rivaled those of poppy-eaters.

CHAPTER V.

HE awoke next morning from rosy
scenes of dream to a steamy at-

mosphere that smelled of soapsuds and

dirty clothes, and that was vibrant with
the jar and jangle of tormented life. As

he came out of his room he heard the

slosh of water, a sharp exclamation, and
a resounding smack as his sister visited

her irritation upon one of her numerous

progeny. The squall of the child went

through him like a knife. He was aware
that the whole thing, the very air he

breathed, was repulsive and mean. How
different, he thought, from the atmos-

phere of beauty and repose of the house

wherein Ruth dwelt. There it was all

spiritual. Here it was all material, and

meanly material.

"Come here, Alfred," he called to the

crying child, at the same time thrust-

ing his hand into his trousers pocket
where he carried his money loose in the

same large way that he lived life in gen-
eral. He put a quarter in the youngster's
hand and held him in his arms a moment,

soothing his sobs. "Now run along and

get some candy, and dont forget to give
some to your brothers and sisters. Be
sure and get the kind that lasts longest."

His sister lifted her flushed face from
the wash-tub and looked at him.
"A nickel 'd ha' ben enough," she said.

"It 's just like you, no idea of the value

of money. The child '11 eat himself sick."

"That 's all right, Sis," he answered

jovially. "My money '11 take care of

itself. If you were n't so busy T 'd kiss

you good morning."
He wanted to be affectionate to his

sister who was good, and who, in her

way, he knew, loved him. But, some-

how, she grew less herself as the years
went by, and more and more baffling.
It was the hard work, the many children,
and the nagging of her husband, he de-

cided, that had changed her. It came to

him, in a flash of fancy, that her nature

seemed taking on the attributes of stale

vegetables, smelly soapsuds, and of the

greasy dimes, nickels, and quarters she

took in over the counter of the store.

"Go along an' get your breakfast," she

said roughly, though secretly pleased.
Of all her wandering brood of brothers

be had always been her favorite. "I

declare I will kiss you," she said, with a

sudden stir at her heart.

With thumb and forefinger she swept
the dripping suds first from one arm and
then from the other. He put his arms
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around her massive waist and kissed her

wet steamy lips. The tears welled into

her eyes
—not so much from strength of

feeling as from the weakness of chronic

overwork. She shoved him away from

her, but not before he caught a glimpse
of her moist eves.

"You '11 find breakfast in the oven,"

she said hurriedly. "Jim ought to be up
now. I had to get up early for the wash-

ing. Now get along with you, and get

out of the house early. It wont be nice

to-day, what of Tom quittin' an' nobody
but Bernard to drive the wagon."

Martin went into the kitchen with a

sinking heart, the image of her red face

and slatternly form eating its way like

acid into his brain. She might love him
if she only had some time, he concluded.

But she was worked to death. Bernard

Higginbotham was a brute to work her

so hard. But he could not help but feel,

on the other hand, that there had not

been anything beautiful in that kiss. It

was true, it was an unusual kiss. For

years she had kissed him only when he

returned from voyages or departed on

voyages. But this kiss had tasted of

soapsuds, and the lips, he had noticed,
were flabby. There had been no quick,

vigorous lip-pressure such as should ac-

company any kiss. Hers was the kiss

of a tired woman who had been tired so

long that she had forgotten how to kiss.

He remembered her as a girl, before her

marriage, when she would dance with the

best, all night, after a hard day's work
at the laundry, and think nothing of leav-

ing the dance to go to another day's hard
work. And then he thought of Ruth and
the cool sweetness that must reside in

her lips as it resided in all about her.

Her kiss would be like her hand-shake
or the way she looked at one, firm and
frank. In imagination he dared to think

of her lips on his, and so vividly did he

imagine that he went dizzy at the thought
and seemed to drift through clouds of

rose-petals, filling his brain with their

perfume.
In the kitchen he found Jim, the ollur

boarder, eating mush very languidly,
with a sick, far-away look in his eyes.

Jim was a plumber's a])prentice who.'^o

weak chin and hedonistic temperament,

coupled with certain nervous stupidity,

promised to take him nowhere in the

race for bread and butter.

"Why dont you eat ?" he demanded, as

Martin dipped dolefully into the cold,

half-cooked oatmeal mush. "Was you
drunk again last night?"

Martin shook his head. He was op-

pressed b)' the utter squalidness of it

all. Ruth Morse seemed farther removed
than ever.

"I was," Jim went on with a boastful,

nervous giggle. "I was loaded right to

the neck. Oh, she was a daisy. Billy

brought me home."
Martin nodded that he heard—it was

a habit of nature with him to pay heed

to whomever talked to him—and poured
a cup of lukewarm coffee.

"Coin' to the Lotus Club dance to-

night?" Jim demanded. "They're goin'
to have beer an' if that Temescal bunch
comes there '11 be a rough house. I dont

care, though. I 'm takin' my lady friend

just the same. Cripes, but I 've got a

taste in my mouth."
He made a wry face and attempted to

wash the taste away with coffee.

"D'ye know Julia?" .

Martin shook his head.

"She 's my lady friend," Jim explained,
"and she 's a peach. I 'd introduce you
to her, only you 'd win her. I dont see

what the girls see in you, honest, I dont,

but the way you win them away from the

fellers is sickenin'."

"I never got any away from you,"
Martin answered uninterestedly. The
breakfast had to be got through some-

how.
"Yes you did, too," the other asserted

warmly. "There was Maggie."
"Never had anything to do with her.

Never danced with her except that one

night."

"Yes, an' that 's just what did it," Jim
cried out. "You just daTiced with her

an' looked at her, an' it was all off. Of
course, you did n't mean nothin' by it,

but it settled me for keeps. Would n't

look at me again. Always askin' about

you. She 'd have made dates fast enough
with you if you 'd wanted to."

"But I didn't want to."

"Was n't necessary. I was left at the
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pole." Jim looked at him admiringly.
"How d 'ye do it, anyway, Mart?"

"By not carin' about 'em." was the

answer.
"You mean makin' b'lieve you dont

care about them?" Jim queried eagerly.
Martin considered for a moment, then

answered, "Perhaps that will do, but

with me I guess it 's different. I never

have cared * * * much. If you
can put it on, it 's all right most likely."
"You should 'a' ben up at Riley's

barn last night," Jim announced inconse-

quentially. "A lot of the fellers put on
the gloves. There was a peach from
West Oakland. They called 'm 'The
Rat.' Slick as silk. No one could

touch 'm. We was all wishin' you was
there. Where was you anyway?"
"Down in Oakland," Martin rt;;lied.

"To the show ?"

Martin shoved his plate avvay and got
up.

"Comin' to the dance tonight?" the

other called after him.

"No, I think not," he answered.
He went downstairs and out into the

street, breathing great breaths of air. He
had been suffocating in thai atmosphere,
while the apprentice's chatter had driven
him frantic. There had been times when
it was all he could do to refrain ^rom

reaching over and mopping Jim's face

in the mush-plate. The more h<i had
chattered the more remote had Ruth
seemed to him. How could he, herding
with such cattle, ever become worthy of

her? He was appalled at the problem
confronting him, weighted -lown by the

incubus of his working-class station.

Everything reached out to hold him
down—his sister, his sister's house and

family, Jim the apprentice, everybody he

knew, every tie of life. Existence did
not taste good in his mouth. Up to then
he had accepted existence, as he had lived
it with all about him, as a good thing.
He had never questioned it, except when
he read books; but then, they were rnly
books, fairy stories of a fairer and im-

possible world. But now he had seen
that world, possible and real, with a

flower of a woman called Ruth in the

midmost center of it; and therceforth
he must know bitter tastes^ and longings

sharp as pain, and hopelessness that tan-

talized because it fed on hope.
He had debated between the Beikeley

Free Library and the Oakland Free Li-

brary, and decided upon the latter be-

cause Ruth lived in Oakland. Who
could tell?—a library was a most likely

place for her, and he might see her

there. He did not know the way of

libraries, and he wandered through end-
less rows of fiction, till the delicate-fea-

tured French-looking girl who seemed in

charge, told him that the reference de-

partment was upstairs. He did not

know enough to ask the man at the

desk, and began his adventures in the

philosophy alcove. He had heard of

liook philosophy, but had not imagined
there had been so much written about it.

The high bulging shelves of heavy tomes
humbled him and at the same time stim-

ulated him. Here was work for the vigor
of his brain. He found books on trigo-

nometry in the mathematics section, and
ran the pages, and stared at the meaning-
less formulas and figures. He could
read English, but he saw there an alien

speech. Norman and Arthur knew that

speech. He had heard them talking it.

And they were her brothers. He left

the alcove in despair. From every side

the books seemed to press upon him and
crush him. He had never dreamed that
the fund of human knowledge bulked so

big. He was frightened. How r.ould his

brain ever master it all? Later, he re-

membered that there were o^her m.en.

many men, who had mastered it; and he
breathed a great oath, passionately, un-
der his breath, swearing that his bram
could do what theirs had donv.
And so he wandered on, alternating

between depression and elation as he
stared at the shelves packed with wisdom.
In one miscellaneous section h^ came
upon a Norrie's Epitome He turned the

pages reverently. In a wav, it spoke a

kindred speech. Both he and it were
of the sea. Then he found a Boix:ditch

and books by Leckey and Marshall. There
it was, he would teach himseK navigation.
He would quit drinking, work up, and
become a captain. Ruth seemed very
near to him in that moment As a cap-

tain, he would marry her ('f she would
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have him). And if she woiiM n't. well,

he would live a good life an^ong men,

because of Her, and he would quit drink-

ing anyway. Then he rememhered the

underwriters and the owners, the two

masters a captain must serve, either of

which could and would break him and

whose interests were diametrically op-

posed. He cast his eyes about the room

and closed the lids down on a vision of

ten thousand books. No
;
no nore of the

sea for him. There was jwwer in all that

wealth of books, and if he would do

great things he must do Ihcni on the

land. Besides, captains weie not allowed

to take their wives to sea with them.

Noon came, and afternoon. He for-

got to eat, and sought on for the books
on etiquette; for, in addition to career,

his mind was vexed by a simple and very
concrete problem. When yon meet a

young lady and she asks you to call, hnv
soon can you call? was the way he word-
ed it to himself. But when he found the

right shelf, he sought vainly for the

answer. He was appalled at the vast

edifice of etiquette, and lost himself in

the mazes of visiting-card conduct be-

tween persons in polite societv. He
abandoned his search. He had not found
what he wanted, though he found that

it would take all of a man's time to be

polite, and that he would have to live a

preliminary life in which to learn how to

be polite.

"Did you find what you wanted?" the

man at the desk asked him as he was
leaving.

"Yes, sir," he answered. "You have
a fine library here."

The man nodded, "We should be glad
to see you here often. Are you a sailor?"

"Yes. sir," he answered. "And I'll

come again."
Now how did he know that? he asked

himself as he went down the stairs

And for the first block along the street

he walked very stiflf and straight and

awkwardly, until he forgot himself in

his thoughts, whereupon his rolling gait

gracefully returned to him.

CHAPTER VI.

A TERRIBLE restlessness that was
akin to hunger afflicted Martin

Eden, He was famished for a sight of

the girl whose slender hands had gripped
his life with a giant's grasp. He could

not steel himself to call upon her. He
was afraid that he might call too soon,

and, so, be guilty of an awful breach

of that awful thing called etiquette. He
spent long hours in the Oakland and

Berkeley libraries, and made out appli-
cation blanks for membersliip for him-

self, his sisters Gertrude and Marian,
and Jim, the latter's consent heme oh
tained at the expense of several glasf.es

of beer. With four cards .^emitting
him to draw books, he burm-d the gas
late in the servant's room and was

charged fifty cents a week for it ')y Mr.

Higginbotham.
The many books he read but served

to whet his unrest. Every page of every
book was a peep-hole into the realm of

knowledge. His hunger fed upon what
he read and increased. Also, he did not

know where to begin, and continually
suflfered from lack of preparation. The
commonest references, that he could see

plainly every reader was expected to

know, he did not know. And the same
was true of the poetry he read wh'ch
maddened him with delight. He read

more of Sivinburne than was contained

in the volume Ruth had lent him; and
Dolores he understood thoroughly. Put

surely Ruth did not understand it, he

concluded. How could she, living the

refined life she did? Then he chanced

upon Kipling's poems, and was swept,

away by the lilt and swing and glamor
with which familiar things had been in-

vested. He was amazed at the man's

sympathy with life and at his incisive

psychology. Psychology was a new
word in Martin's vocabulary. He had

bought a dictionary, which deed h.ad de-

creased his supply of money and brought
nearer the day on which he must sail

in search of more. Also, it incensed Mr.

Higginbotham, who woul^ have pre-
ferred the money taking the form of

board.

He dared not go near Ruth's neigh-
borhood in the daytime, but night found
him lurking like a thief around the

Morse home, stealing glimpses at the

windows and loving the very walls that

slicltered her. Several times he barely

escaped being caught by her brothers.
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and once he trailed Mr. Morse down
town and studied his face in the Hghted
streets, longing all the while for some

quick danger of death to threaten so

that he might spring in and save her

father. On another night, his vigil was
rewarded by a glimpse of Ruth through
a second-story window. He saw only
her head and shoulders, and her arms
raised as she fixed her hair before a

mirror. It was only for a moment, but

it was a long nnoment to him, during
which his blood turned to wine and sang
through his veins. Then she pulled
down the shade. But it was her room—
he had learned that

;
and thereafter he

strayed there often, hiding under a dark

tree on the opposite side of the street

and smoking countless cigarettes. One
afternoon he saw her mother coming
out of a bank, and received another

proof of the enormous distance that sep-
arated Ruth from him. She was of the

class that dealt with banks. He had
never been inside a bank in his life, and
he had an idea that such institutions

were frequented only by the very rich

and the very powerful.
In one way, he had undergone a moral

revolution. Her cleanness and purity
had reacted upon him, and he felt in

his being a crying need to be clean. He
must be that if he were ever to be

worthy of breathing the same air with

her. He washed his teeth, and scrubbed
his hands with a kitchen scrub-brush

till he saw a nail-brush in a drugstore
window and divined its use. While

purchasing it, the clerk, glancing at his

nails, suggested a nail-file, and so he be-

came possessed of an additional toilet-

tool. He ran across a book in the library
on the care of the body, and promptly
developed a penchant for a cold-wat^-r

bath every morning, much to the amaze-
ment of Jim, and to the bewilderment
of Mr. Higginbotham, who was not in

sympathy with such high-fangled no-

tions and who seriously debated whether
or not he would charge Martm extra

for the water. Another stride w?s in

the direction of creased trousers. Now
that Martin was aroused in such matters,
he swiftly noted the differouco between

*ht; baggy knees of the trousers worn

by the working class at^d the straight
line from knee to foot of those worn

by the men above the A»'orking class.

Also, he learned the reason why, and
invaded his sister's kitchen in search of

irons and ironing-board. He had mis-
adventure at first, hopelessly burning one

pair and buying another, which expendi-
rure again brought nearer the day on
Avhich he must put to sea

But the reform went dee[>er than mere
ou+ward appearance. He still smoked,
but he drank no more. Up to that time,

drinking had seemed to him the proper
thing for men to do and he had prided
himself on his strong head which enabled
him to drink most men to the floor.

Whenever he encountered a cliance ship-

mate, and there were many in San Fran-

cisco, he treated them and was treated

in turn, as of old, but he ordered for

himself root-beer or ginger ale and

good-naturedly endured their chaffing.
And as they waxed maudlin he studied

them, watching the beast rise and master

them, and thanking God that he was
no longer as they. They had their limita-

tions to forget, and when they were
drunk their dim, stupid spirits were even
as gods and each ruled in his haven of

intoxicated desire. With Martin the

need for strong drink had vanished. He
was drunken in new and more profound
ways—with Ruth, who had fired him

witji love and with a glimpse of higher
and eternal life; with books, that had
set a myriad maggots of desire gnawing
in his brain

;
and with the sense of per-

sonal cleanliness he was achieving, that

gave him even superber health than

what he had enjoyed and that made his

whole body sing with physical well-

being.
One night he went to the theatre, on

the blind chance that he might see her

there, and from the second balcony he

did see her. He saw her come down
the aisle, with Arthur and a strange

young man with a football mop of hair

and eye-glasses, the sight of whom
spurred him to instant apprehension and

jealousy. He saw her take her seat in the

orchestra circle, and little else than her

did he see that night
—a pair of slender

white shoulders and a mass of pale-gold
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hair, dim with distance. But there were

others who saw, and now and again,

glancing at those about him, he noted

two young girls who looked back from

the row in front, a dozen seats along,

and who smiled at him with bold eyes.

He had always been easy-going. It was

not in his nature to give rebuff. In the

old days he would have smiled back, and

gone further and encouraged smiling.

But now it was different. He did smile

back, then looked away, and looked no

more deliberately. But several times,

forgetting the existence of the two girls,

his eyes caught their smiles. He could

not re-thumb himself in a day, nor could

lie violate the intrinsic kindliness of his

nature; so, at such moments, he smiled

at the girls in warm human friendliness.

It was nothing new to him. He knew

they were reaching out their woman's
hands to him. But it was different now.

Far down there in the orchestra circle

was the one woman in all the world, so

different, so terrifically different, from

these two girls of his class, that he could

feel for them only pity and sorrow. He
had it in his heart to wish that they
could possess in some small measure her

goodness and glory. And not for the

world could he hurt them because of

their outreaching. He was not flattered

by it; he even felt a slight shame r^t

his lowliness that permitted it. He knew,
did he belong in Ruth's class, that there

would be no overtures from these girls ;

and with each glance of theirs he felt

the fingers of his own class clutching at

him to hold him down.
He left his seat before the curtain

went down on the last act, intent on see-

ing Her as she passed out. There were

always numbers of men who stood on
the sidewalk outside, and he could pull
his cap down over his eyes and screen

himself behind some one's shoulder so

that she should not sec him. He emerged
from the theatre with the first of the

crowd ; but scarcely had Ife tal-en his po-
sition on the edge of the sidewalk when
the two girls appeared. Thiiy were look-

ing for him, he knew; and for the mo-
ment he could have cursed that in him
which drew women. Their casual edg-
ing across the sidewalk to tlu- curb, as

they drew near, apprised him of discov-

ery. They slowed down and were in

the thick of the crowd as thev come up
with him. One of them brushed against
him and apparently for the first time no-

ticed him. She was a slender, dark girl,

with black, defiant eyes. But they smiled

at him, and he smiled back,

"Hello," he said.

It was automatic; he had said it so

often before under similar circumstances

of first meetings. Besides, he could do

no less. There was that large tolerance

and sympathy in his nature that would

permit him to do no less. The black-

eyed girl smiled gratification and greet-

ing, and showed signs of stopping, while

her companion, arm linked in arm, gig-

gled and likewise showed signs of halt-

ing. He thought quickly. It would
never do for Her to come out and see

him talking there with them. Quite nat-

urally, as a matter of course, he swung in

alongside the dark-eyed one and walked
with her. There was no awkwardness
on his part, no numb tongue. He was at

home here, and he held his own royally
in the badinage, bristling with slang and

sharpness, that was always the prelimi-

nary to getting acquainted in these swift-

moving affairs. At the corner, where
the main stream of people flowed on-

ward, he started to edge out into the

cross street. But the girl with the black

eyes caught his arm, following him and

dragging her companion after her, as.

she cried:

"Hold on, Bill! What's yer rush?

You 're not goin' to shake us so sudden
as all that?"

He halted with a laugh, and turned,

facing them. Across their shoulders he

could see the moving throng passing un-

der the street lamps. Where he stood it

was not so light, and, unseen, he would
be able to see Her as she passed by.

She would certainly pass' by, for that

way led home.
"What's her name?" he asked of the

giggling girl, nodding at the dark-eyed
one.

"You ask her," was the convulsed re-

sponse.
"Well, what is it?" he demanded, turn-

ing squarely on the girl in question.
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"You aint told me yours, yet," she

retorted.

"You never asked it," he smiled. "Be-

sides, you guessed the first rattle. It 's

Bill, all right all right."

"Aw, go 'long with you." She looked

him in the eyes, her own sharply passion-
ate and inviting. "What is it, honest?"

Again she looked. All the centuries

of woman since sex began were eloquent
in her eyes. And he measured her in

a careless way, and knew, bold now, that

she would begin to retreat, coyly and

delicately, as he pursued, ever ready to

reverse the game should he turn faint-

hearted. And, too, he was human, and
could feel the draw of her, while his

ego could not but appreciate the flattery

of her kindness. Oh, he knew it all,

and knew them well, from A to Z. Good,
as goodness might be measured in their

particular class, hard-working for mea-

gre wages and scorning the sale of self

for easier ways, nervously desirous for

some small pinch of happiness in the

desert of existence, and facing a future

that was a gamble between the ugliness
of unending toil and the black pit of

more terrible wretchedness, the way
whereto being briefer though better paid.

"Bill," he answered, nodding his head.

"Sure Pete, Bill an' no other."

"No joshin'?" she queried.
"It aint Bill at all," the other broke

in.

"How do you know?" he demanded.
"You never laid eyes on me before

"

"No need to, to know you 're lyin',"
was the retort.

"Straight, Bill, what is it?" the first

girl asked.

"Bill '11 do," he confessed.

She reached out to his arm and shook
him playfully. "I knew you was lyin',
but you look good to me just the same."
He captured the hand that invited, and

felt on the palm familiar markings awd
distortions.

"When 'd you chuck the cannery ?" he
asked.

"How 'd yeh know ?" and "My, aint

cheh a mind-reader!" the girls chorused.
And while he exchanged the stupidi-

ties of stupid minds with them, before
his inner sight towered the book-shelves

of the library, filled with the wisdom of

ages. He smiled bitterly at the incon-

gruity of it, and was assailed by doubts.

But between inner vision and outward

pleasantry he found time to watch the

theatre crowd streaming by. And then

he saw Her, under the lights, between
her brother and the strange young man
with glasses, and his heart seemed to

stand still. He had waited long for this

moment. He had time to note the light,

fluffy something that hid her queenly
head, the tasteful lines of her wrapped
figure, the gracefulness of her carriage
and of the hand that caught up her
skirts

; and then she was gone and he

was left staring at the two girls of the

cannery, at their tawdry attempts at

prettiness of dress, their tragic efforts

to be clean and trim, the cheap cloth, the

cheap ribbons, and the cheap rings on
the fingers. He felt a tug at his arm,
and heard a voice saying:
"Wake up. Bill ! What 's the matter

with you?"
"What was you sayin'?" he asked.

"Oh, nothin'," the dark girl answered,
with a toss of her head. "I was only
remarkin'

"

"What?"
'Well, I was whisperin' it 'd be a

good idea if you could dig up a gen-
tleman friend—for her," (indicating her

companion), "and then, we could go off

an' have ice-cream soda somewhere, or

coffee, or anything."
He was afflicted by a sudden spiritual

nausea. The transition from Ruth to

this had been too abrupt. Ranged side

by side with the bold, defiant eyes of the

girl before him, he saw Ruth's clear,

luminous eyes, like a saint's, gazing at

him out of unplumbed depths of purity.

And, somehow, he felt within him a stir

of power. He was better than this. Life

meant more to him than it meant to these

two girls whose thoughts did not go be-

yond ice-cream and a gentleman friend.

He remembered that he had led always
a secret life in his thoughts. These

thoughts he had tried to share, but never

had he found a woman capable of under-

standing
—nor a man. He had tried, at

times, but had only puzzled his listeners.

And as his thoughts had been beyond
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them, so, he argued now, he must be

beyond them. He felt power move in

him, and clenched his fists. If life meant
more to him, then it was for him to de-

mand more from life, but he could not

demand it from such companionship as

this. Those bold black eyes had nothing
to offer. He knew the thoughts behind

them—of ice-cream and of something
else. But those saint's eyes alongside

—
they offered all he knew and more than

he could guess. They offered books and

painting, beauty and repose and all the

fine elegance of higher existence. Be-
hind those black eyes he knew every

thought process. It was like clockwork.

He could watch every wheel go around.

Their bid was low pleasure, narrow as

the grave, that palled, and the grave
was at the end of it. But the bid of the

saint's eyes was mystery, and wonder

unthinkable, and eternal life. He had

caught glimpses of the soul in them,
and glimpses of his own soul, too.

'"There 's only one thing wrong with
the program," he said aloud. "I 've got
a date already."
The girl's eyes blazed her disappoint-

ment.

"To sit up with a sick friend, I sup-
pose?" she sneered.

"No, a real, honest date with—"
he

faltered. "With a girl."
"You're not stringin' me?" she asked

earnestly.
He looked her in the eyes and an-

swered, "It's straight, alf right. But

why cant we meet some other time ? You
aint told me your name yet. An' where
d 'ye live?"

"Lizzie," she replied, softening toward
him, her hand pressing his arm while
her body leaned against his. "Lizzie

Connolly. And I live at Fifth and Mar-
ket."

He talked on a few minutes before

saying good-night. He did not go home
immediately ; and under the tree where
he kept his vigils he looked up at a win-
dow, and murmured : "That date was
with you, Ruth. I kept it for you."

CHAPTER VII.

AWEEK of heavy reading had

passed since the evening he first

met Ruth Morse, and still he dared not

call. Time and again he nerved himself

to call, but under the doubts that assailed

him his determination died away. He
did not know the proper time to call, nor
was there anyone to tell him, and he was
afraid of committing himself to an irre-

trievable blunder. Having shaken him-
self free from his old companions and
old ways of life, and having no new
companions, nothing remained for him
but to read, and the long hours he de-

voted to it would have ruined a dozen

pairs of ordinary eyes. But his eyes were

strong, and they were backed by a body
superbly strong. Furthermore, his mind
was fallow. It had lain fallow all his

life so far as the abstract thought of

the books was concerned, and it was ripe

io( the sowing. It had never been jaded

by study, and it bit hold of the knowl-

edge in the books with sharp teeth that

would not let go.
It seemed to him. by the end of the

week, that he had lived centuries, so far

behind were the old life and outlook.

But he was baffled by lack of prepara-
tion. He attempted to read books that

required years of preliminary specializa-
tion. One day he would read a book of

antiquated philosophy, and the next day
one that was ultra-modern, so that his

head would be whirling with the conflict

and contradiction of ideas. It was the

same with the economists. On the one
shelf at the library he found Karl Marx,
Ricardo, Adam Smith, and Mill, and the

abstruse formulas of the one gave no
clew that the ideas of another were ob-

solete. He was bewildered, and yet he

wanted to know. He had become inter-

ested, in a day, in economics, industry,
and politics. Passing through the City
Hall Park, he had noticed a group of

men, in the center of which were half

a dozen, with flushed faces and raised

voices, earnestly carrying on a discus-

sion. He joined the listened, and heard

a new alien tongue in the mouths of the

philosophers of the people. One was a

tramp, another was a labor agitator, a

third was a law school student and the

remainder was composed of wordy work-

ingmen. For the first time he heard of

socialism, anarchism, and single tax, and
learned that there were warring social

philosophies. He heard hundreds of
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technical words that were new to him,

belonging to fields of thought that his

meagre reading had never touched upon.
Because of this he could not follow the

arguments closely, and he could only

guess at and surmise the ideas wrapped
up in such strange expressions. Then
there was a black-eyed restaurant waiter

who was a theosophist, a union baker

who was an agnostic, an old man who
baffled all of them with the strange phil-

osophy that what is is right, and another

old man who discoursed interminably
about the cosmos and the father-atom

and the mother-atom.
Martin Eden's head was in a state of

addlement when he went away after sev-

eral hours, and he hurried to the library
to look up the definitions of a dozen

unusual words. And when he left the

library he carried under his arm four

volumes: Madame Blavatsky's Secret

Doctrine, Progress and Poverty, The

Quintessence of Socialism, and Warfare
of Religion and Science. Unfortunately,
he began on the Secret Doctrine. Every
line bristled with many-syllabled words
he did not understand. He sat up in

bed, and the dictionary was in front of

him more often than the book. He looked

up so many new words that when they
recurred he had forgotten their meaning
and had to look them up again. He de-

vised the plan of writing the definitions

in a note-book, and filled page after page
with them. And still he could not un-

derstand. He read until three in the

morning, and his brain was in a turmoil,
but not one essential thought in the text

had he grasped. He looked up, and it

seemed that the room was lifting. Iieel-

ing, and plunging like a ship upon the

sea. Then he hurled the Secret Doc-
trine and many curses across the room,
turned off the gas, and composed him-
self to sleep. Nor did he have m.uch

better luck with the other three books.

It was not that his brain was weak or

incapable; it could think these thoughts
were it not for lack of training in think-

ing and lack of the thought-tools with

which to think. He guessed this, and
for a while entertained the idea of read-

ing nothing but the dictionary until he

had mastered every word in it.

Poetry, however, was his solace, and
he read much of it, finding his greatest

joy in the simpler poets, who were more
understandable. He loved beauty, and
there he found beauty. Poetrv, like mu-
sic, stirred him profoundly, and, though
he did not know it, he was preparing
his mind for the heavier work that was
to come. The pages of his mind were
blank, and without effort, much he read

and liked, stanza by stanza, was im-

pressed upon those pages, so that he was
soon able to extract great joy from chant-

ing aloud or under his breath the music
and the beauty of the printed words he
had read. Then he stumbled upon
Gayley's Classic Myths and Bullfinch's

Age of Fable, side by side on a library
shelf. It was illumination, a great light
in the darkness of his ignorance, and he
read poetry more avidly than eVer.

The man at the desk in the library had
seen Martin there so often that he had
become quite pleasant, always greeting
him with a smile and a nod when he en-

tered. It was because of this that Mar-
tin did a daring thing. Drawing some
books at the desk, and while the man
was stamping the cards, Martin blurted

out:

"Say, there 's something 1 'd like to

ask you."
The man smiled and paid attention.

"When you meet a young lady an'

she asks you to call, how soon can you
call?"

Martin felt his shirt press and cling
to his shoulders, what of the sweat of

the eft'ort.

"Why, I 'd say any time," the man
answered.

"Yes, but this is different." Martin

objected. "She—I—well, you see, it's

this way : maybe she wont be there.

She goes to the University."
"Then call again."
"What I said aint what I meant,"

Martin confessed falteringly, while he

made up his mind to throw himself

wholly upon the other's meicy. "I'm

just a rough sort of a fellow, an' I aint

never seen anything of society. This

girl is all that I aint, an' I aint anything
that she is. You dont think I 'm playing
the fool, do you ?" he demanded abruptly.
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"No, no; not at all, I assure you,"
the other protested. "Your request is

not exactly in the scope of the reference

department, but I shall be only too

pleased to assist you."
Martin looked at him admiringly.
"If I could tear it off that way I 'd

be all right," he said.

"I beg pardon?"
"I mean if I could talk easy that way,

an' polite, an' all the rest."

"Oh," said the other, with compre-
hension.

"What's the best time to call? The
afternoon?—not too close to meal-time?

Or the evening? Or Sunday?"
"I '11 tell you," the librarian said with

a brightening face. "You call her up
on the telephone and find out."

"I 'II do it," he said, picking up his

books and starting away.
He turned back and asked :

"When you 're speaking to a young
lady
—

say for instance. Miss Lizzie

Smith—do you sav 'Miss Lizzie?' or

'Miss Smith?'"

"Say 'Miss Smith,'
"

the librarian

stated authoritatively. "Say 'Miss Smith'

always
—until you come to know her

better."

So it was that Martin E.len solved

the problem.
"Come down any time

;
I '11 be at home

all afternoon," was Ruth's reply over the

telephone to his stammered request as

to when he could return the borrowed
books.

She met him at tlie door herself, and
her woman's eyes took in immediately
the creased trousers and ihe certain

slight but indefinable change in him for

the better. Also, she was struck by his

face. It was almost violent, this health

of his, and it seemed to rush out of

him and at her in waves of force. She
felt the urge again of the desire to lean

toward him for warmth, and marveled

again at the effect his presence produced
upon her. And he, in turn, knew again
the swimming sensation of bliss when he
felt the contact of her hand in greeting.
The .difference between them lay in that

she was cool and self-possessed while

his face flushed to the roots of the hair.

He stumbled with his old awkwardness

after her, and his shoulders swung and
lurched perilously.
Once they were seated in the living-

room, he began to get on easily
—more

easily by far than he had expected. She
made it easy for him

; and the gracious

spirit with which she did it made him
love her more madly than ever. They
talked first of the borrowed books, of

the Swinburne he was devoted to, and

of the Browning he did not understand;
and she led the conversation on from

subject to subject, while she pondered
the problem of how she could be of help

to him. She had thought of this often

since their first meeting. She wanted to

help him. He made a call upon her pity

and tenderness that no one had ever made

before, and the pity was not so much

derogatory of him as maternal in her.

Her pity could not be of the common

sort, when the man who drew it was so

much man as to shock her with maidenly
fears and set her mind and pulse thrill-

ing with strange thoughts and feelings.

The old fascination of his neck was

there, and there was sweetness in the

thought of laying her hands upon it. It

seemed still a wanton impulse, but she

had grown more used to it. She did not

dream that in such guise new-born love

would epitomize itself. Nor did she

dream that the feeling he excited in her

was love. She thought she was merely
interested in him as an unusual type

possessing various potential excellencies,

and she even felt philanthropic about'

it.

She did not know she desired him ;

but with him it was different. He knew
that he loved her, and he desired her as

he had never before desired anything
in his life. He had loved poetry for

beauty's sake; but since ho met her

the gates to the vast field of love-poetry
had been opened wide. She had given
him understanding even mote than Bull-

finch and Gayley. There was a line that

a week before he would not have favored

with a second thought
—"God's own mad

lover dying on a kiss ;" but now it was
ever insistent in his mind. He mar-
veled at the wonder of it and the truth;
and as he gazed upon her he knew that

he could die gladly upon a kiss. He felt
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himself God's own mad lover, and no
accolade of knighthood could have given
him greater pride. And at last he knew
the meaning of life and why he had
been born.

As he gazed at her and listened, his

thoughts grew daring. He reviewed all

the wild delight of the pressure of her

hand in his at the door, and longed for

it again. His gaze wandered often to-

ward her lips, and he yearned for them

hungrily. But there was nothing gross
or earthly about this yearning. It gave
him exquisite delight to watch every
movement and play of those lips as they
enunciated the words she spoke ; yet

they were not ordinary lips such as all

men and women had. Their substance

was not mere human clay. They were

lips of pure spirit, and his desire for

them seemed absolutely different from
the desire that had led him to other wo-
men's lips. He could kiss her lips, rest

his own physical lips upon them, but it

would be with the lofty and awful fer-

vor with which one would kiss the robe

of God. He was not conscious of this

transvaluation of values that had taken

place in him, and was unaware that the

light that shone in his eyes when he

looked at her was quite the same light
that shines in all men's eyes when the

desire of love is upon them. He did

not dream how ardent and masculine
his gaze was, nor that the warm flame

of it was affecting the alchemy of her

spirit. Her penetrative virginity exalted

and disguised his own emotions, elevat-

ing his thoughts to a star-cocl chastity,
and he would have been startled to learn

that there was that shining out of his

eyes, like warm waves, that flowed

through her and kindled a kindred

warmth. She was subtly perturbed by it,

and more than once, though she knew
not why, it disrupted her train of thought
with its delicious intrusion and compelled
her to grope for the remainder of ideas

partly uttered. Speech was always easy
with her, and these interruptions would
have puzzled her had she not decided
that it was because he was a remarkable

type. She was very sensitive to impres-

sions, and it was not strange, after all,

that this aura of a traveler from another

world should so affect her.

The problem in the background of

her consciousness was how to help him,
and she directed the conversation in that

direction ; but it was Martin who came
to the point first.

"I wonder if I can get some advice

from you," he began, and received an

acquiescence of willingness that made
his heart bound. "You remember the

other time I was here I said I could n't

talk about books an' things because I

didn't know how? Well, I've ben
doin' a lot of thinkin' ever since. I 've

ben to the library a whole lot, but most
of the books I 've tackled have ben over

my head. Mebbe I 'd better begin at

the beginnin'. I aint never had no ad-

vantages. I 've worked pretty hard ever

since I was a kid, an' since I 've ben to

the library, lookin' with new eyes at

books—an' lookin' at new books, too—
I 've just about concluded that T aint

ben reading the right kind. You know
the books you find in cattle-camps an'

fo'c's'ls aint the same you 've got in this

house, for instance. Well, that 's the

sort of readin' matter I 've ben accus-

tomed to. And yet
—an' I aint just

makiu' a brag of it—I Ve ben different

from the people I 've herded with. Not
that I 'm any better than the sailors an'

cow-punchers I traveled with—I was

cow-punchin' for a short time, you know—but I always liked books, read every-

thing I could lay hands on, an'—well, I

guess I think differently from most of

'em."

"Now, to come to what I "m drivin'

at. I was never inside a house like this.

When I come a week ago, an' saw all

this, an' you, an' your mother, an' broth-

ers, an' everything
—

well, I liked it, I 'd

heard about such things, an' read about

such things in some of the books, an'

when I looked around at your house,

why, the books come true. But the

thing I 'm after is I liked it. I wanted it.

I want it now. I want to breathe air

like you get in this house—air that is

filled with books, and pictures, and beau-

tiful things, where people talk in low

voices, an' are clean, an' their thoughts
are clean. The air I always breathed

was mixed up with grub, an' house-rent
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an' scrappin', and booze, an' that 's all

they talked about, too. Why, when you
was crossin' the room to kiss your
mother I thought it was the most beau-

tiful thing I ever seen. I 've seen a

whole lot of life, an' somehow I 've seen

a whole lot more of it than most of

them that was with me. I like to see,

an' I want to see more, an' I want to

see it different."

"But I aint got to the point yet. Here
it is. I want to make my way to the kind

of life you have in this house. There 's

more in life than booze, an' hard work,
knockin' about. Now, how am I goin'
to get it? Where do I take hold an' be-

gin ? I 'm willin' to work my passage,

you know, an' I can make most men
sick when it comes to hard work. Once
I get started, I Ml work night an' day.
Mebbe you think it 's funny, me askin'

you about all this. I know you 're the

last person in the world I ought to ask,

but I dont know anybody else I could

ask—unless it 's Arthur. Mebbe I ought
to ask him. If I was "

His voice died away. His firmly

planned intention had come to a halt on
the verge of the horrible probability that

he should have asked Arthur and that

he had made a fool of himself. Ruth
did not speak immediately. She was
too absorbed in striving to reconcile the

stumbling uncouth speech and its sim-

plicity of thought with what she saw
in his face. She had never looked in

eyes that expressed greater power. Here
was a man who could do anything, was
the message she read there, and it ac-

corded ill with the weakness of his

spoken thought. And for that matter, so

complex and quick was her own mind
that she did not have a just appreciation
of simplicity. And yet she had caught
an impression of power in the ve*ry

groping of this mind. It had seemed to

her like a giant writhing and straining
at the bonds that held him down. Her
face was all sympathy when she did

speak.

"Whjit you need, you realize yourself,
and it is education. You should go back
and finish grammer school, and then go
through the high school and university."

"Rut that takes money," he inter-

rupted.

"Oh," she cried. "I had not thought
of that. But then you have relatives,

somebody who could assist you?"
He shook his head.

"My father and mother are dead. I 've

two sisters, one married, an' the other '11

get married soon, I suppose. Then I 've

a string of brothers—I 'm the youngest—but they never helped nobody. They've
just knocked around over the world,
lookin' out for number one. The oldest

died in India. Two are in South Africa

now, an' another 's on a whaling voyage,
an' one 's travelin' with a circus—he does

trapeze work. An' I guess I 'm just
like them. I 've taken care of myself
since I was eleven—^that 's when my
mother died. I 've got to study by my-
self, I guess, an' what I want to know is

where to begin."
"I should say the first thing of all

would be to get a grammar. Your
grammar is—"

She had intended saying
"awful," but she amended it to, "is not

particularly good."
He flushed and sweated.
"I know I must talk a lot of slang

an' words you dont understand. But
then they 're the only words I know—
how to speak. I 've got other words in

my mind, picked 'em up from books,
but I cant pronounce 'em, so I dont use

'em."

"It is n't what you say, so much as

how you say it. You dont mind my be-

ing frank, elo you ? I dont want to hurt

you."
"No, no," he cried, while he secretly

blessed her for her kindness. "Fire

away. I 've got to know, an' I d sooner
know from you than anybody else."

"Well, then, you say, 'You was' ; it

should be 'You were.' You say 'I seen'

for *I saw.' You use the double nega-
tive

"

"What 's the double negative?" he de-

manded, then added humbly^* "You see,

I dont even understand your explana-
tions."

"I 'm afraid I did n't explain that,"
she smiled. "A double negative is

* *

let mc see * * *
well, you say, 'never

helped nobody.' 'Never' is a negative.

'Nobody' is another negative. It is a
rule that two negatives make a positive.
'Never helped nobody' means tliat, not
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helping nobody, they must have helped

somebody."
"That 's pretty clear," he said. 'T

never thought of it before. But it dont

mean they must have helped somebody,
does it? Seems to me that 'never helped

nobody' just naturally fails to say wheth-
er or not they helped somebody. I never

thought of it before, and I '11 never say
it again."

She was pleased and surprised with

the quickness and surety of his mind.

As soon as he had got the clew he not

only understood but corrected her error.

"You '11 find it all in the grammar,"
she went on. "There 's something else I

noticed in your speech. You say 'dont'

when you should n't. 'Dont' is a con-

traction and stands for two words. Do
you know them?"
He thought a moment, then answered,

"
'Do not.'

"

She nodded her head, and said, "And
you use 'dont' when you mean 'does

not.'
"

He was puzzled over this, and did not

get it so quickly,
"Give me an illustration," he asked.

"Well ." She puckered her brows
and pursed up her mouth as she thought,
while he looked on and decided that her

expression was most adorable.
"

'It

dont do to be hasty.' Change 'dont' to

'do not,' and it reads, 'It do not do to

be hasty,' which is perfectly absurd."

He turned it over in his mind and
considered.

"Doesn't it jar on your ear?", she

suggested.
"Can 't say that it does," he replied

judicially.

"Why did n't you say, 'can 't say that

it do?'" she queried.
"That sounds wrong," he said slowly.

"As for the other I can 't make up my
mind. I guess my ear aint had the train-

in' yours has."

"There is no such a word as 'aint,'
"

she said, prettily emphatic.
Martin flushed again.
"And you say 'ben' for 'been,'

"
she

continued
;

"
'I come' for 'I came'

;
and

the way you chop your endings is some-

thing dreadful."

"How do vou mean?" He leaned for-

ward, feeling that he ought to get down
on. his knees before so marvelous a mind.
"How do I chop?"
"You dont complete the endings.

'A-n-d' spells 'and.' You pronounce it

'an.' 'I-n-g' spells 'ing.' Sometimes you
pronounce it 'ing' and sometimes you
leave off the 'g.' And then you slur by
dropping initial letters and dipthongs.
'T-h-e-m' spells 'them.' You pronounce
it oh, well, it is not necessary to go
over all of them. What you need is the

grammar. I '11 get one and show you
how to begin."
As she arose, there shot through his

mind something that he had read in the

etiquette books, and he stood up awk-

wardly, worrying as to whether he was

doing the right thing, and fearing that

she might take it as a sign that he was
about to go.

"By the way, Mr. Eden," she called

back, as she was leaving the room.

"What is boosef You used it several

times, you know."

"Oh, booze," he laughed. "It 's slang.
It means whiskey an' beer—anything
that will make you drunk."

"And another thing," she laughed
back. "Dont use 'you' when vou are im-

personal. 'You' is very personal, and

your use of it just now was not pre-

cisely what you meant."

"I dont just see that."

"Why, you said just now, to me,

'whiskey and beer—anything that will

make you drunk'—make me drunk,
dont you see?"

"Well, it would, wouldn't it?"

"Yes, of course," she smiled, "But it

would be nicer not to bring me into it.

Substitute 'one' for 'you' and see how
much better it sounds."

When she returned with the grammar
she drew a chair near his—he wondered
if he should have helped her with the

chair—and sat down beside him. She
turned the pages of the grammar, and

their heads were inclined toward each

other. He could hardly follow her out-

lining of the work he must do, so

amazed was he by her delightful pro-

pinquity. But when she began to lay

down the importance of conjugation, he

forgot all about her. He had never
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heard of conjugation, and was fascinated there was no diminution in the loftiness

by the gHmpse he was catching into the of his feeHng for her. She had not de-

tie-ribs of language. He leaned closer scended to him. It was he who had

to the page, and her hair touched his been caught up into the clouds and car-

cheek. He had fainted but once in his ried to her. His reverence for her, in

life, and he thought he was going to that moment, was of the same order as

faint then. He could scarcely breathe, religious awe and fervor. It seemed to

and his heart was pounding the blood him that he had intruded upon the holy

up into his throat and suffocating him. of holies, and slowly and carefully he

Never had she seemed so accessible as moved his head aside from the contact

now. For the moment the great gulf which thrilled him like an electric shock

that separated them was bridged. But and of which she had not been aware.

(To be continued.)

The Northwest

By Margaret Ashmun

Here lies, wide-realmed, the fabulous domain
Wherein no man shall lack what he desires—
The land of all good promise, that our sires

Long dreamed of, yet scarce hoped the race might gain.
Here heavy, crimson-weighted branches strain

With nectared fruit
; here million-pointed spires

Of living green rise high ; and sunset fires

Turn to pure gold far-gleaming fields of grain.

Why should men live in unrewarded toil

Where ancient streets their starving squalor spread,
When they might from this rich, unstinting soil

Draw stores of wealth, and eat their ample bread
In changeless peace? They dwell as hunger's spoik

Why feed they not from Plenty's hand, instead?



The Dance at Silver Valley

By William Maxwell

Do7it you hear the fiddles shrieking f

Dont you hear the banjo speaking?
Dont you hear the big spurs jingle?

Dont you feel the red blood tingle?

Be it smile or be it frown.
Be it dance, or fight,

Broncho Bill has come to town

To dance a dance tonight.

Shaps, sombrero, neckerchief, silver spurs at heel
;

"Hello, Gil," and, "Hello, Pete. How d 'ye think ye feel?"

"Drinks are mine. Come, fall in, boys ; crowd up on the right,

"Here 's happy days and honey joys. I 'm going to dance tonight."

(On his hip, in leathern case, a tube of dark blue steel.)

Bill, the broncho buster, from the ranch at Beaver Bend,

Ninety steers and but one life in his hands to spend;

Ready for a fight or spree ; ready for a race
;

Going blind, with bridle loose, every inch the pace.

Both spurs in, and yelling wild
;
never mind the end.

Down at Johnny Schaefer's place, see them trooping in.

Up above the women laugh. Down below, is gin.

Belle McClure is dressed in blue, ribbon in her hair.

Broncho Bill is shaved and slick; all his throat is bare.

Round and round with Belle McClure he whirls a dizzy spin.
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Jim Kershaw, the gambler, waits.—White his hands and sHm.

Bill whispers, "Belle, you know it well. It is me or him."

"Jim Kershaw, so help me God, if you dance with Belle,

"It is either you or me must travel down to hell."

Jim put his arm around her waist, her graceful waist and trim.

Dont you hear the banjo laugh? Hear the fiddles scream?

Broncho Bill leaned at the door, watched the twirling stream.

Twenty fiends were at his heart, snarling, "Kill him sure."

(Out of hell that woman came.—I love you. Belle McClure.)

Broncho Bill, he laughed and chewed, and careless he did seem.

The dance is done. Shots crack as one. The crowd shoves for the door
;

Broncho Bill is lying there,
—and blood upon the floor.

"You 've finished me. You 've gambler's luck. You won the trick and Belle

"Mine the soul that here tonight is passing down to hell;

"And I must ride the trail alone.—Good bye to Belle McClure."

Downstairs, on the billiard cloth, something lying white.

Upstairs, still the dance goes on
;
all the lamps are bright.

Round and round, in merry spin,
—on the floor a blot.

Laugh and chaff and merry din,—such a little spot.

Broncho Bill has come to town and danced his dance tonight.

Dont you hear the fiddles shrieking?
Dont you hear the banjo speaking?
Dont you hear the big spurs jingle?
Dont you feel the red blood tingle?

Faces dyed xvith desert brozvn.

(One that's set and white)
Broncho Bill has come to tozvn

And danced hts dance tonight.



Khosran, the Son of Bistam

By Felix Benguiat

^HOSRAN, the son of Bistam, the dyer, lay upon the

bench of marble of Yazd, under the peach trees of

his garden, and was content, for leisure is the king-
dom of contentment. The time of mourning for his

father was passed
—why should the mind mourn be-

cause of death? Mourning belongs to the body, but

the universal soul is a traveler upon Tariqat, the road to perfection,

upon which death is but a gateway, iron on this side but blazing

pearl on the farther. Death is the course of Nature and Nature is

wise. All must die. Let us not mourn, but accept fate ; otherwise

we are rebels uselessly, and dash ourselves to pieces.

Bistam, the dyer, the father of Khosran, was wise and knew
that gold is but dross if it weighs down the soul, for the narrow

eye of a struggler for wealth is never filled
;
but he knew, also, that

gold is force, so that the feeblest hand armed with it may strike

down the strong who are poor. He left to his son, Khosran, the

secret of his blue dye and an hundred thousand dinars—may his

soul be led upward until it melt in the bosom of God. He was a

Guebre, and ordered that his body be not suffered to pollute the

earth, wherefore it was given to the vultures, as a useless thing, ac-

cording to the rites of the Magi—Oh, Zarathustra, great is thy

wisdom; not only in the matters of death, which are nothing, but

in the matters of life, which are all.

Khosran gave the secret of the blue dye to Haitim, the weaver,
a poor man with many wives and children—mice, though they live

in holes, breed as though the earth were butter. This was a great

gift, for the secret of the dye was a treasure held sacred since the

time of Shapur, but Khosran said, "I have all that I need for main-

tenance and to give leisure for contemplation. Shall I dwaif my
soul in the dye-vats when these will save a worthy family? Ac-
cursed is charity, but blessed is the helping hand." So he gave
the secret of the blue dye, which made a color like the midnight
heavens or the deepest sea, to Haitim. Blessed is he who creates

happiness without humiliation. He leased to Haitim the house of

Bistam in Tabriz and the dye-vats and the water-pool and the garden
and the drying-yard, and Khosran betook himself for contemplation
to his garden amid the orchards of Khoi, near to the hills, and over-

looking Lake Urimiya. Here no noises were heard excepi the creak-

ing of the irrigation-wheels and the twittering of birds, and some-
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times a line from one of the ghazels of Sadi, which a young voice

flung over the garden-wall.
It was the end of the month of Temuz, the air was full of ripe-

ness and the flavor of fruits, and hot with the breath of summer.
Khosran lay upon the marble bench in his peach grove and held

a full red peach to his nose and drank its perfume. Then he took

away the peach for a time and then he smelled of it again, rejoicing
in the fragrance which thrilled him each time afresh. He thought
to himself, "It is better to be longing than to be satisfied. While
we refuse to taste, we taste an hundredfold

;
but when we taste,

it is ended. We dull the joys of this world by gluttony. The core

of delight is the expectation of it."

Khosran was a poet; for who shall say where the hyacinth will

spring up and shed its fragrance. He was not a great pine of the

mountains, as Firdausi, nor a fruit-laden vine as Omar, nor an in-

comparable rose like Sadi, or a splendid tulip like Hafiz
;
but he was

one of the many small voices which shrill for a brief season, like the

insects of summer, which though not noticed while singing are

missed in the silence, for they have made the air alive.

He brought the peach to his nose and took it away again in a

thoughtful manner. He was arranging this poem, which sought
him as its deliverer:

m

A dervish and a soldier sat by the highway^
The Padshah passed zvith glittering train,
The oppressor of the people rose and bared Jiis head,
And then to the dust brought the face of submission,
But the dervish smiled scornfully and moved not.

The Wazir said to the holy man, "Bow to the Governor.
But the dervish smiled scornfully and moved not.

"Why do you insult me?" said the Padshah.
"In ivhat do I insult thee?" said the holy man.
"This soldier is thy dog and licks the hand
"Which feeds him-, and whence he hopes for gifts.
"What canst thou give me? Nothing. Nothing.
"The chaitable give me food. oT the hungry
"Dry bread is as sweet as almond,
"Or, if men refuse, the fields, the trees, zvill feed me.
"The springs and brooks are mine to drink.

"The sky is mine, the hills, the beauty of earth.

"I have a neiv picture each moment to ravish me
"And teach me content. The perfumes of flowers
"And fruits are mine. The songs of birds. '

"This world is so good it teaches me
"That I can trust the universal ruler.

"The laws of men are so unjust they teach me
"To despise the rulers of men.

m
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"Poiver spoils the ivorld.

"What can you take away from mef Nothing.
"I have neither riches, nor wives, nor children;

"If you throiv me into a dungeon, aye, a well^
"I shall see "viih my spirit's eyes,

"If you slay me, yen either loose the gate
"To a much fairer world, or shut me in a sleep,
"And sleep is sweet.—Pass on, my brother,

"Nor lose thy soul in vanity end power."
The Padshah leaped from his horse and ran
To the dervish and embraced him, saying: "Come
"To my palace and give me of thy ivealth."

Oh, peach tree, full bending above me.
Thou offcrest me of thy fruit;
Blessed be blossom and shoot

Which live to delight and to love me
Blessed thy leaf and thy root.

Brother of mine, fragrant peach tree.

Born are we both from one soul

Which breatheth life into the whole;

Thy patient benevolence teach me.

Per^ction, my road and my goal.
I will breathe szveets on the morning
To priest^ and not less to the zvorst.

To all zi'ho are tired or athirst.

Not even the small sparrow scorning.
A^ot one tinto me is accursed.

These thoughts came to him from the universal mind, as the

fruits of contemplation, and he rejoiced that he was delivered of

them. He rested his head on a leathern pillow and repeated this

ode to himself, seeking to perfect it as a jeweler polishes a turquoise.

Presently he slept.

We welcome sleep, but we shun death. Tn sleep, the poorest
man is a king, and in death a king is but a poor man.

When the evening waved her cooling wings, he awoke. It was

nearing the hour for him to make his obeisance to the sun, the Father
of Life. Khosran, though a suH, yet was also a Guebre, for who
can forsake wholly the teachings of his childhood? Truly, the

mind of a child is clay, and the letters scratched in it harden in the

fires of life. He went to the lower end of his garden where was a

pool and an altar with a sacred lamp upon it, and having performed
his ablutions, he prostrated himself toward the setting sun and

prayed :

"Father of Life, Father of Light, Father of Heat, throne of the

universal God, without thee I, and all things must perish. Return to

us again. As thou fa!lest not to shine upon all, fill my heart with
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warmth toward all men. As thou drivest away darkness, dispel

error from my soul. As thou shinest into the most secret places,
make me to see the truth and light my path on the road which lead-

eth to that sublime justice which is perfection."
After having uttered his prayer, Khosran sat for a time in con-

templation. He who does not meditate each dav leads the life of

a beast. He arose saying within himself: "H the beauty of this

world be so great and yet only beautiful as we have the eyes to

see it, what must be the beauty of the world of the soul ? Blessed

be God which hath made me to live." And then while he stood,

contemplating the beauty of the heavens, these words came to him :

A beggar blind, said all the 7vorld was black;
And scoffed at those who told of radiant skies.

A dervish gave him sight. He cried, "Alack,

"They spake but half the truth, which I thought lies.

"I ask not heaven, save as ask the zvise.

"Give me to see this world in beauty clear,

"I will not wait for Death's unknown replies;
"Here is my life and all my joyance, here."

Thus meditating, he walked slowly up the path to he peach
trees, and behold, there was a beautiful white cat r-leeping upon
his embroidered coat, which he had thrown upon the marble
bench. "By the Prophet," said Khosran, "Fortune seeks me," and
he seated himself upon the bench. The cat opened her eyes and
looked upon him sleepily ;

her great eyes were like two pale emeralds
in a bed of milk. She languidly turned upon her side, purring, and
invited him to fondle her. "Truly," thought he, "Thou art beau-
tiful enough for Abou Harirah. Blessed is he who is sought, though
it be but by a kitten, and accursed is he of whom even an ass' colt

is afraid."

Khosran knew not whence this beautiful cat had come. His
garden-walls were high and his house was closed. It was a mystery.
He stroked the cat and found her coat softer than the fleece of the

goats of Karman. She was more beautiful than any cat in Ispahan.
As he petted her she purred contentedly and slowlv waved her

feathery tail to and fro. She was a gift fit for the Prophet him-
self. Khosran took her into his arms and after that she never left

him. At night she slept upon his divan and in the daytime she fol-

lowed him whether in the garden or abroad, and most frequently
he carried her in his arms. He was indeed like unto Abou Harirah.

The suppleness of the cat, the strength of an elephant and the
wisdom of a man are from the same urn.

So in contemplation and contentment, the days flew over his
head as a flock of birds. The almonds were ripe, but milky, and
the leaves of the peach trees glossy and fragrant. Summer still
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smote the earth and a veil was upon the hills. The fragrant roses

of his garden dropped their petals, though not a breath stiTed,
and Khosran, marking this, was impelled to say :

"Ladies, do you bless the earth, or weep,
"Or lay aside your silken robes to sleep f"

This so pleased him (for a poet is pleased to have given birth)
that he gathered a perfect rose and breathed in the perfume of it

as he lay upon the marble seat, which was spread with carpets of

Bokhara.
He watched the slow lifting of the soft and snowy side of his

cat as she slept tranquilly upon a corner of his robe, and then he

gently laid upon her the rose which he had plucked, and so watching
her, the earth slipped from him.

When he awoke, he still lay upon the broad seat of the marble
of Yazd which was overspread with carpets of Bokhara, and upon
the corner of his robe slept a peri, a girl of the beauty of the moon
looking through the pink skies of dawn. A pirihan of Hnen, softer

and whiter than any from Damiari, enfolded her, and around her

waist was a kamarband of Kashmir of wondrous beauty. Her little

feet were like two lilies, and upon the ground lay her slippers of

green shagreen, and the rose which he had plucked lay upon her
cheek and was shamed by the beauty of it.

"By the Garden of Paradise," said Khosran, starting up, so that

his robe pulled her and awoke her. Her eyes opened wide upon
him. They were brilliant as stars of midnight and soft as the stars

of the early evening, and of a changing color as if emeralds and

turquoise were molten together. Her lips were like slips from a red

tulip and her teeth like drops of milk. Her chin was round and soft

as an apricot and her throat upheld her head delicately, as the stem
of the narcissus upholds its flower.

The soul of man is but wax in the flame of a woman's eyes.
While yet he gazed upon her, she said to him in a voice timid

as the cooing of a dove on a distant hillside, "Art thou Khosran, the

sufi, the son of Bistam, the dyer?" "Yea, I am that he. Who art

thou?" he answered. "I am Agha, the daughter of Isfendijar, a

prince of Iran, a follower of Zarathustra, one of the Magi of Istakhr,
and he is of the Magdayasn. God send peace to thee and lift thee
into the eternal peace of his bosom ;" and so she ended.

"Thou art the very breath of God, beautiful one. Where is mv
cat?" said Khosran. "I have seen none," said Agha. "Dost thou
believe in the Jinns?" he asked, wonderingly. "I have seen them,"
she answered. Whereupon they seated themselves upon the seat

and she told this tale :

"My father placed me to live in one of his palaces, in a lonely
country surrounded by steep mountains, save on one side where
was a great lake; but I, growing weary, begged my father to take



me to some country of beautiful plains, wherein I might ride with

my attendants and' rest with my girl companions by the side of

beautiful rivers. My father—may the spirit of the universe which

surrounds us all uplift him—holds that power over the Jinns

which was held by King Salaman and by Zarathustra. whereby he

summoned the chief of the Jinns before him and ordered him to

change the lake into such a beautiful plain of Paradise as I desired.

The chief of the Jinns was rebellious against this decree and in his

wrath refused, towering, tall and dark as a mountain, so that I

was frozen with terror. But my father, saying but a word, and

making the sign of King Salaman's seal, brought the demon to his

knees before him, and then dismissed him to his work. The King
of the Jinns called them all to the task and by noon a plain stretched

before me, dotted with groves and embroidered with rivers, and
beautiful as Paradise, and because this labor was finished at mid-

day, it is called Nimruz.
"For this, the King of the Jinns hated me and sought his ven-

geance,
—for it is said that vengeance lives in the hearts of all,

but it is the very soul of evil ones. One day as I rode far into

this plain, I ordered my slaves to stop in a grove by the river,

while I rode alone a short way to a beautiful bed of wild hya-
cinth. Scarcely was I out of their sight when my horse stum-

bled and fell, which I now know was the evil work of the Jinns.
All things are ordered. Neither in the past, the present nor the

future, are we the controllers of destiny.
"A reverend old man hastened to my relief. He came from T

know not where, and lifting me up, gave me to drink from hi«

water-gourd, and taking from a sandalwood box, a pellet of musk
and rose-leaves, he bade me swallow it, saying that I would forget
all pain. As soon as I had swallowed this drug, I seemed to be

lifted from the ground. The earth and all the trees became as shad-

ows and I saw the old man change to Chief of the Jinns, towering
upward into the sky, tall and dark as a mountain. Then there

was a flash of light in the heavens and a voice said to me, 'Agha,
daughter of Isfendijar, seek Khosran, the sufi. the son of Bis-

tam, the dyer of Tabriz. Purify his love and thine in the patience
of the soul until Nanruz. So shalt thou be saved.' Then the world

passed from me and I know nothing more until just now when I

awoke at thy feet, and the words which sprang to my lips were,
'Art thou Khosran, the son of Bistam, the dyer?'

"

"Great is God," said Khosran. "The wonder of the hereafter

is as nothing to the wonder of this world. I pray thee let me re-

fresh thee, for all things mock at him who is hungry and athirst."

He clapped his hands and called loudly and presently a 'slave

came and returned with another, bringing melons of Nusrabad,
Pistachio nuts, almond-cakes and wine of Ispahan, cooled with

Agha ate and smiled upon him, like a sunbeam comingsnow.

through the leaves ; but he fed upon her, for his very bones were

^M^^^^^^
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melted in the furnace of her beauty. Now, truly, he would com-

pose poetry. He reflected a little and said to her :

"The desert is yellozv and barren;
The silver water-thread steals into it

And the desert is changed into green fields.

Trees, flourish and birds sing among the leaves.

Love is the zvater of life."

"Thou art beautiful," said she. This was true. Khosran was

young and his body as pliant as a willow. The first gilding of youth
had just come upon his lip and the edge of his chin. His eyes
were softened, as the eyes of one who dreams.

Who sees the most of the world? Is it the eagle afloat far

above the mountain-top? Nay, it is the dreamer, whose eyes
look beyond the world.

Mejnun said of Lalia that her beauty could not be truly seen

until the gazer could look through the eyes of Mejnun.
Khosran caused a couch to be spread for her of many thick-

nesses of felt, covered with the satiny Doru carpets.

The garden filled with tulips rare

Is szveet in all its scented round,
The pinks and roses kiss the air.

The hyacinths bedeck the ground.
Nor is there any poisonous flower
Within my festooned garden-wall,
I 'II not believe an evil power
Hath wrought the beauty of it all.

The peach, the melon and the grape.
Each crowns with joy my appetite.
Shall I believe that woman's shape
Was made to curse and not delight?

Nay, all is good; all given to bless.

Most blest of all is Love's caress.

He chanted this to her with his lips, but more with his eyes,
and she answered : "Purify thy love in the fires of the soul until

Nanruz—the New Year."

"Listen," said Khosran :

A sufi had got far upon Tariqat.

Money he had rejected as too heavy for the soul.

Ambition he had rejected; it kills the soul.

Wife, children and love he had rejected;

They enslave the soul.

Many beautiful women regarded him.
But his eyes xvere set upon heaven.



He saiv not women nor the delights of this world.

"What is beauty?" said he,—"A breath.

"Ask of the morning-glory, which bloomed yesterday,

"Or of the evening cloud, which is now fading.

"Beauty is in the contemplation of goodness,
"And goodness is the ivine of the soul."

But one day came a beautiful beggar-girl;
She offered pomegranates to the sufi.

Then folly seised him, and for the cheeks of the girl,

He threw aivay the fruits of his life.

"And dost thou commend him?" she asked ?adly. "Is it well

chat the tower which has been years in the building <^.hould fall in

a moment?"
"Leave me, I beg of thee," said Khosran, and he called a slave

and bade him take her to that part of the house allotted to her, and

after she had gone he drank of the wine and said :

"There is the wine of the grape.
The wine of the soul.

The wine of a woman's eyes."

Next day, as they sat together in the shade of the trees, he said

to her :

"He who has a fever cannot sleep;
He watches the stars,

Weary of zvaiting."

To which she replied, "Waiting is winning. The tiger which
cannot wait will starve."

And she continued : "At the time of the New Year, all trees will

blossom for the new fruit ; but now these blossoms are locked in

the small brown buds. Thou canst cut them open, but thou canst

not make them blossom. That comes with waiting."
"I will tell thee a tale," answered Khosran :

"A traveler came upon one who was perishing with thirst in

th'2 desert and he asked the sufferer what he could do for him.

'Water. Give me water,' said he who was dying. 'Nay. it is not

well to drink water in mid-day under the hot sun. Wait until

evening," said the traveler. 'By evening I shall be dead.' 'Never-

theless,' answered the traveler, 'for the good of thy soul, wait.'

And in the evening he went to give drink to him who was athir^
and found him dead."

"Wilt thou listen to me?" said Agha. "When the nightingale
sings even the toad at the foot of the rosebush listens," answered
Khosran. Then she continued : "A young man had a small house
with a garden, and one evening as he sat in his garden a boy in
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mischief threw an almond at him. He was about to eat it when he

bethought himself—for prudence is the gateway to prosperity
—

and he denied himself and planted the nut in the center of his

garden, where for four years he tended and protected the tree till

now it casts a pleasant shade upon his window and gives him
of its nuts in great abundance."

Then Khosran drooped his head into the bosom of meditation.

And after a time he answered, "So be it."

Thus Khosran and Agha lived in his garden, which to him was
the Garden of Paradise,—for to be with the one who is beloved

feeds the soul, and he was enamored of her conversation as well as

of her beauty; for beauty is abundant as the flowers, but wisdom
is rare.

But love was devouring them both, so that their eyes became
ravenous.

It is well said : Offend no one, for even the acacia-branch can

wound, and though you have done a man a thousand benefits, he

will not forgive one affront. In the household of Khosran was a

slave who, because of his malice, went secretly to the Padshah and
told of the marvelous beauty and wisdom of Agha, knowing that

the Padshah coveted beauty and was powerful and cruel. The
Padshah sent for Khosran and poured flatteries into his ear and sent

for a robe of azure velvet, embroidered in gold, and gave it to him
;

and when he had thus enfeebled him with benefits he said to him :

"Khosran, the poet, I would ask something of jthee." "Thou
needst not ask," said Khosran. "Let me but guess thy wish." "I

would have thy beautiful slave, Agha," answered the Padshah,
"and I will pay thee whatever thou mayst ask for her. Thou art

a poet and can surround thyself in thy fancy with a thousand slaves

of perfect beauty, but I, who am only a Padshah, must be content

with what I can see. Verily, poets are the offspring of God."
When Khosran heard these words, he felt the spear of Death

through his heart, but he answered : "I have no such slave. Oh,
Padshah. Some enemy seeks my ruin." "Perhaps she is not thy
slave, but she is of thy household. I would have her." "Oh. Arm
of Justice, there is no such person. I know not your meaning.
Some enemy seeks my ruin," repeated Khosran. When the Padshah
heard this, anger and disappointment consumed him, but he dis-

sembled, lest Khosran take warning, and he dismissed him from
the palace with smiles.

Thine enemy who declares himself is a man, but he who smiles

upon thee with hatred in his heart is a viper.
Then the Padshah sent for the evil slave and questioned him.

But he swore by the veil of the temple and said, "If it be not so,

strike my head from my body. She is more beautiful than a pearl."
"Be it so," said the Padshah.

It was now come to the close of the month Merdad and still

Nanruz was afar off.
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As he returned to his house, it was as if a tiger clutched at the

heart of Khosran. Agha sat upon the marble seat. Tlie leaves of

the peach trees were red and yellow and the trees in their love for

her ever and again dropped them upon her. The breath of summer
still breathed upon the garden and the hills were like sapphires
set with rubies. Khosran felt pain clutch him by the throat at the

sight of her great beauty. "The sun is shining," said he to her.

"Yea," she answered. "My sun of suns, sun of my soul, the sun
is shining," and Agha laughed at him. "Nay," said he, "The sun
is not shining. There is a cloud which hath wholly enfolded it."

Then Agha answered, still smiling, "To contradict the King means
to wash the hands in blood. Should he in broad day say it is

night ? Shout thou : Behold the moon and the Pleiades." "The
black crow of separation spreads its wings above us," said he.

"And he who opposes the King grasps a sharp sword with his naked
hand." Then he told her what had happened and how the Padshah
would surely take her, and how there was but one way to save her
to himself. "Let us tread that way, though it be death," said Agha.
"Nay, not death," he answered, "but thou must become my wife."
She slipped her hand into his and said, "Let me be thy wife." "And
what of the Jinns?" "It is a long time until Nanruz," said he. But
she answered, "The marriage of the law will be a wall to us against
a tyrant, but the soul of marriage is beyond the law. Moreover,
if I lose thee, what matters what comes to me? Do the eyes in an
eternal dungeon know night from day or the passing of the seasons ?

Wilt thou not take me to be thy wife?" and again she placed her
hand in his. So the witnesses were summoned and they were mar-
ried by the rites of the Magi and of the Prophet and the cloud set

free the sun and Khosran laughed and gave rich gifts to all and
happiness sat with them, and his brethren, the trees, whispered
softly to him. And again Khosran caused a divan to be prepared
under the trees, thick and soft with felts, and covered with Doru
carpets and silk. And when all had left them, the universal spirit
of love put it into his heart to say these words :

"My soul zvas divided in two,
Now it is whole.

My soul was starving.
Now it is content.

I have found Iter ivho is

The other half of me.
I zvas a zvintry tree,
Nozv I am bright with blossoms
And am putting forth green leaves. <
/ zvas a nightingale zvith closed eyes,
Nozv I sing gladness unto the day-dazvn.
I zvas a traveler athirst in the desert;
Nozv I lie by the side of a lovely pool.
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Noiv the very dust is gold in the sun.

I zvas a dzveller upon earth;
Now I sojourn in Paradise.

I have journeyed to the end of Tariqat,
To the end of the road to perfection,
And I find that the end is Love."

As he said this to her the moon unveiled herself and blessed

them. The stars took their places to guard them, and the nightin-

gales in the garden and afar off began their sweet warbling.
Her arms stole about him and her head rested on his shoulder.

"Thou art nearer to me than my veins," she said, in a voice softer

than the breeze that stirs the roses. "Thou art tied to my heart,"

he whispered, "so if I lose thee, I die." Their lips met.

Power is as the ax in the hands of a madman and covetousness

is a poisonous arrow.

The Padshah had dissembled only the better to secure her he

coveted. He gave orders to the captain of the guards to take sol-

diers to the house of Khosran just before the coming of the dawn
and to seize Agha, the beautiful and bring her to him. "For,"
said he, "I will have her, though she were Hafsah or Zamab." So
the captain of the guard, with a number of the oppressors of the

people, came to the house of Khosran as the stars were beginning
to pale, and the evil slave gave them entrance and led them to the

garden where Khosran and Agha were sleeping under silken cov-

ering on the couch which had been prepared, and the roses were

pouring their stream of fragrance upon them.
The footfall of the tiger is not so soft as that of guilt. Ivike

shadows, the oppressors of the people surrounded the couch and

beheld only Khosran, sleeping, and close to his cheek and protected

by his arm and comforted by his warmth lay a white cat, more
beautiful than the cats of Yan, her fur like to silk and whiter than

snow. Then the soldiers silently led the treacherous slave to the

lower end of the garden, where they struck off his head, and like

shadows, returned to their master, leaving Khosran still sleeping
with the beautiful cat close to his bosom.

Riches are the source of power and power is the source of

riches. Power is cruel and covetous, but the end of destiny is jus-
tice. The narcissus will not bloom in the salt marshes, nor will

the crow mate with the parrot, but the soul of man will not rest

till justice shall be done to the poor.

^

^

m
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A Roundup Lullaby

By Charles B. Clark, Jr.

Desert blue and silver in the clear moonshine ;

Coyote yappin' lazy on the hill
;

Sleepy winks of Hghtnin' down the far skyline ;

Time for millin' cattle to be still.

So-o now, the lightnin's far azvay;
—

The coyote's nothin' skeery:

He's singin' to his dearie—
Hee—ya tammalalleday

—
Settle down, you cattle, till the mornin'.

Nothin' out the hazy range that you folks need,

Nothin' I kin see to take your eye.

Yet we got to hold you or you 'd all stampede,

Plungin' down some 'royo bank to die,

So-o nozv, so still the shadows lay;

The moon is slozv and steady.

The sun comes when he 's ready
—

Hee—ya tammalalleday
—

No use runnin' out to meet the mornin'.

Cows and men are foolish when the light gets dim.

Dreamin' of a land too far to see ;

There, you dream, there's wavin' grass and streams that brim

And it often seems the same to me.

0^^%W««
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Always seein' way-off dreams of silver-blue.

Always feelin' thorns that stab and sting.

Yet stampedin' never made a dream come trne

So I ride around myse'f and sing.

^^

So-o nozv, for dreams they never pay; m
The dust may keep us blink in' ; ^
We 're seven miles from drinkin'—

Hee—ya tammalalleday—
But we got to stand it till the mornin'.

Mostly it 's a moonlight world our trail winds through,
Kaint see much beyond our saddle horns

;

Always far away is misty silver-blue, - e

Always underfoot is rocks and thorns. a

I
So-o nozv, it must be thisatvay. «

The lonesome ozvl a-callin'
,

M

The mournful coyote squallin'
— ^

Hee—ya tammalalleday—
Mockin'-birds dont sing until the mornin'.

\

i

So-o now, a man has got to stay; S
A-likin' or a hatin', .

^
But workin' on and zvaitin'—

Hee—ya tammalalleday— jt
All of us are zvaitin' for the mornin'. ^

\

<2V«i%%
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Great Actors of Old San Francisco

By Peter Robertson

(Third Paper)

(Illuctrated from Old Photographs)

NCE again we are in the

old Arion! The buzz of

voices sounds husky, so

to speak, through the

smoke; the busy waiters

flit through the room
laden with glasses and steins, and plates
of sausages, sandwiches, cuts of West-

phalia ham, and what not. Here from
our quiet corner let us survey the scene.

"Good evening, Mr. Barrett."

"Good evening, Mr. Robertson."

"We rarely have the pleasure of your
company here."

"No, I am not much of a reveller ; but

I come in once in a while to breathe the

Bohemian atmosphere,"
—and Lawrence

Barrett, with a smiling cough arid a

graceful bow to the company, passes
out.

There was no Arion when Lawrence
Barrett first appeared in San Francisco.

That was in 1868; and he joined the

Maguire Opera House Company, at the

time John McCullough was yet doing
all kinds of dramatic chores, even in

supporting, on her interior tour, the

"Elfin Star," Alice Kingsbury—a clever

woman, clever at Fanchons and spritish
characters of that sort, in which Mag-
gie Mitchell, whose age nobody ever

knew positively, even to her last appear-
ance, showed no signs of ever "lagging
superfluous."
Lawrence Barrett made his first ap-

pearance on February 17, 1868, and he

lingered in San Francisco, playing, pre-

sumably, some interior tours, till August
6, when he and John McCullough started

together for the East. I suppose they
went to secure a company for the Cal-

ifornia Theatre, which they opened as

joint lessees in January, I860. Barrett

remained less than two years there, and
on November 5, 1870, John McCullough
stood out alone as lessee. Thereafter
Lawrence Barrett came only as a star,

and latterly, with his own company. He
was the Henry V of that Jarrett & Pal-

mer Company in 1876, whose special
train from New York beat all records
of time. After that, few stars were so

steadfast or regular in their appeal to

the California public.
Some said Lawrence Barrett's name

was Brannigan, but it does not matter.

His first appeal was under the name of

Lawrence P. Barrett; but the P was

dropped very soon, and as Lawrence
Barrett he has made his fame, and is still

remembered all over the countrv.

I can see him still
; the trim, short,

slender figure, that fitted best into a

frock coat, and called for a high silk hat ;

the sharp action of his limbs, his precise,

positive step, with the little jerk, as he

planted his foot firmly on the p.ivement
or the stage ; the serious—more than

grave—and thoughtful face. I can hear
the formal, incisive, scholarly mode of

speech, which always suggested that

he was reading his conversation
;

the

clear, but unmagnetic, though not un-

pleasant, voice—it had a sharpness, too—which never could get the ring of feel-

ing into it ; and the keen eyes that some-
how seemed ever to warn you against

attempting frivolity, still pfit me on my
dignity when I think of them.
Where does he stand in the dramatic

gallery? Some place he surely deserves
there. Yet he had no genius; he had a
brain that thought; and inrellect, per-

haps, too pronounced for his imaginative
faculty. Imagination must always be

potent in dramatic genius ;
not the imag-
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ination of the poet ;
more akin to the im-

agination of the painter. There was no in-

spiration in Lawrence Barrett : a kind of

blank wall of pedantic concrete seemed
to be a background to his acting. He
gave to every character he essayed, the

unmistakable air and method of the

scholar. Even Othello and Macbeth be-

came students and men of intellect in

him.

What character will he be best remem-
bered for? Cas-

sius; surely
Cassius. Not
even Booth
could assume,

better, the quer-
ulous tone that

denoted the en-

vious nature of

Cassius
;
and the

petty side of a

man not want-

ing in courage
who could fo-

ment but not

lead, the con-

spiracy against
Caesar. Barrett

played Cassius

with a distin-

guishing Value
I have seen in

no other
;
for his

mannerisms, his

physical char-

acteristics, his

voice all fitted

in the role, and
he was never in

danger of dra-

matic extrava- LAWRENCE BARRETT.

gance.
I doubt if in any other part he ever

won that individual distinction, which
would distinguish him from many other

players, except in Lanciotto, in Baker's

"Francesca da Riminie" in which he was

unquestionably fine, subtle and powerful.
True, the part was never acted by any
other actor of first rank, for Barrett

owned the play, but it was well worthy
even Booth. I recall him in "Harebell, or

The Man o' Airlie," though in his later

years he discarded the play. Yet it was
his alone, and the older theatregoers

would always identify him with it. I

recall, too, a very touching, perhaps of

all the roles I remember him in the most

sympathetic, performance of Gringoire.
It was not, and is not, given to many
players to embody that quaint character,
in the story of the starving poet, and the

grim old King Louis XI. 1 saw Con-
stant Coquelin play it once, but he did

not move me as Lawrence Barrett did.

With all Coquelin's art, he was very much
less convincing,
and, curiously

enough, seeing
Barrett's usual

infle X i b i 1 i t y,

much less sym-
pathetic.

Scholarly, al-

ways scholarly
was Barrett. A
Hamlet^ with
whom we never

had any parti-
cular sympathy,
even if his schol-

arship helped
him there some-

what, and his

analytic faculty
made his study

interesting.With
him Richelieu

was a man of

ready, quick,

precise action,

mentally alert,

but never a very
astute diplomat
or a deeply
,c r a f t y states-

man. He read it

well
;
and car-

ried it through on a level, very hard to

maintain, after all, above mediocrity, but

far short of genius.
If you ask the old theatregoer

what he remembers best of Barrett, he

will recall, perhaps, "Yorrick's Love,"
first called "A New Plav," cleverly

adapted from the Spanish, by W. Dean

Howclls, I think, a quaint, intensely dra-

matic play, which Barrett made also his

own. We hear nothing of it these days,

yet it was far more worthy of being kept
on the board than many which are scill
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held there. The old theatregoer will

say:
"Lanciotto decidedly ;

Richard III, yes,

Barrett was pretty good in that, lago—
not bad—Othello,

—well—it could pass;
Cassius—yes

—that was his role. It was
a great performance when Booth played
Brutus and Barrett, Cassins, perhaps

greater than when the parts were re-

versed."

Lawrence Barrett never made a fail-

ure, absolute, in any part. He was rarely

great; but never unendurably bad, even

in comedy, though he was no comedian.

He had no particular wit; no humor at

all
; you felt as if you dare not laugh,

even when he really was trying to make

you. He was a dry and uninspiring

lover, and seemed—'for instance, in

"Rosedale," of which he was very fond—
to play the sentiment as one who patron-
izes it. I never saw him in a love scene,

but what I felt as if he were saying to

himself : "This is really ridiculous ;
I

have to do it, but it is quite silly." But
that was possibly the mental attitude

of the man towards the drama, for he

rarely presented the tender passion ;
and

I think he liked "Rosedale" for the uni-

form of the lancer, and the bit of pictur-

esque melodrama in it.

He encouraged the literary dramatist

more than anyone else. He was eager
to prove that some of the novelists and
other writers of his time had written

plays ;
but when he tried them, they

were merely dialogues and stories ; or

at best, too much literature and too little

drama. He ventured on Browning's
"Blot on the Scutcheon," and it was not

his fault if he only proved that it was

strong reading, but dull acting. Still

we must pay him the honor due for any
attempt to give the stage new material,

by writers of the time.

Lawrence Barrett was always unpopu-
lar with the profession, but that need
not be so much against him. If he stood

on his dignity and held himself aloof

from their revels
; exacted, perhaps even

finically, from them some thought and
care in their acting; if he was opposed
to any careless familiaritv ; at least all

that held up the tone of his performances,
and won respect from the public. This

same careless familiarity has been re-

sponsible for the failure of many a good
actor, of many a good play. Lawrence
Barrett may have been priggish with

his company, but he never was priggish
with anybody who took art and the dra-

ma as seriously and thoughtfully as he

did himself. I always recall, with some

admiration, the sincere and manly defer-

ence he paid to Edwin Booth, when they
travelled together; a deference which
Edwin Booth, I used to think sometimes,
would have deprecated, but that it was
so spontaneous on Barrett's part, and
blended with the most genuine friend-

ship. On those tours, it seemed to me
that when Barrett would say, "Dont you
think so, Edwin ?" Booth always thought
so, in implicit confidence in his friend.

And I feel, for myself, I owe to him

many fine presentations of the legitimate
when the two were starring together,
which are among the most treasured of

my memories.

That little group over there? They
are sad and subdued,—something un-

usual,, indeed, for these are some of the

merriest of actors. They have been at-

tending on a sad occasion ;
the last ap-

pearance of Edwin Adams A great
actor? Well, no; but perhaps the best

beloved of them all
;
loved not in Califor-

nia alone, but all over the East. At the

time I draw the picture, he has not acted

for some time, he will never act again.
I saw him only once; and that was

the central figure, placed in a chair, wan
and weak, and crowded with sensations

he could not express, but which flitted,

pain and pleasure blended, over his face,

while around him stood the California

Theatre Company and many other prom-
inent actors, and the audience cheered.

Sympathy and sadness were mingled
with that implied praise, as the curtain

slowly fell on the touching picture He
was a sufferer for years, and many times

the kindness and love of his professional
comrades had come to his assistance.

An intensely attractive, lovable fellow ; a

singularly magnetic man ; an actor who
had played in his time many of the great

parts, he left a memory more personal
than professional, yet not without
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achievements. To-day they gave him a

benefit; and this was the picture; and

even "Ned" Sothern, the prince of jokers
is quiet and depressed.

Lord Dundreary—the name will never

die,
—"Ned" Sothern was the creator of

that inimitable character. He had been

Museum for some time, he joined Wal-
lack's company in New York, where, m
1856, he was announced under his ow^n

name, E. A. Sothern, there being another

Stewart on the list. It was in 1858, in

Laura Keene's theatre in New York, that

he, under protest, struck his great suc-

cess. He was asked to play the part of

LAWRKNCE BARRETT.

a medical student at Middlesex Hospital
in London, but the death of his parents,
and financial reverses drove him into his

natural bent, and he took to the stage.
Under the name of Douglas Stewart he

first appeared in America at the old Na-
tional Theatre in Boston, and essaymg
Dr. Paryloss in "The Heir at Law" made
a lamentable failure. In fact he used

rather to boast that he was hissed ofif the

stage on his first introduction to Amer-
ica. After playing utility at the Boston

the fop in Tom Taylor's "Our American
Cousin."
That emotional comedy-drama was the

first play I ever saw. I was a boy in

Glasgow, and old Lloyd, the popular
comedian of the time, was Asa Tren-

chard;l remember nothing of the fop
at all. The "du tells !" "guesses" and
"calkerlates" of the English idea of the

Yankee were thick through the Asa
Trenchard ; and they sound strange and
absurd to me now

; but it was a very af-
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fecting play as I then saw it, and it left

a deep impression on my young feelings.

When Laura Keene proposed to produce
it, Sothern was cast for the Lord Dun-

dreary, a mere sideshow of a part. He
refused to play it. In those days compa-
nies were made up of actors selected

each for his or her special line. I presume
Sothern felt rather insulted over being
cast for such an insignificant role ;

but

he finally agreed to play it, provided he

might "gag" it

as much as

pleased him. He
"g a g g e d" it

with such eflfect

that it became a

very important
factor in the

success of the

play, which ran

140 nights at

that time. The

part grew and
d e V e 1 o ped in

his hands, till it

quite overshad-

owed everything
else, and Sotli-

ern's absolute

creation raised

him to world-
wide fame and
made for him a

great future.

It reached
London finally ;

and at the Hay-
market Theatre
it opened its ca-

reer. For some
weeks it played
to very poor
business, and Buckstone, the manager
of the theatre, was about to drop it, when
Charles Mathews, the great English
comedian, who had dropped in to see it,

told him not to be in a hurry.
"It is a great impersonation," he said,

"and the public will take to it; wait a

little, and see if they dont."

It grew to a positive furor. The first

year it netted $100,000 for the manager;
and I think it was nearly three years be-

for Sothern could leave London.

KDWIN ADAMS

It was one night in 1865, or there-

about, that I made one of a packed audi-

ence at one of the theatres—I think the

Prince of Wales—in Birmingham. We
were waiting to see the great Lord Dun-

dreary, which had been the talk of the

whole country, and waiting, a little im-

patiently, for the hour had passed and
we saw no sign of the performance be-

ginning. The orchestra had already

gone beyond the allowance of overtures,
when the man-

ager appeared
and told us the

London train
had been de-

layed and Mr.
Sothern had not

arrived; but

that he expect-
ed that gentle-
man in a few
minutes. So we
sat and listened

to a few more

overtures, while

we became con-

scious of a com-
motion of some
kind behind the

scenes. Sud-

denly the man-

ager again ap-

peared and in-

formed us that

Mr. Sothern had

arrived, but he

was tired with

his journey and
would not be

able to appear
that night. There
was a storm

as the manager passed back behind the

curtain, and cries for "Sothern." A
little pause and once again the manager
caniie, angry and out of patience.

"Ladies and gentlemen, I have begged
Mr. .Sothern to come before you and

speak for himself, but he positively de-

clines to do so."

There was another outburst
;
and we

still kept our places till the manager
made a last appearance, to inform us that

Mr. Sothern had gone back to his hotel,
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and we might as well go home. He also

said that Mr. Sothern's engagement had
been cancelled and he would return to

London, or go somewhere else, next day.
There were many unflattering comments
on the actor, and much irritation over his

behavior
;
so that a year later, when Lord

Dundreary was once more announced,
the house was again packed, but there

was not wanting an under-current of

excited curiosity as to his reception But
the curtain rose on time, and it was not

long before the ir-

resistible comedy
of Sothern's per-
formance had
driven away all

thoughts of our

previous exper-
ience. The cur-

tain had hardly
touched the stage
after the first act,

when the com-
edian was in front

of it, with a full

apology for and

explanation of his

conduct on his

previous visit; and
all was forgotten
and forgiven.
U n questionably

Sothern's Lord
Dundreary was a

creation as near

perfection, of its

kind, as could well

be. He was a

handsome fellow,
with glossy black

hair parted in the center, and equally

glossy, black, long whiskers—the style is

named "Dundreary" to this day. There
was a singular attraction about him

;
and

the good humor of his face which was
never vacuous, idiotic as much of his con-

versation was, was really winning. His

single eye-glass was the emphasis of his

amusing idiocy. His gorgeous dressing

gowns, colored silk handkerchief stick-

ing out of every pocket, his perfectly fit-

ting dress otherwise, his wonderful ties,

the finicky nicety of all the details of his

dress, were in an indisputable harmony

HELENA MODJESKA, AS CAMILLE, 1877.

of good taste. His lisp and his hesita-

tion of speech which made his absurd
talk irresistibly funny, amounted to an
invention

; yet it all seemed to be quite
natural.

What would have been absolute inan-

ity in an ordinary actor, became in Sorh-
ern an excruciatingly humorous kind of

harmless idiocy, all the more amusing
for being apparently perfectly spontane-
ous and unconscious. He had a little

trip in his walk, occasionally, which,

brought in when it

was utterly un-
called for and un-

expected, invar-

iably brought a

roar of laughter.
I have been told

that that was the

result of an acci-

dental false step
he made one night
on the stage,
which, seeing how
it affected the aud-

ience, he kept up
ever after. He had

nothing to do with
the plot of the

play, at least noth-

ing intimate. His

dialogue had a

great deal of non-
sense in it, but the

success of Dun-

dreary lay a great
deal in that at bot-

tom he was a good-
hearted chap, and
all his weaknesses

were of the most genial kind. His won-
derful mixing of proverbs, the puzzles
he put before his own mind, his genuine
and serious reasoning on absurd proposi-
tions, and the final giving up of the
whole business with that summing up
which became a kind of household word :

'T'th one of the th-thoth thingth no
f-f-fellah c-c-can f-f-find out," were,
and I fancy will be, inimitable.

"Birdth of a f-f-feather g-g-gather no
m-m-moth," he would say. "What
demd nonsenth! No; th-th-that ithn't it.

It ith b-b-birdth of a f-f-feather, f-f-flock
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together. Thath d-d-demd nonsenth,

too. B-b-birdth of a f-f-feather! How
could all th-th-those b-b-birdth have only
one f-f-feather? I'th absurd! One of

And all his dialogue, even when not pro-

verbial, was as full of this comical ab-

surdity, accompanied by a curious, tenta-

tive laugh, in what might be called

ALICK DUNNING LINGARD AND MISS DICKIR LINOARn, AS THE TWO ORPHANS.

th-the birdth mutht have had that

f-f-feather, and th-then he 'd f-f-flv all to

one th-th-thide."

A string of those, argued out with an
almost i)ainful earnestness, kept the au-

dience laughing till their sides ached.

spasms, which might be once or twice,

or three times repeated as the listener

on the stage would think or not think his

joke funny. Most of the time it was

only repeated about twice, because his

joke would be received with perfect
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gravity; and then the expression which in the least coarse, though doing coarse

would come over his face as it dawned things ;
it was generally comic and there

upon him, was so ingeniously distress- ran through it all a good humor that re-

MESSRS. MESTAYEIl AND LONG, AS THE TWO ORPHANS.

ing and doubtful that it became scream-

ingly funny.
But Sothern was not only Lord Dun-

dreary, though his identification with
that part has obscured his other work.
His drunken scene in ''David Garrick"
was a great piece of comedy. He was not

lieved it of even impertinence. There
is a story of how some officers of a mili-

tary mess invited him to dinner, and af-

ter dinner begged him to do that scene

for them. Very justly Sothern rather

resented being asked as a guest and then

expected to give them an entertainment.
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With very bad taste,

they kept begging
him, till at last he

consented and in the

height of his pre-
tended intoxication,

he pinned the table-

cloth to his vest

and dragged the

whole table furni-

ture on to the floor,

smashing glasses
and decanters to

pieces.
H i s "Crushed

Tragedian," too,

was by far the best

and most amusing
presentation of the

decayed actor I ever

saw ; and he did ad-

mirable high com-

edy work in "A
Hornet's Nest," and
other plays of that

kind.

He was a genial

liver, and a practi-
cal joker of the first

water, a second
Theodore Hook.
But Hook did many
impudent things, as

when, seeing a very

pompous man tail-

ing up the centre of

the pavement, he
walked up to him
and tapped him on
the shoulder. "I

beg your pardon,
sir, but are you any-

body in particular?"
Sothern played his

jokes on his friends

like John McCul-

lough, Billy Flor-

ence, Boucicault,

John Raymond, and
others who retal-

iated frequently in

lively m e a s u r e.

Sothern left to us

at least one clever

and ambitious actor,
BULLA I'ATK-MAN CAMKOHNIA THEATRE.

UUAKY 2a, 1870.

E. H, Sothern, who
is devoting his en-

ergies to the high-
est legitimate act-

ing, with notable
success. E. A. Soth-
ern died at Bourne-

mouth, in England,
on January 20, 1881,
a little over fifty

years of age.
I see some other

members of the old

California Company
over there. Tom
Keene is talking to

Mestayer and Rob-
ert Pateman. Mes-

tayer
—Bill Mes-

tayer, everybody
called him—a clevei

actor, rough and

heavy, but an actor

who was the best

Jacques Frochard
in "The Two Or-

phans," was a great
Bill Sykes, and yet
could do a burlesque
or a low-comedy bit

with a humor all his

own. He afterwards
headed his own
company in wild

farce comedy, and,
with all his weight,
and ponderosity of

movement, played
nonsense with the

lightest of them. He
was one of the three

heavy-weights,— -the

others were Harry
Edwards and
Charles B. Bishop—who when play-

ing CQesar one

night, John McCul-

lough came to the

line with :

"Let me have men
about me that are

fat!"

quietly stepped one

on each side and one
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behind him, and almost broke up the per-
formance. Robert Pateman—he was an
excellent comedian and character actor

of quality. He is, in this A. D. 1907, a

prominent man in London. But he is

even better remembered in California

through his wife, who was the best lead-

ing lady, and one of the handsomest

women, the California ever had. She
was unfortunate in falling under the ban
of the firemen of San Francisco, very
shortly after her arrival for some pre-

sumably joking remark with which she

removed the American flag from the

collar of a favorite dog on the Fourth
of July. San Francisco was almost ruled

by the fire companies in those days ;
and

they had more influence on the theatres,

for good or evil, than the newspapers of

the day. They never forgave Bella

Pateman for the slight; no apology or

explanation was sufficient to appease
their resentment, which went before her

even to New York, when she left San
Francisco, and really prevented her do-

ing anything there. She was, for all

that, recognized as a fine actress. I have
a picture of her when she played Hamlet,
some time in February, 1876, but I find

no record of how she played it; and I

do not remember witnessing the per-
formance.

There is Horace Lingard ! If memory
serves, Lingard stepped out of vaudeville

into drama
;
but he was a clever come-

dian, and a couple of years or so before

this writing I saw him—coming back
from Australia with Nance O'Neil—do
most excellent work in old character.

He had a company in the earlier days of

which his wife was leading lady ;
a beau-

tiful woman, who had a fair ability as

an actress, but whose photographs made
her fame more than her acting. Alice

Dunning Lingard and her sister-in-law,

Dickie Lingard, among other things

played "The Two Orphans," and I re-

member there was a great sale for the

photograph, which was immediately
struck off. It was the popularity of this

picture, if I remember aright that tempt-
ed Bill Mestayer and Nick Long of the

California Company to dress themselves
as Henrietta and Louise and have their

photographs taken and placed beside that

of the beautiful Alice Dunning and Miss

Lingard in all the windows
;
which made

fun for the public for awhile, at least

I do not recall that they ever played the

parts in burlesque.
Horace Lingard and his company trav-

elled all over the country at that time,
and passed through the perilous mining
district of Arizona, where still the legend
hung on the wall :

"Do not shoot the fiddler. He is do-

ing the best he can."

The pet play of their reportoire was
"The Vestal," and they put it up for their

first night in some wild camp. The
miners evidently did not like it from the

first, and Horace and his players began
to feel a little afraid. Their nervousness
increased with the palpable restlessness

of the audience, till they all had visions

of drawn revolvers and bullets. It was
in the middle of the third act, and the

dread on the stage reached a climax. A
happy idea came to Horace

; he moved
quietly around the actors and whispered
to each one :

"When I kill you, lie down! If you
dont, maybe they will do it in earnest."

And so he took the stage and stabbing
everybody on it except Alice Dunning
Lingard, he took her in his arms and

cried, "At last the Vestal is avenged!"
and the curtain came down.

Horace Lingard recalls the last new

play which Jefferson ever attempted to

bring out, when Jefferson dropped it as

hastily as he had taken it up. It was a

rather stupid common farce originally
called "Betsy," but named afterwards

"The Tutor." It may be that Jefferson
saw something akin to Dr. Pangloss in

the part, but the public did not look at

it that way, and there was quite an out-

cry about Joseph Jefferson, the finest of

our comedians, lowering the dignity of

his art. I should not wonder if that was
what made him finally decide he would
not encouragfe the modern drama more.

Joseph Jefferson ! Can you fancy it ?

The travesty of "Mazeppa" with Joseph

Jefferson in the title role ! Ah, that was

long ago, in 1861, when he first came to

San Francisco, and appeared at Ma-
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guire's Opera House. I dont think then

either he or the theatregoers dreamed he

should twenty years after be recognized
the great head of the art of comedy in

America; and that he should be known

everywhere, not only in the old English

comedy, but in that curiously thin play,

"Rip Van Winkle." Few such men of

genius on the stage went down to pos-

terity with such artistic glory and such

limited artistic baggage. Not because

he could not have had more, but be-

cause it was not needed. Bob Acres, Rip
Van Winkle, Dr. Pangloss, were of

themselves sufficient claim to the highest
niche in the temple of fame—out of a

great series, mostly given up in later

years, of other roles, in which he is not

remembered. Even when the years had

grown upon him and, with his great
fortune snug and prospering, he took

a kind of holiday every year, and played
for a few weeks, his Bob Acres, and his

Rip were complete gems of art. Time,
which could not stale the unction of Jef-
ferson's humor, could no more stiffen his

art. It only grew more rich and mellow.

That low voice, with its rather sharp
but magnetic tone, the quick spasmodic
enunciation which thirty years before

sounded as if it might be old, sounded at

the last as if it still had youth in it. One
might easily write a few reams about

Jefferson's art, and yet give but little

idea of it
;
its very simplicity was baffling

to the critic called on to describe it. To
me his Rip Van Winkle, and his Bob
Acres were dear because they were so

wonderfully human. It did not matter

about the plot of "Rip"—it was but little ;—it did not matter who played the other

roles, for all was in the quaint figure of

Rip himself, and when I think of it, I

find myself going into a kind of dream
and seeing Jefferson all over again.

Rip's genial weakness, his consciousness
of it; his dread of the coming scolding,
his reception of it

; the curious cunning
of him; the confusion of his lying; his

promises, which he was helpless to keep ;

the eternal good humor that carried him

through it all ! And could there be any-
thing more fascinating and intensely

amusing at the same time, than the con-

versation with the gnomes on the mount-

ains, where he goes into his long sleep?
Of all my recollections of comedy old

or new, the one I most cherish is of that

engagement when Mr. Jefferson and
Mrs. John Drew appeared together at

the Baldwin Theatre. It is a joy forever

to remember Bob Acres and Mrs. Mala-

prop. I am inclined to consider Mrs.

John Drew's performance of the latter

part the most absolutely finished and
most delicious piece of comedy work I

have ever seen. There have been many
Mrs. Malaprops, and the character is

so rich in amusement that it would need
a thorough bad actress to make it dull,

but Mrs. Drew's perfect and simple de-

velopment of every point of true comedy
in it leaves me no regret that I have

not seen the great comediennes of old, or

that I shall never see Mrs. Malaprop
better acted.

The Arion Halle grows still again ; the

shadowy figures have all wandere<i

across the sandy floor out by the half-

closed door and disappeared in the night.

And so, let us follow. Good-night I



"Infinities"

By John S. Reed

AP'N SAM clambered

1 heavily over the side of

the tug Tillicum and
held out a moist ham-like
hand. "Howdy," he ob-

served with perspiration.
I greeted him cordially as he sat down
on the dock by my side, and asked him
where he had been keeping himself. The
Cap'n answered never a word until he
had settled himself comfortably, tucked
a plug of "Piper" in his cheek, and re-

leased a sigh like the first mutterings
of a norther. I discreetly maintained
a distinterested silence until he should

compose his thoughts, and was soon re-

warded by an exclamation. "Dam them

poets !" said the Cap'n, while an elephan-
tine expression of annoyance struggled
over his large features. "Dam them

poets." Wonder overcame me but I

said nothing.
"D 'ye ever hear of a infinity ?" he

queried finally. "Well, I seen 'em!" He
allowed this to sink in. "Yes, sir," he

continued, skillfully spearing a fly ten

feet away. "I had a couple with me on

my last trip, and one of 'em turned out

to be my wife." I was eaten up with

curiosity, but etiquette forbade an inter-

ruption. "Times bein' dull on the river

here, I thought I 'd take the Tillicum up
on the Sound and try to make a stake,
but Gawd ! Seattle 's dull

;
and besides

that aint no place for independent tugs;
but anyhow I went up there and Maria
come along. Well, just before we let

go the dock, here comes a little thin

fella with frowsly hair and asks to be
took as a passenger. I did n't want to

take him,—mind ye, I did n't want 'im,
but my wife says, 'Take 'im and make
some money,' so I took 'im, an' I guess
he an' she had it fixed up between 'em
beforehand. Well, before we passed

Klatskanie I seen he was a poet, but had
nothin' agin' 'im but a mild disgust. The

way I caught on was by seein' him lying
on his stummick on the skylight with his

head in his hands, a-mumblin' away to

beat four aces. Not wishin' to insult

a passenger, I says rather mild, 'Get

off a' there,' and he gets up red as fire

an' p'ints a bony finger at me,, sayin' :

'These here are Can-Openers' warriors

True
And Sack-sin, I am Roderick Dew.'

"I was sort of sore, so I answers, 'I

dont care what your name is, but you
keep off my skylight,' and with that he

walks away.
"Next morning we was goin' out over

the Columbia bar when Maria come up
to me and says, 'Sam, you must n't be

crool to Algernon, he 's the greatest poet
Albina, Oregon, ever produced.'

"
'Algernon,' I says, surprised, 'I

thought he told me it was Roderick.

This here genius has got too many
aliases. An' he called me Sack-sin,
whatever that was.'

"
'Oh, he was only speakin' poetically,'

she answers. 'He has such a proud,
sensitive speerit.'" 'Where is he now ?' I asks.

"
'Courtin' the muse,' she says, but I

did n't comprehend until I heard him
callin' for a basin. Meanwhile I had a

talk with Jim, the ingineer, and he said

he 'd gum-shoe around and try to get
some evidence whether this feller was a

criminal or not."

Cap'n Sam was silent for a moment,

ruminating. Before us spread the lower

harbor, thronged with ships, and so-

bered by a touch of evening. Lights

began to glimmer among the shipping,
and away off across the river old Hood
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stood up against the East, crimsoned by
the last rays of the sun. Through the

multitudinous noises of the shipping
came the rattle and chunk of a dredge.
The first faint echo of a bugle drifted

upstream from one of the warships down
the river.

"All v/ent fine," continued the Cap'n,

reflectively, "all went fine until evenin'.

The weather was warm an' smooth, an'

after a bit the poet come on deck. At

supper he an' Maria announces that there

will be a literary sayonce in the pilot-
house after grub, and asts me an' Jim
to come in. We come all right, and then

my wife gets up an' says, 'Mt. Algernon
Snooks will give a dramatic reading of

his latest pome, called
' "The Dear Dead

Dismal Days,"
'

or somethin' like that.

Algernon begun to read then, an' it run
a lot like this:

"
'Oh, the sea, infinitely sad, forever

moaning, pitiless and eternal.

Brings to my soul the dead and ever-

living days, and tears my heart

With memories of thee, breathed from
the dawn of time/

"And then he looks at my wife in the

darnedest way. In the meantime he

moans, tears his heart an' breathes at

the right places, an' goes on for about

forty more. Maria looks like a petrified
catfish an' never moves, while the man
at the wheel is so astounded he lets go
an' near runs us into the coast. Finally
I busts out, unable to stand it any longer,
an' shortly after Maria an' Algy, alias

Roderick, quits it an' goes aft. Gee!
but they looked funny,

—him so little

an' her about four-foot beam an' six-

foot high. About two bells up comes

Jim an' whispers, 'I got some evidence,'
so we sneaked aft an' there was little

Mr. Dew-Snooks holdin' my tremendous
wife's hand. I listened an' all of a sud-

den he murmurs, 'Hairy, Ferry Lillian.'

Now Maria has a sort of mustache, and
she does look like a ferry-boat, but it

aint any business of an utter stranger
to insult my wife, an' I got hot. With
a roar I out an' grabbed 'im an' laid 'im

across my lap, while I started to give

'im the worst lickin* he ever had. I '11

be cow-kicked if Maria did n't get down
on her knees an' yell, 'Dont Sam, please

dont, he 's my infinity I' Aint women
the foolest things? I was flustered, an'

I says, 'Did n't this pup insult you an'

call you hairy?' 'No,' she screams, 'he

was only speakin' poetically.' I let 'im

up an' she went an' stood by 'im an*

says. 'He an' me are sole infinities an'

we 're agoin' to live together.'
"
'Oh, is that all,' I says. 'Well, you

better get ashore now. I '11 lower a boat

for ye.'

"Well, they both balked at that, she

because she had n't expected me to be

so willin', an' he because he did n't want
to be saddled with her. That cured 'em

all right, an' nex' morning when we
was approachin' Seattle, a horrible suspi-
cion begun to occur to me, an' I started

to look for Roderick, but as I suspected,
he had went over the side and swum to

the shore. Together him an' Maria had
cheated me out of his fare. He left

a valise filled with one dirty collar an'

four pomes."
The Cap'n paused once more and shift-

ed his quid. "I was pretty sore for a

while, but after thinkin' it over I de-

cided it was enough punishment for any
man to have to live in Seattle,

— an' be-

sides, rows with Maria dont turn out

very well, generally." A gloomy smile

overspread his face. "I never seen 'im

ag'in," he said, "but it 's funny the peo-

ple you run against. Now there was old

Hebe Twiller down Tillamook-way that

used to go 'round borrowin' money on

the gold fiUin's in his teeth. I played
a great trick on 'im oncet. I told him

to take sheep dip for a cough." The

Cap'n chuckled reminiscently, and then

sadness overcame him. "But he died."

There fell a tranquil silence between

us, and the damp stench of the river

rose to our nostrils. The night clangor
of the city floated to us frdm a distance.

Then came a shrill voice. "Samuel !

Samuel !"

Cap 'n Sam rose stiflFly. "So long,"
he said. "There 's Maria," and he wad-
dled away.



A General Wreck
By Florence Hardiman Miller

ISS LAURA SANFORD
took off her hat and hung
it on a convenient hook
in section number four of

the sleeping car. She

spread a rug over her lap
and untied a bundle of new magazines.
Her father, slender and elderly, who

had assisted her on the car, was about

to go. He stood beside her, newspaper
in hand.
"Lenox is talking to crowded halls

this week," he said. "I wish I were go-
ing with you."
"Do come father," the young woman

said eagerly. "It would do you good to

hear him. His ideals are so high, his

efforts for good government so noble."

"Pretty phrases and politician's prom-
ises," laughed Mr. Sanford. "Neither is

to be trusted."

Miss Sanford's eyes flashed danger-
ously.

" But John's principles are lofty,"
she exclaimed. "His speeches ring
true. HI thought he were venal, un-
true to his platform, there would be no

wedding as far as I 'm concerned." She
laughed in a constrained manner.
Her father's glance met hers with

swift approval. Then sounded the warn-

ing whistle and there came a lurching
movement of the car. Mr. Sanford lift-

ed his hat with old-fashioned courtesy
and was gone.
The brown head of the young woman

leaned back upon the velvet-cushioned
seat and she gave herself up to pleasant
meditation. At seven tomorrow morn-

ing, she would reach her destination.

There would be a golden hour with
Lenox

; he might breakfast with her.

In the afternoon she would hear his im-

passioned plea to the voters and their

friends in the Central Opera House. At
six o'clock she would be on her way
home and, Sunday morning, her father

would meet her at the train It was

unconventional, a trifle ridiculous to run

away almost on the eve of her wedding;
to leave the tiresome dressmakers, the

new gowns and heaps of lingerie because

of a telegram. It might be pardoned
in a very young woman. Miss Sanford
was no longer quite young. The adven-
ture was delicious. She drew a deep
breath and her boot heels tapped lightly
on the floor.

A newsboy entered the car bringing
with him the sharp breath of a Novem-
ber day. Miss Sanford felt the biting

air, shivered, and drew the rich fur closer

about her throat. The shrill, boyish
voice cried its wares :

"Here 's your Daily ! Great speech

by Lenox. Bust the trusts I bust the

trusts ! Here 's your extra 1"

The young woman beckoned him. She
found a silver quarter and exchanged it

for a paper.
"Bust the trusts, bust the trusts," she

was saying softly to herself. It was the

slogan of John's party. She loved John
Lenox for what he represented. Pride

in his achievements was strong within

her. She had watched his campaign
from afar, read his speeches, built tier

upon tier of masterly arguments to defi-

nite heights, hoarded his telegrams (he
was too busy to write at this stage of

the political game). She felt something
like disappointment because she played
so small a part in his triumphal march.
Woman-like she craved to be his coun-

selor, even his other conscience.

She drew a crumpled telegram frorn
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her purse, smoothed its creases and read

its message :

''Six days,
—six years. Speak Sat-

urday. Come Friday Express."
A soft flush suffused her face. She

understood the allusion, held the key to

the words. Six years of engagement
had narrowed to six days of waiting.
She was to be married next week, the

day after the suffrages of the people
had decided whether John should be

governor of his State. She looked out

of the window and watched the strag-

gling outposts of the city spring into

fairy-like illumination in the early dark-

ness of the November afternoon. Sud-

denly a woman's voice, high, penetrat-

ing, came from the next section. It

arrested her attention. There was a

stimulating quality in its tones.

"John Paul, I shall be proud of you
to-morrow night."
"Dont be too sure, Susie." There was

indecision in the deep-throated reply.

"Oh, I know it as well as if I was sit-

ting down in front this minute hearing
the clapping and the cheers. You
haven't failed once. You wont this

time." There was conviction in the

words and it had expected results,

"It 's sure to come to me when I get
on the platform," the man replied cheer-

fully. "I think I '11 take a smoke on

it," and he rose and left the car. Miss
Sanford watched with interest the

slouching grace of the tall figure as it

passed into another car. Through the

opposite door there entered at that mo-
ment a fussy little man. He walked
down the aisle eyeing each passenger
and finally stopped before section num-
ber four.

"You dont happen to have a drinking-
cup?" he asked in an apologetic manner.
"Sick baby in the next car. Porter
has n't time for second-class babies." His

gray eyes twinkled as his glance took
in the supply of luxurious articles sur-

rounding Miss Sanford.
The young woman turned an eager

face to him.

"Certainly," she said. "Wait a mo-
ment." She opened a leather bag and
took out a small silver-mounted flask

with cup attached.

"My father insists on my carrying it

when traveling," she explained. "Take
it, too, it may be useful."

The little man threw up protesting
hands.

"No, no," he gasped, his face express-
ing horror at the thought. "A prohi-
bitionist with a brandy flask? Never!
Erastus Corning thanks you just the

same."
A young woman who had overheard

the colloquy stepped forward.
"I have a cup; take mine and wel-

come," she said.

"That 's awfully kind of you," Eras-
tus answered briskly.. He took the prof-
fered article and hurried away. Miss
Sanford flushed beneath the curious

glance bestowed upon her by the woman.
"I would n't care, if I was you," her

neighbor consoled, "All them prohibi-
tionists are cranks."

Miss Sanford, grateful for the words,
made room for the new acquaintance,
who was plainly attired. A pair of bril-

liant dark eyes beamed upon her and a

kindly smile lit up a determined face.

They were talking softly when the tall

young husband returned from the smo-
ker. He did not wait, and Miss Sanford

caught a glimpse of his slender figure
as it vanished from the car.

"John Paul is to speak in Socialist

Hall to-morrow night," the wife volun-

teered, looking proudly after him.

"He is an orator, then?" Miss San-
ford deftly supplied food for conversa-

tion.

"Have you never heard of the silver-

tongued John Paul?" came in surprised

questioning. Miss Sanford confessed

igfnorance.
"He's just wonderful when he gets

warmed up to his subject. He was ar-

rested last week for speaking in the

street."

"Arrested?" Miss Sanford's voice be-

trayed alann. •

"Yes," admitted the other proudly.
"It 's an honor

; it shows he 's dangerous
to the other parties. Every advanced
thinker is nailed to the cross. That 's

one of John Paul's sayings."
"You always travel with him?" asked

Miss Sanford.
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"Most always. He likes to have me
down in front when he 's speaking. Says
that words just flow out of him when he
looks at me." There was simplicity and
undeniable pride in the wife's words.

"You, then, are the socialist?" inter-

rogatively.
"Of course I know every point in his

argument before he gets to it, but I

could n't present it in his nice way." The
wife, thus depreciating her talents, rose

and resumed her own seat.

Miss Sanford retired early but did not

sleep well. She drifted into unpleasant
dreams, from which she would waken
with a start. The thought of John, his

love and ambitions, their future, passed
before her mind in swift review. Grad-

ually she was lulled to unconsciousness.

She was roused by a persistent grind-

ing sound
;

the train seemed to move
with difficulty, then came a sickening
crash of glass, a splintering of wood.
The air was filled with women's screams

and men's oaths. Miss Sanford, flung
with violence against the side of the

car, was bruised by the impact; fright-
ened at the darkness, she struggled to

her knees. Through the broken window
she saw men running and, one, swinging
a lantern, shouted in a hoarse voice :

"Engine jumped the track. No fur-

ther danger."
Amid the bedlam, someone touched

Miss Sanford on the shoulder. It was
the fussy little man who had disdained

her flask.

"Let me help you," he said gently.
"There 's been a serious accident and we
may have to camp by the roadside to-

night. My daughter 's out there," and
he jerked his thumb in the direction in^

dicated. He led her over broken seats

and twisted steel to a small group of

women hovering over a fire made of re-

fuse wood. John Paul's wife took her

hand in a warm clasp and drew her

down upon the blankets spread over
the ground. A young girl of nineteen,
beautiful under distressed conditions,
huddled close to her.

"Is n't it awful," she moaned.
"There 's the engineer."

Miss Sanford saw something out-

stretched upon the ground a few yards

distant. A company of volunteer nurses

were bending above it. She shuddered.

The fussy little man was beating his

hands together to keep them warm.
"This is my daughter, Philomela," he

said, with a show of formal courtesy.
"I hope you ladies will take care of her.

I 'm goin' to walk to a farmhouse after

milk and coffee."

He coughed and his slender k»rm
seemed to shake in the cold wind. The

girl rose and knotted a handkerchief

about his neck.

"You 're not strong enough to go far,

Dad," she said tenderly.
"Not strong enough? Just hear that."

The father bent a half -pleased look upon
the little company. "Not strong enough ?

I 've got the strength of ten. It takes

strength to stand for a cause." There
was a hint of boastfulness in his tone

and Miss Sanford looked after him curi-

ously.
"Dad 's the prohibition candidate," the

girl explained.
"Will he be elected?" questioned Miss

Sanford, with amused unconcern.
"Of course not. Leastways we don't

expect it. He 's the nine-pin set up to

be knocked down. Dont make a bit of

difference. It 's helping the Cause."
It was weary waiting for the relief

which the wrecking-train would bring.
The cold was intense. Slight flurries of

snow fell but, in the heavens, Mazzaroth
shone steadily and the Sword of Orion

hung amid the myriad stars. Miss San-
ford could hear the steady tramp of

John Paul's feet as he patrolled a beat

about them, and, on the clear air came
the sound of the shuffling footsteps of

the trainmen who walked around the

dismantled cars.

Philomela, with the vigor of youth,

slept heavily. Miss Sanford, wide-eyed,
talked in low tones with John Paul's

wife. Once she outspread her jeweled

fingers over the small blaze. Her com-

panion caught a glimpse of their rich

ornaments.
"Put them rings away," she said

sternly. "They 're a temptation to

thieves. You've no right to them any-

way."
"They're mine." Miss Sanford's
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voice was as chilling as the November
air.

"Oh, of course," Mrs. John Paul re-

plied in a placable tone. "I should n't

have spoken that way, but it all come
over me so suddenly. You see, you 're

a parasite. If everything was divided

equally your fingers would n't shine any
more than mine." She held out her

brown members, guiltless of adornment

except for the wedding band.

The parasite stripped off the jewels
and placed them in her purse.

"It 's splendid to have strong convic-

tions," she said.

Mrs. John Paul sighed. She moved

uneasily in her place.

"Once," she said in confidential tones,

"once John Paul was asked to write a

piece for a big magazine. It was bril-

liantly done, I tell you, but, when 'twas

finished he come to me, his voice low
and his face queer."

'Susie,' he said, 'I 've convinced my-
self that I 'm wrong.' I stood up, put

my hand on his shoulder and looked him

square in the eye. 'You 're not wrong,
John Paul,' I said. 'There 's nothing true

but truth. The principle is right. You'll

never convince anyone if you blow hot

and cold.'
"

John Paul's wife bfent her

dark eyes upon Miss Sanford and the

parasite felt a mysterious impulsion to-

ward socialism.

"How brave, how strong," she mur-
mured. "And I," she thought with a

forlorn little gesture, "I have neither

cause nor principle that can be spelled
with a capital letter."

The hours dragged wearily. Philo-

mela, undisturbed, was unconscious of
their slow flight. John Paul's wife, of

the impeccable conscience, finally nod-
ded. But the strange surroundings, the

unaccustomed fellowship, sent pictures

thronging to Miss Sanford's brain. Sud-

denly, the half-silence was broken by
the sound of hoofs. Something large
and shadowy bore down upon them. It

proved to be a ranch wagon, with a
lantern swinging from its seat. The
driver pulled up his horses and sprang
out. He half-lifted, half-bore the pro-
testing Erastus. The fussy little man
pulled himself away from his comp.inion.

and pursued a wavering path toward the

little company, beckoning with grotesque

gestures.
"Zish way, come zish way, I shay,"

he said with maudlin voice and thick

utterance.

The sleeping girl roused and sprang
to her feet.

"Something has happened to Dad,"
she screamed.

The man who drove the wagon dofifed

his cap.
"I found him on my doorstep, half-

dead from cold. I give him a few pulls
of brandy. Guess he wa 'n 't used to it.

Seems to have gone to his head." The
rancher looked at Erastus' abject figure

regretfully.
"You dared to oflFer my father bran-

dy !" screamed the girl. "You dont know
what you 've done." She sank to her

knees and rocked back and forth in dis-

tress.

"Dared to give her father brandy?"
repeated the rancher. "Well, by gum,
I dare save anyone from dying." The
irate man turned on his heel.

"W^hazzir masser, Philomela? Good
friend of mine. Shut up I shay." The

prohibition candidate fell to the ground
and sank into a stupid doze.

Miss Sanford put her arm about the

girl.

"It was intended for an act of mercy,"
she said. "No one will blame your
father."

"He 's drunk and disgraced," moaned
the daughter. She shook the prostrate
form.

"Dad, oh, Dad," she cried with a flow

of tears. "Think of the Cause."
Erastus half-sobered at her grief made

an ineflFectual effort to rise His fur-

ther movements were lost sight of for

there flashed upon the darkness a daz-

zling light. It was from the engine of

the wrecking-train, and the hoarse

voices sent out a welcoming cheer

Skilled labor cleared the track from
the accumulation of debris, and made
comfortable as possible the weary trav-

elers. But it wa^s the grav dawn of

Saturday before they resumed their jour-

ney. The friendly relations established

during the dreary hours of waiting were
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continued. Miss Sanford found a seat

near Erastus and his daughter. The
little man sat silent and abashed, view-

ing with dismay his daughter's red and
swollen eyes. He turned and addressed

Miss Sanford timidly.
"The sting of the adder, the sting of

the adder! May heaven help me crush

the serpent head."

The voice betrayed such poignant re-

gret and new determination that Miss

Sanford was affected. Porters were

bustling about distributing to respective

owners the baggage taken from the

wreck. Suddenly John Paul burst into

the car. His voice was hoarse; his face

ashen.

"Susie, Susie," he cried exictedly.

"The suit-case with your diamonds and

the money is gone."
His wife's eyes mirrored his distress.

"Gone !" she exclaimed, "gone where ?"

John Paul was silent. Speech failed

his silver tongue at this crisis.

"Do you mean to tell me we have

been robbed ?" she shrieked. "Some thief

has got our property? Oh, the railroad

shall pay dear for this !"

"What shall we do?" j;ohn
Paul

leaned upon his wife's counsel.

Miss Sanford had been an unwilling
auditor to the colloquy. Some words of

a well-known principle flashed into her

mind. Her risibles were excited by the

situation and she laughed. It began with

an amused little ripple and deepened
into a hysterical and prolonged note

which she found it difficult to control.

The blood mounted to the face of Mrs.

John Paul until it was of the hue of the

turkey-cock's crest. She heard the laugh,
she understood the reason. When Tohn
Paul pressed her again with his irritat-

ing question: "Susie, what shall we do?"
she was ready.

"John Paul," she said loftily, "our

principles are for everyday wear. Send
a kindly thought with the suit case." She
subsided into apparent calm and her hus-

band stared at her in amazement. Miss

Sanford, mortified at her unseemly show
of mirth, looked steadily out of the win-
dow. She remained in deep thought

during the remainder of the journey.
It was five o'clock on Saturday after-

noon when Miss Sanford stepped into

the Grand Central depot. A tall, finely-
formed man with a brown beard had
been traversing its marble llags in an

impatient mood. He stepped forv/ard

eagerly and touched Miss Sanford en
the shoulder. His greeting was con-

strained and his face showed evidence
of nervous tension. He placed Miss
Sanford in a waiting carriage and en-

tered after her. He gave the order ;

"To the St. James" ;
then drew the cur-

tains and took the slender woman in a
close embrace.
"Thank God, you are safe, Laura,"

his voice broke with emotion. I have
been tortured with suspense ever since

news of the accident came."
Miss Sanford disengaged herself from

his arms and sat primly erect.

"Tell me about the speech," she said

calmly. "Was it great; will it have the

desired effect?"

"Never mind the speech, dearest. To
tell the truth I was n't at my best this

afternoon. I had hoped for your face
in the audience. It would have inspired
me.

Miss Sanford looked at him calculat-

ingly.
"What will you do if you fail of elec-

tion Tuesday?" she asked with a slight

quiver of her body.

"Leading question number one,"
Lenox said with an uneasy laugh. "That
comes pretty near to being personal. No
one but an almost-wife dare ask it," and
a tender light came into his eyes.
"Once I was special counsel for the

Guggenheimer Syndicate. You ask—I

might again," he stumbled through the
words with an attempt at lightness and
studied unconcern.

Miss Sanford gasped, her face paled,
then flushed. She broke into scathing
denunciation :

"The whole world is alike," she cried.

"Politicians are made from one piece.

Everyone is seeking his own."
"It is our failures that betray the weak

spot in our armor. We strengthen them
and fight again," the man said brokenly.

She looked at the tired face, the deep-
set eyes and listless form that showed
the inevitable reaction from a prolonged
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struggle. For a moment she held fast

to her vanishing ideals, then her wo-
man's tenderness came to the surface.

She took his cold hand and looked into

his blanched face.

'John, forgive me," she said. "It 's

you I love, not your profession." As
a possible safeguard against repentance
she whispered from the sweet security
of his arms :

"Let 's get married to-night, now, be-

fore that old election."

Sleep and Death

By Charles Engine Scoll Wood

To sleep, and in the flow of slumber-tide

To wash away the fret and the annoy •

Of peevish day. No more can care abide ;

All is forgot
—both weariness and joy,

So Death, thou flower-crowned one, though rain of tears

Watereth thy path of ever springing green.

And thou hast shook the ages with thy fears,

And men's hearts fail when thou doest step between.

Yet art thou Sleep's twin gentle brother, thou

Who stops the ears and folds the quiet hands,

Who smooths in nnystery the cloudless brow

And binds the restless soul in restful bands.

Thou longer sleep, without or dream or cease,

I will not call thee Death, but name thee Peace.



Transmutation of Virtues Into Vices

I believe a very tolerable essay could
be written on the transmutation of virtues
into vices—perhaps it has been done.
There is no new thing under the sun—a

saying I give little adherence to. Prov-

erbs, maxims and such generalizations
would find the lie every day, if it were
looked for. There is much new under
the sun—and it is not impossible that

some day an editor may have a principle,
and a great daily tell the truth. This old

world is ever new—that is the fascination
of it. Not only new to each of us who
opens his eyes for the first time upon the

panorama and frets across the stage his

brief moment—but in truth new—new
lands, new life, new thoughts. And there
is the very core of the matter—new
thoughts.

People talk of unchanging human na-
ture—eternally the same. Human nature
is changing as much as the human body
did and probably much more and faster
than the human body is now changing,
though it is dangerous to speculate on
evolution in which millions of years are
minutes. The body has adapted itself to
its present environment, and little change
may be expected unless the environment
changes; but the environment of mind and
thought is constantly changing before our
very eyes, and human nature is changing
with it.

Does anyone fancy that we have the hu-
man nature of the cave dwellers? Gentle-
men whose conception of justice was appe-
tite and the might to gratify it; who did
not on occasion hesitate to eke out the
scant subsistence of a non-prosperous ad-
ministration by devouring their grand-
mothers and other weak antiques; and
quite right, too, from the view point of
nature. We ourselves must admit that

we would rather have the cave dwelling
paterfamilias and his amiable mate pre-
serve the divine spark for transmission to
us, by recourse to grandpa or grandma
as a larder rather than that by self-denial
and literal self-sacrifice, all human life
should become extinct and we ourselves be
barred from our succession to this won-
derful world of nickle-in-the-slot drama
and tinhorn tragedy.

There is no doubt that, as we pic-
ture the cave gentleman at his neces-
sitous or perhaps diplomatic meal with
bloody front gnawing the raw bones of
his mother-in-law,—nephew, grandfather,
or whichever relative his taste and an over-
ruling providence decreed should be re-
moved from their midst to his; we real-
ize that we of to-day have progressed in
our nature; even an editor has a some-
what different cannabalistic method, and
presumably a ,different nature.

But those who cling to the absolute un-
changing quality of human nature will
say: Take an editor, even the greatest, and
put him on a raft in mid-ocean—the read-
er will understand that this is wholly hy-
pothetical God forbid that any editor, even
the greatest, should in fact be put on a
raft in mid-ocean and the world left rock-
ing in chaos—take an editor, the objector
will say (as if the editor were a worm,)
and put him on a raft in mid-ocean with
one other and no food and he will devour
his companion as relishfully as did our
late lamented ancestor of the cave.
The world is full of the self-sacrifice of

the strong for the weak. Common sailors
have said good-bye to a comrade and let

go the support too frail for both.
It was Greenwood, I think, who shut

himself in the leaking air-lock of the
Hudson river tunnel to drown rather than
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drown the four or five laborers he had
put through to safety. It Is a pity to

forget the names of such heroes—
greater than those of war—but after all

the name is not so material; the important
fact is that human nature furnishes such

examples—many of them. Cave-dwelling
human nature furnished not one.

The cave gentleman's effort at charity
was doubtless to crush the skull of the

sufferer with a stone—a method having
certainly some advantages over ours, but
as a whole we have progressed In concep-
tion and intention.

But we need not harry too cruelly the
shades of our cave ancestors who lived the

truly simple life. The historic ancients

of the really splendid civilizations of

Greece and Rome did not have the emo-
tions of pity for humanity and dumb
brutes as we have them, nor the sense of

duty toward the unfortunate as we have
it. Nay, there are whole nations to-day
who have not developed into their natures
the sense of brotherhood of man and kin-

ship with animals.
' Where we find but

so much as one example of a new trait

in human nature, that gives us a right
to claim it to our credit.

It is perfectly true that the evolution

of a finer human nature or soul builds

upon fundamentals. While the desire to

live Is a general human instinct, there will

be the desire to eat and enjoy life, out of

which must come the struggle for comfort
and joy, and from this struggle, of neces-

sity, selfishness. Selfishness is the most
desirable thing In the world. It is the

electrifying spark, the vital emotion. It

is a virtue and yet behold how the virtue

of the cave-dweller, when the great essen-

tial was that life should not vanish from
the planet and that the fittest should sur-

vive, becomes the vice of our time when
the mentally predatory and by no means
fittest are crushing those who, because of

loftier ideals or simpler honesty are open
to exploitation.

Altruism, or thought for others, self-

sacrifice, unselfishness has been developed
by the Christian impulse into the chiefest

of the virtues. If you have not this then
are you but as sounding brass or tinkling

cymbal.
Yet what a vice this virtue may become.

How many unselfish wives do we see being
devoured by selfish husbands, or husbands
by wives; patient daughters wearing out
their lives in subjection to demanding
mothers. Lives of men and women liter-

ally sucked dry by good, virtuous, loving,
selfish vampires. When what every life

craves is freedom—free, free to live its

own life In Its own way, giving expression
to all which bubbles up from within.

It matters nothing at all if there be
a heaven where the selfish will be punished
and the. unselfish rewarded. Let heaven
take care of itself. No one has a right to

ask another to give up his Individuality
In this world, to lose his quota of pres-
ent joy and trust to a heavenly reward.
It Is not a fair bargain.

I do not say to the leeches: Be less
selfish. Do not suck dry these lives about
you. It would be a useless appeal, for
such is their nature; but I do say to the
victims (in some hope that I may be
heard because of the fundamental instinct
of selfishness within us all): Be more
selfish—your life was given to you to
live. Live It. Draw the line between
a just attention to others and your essen-
tial duty to yourself. Let living be recip-
rocal. Let the parasites upon you also
give. If all cannot be unselfish, then
let all be selfish.

The word has got an ugly meaning—
people pretend to recoil from the trait it

expresses—none recoil more than those
very ones who are sucking the lives of
others. My own Irritation Is not so much
with the selfish ones who rule, who mas-
ter, who override, who demand, who re-
ceive and who absorb—they are at least

following their natures—as with the un-
selfish ones who do not oppose to this
selfishness an equal selfishness; who stifle

because of what I think is a false ideal,
the natural desire to live their own lives.

I do not believe they are following their
natures so much as their ideals of duty.
Whatever may come hereafter, this world
Is all we know. It stands upon its own
footing, and no person has a right to
absorb the life of another, and no person
has a right to let his individuality and his

life-expression and life-longings be ab-
sorbed by another. His highest duty,
higher than any other possible, for It is to

the race as well as to himself. Is to live

his own life In his own way to the very
fullness thereof.
The virtues as well as the vices have

their root in selfishness. It is the parent
stock; and what are virtues and what
are vices will always be open to dispute.
Pride is a virtue as self-respect; It Is a
vice as exaggerated self-esteem. Love
may be a vice and hate a virtue, so these
names go masquerading under different

guises, according to the motive, the ob-

ject and the degree. Of the primal In-

stincts—offshoots from selfishness—jeal-

ousy Is the one which I cannot find virtu-

ous in any degree. In the form of parental
solicitude it may be accepted, but the

variety which we have developed In the
sex relation Is wholly bad.

It is brutal and unintellecfbul, prolific
of much misery, narrowing to life and de-

basing to the soul.

I have heard people actually defend Jeal-

ousy by saying it Is common to the brutes,
that the dog, the cat, the horse show jeal-

ousy. Curious recommendation. I have
no doubt the late lamented cave-dweller,
in his Impulse to sex supremacy, slaugh-
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tered his rivals precisely as one Captain
Hains has recently done, though the gal-
lant Captain is additionally the victim of

an artificial development called "Honor."
The sense of ownership of his mate in

the savage can be understood, especially
as he bought her—but just how a man's
honor is blotted by any act of another
of which he had no knowledge, I cannot
comprehend. My honor is in my own
keeping; and to my way of thinking an
unfaithful wife can be left to her choice
with greater honor than to commit mur-
der for her sake.

I write these impressions too hurriedly
ever to be thorough (and by the way they
are in no sense the editorials of this

magazine, but my personal impressions
for what they may be worth). What I

intend to offer as food for better and
deeper thought than mine is that selfish-

ness, self-interest, measurement by the

scale of self, self-gratification is the

root of all impulses and human attributes,
and unless we are to believe Nature (or

God) all wrong, we cannot believe selfish-

ness to be wrong. That in fact the same
trait maj'^ be a virtue or a vice according
to the circumstances of application, and
that it is by no means a virtue to crush
out ourselves idolatrously before the un-
checked selfishness of another or others—
rather it is the highest duty to live our
lives according to the deep longings there-
of—for the longings are of God and no
man can say what great good may come
to the world from their full and free ex-

pression.
The world is full of idols; we bow down

to them and worship them, and though
they are senseless images, we ourselves
are not so, and it is by our own concep-
tions which we accept as coming from
the idol that we enslave ourselves. Let
our conceptions therefore be just. Meas-
ure them more by ourselves and our rights
to life and in life, and we will find that
much which we have called duty, honor,
obedience, self-sacrifice, are fetiches, and
the whole world will be juster and saner
and happier—I truly believe far, far hap-
pier when they are overthrown.

Faint Heart

By William R. Benet

Because the door was never barred.

Yet waited for your key
In vain,—because a single shard

Of doubt choked back your plea,
—

Because the wavering faith you kept

Still quaked at lions, though they slept.

At last, my friend, your tears are shed

Before a shrine untenanted!



A Gigantic Feat in Empire Building

By Daniel L. Pratt

Note: The building of the Grand Trunk Pacific Raihvay {Government
Supervision) from Moncton, Nezv Brunswick, on the Atlantic to Prince Rupert,
the Pacific terminal means a tremendous development of nezv territory in the

Northzvest. The contract calls for completion by September 21, 1911.

HERE once the stern and
autocratic factors of the

great Hudson Bay Com-
pany with their French

J.
Canadian and half-breed

1^ trappers held undisputed
sway over Northwestern America and
defied with an iron hand the invasion of
alien interests; where the independent
trapper, scouring the winter wilds for

his cache of valuable furs, entered the
forbidden land with fear and trembling,
and moved always with the shadows of
the resentful company's scouts hovering
on his trail ; where once, and not so very
long ago, the vast domains of prairies,
mountains and valleys were considered
too far north to ever be of any utility
save as a trapping ground for lonely fur-

hunters, a great change has come over
the land. First went the lumbermen, the
hardiest and earliest frontiersmen in any
country. Then followed the venture-
some farmers. And both found the coun-

try well adapted to their purpose. And
now the railroads, the greatest civilizers

and empire-developers of all, are build-

ing steel belts over the face of the

prairies and through the passes in the

mountains, and a new era is dawning
for Northwestern Canada.
The building of the Grand Trunk Pa-

cific Railway across the continent at a

more northerly latitude than any other

railroad in America promises to prove
one of the greatest events in the history
of western empire-building. It is as signi-
ficant to Canada as was the building of

the Northern Pacific and Great North-
ern to the United States for it means the

addition to the present populated and

developed districts of Canada and an em-

pire nearly a million square miles in ex-

tent, the greater portion of which is rich

in varied resources and will, as a result

of the coming of transportation and the

consequent immigration, settlement and

development, yield untold wealth to the

industrial and commercial coflfers of

Canada.
A few years more and the world will

have a new impression of Canada to sup-

plant the old one which has held place so

long, that the Dominion is a narrow strip
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Green &-Gold Label Plumbing Fixtures
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Bathrooms"—there are a number of bathrooms, both elabo-
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MAPLEINE S's^f
"^

MAPLEINE is a highly concentrated vegetable extract with a rich,

creamy maple flavor that makes syrup better than the genuine maple.
A 35c bottle makes two full gallons of syrup for less than 60c per
gallon. Figure it out for yourself : 7 pounds granulated sugar, 4 pints
hot water and half a bottle of our MAPLEINE. You make it in your
own kitchen in quantities to suit, fl Then, too, MAPLEINE is unsur-

passed as a delicate flavoring for cakes, pies, puddings, custards, ices,

fudges, etc. It adds a new and appetizing relish to old familiar dishes
that makes them smack of more.

OUR OFFER
A 35c Botde Free

to any reader of "Pacific Monthly" who does not find MAPLEINE
exactly as represented. To the first thousand readers answering this

announcement, who cannot be supplied through their local grocer, we
will mail, postage paid, a full 35c bottle with which to experiment.
Use part of it as a flavor in your after-dinner dainties and the balance
to make syrup for your morning hot-cakes. Give it a fair and thorough
trial. If you decide that it is entirely satisfactory and in every respect
all that we claim for it, remit us 35c. Otherwise you owe us nothing.
You're the judge.

^CRESCENT
MANUFACTURING CO.,d.p.^... h
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GROVB OF rOPLAR, NBCHACO VALLEY.

of productive territory along the North-
ern border of the United States, bounded
on the north by trackless and illimitable

ice-fields. The ice-fields are being

pushed north many hundreds of miles

on the map by the experiments of pio-
neer wheat farmers, who are growing
the finest quality of wheat from seed to

seed in ninety days, four hundred miles

north of Edmonton. The average per-
son in the Western States has the im-

pression that Edmonton is about as close

as any explorer can go to the North
Pole without discovering it, and as a

matter of fact if one should travel direct-

ly east from Edmonton, he would reach

the cold waters of Hudson Bay. But

nevertheless, still north of this northern

metropolis, are fully half-a-million

square miles of land which experts say
is destined to become the equal of any
wheat land in the world. The building
of the Grand Trunk Pacific Railroad,

together with the construction of the

proposed Hudson Bay Pacific will open
up and make possible the settlement of

this vast region. Settlers will pour in.
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development will follow, and before

Americans realize it, Canada will have
ceased to be a narrow strip of territory

along oiir northern border, but will be

an agricultural empire producing big

crops through as many parallels of lati-

tude as the United States. Southwest-
ern Canada has already made progress
as a wheat-producing region that has

astonished the world. Add to this the

hundreds of thousands of square miles

to the North not yet under cultivation,

and Canada has a wheat belt which is

not exceeded in extent in all the

universe.

The building of the Grand Trunk
Pacific, however, means more than the

development of wheat lands, as along
the line of the Canadian Pacific, between
the Rocky Mountains and the coast is a

vast stretch of fertile land adapted to

intensive farming which promises to take

its part in the agricultural production of

Canada. Although at a far northerly

SILT BANKS OF NECHACO RIVER, FIFTY FEET
HIGH.

latitude, this land is eminently fitted for

intensive agriculture, because of the

mild climate due to the warm Japan cur-

rent that sweeps the northwestern coast

of America. Between the fifty-fourth
and the sixty-fourth parallels, the coast

THE COOKING SCHOOL
Best Chefs and Cooks say it is the secret of their success

LEA & PERRINS
SAUCE

THE ORIGINAL- WORCESTERSHIRE
An Ideal Sauce for Soups, Fish, Gravies, Stews, Roast Meats and

An Excellent Appetizer John Doncan's Sons,

Salads.

Agents, N.y.
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range of mountains droop to compara-

tively low altitudes before soaring again
into the sky-piercing peaks of Alaska,
and as a consequence mild breezes blow
from the warm seas of the Japan cur-

rent eastward through these gaps, tem-

pering the climate of all this section of

Canada, the effects reaching far beyond
Edmonton and warming the prairies

Coast range is
,
similar to that of the

Inland Empire.
Save by the surveyors for the rail-

roads, who have taken the place of the

old time trappers on the plains and in

the mountains, the territory on each side

of the Grand Trunk Pacific route has
been little explored, and yet sufficient re-

ports and information are available to

IN THE MOUNTAIN REOION GRAND TRUNK PACIFIC RAILWAY. SHOWING THE NARROW CHAN-
NEL BETWEEN KAIEN ISLAND AND THE MAINLAND.

half-way across the continent. That is

why wheat is grown hundreds of miles

north of Edmonton at a latitude that

would normally be too cold for agricul-

ture, and that is why the valleys of the

Nechaco and other rivers west of the

Rocky Mountains are attracting atten-

tion because of their possibilities for in-

tensive farming.
The climate of the Peace River region

far to the north of the Grand Trunk

Railway is as mild as that of Southern
Minnesota. The climate of the territory

between the Rocky Mountains and the

give a very good comprehension of the

resources and th6 possibilities for devel-

opment, especially of the inland country
west of the Rockies, where a number of

explorations have been made during the

past year, and in sections of which set-

tlers in numbers are already living. Per-
sons who have returned" recently from

expeditions into the Nechaco valley are

enthusiastic in their praise of that re-

gion, and predict for it a great future

as a country for the more intensive farm-

ing methods, and especially for dairying,
livestock raising, poultry raising, berry-
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TETRAZZINI

Which

which?
J0m.0^^i

You think you cein tell the difference between

hearing grand-opera artists sing and hearing their

beautiful voices on the Victor, But can you ?

In the opera-house corridor scene in "The Pit" at Ye Liberty
Theatre, Oakland, CaL, the famous quartet from Rigoletto was sung by
Caruso, Abbot, Homer and Scotti on the Victor, and the delighted
audience thought they were listening to the singers themselves.

Every day at the Waldorf-Astoria, New^ York, the grand-opera
stars sing, accompanied by the hotel orchestra of sixteen pieces. The
diners listen w^ith rapt attention, craning their necks to get a glimpse of
the singer. But it is a Victor.

In the rotunda of Wanamaker's famous Philadelphia store, the great

pipe organ accompanied Melba on the Victor, and the people rushed
from all directions to see the singer.

Even in the Victor laboratory, employes often imagine they are

listening to a singer making a record while they really hear the Victor.

Why not hear the Victor for yourself? Any Victor dealer will

gladly play any Victor Records you want to hear.

There is a Victor for every purse—$10 to $300.

Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, N. J., u. s. a.

Berliner Gramophone Co., Montreal, Canadian Distributors

ictor HIS MASTERS VOICE.

To get best results, use only Victor Needles on Victor Records

A complete list of new Victor Records for October will be found in the October number of Munsey's,
Scribner's, McClure's, Century and Everybody's ; and November Cosmopolitan
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growing and fruits of the hardier va-

rieties, such as apples, plums, etc. Those
who have traversed this Valley estimate

that it is about thirty-six miles in length

by twenty-two miles in width and con-

tains fully two hundred thousand acres

of good farm land. The valley is a lit-

tle over a hundred miles from salt water
and is surrounded by distant mountains
and closer foothills. Most of the land lies

the slopes to the streams, and in many
cases is found in considerable depth on
the tops of the hills, thus making nearly
all the land in this region available for

agriculture. Irrigation is not necessary.
There is an abundance of moisture the

year around, especially during the grow-
ing season, and crops thrive without ar-

tificial watering. The rainfall is from

twenty-five to thirty inches annually and

THH WHARF AT PRINCE RUPERT.

comparatively level with enough slope
toward the streams to insure perfect

drainage. The country abounds in beau-
tiful lakes and streams and is described

by those who have visited it as a farm-
ers' paradise because of the excellent

climate and the beautiful country sur-

rounding it. The soil of all this region
is of two kinds, a silt or deposit soil of

unusual depth, and a black loam. The
former is most in evidence and in most

places is from thirty to forty feet in

depth. A peculiarity which has been no-
ticed by those looking into the agricul-
tural possibilities of the district is the

fact that this silt is not only found in

the valleys but also on the hillsides and

is well distributed through all seasons.

On account of the lack of transporta-
tion facilities, farming in the Ncchaco
river valley and surrounding districts

has been carried on only to a very lim-

ited extent, although crops of grain and

vegetables have been raised that demon-
strate beyond peradventure what the

land and climate are capable of. The
wheat grown has all Ueen of the Red
Fife variety, of good color, plump, and

runs over sixty pounds to the bushel.

Clover grows to three feet in height, and

oats, barley, rye and other grains do ex-

ceedingly well. A recent visitor to this

section, on returning, said: "We saw, on

July 20, oats fully headed, tops touching
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ssisnt^

i nD£e EDISON
,,

PHONOGRAPH
I the choice of both Candidates

^

^

Y
I

i

i

OU can buy of any dealer in Edison Records
records made by the Republican and Democratic
candidates for President.

For the first time in the history of politics, candidates

for the highest office in the gift of the people have made
Records for Phonographic use.

The Phonograph selected was the Edison Phonograph, both on account ofthe prominence of
Mr. Edison in the scientific world, and on account of the accuracy of Records made by his process.

You can hear not only the exact words, but the exact tone and inflections of each Presi-

dential candidate as he makes his speeches. There are twelve selections from Taft's speeches and
ten selections from Bryan's speeches, each one on burning topics and each one
a life-like reproduction.

Go to the nearest dealer and hear them,and no matter how you vote, get the
Records of both candidates. If you haven't an Edison Phonograph, get one also.

Presidential Records 35 cents each.

Ask your dealer or write to us for the new catalogue of Edison Phonographs, The
Phonogram, describing each Record in detail; the Supplemental Catalogue, listing the
twenty-four new October Records, and the Complete Catalogue, listing all Edison Records
now in existence. Records in all foreign languages.

NAflONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY, 74 Lakeside Ave., Orange, N.J.i

ii

I

\f&fSi^SSmVSS^Sif^SSSK^

Don't forget to mention The Padflc Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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the extended arms of a six foot man. We
gathered and brought with us peas of

heavy yield, just beginning to ripen, po-
tatoes larger than a man's fist, corn six

feet, three inches in height and rhubarb
with leaves thirty-six inches in width,
the stalk thirty-two and a half inches in

length and five and a half inches in cir-

cumference. From the data I collected,

I could multiply evidence of the almost

This entire district, however, promises
to be a rich and well-populated agricul-
tural section, as the result of the coming
of transportation.
When the Grand Trunk Pacific is

completed, Canada will have the finest

transcontinental railroad system in the

world. The maximum grade across the

continent and over the mountains is one-

tenth of one per cent. Prince Rupert,

A PART OF PRINCE RUPERT HARBOR.

tropical productiveness of this garden
spot." From reports of the productive-
ness of this valley it seems likely that it

will develop to bear the same relation to

the Grand Trunk Pacific system as the

Wenatchee Valley does to the Great
Northern and the Yakima Valley to the

Northern Pacific, with the one differ-

ence that the Nechaco does not need

irrigation. It will undoubtedly settle

rapidly, and in the future will be one of
the great traffic producers for this rail-

road system. There are other valleys in

the section between the Rockies and the

Cascades along the Grand Trunk Paci-

fic that will develop in like proportion,

although their area is not so extensive.

the terminal on the Pacific ocean is

closer to the Orient by nearly a thousand
miles than Puget Sound. The comple-
tion of this railroad will bring London
and Liverpool fully a thousand miles

closer to Hong Kong and Yokohama
than by any other route of transporta-

tion, and as traffic follows the line of

least resistance, this promises to become
a great highway of conimtrce. Prince

Rupert, the terminal^ bids fair to become

ultimately an important city, and will

imdoubtedly grow rapidly from the start.

Edmonton, already entered by the Can-
adian Pacific and the Canadian North-

ern, the Hill road, will also be an im-

portant point on the main line of the
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This Los Angeles Lady Says:
"
My three orders received and I am delighted with everything.

I could not buy the same quality here for double the money I sent you.
"

1 have been dealing with the
'

National
'

for five years and

have found everything entirely satisfactory. I shall take pleasure in re-

commending yout firm for promptness and your goods for being just as

advertised. 1 am urging my friends to write for the
'

National
'

Style Book,
and hope to make them realize the difference in buying of the

'

National'

and in buying in our home city."
—Mrs. IRWIN A. CHATFIELD,

923 Safford St., Los Angeles, Cal.

Won't you, too, write for the " NATIONAL" Style Book ? Won't you
learn for yourself the satisfaction and saving the

" NATIONAL "
offers you ?—New York styles at a saving of at least one-third. And remember, it is only

Four Days from Us to You
Four days from the time we get your order, you will receive your goods on

the Pacific Coast. All express charges prepaid by us.

The " NATIONAL "
is the Largest Ladies' Outfitting Establishment in the

World. Orders are received by mail only, and to-day there are 50,000 ladies

in California alone who regularly secure our Style Book and purchttse their

wearing apparel at the
" NATIONAL."

Tailored Suits

7^"to*35
Made-to-Order
New York Styles

Expressage Paid

STYLE BOOK AND SAMPLES-FREE
This "NATIONAL" Style Book shows all the radical changes in

fashions for this season and pictures all the new Long Coat Suits. You can

have any one of these suits made to your own measure, out of your own choice

of our 400 different materials. And all the risk of fitting you in Style, Work-

manship and Material—All this Risk is Ours.
In addition to all the Made-to-Measure Suits, this free Style Book shows

the following Ready-Made Goods at
" NATIONAL" Prices.

WAISTS
SKIRTS

HATS
COSTUMES

RAIN COATS
PETTICOATS

UNDERWEAR
SWEATERS, Etc.

This Style Book and Sixty

Samples

Free
for this

Coupon

Don't lay this

magazine down

without first cutting off the coupon

National Cloak & Suit Co.

^^ National^ Cloak & Suit

_^* Company,
^ " 241 West 24th St.

-O^ New York City

^^^y^ According to your orter in The

OO Panfio Mo. please Bend nie my
_ copy of Ike "NATlONAI/'Style Hook

y^ KRF.E. I also want to see the samples of
the new materials. 1 prefer these colors:

241 West 24th Street, New York City

Mail Orders Only No Agents or Branches
Natne_

A ddress_

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Montlily' when aeallng with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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SQDATTERS' TENTS AND SHACKS WHERE THE RAILROAD GRADING BEGINS AT PRINCE RCPERT.

Grand Trunk Pacific, already a bus-

tling and prosperous city of twenty
thousand people. Edmonton will un-

doubtedly, as a result of the develop-
ment of the enormous wheat lands di-

rectly tributary to the city and stretch-

ing for four hundred miles north of

there, become a very important commer-
cial and trading center. It already has
an enormous trade

with the North in

furs and other

commodities, and
has one of the larg-
est territories to

draw upon of any
city in America.
The building of

this new transcon-

tinental railroad

will undoubtedly
cause one of the

most rapid devel-

opments that the

West has ever wit-
NOULKI LAKE, NECHACO VALLKY.

nessed. What has been accomplished in

the western part of the United States in

thirty or forty years will probably tran-

spire in this section of Canada in a

much shorter time, for the people are

not W-iiting for the railroad but are

pouring into the country now by the

hundreds. Agricultural communities

will spring up as if by magic and towns
will be erected

over-night, Large
cities will develop
in a decade, and
fifteen years from
now the world will

look upon a "new

Canada, whose
commerce and in-

dustrial produc-
tion, will closely
rival that of the

United States,
which is now the

greatest in the

world.
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Eyeglasses
The newest Shur-On style

The greatest eyeglass improvement of recent years.

Think of eyeglasses that you can put

on and off with one hand
without even touching the lenses, and with no clanger of dropping.

That's convenience for you ! And their simplicity will surprise

you—no coil springs to break, no screws to come loose.

Another important point: the bridge is rigid and always keeps
the lenses in proper position before the eyes

—no shaky and drooping

lenses, no constant adjusting.

More than all that : Handy Shur-Ons are neat and comfortable

and won't come off until you take them off—qualities characteristic

of every style of Shur-On, that make them the best-known and best-

liked of all eyeglasses.

Handy Shur-Ons axe the result of 44 years' knowledge and

experience, backed by a reputation that w^e can't afford to trifle with.

You don't need to get new lenses—your present lenses can be

used with any Handy Shur-On mounting.

Be sure to get the genuine. Look for "Shur-On" stamped on

the mounting—your protection against substitution—and refuse all

imitations.

Ask your optician. Shapes to fit any nose—if your optician can't

fit you, it's because he hasn't a complete line. Illustrated book free.

E. KIRSTEIN SONS CO.
Established 1864 Dept. V ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Don't foreet to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing wits' advertisers. It will be aooreciated.
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FRANKLIN 1909
Bigness and bulk are not style.

The;y don't make comfort nor safety.
The Franklin Model H 7-passenger touring-car is a powerful,

handsome, capacious automobile. You would pick it out anywhere
for its symmetrical lines, its big wheels and tires and its perfection

of detail
; yet it weighs under 2500 pounds. Most 7-passenger auto-

mobiles are far bulkier and heavier, and cost a good deal more to

own, but not one is more stylish nor as safe and reliable.

Model H costs even less to own and run than many water-cooled

5-passenger automobiles. This shows the extreme refinement and

efficiency secured through Franklin air-cooling.

Like all Franklins, Model H has the luxurious riding quality

possible only with full-elliptic springs and the non-jarring Franklin

construction. No automobile can lead Model H on American roads.

It is the easiest automobile to handle and the most enjoyable touring-
car ever built.

All Franklin models are light and strong and durable
;
the ablest

automobiles of their power. Easy to ride in, easy to manage, and

the most economical to own and use. No heavy water-cooled auto-

mobile, with all its burdensome tire cost and operating cost, can give

you such comfort and safety and enjoyment.

What else is an automobile for?
G i8 H. P. touring-car. $1850.
G 18 H. P. runabout with hamper. $1750. With single or double rumble, $1800.
D 28 H. P. five-passenger touring-car, $2800. Or runabout, with single or double rumble, $2700.H 42 H. P. seven-passenger touring-car, $3750. Or runabout, with single or double rumble, $3600.

Prices f. o. b. Syracuse. Write for the 1909 catalog.

H H FRANKLIN MFG CO., Syracuse NY

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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rASLAcne^^ hACE ''OWDER ^^
AFTER THE SUMMER ^

Beautiful women everywhere use Lablache. Do you ? V^
It freshens and soothes the skin, mak- $t

clear and velvety. A toilet de- A,
t Many imitators,but no equal. 3?

Refuse subslitules. They may be dan- '^
1 KcrouB. Flesh. White, I'lnk or Cream,^
\(iOc. abox, of druBgistsor by mail. ir^

Send lOe. for gatnple boa>. ^t^
BEN. LEVY CO., Preach Perfumers,

Dept. 32. 4A
126 Kingston St., Boston, Mass. ^

RECAMIER CREAM
For the Complexion

Will cure a bad
sli.in and pre-
serve a good
one.

Used by cele-
brated beauties

fornearacentury

For Sale Eversrwhere.

Two sfzos—
50c and $ 1 .00

fteciinier Manrg. Co., No. 127 W. 31st St, N. Y. Gty
Bend for free Bample and interesting illostrated boo let

SHIRT-WAIST 99
To advertise our exclusive de-

signs in shirt-waists for 1906,

we will send sKirt-waist.like cut,

stamped for shadow embroi-

dery, complete, with cot- qq
ton to embroider, all for *'*'C

FREE with every purchase—our

Special Shirt-Waist Supple-

ment, showing 24 latest, designs

(or shirt-waists.

The Needlecraft Shop
382 Washiiitfton Street Portland. Oregon

DON'T SHOUT!
"The Morley Phone"

makes low sounds plainly heard.

A miniature Phone for the Ear—
invisible, easily adjusted, and en-

tirely comfortable. Over fifty thou-

sand sold, giving relief from
leafness and head noises. There
are but few cases of deafness
that cannot be benefited.

Write for booklet and testimonials

THE MORLEY CO., Dept. 100

Perry Bldg., 16th andChestnut Sts, PHILADELPHIA

Well, that 's a fair question. My boy
did n't want to come West. I told him
a young fellow had a chance to get along
out here, but he was afraid to tackle it.

I did n't see any prospect of his ever be-

ing anything but a hired farm-hand,
back there, so when their boy come and
made me a grandfather, I turned the

farm over to my boy and pulled out for

the West myself. No, I aint goin' to

stop in Wenatchee, I 'm goin' on up into

the Okanogan country. A neighbor of

mine came out to Wenatchee seven years

ago, and he has been writin' to me off

and on ever since. He bought twenty
acres of sagebrush land when he first

went to Wenatchee. When he wrote me
that he had paid fifteen hundred dollars

for twenty acres of bare sagebrush land,

I sure thought he had thrown his money
away. He was always a mighty level-

headed man and pretty far-seeing

though, and I guess he figured that that

country was bound to come to the front.

He put it in orchard and last year he

sold out for eight hundred dollars an

acre, and the man that bought it netted

over two hundred and fifty dollars an

acre on last year's apple crop. Some of

the orchards where the trees were twelve

or fourteen years old netted as high as

eight or nine hundred dollars an acre.

My old neighbor moved up into the

Okanogan country and bought a lot of

land, and he got it pretty cheap too. He
wrote that the land there is just as good
as at Wenatchee, and maybe a mite bet-

ter, and inside of five or ten years it will

sell for three or four times what they

are getting for it now.

"The Government has just put in a

big irrigating system, so there's plenty

of water. 'All a' man has to do,' he says,

'is to turn on the water and every fel-

low can regulate the rainfall to suit him-

self.' In Kansas I 've lost many a crop

for the lack of a little water at a critical

time ;
but with water vdicn you want it,

a crop is insured. It certainly beats the

old system of 'maybe-you-will-and-may-
be-vo'u-wont' get a crop. It means a

whole lot to know what you can count

on." , ,

The man in the seat in front ot us

seemed greatly interested in our conver-

sation, and finally turned his seat over

so as io face us, and said, "I just heard
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you say you are going on up into the

Okanogan country. That is where I hail

from, and since we are going to be

neighbors, what 's the matter with get-

ting acquainted? I heard you say you
were going up to a 'new country.' That 's

what most people say when they speak
of the Okanogan country, and yet the

Okanogan country is one of the oldest

settled countries of the whole North-
west. The first white settlement under
the American flag, in what is now the

State of Washington, was made in Okan-

ogan County, When The American Fur

Company had the whole country to

choose from they picked out the Okan-

ogan as the best of all. That was way
back in the fall of 1811,—nearly a hun-
dred years ago. They built a trading

post at the mouth of the Okanogan
River, which was not only the first set-

tlement in the state, but one of the

earliest of the whole Northwest.

''Well, it 's a big contract to tell you
all about the Okanogan country," said

the man from Okanogan in answer to

the farmer's eager request, "but as I 've

lived there for the past ten years I guess
I can tell you a good deal about it. Ten
years ago I walked into the Okanogan
country with my blankets on my back

;

today I am rated among the heaviest tax-

payers. I bought grazing land at from

$2.50 to $5.00 an acre, and I am selling
at from $50 to $75 an acre.

"Our transportation is not what it

should be, but it 's only a question of
time till we get a railroad into that coun-

try. A country as rich as that is wont
stay long without a railroad, especially
as it is settling up so fast. The easiest

way to get in now is to take the Great
Northern to Wenatchee, and from there
take one of the Columbia and Okanogan
steamers to Brewster, which is at the
mouth of the Okanogan River, and is

seventy-five miles up the Columbia to

Wenatchee. In the spring, during the
time of high water, you can go up the

Okanogan from Brewster to Okanogan
City by boat, but it is only for a few
months in the early spring. The rest of
the year you take the stage from Brew-
ster to Okanogan City, a distance of
about twenty-eight miles. In going
from Wenatchee to Brewster you pass
through what they call the 'Columbia

WHITTALL
Rugs and Carpets

HAVE THE GOVERNMENT'S
APPROVAL

New Office Buildinsr U. S. Senate
The contract has just been awarded to B. Altman &

Co New York City, for furnishing this building with

Wliittall's high-srado Anglo-Persian Rugs, after much

competition. They could have bought cheaper the

quality of Rugs they specified, but chose to pay more

to secure the Anglo-Persian.

U. S. Treastiry Department
Have control of the furnishings in many publie

buildings throughout the country,—and yearly contract

for carpets for such buildings. Whittall 8 have just

been awarded the contract for supplying Wilton carpeU

for the coming year. This is the fifteenth year they

have been awarded the Treasury contract.

Look for the name Whittall woven in back of either

Carpet or Rug.
If your dealer does not carry our goods, write and we

will send name and address of one in your vicinity

Send today for interesting, free booklet, "Hovv^
Car-

pets and Rugs are made, and how to select them.

Address Dept. F

WHTTTALL'S, Worcester. Mas*.

omi
JIWTER

1^^

5's5

Inspect, reflect and use your judg-
ment—then you will always insist on

having No. 4711 White Rose Glycer-
ine Soap.
This is true because it has a de-

lightfully soft and soothing effec*"^

and because of its exquisitely delicate
and refined aroma.

FERD. MULHENS. Colocoeo/R.Oerauay.

C. S. Branch
MilLHENS Jk: KBOPFF,

9»»8 Broadway, Mew Tork, M.T.

Bend 15 ct*. in ctamps for a foil
^

•ise Mmpla caka.
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Eyes to Depend Upon
Peet's Invisible Eyes are designed as a

perfect fastening for women's clothes

— to prevent open seams, sags, folds,

open plackets and • insure perfect

fitting garments.

Pppfc PATENT p^poreel 3 INVISIBLE IjJ v3
HERE IT IS Will not tear or lot go like silk

loops, are ab«olutely invisible

but easy to fasten and unfasten.
Sold by all stores or by mail.

All sizes—black orwhlte. 2doz.

eyes 5c, with sprini? hooks loc.

Sold only in envelopes.

WILL NOT RUST
PEET BROS.. DeptR.

Philadelphia, Pa.

P^^m Relieves Irritation

^^M Prevents Inflammation
IHB Assures Comfort

I

Used by Men of Discrimination Everywhere
Write for interesting book. Shaving ELssentials—mailed free on request.

LAMONT, CORLISS & CO., Sole Asents, New York

AFTER SHAVING

OND
EXTRACT

of great Interest to

Every Prospective Mother.
Something new — only scientific garment of tli(

kind-. ever invented. Combines solid comfoa ani

ease with « *' Bnc form'* and elegant appearance
the home, on the street, and in society.

— Always dr>p«*
evenly in front •ni) back — no bulkiness — no draw-sttmgs— no lacing— no ripping ot basimg — Can be worn the year
rountL

Made in several styles, and at prices lower than you can buy the

mat(Ti;il and have them made at home.

PDpp Send for our Fine lUuatrateci Book— " Fine-Form
riVIIalla Maternity Skirt"— It's Kru to every woman writ-

ing for it. Tells all about these skirts, their advantages, styles,
'

material, and cost. Gives opinions of physicians, dressmakers, and

(isers. 10 Days Free TriaL When you get out book, if your
dctlcr has not yet been supplied with Fine-Form Maternity Skirts,

nuke your selection of material and style, and we will make the

garment to your order. When you get it, wear it ten days, and
i( you don't find it exactly as repretenled, send it back and
we will cheerfully refund every cent p.iid. Other Skirts—
Ifnot in need of a maternity skirt, renxcniber our famous li & W
dress and walking skirts will

positively please you — same
guarantee- Illustrated book free. Which liook shall we
send ' Write to-day to

L^ Beyer & Williams Co., Dept. H Buffulo, I^. Y.

WARNING Th<! Fine-Form Maternity Skirt
is the only "Maternity Skirt" on the

niarki't-all substitutes will rise in front during development—a fault so rcpuunant to every woman of refined taste. No
pattiTns c.in ho inirehased nnywhere for this varnicnt. Its

special features arc protected by patents.

Gorge,' and unless you know something
of the country which Hes back from the

river, you will be astonished to see

wagons and harvesting machinery and
other supplies, being unloaded at various

points along the river, where if you
judge by the surroundings, you
would n't think they could produce
enough to feed a jackrabbit. The cliffs

rise in places abruptly from the edge of

the river, while in other places they

slope back gradually to a height of six

or eight hundred feet above the level of

the river.

"In sorrte places you will see ware-

houses located fully half a mile from the

river, and about eight hundred feet high-
er than the river bank. From these ware-

houses a wire cable comes down to the

river's bank. Steel buckets attached to

the cable are loaded with wheat at the

warehouses, and in going down the

loaded buckets pull the empty ones up.
It is a sort of 'perpetual motion' proposi-
tion. Here and there the river widens

out a bit, and you will see sagebrush

higher than your head, which is a pretty

good proof of the richness of the soil.

"A good many people think of the

Okanogan country as a cold country, be-

cause it extends up into British Colum-

bia; they do not realize that climate is

a matter of elevation and not of geog-

raphy. The Okanogan country really

has three climates; we have our high
mountains which keep their snow the

year round ; then we have our bench-_

lands, which have been for generations

past the stockman's paradise, where cat-

tle have ranged over thousands of acres

of bunch-grass hills, and made fortunes

for their owners. Then along the val-

leys that lead int6 the Columbia we have

an altogether different climate. Take the

valley of the Okanogan river for in-

stance; while a few miles away at a

higher elevation they can only raise

hardy fruits, such as apple*, we can raise

corn, melons, peaches, apricots and other

fruits and vegetables such as are grown
in California. Take it in early spring

when the snow is still on the ground

along the foothills, you can look down
into the valley of the Okanogan and see

the pussywillows abloom, while a little

later when the green grass is just begin-

ning to show on the rolling foothills,
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TEAR THIS OFF
AND TJSE IT TO OBTAIN

INTENSELY INTERESTING INFORMATION
about the land where opportunity abounds.

» Check off below the subjects in which you are most
i^Vv interested :

'^Vav keep rn CLIMATE
IRRIGATION

FRUIT

MINING

WHEAT
DAIRYING

i?^ YOUR EYE

\ OM
*. IDAHO

>.

MANUFACTURING
RAILROADS
TOWNSITES
MERCANTILE
SCHOOLS
RESORTS

* Ask any questions you wish to have answered :

OPPORTUNITIES

Your name.

Address.

MAIL THIS COUPON TO
REILIY ATKINSON, SECRETARY-TREASURER
LEAGUE OF SO. IDAHO COMMERCIAL CLUBS

BOISE, IDAHO

k.^

Southern IDAHO
MILD WINTERS-MILD SUMMERS
Ko extreme heat or cold. Life here is a perpetual
delight. Long growing season. Glorious sunshine.

For accurate information about any part of Southern Idaho write to Commercial
Club in any of the following cities comprising the League:

American Falls
Bellevue
Boise
Buhl
Caldwell

Cambridge
Filer

Gooding
£una
Middleton

Mountainhome
Nampa
Payette
Pocatello

Roseberry

Rupert
Shoshone
Star
St. Anthony
Twin Falls

Weiser
OPPORTUNITY SEEKERS CORDIALLY WELCOME

LEAGUE OF SOUTHERN IDAHO COMMERCIAL CLUBS
REILLY ATKINSON. SECRETARY-TREASURER BOISE, IDAHO

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertlsere. It will be appreciated.
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DETERMINATION
to do a certain thing in a certain way
at a certain time largely constitutes

FINANCIAL
SUCCESS

Most everyone can save some

money every pay day. The Bank

for Savings in Seattle (for Savings

only), with its great capital and big

strong directorate is anxious to help

you by placing at your door every

convenience. Send us your name
and as much money as you can

possibly spare (if it is only a dollar)

your very next pay day, and we will

open an account for you and send

a bank, book to you at once show-

ing the amount which you send

placed to your credit. If you won't

do this send us your name and the

names of several of your friends

who w^ant to get some money ahead

and we w^ill write you and tell you
the easy, successful way to begin

saving and keep on saving. It is a

real pleasure when you once get

started and becomes a habit Your

money in The Bank for Savings is

perfectly safe in every way, and,

besides, it will earn 4% compound
interest annually for you. A Sav-

ings account in The Bank for

Savings will grow so rapidly that

you will be delighted and

every day will make you feel like

a more substantial citizen. Do not

put this aside until you write to us

for our booklet telling all about

The Bank for Savings in Seattle.

ADDRESS

O. H. P. La FARGE, SecreUry

THE BANK FOR SAVINGS
SEATTLE : WASHINGTON

the valley of the Okanogan is as green
as an emerald with alfalfa and other

growing crops.
"You know what a desolate looking

place it was at Wenatchee, ten or twelve

years ago, and what a Garden of Eden
they have made of it now? The Okano-

gan Valley is just as good a fruit-grow-

ing district as at Wenatchee—some think

a little better. At any rate, if you will

go through some of the orchards on

Pogue's Prairie that have been planted

twenty years or so, you will get an idea

of what the Okanogan is from the stand-

point of fruit-growing. There has never

been a failure of the apple, peach, apri-

cot, pear, cherry or nectarine crops since

I have been in the country, and they tell

me that the orchards which are twenty

years old have never yet failed to pro-
duce good crops. Last year was the first

year that the county ever sent an exhibit

to the Inter-State Fair at Spokane. We
had twenty-three plate exhibits, and we
drew nineteen prizes, eight firsts and

eleven seconds, and in the general ex-

hibit we won second place ;
that is cer-

tainly going some for a county that

never went out before after blue rib-

bons in the fruit line.

"Of course the thing that is doing
more for the county now than anything
else is the big Government Reclamation

Project. Where Salmon Creek joins

the Okanogan River there is a series of

benches and flats that are found on both

sides of Salmon creek up towards the

hills, and also on both sides of the mouth
of Salmon Creek. There is not less than

25,000 acres of splendid irrigable land

along Salmon Creek, and above and be-

low its mouth along the Okanogan
River. Just to the north of Salmon

Creek there is an extensive bench called

'Pogue's Prairie,' that is about ten miles

long and is from one to four miles in

width. The Government engineers, after

careful investigation, decided that this

was one of the most feasible reclamation

projects in the whole Okanogan coun-

try, and they have put in an irrigation

system that covers about 10,000 acres.

This Government project is only the

forerunner of other work in this line,

for there are thousands of more acres

susceptible of irrigation which will be
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SEATTLE'S

Manufacturing District
Two years ago the site of the promising and growing
town of Earlington was an old field, known as the Glen

Ranch. The beauty of the old ranch and its eminent

fitness for desirable home sites and its peculiar adap-
tion for factories appealed to The Jones-Thompson
Investment Company, which Company purchased, and

now owns the Earlington town site, together with

several hundred acres adjoining the town. ^ The town

now owns its own water system, is the home of the

Town and Country Club, The Westerner Publishing

Company, The Cascade Steel Foundry Company, and

a contented and growing population of industrious

citizens. New dwellings are springing up in every

direction. The Earlington district offers more advan-

tages for factories and industrial institutions of every

kind than any other suburb of Seattle. Four railroads

pass through or adjacent to the town and three of

these are transcontinental systems. Two electric lines

connect Earlington with Seattle, and three transmission

power lines pass through the town, thus affording an

abundance of cheap power. The largest car building

plant on the Pacific Coast is also located in this district.

The coal mines of Renton, one mile from Earlington,

together with the fine vein of superior coal just dis-

covered in Earlington, guarantee plenty of cheap fuel

for all industrial and domestic purposes. ^ For further

and more detailed information regarding this growing

suburb, write or call on

TheJonesThompson Investment Company
113 Seneca Street : Seattle, Washington

I>on't forgft to mention The Pacific Monthly whrn di-aling with odvertisers. It will be appreciated.
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PURITY
A matter of great importance to the expectant or

nursing mother is the purity of food and drink
taken during this period.

"The Pure Malt Tonic"

is a liquid food containing the highly nourishing proper-
ties of the Barley Malt It is retained by the most

delicate stomach, and is readily assimilated.

ASK YOUR PHYSICIAN

MALT RAINIER DEPARTMENT

Seattle Brewing & Malting Company
SEATTLE, U. S. A.

Pure Food Guaranlee on

Every BoUle
SPOKANE, WASH.

WW. BLACKMAN,
161 South Post St.

Dlstributlne Agrencles nt

PORTLAND. ORE. SAN FRANCISCO. CAL
S. M. BLUMAUER, JOHN RAPP A SO.V.

M Third St.

CBtaLR^i ^OBK ON CANAL, OKANOC.AN IRRIOATION PROJECT.

either reclaimed by the Government, or

by private enterprise. A good deal of

the ditch work Oi the Government con-

sists of concrete flumes, while in othcv

places the ditch runs through solid rock.

Mere and there the water has been taken
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round the edge of the cHffs by concrete

aqueducts.
"The land is selling for from $75 to

$150 an acre, exclusive of water right.

The water right costs $50 an acre, and is

paid in ten annual installments of $5.00

per acre per year, no interest being
charged on deferred payments. A per-
son without much capital can frequently
secure land by paying from ten to twenty
per cent down, and long time payments
on the balance. It is foolish for a man
without any money to go there expecting
to buy land. He can get work and by
economy save enough to get a start, but

the Okanogan project is really best

adapted to those who have a thousand
or so saved for investment in farming
land, and it is one of the best invest-

ments I know of today, for land even at

its high present value of $150 an acre,

will be worth $500 in a few years.

"Along in December, January and

February we have plenty of snow and
cold weather, though the thermometer

rarely gets below zero, and then only for

a day or two during the whole winter.

There is one fine thing about the cli-

mate there, and that is that during the

summer weather the nights are always
cool. A man can work outdoors during
the whole year in the Okanogan country
without discomfort.

"I suppose you know something about
the soil of the Okanogan country. It is a
volcanic ash soil with an underlay of

gravel, which gives splendid drainage. It

is almost identical with the soil of Yak-
ima and the Wenatchee Valley, while the
land lies in level benches with a slope
towards the river, which makes it par-

ticularly adapted for irrigation. The
elevation is from 800 to 1,200 feet above
the sea level.

"The two things that we have needed
so badly, railroad and irrigation, we will

soon have, for the Victoria, Vancouver
and Eastern Railway, which is a branch
of the Great Northern, has just been built

across the north end of the county. On
the east side of the Okanogan River is

the Colville Indian Reservation, and here

you will see a bit of the old West, for

this is still an open range country, with
the old-time roundup, the cowboy and
the blanket Indian. A little over two

GROWTH
OF OUR COLLECTIONS
189 3

1895
1 89 7

1 899
190 1

1903
1905

$ 1,815.10

9,455.61

8,985.57

33,819.24

43,314.92

64.385.44

87.654.98

190 7

1 894
I 896
1898
1900
1902
1 904
1906

$176,186.46

) 8,150.21

9,864.88

26,561.66

40,424.08

52.591.00

71,790.06

141,430.48

FRANCIS G. LUKE

We will collect about 200 thousand dollars this year. We collect in every State—and in all

foreign countries. We collect for everybody. We recently collected $44.00 for Mr. T. E. Picotte

of Hailey, Idaho, from a man at No. 8 Rue Pomerou, Paris, France. We will collect some for

you, if you turn in your claims. Red Streaks of Honesty Elxist in Everybody.

MERCHANTS' PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION
Scientific Collectors of Honest Debts

Suite 100 Commercial National Bank BIdg. Salt Lake City, Utah, U.S.A.
FRANCIS G. LUKE, General Manager "SOME PEOPLE DON'T UKE US"
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THE KIND YOU NEYERTIRE
OF. /^ REAL FOOD THAT
PRODUCES STEADY NERVES
AND RUDDY COMPLEXIONS
SOLD m PACKAGES ONLY

«,cr,
>>ir,-5F&Tm-TAC0WSANmWCIS^

ASKYOUR GROCER

ALBERSBRDSmW CO.

years ago a bill was passed by Congress
opening up this reservation, and the land

is now being- surveyed. As soon as the

Indians have received their allotment

there will be thrown open to settlement

the richest and most productive land

MAIN CANAL, OKANOGAN IBRIOATION PROJECT.
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SCENE IN THE ORCHARD OF DR. J. I. POGUE, OKANOGAN.

that has been opened to the public for

the past score of years. Among- the best

of this land is that which hes just across

the river from the town of Okanogan.
It is a high roIHng country full of little

lakes, and within a few years you will

Ask your dealer for the

Washington
HIGH TOP

They are plum full of quality

Especially designed and built for

Sportsmen :Surveyors :Ranchers
and others who are in need of this particulzur sort of high cut.

It's a boot of quality excellence. It is a boot that fits the size

foot it is intended for. It will outwezur any other boot of it's

kind and will cope with all conditions that may be encounter-

ed by Sportsmen, Surveyors or Ranchers. A more comfort-

able boot could not be built. All the good that could be
said of a boot is true of the Washington high top. Do not

expect to find the high standard Washington quality in any
but a Washington boot. Most up-to-date dealers

can supply you. Send for Sample of Leather
and any information you may desire concerning
this boot. Don 't put it off for a more conven-

ient time. Write today to

DEPARTMENT B 11

Ifyour deafer doet not have thia boot in ttoch write
iiu and we will promptly arrange to have you supplied

THE WASHINGTON SHOE
MANUFACTURING CO. .

SEATTLE, WASH., U- S. A. J
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JUST A SOUND PROFIT-
ABLE BUSINESS OPPOR-
TUNITY TO ACQUIRE THE
BEST IRRIGATED FRUIT
LAND IN THE KITTI-
TAS VALLEY, THREE
MILES FROM ELLENS-
BURG, WASHINGTON

I am now offering the public ten-acre

tracts of this land at $150.00 and
$200.00 per acre, including perpetual
water right, or $400.00 per acre with
the best commercial orchards, and for

this price I will cultivate, in a scientific

manner, and deliver the property to the

purchaser after four years. 1 propose to

give honest land value at honest prices, and I do not make one single
statement that is exaggerated. From apples, peaches, pears and small

fruits these orchards will produce from $200.00 to $ 1 000.00 per acre

per year. While the trees are growing, a moderate living can be made
from strawberries, potatoes, etc. I know of orchards in the Kittitas

Valley that are averaging $500.00 per acre per year. It is a comfort-

able place to live because the climate is enjoyable, water healthful,

scenery grand, easy access to first-class schools, on Northern Pacific and

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroads. If you will call upon or

write to me I will send you my w.W. ROBINSON, PRESIDENT
literature and correspond with THE W.W. ROBINSON LAND CO.
you. Address me personally. 394 arcade annex Seattle, Washington

see some of the finest farms there in the

State of Washington.

"Okanogan is an out-of-door man's

country. I dont know where you will

find better camping, hunting or fishing

than here. Take Lake Chelan, not far

from us. People come from Europe to

see it, though a good many of our own

people know little about it and do not

appreciate it at all. In time, though, that

body of water is going to be one of the

tourist resorts of the West.

"Yes, sir, the man who goes to Okan-

ogan is not making any mistake. He will

find the people are live wires, and the

country all that it is cracked up to be.

And now is the time to get in, before the

railroads come and the land prices jump
up."

The old Kansan nodded emphatically.

"Well, I guess I 'm on the right track,"

he said.

That $100 Prize

Early in June The Pacific Monthly
offered a prize of $100 to elicit ideas as

to the best method of advertising Jack
London's new novel Martin Eden, which
is now running serially in this magazine.
We received approximately 200 letters

containing suggestions, and as a rule

they were considered remarkably good ;

but there was none that was followed in

its entirety. The metliods employed, how-

ever, were suggested in part by six con-

testants, and as these contributed about

equally to the formulation of our cam-

paign, we have divided the $100 pro
rata, each of the six being awarded

$16.66. The winners are:.
Ad. H. Gibson, Los Angieles,

John G. Zook, Letitz, Pa.,

Chas. C. Schwer, Williamspon, Pa.

B. L. Rhodes, New York,
C. W. Lansing, Chicago,

J. E. Buck, Chicago.
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WINCH.

.351 Caliber High Power Self-Loading Rifle
This repeater is reloaded by its own recoil. To shoot it six
times it is only necessary to pull the trigger for each shot.
The ease and rapidity with which it can be fired make it a
particularly effective rifle for hunting game often shot on
the run. Like all Winchesters, it is safe, strong and simple.
Full illustrated description of this rifle—''The Gun That Shoots Through SteeV—sent upon request.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Announcement

Winners of the Cash Bonuses Offered by the Pacific Montnly

For Best Display Advertisement of Martin Eden

The Butte Evening Nezvs, Butte, Montana, the highest cash bonus $200,

plus regular space rate for advertisement.

The Danville Bee, Danville, Virginia, cash bonus of $100, plus regular space
rate for advertisement.

Every Evening, Wilmington, Delaware, cash bonus of $50, plus regular space
rate for advertisement.

Mountain Messenger, Downiville, California, awarded full space rates for

advertisement.

South Bend Tribune, South Bend, Indiana, awarded full space rates for

advertisement.

Brunsxvick Gazette, Lawrenceville, Virginia, full space rates for advertise-

ment.

Sedalia Democrat-Sentinel, Sedalia, Missouri, full space rates for advertise-

ment.

Randolph Register, Randolph, N. Y., full space rates for advertisement.

Evening Roseburs Review. Roseburg, Oregon, full space rates for adver-

tisement.
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Does Shaving
Make Your Neck Sore?

Whether this tender spot is irritated

by the Barber, or by shaving your-

self, the way to avoid it is to use the

Yale SafetyRazor

Our Free Trial of the Yale Safety
Razor proves it decidedly superior to

the barber, the old style "hoe shaped,"
"hoe pulling" safety razor and the

ordinary razor. It is safe—can't possi-

bly cut you—and yet is built on the

principle that it is not enough that a

razor be merely safe, but that a perfect
reizor must shave—more, it must shave

easily "around the corners," at tender

places and across spots where the hair

grows in contrary directions. In a

word it must have the

'Tree Hand Shaving Stroke'
'

This natural and correct Yale way of shaving
with the "sliding stroke" is the only way to get
a smooth, comfortable, non-irritating shave.
The Yale is simple and sanitary

—only two
parts, holder and double-edged blade. Elasily
cleaned and adjusted— lasts indefinitely.

Set consists
t^i^hivii!^;:;

and set of Yale Blades, in neat velvet-lined
case. Price, complete, $3.50.

Special Free Trial—To convince you that

the Yale will give you the best shave you ever

had, you can use it for thirty days absolutely
FREEL Then, if you are not perfectly satisfied,

return at our expense. Write us today for razor.

YALE SAFETY RAZOR CO.
643 Manhattan Building Chicago, Illinois

The Salt Lake Tribune, Salt Lake

City, Utah, full space rates for adver-
tisement.

Shoshone Journal, Shoshone, Idaho^
full space rates for advertisement.

Puyallup Republican, Puyallup, Wash-
ington, full space rates for advertise-

ment.

All contestants have received the

promised annual subscription to THE
PACIFIC MONTHLY. .

The judges of the contest were:

E. C. Giltner, President of Portland
Chamber of Commerce, Portland, Ore.

C. C. Chapman, President Chapman
Advertising Agency, Portland, Oregon.
Rufus Rohrbacker, Pacific Monthly

Advertising Department, Portland, Ore.

Do contests pay? Our experience
would indicate that sometimes they do,

sometimes they dont, and sometimes it is

a "stand off." In this instance it was
about a "stand off" ; that is to say we
could have taken the same amount of

money and procured nearly an equal
amount of advertising, direct. The funny

thing about this experiment is, that while

many of the newspapers whom we re-

quested to take part seemed to think we
were trying to "work" them, we were

really offering them a most beautiful op-

portunity to "work" us, and we are very

grateful for the fact that not one of them
rendered us liable for big space. Two
or three big metropolitan dailies, some
of whom rather scornfully rejected our

proposition, might easily have won all

the bonusus between them, and full

space rates, by publishing a double-page
advertisement in their Sunday issue. In

the face of such enterprise no little coun-

try newspaper could have hoped to se-

cure any of the prizes. As a matter of

fact, none of the great big papers of the

country even tried to win."' The Butte

Evening News, which by the way is a

splendid Western newspaper, gave far

and away the best display and yet went
no further than a right-hand, three-col-

umn space, a little over half-page long.

The cardinal maxim of modem busi-

ness is: "When you have a good thing,
advertise it." After purchasing Jack
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5 smashing knock-down blows, delivered

at lightning speed. Zane Gray hit a
mountain lion three times in the air as it

sprang at him. This Remington loads

itself, has a SOLID BREECH
and is hammerless. Made

in .25, .30-30, .32 and .35 Rem. calibres.

Write for booklet of Remington Experiences

REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY
Agency, 313 Broadway, New York ILION. N. Y.

'*'*

Opportunities
For Settlers

^^

Is the title of a booklet that has just
been published by the Portland Railway,
Light & Power Company.
There are golden opportunities for

farmers, dairymen and fruitgrowers
within easy reach of Portland, on the
rich farming and fruit lands along the

Oregon Water Power lines of the Port-
land Railway, Light & Power Company.

A market for every variety of farm
and garden product is readily found in

Portland, and low rates over the O. W. P.

lines, coupled with quick transportation,
enable the farmer to realize large prof-
Its.

Reliable information concerning tim-
ber lands, farnis, stock ranches, fruit
lands and all kinds of suburban prop-
erty situated adjacent to the O. W. P.
lines will be gladly supplied.

For copies of booklet write to

LAND AGENT

Portland Rail-wayLigkt^Power

Company
First and Alder Streets, Portland, Oregon

CONCRETE
TKe PRICE per ft. for 24 in. $1 Oft
VITRIFIED CLAY PIPE is over*'^^

s averase of 140 localities over U. S.

Can IVIake the VERY BEST
CONCRETE (I to 3) QC-
bell-end Pipe for •^•'«'

as here shown—using our patent

MIRACLE MOLDS
cottins $50 for complete ootfit.

This shows profit of 85c per
ft. on this size of pipe ; other
sizes in proportion.

Many miles of Miracle
Mold IrriKation, Sewer
and Drain Pipe were
laid this last season.

We are world's largest manu-
facturers of concrete machin-
ery; yfe have started 3,000 men
in concrete business, making
ConcreteSew^erPipeand Drain

Tile, Concrete Brick, Sidewalk Tile, etc., also Miracle Double-
Staggered Air Spate Building Block—best and cheapest build-
ing material ; used by U. S. and British governments and ex-
ported all over the world.
You can start with outfit for $15 to $50: profits $5 to $25 a day: no ex-

perience necessary—outfits sold on 90 days' Free Trial. 144 - PAGE
CONCRETE fiOOK-500 illustrations explains
process and complete industry in simple language, ^^^^^^miraclb
showing how to build. Sent for 24c stamps. Honey ^^B^^^^"l-°CK
back if not satisfied. Anyway send for our

SEWER PIPE MOLD CATALOG FREE
MIRACLE PRESSED STONE CO.
67 WUder St.. Minneapolis. Minn.. U.S.A.

^^^^^^ MIRACLK

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Hti

65,000 men and womsd
with brains have each pur-
chased a copy of this book,
and as a result of read! ne it,

thousands of them started

on the road to WEALTH.

This 104 Page Book

10 Cents
May Lead YOU To

1^. Financial

INDerendE
PLAINLY Written, tells you

How to accumulate money.
How to make your spare money earn more than

savings bank interest

How to distinguish between good and bad invest-
ments.

How to retrieve losses and secure tha best profits.

How to realize cherished plans
How to analyze and develop the dormant or lackine

quality essential to success
How to improve your financial and general welfare.
How to make money safely and judiciously.

GUARANTEE
The Publishers' guarantee. In the event of any dissatls*

(action, to refund In^mediately upon return of the book
|iot only its price, but postage both ways In addition

Orders at 10 cents per copy, stamps or silver, will be
filled in rotation as received until the edition is ex-
hausted. At no time has any publication met with such

popular approval, the book being: as necessary as daily
bread to every intelligent man and woman ambitious
to improve their circumstances.

SBISD POR IT TODAY
THE FIDUCIARY CO. 397 Tacoma Building

PUBLISHERS CHICAGO, ILL

LOOKING
AHEAD?
If so, take advantage of

today's opportunities for

the merchant, farmer,

fruit grower and busi-

ness man along the Paci-

fic Coast Extension of the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway
Descriptive Books Free F. A. Miller, G. P. A.. Chicago

Are you too Thin?
T(i prcivo th.ilyMii ii\:iy liino n. miporli fiituro

with well auvcl.iiif.l liimt, bliupoly nick niul

ahiiiililors «ii<l (miporiy devclo|io<l liiiilm, we
Bond a ciinviiiciiig iiuni|>la of Dr. Whilnoy's
Norve sn<l Kush Biiililor sbMilutaly fioc.

Special troalinciit for dovcli.pinK the biul

alono, when il.-sircd. GiiaranliH-d to li.n.lit

tlio itmieral hwilth and iinprovo the cm
ploxion.

•
Free tiinl and l><«.k, hy return

ninil. Write nt once. The ('. I, Jonea Co.,

i:i(l L Keiilty Bl<lk- , KImira. N. Y.

Mount Birds
We teach you by mnll to stuffand mount all

kinds of Ulrda, Anlni»i», «um»> Il.iida. Also

totBDalilniandaakvroK'i. Boy our own taxider-

mist. l)i'cornto><iur home with yourl)Oautlful^ trophies, or lncri'a»o your liicoma selling Fjiecl-

Vniousniuinionntlinf lor others. Kanlly, quickly
learned In upaio tline.hy men and women. II iRhrat

cnilprsenieiits by thoummdB of Htudi'nta, Wrltoto-

> diiy for our Kreiitfrt-e book "How to Moonlltlrdiand

Anlmaln." Iree-wrlto today. N. W. SiUIOOL
OF TAXIBKHMYt Horn. ^202 F***"**"^

^***'

London's MARTIN EDEN, it became
our duty to advertise it in every possible
and legitimate manner; hence, among
other plans the contest referred to in the

foregoing. The following "offer" was
sent to the publishers of the principal

papers in the country :
•

"The Pacific Monthly will pay $350 In

Bonusus, besides paying Full Card Rates
for the Three Best advertisements, and
will pay Full Card Rates for the Nine Next
Best advertisements of Jack London's lat-

est novel, Martin Eden, which will be pub-
lished serially in The Pacific Monthly, be-

ginning with the September number.

TWELVE CHANCES TO WIN.

(1) Bonus—$200 Plus Card Rates
(2) Bonus—$100 Plus Card Rates
(3) Bonus—$ 50 Plus Card Rates

Full Card Rates for Nine Next Best.
You may use small or large space, display
or reading notice, one insertion or more
than one. Each contestant may submit as

many ads as he desires—but the advertise-
ment that is considered the most effective
in making people want to read Martin
Eden, according to the following standards
of judging, will be awarded the first

bonus:

ELEMENTS TO BE CONSIDERED—
A—Power to compel attention
B—Readability of advertisement
C—Power to create demand
D—Originality
E—Oeneral typographical appearance

Copies of the winning advertisements

will be sent to the leading advertising

journals of the country, and will prob-

ably be reproduced by some of them.

A Fly Flew Off a Flue

By S. R. Cook

A fly flew off a flue

Flying at a flown flea,

While flea flew into flue—
As fly flew off a flue :

Still fly flew up from flue,

Yet the flue did nof'flee—
Tho fly flew off a flue

Flying at a flown flea!

WE WANT YOU
to drvote all or part of your time to takins subscriptions to

The Pacific Monthly. There is no other publicatioti in the

Weat that offers such an easy income to a wide-awake man
or woman. Write today, stating how much time you can

devote to the work and we will submit our proposition to

you. Address

AGENCY DEPARTMENT, PACIFIC MONTHLY CO.

PORTLAND. OREGON.
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NEW DOUBLE BARREL SHOTGUNS
fitted with Stevens Compressed Forged Steel Barrels—Demi-Bloc System. Strongest

breech mechanism known. Barrel and Lug Compressed and Forged in one piece. Stevens Demi-
Bloc Guns cannot shake loose. Prices list from $25.00 to $6o.oo. If you cannot obtain from your
dealer, we ship direct, express prepaid, upon receipt of catalog price.

The "How and Why" of these superb Trap and Field Guns is explained in detail in our new Shotgun
Pamphlet. Send four cents in stamps for it.

ETerybody should read Dan Beard's "Guns and Gnnnlnc." Tells all aboat woodcraft, habits of game birds, campine eqaip.
ment, cooking, etc. Beaatifaily iilostrsted by Beimore K. i^rowne. Seat on receipt of price—20o paper cover; 8U0 ciotb cover.

J. STEVENS ARMS & TOOL CO., 765G;iove St., Chicopee Falls, Mass.

Buy Cawston
Ostrich Feathers

At Producer's Prices—Save Import Duties

Order Direct. We Have No Agents

THE OSTRICH is the largest of the bird family. Their
*

height is 8 feet and a well developed bird weighs 325 lbs.

They are hearty eaters and their food consists chiefly of
alfalfa hay, vegetables and fruits. The ostrich demands a
large quantity of gravel or other gritty substance to aid diges-
tion. The male birds produce the larger, stronger and more
brilliant feathers. The wing and tail feathers are used in

making feather goods and may be clipped every 8 or 9 months. The ostriches' nest
consists of a shallow hole in the ground. The male bird sets at night, the female
during the day. 12 to 15 eggs, laid one every other day, constitutes a setting and
they hatch in 40_ days. An egg is 30 times the size of a hen's egg and the chick when
hatched is 12 inches tall. A well mated pair will reuse about 20 chicks a year.

Cawston Feather Goods Best in the Wo rid
For over 20 years the standard of perfection. All su-e made in our factory on our
ftirm at South Pasadena, Cal., and bear our trade meirk gu£u-anteeing their quality.

CAWSTON FRENCH CURVE PLUMES
$5

Send ns your old feathers to be made
over to look like new. We will advise
you what is best to do with them.
Do not delay by writing first.

Very popular and fashionable now. Exceedingly graceful, full, fluffy and wide, with large
heads. 15 inches long, made of carefully selected male bird feathers. Will retain their
curl and wear for years. Black, white or any solid color. Free delivery everywhere.

Your money promptly returned if not pleased

LTphce'Li:.'?r:: r"A>/3TONana rrice List rree ^^ o<STRloil FARM
P. 0. Box 67 South Pasadena, Cal.

40 iges. A handsome, unique
and instructive book. Beauti-
fully illustrated. Write today.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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WHENYOU BUILD
You no doubt want an attractive home with all modern
conveniences. A BUNGALOW will fully satisfy your
wants. None so attractive; none with more conveniences.
Then consider the possibilities for originality. The

pre-
sent low cost of materials and labor makes this the best

time to build. Our Bungalow Book shows over 100 fine

photographs, interior views and plans of the best homes
ever built. Price only 50c, prepaid to any address. This

bungalow is very popular and suitable for any locsdity.

Note Its Special Features
Pantry and kitchen fixtures are

very complete and labor saving.
Numerous closets. Mission
buffet; box beam ceilings; panel
wainscoting ; buttressed arch.

Large fireplace in living roonm.
All rooms plastered. Attic large
enough for two rooms. Esti-

mated cost $1800 to $2000.
Plans, details and specifications
only $10.00, if ordered with this ad.

E.W.STILLWELL&CO.
Dept. H., 254 S. Hnradway

^ Lo8 Angeles, California

SomethingNewinBUNGALOWS
COMFORTABLE IMPROVEMENTS for the HOME

THIS HOUSE CAN BE BUII.T FOR $2800.00

Wo Imvo Just coiiiplctod ft nuinlwr of Original Htingralow
plans aud they arc withmit dciut>t tlio iimst cinivonioiit, common
•onse and attractive that havo yot appeared anywhere. These plans
are attracting wide attention and are In Ko<'d demand. These hiniKa-
lowtare beingbuilt by a number of particular people. Muku a penril
ketch of your Idea for the plans of your house. Send them to us and
we will help you by making suirKestions Wo prepare any ipecial

plans you wish. Our lartfe, attriirtive portfolio of di-HwIngs, exterior

Tiewi and fl<Mir plans now ready. It is tho lato'it, ncwckt book
Issued. Send fifty cents for it now. This edition will be ex-

ttausted shortly. We supply couiploto plana and spn-iflrations for

any kind of attiartive home,
apartment, offlco building, etc., etc.

DOSE,WEST & REINOEHL
AKCIIITIXTS

GOl ORIENTAL, BUILDING. SEATTLE, WASH.

Don't forget to nieutlou The raclUc Monthly wlu-ii

A Running: Water Supply Plant
that takes care of itself—furnishes its own power—T^e-
quires no attention or repairs—that is wh<.t you get in a

RIFEHYDRAULIC RAM
Raises water 30 feet for every foot of fall from any

nearby stream, spring or pond. Any ca-

(Pacity for all Home and Farm uses, Irri-

[gaiion. Town Plants, Railroaa Tanks, etc.

I Low in cost, high in efficiency, Satisfactioa

I Guaranteed.
Plans, Estimates and Book Free.

(RIFE ENGINE CO.
2 155 Trinity Building,

New York

The PERFECT
FIRELESS COOKER

} Made in several sizes, from
•mall one kettle cooker to

sizes large enough for ho-
tels and restaurants. All
metal lined and thoroughly
sanitary. Highest grade
enamel ware kettles and
covers. Like cut, 20 qt- ca-

pacits, $12.00. Freight Pre-

paid. Keltia filled to cook
four articles at once.

Gnaranteed Satitfacty or Money Refiuded

Descriptive circuliir and list (.f many u-.ers, doal-

crs and physinans wlio endorse it, siiit on re-

quest. Sew Ptrfcd Firele« Cocker. 147 C«d»r Lake Ro»i MinneapoBs, Him.

''Zbc (^oIora^o (5em",^r?e':;'K'~~ A bpautifnl, GENursK Topaz of purest
white color, finest Diamond cut, wonder-
ful brilliancy and great hardness, tn-

dorsed by leadinK eipcrts. Far superior

tothobest imitatiom IDiamond P^er jpro-

duoed. Remember. T GuaRANTFK these

Ptnnes to be GFVUINF.. Special price,

$2.m each. 3 forS.'i.OO, Size, up to 2 carats.

Free Booklet. Address with remittances

K. I,TNT>F,MANN, Expert Gem Cutter
153J Champa Street Denver, Col.

Something
for Nothing

When it comes to Pumping
Water, the

Columbia Hydraulic Ram
comes nearer giving

SOMETHING for NOTHING
than any device in existence

"The Great Economical

Water Lifter"

Write for particulars to

DEPARTMENT F 1

Columbia Steel Company
Portland, Oregon

tlcttling with 'i'vc-tlsers. It will be appreciated.
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MIL ^%- ["^im^s:^

:^V^

The

A reliable revolver is a guard against surprise.

A good thing to have handy.

Whether you are a bold hunter in the heart of the

fore^ or a timid womem in the atmosphere of home, an H & R
Hevolver affords both confidence and protedlion.

For over thirty-six yeairs we have been the most

exacting critics in firearms mcinufadturing.

That is w^hy an H & R Revolver never disap-

points
— because it is dependable, safe, certjun, accurate. It is

the weapon for you.
Our illuilrated catalog is replete with styles and sizes,

among which we would especially recommend our H & R Automatic,
double action, 32 caliber, 6 shot, or 38 caliber, 5 shot, 3^- inch barrel,
nickel Enish, $6.00. H & R Hammerless. $7.00.

Sold by all first-class dealers. Rather than

accept sub^tutes order from us direct.

Write to-day for this beautiful catalog.

HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON ARMS COMPANY,
418 PARK AVENUE, WORCESTER, MASS.

Dr. Faber says : 'Take ten days to

prove to yourself that this is the moit

perfect self-filling pen in the world. '

AI.'WAYS "WRITES
NEVER LEAKS
NEVER SCRATCHES
FILLS nSELF
CLEANS ITSELF

Guaranteed for Ten Years

Prices no blgrber than other
standard pens that are not
self-filUng

We want you to try the Ten-Year
Pen. A case of six pens for a
week's examination and trial will

be sent entirely free of expense
to any responsible person. Give
us one or two references, and
let us send you a case. You try
the pen; we stand the expense.

QEOBGE B. GBAFF, MANAGEB
607 Tremont Temple, Boston, Mass.

This is Dr. Faber, inventor
of Dr.Faber's Self-FillingPen

and one of Toledo's leading practitioners
who heis revolutionized the pen business by
putting a pen into the user's hands with-
out charge. Write and tell him you would
like to prove that Dr.

Faber's Self- Filling
Fountain Pen

is the simplest, and at the same time, the

greatest fountain pen in the -world.

He will reply at once and if there is a
dealer in your town—as there doubtless is—
who sells Faber's Self-filling Fountain Pen,
the doctor will instruct him to deliver a pen
to you without charge.

If there is no such dealer he will send it to

you direct.

In either event you will get the pen for 10
days' free trial. If you don't find it all and more
than he says, there'll be no heurm done.

If you do, pay the dealer (or if there is no
dealer, send the money direct) and keep the pen.
When writing.enclose specimen of your favor-

ite style of pen point. Ask for descriptive booklet,
showring various styles of pens and their prices.

The Dr. Faber Self-Filling Pen Company
2060 Ashland Ave. , Toledo, Ohio

/4 TURN
FILLS &
EMPTIES
THE FABCR

i

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with adve-tlsers. It will be appreciated.
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This Beautiful
Panel FREE

We •will send this beautiful 10-inch Florentine Panel, made
of best 3-ply white basswood and stamped with this design,
with full directions for burning, if you will send us 20c to

pay postage and cost of the beautiful Fac-simile Water
Color of this head sent with each panel as a pattern. This
picture exactly fits the panel and can be mounted with
beautiful effect by
those who prefer
to burn only ii^^i^Vmiiff^ii ^^ FrkV
the border .^^^(^"i^^K^RaEim. * Wi
Regular price
of above
combination
45 cents.

Same
Decorated.

SPECIAL SSffi-.'Sv'?-:"! $1.60
ThI* Kplciitild ontflt, partly shown above, Is complete for burning
on wood, plush, leather, etc. Includes tine I'lBtlinini Point, Cork
Ilandic, Itubber 'J'ubiiic;, I>oublc-aftlnn Itiilb, Metal Union
Cork, Bottle, Alcohol l>ainp. two piece* stumped Practice
Wood and full dliectlons, all in neat leatherette box. Ask your
dealer, or we will pcnd C O. D. When cash accompanies order for
No. 97 outfit we Include free our OJ-pngo Pelican Instrncdon Hand-
book (price 25 cents), the most complete pyrography book published.

Assortment PN Only $1.75
If bought by the piece w ould cost
tt.lO, Includes: Handkerchief
Box, 7xT In; Jewel Box, SVii x 114
In. i

American Girl ranol, 9x12
In.; Match Hanger; Oval Plcturo
Frame; Card Tray; T^ioth Pick
C:up; Two Napkin Rings, and
Thrco Souvenler Pest Cards. All

twelve pieces are made of b^st
S-ply basswood and beautifully
stamped In popular, up tod ate
designs, all ready for decorating.
If Outfit No. 97 and this assort-
nient arc ordered together »^ -in

our special price for both Is only ^J.aU
Write lor New DNT AA (^""taln" 123 Pages, with 2,000

PHBB Cataloir rl^ OU lH'istratlons. The largest pyro-i^i^i^ 'woi.aiuB • WW
graphy catalogue

ever issued. Write lor It today,

THAYER & CHANDLER,
160>164 West JackKon Itoulevard, Chloaco, 111.

"Largett Makerit of Pyroaraphy Ooodt
in the World."

REMOVING WEST
HcusehoUl O.Nxls uliippwl at Ucdiiml Ratrn to Bii.l frc.iii Wosti-rn

Stales Tlinuiifh cam, avuidiiiK tninsfcr. Colnrod maps froo. Write
for particulars.

TRANS-CONTINENTAL FREIGHT CO.
Sun Frmii'lst'o, 7KD Mark«>t St.

LoH AniroloH, -iit W. .Mh St. S<>iil(l<>. ao.t Main Rt.
Cliiditro, ^ISHDoarborn St. Now York, '.!!) S Ilrotulway

TYPEWRITERS 1
)

AL.L. MAIvl'.S KlOltl IKT at H to %
manufacturrrs price.^. Kcntcd anywhere or
sold on H nioMtliH approval. Write for
our money biiclt Kiiaitinte)*, also Cata-
loffiieand Hpedal I'rl<'«t l.tnt.

ROCKWELU-BARNE8 CO., 32S Baldwin Building, Cliloaco, III

MANUSCRIPTS TYPEWRITTEN
Editors Demand Typewritten S'oriet

Expert Service Moderate Fees
L. E. SWARTZ. 526 Newport, Lakeview, Chica«o

Two Guns in One
The U. S. Three-Barrel Gnn
2 Shot Barrels—1 Rille Barrel

No need to carry two guns to get every kind
of game you find— one U. S. Three-Barrel
Gun is enouch. With it you are prepared for

large or small game. No extra wei;;ht but
the rifle ammunition in your pocket. A
standard weight, 6/^ to 7Ji Ijs., neat 12. 16 or
20-guage double barrel shot gun—of finest

material, workmanship, finish and construc-
tive principle. Has all the delicacy of i>oise
and balance, with the requisite drop of
stock which characterizes the perfect double
gun. This for traps and birds.

inirds or Si^ Game
In addition, a rifle, bored with scientific

precision, lying underneath—where it would
scarcely be noticed unless pointed out.
Rifle gives extra flat trajectory and is per-
fectly adapted to the new, hich-power smoke-
less pou-dor shells. Five sizes from 25-20 to
32-40—a wide runr:e for sclccUcn. The perfect gun
fora mixed gatne country. Two guns for the
Trice of one. Ourllterature, sent free, shows de-
tallfot mechanism and finish nearly full s!tp. The
Il'.ree-narrcl Giin Is made In three grades—all
fully described lu our free literature. To hold a
V. a. Three- -,

- „
Barrel in ;;^23BHBS2S!^n
your bands "^Hi^^^^lBIHHIV I

18 to want
to own one
atoiico. Write today,
Notice our famous Trap Can—
let us tell you about that loo.
No stamps—just your name and
address for full Information
about the finest gun made la
America.

Three-Barrel Gnn Company
1204 Market St., Wheeling, W. Va.

(Factories at Moundsvllle, West Vlrfjlula)

$375 Runs in all weather
on all roads

You musi have a motor car that you
can depend on absolutely. You
can't afford to take chances.

The Kiblinger Motor Vehicle
has proven its superiority in

numerous tests and con-
tests. Get our free book
ot facts, figures and
proof about the fa

mous Kiblinger.

Motor
buppy and

physic i an's
coupe develop

11-H-P. Surre)
IC-H-P. Sv/ift—sure—economical.

Kiblinger
Motor
Vehicles
Save time, money
'and worry. Prices

from $;5"5 up, ac-

cording to

style of
body.

The best car for
country tuid city use—best In mud and up

hills- H.ns won prizesfor
hill climbing feats and gen-
eral efiiciency.
No tire troubles—no blow-outs

or punctures. Solid rubber tires.

Cheaper than a horse. Absolutely
guaranteed In every way. For pro-
fessional use and pleasure. Runs on all

roadt and In all weather. Write today for

catalog and complete information.

W. H. Kiblinger Co.
Oept.51 Auburn, Ind.
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Cotiffress
coNCREss: Cards.
PLAYING CAROS

606
GOLD EDGES Gold edges. 50c. i

pack. 90 picture backs,
]

dainty colors and gold.

Bicycle
Cards.
40 regulation backs.

Most durable 2Sc. card I

made. More sold than]

all others combined.

200-pag:e book, "Card Games and How to Play Them," new
edition revised; latest rules for all popular games. Sent pre-

paid for 6 flap ends from Bicycle tuck boxes, or ISc. in stamps.
The U. S. Playing Card Co., Dept. 1 1 Cincinnati, U. S. A,

CrTheHOLSMAN^Goes Anj^wKere*^
Itli built especially to travel all kinds of city streets or country

roads. The high wheelsclearridges, ruts and rocks easily. A comfor-
table, elegantly finished motor carriage for pleasure or business.

Cheaper to Keep Than a Horse
as ft costs but a cent a mile to operate. Has solid rubber tires—no
tireexpense, punctures or tire troubles. Built AftRfi Mffn
by theoldest and largest mfrs. in the world. 90au %Jip

Annual Sales Over $600,000
The Holsman is not an experiment, but

has 7 years of success back of it, and
thousands of satisfied users. The World's
Standard Motor carriage. Every part ot
every Holsman is guaranteed.

Send for Catalog, and "Book
of Testimonials."

Hobman AntomobOe Co.

Rooa594JMonailnockBlk.aiicafO

DIRECT FROM THE ORIENT
Finest, rich green, genuine Chinese Jade Jewelry, 24K
Solid Gold mounting! made by skilled Chinese gold-

smiths. Rings, Scarf Pins, Necklaces. Bracelets, Etc.

Send 2c stamp for Booklet No. 5 "Jade"
illustrated in natural colors. Givesinteresting history

BROCK & FEAGAN8, Importing Jeweleti ,

437-439-441 Broadway. Los Angelea. California

PATE N rS
' SECURED OR FEE RETURNED
Free opinion as to patentability. Send for Guide Book
and What To Invent, finest publication for free distri-

bution. Patents secured by us advertised free,

EVANS, WILKENS & CO.
No. OOO F Street, N. W.. Washington, D.C.

"It's Birds Sure
Dog and man know it. The

man also knows that his shells

are right because they are loaded

with powder manufactured by

—the name that guarantees ex-

cellence. Du Pont brands are:

Shotgun Smokeless

DUPONT "INFALLIBLE"
HAZARD "NEW SCHULTZE"

"NEW E. C. Improved)"

Black Sporting Powders

L. & R. "ORANGE EXTRA SPORTING"
HAZARD KENTUCKY RIFLE

DU PONT RIFLE

Insist on having all your shells
loaded with Du Pont brands.

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS
POWDER COMPANY

Wilmington, Del.

OUR will interest you—Fac-similes of

niSBPD Portraits of Winners of Nationalurrci^ Field Trial Championships. Write
Dept.T, Du Pont Co.. Wilmington, DeL
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PRESIDENT
SUSPENDERS

"THE
CORDS
SLIDE"

have the exclusive and
common sense cord action

at the back which gives
and /a^ej with every move-
ment. This overcomes all

strain at the shoulders and
buttons and means long wear.

Highest quality of elastic

webbing over the shoulders.

Different weights and lengths to

suit all requirements.
MAKER'S GUARANTEE on

every pair
—

Satisfaction, new pair
or money back-
Price 50c at your dealer, or sent

prepaid on receipt of price.

THE C. A. EDGARTON
MFG. CO. ^

712 Main St., Shirley ,
Mmi. ^

CONSUMPTION
BRONCHITIS AND CATARRH" ASTHMA CURED "^

Trial Treatment of California's latest and greatest discovery,

together with an elegantly illustrated book telling all about it, will be
sent to anyone afflicted with consumption, bioncliiiis, asthma, catarrh,

or any nose, throat or lung trouble in order to prove that the cure can

positively be made in the patient's own room, without change of climate,

without detention from business and without stomach dosing.
This new direct treatment. Condor

lnlialutioi>,currsm wonderfullyauick
time pain In either Inng or De-
tween olioulder blades, heni-
iiiorrhage, Hpittiny; up matter,
coughs that stay, ditHcult
breathing:, liiiKci'ln); coldN,
head iioiHes, raw thr«>at, stuff-

ed nose, foulbreath, fever
or chills, nifcht sweats,
Koneral 'weakuess,loss of

weight or strength,
etc., and is now curing 95 out

of every 100 cases treated in

Phoenix, Arir., Indio, Cal.,

and other consumptive centers.

By means ol vapor from burn-

ing a pastllc the healing powers
of the discovery are drawn Into

nose or lungs and instantly pen
etrate and IHslnfeol the

Ulcerated Tissues.
This Inhalation method at once

destroys andcleara outthcpoison

germs, opens wasted cells, loosens and throws off the distressing mucus,

ebuilds tissues, heals lung cavities, and creates bodily strength and

vigor. 1( you are taking medicine. STOP.
Write today, stating what you wish to be cured of. and by re-

turn mail you will receive complete trial treatment and illustrated

book, both absolutely free. Address, without stamps or money

CONDOR MEDICINE CO.. Blk. 290, Loi Angelei, Cal.

^^^ A Happy
Marriage

Depends largely on a

knowledge of the whole

truth about self and
sex and their relation to life and health. This

knowledge does not come intelligently of itself,

nor correctly from ordinary everyday sources.

Sexology
(.IlluslrateJ)

By William H. Walling. A. M.. M. D..

Imparts in a clear, wholesome way, in one

volume :

Knowledge a Toung Man Should Hare.
Knowledge a Young Husband Shuuld Have.
Knowledge a Father Should Have.
Knowledge a Father Should Impart to His Son.
Medical Knowledge a Husband Should Have.

Knowledge a Young A^'onian Should Have.
Knowledge a Young Wife Should Have.
Knowledge a Mother Should Have.
Knowledge a Mother Should Impart to Her Daughter.
Medical Knowledge a Wife Should Have.

Rich Cloth Bindins, Full Gold Stamp, IDiutrateJ, $2.00

Write for "Other People's Opinions" and Table of Cuoteats

Puritan Pub. G>.,Dept 145, Phila., Pa.

Benton Approval. Send No Money. SI.60
WE WILL TRUST YOU TEN DAYS. HAIR SWITCH
Send a_lock of your hair, and we will mai I a 3K oi. 22-in. short

torn flue human hair switch to match. If joa
find it a bic tiareain, rrmit tl.M) in ten days, or
ell 8 and getyoor iwltch (Tm. Extra shade* a

[lilile more. Inclose .'.c postace. Free beauty
vine latest style of hair dresiiag

—alM

Strong Arms
For 1 cents (in stamps or coin)

I will »end, as long as they last, one of my chart*,

showing exercises that will quicllv build M|> nhoul-
dprs, arms, forearms and naiicls without any
apparatus. They arc beautifully ilh.str it«l with twenty
half-tone cuts. Renular price 2S cents.

PROF. ANTHONY BARKER
1060 Barker BMf., 110 WEST 4U ST.. N. Y. CITT

WHEELCHAIRS
A Wheel Chair Is oft»n an
iiivulid's greatert comfort.
Wo offer over 7S styles of

thoBo easy, 8elf-pro|)clling and Invalid's Rolling

Chairs, with latest improvements. Ship oisrrt raon

rACToav TO rou.^iinuHT raxrxiD, and sell on

THIRTY DAYS' TRIAL.
Liberal Pinctnint* to all sending for free

Catalogue NOW.
GORI>ON MFG. CO.

«04 Madison Avenue TOl.KIV), OHIO

HAIR GROWS!
when our Vacuum Cap is used a few minutes

daily. Sent on 60 days FREE trial at our expense.
No druRS or electricity. Stops fallins hair, cures

dandruff. A postal brings illustrated booklet.

MODERN VACUUM CAP CO.

J 573 Barclay Denrer, Colorado
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ARE YOU INTERESTED IN

Purity-Quality or Ravor?

YOU GET ALL THREE IN THEIR HIGHEST

DEGREE JN^ ALL PRODUCTS BEARING

SIGNATURE

FOR HEALTH
AND STRENGTH,
EAT

CHOCOUTE''DIPPED

TRISCUIT.^ ,

^•^5^ COCOA

/stands UNEQUALLED
IN ALL RESPECTS.

THE RECOGNIZED

SUPERIOR OF ALL

IMPORTED & DOMESTIC

CANDIES.
COCOA
AND

CHOCOLATES.

PEPSIN GUM HAS THAT

AEHNED "REAl!* PEPPERMINT FLAYOl

MENNEN'S
BORATED TALCUM

TOILET POWDER

"Baby's Best Friend"
and Mamma's greatest comfort. Mennen'c relieves and
prevents Chafinr, Sunburn, Prickly Heat and Chappins.

For your protection tiie genuine is put up in non-
refillable boxes—the "Box that Lox," with Mennen's
face on top. Sold everywhere or by mail 25 cents.
Sample free.

Try Mennen's Violet (Borated) Talcum Toilet Powder—It

has the scent of Fresh-cut Parma Violets. Sample Free,

GERHARD MENNEN CO., Newark. N. J.
Mennen's Sen Yang Toilet Powder, Oriental Odor I No
Mennen's Borated Skin Soap (blue wrapper) ( Samples

Specially prepared for the nursery. Sold Only at Stores

LADD & TILTON BANK
PORTLAND. OREGON

Established 1859

Capital Fully Paid .... $1,000,000.00

Surplus and Undivided Profits . 500,000,00

OFFICERS:

W. M. LADD. President R. S. HOWARD, Jr., Asst. Cashier

EDWARD COOKINGHAM. Vice-Pres. J. W. LADD, Asst. Cashier

W. H. DUNCKLEY. Cashier WALTER M. COOK, Asst. Cashier

Interest paid on time deposits and savings accounts

Accounts of Banks, Firms, Corporations and Individuals solicited. We are prepared to

furnish depositors every facility consistent with good banking.

Don't forget to montlon The Pacifle Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Northern Pacific Railway
OFFERS

COLONIST FARES
TO THE

NORTHWEST
In September and October

These Through One-Way Fares From the East Give Excellent

Opportunity For Parties to Come West

Bring This to the Attention of Your Friends in the East

Who may be Interested

Full information furnished by any passenger representative of this

company. Ticket deliveries arranged at any points in the Elast.

A. M. CLELAND, A. D. CHARLTON,
Gen. Pa»«. Agent, St. Paul, Minn. AmL Gen. Pa«». Agent, Portland, Or.

Dou't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when ileallinf with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Will Vou Do This
lor a Bigger Salary?

There's no sentiment attached to a question like this—it's a matter of dollars

and cents—of earning more—of being able to command a bigger salary.

This same question has led thousands of men to write and ask how their

positions could be bettered and their salaries increased through the help of the

International Correspondence Schools. The resu/J has been that in the last two years 7,500

of the men who have advanced through the

help of the I. C. S. have voluntarUy reported

salary increases aggregating H.905,600.

During July the number was 510.

These men were no better off than you
when they first marked the coupon. Most
of them were poorly paid ;

some lived thou-

sands of miles away ; many of them could

only read and write. Yet, without leaving

home or work they were quickly enabled to

become experts at their chosen occupations.

Won't you mark the coupon for more

money? The I. C. S. has a way that fits

your case exactly. It costs nothing to learn

about it. Mark and mail the coupon now.

The Business of This Place

Is to Raise Salaries,

International Correspondence Schools,
Box 974 , 8€RA.>TON, I'A.

Please explain, withont further obligation on my part,
how I can qualify for employment or advancement

in the position before which I have marked X

Bookkeeper
Stenoe rapher
AdTerligemeDt Writer

Show Card Writer
Window Trimmer
Commercial Law
Illustrator
Civil Service
Chemist
Textile HillSnpt.
Electrician
£lec. Engineer

Blechanieal Uraftsnian

Telephone i-ngliiecr
Elec LlBhtiiij; tiipt.
Meohan. Engineer
Plumber & Steam fitter

Stationary Enicineer
Civil Engineer
Bulldintr Contractor
Arehltee' I Draftsman
Architect
Struc tural Engineer
Banklnc
HI ning Engineer

Name.

Street and No..

City

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Every Sportsman Should Have a Copy of Our

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF SPORTING

GOODS
It contains 320 piiges of

illustrations and descrip-
tions of Shot Guns, Rifles,

Revolvers, Tents, Camping
Outfits, Boats, Canoes,
Fishing Tackle, etc

32 PAGES devoted to

Shot Guns, all makes and

kinds, single barrel, double

barrel, three barrel, repeat-

ing and automatic.

26 PAGES devoted to

Rifles,automatic, repeating,

single shot, etc.

12 PAGES devoted to

Revolvers and Pistols, dou-

ble action, single action,

army, navy, automatic, etc.

40 PAGES devoted to

Gun, Rifle,and Revolver ac-

cessories, telescopes, sights,

cleaning implements, load-

ing tools, gun cases, cart-

ridge belts, targets, decoys,

cartridges and shells.

100 PAGES devoted to

Tents and Camping goods,

sleeping bags, folding camp
furniture, cooking outfits,

foods, medicines, com-

passes, clothing, animal

traps, axes, knives, etc

10 PAGES devoted to different makes of canoes, hunting and Bshing boats, folding

boats, canvas folding boats, motor boats, etc
70 PAGES devoted to Fishing Tackle, all kinds of rod*, reels, lines, baits, flies, hooks,

and other necessary articles for the fisherman.

In addition to all this there are camp cooking recipes, hints regarding th^ use of fire-

arms, information about black and smokeless powders, size shot to be used for different

kinds of game, instructions for preparing game for mounting, etc., etc
One sportsman who received a copy of this book writes us that it was just like having a

great big sporting goods store brought to his very door.

This book, together with a copy of this month's National Sportsman (a 160-page maga-

zine) will be sent to any address on receipt of 1 Oc In stamps or coin to cover postage.

NATIONAL SPORTSMAN, Inc., 87 Federal St., BOSTON, MASS.

Oon't forget to meutiou The raoitlc Monthly when dealing with adrertlsers. It will be appreciated.
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OverThirtyYears' Standard Style and

Durability is the best form of

INSURANCE

Tor'
-pi^oe

years to come.

To-day Shawkjiit Socks are better than ever, and their

standard will always be maintained at any cost.

HONEST DEALERS will tell you that Shawkmi Socks
wear longer, are fast color, seamless, and delightfully
soft to the feet. Because they are shaped in the

knitting they do not bind nor draw over instep.

For the sake of "tender feet we have produced Style 5^1,

a Light Weight cotton stocking, Pure White Inside—
no dye next the skin

— and Black and White Mixture
Outside. Also Style 35^1, the same as Style 5^1,

only E^tra Light Weight.
If you cannot procure the above styles of Shemknit Socks

from your dealer, we will fill your trial order upon
receipt of price. These goods delivered at our own

expense anyw^here in the United States, 25 cents

a pair, six pairs $1.50, packed in an attractive

box. Sizes 9 to 1 1 /^ inclusive. 2

Mention size when ordering

SHAW STOCKING COMPANY

27 Smith Street, Lowell, Mass.

Souvenir Post Cards
OF THE

A.-Y.-P. EXPOSITION
SEATTLE : 1909

12 Highly Colored Views of Buildings and Grounds

25 Cents, postpaid to any part of the World

THE POSTAL SHOP
124 FIFTH STREET PORTLAND, OREGON

DIAMONDS
Of finest quality, imported direct from Amsterdam, and mounted

\\\ I I / y
in our own factory in Rings, Brooches, Pins,

\\\\ I \/// Elarrings and Studs, are retailed direct to
^ ^^

you at original importers' pricas,
tanging from $ 1 0. to $20,000.

Make your selection from our beautiful

Now Diamond Booklet, with its

hundreds of illustrations. *S°[Ut tells how
_^ we will send to you a selection of Dia-

This Diamond "^''"'^ °° approval ) FKL£ on request.

Ring, $ 1 OO. Qur big CIFT CATALOG Ulustrates,

describes and gives our low prices for Diamonds, Watches,

Jewelry, Silverwares, Cut Glass, Leather Goods, Silk Umbrellas.

Electroliers, Clocks, Stationery, Chinawares, Glasswares and
Art Wares. Greatest variety to choose from. Our 80 years'

reputation for integrity guarantees you the highest quality mer-

chandise and satisfaction. Write to-day for CatsJog— it's FREE.

MERMOD, JACCARD * KING. St. Louis, Mo.

Don't forept to mpntion Ttie Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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ElectricityNow Does All the

Washing and Wrin^in^
Wenowattach an electric motor to the famous

1900 Washer. It operates the wringer, too.

Connect it with a light fixture, as you connect
a table lump. Turn on the current as you turn

on the light.
The Washer then operates just like our hand

washer, only you don't need to touch it.

When the washing is done ,
move a small lever,

and the motor connects with the wringer. The

one motor, operating both the washer and
wringer, does every whit of the work.

Please think what that means. The hardest

drudgery there is about housework done by
two cents' worth of electricity

Servants happy; laundry bills saved; clothes

lasting twice as long. For the "IGOO" does wash-
ing better than any other method known.
Now electricity makes the washer go. Doesn't

that sound like a new era for women?

Send No Money-We Pay Freight
ThJs outfit does just as we claim. Does

all of the washing, all of the wringing. Does
the work better than you can do it by hand.
Does it with less wear on clothes.
The facts, we know, seem too good to be

true. So we propose this:

If you are responsible, we will send yoit
the Washer, Wringer and Motor, all on 30

days' trial. We will prepay the freight.
You don't invest a penny—don't commit

yourself at all. Do four washings with it.

Try it on dainty things, heavy things.every-
thing. Then, if you think that you can get
along without it, we will take it back.
Your 30 days' use will be free.

You have no obligation whatever. Treat
us just like a dealer who shows you a
washer. If you don't want it when the

month is up, simply say so.

But don't go on washing in the old way
without knowingwhat this method means to

you. Women have no right to do such hard
work when electricity can do it for them.
Send first for our Washer Book, to Vnow

all about it. Then, If you'll try it, just tell

us to send it on.
Please cut out this coupon —now—before

you forget it.

The 1900 Washer Co. 3210 Henry St.,

Binghamton, N. Y.

Please send me the book about the Electric
Washer.

Name.

Address.
We have also a Canadian tactoo'.

X-RAY
Stove Polish

Trade Mark
Free Sample. Address Dept.5i^
LamoBt.CorllMA Co.ltti.18HBdMBStII.T.

The Shine
That Lasts LongestI

A Safe Investment
is one that brings adequate returns for the

money invested. Thousands of letters

from satisfied advertisers attest the merits

of The Pacific Monthly as a safe and profit-

able medium to reach the buying public.

It helps others make money. It can help

you. Write for terms.

The Pacific Monthly Co,
Portland, Oregon

^^^

FRF:e:=A Razor Saver=FRi:i:
Try this experiment—rub a few drops of "3 In One" Into your razor strop until the

leather becomes soft and pliable; draw razor blade between thumb and finder moistened with

"3 In One"; then strop. Every razor edpe has teeth like a cross-cut saw; soap and water
cause these teeth to rust; the more rust the duller the razor. Stropping only breaks off the

microscopic rust particles giving a new cutting edge which Immediately commences to rust

again. Now "i In One" on the strop brings outthe grain of theleather. Thisadheres toand
wloes out the saw edges—leaving the cutting edge keen and clean. "3 In One" prevents

pppF even slightest further rusting. Scientific circular and sample bottle—both free.

G.W.COLE CO., 39 B«o*DWAr New YONR.
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Plans forSlobcAVermekeLitraries

THIS
is one of twenty-five original designs illustrating a series of

home libraries.

The cost of each sketch was $20.00, representing an ex-

penditure of $500.00 for the complete set of drawings.

We have reproduced the entire collection in book form and will

mail one copy free of cost to any interested party.

From it you will gain many helpful suggestions on the proper and artistic treatment of

a library, and incidentally learn how easily and at what small cost it can be accomplished

by the use of Slotc^V^rnickc sectional book cases which discriminating buyers recognize

as having the preference of those seeking choice furniture for the home.

Slot»«^V^rnlckc sectional book cases are canied in stock by nearly 1500 authorized

agents, but where not represented we ship on approved, freight paid. Uniform prices

everywhere.
Write Department R for above Plans and Catalogue.

CINCINNATI.
BRANCH STORES: New York,380-382 Broadway. Chicago,224-228 Wabash Ave. Boston,91-93 Federal St.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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"Fighting Bob's'' Own Story of the

American Navy
Rear-Admiral Robley D. Evans has written a series of remarkable

r>dval articles—articles which will arouse the interest and the patriotism of

every thinking American.

Throughout the series runs the strong, lovable personality of "
Fighting

Bob," the man who, as Kipling said,
" Has /ivec^ more stories than Zog-

baum or I could invent."

His vivid story takes up the sailing of the fleet, its target practice,

manoeuvres, the supremacy of American gunners, and many other subjects.

This series constitutes
^^

Fighting Bob's'' own message to the American people^

after his half century of service, and will appear each month, beginning in -

Hampton's BROADWAY Magazine
FOR OCTOBER 15 CENTS

We feel that we are justified in declaring Admiral Evans' series of articles

to be the most important magazine feature of recent years

C " The Supreme Court—in the Light of the Coming Election," by Eugene
P. Lyle, Jr., is another of the interesting and valuable features of Hamp
ton's Broadway for October. Other articles by Porter Emerson

Browne, Lindsay Denison, James H. Collins, and others.

C Stories by Jack London, Mary Heaton Vorsc, Maxmilian

Foster, and other leading fiction writers.

C The most beautifully illustrated popular magazine in

America. C, Sold by all dealers.

ItrnJ. n.

liumptoB
84W. 85th8U

New Y«rk

Enclnsed herewith

is »$ cents, for whii h

you are to send me your

.-lyazine for Septenil>er.

October and Noveniber. and
nUo the phototraTure oT Ad.
iral E>.>ns.

Send as cents with this coupon and we will send you our
imber, October and No

tagnificent photojrravu
Inaia tint paper, suitable for framing ; size, ii x 14 inches.

September, October and November magazines, arid also a
magnificent photogravure of Admiral Kvans, printed on

iBTUtanMwwwwmpswwwmnanMwwarsxsxii
Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly whon dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Let There Be Light

4 timet cheaper than coal gas

7 times cheaper than acetylene

II times cheaper than electricity

AWONDERFUL improvement over
•* * w^ood, coal, cook stoves and old style

heating arrangements. Q It makes cooking

easy and comfortable and sure of good
success. ^ it lights and heats the home

perfectly and by our system you can have

hot water any hour of the day or night.

We have hundreds of letters from satisfied

customers in Oregon, Washington, Idaho,

California and many other states. Every

purchaser becomes a booster for us.

fl There is nothing else like it on the market

and the cost so small that every family

can afford one. In fact, this machine will

pay for itself in a short time in money
actually saved w^hen compared with old

methods of lighting, heating and cooking.

We positively guarantee
it to be perfectly safe

It relieves the wife of all drudgery and

annoyance and saves time and money.
Made in all sizes to suit any size home.

Write for complete catalogue show^ing

sizes, prices, etc. Address : Sales Manager

THE COAST UGHTING CO.
218 2nd Avenue South

SEAHLE: WASHINGTON

TACOMA, 9383^ Pacific Avenue

PORTLAND, 301 GerUnser Bldg.

SAN FRANCISCO. 1120 Metropoli* Bank EMk.

A new and attractive design

wrought in the famous
"
1847 ROGERS BROS."

ware is now on sale.

The Faneuil Pattern is

one of dignity and grace
—

its lines suggestive o{ the

Colonial— Irom which

period it takes the name

of Faneuil.

In appearance it is the

equal of any design in

sterling
—the quality and

workmanship being upon
the same high plane as all

goods bearing the stamp

M ROGERS BROS!'

The Faneuil Pattern is now

made in the staple spoons, lorks.

knives and many ol the lancy

pieces
— and will shortly be

procurable in the lull line.

There is every indication

that the new design will

soon establish itsell as

one ol the most popular

ol this well - known

brand oi
" Silpcr

Plate thatWears."
"
1847 ROGERS

BROS." ware is

sold by the best

dealers everywhere.

Send lor catalog
" X 21" showing

the Faneuil Pattern

as well as other

patterns, ol which —
there are many styles

—some lancy, some

simple and chaste.

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.

Meriden, Conn.
(lDt«rnational Silver Co., Successor.)

KW TIMK CHICAGO SM FRMCttCO

Don't forget to mention Tlie Pacific Montlily when dealing witli advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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CALIFORNIA
Is making arrangements to entertain

Several Hundred Thousand Visitors

during the winter season, and can do it hand-

somely. Its magnificent hotels, delightful climate,

and variety of beach and inland attractions are

THE WONDER o^^AeWORLD
It's the place to go for a winter trip and you will

be wise to make arrangements early. If you desire

the assistance of the Passenger Department of the

Southern Pacific Company
do not hesitate to call or write. Beautifully

illustrated publications telling about all parts
of the State can be had for the asking.

Special Low Rate Tickets on Sale at All Ticket Offices Over the Famous

ROAD OF A THOUSAND WONDERS

$55.00
Portland to Los Angeles and Return

Long limit on tickets and stopover privileges.

Corresponding rates from other points. Inquire
of any Southern Pacific local agent, for full parti-*'

culars, or address

CHAS. S. FEE WM. McMURRAY
Passenger Traffic Manager General Passenger Agent

San Francisco, Cal. Portland, Oregon

Don't forget to meutlon The Pacific Monthly whi-ii d-Hllinf with sdvertlw^rs. It will to appreciated.
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y
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SUITS WHEN OTHERS disappoint! 1 1|

THE ERA OF
CHEAP TELEGRAPHY

M SM
IS HERE

50WORDS FOR 25CENTS

THE
first Unes of the Telepost will be put Into

commercial operation about the time
This Imu* of the Pacific Monthly

reaches you. New lines will be opened as
rapidly as physical and financial conditions permit,
until every city in the United States Is connected.

^ This new automatic service is of vital interest

^ not only to present users of the telegraph, but
also to the general public, who will now be able

to send Quite a LETTER by wire and receive a
prepaid reply the same day at a total expense (re-
gardless ofdistance) of 50 cents for the two.

#[[ An interesting illustrated booklet has been pre-^ pared, describing in detail the invention, its

operation, its economy, its rapidity and its ac-
curacy. Mailed without cost to anyone asking for
Booklet No. 55.

TELEPOST COMPANY
225 Fifth Avenue New York City

ForTournome
Wholesome,
summery heat
in every room,
with small fuel
cost. Easy to
operate.
A warm house. Warm all ooer. Nol loo

warm In mild weather.

An even, healthful temperature in
every room, no matter hovir cold outside
nor which way the wind blows—when
the home is heated by

Hot Water or Low Pressure Steam

Let us send you the evidence of those
who speak from experience. Our free book
Srives comparative results of different heating
appliances. Avoid mistakes. Send for this book.
Address Dept. 1 2.

Capitol Boilers and Radiators are equally valuable
for Churches, Schools, Hotels and Office Buildings.

CniM Stales Heaterrompaiy.
DETROIT, MICH.

Branch Offices and Agencies in all Principal Cities.
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OREGONIANS
It's Up To You !

The Railroads are doing their part, and your cooperation

is necessary to make the great work of home-building

and upbuilding the splendid success that it should be.

The Oregon Railroad & Navigation Co.
AND

Southern Pacific Company
(LINES IN OREGON)

Jointly with its Associated Lines, the Oregon Short Line,

Union Pacific and connections, w^ill reestablish the popular

COLONIST RATES
DAILY DURING SEPTEMBER AND OCTOBER

19 08
From the Principal Cities of the Middle West the Rates Will Be as Follows :

FROM FROM
CHICAGO . . $38.00 COUNCIL BLUFFS $30.00
ST. LOUIS . . $35.50 OMAHA . . . $30.00
KANSAS CITY $30.00 ST. PAUL . . . $30.00

Corresponding rates from all other Eastern points. Stopovers at

pleasure at all points in Oregon.

The Colonist Rate is the greatest of all homehuilders. Oregon and the Northwes* have

unlimited resources and need more people who desire homes and larger opportunities

You can accomplisK splendid results by heralding this opportunity to all

the world. Send Oregon literature giving good reliable information

about the State, far and wide. Call on the abo've railroads for it if necessary.

Fares Can Be Prepaid
Here at home if desired. Any agent is authorized to accept the

required deposit and telegraph ticket to any point. Call on any
Local Agent, or address

WM. McMURRAY
General Passenger Agent : Portland, Oregon

Don't forgot to incut loii The PuctHc Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will t>«> appreciated.
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Running a Car
by Ear

The trained ear of the experienced auto-

mobilist instantly detects the superiority of

ZEROLENE Auto-Lubricating Oil in the

even, contented "pur-r" of the engine that tells

the story of perfect lubrication. No matter what the type

of gasoline engine, ZEROLENE invariably gives

perfect lubrication under all conditions.

J^mULCrnt Lubricating Ull
Xlie IVon-Carbonlzlng Oil

is produced in only one place in the world. It keeps cylinders

and spark plugs in perfect condition. It is practically friction,

carbon and trouble proof. ZEROLENE is put up in sealed

cans with patent spout that cannot be refilled. Also put up
in barrels for the garage trade. Sold by dealers everywhere.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY
(Incorporated)

Hartshorn Shade Rollers
Wood Rollers

Tin Rollers

Bear the script name of
Stewart Hartshorn on label.

Qet "
Improved," no tacks required.

^^;:4^^c!Z^^^^^^^'^"t^^^^7>i^

BIRDSEYE °^Pu^^'r£9^5!2J^«"'^™Y

VIEW SENT FREE ON REQUEST

The Puget Sound Nav. Co., Seattle, Wn.

INPORPOP ATF IM A PITHN A costs less than elsewhere
iiiv-'Vyivir v-riv/^ i ii. ii^ .^i.ivi^v-m.^\. advantages are worth thousands
No tax in Arizona. No stock subscriptions required before incorporating. Any kind of stock may be issued and paid
up in property, services or leases. Transact business anywhere. Stockholders exempt from company liabilij^.

No

Publjc
statement and no books need be kept for pubHc inspection anywhere, IF INCORPORATEID IN ARIZONA,

resident Stoddard w^as for years ofErially in charge of incorporating business and is resident agent for many thousand
companies. All blanks, law, by-laws and particulars free. Companies incorporated on receipt of reasonable deposit
on account and telegram stating name, capital, shares, time annual meeting and authorized debt.

Reference : Any bank in Arizona

STODDARD INCORPORATING COMPANY, Box 8E, PHOENIX, ARIZONA

py
direct from indlan
TO purchaserNAVAJO INDIAN BLANKCTS

GENUINE Navajo Indian hand woven rugs made from "Native Wool" by most skilled weavers in very pretty
designs. Size 24x36 inches, price $3.50; 36x53 inches, $6.50; 45x70 inches, $12.00; 55x100 inches, $20.00—larger
sizes in proportion. Also carry large stock Genuine Navajo hand hammered silver bracelets—Children's sizes from
75c to $1.25; Ladies* sizes from $1.25 to $2.50. We are the largest dealers from whom you can buy these goods
direct in any desired quantity at wholesale prices. All goods express prepaid to any part of the West. We refund
your in'»ney if not entirely satisfied. Send me your order NOW. Send for free sketches. Address all orders to

R. M. BRUCHMAN : Indian Trader rWINSLOW,ARIZONA
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LAST CALL

The Birds ofWashington
By William Leon Dawson, of Seattle, and J. H. Bowles, of Tacoma

The Pioneer Bird-Book of the Pacific Northwest

The Outcome of a Quarter of a Century of Study. A complete scientific and popu-
lar account of the 375 species of birds found in the State of Washin^jton. .(.Just as

good, also, for Oregon, Idaho and British Columbia). Superbly illustrated from photo-
graphs by the author, assisted by such well-known bird artists as W. L. Finley, H. T.

Bohlman, W. H, Wright, F. S. Merrill and others; and with 40 drawings by Allan
Brooks. More than 375 illustrations in the Original Edition; more than 450 in the

Imperial Edition. COMPLETE IN TWO VOLUMES, 900 PAGES

k'T^ • -
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Reflnish Shabby Furniture

Refinish your
shabby furniture. You can

do it yourself with perfect success.

You can change the old oak table into

a beautiful Mahogany, Walnut or Cherry
finish—you can save the old chair you were

going to throw away—you can refinish the entire

woodwork of a room to suit your fancy with

ACME QUALITY
VARNO-LAC

The Acme Quality Textbook on paints and finishes tells you
how to do it—how to obtain a high polish or dull finish—
how to select the proper paint or varnish for any purpose
and how to accomplish perfect results.

Acme Quality Paints, Enamels, Stains and Varnishes
are all ready for instant use and go far toward making
the home cheerful and beautiful.

ACME

^QlfAUTl^

Write for the Textbook—it is abso-

lutely free.

If you are thinking of painting the out-
side of your house, ask the practical painter
about Acme Quality New^ Era Paints.

For sale by leading dealers

ACME WHITE LEAD & COLOR WORKS
Dept. I, Detroit, Mich.

IN DETROIT-Life is Worth Livinq

Don't forget to mention .The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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77ieWILSON BUNGALOW BOOK
THIRD EDITION JUST READY

The new edition is carefully revised, entirely rearranged and indexed,
and much enlarged, showing nearly twice as many plans as the second

edition. It is beautifully printed on coated paper in tints. This is the

only good practical book of Bungalow plans. Page 8x11 inches, and

plans large enough for easy comprehension and practical utility. De-

scriptions and prices of each house given. Every prospective home-
builder should have a copy. Real pictures of real houses. Wilson's

bungalows are the result of years of study and experience, and reduce

the problem of house and home building almost to an exact science.

PRICE, ONE DOLLAR, POSTPAID TO ANY ADDRESS

HENRY L WILSON 426, 427. 428 c«pp Bidg. LOS ANGELES, CAL

MISTAKES AVOIDED
In Buying Good Furniture

Imps will be retunded. f^ />< C<» yA
Our integrity of fifty years standing I

^. V^O' v./ wA
and our guarantee shopmarlc is your V&bmtWV Jr
safeguard in buying this furniture from \^Tj|V\^/ ^TJ
the rlcalers. Shop Mark Wa
BERKEY & GAY FURNITURE CO. Estab. 1 859 Jf
Please Address Dept. P 2 Grand Rapids, Mich. ^

By followring the helpful sug-
gestions found in our instruc- _

tive booklet, "Furniture of Character." No
advertisement can adequately tell the won-
drous story of the remarkable

Berkey & Gay
reproductions of Period and Colonial furniture for the
bed room, dining room and library. This furniture
charms by itn solidity, grace and beauty because it is

artistically designed, durably constructed and ele-

gantly finished. The booklet will be sent for 16
cents in U. S. stamps to partly cover its ^^yjN.
cost. If not satisfactory, return it and /<^_ fiX
stamps will be refunded.

-THE STAR"

Asbestos Pad
For Dining
Tables

The original and patented Dining Table Pad.

Not an imitation.

The best Pad manufactured.
, «• . . i

Made of a special grade of Asbestos of sufficient thicknesii

and weight to assure protection from damage by heat and

moisture, covered with double faced cotton flannel to make
it soft and noiseless. • ...
Pads and leaves made to fold to convenient size to lay

away when not in use. .

Doily, Chafing-dish and Platter Mats of same matenaJs,

size 5 to 18 inches, round, square or oval.

Ask your dealer to show you the STAR Pad.
__

All Pads and Mats bear our trade mark, "Star.

These Pads for sale by :

W. & J. Sloane, San Francisco. Cal.

Pacific Purchasing Co., Los Angeles, Cal.

Frederick fie Nelson. Seattle. Wash.
Spokane Dry Goods Co., Spokane, Wash.

Write for descriptive booklet.

L.W. KERNEY& CO.
259 W. 62nd Street CHICAGO, ILUNOIS

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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The Good Barber Says :

Get a Kazor
That Strops

(Sharpens)
I do not use an unstrapped, dall

razor, because it would not shave

comfortably or cleanly.

Besides,

doing so would irritate your skin,

giving instead of a shave a

"scrape," which pulls and draw^s.

Therefore,
I strop {sharpen)my razor frequent-
ly so as to shave you properly and
leave your skin smooth and cool.

Maybe you've tried to shave
with one or several of the diflFer-

ent "no-stropping raizors," and not

having the skill or means of keep-
ing them stropped {sharp), have

quit in disgust.

Now, However, "A Way Out" Has Been Found in the

Auta^trapkSR Strops hself
—

placing in your hands a really wonderful ex-

pert mechanical barber.

Its self-contained stropping (sharpening) arrange-
ment makes the Auto Strop the "last word" in

Safety Razors.

It strops (sharpens) automatically, and being always sharp,

gives the well groomed man w^hat he desires—a delightfully

clean, smooth, safe shave each time used.

It is not unscrewed or taken apart for either stropping
(sharpening) or cleaning; the Auto Strop strops itself sharp
in about one-third the time it takes to remove a dull used
blade from any other Safety Reizor to replace it w^ith a new
one, and you clean it just as conveniently, without

taking apart
— without unscrew^ing

— without any
trouble at all.

Auto Strop Maxim :

"YOU LATHER WELL, AND I'LL SHAVE WELL»»
If your dealer wishes to give you the "SQuare Deal"
in Safety Reizors, he'll sell you the Auto Strop. Or, write

Auto Strop Safety Razor Co.
345 FIFTH AVENUE. NEW YORK

FOR FREE BOOKLET
NOTE—Auto Strop Razors are sold under a guarantee which

protects purchasers absolutely.

Give the Old Safety Razor to the Boy and Treat
Yourself to a MAN'S Razor

STANDARD OUTPTCT
Complete as illustrated, consists of

Quadruple Silver-Plated, Self-Strop-
ping Razor, 12 Auto Strop blades, One
Horse-Hide Strop All in Handsome
Leather Case. Size 2 x S% inches.

PRICE, $5.00

By comparison worth at least double

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly \ihen dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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ihe

COiRN
BROaM

Few women
this age believe

that the broom is better

than the Bissell Sweeper, but_
there are manu who think it is

more economical.
Just figure it out for yourself. A

Bissell will last longer than fifty com
arooms that cost not less than $13.00 to

$20.00, whereas the best Bissell can be

bought at from $2.50 to $6.50.

Beyond the great economy in direct cost of _
the Bissell, just consider how is saves time,

'labor and health, does the work in one-quarter"
of the time, with 95% less effort than the corn •

broom requires, makes no noise, raises no

dust, and an invalid can use it. Ask your
physician what he thinks of the sweeper from a

sanitary point of view. Don't sacrifice so much
comfort and convenience when it can be ob-
tained so cheaply.
The name Bissell marks the genuine sweeper.

Prices $2.50 to $6.50. Write for booklet.

Buy a Bissell "Cyco" Bearing Sweeper now of

your dealer, send us the purchase slip within one
week from date of purchase, and we will send
you FREE a fine quality ciu-d case with no print-

ing on it.

Bissell Carpet Sweeper Co., Dept. 118, Grand Rapids. Midi.

(Largest uiul Only Exclusive Carpet Sweeper
Makers iu the World).

FOREIGN POST CARDS
SKNT DIRi:CT FROM 40 COUNTRIES

Send na the name and adilress of some loved one. Wo notify our foreign
scent, who purchases, addresses, stamps and mails Picture Post Cards to
snj address we send. (Cards are descriptive of countries wherein mailed).
Countries Phillipinos, Guatamsla, New Zealand, Panama, Cuba, Mada-
0icar, France, Greece, Portugal, Africa, Colombia S. A., Belgium. Rus-
sia, Norway, Sweden, DenmarK, Iceland, Mexico, Qibraltar, Jerusalem,
Syria, Turkey, Kgypt, China, Japan, India, England, Scotland, Ireland,
Germany, Spain. Italy, Hollnnd, Australia, Chili, Brazil, Argentine Re-
public, Austria, Uruguay, .Switzerland. Vour name signed if desired.
Ouaranteed delivery. Price, 2.')C each fi .')() d.'zpn The Forelgrn
Post Card Maillnir Co.. 626 ()iiin<y nhlKT.. D<Miver. Colo.

PROFITABLE WORK
THE

Pacific Monthly wants active
representatives for its subscription
department everywhere. Its popular-

ity is as great in the East as in the West.
Thousands of people are eagerly awaiting
an introduction to a magazine whose
mission is to acquaint them in fiction and
story with the marvelous growth and devel.
opment of the West . . . Diverting only
a part of your time to this work will bring
you results that will surprise you.

For particulars address

The Pacific Monthly Publishing Co.

BARGAINS IN BEDS

Send to us for our new catalogue and see the very
latest designs and finishes. Pick out the bed you
want, sleep in it thirty nights—then if you do not

like it. our agent or ourselves will refund you the

purchase price. Our ten-year guarantee abso-

lutely protects you from any risk of not getting

your full money's worth.

Do not buy a metal bed until you have inves-

^ tigated the low prices of

% Sanitaire Beds

yr Marion Iron & Brass Bed Company ^^M 3510 Sanitaire Avenue Marion, Indiana Mm

/////////////////////k

Bef\rir*TmD ofMechan©-
Aiivr\/i\/l\ Therapy

$3000 to $5000 A YEAR
WE TEACH YOU BY MAIL

In six months jou can bt'trin pructiclUi?Me<'hano-
Therapy—an elevating and hlKlily paid profession
fill- men and women. More com prehenslve tban

y Osteopathy. Endorsed by physicians. A fa»-
•' cluatlnK study, eeu><y to leam and equal to college

course — we guarantee success — an ordinary
education and ourcourseof Instruction lUs you
for a profes8lon.ll Ille. Authorised diplomas
to graduates Work absorbingly Interesting.
V'nst opportunities for social and flnanci&l
betterment. Special terms now. Write today
for prospectus—free.

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF MECHANO-THERAPT
Dept. R19, VtO-Vi-i Uandolph (•!., Chlc-ac*

KWITURFIGURWURY
RAPID CALCULATOR. No book like it. Practical

figure system. 25 cents by mail,worth more to anyone. Tryit.

MALONE'S SCHOOL OF FIGURES, Bl. 32. St. Looii, Mo.

^3.000™$10.000year
>,^—^ IN THE REAL ESTATE BUSINESS

W<'tp«chyou byni«il evory bQ|li(-h of tho Heal f'.>.(att<. UrnerrI

Brokerage, and Insuranoo Basincs9. and appi>ii]t yuu
SPECIAL BEPR£S£irrATIVE

o! thsoldMt and Urrwteo-op«ratiTar«ale«tst«snd broksr-

ti^t! company In America. BepreMntatlTes ar« mskinc $1,000
t» (10.000 a yaar without any laTsstmsntof capital. Exeelleal

«PI>nrtanltiM op«n to YOU. By oar sysinn yon eaa bsgia
nmkinc monay In a few WMks witluHit Interfwlof with yoar
prrMntoccupation. Our oooperstlradepartnMnl will (Iv* yon
nioro choice. salsbU property to handle than any other fnstl-

tiiti'>n In the world. A Thoroaich reiiBerTlal Law Caarea
KKF.K te Kaeh Bapnasatatlire. Write for 62-pm:« h.iuk. free.

TflE CBOSS GOMTANY, 1958 ••t«r Block, Chica^

Don't fwra;. t to ni.-iitlon Th.> Parlflc Monthly when dealing with adTertisers. It will Ih" appreciated.
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YowareALL Q^USED—You want the sweetest toned id a T^0
—You want that sweet tone to last ^bOtfL i^lAflOS^—You dislike to spend any more ^M^m^\w\^%^ Mt A^«^AJi\/l99
money than necessary :—But every adviser, and so-called expert, recommends
a different make. You are like a man lost in the woods; You don't know
which way to turn. This surely describes your position.

V ^ THE REMEDY :
—Educate yourself on the subject ! Study—read—

B W Read more—Study more. Then listen in the quietness of your
I ^^r own parlor to the tone of the highest grade piano you can

JIL.
^fc/ get, but without agreeing to purchase it. Call in al

those musical friends who you kfiow
are not under past obligations to any piano Itt^^—^Ti^^in,'*'^^
dealers or friends of dealers. Resolve you will

study attentively piano tone and will be deaf,

while studying, to the magnetic talk and persuasiveness of sales

men. This is the intelligent way. It's the way you planned your new
home. You made a long study of it calmly, thoroughly, and you became

quite an expert. You can be just as expert about pianos.

We are willing to send yott free two books:
One officially entitled "The Book

of Complete Information about
Pianos."
YOU NEED THIS BOOK of 156

Pages handsomely bound, if you
ever intend to buy a piano, no matter
what malce.

It tells how to test a piano and how
to tell good from bad : what causes
pianos to get out of order. It makes
the selection of a piano easy. If

read carefully it will make you an
expert judge of piano tone, of action,
workmanship and of durability.

It tells everything that any one
can possibly want to know about
pianos; gives a description of every
part of the piano, how put together
and all the processes of manufacture.
Gives description of the new in-

vention for aiding learners to play
called THE NOTEACCORD (en-
dorsed by Paderewski and other

greit pianists). It explains Agents'
and Dealers' Methods and Devices.

It tel'.; about the very first jjiano.

the qualities of labor, the felt,
ivories and woods used in every
high-grade piano, and compares high
(jualities with the cheaper kind (used
in inferior pianos). Describes what
constitutes a musical-piano-tone, and
in fact is a complete encyctofiedia.
You need and should have THIS

EDUCATIONAL BOOK to thoroughly
inform vou whenever CONFUSED
ABOUT PIANOS.

Its scores of illustrations (all de-
voted to piano construction) are not

only interesting but are instructive—
to children as well as to adults.
You will certainly learn a great

deal about pianos that vou could not
hear of or read ANYWHERE ELSE
for it is absolutely the only book of
its kind ever published. Neverthe-
less we send it free.

The other book is also copy-
righted but is a short story named
'^JOHN HONEYWELL'S
REASONS." The story of an

average American family which was
ALL CONFUSED about Pianos— it is

interesting, readable and prettily
illustrated—gives a little hint of a
love affair which the piano helped
along, as many pianos have done.
These two books cost quite a sum

to produce, print, bind, illustrate

and mail. Upwards of 400,000 have
been issued and without a single
exception have been highly com-
mended.
SO FAR not one word about our-

selves. We are and have been the
manufacturers of THE FAMOUS
WING PIANO for the past 39 years !

^o 3f a, . ^^^^^Bs-I

We bave Supplied Over 40,000 American Homes With

WING RIANOS
We refer to Banks, Governors of many States, and Judges; to Merchants,

("onservatories of Music, Singers and Professors of Music. We have been
students of vibration and of musical tone and strength of materials during
all these 39 years. The first patent issued to our Mr. Wing, Senior, for

iinprovement on pianos was in 1876, and other improvements have been
invented since at the average rate of more than one yearly. These facts

prove our skill and long experience, but would not be mentioned if we
did not wish to show you that we know the piano subject as few others
have hiid the opportunity ;

for 39 years is a long—long time for a business
house to "'.ive and learn " and constantly prosper.

Write for the books at once or fill in the coapon. Take it out

and mail to as now while yotf think of it (and wliile yoti have
the coapon). Yoa will fee andef no obligations whatever.

WING BUILDING
360-363 West Bth Street, New YorkWING & SON

DoD't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will l>e appreciated.
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THE TEST OF DIANA MALLORY
A New Novel By MRS. HUMPHRY WARD

Lady Rose's daughter—Kitty Ashe—indeed, all of Mrs. Ward's women pale before
the white lire of the spirit of Diana Mallory. Young, gracious, high-minded, sweet-
hearted, she Is brought with brutal suddenness into the knowledge that her dead young
mother had murdered a man whom the world believed her lover. The mother's name, pro-
tected by her husband while he lived by the use of a different surname for the child's sake,
is sti:i in public memory infamous. Just before the blow strikes, Diana Mallory is be-
trothed to the man she loves. Therefore to him there comes the highest privilege possible
to a man—to guard and shelter in time of trouble the woman he loves. And the man—

Brilliant with nrovement and a'ive with meaning, by every test this is the greatest
work of Mrs. Ward, a novel that thrills and satisfies, because it is passionate, and beau-
tiful, and true.

Eight illustrations in Sepia from the original paintings by W. Hatherell, R. I. Post
8vo, cloth, $1.50.

A New Novel

A SPIRIT IN PRISON
By ROBERT HICHENS

In Italy, his power of narrative at its best, Mr. Hichens lays this new story. Maurice
Delarey, after betraying his wife for a young peasant girl, meets his death by a fall into
the sea, leaving Hermione, his wife, with her unborn child, ignorant of his treachery and
heart-broken at his loss. The action takes place on a small island In the bay just outside
of Naples. Here Hermione is living with her child, Vere, a charming, grracious, childlike
girl of sixteen. They are visited by the life-long friend of Hermione, Emile Artois, a
writer of distinction. The story sweeps on to a triumphant conclusion.

Eight Illustrations by Cyrus Cuneo. Post 8vo, cloth, $1.75.

GILBERT NEAL
A New Nove. By WILL N. HARBEN

The triangle of love has not been drawn in just this way before. Mr. Harben has
recognized the part that love between the married man and the unmarried woman—or
vice versa—is playing as a theme in fiction, and without undufe sensation has set about
finding the truth of it. The story Is laid in a Georgia village. Boldly realistic in method,
.and in spirit fine and true.

With frontispiece. Post 8vo, cloth, $1.50.

THE AGE OF SHAKESPEARE
By ALGERNON CHARLES SWINBURNE

This volume of prose by Swinburne is marked by every felicity of his thought and
style, and it will reveal at once a new as well as the old Swinburne to readers of his
great poems and tragedies. These papers are critical and illuminative, devoting them-
selves to Shakespeare and the writers of his time. This flowering period of English
letters has never before been treated as Swinburne does it here.

Crown 8vo, gilt top, $2.00 net.

THE TOY SHOP—A Tale of Lincoln
By MARGARITA SPALDING GERRY

The kind of story that brings a lump to the throat and a glimpse of glory to the
eyes. There is Lincoln visiting a toy shop in the gloam of a winter evening to buy tin
soldiers for his little son, and talking with th^ old toy-maker, veteran of Napoleon's
wars, who unconsciously wrings the over-burdened President's heart with tales of his
emperor, who never doubted, never waverod.

Pictorial cover In colors. 16mo, cloth, 50 cents net.

EVERY MAN FOR HIMSELF
By NORMAN DUNCAN

Set In the romantic land of Labrador among the people the author knows so well, and
eloquent with strong passions, these stories are of the order that has set Mr. Duncan's
name apart in fiction. All of them are intensely romantic, some have a certain mag-
nificent religious conviction, and all are deeply appealing in the widest sense.

Illustrated. Post 8vo, cloth, $1.50.

UNCLE SAM'S BUSINESS
By CRITTENDEN MARRIOTT

How Uncle Sam carries out the orders of
his citizens—mall business and bank busi-

ness, draining of lands, testa of pure food,
and scores of other services.

Post 8vo, cloth, $1.25.

WEE WINKLES AT THE MOUNTAINS

By GABRIELLE 5ACKSON
Jolly, chubby little Wee Winkles is al-

most seven years old in this story, and
her brother Wideawake is nearly ten.

Illustrated. Crown 8vo, cloth, $1.25.

HARPER & BROTHERS, New York
Dou't forget to UU-utlou The rai'lllc Monthly when tli'uiliig wllh im1v«-iI L^» ra. It will In- apiiroclutoil.
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Petei^s
The Original Milk Chocolate

has eJready been

elected by acclamation in every country

The Standard Eating Chocolate

of the World
Its platform is

Absolute Purity

Highest Quality

Irresistibly Delicious Flavor

LAMONT, CORUSS & CO., Sole Importers
78 Hudson Street. New York

$1,500 aYear forLife
Amr one \flio can spare $2.50 or more a month can purchase an undivided interest in

our l5,0()0-acre rubber plantation in Tropical Mexico. $25 a month paid
through the development period of our plantation, should bring you an aver-

age revenue of $1,500 a year net profit as long as you live, and leave an
annuity for your heirs. If you wish to save for old age or provide for the days
when you feel entitled to retire from consteint w^ork, this is a most excellent

opportunity. It is more proEtable than life insurance, and not so long to wait;

^ -^^^^.^—^—^^^^ safe as city real estate, yet not so costly; better than a savings bank for the profit

^^^™^ ^^^^K^^r is greater,
a ^^ All weedth comes from the eiu^h, and our 1 5,000 acres well watered, accessible to
I ^^^ markets, and superintended by an experienced and capable American m£inager, should

^ ^^^^^ vield leirge and steady profits.

^^^^^^^^^ We are changing the production of crude rubber from the primitive and destructive

^^^^^^^^^ methods heretofore employed by the natives to the most scientific euid successful plan
I ^^^^^^^r know^n to modern forestry,
I ^^^^^^ There is nothing speculative about crude rubber. It canbe sold everyday in the yetU*
I ^^^^^m in any market in theworld at a price that has been steadily increasing for years. For a quar-

^^^^r ter of a century the world's supply has been spoken for months before it reached the
I ^^H civilized mao^ket. The price has doubled in a decade, and the question of future supply

^^^^^ I ^^H is of vast moment, and can only be solved by the scientific cultivation of the rubber tree.

^^^^^^L|^|^^^^ We are engaged in this immensely profitable industry on a large scale, having nearly

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ one million rubber trees under cultivation which will be producing rubber in due time.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H| The unusuej opportunity is novyr open to you to secure shares in our plantation.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H Each share represents an undivided interest in our land, upon which we expect to soon

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^B have growing at least 1,500,000 rubber trees and 5OO,O0O cocoanut trees, besides other

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H tropical products. The great v^rork vre have accomplished absolutely assures the suc«
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ cess of our enterprise.

We have full and complete literature showing conclusive facts, logical figures and
definite references of good character, proving beyond any doubt that our proposition is

bona fide, certain and profitable.
It is worth your time to ask for our booklets. In justice to yourself you should provide against the ravages of tine,

the chances of poverty and the misfortunes of ill health, by making an investment and securing a competent income
that will cover all necessary living requirements. fl Write for our booklet: 'A Safe and Profitable Investment,'
and satisfy yourself that our statements are correct. Over 900 people, after thoroughly investigating our propo-
sition, have become associated with us in this great enterprise, fl Write today for facts which will put you in close
touch with every detail of our plan. Our literature is sent free, and every request will receive immediate attention.

CONSERVATIVE RUBBER PRODUCTION COMPANY
6 1 Monadnock Building, San Francisco, Cal.

ONE OF OCR 15 MONTHS
OLD TREES

Don't forjret to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing -with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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The Pacific Monthly
and Hammond's Modem

Atlas of the World

For $2.50
A Needed Book on Every Library Table

New Throughout

New Drawings

New Plates

New Methods

New Facts

Thousands of New
Places all

over the World

Thousands of Miles

of New Railroads

Thousands of Miles

ofNew Cables

IHAMMONDS

MODERN ATIAS
OF

THEWORLD

Clearest Maps

Latest Statistics

Complete Detail

Absolutely Exact

Easy to Handle

Many New dunties

in the United States

Many Changes in

Political Boundaries

Many Changes in

Names of Places

In heavy board binding, covered with sultan red

epecial binding cloth, stamped in black and gold.
Size IO>^x 13H inches.

The Modern
Atlas Shows

Separate maps of the States and Territories of the United States.

Separate maps of the PrincipaJ Cities of the United States.

Separate maps of each of out" Island Possessions.

Separate maps of the Arctic and the Anarctic Regions.
One hundred and five separate Political £>ivision8 of the Elarth.

It rou ar« not utisfled with ths book w* will nfnnd Tonr money.

The Pacific Monthly Co., Portland, Oregon
- ORDER COUPON

The Pacific Monthly Publiahing Co., Portland, Oregon: <
Enclosed please find $2.50 for which enter my subscription to Thm Pacific Monthly for one year, and send

me. all charges paid, copy of Hammond's Modern Atlas of the World, in arrordance with above offer.

Canadian postage 30 cents extra. Foreign postage $ 1 .00

Name _______^____^^^___^_^______^_^.^^.^_^.^_^^__

Address

Town StatCL.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when deuUug witU adrertlscrs. It wlU be appreciated.
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r A
How

To Invest

With Safety
Not a lecture, but a
series of concrete

examples. Facts
and figures about
investments that are

safe and pay well.

Ask for Circular No. 643T

Pealjody;

Hougldeling&Co.
181 La Salle Street

(Established 1865)

Chicaso, IlL

CAMP
YOSEMITE

Will Open About

May 1st

Electric Lighted
— Improved and

Enlarged— Accommodations for

400 persons
— The most beauti-

fully located camp in Yosemile—
Why not spend your vacation

there? Rates $2.00 per day.

Special rates by the week,. Under

Sentinel Hotel management.
Wr ite for reservations to

J. B. COOK, Proprietor
Yosemite, California

Tamlsbed Silver is Unlovely Silver

The newest and the oldest will shine with the

same lovely lustre if cleaned and polished with

ELECTRO
SILICON

The powder does it—not the
tiresome rubbing. Silver never

loses weight— nothing to
scratch or wear it

Electro-Silicon Soap has

I

equal merits.

Send address for FREE SAMPLE,
or 15 cts. in stamps for lull sized

.

box, post-paid,
The Electro Silicon Co.,

10 Cliff St., New York.
Sold by Grocers
and Druggists.

Yosemite Valley

Open All Year

Visitors May
View Its Grandeurs

Spring : Summer

Autumn : Winter

There is no season in Yosemite more delightful than
the Fall months—when clothed in its Autumn hues.
Roads and trails open to points of interest. First-
class hotel service enroute and in the valley.

Only a few hours* ride from Los Angeles and San
Francisco. Daily train service to and from Yoseroiite.
Write for descriptive folder.

For tickets and connections, or stop-over, see agent

SOUTHERN PACIFIC or SANTA FE. or address :

H. H. VINCENT, Gen'l Agt.

553 So. Spring St., Los Angeles

O. W. LEHMER, Traffic Mgr., Merced. CaL

Yosemite Valley Railroad Company

Don't forget to aicntiou The Paciflc Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Genuine Webster's Dictioneury and

The Pacific Monthly
For $2.SO

It Will Interest Every Member of the Fsunily

Color Charts

and Maps
A senenJ Map of the-

United Statesj a generitl

Map of the World ; Flags
of AH Nations ; Flags and
Pennants of the International

Code; the Signal Service

Code; an Astronomical
Chart of the Planetary Sys-
tem. All in colors.

2S% to 40% more than m
any other dictionary of sim-

ilar scope outside of the

genuine Webster series.

Special Features

and New Words

Additional to ifcJ depart-
ment definitions is an ap-

pendix containing a pro-
nouncing vocabulary, ab-

breviations in writing and
printing, arbitary signs, etc.

Examples of new words:
Radium, Limousine, Ton-
neau. Chauffeur, Lingerie,

Coherer, Acetylene, Graft,

Etc.

Well made in every particu-

lar. Extra strong bmdings,

re-inforced in the hiufes.

Size 7-'4x5-'4xl% inches.

FULL MOROCCO LEATHER BINDING
FLEXIBLE COVER, PATENT THUMB INDEX

A dlctinnar; of tho EtiKlish Uninisaro, with r<i|il<ni!i etytnolniciM, sccursto
deftuitiung, pronunciations, sprlling and apiwndixes of Roneral refer-

ence, derived from tho XJnabriditcd Dictionary of Noah Webcter, D. D.
LL. b., edited under the supervision of Noah Porter, D. D., LL. D.,
President of Ysle Collefe.

If you are not satisflud witli tho Ijook wo will rcfnnd your money.

The Pacific Monthly Co., Portland, Oregon
-ORDER COUPON -

The Pacific Monthly Co., Portland, Ore.
Enclosed please find $2.50 for which enter my subscription to The Pacific Monthly for one year, and send me, all

charges paid, copy of the Webster Condensed -Dictionary, full morocco leather binding in accordance with above offer.
Add 50c for postage to all Canadian points, and $ 1 .00 to Foreign Countries.

Name

Address .

Town State.

Don't forgft to mention The Pai-IOc Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated
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To Good Housekeepers!
Dear Madam:—

m
K^

SHABBY piece of furniture never looks worth send-

ing out to be refinished—It really is worth it. You
forget that it isn't the wood that is worn—it is the

A
fifiish.

Replace the finish—the piece is as good as new. When
you do this yourself, the expense is slight and the labor

nothing.

You must first remove the old finish. Varnishing over it

looks cheap—shiny
—home-made.

The old finish is a coat. Johnson's F/-
'

'

^^olvo takes
tliis off quickly, easily. The piece is tnei^ . "in the
white"—new wood—to be finished a.syou like.

Choose one of Johnson's Wood Dyes (14 shades). A
shade to suit you. If too dark, add alcohol, if not
dark enough, add our Flemish Oak Dye, No. 172.

You'll find the dye thin like water. It enters the
wood pores evenly

—it brings out the beauty of
the grain—the lights

—the darks.

WCOD DVE



REAL ESTATE REAL ESTATE
MONTANA

OUR MOS'^ ^ulNE PREDICTIONS
concerning Afei^uAND, OREGON, are being
rapidly fulfilled. But Ashland MUST grow.
Incomparable climate, purest water, best
schools and vast surrounding resources com-
pel it. Invest in ASHLAND and watch your
dollars multiply. N. J. REASONER, Choice
Realty. ASHLAND, OREGON.

WILLAMETTE VALLEY LANDS in tracts
to suit. Rich soil, delightful climate. For
descriptive literature write OLMSTED LAND
CO., Salem, Oregon.

MORE MONEY CAN BE MADE in city prop-
erty than in anything else. Values in Port-
land hjive doubled In three years. They will
double again in three more. Buy according to
your means. You can learn of many first class
Investments by writing to HARTMAN &
THOMPSON, Bankers, Chamber of Commerce,
Portland, Oregon.

MEDFORD, OREGON—Where apples and
pears pay ?1000 per acre annually. Finest cli-

mate on the coast. Not in the wet belt. Irriga-
tion not necessary. For handsome booklet free,
write W. T. York & Company.

SEND FOR FREE literature about Oregon
lands, cheap unimproved, higher priced im-
proved, suburban adapted to platting, or city
lots. Potatoes, fruit raising, sheep, hogs, and
livestock, poultry, gardening and dairying will
make you a splendid living in a climate free
from cold. Room 1188, CHAMBER OF COM-
MERCE, Astoria, Oregon.

EVEN IN ROGUE RIVER VALLEY one must
be placed right to win out. The Rogue River
Land Co., Medford, Or., with twenty years' fruit
land experience, gruarantees to place you right.
Our ton-acre tracts are all on the best fruit
land obtainable. Write for particulars.

HOOD RIVER APPLES are known the
world over and command highest prices.
Visit this beautiful valley while the fruit is
on the trees—it tells the story. Write for
literature. MacRae & Angus, Chamber of
Commerce, Portland, Oregon.

TIMBER LANDS
TIMBER LANDS. After eight years' ex-

perience cruising, estimating and handling
timber on the Coast, am able to give you valu-
able assistance In buying timber. Can refer
you to scores who have doubled their money
through me. Have tracts from 40 to 4,000
acrep. When desired I buy for parlies at
net price and take share of profits, when land
Is resold, for my services. The present finan-
cial depression makes It the chance of a life-
time to make money in timber. I want your
business, and will treat you right. People
have paid me hundreds In commissions, while
I have made them thousands in profits. Bank
refornirc. Wm. M. Portt>r. 294 W. 4th St.,
Euj;* iH\ (^ri'Ron.

WANTED—Exclusive agent to sell choice
fruit land in the famous Bitter Root Valley,
t' e home of the Mcintosh red apple. Prices
$100 to $150 per acre, easy terms. Syre to
double in value within two years. Yields of
$1,000 per acre from apples, pears, etc., are
common. Absolutely free from all harmful
pests and killing frosts. The valley of oppor-
tunity. The land of perfect fruit. Addres.s,
BITTER ROOT VALLEY IRRIGATION CO..
Hamilton, Montana.

THE FLATHEAD INDIAN RESERVATION,
the paradise of the West, will be opened very
soon for entry. All about the character of

land, soil, opportunities, manner and how to
obtain land at its opening, also kept posted
about all developments that take place, ques-
tions reliably answered, and an up-to-date
map of the reservation showing streams, roads,
section and quarter lines all for one dollar.
Bank references. Send today. A. K. ToUef-
son, Inf. Agency, Kalispell, Montana.

REAL ESTATE
WASMINOTOM

YAKIMA VALLEY, WASHINGTON. Write
for our booklet descriptive of the Yakima Val-
ley fruit belt. We sell improved and unim-
proved fruit land, also land under the Govern-
ment reclamation project. Yakima Real Es-
tate Co., Box B. 186. North Yakima. Wash.

FREE TRIP TO TACOMA, WASHINGTON.
Ask for full particulars and booklet illustrat-

ing the "New York of the Pacific." Dent. G.
National Land Investment Co.. Inc., 401-421
California Bldg., Tacoma, Wash.

REAL ESTATE
OALIFOWNIA

$5 A MONTH will buy a beautiful ocean-
view residence site in suburbs of Sunny Snn
Diego, Southern California's most delightful
home place. Absolutely safe, remunerative
proposition from thoroughly reliable company.
Write todav for free illustrated booklet. J.

FRANK CIJLLEN, San Diogo. Cal.

REAL ESTATE

INVEST in irrigated land near Nampa,
Idaho. The Boise Valley has an ideal climate
and productive soil. Ten to forty acres of land
will ma*^" you Independent. Fruits, grain, veg-
etables, and grasses grow In abundance. I.^nd.«»

$25 to $50 per acre. The Government is build-
ing large Irrigation project. Write or call on
Walling & Walling, Nampa, Idaho.

PATENTS
PATENTS. "Trademarks Registered." Book

for inventors sent on request; strictly profes-
sional service. Beoler & Robb. patent lawyers.
"^-l^y MoGIll Bldg., Washington, D. C.
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BUSINESS CHANCES OSTRICH PLUMES
MAN WANTED to learn the real estate bus-

iness and act as our special representative in
vour own town. Position assured. Get free
Booklet. THE FINKS REALTY & MINING
COMPANY, Ft. Smith, Ark.

$3,000 to $10,000 yearly easily made in real
estate business; no capital required; we teach
you the business by mail, appoint you special
representative, assist you to success. Valu-
able book free. THE CROSS CO., 1986 Reaper
Blk., Chicago. See our other advertisement
in this magazine,

HELP -WANTED
Lady sewers to make up shields at home;

$10 per 100; can make two an hour; work sent

prepaid to reliable women; send reply en-

velope for full information to Universal Rem-
edy Co., Desk A, Walnut St., Philadelphia. Pa.

AGENTS DON'T HESITATE—Write at once;
it may mean $25 a day. One agent made $8.25
in 45 minutes. Sample outfit 10c (costs us much
more) or particulars free. Souvenir Photo-
Stamp Co., No. 9 H St., Kewanee, 111.

LAW AND COLLECTIONS
OUR COLLECTION SERVICE is one which

actually collects, keeps you posted, remits the
day payment is made and asks and gets no fee
of any kind until the account is paid. PA-
CIFIC STATES ADJUSTMENT CO., Suite 435,
Chamber of Commerce, Portland, Ore.

FOREIGN TOURS

FOREIGN TOURS under personal escort.
Tours to Japan, China, and the Philippines,
leaving September 15. and October 6. Tour
around the world, leaving San Francisco Octo-
ber 6. Every expense included in the rate.
First-class railway, steamship and hotel ac-
commodations throughout. Parties limited to
twelve members. MILNE TOURS COMPANY,
606 South Spring St., Los Angeles, Cal.

SATVMILL AND TIMBER FOR SALE
SAWMILL AND TIMBER FOR SALE.

2,400 acres of timber adjacent to river leading
to mill, including sluice dams, log pond, roads,
logging engine and logging equipment, a
30,000 capacity lumber plant nearly new and
in good running order, with docks, railroad
spur and shipping facilities. Offered at about
one-half actual value. Address Wm. M. Por-
ter, 294 W. 4th St., Eugene, Oregon.

FREIGHT SHIPPING
JUDSON FREIGHT FORWARDING CO. Re-

duced rates on household goods to and from
all points on the Pacific Coast. 443 Marquette
Bldg., Chicago; 1501 Wright Bldg., St. Louis;
851 Tremont Bldg., Boston; 101 Columbia
Bldg., San Francisco; 200 Central Bldg., Los
Angeles. Representatives: Oregon Auto Dis-
patch, Portland; Seattle Tran.sfer Co., Seattle.

REDUCED RATES on household goods to
and from Pacific Coast and Colorado points.
Write nearest office. Bekins Household Ship-
ping Co., 530 First National Bank Bldg., Chi-
cago, 111.; 140 S. Broadway, Los Angeles; 13th
and Mission Sts^, San Francisco; 968 Broad-
way, Oakland. ^

AUTOMOBILES
VICTOR hand-forged automobiles, $450 to

$800; strongest machine built; 12-H. P. run-
about; 4 passenger, and cars for light deliv-
ery; solid or pneumatic tires; responsible
agents wanted; write for catalog and signed
statements from customers, VICTOR AUTO-
MORTLE CO., St. Louis. Mo.

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
J. P. FINLEY & SON, 261 AND 263 ;!D ST.,

COR. MADISON. PORTLAND, ORE., have the
most modern and completely arranged funeral
parlors on Coast. Lady attendant when desired.

THE BENTLE;Y OSTRICH FARM—The
original ostrich farm of America. Established
1883. High-grade ostrich plumes from $1.00
up. Mall orders a specialty. Price list mailed
free. Address Bentley Ostrich Farm, San
Diego, Cal.

INVALID CHAIRS
EAMES TRICYCLE COMPANY, manufactur-

ers of invalid rolling chairs for all purposes;
self-propelling tricycle chairs for the disabled.
Send for illustrated catalogue. 1808 Market
street, San Francisco; 1022 San Pedro street^
Los Angeles, Cal.

SPORTING GOODS
KHAKI AND CORDUROY SUITS to meas-

ure for men and women, auto suits, tents, cots,
hammocks, camp bedding, sleeping bags, laced
boots, storm clothing, standard guns and am-
munition, fishing tackle, dog supplies, marine
goods, fishing net; 10 ill. catalogs free. The
Wm. H. Hoegee Co., Inc., Los Angeles.

ENGINES
RACINE BOATS—Any kind of water craft

you want. Natty, speedy, seaworthy. Write
for our catalog or visit our Seattle Branch, 321
First Ave., South. Racine Boat Manufactur-
ing Co., Box 503, Muskegon, Mich^

FOR THE HOME
BUTCHER'S BOSTON POLISH is the best

finish made for floors and interior woodwork.
Not brittle; will not scratch or deface like
shellac or varnish. Send for free booklet. For
sale by dealers in paints, hardware and house
furnishings. The Butcher Polish Co., 356 At-
lantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

HOME BILLIARD TABLES
HOME BILLIARD TABLES. Play billiards

and pool at home on my portable tables. No
special room. All sizes, all prices. Equal to

regulation tables. Catalog? Ridderhof, Laugh-
lin Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.

KODAK SUPPLIES
KODAK SUPPLIES. Eastman's Kodaks,

Premo, Centuries, Hawkeyes, and all ma-
terial for use with same. Developing, print-
ing and bromide enlarging. All work done by
experts, at reasonable prices. Send for our
Free Booklet and Price List. The best of
work and satisfaction guaranteed. Address
Department "B," EARL V. LEWIS COM-
PANY, 226 West Fourth, Los Angeles, Cal.

FURS
BUY FURS direct from manufacturer and

save at least one-third. Sent express prepaid
subject to approval. Representatives wanted
in every town. Illustrated catalogue free.
SIMPSON HALE & CO., Cleveland, Ohio.

BEAUTY PREPARATION
WE always Interest the ladies. Our beauty

preparations are absolutely pure and will not
Injure the most delicate skin. Send for trial
order. Special prices: MacDonald's Dandruff
Cure, 75c; MacDonald's Cold Cream (softens
and whitens the skin), 50c; Pace Bleach, 75c;
Harmless Hair Remover, 50c. Hair switches
made to order. Send for prices and catalogues.
MACDONALD'S HAIR DRESSING COLLEGE,
204 Mercantile Block, Los Angeles.

INVESTMENTS AND SECURITIES
BUY STOCKS ON INSTALMENT PLAN

under our new Stop-Loss System, just inaug-
urated, with Guarantee Certificates issued.
Ten per cent down, 5 ner cent monthly. All
dividends credited. No commissions or other
extra charges. Rawhide, Goldfleld and all
other mining, oil, industrial or railroad stocks.
No matter what stock you want, we offer It

to you on instalments at exchange quotations,
if listed, and at lowest market price if not.
Write us what you wish to buy at once.
GUARANTEE SECURITIES CO., Chamber of
Commerce, Los Angeles, Cal.
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BUSINESS BULLETIN—Continued

COINS AND STAMPS INCORPORATIONS
CERTAIN COINS WANTED. I pay from 1 Incorporate your business under Arizona

to 600 for thousands of rare coins, stamps laws. Most liberal. No franchise or annual
and paper money to 1894. Send stamp for tax No public statements. Hold meetings
«ii »._ r J I 1 4. (.J ^ \.,„i,^ S"<1 "0 business anywhere. Stoclt non-assess-
lllustrated circular, get posted and make

^^^le. Cost very small. Write for free p ir-

money quickly. Vonbergen, the Coin Dealer, \ticulars. Southwestern Securities & Invest-
Dept. O., Boston, Mass. ment Co., Box S 385, Phoenix, Ariz.

This Speaks for Itself

C. W. RONtTT. Pn HINRV r*lll. *IC

^0),*^
(INCORPORATED) ^tj*

Irrigated Fruit and Garden l^nds ^if
339 Spragu* Av«nu«

8POKANK. WASHINGTON

Sept. 1, 19Ca.

Pacific Konthly,

Portland, Oregon.

Geutleinen:

Ploas© aiscontimie our advertisement in the Pacific

Lionthly until further notice. We have been overrun "with inqulrt^e,

and juet at the present time we wjuit to let up on our idvertialng

until certain conditions are altered here In our property. We

are not q.uite prepared at the present time to answer all the

(uestlone whioh are fired at us, and think we had better cease

this heavy advertising for a short time. As soon as we settl*

these conditions here wo will be very glad to resume, our

advertising with you.

Yours very truly,

Secretary
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I Will Sell it to You
for $3.00 a Week

Geo. E. Barstow
President

Pecos Valley Land &
Irrigation Co.

OF

BARSTOW
TEXAS

Any one who is familiar with
the results from Texas Irrigated
Land will tell you that the safest,
surest way to Kaln a large and per-
manent Income from a small out-
lay Is to i;et hold of a few acres of
Texas Irrigated Land.

But, heretofore, It has required
gome capital—at least a few hund-
red dollars—and It has been neces-

sary for the purchas-
er to go and live on
the land and develop
It.

Now,my company
makes It possible for
you to get ten acres
of the finest kind of
Texas Irrigated

Land, all nnder ealtlvatlon. Income property from the
very beginning, If you can save $3.00 a week.

You can go and live on it—absolutely assured of
an Independent living from It alone.

Or airaiigements will be made to have It culti-
Tated for you for a small share of the crops.

Now I can and will prove all this from the highest authorities
In the land.

All you have to do Is—write to me and say,
" Prove to me that

ten acres of your Texas Irrigated Land can be made to produce
an income of from (1,000.00 to (5.000.00 a year."

I have the proof, so read what my company will do for you.

New Safe Land Plan
I will deliver at once to the Citizen's State Bank of Barstow,

Texas, a Warranty Deed to ten acres of the land of the Pecos
Valley Land and Irrigation Company as per the subdivision
of the Company's property made by John Wilson and filed for
record with the County Clerk of Ward County, Texas.

I will deliver at once to you, one of
our Secured Land Contracts for the War-
ranty Deed at the Bank—on the contra.ct

appears a certificate signed by an Officer
of the Bank and certifying that the Bank
has your deed and will deliver It to you
Bccorllngto the terms of your Secured
Land Contract. The Bank acta as an inde-

pendent agent for both of us—to guaran-
tee fair play.

You must pay 83.00 a week, or at the
rateofts.00a week in monthly, quarterly,
semi-annual or annual payments.

Or you can pay as much faster as
you like.

At the end of each year—If you take wore than a year to

complete your payments—you will be credited with 5 per cent

per annunri on the amount you have paid.
•15 down and 83 a week paid regularly, and the Interest

credits, will mature your Contract In a little over two and three-
fourths years.

But you can mature your Contract by paying the same total

amount, 8483, inaday,amontli,sixmonths,a year, or In any less

time than 2% years, and whenever your recular receipts and
your interest allowance credit receipts total 8483, all you have to
do to get vour liind is to take or send your receipts and your con-
tract to the Citizen's State Bank at Barstow, Texas, together
with twenty-eitfht vendor lien notes each for 839, payable one
every three months for seven years.

The Bank will then give you your Warranty Deed to the

fend, which, according to the Contract and the Deed, must be

^lly Irrigated and all under cultivation.

J Remember this is ton acres of land which I must first prove

^ capable of producing an income of from 81,000 to 85,000 a year.

Safeguarded
The Bank will deliver your deed
direct to you when your $3.00 a
Mreek and interestcredits total $483.00

It Doesn't Take Long

Tou get this land for $483, which you can pay In less than
three years—815 down and 83 aweek—and you tlien haveonly four
•39 notes each year for seven years to pay out of your Income.

Can you hope in any other way, so safe and sure as this, to
have so large an independent income In so short a timel

I believe the purchase of Texas li rigated Land to be the best
way for a man of small means to make himself independent.
And I laelieve I am qualified to pas-< judgment as I have been In-
terested In Irrigation matters locally and nationally for 15 years.

The results are simply astounding to those who are unfanUl-
lar with the great subject of Irrigation.

And I believe the happiest man these days Is the man with
the little ten acre irrigated farm—(President Roosevelt says,
"Even 5 acres Is enough to support a family and keep It busy").

The owner of a Ten Acre irrigated Farm doesn't have to
"knuckle to the boss," nor strain his conscience In the struggle
of the Intense commercialism of the day.

His income Is practically untouched by "financial depression."
His living and peace of mind are not dependent upon the

whim of any man.
He is king in his own little domain.
He can make his little ten acres earn as much as a quarter

section (160 acres) unlrrlgated, would produce—as much as be-
tween twenty and eighty thousand dollars In cash would bring,
loaned out at 6 per cent.

He has his close neighbors, his telephone, good roads, schools
and churches—in fact, all the comtoits and conveniences of life

that come with the prosperous close-knit community, though
they pass by the great isolated farm.

The land I want you to buy Is all good rich soil. Irrigated
from Canals and Ditches already constructed in the most ap-
proved modern fashion and carrying an abundant supply of
water taken from the ever-fiowing Pecos River.

It is witliin a few miles of Barstow, Texas, and Pecos City,
Texas, (the two towns are only 6)^ miles apart—the land lies be-
tween the towns and a little to the north) and served by the Texas
& Pacific Railway and the Pecos Valley Line of the Santa Fe
System.

With rich soil, a splendid climate and the uncertain quantity—moisture—eliminated, agriculture and
horticulturecan here be scientifically car-
ried on to the splendid profit of the laiod
owner.

The abundant crops of large and In
every other way superior hays, grains,
cotton, vegetables and fruits are equaled
In only a very few favored spots.

The justly celebrated Barstow Grapes
are considered by many to be even better—variety for variety—than those raised
In Southern California— and we are 1,200
miles nearer the great Eastern market.
But all this is the merest outline of what
I desire to show you in detail. I am only

attempting to make It clear to you that you can have an assured
Independent living income in less than three years If you can
possibly save 83 a week.

1 have promised to submit the proof. All you have to do Is

write for it. Will you do that today, even If you can't commence
right away ? I want the address of every man or woman who is

willing to save 83 a week if I can prove that the result will be
financial Independence In le?s than three short years.

There is nothing philanthropic al>out this proposition, but I

especially want to hear from the wage-earners. 1 have worked
for fifteen years to develop this Irrigation System and this com-
munity. It would be gratifying to me to have those who most
need it reap the benefits of my labors.

It will be more convenient for you to n ddress me at St. Louis,
and I am equipped there to best answer you.

GEORGE E. BARSTOW. President
Pecos Valley Land and Irrigation Company, of BaratoiV, TexM.

Q51 Missouri Trust BIdg., St. Louis, Mo.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will We appreciated.
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Thinking ofHome?
There are many things to consider when you think

about where to make a home.

Climate
Is an important consideration. You want your home where there
are no extremes in temperature, no blizzards, no cyclones, no
electric storms; where during summer nights a blanket is comfort-

able, and where in winter it rarely freezes.

Opportunity
Must be where it is desirable to make your home. If you were liv-

ing in a paradise, so far as the elements go, but w^here opportunity
to get on in the world did not exist, you would not wish to live there
unless you wished to return to the primitive life of the savage. If the
elements are congenial, and the opportunity to improve your finan-

cial condition exists, then the inducements are strong to make it

your home. Take it the year round, one year with another, it

will be hard *:o find any place that surpasses

Portland, Oregon,
as a desirable place to live. Its climate is equal to that of any other,
and far preferable to most locedities. Its opportunities for making
money are, perhaps, unsurpassed anywhere. It is a fresh water
harbor on a river tributary to the Pacific Ocean, the largest carrying
vessels of the world bring in its imports and carry out its exports.
It is connected with all parts of the United States w^ith the best trans-

continental railroads. It has a large territory as productive as any
in the world contributary to it. It is growing rapidly, values are

increasing and will continue to increase. Society, church and
school privileges are unsurpassed.

Ask any of the firms below for further information

THE SPANTON CO.
Portland Real Estate

270 Stark Street

POTTER-CHAPIN REALTYCOMPANY
Owners Bay-Ocean Park

514 Corbett Building

GEO. D. SCHALK
High-Class Real Estate

265 Stark Street

ELNATHAN SWEET
City and Ranch Property

204 Corbett Building

D. E. KEASEY & CO.
Real Elstate and Investments

Twentieth and Elm Streets

C. K. HENRY & SON
High-Class Business and

Residence Property
250 Stark Street

D.iii't n.rg.l t(i in.-nllon Tin- I'lKltlc Monthly wUi'U (I.'iiHiiK with iidv.-rt Isris. Il «ill I..' ii|>I>r.-cl;il.".l.
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TILLAMOOK
CRANBERRIES
Oregon

Fruit products are famous throughout the World.

Produces
In greater abundance with less care and greater certainty than land

in any other State.

Cranberries
Especially in the marshes of Tillamook County, of unsurpassed

quality, due to the peculiar fitness of both soil and climate.

Profitably
Average yield per acre three times as great as Massachusetts, the

leading Cranberry State. Pacific Coast can use all the Oregon
crop if every acre of suitable land is planted.

INVEST
In the most CERTAIN, RELIABLE fruit property known. ^ There is only
a little Cranberry land in America. ^ Cranberries can be shipped all over
the World. ^ There can be no over-production. ^ The Tillamook Land &
Investment Company has 1 03 acres for sale. ^ You buy the land on easy
terms, own it yourself, and become a stockholder in the

Tillamook Cranberry Company
a corporation organized for the special purpose of planting and caring for

this property. ^ The leading Cranberry expert in the West will direct the

operation. ^ No care—No risk—No uncertainty
— 100% profit after second

year—An ideal investment for professional men and w^omen, and all w^age
earners who need to safeguard the future for themselves or their families.

EASY TERMS—$10 per month per acre, all to go to the fund for the

development of the land, the land to pay for itself out of the profits

Write for particulars and illustrated booklet A
"The Autobiography of a Tillamook Cranberry"

SecuritySavings& riWATUAW CWliTT 204 Corhett Bldg.
Trust Co., Bankers LLilA 1 tlAn iJW LL 1 Portland, Oregon

Don't forget to mention The Paclfle Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciateri-
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PROGRESSIVE
OREGON

Building on the Pacific Coast is on

the increase, and, from the nature or

things, this must continue up for

many years to come.

We have the only developed building-

stone quarry on the Pacific Coast,

which produces absolutely fireproof

stone, and, as there is a constantly

increasing demand for this commod-

ity, we will for a short time, offer for

sale a few bonds, to enable us to add

to the equipment and increase the

realty holdings of the company.

WRITE FOR PROSPECTUS

WM. A. BANTZ & CO.
201 and 202 Commercial Building

PORTLAND : OREGON

To the Homeseeker

And all others who are in-

terested in the great West,
The Pacific Monthly will fill

a great want. Not only are

the advantages of the West
told in story and illustration,

but the advertisements of

the various communities
contain invaluable informa-

tion to the homeseeker.
Whether you intend to come
or remain in the crowded
Eastern States, you will find

much to interest you in every
page of the

Great Western Magazine

Become a Subscriber

SI 000.!!!!
FROM

$4.00
PofMonth, for25
Monihm;nolaborf
no apaculatton.
"Gifford Pinchot,

United States Forester,
sees Timber Fa m i n e

Coming With Bewilder-
ing Speed."
Oregon is the heaviest

timbered state in the
United States. Over
$100,000,000 has been
invested in Oregon tim-
ber within the last five

years, largely by million-
aires who have reaped
the large profits from
the now depleted timber
districts of Michigan,
Wisconsin and Minne-
sota. Our co-operative

f>lan

enables men with
ittle capital to combine

;^^

^_S^
Coining Money for the

Owners of Bik Tre«s

their small amounts in-

to one powerful fund
thus making it possible
for everyone to share in
the large profits being
realized from timber.
Vast profits are being
made by quickly transforming this timber into actual lumber
and selling it at present rising market prices. Our mills, owned
and operated by our company, are sawing and shipping daily
at a heavy profit to our stockholders. Invest now in

OREGON TIMBER
$4.00 per month for 25 months, invested now will make you the

owner of negotiable certificate for 100,000 ft., standard board
measure guaranteed. Will soon be worth $ 1 ,000 be-

sides paying 50 dividends.

BE YOUR OWN BANKER
YOU CAN SAVE AND INVEST AT THE SAME TIME

For full particulars, u'rilc loJay

NORTH COAST CO-OPERATIVE LUMBER CO.
MAM TACn'KKKS AND KXPORTKKS

SUITE 40-44 REALTY TRUST BUIL0IN6 PORTLAND, OREGON
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AreYou Going
To Build?
^ My new 1 00-page book of House,

Cottage and Bungalow Plans

IS JUST OUT
^ This book gives you the size of

house, size of rooms, height of

ceilings, floor plans, a picture of

the outside and other valuable

information. We furnish com-

plete bill of material with each-

set of stock plans.

\.\f.WOMEES, Architect
22-25 Eitel Building Seattle,Washington

Our 20 and 40-Acre

FARMS
ARE SOLD

»1,000,000 BEET SUGAR FACTORY, CORCORAN

(g) @)
Nothing to pay during

next two years.

We give you a chance, as

OUR CORCORAN FARMS
Have the never failing ARTESIAN WATER of which you are the sole master. NO DRY SEA-
SONS. Something growing every day in the year. Dark, rich, alluvial soil. Most wonderful

producer of ALFALFA, SUGAR BEETS, FRUIT , GRAPES, GRAIN and VEGETABLES.
DAIRY, HOG and POULTRY business will make any man rich. We have the right SOIL,
CLIMATE, WATER, PRICES and TERMS. PRICES NOW — ^20.00 THE ACRE UP.
Remember the terms. We give you the chance. Write for our Booklet—Free.

CORCORAN FARMS AND WATER CO.
KERN AND BAILEY, Subdividers and Managers

*

Citizens National Bank Building LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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HOOD RIVERLANDS
HAVE abundant water, perfect drainage. PRODUCE the finest apples and strawberries in the world

We also have lands for sale in White Salmon and Mosier Districts. Twenty Years Residence in Hood River

W. J. BAKER & CO.. HOOD RIVER, ORE.

HOOD RIVER, OREGON
FAMED THE WORLD OVER

The greatest apple growing valley in the world. Where fruit pays from
$500 to $1,500 per acre and is marketed for you at the highest prices

paid anywhere in the world, while still on the tree. Forty thousand
acres finest apple land still undeveloped. One hundred thousand

horsepow^er going to waste in its streams. Let us tell you about it.

Address PUBLICITY COMMITTEE
Do It Today] Hood River Commercial Club, Dept. A, Hood River, Ore.

g^g^ A /^UI7f 1 A \7 All CV (Northern End oflmperial Valley) on
*^ '^ JA%1. .nr.l .1 .A\. V J^i ti tVt I Main Line S.P.R.R.,River(ideCo.,Cal.

"The Homeseekers' Paradise" "Where Everything Grows and Matures"

Crops reach market 6 weeks earlier than in any other locality in Southern California. This means lop prices. Flowing
wells of 96% pure artesian water for irrigation and domestic use. 1 2 months growing season. Healthiest climate on earth.
Farmers are actually getting rich in Coachella Valley, the best place in the entire West for both the poor man and the

^ri r«r"i« i%Tirrio'riB>r>mT>f< nf\ *""" ^''^ capital. Send for large map and full information.

VAN YLEET INVESTMENT CO., Snite 112 Secnntr Bldg., LOS ANGELES, CAL Member L. A. Chan.ber of Commerce

IDAHO
A HOME OF YOUR OWN IN THE
WEISER RIVER VALLEY

The place where the Winter

Apple and the Elberta Peach

grow to height of perfection

Bumper Crops of Alfalfa, Potatoes,

Melons and Beets

Invest now in the land of sun-

shine and plenty; where by

your own efforts you can lay

the foundation to an indepen-
dent fortune, fl OTHERS ARE
DOING SO AND SO CAN YOU

For furthmr information writm

TRENAM & KLOTZ,
GOODING & FULLER
R. C. McKINNEY,

Dealers in Real

Estate

Weiser : Idaho

WALNUT
TREES
Plant Mayette
and Franquette
VAR I ET I ES
Best adapted to
Pacific Northwest.

y Send for Catalogue

MAYETTE
J. B. PILKINGTON

M'K.<KRYMAX

P.0.B«240 PMllua.Or.

Cash or Ten Monthly Payments

SVi Per Cent
First Mortgage Gold Bonds

Vancouver, B.C, business property.
Write for particulars.

Entire bond issue negotiated.

LEWIS N. ROSENBAUM CO.
INldUroHATfl)

INVESTMENTS BONDS
Capital and Surplus, $138,468.03

207-9-10 Waihington Block, SEATTLE, U. S. A.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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ALIVlvJiNLI INU lib Tokay and Muscat GRAPES

i4//areg'rou;n ^ /^•^pvTWJAXp HII I O ^o record of fail-

to perfection on yjKJKJLyiWJUi jniJLil^O ure in Fruits or Nuts

TEN-ACRE TRACTS : $100 PER ACRE AND UP : TERMS
Goodnoe Hill is near the new district

terminal town of "CLIFFS" on
the North Bank Railway

AN ALMO.M) BRANCH, GROWN ON UOODNOE HILLb

NORTH BANK NUT AND FRUIT LAND CO., Inc.

LocaWmce: CLIFFS,WASH.
SEND FOR BOOKLET
"Goodnoe Hills" or "Cliffs"

338 Chamber of Commerce
PORTLAND, OREGON

Source of Water Supply for Moses Coulee Fruit Land on
edge of the land, thus doing away with long ditches and
flumes which are liable to break any moment at a time

when crops need water most.

THE NEV ER FAILING

GRAVITY
IRRIGATION SYSTEM
Water where you want it, when you want it, in quan-
tities to suit, ^ We do not wish to knock other pro-

jects, but would advise you to investigate, for there

are frauds in all lines of business, fl] OURS IS NOT A
PROSPECT, fl The water is here. The soil is right.

The climatic conditions for fruit grovring ate perfect.

We court investigation. There are favored spots even

in a fruit country. We have one of them. Our's has

been tested and not found wanting. We have the

bearing orchards now breaking dovvrn under their load

of fruit to prove it. ^ Our's is not a cheap proposition,

but has merit. Elxperiments are costly. If you wrant

the best of all the West, write us today, enclosing ten

cents in stamps, for booklet giving authentic and valu-

able information regarding fruit business in the State

of Washington, and Moses Coulee in particular. Space
permits telling not half the story, but for it all, write :

Moses Coulee Fruit Land Co.
G. A.VIRTUE. President and Manager 303-306 Boston Block, SEATTLE,WASH.
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The Last

"New Country"

**AND THE LAST SHALL BE FIRST»'

A Man Who Is Worth While
Will find greater opportunities in the Nechaco Valley than in any
other part of the continent. It is a new country, on the Grand Trunk
Pacific main line—the finest transcontinental railroad in the world—in
the central western part of British Columbia.

A Farmer's Paradise
Climate, soil, surroundings, markets, everything about the valley makes it a veritable farmer's para-
dise—Northland Eden—with no extremes of heat or cold, luxuriant crops of all kinds, an abundance
of water, numerous streams and lakes, plenty of fish and game, and all the other advantages, go to
make this a

Land of Comfort and Plenty
Where a man or woman can enjoy the independence and ease of wealth in return for little money
and a minimum of work. And the low price and unusually favorable terms are on a par with the
desirability of the land itself.

If You Want Your Share of This Prosperity Proposition
You will need to say so without any unnecessary delay. Every indication points to our cleaning up
every acre we have for sale in a few weeks' time.

We Have Sold 33,000 Acres
And the balance are being snapped up very quickly by shrewd investors, who are quick to see and
appreciate such an unusual offering, while the demand is increasing every day.We want you to make an early and thorough investigation of what we have and offer—our

contract, our company, our

N

If you can not call in person to

talk this over with us, send at

once for illustrated booklet

giving full details of this pros-
perity proposition.

^
'

/nechaco ^^ VALLEY (
>EJ c

management, and every-
thing connected with the
Nechaco Valley.

AND THIS
THE FARMERS' PARADISE,
v:

Not only do we Kuarantee that you
cannot lose or forfeit a sinsle cent of
what you pay in, but we also give
you

JUST THIS
We will sell you twenty, forty,

or more acres of the choicest
land in this beautiful Nechaco Valley for

60c DOWN
And 30c Monthly

Per acre. On a twenty-acre tract this amounts to only $12
down and $6 a month. And instead of your paying
interest on deferred payments,

WE PAY YOU 4%
Or more on every dollar you pay in. Not only that, but if

you so desire, we will re-purchase the land from you at

the completion of the contract, and give you

AT LEAST 20% PROFIT
On the Purchase Price

By the time the Grand Trunk Pacific is operating to the
Coast—which will be in the near future, this land will be

WORTH $75 TO $100
An acre. Remember, that we will clear, plow, plant, cul-

tivate, grow, care for, harvest and market suitable crops
from the land—during the life of the contract—and allow
you one-half of the net profits, paying you dividends every
year, commencing March 1 , 1 909.

Sand at once for illustrated booklet giving full detailt

APPLETON INVESTMENT CORPORATION, Ltd.
SEATTLE: ROOM 777, AMERICAN BANK BUILDING

TACOMA: Room 16, 1007 A Street

SPOKANE: Room 262, Golden Gate Block

VANCOUVER : Room III, Fairfield Building

Protection that is Better than Life Insurance

By providing that in case of your death after 1 5 per cent
has been paid in, we will return every cent that has been
paid in, with 4 per cent interest—or your heirs have the
choice of a receipt in full for all payments to the end of
the contract, ynth a deed to the land at that time, and
allow dividends to the end of the term, just the same as if

the peo^ments were continued.

THIS ALONE SHOULD DECIDE
You owe it to those who are dependent upon you to

give them the protection that this provides. It is better
and cheaper than ordinary life insurance in every way.
When insurance companies pay once on a policy, that is

the end of it. But with this contract you get not only the
full value of the land and the added per cent which we
pay—but keep on getting an income from it.

WORTH $6,000
And again—while the face value of a forty-acre contract

when completed is $t ,667.43 at the very least, the increase
in the value of the land should make it worth $6,000 or more.

60 Cents Down
and

30 Cents Monthly
k Per Acre

^ StAIILt:

I
SP(

lyj
VAi

y REFERENiICES: DUN'S AND BRADSTREET'S
Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly wbon doallng with advortlsera. It will be appreciated.
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NORTH YAKIMA
WASHINGTON

^ The growing city and the commercial center of the wonderful Yakima Valley,
w^here ten acres in fruit means independence for life. ^ If you are planning to

come West or are dissatisfied with conditions w^here you are, it will pay you to

investigate the Yakima Valley, Washington's vale of plenty, ^ The selection of a
home means a great deal—the right choice means success and happiness, fl Yakima
Valley has a rich and productive soil, an unfailing water supply, a mild and healthful

climate, a certain market for what you produce, wholesome moral surroundmgs,
good schools and churches and congenial neighbors, fl Fortunes are being made in

the Yakima Valley in peaches, apples and grapes. Why not come here and share
in the general prosperity? The net income from fruit runs from $250.00 to

$2,000.00 per acre. The Government is building the Tieton Canal to water 30,000
acres near North Yakima. This land can be bought at a low figure and will rapidly
increase in value. ^ Come to the Yakima Valley where hundreds grow into

thousands. Those vsrho have come here have prospered, so can you. If you want
any questions ansv^ered or care for a handsome descriptive booklet, w^rite to

YAKIMA COMMERCIAL CLUB
North Yakimsi, Wash.

ALBANY, LINN COUNH, OREGON
i» the hub of the most fertile valley of the entire northweil. ALBANY has 6000 people, electric lights, splendid water, low taxes, good
schools, fine college and churches of all denominations. Interurban ele<!lric carline between Portland and Albany nearly completed.
Railroad center. Twenty-four passenger trains daily. Unn County has RICH SOIL and CHEAPER LAND than any other section

in the rich WILLAMETTE VALLEY. Apple*, pears, cherries and other fruit grow to perfection here. Ideal dairy section.
rLL INFORMATIOW

LINN AND BENTON REAL ESTATE CO. : ALBANY, OREGON

OISE VALLEY
THE VALLEY OF SUNSHINE AND HOMES.
We have the finest bearing orchards on the elec-

tric car line in the United StEttes, in tracts of 5

acres up to 160. We also have sage brush land,

level as a floor with a good water right under the U. S. Government Ditch at $35.00 per
acre. We have 3,500 acres to sell on easy payments. We also have a few Choice Govern-

ment Homesteads that we can locate you on. Write us for catalogue.

ROBERTS AND HILL : First National Bank Building : BOISE, IDAHO

OGUE UALLEY
JVFR f THE ITALY
Li Y £il\ I ofAMERICA

SOUTHERN OREGON

FRUIT AND GRAPE LAND UNEXCELLED
TIMBER. MINING AND MANUFACTURING

Address us for Illustrated Pamphlet

Gillette -Riggs Land Co.
GRANTS PASS

OREGON

English Walnuts and Royal Ann Cherries
We are the largrest owners and planters of English Walnut groves in Oregon. Our properties are in Yam-
hill County. We sell a planted grove of 5 acres on terms of only $100.00 cash and $15.00 per month,
with 4% interest on deferred payments; this includes four years' care. Our price for 1908 sales is no
more than you pay for unplanted waJnut land in California. Any references required can be furnished.

CHURCHItL-MATTHEWS CO.. Inc., General Selling Agents, 110 Second St., Portland, Oregon
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OPPORTUNITIES
Along the Line of the

Grand Trunk Pacific

Western Canada is on the verge of the biggest boom m the history of the

country, and now is the time to take advantage of the opportunity. If you
are looking for an investment with gilt edged securities, which will treble

your money in two years, I want you to write to me.

I can sell you good agricultural land in one of the most fertile valleys in

British Columbia, along the line of the Grand Trunk Pacific Railroad, about

250 miles from the Pacific Coast, for $5.25 per acre, at the rate of $1.50 per
acre down, $2.00 per acre in three months and $1.75 per acre in six months.

This land is especially adapted for mixed farming and stockraising; the

climate is good, the winters are mild, there are no disagreeable features such

as blizzards and severe storms, and it is not necessary to stable cattle, they
can run out the year roimd. The soil is a deep black loam and sUt; from

one-half to two-thirds open meadow land, covered with a heavy growth of

pea-vine, red top and wild grasses; the balance has a scattering growth of

pine and poplar, which is easily cleared. Wild fruits, such as raspberries,

strawberries, cherries, etc., grow wild in abundance. The country is well

watered by numerous lakes and rivers; there is plenty of rainfall during
the summer months, and no irrigation is needed.

The title to the land is perfect; it is guaranteed by the British Columbia

Government. You do not have to be a British subject to own land in

Canada.

I have made a personal investigation of this land and these are the condi-

tions that exist today. The Grand Trunk Pacific Railroad is a Government
road and has to be completed by 1911. As the country settles up the land

will continue to increase in value, and within a few years it will be worth

$100.00 an acre.

Nobody will deny that the farm is the backbone of the country; most of the

nation's resources come from the farm. To take advantage of these oppor-

tunities and get in on the ground floor you have to lead and not follow. To
lead is the secret of success. The attention of the world is being drawn to

this new country, and now is the time to act.

Write to Me if You are Interested

KAY McKAY
709 Johnston Building Seattle, Washington

Don't forget tu uit'iitlun Tbc PuclUc Monthly \vbt>n doalini; \>ltli iidviTtlsera. It will b<> appn-clated.
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BEND
ON THE WrONDERFUL
DESCHUTES RIVER

At the edge of largest yellow
pine timber belt in Northwest.

Big lumber manufacturing op-
erations assured in near future.

Tw^o railroad lines certain to

commence operations during
Fall of 1908. The 250,000-
acre Carey Act irrigation pro-

ject adjoins and has headquar-
ters at Bend. Homeseeker and
investor, you cannot do better

than come here before values

go up

Central Oregon Development Co.

BEND, CROOK COUNTY, OREGON

WASHINGTON XkTI
Send us your name and address and we will
mail you, free of charge, a book containing a
yard of fine photos of the irrigation district in the
great Yakima Valley, State of Washington. The
tide of immigration is rapidly rising. Non-
forfeiture clause in our contracts, which pro-
vides that you get your money back in land if

for any reason you should fail in your payments.
Send today. We ore oldest hercff^estabred 186)

Calhoun, Denny & Ewing
p. Alaska Building : Seattle, U. S. A.

North Yakima office with Inland Realty & Investment Co.

BEAVERTON-REEDVILLE ACREAGE ""•ePa^^«>aofOre,on-

It is now a well authenticated fact that the most satisfactory and remunerative farming is from small acre-
age with a diversity of products. Our acreage combines all the requisites and can be had at reasonable
prices. No such offerings as these, either in location, richness of soil, improvements nor extensiveness
of area, can be found elsewhere. We invite the closest investigation. For particulars, address

The Shaw-Fear Company, 245)^ Stark St., Portland, Ore.

Rogue River Valley
Southern Oregon

QRCHARD and VINEYARD LANDS
Quality unsurpassed : Prices yet low.

Write us before locating.

The Best-Fuller Realty Co.
GRANTS PASS. OREGON

OREGON
FARMS

Write for free illustrated

booklet giving full inform
ation and prices of Beauti

ful Willamette Valley and Coast FARMS. Address

trEnEX BROS, GO,~
909 GOODM OUGH BLDG. PORTLAND , ORBGOIT

S8 I

ROSEBURG>The Commercial Metropolis
of Southern Oregon

The fertile soil, splendid climate and diversified industries
of Douglas County, embracing an area of 4800 sciuare niilee,
make it one of the most favored sections of the entire North-
west. Lands well adapted to fruit growinf?, stock raisinfr,
alfalfa and small fruits which can be had at from $40 to |75
an acre would cost from $200 to $300 an acre in the more
widely advertised districts throughout the West. As a city of
homes and churches, having splendid educational advantages
and exceptional opportunities for the poor man, Roseburg
invites your fullest investigation. For further information
address either of the following prominent firms:

W. L. G>bb Real Estate Co. The Fanner* Real EsUte Co.

ROSEBURG. OREGON
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HANFORD
FRUIT LANDS
Are in the heart of "THE COLUMBIA RIVER
EARLY FRUIT BELT," in Benton County,

Washington, where fruits ripen early and where

by reason of early production greater profits

are made possible.

HANFORD LANDS HAVE
Perfect Air and Soil Drainage
Freedom From Frosts

Abundant Water Supply
Favorable Climatic Conditions

Hanford Lands are sold on easy terms and

the purchaser at Hanford makes no mistake in

locating where all necessary conditions are so

favorable for profitable fruit growing.

THETOWN ofHANFORD
is in the center of the district and presents
excellent opportunities for business.

Write today for further information as to

opportunities at Hanford and the large body of

fertile land surrounding it.

HANFORD IRRIGATION &
POWER COMPANY
Seattle National Bank Building

SEATTLE : WASHINGTON

Don't forgot to montlon The ru< Iflo Miii;llily whoii <li-nlliig with inlvcrtlsors. It \v!ll b«» appreciated.
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Si-a yran</e.Ore.
IN THE FAMOUS GRANDE RONDE VALLEV

^^ LA GRANDE—Population 6,500; monthly payroll $75,000; county seat; beautifully en-

H vironed. Broad streets, cement walks, shade trees, good water, healthful climate, good
schools and churches ; energetic, enterprising citizens ; exceptional business openings ;

cheap power, inducements to manufacturers, large sawmill, box factory, beet sugar

H factory, creamery, etc., now in operation. Division point of O. R. & N. Co. of Harri-

H man system, on main line of shortest transcontinental railway.

050 KANSAS CITY
TO L.A GRANDE

COLONIST RATES
SEPT. I5J to OCT 3I5J

CHICAGO
TO LA GRANOe 38

UNION COUNTY— Population 20,000; area 2,100 square miles; 600 square miles

fertile valley; grass and grain crops flourish without irrigation. Apple and cherry

growers reap enormous profits. Big production sugar beets, $5.00 ton. Wonderful

dairy, poultry and stock country; wealth of timber; 40 sawmills in county; good roads;

mild winters ; delightful summers ; excellent hunting and fishing ; prosperous people.

INFORMATION AND BEAUTIFUL BOOKLET FREE—ADDRESS. DEPT. "M"
LA GRANDE COMMERCIAL CLUB, LA GRANDE, OREGON

UNION COUNTY
The Fall Colonists Are Coming

All wide-awake communities are extending cordial invitations and set-

ting forth their inducements to the prospective homeseeker through

The Pacific Monthly. Is your county or community doing its share ?

ENGLISH WALNUT GROVE
Our plantings are

the largest and finest

in Yamhill County,
Oregon ( heart of

"Willamette Valley) and are of the Franquette and Mayette varieties. Will sell in five-acre groves.

Life of every tree guaranteed. $ 1 00.00 cash payment and $ I 5.00 per month, which includes four years' care and taxes.

'''''^"mrwe^adTef, Gillctte-Riggs Land Co. li^JI^^^BiV^f Portland, Oregon

THE OKANOGAN
Situated in the "Red Apple
Belt" of Washington. Here is

another Yakima, a second and
greater Wenatchee just bud-

ding into promise. Irrigated
fruit lands in the valleys; farm-

ing, dairying and grazing in the

hills; lumbering and mining in

the mountains. A new coun-

try, a new town, under Okan-
ogan Government Irrigation

Project. Address

COMMERCIAL CLUB
OKANOGAN. WASH.
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$5000 aYearINCOME FOR LIFE
Ifyou can 't make it yourself, we will make it foryou

If you are making less then $5000 a year write to us immediately

HOW WE DO IT
We have 960 acres of bottom land on the Umpqua River, just north of Roseburg, Oregon.
It has a rich, alluvial soil—a true sedimentary deposit

—a soil with a depth of from 25 to 50 feet,

that will grow abundantly apples, pears, peaches, walnuts, cherries, plums, almonds, berries and
vegetables of all kinds, and does it without irrigation

—average rainfall, 35 inches. You can
market your produce through the Roseburg Fruit Grow^ers' Association, at the least possible cost,

and fancy prices are obtained in Portland and other markets for your early berries and vegetables.

Every acre ready to plant. No trees, no stumps, no brush, and overflow water never
reaches a foot of this land. Price lower than for uncleared land in other sections of the State

that are more widely advertised, and which offer in many ways fewer advantages than this

favored valley. No dams, pipes or ditches to break or get out of order. No fertilization

necessary. No alkali to be drained.

And we will do the planting ifyou want us to. We will plant, cultivate, care

for, harvest and market your crops, and pay you one-half the net profits
—every time we make

a dollar, you make one—that's fair. You invest your money in the soil, we invest ours in labor

and management; therefore, we are as much interested in making the land produce as you are.

Where you pay a company a specified sum for caring for your land the case is different.

Our way w^ins.

But ifyou manage your own orchardyou get all the profits. So we advise

our buyers to take immediate possession. The small fruits and vegetables raised the first two

years will pay a profit equal to the cost of the land and setting it to orchard. Your annual
income on 10 acres after the fifth year will be from $4000 to $5000. We can take you to fruit-

growers near our lands, who are making from $4000 to $10,000 every year on small tracts.

WINNING POINTS
Two vsreeks earlier than other Oregon points

—This means fancy prices. Irrigation not necessary—annual rainfall, 35 inches—This means saving of labor and expense. Lands cost less than half

what is charged elsewhere—This means saving on investment. Elasy terms granted in paying
for land—This means you can pay for land out of crops. Superior transportation facilities via

S. P. R. R.—This means easy access to markets. Development for non-residents on shares—
This means the best care possible. Immediate possession granted where desired—This means
a home from the first. Beautiful valley and delightful climate—This means health vid happi-
ness. Rural free delivery of mails— This means country life with city advantages. Every acre

ready to cultivate—no stumps—This means avoidance of delays.

ROSEBURG HOME ORCHARD TRACTS
W.CHARDING LAND COMPANY, Inc., Owners

SO Fourth Street. Board of Trade Building. Ground Floor

Portland : Oregon

Don't' forget to mention Tlu> I'aclflc Monthly when doallne with atlvortlsers. It will Iw appreoiatod.
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Cherry Orchards
Near Spokane^Washington

Will be among the most profitable in the

world, according to experienced fruit men.

The climate and soil, with irrigation, are

particularly adapted to growing the choicest

varieties of cherries. The market is close,

making it easy to handle the crop. The

supply is never equal to the demand. First-

class cherries bring greater profits than any
other fruit grown. We are handling irrigated

fruit land within six miles of the center of

Spokane. Every city convenience. Five and

ten-acre tracts on exceptionally easy terms.

We plant any varieties of trees, if desired,

free of charge and take care of them for one

to four years. Write us for full information.

NEELY& YOUNG
INCORPORATED

340 Club Bldg. Spokane, Wash.

r'C^rv^ . J^?"- A

'rSa-

/iWM'-,

WANTED
A MAN TO BUILD AND OPERATE A CANNERY AT

ROSEBURG
OREGON

Liberal Inducements and Stock Subscriptions to the Right Man
Roseburg is situated in the heart of one of

the best fruit sections in Oregon, and the

fruit growers are compelled to ship a large

part of their fruit to canneries at other

places. Cannerymen from all over the coast

come here to buy their supply of fruit. Why
not can this fruit at Roseburg? Here is an

opportunity for some one. Are you that

person ? Roseburg has a population of over

5,000 inhabitants and is rapidly growing.
We have the finest climate in the world,

paved streets, pure water and good schools.

Fruit land well cared for and fully matured
will net the owner from $200 to $1000 per
acre. Land sells for $25 to $200 per
acre. Write for beautiful 64-page booklet.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, ADDRESS

The Roseburg Commercial Club LOGAN BKRHIKS

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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OREGON
220 ACRES
One hundred and seventy-
acres in

'

fine cultivation,

balance good oak timber.

Three miles from R. R.
and 28 miles from Port-

land. Soil and lay of land

perfect for fruit, and loca-

ted in the heart of the

Willamette Valley Walnut
belt. A good farm and a

bargain for an investor.

Will make one of the great
walnut orchards of the

world. Price $65 per acre.

THE UTTLE
OREGON FARMER

WILL
MEET YOU HERE

OR IN

PORTLAND
NEXT MONTH

354 ACRES
Three hundred and tw^enty
acres in high state of cul-

tivation, lies fine, w^ith

good soil and perfect
drainage. One mile from
R. R. and 25 miles from
Portland. A splendid
farm for dairy and hogs,

adapted to fruit and wal-

nuts, and an ideal property
for subdividing into small

tracts. Could all be sold

with good profit in one

year. Price $70 per acre.

My Special Aims
LOCATE HOMESEEKERS

City or Country—Large or Small Places

ADVISE INVESTORS
Portland Property with Good Income

Oregon and Washington Fruit Land

Selected Farms at Attractive Prices

TO TELL THE TRUTH ABOUT OREGON
Property and Opportunities

ELNATHANSWEET
204 Corbett Building : Portland, Oregon

I "CAME WEST"—WHEN ARE YOU COMING?

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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THERE ARE ^4ANY' LANDS OF OPPORTUNITY ADVERTISED

BUTTHERys^^ j^^DOF OPPORTUNITY J

Why? Because
OREGON
OREGON
OREGON
OREGON

OREGON
OREGON

with an area over twice that of Ohio, has a population
of 600,000; Ohio's population is 5,000,000.

farmers and fruit raisers have a ready market for their

products. No extreme heat or cold to hurt their crops.

has an area of 61,277,240 acres; of this but 20,000,000

acres are under cultivation.

today presents more opportunities than any other state,

because there are so many openings here—industrial

and agricultural.

lands which sold for a few dollars per acre but five

years ago are now worth hundreds of dollars.

is the home of a happy, healthy and prosperous peo-

ple. Join them.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
A^T^PXJ^ TO THE

- PORTLAND ^

DEPT. B .

PORTLAND, OREGON
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TfHERE'S no
function so

formal=no gath-

ering so brilliant

=no dinner so

sumptuous that

its enjoyment is

not enhanced by
the delicate des-

sert confection

NABISCO
SUGAR WAFERS

Iff ten cent tins

Also in twenty-five cent tins

NATIONAL
BISCUIT COMPANY

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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How can you better invest $ 1 . 75 a year for your family
than by subscribing now for

The Youth's Companion
The fifty-two iaauea of 1909 will give for $1. 7S at much good
reading as twenty 400-page books of fiction, travel, biography,
etc., costing ordinarily Sl.SO each. The contents will include

SO
250
1000
O/)/)/) ONE-MINUTE STORIES— Anecdotes, Timely Edi-

dCi\J\J\J torials, Miscellany, Children's Page, etc.

Sample Copies of the Paper and lllustraleJ AnnouncemenI for 1909 serti Free on Reguesl.

STAR ARTICLES—Contributions to Useful Knowl-

edge, by Famous Men and Women.

CAPITAL STORIES — Serial Stories, Stories of

Character, Adventure and Heroism.

UP-TO-DATE NOTES on Current Events and

Discoveries in Nature and Science.

NEW SUBSCRIPTION OFFER.
EVERY NEW SUBSCRIBER WHO AT ONCE CUTS OUT AND SENDS THIS SLIP (OR

MENTIONS THIS PUBLICATION) WITH $1.75 WILL RECEIV^
¥^ All the issues of the paper for November and December, 1908,

W^ l^£^fk including the Thanksgiving and Christmas Holiday Numbers.
* ^ V^w Xhe Companion's Calendar for 1 909—"In Grandmother's Garden."
^^^"^^ The picture is 8 x 24 inches, lithographed in 1 3 colors.

THEN THE COMPANION FOR THE nPTY-TWO WEEKS OF 1909-AS MUCH READING
AS WOULD FILL TWENTY 400-PAGE BOOKS COSTING ORDINARILY $1.50 EACH.

CM 43

THE YOUTH'S COMPANION. BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS.

Don't forget to mentlou The Paelflc Monthly whou deallug with advortlscrs. It will Im; appn-clatod.
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/Imerican Telephone A Telegraph Co,

The Associated Bell Companies

ONE POLICY-UNIVERSAL SERVICE-one system

Fair Rates

IN
controversies as to rates, the policy of

the American T elephone and Tele-

graph Company and its Associate Bell

Companies lias been to make a com-

plete and absolute showing of the condition,

cost and value of plant, cost and value of

service, cost and necessity of proper main-

tenance, and the broad position is taken that

nei her this company nor its associated Bell

companies have anything to conceal or any-

thing to apologize for.

The capitalization of all the companies
is conservative, far within justifiable limits,

and in the relation between the replacement
value of the properties and the capitalization

of the companies, unique.

Fair rates, therefore, should be authorized

or ac(]uiesced in, for it is only by fair rates

that goo.i service to the public and perma-
nent, healthy conditions can be created or

main'^ainei. With a full knowledge of all

surrounding circumstances and conditions, it

is believed that this will be fully acquiesced
in by the public.

Fair rates should and do insure high-class

plant and equipment maintained at a high
state of efficiency, and provide fair wages to

employes
—the highest paid for similar class

of employment. Both of these are neces-

sary to good service.

Fair rates should give fair return on the

investment, and promise fair return on new
money needed. This is necessary to main-
tain the interest of the existing shareholders

in the proper administration of the business.

as well as to provide for the continually

increasing public deinand.

Any revenue produced over and above
such requirements and the proper reserve to

provide for contingencies can he used /or
the benefit of the public, allowing the com-

pany to retain a part sufficient to stimulate

the most efficient and economical manage-
ment.

It would be difficult, if not impossible, to

get effective and economical management,
such as would produce tie be;t results for

both the public and the shareholders, without

recognizing this principle.

It does not seem possible that there can

be any question of the justice of this position.

That being granted, the facts to be settled

are :

—
Is the management honest and competent.''

What is the investment?

Is the property represented by that invest-

ment maintained at a high standard.''

What percentage of return dees it show-f"

Is that a fair return.''

Is it obtained by a reasonable distribution

of gross charges."*

If these questions are answered satisfac-

torily
—and they are in the published reports

of the officesof thiscompany
—there can be no

basis for conflict between the company and

the public, and the les^ the working condi-

tions are made inflexibli b/ legislative pro-

scription, the better will be the solution of

the constantly changing problems incident to

maintaining the universal telephone service

wisely demanded by the public.

American Telephone ^ Telegraph Company
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NO-ICE
REFRIGERATOR

A Boon to Every Household. A Neces-

sity to Every Railroad and Steamship Line.

A Positive Blessing to Sparsely Settled

Districts Where Ice is Not Obtainable

The No-Ice Eefrigerator is the invention of a well-known inventor, who,

after several years of careful study, has perfected this device. It has passed

through two years of critical tests in climates ranging from Los Angeles in

the south to Seattle in the north, and has positively proven its success.

It positively does away with all necessity for the use of ice for any class

of refrigeration when short of freezing, itself. It can be used in any climate,

and the warmer the weather the more perfect does the No-Ice Eefrigerator

perform its service. The original cost of the refrigerator itself is no greater

than that of the old style Ice Refrigerator, use and convenience considered,

whilst the cost of maintenance is several hundred per cent less. The ma-

terial which performs the refrigeration service is a chemical manufactured by

this company, and which will, at a cost of from ten to fifteen cents per week,

keep the No-Ice Eefrigerator in perfect service for an ordinary family of five

persons.

The chemicals used are as harmless as table salt, and the refrigerator is

both dust and insect-proof. It is far more sanitary than the present refrig-

erator for the reason that the carbonic acid gas which is thrown off by fruits

and vegetables cannot escape from the Ice Eefrigerator, whilst with the per-

fect open system of ventilation these gases immediately pass out and away
from the No-Ice machine.

Send for description, circulars, price list, test,

etc. Address all communications to the

No-Ice Refrigerator and Car Mfg. Company
Empire Building : Seattle, Washington

Pon't forgot to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will bo appreciated.
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Leave Your Wife a Regular Income

through the

New Monthly Income Policy
OF

The Prudential
The one kind of Life Insurance policy
of most practical value to the woman,
I^ is the policy your wife would like,

be r:^use it gives her a sure monthly
income such as she is accustomed to.

This is the Safest Way
to leave your
life insurance. The
monthly income
cannot be encum-
bered or deprecia-
ted. The principal
cannot be lost. All

worry about safe

investment is elim-

inated.

The Cost is Low
Write for Rates at Your Age and Learn
How You can Provide an Absolute

Guaranteed Income for Your Family.

Address Dcpt 23

Cost of Insuring an Income of

$10 per month for 20 years.
At Age Cost

of Insured Per Year

25 . . $29.41
30
35

40
45
50

33.47

38.76

45.76

55.20

68.11
Other monthly sums up to

$500 in proportion. The in-

come is paid for not less than
20 years.
The income can be made
payable for life of beneficiary
at slightly hi^^her cos*.

The Prudential Insurance Company of America
Incorporated as Stock Company by the State of New J'trsey.

JOHN F. DRYDEN, President. Home Office, Newark, N. J.

T)on't forffct to mention The Faciflc Uoutlily when dealing wttb advortlscrs. It will ln^ niiprccluti'd
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DIR£CTO/9Y OF

Sliil FALL NOVELS
No house will be dull which con-

tains a copy of

Anne of

Green Gables
By L. M. MONTGOMERY. Illustrated, $1.50

"
I take it as a great test of the worth of the book that

while the children are rummaginK e." over the house look-

ing for Anne, the head of the family has carried her off

to read on the way to town."—Bliss Carman.

L. C. PAGE & COMPANY (AU Book Stores), Boston

CLARA LOUISE BURNHAM'S
Most Brilliant Novel

The Leaven of Love
The scene of this charming and helpful story is

at one of the famous winter resorts of Southern
California, whose radiant health-giving sunshine
finds a counterpart in the character of the hero-
ine. The volume has a thoroughly absorbing
plot, and is written with a skill and cleverness
for which Mrs. Burnham has long been famous.

JVUh frontispiece and cover portrait by Harrison Fisher,

$1.50

HOUGHTON, MIFFLIN & CO.

4 Park Street, Boston 85 Fifth Avenue, New York

A Lord of Lands
By RAMSEY BENSON $1.50

A man of good sense and humor, with wages of $50
a month ana seven children, tells of his unusual ex-

periences following a determination to leave the city and
farm it in the Northwest.

"Thus are masterpieces made. \/e congratulate Mr.
Benson upon making a most readable book and we con-

gratulate the public upon having secured a bit of litera-

ture of new flavor."—N. Y. Times ReoieW.

The Little Brown Brother
By STANLEY P. HYATT $1.50

A noteworthy story of love and war in the Philip-

pines, by one who w^as in the thick of it.

"First worthy romance with scenes laid in our Elast-

ern islands. The love story is the real thing."
—N. Y.

Times Review.

Angel Esquire
By EDGAR WALLACE $1.50

"A detective story of inspiring originality, full of

humor."—N. Y. Tribune.

34 W. 33cl Street
New YorkHENRY HOLT & CO.

The Happy Habit
By JOE MITCHELL CHAPPIE

A book with such ingratiating yet unobtrusive

personality that you "just like it." Not a jolly
but a cheerful view of every-day affairs, and a

happy reminiscence which nourishes and sus-
tains one's fortitude as an optimist.
A book that contains observations regarding

many celebrities who have left their impress
on the author's memory.

Bound in Cloth, with Artistic Cover Detign
Nearly 400 pages

Price $1.50, at bookstores or direct of publishers
on receipt of price.

Chappie Publishing Co., Ltd.
BOSTON
MASS.

THEONEAND I

A Story of the Canadian Northwest

By ELIZABETH FREEMANTLE

Illuslrated In Color
Price $1.50

• THE ONE AND 1
"

is the diary of a girl with

ambitions.

It's so absolutely new in its treatment, so refreshing

in its ingenuousness, so charming in its pictures of the

great Canadian Northwest, that' it works a distinct de-

parture among the books of the year.

Not since the appearance of 'The Lady of the

Decoration' has anything quite ao clever seen the light.

GEO. W. JACOBS & CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

THE COBBLER
By Elma A. Travis

Is the most artistic and brilliant story of the year.
It charms one by its^ne descriptive passages, pleases

by its fresh and quaint humor, moves the heart by its

tender pathos, and holds the interest by its tense
dramatic situations.

THE GREATER LOVE
By Anna McClure Sholl

Is one of the great books of the year, and no
reader of worthy fiction can afford to miss it.

Its light side is a love story of appealing interest.
Its serious side presents the old, old problem of the

relation of the sexes. A problem that comforts every
one who is capable of human emotions and who can
hear and heed the call of beauty and ajfection.

THE OUTING PUBLISHING COMPANY
35 and 37 West 31st Street, New York
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DIRECTORY OF

FALL NOVELS
A Powerful Story of the Pacific

Northwest

THE HEART OF
THE RED FIRS

BY

Ada Woodruff Anderson

A wholesome, refreshingly original novel of the Puget
Sound country . . It's a stirring pioneer story.

—Port-
land Oregonian

Her heroine is an admirable creation, strong, re-

sourceful, charming.—Hartjord Couranl.

Illustrated, Cloth, $1.50

LITTL, BROWN & CO.. Pub lishers
Boston, Massachusetts

The Letters of Jennie Allen

to Her Friend Miss Musgrove
By GRACE DONWORTH

With sixteen illustrations by F. R. Grugrer

Bound to be the Humorous Hit of the Year

Originally published anonymously in much shorter form in
the Ladies Home Journal, these letters attracted wide attention.
Readers of the magazine wrote to the editor about them. "What a
great find for the editors of a magazine!" wroteone. "Such sim-
plicity! Suchcharml Such fun!"

In a speech before the Associated Press Mark Twain com-
mended the work highly, saying "Here is a letter written by a
woman right out of her heart of hearts. There's no spelling that
can begin with it on this planet outside of the White House."

For honest and homely human nature and spontaneous and
delightful humor and philosophy American literature has nothing
to compare with this book.

And the letters tell a real story, too, that holds the inter-
est closely.

For sale wherever books are sold, $1.50

SMALL, MAYNARD & CO. BOSTON

Paul Anthony,
Christian
By HIRAM W. HAYES

A brilliant novel dealing with the greatest

religious question of the age; skillfully weav-
ing through adventure, romance and helpful-
ness the practical workings of

CHRISTIAN HEALING
"As to the make-up of the book, nothing better could be

desired. It is a most promising bit of workmanship from
a new firm that has taken its place among the book pub-
lishers of literary Boston."—Philadelphia Record. *

415 pages. Price, $1.50 postpaid

REID PUBLISHING COMPANY
30 Huntington Avenue Boston, Mass.

The Car and the Lady
PERCY F. MEGARGEL GRACE S. MASON

As we expected, this sparkling novel
became an immediate favorite. The
first edition w^as disposed of in ten

days. The story is one of rivalry in

love and motors, and the story tells of

a race between an American and Ital-

ian car, between New York City and
Portland, Oregon. Betty, the heroine,
is a charming character. The story
has a lively appeal and the story is

a most original one

$1.50 at all Bookstores

THE BAKER & TAYLOR CO.
33 East 17th St. (Union Square North), NEW YORK

FOR A GIFT

My Lady of the Fog
By RALPH HENRY BARBOUR

A book from the author of
"
Kitly of the Roses,"

"An Orchard Princess," "A Maid in Arcadu,'
and Hoi!])," delightful stories all, is coming to

be a Christmas institution. "A/j; Ladu of the Fog"
is thus well introduced, and brings her welcome
with her. This year Mr. Barbour sets his scene on
the rock-bound coast of New England, and pre-
sents charming romance, easily and gracefully

told.

Twelve illustrations in color and tint by Clarence
F. UnderviTood, and decorations throughout.

Small quarto. Decorated cover in gold, with
medallion. Cloth, gilt top, $2.00, In a box.

J. B. LIPPINCOTT CO., Philadelphia

JUST PUBLISHED

Two Gentlemen
of Virginia

By GEORGE GARY EGGLESTON

Illustrated. $1.50

No one but a Virginian gentleman is quite capable of

depicting the ideal called to mind by that term, and no
one lives better qualified to do so than George Cary
Eggleston. As a love story, it is charming; as a picture
of the "Old Regime," it is matchless.

AT ALL BOOKSTORES

Lothrop, Lee & Shepard Co., Publishers

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
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^^ IN THE N0rrrHV\^iif«f-^GET THE GENUINE ^K
EMERALD SOAP

Beat for Wash Day

Something nevr. A great dirt killer. Ask your
grocer'or write

Seattle Soap Company
Seattle, Wathington

HARD 'WALL PLASTERS
Manufactured by

The ADAMANT CO.
Our celebrated "CROWN" BRAND (hair filxjred),

WOOD FIBKRED, UNFIBERKD (finishing),

Factory foot Fifteenth Street Telephone Pacific Main 2109

Office Room 433, Worcester Bldg.
Teb.: Pac. Main 718, Home A1218 PORTLAND, ORE.

Columbia
Hams, Bacon and Lard
"U. S. Gov't Inspected and Passed 138" certifies

their being sound and wholesome

UNION MEAT COMPANY
Portland. Oregon

Preferred STOCK

Allen & Lewia, Portland. Oregon

A SINGLE INCH
Seems rather a small space, but
perhaps you have never tned
the pullingpower of one of these
little ads. ^ Write for terms.

The Pacific Monthly Co.

Pacific Export Lumber Co.

LUMBER
For All Foreign Countries

214 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE PORTUND. OR.
Cal)lo Address, "Pacex|><irt. Portland"

C<»rresp<>ndenco Solicited

SUBSTITUTES
Are usually offered as something just as good when the dealer does

not have the article the customer calls for. ^ If your local dealer

does not have the article called for by you ^vhich you have seen

advertised in The Pacific Monthly, write the Manufacturer or

Advertiser and you will be supplied w^ith the genuine. The wide-

ly advertised goods are the ones that have stood the test. They
have quality to maintain and a reputation to sustain. See that you get

what you ask for.

ivi

mm

WEMAREPRlNTINGPIArBS
FOR EVERY PURPOSE.

DCSIGMING-
ILLVSTRATING

PMONtS * '*VA

OOD
EriGR-AVIMG,

PHOTO-EhGRAVING.

109 SECOND ST.

PORTLAND, OREGON

.X^ Pacific Tent and
Awning Co.
SAIL MAKERS

Manufacturers of Tents. Awnings,
Tarpaulins, Horse and Wagon Cov-
ers, Flags, Banners, Hammocks,

Camp Furniture, etc. Pacific Tents are of superior qual-
ity and the best of workmanship. Write for. catalogue and
prices. 27 N. First St.. Near Couch. Portland, Ore.

FINANCIAL

BONDS^REDIT
5/4% Vancouver, B. C.
f^^A R^>«^o Denomination $100 EachUold Donds Bona. Pri« c..h $94
Per Bond or $95.50 in Ten Montkbr Payment*.

LEWIS N. ROSENBAUM CO., Inc.

Invfslmenl Bonds, apiul ami Saipliis. $138,468.03

Suite K Washington Block SEATTLE. WASH.
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EDUCATIONAL

Why Not Study
PENMANSHIP under a pen Artist?

BANKING under a Bank Cashier?

BOOKKEEPING under an Expert Accountant?
CORPORATION Accounting under a System Man?
ARITHMETIC under a Thorough Mathmetician?

SHORTHAND under a Convention and Court
Reporter?

TYPEWRITING under a practical touch Operator?
Letter-Writing, English, Spelling, etc., under thor-

oughly competent instructors ?

The Leading Business College Portland, Ore.

Any Boy or Girl with just a Common
School Education can study

MUSIC HI WHITMAN—^^ CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC——
Thorough training in all branches ; vocal and instru-

mental. Talented Instructors; delightful surround:
Most approved methods

Send for interesting illustrated catalog—free

WHITMAN COLLEGE, WALLA WALU, WASH.

nstru- I

Jings. I

STUDY
LAW
AT

HOME

The oldest and best school. Instruction by mail
adapted to every one. Kecognized by courts and
educators. Experienced and competent instruc-
tors. Takes spare time only. Three courses—
PreparatoiT, Business, College. Prepares for
practice. Will better your con-
aitio'i and prospeitsin business.
Students and graduates every-
where. Full particulars arid
Easy Payment Plan free.

The Spraeue
Correspondence School

of Law.
(166 Bqjestlc BIdg, Detroit, nich.

PORTLAND ACADEMY
The Academy proper fits boys and girls for Eastern and Western

colleges. A primary and grammar school receives boys and girls as

early as the age of 6. A gymnasium in charge of a skilled director.

Track and field athletics. A well appointed boarding hall for

girls. For catalogue address

PORTLAND ACADEMY, Portland, Oregon

FRENCH-GERMAN
SPANISH- ITALIAN
Spoken.Taught, and Mastered by the

I^ANGUAGE
PHONE

METHOD
Combined with

The Rosenthal

Common Sense Method

of Practical Linguistry

The Latest and Best Work of Dr. Richard S. RosenthaL
YOU HEAR THE EXACT PRONUNCIATION OF
EACH WOiiD AND PHRASE. A few minutes' practice
several times a day at spare moments gives a thorough mastery
of conversational£^ench, German, Spanish or Italian.

Sendfor testimonials, booklet and letter.

THE LANGUAGE-PHONE METHOD
840 Mefropolis Building, Braadtsay and lEtli St., New York

New Hamburger Buildingr LOS ANGELES, GAL.

High-grade business training. Los Angeles the finest

place on earth to attend school. Entire year
—begin

when ready. Positions secured. Write for catalogue.

^je: >i j^OTanj^^jy
Out complete Electric Railway Course

by mail will make you a competent Motor-
man or Conductor in a short time at small
cost. Hundreds of positions open at good
salaries. Instruction endorsed by Elec-
tric Railway managers. Write today for
free catalog—state age and weight.

The Wenthe Railway Cor. School,
Pept. E-R 155. Freeport, lU.

WHY NOT BE AN ARTIST?
Our graduates are fli'ing High Salaried

Positions. Good artists

EARN $25 TO $100 PER WEEK
and upwards, in easy faselnatlng work. Our courses ol
Personal Home Instruction by correspondence, are com-

plete, practical. Eleven ye.ars' successful teaching. Expert in-
structors. Positions f^aaranteed competent workers. Write for
Handsome Art Book, Free.

SCHOOL OF APPLIED ART (Founded 1898-)
^i^Bs^ N 53 ^^lery Fine Arts, Battle Creek, Mich. tmBsssim

FREE PRIZE OFFER
We have just made arrangrements whereby we are able to offer to the readers of this

tnagrazine a valuable prize, if they are able to copy this cartoon. Taks Your Pencil
Now, and copy this sketch on a common piece of paper, and send it to us today ; and if,

in the estimation of our Art Directors, it is even 40 per cent, as grood as the original, we
will mail to your address FREE OF CHARGE FOR SIX MONTHS

THE HOME EDUCATOR
This masrazine is fully illustrated and contains special information pertaininsr to

Illustrating:, Cartooning:, etc., and is published for the benefit of those desirous of earn-
ing: larg:er salaries. It is a Home Study Mag:azine for ambitious persons who desire
success. There is positively no money oonsideratlon connected with this free oSer.
Copy this picture now and send it to us today.

CORRESPONDENCE INSTITUTE OF AMERICA. Dept. 107 SCBANTON. PA.

Don't forget to mention Tho Pacilic Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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California's Mission Hotel

THE GI.i:nwOOD, Biverside, California. Prank A. UlUer, Proprietor.

A long, low, cloistered building of the Mission type, inclosing a spacious court and surrounded by mag-
nificent old trees and palms. In the court tli« Old Adobe of Casino adjoins the stately Campanile Vvith Us
sweet chime of old Mission bells. Facing tiie court, on the third floor. Is the beautiful Pas«o de laa
Talnias, a promenade seven liundred feet long, bordered with graceful palms and brilliant flowering
slirubs. The Paseo overloolis tlie grand court, with Its grape-arbored I'ergola, the Spanish roof-garden of
the Adobe and the Campanile; Ireyond Is tlie glorious view of tlie great snow-capped mountains, that rise In

majestic splendor from the wide spreading orange groves nestling at their base and which Intercept the
eye on every side.

Among other pleasing features of the "NEW GLENWOOD" are the cloistered corridors, the Patio, of
Inner court, and the PortHles with its graceful Mission arches, which serves the double purpose of port-

EDUCATIONAL

LEARN PLUMBING
trade that will make yon indopcndent for

'

>urs Shorter—Pay Bigger—Domand Creator t

ly other trade. You need no previous ''xperi-
ico. Our practical met'iods enable yon in a lew
( nths to hold position as skilled plu-iber or
induct your own business. Catalog cent free.

St. Louis Trades School
^421 Olive St. St. Louis. Mo.

BIG
PAY
SHORT
HOURS

Miss Marker's School, Palo Alto, California
BoardinK and Day School for Girls. ColleKC Preparatory,
Intermeaiate and Primary Departments. New building.
Large grounda for out-of-door sports. Full information
furnished upon request. Address Department M.

HILL MILITARY ACADEMY
A H<iardln|t and Day Silii».l for Boys. Arcr<-ilito<l t<i nil lomliiiK rollcKos
and iiniveraitioa. Buys of any aKO admitted at any tiino. Write fur
Illuatrated Cataluirue.

DR. J. W. HILI., Proprietor niid Principal
PORTLAND, ORF.GON

kWITURFIGURWURY
RAPID CALCULATOR. No book like it. Practical

figure system. 25 cents by mail, worth more to anyone. Tryil.

MALONE'S SCHOOL OF FIGURES, Bl. 32, St. Louie, Mo.

Send for free booklet No. 29. advising you
hovy to become independent for life with-
out capital in the Mercantile Collection Busi-
ness. Free forms and stationery supplied for

you to start business at once.

L. M. WHITNEY,
WHITNEY UW CORPORATION New Bedford, Mas*.

YOSEMITE

Sentinel

Hotel
OPEN THE YEAR 'ROUND
STEAM HEATED
ELECTRIC LIGHTED **

For raits and other informatiom addrtu

J. B. COOK, Proprietor
YOSEMITE : CALIFORNIA

Don't forget to menilon Ihe Pacific Monthly when dealing with ndvcrtlsera. It will be apprt'olatcJ.
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California's Mission Hotel

Frank A. Miller, Proprietor.

cociiore and bridge fiina the lidtid In the ronf-garden. Within as witliout, Mission arcUitecture prevails, and
is empliasized in decoration and quaint monastic furnisliings. The colonnaded parlors, rotunda and dining-
room, tlie Mezzanine floors and Social Halls are all attractive Innovations. Tlie heavy open timbered ceilings
throughout the wliole house are a prominent feature; and tall, massiv«' chimney pieces with their cheerful
hearths, add much to the charm of this unique liotel.

Riverside, "The Home of the Orange,
"

is the city of Southern California which tourists should visit in
o-der to appreciate the jjicturesque possibilities of local color and American enterprise. It is a place to
dream, a place to thinlj, a place to see the practical possibilities of orang* growing, and how 6,000 cars
of or inges are' grown, paclced and sliipped each year. Riverside, with its community investment of
$30,000,000, is the place' to speculate upon the future of the limitless west.

THE DANMOORE
Dan J. Moore, Proprietor Phone Main 8600

European Plan

Rates, $1.00 Per Day and Up

-gUti

Portland's New Hotel
WITH GRILL

475 Washington Street, Corner Fourteenth

PORTLAND ; OREGON
Hotel Moore—ClaUop Beach, Seaside, Ore. Open
all year. For information apply at The Danmoore

FREMONT HOTEL
Corner 4th and Olive Streets : Los Angeles

AN elegantly furnished Family and
/-\ Tourist Hotel, situated two

blocks from Broadway, on an em-
inence commanding a charming vista

of the city. Appointments perfect.
Rates reasonable. American plan.

Thos. Pascoe, Proprietor
SEND FOR BOOKLET, FREE, ON CAUFORNIA

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will bo appreciated.
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The Pacific Monthl/s fhfy:«
Combinations for

1908-1909

^O ONE who 18 interested in the West in any way, either through desiring an inti-

mate knowledge of its wonderful, constant and surprising growth, or because of

having more direct interests there, can afford to be without the next twelve issues of
THE PACIFIC MONTHLY. Other than that it is everyw^here recognized as a magzizine
of the highest literary merit. For the benefit of those of our readers who desire in
addition to THE PACIFIC MONTHLY some of the other standard magazines, we list

herewith some of the best clubbing offers of the season. Should it happen that these
are not just what you want, and you should prefer any other combination, THE PACIFIC
MONTHLY can be added to any such for one dollar. We will gladly quote prices on
any clubs or combinations desired on application.

THE PACIFIC MONTHLY,
Good Health,

THE PACIFIC MONTHLY,
Metropolitan, ...
THE PACIFIC MONTHLY,
Woman's Home Companion,

THE PACIFIC MONTHLY,
Cosmopolitan, ...
THE PACIFIC MONTHLY,
Success, . . . . .

THE PACIFIC MONTHLY,
American, ....

$1.50

-i??[$2.00
$2.50

$1.50
1.50

$2.00
$300 J

$1,501^ $2.00
$2.50 J

$1.50
1.00

THE PACinC MONTHLY,
Harper's Bazaar,

THE PACIFIC MONTHLY.
Good Housekeeping,

THE PACIFIC MONTHLY,
Garden Magazine,

THE PACIFIC MONTHLY,
Van Norden Magazine,

$3.00
Of the foregoing ten magazines listed in individ-

ual combinations any two can be added to the Pacific

Monthly by remitting $2.65 ; any three by remitting
$3.30.

_
Canadian postage 30 cents extra on each

magazine; foreign, $1.00.

THE PACIFIC MONTHLY,
Housekeeper, Minneapolis,

THE PACinC MONTHLY,
Pearsons, . » . .

$1.50
.75

$2.25

$1.50

$1.95

THE PACinC MONTHLY,
Etude,

-1^ $2.35
$3.00 J

$2.35
THE PACIFIC MONTHLY,
Technical World,

$3.00

$1,501
1.50 !

$3.00 j

$2.35
THE PACIFIC MONTHLY,
Photo Era, ....
THE PACIFIC MONTHLY,
Ainslee's . . . . .

THE PACinC MONTHLY,
Outing, . . . . .

THE PACIFIC MONTHLY,
Forest and Stream, Weekly

THE PACIFIC MONTHLY,
Lippincotts, - - . .

THE PACinC MONTHLY,
Country Life in America,

THE PACIFIC MONTHLY,
Short Stories, ...

$4.50 J

$1,501
2.50 I

$3.00

$3.00

$4.35
$5,50 1

$1.50 j

-1^ $2.35
$3.00 I

'^" £ PACIFIC MONTHLY, $1.50
t-ictorial Review, ... 1.00
Ladies' World, ... .50
Modern Priscilla (fancy work), .50

Canadian Postage $I.2S extra.) $3.50

THE PACIFIC MONTHLY, $1.50
Delinea.or, .... 1.00
Everyboc 's, - - . .1.50

Canadian Postage $1.30 extra.) $4.00

THE PACIFIC MONTHLY, $1.50
McClures, - • - . 1.50
Success or Woman's Home
Companion, ... 1.00

Canadian Postage $1.50 extra.) $4.00

$3.35

THE PACinC MONTHLY, $1.50
Delineator. - • • . l.CO
World's Work, .... 3.00

Canadian Postage $1.S0 extra.) $5.50

THE PACIFIC MONTHLY, $1.50
Everybodys, .... 1.50
World's Work, . . - 3.00

Canadian Postage $1.60 extra.) $6.00 j

The above five combinations must be

ordered, each complete in themselves, and

cannot be split up in any way.

Address, THE PACIFIC MONTHLY COMPANY PORTLAND
OREGON

Don't forcet to nieutlf"i Tlie ruclllc Mmtlilj when dcallnj; with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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John D. Rockefeller

Says:
"I know of nothing more despicable
and pathetic than a man who devotes

all the waking hours of the day to

making money for money's sake"

At last the man about whom everyone is talking tells his own
story and something about his early associates—how he and
his partners worked together

—how many more opportunities
there are now for young men than there were twenty
years ago

—all this and more in the November number of

TaeVorlusVork
25 cents a copy
Buy it to-day!

^niLi

The
three \^

that all

will enjoy
•Pac.Mo.11-08

THE DELINEATOR

To save $2 on these maga-
zines tear off this corner and

put your name and address on
the margin below. Send post-
haste with $3.50 to Doubleday,
Page & Co., New York City.

The Magazine Lib
The newest offering:

Everybody's . . $1.50
America's top-limit magazine

The World'sWork 3.00
Interpreting to-day's events

The Delineator . 1.00
The home and fashion authority

Regularly $5.50

rarj

$Q.5(3

The three that will suit the taste
of every member of every family

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Guy

lUpassan:

,

^^ Real Parisian Studies

^ and Oriental Life

^
'^' /marvelously pictured in this

^^""^ First Definitive Edition

c(De Maupassant's Writings
Translated by linguists of
International reputation,

uu expurgated.
Introduction hy
PAUL BOURGET

of the French Academy.

327 Short Stories, Novels, Trav-

els. Drama, Comedies and Verse.

'^^

SUPREME MASTER
OF THE

SHORT STORY
THE painter of humanity in words who without hatred, without love, without anger, without

pity, merciless -as fire, immutable as fate, holds a mirror up to life without attempting judg'
ment. No reading could be more delightful than his quaint, delicious SHORT STORIES in which

/^ is pictured with marvelous skill the vinle novelty of country scenes, and the comedy and tragedy
1 underlying the whirl of Parisian life, in which love and laughter, tragedy and tears run side by side.
'

Here are also embraced the remarkable Romances which caused Tolstoi to hail DE MAUPASSANT as

the supreme realist and romance writer of his century. Included also are the Travels. Dramas and Verse,

,, all sparkling with gems of description
—Meissonier-Iike pictures in words.

I'^.l

J*

SEVENTEEN HANDSOME DELUXE BOOKS—ACTUAL SIZE 8x5 2—
consisting of 5,500 pages, printed from a new cast of French Elzevir type—elegant and clear—on pure white

antique egg-shell finished paper, made especially for this edition. Patres have deckled edges and liberal

margins. There are 30 illustrations from original drawings. The books are exquisitely
bound in Blue Vel-

lum De IfUxe Cloth, with disiuctive brown and gold title label, silk headbands and gold tops.

INTRODUCTORY OFFER—Coupon Saves 50%—MAIL TO-DAY.
This set is a strictly subscription edition, 8)1 OJ value. Heretofore it has been impossible to get Be

Maapassant'S works except in limited editions at very high prices. We have only printed a limited number
at the wonderfully low price of 824.00.

Prompt return of coupon will bring the books direct to you On Approval, all

express charges prepaid.
Keep them ten days for examination. If unsatisfactory return them at our expense. If satisfactory

) they are yours for but a slight outlay each month.

THE WERNER, COMPANY Akron, .Ohio

THR WERNER COMPANY, Akron, Ohio.
Pkase send mc, charges prepaid, the

conipUte works of GUY DE MAUPASSANT, in Seventeen (17) volumes, bound
in liluc Vellum De l.uxe Cloth. If satisfadtory, I will remit you $3.00 at once and $3.00 per month for eleven (11) months.
If not satisfactory, I will advise you within ten days.

Signature

I'a>'.Ho.ll-os Residence Address.

City

State.

Don't forget to mention The rnrlfio Mr.-*»ilv T-»"-n donPng with ndvortlsers. It will ho appreciated.
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MANY BOOKS IN A SINGLE VOLUME.

Webstei^s International Dictionary
Divide the International into its numerous departments and you have not only one

but many books, bound together: a veritable library answering ALL KINDS of

questions with final authority. It is indispensable to the person who desires to speak
and write the English language correctly. What investment will prove more bene-

ficial to the home, ofiBce, or school ? Note diagram and table of contents.

Colored Plates, Fla§:s, State Seals, Etc. .

Brief History the English Langfuage . .

Guide to Pronunciation

Scholarly Vocabulary of English
Dictionary of Fiction

Revised Gazetteer of the World
Revised Biographical Dictionary
Vocabulary Scripture Proper Names. .

Vocabulary Greek and Latin Names. .

Vocabulary English Christian Names.
Foreign Words and Phrases
Abbreviations and Contractions

25,000 Added Words. 2,380 Pages. 5,000 Dlustrations.

Recognized by the COURTS, the SCHOOLS, and the PRESS, as The One Great Standard Authority.

WEBSTER'S COLLEGIATE DICTIONAET. Largest abridgment of the International.

Kegnlar and Thin Faper E dltlona. lliePagesandllOO lUiutrations.

Write for
"
Dictionary 'Wrinkles," and Specimen Pages. Mention in your request this magazine and receive

a useful set of colored maps, pocket size, of the United States, Cuba, Panama, China, Japan, Etc. Free.

G. & C. MERIIIAI^I CO., Springfield, Mass., U. S. A.

The Only One of Its Kind Humo Artistic Satirical Dainty Lite

If You Are a Person
of culture, refinement or intelligence, or all three, you cannot afford nc

to know LIFE.
If you have a sense of humor, you should see it every week.

Perhaps you know LIFE slightly.

Perhaps you don't know LIFE at all.

To get acquainted all you have to do is remi

one dollar to Life Publishing Company, 3^

West Thirty-first Street, New York City. I

will bring LIFE to you every week for thre

months and will cost you Only One Dollar.

The conditions of this SPECIAL OFFEI
are

It is open only to new subscribers

The subscription must come to us direct; not through an agent or dealei

It must reach us before January, 1909.

No subscriptions will be renewed at this rate.

Foreign postage 26c., Canadian, 13c. additional.

Five Dollars a Year For Sale Everywhere Ten Cents a Copy The Best Artists The Best Write



Of Interest To Our Readers

Editorial Announcement

E have secured many new and deliglitful features for the next issue

—The Christmas Pacific Monthly. While unusually strong in fic-

tion, there will be several exceedingly interesting general articles,

ranging in subject from Alaska to tlie far South Seas. The Beauties

^ of Neiv Zealand, illustrated from numerous magnificent photographs,

will surprise and charm a host of readers, who in a dim way have a

knowledge of Italy's antipodal prototype
—New Zealand—as a land of strangely

tatooed ex-cannibals and of numerous advanced economic experiments. The ex-

traordinary beauty of Xew Zealand's scenery is manifest in these illustrations,

and is interestingly described by George D. Baird.

Grace Hortense Tower contributes a charming article on Child Life in

Hawaii.

H. A. Cody writes m^ost interestingly of The Alaska-Yukon Overland Mail,

Past and Present, full of thrilling incident and graphic description. Illustrated

from pictures along that famous trail.

There will be an important article on The Life Struggle of the Columbia River

Salmon, by Ix. R. Howard,—a very timely glance at a problem of really national

interest.

Fauga-Sa vs. Pago Pago, a fascinating account of a South-Sea cricket match,

by Lewis R. Freeman, will have a place in the next issue if there is space enough

for it together with the list of charming stories we are going to give you.

There will be tales by several hitherto unknown writers, as well as contribu-

tions from Western authors of note. But why itemize the list? You can tell.

little of a story from the title. Let them come as a pleasant surprise, as good

things should at Christmas,

An essay feature of the magazine will be a smile-provoking discussion of

Minor Poetry, by Lionel Josaphare, the clever Western litterateur.

As to the future: Among many important new features we have arranged

for, is The Log of Moses Homshy, an extraordinary contribution to the annals of

sea adventure. It is the true story of a young Southerner, shanghaied aboard an

Arctic whaleship. Few persons have any knowledge regarding the extent to which

shanghaiing is practiced to secure crews for Arctic whaling; nor »f the peculiar

brutality and heartlessnoss of treatment endured by such men, who are frequently

coni])elled to labor under fearful conditions, sometimes for two years or more, in

the end to receive perhaps one dollnr in wages." Young Hornshy kept a "log." and

it IS a narrative terrible in ]Macos, but convincing, interesting and in'^tructive

throuuhout.
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Our National Scarecrow

By Halsey Dunwoody
Lieutenant U. S. A.

N this day of reform and

regeneration there re-

mains unremedied a gen-
eral condition which

stands, a menace to the

integrity of the nation.

To cure this unhealthy state of affairs

we must look to the whole people, for

they alone are to blame. The unworthy
tendency is largely due to a public senti-

ment, based upon ignorance, which must
be overcome if disaster is to be avoided.

We have expanded in industrial art.

Our influence, commercial and political,

encircles the globe. We are more or

less drunk with success and ignorant of

our weakness. Let a great crisis over-

take us, as it surely will unless this policy
is abandoned, and we will awake, too

late, to discover that our hopes, ideals,

and dreams of power are vanished, and
that we are a Samson, shorn of his

locks.

This is not the word of alarmists.

It is the voice of those who know where-

of they speak. A warning cry reaching
out to still the mputh of the ignorant
adviser. A signal to bring you to a just
realization of the fact that the time has
come to consider the future safety and

integrity of this, the grandest nation

the world has ever seen. It will require
a pittance, small in itself, far less than

goes each year to forward less important
projects; a pittance whose spending
brings it back to the people, every cent;
a pittance which will procure for the

people that which they sorely need.

It has been said that the average
American knows less of his military es-

tablishment than the citizen of any oth-

er nation in the world. Whether this

is true I know not, but it is quite true

that his ignorance in this direction is

appalling.
We have seen, recently, a bill intro-

duced in Congress to reduce the present

regular military organization. Today it

is all we can do to keep the insufficient

armament from rusting for lack of men.
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Companies, batteries and troops are re-

duced from their full strength of over

a hundred men to eight or ten. Why?
Because the walks of civil life are more

attractive, to both officers and men, and

because the great American people,
blind with prejudice, and failing to dif-

ferentiate between militarism and crimi-

nal neglect, persistently refuse to aid in

bettering a condition that is rapidly be-

coming tragic.
This bill comes to

naught, but still it

echoes a general
sentiment which
ever stands guard ;

a barrier toward

procuring or main-

taining an efficient

army, regardless
of its numbers. Is

this right? Is it

in accordance with
the national wel-

fare?

Do you, Mr.

Reader, care to

have Kipling
point at you and

say: "There is the

man I had in mind
when I wrote of

'Tommy Atkins.'"
Look about you
and see by the

score the passing
events that prove
it.

Because a man
puts on a uniform
and swears to pro-
tect the flag, is he

then, less desir-

able as a citizen,

than when, as

your brother in trade, he sat behind a

rolltop desk or turned a rivet in a girder ?

If he is, you are to blame. It does not

change a man's character to change his

clothes. This little army of yours is

made up of just as good material for citi-

zenship as are you who read these

words, or you who ignorantly pass upon
things militafy. To my mind, there is

as much devotion to countrv in the heart

A MODERN MORTAR AND CARRIAGE.

This Gun Fires a Projoctlle of Ovor One Thousand
Pounds, Ijoadcd With KxploslTc, as HlKh as Four Miles
In the Air and Drops It on the Unarnion^d Portion oi

a Uapldly Moving Rattleshlp. There Have Been Si-v

eral Target Praetlees Recently Where These 0«n»
Haye Dropped Their Entire String of Sixteen Projeo-
tlles In a Clrolo Fifty Yards In Radius. This FIrInf
Was at a Moving Target at a Range of Four to

Five Miles.

of the soldier who dies for it in a distant

land, as there is in the hearts of those

who stay at home and toast their toes

on their hearthstones, criticising, and

theorizing in ignorance. Or again, as

there is in the hearts of those who brave
the political gathering and who, for

want of better subjects, make loud ap-

peals against a militarism which is un-

desired, uimecessary, and impossible in

this free country.

Simple minds,
however, have
been charmed by
this sounding brass

and tinkling cym-
bal.

The mad
scramble after the

almighty dollar so

fills the heart of

the p r e s e n t-day
man that he has

little time to find

the truth, even

though that truth

is easily within

his reach. In mat-

ters such as these

he bases his opin-
ions upon absurd

propositions
founded on impos-
sible assumptions
and built with

hig h sounding
phrases to play

upon monumental

ignorance.
Militarism? Read

the message to

Congress in which
this subject is

dealt with in a

manner that read-

the intelligent andily appeals to

thoughtful mind :

"Not only there is not now, but there

never has been, any other nation in the

world so wholly free from the evils of

militarism as is ours. There never has

been any other large nation, not even

China, which for so long a period has

had relatively to its numbers so small
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a regular army as has ours. Never at

any time in our history has this nation

suffered from militarism or been in the

remotest danger of suffering from mil-

itarism. Never at any time of our his-

tory has the regular Army been of a

size which caused the slightest appre-
ciable tax upon the tax-paying citizens

of the nation. Almost always it has been

too small in size and underpaid. Never
in our entire history has the nation suf-

fered in the least particular because too

regular Army, would have insured the

war ending in but a fraction of the time

and but for a fraction of the cost that

was actually the case. As a nation we
have always been shortsighted in provid-

ing for the efficiency of the Army in

times of peace. It is nobody's especial
interest to make such provision, and no

one looks ahead to war at any period, no

matter how remote, as being a serious

possibility, while an improper economy,
or rather niggardliness, can be practiced

COAST ARTILLERY TROOPS AT DRILL IN A MORTAR PIT.

In the Development of the Mortar and the Disappearing Gun Carriage, Our Country Leads the World.

much care has been given to the Army,
too much prominence given it, too much
money spent upon it, or because it has
been too large. But again and again we
have suffered because enough care has
not been given to it, because it has been
too small, because there has not been
sufficient preparation in advance for pos-
sible war.

"Every foreign war in which we have

engaged has cost us many times the

amount which, if wisely expended dur-

ing the preceding years of peace, on the

at the expense of the Army with the cer-

tainty that those practicing it will not be

called to account therefor, but that the

price will be paid by the unfortunate per-
sons who happen to be in office when a

war does actually come.
"I think it is only lack of foresight

that troubles us, not any hostility to the

Army. There are, of course, foolish

people who denounce any care of the

Army or Navy as 'militarism,' but I do

not think that these people are numerous.

This country has to contend now, and
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THE EXPLOSION OP A PRESENT DAY SUB-
MARINE MINE.

These Mines Are Exploded by Electricity. They Are
Constructed So As to Explode Either When Hit By a

Passing Ship or Upon the Closing of a' Switch on Shore

has had to contend in the past, with

many evils, and there is ample scope for

all who would work for reform. But
there is not one evil that now exists, or

that ever has existed in this country,
which is, or ever has been, owing in the

smallest part to militarism. Declamation

against militarism has no more serious

place in an earnest and intelligent move-
ment for righteousness in this country
than declamation against the worship of

Baal or Astaroth. It is declamation

against a nonexistent evil, one which
never has existed in this country and
which has not the slightest chance of ap-

pearing here. We are glad to help in

any movement for international peace,
but this is because we sincerely believe

that it is our duty to help all such move-

ments, provided they are sane and

rational, and not because there is any

tendency toward militarism on our part
which needs to be cured.

"The evils we have to fight are those

in connection with industrialism, not mil-

itarism. Industry is always necessary,

just as war is sometimes necessary. Each
has its price, and industry in the United
States now exacts, and has always exact-

ed, a far heavier toll of death than all

our wars put together.
* *

"But again and again in the past our
little regular Army has rendered ser-

vice literally vital to the country, and it

may at any time have to do so in the

future. Its standard of efficiency and in-

struction is higher now than ever in the

past. But it is too small. There are

not enough officers
;
and it is impossible

to secure enough enlisted men. We
should maintain in peace a fairly com-

plete skeleton of a large army. A great
and long-continued war would have to

be fought by volunteers. But months
would pass before any large body of

efficient volunteers could be put in the

field, and our regular Army should be

large enough to meet any immediate
need. In particular, it is essential that

we should possess a number of extra

officers trained in peace to perform effi-

ciently the duties urgentlj- required upon
the breaking out of war."

Down in your heart you feel a certain

pride in knowing that other countries re-

spect your flag and that you will be

A TAROET.

The Actual Center of the Il.vpothetlcal MotIhr, Battle

ship Taritet Aa It Fre<niently Appears After a Coast

Artillery Target Practice Held at Ranges Oreater Than
Three Miles. This Target Is Not So Long as a Slngl*

Armor Plate on a Battleship.
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treated with consideration beyond your
home boundaries. You feel some honor
in hearing your nation referred to as a

leading world-power. You do, and it is

right that you should feel thus, but it

must be paid for.

In 1898, when this country made her

debut in the world's arena, then and there

she took upon herself obligations from
which she may not shrink.

Proud of your nation? Yes? Well,
remember that, with all her freedom,

the longer we shall preserve the peace,
and those who go to war know full well

that the peace is worth preserving.
I can hear you say : "We have had no

regular army in the past and still we
have won our victories. Why can 't we
do it again?" This is a question found-

ed upon hopeless ignorance. The an-

swer to it is easy. The science of war
has developed even more rapidly than

have the great commercial sciences with

which you are better acquainted. Can the

A 16-INCH BREECH-LOADING RIFLE.

'Ihe Test of This Gun, the Largest Ever Manufactured, Was Entirely Successful. Navy Developments, to

Date, Do Not Require the Adoption of This Powerful War Engine .Ashore.

she was conceived in war. At intervals

of thirty-six, forty-nine and thirty-nine

years war again interrupted our peaceful

pursuits. Is it reasonable to suppose that

now when the field of our commerce
and influence is so extended, we can sit

by peacefully and say: "no more war?"
We hope as much, and we will do what
we can to make it possible ; but is it wise

to base our national integrity on such a

hope and to do nothing in preparation
for a contingency that will dash such

hopes and frustrate our peaceful plans'*

The more we are prepared for war

organization or manufacturer with ways
and means a quarter of a century old

compete with modern appliances and

labor-saving devices ? No
;
such a prop-

osition is absurd. In the modern science

of war such competition is even more

preposterous.
Because you do not know what

changes have taken place is no just hy-
pothesis for concluding that such do not

exist. Investigation will show you an

example of a marked military progress
which will cause you to wonder where
the Government obtained the force to
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A RAPID-FIRE GDN DETACHMENT IN THE ACT OP RAMMING HOME A PROJECTILE IN A 6-INCH GUN.
It Requires Less Than Four Seconds to Load and Fire This Modern Weapon of Sea Coast Defense.

create it, or, having it, obtains the per-
sonnel to man it properly.

^

On May 8, 1908,' Congress passed the

Army appropriation bill carrying the

first increase in pay the Army has had
since 1870. The rate fixed at the latter

date is wholly out of proportion with the

present purchasing value of the dollar.

That the increased-pay clause should

have passed at this time, just on the eve

of a great political campaign, showed

conclusively that Congress was con-

vinced that the Army had been neglected
and that this was an actual necessity.

Why had it been neglected? Not be-

cause the Establishment itself had never
mentioned the matter but because the

American people have been too busy
looking after things of less importance
and because they have had no inclina-

tion to look this vital problem squarely in

the face. It is evident that when they
do make even a cursory study of it they
are first astounded, and then convinced.

Why not let this past prejudice and ig-
norant advice alone, and each one on his

own responsibility decide and stand by
his just convictions?

Statements are made and printed to

the effect that we are spending more for

military purposes than any other nation

in the world. These statements are mis-

leading. Take from the figures given by
such an authority the enormous pension

appropriation and you will have left the

actual expenditures of the present mili-

tary establishment. The great pensions
that this country has distributed, greater
than those of any other nation in the

history of the world, are nothing more
than the price we pay for our shortsight-
edness and unpreparedness. Nothing can

demonstrate better the economy of being
ready for trouble at all times. Compare
the actual current expenses of the mili-

tary establishment with the country's
revenues and you will find that in pro-

portion they are absurdly small and no
tax whatever on anybody.

Read the history of Russia's defeat

and learn what it means to have a famine
of intelligent men trained in this new
science.

Study your map of the Pacific. You
will realize that no power can carry on

extensive operations against our west-
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ern coast without first occupying the

Hazvaiian Islands. Read the expert re-

ports on this situation, the recommenda-
tion of the board appointed to consider

this question. Consider the appeals that

have been made in regard to the fortifi-

cations of this strategic point.
What is the result? Some steps have

been taken, finally, toward its ultimate

protection, but today that important po-
sition is garrisoned by a handful of

troops and not a seacoast-defense gun
is mounted, when it should be, reason-

ably, a veritable Gibraltar.

Turn to the history of the Franco-

Prussian war, and you will see what hap-

pens with present methods to a nation

that is not ready to meet an emergency.

Investigate the situation in Europe
and you will discover varying methods

by which the entire merchant marine is

made available for immediate use to

transport troops in time of urgent need.

Think of the difficulties attendant on the

conveyance of a handful of our own
troops across a narrow channel. You
have evidently forgotten how the Gov-
ernment was forced in a wild scramble

to use crafts of any description and at

any price, to do this work.

Think of a hundred other things that

you can see by looking just past your
nose. Digest them well and decide for

yourself whether it is not a wiser plan to

hush the exaggerated cry against a mili-

tarism which does not now, nor never
shall exist,

—whether it is not better to

make a reasonable provision for a com-

ing emergency than to pay for the lack

of such insurance in national degrada-
tion and individual regret. :

The Coast Defense of today stands a

concrete example of a marked progress
in military science.

In order that you may draw your own
conclusions there are published photo-

graphs of various types of coast-defense

material. These illustrations speak for

themselves of the remarkable develop-
ments.

In 1313 the Chinese had a breech-load-

ing cannon. Our Civil war was fought
with muzzle-loading smooth-bores. Guns
of this type were cast in one piece, they
had no rifling, and employed round iron

cannon balls propelled by smoke-produc-
ing powder. The effective range at a

moving target was not more than three-

fourths of a mile and it was impossible
to direct them on such a target with the

THE OLD SMOOTH-BORE MUZZLE LOADERS, SHOWING THE CRDDE CARRIAGE UPON WHICH THESE
GUNS WERE MOUNTED.
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slightest degree of accuracy. The aver-

age rate of fire was one-third to one-
fourth shots per minute, and the poor-
est kind of armor was proof against
their attack. Large groups of these guns
were often mounted in stone casemates
on crude gun carriages. Some of these

ancient cannon may still be seen in our
old fortresses.

Modern methods have not only rele-

gated these weapons to history, but the

picturesque stone forts themselves are

relics of the past. In this day, batteries

of two to four guns are mounted in the

most advantageous location over the en-

tire area to be pro-
tected. This pro-
vides a concen-

trated fire from
several directions

upon an approach-
ing enemy, and
confines any dam-

age on shore to

one locality, leav-

ing the other bat-

teries intact. The
modern guns are,

moreover, placed
behind parapets of

sand or earth
backed by con-

crete. In the case

of the disappear-

ing type the entire

personnel and ma-
terial are out of

reach of an

enemy's fire.

In 1879, in an official publication of
the English service, we find the follow-

ing results of a test of a large-caliber
smooth-bore :

Range:—% to one mile. Hits:—1 in

3 shots. Time to fire each shot (aver-
age) :

—2.9 minutes.

This gives a very good idea of what
was accomplished with this gun firing
at a fixed target. England at that time
was somewhat in advance of us in the

development of seacoast defense.

In 1880 we find a serious discussion as

to the relative merits of the old muzzle-
loader and the "new" breech-loader. The

THE PICTUUB SHOWS THE REL.\TIVE DIMEN-
SIONS OF A 12-INCn MODERN RIFLE.

On the Left Is a Coast Artillery Soldier In the Canvas
Overalls Worn About the Emplacement. As Might
Be Expected, These New Engines of War Require

Constant Care From Intelligent Men.

deduction showed the advantage of the

muzzle-loader for guns of the larger cal-

iber. In the light of later progress this

discussion is interesting and even amus-

ing.
What follows, are facts that seem

rather startling. The muzzle-loading gun
was in actual use in this country up to

1898. Not that we did n't know better,
but because the people were ignorant of

the developments and refused to appre-
ciate their own needs.

With the advent of the Spanish war
there arose a great cry for the protec-
tion of our Eastern Coast. In this emer-

gency, muzzle-
loading cannon
were placed in

readiness to meet
the Spanish fleet.

Fortunately, that

fleet did not ap-

pear to attack lo-

calities thus pro-
tected. Our Ord-
nance Bureau had

perfected, at that

time, a highly effi-

cient type of mod-
em seacoast rifle

and where suffi-

cient appropriation
made it possible
these guns were
installed. At that

time, however, as

today, the people
would not in time

of peace prepare
for just such emergencies. Our condi-

tion was made manifest against a weak

power. What will happen when we
find ourselves against a great power
who is ready to strike in thirty days?
The result^ at the time of the Spanish

war, was that modern guns were mount-
ed on hastily reconstructed carriages of

ancient type, and while oui* arsenals

were busy night and day trying to make

up for this national shortsightedness the

militia were compelled to go to the front

equipped with the old Springfield rifle

which was nearly as obsolete as the muz-
zle-loaders that, in some localities, were
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A NEW TYPE 12-INCn RIFLE, MOUNTED ON THE LATEST DISAPPEARING CARRIAGE,
snows THE GUN IN THE FIRING POSITION.

THIS PICTURE

being mounted on our seacoasts.

Who but the whole people are to

blame when they refuse to listen to rea-

sonable and intelligent advice? Mr. G.

T. Bispham, touching upon this subject,

says :

"We passed through a tremendous

struggle in 1861-65. We committed the

faults of undertaking grave enterprises
with inadequate means; of rejecting the

advice of military m.en upon military
matters

;

* * * of expecting the per-
formance of impossibilities; of wonder-

ing why campaigns, whose success de-

manded a year's hard marching and
harder fighting, were not successfully

finished, offhand, in a month or so, and

of blaming the Executive, and particu-

larly the War Department for things for

which we—the American people our-

selves—were alone responsible.
* * *

Well, all these faults, and others beside

them, were committed during the great
war

;
and when the war was drawing to

a close we saw our shortcomings and re-

solved upon amending our ways. Never

again would we be caught with inade-

quate supplies of arms and inadequate
means for raising, mobilizing, equipping,
and supplying large armies

;
never again

would we ignore the advice of military
men on military subjects ;

and no longer
would the shortcomings of the people
themselves be laden upon the back of

some unhappy scapegoat of a military

THE 12-INCH GUN IN THE LOADING POSITION.
The Detachment Is In the Act of Ramming the Dummy Projectile Used at Drill.

Are Seen on the Loading Trucli.
Dummy Powder Charges
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THE DISAPPEARING CARRIAGE IN ACTION.
The Gun Has Just Bonn Fired. The Camera Caught It Before It Had Quite Reached the Loading Position.

bureau or army department. No; all

would be changed. We would reform.
In the summer of 1865 it was resolved

by every right-minded citizen that there-

after, if the game of war had ever to be

played again, the players on our side

should be well selected and should be

equipped with everything that profes-
sional skill decided they ought to have.

"Alas, for our good intentions. They
served but as so many paving-stones on
the downward path of humiliation and
dissatisfaction. Another war broke out.

It was far less momentous, far

less prolonged, far less bloody, and
far less destructive to us than the

tremendous, contest of 1861
;
and yet

the outbreak of war with a weak
power found us unprepared with a prop-
er system of increasing our army, un-

provided with an adequate supply of
modern arms, and above all, and worst
of all, unprepared to assume the blame
of these deficiencies, and ready only to

fasten blindly and ignorantly, upon some
man or set of men, the censure which we
ourselves should have borne. We Amer-
icans should be prepared to say (with
Cicero) with the same frankness and
with greater truth : 'we,—we, the people—we say it openly

—we, the people, are

wanting.'
"

Look at the millions you are spending

every year for work that is unimportant
in comparison. It is as if a man without
a roof or shirt was spending his hard-
earned cash for an automobile.

Engines of war, such as we require
now, are not constructed and equipped
over night. When the time comes to

use them and it is necessary to meet at

once a concentrated movement against
us, where, then, are you going to obtain
this material unless it has been manufac-
tured and is at once available for issue?

There are accessories absolutely essen-

tial to the preparedness of our defense
which we are without, and which we
could not obtain for from two to four

years even though Congress, at the peo-

ple's call, placed the money in our hands.
Not only does it take time to produce
these articles but the points of supply
where such things are made are already

working to complete other contracts

which will keep them busy for several

years to come. When we think that

there is no place else to obtain such ma-
terial, does it not seem wtse that we
should lose no time in at once planning^
for their manufacture?
There are military men who appre-

ciate these facts, and these men have

explained them repeatedly to the deaf ear

of the American people. There are mil-

itary men today who are saying: "Here
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is the situation. You give us these

things or we will not be responsible for

the results. Put us on record as bring-

ing this matter fairly before you, so that

when some half-equipped, half-supplied

point of defense fails, you can place the

responsibility upon your own shoulders

where it justly belongs."
With the advent of the breech-loading

mechanism for large-calibred guns, came
the progress which in ten years revolu-

tionized the science of coast defense.

The past ten years has seen the perfect-

ing of the non-disappearing gun car-

riage, improved types of breechblocks,
the disappearing carriage, wonderful im-

provements in mortars and rapid-fire

guns of the larger type, and the appli-
cation of electricity for the purpose of

controlling the various motions of the

large seacoast rifles. It has seen the de-

velopment of the built-up gun. This

gun instead of being made in one piece
consists of a series of steel hoops shrunk

upon an inside tube. The compression
of these hoops must be overcome by the

powder gases before the real strength
of the metal is taxed. This construction

accounts for the great increase of powder
pressure now employed and the conse-

quent increase of the effective range.
This period has seen, also, the manu-
facture and successful test of a 16-inch

rifle, the largest ever constructed, and
also the evolution of a system of subma-

rine mining, which will be called upon
and will prove its efficiency. Corres-

ponding advance has been made with all

the accessories of this new science. In
1898 the first smokeless powder specifi-
cations were written

; now this powder is

used to the exclusion of others in the

seacoast rifles.

There is shown a 12-inch gun mounted
on a disappearing carriage. Huge lead

counterweights are tripped and their

downward motion swing the muzzle of

the gun over the parapet, where it re-

mains just long enough to fire. The recoil

at discharge brings it back to the load-

ing position. This recoil is regulated by
cylinders filled with oil which is com-

pressed and acts as a cushion to relieve

the shock. Both motions of this gun are

controlled by electricity. It is directed

from the left platform by a telescopic

sight and the ranges of the target are

sent to the range-setter every few sec-

onds by telephone and telautograph. The

projectile of this gun is of stqel and

weighs more than a thousand pounds. It

is filled with high explosive and pro-

pelled by a powder charge of smokeless

powder. To facilitate handling, this

charge is divided into four parts. The
effective range at which a projectile will

pierce modern armor is more than six

miles. About twenty-two seconds are re-

quired to discharge this gun, from the

command "load" to that of "fire." The

THIS PICTURE SHOWS THE NUMBER OF MEN REQUIRED BY THE REGULATIONS TO MAN A TWO-
GUN. 12-INCH BATTERY.
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THIS SHOWS THE ACTUAL NUMBER OF MEN IN THE BATTERY TODAY.
The Shortage Is Demonstrated By the Gap Bptwoen the Detachments. We can't Get the Men Because of

Existing Conditions.

cost of such a two-gun battery complete
is in the neighborhood of $500,000 and
it takes about two years to build and

equip it.

In addition to the guns themselves,
there has been developed in the past five

vears a method of fire-control and range
finding which, in itself, is quite remark-
able. By means of observing instru-

ments and simple mechanical devices

which automatically solve the range
triangles, accurate ranges are sent to the

guns at intervals of a few seconds. The
allowable error in the approved system is

ten yards up to a range of twelve thou-
sand yards. Information and data are

conveyed by means of telephone, telauto-

graph and mechanical signal devices.

Wireless telegraphy is used between the
shore and tugs at target practice.

In all branches of the regular service

there are schools where army officers are
trained in a thorough and intelligent
manner. To follow out the example
cited above, there are in the Coast Artil-

lery the technical training schools at Fort

Monroe, Virginia. Here classes of thirty
to fifty artillery officers are instructed
in electricity, artillery, ballistics, chemis-

try of explosives and submarine mining.
This training is practical as well as theo-

retical, and requires from the average
student, for a period of eleven months,
ten to twelve hours daily application of

the hardest sort. A failure in any course

is noted against the officer's efficiency

record, which comes before the board
that examines him for promotion.
At this time he must prove his knowl-

edge of the subject by a rigid written

examination, before he becomes eligible
to the next higher grade.

Again, there is the school for enlisted

specialists, where enlisted men are taught
to mount and man the searchlights and
to care for and maintain all the electrical

appliances and communications which
form the basis of the modern coast-de-

fense system. These men become ex-

perts and often leave the Army for a

more lucrative position in civil life.

Your regular military establishment

has given you this and other well-devel-

oped systems of which you may well be

proud. Too often it has been an uphill

fight to obtain it. The reason for this

is your ignorance of such matters. The
scarecrow, Militarism, has fed upon
this ignorance long enough.

If the old smooth-bores were still upon
your coasts to defend your, great com-
mercial centers, the Army would be re-

ceiving the same return from the Gov-
ernment that it does now. Intelligent

application, however, and unlimited

energy have kept us abreast and even in

the lead of recent progress along this

line. We hope to keep the same relative
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position, but instead of pulling against
these improvements in ignorance, we
want the help and support of the Ameri-
can people in this great work for the

common welfare of the nation.

Stop your reckless course in the time-

beaten path of self-satisfaction. Turn
a deaf ear to the empty dictums of the

ignorant. Get the facts. They are easily
obtainable.

How much longer will you live in your
tinder-box with little or no insurance?

Turn your attention to the political

campaign and you will hear eloquent

appeals for your support for various

policies. It would be wise to discard the

wellworn plank of non-militarism and in

its place nail a plank of Adequate De-

fence. Not a party plank, but an Amer-
ican plank, in a national platform,

—and

give it the place of importance it de-

serves.

Listen, and you will hear from the lips
of "those who know" policies which
"must be carried or dire panic will

ensue." But here is a new policy;
—

unless it is adopted by the whole
American people, individually and collec-

tively, there will arrive a panic that will

make "Black Friday" appear a tropic
noon.

It is up to you, Mr. American Citizen.

The Army stands ready with the energy,
brains and tools. Give us the material

and we will prepare and maintain for

you, a system of Adequate Defense.

TARGET PRACTICE.
Three Pyramidal Targets, Ten Feet at the Base, Are
Towed at Coast Artillery Target Practice. The Tow-
ing Boat is only 250 Yards Away From the Targets
Out to Ranges of Four or F'ivo Miles. The Middle

Target Marlis the Center of a Hypothetical Battleship.
It Will Be Noticed That the Shot From a 12-Inch Gun
Has Cut the Flag From the Center Target. The Range
of This Shot Was Three Miles. It Is Not Unusual to

Have the Center Target Entirely Demolished at Ranges
Equal to and Greater Than This.
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Old Pardner
By Kenneth O'Neill

Our cabin is lonely, old pardner, I've wandered out here tonight.

By the shaft where we worked close together, from dawn until evening light.

Out here by the shaft-hole, my pardner, the moonlight so brightly shines ;

Where the grass has grown brown on the mountain-side, under the murm'ring pines.

The rocks all are gleaming like silver, the dump-heap is turned to gold

(But the West wind is chilly, my pardner, the summer is growing old).

The crickets are cheerily singing; they sang on that happy night

When we thought that our w^ork was all ended, and felt we had "struck* it right.

The gold was a vain, mocking phantom ; our hopes wthered day by day

When the riches we dreamed of, old pardner, seemed vanishing far away.

Your spirit was broken, 1 know, Jim, when trust petered out at last.

For your heart had grown sick with the waiting, the future seemed overcast. .

One day when the blue mist of autumn had softened the hills in haze.

Here you left me alone then, old pardner, with mem'ries of other days.

Up there, on the hillside above me, I see where you silent lie ;

But I feel that you're just as near me, as ever in days gone by.

I've come here to tell you, old pardner, our dreams have at last come true.

But I cannot be glad, Jim, you know. Be glad when 1 haven't you ?

The bright yellow gold has been found, Jim, the wealth of the world is mine,

Yet I'd rather have you, and our cabin home under the murm'ring pine.



Admirals All

By D. E. Dermody

OT everybody knows the

difference between an

army quartermaster and
a quartermaster in the

navy. Many in Missouri,
for instance, where Hick-

thier hailed from, would have to be
shown that, unlike an army quartermas-
ter, who is a commissioned officer in

charge of stores, a quarterniaster in the

navy is an enlisted satellite of the navi-

gator, who must be an expert helmsman
and signalman, familiar with the repair
and preservation of steering machinery,
must possess sufficient clerical ability to

keep the ship's log, and be proficient in

the essentials of good seamanship.
Henry, sometimes "Hemp," Hickthier.

quartermaster first-class, United States

Navy, was a number one man in his

rating. When the little gunboat Avispa,

assigned to service in the shoal waters

of the Philippine archipelago, anchored

two miles off Colache, on the northern

coast of Panay, Hickthier was granted
three days' leave to visit his sweetheart

at Protacio, fifteen miles inland, on the

Rio Pangolin. That Hemp was serious-

ly in love with a lovable offspring of

Aragon, and not merely amusing himself

with a little brown sister, was public
in the fact that he was husbanding his

pay against the time when his enlist-

ment would expire, that he might take

his honorable discharge and Dolores de

Lavazares together, and go honeymoon-
ing home to Joplin. In pursu'ance of his

fond purpose, he seldom went ashore

nowadays, except when he was within

liberty reach of Protacio, and he had not

tasted intoxicating liquors of any kind

since the day on which he met his gentle
enslaver. His infatuation being, therefore,

for the good of the service and himself,
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it was encouraged by his superiors and

respected by his shipmates.
A good thing, however, needs disci-

pline, lest it go too far. On this occa-

sion. Hemp, passive in the thrall of his

tender passion, overstayed his leave. Do-
lores, the dutiful, when she discovered
his delinquency, upbraided him. She
was, of course, secretly proud of her

power over him, but none the less cen-

sured him constantly for his own good.
He wearied of her pretty scolding and

they had words, which, when the words
are in Spanish and with a girl of Panay,
means much. In the end, indeed, she
forbade him her father's house until he
could return in good standing with the

constituted authorities. Her father, by
the way, was a man of some importance
in his province, handling much hemp,
frequent allusions to which had gained
for Hickthier his latest handy name.

Curiously, that also was the name by
which from the first he had been called

by Dolores, "Hempie" being, in her ear-

liest lessons from him in English, her

quaintly inadequate rendering of

"Henry."
Much cast down, Hemp consorted with

one Charles Churchill Church, the local

agent of a Seattle firm, a villainous man
from Columbus, Ohio. As was to be ex-

pected, the result of Hemp's being sim-

ultaneously cast down and in bad com-

pany was that he got drunk. The next

morning, more cast down than ever, he

stood on tlie single, sunblighted street of

Protacio, penniless and conditionally un-

loved, holding a note in his hand saying
that "Churches" had been called to Ma-
nila, which meant that he would proba-

bly be absent for several weeks. Hemp
knew that, though he had been repulsed
in his pride, if he went to his sweetheart

in his misfortune she would shower him
with kisses and coin. But he would die

first. The kisses he would unctiously
have accepted with his last bubbling

breath, but the coin not ever. He was

ineffectually conjecturing how many hot

miles he would have to walk before find-

ing some one of his own people, when
he saw one coming down the calle.

His eye brightened at the first glance
and darkened at the second. If six men

in the altogether, of whom one was a

naval officer, were passed round for in-

spection in a plate, the average blue-

jacket would pick that one out unhesitat-

ingly. The family features are unmis-

takable to those close to the family. The
American coming down the street of

thatched doll-houses was attired in natty

flannels; Hemp fortunately wore an im-

maculate reserve suit of uniform white

dress, put on clean that morning; and

each knew the other for what he was.

"What ship are you from, quartermas-
ter?" asked the stranger abruptly, and

appearing to be in a hurry, so soon as he

was within speaking distance, eyeing the

rating badge on Hemp's sleeve.

"Avispa—on leave," replied Hemp, la-

conically and without interest, for he as-

sumed that there would be no profit in

commerce with this Annapolitan.
"Where is the Avispa?"
"Colache."

"I had supposed she would have left

there by now," remarked the flanneled

one with mild surprise. "May I ask

when you are returning to your ship?"

"Tomorrow," ventured the sailor, haz-

arding a time at which the officer would
not be going that way. Secretly, in his

abandon, he doubted that he would ever

return to his ship. The idea of decamp-
ing to the hills and joining the barbarian

brigands, at that time in eruption in

Panay, and flinging his life away in

careless combat with the law-abiding
brownies on whom they preyed, was
within the hour alluring him.

"That would do very well," solilo-

quized his intruding questioner aloud.

"I would like you to do me a service, if

you will. If it will inconvenience you
in any way, however, please dont hesi-

tate to say so; I dont want to run your
leave into any head seas. Here is my
card. I am Lieutenant Seefite, and I

too am on leave, with orders to take

command of the Espada, which is also

lying at Colache, tomorrow. I had re-

quested an extension of ten days, and the

approval has just followed me here. I

have therefore decided to make a little

trip inland for various reasons. I have
an opportunity to get away today, with
a party of native travelers, and would
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like to do so. But I have two boxes of

uniform clothes that would only be an
encumbrance to me, and some other per-
sonal belongings. It wont do to leave

them here, as the Espada will probably
not be at Colache when my leave ex-

pires. I would like to get them aboard
the ship. I could, of course, send them
down there, but I mistrust these brown
devils around here. It 's a brigand prov-
ince, too far from railroads and tele-

graphs, and you dont know who is what

among them. I would rather the things
went by one of our own men. If you
could arrange to take them with you in

a wagon tomorrow, I would be immense-

ly obliged. But dont do it if it interferes

in any way with your plans."

Hemp thawed. In a flash his mind

grasped the advantages thus thrown in

his way. The lieutenant would give him

money to pay for the transportation.
He would bargain the mozo down by
truckling or intimidation, as proved most

effective, and would have funds left

for eating and drinking until he reached
his ship. And a long farewell to Do-
lores de Lavazares, the loved and, possi-

bly, lost.

"It will not interfere with any of my
plans, or inconvenience me at all, sir,

and I will be glad to look after your
stuff," he assured Lieutenant Seefite,

affably and sincerely.
"Good!" commented the lieutenant, in

evident relief. "Do you drink?"

"Only when I get something fit to

drink, sir." It was a bold bid for a

tonic from the officer's private stock,

but he knew that his superior would re-

spect him more for the hint than he
would for accepting silver wherewith to

buy the vile concoctions of the natives.

And he needed a drink.

"Come down to my lodgings, or rather

to my guest chamber, for I was lucky

enough to be waylaid and kidnapped by
a Castillian gentleman and taken in to

be entertained by a family whose happy
home makes me have hope for these

sores on the southern seas."

Hemp affected interest in the sociable

chatter, but his heart grounded, belying
the militant carriage with which he step-

ped off at his companion's side, for he

made a clairvoyant guess that he was

being led straight to the casa of his

sulking querida, and this proved to be
true. But in the ten minutes that it took
to take two drinks of Scotch and soda
and inspect the boxes of luggage, neither

she nor any other member of the house-
hold (there were only herself, her father

and the servants), made an appearance.
"I dont know what it will cost to trans-

port the baggage, but the people about
here have come in contact with Ameri-
cans just enough to have learned how to

quadruple charges," observed Lieuten-

ant Seefite, as the two emerged into the

blinding sunshine again. And he thrust

twenty pesos into Hemp's hands. "Never
mind !" he insisted sharply, silencing the

sailor's incipient protest with a hint of

authority in his tone. "If there 's any-

thing left, give yourself a little treat

on me. You '11 probably find Midship-
man Graye on board the Espada. He
has orders detaching him, but I presume
his instructions are to await his relief

Give him my compliments when you de-

liver the boxes. Good-bye; I must be

going if I want to make connections

with my fellow pilgrims." And he

swung off up the street as briskly as in

the beginning he had appeared coming
down it.

Hemp whistled, staring after the lieu-

tenant, holding the awkward pile of sil-

ver in one hand and fingering the pieces

with the other. Under the circum-

stances, it was affluence. He too swung
away in another direction, making for a

place where he knew he could hire a

carreta. There was no earthly reason

but one, and she was in eclipse, why he

should wait until morning to return to

Colache.

He dispatched a boy for the boxes,

while he went himself to a shop on the

Caile Primero, to purchase some sup-

plies for the journey. Unfortunately,

eating sorrow was gorging iteelf inside

his breast more ravenously than ever un-

der the stimulus of his skulking depart-
ure from the pueblo of his beloved, and,

aping all fools since Adam, he thought
to strangle the hungry fiend with another

drink. The vintage proved most palat-

able, as wine-shop beverages go in that
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land of lack. A side effect of it appeared
to be to turn him into an automaton, for

it was purely mechanically, without ex-

ercise of his will for or against the fate-

ful act, that he purchased three bottles

of vino that would feed flames like oil.

In charity to Hemp it should be said

that he distinctly remembers leaving Pro-

tacio, but no more than that. Other por-
tions of the journey he recollects con-

fusedly, and many things not at all.

Beyond a little wooden bridge, about
four miles inland from Colache, all is

blank. He vaguely recalls recognizing
in this bridge an opportunity to end, at

once and forever, his debauch, his life

and his hopeless passion by hurling him-
self into the abyss beneath. The bridge
was about four feet high, and spanned
a drainage ditch, filled at that season of
the year with soft mud. He darkly re-

calls a struggle with the mozo, who was
bent on saving his embittered life. None
will ever know in what manner the

struggle might have ended, had not it

suddenly occurred to Hemp that it was
time to take another drink, and he called

time for that purpose, after which came
the deluge and he knew no more.
The seafaring victim of intermittently

unrequited love, partially regained his

senses in dense darkness on a downy
bed, though even in the blackness and
his bewilderment, he professionally
sensed it as being a bunk on a ship. His

shipmates, then, had found and cared
for him

; but how about the boxes ? If

they were lost he might as well jump
overboard, as, in fact, he might as well
do anyway. He was sore in body and
mind. Through throwing his hand rest-

lessly about he became aware that he
was in undershirt, trousers and socks.
and that the trousers were certainly not
white duck, as they should be. Also,
the bed covers, which were not covering
him, were of a puzzlingly luxurious tex-

ture. However, with the confidence of

one who has had such experiences be-

fore, he left these problems for the sim-

ple solution that always presents itself

after one's head clears, and allowed his

mind to grope along the tangled threads
of other futilities as actively as was pos-
sible under the handicaps of a sponge-

like tongue and a head that throbbed like

an engine under forced draught. Un-

wittingly he assumed a prayerful atti-

tude, as he stretched inertly on his back
in the gloom, his hands clasped, with

fingers interlaced, on his breast; and in

this semblance he monotoned to himself

in words that sounded prayerful, but

were hardly so, pronouncing a kind of

profane litany, the burden of which was
a mea culpa in the vulgate.

"I 've gone and done it now ;
I 've

gone and done it to the limit. My
chain 's all out at last, and I 'm drifting
fast and bumpy on a weather shore,"
was the way it ran.

He mumbled evenly on in this vein

for several minutes, and finished with a

substitute for amen that was in reality

anything but a petition for things so to

be. "Oh Lord," he importuned the

viewless silence, "give me a drink !
—wa-

ter, wine or muriatic acid. If I 'm to

name my refreshment, make it the last—
but give me a drink, whatever !"

He dangled his legs and dropped to

the deck, and stood holding his head

between his hands until its gyrations
were braked to moderation. Then he felt

about in the thick darkness in the en-

deavor to identify his quarters, for he

believed he knew every inch of the

Avispa from bilge to truck. His hand
wandered over various half-familiar

shapes of furniture before he detected

a dim, spectral shadow of himself in a

large mirror, when he stood still with

sinking heart.

"By the flying Dutch commandante !"

he articulated feebly, "I 'm in an offi-

cer's stateroom."

Knowing the ways of officers' ser-

vants as well as he did the ways of offi-

cers, he reached out unerringly for the

matches on the invisible top of the

dresser, and flared one around the room.
"No electricity and it 's not the Avis-

pa," he concluded. "Blamed funny
how I got here, but I guess it will be

funnier when I go to get out. Sneaking
wont do—that 's guilt. I '11 make a

loud noise like a mistake—and if they
dont get on to me too soon, I '11 get a

drink out of it."

There were two oil lamps in burnished
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brackets against the bulkheads aiid two
candles in presumably silver sticks on
the dresser. Hemp lit them all and
basked in the cheerful brilliance. He
reached and pulled masterfully the cord

of a call-bell over the bed, so that him-
self heard the tinkle of it somewhere
without. Almost instantly there was a

gentle knock on the door, after which
it was slid open and he was confronted

by a Chinese boy in the bizarre, half-

Hong-Kong costume of Chinese military
servants in the Orient. He was rosy-

cheeked, wore a great, glossy cue and
looked very girlish.
"You likee dlink, capta'n; me sabe,"

he said at once, with straight-ahead, in-

scrutable face, holding out a bubble-

hearted bottle of golden beer; "of-flice."

"It's ice itself," gloated Hemp,
wrenching off the stopper and throwing
the neck to his burning mouth. The
chill, nourishing brew revived him in-

stantly.

"Where 's Mr. Graye, boy?" he asked,

handing back the bottle with nothing
but the original bubble left inside.

"Mista' Glaye, him go Manila yest'-

day, capta'n; bime-bime Mellica, yes-
sah."

"Hum!" mused Hemp. "Boy, am I

captain of this ship?" he asked plaint-

ively.

"Yessah, capta'n."

Hemp pouted his chest and underlip

thoughtfully. "Is there anybody up?
What time is it?"

"
'Leben o'clock, sah. Quallymasta'

lup, and messenja'."
"Tell the quartermaster I want to see

him." It was violating regulations to

call the quartermaster below decks while
he was on watch, but Hemp was captain
of the Bspadd, and many thousands of

miles distant from the Bureau of Navi-

gation.
"I '11 play the game till I get my bear-

ings," he advised himself, "unless there 's

some of the fellows on board that know
me. If there are, and they 're the right

sort, I '11 play it anyway. I '11 be right
liberal in giving liberty."
There was a low, but decisive knock

on the door. The quartermaster of the

watch, a keen-eyed youngster, not

brought into the world for hit beauty,
remained outside the door and remarked,
with the emphasis of a protruding un-

derlip, that he "must n't leave the deck,
sir."

"Do you know Lieutenant Seefite?"

inquired Hemp, ignoring the youth's
sullen devotion to duty.
"No, sir."

"I 'm him," announced Hemp. The
quartermaster had no aptitude for criti-

cising the grammar of his superiors, but
he possessed an enlisted man's acumen
in comprehending their laconic verbiage.
He stepped into the stateroom, and fur-

ther demonstrated that he understood
his business by closing the door after

him.

"Now,f' said Captain Seefite, more

kindly, pushing forward a chair with one
hand and pulling the servant's bell-cord

with the other, "tell me all about it."

The mess attendant, who was a wise

China-boy, reappeared immediately,

bearing two bottles, and over the beer

the quartermaster explained with re-

spectful solemnity.
He had got the beginning of the story

from the moso who drove the lieutenant

down from Protacio. It appeared that

somewhere on the road Mr, Seefite had
fallen into a ditch

;
that subsequentlv

he stood up in the cart and took off his

muddy clothes, throwing them along the

wayside piece by piece ; that he had then

ordered the moso to break open one of

the boxes and get out a suit of clean

clothes, and that the irwzo, in fear of his

life, had done as he was bid ; that he, the

lieutenant, succeeded in getting one leg

into the uniform trousers and had then

laid down and gone to sleep with his legs,

from the knees down, hanging over the

back end of the carreta, in which condi-

tion he had arrived in Colache, where he

was seen by Dillon, the quartermaster

telling the story, who, seeing also the

labels on the boxes, knew hipi for a naval

officer and accordingly brought him
aboard the Espada, suspecting that he

was the new commander whose arrival

was daily expected. Yes, Midshipman
Graye had left for Manila the day before,

ordered home. No, the Avispa was not

in port; she had departed hurriedly on
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the arrival of the Espada. Very well,

yuaitei master Dillon returned to his

post on the bridge, and Lieutenant See-

fite turned in and got a good night's

sleep, preparatory to taking up his du-
ties on the morrow as captain of a baby
gunboat on detached service in isolated

waters.

Art cries aloud that Hemp Hickthier
should have done something ludicrous
the next day; but nature, being truth,
forces the admission that he did nothing
of the kind. Aside from the fact that

he was not a child, a fool or a ruffian,

he was in no humor for horseplay. De-

spite the levity with which his heart

affair has been touched upon in this

chronicle, Hickthier was a man, and he
had met a woman whose womanliness

pervaded every fibre of his strenuous

being, and what the average landsman
would have grinned at as a lover's tiff,

was, to the sailor, always unsophisti-
cated in passions, a soul tragedy, the

shadow of which, now that he was sober

again, gloomed his actions.

He was without money and his ship
was gone. He knew that the men of

the Espada, had he made himself known,
would have cheerfully contributed to

send him on his way, but that resource

was repugnant to his present sensitive

state of mind, and being already over-

time, he was not averse to taking things

easy for a few days by assuming the role

that had been thrust upon him, knowing
that the real commander of the Espada
would not appear for ten days.

Therefore, instead of diverting the

reader with the antics of a clown in a

comic-opera situation, he spent the day

reclining on a transom-cushion in the

little cabin of the Espada, conjuring up
images of Dolores in a thousand differ-

ent shapes from the smoke-wreaths of

an excellent brand of cigars, attending

only to such official details as his role

required.
At nine-thirty he caused all hands to

be piped to quarters, and when the forty-
five men of the Espada, minus the few
on watch, were lined up on either side

of the quarterdeck, he made a dignified

appearance up the cabin hatch in speck-

less, gold-striped uniform, and inspected

the crew with official aplomb. Half-way
down the starboard line his glance

squarely encountered the eyes of "Row-

dy" Getterman, a coxswain with whom
he had once been shipmates for upward
of a year. There was a brief optical

tug-of-war, but no shadow of recognition
altered the expression of either face, and

Captain Seefite passed on. Whether or

not the two knew each other is one of the

little things of life that will never be

known, but their future relations were

gravely official to the finish.

"Are there any absentees?" Captain
Seefite inquired of Chief Boatswain's

Mate Hurley.
"All hands are accounted for, sir,"

replied that important petty officer, with
a salute.

The captain glowed with pride at this

evidence of the trustworthiness of his

crew ; and, indeed, in that moment a

real dignity fell like a mantle upon Hemp
Hickthier, no less effective than would
have been the mantle of real authority.
And though what he then did would

probably not have been done by the

man whose position he was usurping,
it was done with no intention to breach

discipline or to subvert duty. It was

merely an expression of the difference

in disciplinary ideas of an intelligent

subordinate and an academic superior.
"In consideration of your good be-

havior in the absence of any authority,"
he announced grandiloquently; "since

you have taken advantage neither of the

absence of any officer nor of my own
helplessness in guilty misfortune, I will

assume command by giving you all a

holiday. The starboard watch may go
on liberty immediately after quarters and
remain until midnight. I 'm sorry that

temporary orders forbid the granting of

overnight liberties in Colache, due to the

disturbed conditions inland. The port
watch will have liberty from ten-thirty
tomorrow until midnight. Boatswain's

Mate, you will see that arrangements are

made for men on watch to participate in

this relaxation. Pipe down." And he

retired soberly to his cabin to resume the

manufacture of smoke-phantoms of

Dolores.

But first, for the good of the service
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and himself, he ransacked the official

desk until he found what he wanted, the

vessel's orders in vogue, which were sim-

ple and to his liking; namely, that the

Espada was to lie at anchor off Colachc

until further directed, "because of re-

ported activities among Furescol's rene-

gades in the hills back of Protacio."

"The boatswain's mate asks permis-
sion to send the side-cleaners over the

side," reported a messenger,
"Tell Burley I said that I should not

have to repeat that this is a holiday, and
that there will be only necessary work
carried on today and tomorrow," he re-

plied sharply, and was disturbed no
more.

After luncheon, muddled over without

appetite in solitary state, appeared before

him Ah Mee, the mess attendant and

only servant on board, bamboo basket in

hand.

"Me go shore, capta'n. What you
likee fo' dinna'?"

Captain Seefite nonchalantly gave an

order for a selection of such seasonable

delicacies as the place afforded, with a

readiness and good taste that would
have delighted an epicure and what was
more important, fixed him once and for

all in the mind of Ah Mee as the real

thing in barbarian mandarins. His con-

science pricked him with a speculation
as to when the local dealer would get

paid for the viands, but he knew that

the merchant had a contract with the

government and that he would sooner
or later be reimbursed by some one

among the numerous agents of Uncle
Sam who were billeted in the ranks of

the official civilizers of the Philippines.
"You hkee mo' bleer, sah? Bleer all

gone, yessah," suggested the immobile

boy.

Hemp hesitated
; but a fragment of his

latest imagining, impersonating his good
angel, looked down at him through the

reproachful, dark eyes of Dolores. There
was brandy in the medical chest for need,
and he off-handedly decided that there

should be no stimulants for other pur-
poses on board while he remained in

command.
"No more beer, boy—there must be

no more beer brought aboard, for me or

anybody else," he decreed curtly, and
waved the attendant away, impatient to

get back to his pictures, having already
in mind the groundwork of a revised vis-

ion of Dolores appealing to him from
the flame-garlanded window of a burning
nipa hut on exceptionally high bamboo
stilts, toward which he would be fighting
his way through a frenzy of foraying

brigands.
So passed the day, outwardly quiet

enough, but with the result that by sun-

down Captain Hemp was seeing things—if changing aspects of the gentle Do-
lores may be called things

—to the verge
of lunacy, creating in his sick brain a

nightmare of foreboding delusions. It

was perhaps due to his distraught con-

dition that at twilight he made his initial

mistake as a commander.
The Espada carried only two small

boats, of which the cutter was ashore,
where it would remain until midnight
to bring back the liberty party. This
made unnecessary an extra trip over the

turgid two miles of shoal water. Ac-

cording to routine the remaining boat,

a small dinghy, would be sent in at mid-

night to fetch the overflow of the cut-

ter; but at seven-thirty a number of

men asked permission to take the dinghy
in for a special liberty of the few hours

between that and midnight. Without

thought, wishing only to keep his word
to make this as nearly as possible a

holiday for the crew, he gave assent,

bitterly to regret his indiscretion within

the half-hour.

The skirts of moonless night had just
been tucked about the slumberous tropic

bay, when the messenger boy of the

watch invaded the cabin and handed

Captain Seefite a slip of paper, with the

jerked-out words : "Wig-wag from

shore, sir." And the captain read:

"Hempie Sweetheart (repeated)."
Hickthier was the kind of man (and

there are more such than « provincial

Manhattanite, for instance, would be-

lieve), who would enjoy a duel between
two battleships as he would the star

number of an Independence day pro-

gram. But he quailed before that bit of

paper. His ruddy cheeks turned a sick-

ly sallow as he got to his feet, and the
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paper fluttered from his trembling hand
to the noiseless cabin rug as he sprang
up the hatch ladder.

"Where?" he hallooed hoarsely to the

quartermaster on the bridge, who, his

face seemingly wavering grotesquely be-

hind the flare of a lantern on the chart

table, pointed his night telescope toward
a spot on the unseen shore about a mile

southward of Colache.

Hemp looked and made out the dull,

flickering light in time to catch the

slowly spelled out, half-finished message :

"
e-e-t-h-e-a-r-t." Monotonously,

over and over, without intervals and in-

cessantly, the meaningless yet moment-
ous words were repeated : "Hempie
Sweetheart—Hempie Sweetheart—Hem-
pie Sweetheart."

"Quartermaster," the now real captain
cried, "try to call up some of our men
ashore. If you get them, tell them to

return with the boats at once."

He disappeared into the cabin, to re-

appear within half a minute, clothed only
in bathing trunks. A bolo was fastened

to his right wrist by a lanyard and a belt

was strapped about his waist, from
which depended a water-tight tin box

containing a revolver and cartridges. He
made no dramatic dive into the darkling

bay, glimmeringly illuminated here and
there by phosphorescent blotches. He
walked quietly but quickly to the gang-
way, calling out to the quartermaster
as he went to do nothing until his re-

turn, went stumblingly down the ladder,

stepped without a splash into the water

and, with an uplifted arm showing white

on the downward stroke, the bolo gleam-
ing, disappeared in the farther gloom.
His was not, perhaps, the picturesque

figure of a Leander leaping into the

Hellespont ; but nothing could exceed

the grace of heart with which this lover,

in isles less classic than the isles of

Greece, set out through shrouded, dan-

gerous waters toward the torch of his

distressed Hero. It is not written that

sharks swarmed like gnats in the chan-
nels of Hellas.

Hickthier had swam but a little ways
when he was stopped by a jarring deto-

nation
;
then went on with a grunt of

thankfulness that the quartermaster had

had initiative enough to do what in his

distraction he had not himself had fore-

thought to order done. It was the re-

port of a six-pounder and a summons to

the men ashore. But the swimmer
knew that it would at best be an hour

or two before the liberty men would
be herded in from their haunts in the

town, possibly not before midnight. The

only surety was his own strong heart

and limbs.

Strength
—the power to accomplish a

thing, is sometimes largely a forgetful-
ness. Intensity of thought, during the

continuance of which the task that is

doing does not exist for the doer, often

explains how men perform the seeming-

ly impossible. It is doubtful if Dante,

pondering lines to Beatrice, ever fixed

his mind upon a single star of thought
with greater concentration than that with

which Hickthier dwelt upon the lode of

his longing
—Dolores. Vividly, proudly,

and hopefully, he lived over in minutest

detail the early days of a cleanly court-

ship, lingering with lively gratitude on
certain wooing hours spent in trying to

teach her navy signals. The semaphore
signs were beyond her, but the simple

system of the wig-wag she could under-
stand. He gloried in the remembrance
of how she had persistently gleaned
from him certain letters, to the wilful

neglect of all others, and how, when
she had mastered these, she had laugh-

ingly surprised him by putting them to-

gether into two endearing names that

she had for him—"Hempie Sweetheart."

If ever Furescol of the mountains or

the Evil One from el infierno, whom she

knew for father and child, should pursue
her, she said, she would make the sign.

Woefully, Hemp opined that Furescol,

the worser, for he was no allegory, had

come out of his cave. As he thought of

it, something blinding rushed into his

brain, the blood beat at his temples as if

seeking an outlet, and he believed that

his heart had cracked and was not pump-
ing. Like a projected aura of one afar,

in front of him, facing him and floating
backward in air toward the signal light
on shore, he saw her now as he had seen

her once on returning after an absence

of many weeks, as she poised on a flow-
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er-mound and signalled her endearments

to him far down the calle of thatched

huts.

At this stage of his dream Hickthier

became aware that the guiding aura had
vanished from air and had become an ir-

regularly outlined, phosphorescent ob-

long in the water at his elbow. Quicker
than thought he ceased to be a man and

became a flash and a splash in the dark-

ness. When he righted himself and went

on, there trailed behind him a red, in-

voluting streak on the glassy waves,

purple in the starlight, clinging at one

end, like a tail to a kite, to a glistening
white oval, the upturned belly of a seven-

foot shark, gasping harmlessly now, for

the sailor's bolo had struck home in a

vital dot.

For over a mile the swimmer had for-

gotten that he was in the water. Recalled

to himself by the omen of the shark,

he discovered his weariness. His win-

ning his way through the remaining
mile must, however, be passed over, be-

ing an epic in itself. Aside from the

physical strain, the warning shark was
not the last. As he neared land in the

slimy shoals, they hedged him about

in schools. Two that came within reach

he wounded incurably, as he had the

first. The others he kept at a distance

by noisy splashing, until at last he pad-
ded on hands and feet through the oozy

foreshore, clambered over the grassy

ledge and made toward the waving
light a hundred yards away from where
he had gained the bank, still swaying
out with the incessant regularity of a

pendulum the only message that Do-
lores knew.
Leander was drowned, which was very

sad ; but sadder yet would it have been
for Leander had he ever climbed drip-

ping up the basal steps of Sestos to find

his Hero not there. On a toy promon-
tory looking toward the lights of the

Espada, Hickthier discovered a tousled,

bare-headed boy, squatted at the apex,

mechanically waving a crude, heavy lan-

tern with both hands. Even in his an-

guished anxiety Hickthier marveled how
the little fellow's arms must ache.

"Where 's Dolores ?" he croaked, in

the least alarming tone he could com-

mand ;
but the lantern dropped to the

rock, from which the boy tumbled back-

ward, rolling at the feet of the sailor,

who recognized in the childlike, pale-
coffee face upturned to him in the star-

light a frail Filipino youth in the service

of the Lavazares, whose daily devotions

before the shrine of the Blessed Mother
in the little white church of Santa Rosa
de Lima was only second to his hourly
adoration of his young mistress, Do-
lores.

"Where 's Dolores ?" Hemp repeated
with hoarse savagery, as he plucked the

boy to his feet.

Then the boy spoke, with the gift of

the tongue, truly, but not of languages.

Wild, incoherent and, to Hickthier,

everlasting was the tale he told. Fures-

col's thieves, the bloody Diablos-Diablos

(which name adopted by themselves,
was not unduly emphasized by the repeti-

tion), were pillaging Protacio. They
Iiad killed many ;

Hickthier froze. They
had killed Dolores' father, a victim at

last of the brigands whom for two years
he had relentlessly hunted. Dolores
lived and prayed in the church ; Hick-
thier thawed. All who lived and had not

fled away were gathered in the church,
where the precious statues of gold and
silver were, and much money of the peo-

ple. The men were fighting, the women
praying and the children weeping. Hick-

thier understood ; the church was the

most substantial and spacious stone

building in Protacio, and, besides, Fili-

pino piety prefers a church in which to

be beleaguered. Only Dolores (this

from the boy) both fought and prayed,
and also wept ;

and she had sent him to

tell the men on the ship at Colache, be-

cause, being but a thin shadow of a boy,
a genio going to the grave, he could pass

among the murderers unharmed. She
had given him a lampara because he

knew how to make the sign^, for Do-
lores had taught him these Things long

ago, that with his companioning she

might learn to make the signs more

quickly and rightly against the returning
of her querido, when she would have

need to know them.

He was running on riotously, until

Hemp silenced him by striding off to-
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ward Colache. But the boy, his feet

bound in rags, and worn out by his long
journey, could not keep up. Hemp took

him by the hand and half pulled him

along, more than once bearing him in

arms over rough stretches.

In Colache the populace was in a tur-

moil. Something they had heard, mea-

gerly, of. the massacre in Protacio, and
had been only additionally alarmed by
the signal gun on the Espada. The
American sailors, they said, had already

gone off in their boats.

Hickthier wrenched a casco's painter
from a projection of the rickety wharf,
lifted the Filipino in, jumped in himself

and shoved off. An American white-

jacket came running down the wharf,

shouting "Ahoy!" Receiving no reply,
he fluttered through air like a wounded

eagle and splashed at the boat's stern,

and Hickthier had perforce to stop and

pick him up.
"All hands up anchor !" sang out Cap-

tain Seefite, as he went up the gangway
of the Espada, dragging the casco half

its length across the lowest step and then

picking it up and throwing it bodily on
to the deck of the ship.

"All hands up anchor !" raucously par-
roted Chief Boatswain's Mate Burley,
and piped his whistle. By Burley's fore-

thought, and that of Chief Quartermas-
ter Kennedy, the anchor chain had been

already heaved short (in spite of Captain
Seefite's parting injunction .that nothing
should be done until his return), so that

the little vessel was under way within a

minute after the command was given.

Captain Seefite went at once to the

bridge and took the wheel himself,

whereupon Quartermaster Dillon, upon
whom that duty should have devolved,

protruded his underlip and asked the

southernmost star of the Southern Cross
since when he, "Spud" Dillon, didn't
know how to steer. The captain called

for Burley and tersely informed him re-

garding the outbreak at Protacio and
what was to be done.

"But the Pangolin is a mighty
crooked little river, sir. Do you believe

we can follow the channel, even if it 's

deep enough?" ventured the hardened
old seaman.

'

It is a hard day's journey over the

rough country between Protacio and Co-

lache, but from Protacio it is but twelve
miles to the sea, following the twisted

Rio Pangolin, an hour's run for a fast

gunboat, if the stream were navigable,
which it was not—at least not officially.

"I know the channel, Burley—its depth
and its course, and they are sufficient,

though it will be close calling; but if we
ground we will at least have a starting

point from which to begin our march
much nearer than Colache, and if we
keep afloat we '11 end our holiday with
real fireworks—I know the channel,"
was the helmsman's reply, not boastfully
made, but confidently, to inspire confi-

dence. "I know the channel," he was

going on, apparently to himself, as he

put over the helm to round Punta Perlas,
which would bring him into the mouth
of the Pangolin ;

"I 've boated it down
to

"

He bit his lip cruelly, and finished in

a sobbing whisper : "I 've kissed Dolores

every fathom of the nipa shadows from
Protacio to the Pearl reef and back

again."

Burley, not catching the whispered
words comprehendingly, looked at his

commander curiously, but, only under-

standing that here was something that

he did not understand, turned on his

Tieel and went down to the maindeck
to tell the crew what kind of a house
was afire, and to do his duty, which had
to do with arms and accoutrements and

implements of death galore.

Again the epic that I may not write.

Of the little Americano navio, first of her

breed to brave the Rio Pangolin, that

clove night and currents and the souls

of sleepers ashore who woke to her rum-

blings; that reeled and rocked, swerved
and curved, grounded and leaped into

deep water again like a thing alive;

clouded black heaven with blacker smoke,
and panted as if in pain of scant breath—some supple-tongued native will tell

you, all on a torrid day, under a gutta-

percha tree beside the path across which
lies the broken shadow of the crucifix

on the little white church of Saint Rosa
of Lima. Or, if language fail him, you
can gather the mystery and the miracle
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of it all in the glowing depths of his

treacherous black eyes.
The Espada did not go to Protacio.

She anchored a little below the town;

thirty-five of the thirty-nine men on

board (a few had got themselves left in

Colache) rowed quietly ashore, spread
out and circled Protacio on the plan of

a Missouri valley fox-hunt, closed in

around the little white church and let

loose the dogs of the ocean courses—
themselves.

Dolores, it being that interval of hold-

ing the fort, described by her Mercury,
the rag-footed Filipino boy, devoted to

prayer, was kneeling before the image
of the Blessed Virgin, when she was

jarred to her feet by the opening volley.

Whether or not it was that she had less

faith in litanies than in American rifles,

she ran from the shrine and started in

on her season of weeping, that was now
a wailing. But when the rout was end-

ed, and she was kneeling again, pouring
out her gratitude before the shrine of the

Holy Mother, came one and knelt by
her side and put an arm about her, and
she looked up and saw that it was he

in whom she had more faith than in all

the shrines and rifles and kindred sym-
bols of a wayward world's foolishness

that that world itself contains, though
these are many.
Henry Hickthier, quartermaster first-

class. United States Navy, was brought
to trial by general court-martial, on

charges too numerous to name, among
them being such heinous specifications
as unauthorized absence, impersonating
an officer, conduct prejudicial to good
order and discipline, hazarding a ship
of the navy, and so forth. He was
found guilty on all the more serious

counts and sentenced to five years' im-

prisonment, then to be dishonorably dis-

charged from the naval service; to be
reduced to the rating of apprentice sea-

man, and to be otherwise trimmed down
to a nakedness of honor calculated to

teach him his true insignificance and un-

worthiness. In view of a recommenda-
tion to clemency, however, due to his

previous good record and faithful ser-

vice, and certain extenuating circum-

stances that had been brought to the at-

tention of the court, which recommenda-
tion was signed by all the members of

the court and the recorder, the period of

confinement was reduced to one year by
the convening authority, the commander-
in-chief of the American naval forces

in Asiatic waters.

Before he was taken to Manila, for in-

carceration at Bilibid, Hemp preferred
a request which was granted; namely,
that he be permitted to take to wife one
the Senorita Dolores de Lavazares, of

the old Spanish-Panay family of that

name, his stated object being to give her

his name in order that he might legally
and honorably bestow on her such small

fortune as he possessed, for her provis-
ion during the year of his imprisonment,
she being an orphan, and her home hav-

ing been recently razed, her rancho de-

vastated and all properties thereon wast-
ed by the infamous Furescol's brigands.
The ceremony took place on board

the Avispa, at Colache. The command-
ing officer, Lieutenant-Commander Lu-

scher, offered to steam three miles out to

sea and himself perform the ceremony.
But, Dolores being a practical Catholic,
and Hemp being an unpractical one for
her sake and the convenience of all con-

cerned, the services of a padre were

requisitioned, and the pair were united
on the quarterdeck of the Aznspa, in a
bower formed of circling bluejackets

holding festoons of flowers over their

heads.

At the conclusion of the rite. Lieuten-
ant Seefite (not an impersonator), com-

manding officer of the Espada, stepped
forward and in a very pretty little speech,

considering that he was a naval officer

and no tongue-fighter, presented a gift
to the bride. This was a starred and

striped silk purse, most uncomplimenta-
rily large for such a n/;w-lady, contain-

ing ten thousand dollars, contributed by
the officers and crews of the Asiatic

squadron. Let anybody wh5 doubts this

promote a cutter race in a division of

say four ships, carrying perhaps three

thousand men, and see if it does n't re-

quire a ditty bag to hold the five to

twenty-five dollars a man that will quick-

ly be forthcoming to back the entries.

Lieutenant Seefite peculiarly relished his
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commission to make this presentation,
inasmuch as he had captained the de-

fense of the church at Protacio and knew
whom he had to thank for not having
received as many wounds from the bolos

of the brigands as Caesar got from sena-

torial daggers.
As soon as Captain Seefite retired, a

fat man from Manila and beyond (a
most unbehevably fat man, in spite of the

fact that he had recently traveled many
times around the world at express train

speed in a commendable effort to re-

duce his flesh), came to the front and

presented a gift to the groom, a full

and free pardon from the president of

the United States. Dolores has ever

since had faith in our Teddies and our

Grovers second only to her faith in

"Hempie Sweetheart."

But the fat man proved an incorrigible

talker, and he used such booming and

irrevocable-sounding words, and eyed
Dolores so shrewdly and persistently
while he talked, that the little girl be-

came alarmed, pressed closer to her hus-

band and closed tight her ring-finger,

looking up at him and murmuring,
"Hempie Sweetheart," as if in appeal.

But the fat man, ungallantly disre-

garding her girlish trepidation, contin-

ued to nail her with his sharp eyes, while

he thundered rhetorically on.

"Historians tell," he roared remorse-

lessly, "that in the Greek republic of

olden glory, every sailor in antique hel-

met and breast-plate, who helped strew
Salamis with flotsam of the Persian

armadas, was equal in intellect to the

average member of the modern English
parliament or the congress of the United
States. In the American republic of to-

day, we '11 match the Greeks with our
American sailors, who are all officers in

the hour of need—admirals all."

A slender, star-eyed Filipino boy, who
all the while had been standing near

Dolores, neatly attired, but chiefly no-

ticeable for the preternaturally brilliant

polish on his palpably new shoes (it was
not his fault that he had not been able

to polish the rags that had been sometime
bound about his bruised young feet),

now tugged at the skirt of his mistress

and looked up at her with adoring eyes,
in which there was a supplication under-

stood by her alone. Thereupon, the fat

man began telling him, in his own
tongue, that his doom was to live in

luxury and go to school in Manila, un-

less he preferred to go with Dolores, in

which case he could go and sin no more
on the mountains, stopping on his way
to withdraw the cost of his scholarship
from the banco at Iloilo.

The boy only clutched Dolores' gown
the tighter, and looked at Hemp for the

approval that was not withheld. Hemp
fully understood the feeling of wanting
to cling to Dolores.



By Camilla L. Kenyon

Flare red, flare high!
Symbol of man's mastery,
Here within the untrodden maze
Of the forest's ancient ways.
Let the prowling panther pass
Velvet-pawed amid the grass.
Let the lynx with stealthy tread

Light as leaves in Autumn shed
Sniff and snarl about my bed,
Not a beast that walks the night
But is daunted by your light.

He that dares the Fire invoke
Lord's it o'er the forest folk.

Flare red, flare high!
Down the canyon comes the cry
Of the lean coyote, bound
On his nightly robber round.
How the coward will slink and shiver
When he sees your red light quiver.

Mother-bear, beside her young.
Tastes the smoke upon her tongue.
She'll lie close, her cubs among.
All the hunter-tribe is 'ware
That their Hunter, too, is there—
He alone that knows the spell
Fire to make and fire to quell.

Flare red, flare high !

Mocking at the moon's pale eye.
Every upward-darting spark
Seems a challenge to the dark,—
That grim dark, so like a thing
Lurking there alert to spring.
Yet the leaping flame sinks low ;

Time o' dreams has come, and so.

Blinking-eyed the embers glow.
In the staunch oak-heart there purrs
Still the flame the light wind stirs
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STTMMARY OF PKECEDING CHAPTERS.

The story opens at the rather luxurious home of Ruth Morse, In Oakland, on the evening that her
brother Arthur brought as a guest to dinner, a rugged young follower of the sea,—Martin Eden. A
few days before, Martin had rescued Arthur from attaclj by a gang of hoodlums on a San Francisco

ferry boat. The family's gratitude for the act, together with Martin's attractive personality, made
him a welcome guest though his laclt of culture and awkwardness were very evident. The youth,
imaginative, receptive, responsive, and with an almost unsuspected longing for the better things of

life, was overwhelmed with embarrassment at his introduction to these well-to-do and refined people,
but his love for the beautiful was awakened. He was attracted by the wealth of books and paint-

ings, and fascinated by the glimpse into a hitherto unknown world.

Ruth, the beautiful and cultured daughter of the house, slender, delicate, golden-haired and
gracious, was a revelation to Martin Eden. She seemed like a being from another sphere, impossible
of mental association by him with the women of the wild and free life he had led In camps and sea-

ports. As he listened to her playing and her conversation he became conscious of undreamed possibil-
ities In himself. Ruth—and possibly the world she represented—filled him with a sudden splendor
of purpose and high resolve. Instinctively he felt that he had a mind and will to make himself "of
her class." Ruth, while repelled by his uncouthness, was attracted by his strength and splendid
possibilities, which she only half realized.

The dinner was an ordeal to the broad-shouldered, rough-handed sailor. Finally, however, bis

sturdiness of character asserted itself and he felt more at ease and took a share in the talk, in turn

charming and shocking the table. After dinner Ruth entertained Martin again, discussing the poets
with him, and awakening his thirst for knowledge, though he floundered hopelessly in the talk. Ruth
again felt the elemental power of the strange youth, being both attracted and repelled,—but when he
left she lent him the volumes of Browning and Swinburne.

He went home in a dream,—he boards at his sister's house In Berkeley. Upon arriving there he
was still so enthralled that his vulgar and niggardly brother-in-law, Bernard Higginbotham, thought
him drunk, and nagged his wife for some time about her worthless brother.

For the first time, Martin felt a shock of disgust at the sordldness of his surroundings, but upon
reaching his own mean room, fell adreaming again over his late experiences. Finally he kissed the

Browning and Swinburne in a species of ecstasy, and said aloud to himself with great solemnity:
"Martin Eden, the first thing tomorrow, you go to the free library and read up on etiquette,—under-
stand." Next day he was made more than ever conscious of the repulsiveness of the Higginbotham
boarding-house, and felt an ambition to succeed and relieve his over-worked sister. She was toiling
over the washtub, and In response to his unusually affectionate greeting she kissed him. At breakfast
he was again disgusted at the vulgarity of "Jim," another boarder, who wanted to discuss the dance
of the Lotus Club and his "lady friend," whom he accused Martin of "winning away" from him, to

the letter's surprise. Eden was scarcely yet conscious that he stood upon the threshold of a new exist-

ence, but he had seen a new world, possible and real, with a flower of a woman called Ruth In the
midmost center of It; and thenceforth he must know bitter tastes, and longings sharp as pain, and
hopelessness that tantalized because it fed on hope.

At the Oakland Free Library he became bewildered in the world of books. He had never dreamed
that the fund of human knowledge bulked so big. How could his brain ever master It all? But he
swore that his brain would do as much as any man's. He felt that his first want was a knowledge
of etiquette, his mind being vexed by the simple and very concrete problem: "When you meet a young
lady and she asks you to call, how soon can you call?" Martin provided himself with library cards
in the names of himself and several relatives, and drew many books, reading far into each night,

except when he occasionally lurked, like a thief, around the Morse home after dark to get a glimpse
of Ruth. He had undergone a sort of moral revolution. Ruth's cleanness and purity reacted upon
him, and he felt in his being a growing need to be clean. He washed his teeth, polished his nails,
and remembering the stylish appearance of Ruth's brother Arthur, he even pressed creases in his

trousers. He still smoked, but he drank no more.
One night, from the second balcony of a theatre, he saw Ruth In the orchestra circle, and Indif-

ferent to the play, fed his eyes upon her. While lingering at the entrance, hoping to catch another

glimpse of his idol, two girls of his own class boldly scraped acquaintance with him. Their tawdrl-
ness and lack of all that he loved In Ruth soon affected him with a spiritual nausea, so he refused to
"make a date" with the bold-eyed Lizzie Connolly and her friend.

Another week of heavy reading, mostly along economic lines, absorbed him. Poetry, however,
was a solace. He loved beauty, and in the simpler poets he found it. At last he mustered courage to
ask the desk man at the library for an answer to his problem: "How soon can you call on a young
lady who has asked you to call?" The desk man suggested the use of the telephone upon which
Eden promptly acted, with the result that he found himself again in the Morse parlor that afternoon.

Again did the woman in the slender, refined girl feel almost Irresistably drawn to the man in the

rugged uncouth youth. She noticed, too, the difference in him. They talked over the borrowed books,
and she led the conversation from subject to subject while she pondered the problem of how she could
be of help to him. He had made a call upon het pity, and she wanted to help him. As he gazed
upon her he marvelled at the wonder and truth of a line he had recently learned: "God's own mad
lover dying on a kiss." He told her his ambition to get knowledge; "to make my way to the kind
of life you have in this house," and asked her to help him. She had caught the impression of power
in the very groping of his mind. It had seemed to her like a giant writhing and straining at the

Copyright, 1908, by Jack London.
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bonds that bold him down. She advlRPd htm to go to school, and upon hU assurance that he would
be obliged to study by himself, she suggested that he begin with graniuiar, and then proceeded to

give tiim an Interesting lesson In that branch of education. Toward the end as they leaned close

together over a book, her hair touched bis cheek, and for a moment the great gulf that separatid tliera

seemed bridged. His reverence for her. In that moment, was of the same order as religious awe and
fervor. It seemed to him that he had Intruded upon the holy of holies and slowly and carefully he
moved his head aside from the contact which thrilled him like an electric shock and of which she bad
not been aware.

CHAPTER VIII.

SEVERAL
weelcs went by, during

which Martin Eden studied his

grammar, reviewed the books on eti-

quette, and read voraciously the books
that caught his fancy. Of his own class

he saw nothing. The girls of the Lotus
Club wondered what had become of him
and worried Jim with questions, and
some of the fellows who put on the

gloves at Riley's were glad that Martin
came no more. He made another dis-

covery of treasure-trove in the library.
As the grammar had shown him the tie-

ribs of language, so this book showed
him the tie-ribs of poetry, and he began
to learn meter and construction of form,
beneath the beauty he loved finding the

why and wherefore of that beauty. An-
other book he found treated poetry as
a representative art, treated it exhaust-

ively, with copious illustrations from the
best in literature. Never had he read
fiction with such keen zest as he studied

these books. And his fresh mind, un-
taxed for twenty years and impelled by
maturity of desire, gripped with a vi-

rility unusual to the student mind.
When he looked back now from his

vantage-ground, the old world he
had known, the world of land and
sea and ships, of sailor-men and harpy-
women, seemed a very small world

;
and

yet it blended in with this new world
and expanded. His mind made for

unity, and he was surprised when at

first he began to see points of contact
between the two worlds. And he was
ennobled, as well, by the loftiness of

thought and beauty he found in the books.
This led him to believe more firmly than
ever that up above him in society, like

Ruth and her family, all men and women
thought these thoughts and lived them.
Down below where he lived was the igno-
ble, and he wanted to purge himself of
the ignoble that had soiled all his days.

and to rise to that sublimated realm
where dwelt the upper classes. All his

childhood and youth had been troubled

by a vague unrest; he had never known
what he wanted, but he had wanted

something that he had hunted vainly
for until he met Ruth. And now his

unrest had become sharp and painful,
and he knew at last, clearly and definite-

ly, that it was beauty, and intellect, and
love that he must have.

^'

During those several weeks he saw
Ruth half a dozen times, and each time

was an added inspiration. She helped
him with his English, corrected his pro-

nunciation, and started him on arith-

metic. But their intercourse was not all

devoted to elementary study. He had
seen too much of life, and his mind
was too matured to be wholly content

with fractions, cube root, parsing, and

analysis ;
and there were times when

their conversation turned on other

themes—the last poetry he had read, the

latest poet she had studied. And when
she read aloud to him her favorite pass-

ages, he ascended to the topmost heaven
of delight. Never, in all the women he

had heard speak, had he heard a voice

like hers. The least sound of it was
stimulus to his love, and he thrilled and

throbbed with every word she uttered.

It was the quality of it, the repose, and
the musical modulation—the soft, rich,

indefinable product of culture and a gen-
tle soul. As he listened to her, there

rang in the ears of his memory the harsh

cries of barbarian women and of hags,

and, in lesser degrees of harshness, the

strident voices of workingwoiften and of

the girls of his own class. Then the

chemistry of vision would begin to work,
and they would troop in review across

his mind, each, by contrast, multiplying
Ruth's glories. Then, too, his bliss was

heightened by the knowledge that her
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mind was comprehending what she read
and was quivering with appreciation of

the beauty of the written thought. She
read to him much from "The Princess,"
and often he saw her eyes swimming
with tears, so finely was her aesthetic

nature strung. At such moments her
own emotions elevated him till he was
as a god, and, as he gazed at her and lis-

tened, he seemed gazing on the face of

life and reading its deepest secrets. And
then, becoming aware of the heights of

exquisite sensibility he attained, he de-

cided that this was love and that love

was the greatest thing in the world.

And in review would pass along the

corridors of memory all previous thrills

and burnings he had known—the drunk-
enness of wine, the caresses of women,
the rough play and give and take of

physical contests—and they seemed triv-

ial and mean compared with this sublime
ardor he now enjoyed.
The situation was obscured to Ruth.

She had never had any experiences of

the heart. Her only experiences in such
matters were of the books, where the

facts of ordinary day were translated

by fancy into a fairy realm of unreality ;

and she little knew that this rough sailor

was creeping into her heart and storing
there pent forces that would some

day burst forth and surge through her
in waves of fire. She did not know the

actual fire of love. Her knowledge of

love was purely theoretical, and she con-

ceived of it as lambent flame, gentle as

the fall of dew or the ripple of quiet

water, and cool as the velvet-dark of

summer nights. Her idea of love was
more that of placid affection, serving the

loved one softly in an atmosphere, flow-

er-scented and dim-lighted, of ethereal

calm. She did not dream of the volcanic

convulsions of love, its scorching heat
and sterile wastes of parched ashes. She
knew neither her own potencies, nor the

potencies of the world ;
and the deeps of

life were to her seas of illusion. The

conjugal affection of her father and
mother constituted her ideal of love-af-

finity, and she looked forward some day
to emerging, without shock or friction,

into that same quiet sweetness of exist-

ence with a loved one.

So it was that she looked upon Martin
Eden as a novelty, a strange individual,

and she identified with novelty and

strangeness the effects he produced upon
her. It was only natural. In similar

ways she had experienced unusual feel-

ings when she looked at wild animals

in the menagerie, or when she witnessed

a storm of wind, or shuddered at the

bright-ribbed lightning. There was

something cosmic in such things, and
there was something cosmic in him. He
came to her breathing of large airs and

great spaces. The blaze of tropic suns

was in his face, and in his swelling, re-

silient muscles was the primordial vigor
of life. He was marred and scarred by
that mysterious world of rough men and

rougher deeds, the outposts of which

began beyond her horizon. He was un-

tamed, wild, and in secret ways her van-

ity was touched by the fact that he came
so mildly to her hand. Likewise she
was stirred by the common impulse to

tame the wild thing. It was an uncon-
scious impulse, and farthest from her

thoughts that her desire was to re-thumb
the clay of him into a likeness of her

father's image, which image she believed

to be the finest in the world. Nor was
there any way, out of her inexperience,
for her to know that the cosmic feel she

caught of him was that most cosmic of

things, love, which with equal power
drew men and women together across
the world, compelled stags to kill each
other in the rutting season, and drove
even the elements irresistibly to unite.

His swift development was a source

of surprise and interest. She detected un-

guessed finenesses in him, that seemed
to bud, day by day, like flowers in con-

genial soil. She read Browning aloud
to him, and was often puzzled by the

strange interpretations he gave to moot-
ed passages. It was beyond her to realize

that, out of his experience of men and
women and life, his interpretations were
far more frequently correct than hers.

His conceptions seemed naive to her,

though she was often fired by his daring
flights of comprehension, whose orbit-

path was so wide among the stars that

she could not follow and could only sit

and thrill to the impact of unguessed
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power. Then she played to him—no

longer at him—and probed him with mu-
sic that sank to depths beyond her plumb-
line. His nature opened to music as a

flower to the sun, and the transition was

quick from his working-class rag-time
and jingles to her classical display pieces
that she knew nearly by heart. Yet he

betrayed a democratic fondness for

Wagner, and the "Tannhauser" over-

ture, when she had given him the clew
to it, claimed him as nothing else she

played. In an immediate way it personi-
fied his life. All his past was the Venus-

burg motif, while her he identified some-
how with the Pilgrim's Chorus motif;
and from the exalted state this elevated

him to, he swept onward and upward
into that vast shadow-realm of spirit-

groping where good and evil war eter-

nally.
Sometimes he questioned, and induced

in her mind temporary doubts as to the

correctness of her own definitions and

conceptions of music. But her singing
he did not question. It was too wholly
her, and he sat always amazed at the

divine melody of her pure soprano voice.

And he could not help but contrast it

with the weak pipings and shrill quaver-
ings of factory girls, ill-nourished and

untrained, and with the raucous shriek-

ings from gin-cracked throats of the wo-
men of the sea-port towns. She enjoyed
singing and playing to him. In truth,
it was the first time she had ever had a

human soul to play with, and the plastic

clay of him was a delight to mould
;
for

she thought she was moulding it, and
her intentions were good. Besides, it

was pleasant to be with him. He did not

repel her. That first repulsion had been

really a fear of her undiscovered self,

and the fear had gone to sleep. Though
she did not know it, she had a feeling
in him of proprietary right. Also, he
had a tonic effect upon her. She was
studying hard at the university, and it

seemed to strengthen her to emerge
from the dusty books and have the fresh

sea-breeze of his personality blow upon
her. Strength ! Strength was what she

needed, and he gave it to her in gener-
ous measure. To come into the same
room with him, or to meet him at the

door, was to take heart of life. And

when he had gone, she would return to

her books with a keener zest and fresh

store of energy.
She knew her Browning, but it had

never sunk into her that it was an awk-
ward thing to play with souls. As her

interest in Martin increased, the remod-

eling of his life became a passion with

her.

"There is Mr. Butler," she said one

afternoon, when grammar and arithme-

tic and poetry had been put aside. "He
had comparatively no advantages at first.

His father had been a bank cashier, but

he lingered for years, dying of consump-
tion in Arizona, so that when he was

dead, Mr. Butler—Charles Butler he was
called—found himself alone in the world.

His father had come from Australia, you
know, and so he had no relatives in

California. He went to work in a print-

ing office—I have heard him tell of it

many times—and he got three dollars a

week, at first. His income today is at

least thirty thousand a year. How did

he do It? He was honest, and faithful,

and industrious, and economical. He de-

nied himself the enjoyments that most

boys indulge in. He made it a point to

save so much every week, no matter

what he had to do without in order to

save it. Of course, he was soon earning
more than three dollars a week, and as

his wages increased he saved more and
more.
"He worked in the day-time, and at

night he went to night-school. He had.
his eyes fixed always on the future.

Later on he went to night high school.

When he was only seventeen he was

earning excellent wages at setting type,
but he was ambitious. He wanted a

career, not a livelihood, and he was con-

tent to make immediate sacrifices for his

ultimate gain. He decided upon the law,
and he entered father's office as an office-

boy—think of that—and got only four

dollars a week. But he "'had learned

how to be economical, and out of that

four dollars he went on saving money."
She paused for breath, and to note

how Martin was receiving it. His face

was lighted up with interest in the youth-
ful struggles of Mr. Butler; but there

was a frown upon his face as well.

"I 'd say they was pretty hard lines
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for a young fellow," he remarked. "Four
dollars a week. How could he live on
it ? You can bet he did n't have any
frills. Why, I pay five dollars a week
for board now, an' there 's nothin' ex-

citin' about it, you can lay to that. He
must have lived like a dog. The food

he ate
"

"He cooked for himself," she inter-

rupted, "on a little kerosene stove."

"The food he ate must have been
worse than what a sailor gets on the

worst-feedin' deep-water ships, than
which there aint much that can be pos-

sibly worse."

"But think of him now !" she cried

enthusiastically. "Think of what his in-

come affords him. His early denials are

paid for a thousand-fold."

Martin looked at her sharply.
"There 's one thing I '11 bet you," he

said, "and it is that Mr. Butler is nothin'

gay-hearted now in his fat days. He fed

himself like that for years an' years, on
a boy's stomach, an' I bet his stomach 's

none too good now for it."

Her eyes dropped before his searching
gaze.

"T '11 bet he 's got dyspepsia right
now !" Alartin challenged.

"Yes, he has," she confessed; "but
>>

"An' I bet," Martin dashed on, "that

he 's solemn an' serious as an old owl,
an' does n't care a rap for a good time
for all his thirty thousand a year. An'
T '11 bet he 's not particularly joyful at

seein' others have a good time. Aint I

right?"
She nodded her head in agreement,

and hastened to explain.
"But he 's not that type of man. By

nature he is sober and serious. He al-

ways was that."

"You can bet he was," Martin pro-
claimed. "Three dollars a week, an' four

dollars a week, an' a young boy cookin'

for himself on an oil-burner an' layin' up
money, workin' all day an' studyin' all

night, just workin' an' never playin',

never havin' a good time, an' never
learnin' how to have a good time—of

course his thirty thousand came along
too late."

His sympathetic imagination, was

flashing upon his inner sight all the

thousands of details of the boy's exist-

ence and of his narrow spiritual devel-

opment into a thirty-thousand-dollar-a

year man. With the swiftness and wide-

reaching of multitudinous thought
Charles Butler's whole life was tele-

scoped upon his vision.

"Do you know," he added, "I feel

sorry for Mr. Butler. He was too young
to know better, but he robbed himself of

life for the sake of thirty thousand a

year that 's clean wasted upon him. Why,
thirty thousand, lump sum, would n't

buy for him right now what ten cents

he was layin' up would have bought him,
when he was a kid, in the way of candy
an' peanuts or a seat in 'nigger heaven.'

"

It was just such uniqueness of points
of view that startled Ruth. Not only
were they new to her, and contrary to

her own beliefs, but she always felt in

them germs of truth that threatened to

unseat or modify her own convictions.

Had she been fourteen instead of twenty-

four, she might have been changed by
them

; but she was twenty-four, conserv-

ative by nature and upbringing, and al-

ready crystallized into the cranny of life

where she had been born and formed.

It was true, his bizarre judgments troub-

led her in the moments they were ut-

tered, but she ascribed them to his nov-

elty of type and strangeness of living,

and they were soon forgotten. Never-

theless, while she disapproved of them,

the strength of their utterance, and the

flashing of eyes and earnestness of face

that accompanied them, always thrilled

her and drew her toward him. She
would never have guessed that this

man who had come from beyond her

horizon, was, in such m.oments, flashing
on beyond her horizon with wider and

deeper concepts. Her own limits were
the limits of her horizon

;
but limited

minds can recognize limitations only in

others. And so she felt that her outlook

was very wide indeed, and that where
his conflicted with hers marked his lim-

itations, and she dreamed of helping him
to see as she saw, of widening his hori-

zon until it was identified with hers.

"But I have not finished my story,"
she said. "He worked, so father says.
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as no other office-boy he ever had. Mr.
Butler was always eager to work. He
never was late, and he was usually at

the office a few minutes before his reg-
ular time. Yet he saved his time.

Every spare moment was devoted
to study. He studied book-keeping
and typewriting, and he paid for les-

sons in shorthand by dictating at night
to a court reporter who needed practice.
He quickly became a clerk, and he made
himself invaluable. Father appreciated
him and saw that he was bound to rise.

It was on father's suggestion that he

went to law college. He became a law-

yer, and hardly was he back in the office

when father took him in as a junior part-
ner. He is a great man. He refused the

United States Senate several times, and
father says he could become justice of

the Supreme Court any time a vacancy
occurs, if he wants to. Such a life is

an inspiration to all of us. It shows us

that a man with will may rise superior
to his environment."
"He is a great man," Martin said sin-

cerely.-

But it seemed to him there was some-

thing in the recital that jarred upon his

sense of beauty and life. He could not

find an adequate motive in Mr. Butler's

life of pinching and privation. Had he

done it for love of a woman, or for

attainment of beauty, Martin would have
understood. God's own mad lover should

do anything for the kiss, but not for

thirty thousand dollars a year. He was
dissatisfied with Mr. Butler's career.

There was something paltry about it af-

ter all. Thirty thousand a year was all

right, but dyspepsia and inability to be

humanly happy robbed such princely in-

come of all its value.

Much of this he strove to express to

Ruth, and shocked her and made it clear

that more remodeling was necessary.
Hers was that common insularity of

mind that makes human creatures be-

lieve that their color, creed, and politics

are best and right, and that other hu-

man creatures scattered over the world
are less fortunately placed than they.
It "was the same insularity of mind that

made the ancient Jew thank God he was
not born a woman, and sent the modern

missionary god-substituting to the ends
of the earth

; and it made Ruth desire

to shape this man from other crannies of
life into the likeness of the man who
lived in her particular cranny.

CHAPTER IX.

BACK
from the sea Martin Eden came,

homing for California with a lov-

er's desire. His store of money exhaust-

ed, he had shipped before the mast on
the treasure-hunting schooner

;
and Solo-

mon Islands, after eight months of fail-

ure to find treasure, had witnessed the

breaking-up of the expedition. The men
had been paid of? in Australia, and Mar-
tin had immediately shipped on a deep-
water vessel for San Francisco. Not
alone had those eight months earned
him enough money to stay on land for

many weeks, but they had enabled him to

do a great deal of studying and reading.
His was the student's mind, and be-

hind his ability to learn was the indom-

itability of his nature and his love for

Ruth. The grammar he had taken along
he went through again and again until

his unjaded brain had mastered it. He
noticed the bad grammar used by his

shipmates, and made a point of mentally

correcting and reconstructing their crud-

ities of speech. To his great joy he dis-

covered that his ear was becoming sensi-

tive and that he was developing gram-
matical nerves. A double-negative

jarred him like a discord, and often,

from lack of practice, it was from his

own lips that the jar came. His tongue
refused to learn new tricks in a day.

After he had been through the gram-
mar repeatedly, he took up the dictionary
and added twenty words a day to his

vocabulary. He found that this was
no light task, and at wheel or lookout

he steadily went over and over his

lengthening list of pronunciations and

definitions, while he invariably memo-
rized himself to sleep. "Neve^ did any-

thing," "if I were," and "those things,"
were phrases, with many variations, that

he repeated under his breath in order to

accustom his tongue to the language

spoken by Ruth. "And" and "ing," with

the "d" and "g" pronounced emphatic-

ally, he went over thousands of times;
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and to his surprise he noticed that he
was beginning to speak cleaner and cor-

recter English than the officers them-
selves and the gentleman-adventurers in

the cabin who had financed the expedi-
tion.

The captain was a fishy-eyed Norwe-

gian, who somehow had fallen into pos-
session of a complete Shakespeare, which
he never read, and Martin had washed
his clothes for him and in return been

permitted access to the precious volumes.
For a time, so steeped was he in the

plays and in the many favorite passages
that impressed themselves almost with-

out effort on his brain, that all the world
seemed to shape itself into forms of

Elizabethan tragedy or comedy and his

very thoughts were in blank verse. It

trained his ear and gave him a fine ap-

preciation for noble English, withal it

introduced into his mind much that was
archaic and obsolete.

The eight months had been well spent,

and, in addition to what he had learned
of right speaking and high thinking, he
had learned much of himself. Along
with his humbleness because he knew
so little, there arose a conviction of pow-
er. He felt a sharp gradation between
himself and his shipmates, and was wise

enough to realize that the difference lay
in potentiality rather than achievement.
What he could do, they could do; but
within him he felt a confused ferment

working that told him there was more
in him than he had done. He was tor-

tured by the exquisite beauty of the

world, and wished that Ruth were there
to share it with him. He decided that

he would describe to her many of the
bits of South Sea beauty. The creative

spirit in him flamed up at the thought
and urged that he recreate this beauty
for a wider audience than Ruth. And
then, in splendor and glory, came the

great idea. He would write. He would
be one of the eyes through which the
world saw, one of the ears through
which it heard, one of the" hearts

through which it felt. He would write—
everything

—
poetry and prose, fiction

and description, and plays like Shake-

speare. There was career and the way
to win to Ruth. The men of literature

were the world's giants, and he con-

ceived them to be far finer than the Mr.
Butlers who earned thirty thousand a

year and could be Supreme Court jus-
tices if they wanted.

Once the idea had germinated, it mas-
tered him, and the return voyage to San
Francisco was like a dream. He was
drunken with unguessed power and felt

that he could do anything. In the midst
of the great and lonely sea he gained
perspective. Clearly, and for the first

time, he saw Ruth and her world. It

was all visualized in his mind as a con-

crete thing which he could take up in

his two hands and turn around and about
and examine. There was much that was
dim and nebulous in that world, but he
saw it as a whole and not in detail, and
he saw, also, the way to master it. To
write ! The thought was fire in him.

He would begin as soon as he got back.

The first thing he would do would be
to describe the voyage of the treasure-

hunters. He would sell it to some San
Francisco newspaper. He would not tell

Ruth anything about it, and she would
be surprised and pleased when she saw
his name 'in print. While he wrote
he could go on studying. There were

twenty-four hours in each day. He was
invincible. He knew how to work, and
the citadels would go down before him.

He would not have to go to sea again
—

as a sailor
; and for the instant he caught

a vision of a steam yacht. There were
other writers who possessed steam

yachts. Of course, he cautioned himself,
it would be slow succeeding at first, and
for a time he would be content to earn

enough money by his writing to enable

him to go on studying. And then, af-

ter some time—a very indeterminate

time—when he had learned and prepared
himself, he would write the great things
and his name would be on all men's lips.

But greater than that, infinitely greater
and greatest of all, he would have proved
himself worthy of Ruth. Fame was all

very well, but it was for Ruth that his

splendid dream arose. He was not a

fame-monger, but merely one of God's
mad lovers.

Arrived in Oakland, with his snug
pay-day in his pocket, he took up his old
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room at Bernard Higginbotham's and

set to work. He did not even let Ruth
know he was back. He would go and

see her when he finished the article on

the treasure-hunters. It was not so dif-

ficult to abstain from seeing her, because

of the violent heat of creative fever that

burned in him. Besides, the very article

he was writing would bring her nearer

to him. He did not know how long an

article he should write, but he counted

the words in a double-page article in

the Sunday supplement of the San Fran-

cisco Examiner and guided himself by
that. Three days, at white heat, com-

pleted his narrative; but when he had

copied it carefully, in a large scrawl that

was easy to read, he learned from a

rhetoric he picked up in the library that

there were such things as paragraphs
and quotation marks. He had never

thought of such things before; and he

promptly set to work writing the article

over, referring continually to the pages
of the rhetoric and learning more in a

day about composition than the average
school-boy in a year. When he had cop-
ied the article a second time and rolled

it up carefully, he read in a newspaper
an item on hints to beginners, and dis-

covered the iron law that manuscripts
should never be rolled and that they
should be written on one side of the pa-
per. He had violated the law on both
counts. Also, he learned from the item
that first-class papers paid a mini
mum of ten dollars a column. So, while
he copied the manuscript a third time,
he consoled himself by multiplying ten

columns by ten dollars. The product
was always the same, one hundred dol-

lars, and he decided that that was better

than seafaring. If it had n't been for

his blunders, he would have finished the

article in three days. One hundred dol-

lars in three days! It would have taken
him three months and longer on the

sea to earn a similar amount. A man
was a fool to go to sea when he could

write, he concluded, though the money
in itself meant nothing to him. Its

value was in the liberty it would get
him, the presentable garments it would

buy him, all of which would bring him

nearer, swiftly nearer, to the slender

pale girl who had turned his life back

upon itself and given him inspiration.
He mailed the manuscript in a flat en-

velope, and addressed it to the editor

of the San Francisco Examiner. He
had an idea that anything accepted by
a paper was published immediately, and
as he had sent the manuscript in on Fri-

day he expected it to come out on the

following Sunday. He conceived that it

would be fine to let that event appraise
Ruth of his return. Then, Sunday after-

noon, he would call and see her. In the

meantime he was occupied by another

idea, which he prided himself upon as

being a particularly sane, careful, and
modest idea. He would write an adven-
ture story for boys and sell it to the

Youth's Companion. He went to the

free reading-room and looked through
the files of the Youth's Companion. Se-
rial stories, he found, were usually pub-
lished in that weekly in five instalments

of about three thousand words each. He
discovered several serials that ran to sev-

en instalments and decided to write one
of that length.
He had been on a whaling voyage in

the Arctic, once—a voyage that was to

have been for three years and which
had terminated in shipwreck at the end
of six months. While his imagination
was fanciful, even fantastic at times, he

had a basic love of reality that compelled
him to write about the things he knew.
He knew whaling, and out of the real

materials of his knowledge he proceeded
to manufacture the fictitious adventures

of the two boys he intended to use as

joint-heroes. It was easy work, he de-

cided, on Saturday evening. He had

completed on that day the first instal-

ment of three thousand words—much to

the amusement of Jim, and to the open
derision of Mr. Higginbotham, who
sneered throughout meal-time at the

"litery" person they had discovered in

the family.
•"

Martin contented himself by picturing
his brother-in-law's surprise on Sunday
morning when he opened his Examiner
and saw the article on the treasure-hunt-

ers. Early that morning he was out

himself to the front door, nervously rac-

ing through the many-sheeted newspa-
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per. He went through it a second time,

very carefully, then folded it up and
left it where he had found it. He was

glad he had not told any one about his

article. On second thought he concluded

that he had been wrong about the speed
with which things found their way into

newspaper columns. Besides, there had
not been any news value in his article,

and most likely the editor would write

to him about it first.

After breakfast he went on with his

serial. The words flowed from his pen,

though he broke off from the writing

frequently to look up definitions in the

dictionary or to refer to the rhetoric.

He often read or re-read a chapter at a

time, during such pauses; and he con-

soled himself that while he was not writ-

ing the great things he felt to be in him,
he was learning composition, at any rate,

and training himself to shape up and ex-

press his thoughts. He toiled on till

dark, when he went out to the reading-
room and explored magazines and week-
lies until the place closed at ten o'clock.

This was his program for a week. Each

day he did three thousand words, and
each evening he puzzled his way through
the magazines, taking note of the stories,

articles, and poems that editors saw fit

to publish. One thing was certain :

What these multitudinous writers did he

could do, and only give him time and he

would do what they could not do. He
was cheered to read in Book News, in a

paragraph on the payment of magazine
writers, not that Rudyard Kipling re-

ceived a dollar per word, but that the

minimum rate paid by first-class maga-
zines was two cents a word. The
Youth's Companion was certainly first-

class, and at that rate the three thousand

words he had written that day would

bring him sixty dollars—two months'

wages on the sea !

On Friday night he finished the serial,

twenty-one thousand words long. At
two cents a word, he calculated, that

would bring him four hundred and twen-

ty dollars. Not a bad week's work. It

was more money than he had ever pos-
sessed at one time. He did not know
how he could spend it all. He had tap-

ped a gold mine. Where this came from

he could always get more. He planned
to buy some more clothes, to subscribe

to many magazines, and to buy dozens

of reference books that at present he
was compelled to go to the library to

consult. And still there was a large

portion of the four hundred and twenty
dollars imspent. This worried him until

the thought came to him of hiring a

servant for Gertrude and of buying a

bicycle for Marion. ,

He mailed the bulky manuscript to the

Youth's Companion, and on Saturday
afternoon, after having planned an arti-

cle on pearl-diving, he went to see Ruth.

He had telephoned, and she went herself

to greet him at the door. The old famil-

iar blaze of health rushed out from him
and struck her like a blow. It seemed
to enter into her body and course

through her veins in a liquid glow, and
to set her quivering with its imparted

strength. He flushed warmly as he took

her hand and looked into her blue eyes,
but the fresh bronze of eight months
of sun hid the flush, though it did not

protect the neck from the gnawing chafe

of the stiff collar. She noted the red

line of it with amusement which quickly
vanished as she glanced at his clothes.

They really fitted him—it' was his first

made-to-order suit—and he seemed slim-

mer and better modeled. In addition,

his cloth cap had been replaced by a soft

hat, which she commanded him to put on

and then complimented him on his ap-

pearance. She did not remember when
she had felt so happy. This change in

him was her handiwork, and she was

proud of it and fired with ambition fur-

ther to help him.

But the most radical change of all,

and the one that pleased her most, was
the change in his speech. Not only
did he speak more correctly, but he

spoke more easily, and there were many
new words in his vocabulary. When he

grew excited or enthusiastic, however,
he dropped back into the old slurring
and the dropping of final consonants.

Also, there was an awkward hesitancy,
at times, as he essayed the new words he
had learned. On the other hand, along
with his ease of expression, he displayed
a lightness and facetiousness of thought
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that delighted her. It was his old spirit

of humor and badinage that had made
him a favorite in his own class, but

which he had hitherto been unable to

use in her presence through lack of

words and training. He was just begin-

ning to orientate himself and to feel that

he was not wholly an intruder. But
he was very tentative, fastidiously so,

letting Ruth set the pace of sprightliness
and fancy, keeping up with her but never

daring to go beyond her.

He told her of what he had been do-

ing, and of his plan to write for a liveli-

hood and of going on with his studies.

But he was disappointed at her lack of

approval. She did not think much of

his plan.
"You see," she said frankly, "writing

must be a trade, like anything else. Not
that I know anything about it, of course.

I only bring common judgment to bear.

You could n't hope to be a blacksmith
without spending three years at learning
the trade—or is it five years? Now
writers are so much better paid than
blacksmiths that there must be ever so

many more men who would like to write,

who—try to write."

"But then, may not I be peculiarly
constituted to write?" he queried, se-

cretly exulting at the language he had
used, his swift imagination throwing
the whole scene and atmosphere upon a
vast screen along with a thousand other
scenes from his life—scenes that were

rough and raw, gross and bestial.

The whole composite vision was
achieved with the speed of light, produc-
ing no pause in the conversation, nor in-

terrupting his calm train of thought. On
the screen of his imagination he saw
himself and this sweet and beautiful girl,

facing each other and conversing in good
English, in a room of books and paint-

ings and tone and culture, and all illumi-

nated by a bright light of steadfast bril-

liance; while ranged about and fading
away to the remote edges of the screen
were antithetical scenes, each scene a

picture, and he the onlooker, free to look
at will upon what he wished. He saw
these other scenes through drifting va-

pors and swirls of sullen fog dissolving
before shafts of red and garish light.

He saw cowboys at the bar, drinking
fierce whiskey, the air filled with obscen-

ity and ribald language, and he saw him-
self with them, drinking and cursing
with the wildest, or sitting at table with

them, under smoking kerosene lamps,
while the chips clicked and clattered and
the cards were dealt around. He saw
himself, stripped to the waist, with naked

fists, fighting his great fight with Liver-

pool Red in the forecastle of the Susque-
hanna; and he saw the bloody deck of

the John Rogers that gray morning of

attempted mutiny, the mate kicking in

death-throes on the main-hatch, the re-

volver in the old man's hand spitting
fire and smoke, the men with passion

-

wrenched faces of brutes screaming vile

blasphemies and falling about him—and
then he returned to the central scene,

calm and clean in the steadfast light,

where Ruth sat and talked with him
amid books and paintings ; and he saw
the grand piano upon which she would
later play to him; and he heard the

echoes of his own selected and correct

words, "But then, may I not be peculiar-

ly constituted to write?"
"But no matter how peculiarly consti-

tuted a man may be for blacksmithing,"
she was laughing, "I never heard of one

becoming a blacksmith without first serv-

ing his apprenticeship."
"What would you advise?" he asked.

"And dont forget that I feel in me this

capacity to write—I can 't explain it
;

I

just know that it is in me."
"You must get a thorough education,"

was the answer, "whether or not you ul-

timately become a writer. This educa-

tion is indispensable for whatever career

you select, and it must not be slipshod
or sketchy. You should go to high
school."

.

"Yes "
he began ;

but she inter-

rupted with an afterthought:
"Of course, you could go on with your

writing, too." •'

"I would have to," he said grimly.

"Why?" She looked at him, prettily

puzzled, for she did not quite like the

persistence with which he clung to his

notion.

"Because, without writing there

would n't be any high school. I must
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live and buy books and clothes, you
know."

"I 'd forgotten that," she laughed.

"Why were n't you born with an in-

come ?"

"I 'd rather have good health and im-

agination," he answered. "I can make

good on the income, but the other things
have to be made good for

" He
almost said "you," then amended his

sentence to "have to be made good for

one."

"Dont say 'make good,'
"

she cried,

sweetly petulant. "It 's slang, and it 's

horrid."

He flushed, and stammered, "That 's

right, and I only wish you 'd correct me
every time."

"I—^^I 'd like to," she said haltingly.
"You have so much in you that is good
that I want to see you perfect."
He was clay in her hands immediately,

as passionately desirous of being mould-
ed by her as she was desirous ,of shaping
him into the image of her ideal of man.
And when she pointed out the oppor-
tuneness of the time, that the entrance

examinations to high school began on
the following Monday, he promptly vol-

unteered that he would take them.
Then she played and sang to him,

while he gazed with hungry yearning at

her, drinking in her loveliness and mar-

veling that there should not be a hun-
dred suitors listening there and longing
for her as he listened and longed.

CHAPTER X.

HE stopped to dinner that evening,

and, much to Ruth's satisfaction,

made a favorable impression on her fath-

er. They talked about the sea as a ca-

reer, a subject which Martin had at his

finger-ends, and Mr. Morse remarked af-

terwards that he seemed a very clear-

headed young man. In his avoidance
of slang and his search after right words,
Martin was compelled to talk slowly,
which enabled him to find the best

thoughts that were in him. He was
more at ease than that first night at din-

ner nearly a year before, and his shy-
ness and modesty even commended him
to Mrs. Morse^ who was pleased at his

manifest improvement.
"He is the first man that ever drew

passing notice from Ruth," she told her

husband. "She has been so singularly
backward where men are concerned that

I have been worried greatly."
Mr. Morse looked at his wife curi-

ously.
"You mean to use this young sailor

to wake her up?" he questioned.
"I mean that she is not to die an old

maid if I can help it," was the answer.
"If this young Eden can arouse her in-

terest in mankind in general, it will be
a good thing."
"A very good thing," he commented.

"But suppose, and we must suppose
sometimes, my dear, suppose he arouses

her interest too particularly in him?"

"Impossible," Mrs. Morse laughed.
"She is three years older than he, and.

besides, it is impossible. Nothing will

ever come of it. Trust that to me."
And so Martin's role was arranged for

him, while he, led on by Arthur and

Norman, was meditating an extrava-

gance. They were going out for a ride

into the hills Sunday morning on their

wheels, which did not interest Martin
until he learned that Ruth, too, rode a

wheel and was going along. He did not

ride, nor own a wheel, but if Ruth rode

it was up to him to begin, was his decis-

ion
;
and when he said good-night he

stopped in at a cyclery on his way home
and spent forty dollars 'for a wheel.

It was more than a month's hard-earned

wages, and it reduced his stock of money
amazingly; but when he added the hun-

dred dollars he was to receive from The
Examiner to the four hundred and twen-

ty dollars that was the least the Youth's

Companion could pay him, he felt that

he had reduced the perplexity the un-

wonted amount of money had caused
him. Nor did he mind, in the course of

learning to ride the wheel home, the fact

that he ruined his suit of clothes. He
caught the tailor by telephone that night
from Mr. Higginbotham's store and or-

dered another suit. Then he carried the

wheel up the narrow stairway that clung
like a fire-escape to the rear wall of the

building, and, when he had moved his

bed out from the wall, found there was
just space enough in the small room for

himself and the wheel.

Sunday he had intended to devote to
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studying for the high school examina-

tion, but the pearl-diving article lured

him away, and he spent the day in the

white-hot fever of re-creating beauty and
romance that burned in him. The fact

that The Examiner of that morning had
failed to publish his treasure-hunting ar-

ticle did not dash his spirits. He was
at too great a height for that, and, hav-

ing been deaf to a twice repeated sum-

mons, he went without the heavy Sunday
dinner with which Mr. Higginbotham
invariably graced his table. To Mt.

Higginbotham such a dinner was adver-
tisement of his worldly achievement and

prosperity, and he honored it by deliv-

ering platitudinous sermonettes upon
American institutions and the opportuni-
ties said institutions gave to any hard-

workingman to" rise—the rise, in his

case, which he pointed out unfailingly,

being from a grocer's clerk to the own
ership of Higginbotham's Cash Store.

Martin Eden looked with a sigh at his

unfinished "Pearl-Diving" on Monday
morning, and took the car down to Oak-
land to the High School. And when,
days later, he applied for the results of

his examinations, he learned that he had
failed in everything save grammar.
"Your grammar is excellent," Profes-

sor Hilton informed him, staring at him

through heavy spectacles; "but you
know nothing, positively nothing, in the

other branches, and your United States

history is abominable—there is no other
word for it—abominable. I should ad-

vise you
"

Professor Hilton paused and glared at

him, unsympathetic and unimaginative
as one of his own test tubes. He was

professor of physics in the High School,

possessor of a large family, a meager
salary, and a select fund of parrot-
learned knowledge.

"Yes, sir," Martin said humbly, wish-

ing somehow that the man at the desk
in the library was in Professor Hilton's

place just then.

"And I should advise you to go back
to the grammar school for at least two

years. Good-day."
Martin was not deeply affected by his

failure, though he was surprised at

Ruth's shocked expression when he told

her Professor Hilton's advice. Her dis-

appointment was so evident that he was
sorry he had failed, but chiefly so for her
sake.

"You see, I was right," she said.

"You know far more than any of the
students entering high school, and yet
you cant pass the examinations. It is

because what education you have is frag-

mentary, sketchy. You need the disci-

pline of study, such as only skilled teach-

ers can give you. You must be thor-

oughly grounded. Professor Hilton is

right, and if I were you I 'd go to night
school. A year and a half of it might
enable you to catch up that additional

six months. Besides, that would leave

you your days in which to write, or, if

you could not make your living by your
pen, you would have your days in which
to work in some position."

But if my days are taken up with
work and my nights with school, when
am I going to see you?—was Martin's
first thought, though he refrained from

uttering it. Instead, he said :

"It seems so babyish for me to be go-

ing to night school. But I would n't

mind that, if I thought it would pay.
But I dont think it will pay. I

can do the work quicker than they can

teach me. It would be a loss of time
" He thought of her and his desire

to have her—"And I cant aflFord the

time. I have n't the time to spare, in

fact."

"There is so much that is necessary."
She looked at him gently, and he felt

that he was a brute to oppose her.

"Physics and chemistry
—you can 't do

them without laboratory study ;
and

you '11 find algebra and geometry almost

hopeless without instruction. You need

the skilled teachers, the specialists in

the art of imparting knowledge."
He was silent for a minute, casting

about for the least vainglorious way in

which to express himself.

"Please dont think I 'm bragging," he

began. "I dont intend it that way at

all. But I have a feeling that I am what
I may call a natural student. I can study

by myself. I take to it kindly, like a

duck to water. You see yourself what
I did with grammar. And I 've learned
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much of other things
—you would never

dream how much. And I 'm only get-

ting started. Wait till I get
" He

hesitated and assured himself of the pro-
nunciation before he said "momentum.
I'm getting my first real feel of things
now. I 'm beginning to size up the sit-

uation
"

"Please dont say 'size up'
"

she inter-

rupted.
"To get a line on things," he hastily

amended.
"That does n't mean anything, in cor-

rect English," she objected.
He floundered for a fresh start.

"What I 'm driving at is that I 'm be-

ginning to get the lay of the land."

Out of pity she forebore, and he went
on:

"Knowledge seems to me like a chart-

room. Whenever I go into the library
I am impressed that way. The part

played by teachers is to teach the student

the contents of the chart-room in a sys-
tematic way. The teachers are guides
to the chart-room, that 's all. It 's not

something that they have in their own
heads. They dont make it up, dont cre-

ate it. It 's all in the chart-room and

they know their way about in it, and
it 's their business to show the place to

strangers who might else get lost. Now
I dont get lost easily. I have the bump
of location. I usually know where I 'm

at—what 's wrong now ?"

"Dont say 'where I'm at.'"

"That's right," he said gratefully,
"where I am. But where am I at—I

mean, where am I ? Oh, yes, in the

chart-room. Well, some people
"

"Persons," she corrected.

"Some persons need guides ;
most per-

sons do, but I think I can get along with-

out them. I 've spent a lot of time in

the chart-room now, and I'm on the edge
of knowing my way about, what charts

I want to refer to, what coasts I want
to explore. And from the way I line it

up, I '11 explore a whole lot more quickly

by myself. The speed of a fleet, you
know, is the speed of the slowest ship,
and the speed of the teachers is affected

in the same way. They cant go any
faster than the ruck of their scholars,
and I can set a faster pace for myself

than they can set for a whole school-

room."
" 'He travels the fastest who travels

alone,'
"

she quoted at him.

But I 'd travel faster with you just the

same, was what he wanted to blurt out,

as he caught a vision of a world without

end of sun-lit spaces and starry voids

through which he drifted with her, his

arm around her, her pale-gold hair blow-

ing about his face. In the same instant

he was aware of the pitiful inadequacy
of speech. God ! If he could so frame
words that she could see what he then

saw ! And he felt the stir in him, like

a throe of yearning pain, of the desire

to paint these visions that flashed unsum-
moned on the mirror of his mind. Ah,
that was it! He caught at the hem of

the secret. It was the very thing that

the great writers and master-poets did.

That was why they were giants. They
knew how to express what they thought,
and felt, and saw. Dogs asleep in the

sun often whined and barked, but they
were unable to tell what they saw that

made them whine and bark. He had
often wondered what it was. And that

was all he was, a dog asleep in the sun.

He saw noble and beautiful visions, but
he could only whine and bark at Ruth.
But he would cease sleeping in the sun.

He would stand up, with open eyes, and
he would struggle and toil and learn un-

til, with eyes unblinded and tongue un-

tied, he could share with her his visoned
wealth. Other men had discovered the
trick of expression, of making words
obedient servitors, and of making com-
binations of words mean more than the
sum of their separate meanings. He was
stirred profoundly by the passing glimpse
of the secret, and he was again caught
up in the vision of sun-lit spaces and

starry voids—until it came to him that

it was very quiet, and he saw Ruth re-

garding him with an amused expression
and a smile in her eyes.

"I have had a great visioning," ho

said, and at the sound of his words in

his own ears his heart gave a leap.
Where had those words come from?

They had adequately expressed the pause
his vision had put in the conversation.
It was a miracle. Never had he so lofti-
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ly framed a lofty thought. But never
had he attempted to frame lofty

thoughts in words. That was it. That

explained it. He had never tried. But
Swinburne had, and Tennyson, and Kip-
ling, and all the other poets. His mind
flashed on to his "Pearl-Diving." He
had never dared the big things, the spirit
of the beauty that was a fire in him.
That article would be a different thing
when he was done with it. He was ap-

palled by the vastness of the beauty
that rightfully belonged in it, and again
his mind flashed and dared, and he de-

manded of himself why he could not

chant that beauty in noble verse as the

great poets did. And there was all the

mysterious delight and spiritual wonder
of his love for Ruth. Why could he
not chant that, too, as the poets did?

They had sung of love. So would he.

By God !

And in his frightened ears he heard
his exclamation echoing. Carried away,
he had breathed it aloud. The blood

surged into his face, wave upon wave,
mastering the bronze of it till the blush
of shame flaunted itself from the collar-

rim to the roots of his hair,

"I—I—beg your pardon," he stam-
mered. "I was thinking."

"It sounded as if you were praying,"
she said bravely, but she felt herself in-

side to be withering and shrinking. It

was the first time she had heard an oath
from the lips of a man she knew, and
she was shocked, not merely as a matter
of principle and training, but shocked in

.•spirit by this rough blast of life in the

garden of her sheltered maidenhood.
But she forgave, and with surprise at

the ease of her forgiveness. Somehow,
it was not so difficult to forgive him any-
thing. He had not had a chance to be
as other men, and he was trying so hard,
and succeeding, too. It never entered
her head that there could be any other
reason for her being kindly disposed to-

ward him. She was tenderly disposed
toward him, but she did not know it.

She had no way of knowing it. The
placid poise of twenty-four years with-
out a single love affair did not fit her

with a keen perception of her own feel-

ings, and she, who had never warmed to

actual love, was unaware that she was

warming now.

CHAPTER XI.

MARTIN
went back to his pearl

-

diving article, which would have
been finished sooner if it had not been
broken in upon so frequently by his at-

tempts to write poetry. His poems were
love poems, inspired by Ruth, but they
were never completed. Not in a day
could he learn to chant in noble verse.

Rhyme and metre and structure were
serious enough in themselves, but there

was, over and beyond them, an intangi-
ble and evasive something that he caught
in all great poetry, but which he could

not catch and imprison in his own. It

was the elusive spirit of poetry itself

that he sensed and sought after but could

not capture. It seem a glow to him, a

warm and trailing vapor, ever beyond
his reaching, though sometimes he was
rewarded by catching at shreds of it and

weaving them into phrases that echoed

in his brain with haunting notes or drift-

ed across his vision in misty wafture of

unseen beauty. It was baffling. He
ached with desire to express and could

but gibber prosaically as everybody gib-
bered. He read his fragments aloud.

The meter marched along on perfect feet,

and the rhyme pounded a longer and

equally faultless rhythm, but the glow
and high exaltation that he felt within

were lacking. He could not understand,
and time and again, in despair, defeated -

and depressed, he returned to his article.

Prose was certainly an easier medium.

Following the "Pearl-Diving," he
wrote an article on the sea as a career,

another on turtle-catching, and a third

on the northeast trades. Then he tried,

as an experiment, a short story, and be-

fore he broke his stride he had finished

six short stories and dispatched them to

various magazines. He wrote prolific-

ally, intensely, from morning till night
and late at night, except when he broke
off to go to the reading-room, draw
books from the library, or to call on
Ruth. He was profoundly happy. Life

was pitched high. He was in a fever

that never broke. The joy of creation

that is supposed to belong to the gods,
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was his. All the life about him, the

odors of stale vegetables and soapsuds,
the slatternly form of his sister and the

jeering face of Mr. Higginbotham, was
a dream. The real world was in his

mind, and the stories he wrote were so

many pieces of reality out of his mind.
The days were too short. There was

so much he wanted to study. He cut

his sleep down to five hours and found
that he could get along upon it. He
tried four hours and a half, and regret-

fully came back to five. He could joy-

fully have spent all his waking hours

upon any one of his pursuits. It was
with regret that he ceased from writing
to study, that he ceased from study to

go to the library, that he tore himself

away from that chart-room of knowledge
or from the magazines in the reading-
room that were filled with the secrets of

v/riters who succeeded in selling their

wares. It was like severing heart-

strings, when he was with Ruth, to stand

up and go ; and he scorched through the

dark streets so as to get home to his

books at the least possible expense of

time. And hardest of all was it to shut

up the algebra or physics, put note-book
and pencil aside, and close his tired eyes
in sleep. He hated the thought of ceasing
to live, even for so short a time, and his

sole consolation was that the alarm clock

was set five hours ahead. He would
lose only five hours anyway, and then

the jangling bell would jerk him out

of unconsciousness and he would have
before him another glorious day of nine-

teen hours.
In the meantime the weeks were pass-

ing, his money was ebbing low, and there

was no money coming in. A month af-

ter he had mailed it, the adventure serial

for boys was returned to him by the

Youth's Companion. The rejection slip

was so tactfully worded that he felt

kindly toward the editor. But he did not
feel so kindly toward the editor of the

San Francisco Examiner. After wait-

ing two whole weeks, Martin had written
to him. A week later he wrote again.
At the end of the month, he went over
to San Francisco and personally called

upon the editor. But he did not meet
that exalted personage, thanks to a Cer-

berus of an office-boy, of tender years
and red hair, who guarded the portals.
At the end of the fifth week the manu-
script came back to him, by mail, without
comment. There was no rejection slip,

no explanation, nothing. In the same

way his other articles were tied up with
the other leading San Francisco papers.
When he recovered them he sent them
to the magazines in the East, from which

they were returned more promptly, ac-

companied always by the printed rejec-
tion slips.

The short stories were returned in sim-
ilar fashion. He read them over and
over, and liked them so much that he
could not puzzle out the cause of their

rejection, until, one day, he read in a

newspaper that manuscripts should al-

ways be typewritten. That explained it.

Of course, editors were so busy that they
could not afford the time and strain of

reading handwriting. Martin rented a

typewriter and spent a day mastering the

machine. Each day he typed what he

composed, and he typed his earlier man-

uscripts as fast as they were returned to

him. He was surprised when the typed
ones began to come back. His jaw
seemed to become squarer, his chin more
aggressive, and he bundled the manu-
scripts off to new editors.

The thought came to him that he was
not a good judge of his own work. He
tried it out on his sister. He read his

stories aloud to her. Gertrude's eyes

glistened, and she looked at him proudly
as she said :

"Aint it grand, you writin' those sort

of things."

"Yes, yes," he demanded impatiently.
"But the story

—how did you like it?"

"Just grand," was the reply. "Just

grand, an' thrilling, too. I was all

worked up."
He could see that her mind was nor

clear. The perplexity was strong in her

good-natured face. So he waited.

"But, say. Mart," after a long pause,
"how did it end? Did that young man
who spoke so highfalutin' get her?"

And, after he had explained the end,
which he thought he had made artistical-

ly obvious, she would say :

"That 's what I wanted to know.
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Why did n't you write that way in the

story ?"

One thing he learned, after he had
read her a number of stories, namely,
that she liked happy endings.

"That story was perfectly grand," she

announced, straightening up from the

wash-tub with a tired sigh and wiping
the sweat from her forehead with a red,

steamy hand; "but it makes me sad. I

want to cry. There is too many sad

things in the world anyway. It makes
me happy to think about happy things.
Now if he 'd married her, and * * *

You dont mind. Mart?" she queried ap-

prehensively. "I just happen to feel that

way, because I 'm tired, I guess. But
the story was grand just the same, per-

fectly grand. Where are you goin' to

sell it?"

"That 's a horse of another color," he

laughed.
"But if you did sell it, what do you

think you 'd get for it ?"

"Oh, a hundred dollars. That would
be the least, the way prices go."

"My ! I do hope you '11 sell it !"

"Easy money, eh?" Then he added

proudly, "I wrote it in two days. That *s

fifty dollars a day."
He longed to read his stories to Ruth,

but did not dare. He would wait till

some were published, he decided, then

she would understand what he had been

working for. In the meantime he toiled

on. Never had the spirit of adventure
lured him more strongly than on this

amazing exploration of the realm of

mind. He bought the text-books on

physics and chemistry, and, along with
his algebra, worked out problems and
demonstrations. He took the laboratory

proofs on faith, and his intense power of

vision enabled him to see the reactions

of chemicals more understandingly than
the average student saw them in the

laboratory. Martin wandered on through
the heavy pages, overwhelmed by the

clews he was getting to the nature of

things. He had accepted the world as
the world, but now he was comprehend-
ing the organization of it, the play and

interplay of force and matter. Spontan-
eous explanations of old matters were

continually arising in his mind. Levers

and purchases fascinated him, and his

mind roved backward to hand-spikes and
blocks-and-tackles at sea. The theory of

navigation, which enabled the ships to

travel unerringly their courses over the

pathless ocean, was made clear to him
The mysteries of storm, and rain, and
tide were revealed, and the reason for

the existence of trade-winds made him
wonder whether he had written his ar-

ticle on the northeast trade too soon. At

any rate he knew he could write it bet-

ter now. One afternoon he went out
with Arthur to the University of Cali

fornia, and, with bated breath and a feel-

ing of religious awe, went through the

laboratories, saw demonstrations, and
listened to a physics professor lecturing
to his classes.

But he did not neglect his writing. A
stream of short stories flowed from his

pen, and he branched out into the easier

forms of verse—the kind he saw printed
in the magazines ; though he lost his

head and wasted two weeks on a tragedy
in blank verse, the swift rejection of

which, by half-a-dozen magazines dumb-
founded him. Then he discovered Hen-

ley and wrote a series of sea-poems on
the model of Hospital Sketches. They
were simple poems, of light and color,

and romance and adventure. "Sea

Lyrics," he called them, and he judged
them to be the best work he had yet
done. There were thirty, and he com-

pleted them in a month, doing one a day
after having done his regular day's work .

on fiction, which day's work was the

equivalent to a week's work of the aver-

age successful writer. The toil meant

nothing to him. It was not toil. He
was finding speech, and all the beauty
and wonder that had been pent for years
behind his .inarticulate Lips ,was now
pouring forth in a wild and virile flood.

He showed the "Sea Lyrics" to no

one, not even to the editors. He had be-

come distrustful of editors." But it was
not distrust that prevented him from

submitting the "Lyrics." They were so

beautiful to him that he was impelled
to save them to share with Ruth in some

glorious, far-off time when he would
dare to read to her what he had written.

Against that time he kept them with
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him, reading them aloud, going over

them until he knew them by heart.

He lived every moment of his waking
hours, and he lived in his sleep, his sub-

jective mind rioting through his five

hours of surcease and combining the

thoughts and events of the day into gro-

tesque and impossible marvels. In real-

ity, he never rested, and a weaker body
or a less firmly poised brain would have

been prostrated in a general break-down.

His late afternoon calls on Ruth were
rarer now, for June was approaching,
when she would take her degree and fin-

ish with the University. Bachelor of

Arts !
—when he thought of her degree

it seemed she fled beyond him faster

than he could pursue.
One afternoon a week she gave to

him, and, arriving late, he usually stayed
for dinner and for music afterward.

Those were his red-letter days. The at-

mosphere of the house, in such contrast

with that in which he lived, and the

mere nearness to her, sent him forth

each time with a firmer grip on his re-

solve to climb the heights. In spite of

the beauty in him, and the aching desire

to create, it was for her that he strug-

gled. He was a lover first and always.
All other things he subordinated to love.

Greater than his adventure in the world

of thought was his love-adventure. The
world itself was not so amazing because

of the atoms and molecules that com-

posed it according to the propulsions of

irresistible force; what made it amazing
was the fact that Ruth lived in it. She
was the most amazing thing he had ever

known, or dreamed, or guessed.
But he was oppressed always by her

remoteness. She was so far from him,
and he did not know how to approach
her. He had been a success with girls

and women in his own class ;
but he had

never loved any of them, while he did

love her, and, besides, she was not merely
of another class. His very love elevated

her above all classes. She was a being

apart, so far apart that he did not know
how to draw near to her as a lover should

draw near. It was true, as he acquired

knowledge and language, that he was

drawing nearer, talking her speech, dis-

covering ideas and delights in common ;

but this did not satisfy his lover's yearn-

ing. His lover's imagination had made
her holy, too holy, too spiritualized to

have any kinship with him in the flesh.

It was his own love that thrust her from,

him and made her seem impossible for

him. Love itself denied him the one

4;hing that it desired.

And then, one day, without warning,
the gulf between them was bridged for

a moment, and thereafter, though the

gulf remained, it was ever narrower.

They had been eating cherries—great,
luscious black cherries with a juice of

the color of dark wine. And later, as

she read aloud to him from "The Prin-

cess," he chanced to notice the stain of

cherries on her lips. For the moment
her divinity was shattered. She was

clay, after all, mere clay, subject to the

common law of clay as his clay was sub-

ject, or anybody's clay. Her lips were
flesh like his, and cherries dyed them as

cherries dyed his. And if so with her

lips, then was it so with all of her. She
was woman, all woman, just like any
woman. It came upon him abruptly.
It was a revelation that stunned him.
It was as if he had seen the sun fall out

of the sky, or had seen worshiped purity
polluted.
Then he realized the significance of it,

and his heart began pounding and chal-

lenging him to play the lover with this

woman who was not a spirit from other

worlds, but a mere woman with lips a

cherry could stain. He trembled at the

audacity of his thought ; but all his soul

was singing, and reason, in a triumphant
paean, assured him he was right. Some-

thing of this change in him must have
reached her, for she paused from her

reading, looked up at him, and smiled.

His eyes dropped from her blue eyes to

her lips, and the sight of the stain mad-
dened him. His arms all but flashed out

to her and around her, in the way of his

old careless life. She seemed to lean to-

ward him, to wait, and all his will fought
to hold him back.

"You were not following a word," she

pouted.
Then she laughed at him, delighting

in his confusion, and as he looked into

her frank eyes and knew that she had
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divined nothing of what he felt, he be-

came abashed. He had indeed in thought
dared too far. Of all the women he
had known there was lio woman who
would not have guessed

—save her. And
she had not guessed. Tli.ere was the

difference. She zvas different. He was

appalled by his own grossness, awed by
her clear innocence, and he gazed again
at her across the gulf. The bridge had
broken down.

But still the incident had brought him
nearer. The memory of it persisted, and
in the moments when he was most cast

down he dwelt upon it eagerly. The
gulf was never again so wide. He had

accomplished a distance vastly greater
than a bachelorship of arts, or a dozen

bachelorships. She was pure, it was

true, as he had never dreamed of purity ;

but cherries stained her lips. She was

subject to the laws of the universe just
as inexorably as he was. She had to eat

to live, and when she got her feet wet
she caught cold. But that was not the

point. If she could feel hunger and
thirst, and heat and cold, then could she
feel love—and love for a man. Well,
he was a man. And why could he not
be the man. "It 's up to me to make
good," he would murmur fervently. 'T

will be the man, I will make myself the
man. I will make good."

CHAPTER XII.

EARLY
one evening, struggling with

a sonnet that twisted all awry the

beauty and thought that trailed in glow
and vapor through his brain, Martin
was called to the telephone.

"It 's a lady's voice, a fine lady's,"
Mr. Higginbotham, who had called him.
jeered.

Martin went to the telephone in the
corner of the room, and felt a wave of
warmth rush through him as he heard
Ruth's voice. In his battle with tht
sonnet he had forgotten her existence,
and at the sound of her voice his love
for her smote him like a sudden blow.
And such a voice!—delicate and sweet,
like a strain of music heard far off and
faint, or better, Hke a bell of silver, a

perfect tone, crystal-pure. No mere wo-
man had a voice like that. There was

something celestial about it, and it came
from other worlds. He could scarcely
hear what it said, so ravished was he,

though he controlled his face, for he
knew that Mr. Higginbotham's ferret-

eyes were fixed upon him.
It was not much that Ruth wanted to

say
—

merely that Norman had been go-
ing to take her to a lecture that night,
but that he had a headache, and she was
so disappointed, and she had the tickets,
and that if he had no other engagement
would he be good enough to take her ?

Would he! He fought to sup-
press the eagerness in his voice. It was
amazing. He had always seen her in

her own house. And he had never dared
to ask her to go anywhere with him.

Quite irrelevantly, still at the telephone
and talking with her, he felt an overpow-
ering desire to die for her, and visions
of heroic sacrifice shaped and dissolved
in his whirling brain. He loved her
so much, so terribly, so hopelessly. In
that moment of mad happiness that she
should go out with him, go to a lec-

ture with him—with him, Martin
Eden—she soared so far above him
that there seemed nothing else for him
to do than die for her. It was the only
fit way in which he could express the tre-

mendous and lofty emotion he felt for
her. It was the sublime abnegation of
true love that comes to all lovers, and
it came to him there, at the telephone,
in a whirlwind of fire and glory; and to

die for her, he felt, was to have lived

and loved well. And he was only twen-

ty-one, and he had never been in love

before.

His hand trembled as he hung up the

receiver, and he was weak from the

orgasm which had stirred him. His eyes
were shining like an angel's, and his

face was transfigured, purged of all

earthly dross and pure and holy.
"Makin' dates outside, eh^" his broth-

er-in-law sneered. "You know what
that means. You '11 be in the police-
court yet."

But Martin could not come down from
the height. Not even the bestiality of

the allusion could bring him back to

earth. Anger and hurt were beneath

him. He had seen a great vision and
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was as a god, and he could feel only

profound and awful pity for this maggot
of a man. He did not look at him, and,

though his eyes passed over him, he did

not see him
;
and as in a dream he passed

out of the room to dress. It was not

until he had reached his own room and
was tying his necktie that he became
aware of a sound that lingered unpleas-

antly in his ears. On investigating this

sound he identified it as the final snort

of Bernard Higginbotham which some-
how had not penetrated to his brain be-

fore.

As Ruth's front door closed behind
them and he came down the steps with

her, he found himself greatly perturbed.
It was not unalloyed bliss, taking her to

the lecture. He did not know what he

ought to do. He had seen on the streets,

with persons of her class, that the wo-
men took the men's arms. But then,

again, he had seen themi when they
did n't

;
and he wondered if it was only

in the evening that arms were taken, or

only between husbands and wives and
relatives.

Just before he reached the sidewalk,

he remembered Minnie. Minnie had al-

ways been a stickler. She had called

him down, the second time she walked
out with him, because he had gone along
on the inside, and she had laid the law

down to him that a gentleman always
walked on the outside—when he was
with a lady. And Minnie had made a

practice of kicking his heels, whenever

they crossed from one side the street to

the other, to remind him to get over on

the outside. He wondered where she

had got that item of etiquette, and
whether it had filtered down from above
and wa5 all right.

It would n't do any harm to try it, he

decided, by the time they had reached the

sidewalk; and he swung behind Ruth
and took up his station on the outside.

Then the other problem presented itself.

Should he offer her his arm? He had
never offered anybody his arm in his

life. The girls he had known never
took the fellows' arms. For the first

several times they walked freely, side by
side, and after that it was arms around
the waists, and heads against the fel-

lows' shoulders where the streets were

unlighted. But this was different. She
was n't that kind of a girl. He must
do something.
He crooked the arm next to her—

crooked it very slightly and with secret

tentativeness, not invitingly, but just

casually, as though he was accustomed
to walk that way. And then the wonder-
ful thing happened. He felt her hand

upon his arm. Delicious thrills ran

through him at the contact, and for a

few sweet moments it seemed that he
had left the solid earth and was flying
with her through the air. But he was
soon back again, perturbed by a new
complication. They were crossing the

street. This would put him on the in-

side. He should be on the outside.

Should he therefore drop her arm and

change over? And if he did so, would
he have to repeat the maneuver the next

time? And the next? There was some-

thing wrong about it, and he resolved

not to caper about and play the fool.

Yet he was not satisfied with his con-

clusion, and when he found himself on
the inside he talked quickly and earnest-

ly, making a show of being carried away
by what he was saying, so that, in case

he was wrong in not changing sides,

his enthusiasm would seem the cause for

his carelessness.

As they crossed Broadway, he came
face to face with a new problem. In

the blaze of the electric lights, he saw
Lizzie Connolly and her giggly friend.

Only for an instant he hesitated, then

his hand went up and his hat came off.

He could not be disloyal to his kind,
and it was to more than Lizzie Connolly
that his hat was lifted. She nodded
and looked at him boldly, not with soft

and gentle eyes like Ruth's, but with

eyes that were handsome and hard and
that swept on past him to Ruth and
itemized her face and dress and station.

And he was aware that Ruth looked,

too, with quick eyes that were timid

and mild as a dove's, but which saw,
in a look that was a flutter on and past,
the working-class girl in her cheap
finery and under the strange hat that

all working-class girls were wearing
just then.
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"What a pretty girl," Ruth said, a

moment later.

Martin could have blessed her, though
he said :

"I dont know. I guess it 's all a mat-

ter of personal taste, but she does n't

strike me as being particularly pretty."

"Why, there is n't one woman in ten

thousand with features as regular as

hers. They are splendid. Her face

is as clear-cut as a cameo. And her

eyes are beautiful."

"Do you think so?" Martin queried

absently, for to him there was only one
beautiful woman in the world, and she

was beside him, her hand upon his

arm.
"Do I think so? If that girl had

proper opportunity to dress, Mr. Eden,
and if she were taught how to carry

herself, you would be fairly dazzled by
her, and so would all men."

"She would have to be taught how
to speak," he commented, "or else most
of the men would n't understand her.

I 'm sure you could n't understand a

quarter of what she said, if she just

spoke naturally."
"Nonsense! You are as bad as Ar-

thur when you try to make your point."
"You forget how I talked when you

first met me. I have learned a new
language since then. Before that time
I talked as that girl talks. Now I can

manage to make myself understood suf-

ficiently in your language to explain that

you do not know that other girl's lan-

guage. And do you know why she car-

ries herself the way she does? I think
about such things now, though I never
used to think about them, and I am be-

ginning to understand—much."
"But why does she?"
"She has worked long hours for years

at machines. When one's body is young
it is very pliable, and hard work will

mould it like putty according to the

nature of the work. I can tell at a

glance the trades of many workingmen
I meet on the street. Look at me. Why
am I rolling all about the shop? Be-
cause of the years I put in on the sea.

If I 'd put in the same years cow-

punching, with my body young and plia-

ble, I would n't be rolling now, but I 'd

be bow-legged. And so with that girl.

You noticed that her eyes were what
I might call hard. She has never been
sheltered. She has had to take care

of herself, and a young girl cant take

care of herself and keep her eyes soft

and gentle like—like yours, for ex-

ample."
"I think you are right," Ruth said in

a low voice. "And it is too bad. She is

such a pretty girl."
He looked at her and saw her eyes

luminous with pity. And then he re-

membered that he loved her and was
lost in amazement at his fortune that

permitted him to love her and to take
her on his arm to a lecture.

Who are you, Martin Eden? he de-

manded of himself in the looking-glass,
that night, when he got back to his room.
He gazed at himself long and curiously.
Who are you? What are you? Where
do you belong? You belong by rights
to girls like Lizzie Connolly. You be-

long with the legions of toil, with all

that is low, and vulgar, and unbeautiful.

You belong with the oxen and the

drudges, in dirty surroundings among
smells and stenches. There are the stale

vegetables now. Those potatoes are rot-

ting. Smell them, damn you, smell

themi. And yet you dare to open the

books, to listen to beautiful music, to

learn to love beautiful paintings, to speak
good English, to think thoughts that

none of your own kind thinks, to tear

yourself away from the oxen and the

Lizzie Connollys and to love a pale

spirit of a woman who is a million

miles beyond you and who lives in the

stars. Who are you? and what are

you ? damn you ! And are you going to

make good?
He shook his fist at himself in the

glass, and sat down on
t\]^ edge of the

bed to dream for a space with wide

eyes. Then he got out notebook and

algebra and lost himself in quadratic

equations while the hours slipped by, and
the stars dimmed, and the gray of dawn
flooded against his window.

(To be Continued).
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Man or Prophet
By Elizabeth Vore

HE day was perfect, with
a soft wind from the sea.

and a wilderness of bloom
and sunshine everywhere.

In strange discord with
the scene was the face of

the man standing on the vine-wreathed

piazza of a suburban cottage. It was a

dark, forbidding face whose hard lines

and gloomy eyes needed only the bitter

mouth to make it a face from which one
turned away instinctively. It jarred up-
on one as incongruous—a blot upon the

beauty of the day.
At some inward thought the scowl on

the man's face deepened. He reached

up and pulled rudely from its swaying
stem, a lush white rose and crushed it

savagely in his fingers as if its sweetness
and purity were a reproach to him. As
he gazed contemptuously upon its

bruised petals, a sneering smile curled
his lip.

"What are you now ?" he asked,
"

'a

thing of beauty and a joy forever?'
Those words are lies—as are all such
cant—as I have crushed this frail thing,
so would I crush all who voice such
words upon this cursed earth of false

standards, empty ideals and vain illu-

sions—the sooner shattered the better!"
A shadow fell across the path. The

speaker raised his somber eyes and his

face paled and grew livid.

"Youl" he muttered between his set

teeth.

A man in clerical garb was passing,
his shadow had darkened the path

—a

shadow that by all rights of justice
should follow this man at every turn of

his life.i

Involuntarily the eyes of the two men
met.

"Curse you !" said the man across
whose pathway the shadow had fallen

"Curse you for a white-faced hypo-
crite!"

The individual at whose head these

maledictions were hurled, half paused and
for a single instant his serene eyes rest-

ed in grave pity upon the distorted coun-
tenance of the speaker. Something in

his own calm face, its spirituality and

peace—maddened the man who had just

spoken. Perhaps he felt intuitively that

curses were powerless to harm this man,
who, with a glance of ineffable gentle-
ness, bowed and passed on.

* * *

It was afternoon; the boat was crowd-
ed. One man sat apart near the stern.

His face was as serene and tranquil as

the evening sky ;
in his clear eyes a deep

peace shone, and more than one pair of

eyes softened and lingered wistfully up-
on his face.

A man walking restlessly up and down
the deck paused abruptly. A contemp-
tuous smile curled his lips. His eyes
full of malignant scorn swept the man
before him from head to foot. For the

second time that day these two men met.
A great compassion swept into the

soul of one of them. A pity, god-like
in its tenderness, touched his heart at

the sight of the misery and sin in the

face before him. He held out his hand
to the man who had injured him more
than all other men in life—more than

any man could ever injure him again.
"Ashton," he said gently, "have you

forgotten that once we were friends ? In

remembrance of the love we bore each
other let all animosity cease. I forgive
you, fully, freely

—
your hatred cannot

hurt me, but it hurts you."
The other regarded him with strange-

ly twitching lips. Did some good angel
plead with him at that moment? If so
it plead in vain. He raised his cane
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deliberately and struck down the extend-

ed hand.

The man so greatly insulted regarded
him with deep pain in his eyes. No re-

proach fell from his tightly compressed
lips.

An instant later a cry of horror es-

caped him.
It had happened in a moment. Prob-

ably the boat lurched and the man blind-

ed by evil passions, lost his balance and
fell overboard. Only one man had seen

the water close over him, this man had
known him from childhood. An instant

later a second head was seen above the

water for a minute and then the waves
closed over it.

"Man overboard !" The cry rang out

and was passed from lip to lip. The life-

boat was lowered and willing hands

were ready for the rescue.

They placed him upon the deck. The

lingering radiance of the evening sky
fell with a transfiguring light upon his

upturned face. A great silence had fall-

en upon the crowd. By the unconscious

man's side knelt a figure, dripping and
disheveled. Slowly the kneeling man
arose to his feet

; down his haggard face

the tears were streaming. He clutched

his throat as if to tear from it some im-

pediment that choked him.

The man who had lain like the dead,
until all hope had left those about him,

stirred, and a shiver ran over him
;
he

opened his eyes and fixed them solemnly
upon the face of the man who had been

kneeling beside him.
"Ashton!" he whispered.
A joy almost terrible to witness leapt

into the other man's eyes. He fell upon
his knees again and laid his arm around
the prostrate man. Those who stood

around him were forgotten.

"John !" he gasped. "John !
—You are

not dead ! Such pity, mercy, forgiveness—it is not lost to the world—for my un-

worthy sake! My worthless life is

yours
—do with it henceforth as you

Willi"

Sobs choked his utterance. Bending
down he kissed the brow of the man to

whom consciousness was tardily return-

ing and in whose eyes the solemnity of

the mysterious unknown still lingered.

"I accept the gift
—I shall hold you to

it," he whispered.

n.

IN
his study John Grey stood with

his hand resting on the hand of

Ashton Wynn. The subdued light that

fell softly through the diamond-paned
window rested like a halo around his

head; in it his pale face shone with a

radiance that glorified its exalted calm.

"You have given me your life, Ash-

ton, and that which belongs to me, be-

longs to my God," he said solemnly.
The other man's face was convulsed

with conflicting emotions.
"Your ethics, John—always your

ethics! Are you the result of them, I

wonder? or are they the result of you?—and why not? You are the most god-
like influence that has ever crossed my
life, or come within my knowledge."
"Ashton !"

John Grey's voice tinged with hor-

ror, broke in with quick rebuke.

"Honesty, John," said Ashton with

grave decision, yet with the exquisite
tenderness that now characterized his

manner to *

John, and which had so

changed him that a miracle seemed

wrought—"honesty must be allowed

every soul. I have spoken only Truth,
neither God nor man should fear that

The God of your belief I refuse to

acknowledge, for I see nothing in life

nor creation to justify a belief in His
existence. A God of the Universe I

acknowledge—but do so with unutter-

able bitterness. H His power is su-

preme, His heart is pitiless
—and as cruel

as the colossal farce of His creation,
where the strong prey upon the weak,
the innocent suflfer for the guilty ; where
crime thrives and prospers ; where evil

flaunts, and the righteous call and there

is no answer—until patient hearts break,

giant intellects totter and reason stag-

gers; while those who uphold the ban-
ners of righteousness are ground under
the wheels of the unrighteous! Your
sublime faith, John—what would I not

give for it—it is like a lamp shining in a

God-forgotten world."

"Ashton," said John sadly, "with your
analytical brain, your keen logic, and
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your innate honesty of nature, it is as

impossible for you not to believe in a

Supreme Being as it is for you to stop

thinking
—and as well try to stop the

tide from coming in, as to stop that won-
derful brain of yours. But you have al-

lowed the sins of earth, and the error

which emanates from the heart of man-
kind to blind you to the true nature of

man's Creator—to the infinite tender-

ness of the heart of a Divine Father."

"Existing conditions," said Ashton,

"prove to me conclusively, that He either

has not the supreme power your ethics

give him, or that nature with which you
crown Him. May not the conception of

such a nature emanate from your own
wonderful soul? In you, I find all the

moral elements you attribute to Him—
minus the power your faith vests in Him.
Are they attributes of you? A man's

ethics might be the result of himself—or

are they the result of a Great Personi-

fication of such attributes, as may, when
reflected in a human soul make it—not

God—but God-like."

"Ashton—cease, I beg of you ! Put
such thoughts from your mind, your
words are sacrilege. I am but a weak,
feeble creature, and for every battle won—alas 1 how many have been lost !

"Then," said Ashton gloomily, "He
must be, as Mill, I think, has said 'lim-

ited by His own laws,' and in that case

not Supreme, but only a Great Intellect

higher than all other intellects."

Ashton's voice was intensely bitter ;

John's face was anguished and drawn,
"Look upward, Ashton, toward the

light
—you look downward where night

reigns. In the light of love no evil

thing can dwell—-look upward, I be-

seech you."
"Sweet dreamer of pleasant dreams."

said Ashton, regarding the pale, spiritual
face of John with a shadowy smile of

tenderness in his somber eyes.
"I can see," he continued, "only real

things and real conditions and in them I

fmd no comfort, but if you are the re-

sult of your religion
—then may your

God in mercy touch my blind eyes that

I may see the divine love that is able to

endow you with such sublime forgive-
ness; daily I ask myself how you can

forgive me—chiefest of all sinners

against you ?"

"Because I love you, even as my Re-

deemer loved me," said John gently.

"He ought to love you," said Ashton
with the sure insight that saw every side

of a subject at a glance. "He ought to

love you, for your whole life is formed
and builded according to His precepts;
it is as white as it is possible for a shin-

ing soul all love and forgiveness to

be; while you, by every right of the

flesh, by every natural instinct, should

hate me. Yet you would give your life

—
aye more, a thousand times more than

the life you have already risked, to save

me from the hell to which you believe

your God will condemn me—you are

better than you ethics, John."
"I would save you from the hell to

which you have condemned yourself,
which is a state of rebellion toward your
Maker," said John pitifully,

Ashton raised his eyes, in tfeem a swift

intelligence shone.

"Yes in hell, you have spoken well,

John.""
'Though you make your bed in hell,

lo ! I am there,'
"

repeated John softly.

"The words of the Christ," murmured
Ashton.

John did not reply. His eyes held a

far-away look, his face shone with an
almost unearthly brightness. Ashton

looking upon it was smitten into silence.

III.

THERE
had been a woman, and her

name was Helene. She had been the

wife of John Grey, and she had not been
a good woman, as is sometimes the case

and the result is broadcast devastation,
ruin and unutterable woe.
The atmosphere in which John Grey

lived she could not comprehend, and in

it she had soon grown restive. Then
Ashton Wynn, a wealthy man, who had

given up the practice of law, for travel

and study, returned from Egypt, and
from the hour they met Helene had
claimed him.

He had not been a man after the man-
ner of John Grey—he had not been a

good man according to the ordinary
standards of righteousness

—
cynical,
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satirical and bitter—with all the sweet-

ness of life past, buried with the young
wife and child who had perished in the

flames before his eyes, calling piteously
for the help he was not permitted to

render, (for strong arms pinioned him
and held him back from the vain sacri-

fice of another life.)

Yet in all the follies in which he had
tried to drown his agony, and benumb
memory, in all the revolt and bitter re-

bellion of his strong nature against the

Almighty, he had not been a dishonor-

able man.
But Helene Grey had no conception

of honor. Utterly selfish and cold-

blooded, with an element of cruelty in

her nature, she stopped at nothing to

achieve her desire.

Ashton Wynn was an honored guest
in the house of his friend, eating of his

bread. And John Grey communed with
the angels, and into the pure calm of his

soul no suspicion found entrance.

At his Side Ashton Wynn, fought a

legion of devils, the most formidable of

which was the fair seductive woman—
who triumphed.

Again let it be repeated, he had not

been a good man; but according to the

way men judge honor, he had not been
dishonorable. He fled from temptation
as a man of honor is bound to do—and
then she had come to him, and few men
could have resisted her.

He had returned—a trusted friend

who had betrayed the trust; an honored

guest in the house of the man he had

injured beyond repair. He grew to hate

this man who trusted him—as only he
who has betrayed trust and knows him-
self unworthy, hates the one he has

wronged. As the false hate integrity
and truth, so Ashton Wynn came to hate

the beautiful soul of the man he was

wronging daily.
And one day John Grey came unex-

pectedly upon these two, and in one
brief instant their treachery and dishonor

were revealed.

As one struck by lightning John had
stood. In his face was the recoil and
horror of one who had suddenly looked

into some horrible abyss.

Livid, paralyzed, Ashton Wynn had

looked at him dumbly, but the woman
had turned like a flash, almost demoniac

triumph blazed in her eyes.
"It is you who are to blame! You—

you!" she cried shrilly. "I hate you I

I hate your cant! I hate your eternal

sweetness that nothing changes—your
strange calm that nothing shakes ! I hate

you—I must have hated you always!"
John Grey had protected the woman

who had borne his name. He offered to

forgive her and take her back again as

his wife and would have taken upon him-
self the burden of his sorrow for the

rest of life with her at his side, but she

laughed at his offer while accepting his

protection.
The nature which can accept sacrifice

is seldom capable of appreciating it, and
Helene never for a moment compre-
hended or appreciated the magnitude of

John's forgiveness and suffering.
Ashton had gone away and John had

kept silent. Later, Helene went abroad
and joined him in Italy.

No one knew why John Grey and his

wife had parted. It was known that she

was abroad
; and popular belief was that

her uncle—and adopted father—support-
ed her. Her uncle strengthened this be-

lief. In reality he did nothing for her,

but he knew that John could not sup-

port her in Europe, with her extravagant
tastes, and he suspected the real truth—
that her life was evil, and that all John
could spare, even stinting himself as he

did, could not satisfy Helene. He had
not approved of her marriage with John,
who had for a short time pleased her

fancy, for he had wanted a rich husband
for her. He disliked John instinctively,
and after Helene had left him, his dis-

like grew to hatred and he became an
active element in the persecution which
followed him from the time Helene left

him.

John's life was above reproach, yet

probably for this very reaSon, he met
with severe criticism from his church,
which was one where Mammon, and not

Christ, was worshiped. No character

known to earth has been the object of

greater criticism than the Christ. Why?
Because his life was stainless.

It is impossible for a spirit such as
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John's to exist without all the powers of

darkness seen and unseen being arrayed
against it. The downfall of such a soul

is more to the forces of evil than a thou-

sand mediocre, minor characters.

Malice, criticism, misfortune, the

venom of envious, inferior natures, and
a heart breaking slowly with unutterable

sorrow—for John had loved his wife,

believing only good of Helene, and

measuring all women by his mother who
had died some years before—all this

was the portion of John Grey ; but noth-

ing was able to shake his faith.
"
'He will not try us beyond what we

are able to bear,'
"
he would repeat this

promise often for his own comfort. But

John was yet to learn that these words

may not be always taken literally. That
some lives are sent to earth to be utterly
sacrificed for the consummation, or

working out of some great purpose, is

proved in every age of the world, since

the beginning of time. Yet the spirit of
the promise is true—no matter what hap-
pens, the faith of such a soul holds
steadfast to the end.

Ilelene had left Ashton after a time,
as such women will. But he had been

glad when she had passed out of his

life
;
a horror of her selfish, unprincipled

nature had grown up in his heart.

Through her he had become a monument
of dishonor and ingratitude. Through
her he had lost the only friend he had

really loved
;
and he hoped never to look

on her face again. But he zvas to look
on it one day, and under circumstances
when it would fill him with the wildest

agony and horror.

After she had left Ashton, Helene had

gone to the very worst to which a

woman, wanton and unprincipled, can
come. Her life was a black abyss into

which John Grey's tortured soul was

compelled to look through his knowledge
of her—and from which no power of his

could save her. He would have given
his life many times over to have re-

claimed the mother of. his dead child

from evil—but Helene was unrepentant ;

she seemed possessed of Satan. Even
John with his almost divine charity

recognized this. Yet he would not be
divorced because of the publicity to her.

After she left Ashton he sent her

money every month, and her demands
came to tax his slender salary to the

uttermost, but he bore it uncomplain-
ingly and skimped and saved, that he

might be able to meet them—and kept
his secret well. She was the mother of

his baby which had lived one day of

life. It was safe with his mother now,
and for this great blessing he thanked
God daily.

People said he was stingy and miserly—he bore that, too.

There came a time when they asked
for a new pastor.

"John Grey loved money too well
;
he

was undoubtedly a miser," they said.

No one knew what he did with his sal-

ary. He had taken rooms too modest
for the pastor of the church he repre-
sented

;
he was shabby to the last de-

gree, and not up with the times. Besides,

his wife would not remain abroad sup-

ported undoubtedly by her uncle, without
a cause. Something was gravely wrong
with his domestic life, and—what was
not to be forgiven

—he had not taken
the church into his confidence; gossip
and curiosity Vv^ere not satisfied. And
lastly he was not smooth enough in his

presentation of the gospel. In other

words which were discreetly left un-

spoken, he preached for rich and poor
alike, dealing out Truth fearlessly

—as

led by his Master—which is the unpar-
donable sin in the world's ethics.

The man or woman, who, without

fear, unfalteringly upholds Truth and
whose life is in accord with it, has been
an object of persecution in every age of
the world. False witnesses will be

brought up against them, and all the

powers of evil will combine to destroy
that soul. Such souls are terrifying to

the forces of evil; false standards can
never deceive them; sophistries cannot
blind them; nor can denunciation, con-
demnation or persecution deceive them.

John Grey's pulpit was filled by an-
other. He had been brought before the
conference and asked to explain the

trouble between himself and his wife,
which had become a reproach to the
church. This he refused to do. His
case was tried, and the result was that
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he was dropped from the conference;
his church disowned him.

He bowed his head again to the bitter

yoke of suffering and injustice.
"
'Though He slay me, yet will I trust

Him.*
"

he said patiently,
—for he had

been given that love "which endureth all

things"
—and he went out into the high-

ways and byways, to work for his Mas-
ter.

Down in the worst slums of the city,

where crime ran riot, and the atmosphere
reeked with sin, his pale face was seen

like a star of hope—and the multitude

followed him. For the soul glorified by

suffering wields an influence for good
stronger than any other human in-

fluence in life, and John's face bore the

mysterious, unmistakable seal of pain.
It was at this time that Ashton Wynn

again came into his life, after three bit-

ter years ;
and in his supreme love for

this man's jeopardized soul, noble by
nature, ere sin had warped and mis-

shapen it, he had put aside the feelings
of flesh and blood. The spirit had risen

dominant over the human, man, and his

own bitter wrongs were laid upon the

altar of his conception of righteousness.
"Give me this man's soul as a recom-

pense !
—

give it to me for Thy kingdom."
This was his daily prayer to God. "My
life, my ability, my health, my intellect,

my earthly welfare—all that I am and

have, save the soul which belongs to my
Maker, I will sacrifice it all willingly,
if by this his soul may be reclaimed !"

Did John Qrey realize all that he

offered in that stupendous prayer?

IV.

THESE
two men came to be almost

constant companions. To Ashton, the

character of John, aside from his pro-
found gratitude and reverent love for

him, which every day grew stronger, was
a psychological study, the magnitude of

which was as marvelous as it was inter-

esting
—and almost as baffling.

The old questions would not be

downed. "Is this man the result of his

ethics, or are they the result of his own
soul? Is his conception of God only a

lofty Ideal
; or is his God in reality the

Creator and God of the Universe?"

"If the latter, how can He exist and
endure the knowledge of this patient,
faithful child's sufferings and wrongs—
the child whose confidence is in Him,
and whose trust in His love and wisdom
is absolute?"

Daily his heart became more closely
wed to John, as all his white life with

its bitter wrongs and patient sacrifices

were revealed, until his love for him be-

came akin to idolatry.
He would have aided John financially,

had be been permitted to do so, for he
had means, but John's sensitive soul

shrank from charity, and to have accept-
ed money from Ashton, of all men, would
have filled him with horror, and would
have been a deeper degradation than he

could have endured. Ashton knew this

and withheld the offer.

John was breaking rapidly under the

strain
;
he had become seriously ill, with

a hard, racking cough, and weakening
sweats at night, for two months. For

nearly three weeks he had not been at

his desk. He had kept books for a

wholesale house, as a means of susten-

ance, since he had lost his pulpit, ekeing
out the salary thus earned, by writing
articles and stories, now and then, for

the magazines; his work of this nature

emanated from his labors in the slums,
and had his strength held out would
doubtless in time have made him famous.

Helene had sent for a larger sum of

money than usual and threatened to re-

turn and expose to every one, the life to

which he had driven her, by his miserly

stinginess. He wrote to her from his

couch and sent her the little money he

could spare.
"It is all I have excepting a small

sum I have in the bank which I have

set aside for a gravestone for the baby's

grave," he wrote. "You would not want
our baby to be without a stone to mark
its resting place." It hurt him to men-
tion his innocent child's naftne to her,

but he hoped the remembrance of it

might soften her.

"I am ill, Helene," he added, "I have

not been able to be at my desk for many
days; as soon as it is possible, I will

send you more money—at present I can-

not send you another dollar."
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It was on a dark morning, with a

lowering sky, that Ashton sat by John's
couch. On account of his anxiety for

John, he had recently taken a room in

the same house. His eyes rested sadly

upon the pale face on the pillow. There
were dark circles under the closed eyes ;

although drawn with suffering, the rare

sweetness of the patient mouth could not

be hidden. John was the only thing left

that he loved
;
and it was evident that he

was dying.
The sick man arose and went over to

the window.
"It is a bad day to be out with this

troublesome cough," he said. "But I

have reserved this morning to attend to

business. I have a small sum set aside

in the bank to purchase a stone for my
little son's grave. I may be breaking
down entirely, and should like to know
that it was attended to. You—you—
have had a child, and you will under-
stand."

"Yes, I understand," said Ashton

hoarsely. He was silent for a moment
and added bitterly : "mine was not per-
mitted a resting place, it was pit^ilessly

wiped out of existence before my very
eyes
—was ever anything on earth more

damnable than that?"

"Yes," said John, out of the agony of

his soul—the only reproach he had ever
offered—"your child had a good mother,
who died with it; mine had not. Man,

,
what shall I say to my boy, when he
asks me where his mother is?"

He took up his hat abruptly and went
out. And Ashton groveled upon the

floor, prostrate upon his face.

Through the darkness of the hour that

followed Ashton Wynn fought his way
alone.

He had no one on whom he could

lean, no one to whom he could turn. At
the end of an hour that seemed an eter-

nity of pain, he heard John returning.
He came uncertainly with halting step.
Could he have grown worse?

^

As he entered the room Ashton raised
his eyes anxiously to his face. At the

sight of it he cried out in alarm :

"John ! in heaven's name what has

gone wrong!"
John's face was ashen

; it looked

pinched and drawn. He did not reply
to Ashton, but sank down in his chair

and buried his face in his hands. Some-

thing in the hopeless misery of his at-

titude chained Ashton to the spot where
he stood. He dared not go over to John
to comfort him.

Silence reigned in the room.

It was broken by a sob, wrung from
the very heart of Ashton Wynn.

"John,
—may I come—to you?" he

asked brokenly. "If you do not—forbid

me—I shall come!"

John did not speak, a groan burst

from his lips. With a quick stride Ash-
ton was beside him. He knelt down and
took the thin delicate hands forcibly

away—his own were trembling.
"What is it? Tell me what has hurt

you, John !" pleadingly, passionately,
with tears in his proud eyes, Ashton
was begging on his knees, his anxious

gaze upon John's working face.

"Was it—about the baby's—" He did

not finish, John was breathing hard.

"It was," he said dully. "Yes,—it

was. I have decided not to get it," he
added unsteadily.

Ashton had suspected where John's

money went—he knew the woman. And,
now, with a sixth sense that comes to

people at supreme moments, suddenly he

knew the truth.

He recoiled and slowly his hand
clenched at his side.

"John," he said in a choked voice,

"I will ask it—did she—"

John stopped him with a swift mo-
tion of intolerable pain.
Ashton arose to his feet and squared

his powerful shoulders resolutely.

"Very well, I shall find out the truth

at the bank!" he said; "this shall be

stopped
—it is zvorse than murder!"

"Stay !" said John huskily, "I will tell

you—if only
—you will keep silent! She

forged my name, and drew the money—
robbed her child of—the only thing

—I

could do for it! Are mothers—" he

passed his hand wearily over his fore-

head—"usually like that'?"

Ashton's jaw set like a vise, his brow
was like a thundercloud.

"She is a devil!" he said under his

breath. Aloud he said : "She—is—here.
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then?" Intense loathing was in his voice.

"Yes, God help her, she—"
John

looked up at a slight noise at the open
door; he grew deadly pale and his eyes
dialated—"is here!" he finished gasp-

ingly.
Helene stood on the threshold, a mock-

ing smile in her cold eyes. As John
gazed at her, suddenly reason staggered,
a wild light leapt into his eyes.
Ashton cried out in horror:

"Shameless woman—ingrate ! Curse—"

John was on his feet and had passed
him with a bound. In his face and

gleaming eyes there was a look that

smote Ashton with terror and silenced

the curse on his lips.

"Unnatural mother!"

John's voice rang out piercing and
frenzied. With another stride he had
reached her and with one blow felled

her to the floor. Her head struck the

corner of the table in falling, and a

stream of blood trickled from her mouth.
The next instant John was kneeling

beside her. The light of reason, which
for one brief moment had been dashed
from his eyes, had returned to them. His
face was white as Helene's.

"Helene! Helene! I have killed her!"
That cry, the cry of a soul in mortal

agony, pentrated to every room in the

house, and brought all the inmates to

the spot.
Ashton stood beside John.
"Do not look like that, John, I beg

of you,
—for God Almighty's sake, do

not look like that," he begged.
But John did not hear him. He had

Helene's head upon his breast, her yel-
low hair streamed over his coat; he was

wiping the blood from her mouth.
A young medical student was the first

to reach John's side. He stooped down
and tearing open Helene's gown placed
his ear against her heart. He raised his

head immediately.
"She is dead," he said simply.
"Helene !"

Again that desolate agonized cry.
Ashton knelt down and put his arms

about John. They took Helene from
him forcibly,- mingled pity and horror in

their faces; and then Ashton turned
them from the room and shut the door
between them and John.

An hour later he was forced to open
it in the name of the law; the officers

had come to arrest John Grey for the
murder of Helene, his wife.

V.

A SHTON WYNN was to plead the^ case of John. Although he had not

practiced for ten years he had been a

brilliant lawyer. Now all his heart and

soul, all the wonderful will of his deter-

mined nature were concentrated in this

last hope—to save John from condemna-
tion and conviction of a crime of which
he knew him to be absolutely innocent.

"The Almighty," he argued, "who had

permitted that well poised, but inhuman-

ly taxed, and tortured brain, to give way
for an instant, knew how innocent was
the soul of the man whose fated hand—
characterized by so many deeds of sub-

lime mercy and love—had done this aw-
ful thing. Innocent? The man was white

as snow."

"Help me to save him!" demanded

Ashton, in his imperious way, of the

Divine Ruler. "Help me to clear him
and yive him from sentence of a sin of

whicn You know that he is innocent, and
I will believe, in spite of the agony of

the past, that You are mercy and pity!"
Thus did Ashton make terms with the

Almighty, while every hope of his heart

was bound up in clearing the man he

loved better than anything life held for

him, save the memory of wife and child.

Public opinion was against John, and
nowhere was condemnation of him

stronger than in his former church. God
forbid that there should be many like it.

Helene's uncle was one of its most

prominent members, and the feeling

against John was constantly fed by the

deadly venom of this man, who had been

the prime mover in the persecution
which had ended in John's being dis-

owned by his church. But so plausible
and smooth—so cautiously <unning had
been the manipulations of this arch hypo-
cite that it would have been difficult to

trace anything to him at that time. Now,
however, he was open in his enmity, and
the church sided with him. These people
hated John instinctively.

They hated him as inferiority Kates

superiority, as hypocrisy hates Truth.
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They hated this man they had wronged,
because they had wronged him, and be-

cause they comprehended vaguely that

he had in him, something which they
could not touch, nor destroy, nor drag
down.

John was very ill, but he bore up
through the agony of these terrible days
preceding his trial, in a manner that

amazed Ashton. When he remembered
all the shame, the bitter humiliation and

degradation, the cruel injustice and cal-

umny that had been heaped upon this

man's gentle, sensitive soul, he wondered
that the very stones did not cry out in

protest against such inhuman wrongs.
John's whole soul went up in one

mighty prayer to God. He could have
died in exalted triumph for a deed he
had not committed, as martyrs have died

before him—but he shrank as from red-

hot irons from the scorching knowledge—that he had done this thing! The
blood of his child's mother was on his

hands
;
to die as a monster of guilt, with

his innocence of crime unproven, was
worse than a thousand deaths—it was a

purgatory, the depths and heights of

which might never be sounded. For
whose benefit was the soul of John Grey
in this undeserved torture?

In years no case had attracted so much
notoriety as that of the State vs. John
Grey. His former position as pastor of

one of the fashionable churches of his

town, his prominence concerning his

trial by the conference and subsequent
disownment, made him a figure around
which the most intense curiosity and at

the same time, the most malignant hatred

centered.

Helene's life, as it was known to have

been, by three people in the town, her

uncle, Ashton and John, was not yet gen-

erally known. John would not speak ill

of her, Ashton was not yet ready to do
so. John knew that when the right time

came, no persuasion of his could keep
Ashton silent. As well try to hold in

leash the mighty tides of the ocean as to

sway Ashton now in regard to anything
he deemed best for John's welfare. The
forgery was known, however, and had
it not been for Helene's tragic death, it

is doubtful if even her uncle's money

could have saved her from arrest and
sentence.

By a singular code of sophistry, with
which people of this class blind them-
selves to the sinfulness of falsehood, and

actually seem to convince themselves, for

the time, of the righteousness of the

most criminal actions, Helene's uncle

persuaded himself that John had spoiled
the life of Helene, and was accountable
for her errors. Although he never for-

gave her while living for marrying
against his wishes, now, softened by her

death, and stung by the disgrace brought
upon him by her crime—for which, rea-

soning from the standpoint of prejudice
and hatred—he blamed her husband, he
left no stone unturned to effect John's
conviction. His money procured the

best special legal advice which money
could procure.
The day of the trial arrived. John

was brought into the court room, by two
officers; his face was ghastly in its pal-

lor, and his mournful eyes were sunken
and unnaturally bright. A hard spasm of

coughing shook his frail body.
Here and there an emotion akin to

pity stirred the faces of the motley
crowd. John, at this moment, ill and ex-

hausted with suffering, might have
moved a heart of stone.

But the softer feeling was only mo-

mentary. The greater part of the audi-

ence in the crowded room was antago-
nistic. Although John had friends pres-

ent, from the humble and poor, those

whose feet he had led out of paths of

sin, into a better life of honest deeds,
those to whom he had been a spiritual

physician, and out of the many, some had
"returned to give thanks," with hearts

torn with honest grief and affection.

John faced the sea of faces calmly;
weak and wan although he was, he had
never been more tranquil; his eyes met
the gaze of his accusers with unfaltering

gentleness. In his soul faith was strong
that the God of his mother, the God of

his beliefs and life's devotion, would
vindicate him in the end—yet his heart
said: Not my will—but Thine be done.
The case of the State vs. John Grey

was called. A ripple of intense excite-

ment ran through the room. The attor-
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ney for the prosecution stated the case

and the witnesses were placed upon the

stand.

It was a tedious trial, and as it pro-

gressed the fight became a terrible one.

No witness aroused the intense excite-

ment that was evidenced when the coun-

sel for the defense was placed upon the

stand. Ashton had been the only eye-
witness to the murder.
When sworn, he spoke clearly and de-

cidedly, testifying to the momentary un-

balanced condition of the prisoner's

mind, through physical weakness and

the long strain of mental suffering. He
declared upon absolute personal knowl-

edge that John Grey's reason had tem-

porarily given way. He described his

manner, expression, and actions, as wild,

irrational and entirely irresponsible, at

the time he dealt the blow—a blow that

could not have proven fatal but for the

accidental striking of the dead woman's

temple against the corner of the table.

This was the summary of Ashton's evi-

dence, and the court then adjourned.
On the second day of the trial the

time was also entirely occupied by the

testimony of the witnesses.

On the third day John was seriously
ill

;
the continuous strain was telling on

him. His physician sat near him, and

before the prosecution began, adminis-

tered a restorative.

The testimony was all in, and the

counsel for the prosecution arose and

began his argument. He made a pow-
erful plea for justice for the dead wo-
man. A terrible crime had been com-
mitted. The prisoner at the bar had
done the deed. The counsel for the de-

fense would endeavor to bring in a plea
of insanity in extenuation of the crime.

"You have heard the testimony of the

witnesses, gentlemen of the jury," said

the counsel for the prosecution, "wit-

nesses have testified to the sanity of John
Grey when he was at the bank; an im-

portant witness has testified that he was
sane when he entered the house and went
to his room, where he was followed a

few moments later by the unfortunate
woman who met her death at his hand.
The witnesses who found him support-

ing her dead body have testified without

an. exception to his sanity at that time.

Prominent citizens among his towns-

people have testified to the prisoner's
character—a reprobate

—disowned by
his church, ostracised by the society that

formerly knew him—a man whose repre-
hensible course has finally ended in a

monstrous crime, of which testimony
has proven him to stand self-accused:

7 have killed her!' that involuntary cry
which was forced from his lips, and was
heard by half a score of people, con-

demned him, had there not been other

evidence. That was not the cry of in-

sanity, gentlemen of the jury, it was an

exclamation emanating from a lucid

brain, momentarily appalled by the enor-

mity of the crime committed—a crime

that should receive the full penalty of

the law, for it was cold-blooded murder
of the mother of his child.

"No thought of his dead child stayed
the hand of this hardened man

;
he had

no mercy for the unfortunate woman he

had driven in a moment of temptation
and despair to commit a crime, he had

no mercy, when she had summoned the

courage to come to him—doubtless to

confess—and no mercy should be ex-

tended to him by the laws of his land."

The utmost silence prevailed in the

court room, when after a strong, urgent
and able address, the argument for the

prosecution ended.

VI.

WHEN the counsel for the defense

arose, John was already convicted

in the opinion of the majority.
But there was a concentrated power

in this man's very presence
—a dominant,

masterful force that impressed the audi-

ence, subdued for the time the antagon-

ism, and chained the attention of every
individual in the room.

John turned as Ashton arose, and lift-

ed his eyes to the face of his friend. A
rare smile of transfiguring^ love, illu-

mined the somber face of Ashton, as he

met the patient, calm eyes in which were

reflected all the confidence and faith of

the man's great suffering soul.

A magnetic thrill ran through the

audience. The momentary transfomia-

tion in the stern, keen-eyed man was a
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revelation—a revelation of supreme love,

of indomitable determination, of some-

thing higher, loftier and more sublime,

than those who witnessed it could grasp—they could feel it instinctively, but

they could not define it.

By some power of telepathy, or per-

haps only a strong compelling force of

sympathy that for the moment overpow-
ered them, on almost every mind

present was stamped one predominating
thought : could any man capable of in-

spiring such adoring love as that re-

flected in the luminous smile which Ash-
ton Wynn had given to the prisoner at

the bar, be capable of the crime for

which he stood accused?

The counsel for the defense was

speaking. Slowly, distinctly, unruffled

by emotion, yet vibrating with the pecu-
liar force of one who speaks Truth, be-

cause it is Truth and is conscious of the

fact—his voice although scarcely raised

penetrated to the farthest part of the

court room.
"A man is in our midst, charged with

a terrible crime—look at him, gentlemen
of the jury. I ask you to look at the

prisoner. Is his the face of a guilty
man? Calm, courageous, though worn
and exhausted with illness and suffering,
he sits before you—clothed in the dig-

nity of innocence.

"The dignity of innocence—"
repeated

Ashton slowly,
—"is a garment no man

can assume; it is as different from the

brazen stoicism and fearlessness, with

which a hardened criminal seeks to hide

his guilt, as the counterfeit is different

from the true coin. No man familiar

with criminal courts, who has made a

study of criminals can mistake it.

"The prisoner at the bar is accused of

an atrocious crime, and faces the pros-

pect of an ignominious death, yet I say

again what I know—what I shall say
when I face death—what I shall say
when I stand face to face with my
Maker—the man accused of this crime
faces his accusers as he will face what-
ever penalty the law may inflict—an in-

nocent man, clothed in the dignity of

innocence; and I call upon the God in

whom he trusts to bear witness to the

truth of my words.

"Gentlemen of the jury, there rests

upon you a grave responsibility. Shall

this man, in a land supposed to be civ-

ilized, among people supposedly Chris-

tianized, die the death of a martyr? Such
infamous injustice belongs to a past day
when men were slaves to superstition
and savagery."
Never in the memory of any one pres-

ent will the speech which followed be

forgotten. It will be handed down in

the annals of the court, when other

speeches have passed from all remem-
brance.

With pitiless condemnation he dwelt

upon the theme of John's persecutors,

hurling thunder-bolts of denunciation, in

caustic satire, scorching sarcasm and

scathing rebuke. Under his stinging
words men writhed and flinched as from
the rain of red-hot bullets.

And then his tone changed and he rea-

soned with them, showing by evidence
after evidence as brought to light by the

testimony given by the witnesses for the
defense—some brought from abroad,
where her life was known—the true
character of Helene. He was unsparing
and merciless in depicting it. But when
he came to speak of John—of the man
as he had known him, his voice grew
husky with emotion, breaking utterly at

times.

He told of his forbearance, his pa-
tience, his forgiveness. As he proceeded
his face was as the face of one inspired.
His voice grew steady, and rang out

clear and resonant, vibrating with im-

passioned feeling and burning eloquence.
"This man a criminal ?" he cried. "The

man before you is an angel among men !

Yet he has suffered as the damned suf-

fer, and forgiven as the gods forgive!
Such forbearance, such pity, such love

and forgiveness I have not seen—no,
nor dreamed of, until I have seen it in

him personified !

"Again I ask you to look at the pris-
oner at the bar. You see before you the

man who saved the unworthy life—at

the risk of his own—of the betrayer of

his honor, the spoiler of his home—the

monument of dishonor, who, in the guise
of a friend first brought disgrace and
shame upon the mother of his dead child
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—gentlemen of the jury, I know where-

of I speak
—that guilty wretch, doomed

to the everlasting purgatory of memory,
stands before you—/ am the man!"

Clear, penetrating, carrying convic-

tion and confirmation, his words rang

through the court room, as with unfal-

tering voice, the counsel for the defense,

stood before them and stripped his own
character naked, proclaiming his dis-

honor to the world, that some conception
of John's real character might be gained

by his hearers, and the impossibility of

connecting it with crime.

Stunned silence pervaded the room.

The counsel for the prosecution looked

anxious. That a decided impression was
made by Ashton's words was evident.

He waited for a moment, standing un-

moved under the battery of eyes directed

toward him. Then he again took up the

defense, pleading with all the passion,
fervor and power of his masterful soul

for justice
—the justice of unwritten law.

"There is a higher law," he said in

conclusion, "than the laws of man—a

law which this man before you has kept
all his life, and when we stand with him
at the bar of eternal justice

—if justice
there is in the universe—he will be vin-

dicated, and if he is condemned for a

crime of which in the sight of Almighty
God he is not guilty

—on that day he

will be the accuser, and those who by
the power vested in them, send an inno-

cent man to an ignominious death—will

be condemned !"

With this solemn plea for justice, Ash-
ton closed his defense—the most remark-
able in the history of the court.

The Judge, his hand shaking slightly,
turned to the jury and briefly charged
them in the usual form.

"Gentlemen of the jury," he said in

conclusion, "you have heard the evi-

dence ;
if there is no point on which you

need further instruction you may retire,

and remember that you are under oath—do your duty."
The jury adjourned to the jury room.
The moments dragged by, and half an

hour passed. Ashton sat with his head
bowed in his hands

;
he was greatly ex-

hausted. John's eyes were closed, his

lips moved in prayer.

The door opened at last and the jury
filed in.

A death-like stillness filled the room.
It was broken by the voice of the judge:
"What is your verdict, gentlemen of

the jury; guilty or not guilty?"
"Your honor," replied the foreman of

the jury rising, "we find the prisoner
—guilty."
A groan issued from Ashton's com-

pressed lips. John's lips moved as if in

prayer. The court adjourned.
It was the day set for sentence; John

entered the court-room supported by
Ashton and his physician. The case of
the State vs. John Gray was called.

The judge addressed the prisoner.
"You have been tried by a jury of

your peers, and found guilty of murder—is there any reason why sentence
should not be pronounced upon you?"
John arose, his physicians supporting

him.
"I am ready—ready for the sentence,"

he said calmly.
On the breathless silence of the court

room the words of doom fell :

"You, John Gray, accused of murder
in the first degree, tried by a jury of

your peers, and found guilty, are con-
demned and hereby sentenced to be

hanged by the neck until dead."
Ashton sprang to his feet as John

half-fainting sank weakly back. The
counsel for the defense threw back his

massive head like a challenging lion at

bay. His eyes blazed with scorching fire..

He raised his hand with an imperative

gesture that commanded attention, as

under some strong magnetism every eye
was drawn to his face, as his voice rang
out with electrifying denunciation :

"The spirit of the mob at Jerusalem
nineteen hundred years ago, is repro-
duced in the twentieth century! If the

Christ were to appear in your midst to-

day He would be crucified by the same
class of people who crudlTied Him on

Calvary—even as this man who has

dared to walk in His footsteps has been

crucified by those who cry : 'Lord !

Lord !' from the housetops ; but mark

my words—the future holds retribution.

'For the congregation of hypocrites shall

be made desolate—and fire shall consume
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the tabernacles of bribery.'
"

Why did these words of Job come at

that moment to the lips of Ashton

Wynn? Two men in the room grew
deadly pale

—one was the uncle of Hel-
ene Gray, a trustee of John's former
church—the other was—the judge of the

Superior Court.

The latter was unable to control his

voice, as he called the counsel for the

defense to order, and reminded him that

he could be imprisoned for contempt of

court.

"Imprison me, I have contempt for

this court!" thundered Ashton, unintim-

idated. Consternation paralyzed the au-

dience.

John staggered to his feet, swaying,
and lifted his thin hands on high.

"Judge me, O God, for I have walked
in mine integrity!" he said solemnly.
He fell back into his physician's arms.

An ashen whiteness had spread over his

face; on his lips was a bright stain of

crimson.

With a bitter cry Ashton sprang to his

side, and kneeling down put his arms
about him.

The judge's lips moved mechanically.
"This court is adjourned," he said.

The greatest confusion prevailed.

People crowded around in wild excite-

ment.

But the last great tragedy of John's
life was ended. The stamp of death was
in his face. Two men forced their way
to his side. One was a former parish-
ioner—the other wore the mantle of a

high calling, but in this instance the gar-
ment of self-righteousness obscured it.

He occupied the pulpit which John had

formerly filled.

"Unhappy man", he said, "there is

still time to repent."

"Repent," said John vaguely, "why—
should—I—repent ?"

"Hardened man," cried the other,

"you have murdered a defenseless wo-
man—the mother of your child—you
have disgraced the church, and dishon-

ored the cause of righteousness and you
can face death without repentance!"

John's strength was almost spent;
his lips quivered like a little child's.

Suddenly his eyes opened, and he
raised them as to a visible Presence.

A smile of ineffable sweetness was on
his lips

—the glory of it was still upon
them when his spirit had passed.
The man in clerical garb, and his com-

panion lingered near, Ashton turned to

them.

"Go," he said in a strangled voice.

"Pharisees, you are not worthy to touch
his garments—leave me with my dead."

Without a word they turned and left.

The crowd fell back and Ashton was
alone, in pulseless, paralyzing silence

alone, the shadow of awful tragedy was
in his face. Sinking upon his knees he
covered his eyes with his hands.

"My God !" he cried in a voice of awe,
"a man has lived and died who was

great enough to forgive his Creator !"

Moved by some compelling force, he
uncovered his eyes and fixed them upon
the face of John. Something reflected

in the glory of its wonderful smile envel-

oped him like a flood, sweeping away
all barriers. A great calm fell upon him,
as if a voice had spoken to his storm-
tossed soul.

"Be still—and know that I am God's !"

The tears fell down his working face,
his lips moved. Upon the solemn silence

his voice fell humbly, brokenly:"
'For here—we see—through a glass

darklv—but there, we shall see—face to

face,''"

The hush that had fallen upon the

crowd was broken, a sound of sobbing
was in the room—the sobbing of men
and women, who stood in the presence
of something greater than death, might-
ier than the miracle of birth and life—
the Infinite, divine, unchanging and un-

changeable love offered for man's re-

demption—which had taken John into

its keeping, and upon the stricken face

of Ashton had set the seal of peace.

The End.



Missing
By Peter B. Kyne

He was hit in the groin in a skirmish at dawn.
Poor Uttle Kelly, The Match.

He fell in the open. Too bad he'd been born !

Poor litde Kelly, The Match.
The line passed him by on a charge, and forgot
That poor little Kelly, The Match, had been shot ;

So he lay in the sun—where he'd much rather not—
Poor litde Kelly, The Match.

He w^as so thin that it earned him his name ;

Poor litde Kelly, The Match.
Room in his groin for a slug, just the same ;

Poor little Kelly, The Match.
His canteen was empty as empty could be.

But, he murmured, "They'll send someone back after me;
"My bunkie will miss me before reveille,"

Poor little Kelly, The Match !

All day and all night he lay there in his pain ;

Poor Utde Kelly, The Match !

But God had forgotten
—He didn't send rain.

Poor little Kelly, The Match !

Fever and thirst racked his poor, skinny frame ;

But still he had hope, for Kelly was game.
And like a good doughboy, he didn't complain.

Poor litde Kelly, The Match.

That night at sunset they found him. Alas
Poor litde Kelly, The Match.

With his Colt's in his hand he lay dead in the grass, ,

Poor litde Kelly, The Match.
For God had forgotten; He didn't send rain,

And Kelly was thirsty and weary of pain.

Ah, who could begrudge him that shot through the brain !

Poor litde Kelly, The Match.



Great Actors of Old San Francisco

By Peter Robertson

Illustrated from Old San Francisco Photographs

(Fourth Paper)

[TILL the shadowy figures

pass and repass through
the Arion Halle, gone into

limbo, with all its genial
life and merriment, its

odor of fragrant toddies,
its clouds of tobacco smoke, its medley
of languages, its slang of cards, its dis-

putations on art^ and its democratic good
fellowship. Are they not all like ghosts,
those players of bygone days? Their
names were in everybody's mouth then;
their performances on the stage were
the discussion of the town

;
their art was

the keenest of enjoyment, and could
even make men forget for a moment the

fortunes that were to be won in stocks,
the craze for money. Surely their fame
must be undying! Yet to the present
generation they are all as vague as Ros-

cius, as far away as Theodora, and al-

most as little is known of their theatrical

career. Booth might have lived in

Shakespeare's time, and Adelaide Neil-

son is as mysterious as Mrs. Brace-

girdle. We might as well talk now of

Nell Gwynne, as of Alice Oates; the

later times have a much more definite

picture of the vivacious lady of King
Charles than of the comedienne of a

quarter of a century ago.

The shade of Florence passes as we
watch— "Billy" Florence, everybody
called him. Even the Mystic Shriners
of California, for he established the or-

der, speak of him as if he had been some
far-off Arab Sheik, such as he used to

say he met in the desert. The most

kindly, gentle and companionable of

men, who loved a joke almost as well as

his art, and whose face had always on
it

The summer lightning of a heart,
So full of summer warmth, so glad.
Its sadness scarce could make me sad.

He was not a gay, spirited, lively kind
of joker; he had a voice always low, one

might well describe it as soft, unctious

with kindliness, with a twinkle of good
humor in it,

—a twinkle, that describes

it better than anything
—a twinkle in

keeping with that forever nestling in his

eyes, even when he was most serious.

He had a faint peculiarity, something of

a lisp, at times, in his speech, that was

quite a part of his magnetism. His face

was rubicund, but with the rubicundity
of humor. Of the many players who
were loved by all who knew them—for

there is a special affection which play-
ers seem to inspire

—I remember few so

free from mere professional vanity as

Florence. He believed in the dignity of

acting, without affectation; he was not

one of your "funny men ;" he sought af-

ter art, and studied character to find the

basis of human nature in it. If he came
across a bit of thoughtful criticism, no
matter about whom, he would send it to

others who, he knew, took as serious

an interest in the drama as he did him-

self, and so spread the light. Praise

of his own acting he thought nothing of,

unless it had in it appreciation of his

artistic ideal, a quality I have only found

in the true artist.

In some difficult lines of comedy char-

acter, Florence stood, and still stands,

alone. I do not know that in the regu-
lar stereotyped Irish comedy to which
he served his earlier apprenticeship, he
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was better than, or as good as, many
others. To certain kinds of men, not

necessarily possessed of genius or even

to be called great, Irish—and it is the

same with the German—comedy seems

to come natural. The enormous num-
bers of Irishmen who play German char-

acters show that it is more mimicry than

art. My acquaintance with Florence be-

gan with Bardwell Slote in "The

Mighty Dollar." The type of Congress-
man in Ben Wolf's play was as broad

and unmitigated as some of Dickens'

American pictures which gave so much
offense. Bardwell Slote was not a very

pleasant study, if taken as a serious rep-

resentation of our legislators ;
but it was

merely the stage application of the

American joke, which even today, has

basis enough in some of the real Con-

gressmen to keep it alive. Bardwell

Slote, P. I. G., perfectly independent

gentleman, had the characteristics most

humorously and ingeniously presented,
of the unscrupulous, self-seeking, vena!

and unprincipled politician, of whom we
have innumerable examples still devel-

oped, only they are not even possible
of humorous treatment. The unction of

the impersonation was loaded with sa-

tire; one must laugh, in spite of himself

at the figure which shamed the nation.

Florence's artistic fame does not to

me rest so much on that. Far more it

rests on his wonderful performance of

Obenreiser in "No Thoroughfare," a

gem of sinister cynical acting to which
Florence's unction and good humor add-

ed an element of positive fascination. It

was an incarnation, complete in detail

of gesture, intonation, facial expression,
of one of Dickens' most subtle creations.

In his peculiar style he had no prede-

cessor, no successor, no imitator who
could ever approach him. And he was
the very Captain Cuttle, a contrast which
showed that his versatility was prac-

tically unique. I am sure that Dickens

would have been delighted to think that

America had seen at least two of his

creations played more artistically than

any actor on record—even from what 1

have heard of Fechter—had presented
them in England.

Forgotten, too, by all save the remin-

iscent old citizen, is Mrs. Gilflory! Does
the name mean anything to the new gen-
eration? Yet if Mrs. Gilflory had been
in an old English comedy, and Mrs.
Florence had belonged to the earlier

time, we should find them spoken of as

we speak today of Mrs. Malaprop, and
all the representatives of that role. There
has been no creation of the nineteenth

century, of the kind, more distinct and
vivid in its incarnation of much the

same feminine weaknesses, in modem
form, than Mrs. Florence's Mrs. Gilflory.

In my judgment, Mrs. Drew's Mrs. Mal-

aprop and Mrs. Florence's Mrs. Gilflory
are delightful and perfect companion pic-

tures, Woolfe, who wrote "The Mighty
Dollar," was not by any means as bril-

liant as Sheridan, but he certainly put
before us a picture of female vanity,

empty-headedness, good-heartedness that

arose a good deal from both, and affecta-

tion grown to second nature, equal in

many points to the old lady in "The Ri-

vals," for which he found an absolute

artistic vehicle in Mrs. Florence.

Through all those years I see the over-

dressed young-old woman, with the

mincing walk, the flirting, simpering
manners, the insatiable love of flattery,

the simplicity of self-satisfaction. I can

hear yet her "Libby deah ! Libby deah !"

her ridiculous scraps of mis-pronounced
Parisian, and the high-keyed giggle with

which she interpolated every few seconds

"Excuse my Fnench, I 've lived so long
abroad."

Mr. and Mrs. Florence—she was Mal-
vina Pray—came to San Francisco in

September, 1869, where they appeared
at the Opera House on Washington
Street in the round of Irish comedies

and light farces popular at the time.

Florence came back by himself in No-

vember, 1874, and then he first presented

Captain Cuttle in "Dombey and Son," at

the California. In 1876, ^le couple ap-

peared together again, at the same the-

atre when "The Mighty Dollar" made

something of a sensation. Once more in

1878, they made a successful run of it,

and they visited the Coast two or three

times in later years, when—on one of

his visits—I saw Florence in "No Thor-

oughfare."
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Did they all really live, or were they
but dreams? Are they

—and all their

works—today, of more value than

dreams? They had their influence, I

doubt not
;
but it belongs to those in-

numerable movements that become so

merged in the greater forces of devel-

opment, that they are to be distinguished
no more by any sign. Yet they were
written and talked about as if they could

never pass into mere oblivion.

What, for in-

stance, of Barry
Sullivan now ?

I fear me he

would be a ter-

ribly disappoint-
ed man if he

could know that

hardly anybody
remembers him
at all and the

few who do, but

indistinctly. He
held himself in

great esteem,
and in him, as

the star of a

performance, he

believed was
concentrated all

the interest of a

play. I remem-
ber when he

opened the

Baldwin Acad-

emy of Music
in 1876. Why
Baldwin called

it the "Academy
of Music" T

never could
think. Strange that nearly all theatres

in our time have been built by people
who have had no relation with art,

music or the drama, save a financial

one or the vanity of having their names
on a play house, with the attendant

privilege of a perpetually private box.

There was Wade's Opera House. Dr.

Wade was a dentist, and he built the

finest theatre building in the West, prin-

cipally, if not entirely, for the pleasure
of having his name to it. It cost him
all he had, and more; it was called

BARRY SULLIVAN.

Wade's Opera House for a time, but it

fell into the Nevada Bank, and only a

few gray-beards remember it as anything
but the Grand Opera House. And still

more strange that the most notable thea-

tre manager of early days, and up to

the '80s, was Thomas Maguire, who, it

was believed, could not read, and in

writing could only sign his name.

Barry Sullivan was the first attrac-

tion to open the Baldwin, with Tom
Maguire as

Manager. Does
it matter much
that he was one

of the best Rich-

ards of his

time ? He had a

certain aplomb,
which tempered
the melodrama,
with an infu-

sion of Irish

fire in his tem-

perament, which
blazed up with-

in him at times

and lit up the

character. That
same Irish fire

blazed up fre-

quently behind
the scenes as

well, and made
him unpopular
with the stage

people, who did'

not hesitate to

retaliate at

times with prac-
tical joke. An
educated man

of fine mental equipment, he was a
Hamict who held liis place in the play
with commanding intellectual force and

dignity ; although in my recollection, the

melancholy was never deop-scated, and
the performance was more sicklied o'er

with the pale cast of thought than in-

spired by feeling. Some of his other

roles were worthy of a place in the dra-

matic gallery, such as the even then

rarely played, and since, utterly neglect-
ed "The Gamester." While, in Ireland

and in the Engli.sh Provinces, he held
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a high reputation, he never could cap-
ture London, and an English star who
cannot win his laurels in London must

pass into his grave with only secondary
honors. But with all his merits, Barry
Sullivan never reached the absolute first

rank in this country.

Talking of the practical jokes the act-

ors, and stage hands even, sometimes

tan in Paris" was. They used all kinds

of names for plays in those days. Look-

ing over the bills, you will find a piece
announced one night under one name
and—the following week even—under
another. Heme appears on the records
in 1868, and 1869, the latter year
year playing in Virginia City and
Carson City. The only thing worth

"BILLY" FLORENCE, "WHO STANDS .\LONE IN SOME
DIFFICULT LINES OF COMEDY CHARACTER."

played on him, reminds me that James
A. Heme was the stage manager of the

time at the Baldwin. Heme spent many
years of his life, off and on, in San
Francisco. He turned up first as far

back as April, 1867, at Maguire's Opera
House with Helen Western. His first

recorded appearance was on April 30,

of that year as Count Varville in "Satan
in Paris." I dont remember what "Sa-

noting in his earlier years is that in

1873 he brought out with him from
the East, presumably to play the child

in "Rip Van Winkle," Fay Templeton,
whose name has since been writ large
often in the newspapers, and who devel-

oped into one of the cleverest and most
artistic of comic-opera prima donnas.
It was not, however, till he and Belasco
came together that he began to find his
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metier. He had been actor of all work,
and stage manager about the San Fran-

cisco theatres, but when Belasco and he
faked up a play called "Hearts of Oak,"
at the Baldwin, it was the turning point
of Heme's career. They followed that

with an elaborate new version of an old

English melodrama called "Light-house
Cliffs." I think it was in the latter that

Belasco revolutionized the drama by in-

troducing a real baby.
Heme left San Francisco shortlv

body like that, appeared. In earlier days
the Boston people idolized the members
of the Boston Museum, one of the first,

if not the first, of standard dramatic

companies ; but the interest had died out

among the upper literary circle.

"Shore Acres" made Heme known
and written about all over the country;
but "Shore Acres" was only a noveltv
in Boston and some few other cities. It

was nothing but "Light-house Cliffs," a

little more finely photographic, and with

KdP.Sd.N AM)
"Crane Kntlicr Blushes Now When You linnind Ilim oi

Itrciilulouii Dinici' Itciu

d to Sing The Old Sexton,' With a

thereafter, and—how he did it nobody
knows—he captured the intellectual

leaders of Boston by a play called "Mar-
garet Fleming," in which domestic and

colloquial reaHsm reached a stage far ad-
vanced beyond what they had been ac-

customed to there. "Margaret Flem-

ing," however proved a little too "raw"
if Eastern critics outside of Boston were
to be believed, and then we heard of

Heme's great stage creation "Shore

Acres," which was an entire novelty to

the Boston lights who never went to the

theatre except when Barrett, or some-

—if I remember rightly
—a few more

children in it. But Heme was a star

in the simple rural roles and knew how
to stage those plays, especially after Be-

lasco's originality of invention taught or

liclpcd him to new effects. .That Belasco

had been the principal designer of that

novel realism seemed to me to be proved
when I saw "Sag Harbor," which was
Heme's own.

Still Heme commanded an attention,

which few players or actors, even of far

higher quality had won from the higher

literary class of the East, although he
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made no revolution in the drama in the

country generally, where a hundred of

those pastoral plays had run their course,

quite as clever, if practically shut out

of the first-class theatres, for having ob-

tained the recognition for a long despised
form of the drama, he is surely entitled

to credit. At one time I recall he pro-

posed to lecture on Shakespeare in San

Francisco, but I dont think the result

encouraged him to go farther.

I remember Heme for some of his

practical jokes,
more than most of

his acting. He had
a companion in

such work in the

property m a n—
one of the best in

early days—of the

Baldwin Theatre.

Sherman and he

were perpetually

thinking up some

scheme, and I

fancy Barry Sulli-

van was one of

the sufferers. The
town talked of

them, however,
one election time

in the late 70s.

There was a Satur-

day night proces-

sion, with bands
and fireworks,

transparencies and
torches

;
and it

had to pass the

Baldwin on its

route. Heme and
Sherman took one
of those weird and
wonderful statues which are used on the

stage to adorn parks and galleries, placed
it on a stretcher and covered it over with

a black cloth. As the procession was pass-

ing, they bore it solemnly out on Market
Street and reverentially approached the

long marching line. As the marchers
saw them with their sad burden, there

was a call to halt
;
the band was silenced,

the torch-bearers stood respectfully by,

the crowds took oflf their hats, while the

supposed body was carried slowly be-

LILIAN ADEL
'She Was Born El

tween the parted lines. It was borne
into a well-known undertaker's place
where Heme and Sherman dropped it

on the floor and escaped by a back door,
chased by the furious undertaker, who
thought at first it was a real corpse and
the two were going to leave it on his

hands.

Another joke those two played was a

mystery for some time. About one
o'clock one morning the neighborhood of

the Baldwin Theatre, and the residents

of the hotel were
startled by a tre-

mendous noise,

like an explosion.

Rushing out, half-

clad, the fright-
ened crowd looked

everywhere, but

not a sign of anv
disturbance could

be seen. The hotel

was carefully ex-

amined, the houses

around equally so
;

no clue could be

discovered; the
newspapers next

day had all sorts

of conjectures as

to the mystery ;

the police took up
the investigation ;

so much sensation

was aroused that

the secret of it had
to be kept for

some days. Heme
and Sherman had

gone down to the

theatre, loaded
with powder an

old cannon they had there
;
watched their

time to run it out at the stage door, fired

it off and ran it in again. The smoke had

disappeared before the wakened sleepers
could get to their windows to see—
and that was the explanation of the

mystery.

AIDE NEILSON.
izabeth Ann Brown."

As we watch we see the shades of

some who are worth remembering, for

some special creation in which was con-
centrated more or less briefly all their
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claim to fame. I hear them whisper of

Jennie Lee. You whose memory Hngers
on bygone days, do you remember
"Poor Jo?" Ah, if Jennie Lee were with

us today she would be one of David Be-

lasco's or Charles Frohman's stars and

you would think, from what they would

say about her, that she was the greatest
actress of the time. And you would
have to pay two dollars a seat for what
the old theatre-goers were asked but one.

Little Jennie
Lee was Eng-
lish

;
in London

she had been one

of those charm-

ing Princes of

the P 1 a n c h e

fairy-tales, now,
alas, never
known as plays,

only as spec-

tacles, full of

circus, variety,

ballet, wonder-
ful lights and

pictures, in

which all idea of

the real poetry
and humor of

the story is lost.

T suppose they
would call her

"first boy" in

the pantomime.
Yet docs there

not come a kind
of shadow
across the
thought, when
we recall that

pitiful little .fig-

ure in "Bleak House," and how we cried

over "He wos werry good to me, he
wos !" I can see the pretty figure in

"Fortunio," strutting with the assumed

boyish air—that never is like a boy—of

the stage Princes in other burlesques.
Those would not have made her worth
more than the passing admiration which
falls to hundreds of girls on the stage.
But that sympathetic picture of the Street

Arab ; of "Bleak House ;" the humor, the

intensity of his loyalty and his affection,

the sincerity of his gratitude to his un-

fortunate benefactor, the pathos of it all—it was far beyond the Prince of the

fairy-tale, the first boy of the pantomime.
Jennie Lee was worthy of more long-
lived remembrance than she has ever

received.

J.\.NAUSCHEK.
"She Is Not ForKotten Quilt

There, too, I hear the name of Janau-
schek. She is not forgotten quite yet, for

it is only a short time since she was be-

fore the public. For the last twenty years
she lived prac-

tically on tradi-

tion, on the fame
she had made.
She was one of

the first to be

quite successful—who boldly
ventured forth

in a strange lan-

guage, and
made herself an
American star.

A woman of

rugged face, of

what one might
call a bitterly

tragic spirit.

Wrapped up
in her art, her

whole nature

seemed to be

plunged into
the characters

she played. She
never tempor-
ized with her

role. The Ger-
man accent,
which seemed to

roughen her art,

was overcome and forgotten in the

tremendous temperament, which in those

tragedies she played, seemed some
dark fate that bore everything before it.

There was no light in Janai4£chek ; senti-

ment was always tragic. ATcdca had the

weight of German, not the exaltation

of (jreek, tragedy behind her. So was
Elisabeth more German and gutteral than

English. Many of the plays she acted

have now gone from the stage altogether,
with that era they called the palmy days :

though in my life I have always found
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'You Whose Memory Lingers on Bygone Days, Do You Remember 'Poor Jo'."
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the palmy days were just before the reahty of the mystic and the seeress,

present time. Janaiischek's Meg Merri- were calculated to keep one awake all

lees was the most thrilling performance the night after. Her art was of a

of the kind I ever saw. All the weird coarser fibre than Ristori's, she lacked

JCHN K. OWRNS.
U('iir<iilii<('(l KiMin a Hust li.v K. U. I'lirk.

mystery of the Witch seemed to inspire the poetry; but in those, her earlier

her ; she was wild, grand, uncanny, un- days, in spite of the harsh marring of her

earthly, and that tall, strangely-clad fig- accent, she was a compelling trage-

ure, that awful voice, that face which dienne. The last play I saw her in. was,
had fatality in it, the vividness and the I think, "The Great Diamond Robbery,"
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a melodrama which she raised to the

level of the legitimate.

And here comes W. E. Sheridan.

New York never knew Sheridan. I

doubt if anywhere out of California, ex-

cept in Philadelphia, where he had been

a leading man, he was much acknowl-

edged. He wandered out to San Fran-

cisco about 1881, and Maguire gave him
an opening as a star at the Baldwin. A
strong, rather coarse but striking face,

a pleasant voice, a manner unassuming
and shy, I never met a more modest
actor—when he first arrived. No
stranger ever had a more immediate suc-

cess. We looked upon him as some-

thing of a revelation.

Some people will wonder when I say
that this man, unknown and unacknowl-

edged in the East, was in my judgment
unequalled in two of the greatest roles

known to the drama, Louis XI and King
Lear. Not even the great, if it was not

the greatest, impersonation of Henry Ir-

ving can obliterate to me the Louis XI of

Sheridan. It was untheatrical to a de-

gree. The key was the key of absolute

human nature. The simple subtlety of that

curious combination of craft, supersti-

tion, keen clear judgment, hypocrisy,
conscious and unconscious, dignity and

indignity, that character that was unique
because he was a King in whom all those

traits were blended, was so extraordinary
that I never could understand why it

was the achievement of a comparatively
unknown actor. There could hardly be

a greater contrast than between Louis
XI and King Lear; yet Sheridan reached

the latter with a different skill and an

unexpected development of dramatic

force. I never saw before or since a

King Lear who wrought such tragic

harmony between the storm of nature

and the storm of the mad King's mind.
But there was nothing between those two
roles. All his other performances were

commonplace. Alas, Sheridan fell a

victim to indulgence in liquor, and fail-

ing to win the laurel in the East, he

haunted San Francisco till his triumph
was worn threadbare. The last I saw
of him was one day, as I passed the

Baldwin Theatre, I found him grandilo-

quently addressing a small boy whose
head was only visible through the little

window as he sat on a high stool, wait-

ing for ticket buyers in the little box-
office. Sheridan's salary had not been

paid and he was revelling in a mock
harangue, which was punctuated with

deep bows and sweeping gestures and

dignified assurances addressed to the
small boy, whom he called "Mr. Mana-
ger" with a fine vein of sarcasm.

"I will not play for you, Mr. Mana-
ger," was the recurring burden of his

speech, and at every burst the little boy's
face would blanche and his whole body
tremble like a leaf.

One little sign of acknowledgment in

the East might have saved and made him
a world-known actor.

They were merry days when Robson
and Crane were together. Crane, I

knew away back in 1875, when the Hoo-
ley Comedy Company from Chicago
were playing at the old Maguire Thea-
tre on Bush Street, afterwards known
as the Bush Street Theatre. Nor were
they very successful days in a financial

way. I have seen Crane, James O'Neil
and others, who became more or less

prominent afterwards, play to eleven
dollars in the house! At that time any
coin under a quarter was so despised
that a nickel was never seen and all the
dimes that came in at the box-office

were the perquisite of the treasurer.

He could make no use of them, he could

hardly dare to oflfer a dime to the news-

paper boys, and they were thrown into

an old tin box in the office. It happened
frequently that the ghost did not walk,
but old Tom Maguire had many subter-

fuges for keeping his actors at work.
On one occasion, I think it was during
the season Crane was there, the actors

absolutely refused to go on without pay-
ment; and Maguire could raise no

money. At last a bright idea occurred
to the treasurer,

—the dimes ! He found
some seventy dollars worth or so and

paid them out to the recalcitrant com-
pany, and so got a few more nights out
of them. Crane rather blushes now
when you remind him of how he used to

sing "The Old Sexton" with a break-
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down dance between the lines. Why?
It was so ifunny I have never forgotten
it.

Crane is still with us, an actor of the

first rank in old comedy, a man who has

worked hard and worthily to get that

recognition, and he is one of those who
prove that there is nothing in the new
mode of play and acting, which the old

style did not fit an actor for. Robson,
with his inimitable comedy face and his

irresistibly funny squeak has left us. He
and Crane worked splendidly together,
so well, indeed, that each lost something
vital when they took separate ways.
"Our Boarding House" was, in their

hands, a ludicrous comedy, while it was
a wild mixture of farce and melodrama
in reality. "The Henrietta" is still in

my judgment the best modern American

comedy. Bronson Howard took up the

Wall Street speculation first, and none
of the pieces since which have dealt with
the Kings of money approaches it in the

delineation of character, the excitement
of the theme, or even the baneful side

of the craving for financial power. Nor
has any one of them the genuine strain

of comedy, overdrawn as that is in

places. Crane never had a better mod-
ern role than the Wall Street man and
Robson's Dude ranks almost with Soth-
ern's Dundreary. I sympathized with
Robson and Crane when "The Comedy
of Errors" failed to please, for it was
an ambitious attempt to stage a Shake-

spearean play, too rarely possible, which
was worthy of the utmost encourage-
ment. They were both excellent in it.

Crane was more lucky than Robson
after they separated. He got "The Sen-

ator," which carried him through two
or three seasons. But Robson never
found a play good enough to equal that.

He tried many things, among others a
version of "The Good-Natured Man"
under the name of "Oliver Goldsmith";
he struck out in a new vein with "The

.Jucklins," and in some respects it was
the very cleverest work he ever did

; but
the part was not sympathetic. He fell

back on Tony Lumpkin in "She Stoops
to Conquer"; and, though one finds it

but little noticed, no better impersonation
of the part has been given in our time.

Heaven rest him ! That comic squeak
of his made more genuine laughter than

whole scenes of some other notable

comedians.

So the long procession passes up the

Arion stairs and out into the genial
Western night. It stretches far beyond
the possibilities of a series of magazine
articles. The few players I have written

about will recall that period of about

twenty years between the establishment

of the old California Theatre and the

final commercial organization of the

theatrical business. I am not one of

those who believe that the inevitable

change of method of theatre manage-
ment has been against the best interests

of art, but it has surely changed the

relations between the public &nd the

players, and gone far to destroy the per-
sonal feeling. What a pleasant place
the theatre was, when everybody knew
the players and the audience felt itself

a part of the successes they made
;
when

the public spoke with absolute regret of

a failure ; when we all went to see the

new play or the new company, as some-

thing that had to be seen and criticized, a

duty combined with a pleasure, a sensa-

tion only known nowadays to a few, who
still pride themselves on their ability to

judge and to appreciate the art of act-

ing!

They have seen the best in the world,
and can tell you about those I have not

touched upon, the Daly Company, first

as a dramatic organization, and later as

the ideal comedy company, which will

never be surpassed even if it should be

equalled ;
the great Union Square Com-

pany, the fine stock company at the

Baldwin ;
the Madison Square Com-

pany; the Lyceum Company; about

scores of stars, some of whom they have
watched develop from the beginning,
and English, German, French, Italian,

artists of world-wide fame. There are

really today only two or three great
players in the world who have not been
seen in San Francisco. So the line will

stretch out till the crack of doom, and all

the "present" times have in their turn,
become old days in San Francisco.



Bill's Wife
By Ednah Aiken

pT^VERYONE in the quar-
ter knew that Bill's wife
was coming from Cali-

fornia to visit him. Even
the fat old conscienceless

Bretonne who swept out

his studio twice a week, knew that she
was on her way to spend with her hus-
band the few weeks she could steal from
"Bill Junior." Bill's set was quite worked

up over the event, so magnetic was he in

his excitement and enthusiasm, and Bill,

for several years in that volatile, capri-
cious circle was the quickening centre

around which we, the lesser, as spokes,
revolved. We assumed that she was a

beauty, not that he had bragged, but

when we asked why he had never

painted a picture of her, he had an-

swered fondly that no brush could do

justice to "Jule." Speculation drew

fancy pictures when Bill was not by.
"She 's a tall lithe Diana of the Cali-

fornia foothills," hazarded Beauchamp,
who was wasting time and his parents'

money while he gathered material and
local color for a Parisian romance done

in the French fashion.

"She 's a blonde," decided de Fou-

gueres. He was thinking of Eugenie,
and Jeffries answered the unspoken
words.

"Blonde or brune, she can keep a man
true; and two years in the quarter, and

Eugenie Latour ! Well, that is a tribute

few men pay, as you know!" Uncon-

sciously, we were all ready to fall at

her feet. This was also a tribute to

Eugenie. Her stormy beauty posed fre-

quently for Bill
;
the rest of us stole sur-

reptitious sketches of her wonderful

classic face. To be blind to Eugenie
Latour !

We went with Bill to the train to meet

her, though he forgot all about us when
he got there. After several Dianas of

the foothills and elsewhere had passed
him unnoticed, a plain little person flew

breathlessly into those strong arms of

his, and "the set" got the worst shock of

its collective life. We did not need to

hurry as we did, for neither Bill nor his

Diana was thinking of us.

Beauchamp, being a cub, said what we
were all thinking. "That red haired,

plain little person, that is Jule? Oh,
Eugenie !"

"He had probably forgotten how she
looked. It 's a sure case of distance

lending enchantment," growled Jeffries.
"She must be a good cook !"

"We 've promised to go there tonight/'
I reminded them, and laughed at their

blank faces. We hugged our bachelor
freedom closer to our vagrant hearts.

It was a self-conscious crowd which

gathered at the studio that evening, for

we were resolved not to let Bill see that
we pitied him. But every blessed one of
us had a picture in our minds of a cer-
tain thin-hipped, red-lipped, dark-eyed
girl of the quarter whose infatuation for
Bill had been the talk for months of

every studio in Paris, sgve Bill's. But
after the first awkward minute, after

Jule herself had welcomed us, we did
not think of Eugenie again that night,
nor indeed, later, save as a solved won-
der.

Of course, we still knew that she was
freckled, and that her eyes were green;
but when she twinkled into golden mer-
riment, and took a fascinating tuck in

those opalescent eyes of hers, there's not
one of us who did not then mentally
swear allegiance to an altogether new
kind of charm.

"Boys," she exclaimed in the voice
which captured us, so full of curious

cadences, deep-chested tones and merry
mimicry it was, "perhaps I 'm not glad
to see you ! and Jeffries !" Both hands
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went out to grasp his reluctant one.

(The hand that painted the "Medusa!")
"I want to thank you first. You have
been so good to my Bill!"

It was clear witchery, her singling out

our shaggy old genius. We all warmed
to her at once. "And the Cub?" She
scrutinized him at the length of her ro-

bust young arms. "That 's not a good
name for you. You '11 never grow to be

a bear. Dont let Bill patronize you.
You look five years older than he does."

And not one of us realized until after

we had gone that she had said the "cor-

rect" thing to each of us. Nor, indeed,
had she. It was simply her instinct to

please people. "And I 've brought you
all a spread clear from California."

Back of her was Bill, gladness shining
in those handsome eyes of his. He was

stirring a yellow mass of eggs and

cheese, or as Jule put it, Parisian eggs
and real cheese from California. She
fluttered around, taking our hats, for

few of that set boasted a superfluous

coat, and introduced us to the jug of

home-made claret from "the vineyard at

home," and the black Mission olives

which she had pickled herself in joyous
anticipation of this very event.

"Ned," she said to me, my name in

those deep organ tones sending pleasant
thrills down my spine. "Here 's some
tobacco I brought for you from a neigh-

boring ranch. Oh, I knew you in a min-
ute. Have n't I sketches of every moth-
er's son of you?"
There was n't a stiff minute. We sang

and danced and smoked with her, and
then began, surreptitiously that futile

series of attempted sketches of her which
later found their humbled way to the

coals. No pencil, or brush either, could

do justice to Jule, as Bill had fondly
said. She was n't pretty, really, she vio-

lated every accepted rule of beauty, she

said herself, but no Cleopatra ever pos-
sessed a more vivid magnetism. She
could sing Spanish songs in an odd voice

of limited range but unlimited feeling,

her guitar rhythms sending us visions of

old patios and balconies which overhung
the sea, such as she loved to tell of, to

Beauchamp, the absorbent. She was a

Hooligan one minute, a French gamin

the next, and then she would imitate a

"Portygee," the California kind who
milked her cow for her, and whose only
ditty was an unconsciously paraphrased
version of a once popular song: "I

hadda a sweetheart, longa, longa ago.
Where she be gone now. Be damned
if I know!" She had to sing that song
every night she was in Paris.

Then, at Bill's urging, she was a Chi-
nese merchant in the mandarin skirts

and robes she had brought to adorn
Bill's studio, and sometimes she would
dance, her mobile face now stern and

tragic, a veritable Piute dance. But the
best of all was the quiet hour before

parting when Bill would demand "The

Bee-bag, Jule!" and she would begin to

our laughter which ended always in a

sob: "Oh, my little bee-bag, my little

honey bee-bag, I want my little bee-bag
which the faiwes stole away!"
Few of us could have told quite defi-

nitely why our eyes grew wet, or what
that childish wail meant. We felt, rather

than knew, that she was giving us the

soul of the little miseries of childhood

before they grow glib with words.

"Which the faiwes stole away!"
We left the studio the first night as

sombrely as we had come, though for a

different reason, and our bachelor free-

dom was as sour apples in our mouths.
For a man to have a wife like that ! Jef-

fries, our confirmed misogynist, put it

neatly into words : "Bill has married two
women. He has a shrine in the daytime,-
and a vaudeville at night."
About the third week I stopped going

there. Bill came to see me about it. I

was humorously truthful about it. "It 's

for your own sake," I said. "I 'd run

off with Jule in another week." Of
course he did n't believe me. And I

would not have liked him to know how

seriously a pair of merry green eyes
were interfering with my ^eace of mind.

He slapped me affectionately on the

shoulder. "You are off your feed," he

declared. "It 's one of your bad spells.

Begin a new picture, Ned, and come up
and let Jule cheer you."

"I would n't like to covet any man's

wife !" I began, still quizzically, but Bill

had not been listening. He was de-
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claiming to my unframed Phryne, and
I lost the first words, but it was about

Jule.

"Of course^ I know that she is attrac-

tive, but she is n t the kind of woman
men lose their heads about. Think I 'd

stay here in Paris, and she in California,
if I didn't know that? She doesn't
have affairs, somehow, she attracts

friendship."
And every man Jack of that set head

over heels in love with her !

"I think it is because she does not
want anything else. Oh, you think I am
blind? Did you ever notice the delicate

way a good woman helps a man to find

himself, as though she did not even

guess which way his thoughts were

bending? Come up tonight and see.

Fougueres? Even Jeffries?"
I had n't been studying any feelings

but my own, self-consciously, so I went
there that evening, and Bill and I tight-
ened our bond of friendship as we
watched the little comedy. Fougueres
was ardent; Beauchamp worshipful;
Jeffries more sullen than usual. Jule
mocked Fougueras' crowd openly, sang
comic songs to them, and they capitu-
lated by telling her about the girl who
was waiting for them in Marseilles, or

Cadiz. The way she drew their confi-

dence was a study in psychology ! She
did the mother act for the cub, told him
a series of stories of "Bill, Junior," and
I saw Beauchamp wince at his medicine.

She even managed Jeft'ries, by leaving
him alone, though it took several weeks
to overcome first his self-consciousness,

and, perhaps not even Jule knows how
she did it but her triumph was in adroit-

ly diverting his adoration of her into a

sober appreciation of her sex. He was
married within the year, and Mrs. Jeff
wears that transfigured expression of

"the only woman her husband ever

loved."

And I was cured. She was as Bill

had said, a healthy influence. The Par-

isian atmosphere seemed cleared by

western breezes. The touch of her hand
was that of a boy, though as de Fou-

gueras said one night before he emerged
wholly from his bad quarter of an hour,
"But how that woman could love 1"

"Can love," growled
'

Jeffries under
his shaggy beard, and staring at Bill and
his wife who for an instant had forgot-
ten their guests. Our eyes followed his,
and then turned away, for hardened as

we were, none of us had been hardened
to that, the tender eyes of a wife who
could be a shrine by day and vaudeville
at night. Their parting day was com-

ing, and vaudeville passion and shrine

purity mingled in her glance as it em-
braced the man who for her sake could
withstand the charms of all the Eugenics
of Paris. That stolen scene, her gaze,
sobered us all, and we were her chums
after that, and better friends, if any-
thing, of Bill's than we had been.
We went down to the station again

with Bill to see her off, laden with
absurd gifts for "Bill, Junior," and she

joked and mimiced, and twinkled till the

last. From the platform, she hummed
her "Portygee" song, "I hadda a sweet-

heart, longa, longa ago!" And we
joined in with fervor to keep up Bill's

spirits : "Be damned if I know !"

As the train pulled out, and the white
handkerchief waving from the window
grew blurred, some idiot, that cub Beau-

champ, declaimed melodramatically :

"But I want my little bee-bag which the

faiwes stole away !"

We growled at him, but Bill had not

heard, nor did he know when we stole

off, leaving him watching the blotch of

waving cambric with no one knows what

thoughts of love and pride and heimweh
in his heart. But he was at work that

afternoon, his resolute fingers starting
the canvas which pushed him into the

salon, and though Jule's green eyes were
not. in it, every woman's son of us knew
that it was her work, that she was in it,

and that it would carry him back to her

and Bill, Junior. And it did.
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The Past Season's Failures and

Successes

By William Winter

'^FTER an interval of eight
months commentary is re-

sumed, in this place, rela-

tive to the New York

stage and to the influ-

ences proceeding from it

that affect the condition of the theatre

throughout our country. The dramatic
season that has recently opened promises
several new plays, together with a repe-
tition of many of the principal incidents
of the dramatic season that closed last

May. No change has occurred . in the

organization of forces by which, for the

most part, the New York stage is con-
trolled. The Syndicate, by means of its

booking agency and its various alliances,
maintains a despotic government, long
established, over almost all important
theatres, not only in New York, but in

all parts of the United States; and the

policy of the Syndicate is, as stated by
one of its principal members, the piolicy
of the Shop. Numerous observers, all,

of course, disinterested, profess belief

that the Syndicate is a beneficent institu-

tion, propitious to dramatic art and also

to wise and right theatrical business man-
agement; but vindication of that belief

is not supplied. For example, last sea-

son the leading tragic actor of the period,

Robert B, Mantell, was unable to obtain

"time" at any first-class theatre in the

capital, and there is no reason to expect
that he will be more fortunate during
the season of 1908-1909. Mr. Mantell

represents the intellectual drama, and the

intellectual drama is not desired by the

present rulers of our theatre. Produc-
tions of "Ham-Trees," "Toddleses," and

"Merry-Go-'Rounds," at ornate, oriental

theatres, would not, perhaps, shine by
contrast with the great plays of Shake-

speare and of other classic dramatists,

acted,—at least in the central parts,
—

with ability, and sometimes with rare

intelligence and splendid eflfect. In miss-

ing Mr. Mantell's revival of "King John,"—an historical tragedy containing somr
of the most effective dramatic situations

and some of the most essentially poet-
ical language in Shakespeare,

—the New
York public has suffered a serious loss.

However, as Shakespeare causes one of

his wise fools to say: "Patience, good
Audrey, there will come a time." Per-

haps there will ; when actors and mana-

gers can be free to make what engage-
ments they like, and can, at least, strive

to please the public by fin^ acting in no-
ble plays.
The last New York production re-
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corded here was "The Right-of-Way."

Subsequent to that the fever of theatrical

activity increased. Theatre rents in the

metropolis are high. It is necessary to

keep "the shop" open, and, as "what 's

to come is still unsure," many ventures

were made, in the effort to win public

favor. Mr. Walter N. Lawrence, at the

Madison Square Theatre, produced "The

Coming of Mrs. Patrick," by Rachel

Crothers,—a play freighted with inci-

dent, character, and earnest feeling It

was well acted, but it failed, and it was
withdrawn after twelve performances
Mention has already been made here

of the dramatization, by Mr. James
MacArthur, of "The Pilgrim's Prog-

ress," brought forth at the Liberty Thea-

tre, and of the appearance of Miss Hen-
rietta Crosman, as Christian^ and that

vigorous, impressive actor, Tyrone Pow-

er, in the four characters of Beelzebub,

Apolyon, Lord Hategood, and Giant De-

spair. The endeavor was ambitious,

worthy, and sincere. The acting of Miss

Crosman was tender in spirit, continu-

ously earnest, at times pathetic, at other

moments tumultuous with religious en-

thusiasm. Mr. Power's various assump-
tions of personality were picturesque,

massive, amply authoritative, and, at

several moments, especially in the charac-

terization of Apolyon, lurid with baleful

majesty. Great expense had been in-

curred, but the result was disaster,
—the

play being withdrawn after a few per-

formances; and Miss Crosman and her

husband, Mr. Maurice Campbell, have

since sought relief in the bankruptcy
court.

On the night
of Miss Cross-

man's unlucky
venture Miss

Blanche Bates re-

appeared at the

Belasco Theatre,
in a revival of

"The Girl of the

Golden West,"
and, simultan-

eously, the Eng-
lish exotic, Mrs.
Patrick Campbell

HENRIETTA CROSMAN. emerged, at the

BLANCHE BATES.

Lyric Theatre, as

Mr. A. W. Pin-

ero's torrid hero-

ine, "The Second
Mrs. Tanqueray."
The tainted thea-

trical exposition
of that adulter-

ous female,—in-

jurious, because

a clever, specious

appeal for sym-
pathy with patch-

ouly-scented vice,—has been suffi-

ciently discussed
;

and a mere men-
tion suffices of its resurrection, and
of the consequent immediate moral
reform of all the rounders, young
and old, in the neighborhood. Mrs.

Campbell, ambitious, apparently, to emu-
late Sarah Bernhardt,—that other shin-

ing exponent of "the frightful example,"—
presentlv refreshed the communitv

with "Magda" and "Hedda Gabler,"

plays that also have been much discussed,
and that are notable only as commingling
vagaries of eroticism with monitions of

crude philosophy and symptoms of dis-

ease.

A clever representative of eccen-

tric character, Miss May Robson, ap-

peared, at the Garden Theatre, in a the-

atrical synopsis, by Anne Warner, of

that writer's novel, called "The Rejuve-
nation of Aunt Mary." That play, while

insubstantial, provides Miss Robson with

one of those rough, blunt, formidable yet
lovable characters which the late Mrs.

G. H. Gilbert made exceedingly bril-

liant,
—a character blending external se-

verity of aspect and conduct with un-

conscious humor, intrinsic gentleness,
and sturdy moral sense. Miss Robson's

acting carried the play, and it has served

to attract and retain some share of pub-
lic interest and practical favor, in other

cities as well as in the capital.

One of the most auspicious theatrical

events in the experience of the New York

stage occurred at the Hackett Theatre,
when Augustus Thomas' splendid drama
of "The Witching Hour" was produced
for the first time in New York, Every
lover of good plays and good acting
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should see that play, at the first oppor-
tunity. The theme is the transmission
and effect of thought,

—in other words,
the action of telepathy. A "gentleman
gambler' named Brookfield, a man of

exceptional intellect and extraordinary
force of character, finds himself to be

possessed of strong hypnotic power. A
young friend of his, named Whipple, the
son of a widow, beloved by Brookfield,
has accidentally committed homicide.
He is on trial for the second time,

charged with murder. He has been con-
victed at a former trial. A new trial

has been adroitly secured, on a technical

point of constitutional law. Brookfield
uses his hypnotic power to influence the

decision of the jury, and likewise he

employs the expedient of creating, sud-

denly and without warning, a sentiment

violently antagonistic to the prosecuting
"attorney, by publishing an authentic ac-

cusation against that attorney, of com-

plicity in a murder. The story is made
credible. The construction of the drama
is singularly skillful and exact. The action

is cumulative. The incidents are dramatic.
The characters, clearly discriminated, are

true to life. The dialogue, always terse

and often incisive, is now droll with
humor and now sparkling with wit

; and
the whole fabric is suffused with lovely

sentiment and tender feeling. The act-

ing was worthy of the play. Mr. John
Mason and Mr. Russ Whytall gave per-
formances as fine in ideal and as exact
in execution, viewed as transcripts of
actual life, as any that a long remem-
brance of the stage can call to mind.
On the same night Mme, Nazimova

revived "A Doll's House," while a ro-

mantic play called "The Morals of Mar-
cus," based on a book called "The Morals
of Sir Marcus Ordayne," was produced
at the Criterion Theatre,—Miss Marie
Doro and Mr. C. Aubrey Smith, a pol-
ished comedian, assuming the principal

parts therein. About the middle of the

season the distinguished Italian actor,

Signor Ermete Novelli, again appeared
in New York, beginning his engage-
ment with his well known perversion of

'

Shakespeare's "Othello." The perform-
ance was seen to have been slightly

changed, as to a few details, but it was

essentially the same,—animal, coarse,

commonplace, and trickily theatrical

where it should have been tragic. In-

stead of the red zouave uniform in which

Signor Novelli attired the Moor when
first he presented him here, a dark blue

one was used. The color of the skin was
a little lighter. The demeanor toward
Desdemona was somewhat less ape-like,
and in the fourth act Othello struck her

with less deliberation and ferocity. The
actor spoke the "Propontic" speech run-

ning about the stage, with bent body, in-

stead of leaning over the back of a chair, -

as formerly was his method. He killed

Desdemona in the same repulsive wres-

tling match as of old, and he made the

Moor kill himself as at first, with butch-

er-like brutality. Viewed as something
that the Italian erroneously supposes to

be Othello, the personation was effective,

but, as a presentment of Shakespeare's

greatest lover and simplest man, it was
an offense to knowledge, tajte, and judg-
ment. Signor Novelli changed the bill

almost every night during his engage-
ment,—appearing in Italian versions of

"Papa Lebonnard," "The Merchant of

Venice," "Civil Death," "Louis XL,"
"The Taming of the Shrew," "The Ben-
eficent Bear," "Nero," "A Night Oflf,"

"Our Boys," "Kean," "King Lear," and
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"Macbeth;" and thus he abundantly
manifested his technical training, his

ample resources, his natural talents, and
his versatility : but also he disclosed, un-

mistakably, his limitations, his conven-

tionality, his superficiality of observa-

tion, and his absolute lack of comprehen-
sion of the great Shakespearean charac-

ters. The provincial prattle of acclaim

with which the first appearance of this

performer had been received was abated

on his second advent, and his proceed-

ings were recorded, for the most part,

more in accordance with the truth,
—

namely, that he is an excellent actor in

plays indigenous to his language and

race, and within his distinct and by no
means unusually wide limitations. His

performance of Macbeth, the first of that

part given by him on any stage, was in-

significant and is unworthy of considera-

tion. The statement was privately made,
and probably is true, that Signor Novell!

assumed Macbeth against his will, at the

compulsion of his American managers,
and in order not to violate his contract.

His season proved to be another of an

almost endless chain of failures, and at

last he abruptly closed his tour, and de-

parted for Italy, declaring his intention

never again to visit America.

At the Belasco Theatre a new play,

by Mr. Wm. C. DeMille, retouched by
Mr. Belasco, and called "The Warrens
of Virginia," was produced for the first

time in New York. It is an effective

piece, written in a discursive vein, and

therefore episodical, dealing with inci-

dents supposed to occur immediately pre-

cedent to the surrender of the Confeder-

ate army at Appomatox, and dependent
for much of its eflfect on photographic

reproduction of detail and on old but

clever situations,
—such as have been

used, with great eflfect, in Wills' "Charles

I." and Boucicault's "Belle Lamar."
There is no limit to the pathos of con-

flicting emotions and situations that can

be pictured, incident to war, and espe-

cially to civil war. The acting in that

play, especially that of Mr. Frank Kee-

nan, who appeared as General Warren,
was extraordinarily good.
Some of the most dismal failures of

a dismal theatrical season befell plays

ROBERT B. MANTELL.

which, pretending to "teach a good mor-
al lesson" by the bald discussion of ob-

noxious themes and immoral conduct,

injure public morals by vitiating taste

and degrading the standard of decency.
It is a satisfaction to observe such fail-

ures, since they encourage belief in an

awakening sense of refinement in the

public mind. Notwithstanding plain in-

dications of a growing public distaste

for tainted trash, various managers, with

a persistence deplorable to observe, con-

tinued to discredit themselves and to de-

file the stage by producing coarse plays,—seemingly persuaded that if the play
is only nasty enough the profit will be
sure. A drama by Mr. Channing Pol-

lock,
—an able play-writer, old enough

to know better,
—called "The Secret Or-

chard," was produced at the Lyric The-

atre, a novice named Josephine Victor

flickering into momentary prominence as

its heroine. Much blatant heraldry had

preceded that production, but it proved
to be only an echo of the old platitudes
that a woman who sins, through inconti-

nence, is no worse than a man, and that

no sin is unpardonable. Apparently it

has not yet occurred to the play-writing

preachers that a male sinner is not only
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not in any way
better than a fe-

male sinner, but

frequently is much
worse, and that

the injustice of

the attitude of so-

ciety toward sinful

women, in so far

as it is injustice, is

resultant from the

arrangements
'
of

Nature and not

from those of

Man. Mr. Pol-

lock's mushy at-

tempt to extenuate

breach of marital

duty and sacrifice

of chastity soon

died of its own
soggy dreariness,
and the managers
who produced his

play, Messrs. Bradford, Hunter, and

Reid, turned up in the bankruptcy court.

A little later, Mr. James K. Hackett pro-
duced another tedious discussion of con-

jugal folly and matrimonial infidelity,
—

likewise charged with windy pretence of

"serious purpose,"
— called "John

Glayde's Honour," by the English play-

writer, Mr. Alfred Sutro. It failed, and
was soon withdrawn. Mrs. Fiske, one of

the most energetic and intrepid of wo-

men, and one of the most intellectual

and original of actors, revived, at the

Lyric Theatre, Mr. Ibsen's opaque,

dreary, pointless exposition of feather-

brained vanity, addle-headed "perfect

emancipation," "advanced thought," and
miscellaneous folly, called "Rosmers-
holm." Her performance of Rebecca
West was remarkable for continuity of

endeavor and for symmetry alike of ideal

and execution, but the character pro-
vides no medium for display of her pe-
culiar talents and polished art; nor, in-

deed, for the talents of any serious act-

or. Mrs. Fiske's participation in the re-

vival, therefore, was a sad waste of op-

portunity, industry, and fine ability.

Mme. Alia Nazimova,—"made-up" to

look like a cross between Sarah Bern-
hardt and a vampire bat, appeared, at

the Bijou Theatre, in a new play, by Mr.

Owen Johnson, called "The Comet,"—
a crazy, tainted fabric of juvenile in-

competence, insufferably long-winded,
involving discussion of ill-treatment in

youth, sexual immorality, and consequent
contingent remainders. It died of minr

gled nastiness and dullness, and the

corpse need not detain attention. The
performance given by Mme. Nazimova
was so grotesque as to be a caricature

of humanity. Not long afterward Mr.
Walter Lawrence presented Miss Kath-
erine Grey, at the Madison Square The-

atre, in two phases of amatory woe,—
one, intended to be satirical and himior-

ous, called "The Literary Sense;" the

other, intended to be tragic and admoni-

tory, called "The Reckoning." Both
were stupid as well as offensive, and
both "missed fire."

On January 20, at the Astor Theatre,
the admirable actress. Miss Viola Allen,

appeared in one of the most repulsive

plays that have disgraced our stage,
—

an exposition of sexual depravity and
domestic broil, called "Irene Wycherley."
It was written by an Irishman, Mr
Anthony P. Wharton, of Dublin. It

relates the story of a good woman who.
married to a profligate blackguard,
refuses to divorce him,—though they
are living separately,

—because she is a

devout Roman Catholic. The wife, how-

ever, returns to her husband, to nurse

and care for him, when he has been made
blind for life by the vengeful act of a

suspicious and jealous husband, with,
whose wife he has consorted. Having
endured vile treatment from her bestial

husband, and having participated with
him in a scene of repulsive animal pro-

pensity on his part, the wife is finally re-

lieved of Wycherley by the jealous hus-

band, who kills him and commits sui-

cide. The production was a failure,
—

playing for one month to bad business.

Later Miss Olga Nethersole came to

Daly's Theatre and acted ifl" still another

morbid drama of matrimonial distress,

called "The Awakening." That she pres-

ently supplemented with "Carmen," "I

Pagliacci," and "The Enigma," inci-

dentally reviving the good old play of

"Adrienne the Actress;" but her minis-

trations attracted no attention.

On February 12, at the Madison
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Square Theatre, a play called "The
Worth of a Woman," by Mr. David
Graham Phillips, was brought forth,

—
perhaps the silliest play, ethically and

technically, that has been obtruded in

recent years. It was acted until Feb-

ruary 29, when the Madison Square
Theatre was closed for demolition. It

had been in existence since 1869. The
play of "The Worth of a Woman" com-

mends, as right and reputable, the po-
sition assumed by a girl who, having
been seduced and then practically aban-
doned by her lover, refuses to become
his wife, when ultimately, and repentant-
ly, he offers to marry her,—on the

ground that he is acting, not from love,

but from a sense of duty or from the

coercion of friends, and is, therefore,

offering her an insult. That crude stuff

was promptly rejected.
As a relief to all this mass of theatrical

muck. Miss Mabel Taliaferro, a young
actress of some promise, appeared at

the Liberty Theatre in a pleasing combi-
nation of spectacle and melodrama
called "Polly of the Circus," and, mak-
ing one of the few distinct successes
of the season, continued to act there un-
til May 15.

Miss Ethel Barrymore, acting in the

play of "Her Sister," at the Hudson
Theatre, gave an interesting and effect-

ive performance, as a clever young wo-
man doing business, in London, as a

fortune-teller. At the Garrick, Miss
Maxine Elliott produced "Under the

Green Wood Tree," a picturesque and

pleasant idyl of rural life and love, with
a dash of playful satire in it, very enjoy-
able. The holiday season was cheered

by the return of Miss Maude Adams
who, though over-rated as an actress, is

piquant and pleasing in an elfish way,
and who uses plays that do not require
chloride of lime to nullify their effect

on the olfactory nerves. Miss Adams
revived Mr. Barrie's "Peter Pan," and
also the same author's better and more
important play, "Quality Street," and
she likewise presented herself in an adap-
tation from the French, cailled '"The

Jesters," acting a Prince, who, in the

disguise of a jester, defeats all opposi-
tion, surmounts all obstacles, and wins

MAUDE ADAMS.

honor and a Princess, against seemingly
overwhelming odds.

In February, Mrs, Patrick Campbell
returned to New York, and, after vocif-

erous blasts of windy box-office promise,
she produced, at the Garden Theatre,
an English translation of a German
adaptation and variant of the "Electra"
of Sophocles. That old Greek drama,
so much admired and extolled, often by
persons who know little or nothing about

it, is a dreary composition, relative to

madness, murder, torture, suicide, parri-

cide, and impending doom. This ver-
sion of it, tumid and trivial in style,
was acted in a vein of artificiality and
affectation (the soul of Greek tragedy
being simplicity), which effectually vitia-

ted all possible effect of tragedy. The
production, nevertheless, was hailed with
much injudicious approval. Newspapers
were inundated with screeds from the

buzzing press-agent, celebrating the

grandeur of the achievement and also

the great public interest which it had
excited ;

—^but it lasted for less than one

week, Mrs. Campbell being opportunely
afflicted with "a severe cold," while Mrs.

Beerbohm-Tree, who had been especially

imported from England to play Clytem-
nestra, departed for home.
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One of the

more important
features of the

season was the

engagement of

Mr. Edward H.

Sothern, who,

appearing at the

Lyric Theatre,

February 27, sig-

nahzed his ad-

vent with a re-

vival of "Our
American Cous-

in," in which he

acted Lord Dun-

dreary, the part made famous, many
years ago, by his father, Edward
A. Sothern. The revival proved highly

successful, even in a season of failures

and gloom, andj during the continuance

of Mr. Sothern's engagement, which
was several times prolonged, the play
was often repeated. The chief merit of

Mr. Sothern's personation appeared in

the maintenance of intellectual purpose :

it is an error to suppose that Dundreary
is merely a fool. "He uses his folly as

a stalking horse, and under the presen-
tation of that he shoots his wit." The
essence of the character is shrewdness
veiled with folly and foppish eccentrici-

ty. The garb of it is elaborate elegance.
The display of it requires exceptional

self-control, perception of humor, tech-

nical mastery of resource; and, above

all, the ability, rare among contemporary
actors, to wait, to take all the time that

is required to create an effect and to

allow an audience to grasp it. Mr. Soth-

ern also acted Hamlet,—of which part
he is, at this time, the most effective per-
former visible, though he does not, in

any attribute of the character or any
scene of the tragedy, rise above the level

of technical proficiency and respectable

mediocrity. He also revived "If I Were
King," repeating his careful, diversified,

agreeable performance of the complex
central character,—poet, vagabond, rev-

eller, lover, schemer, and ideal gentle-

man,— Villon. A more notable produc-
tion than that revival was a theatrical

synopsis by Mr. Laurence Irving, of a

novel, by a Russian author, Feodor Dos-
torevski, called "Crime and Punish-
ment." That play bore the ludicrous

title, "The Fool Hath Said—There Is

No God." It deals with a subject long
ago made known to our stage by the late

Richard Mansfield, who presented a play
on this theme, by Mr, Charles Henry
Metzler, called "Rodion the Student."
The story is that of a young Russian

who, mentally unsettled by an environ-
ment of social corruption, tyranny, and
injustice, murders a brutal oppressor, in

order to protect from his bestial lust a

good and defenseless girl who has been

persecuted by him. Rodion is arrested

and, before a wily, soft-spoken, ingen-
ious police magistrate, is subjected to

inquisitorial mental torture, under which
he breaks down and betrays himself;
but he is saved from the consequences
of his hysterical collapse by the feigned
confession of one of two unfortunate

artisans, made in the effort to save the

other. Rodion, finally, is shown as a

convert from his assumption of the right
to take the law into his own hands, ad-

mitting the existence of God and indicat •

ing submission to the decree, "Ven-

geance is mine
;
I will repay." The play

is slow and feeble in action. The pre-
sentment of it caused a momentary
flicker of curiosity, but the piece was
withdrawn after a few performances.
Mr. Sothern's performance of Rodion

decisively augmented his reputation as

an actor. He proceeded to produce, for

the first time, a theatrical abridgement
of "Don Quixote," made by Mr. Paul
Kester. That theme has, naturally, a

strong attraction for actors of eccentric

character, possessed of a keen sense of

the efifect of contrast. Many plays have

been built on the basis of the great novel

of Cervantes, and several of them have
been produced: Henry Irving had one,
made by Wills, in four

, acts, which,

finally he reduced to one,' and in which
he appeared as the Don,—giving one of

the most striking, original, and essen-

tially imaginative of his extraordinary
dramatic embodiments : but stage pre-
sentments of "Don Quixote" have never

been successful, and Mr. Sothern's pre-
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sentment of it was not an exception.
Mr. Kester's play was intolerably long
and it had been made, apparently, with
a scissors and a paste-pot. The task

prescribed for Mr. Sothern was prepos-
terous. He is slight of stature and not

possessed of much physical strength.
The speeches assigned him were well-

nigh interminable and such as required

great and sustained effort in delivery.
The exertion exacted by the "business"

of the various scenes would have ex-

hausted a giant. Mr. Sothern acted with
determined purpose and zeal, but his ef-

forts were unavailing. At one point in

the performance he could hardly rise to

his feet, and his frame was seen to be

trembling with exhaustion. The per-
formance began at 7:45 and lasted until

midnight; and when it ended another
failure had been made and a large sum
of money wasted,—energy and capital

which, expended on a fine play might
have much advanced Mr. Sothern to-

ward that high place in the theatrical

world which he is ambitious to attain.

He is a good actor. His ambition is

worthy. His career has been one of

conscientious and vigorous labor. His
wish is to accomplish fine results, and,
under the guidance of good judgment,
his wish could be accomplished. He has

done much already. It is melancholy,

however, to find him announcing him-
self for such a stupendous part as King
Lear.

Aside from Mr. Sothern's revival of

"Hamlet" almost the only productions
of Shakespearean plays made in New
York last season were those of "The
Merchant of Venice," and "Richard

III," accomplished at the Bijou Theatre

by Mr. Henry Ludlowe. They were not

important. Mr, Ludlowe is a prosaic,

common-place performer, who is reputed
to have gained some stage experience in

earlier years and, in a later time, to have

taught elocution in Philadelphia. If

that performer was ever a teacher, it

is to be hoped that his teaching was
better than his practice. For "The Mer-
chant of Venice" Mr. Ludlowe used the

extremely imperfect arrangement em-

ployed during his latter years, by Richard

Mansfield : for "Richard III." he used a

modified version of Colley Gibber's

HABRISON GEBY FISKB.

blood-and-t h u n-

der adaptation.
Mr. Ludlowe's

proceedings at-

tracted but little

attention.

Mr. Otis Skin-

ner, producing,
at the Hudson

Theatre, an Eng-
lish adaptation of

a French play,
based on a story

by Balzac, and
called "The
Honor of the

Family," distinguished himself by a

serio-comic impersonation of an adven-
turous soldier of fortune,—a dashing,
reckless, buoyant scape-grace,

—whose
province it is to rescue a doting old uncle
of his from the clutches of an artful,

treacherous, resolute young hussy. Mr.

Skinner, in his youth a member of Au-
gustin Daly's excellent company, and at

one time associated with both Edwin
Booth and Lawrence Barrett, is one of
the few actors who preserve the best tra-

ditions of the stage, in tragical and ro-

mantic character. In the part of Colonel
Bridau his mind and temperament were
shown in a new phase—the personation
being extraordinary for grotesque sar-

donic humor, while possessed of this act-

or's usual attributes of authority and

fluency,
Mr, David Warfield, not having gained

all the success with "A Grand Army
Man" that had been expected and de-

served, presently revived "The Music

Master," and, presenting that piece, in

association with single weekly represen-
tations of the newer play, he finished

his season, at the handsome Stuyvesant
Theatre, with credit to himself and pleas-
ure to his many admirers.

A drama called "Paid in Full," by Mr.

Eugene Walter, was produced at the

Astor Theatre on February 25, and it

continued to be acted there till August
15, when it was removed to Weber's
Theatre. It is coarse in texture and
crude in construction. One part of its

design, apparently, is ridicule of irra-

tional communism, as to the distribution

of wealth. It contains one scene, which,
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while obnoxious to good taste, besides

being irrational, is theatrically effective.

The virtuous and handsome young wife

of an unprincipled, pusillanimous clerk,

who has stolen money from his employer
and been detected in his theft, is sent to

that employer,
—a hard, brutal, licentious,

repulsive man,—to ask for mercy toward
her husband. The libidinous creditor,—
represented as a retired ship-master, who
has been, practically, a buccaneer,—pre-

tends, at first, to misunderstand the ob-

ject of her visit, but at length he makes
dishonorable proposals to her, asking for

her virtue as the price of her husband's

pardon. His insolence is indignantly
and bravely repelled, and he then gives
to her a certificate of her husband's rec-

titude, stating to her that her husband's
oflfense will not be made known,—that

the debt is, in fact, "Paid in Full." The
intimation is that this hardened wretch,
who has, all along, been painted in the

darkest colors, is touched and impressed

by a consciousness of moral rectitude in

woman, and that his behavior toward the

young wife has been only a test of her

moral integrity. Mr. Frank Sheridan,

who acted the part,
—

Captain IViltiams,

—
adroitly contrived to redeem it by

some preliminary denotements of inher-

ent goodness, mixed with the man's evil,

and his acting proved the main-stay of

the drama.
Numerous fads and follies made their

appearance last year, in the usual course
of events. At one time that mushroom
performer of the Bernard Shaw trash,
Mr. Arnold Daly, having announced his

superiority to criticism and his contempt
for the makers of it,

—on the ground that

they know not whereof they speak,
—as-

sumed management of a little theatre

called the Berkeley, and fizzed and splut-
tered there for several weeks, acting in

various more or less morbid, unwhole-
some plays,

—
obscuring the merit of his

personations, such as it was, with an

apparently unrestrainable flux of conceit

and artificiality. That enterprise, smoth-
ered under public indifference, presently

expired, and not long ago Mr. Daly
sought balm in the bankruptcy court.

One of the incidents of that exceptional

egotist's direction of the Berkeley Thea-
tre was the appearance there of a repul-
sive performer, from Japan, styled
"Mme. Hanako." Her performances,
having been shown in Paris and in Lon-

don, were proclaimed, and, by some per-
sons were accepted, as wonderful

; but,

in fact, they were exceedingly trivial,

bearing about as much relation to dra-

matic art as would the gyrations of a

monkey on a stick,
—which they ire-

quently resembled. One proceeding of

hers, which was commended as specially
and delightfully "natural," was the

washing of her face by rubbing over it

the corner of her apron, upon which she

had spat. Mme. Hanako soon returned

to the more appreciative capitals of Eu-

rope ; recently she emerged again in

London.
Considerable activity was manifested

at the German Theatre, uqder the direc-

tion of Dr. Maurice Blaumfeld, where
the" principal productions were Lessing's
"Minna von Bamheim," the German
version of "Twelfth Night," Goethe's

"Goetz von Berlichengen," and a Ger-
man version of a Russian melodrama,
called "On the Eve."
The stage of Daly's Theatre was, for
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several weeks, occupied by a Russian

performer, Mme. Vera Komisarzhevsky,
an actress of commonplace attainments,

insignificant aspect and, apparently,
much professional experience. She act-

ed, in the Russian language, in "A Doll's

House," "The Fires of St. John," "The
Battle of the Butterflies," "A Child of

Nature," and various other plays, mostly
of the crank order, tainted in spirit and
unhealthful in influence. Her visit was
a failure ; her engagement was short-

ened; she began a tour "on the road."
but abruptly ended it, and, finally, she

departed for Russia, leaving an irritated

statement of dissatisfaction with the re-

ception accorded to her as an actress.

The dissatisfaction was reciprocal. It

appears to be thought necessary to im-

port freaks from Europe, to be imposed
on the American public as novelties. In
several of the European continental

countries there is much pother about
"National Theatres" and no doubt there

are some good actors in those theatres*

but it does not follow that art is fine

merely because it is foreign. If, how-

ever, we are to have foreigners as a

steady theatrical diet, they should be well

selected. Those brought to this country
of late years have, too often, proved in-

ferior to the best "stock" actors of our
own day and country, and they would
have been generally so designated had

they spoken our language.
Various farces,—"Bluffs," "Toddles,"

etc.,
—were tried, in the course of the

season, but, with the exception of Mr.

Clyde Fitch's "Girls," (adapted from a

German original), neither of them at-

tained popularity ;
and "Girls" prospered

only because frivolous and coarse. Mr.
N. C. Goodwin appeared at the Garrick

Theatre, giving an excellent performance
in a bad play, by Mr. George Broad-

hurst, called "The Easterner," and pres-

ently he disappeared, having, like other

displeased players, made known his dis-

pleasure; in fact he announced his in-

tention to quit acting and dig for gold.
Mr. Goodwin, nevertheless, is expected
to appear during the present season in

New York,—where, as he is much ad-

mired, he is always welcome and, when
he brings good plays, in which he acts

well, always successful.

WILLIAM H. CRANE.

Mr. W. H. Crane produced, with
much success, a play, by Mr. George
Ade, called "Father and the Boys," in

which much sport is occasioned by the
sudden awakening of an elderly gentle-
man, supposed to have been "turned out
to grass," who surpasses and astounds
his sons by his tumultuous business en-

terprise, his miscellaneous proficiency,
and his success in directing "the course
of true love."

Mr. Harrison Grey Fiske,—having
partially recovered from his singular at-

tack of spleen because the New York
public and the dramatic writers of the

New York press did not accept Mr.

Percy Mackaye's preposterous "Sappho
and Phaon," and its noisy, tedious per-
formance by Mme. Bertha Kalich and
her associates,

—
brought out that actress

at the Garden Theatre, as Marta, in a

revival of the play, from the Spanish,
called "Marta of the Lowlands." Mme.
Kalich is a hard^ metallic, unsympathetic
performer, but she has had experience
and she posseses ability : her acting as

Marta was fairly intelligent and moder-

ately effective. The engagement lasted

two weeks and the foreign actress then

departed to more appreciative realms.
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Mme. Kalich was succeeded at the Gar-
den by Mr. Edward Vroom, one of the

numerous tribe of actors who, at one
time or another have "supported Booth."

Mr. Vroom appeared in a play, written

by himself, called "The Luck of Mac-
Gregor," and he stayed one week. Mr.

Cyril Scott, a performer of pleasing per-

sonality and slender talents, was received
with some favor at the Garrick Theatre,
in a play called "The Royal Mounted."
Mr. Henry E. Dixey appeared, at the

Bijou Theatre, in an Eng*lish version
of "Papa Lebonnard." The season end-
ed early and with much the same sud-
den collapse as when a toy-balloon is

touched with a sharp needle.

The last conspicuous production by
which it was signalized was made at the

Savoy Theatre, where Mr. Henry Miller

brought out a Modern Morality, by Mr.
Charles Rann Kennedy, called "The
Servant in the House." The stage has
been defiled with so many catch-penny
plays on unclean subjects that the arrival

of even a mediocre play on a decent

theme can fairly startle observation and,—as shown in the experience of "The
Servant in the House,".—stampede judg-
ment. That piece, which is more a re-

ligious colloquy than a play, was received

by many newspapers with hysterical ac-

claim. Intrinsically, as drama, it is slow
and dull, and it is so prolix and symbol-
ical as to be tedious : moreover, its eth-

ical significance, while irreproachable, is

trite. This treatise alleges that false-

hood, at the basis of any institution,

particularly at the basis of the church,
or at the hea:t of any individual life,

must, and does, corrupt and ruin struc-

ture; that "who sweeps a room as by
Thy law makes that and the action

clean"; that there is much hypocrisy in

the Church and in professors of religion ;

and that man should love his neighbor
as himself. Most persons will not ques-
tion those impartments. There are, per-

haps, a few misguided old sinners who
occasionally wonder what, if you "love

your enemies," you are going to do for

your friends
; but such fossils do not

signify. To have those pious impart-
ments projected at you, in broadside,

through five acts of almost unrelieved

conversation, and to find yourself ex-

pected to receive them as novel truth is

rather a trial to patience. If Mr. Charles
Rann Kennedy had arrived a week or so
earlier with his "Servant in the House,"—

say a little in advance of the New
Testament,—his ethics would have
seemed much more novel. The dramatic
merit of "The Servant in the House"—
what there is of it and such as it is—
consists in a passage of amusing equiv-
oke and in the use of an old posture of

circumstance,—the meeting of an unfor-

tunate, degraded father with his inno-
cent daughter, who has not seen him
since infancy and who does not know
him. That situation occurs, notably, in

the drama of "Morte Civille" ("Civil

Death"), first introduced to our stage

by Tommaso Salvini. The character of
a conventional clerical humbug, an Eng-
lish Bishop, named Makeshyfte, though
a caricature, is adroitly used to create

some slight comic effect. The piece was
fortunate in the acting by which it was
interpreted. Each character is a personi-
fication of some one cardinal principle.
Mr. Arthur Lewis, as Makeshyfte, espe-

cially excelled in the bland portrayal of

smug, hypocritical expediency, while
Mr. Tyrone Power was indeed the in-

carnation of revolt.

In addition to the many dramatic pro-
ductions that were eflfected last season
a copious allowance was supplied of
"musical farces;" that form of composi-
tion, in fact, largely predominated, and
it continues to predominate—being there-

in a herald of serious peril to the stage.
Musical farces are, as a rule, formless,

vacuous, and trivial, coarse in incident

and dia/logue, and, almost invariably,
the representation of them is disfigured
with vulgarity. The music hall is the

enemy of the theatre. It addresses the

meanest order of intelligence and the

lowest taste, and its dijcct tendency is

to encourage and augment the vulgarity
to which it appeals. No contemporary
force, indeed, is more inauspicious to

the art of acting,
—to the regular thea-

tre,
—than that of the multitude lured

onward in the wrong path by the gross

expedients of nxusic-hall entertainment.

The late Henry Irving, a great manager
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as well as a great actor, who thoroug-hly
understood the time in which he lived,

was strongly of this opinion. Augustin
Daly earnestly expressed it. Mr. Daniel

Frohman, one of the few managers in

our day who treat Acting as an art and
the professors of it as Artists (and not as

cattle), recently adverted to this subject
and said these wise words :

It is a fact that the drama in New York,
more than ever before, and more than any-
where else on earth, is in a position of
absolute jeopardy. Speculative theatre

building, instead of having run to its limit,
is increasing, and its effect can only be to

drag downward the art which theatres are
assumed to foster. There are now in this

city more than fifty places of theatrical
amusement. * * On the other hand there
is a most limited supply of good dramas,
offset by a great preponderance of musical
comedy, burlesque, and variety, lacking
the element of sound, sane and stimulat-
ing entertainment for the public. The
absence of good plays is not hard to ex-

plain. The drama is a fine art which can-
not meet a wholesale demand. There are
not enough writers of intellectual and
technical equipment to compete with the

many theatres that are constantly needing
material for entertainment. If there were
fewer theatres there would be a corres-

pondingly greater discrimination by man-
agers in the selection of plays.

* * There
can be no durability, stability, or future
for plays which reflect what is contempt-
ible, sordid, or degrading in life, or which
depend for their appeal on depicting such
elements.

The truth so well said by Mr. Froh-
man is known to all managers, though
often it is denied by them, and its ac-

ceptance as a guide in the policy of the-

atrical management would do more for

our drama than a score of ''New Thea-

tres" or "National Theatres," or theoret-

ical panaceas of any description. But
such a guide is not in the least likely to

be followed by the persons who now con-
trol our Theatre.

In the season now beginning the thing
that is, will in many cases, be the thing
that was. Either in the metropolis or

"on the road," "The Merry Widow."
"The Man of the Hour," "The Warrens
of Virginia," "A Grand Army Man,"
"The Witching Hour," "The Servant in

the House," "The Thief," "Paid in

Full," "The Honor of the Family,"
"Father and the Boys," and numerous
other plays already popular will con-

tinue to be acted. There is much thun-

der in the index, but the reverberation

may be expected soon to die away. In

a "presidential year" no serious venture
is made until after the election. When
that momentous event has passed, the

stage may, possibly, be favored with

something important. Last season,

though many plays were failures and
most of them deserved to be, there was
much uncommonly fine acting. The art

labors under heavy discouragement, but

still it lives.



The Toast

By Felix Benguiat

HE dinner was given to

Bertlia Stillman, on her

return from Europe, and
it was such a dinner as

San Francisco dehghted
to give when she sat in

opulence upon her hills in the days before

the earthquake. The table was under a

pergola thick with passion-vine and jes-

samine. The stars and the moon peeped
through, distant and pure. Luxurious

rugs carpeted the white marble floor and
there was nothing of that bourgeoise

nickel-plated culture which renders the

social board unsocial and turns a feast

with pleasant conversation into a cheap
concert. Only twice or thrice was mu-
sic heard and then it stole from afar in

soft strains, as if someone thought in

music upon the night. The night air

was as caressing as a bride's kiss and out

beyond the radiance of the electric lights,

which were concealed among the leaves,

was the deep velvet blue of night,
made deeper by contrast, and against
the sky the fringes of stately palms made

vague draperies. Some candles on the

table gave still another light,
—a mellow

and convivial light, and their soft splen-
dor was caught again and again by the

glitter of glass. Nothing is or has been
or will be more beautiful than glass ;

not

the mechanic sparkle of cut-glass, heavy
and meaningless, but glass, light and

airy as breath ""itself, and in such ex-

quisite forms as show the delight of the

artist in throwing from his lips
—

nay,
from his soul,—these fixed and brilliant

bubl)les. The glass of ancient Venice;
when gondoliers in blood-red velvet and

gold brocade sang to some window, or

there was heard in the stillness of the

night the sullen plunge of a corpse into

the canal. The glass of ancient Greece;
when every village loved beauty and
even shepherds were instinctive in the

forms of art. Temples have gone, and

cities, but there have come down to us,
without a crack, vessels fragile as air,

vases from which Aspasia may have

poured water and wine for Pericles, or
oil for her own bright body ;

and so it

is
; bricks of the law-giver and the phil-

osopher crumble, the arches of the con-

queror decay, but the filmy vase of the

poet survives, defying the greedy and

gnawing tooth of Time and compelling
its envious touch to gild the bubble
with a rainbow radiance.

The table was brilliant with Venetian

glass and the dinner was such as I

would have been glad to have sat down
to; a salad of alligator pears and toma-
toes ; the little native oysters on their

thin, pearly-green shells
;
a bit of striped

bass steamed in white wine with peppers,
and a sauce the subtlety of which, like

that of all art, defies expression. I care

not what kickshaws and trifles else, the

essential being a great pie of mountain

quail with fresh mushrooms and truf-

fles; and at this point a glass of Bur-

gundy.
Arma virumqne cano. This dinner by

Bertha Stillman's friend, Sally Walcott,

(Walcott duly divorced) was intended

to throw Bertha into the arms of Sperr-
cer Oldfield. Fortunate arms. She was
the daughter of Gerald Stillman, the

newspaper man ; himself brilliant, capti-

vating, with, for a heart, a butterfly.

Peace to his ashes ! He was as God
made him. Her mother was never

known in San Francisco, and Bertha

was held doubtfully by those who found

nothing in literature, art or the wonders
of the universe more absorbing than

bridge-whist and tattle of their neigh-
bors' weaknesses or misfortunes. Until

she grew beautiful and celebrated; then

the world of convention was at her feet.

As I think of her beauty I feel like say-

ing, as old Winton did, "My God, but

that woman is beautiful !" Her beauty
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gripped you by the throat ; it made your
soul ache and your mouth water. The

figure of a dryad, full-chested, supple,
tall.

She had written three novels, many
stories and had come home to attend the

presentation of her clever but impos^-
ble play, "In Love With His Wife."

She lived well enough, but with that

spice of economy which the rich—poor
devils—are deprived of. She had small

dressmakers' bills, for she wore no cor-

sets and draped herself softly. Still she

was poor, as genius ought to be. No
genius could possibly love money. No
genius should ever be wealthy, even by
accident. I think I never heard of a

wealthy genius. (I am poor myself).

Spencer Oldfield was in the very aris-

tocracy of plutocracy. He was rich by
inheritance. His money had lost the

taint of the making. His father made his

first stroke in floating, among his friends

and the public, the stock of the Western
Coal & Iron Company ;

floated it in its

own water. But as his stealing was
done according to law, by use of major-

ity stock and directors, and the pur-
chase of corrupt aldermen, he died worth
millions and of course outside the peni-

tentiary. Spencer was respectable. He
had never done a day's work in his life

and was almost religiously scrupulous
not to flaunt his immoralities. Society
is governed by fictions, superstitions and
shams. You may do anything if you do
not publish it. You may preach any-

thing if you do not do it. One of the

superstitions was that Spencer was re-

spectable. He had barely enough hair

to part sedately and accurately in the

middle of his broad skull, brilliant steel-

blue eyes, big teeth, a coarse mouth,
thick lips, broad hands, stumpy fingers,
and a habit of clearing his throat and

pulling up his collar or adjusting his

necktie when he was nervous. Though
still young, the fit of his clothes sug-
gested that his tailor would be a good
maker of balloons. Such was Spencer
Oldfield,—any woman's aversion. Such
was Bertha Stillman,—any man's joy.

Beauty and the beast. Yet Sallie Wal-
cott, in the space beneath her tiara which
she called her mind, distinctly thought

of selling her to him. She really be-

lieved she was Bertha's friend. The
consideration—Money. She wished to

give Bertha millions. Bertha knew her

friend's intention perfectly well ;
not from

conversation, but from observation, and
as she surveyed her fate and thought of

him as a bridegroom in the sweet mys-
tery of willing love, she was sufficiently
masculine-minded to have mental and
moral goose-flesh,

—or better, aesthetic

goose-flesh ; for the true, healthy, aes-

thetic feeling is surer and finer and

purer than mere morals. But the Beast,

raped her with his eyes and would have
her at any price, which shows that love

does not always fly through the rosy sky,
like twin butterflies caressing each other,

but sometimes drives stupidly up to the

door alone in a butcher's cart, with a

club.

The conversation was becoming gen-
eral. Buller, the artist, a self-satisfied,

stout man with grey Vandyke beard,
said in the ex-cathedra tone of the mas-
ter among his worshippers, "Art is form
and form is art." All stopped to listen.

"If you discard form," continued he

grandly, "you discard art." "Then why
did you do it?" asked Johnny Winslow,
the wit of the Bohemian Club,—which
I will admit was small beer after all.

"It discarded me," said the artist, casting
an instantaneous glance over his com-
fortable proportions, "And," said he,

raising his voice slightly, as he now had
the company for an audience, "the ob-

ject of art is to please, not to preach.
A tragedy may preach a lesson in vir-

tue, but the preaching is merely inci-

dental. Its artistic object and result

is pleasure ;
otherwise it is a sermon."

"Oh, I dont know," said Winslow.
"How would you class a rapid tendency
to baldness? or the daily tragedy of the

divorce ?"

"Divorce is cheap melodrama," inter-

rupted Bertha.

"But the vitalizing soul of art," re-

sumed Buller, bowing and smiHng to the

interruption, "is imagination. By it we
conceive the beautiful, and the beautiful

is the eternal."

"I agree with you," said Gerald Lin-

coln, the chestnut-bearded poet with
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rather long, wavy hair, who sat at the

middle of the table. "In rry opinion,
there can be no poetry withont imagina-
tion and no poetry without beauty, and
the greatest poetry has a p 'rfection of

form, though not necessarily the most
artificial form

; then it becomes me-
chanic. I hate Pope. Imagination,"
said the poet, his eye lighting and wav-

ing his hand with an elegant gesture ?,t

the company, "has lifted man from the

brutes; made the wqrld his treasure-

house and his playground ; expanded its

limits beyond the stars
;
decorated it with

the wonders of day and night and the

seasons, and has opened before man the

endless avenues yet to be trod. Imagi-
nation distinguishes not only man from
the brutes, but the genius who is a jewel
of the world from the common man who
is absolutely worthless."

"Ahem," said the wit, modestly behind
his hand and bowing at the word

"genius."
"I would rather have imagination than

any other gift," said the poet in a more
matter-of-fact tone, dropping suddenly
out of the air.

"I knew a man," said slim Doctor Per-

kins, the distinguished alienist, "who
imagined he was Mary, Queen of Scots."

"He had evidently lost his head," said

Winslow, and at last everybody laughed.
"But, Doctor, you cannot say that he

was not happier in this foolish dream,
than if he had known the earth as we
know it?" said Bertha, leaning forward

earnestly,

"No," said the Doctor; "we cannot

say. Who knows what dreams may
come? Visions grander than ours, as

well as terrors greater than ours. The
mind is a sea which has no bounds-

Shakespeare was in a sense a lunatic, liv-

ing in realms of his own imagination;
and that is why I beheve that each one
should have perfect liberty in this world
to do exactly as he pleases. To follow
his own chase, for joy, peace, content-

ment; and tliat there should be no limi-

tations except to restrain the use of force

by one against another."
Bertha Stillman had been watching

the Doctor intently and as he came to

this period she said : "Good 1" so heartily

that all looked at her, and the Doctor,

coming back to earth a little shame-

facedly, as the poet had just done,

added, "No; no one can say what is best

for another." •
•

"I can say for myself," said David

Scott, a smooth-shaven lawyer on the

happy side of midJle age, with an ora-

tor's mouth and a handsome, straight

nose, who sat opposite to Bertha, "that

I am happier to know the earth as I

know it tonight, with you opposite me,
Miss Stillman

;
far happier." Bertha

bowed and everybody smiled. Oldfield

laughed aloud, but not with delightful
heartiness.

"If I had imagination," said Wit
Winslow hastily, for fear he was losing

ground, "I would imagine the world a

vast bed of roses, on which I would lie

and view the stars which, a:.- they came
toward me, proved to be the beautiful

eyes of beautiful women, and the foliage
on the trees about me would be receipted

bills,
—mine own."

"Oh, there is a limit to the imagina-
tion, Winslow," said Scott. "If it were
not so, I would like to imagine that Miss
Stillman loved me." Bertha quickly

quoted to him :

"Bold lover
^ never, never can'st thou

kiss,

Though winning near the goal;
Yet do not grieve;
She cannot fade, though thou hast not

thy bliss;

Forever wilt thou love, and she he fair"

"Mr. Scott also forgets that there is a
limit to the imagination," said Spencer
Oldfield, sarcastically.

"Oh, I dont know," laughed Bertha ;

and Nelly Bodie, a beautiful girl of the

tropical type, with luxuriant red under
the oHve-brown of her cheeks, said,

laughingly, "Why, to love Mr. Scott

seems really not so difficult." "Great

Scot^t !" said the wit, and again they

latighed, except Spencer Oldfield who
endeavored to look bored. Nelly Bodie

laughed mischievously and ran her hand
over the glossy black hair which, falling

in simple bands from her forehcnd, was

coiled heavy and thick, low at the back
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of her neck. The hostess nodded to the

poet, who slowly arose and after a few

preliminary "ahs" finally got .under

headway and said he desired to propose
the health of one upon whom Aphrodite
and Athena had smiled in unison

; one
who had received from the gods bright
visions of the air and deep yearnings of
the ever-moaning sea; who was herself

a goddess of the mind and of the sou!

and yet not the less a very Venus to

gladden the eye; one who added to the
charm of her charming sex, etc., etc., etc.,

the intellectual force supposed to be pe-
. culiar to men, etc., etc., etc., who by
beauty of face, as well as of mind, etc.,

etc., etc., was the goddess of the Golden
West and Aphrodite of the Orient sea,—Miss Stillman,

Mr. Oldfield shouted, "Hear! Hear!"

vociferously and drank copiously. Bertha

responded lightly, gracefully, wittily ;
and

at the last, warmly and sincerely, and
when she sat down Spencer Oldfield said

with solemn emphasis : "Great ! Great I

Great!" three times and very seriously
lifted his glass to her. She bowed and
he swelled like the frog in the fable.

Mrs. Walcott saw this and felt all the
thrills of the angler who feels the quick
strike and nervous pull. Her fish was
hooked. She was very glad. Dear
Bertha could have now everything her
heart desired— (except love and happi-
ness). Thank Heaven it was settled.

She could hardly wait for the evening
to end and the intimate secret confab of
the bedroom to begin.

Mr. Oldfield was saying to the lady
next to him, but with half an eye for

Bertha, "My idea of a gentleman, Miss

Carter, is one who lives on his income.
A man who has to work for a living

may be honest in his way and a decent

enough sort of a fellow, and all that,

dont you know, but he is not what you
would call a ger deman, dont you know."

Miss Carter having expressed her

sympathy with this view added that this

country was becoming fearfully demo-

cratic, but Mr. Oldfield comforted her

by saying that the country would get
over this evil tendency in time, for as

wealth remained in the same family for

many generations, there would gradually

be bred a real gentleman class. Mr.
Oldfield then felt he could properly
leave Miss Carter to hug this comforting
thought and he quickly turned to Ber-
tha Stillman, saying : "I wonder. Miss

Stillman, that you have not written a

book or a play about the Western mining
camps."

"Yes," she replied, "I wonder too, for

I know nothing about them."
"How you surprise me," said he. "I

wish we could make up a party this sum-
mer to visit my mine. There is awfully

good hunting and fishing and good
mountain roads."

"What is your mine, Mr. Oldfield?"

"It 's the biggest gold quartz mine in

the State," said he proudly, "the Griz-

zly Giant."

"The Grizzly Giant !" echoed Bertha,
and studied his face a second or two
and then with a sudden chill she added,
as if to herself, "Oh, yes, yes ; certainly."
"You know it?" he asked.

"Well, no, not exactly," she hesitated;
"but I have heard of it"

"We could have a couple of motor
cars taken up on the train," he went on,
"the mine is only eighteen miles from
the railroad spur which runs into Red
Gulch. That 's the name of the little

mining town."

"Oh, yes," said Bertha
;
"I know Red

Gulch."
"You do !" exclaimed Oldfield, looking

at her with some surprise.

"Yes," she replied, "I have friends

who have a ranch somewhere in that

region."

"Well, I '11 tell you what," said he, "I

wish you would make up a party to be

my guests up there any time you wish ;"

and lowering his voice to a confidential

murmur he added : "it would make me
the happiest man in the world if you
would consider everything I have your
own."

Bertha quickly interrupted, as if she

had not heard fully: "Mr. Oldfield, I

trust it is not impertinence to ask how

you came bv that scar on your fore-

head?"

"Oh," said he, pulling at his collar,

"I got that in an accident up at the mine.

I was up there with Jack Ingalls. You 've
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heard of Jack. He owns Olympus,
Olympiad, Olympic and all that strain

of thoroughbreds, and he imported Blue
Rocket and Meteor. He and I are going
abroad this fall ; unless," he added, again

lowering his voice to a confidential tone,

"you will let me do something for you,"
and he languished a look upon her such
as only the animal man can give and
which makes us long for the simple dig-

nity of the brutes.

At this point the hostess, leaning for-

ward a little, said to her : "Bertha, Mr.
Winslow says that women can lecture

in private, but cannot talk in public.
Now I want you to propose a toast to

the gentlemen."
"No, no," said Miss Stillman, shaking

her head.

"Please, Bertha," said her hostess, ap-

pealingly.

"Oh, well," she consented, "I will

propose the health of a gentleman.
—

Not any particular gentleman, but the

ideal
;
and I '11 tell you a story." She

pushed the things away a little from in

front of her and leaning her arms on
the table, she told, most dramatically,
this story :

"Three years ago I was visiting Mary
Milliken. She married Tolliver War-
rington, a good-looking, good-natured
Englishman, who bought a ranch in Cal-

averas County, at an outrageous price,
but he was to get rich, fabulously rich,

raising sheep. He and the sheep are

poorer than ever, but you love them

both, for they make you welcome and
leave you alone.

"One hot August morning Mary asked

me to drive to Red Gulch, the railway
station, and get Marian Greene, her

cousin, who was coming from New
York. Something had gone wrong with

those blessed sheep and Mr. Warrington
and the foreman had started for the

mountains.
"If any of you have ever lived on a

sheep ranch you will recognize the apt-
ness of the Bible's allusions to lost sheep.
A more helpless and naturally erring lot

of creatures, from the cradle to the

grave, I never saw, unless it be society
women. There is certainly more excite-

ment over one of the strayed imbeciles

than over the ninety and nine which the

dogs have kept safe, sane and moral.
With women in society this is different.

"For two dry months the dust had
been deepening in the yellow road till

it was now eight inches deep, as fine as

flour; and as irritating
—as only alkali

dust can be. The heat was fairly quiv-
ering across the plain where stretched
the road. 1 put on a shabby duster, tied

a straw hat over my head, drew on old

gloves and started with a pair of mus-
tangs that were fat, fresh and looking
for trouble. But it was my own fault.

I thought I was a complete horsewoman—I think so still—and I insisted on this

team, for I had no desire to linger on
fifteen miles of dusty desert. The buggy—

well, you all know a California ranch

buggy. It had never known water in

its life. The mud of winter and the
dust of summer had accumulated upon
it, and like the tramps of humanity, it

had got reckless in its shabbiness. The
road from Warrington's ranch to Red
Gulch is first about ten miles of sage-
brush-and-greasewood desert

; then a
climb to a stony mesa, where the road
is harder and better (Warrington having
employed men to throw the rocks out
of the road) ;

then a sharp turn down
into the river canyon, with the face of

a rock precipice on your left and wild
roses and death and destruction on your
right. Then across the wide river bed,

nearly dry at this time, up the long
grade to the summit, and down four

miles of winding grade, with Red Gulch
under your hand all the time, with its

little houses and locomotives looking like

a toy." ("That 's right," murmured Old-

field, to himself).
"I drove fast to keep ahead of the

dust over the desert, and after climbing
to the mesa I let the horses walk a lit-

tle and in this time, overcome by the

heat, I fell asleep. I slept most of the

distance across the mesa, When I was
awakened by a great jerk; the team was

running away. Do not ask what made
them run, for I dont know. Perhaps a

loose strap ; a horned toad running in

the dust ; the glint of an empty can ; the

buzz of a rattlesnake ; the smell of a car-

cass; or perhaps the planets had pre-
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destined from the very beginning of time

that it was to be and it was just their

hour to run.

"I gathered the Hnes instinctively and
in less than three seconds was doing my
best, but we went like the forefront of

a tempest and the buggy and I were but

a leaf in the furious wake. I do not

believe that people really think under

such circumstances. I blessed Tolliver

Warrington afterwards that he was an

Englishman and despised American
roads and insisted, out of his own slen-

der substance, in keeping the mesa road

smooth ;
but at the time I simply steered

them instinctively, or, rather, they kept
the road themselves, for out of it would
have been very rocky going. The first

brain work I was conscious of was the

knowledge that we were approaching the

canyon, with the sharp turn down in to

the river bed, which would inevitably

hurl me over the beautiful sweetbriers

down to the sharp rocks below, a torn

and mangled bundle, in a wretched dus-

ter and a very unbecoming old straw hat.

Not that I thought of this at the time.

It was cause for gratitude afterward.

But I did realize^ with terror in my soul,

that Iwas flying to certain death, and I

know that to all the children of men
death is horror. We recoil from it in-

stinctively. So, in an agonized way, I

began to meditate jumping from the

wagon as flying from certain death to

only possible death. I had not the cour-

age to jump until the last moment, and
so I waited. It was all instinct with me,
not intelligence at all.

"Meanwhile, with the same blind in-

stinct, I sawed desperately at the horses,

but I was a pigmy pulling against a

mountain, and I knew that I was help-
less and alone. The fright and pathos
of it made me sob a few short, dry sobs,

as I saw death and the head of the

canyon but a little way in front of me.

Just then—though my over-occupied
senses had heard nothing

—a great dark

mass, almost as if it was a gigantic bird,

shot past me out of the road onto the

lava rocks, something whirled before my
eyes and in a moment the horses lay

prostrate, half in the road and half on
the rocks and on the very edge of the

precipice. I jumped from the buggy im-

mediately, not realizing what had hap-
pened, only knowing that my wild flight
had stopped and I had a chance to es-

cape; but I jumped right into the arms
of a cow-boy, who seated me on a great
lava boulder, took off his grey felt som-

brero, wiped his brow with the back of
his hand and, alas, alas, spat some to-

bacco juice in the dust and said to me,
in an encouraging and amiable tone,
'Close shave. Set here a minute.' And
he hurried off to the prostrate team.

"I need not tell you that I set. I did

not, as a heroine should, look at my
hero, or perhaps I did, for I became fas-

cinated by a great powerful bay horse,
now black with sweat, who stood out on
the rocks, his straight, powerful legs
braced, his handsome neck arched and
his great intelligent eyes fixed on the

runaways, lying there, panting. From
the horn of the saddle on the bay to

the neck of the farther runaway,
stretched a rawhide lariat, tight as a

bow-string, and the great bay made it

his business to keep it tight. If the

struggles of the captives loosened the

tension, the captor backed away and re-

stored it
;
the nearer horse lay somewhat

under the other. Both finally ceased to

struggle, but the vigilant bay never
winked an eye, but stood there like a

figure of victorious strength and relent-

less duty. How I did love him ! I am
ashamed to say I tried to buy him from
his master.

"The other hero—the man hero—was
busy among the harness, throwing off

the traces and straps ; then he ran the

buggy back a little way, loosened the

choking lariat from the throat which
was breathing hoarsely and piteously,
took both horses by their heads and mo-
tioning to the bay to come forward so
as to relax the lariat, helped the run-

aways to their feet, where they stood

quietly enough, frightened and trem-

bling. The pole was split. He took a
halter rope out of the buggy and lashed

it, walked around the horses, petted
them, looked the lines and harness all

over, got some leather strings from his

saddle and did a little repairing and
then hitched the horses in again.
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"He called to me: 'Would it bother

you to stand over here and hold the

horses?' I went, and I watched him as

he moved about, skillful, self-reliant and

quiet. He was tall and spare; a fine

athletic figure, with rather a long face,

powerful mouth and aquiline nose; a

high-bred man physically ; the hawk type
of man, but with no cruelty in eyes or

mouth. Indeed, the forgiving way in

which he soothed the poor wicked run-

aways was a lesson for sinners. I am
proud to say his name was not Bill.

This is a true story. If it were not, I

would feel obliged to call him Bill. All

Western heroes are named Bill. His
name was Curtin St. John."

— —
Mr. Spencer Oldfield again fussed

with his collar and tie and cleared his

throat.

"St. John slowly coiled his riatta, tied

it to his saddle, threw away his chew
of tobacco, untied a coat from his sad-

dle, slipped it on, adjusted his necker-

chief of a terrible magenta color; then

said, quite simply, *I '11 get in first, if

you '11 excuse me. It will be safer
;

I

can handle them better.' He made room
for me beside him, leaned over, gave me
a strong hand and as I stepped into the

buggy I felt the lift and thrill of great
masculine power, so fascinating to a wo-
man wherever she finds it, and it ought
to be. It means energy, safety, attrac-

tion ; life, eternity.
"As we started he whistled to the

splendid bay and the statue broke into

easy supple motion and trotted after us.

St. John saw my admiration and looked

as pleased as a mother.
" 'He is a beauty,' said I, 'What is his

name ?'
"
'His name is Baby. I went back to

Kentucky about five years ago and

brought out a carload of horses for the

company and I got this little fellow for

myself. He was n't hardly old enough
to be taken from his mother. It wasn't

just right, but I could n't buy both «'f

them. In fact, she was n't for sale at

all. So I have made a pet of him and
I got to calling -him Baby, but it does

seem a foolish name for him now, so

I call him Bay,' and as he spoke St. John
threw his arm back over the seat and the

beautiful horse crowded iip and poked
his soft nose into his master's hand.

"
'Well, you and Bay have saved my

life,' I said. 'I won' -.ry to thank yoii,
because I can 't. I ]\\. want you to know
that I know it.'

"
'Guess you */e from San Francisco,'

said he, with •. light in his eye. 'Peo-

ple out here dont bother about such lit-

tle accidents. Where was you going?'
he said, in a businesslike tone. I told

him I was going to Red Gulch to meet
the train. He glanced at the sun and
hurried the team. I told him my name
and that I was a visitor at the War-
rington ranch, but I had to ask him his

name.
"Some little distance before you enter

the long grade up from the river, the
road from Grizzly joins the main
road, and coming down this branch road
we saw a buggy with two men in it and

they, seeing us, whipped up and entered
the main road first. Their team and

buggy threw out such thick volumes of
dust that I could scarcely see or breathe.

St. John slowed up till the air had cleared

a little and then seeing the team ahead of
us was at a walk he trotted up and tried

to pass, but as he did so they whipped up
again and, as we were out on the rocks,
we had to fall back and take their heavy
volumes of dust. This was repeated a
number of times until it was perfectly
evident that the men in the buggy in-

tended to keep ahead of us and to go
at a walk except when necessary to pre-
vent our passing them.

"If you are suffering from nervous
headache under a broiling sun, choking
with dust and your eyes burning like

coals, you can have a better appreciation
of my feelings than you can possibly
have under these present delightful sur-

roundings."
Here Miss Stillman looked about the

table and let her glance rest for a mo-
ment on Mr. Oldfield'.^* scar. He
coughed, arranged his tie and took a

gulp of wine. Then she resumed :

"St. John turned to me and said,

'Would it bother you. Miss, if I chewed
some tobacco?' 'Not at all,' said I, 'I

wish I could chew something myself.'
He looked off into the canyon, smiling
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at my vicious tone. We heard the men
ahead laugh. St. John only chewed.

Apparently the situation meant nothing
to him. To me it was not only an insult

of the most boorish character, but it was

great physical discomfort also."

Mr. Oldfield became noticeably wor-
ried about his throat, but no one noticed

him ; all eyes were on the lovely speaker.
"

'I never smoke,' said St. John, as

if anxious to make conversation, *eyen
if a lady tells me to, for I know that

ladies often lie to be good-natured, that 's

the woman of it ; and I dont believe in

taking advantage of it and being disa-

greeable.' He pointed his whip y.t a

chipmunk and said, 'Innocent little fel-

lows, aint they? Them and horned

toads and camp robbers has the bright-
est eyes of anything.' 'Camp robbers,'

said I, at last becoming interested. 'Yes,'

said he, 'little grey birds that as soon

as you make camp in the mountains,
come into the trees right over your head

and pretty soon get down beside you
and it wont take 'em long, if they get

any encouragement, to be pecking out

of your plate. Most every one likes to

be doin' gun practice on 'em, and thev

certainly are regular thieves, but I dont

allow it. No bird that shows tliat con-

fidence in a man ought to be betrayed ;

it is sure treachery.' He passed the

reins over to the other hand and contin-

ued : 'I aint much on killing harmless

things anyhow,' and after a silence of

some minutes he continued, apparently
oblivious of the time which had passed :

'Everything seems to like to live, dont

it?' He looked at me for a reply, but I

was not in the humor and I said to him

abruptly, 'Ask those—those men, to let

us pass.' He stopped the team and hand-
ed me the reins, saying, 'I hate to seem

ornery to a lady, but this team is pei
-

fectly safe now and it 's up-hill for three

miles and I 'd a little rather that you 'd

let me get out .and you ask them your-
self.' 'No,' said" I, 'I will not ask them.

They have seen us try to pass them a

dozen times and words could say no
more.' 'That 's what I thought,' said

he and we plodded on in silence, the

great bay following with bowed head
and I swallowing my wrath and the dust.

"After a progress of this kind which
seemed ages, I noticed St. John begin
to watch the road as if he were studying
his position and gradually our horses

pushed into the thick of the dust and
walked close behind the other buggy,
and I was about to suggest falling back
into clearer atmosphere when St. John
brought the whip down on the backs of

our team with a vengeance and we
sprang into a turn-out made to enable

wagons to pass each other on a steep

promontory. The men ahead of us

whipped up also, but it was too late ;

down came St. John's whip again ; he
turned so sharply as nearly to upset us,

thrust or team against the heads of the

other horses and throwing them out of

the road close to the edge of a fearful

embankment. Our wheels cut their legs
and made them rear. Both men jumped
out of the buggy and one ran to the

heads of their horses. We swung into

the road amid a storm of curses, oaths

and blasphemy. St. John never turned
his head. Bay came thundering after

us and we pushed on."

(Spencer Oldfield again adjusted his

necktie),
"
'Mountains are solemn things,' said

my eagle-faced, calm charioteer, and I

felt that if I tried to answer him I would

cry hysterically. 'Life in the mountains
is nice

; they are so cool and quiet ; but

everything likes to live wherever it is :

the Hzzard out in the desert, just the

same as the deer in the mountains, and
the little Jenny-wren just as much as

the grizzly. Everything likes to live,

and life ought to be good to everybody.
If it aint, then something is wrong and

against Nature.' I philosophized with

him a little and then as it all came over

me again, I thanked him once more

fervently for saving my life.. But he

put the subject aside and for lack of

anything better to say I asked him if he

had been on his way to Red Gulch when

my mad career engaged his attention.

The corners of his eyes wrinkled a lit-

tle in a smile, as he said, 'No, ma'am, I

was on my way to Warrington's ranch.'

'Oh,' said I, 'I am very sorry I did not

know that.' 'What would you have
done ?' asked he. I felt like whimpering,
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but said, as bravely as I could, 'Well,
it 's too bad to have caused you all this

trouble.' 'It 's been no trouble; one dav
is like another to me. If I dont get to

a place today, I can tomorrow. Now, if

you was a cow-boy out here, and found
a lady in trouble, what would you have
done ? You see there was n't but one

thing to do.' 'Well,' said I, 'I hope I

mav be able some day to show my grati-
tude.'

"We had been flying down the long
grade and as soon as he had hitched the

team for me in Red Gulch, he lifted his

sombrero and sauntered away, his spurs

jingling and that beautiful horse follow-

ing him like a dog.
"I had the excitement of seeing the

train come in and after some delay ar-

ranging about her baggage, Miss Greene
and I were ready to start back. Just
then a man in blue overalls and checked

jumper called out from the platform to

the man who was assisting us : 'Reddy,
did you hear about Curt St. John?'
'What about him?' said Reddy. 'He

pulled the two swells out of their buggy
and licked 'em like hell with a cowhide
he bought special. One of 'em drawed a

gun, but Curt took it away from him and
hit him over the forehead with it, so that

he is having it sewed up now by Doc

Ginty.' 'What's it all about?' 'God
knows. The men say he just jumped
'em without any reason and they 're go-

ing to arrest him and hang him maybe.'
'Guess again,' said our helper and he and
his informant laughed. 'What does Curt

say is the trouble?' bawled Reddy, hand-

ing us the reins. 'Oh, says he doesn 't

like their looks,' said the other man as

he walked away.
"Our man laughed softly to himself.

'Will there be trouble about this?' I

asked. 'Wont be no trouble for Curt St.

John,' said Reddy. 'If you are inter-

ested in the other fellows you might
worry a little,' and again he laughed his

mysterious chuckle, as if the idea of

Curt St. John getting into trouble had
a decided streak of humor in it. 'Ever
see Curt thrash a man?' said Reddy, as

he stepped back with our fee in his

pocket. 'No, we never had that pleas-
ure.' 'Ever see him handle a gun?'
'No/ 'Ever see him ride?' 'No.'

'Well, of course, then you aim never seen
him use a lass rope.' 'Yes,' said I eager-
ly, 'I have, once.' 'Once! Guess you
dont know Curt very well. Well, I

would n't worry about him, ladies,' and
he walked off, rattling the silver in his

pocket.

"Just as we turned the summit and the
heat of day was fading and out on
the desert we could see the sun half-way
down the sky, making golden the long
lines of dust stirred up by cattle and ve-

hicles, or the pillars of dust raised by the

whirlwinds, we heard behind us the

rhythmic beat of horse-hoofs and Bay
overtook us, his nostrils distended and
flecks of foam on his breast. St. John
rode him straight up and like a feather,

"
'I dont want to bother you ladies by

seeming to hang on, but I 'm going to

Warrington's and I thought I better stay

by you till you get back.'

"I thanked him very cordially and

presented Miss Greene, and all the time
I was looking him over for any signs
of conflict, for I felt that he was my
knight and my heart went out to him ;

but I saw none
;
he had been freshly

shaved and his hair was wet as if from
a bath. He remarked that sunrise and
sunset were wonderful sights, and then

he fell back, out of the dust, and we
saw nothing more of him, except as our

out-rider, until we reached the ranch.

"I told the Warringtons what he had
done for me and they said I was in luck

that Curt St. John happened to be on
the spot. After he had transacted his

business with Mr. Warrington and was
about to depart, the next day, he stand-

ing beside Bay, with the bridle-rein hung
'

over his arm, I felt that in saying good-

bye I ought perhaps to show some inter-

est in his combat in my behalf and I

said, 'I hope I did n't involve you in a

quarrel.' *Oh. no,' said he, 'No, you
did n't. I done what I 4»d on principle.
Them things seems necessary to be done

by somebody, but I always feel mean
afterwards.'

"It was then that I made my great
mistake and was guilty of inexcusable

want of tact. I approached the subject

as cautiously as T could, but finally hint-

ed that I would like to buy Bay. He
turned around and looked at Bay for a
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moment and Bay looked placidly and

confidingly at him
;
then he turned back

to me and smiled and said :

"'He never batted an eye, did he?
I guess he did n't hear you. You cant

buy love, can you ?' said he. 'No, it aint

reasonable
;
love which is real love cant

be bought, and you cant sell it. Have
you a child, ma'am?'

"
'No,' said I, 'I 'm not married.'

"
'Excuse me,' said he, looking awk-

ward.
"
'Oh, never mind,' I replied, 'Even

that will be all right some day.'
"He stared a moment, bewildered, and

then went on : 'Well, you 're a woman
and can guess what a child would be

to its mother. Would you sell it?'
"
'Forgive me,' I said, 'I have been

very stupid ;
I really did not understand.

To most people a horse is just a horse.'
"
'That 's so,' said he, 'and if I was

to sell Bay he could n't cry and he

could n't beg me not to let him go, and
he could n't tell me what he thought of

me, and folk would think I had a right
to sell him, but I 'd feel just as bad as

if I sold a little child who had sat on

my knee till we learned to love each

other.' Bay ran his velvet nose up to

St. John's shoulder and gave an impa-
tient nudge. 'I '11 make my will tomor-

row, Miss, and if ever you hear of Curt
St. John going under, you can look to

see Bay coming to you.'"
'God forbid,' said I, giving him my

hand.

"We shook hands, he lifted his som-
brero and walked away, slapping the

glossy neck of Bay with especial affec-

tion as if the lost were found. I have

never seen them since.

"Now, ladies and gentlemen, here's to

a gentleman : one who is brave with the

strong and tender with tlie weak
;
who

exceeds a woman in gentleness where
there is suffering or sin, and exceeds
heroes where there is wrong to be right-
ed or the helpless to be helped. Who
forgets self. Who never forgets duty,
and who believes his first duty is to

make the world happier. Who is as hon-
est as the mountains, or the sea, or the

desert, with Nature's primeval honesty.
Who is clean inside and out

; fearless,

truthful, brave, honest, gentle. And on
whatever lonely mesa he may happen to

be tonight, here is to Curtin St. John,
Gentleman."
Brava ! brava ! brava ! The toast was

cheered and drunk enthusiastically, all

rising with the subdued noise of chairs

pushed back and the rustle of women's
skirts. Spencer Oldfield was the last to

his feet, arranging his necktie and pull-

ing his collar desperately. Before they
sat down, Nellie Bodie called out :

"And here 's to Bay, that dear horse."

Amid the buzz of renewed demonstra-

tion, Mrs. Walcott said enthusiastically
to Spencer Oldfield : "Is n't Bertha

splendid ? Did n't she tell that story

dramatically ?"

"Yes, indeed," said Oldfield, his hand

starting toward his neck but hastily

dropping, and the hostess led the way to

the music-room, while the gentlemen fin-

ished their cigars.

Presently an old-time Spanish sere-

nade floated in through the passion-
vines. The rich contralto voice poured
the passion of the song upon the night.
"That is Miss Stillman," said Winslow.

"By all the gods she is a gifted woman."
said the poet. Spencer Oldfield sat

shrunk down in his chair, feeling the

scar on his forehead ;
and the moor

looked down.



EXPRESSIONS

In a recent address, Professor William
James has told us that the best result of a

college education should be that you
should "know a good man when you see

him." In other words, it should teach

something of the relative value of aims in

life; to know good work from bad, and to

ensure for ourselves, in some one direction

at least, k grasp on a. worthy ideal.

Our next question is this: Has your col-

lege education given this power to you?
A recent writer in the American Magazine
maintains that his college course never

gave it to him. He did not know good
when he saw it. Many others would ad-

mit the same thing if the question ever

occurred to them. The. writer just men-
tioned claims that from his college course
he gained no perspective. Near things
bank larger than distant ones; accidents
of the day outrank the great things of the

past and the future. This he finds true
from every point of view. For example,
as a college graduate, Mark Hanna seemed
to him a bigger man than Charlemagne.
Later in life when the perspective became
clearer he saw the difference and wished
that he had made Charlemagne's acquaint-
ance earlier. In his geography he says
the map of Indiana and that of Montana
covered each a page, and the one was as

large as the other. New Jersey was as big
as California and Maine as large as Aus-
tralia. Later, when he crossed the Rocky
Mountains, he found that the map did not
do Montana justice. It's territory would
make six states of the size of Indiana.
This did n't matter much in this particular
case, but the same distortion of values ap-
peared in every thing he thought he knew.
From this he concludf!d that his own col-

lege education was largely a failure. It

did not meet Professor James' definition.

He did not learn to know a good man when

he saw him. He did not know things as

they really are in their relations, one thing
to another.
When a wise man says a true thing, we

can all say it after him. We wonder why
we had not said it before ourselves. We
see at once how hard it is to know a good
man anyhow. If you as students take this

matter to heart you will see the faults in

your own education; you cannot tell the
best that lies about you. The graduates
of other colleges have the same defect of

vision, and our whole system of higher
education is perverted in the same way.

There was once a banker in the drys of
wildcat currency who had a wonderful
skill in detecting counterfeits. He acquired
this skill not by studying counterfeits; he
studied good money. Whatever was not

good money was not money at all

to him. It was mere waste paper, not
worth even the name of counterfeit. So
to detect error one must study truth; the
rest is waste and rubbish. To know a good
man when you see him, you must study
good men. All short of this is bad. To
know good work you must study good
work. The rest is frivolity and common-
place.

This is a time to search our own hearts,
to size up our own promise of the future.

Do you know a good man when you see
him? Do you, after four years at Stan-

ford, know what Is really worth while?
For example, some of you know, I pre-

sume, the best record for" a quarter mile

dash, for a race over hurdles, the record
distance of a broad jump or a hammer
throw. Some of you know a winning hand
at poker, some how to tune up a rollicking

song, some the manipulation of a skirt

dance, some the framing of a sonnet, some
the Ideals of a Greek philosophy, some the
art of inventing dynamos, some the theory

• <!rn(luatlng Address to the Class of 1JK)8, Stanford I'lilvi-rsUj*.
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of ions and electrons, some the measure-
ment of electric charges, some the secret
of knowing equities, some the investiga-
tion of the energies of life. Some are pre-
pared for the next ball, some for entrance
into a profession; some to break into poli-
tics, some, perhaps, to adorn the front of
a tobacco store. Can you tell which of
these is worth while?

There is an abundance of good work
done at Stanford all the time. How many
of us know the best thing, the ten best
things, or any of the ten best things done
by any Stanford man in the la?t ten years?
How many of you know the best things
done here at Stanford in the year just
past? Can you tell which of your number
is best worth while; which one will be
wise, sound, clean and efficient, after the
struggles and roundups of twenty or thirty
years? Which one will then be leader of
your class, not by the ballot, which is an
emotional test, when it is not a selfish

one, but by virtue of his crystallized char-
acter, of his own innate strength, of his
being through and through a good man
and a man who makes good? Sooner or
later you should know a good man when
you see him, do you know this same man
now? If you do, it is well and good; this
homily is wasted. If you do not, whose
fault is it? Is it yours or ours? Or shall
we modestly and justly divide the blame
between our students and our teachers?
Surely all share in the responsibility, as
we all suffer in the failure in result.

There are many factors which tend to
destroy the perspective in college life.

These two bulk largest: the intrusion of
the outside world—.and the exaltation of
side issues, the minor incidents, the by-
play of boyhood, to the injury of the real
business of the college.

The outside world intrudes through its

vulgar standards of morality, its eager-
ness for money-getting, its instinct for sen-

sationalism, its chase for vulgar pleasures
and unearned and unreal joys. We can-
not claim in fact that the standard of the
average college man is continuously high-
er than that of other men; that he bears a
price so high that the politician and the
bribe-giver cannot reach him. We cannot
claim that the average college man bears
a loftier standard of ideals than other men
of equal native ability. Here and there is

one in whom our best ambitions are made
real. Such a one stands out above other
college men and in him is our hope and
our justification. But he must have been
a rare man to begin with and only the rare
man can grow to be a better man after he
leaves the college. A man can go through
college and receive nothing of University
ideals. There are many men who perform
our college tasks, who meet our require-
ments, who pass our examinations, who re-

ceive our degrees, and yet who never know

at all what it is all about. The finest

poetry, the noblest philosophy, the loftiest

enthusiasm, finds them dumb and cold.
Their heart is in the market place, or
worse, in the vaudeville theater, not in the
Academy. The outside world, through its

worst phase, the call for pleasure, holds
them in its grasp. Perhaps we cannot
help this. The very usefulness of the col-

lege, its popularity, its respectability, all

growing by leaps and bounds, are sources
of danger. They appeal to the unfit as
well as to the fit; they all extend invita-
tions to the degenerate as well as to the
genius. And too often the college itself is

deceived in this matter. It mistakes wealth
and popularity and populousness for suc-
cess. Why should we care for numbers,
we University men? Why should we re-

joice in popularity? Why should we wel-
come advertising? Surely none of these
help the college, none of them strengthen
the hold of the college on the lives of men.

In another way, less dangerous but still

often disastrous, the outside world in-

fringes. This is through the spirit of

money-getting. What will the college do
for me? It must raise my salary or I will

have nothing of it. Training for live work
does increase a man's salary. Thus it

often becomes a means to this alone.

Standing all alone, this is a petty end. To
be sure, some source of income is the
scholar's necessity. Every man worth while
should earn his own living and enough
more to pay his taxes and to do his part
in the life of the community. The world
owes no man a living so far as I know, and
those who think it does and depend on
collecting it, as a rule, have a deservedly
hard time. But for the rest, money does
not mean success. Stanford has stood from
the first for preparation for success in life,

but of this success a financial surplus is

only an incident—a minor factor—the
smallest part of the whole.

Again, the world, as we all see it, with
its traditional associates, the "flesh and the

devil, makes its encroachments on the
academic life in other guises, some more
dangerous than the hope for financial

gain. College spirit, like the mantle of

charity covers its multitude of sins. Much
that passes as college spirit is the poorest
kind of vulgarity, the inspiration of the

street, the bleachers, the saloon.
If your college spirit is not the real

thing, if it is counterfeit, it is no spirit at

all. It is nothing at all but a bit of noisy
shaming. There is no counterfeit money;
what is not money is not money at all.

So with college spirit, what is not genuine
is nothing. So with one's efforts in life;

what is not honest, what is not real, has
no existence.

For part of your shortcomings, if you
have any, the college teachers are to blame.
We have been too worldly, too little ser-
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lous. We have let in too much of the
outside world and introduced you too
often to its agents. We have let Mark
Hanna displace Charlemagne. We have
made of science a railroad map in which
our own line shows straight and large
among feeble and meandering rivals.

The other great source of loss of per-
spective is in the exaltation of what we
call student activities. By this we mean
not the activities of the student, nor even
the student's natural and normal by-play,
but professionalism, with students as per-
formers. Twenty years ago all of us wel-
comed football, track meets, and all other
forms of intercollegiate athletics because
it seemed to lay stress on physical better-
ment. We believe in sound minds, in

sound bodies, and the encouragement of
all out-of-door sports seemed to tend in

that direction. But the outcome has been
very different from the anticipation. In
each college two or three dozen of racers
and gladiators, trained out of all propor-
tion, professionals in every sense, save
that they are paid in gratitude and notor-

iety instead of money, practically monop-
olize our athletics. The rest of us as

scrubs and weaklings worship from afar
with noisy resonance. Our heroes of the

day in the fierce light of publicity are ex-

posed to praise or blame out of all pro-
portion to their faults, their merits, or
their achievements. Their duty is to win
games, ours to show loyalty, and that by
talk and yelling. And the tumult and the

shouting has been organized into a con-
certed system as foolish as it is futile. I

have never heard of a game ever won by
the rooters, and it would not be honest
sport if ^uch were the case.

I believe in athletics, in sturdy, virile

athletics, even in intercollegiate athletics,
as means to an end—the great end of mak-
ing one's brain and body work in unison.
There is no training much more essential

than training in physical manliness, but
no part of our present system contributes
much to this end, while manifold evils ap-
pear on every hand, and most notably In

the distortion of ideals In college life. As
the redcoat bully in his boots kept Thack-
eray from seeing the queen of England,
so does the figure of the stalwart athlete

keep us from recognizing the real college
man. We don't know a good man when
we see him because we don't see him. Fig-
ures of exaggerated mediocrity fill the cen-
ter of the stage.

It is no answer to this to say that the
same conditions exist in all our colleges,
that your higher education is all in the
same boat, and these evils are less in the
California Universities than in any other
of our great colleges. If this is true, but
the more is the pity, the greater the need
of a new revival of learning, a new revival
of religion in the true meaning of the
word, in the very heart of wisdom's
chosen centers.

The great Eastern colleges are feeling
this. They are trying their best to exalt
the real college men. They print names
of honor students in larger and larger let-

ters. It is the dig and the grind, after

all, the man who does his work when the
work is due, who stands for the college of
the future. The athlete counts only as
brains and courage are counted. Fortu-
nately brains and courage often go with
athletic skill and strength—but not al-

ways. The alumnus who does things worth
while, who lives a gentle and a sturdy life,
is the man who gives joy to his alma
mater. Only the force of tradition, the
inertia of institutions, can excuse a col-

lege for granting its degrees to any in-
ferior kind. A man is either a man or
else he is not much of anything. There is

nothing worth notice in a counterfeit. No
institution can live, none deserves to live,
unless from time to time it can be born
again; Stanford is ready today for a new
birth and a new dedication. It is for you
to help give it. It is for all of us to agon-
ize toward it, and when our young Univer-
sity, already too old, is reborn, you will

know and I shall know, and every true
Stanford man and woman will know a

good man when he sees him.



The Truth About the Rubber Industry

in Tropical Mexico

HAT with the rapid devel-

opment of rubber culture

and the growing import-
tance of plantation rubber
as a factor in the world's

_ commerce, no less than
the increasing formation of corporations
to operate in this comparatively new in-

dustry, the time has arrived when the

investing public is entitled to know
somewhat of the industry besides the

representations of companies having
rubber securities to sell; and, now that

rubber culture is advanced beyond the

experimental stage, so far as the feasi-

bility of plantation production is con-

cerned, it is. possible to treat the subject
in a more definite way than would have
been possible a few years ago.
While it is the province of this article

to treat of the industry, rather than the

companies and men engaged in it, a

passing reference to the latter, as a class,

may not be inappropriate. Primarily,

then, it may be assumed that rubber cul-

ture was introduced by men who wanted
to make money—for the most part far-

seeing, careful business men, who en-

gaged in the industry only after thor-

ough investigation of the conditions re-

lating to supply and demand and the

probability of successfully cultivating
trees adapted to commercial uses. These
men saw in the wild rubber tree, ignor-

antly destroyed by the native gatherers,
a constantly decreasing source of sup-

ply, and in the development of modern

manufacturing an even greater growing
demand. They recognized the import-
ance of rubber as a world commodity—
as one of the world's necessities, to be

classed with iron, steel and copper—a

commodity without which the telephone

exchange would close, electric lights go
out, automobiles be useless, and a thou-

sand-and-one other important and neces-

sary items unobtainable.

Unfortunately, the industry was not

immune from the operations of unscrup-
ulous promoters, and like mining, legiti-

mate when legitimately conducted, it

suffered the embarrassments of a bad

reputation through the misdeeds of cul-

prits, while reputable operators were

powerless to vindicate the industry until

time should demonstrate the correctness

of their claims. As is common, too, in

the development of untried enterprises,

enthusiasm often crowded out conserva-

tism, and the unforeseen mistakes that
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only experience could have avoided,

placed many honest, but misguided,

operators, and rubber culture generally,
in a bad light.

It may be said, however, that consid-

ering the unusual facilities afforded for

irregular conduct in an enterprise so far

removed from its sources of capital, the

rubber business received more gratuitous
condemnation than it really deserved;

for, while shark promoters were duping
the public and unfortunate operators

the public took cognizance of the indus-'

try. As soon as it was demonstrated
that the rul)ber tree would yield as gen-
erously under cultivation as in its native

state, corporations with capitals ranging
from $100,000 to $1,500,000 were formed
to take over the producing properties,
and the stocks of these corporations were

placed on the London Stock Exchange.
The English Government, early recog-

nizing the growing importance of the

rubber industry, aided the planters in

A NUUSKUY OF RUBBKH PLANTS, SOUTHEUN MEXICO.

were buying expensive experience with

the public's money, others were more
fortunate. The key to success was loca-

tion plus honest development.
The oldest established plantations pro-

ducing rubber are in Ceylon and the

Malay States, and are operated by Brit-

ish companies, a majority of which have
their headquarters in London. Up to

1905, rubber plantation companies were
an unknown quantity in England, and it

was not until they began to ship plan-
tation rubber to the London market that

Ceylon by the cstablishn-tcnt of exper-
imental stations in charge of what be-

came known as the Scientific Staff, the

duty of which was to experiment on

methods of planting, cultivating and tap-

ping rubber trees, and the coagulation
of the milk, or latex, into pure rubber.

The results obtained by this staff of

scientists have not only aided the Eng-
lish planters, but have been valuable to

the industry in the Western Hemis-

phere. One of their most important dis-

coveries is the spiral system of tapping.
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—not just as good as—but better than maple, at

less than 60c per gallon. Then, too, Mapleine for
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TAPPING A FIVE YEAR OliD RUBBER TREE.

The results obtained by using- this new

system, as against the old "V"-cut sys-

tem, are said to have increased the out-

put threefold from any given tree. New
and scientifically constructed tapping
knives were recommended and adopted

by the planters. The Staff discovered

that the bark chips, which were allowed

to fall and remain on the ground, con-

tained rubber. They devised a method
of extracting- this, and one large com-

pany is said to have obtained over twelve

lumdred pounds of first-class rubber

from the bark chips, which had been

wasted formerly.
The statement is made that rubber

trees may be successfully tapped at five

years of age, and while the" returns are

not so great as when tapped at six years,

still commercial rubber of g-ood quality

is produced. This statement is borne out

by the testimony of a prominent planter

in Tropical Mexico, who, writing on the

subject, savs : *T find that tiie size of the

tree and not the age, controls the yield
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of rubber." This may be practicable in

some localities where the trees are well

developed at five years of age, but con-

servative estimates usually place the date

of the first tapping at six to seven years
from the seed.

The Financier & Bnllionist, a well-

known English financial journal, com-
ments as follows on the rubber industry
in the British possessions :

"Nothing succeeds like success, and con-

sequently it is not surprising to find that

persons who had hardly a good word to

say for rubber shares a little time back
are now busily engaged in pointing out
the attractions of such securities. The
gratification which recent results have ex-

cited is, it must be admitted, abundantly
justified by the facts. No newly created
or discovered industry has made such pro-
gress or has so promisingly fulfilled the

hopes of its sponsors as that of rubber
cultivation. Companies which only a few
years ago were virtually unknown, and
were a negligible quantity so far as the

general investor was concerned have since

reported profits and declared dividends A ONE YEAR OLD RUBBER TREE.
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NATIVE METHOD OF TAPPING A WILD RUBBER
TREK.

well calculated to make shareholders in

old fashioned industrial enterprises green
with envy. Coal and iron companies, cat-

ering companies, motor manufacturing
companies, and other corporations during
the past year or so have made big profits,
but the return they make on their capital
sinks into insignificance beside that which
has been the happy lot of the rubber
shareholder. And yet rubber planting is,

comparatively speaking, an infant indus-
try. To what heights of prosperity it will

attain, when its existence is measured by
decades and not by years, even the least

sanguine prophet can hardly dare to say."

The experiences of English rubber

planters and English investors in rubber
securities is valuable to the industry ;

and
is frequently quoted in predictions of

what results will be realized in the West-
ern Hemisphere. It was, indeed, the

success of rubber culture in Ceylon and
the Malay States that led to the exploita-
tion of the industry in Tropical Mexico,
where it was believed there were locali-

ties particularly adapted in soil and cli-

mate to the production of plantation rub-

ber. At first the industry was not prop-
erly understood, and it required many
experiments and a considerable expendi-
ture of money before the cultivation of

rubber in Mexico was reduced to what

may be considered a practical basis, on
which it is now established so far as

production of a marketable commodity
is concerned.

The India Rubber World, a publica-
tion printed in the interest of rubber

manufacturers, in a recent number com-
mented editorially on Mexican rubber

shipments in the following words :

"There is reason to believe that Mexi-
can exports are beginning to include con-
siderable rubber obtained from planted
trees. It is true that these trees for the
most part were planted primarily for the

purpose of shading cacao or coffee, but
the same was the case with the first trees
that yielded commercial rubber in Ceylon,
They are planted trees and the rubber Is

a plantation product, just as much as if

the original idea had been to form plan-
tations of rubber. And if these trees

yield rubber, why should not those trees
which were planted for this purpose and

A OULTIVATKD "CASTILLOA," FIFTEEN YEARS
OLD, SEVENTY INCHES IN CIRCUMFERENCE,

EIGHTY FEET HIGH.
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no other prove equally productive on at-

taining proper size, as they are beginning
to do in Ceylon?

"The quantity of plantation rubber in

Mexico thus far cannot be stated so ac-

curately as in the case of the Ceylon pro-
duct, but some figures on this subject
printed in another column appear worthy
of confidence. The Mexican representative
of an important New York firm states that
their purchases of locally-produced rubber
for export have increased from 7,000
pounds, seven years ago to 182,219 pounds
in 1907. He is convinced that not over
4,000 pounds of this was wild rubber. Be-
sides, he credits the other merchants in

the same town with buying half as much
more. Supposing the situation to be as

A NATIVE FAMILY, LARORKRS ON A RUBBER
PLANTATION.

stated by this merchant, the plantation
rubber shipped last year from one Mexi-
can town amounted to about 267,000
pounds, without reference to what may
have been done in other parts of the Re-
public.

"Now, this Is more rubber than was
shipped from Ceylon in any year prior to

1906. It is more than was shipped from
Malaya (Malay States) in any year before

that date. It Is more than all the rub-

ber, of whatever kind, shipped from Mex-
ico In the fiscal year 1897-98, and It has
come about so quietly that most persons
who read these lines probably will be sur-

prised. Yet these figures are larger than
those from the Far East which first gave

a boom to rubber planting over there and
led to the formation of some of the most
prominent plantation companies that have
been capitalized in England.

"One hundred and eighty tons or so of

rubber, considered alone, is not of much
importance. Considered as the product of
the planted Castilloa tree in Mexico and
evidence that such trees can be cultivated
profitably, it is a matter of very real Im-
portance to the owners of several millions
of planted trees who have been waiting
for assurances that their money has not
been thrown away. We hope that this lat-
est intelligence will encourage more plan-
tation managers' in Mexico to get in read-
iness to do some systematic rubber tap-
ping on a liberal scale."

The comment of The India Rubber
World would appear to remove any idea
that the rubber industry in Mexico is

now experimental. The fact is, it has
been demonstrated definitely that there
are districts in the States of Tabasco and
Chiapas that are well adapted to the cul-

ture of rubber, and it is probable that
these states will in future contribute a

considerable share of the plantation rub-
ber produced in the Western Hemis-
phere. The parts of these states that are

properly known as the Rubber Belt con-
sist of low, level lands, surrounded on
three sides by mountains, with the
fourth side opening to the Gulf of Mex-
ico. The warm Gulf stream enters the
Gulf of Mexico around the Peninsula of
Yucatan. This naturally creates warm
air which, during the daytime, flows
over the level country until it reaches'

the surrounding mountains, over which
it cannot pass. When the sun sinks be-

hind the range in the evening, the cold

air, which has been held up at a high
altitude all day, descends, coming in con-
tact with the warm air from the Gulf
stream. These two air currents, meet-

ing in the evening, cause nightly precip-
itation. In other words, it rains almost

every night for ten montlis in the year,
with bright warm sunshine during the

day. These conditions correspond to the

requirements for successful rubber cul-

ture in so far as those requirements have
been demonstrated, and together with the

fact that the cultivation of rubber has

been tested in the locality, to which the

wild rubber tree is indigenous, warrant
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the prediction that Tabasco and Chiapas
will be the center of the rubber industry
in Mexico, There are already a number
of flourishing- and very promising plan-
tations located in this section which, in

the course of a few years, should be pro-

ducing abundantly. It is a fortunate

circumstance that these states are trav-

ersed by many navigable rivers which
afford the planters exceptional facilities

in the way of transportation.
Of even greater importance is the rail-

way development projected by the Mex-
ican government which will complete
within five years a line connecting the

railway systems of Northern and South-

ern Mexico. The new line, 500 miles in

length, will connect on the north with

the railway across the Isthmus of Te-

huantepec, and its Southern connection

will be at Campeche. It will traverse

the Rubber Belt and will open the way
for the development of what is known
to be the richest agricultural section of

the Mexican Republic.
After all is considered, the growing of

rubber trees is much like any other legiti-

mate industry
—it must be properly man-

aged. The land must be chosen in the

proper locality, where the climatic con-

ditions are suitable for the growth of the

trees, and the trees themselves must re-

ceive intelligent care and cultivation.

The two species of rubber tree which
are best adapted to cultivation and re-

spond most readily to it, are the Hevea
Brasiliensis and the Castilloa Elastica.

The first is native to the Amazon Basin,
and the latter grows wild in the Rubber
Belt of Tropical Mexico and Central

America.
The rubber milk

is obtained by mak-

ing an incision in

the bark of the tree.

This flows from the

cut in a liquid form
like thick cream. It

is caught in suitable

vessels and passed
through a form of

coagulation on the

plantation. This con-

sists of the separa-
tion of the rubber
substance from the tation.

NATIVE HOUSES ON MEXICAN RUBBER PLAN

water and other ingredients which the

milk contains. Scientific methods of

coagulation now in vogue^ produce the

very finest grades of rubber on the

market.

The latex obtained from cultivated

trees will coagulate into from forty to

sixty per cent of pure commercial rub-

ber. Several methods are employed, the

one used by the natives being to pour the

latex on large leaves where the water

substance is allowed to evaporate natur-

ally. Others place the latex in a large
iron pot over a slow fire and, using an

implement like a canoe paddle, twirl the

latex over the smoke, which aids the pro-
cess of evaporation and gives the rub-

ber a rich, dark-brown appearance. Oth-

ers, again, will scoop a hole in the dirt

at the foot of the tree and allow the

latex to run into it, leaving it there until

atmospheric conditions have evaporated
the moisture. Machines similar to the

milk-and-cream separator have been in-

vented which save every particle of rub-

ber substance and produce an article that

is absolutely clean and pure. When taken

out of the coagulating machines, the rub-

ber is pressed into blocks of equal size,

packed in cases and shipped to the mar-

kets. Rubber extracted by this process

commands the highest ruling prices.

As previously stated, the success of the

plantation rubber industry depends prim-

arily on the location and secondarily on

the integrity of the operators. The former

is a matter that appears to have been suffi-'

ciently demonstrated so that the ordinary
investor can determine readily whether

or not the district in which a company
operates is adapted
to successful ru1)ber

culture, and the lat-

ter is one he would
be wise to investi-

gate thoroughly in

any c^fie ; for how-
ever legitimate the

industry may be and
however suited the

locality, unscrupu-
lous management
will render the most

advantageous nat-

ural conditions
worthless.
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A Ham-Sandwich Romance
By C. Justin Kennedy

iT was out in the sand and

sage brush that Isaiah

Fortune came unto his

own. Perhaps it was the

name that helped him; at

any rate he dealt in sup-
erstition, and having barely gotten free

from certain legal tangles in the East,
which must ever after have left a ques-
tion mark upon his character, he took

upon himself the aspiring name of For-

tune, and with the profits of a corner

grocery in Chicago, started for the sage-
brush.

Out in a little cattle town in the Chi-

nook state he bought a derelict hotel,

and by virtue of inherent parsimony, in

six months time his filmy dreams of

wealth were taking shape, as the cash-

bell clanged the record of his earnings.
It was n't very much of a town, that

little sagebrush settlement, neither pre-

possessing nor pretentious, but it got hot

there sometimes in many different ways,
and the cowboys and the sheep-men
never stopped to count the price when
it came to quenching thirst—and quar-
rels. So the gold was passed across the

bar, and Isaiah Fortune grew in wealth
and happiness. But men of certain

moulds grow stingy with prosperity. The

particular type of prairie "schooners"
and "ponies" that Isaiah Fortune handled

grew less and less in stature
;
the ranch-

ers began to grumble, and pretty soon
the proprietor could hardly claim a

bosom friend in the whole community
Then he saw he must reach out for

something else, or his profits would de-

cline disastrously. It happened that the

railroad company wanted a lunch-room

opened at this particular stop for the ac-

commodation of their passengers, a

change in the schedule making this de-

sirable. The hotel-keeper saw the point

and in a few days he had added this to

his income. Pretty nearly everyone that

came in spent twenty or thirty cents for

lunch, pie, coffee and sandwiches—ten

cents each
;
that was the bill of fare, with

no particular difference at breakfast,

dinner or supper. Now it seemed to

Isaiah Fortune that people simply had to

eat
;
there were hundreds that would n't

go into the dining-car, especially at "col-

onists" times, and as they never came
back again, most of them, it did n't mat-
ter much whether they were satisfied or

not. This gave room for economy.
Thereafter Mr. Fortune simply saved
the scraps from the hotel, no matter
how dirty or meagre and clapped them
into the sandwiches. The coffee grounds
did service many times over, and the

pies were heavier than the proverbial
sinker. These things were somewhat

questionable, but Isaiah Fortune was

growing rich and nobody came back any
more, so it did not matter much how
they liked it.

So things ran on, until Mr. Fortune

began to feel lonesome in his prosperity,
for nobody seemed to hunger for his

friendship. He was n't a bad looking
man—externally

—clean cut and plump,
with a winning way—if you did n't

know him—and young looking for forty-
two.

There were n't many women in De-

light, so there was no use looking for

comfort in that town. But a bright idea

occurred to him one night, and in the

morning he drop]K'd a letter on the east-

bound limited, with a dollar bill to cover

the expenses of his scheme. Not many
days later a pretty but adventurous lit-

tle millinery clerk in St. Paul answered

an advertisement in the personal column,
and after three or four communications

(and an exchange of photographs) ar-
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ranged to share the sagebrush domicile

of Isaiah Fortune, and the proprietor

fairly beamed on the woe-begone faces

of the passengers that fell in force upon
his sandwiches. He had sent his "in-

tended" ample money for the journey
from St. Paul, and now awaited her ar-

rival with the placid but unbounded sat-

isfaction of a man who has no quarrel
with the world. The sunshine beamed
across the prairie, and the meadow larks

gave voice to the blithesome and con-

tagious joy of spring; somehow the yap
of the coyotes seemed to savor less of

mockery, and the very rattlers that came
forth upon the earth seemed to speak to

Isaiah Fortime of kindness and good
cheer, for dreaming now in expectation
of his bride, the one time grocer was

prone to read content and peace and

happiness into all the works of nature

and humanity.
But one morning early, as he saun-

tered out upon the prairie to dwell upon
the blessings that were his, knowing that

the money was pouring in and his in-

tended might arrive on any train, there

came the rapid trop-trop-a-trop of

horses' hoofs, and a number of cowboys
with suggestive wickedness in their fea-

tures, rode up, and reaching him, dis-

mounted. Fortune was much disturbed

by these unusual tactics, jarring harshly
on his matrimonial meditations, but he

had little time for wonder before the

crowd broke out in alcoholic hilarity.
"
'Tis th' chance we 've been lookin'

for these three weeks past," shouted an

Irishman named McGuire, playfully

swinging a lariat. "Wish I had a gun,"
said another, "We 'd try the agility o'

•them dainty lookin' feet."

"Shut up, boys," spoke up a tall, mar-

tial-looking fellow, seriously. "You
seem to be forgettin' what we 're here

for." He paused, impressively. "We *re

here as I take it, to teach Mr. Isaiah

Fortune the way to treat white folks,

white."

"No use havin' so dom much frills

about the business," protested the Irish-

man. "We 're goin' to have some fun

wid th' impident maverick, so we are,

and be the time we get tr'o' wid him,

it '11 be suthin' else 'sides kitchen-floor

scrapin's he '11 be feedin' to folks, en-

tirely."
Isaiah Fortune shook with fear and

wrath :

"What do you mean by such talk to
me ? You run your business and I '11

run mine."
"An' divil the pro.fit to aither of us,—

nather us nor the passingers."
But the soldierly-looking one gave his

shaps a hitch and insisted on order.
"We 've been watchin' your methods

pretty close, Mr. Fortune, for three

months, and we calc'late that it aint

exac'ly becomin' this here cattle metrop-
olis to patronize a hash sharp like vou,
Mr. Fortune, and I say it with a small
'm' at that. Therefore be it resolved by
this here convention assembled, that we
dont allow no more sandwiches and
stuff of your particular brand, to be sold
in this community, without the approval
of our inspection."
The hotel-keeper's happiness waned.

Why in all fury did they want to inter-

fere with him, just as Loretta was com-
ing to shore—his very life. If he could

only pacify them before she arrived.

"By rights," went on the rancher, "by
rights we ought to haul you over to the
river and string you up to a cottonwood."

Fortune began to tremble.

"But seein' as that would n't last long
enough to give us much of a fiesta,

we 've decided to draw it out a little

longer."
This fairly staggered Fortune. "Dont

you put your hands on me, or I '11 have

you all in jail for assault. They dont
have laws in this land for nothing."
"No use tryin' to work a bluff—we

aint playin' the reg'lar way, this time.

Everybody's got to see everybody else's

hand afore he bets, now. As I was

sayin' you 've been feedin' people on
truck from that darn ignomin'yus hotel

of yours, and we 're just 5i*^in' to take

you up to Pete's awhile and see how

you '11 thrive on scraps and such like,

vourself. Cut him out, men, we got to

hurry."
The hotel-keeper saw only too plainly

that he was helpless, and all the laws in
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the Union would n't aid him now. So
in desperation he tried another method.

"My gosh if you fellows knew how
I 'm fixed you 'd let me go. It '11 never

do, not now, not now !"

"Which we was goin' to say, it '11 be

more becomin' in you to keep still or it

might get worse. Trot along, old

shekels."

"Wait! wait! you men," he protested,

frantically, not knowing whether it was
wise or not to tell them of his intended's

expected coming, for fear they might
drag her into their machinations. "Just
wait till I think."

"Oh, you '11 have plenty of time for

that, before you get loose."

"But wait, I tell you, you can 't take

me now. My wife 's comin'."

"Wife! Hell! You aint got no wife.

You persimmonious, pusillan'mus greas-

er. You 're gettin' light in the coco al-

ready.
"I tell you, it 's the truth—I advertised

for a wife, and she 's comin' out from

St. Paul, and I could stand—stand any-

thing, only I 've got to be here when she

comes. Let me go, please, please.
—I '11

treat—F 11 treat all round."

The men roared with laughter at this

astounding confession : Here was more
fun than they had looked for.

"That 's all' right, we '11 take good care

of her, old man, and we '11 fatten you up
fine and sleek-lookin' on scraps. Gee'

but wont she be tickled at such a dog-
blasted handsome lookin' husband as

we '11 turn over to her. Trot along,
—

no use implicatin' this gang in any
bribes. We aint no grafters."

Resistance and pleading were of no

avail; he was hurried off across the

sheep-range to an isolated dug-out, the

home of the humorous Pete, who had

originated the whole scheme. There he

was imprisoned in a dingy little room,

and fed on the most utlpalatable and re-

pulsive morsels the cowboys could col-

lect and call "food." Sometimes they

would keep him starving for a day and

then give him some devilish concoction

of Pete's, who was a genius at such cul-

inary inspirations. In ten days' time,

their victim had lost many pounds in

weight and with a patchy growth of un-

1rimmed whiskers, presented a most la-
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mentable contrast to his former prosper-
ous appearance.

"It 's a little rough, boys," said Pete,

conscientiously, "but I reckon he de-

serves it. It 's a sight easier on one man
for ten days, even if its concentrated

like, than it would a' been on a whole
crowd for ten years."

Fortune intermittently raved and

yelled and begged and swore and threat-

ened.

"I '11 get square with every one of you
when I get out ! I '11 see you all in jail

and then you '11 laugh on the other side

of your face."

This threat would indeed have been

worth considering, were it not that the

cowboys involved were about to leave

the country anyway, and had planned to

liberate the hotel-keeper in such a way
that they could get off themselves before

being caught. Now it so happened that

in handling the prisoner one of the

cowboys, Thompson by name, rough but

a handsome fellow, tall and well knit,

and somewhat gallant in his attitude

toward the other sex, had found the

photograph of Loretta. That was enough
for Thompson. If she were half so

pretty as her picture, he deemed her

worth his gallantry, but he could not

understand why in all sense such a pretty
woman should be coming out to a deso-

late place like Delight. However, he
decided he would watch for her at the

train, and substitute himself for Mr.
Isaiah Fortune, in her good favor. As
for the help at the hotel, they had been

easily persuaded to acquiesce in the ab-

duction of their employer, believing he

was sadly in need of such a lesson.

Therefore, they had all been advised as

to the disposition of Loretta. Thomp-
son began to grow restless

;
the more he

looked at the photograph, the more that

. pretty face would haunt him
;

and at

last, one morning when Loretta herself

alighted from the train, and stepped up
to him easily, seeing him near, he found
his composure had deserted him com-

pletely, and he shifted restlessly from
foot to foot, beneath her straightfor-
ward, beautiful blue eyes.

"Yes ma'am," he replied in answer to
her question. "He lives here; least-

ways he 's got a hotel over yonder, but
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days' use will show that the faults
of fountain pens in general are
absolutely eliminated from

PARKER
Lucky Curve

FOUNTAIN
PENS

No inking- your finders with a
Parker—no blotting^all because
of the Lucky Curve. When you
remove the cap of an ordinary
fountain pen, nine times out of
ten you will find it full of ink.

That's because the heat of your
body expands the air in the ink
reservoir, and forces the ink in
the feed channel out into the cap.
But with the Parker, the Lucky
Curve drains the ink back into tha
reservoir. That's why the Parker
is the pen that inks the point, not
the fingers. Prove it yourself by
free trial.

GO TO ANY DEALER
Find a style of Parker that looks
good to your eye and feels right
in your hand, and use it for ten
days. No risk on your part—no
investment—no sale unless after
ten days' use you are satisfied
that a Parker is a work-saving,
worth - while investment. And
you're the judge. You can get a

Parker, either standard or self-
filling in many different designs,
including "the cap with the col-
ored crown" (design patent ap-
plied for) in one or more colors,
or college colors. Prices range
from $1.50 up.
Get one from a dealer today,

with a Cap Fast Clip, which will
protect it from loss, or if you
can't find a Parker dealer, writa
to me personally—write anyway
for a catalog, showing wide range
of designs and prices.

The Splendid
GEO. S. PARKER, PresL Xma» Gift

D A DVTD DrMm "6 mill street
rAKKLK rLIl LU., janesville.wis.
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Docs Shaving
Make Your Neck Sore?

Whether this tender spot Is irritated

by the Barber, or by shaving your-
self, the way to avoid it is to use the

Yale SafetyRazor
r

Our Free Trial of the Yale Safety
Razor proves it decidedly superior to

the barber, the old style "hoe shaped,"
"hoe pulling" safety razor and the

ordinary razor. It is safe—can't possi-

bly cut you—and yet is built on the

principle that it is not enough that a

rcizor be merely safe, but that a perfect
reizor must shave—more, it must shave

easily "around the corners," at tender

places and across spots where the hair

grows in contrary directions. In a

w^ord it must have the

**Free Hand Shaving Stroke"
TKis natural and correct Yale way of shaving

with the "sliding stroke" is the only way to get
a smooth, comfortable, non-irritating shave.

The Yale is simple and sanitary
—only two

parts, holder and double-edged blade. Elasily

cleaned and adjusted— lasts indefinitely.

S*»f rOMQI^f-^ °^ ^*'*' Safety Razor,ei consists
y^,^ patent Stropper

and set of Yale Blades, in neat velvet-lined

case. Price, complete, $3.50.

Special Free Trial—To convince you that the Yale
will give you the best shave you ever had, you can use
it for thirty days absolutely FREE. Then, if you are not

perfectly satisfied, return at our expense. If we have a
dealer in your city, we will arrange for the free trial

through him. If not, we will send direct to you. Write
us today for razor.

You may wish to'see our illustrated, descriptive book-
let, "The Winning Stroke." Ask for it

—
it's FREE.

YALE SAFETY RAZOR CO.
646 Manhattan Building Chicago, Illinois

I think, I believe he 's gone down to

Pasco on some kind of business."

"Why, that is strange," she mused,

sweetly, "he was expecting me,—are

you sure he 's away ?"

There was a curious Httle bell-Hke

tinkle in her voice, that just seemed to

ring in Thompson's ears like the echo

of forgotten songs.

"Yes, ma'am, he aint here but he '11 be

back all right. I believe he told some of

the boys if anyone came, to tell them to

wait at the hotel. His hotel, you know,
ma'am."

That was n't the way Thompson had
intended to talk to her; it had been his

idea to simply overwhelm her with his

gallantry and good looks, but she turned

out such a provoking little beauty that

he lost himself completely, and he

hemmed and hawed and flustered like a

veritable clown. However, he managed
to carry her baggage to the hotel, and

having thus secured her acquaintance,
endeavored assiduously to win more def-

inite favor.

At first he merely dropped in now and

then, saluted Loretta and passed on.

Then he began to take his meals at the

hotel, delaying longer and longer to talk

to the object of his visits. Finally, find-

ing that his company seemed to please

her, for after his first embarrassment,
he had no difficulty in proving himself

both versatile and gallant, he essayed a

bolder move.
"I tell you. Miss Loretta," he said,

striving to keep her interested, "it does

seem a sort of dry and lonesome place
out here, I '11 admit, 'long as you just

stay round the town, which aint got
nothin' but half a dozen buildin's at the

most, and some of 'em aint particklerly

interesting to woman folk, at that.

"But goshaday,"
—he began to get

enthusiastic at the thought,
—"if you

want to see somethin' intereatin', some-

thin' that'll just make your heart go

right out to this here place, so you just

can 't help likin' it and lovin' it, and

longin' to get back to it when you go

away, just come out some night when
the stars get to circulatin' round and

twinklin' round them foothills where its

so calm and peaceful like, and if you
dont get to callin' it beautiful, you can
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Opportunities
For Settlers

Is the title of a booklet that has just
been published by the Portland Railway,
Light & Power Company.

There are golden opportunities for

farmers, dairymen and fruitgrowers
within easy reach of Portland, on the
rich farming and fruit lands along the

Oregon Water Power lines of the Port-
land Railway, Light & Power Company.

A market for every variety of farm
and garden product is readily found in

Portland, and low rates over the O. W. P.

lines, coupled with quick transportation,
enable the farmer to realize large prof-
its.

Reliable information concerning tim-
ber lands, farniSj stock ranches, fruit
lands and all kinds of suburban prop-
erty situated ad.iacent to the O. W. P.
lines will be gladly supplied.

For copies of booklet write to

LAND AGENT

PortlandRailwayLigkt ts^Power

Company
First and Alder Streets, Portland, Oregon

kind

of great interest to

Every Prospective Mother.
hing new — only scientific garment of th

evet invented. Combines solid comfort anc

ease with » " fne form" and elegant appearance
the home, on the street, and in society.

— Always drapei
evenly in front and back — no bulkiness — no draw-strmgs— no

lacing
— no ripping or bastmg

— Can be worn the year
round. t

^ Made in several styles, and at prices lower than you can buy the

material and have them made at home.

FRFF ^'^"^ ^'" °"' '^'"* Illustrated Book— " Fine-Form
1 A\ r i l I Maternity Skirt"— It's Krpe to every woman writ-

ing for it. Tells all about these skirts, their advantages, styles,

material, and cost Gives opinions of physicians, dressmakers, and
users. 10 Days Free TriaL When you get out book, if your
dealer has not

)
ct been supplied with Fine-Form Maternity Skirts,

make your selection of m.iterial and style, and we will make the

garment to your order Wlun you get it, wear it ten day», and
if you don't find it exactly as represented, send it back and
we nill

cheerfully refund every cent paid. Other Skirts—
If not in need of a maternity skirt, remember our famous B & '

"

dress and walking skirts will positively please you— same
guarantee— Illustrated book free. Whith hook shall we

.send"- Write to-J;n to

^ Beyer & Williams Co., Dept. R Buffalo, N. Y.

The Fine-Form Maternity Skirt
is the only "Maternity Skirt" on the

nrket—all substitutes will rise in front during development
a fault so rrpufrnant to every woman of refined taste. No
ittorns can be purchased anywhere for this garment. Its
)ccial features are protected by patents.

VARNINC

lioliday

Silverware

Rich and dainty table effects may always
be secured if the finives, forks, spoons

and serving pieces are of the famous

(6

1847 ROGERS Bros:
ware—for over sixty years notable for

durabihty and beauty of design. Make

your selections early while the dealer

has a variety of patterns.

Styles illustrated above (reading from

left to right) are Faneuil, Vintage, Avon,

Charter Oak and Priscilla
—

all worthy

examples of "Silver Plate that Wears.
"

Best dealers everywhere.
Send for Catalog "Y-21 ," which shows all designs,

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO., Merlden, Conn.
(International Silver Co.

,
Successor. )

NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

MeriJen Stiver Polish, the
"
Silver Polish that Cleans."

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Authorities Agree
^ That millions of disease germs are continually being
taken into the system from food and water, and the
air we breathe.

^ The healthy person throws them off and is unharmed;
one who is weak or "run down" usually falls a prey
to their ravages.

^ The best safeguard is to be in good physical condition.

"The Pure Malt Tonic"

is a tissue builder and blood purifier. It will tone and invigorate the

system and impart new vigor and strength.
A case should be in every home.

MALT RAINIER DEPARTMENT

Seattle Brewing & Malting Company
Pure Food Guarantee on

Every Bottle
SPOKANE/.WASH.

WM. BLACKMAN,
161 South Post St.

SiHtributin? Agreiieies at

PORTLAND, ORE.
S. H. BLUHAUER,

64 Third St.

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.
JOHN KAPP & SON.

have mv ponies, the whole outfit f. o. b.

Delight'."
He bent quickly over and looked at

her longingly. "Will you let me show

you some night? Isaiah wont mind.

Things are different in this country and

there 's nothin' to do."

In his heart he was sure she would re-

fuse, and already he was sorry he had

spoken of it. If I aint made a fool of

myself this time, he thought, taint no

use tryin' no more.
But Loretta only smiled slightly, just

enough to show the red lips against a

set of white, perfect teeth, while the

blue eyes lighted up with expectation.
"Yes indeed," she said. "I know Mr.
Fortune wont mind, and I 'd love to

see it."

Thompson wanted to whoop and bare-

ly repressed his excitement, but he could

not stand it very long. "All right," he

said, "I '11 call for you this evenin' and

I '11 show you the mysteries of this coun-

try, so you '11 know what keeps men 'way
out here, till they can 't never leave it."

Then he rushed into the bar-room

where his friends were lounging about,

discussing his chances with Loretta.

"Jumpin' jack-rabbits ! boys," he al-

most shouted, bringing two fists on the
table with a bang.
"What 's up," they chuckled.

"Up ! Gosh, boys can 't you figure it

out yourself? She's comin' my way;
she 's comin' all right ; black my peepers
if she aint goin' out walkin' with me to-

night, over in the foothills. Wont I tell

her somethin' about the feelin's of Wash-
ington Thompson and how they compare
to the double-dried evaporated senti-

ments of Isaiah Fortune."

"Oh, you 're bluffin. Wash, that girl 's

not goin' out there with you."
"She 's not, eh ? Put down your little

pile to that, and I '11 see you."
Thompson pulled out a few eagles in

readiness, but that W*as assurance

enough. The other man shook his head.

"Well, then, you 've got her, Wash,
that 's all I 've got to say."
"Musha that nothin' may hinder ye!"

put in McGuire.
"It '11 be disappointin' to Isaiah,

though."
Some of the men were already at the

bar, tilting their glasses to the "sand" of

Wash.
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That night Thompson and Loretta

sauntered through the sagebrush, out

among the mystery-haunted foothills.

Thompson did not talk much, not as

much as he had expected. At first he
was wondering if it was altogether fair

to Fortune, and then, when he got out

there and tried to give some outlet to

his feelings, he found himself again em-
barrassed, and uncertain of his language.
At last, after futile efforts, he turned in

desperation :

"Aint it lovely, Loretta?" he said

weakly.
Loretta did not object. She looked a

little surprised but simply smiled the

simplest bit in the world—with happi-
ness Wash concluded, but he thought he
had n't quite made himself clear. Pres-

ently they seated themselves on a big
fiat rock, listening to the coyotes yapping
in the distance.

"Gosh, but I feel good tonight." He
paused a moment. "Dont you?"

"Yes," she answered, coyly, Thomp-
son thought. He felt a little shaky in

reality but he thought he was making
pretty good progress. After a little

pause the girl turned to him :

"I 'm not saying very much but it 's

beautiful."

Thompson shuddered with a thrill of

ecstasy
—why did she say that? The

coyotes had hushed their eerie yapping.
The stillness was of the Western night,
so distant from the ceaseless noise of

men, silent, calm as the sleep of angels.
Wash shifted restlessly.

"My golly!" he said.

"Yes"—she answered, in perfect un-

derstanding. Thompson could have

hugged her then and there.

Down on the prairie at Pete's house,
the cowboys gathered with curious whis-

perings.

"Boys, we '11—we '11 wind it up with

a—a regular climax. 'S-s-sh; dont let

him savvy what we 're on to. Just take

him out and turn him loose, up there

where Wash and her 's a sparkin'. It '11

be the durndest thing you ever saw. He
wont sell no sandwiches in this town no
more."

"Well, I '11 go plumb, if that aint the

best yet !"

Fortune was brought forth an ignoble

spectacle indeed, hungry, unshaven, and
as McGuire said, "Unclane, unhappy

GROWTH
OF OUR COLLECTIONS
1 893
1895
1 89 7

1 899
190 1

1903
1905

$ 1,815.10

9,455.61

8,985.57

33,819.24

43,314.92

64,385.44

87,654.98

190 7
FRANCIS G. LUKE

1894
189 6

1898
1900
1902
1904
1906

$176,186.46

8,150.21

9,864.88

26,561.66

40.424.08

52,591.00

71,790.06

141.430.48

We will collect about 2(X) thousand dollars this year, We collect in every State—and in all

foreign countries. We collect for everybody. We recently collected $44.00 for Mr. T. E. Picotte

of Hailey, Idaho, from a man at No. 8 Rue Pomerou, Paris, France. We will collect some for

you, if you turn in your claims. Red Streaks of Honesty Elxist in Everybody.

MERCHANTS' PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION
Scientific Collectors of Honest Debts

Suite 100 Commercial National Bank Bldg. Salt Lake City, Utah, U. S.A.
FRANCIS G. LUKE. General Manager "SOME PEOPLE DON'T UKE US"
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and unhung." They hurried across the

prairie silently, Isaiah Fortune fairl)

shaking with terror, fearful of their pur-
pose. He had clung to that one kindly

thought throughout his days of torture :

Loretta. Up into the foothills they led

him, and there but a few feet away from
the unsuspecting pair, Pete spoke up, so
all could hear.

"Now, then, ]\Ir. Isaiah Fortune, I

calc'late you '11 mend your ways in the

matter of sandwiches and such like dis-

pensations. You 've had a hard lesson,

.
but you earned it. Your wife 's been
here for a week, as you can perceive,
and Wash has been tryin' to ent.^rtain

her, till we let you out. You 're free

now."
Isaiah Fortune stood transfixed with

wrath and humiliation—to be insulted,

was enough, but then to thus degrade
him before the intended of his heart ;

what would he do, insulted, ridiculed

and ruined.

Loretta rose quickly. "What is the

meaning of this? Explain to me at

once." Pete readily told the story from
the start.

"And is that the way you would
change a man to better ways ? Shame on
you. If I 'd only known it sooner."

She walked over to the victim of their

very practical joke, looked him over

carefully, and apparently satisfied her-
self that the disreputable, and obviously
abused individual before her was the

object of her past weeks' dreams. Her
blue eyes suddenly became luminous
with pity, as though the whole story of
the man's suffering and humiliation had
passed mentally before her, and, woman-
like she pitied.

"Shame on you !" she cried again.
"You great big brutal men ! Your idea
of justice does n't do you much credit."

Wash could contain himself no long-
er, "What in all gitout have you done ?"

he roared. "What in time did you bring
that fellow down here for anyhow? You
sure have fixed the thing now,—just as
I 'd

"

"Just as you thought you had yer

happy home in sight," hazarded Mc-
Guire. "It dont do to be too sure of

any woman,—'specially a pretty one." A

JUST A SOUND PROFIT-
ABLE BUSINESS OPPOR-
TUNITY TO ACQUIRE THE
BEST IRRIGATED FRUIT
LAND IN THE KITTI-
TAS VALLEY, THREE
MILES FROM ELLENS-
BURG, WASHINGTON

I am now offering the public ten-acre

tracts of this land at $150.00 and

$200.00 per acre, including perpetual
water right, or $400.00 per acre with

the best commercial orchards, and for

this price 1 will cultivate, in a scientific

manner, and deliver the property to the

purchaser after four years. I propose to

give honest land value at honest prices, and I do not make one single

statement that is exaggerated. From apples, peaches, pears and small

fruits these orchards will produce from $200.00 to $1000.00 per acre

per year. While the trees are growing, a moderate living can be made
from strawberries, potatoes, etc. I know of orchards in the Kittitas

Valley that are averaging $500.00 per acre per year. It is a comfort-

able place to live because the climate is enjoyable, water healthful,

scenery grand, easy access to first-class schools, on Northern Pacific and

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroads. If you will call up>on or

write to me I will send you my w.w. ROBINSON, PRESIDENT
literature and correspond with THE W.W. ROBINSON LAND CO.
you. Address me personally. 394 arcade annex Seattle, Washington
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Ask your dealer for the ^
Washington

HIGH TOP
They are plum full of quality

Especially designed and built for

Sportsmen :Surveyors :Ranchers
and others who are in need of this particular sort of high cut.

It's a boot of quality excellence. It is a boot that fits the size

foot it is intended for. It will outwear any other boot of it's

kind and will cope with all conditions that may be encounter-
ed by Sportsmen, Surveyors or Ranchers. A more comfort-
able boot could not be built. All the good that could be
said of a boot is true of the Washington high top. Do not

expect to find the high standard Washington quality in any
but a Washington boot. Most up-to-date dealers

can supply you. Send for Sample of Leather
and any information you may desire concerning
this boot. Don't put it off for a more conven-
ient time. Write today to

DEPARTMKNT B 11

Ifyour dealer does not have this boot in stock write

fUS and we will promptly arrange to have you supplied

THE WASHINGTON SHOE
MANUFACTURING CO.

SEATTLE. WASH.. U. S. A. J

savage look from Wash was his reward
for this bit of philosophy.

Isaiah Fortune still stood dejected,

humiliated, staring- at the ground before

him. The change from his old swagger
should have been satisfaction enough to

the assembled cowboys. Suddenly two
white hands came between him and the

ground, and he looked up, bewildered.
Two blue eyes, softened by pity, met his,

almost entreatingly. He took the girl's
hands wonderingly. The truth flashed

upon him. She was still his! His hu-
miliation had won what his niggardli-
ness never could—her pity, and he had
a dim memory of a line—

"Pity is akin to love."

Perhaps he suddenly saw the justice
of the cowboy's lesson : Perhaps it was
by inspiration that he grasped the psy-
chological moment to bury all animosity.

"Boys," he said, "this is my treat :

let 's call it square, and after this I 'm

going to put ham in those sandwiches,
and plenty of it."

"And it 'II be sugar-cured, I reckon,"
supplemented the irrepressible McGuire.

After a two-years' campaign on our "Weaver
to Wearer" plan of distribution and a contin-
ual demand from our many satisfied customers
for additional styles, we have added a line of

"SHIBBOLETH"
FANCY SILK NECKWEAR
The designs are both stripe and fig-ured effects, in

harmonious color combinations — Fashioned into Our
'Harvard'* (cuv), a reversible four-in-hand, and
**Cohnnbia," a tie to be knotted into a bow.
When ordering mention the word "Kancy,** state

whether stripe or figure is desired, colors preferred,
also size of collar.

$2.00 the half dozen, postagre paid. .

Assortment of ties, patterns and colors to suit. Satis-
faction guaranteed or m<mey refunded.
Our Solid Color Silk Barathea Neckwear in

Black, White. Brown, Purple, N;ivy and Garnet as here-

tofore, $3.00 the half dozen, postagre paid.

Shibboleth Silk Co. , 468 Broadway, NewYork

Send money-order, check or two-cent stamps. Write for Catalogue

SOMETHING

NEW 99g
Our Princess Beth em-
broidery has created a

sensation among needle-

workers. To advertise

our exclusive designs we
will send Waist exactly like

cut, stamped on finest grade
Lingerie Lawn, complete with

floss to embroider, all for S9g
FREE—We will commence the embroidery

showinf every detail of the work, without extra cost.

Important—If you wish parcel registered enclose eight cents extra.

THE NEEDLECRAFT SHOP PorUand'crcron
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Your Pen From Your Pocket Will Not Slip
If You Fasten It With a

SEVERAL SIZES

FITS ANY PEN

German Silver, 10c

Rolled Gold, 25c

At your stationers

or by mail. Q In

ordering by mail,

give size of pen.

ConsolidatedSafetyPin Co.

165 Farrand Street

Bloomfield, N. J.

"Imported^' Crystal
Pendants

IN THREE COLORS:
SAPPHIRE BLUE, BROWN TOPAZ.

AND CRYSTAL WHITE
Illualratlon Actual Size

These Pendants are beautifully
cut on both sides, with rolled-plate
mountings. They make an inex-

pensive gift (or the Holidays.

SEND FOR OUR

P«^- Kn^ F.^k niUSTRATED CATALOGUE OFrnce ouc r^acn JEwaRY AND SILVERWARE

G. WILLIS WHIPPLE & CO. , Jewelers and Silvertmiths
No. 188 i:ssi;.\ sti{i:i;t. sai.i;m, mass.

Stillwell Bungalow Plans
Our ii.-w IWW (Mil (vliti.in) himKal.iw iKx.k now out. All puts uro new
and liiiifo. 60 per cpiit are choice, now buntalowii. Moro practical and
licttcr than anv dollar iHxik, and will «avo money when you build.

Price, R.I rciltH, or send ntanip for aaniplo pane' BUUwell plant
are tho best—do not Imild without this valunhle book.

£.W. STILLWELL& CO.. 256 Broadway, LOS ANGELES, CAL

From Our Readers

From an Old Theatre-Goer.

Dear Pacific Monthly.

I find in about every number of your
magazine some item that appeals right
home to some occurrence or sentiment,
and I am uneasy until I intrude.

What hit me in the last issue was the

reference to Old San Francisco theatri-

cals. The article was splendidly written,
and recalls most vividly my own remem-
brance of several of the actors men-
tioned. Ned Booth I first saw in Jan-
uary '67, in the Winter Garden, Broad-

way in "A Fool's Revenge." This was
soon after his return to the stage after

the assassination of President Lincoln by
his brother. That was for me a great
scene. I do not in fifty years theater-

going recall a grander climax than given
in that play by Booth, at the close of

the second act—"We '11 sing and dance

the night away."

You San Francisco article brings the

entire panorama of nearly fifty years'
musical and theatrical events once more
in view.

Martin Eden starts strong. Jack Lon-

don is a great writer, though as a man I

fancy he is something of a scalawag,
rather Lord Byronish, though the finest

bit of writing I ever saw was his poem
"Odessy of the North" published in the

Atla^xtic.

Respectfully yours,

H. J. M.

Vermontville, Mich

The Oriental Number,

My Dear Pacific Montljly :
—

I am surprised at the richness and

vigor of the August number. Mr. S.

Saito was one of my first pupils in Japan
and while Peter Robertson was at Nag-

asaki, commercially, I was in the far in-

terior of Japan, organizing the first pub

lie schools of the Empire.

Yours truly,

E. G.. Ithaca, N. Y.
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iHCHmm,
REPEATING SHOTGUNS
OVER

four hundred and fifty-

thousand sportsmen use and
endorse Winchester Repeating
Shotguns. The U. S. Ordnance
Board, after subjecting one of
these guns to the severest oftests

forstrength,reliability, accuracy,
penetration, endurance, excess-
ive loads,defective shells,rust and
dust, reported officially that the
gun could not be improved upon.
For field, fowl or trap shooting
they are equally good. Then why
not a Winchester ? j|. ^ #
FEEE: Send addressfor catalogue of WlncTiester— the Eed W Brand— Gum and Ammunition.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.. NEW HAVEN, CONN

$25.00
Ostrich

Feather
Boa

\1

No article of dress Yiaa
ever been fashioned that

gives a more beautiful
touch of completeness
to a woman's outfit, or
more satisfactorily fills

the need of a light wrap
than a well made ostrich
feather boa or stole. Suitable for
summer or winter. ^ Cawston
Ostrich Feather Boas are un-
equalled for fullness, superior
making and wearing qualities.
Send $25.00 for our 2-yard special
boa illustrated above. Made of
the best quality feathers with long

flues, full and fluffy, strong and durable, will
retain their curl and wear for years. Black,
white or any solid color. Other hoaa at a
wide range of prices.

Ostrich Feathers Make Splendid Gifts,

^of Fashionable Than Ever This Year.
Order Now For the Coming Holidays.

Cawston Feather Goods cannot be secured through any
dealer or agent anywhere. Write direct to us. Your money
promptly returned if not pleased. Free delivery every-
where. Awarded prize medals at all important expositions

Cawston
Ostrich Feathers

Direct From Our Farm in California—Producer's Prices

In the manufacture of Cawston Ostrich Feather Goods the stock is

carefully selected and graded by experts.^ The feathers must be
uniform in lengths, widths, strength, wearing and curling qualities.

They must have the same texture, brilliant lustre and particular
fitness in order to secure that pure white, that glossy black or the

beautiful colored and shaded effects that make Cawston Ostrich

Feathers superior to all others.

Our TRADE MARK Attached to Every
Cawston Plume Guarantees the Quality

Only the best grades of wing and tail feathers taken from strong, vigorous and

healthy male birds are used by us. Our tips, plumes, l»as, stoles, muffs, etc.,

are all made in our factory on our farm at South Pasadena, California.

OUR NEW CATALOGUE FREE
Write for it today Beautifully illustrated. 40 pages. A handsome, unique
and instructive book. Tells about the ostrich industry in America, gives a

complete price list of all our goods.

HAVE YOUR OLD FEATHERS REPAIRED
Old ostrich feathers can be made over, repaired, rccurled and dyed to look like

now. Do not delay by writing first. Send us jour old feathers and we will

advise you what is best to do with them.

^^. OSTRICH FARM
P. O. Box 67 SOUTH PASADENA, CAUFORNIA J
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THE WILSON
BUNGALOW BOOK
THIRD EDITION JUST READY
The new cdititin is eaicfully levisdl, cijtiri.'ly rear-

r.-iiigcd and indexcnl, and much enlari:ed, >h<>win(
nearly twice as many plans as the second edition.
It is beautifully printed on coated pa|>er in tints.

This is the only gCH'd, practical bo<>k of Bungalow
plans. Page 8x11 incites, and plans large enough
for easy comprehension and practical utility. De-
scriptions and prices of each house Ki\en. Every
prospcctivehoniel>uildershouldha\eacopy Realp c-
turcs of real houses. Wilson's bungalows are the re-

sult of years of study and experience, and re<lucc the
problem of house and home building alujost to an
exact science, f^ fl^ pjUj^, postpaid, lo any tikns.

HENRY L. WILSON
Top Floor Copp BIdg., 218 S. Broadway, LOS ANGELES, CAL

SEND FOR
FREE
CATALOGUE

The Chat. H. Lilly Company, established in 1885, grow
and sell more seeds every year. Their 28 years' of

experience is yours every lime you buy Lilly's Best

Seeds. Their new catalog contains Vegetable, Farm,
Field and Grass Seeds, Spray Materials and Fertilizers,

Berries, Roses, Flowering Plants, Bulbs, Tools, Poultry,

Stock, Dairy and Bee Supplies
—

it is full of useful

information. Send for this, it is free to those interested

Sow Kood seed — don't experiment
with cheap and inferior kinds when
you can get seeds that have been
tried and proved best for the West.
Lilly's Best seeds cost more because
they are worth more to you and every
one who wants a crop and not a failure

THE CHAS. H.

LILLY COMPANY
SEATTLE and
PORTLAND

JL THE BRIGHTEST
AND

THE CHEAPESTUGHT
FOR STORES
AND HOMES
-^ Cost of Coal Gas
^ Cost of Acetylene
Yi Cost of Electricity

Absolutely Safe. No Explo-
sions. No Asphyxiation. Can
be installed easily in city or

country. Write for prices.

IT LIGHTS IT HLAIS II LUUKj 2I8 second Ave. south SEATTLE, WASH.

Don't forjjot to im'iillon The riicillc Monthly when tl.uliiit' with iidvortlscrs. It will l)c approriatiHl.
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"If you wish to remain always young and enjoy perfect health, drink deep of Ko of tlie Ur:>ert

The Arabian Koumyss preaente<} to you here is made as -was the Koumyss vrhose history is writ
in the line quoted above. It is made as the Ancients made it, who, before the advent of drugs.

USED ONLY KOUMYSS TO RESTORE THEIR SICK
and keep themselves in perfect health. This, Arabian Koumyss does in a way that often
borders on the marvelous. In hot climates and in hot weather, drinking Koumyss keeps up
the strength and increases vitality. ^ In malarial countries, drinking Koumyss keeps malarial

poison out of the blood, and completely eliminates it from the system. In one of the largest
sanitariums in Europe, most splendid results are obtained by the use of Arabian Koumyss in

treating patients affected with consumption, fl The gain in weight in some cases is

enormous. This is always the result where Arabian Koumyss is used in wasting diseases or
where excessive thinness prevails, fl Arabian Koumyss is made absolutely pure, not an atom
of foreign matter touches it, neither drugs, chemicals, gases or yeast. It is made by a simple,
natural process used centuries ago and still used by the Tartar Tribes, producing a blood mak-
ing, life-giving drink—a delightful, snappy, sparkling beverage—an exquisite milk-champagne.
We will send it to you anywhere in the world where the road is cut through. Yours/or your health 's sake,

Arabian Koumyss Co., 143 Eleventh street, Portland, Oregon

^^ stove Polish::

Trade Mark

Free Sample. Write Dept. 5 1

Lament, Corliss & Co., Agls., 78 Hudson St,

SHINES BRIGHTEST
Ask dialer

for it N.Y. I

stJ

HAIR GROWS!
when our Vacuum Cap is used a few minutes
daily. Sent on 60 days I- REE trial at our expense.
No drugs or electricity. Stops falling hair, cures
dandruff. A postal brings illustrated booklet.

MODERN VACUUM CAP CO.
K 573 Barclay Denver, Colorado

Are you too Thin?
To prove that you may have a superb

fiuuro wiih well developed bust, shapely
neck an<l slK>ulders and pro|>erly developed
linihs, we send a convincing sample of Pr.
Whitney's Nerve and Flesh Builder abso-
lutely free. Special treatment for develop-
inir the bust alone, when desired. Guarsn-
t' I I to iK'ueflt the general health and im-
p .11. complexion. Free trial and book,
I V I in mail. The C. L. Jones Co., 130
M !!• :illy HuiUlinK, K'mira. N Y.

$1,500 a Year for Life
Any one who can spare $2.50 or more a month can purchase an undivided interest in

our 13,003-a re rubber plantation in Iropical Mexico. $23 a month peud
through the development period of our plantation, should bring you an aver-

age revenue o(.$i,300 a year net profit as long as you live, and leave an
annuity for your heirs. If you wish to save for old age or provide for the days
when you feel entitled to ret;re from constant work, this is a most excellent

opportunity. It is more profitable than life insurance, and not so long to wait;
safe as city KQleSt&te, yet not so costly; better than a savings bank for the profit

•sr.eatcr.
All wealih comes firOII) the earth, and our 15,000 acres well watered, accessible to

markets, and superiptendcd by an experienced and capable Amierican manager, should
vield large and stea*^ profits , , r i • • • i iWe are changing tlie production of crude rubber from the primitive and destructive
methods heretofore employed by the natives to the most scientific and successful plan
known to modern forestry.

There is nothing speculative about crude rubber. It can be sold every day in the year
Inany market in the world at a price that has been steadily increasing for years. For a ouar-
ter of a century the world's supply has been spoken for months before it reached the
civilized market. The price has doubled in a decade, and the question of future supply
is of vast moment, and can only be solved by the scientific cultivation of the rubbertree.

We are engaged in this immensely profitable industry on a large scale, having nearly
one million rubber trees under cultivation which will be producing rubber in due time.

The unusual opportunity is now open to you to secure shares ih our plantation.
Elach share represents an undivided interest in our land, upon which we expect to soon
have growing at least 1,500,000 rubber trees and 500,000 cocoanut trees, besides other

tropical products. The great work we have accomplished absolutely assures the suc-
cess of our enterprise.

We have full and complete literature showing conclusive facts, logical figures and
definite references of good character, proving beyond any doubt that our proposition i*

bona fide, certain and profitable.
It is worth your time to ask for our booklets. In justice to yourself you should provide against the ravages of time,

the chances of poverty and the misfortunes of ill health, by making an investment and securing a competent income
that will cover all necessary living requirements. ^ Write for our booklrt: 'A Safe and Profitable Investment,'
and satisfy yourself that our statements are correct. Over 900 people, after thoroughly investigating our propo-
sition, have become associated with us in this great enterprise. •! Write today for facts which will put you in close
touch with every detail of our plan. Our literature is ainlfree, and every request wll receive immediate attention.

CONSERVATIVE RUBBER PRODUCTION COMPANY
610 Monadnock Building. San Francisco. Cal.

ONE OF OUh IS MONTHS
OLD TKKES
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THE BANK FOR SAVINGS
IN SEATTLE

IS THE BANK FOR SAFETY
Capital $400,000, Fully Paid

How to Bank by Mail

Convenient and Safe
There is nothing complicated or risky

about it. Thousands of depositors have
found it absolutely satisfactory in every
respect. Not one has ever lost a dollar by
it. "Uncle Sam" is responsible for the

deposit until he hands it to us, WE DO
THE REST.

All you have to do the first time is,

enclose in a plainly directed envelope a

Post Office Money Order, an Express Com-

pany order, a Draft from any Bank, a Cer-

tificate of Deposit from any Bank or

Checks payable at Seattle and drawn or

endorsed to The Bank for Savings.

Enclose also in the same envelope your
remittance slip attached to this folder

properly filled out as indicated, and de-

posit the envelope in the nearest U. S.

MAIL BOX, THAT'S ALL. Or send the

cash by Registered Mail or by Express.

After the remittance reaches us we
enter it in your Pass-Book and mail the

book to you. Every time you send us a

remittance you send the book also so that

your remittance can be entered on it. 0-r

send us its number. The better way is to

leave the book with us, taking our receipt
for it.

This system enables thousands living
in the country, at the mines, on the water
or in the places far from safe savings
banks to deposit their savings, at A^j^ com-

pound interest, in a strong, conservative
and reliable bank which confines itself

exclusively to SAVINGS business.

You can draw your interest as soon as

it is due (on July 1st and January 1st)
or if you wish you may let it remain, be
added to your account and draw interest

in its turn. Thus your interest earns in-

terest WHILE YOU SLEEP.

Don't hoard your money where thieves

can get it or fire destroy it. Don't spec-
ulate with it and risk losing it. Put it

in this Bank where it works twenty-four
hours every day earning money for you
and gradually growing into a fund.

As for the desirability of having a

savings bank account everyone acknowl-

edges that. If you haven't one fill out

this remittance slip and begin an account,
from $1.00 up to $1,000, and DO IT NOW.

4^ Compound

/U Interest

Compound

nterest Compounded Semi-Annually

N,ame^

Add.ress.

Amount of DepositJ $^

N. B.—All dealings between this Bank and its Depositors axe Siiicth) Confidential, and no information, not eoen of
the existence of an account, is given to any person.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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This Beautiful
Panel FREE

We will send this beautiful 10-inch Florentine Panel, made
of best 3-ply white basswood and stamped with this design,
with full directions for burning, if you will send us 20c to
pay postage and cost of the beautiful Fac-simile Water
Color of this head sent with each panel as a pattern. This
picture exactly fits the panel and can be mounted with
beautiful effect by
those who prefer
to burn only ^^JLF^SUiJF^.Z-^^̂ F^v*
the border. jFJi^̂ SSKSBS^f^^
Regular price df^'i^f^ '

^^^itlil^k D
of above Mi^^r ^mi^it^ ^^ImSk. * 3^0g-
combination BS^W iHBH^> ^^Wy^ i

45 cents. Mcw .^S9Bl ^crm raphy
Same
Decorated,

SPECIAL 85^,My•^*: $1.60
Thin upleiidid outfit, partly shown above, is complete for burning
on wood, |ilu»h, leather, etc. Includes tine Platliiiini Point, Cork
Handle, Kubber Tublnir, l>oublc-aotlon Kulb, Hetal L'nion
Cork, Ifottic, Alcohol L.anip. two pleecK Htumped Practice
'Wood and full directions, all in neat leatherette box. Ask your
dealer, or we will send C. O. D. When cash accompanies order for
No. 97 outllt we Include free our 64-pa(?e Pelican Instruction Hand-
book (price 26 cents), the most complete pyrograpby buck published.

Assortment PN Only $1.75
If bought by the piece would cost
C2.50. Includes: Handkorchief
Box,7x7 In; Jewel Box, S>i X 4M
In.; American Girl Panel, 9x12
In.; Match Hanger; Oval Picture
Frame; Card Tray; Tooth Pick
Cup; Two Napkin Rings, and
Three Souvenler Post Cards. All
twelve pieces are made of best
S-ply basswood and beautifully
Stamped in popular, up to-date
designs, all ready for decorating.
If Outflt No. 97 and tlils assort-

^""--V ment are ordered together »i -»«
our special price for both la only ^J.iU
Write for New PVJ AA Contain" 129 Pages, with 2,000

Illustrations. The largest pyro-
grapby catalogue

FUBB Cataloar
ever issued. Write for It today.

THAYER & CHANDLER,
lGO-164 Went Jackiton Itoulevard, Chlpaso, III

"Lari/mt lUalci'TH of Pyronrnphti Goods
ill I lie World."

^loooTOnaooo™
t--—\ IN THE REAL ESTATE BUSINESS

\Vrl.:i,li y.iu l.y iii.'mI I'Mry l.nmch of the Heal Ketatp, ().-iiori-i

Uniln'iu;... ,111.1 InsiiiHiH-.- UiisiiicBB, mid apiwiiit y<iu

81'KCIAL RKl'HESENTATIVE
(if thoolilimt niul larirpitco-opi'rntivori'nloslnlnnii,! brtikpr-

niri^coiniiuny In Aiiu'rirn. R<'iiri'»iMitntivi'SBio iimkiiiir :l.(l(K)

ti) $1(1, (KK) a ycor without any InvcBlnioiitof capital. Exccllciil

oiiportiniitioii open to YOU. By niir «,V!itcm you can begin
inakinif money In afcw wccki witlioiitintiTfcrinK with your
liro»entoiTU|iBti<in. Our co-opcrat I vo department will (tive you
ill. TO dioice, liiilalilo piiipcily to handle than any other Inatl-

tili.in in tlm w..il.!. A Thnrourh ComarraUl Law ConrM
KKKK to Karh HppreiiiMilatlve. Write for OS-pace book. free.

THE CROSS COMPANY, 2059 Reaper Block, Chlcado

MANUSCRIPTS TYPEWRITTEN
Editors Demand Typewritten Storiet

Elxpert Service Moderate Fees
L. E. SWARTZ. 526 Newport, Lakeview, Chicaco

Grow Mushrooms
For Big and Quick Profits

Small Capital to Start

A Sal* Buslnaaa
I am the larreat grower

In America. Ten yean' ex-

perience enables me to ^Te
practical instruction in the

business worth many dol-

lars to yon. No matter

what your occupation li

or where yon are located,

here is an opport-inity to

acquire a thorout-h knowlodce of this paying business.

Send for Free Book givinp particulara and information,
how to start, cost, etc Address

JACKSON MUSHROOM FARM
Dapt. 1 96 3243 N. Weatem Avo., Chlcaflo, illlnola

Be
DOCTOR-'xSr

$3000 to $5000 A YEAR
WE TEACH YOU BY MAIL

In six months you can begin practicing Mechano-
Tberapy—an elevating and highly paid profession
fur men and women. More comprehensive than
Osteopathy. Endorsed by physicians. A fas-

cinating study, easy to learn and equal to college
course — we guarantee success — an ordinary
education and our course of Instruction tits yoa
for a profesgionnl lite. Authorized diplomaa
to (graduates. Work nbsorblngly Interesting.
Vast opportunities for social and tlnancial
betterment. Special terms now. Write today
for prospectus—free.

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF MECHANO-THERAPT
Dept. 519, lHO.Vi'i Randolph t!it., Chlcac*

VICTOR HAND FORGED AUTOMOBILES
from $450.00 up, in Air or Water Cooled, solid or

pneumatic tires. Strongest
built. Send for our new cat-

alog, describing 1909 modela,
with signed statements from
purchasers.

VICTOR AUTO MFG. CO.
ST. I.OUIS. IHO.

[TYPEWRITERS
AL.L. M.VKK.S KKltriLT at K to M
manufacturers prices. Rented anywhcM or
sold on 3 months approval. Write for
our money Imck Koai'itnteo. also Cat»-
loffiieaiia Special I'rlro 1. 1st.

ROCKWELL-BARNES CO., 425 Baldwin Building, Chicaso, III

Earn Big Salarfes
We will teach you to be one by mail in

eight weeks and assist you to secure a i>i)Si-

tion wilh a reliable firm. Hundreds of our graduates

placed in good positions. Salesmanship is the easiest,
most pleasant, well paid profession in the world, and

the demand always exceeds the supply. A good sales-

man is always sure of a position because he produces
the business that keeps the wheels of commerce turn-

ing, and is the one man the enii>loyers cannot get along

v.'ithout. Instead of being contented with a jmorly pa«l

po.sition, earn a big salary as an expert salesman. Our
free Ixxik, "A Kniglit of the (".rip" will show you how.

Write or call for it today. Address

Dept 239 National Salesman's Training Association.

N'w York, CUcuo. Kansas City, Mianeapolis. Saa Fimaciico

AdJrtss nearest (ffice, mrniion /<»/«-.
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Hammer
die

SAFETY AUTOMATIC REVOLVER1
Near safe is not enough. The only firearm safety worth

having is absolute safety. The only revolver affording that kind
of safety is the Iver Johnson Safety Automatic Revolver.

Millions are in use—yet not a single report of accidental dis-

charge—drop it, kick it, "hammer the hammer"—you must pull
the trigger to fire it.

Costs no more than near-safeties; but accurate, hard-hitting
and positive, with absolute safety.

Our Booklet ''Shots" Mailed Free

together with our handsome and complete catalogue.

IVER JOHNSON SAFETY HAMMER REVOLVER
Richly nickeled, 22 calibre rim-fire or 82 calibre center- JC Extra length bbl. or bined

fire, 3-in. barrel ; or 38 calibre center-tire, VA-'va^ barrel,
^W finish at slight extra cost.

IVER JOHNSON SAFETY HAMMERLESS REVOLVER
Richly nickeled, 32 cal ibre center-fire, 8-inch $7 Extra length barrel or blued
barrel;or38-calibrecenter-fire,3M-in. barrel, ^ I finish at slight extracost.

Sold by Hardware and RportinB Goods dealers everywhere, or sent

prepaid on receipt of price if dealer will not supply. Liook Ior the owl 8

nead on the grip and our name on the barrel.

Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works, 192 River St., Fitchburg, Mass.

New York: 99 Chambers St ; San Francisco: P.B.BekeartCo.717MarketSt. ;

Hamburg, Germany: Pickhuben4. ;

iTer Johnson Single Barrel Shotsuns and Truss Bridce Blcyclea

^Hammer

HIGH CLASS

PRINTING
M

II
Before you order your printed mat-

^J ter, consult u». We will give you
"^ the benefit of our knowledge of

designing, engraving, lithographing, cut-

making, type display, paper, ink, press

work, and all minor details involved in

the production of harmonious and high
class work. We know we can render

you valuable assistance and save you
money. If you will write us a letter en-

closing your business card, or write on
your own stationery, we will send you
samples of lithographed stationery, bank
checks, etc

BUSHONG & CO.
PORTLAND : OREGON

New England Gets
First Service

ONE RATETO ALL POINTS

i;^^^^<^^Tr/:>^^>saM
^^^•^^^^^^^
50WORDS FOR 25CENTS

T> ESIDENTS of Portland. Me.. Old Orchard, Me..
1^ Saco, Me., Biddeford, Me., Dover, N. H., Ports-

£X mouth. N. H., Exeter, N. H., Haverhill, Mass..
Lawrence, Mass., Lowell, Mass., Boston, Mass..

and adjacent points, are now communicating by wire at

rates so low and service so accurate and prompt that

they are wondering at their former patience with exorbi-

tant rates and inadequate service.

^TT New lines will be opened as rapidly as physical and

^ financial conditions permit until every city in the

United States will be sending—
25-word TELEGRAMS, any distance, for 25c.
50-word TELEPOSTS. any distance, for 25c.

100-word TELETAPES, any distance, for 25c.

10-word TELECARDS, any distance, for 10c.

#]T An interesting illustrated booklet has been pre-

^ pared, describing in detail the invention, its opera-

tion, its economy, its rapidity and its accuracy.

Mailed without cost to anyone asking for Booklet No. 55.

TELEPOST COMPANY. 225 Fifth Ave.. New York

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with adverlisers. It will be appreciated.
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from thegrip
to the end of the
barrel,everypart
is what it shouldbe^
safeMependab1e,accurate. if ^

,

Sold h^ all First class dealers \

Send for Illustrated Catalogue
Rather than accept a substitute order fromus direct

HARRINGTON &RICHARDSONARMS CO.
418 Park Avc.,Worc€Stcr, Mass.

JhisHsR Hdmmerless

52Cdlibre-weigh5

l5ounces-Reliable.

Accurdte-Durable,

kcidenidIDischarge

impossibleNickel

finish.Price$721

REFfeECTlON

"S^hy.^-::pii,\c.-':^^j:^/^

Inspect, reflect and use your judg-
ment—then you will always insist on

having No. 4711 White Kose Glycer-
ine Soap.
This IS true because it has a de-

lightfully soft and soothing effec*",

and because of its exquisitely delicate

and refined aronia.

FERD. MULHENS, Colojneo/R.Oemiiiiy.

U. S. Branch
Miri.lIEMS Jt KKO.PFF,

d»»S KruadwBTi New York, N.T.

Send 15 rt«. in atampi fo^ i full
_

Ise sample c»k«>

<lKi--

TheHOLSMAI^
High Wheels Travel All Roadm
Because All Reads are Made to
be Traveled by High Wheels

The H..lM,l.in is tlu^.. riKin.il liijlh-^ 1h'..1,.,1 aut..n..i-

l)ilo. a.ui will t'.. » horo no ,.tl„T aut..„i,.hil,. ,.f

llorso piiwer c.in fo— up any liiU. (pver rivkf. !

or 8tmni>8. tliroufli ili'op nind. nils or sand.

Winner In America's Great-
est 190a Hill Climb

Cheaperthana horse Operation unil.r

a mile. Upkeep nndor KV a day. Sol

rublHsr tires—no tiro tronMes. ,N..difTc

ential Rpars or friction I'liitclies.

blacksinitli ran make all o

pairs. Every machine gnaranteeo.
Built by thoolde9tandlar»e»t man- '

nfartiirors of hixh-wbeeled auto-

mobiles in the world.
Annual S>lea Onr (tun.OOO.

Writ* for caulof and book of
(ratliTinnliilii.

Bolaman Automobile Co.

•261 UonadBock BIX. Chicago

These trade-i

CRES
KIDNEY IND LIV

Makes
Unlike other

FARWELL

very package

Diet for

Dyspeptics

AND OBESITY
verybody.

For book

,Y.;u.s.'i.

PATENTS' SECURED OR FEE RETURNED
Free opinion as to patentability. Send for Guide Hook

and What To Invent, fiuest publication lor free distn*

bution. Patent.s secured by us advertised free.

EVANS, WILKENS A. CO.
No. 900 F Street, N. W.. Washington, D.C
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Which is the
TrainedMan's Home?

It's in the home where training affects you most. It's in

the home where the size of your pay-envelope really counts.

There's no reason why you should remain in the untrained class when you can so

easily qualify for a bigger salary through the help of the International Correspondence
Schools. To learn about it without charge, simply mark and mail the attached coupon.

Provided you can read and write the way is clear. There is no stipulation as to

age, occupation or place of residence. Lack of capital need not hinder.

If your work is uncongenial, mark the coupon. If you want more money, mark
the coupon. If you wish to advance,
mark the coupon. If you want to be
successful in your own chosen occupa-
tion, MARK THE COUPON. No necessity
for leaving home or your present posi-
tion— the I. C. S. helps you in your
own home—in your spare time.

There's no experiment or uncer-

tainty about this. The I. C. S. has raised
the salaries of thousands of poorly paid
men— and at the work they like best.

Every month the I. C S. receives hun-
dreds of voluntary letters telling of

promotion and increase in salary re-

ceived wholly through I. C. S. training.

During the month of August the num-
ber was 246. To learn how you, too,
can advance, mark the coupon.

"The Business of This Place

is to Raise Salaries."

International Correspondence Schools,
Box 974 , SCKWTON, PA.

Please explain, withont further obligation on my part,
how I can qualify for employment or advancement

in the position before which I have marked X

JtookLeeper
Steiioirraplier
AdTerlisement Hrlter

Show Card Writer
Window Trimmer
Commercial Law
Illustrator
Civil Service
Chemist
Textile MlllSupt.
Electrician
Klcc. Enslneer

Xeclianieal iJralikiuan

Telephone Knglnecr
Elec. Liichtiiii; ^upt
Median. Knirlneer
Plumber* Steam Kittrr

Stationary iLUiclneer
Civil Kncrliieer
Itulldint; Contractor
Arehitee' I Draftsman
Architect
Structural Engineer
Itanklne
Mining Engineer

Nanie_

Street and No..

City

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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BUILDING IDEAS
If you are going to build, you should have

our beautiful portfolio

"ARCHITECTURE"
60 original, out-of-the-commonplace, prac-
tical designs for city and country residences,

bungalows, flats and apartment buildings,

fully described, beautifully illustrated, with
floor plans, building costs and other interest-

ingand valuable data thatyou ought to know.

SEND SO CENTS
We Pay Postage

DOSE, WEST &REINOEHL
ARCHITECTS

600 Oriental Block Seattle, Washington

Many Helpful Hints

I

given in our booklet

'Furniture of Character"

luable inside tacts about
good furniture, which make it easy

to choose wisely. "Elxceedingly Beautiful"
illustrations of some of the notable

Berkey & Gay
Dining Room, Bed Room and Library Fur
niture that possesses genuine artistic merit
and the highest intrinsic value.

These are merely sussestions of a story
no advertisement can telL but which will be
sent for 16 cents in U. S. stamps to partly
cover the expense. If not acceptable, return
booklet and stamps will be refunded,

This furniture can be obtained at

modest prices through furniture dealers,
and bears the guarantee shopmark of a
business concern whose integrity is of

fifty years standing. Sliop Mi

BERKEY & GAY FURNITURE CO. Estab. 1859

Please Address Dept. P 2 Grand Rapids. Mich. 'MI

DO NOT BUY A BED UNTIL YOU
GET THE "SANITAIRE" PRICE

You owe it to yourself to get the benefit of the very VM
^. low prices on our metal beds. WA

n Sanitaire Beds ^YM Are all in exclusive designs and are guaranteed ^^.
^A for ten years. Q If the bed breaks or is not as ^^
^^ represented, we guarantee to repair free of charge ^^jWA or replace with a nevr bed free. ^ Besides you can r^
^^r sleep in it thirty nights. ^ Try a Sanitaire Bed for Wa
wA thirty nights— your money back from us or our ' ^
^Fa agent if you are not satisfied, fl Write us today for

yM our new, free catalogue. You really should have

i
gWA it to know the latest design tor the least money. WA

^ Marion Iron & Brass Bed Company ^Ma 351 1 Sanitaire Avenue Marion, Indiana wA

/////////////////////A

THE STAR'*
Asbestos Pad

For Dining
Tables

The original and patented Dining Table Pad.
Not an imitation.
The best Pad manufactured.
Made of a special grade of Asbestos of sufficient thickness

and weight to assure protection from damage by heat and
moisture, covered with double faceV cotton flannel to make
it soft and noiseless.

Pads and leaves made to fold to convenient size to lay

away ^vhen not in use.

Doily, Chafing-dish and Platter Mats of same materials,
size 5 to 16 inches, round, square or oval.

Ask your dealer to show you the STAR Pad.
All F^ids and Mats bear our trade mark, "Star."
These Pads for sale by

:_

W. fit J. Sloane, San Francisco, Cal.

Pacific Purchasing Co., Los Angeles, Cal.
Frederick fit Nelson, Seattle, Wash.
Spokane Dry Goods Co., Spokane, Wash.

Write for descriptive booklet.

L.W. KERNEY& CO.
259 W. 62nd Street CHICAGO. ILUNOIS

Don't forget to meutlon The Pacific Monthly when d.ull.ii with aJvertlsfrs. It will l.o .lunr.M-lat.Ml.
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PAINT

YOUR
BUOGYNOW
DO IT YOURSELF

The finish of a vehicle is worn and

shabby from constant summer use. The
rains and mud, snow, ice and frost of winter

are the most severe strain on its durability.

Now is the time to protect and beautify your
vehicles, to prevent rust and decay and prolong
their life and usefulness. As a simple matter of

economy you should repaint. It costs only a trifle and anyone can do it.

The result is a handsome carriage-gloss finish in rich colors or black.

Neal's Carriage Paint

ACME QUALITY
is for buggies, vehicles of all kinds (including baby's carriage) row-

boats, flower stands—anything indoors or out requiring a brilliant,

durable finish. Wagons, implements, wheelbarrows, lawn-settees—
dozens of things about the home and farm should be protected from

moisture, rust and decay during the winter months.

There are five strong reasons for fall house painting. Ask us.

The Acme Quality Text Book contains many suggestions for IX'S
home beautifying and explains fully how to accomplish the best results

in all sorts of painting, varnishing, staining^and enameling. Write for It. rrvEE

Complete Catalog and Details of our Selling Helps for Retail Dealers on Request

ACME WHITE LEAD AND COLOR WORKS Dept. I, Detroit, Michigan

IN DETROIT-Uf* is Worth Uvinq

Don't forget to meutlou The Paoiflc Muiithly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appre<iated.
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ii ^Greatest Gold

Drcdgind Enter-

prise in tneWorld
J^ —WiUiam OgHoie

THE YUKON BASIN GOLD DREDGING COMPANY >7'°'«'inational
company organized under the territorial laws of the United States,

registered and sanctioned by the strict laws of the Dominion of Canada. Its proper-
ties are 105 rniles river frontage, or more than 10,000 acres on the famous Stewart
River, the richest gold-bearing placer field in the world. Title absolute from the
Canadian government through AX'iliiam Ogilvie, formerly governor of Yukon Terri-

tory and now president and actual field manager of Yukon Basin Gold Dredging Co.

THE GOLD DREDGE IS A WONDERFUL MODERN INVENTION
Each dredge put in the field will do the work of 1 ,000 men, and we propose to install twenty
as rapidly as it is possible to make arrangements. Our first dredge has been receired
on the Company's properties and is now in operation and results are far in excess of expectations.

This is the biggest gold dredging proposition in America. Careful tests covering 30 miles of our
seholds went as high as $1 1 .00 and averaged more than $1 .06 per yard. Fabulous fortunes are being

made dredging in California on ground averaging only 1 5 cents per yiu-d.

PRIPP (IF QTnriC linUV QR PPIITQ We consider this stock intrinsically worth par and in
riflbt Ur OlUblV nUW JU btHld ^ reasonable length of time it will be paying large
dividends on that amount. A limited amount of full paid, non-assessable treasury stock will be sold
at 30 CENTS per share. Price vrill be advanced soon. Par value $1.00. Stock may be had on ten
monthly installment payments.

Write for prospectus containing minutest details. Write and ask questions. Address

YUKON BASIN GOLD DREDGING COMPANY

)

188 Scarritt Building
KANSAS CITY. MO.

Rife Automatic

Hydraulic Ram
(Watar Pump«d by Water Power)

No Attention — No
Expense—Runs Contin-

uously.

Country Homes—Formal Gardens-
Farms—Town Plants— Irrigation-

Railroad Tanks— Dairies—Etc
7,000 in operation. 80% eflficiency devel-

oped. Catalogue and estimate Free.

RIFE ENGINE CO.. 2155 Trinity Bide, New York

UNRERhnTER-EXHRMST
NO SMOKE—NO NOISE-NO ODOR

Th« Okrlto Und«rwat«r Izhfttitt It lileal ft>r fttUasoltn* motor Intftii. BupprvMM
•mok*-ill«iio«f rtimrt a«d tiirni tho fumi** tntu the «at*r. Hlmple and •fftottTe.

NOTHING TO STOP DP. no loft of pow^r. K»II.t lnit«U*d by uijon*. IUt« jour
•*ooniplet« Koftin* outflt" Inoludsft i arlio Kih»unt. Ifyour dMler M-notiupply
ton, w« wiil ship ;ou on* tipr**! pr«|*ld anT^Ker* In U. 8. on rvocipt of prlo*.

\^ tnoh bTMi pUted 93.76.1^' Inch tolld hroni* V^.M, S Ineh Mild broDM$7.(X).

A BEAUTIFUL GIFT
You could not iflve a more xultabU" pres
ent to any lady or geuUemun, than our

Electric Toilet and Shaving Mirror
Hiisltsown Klectric Llt;bt and batteries.

Llt;lit Is nioTable to any position. Can be
used where there l8 no ele<-trlclty. The
moBt useful toilet article on the market.
Send tor circulars. 4Kent8 Wanted.

ADVANCE SALES CO.
I>ept. E 711 Fletcher Bt., Chicago, 111.

Something
for Nothing

When it comes to Pumping
Water, the

Columbia Hydraulic Ram
comes nearer giving

SOMETHING for NOTHING
than any device in existence

"The Great Economical

Water Lifter"

Write for particulars to

DEPARTMENT F 1

Columbia Steel Company
Portland, Oregon
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About Beautifying the Home
To Finish Woodwork Rightly, DYE It First

THEN
it will never lose color, nor be-

come discolored. Among experi-
enced wood finishers, varnish, hard

oil, and so-called "stains" are rarely used.

Because mere coating will not give per-
manence nor evenness of color. For good
color distribution and perfect finish, first

thoroughly dye the wood, dry it, then rub
with prepared wax.

Johnson's Wood Dye is

the only real wood "dye"
made. It sinks deep down
into the fibre, bringing out
the grain in all its natural

beauty, and it colors evenly,
cannot do this.

Johnson's Prepared Wax gives the only
satisfactory finish—a rich, subdued lustre

that cannot be marred by heel marks nor
scratches. Use only makes it more lus-

trous.

Johnson's Wood Finishes are easily ap-

plied. An ordinary brush for the Dye and
a rag or cloth for the Wax, and old fur-

niture and woodwork becomes new.

Johnson's Wood Dyes are made in four-

teen standard shades. Simple instructions
on each package tell how to produce any
additional shade to match other pieces.
Half-pint cans 30c. Pint cans 50c. John-
son's Prepared Wax, 10c and 25c, and in

larger packages. Sold by all leading
paint dealers.

Beautify Your Home
At Trifling ExpenseArtistic Wood Finishes

'Stains'

Write us a postal and
we'll send you free our beautifully illus-

trated booklet, Edition PCll"The Proper
Treatment for Floors, Woodwork and
Furniture." It tells the easiest and most
economical way to beautify your home,
yourself, at trifling expense. Just drop
us a postal.

S. C. JOHNSON & SON
RACINE, WIS.

"The Wood Finishing Authorities"

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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InHolidauPacKag^S
NO piesent you could make would be more surely, or more thoroughly appre-

ciated.
"
President

"
Suspenders are so much better than the commonplace

kinds that pull and strain with every move, that any comfort-loving man will

congratulate you for your sensible choice of his gift. There are different weights and

lengths to suit all requirements—all made wi'.h the highest quality of elastic webbing*

This yeaur
"
President

"
Suspenders for Christmas gifts come in boxes that are

genuine works of art, their covers being decorated with beautiful color pictures by

the most celebrated French artists.

Don't risk disappointment by accepting any substitute
— there's no suspender

like the
"
President." The guarantee on every pair reads—Satisfaction, New

Pair or Money Back.

Price SO Cents
Sold by all dealers, or sent prepaid to any address on receipt of price.

Rvy today as many pairs as you will need for your friends.

THE PRESIDENT 1909 ART CALENDAR
U a masterpiece. It consists of four panels, three any of the art panels. They are %orthy of

of them feproducing in eight colors the exquisite frames or suitabi for decorating any room. Sent

work of celebrated I'rencK artists, together with postpaid on receipt cf 25 cents. Order at

an artistic cover panel on which the calendar is once as the demand is heavy and the supply

printed. There is no printing or advertising on limited.

THE C. A. EDGARTON MFG. CO.,
712 Main Street, Shirley, Mass.

yx

^^^^^^̂ ^J^mmMMMMM^

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dialing with advertisers. It will be appreciate
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ole^rDieke HomeLibraries

TODAY,
practically everybody, readily admits the advan-

tages of the Slol>c^^^^rnickc idea of sectional book-case

over that of the old style stationary library-cabinet with

its forbidding, unchangeable front.

These advantages of utility and convenience are self

evident.

But there are other factors quite as important as these,

because all makes of sectional book-cases are not select enough for homes where
the choice of furniture indicates evident refinement and good taste, therefore

care must be exercised in making a selection.

Many thousands of American homes furnish infallible testimony that the

9lot«%^rnickc book-cases w^ith their superior construction and beautiful finish axe

undoubtedly the choice of particular purchasers.

Show any combination described in our book of library designs to any one
of our 1500 authorized agents and he will duplicate it for you in the style euid

finish that you specify.

Where not represented w^e ship on approval, freight paid. Prices uniform

everywhere.
Write Department R for Copy of Catalogue.

3l)c GlobeAVcrt)iekc (?o., Cincinnati.
BRANCH STORES:-New York. 380-382 Broadway. Chicago, 224-228 Wabash Ave. Boston. 91-93 Federal St.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Congress Bicycle
CONGRESS
•LAYING CARDS

606
GOLD EDQES
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TEN-
ff&PEN
SELF-CLEANINO
NON LEAKABLE
ALWAYS
WRITES
(juaran-
teed
for

Ten
Jemf

No

in price

than other

standard

pens that

are not

self-filling

FREE TRIAL
We want you to

try this remarkable

pen. Send us one or two
references of business men

in your community and we
will send to you entirely free of

expense a case of six pens for a

week's examination and trial.

We stand ALL the expense ; you

try the pen.

GEORGE B. GRAFF, MANAGER
607 Tremont Temple, Boston, Mass.

Ebtablished 1S79

"Cures While You Sleep"

Whooping-Cough, Croup,
Bronchitis, Coughs,
Diphtheria, Catarrh

Confidence can he placed in a remedy which for

a quarter of a century has earned unqualified

praise. Restful nights are assured at once.

Cretolene is a Boon to
Asthmatics

ALL DRUGGISTS
Send Postal for Descriptive

Booklet

Cresolene Antiseptic
Throat Tablets for the

irritated throat, of

your druggist or from

us, 10c in stamps.
The Vapo-Cresolene Co.

180 Fnlton St., N. Y.

Lcemiiig-Miles Blilg., Montreal,

THEY FIT ROYALLY

Shirts,*looai\d\ip

TRADE. MARK ^
Shirts. 50<^ai\d75^

ATHLETICS have appre-
/A ciably broadened men's

shoulders and expanded chests.

So many shirts do not fit, be-

cause they are drafted on ma-

terial-saving, skimped patterns,

which do not give fullness

where it is most needed.

"EMPEROR" and ••PRINCELY"
are cut much fuller than any other shirts.

That accounts for their admirable drape,

true balance and unerring fit.

If it's an "EMPEROR" or a "PRINCELY
it doesn't wrinkle over the bosom, bulge at

the shoulders or break across the bottom,

because these defects have been elimi-

nated by scientifically accurate drafting

and cutting.

Your dealer sells them. More than 900

modish and exclusive designs to choose from.

Insist on getting "EMPEROR- or "PRINCE-
LY" Shirts, and be sure to look for either ot

the labels shown above. None genume with-

out them. Beautiful Style-Panorama K. m
colors sent free. Write for it.

PHILLIPS-JONES COMPANY
502-504 Broadway, New York

Also Makers of "Jack-Rabbit" Work Shirts

Urgest Shirt Manufacturers in the United States

Established 1862

Uo.rt forgot to meutlou The Paciflc Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Die in Open Air

Seeking
Water

Rat
Bis-Kit
No mixing, ready for use

Rats and mice leave

choicest food and grain

for it. Dry, clean ;

never leaves

a mark.

All DruKsrisU—15 ct». a box.
If your's hasn't

it, send us 23
cents for one
box or 60
cents for
three boxes,

delivered

prepaid.
Also ask your druKsist for Yankee Roach Powder or send

us 25 cents ; we'll mail direct to you. Never fails.

26 North Limestone St. THE RAT BISCUIT CO. SprinKfield. O.

DoYou HearWell?
Tke Stolz Electrophone — A New, Electrical, Scientific and

Practical InTCotion for those who are Deaf or Partialljr

Deaf-MAY NOW BE TESTED IN YOUR OWN HOME.
Doaf or piirtially doiif pcnplo iimy now iiinkoa iiionth's trial of the Stolz
Eloctniphone at hoiite. This personal, practical test serves to prove that
the device satisflcs, with iask, every requiroiiiciit of a perfect hearing
device. Write for particulari at once, before the offer ia withdrawn,
for by this rinsoNAL IIST plan the riKAL selection of the okk cohplxtelt
SATisFACTuRT HKARiNO AID is iiiado easy and inexpensive for every one.
This new invention, the Stolz Electrophone (V. S. Patent No. 763,&7&)

renders unnecessary such clumsy, unsiithtly and frequently harmful
devices as trumpets, horns, tubes, ear drums, fans, etc. It Is a tiny

electric telephone that fits on the ear and
which, the instant it is applied, iiAUNiriis
the sound waves in such manner as to

X cause an ASTOMSHIKU INCKKASCintheCLKAR-
NRKS of ALL soirNDs. It overcomes tlie buz-
zing and roariuK oar noises and, also, so

constantly and electrically exercises the
vital parts of the ear

that, usually, the
natural unaided hearing itself is grad-
ually restored.

What Three BniiocK Men Sajr.
The Kl.-.trophoiio is very satisfactory. Be-
hiK small in size and Rrvat in hearing
qualities iimkos it prcforalile to any I

have tried and, I believe, I hare tried all
of them. M. W. HovT, Wholesala Grocer,
Michiiian Ave. and Kiver St., Chicago.

I got so deal I could not hear with my
•poaklng tube and was advised to try the

Kli-ctrophone._ After fifteen years of dcaf-

ry I now hear
concerts. W,

llaxweU*

^-f

Mrs.C.I.idhka, 238 12thAvo.,May- I noss, discomfort and worry I

W'kkI, III., woarsBO Electrophone, I perfectly at church and at cone
Less conspiruoMB than eye-glasses. I R. Uii»r, Sales Jlgr., S. A. II

,^^^^.^^____^.^^^i^__bI Co., Chicago.

1 have now used your Electrophone over a year, and know that It Is a
flrstclass scientiflo hearing device. Without it people have to shout
directly In my ear to make me hear. With It, I can hear distinctly when
spoken to in an ordinarv tone. Bestof all, it has rrurpRo my hkadhoisis,
which were a terrible aggravation. Liwis W. Mait, Cashier, 100 Wash-
ington St., Chicago.
Write to, or call (call if yon can) at our Chicago offices for particular*

of our |>ersonal test olTer and list of other prominent endorsers who will
answer inquiries. Physicians cordially invited to Investigate aurista'

opinions.

Stolz Electrophone Co., 1257 Stewart Bldc.. Chicaco
Branch Oftlcos: Philadelphia, Cinclnii.iti, S-attle, Indianapolis, Dea

.Moines, Toronto. Foreign Ofllco: 82 85 PIcot St., I,..nilon, Kng.

IGNORANCE
of the

laws of self and sex
will not excuse in-

fraction of Nature's
decree. The knowledge
vital to

A Happy
Marriage

heisbeen collected from the experience
of the ages, in

illluslrateJ)

By William H. Walling. A. M., M. D.
It contains in one volume :

Knowledge a Young Man Should Hare.
Knowledge a Young Musband Should Hare.
Knowledge a Father Should Have.
Knowledge a Father Should Impart to His Son.
Medical Knowledge a Husband Should Have.

Knowledge a Young Woman Should Have.
Knowledge a Young Wife Should Have.
Knowledge a Mother Should Have.
Knowledge a Mother Should Impart to Her Daaghter.
Medical Knowledge a Wife Should Have.

'Sexology" is endorsed and is in the libraries of the heads of oar
government and the most eminent physicians, preachers,

professors and lawyers throughout the country.

Rich Cloth Binding, Full Gold Stamp, Illagtratcd, $2.00
Write for "Other People's Opinions" and Table of CootenU

Puritan Pub. Co.,Dept 145, Phila.,Pa.

CONSUMPTION
BRONCHITIS AND CATARRH^ ASTHMA CURED ^

Trial Treatment of California's latest and greatest discorery.

(oeetber with an elegantly illustrated book telling all about it. will be

sent to anyone afflicted with consumption, bronchitis, asthma, catarrh,

or any nose, throat or lung trouble in order to prove that the cure can

positively be made in the patient's own room, without change of H"««t>

without detention from business and without stomach dosing.
This new direct treatment. Condor

Inliulatioii,curesmwonderfullyauick
time pain in either lunf; or oe-
tween shoulder blades, heiii-

uiorrhage, Hpittinf; up matter,
cougha that Btay, ditDcult
breathing;, lingerins: rolda,
head noises, raw tIiroat,atuff'-

cd ii<>8e, foulbreath, fever
or chillf), nifcht sweat*,
general weakuess,Io«s of

weight or strength.
etc. , and is now curing V5

of every 100 cases treaied la

I'hoenix. Ariz., Indio, CaL,

;i>l other consumptive centers.

By means of vapor from bura-

ing a pastlle the healing powen
of the discovery are drawn iMo

nose or lungs and instantly pea-

eirate and Disinfect tke

llcerated Tissues.
This inhalation method at once

destroys andclears out tbepotoos

eerms, opens wasted cells, loosens and throws off the distressing "o^
ebuilds tissues, heals lung cavities, and creates bodily strength SM
vigor. If you arc taking medicine. S T O P.

Write today, stating what you wish to be cured of. and
bynsj

turn mail you will receive complete trial treatment and illustrate*

book, both absolutely free Address, without stamps or roooey

CONDOR MEDICINE CO.. BIk. 291, Lo« Angeles, CsL
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MENNEH'S
BORATED TALCUM

TOILET l>OWDER

"Baby'a Best Friend"
and Mamma's greatest comfort. Mennen's relieves and
prevents Chapped Hand* and Chafing.

For your protection the genuine is put up in non-
refillable boxes—the "Box that Loz," with Mennen'a
face on top. Sold everywhere or by mail 25 cents.

Sample free.
Try Mennen's Violet (Borated) Talcum Toilet Powder—It

has the scent of Fresh-cut Parma Violets. Sample Free.

GERHARD MENNEN CO., NcwarR, N. J.
Mennen's Sen Yang Toilet Powder, Oriental Odor ( No
Mennen's Borated Skin Soap (blue wrapper) ( Samples

Specially prepared for the nursery. Sold Only at Stores

LADD & TILTON BANK
PORTLAND. OREGON

Established 1859

OLDEST BANK ON THE PACIHC COAST

Capital Fully Paid .... $1,000,000.00

Surplus and Undivided Profits . 500,000.00

OFFICERS:
W. M. LADD. President R. S. HOWARD, Jr., Asst. Cashier

EDWARD COOKINGHAM. Vice-Pres. J. W. LADD, Asst. Cashier

W. H. DUNCKLEY, Cashier WALTER M. COOK, Asst Cashier

Interest paid on Time Deposits and Savings Accounts.

Accounts of Banks, Firms, Corporations and Individuals solicited. We are prepared to

furnish depositors every facility consistent with good banking.

Don't forget to mention The Paelflc Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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American Business Methods and a 1 2

Months' Subscription to

The BOOK-KEEPER
"The Business Man's Magazine"

Is Yours for $2.50

American Business methods contains 375 pages of valuable and im-

portant information upon business methods and systems. It is witliout

a doubt one of the greatest books ever written on this subject.

And this book, together with a 12 months' subscription to The

Book-Keeper, will give you the opportunity of being absolutely "down-

to^the-minute" in all of your business transactions.

The Book-Keeper has covered the business field thoroughly for the

past 21 years, and will prove exceptionally helpful to you in your daily

work.

Send for descriptive literature and full infonnation upon American

Business Methods and The Book-Keeper. It's free to you.

The Business Man's Publishing Co. Ltd.

63 West Fort Street, Detroit, Michigan

Don't forK«'t to niciilloii 'I'lic I'ik llic Monthly wlo'ii ilcalliiK wUli .•idv.Ttls.Ts. It will l>.> mtpr.M-lati'd.
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Under the Hood
Thafs Sealed

ZEROLENE Auto Lubricating Oil insures the

highest scores in exacting tests where the per-
formance of the engine depends on the quality
of the oil. It is the one carbon-proof, friction-

proof, trouble-^tooi oil, and can be relied upon
under every condition.

uRDLEHE ^^^^'^^Vu
gives perfect lubrication in gasoline engines of every type.

Its greatest feature is its perfect non-carbonizing properties.

It keeps cylinders and spark plugs clean. Produced in only
one place in the world.

ZEROLENE is put up in sealed cans, with patent spout,

that cannot be refilled. Also in barrels for garage trade. Sold

by dealers everywhere.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY
(Incorporated)

ZEROiEHE

ziMimoiffl

^^^0^^^S^Smiik

Wood Rollers
Tin Rollers ,y!C^Zty^3^^:i^'^^iA^rn^

See that the label on each Roller bears this script

signature for your protection.

Qet "
Improved," no tacks required.

Hartshorn Shade Rollers (^teT^rf»^g:s

INCORPORATE IN ARIZONA COSTS LESS THAN ELSEWHERE
ADVANTAGES ARE WORTH THOUSANDS

No tcix in Arizona. No stock subscriptions required before incorporating. Any kind of stock may be issued and paid
up in property, services or leases. Transact business anywhere. Stockholders exempt from company liability. No
public statement and no books need be kept for public inspection anywhere, IF INCORPORATED IN ARIZONA.
President Stoddard, FORMER SECRETARY OF ARIZONA, was for years officially in charge of incorporating busi-
ness and is resident etgent for many thousand companies. All blanks, law^, by-laws and particulars free. Companies
incorporated on receipt of reasonable deposit on account and telegram stating name, capital, shares, time annual meeting
and authorized debt. Reference : Any bonk 'n Arizona.

STODDARD INCORPORATING COMPANY, Box SE, PHOENIX, ARIZONA

DIRECT FROM THE ORIENT
Finest, rich green, genuine Chinese J»de Jewelry, 24K
Solid Gold mounting! made by skilled Chinese gold-

cmiths. Rings, Scarf Pins, Necklaces, Bracelets, Etc.

Send 2c stamp for Booklet No. 5 "Jade"
illustrated in natural colors. Gives interesting history.

BROCK & FEAGAN8, Importing Jewelers
437-439-441 Broadway, Los Angeles, California

*^5M.^<^^^^o Gem"
'Newest Product ol

our Gem Mines.
A beautiful, GKNtrrNK Topaz of purest
white color, finest Diamond cut, wonder-
ful brilliancy and great hardness. En-
dorsed by leading eipprts. Far superior
tothe best imitatiom Diamond ever pro-
duced. Remember. I Guabantke these
stones to bo genuink. Special price,
$2.00 each, 3 for $.5,00, Size, up to 2 carats.
Free Booklet. Address with remittances
TT. LTNDEMANN, ExpertGem Cutter
1582 Champa Street Denver. Ool.

Royal
Baby-Plate

Prevents Spllllns Food - Will
Not I'pset—Dispenses with the
CUinisy Tray — Avolrts Using:
Fingers o r Pusher — Saves
Laundry—Handy for Invalids
—Children Feed Themselves.
Place the food in center of plate and

give child a spoon. That's all the atten-

tion necessary. The inner rim puts the

food on spoon— the outer rim catches

any overflow.

Elating is easy,
clesui, comfortable

Size of ordinary plate. One solid piece.

Sold at china stores or sent to any ad-

dress, all charges prepaid, upon receipt

of price below. Safe delivery guaranteed.

CHINA, Handsomely decorated $0.60
CHINA. Specially decorated - l.OO
ALUMINUM. •Weighte'i and
highly polished. Will not tar-

A Beautiful Xmas Gift n'^h or break .... 1.50

ROYAL BABY-PLATE CO.. 19 Burling Slip. New York
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SuburbanIifE
THE LEADING MAGAZINE FOR THE SUBURBAN HOME

PRACTICAL

PROGRESSIVE

HELPFUL

TIMELY

SuburbanJife

BIG

BROAD

BEAUTIFUL

SATISFYING

THE BEST PRINTED PERIODICAL IN AMERICA
The magnificent illustrations and unexcelled presswork of Suburban Life delight the eye of

the reader, while the high standing of our writers makes every line of reading matter of practical
value to the great number of people who reside in suburban homes, or who are truly apprecia-
tive of country life, with its manifold outdoor interests. You read Suburban Life because every
number is brimfull of bright, spicy, interesting matter, as you will note from a glance over a

partial list of the Table of Contents for the November issue :

FIVE ACRES AND CONTENTMENT
A WORKSHOP AT HOME
MAKING A HOME GYMNASIUM
A CLUBROOM FOR THE BOYS AND OIRLS AT

HOME I
THE SMALL ENGINE AND THE MOTOR
THE STEREOPTICON IN THE HOME
A WOMAN'S SQUAB PLANT
A HALLOWE'EN PARTY
DRESSING THE HORSE. ETC.

Other interesting features for succeeding numbers appeal to every member of the home, and include :

SOCIAL UFE-The Long Day of the Commuter's Wife.
Eveninp; Amusements at Home.

UVING FROM THE LAND - Can I Make a Living
from a Small Place? Personal Experiences of PeopleWho Are Making Good, Comfortable Incomes from
Less than Twenty Acres.

THE NEW NATURE STUDY — Night Prowlers Who
Aid the Farmer. What Will Happen When the Birds

Are Gone?

\ TIMEUNESS— What Ought to Be Done Each
Month About the House and Grounds, in the

A \ Greenhouse.the Stable and Poultry Yard.

THE HOME— Artistic and Sensible Window Draperies.
New Things in Furniture. Sleeping-Porches.

WOMAN'S WORK.— Personal Experiences of a Num-
ber of Women Making a Living in the Country.

FLOWER AND VEGETABLE GARDENS — An Elec-
tric Hotbed. Garden Insects and Diseases.

OTHER FEATURES— Poultry, pigeons, the horse, the

cow, the dog, the cat, bees and pet stock, will receive

the attention which their importance merits.

CIVIC IMPROVEMENT— This important tonic will be
treated in a practical manner, and also the subject
of conservation of our natural resources.

These are but a few of the many good things in store for our Suburban Life readers
the coming season

25 CENTS A COPY, ON ALL NEWS STANDS. $3 A YEAR.
-.'<.,V

Vv<.

X''-4

Special Limited Offer

''>^.
''^^

Take advantage of our special half-price offer (see coupon attached).
Four months lor fifty cents. By sending in immediately, your

^ subscription will include our beautiful holiday numbers. This trial

\^^ subscription will convince you that you cannot afford to be with-
out Suburban Life in your home. Do It noiiV. Address

>/"<>,>- 'o.^'^.'*
\ *'Ai

SUBURBAN LIFE
200 Crescent Street, HARRISBURG, PA.

16 Sut« St., BOSTON. MASS. 44 Ea*t 23(i St., NEW YORK

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealloK with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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WING PIANOS
Ask a Hearing

and - - - Nothing More !

YOURSELF AND YOUR FRIENDS
THE JUDGE AND JURY

EVEN
IF YOU ARE NOT MUSICAL, the Wing Piano will be sent

to you on trial without the payment of even one dollar. We deliber-

ately claim that the 21 largest styles of Wing Pianos have the most

majestic tone under heavy playing and the sweetest tone under light play-
ing of any upright pianos whatever, irrespective of the price or maker.

We would not (and could not if we would) thus address millions of the most cultivated and intelligent

readers in the U. S., spend thousands in magazines publishing such a challenge, and more thousands in R. R.

freights, if we were wrong in our statements or over-conceited about the tone quality of the W^ing Piano.

For we are neither young nor trifling. We have been nearly half a century in the_ piano business, and

during all of forty years have been scientifically studying tone and durability in preference to dollar making.
This is the reason why the Wing Pianos ring with music.

The forty years' business experience has also taught us to weigh our WORDS carefully whether printed
or spoken. Our WORD, black on white and over our name (which will be found at the foot of this notice),
is that the Wing Piano is the sweetest of all in tone.

Our commercial standing and references will guarantee you that our WORD is good and contract gilt-edged.
The publishers of any prominent magazine will also tell you this. Read this exact copy of one of our trial blanks:

TRIAL BLANK
WING & SON. Hew York. Wood Style

Gontlemen--You may ship me on trial one Wing Piano of the above style with stool and scarf,
to this address: Town State with freight from New York prepaid in advance, and
send me an order to get it from the railroad depot, ON TRIAL ONLY. THERE IS NO AGREE-
MENT BY ME TO PURCHASE THIS PIANO, but I will allow it to remain in my home on trial for
twenty days, and if it proves satisfactory and I conclude to purchase it, I will make an agree-
ment with you to pay you t in the following way: The piano to become
my property upon completion of full payment as above.

If, however, the piano does not prove satisfactory, I will return it to the railroad depot.
I am to be under no obligation to keep this piano. In all respects the conditions are to be the
same as if I were examining it in your wareroom. It is distinctly understood that I am to be
AT NO EXPENSE WHATEVER FOR FREIGHTS COMING OR GOING.

Yours respectfully

We Refuse to Sell Through Dealers
Their profits would double the price of the

WING PIANO. Buy without the dealers' profits!

You Save From S75 to S200
when you buy a WING PIANO; for you buy direct--
absolutely. You pay the cost of building it with
only one moderate profit added.
With railroads everywhere, and business of all

kinds done by mail, the piano dealer or agent is
now unnecessary. As the cheap kinds cost less than
half, the dealers '"talk up'' and push the cheap
pianos--but often call them high grade.

You Need these Rooks—They are FREE
We send two good books, ''The Book of Complete

Information About Pianos ' ' is a Complete Reference
Book on the Piano. Technical Descriptions--Illu3-
trates how all pianos are made--With large litho-
graphed pictures of 1908 models of WING PIANOS--
Difference between excellent materials and labor
and cheap substi tutes--Reveals agents' methods,
etc. A handsomely illustrated book of 162 pages.

THE WING PIANO is broadly guaranteed in
writing for 13 years.

Write for the books and Wing Catalogue at /
once, or fill in the coupon. Cut or .'

tear it out and mail to us now while ,

you think of it (and while you have /
the coupon.) You will be under no /
obligations whatever. /^ WING

/ -^ o CAV
The Instrumental Attachment ^ ^'

is added to certain styles when ,
ordered. It produces almost to /,
perfection the tones of the ' sP
Harp, Zither, Banjo. Guitar / ^
and Mandolin. It saves wear ,'c>
and prolongs the life of / '^

the Piano. The usual / f?
playing of the keys '

<j

operates the Instru- ^.v

360-363
W. IStli St.

New York

JvM^ 360-36S W. 13th St.
N. Y.

mental Attachment.

Easy
Payments
Accepted
and old pianos .

and organs '

taken in ''

part ex- /
change . •

</f -^

Send to the
name and address

written below, the
"Book of Complete

Information about Pi-
anos," "Story Book" and

catalogue, without any cost
or obligation onjny part.

//

/

Oon't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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In Pullman Palace or Tourist Sleeping Cars

YOU WILL ENJOY YOUR
TRIP EAST VIA

Northern Pacific Railway
Without Change of Cars from PORTLAND to ST. PAUL

Through Dining Cars Service a la carte

NORTH COAST LIMITED
THE IDEAL TRAIN

Electric Lights : Steam Heat

Elegant Observation Car

THREE OTHER ATTRACTIVE TRAINS TO THE EAST

CALL OR WRITE

Have Fares Quoted Secure Full Information

Let Us Arrange Berth Reservations

A. M. CLELAND, A. D. CHARLTON,
Gen. Pass. Agent, St. Paul, Minn. AasL Gen. Pass. Agent, Portland, Or.

Don't forget to mentlou The Pacific Mouthly when ileuUng wllli advi-rttsere. It will be appreciated.
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Play the Other.Side,Papa"

Disk ^o.

I
The Pleasure

Doublecl

The Cost

Reduced

ml^c.

10 inch 50^

xn
F> 17 /^i^ 'n T\C TWO SONGS WITH
IV£j\^KJ IX.UO BUT A SINGLE DISK

321^ CENTS PER SELECTION

Zon-o-phone Records are now made with selections on both sides

for 65c, the lowest price ever offered for this type. No other record at any
such price enjoys the established reputation of supreme quality, musical or

technical, of Zon-o-phone Records. Their artistic interpretation of music,

extraordinary clarity of natural tone, smooth freedom from scratching, extra

length and long wear are all featured in this new^ production.

Zon-o-phone Single Record Disks Now 50c for 10 Inch; 75c for 12 Inch

The complete operas by celebrated European Soloists and choruses

delight and satisfy music lovers. Ask your dealer for the Zon-o-phone lists.

It will *'Double Your Pleasure."

Zon-o-phones are visibly the best made talking machines, musically

superior and they reduce the cost. Ask the dealer.

UNIVERSAL TALKING
MACHINE MFG. CO.

Don't forget to mention The Pacllic Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated
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NEW MUSIC
EACH MONTH
Not cheap reprints hut the best and latest

compositions of the modem composers

^ We deliver to you or your friend a copy of the very latest up-to-date Sheet Music, either

vocal or instrumental, published by the greatest music publishers in the world.

M.WITMARK & SONS •"
K:?.''.n'5-.SJ5Si°-

^ "Witmark" on a sheet of music has the same meaning as the "Sterling" imprint on silver.

THE LATEST WITMARK POPULAR HITS
OCTOBER LIST

PRODUCTION NUMBERS
SWEET GIRL OF MY DREAMS . . . By ChaunceyOlcoU and DanielJ. SttUivan 50

This song will form a prominent part in Mr. Olcott's new production
"
Ragged Robin," and like all of Mr.

Olcott's songs, his using it is a guarantee of something better than the ordinary.

IN GRANDMA'S DAY . . . . . . By Jean Lenox and Harry C. SaUon 50
The papers declare it the best thing in the "Auto Fiends," the "Briarcliff Race," vaudeville act, where Lois

Ewell is singing it. Different from the usual "Red, White and Blue" marches.

DREAMY EYES » . By Jesse I. Lasky and Charles Berton 50
A prominent feature of Jesse L. Lasky's unique act, "A Night on a House Boat," a pretty, little sentimental

song that sounds good to the ear.

HIGH-CLASS COMPOSITIONS
SLEEP, BABY DEAR By E H. Benjamin and Caro Roma 50

Not a Lullaby, but as soothing and pleasing in its effect, charming in its simplicity, a characteristic

"Roma Song."

THE ANGELUS (Four keys—in B-Flat, B-Flat to D, C-C to E. D-Flat. D-Flat to F,

E-Flat, E-Flat to G ) By Benjamin Jefferson 60
This magnificent ballad has great attractive power. The words of its high-class lyric embody a beautiful

sentiment. It is published with English, French and German Text.

FROM THE DEPTHS By Samael Wood and Reed Miller 50
Unusually high-«lass, but not over the heads of the general public. One of those lasting songs that will not

grow old.

SOLILOQUY By Irene C. Dobyne and Fleta Jan Brown 50
More ambitious than the ordinary song and shows the versatility of Miss Brown, as it is away from every

melody she has yet written.
POPUIJ\.R BALLAD

YOU'VE ALWAYS BEEN THE SAME OLD PAL . By Ernest R. Ball and Bert Fttzgibbon 50
Sung by that premier tenor, George Trewellyne Martin in the Al. G. Field's Minstrels. A sons by these

two famous writers does not need any further description.

NOVELTY SONGS
PLAYING SCHOOL By Sylvester Krause and Saul M. Annson 50

This forms an important part of Juliette Niner's repertoire in vaudeville and is one of the real "Kid Songs
that please old and young alike.

AFFINITY JONES, OR VARIETY'S THE SPICE OF LIFE By Bert FiUgibbon 50
A vaudeville offering by Stella Mayhew, which pleases more than anything else in her act. Just a novelty

song that the public has been waiting for.

INSTRUMENTAL NUMBER
WILDWOOD FANCIES By Leland S. Roberts 50

A gavotte whose title sugfiests in part the beauty of its melody. A wildwood fancy, breathing suggestions
of shady nooks, lover s lanes and blooming flowers.

^ The very latest and best songs or in-

strumental numbers will be mailed on

the fifteenth day of each month.

^ Short Stories for 1 year with 1 2 month-

ly issues of popular latest music for $3.50.

Short Stories Company, Ltd.
31 We«t 26th Street New York City

Dout foiirrt to nii-ntlon The I'uctllc Monthly wlion dcalliig with advortisprs. It will Ik- appri-ilut.'d.
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Look Into This Question of
Business Correspondence Paper

CONSTRUCTION

Best at

It's of vital importance to your
business— large or small.

BOND

W. E. WROE & CO.
302 Michigan Boulevard

CHICAGO

For what you can save by it, for

the Price what you can make by it, you'll
be glad you thought of it.

It's the way you "size up" a con-

cern that determines what busi-

ness you'll give them— isn't it?

Likewise, it's what people think

about your business that makes

your business.

Every important concern spends
thousands a year just to make
people think right. You know how— fine offices, expert salesmen,

good advertising
— and they are

just as careful about the details—
business stationery, for instance.

They realize they must have impressive

stationery, of a character that indicates

their importance, that reflects their clean

business policy, and they must get it at a

usable price because they use so much.

It's a significant fact that thousands of such

concerns specify CONSTRUCTION
BOND. There are reasons.

It has a substantial, impressive character

at a usable price and is known everyw^here
as the Standard of Value in business corre-

spondence paper.

Of course your business deserves impres-
sive stationery

— at a usable price
—so write

now for samples of CONSTRUCTION
BOND. Make people think right about

your business.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreolatod.
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The%,
three

N^''
that all ^

will enjoy \^

:ix»i rt, I THE DELINEATOR ahost.iw

The

Magazine

Library-

The Delineator-
A woman's ne-

cessity, with F.

Marion Craw-
ford's newest serial and all the exclusive fashion 'news.

All three

only

Everybody's-;
America's top-notcher,
with a w^onderful fact-

"romance of
" Woman's

Invasion," an eye-opener for men and women.

TheWorld'sWork-
Interpreting all to-day's events, with John
Rockefeller, telling how to regulate the t

and all about Standard Oil.

D.
trusts

These mageizines would cost $6.60 a

year if you bought them on
the newsstands

What This Offer Mezois:

John D. Rockefeller's complete
" Reminiscences

At least six serial novels

Over 6000 pages of reading you will want

About 3500 illustrations by the best artists

Thousands of exclusive fashion designs
A monthly history of the world

Short stories by the best authors

Hundreds of pages of color printing

SEND YOUR SUBSCRIPTION NOW TO
THE BUTTERICK PUB. CO.. BUTTERICK BLDG.. NEW YORK

Don't miss F.Marion Crawford's New Story, "Stradella," in The Delineator

Don't foiKPt to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealinc with adTertlMra. It wlU be appreclatad.
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Taxidermy
Book
FREE

Mount
Birds and Animals
Sportsman! Fishermen! Hunters!

Naturalists and otliers seeking to
better themselves by learning a great

profession. The wonderful art of Tax*
idermy, so long kept secret, can now

easily be learned right in your own homo
during your spare hours. No need to give~
your business.

I Teach By Mail how to mount
birds, animals, game heads, tan skins, make
?a and mount all trophies. A delightful en-
ncing and money-making profession for men

and women. Easily and quickly learned.
Success guaranteed or no tuition. En-
dorsed by thousands of delighted grad-
uates all able to secure big incomes.
Great Book FREE! Our beautiful, il-

lustrated book,
'

"How to Learn to Mount Birds and
Animals," and our handsome Taxidermy Maga-
zine sent absolutely free to all who write. Stop

depending on a job. Be a professional man or woman. Write today.

Njjj^chog^yaxldermy. Box 202 J ^^Oniaha,Neb.

A Real

Airship
for

the Boys
Most wonderful toy of the age. Very substantial.

"Aeroplane" goes up 200 feet, and executes all

sorts of maneuvers, as shown in the cut.

50 cents, three for $1.00, postpaid

Address **RICH,'* the Airship Man, Girard, Kansas.

LOOKING
AHEAD?
If so, take advantage of

today's opportunities for

the merchant, farmer,

fruit grower and busi-

ness man along the Paci-

fic Coast Elxtension of the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway
Descriptive Books Free F. A. Miller, G. P. A., Chicago

ASTHMA
CURED TO STAY CURED
No relapse. Ko return of
choking spells or other asth-
matic symptoms. W'hetzel-——-——-—^-^^^^^ system of treatment ap-

proved by best U. 8. medical authorities as the only system

!y7u"re^tCnr."el?:: FREE TEST TREATMENT
including medicines, prepared foranyonegivingfull descrip-

°°.jj®'^'**"^^"'^^''"'''Den!imesof two asthmatic sufferers.

n ?V^?*N. l^ WHETZEL, IW . D.
nept. V. American KxpressBulldintr. Chioaeo. ^

I

TRAPPERS—FUR TRADERS
Ship your Furs direct to the World's largest Fur
market, where prices are always highest. Write for
our latest Price List, giving highest prices^

for Furs
and Pelts of all kinds from all sections. It's FREE.

MYERS- BOYD COMMISSION CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.

SAVE ni \J !/• Save

,*f,l, Jihave Yourself
---"

By using my SAFETY GUARD. Attachable, adjustable to
any razor. Results guaranteed. Sent postpaid on receipt of

J. H. BOURCK & CO.35 cents.

95 Governor Street PROVIDENCE, R- 1.

When you

buy "costly"

imported perfumes

you pay 65% for duty

alone— only 35% is for

the perfume. Please learn,

you can now receive 100%
Perfume value when you use

The American Perfume
Every cent of its cost goes into its quality. Dorothy

Vernon has a distinctive charm—a rare fragrance
that is unusual in perfume.
Dorothy Vernon Perfume can be bought at all

perfume counters for 50c the ounce bottle, yet it

would cost more than double if it were imported.
The saving represented is due to the absence of duty.
So you can judge for yourself the merits of this

exquisite perfume, we will send you a specimen
bottle to try, together with an

Afrkmi7«>i> Pr«a*»' "^he atomizer is perfect,/\iomizer rree.
^^^ ^-^^^^ ^„j compact.

It gives you the full effect from your perfume—a
uniform spray.
The specimen bottle, together with the atomizer,

is free. All that we ask is that you send us ten cents

to pay carriage charges and packing and tell us your
dealer's name and address. It is imperative that the

dealer's name be mentioned, unless it is the atom-
izer cannot be sent.

Fill out the coupon and send today.

THE .JENNINGS CO., Perfumers,
Dept. P, Grand Rapids, MUh.

Name

A ddress

Dealer's Name.

Address
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TWO GOOD CHRI
A Good Dictionary Free

EVERY
office, study and library should have a good dictionary. Cor-

rect spelling and pronunciation are not only a mark of culture, but

they are essential to the highest success. We offer free to our readers
a genuine twentieth century condensed edition of Webster's Diction-

ary. This dictionary contains 1 500 text illustrations with color maps
and charts. It also defines 46,297 words. It is printed on a high quality
of paper and is 7%x5% inches in size. It is a genuine library edition,
bound in flexible morocco, with gold side and back stamping, rounded
corners, red burnished edges and has a double thumb index. The
regular price of this dictionary is $1.50. fl We will give this

dictionary,
free as a premium for securing three subscriptions. One of them may
be the renewal of your own subscription with two new subscriptions.
The price of The Pacific Monthly is $1.50 a year, so that in remitting
for the three subscriptions, send us $4.50 and mention this offer so

that you will receive the dictionary, all charges prepaid, free as a

special Christmas premium. ^ This offer is limited in time to Jan. 1st,

and is void after that date. If you are planning to make Christmas

presents, you can secure no more suitable present than The Pacific

Monthly, which comes twelve times in a year and reminds the

recipient of the giver throughout the entire year. Address

Subscription Department, PACIFIC MONTHLY, Portland, Oregon
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"HICH AS THE ALPS
IN QUALITY"

Peteh?
The Original Milk Chocolate

"Irresistibly Delicious"

yet

Wholesome as bread and butter.

You never grow tired of

LAMONT, CORLISS & CO., Sole Importers
78 Hudson Street. New York

STMAS OFFERS!
Special Christmas Offer

SEND
us two new subscribers, your own and one other,

one of which, however, must be a new subscription,

with $3.00 to pay for these two subscriptions, and

we will send you oy return mail, all cha "ges prepaid,

a 1 4k gold fountain pen as a slight toker of our appre-

ciation for securing us a new subscriber. This pen is a

high grade pen, equal in appearance, quality and

workmanship to pens sold from $2.50 to $3.00. If this

pen proves unsatisfactory in any particular, you may
return it and we will give you a new pen or refund

your money. This pen does not leak, and with good
care will give splendid service for years. Be sure to

mention this special offer when you write. Address

Subscription Department, PACIFIC MONTHLY, Portland, Oregon
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Two Great Library and Gift Books
Treasured In Thousands of American Homes

100,000 ALREADY SOLD

THE HAPPY HABIT HEART THROBS
There is no other book like

"
Happy Habit." A

rare book of good fellowship, full of friendly chatty
reminiscence that

"
talks things over " and tells of

happy living
— not all rollicking, but dignified and

cheery. It's so human that it readily adapts itself

to the personality of the reader, giving delight.and
pleasure by its charming conversational tone—
like one friend visiting with another. In this it is

a worthy companion to
" Heart Throbs " and

makes a most acceptable gift to man or woman.
Nearly 500 pages, handsomely bound, gold illumi-
nated cover. Price $1.50.

Either Book, Eldition de Luxe, Full

Fifty thousand people in all walks of life made
this book their own—their very own—by contribu-

ting goms of sentiment in wit, humor, pathos, .

together with the masterpieces of all the authors
of note, that have appealed to them in their own
lives. Nearly one thousand "favorites" gleaned
from all literature down to the present day, to lie

on the Ubrary table for little "peeps" of inspiration
and comfort. In uniqueness and worth " Heart
Throbs "

fills a special
" want " among the givers

of books. Nearly 500 pages, handsomely bound,
gold, illuminated cover. Price $1.50.

Morocco and Gold Bindins, $3.00 Net

At All Book Stores or Direct from Chappie Publishing Co., Boston

PUBLISHER'S SPECIAL OFFER
Both booki combined with one year's tubtcrip-

tion to THE NATIONAL MAGAZINE, the favorite

magazine in a quarter million homes, edited by

Joe Mitchell Chappie, author of
"
Happy Habit."

$4.50 value for $3.00

COUPON <
CnAPPLE Puhlishino Co.. Boston, Mass.

Gkntlkmkn : Encloseii find $
for which iilca-xe send me " Heart Throbs,"

" The
Happy Habit " and one year's subscription to The
National Magasine.

Name

Address
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AUTOMATIC POCKET CIGARETTE MACHINE
Makes 50 Perfectly Formed Ggarettes from 2 oz. of Tobacco

*§

Malre a day's supply of pure cigarettes from your favorite tobacco,
without waste, in a few minutes. Niclie'. or Gunmetal Finisli

Machine ; weighs one ounce and fits vest pocket. Guaranteed to

work perfectly or money refunrled. Price 50c Postpaid. Also
made in Sterling Silver and Solid 14-K. Gold. AGENTS WANTED.

lESRICH Mire. CO. 28 . Z • NEW YORK
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
A book containing complete instructions of the most modern methods of making and mixing
concrete. For the benefit of those who desire to make a lasting improvement about the place
this book contains directions for making and handling concrete, also many specifications, sec
tional drawings, and pictures of smaller constructions that can be built without skilled labor

Partial List of Contents
FOUXDATIONS
FLOORS OF ALL KINDS
WALI.S
STKPS AND STAIRS
SIDEWALKS
CURBS AND GUTTERS
CF.LLARS
CULVERTS

Tells How To Make
CIRCULAR FORMS
REINFORCED CONCRETE
COST OF CONSTRUCTION
TABLE FOR COLORING
MAKING FORMS
PUTTING CONCRETE INTO FORMS
STUCCO WORK
PEBBLE DASH

Contains Over 100 lUustralions
Price Per Copy
$1.00 Postpaid J. H. SLAGLE, 414 Main St., Portland, Oregon

iP^P^^^A Match -the only Janitor you need for this Steam Plant

^ "Gasteam" does the rest.

J See your breath at breakfast? You can have heat in a few minutes—
f STEAM heat—with a Clow "Gasteam" R.adiator. Don't

heat the whole house to warm one room—these raw wintry days—simply
make STEAM in that room. Costs only VA cents per hour for seven-section
radiator. If you don't know our dealer we will send you his name. Write at
once for booklet, about "Gasteaxn** Radiators and what people say
who use them. Your name and address on margin of this ad will do.

JAMES B. CLOW & SONS, 358 Franklin St., Chicago. Works: Chicago
and Newcomerstown, Ohio. Manufacturers of Heating, Plumbing and

Waterworlts Supplies lor More than a Quarter of a Century.



A Christmas Suggestion to Our Friends

Have you solved the great annual problem—"WHAT SHALL WE SEND
THEM ALL FOR CHRISTMAS?"

The season is at hand vv^hen that interesting, but ever-puzzling question,
must be met by everyone that loves to give—and that means all of us.

Let us help you by repeating a suggestion which we made last year about
this time, and which met with such hearty response and general approval that
Ave have felt gratified ever since.

A Boost for the Haven't you a lot of friends back East that are anxious to

Monthly is a know all about the West ? Can you ever get time to write as

Boost for You iiiuch about it as appears in any one issue of THE PACIFIC
MONTHLY to say nothing of twelve issues? Haven't you a

lot of friends in the West who love a good magazine, especially one that

pictures the beauties of the West, tells the stories of the West, and discusses

independently and frankly all of the great problems that interest the West?

Of course you have— a score at least—whom you would gratify with
such a gift.

Send us a list of five of your friends or relatives and we will only charge
you for four subscriptions— in other words, one out of every five subscrip-
tions will be free.

If you wish to send THE PACIFIC MONTHLY to but four of your
friends then you will receive your subscription free.

The price of THE PACIFIC MONTHLY is $1.50 per year. Five sub-

scriptions would amount to $7.50, but you need send but $6.00 if you take

advantage of this oifer.

PLEASE SEND THE LIST AS EARLY AS POSSIBLE.

There is sure to be a deluge of orders this year ;
to make your gift most

acceptable it should reach the recipient on time. Early orders, therefore,
will prevent any disappointment, for we intend to include a copy of the

CHRISTMAS NUMBER FREE with each subscription.

Just think how they will enjoy reading of the West—Western stories-
Western history and beautiful Western pictures. A year with THE PACIFIC
MONTHLY and they will learn much of your chosen country.

A Gift from Not like the ordinary gift which is soon forgotten, THE
the West PACIFIC MONTIHjY is a constant reminder of the giver, each

That's Different
^^^^^ bringing new tidings and pictures of the great Wost.
It is a suitable present for all, old and young alike.

THE PACIFIC MONTHLY will prove in its stories, its articles and i*a

illustrations that the West can produce from month to month literature and

art, all its own, of the highest standard. Its pages will breathe the spirit of

the West; wholesomoness, cheerfulness, reliability of statement the predom-
inant notes; all mawkish sentiment, morbidness of thoutrht. or sensationalism

of treatment will find no place in its scheme. THE PACIFIC MONTHLY
stands for the true type of Western manhood and womanhood.

In twenty vears everv county in the West will have doubled and trebled

in population because THE PACIFIC MONTHLY tells the people of the East

about the Pacific Coast, and they come. In twenty years there will be tens

of thousands of good citizens here who will look upon this magazine as lb^



hand that led them into the land of plenty; as their guide, their friend, their

entertainer, the voice that cheered them and inspired them. It is for these
THE PACIFIC MONTHLY is laboring. It is with these that it will grow—
with the men and women whom it brought here, who will love it and be loyal
and steadfast to it. And they shall never be ashamed, for this magazine,
then as now, will stand for the West—their West, our West, God's Country,

Together We In sending THE PACIFIC MONTHLY to Eastern friends you
Can Do Much are doing three things.

for the West First : You are presenting a pleasant surprise, something
different.

Second: You become a "booster" for the West, because no one can read
THE PACIFIC MONTHLY for a year without becoming enthused with the
Westward-Ho Spirit.

Third : You are demonstrating your pride in, and loyalty to, a Western
enterprise which has by sheer pluck and perseverance won success. You
are helping us to build up the West.

A Christmas

Card With Your

Compliments

Do not forget that as long as the Christmas issue lasts we
will begin all Gift subscriptions (unless otherwise requested)
with this issue.

We have prepared an attractive little Christmas card to be
enclosed in the Christmas Issue, bearing the giver's name and compliments.
If you prefer to use your own card you may do so; kindly send same to us
with your order.

Fill in Order Below, Tear Out Page and Send to Us

Instructions:—Fill in below, names of parties to whom vou wish to send
THE PACIFIC IMONTHLY. (Be careful to write names legibly and give
post office address.) SINGLE YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION $1.50. Copies of

the big Christmas issue mailed by us to any address, enclosing special Christ-

mas card bearing sender's name, 15 cents each. Special Christmas Offer Good
until January 1st. One subscription in every five free.

THIS MEANS FIVE YEARLY SUBSCRIPTIONS, $6.00; TEN. $12.00. ETC.

NAME
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"MY AFRICAN JOURNEY"
BY

WINSTON SPENCER. CHUR.CHILU M,P.
APPEARS EXCLUSIVELY IN

THE STRAND MAGAZINE

SAFARIS DE LUXE
—Courtesy of Thos. Cook &• Son

'Safaris" is an African word of Arabic origin, meaning an expedition and all that

pertains to it, says Winston Spencer Churchill, M. P., in "My African Journey," now
running in the "STRAND." This splendid narrative has attracted such wide interest,

opening the eyes of the public to a hitherto little known country, that a large and well-

known tourist agency has arranged a tour to the Uganda section of East Africa, leaving
London on Oct. 28th. This is the section that President Roosevelt is going to make a

hunting ground, after his expiration of office next March.
The publishing in the "STRAND" of this narrative has excited considerable comment

on the part of other members of Parliament, who claim that Mr. Churchill made the trip

in an official capacity and that his experiences should be published in a "blue book" and
not in :i magazine.

There are Many Other Prominent
Features in the November *'5TRAND."

H?ill Caine's Powerful New Serial Story, "Tlie White Christ,** commences in the

DECEMBER Number.

15 Cents a Copy - - $1.50 a Year
Of all Newsdealers and

The International News Company
83 and 85 Duane Street. New York.

// TviU be to the interest of advertisers to ask us about the quantity and character of circU'

lation of THE STRAND MAGAZINE.
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BUY TEN ACRES OF

UMPQUA VALLEY
APPLE LAND
And we will plant and cultivate it for 5 years.

It will yield an annual income of $5,000.00.

The Roseburg Home Orchard Tracts are located on the richest bottom land in the world. Soil,

climate, market and everything most favorable. We will plant your trees, care for and cultivate

them w^hile young and deliver every tree to

^fP^^f^^ y°" ^' *^® ^^'^ °^ ^^^ ^^^^ year in a guar-

\t her hus<fet=-i3i"i"^*»W anteed perfect condition.

<Q» .t* <S* *l* *"!> *!* <S* *l* 4* *t* *t* *!* ***^^ *!*

SrNGLE ACRE OF

SPITZ APPLES
RETURNS $240a

IT^ilegram Coast Special.]

ROSEByRG. Or.. Oct. 12.—Ap-
ples bringing $2400 an acre la the
new record for the, state of Ore-
gon and probably for the world
thai Is being established by James
B. Smith, an orchardlst qt Wins-
ton, six miles aouth of this city.

From a cyiarterof an acre of ti-ees

Mr. 9m 1th plck«d 300 boxes of apr
pies, which he readily sold at |i.

per box. Prom the Vetnatnder of
an acre he will gather over 900

boxes of the fruit, end will receive
the same price paid for the others.
Thft apples are of tbe Spltrenberg
variety and of superior qualily.

THE UMPQUAVALLEY
Beats the World's Record
for Spitzenberg Apples

Read the accompanying clipping from the

Evening Telegram, Portland. The Umpqua
Valley is the oldest and earliest fruit section

of Oregon and has always raised the finest

quality of Spitzenberg apples, w^ith the

highest color of any in the world. The

price received per acre for these apples,

breaks the world's record and there are

hundreds of acres that will produce apples

just as fine as these on the same land in the

ROSEBURG HOME
ORCHARD TRACTS

11Secure one of these tracts and it

mean a life income of $5,000.00 a year

The cHmate and scenic environment

of this wonderful valley cannot

be surpassed. The market for

your fruit comes to your ^ ^V^. C.
door. Elastern buyers contract for the fruit on the trees. Oregon apples top ^^ Harding
the market the world over. Umpqua Valley apples have established a ^^ Land Co
record for Oregon and the world. You can own a 5 or 10- acre tract

^r Portland Oregon.
upon very reasonable terms, that will provide you a home in the finest ^^ Please send me Booklet

valley in the v^orld and produce an income of $5,000.00 a year. ^^ giving full particulars

Send us the attached coupon for information.

W.C. HARDING LAND CO.
Ground Floor Board of Trade Building

PORTLAND, OREGON

about the ROSEBURG
HOME ORCHARD TRACTS

Don't forget to mention Thi; Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertiseis. It will be appreciated.



REAL ESTATE
OREQON

REAL ESTATE
CALIFORNIA

YOU'RE COMING WEST, of course. Many
thousands of others are, but if you wish tlie

best place for climate, water, health, home,
fruit or opportunity, come to Ashland, Ore-
gon. Fruit yields reach $1000 per acre. Come
now or write for further information. N. J.

REASONER, Ashland, Oregon.

WIT^LAMETTE VALLEY LANDS in tracts
to suit. Rich soil, delightful climate. For
descriptive literature write OLMSTED LAND
CO., Salem, Oregon.

MORE MONEY CAN BE MADE in city prop-
erty than in anything else. Values in Port-
land have doubled in three years. They will
double again in three more. Buy according to

your means. You can learn of many first class
invpstmcnts by writing to HARTMAN &
THOMPSON, Bankers, Chamber of Commerce,
Portland, Oregon.

MEDFORD, OREGON—Where apples and
pears pay $1000 per acre annually. Finest cli-

mate on the coast. Not in the wet belt. Irriga-
tion not necessary. For handsome booklet free,
write W. T. York & Company.

SEND FOR FREE literature about Oregon
lands, cheap unimproved, higher priced im-
proved, suburban adapted to platting, or city
lots. Potatoes, fruit raising, sheep, hogs, and
livestock, poultry, gardening and dairying will
make you a splendid living in a climate free
from cold. Room 1188, CHAMBER OF COM-
MERCE, Astoria, Oregon.

EVEN IN ROGUE RIVER VALLEY one must
.be placed right to win out. The Rogue River
Land Co., Medford, Or., with twenty years' fruit
land experience, guarantees to place you right.
Our ten-acre tracts are all on the best fruit
land obtainable. Write for particulars.

ORCHARDS IN HOOD RIVER VALLEY
net 25 to 50 per cent. Does your business
pay that well? Write us. We sell fruit lands.
MiicRAE & ANGUS, Chamber of Commerce,
Portland, Oregon.
SEND 25 CENTS in stamps and we will send

you, postpaid, 4 late numbers of the Pacific
Monthly which tell you about the Government
reclamation projects and free Government
land. Address PACIFIC MONTHLY, Portland,
Oregon. __^
FRUITGROWERS can be independent oi 10

acres. Men of family can enjoy the doMghts
of mild winters and cool summers with the
State ITniversltv at their door. Where? Ask
Dopt Q. COMMERCIAL CLITB. Eugene, Ore.

REAL ESTATE
WASHINOTON

FREE TRIP TO TACOMA. WASHINGTON.
Ask for full particulars and booklet lUXistrat-

ing the "New York of the Pacific." Dent. G,
National Land Investment Co.. Inc., 401-421
California Bldg., Tacoma, Wash.

$5 A MONTH will buy a beautiful ocean-
view residence site in suburbs of Sunny San
Diego, Southern California's most delightful
home place. Absolutely safe, remunerative
proposition from thoroughly reliable company.
Write today for free illustrated booklet. J.

FRANK CULLEN, San Diego, Cal.

REAL ESTATE

INVEST in irrigated land near Nampa,
Idaho. The Boise Valley has an ideal climate
and productive soil. Ten to forty acres of land
will make you independent. Fruits, grain, veg-
etables, and grasses grow in abundance. Lands
$25 to $50 per acre. The Government is build-

ing large irrigation project. Write or call on
Walling & Walling, Nampa, Idaho.

REAL ESTATE
BRITISH COLUMBIA

COME to the famous Eraser River Valley,
the farmer's paradise. Abundant yields of all

kinds of fruit and other produce. Send for
free booklet to PUBLICITY ASSOCIATION.
New Westminster, B. C.

TIMBER LANDS
TIMBER LANDS. After eight years' ex-

perience cruising, estimating and handling
timber on the Coast, am able to give you valu-
able assistance in buying timber. Can refer
vou to scores who have doubled their money
through me. Have tracts from 40 to 4.000
acres. When desired I buy for parties at

net price and take share of profits, when land
Is resold, for my services. The present finan-
cial depression makes it the chance of a life-

time to make money in timber. I want your
business, and will treat you right. People
have paid me hundreds In commissions, while
I have made them thousands in profits. Bank
reference. Wm. M. Porter, 294 W. 4th St..

Eugene, Oregon.

AGENTS "WANTED
WANTED—10.000 railway mall clerks; city

carriers, postofflce clerlte appointed yearly.

Salary $600 to $1600. Many examinations com-
ing. Common education sufficient. 25 free

scholarships. FRANKLIN INSTITUTE, Dept
W. N., Rochester, N. Y.

AGENTS BOTH SEXES. Do you want a bl*
seller? The Parisian Skirt Gauge. nHonlly

patented, soils to women who do their own
dr«>ssmaking, dressmakers and ladles' tailoring

establishments. It is something which they
have long needed; the price is roa.sonable. the

profits large, and it is no exaggeration to say

you can make $200 per month and upwards.
Now is the time to get in on this; exclusive
terrltorv will be given. A postal will brlnj
vou full particulars. TORCHON T

.\C^.
&

MERCANTILE CO., Dept. 37. St. Louis. Mo.
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BUSINESS CHANCES
THE 'OIL BOOK"' is chockful of informa-

tion about the oil industry. Tells how $170
made a million; how California oil companies
pay monthly dividends from 2 to 20 per cent.
Copy mailed free, postage prepaid. Write
promptly. LINCOLN MORTGAGE & LOAN
CO., Pacific Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.

MAN WANTED to learn the real estate bus-
iness and act as our special representative in
your own town. Position assured. Get free
Booklet. THE FINKS REALTY & MINING
COMPANY, Ft. Smith, Ark.

$3,000 to $10,000 yearly easily made In real
estate business; no capital required; we teach
you the business by mail, appoint you special
representative, assist you to success. Valu-
able book free. THE CROSS CO., 2086 Reaper
Blk., Chicago. See our other advertisement
in this magazine,

IF Y'OU ARE interested in the West, send
25 cents in stamps for four late issues of the
Pacific Monthly, containing fully illustrated
descriptive articles about dairying, fruit-grow-
ing, poultry-raising and general farming con-
ditions in Oregon, Washington and Idaho,
PACIFIC MONHTLY, Portland, Oregon.

GOOD SALARIES AWAIT successful sten-
ographers. Send $2 for complete set of les-

sons, which will enable you to master short-
hand during spare hours. Address SIMPLEX
SHORTHAND CO., Box 143, Toledo, Ohio.

HElJPWANTED
Lady sewers to make up shields at home;

$10 per 100; can make two an hour; work sent
prepaid to reliable women; send reply en-
velope for full information to Universal Rem-
edy Co., Desk A, Walnut St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

AGENTS DON'T HESITATE—Write at once;
it may mean $25 a day. One agent made $8.25
in 45 minutes. Sample outfit 10c (costs us much
more) or particulars free. Souvenir Photo-
Stamp Co., No. 9 H St., Kewanee, 111.

SPORTING GOODS
MEN AND WOMEN'S SWEATER COATS,

corduroy and khaki suits, mountain boots,
storm clothing, yachting and auto caps, sleep-
ing bags, tents, boat fittings, flags, guns, am-
munition, tackle, dog goods. Catalogues post-
paid. Mention kind of goods wanted. Best
climate on earth, winter or summer. THE
WM. H. HOEGEE CO., Inc., Los Angeles.

FREIGHT SHIPPING

JUDSON FREIGHT FORWARDING CO. Re-
duced rates on household goods to and from
all points on the Pacific Coast. 443 Marquette
Bldg., Chicago; 1501 Wright Bldg., St. Louis;
851 Tremont Bldg., Boston; 101 Columbia
Bldg., San Francisco; 200 Central Bldg., Los
Angeles. Representatives: Oregon Auto Dis-
patch, Portland; Seattle Transfer Co., Seattle.

REDUCED RATES on household goods to
and from Pacific Coast and Colorado points.
Write nearest office. Bekins Household Ship-
ping Co., 530 First National Bank Bldg., Chi-
cago, 111.; 140 S. Broadway, Los Angeles: 13th
and Mission Sts^ San Francisco; 968 Broad-
way, Oakland.

AUTOMOBILES
THE BEST EDT^CATOR on how to operate

an automobile is "Homans' Self-Propelled Ve-
hicles"—easy to understand—price $2 post-
paid. Order today,- or specimen pages free.
THEO AT:^DEL CO.. publishers, 63 5th Av. N. Y.

OSTRICH PLUB^IES
^
THE BKNTLKY OSTRICH FARM—The

original ostrich farm of America. Established
1883. High-grade ostrich plumes from $1.00
up. Mail orders a specialty. Price list mailed
free. Address Bentley Ostrich Farm, San
Diego, Cal.

SAW^MILL AND TIMBER FOR SALE
SAWMILL AND TIMBER FOR SALE.

2,400 acres of timber adjacent to river leading
to mill. Including sluice dams, log pond, roads,
logging engine and logging equipment, a
30,000 capacity lumber plant nearly new and
in good running order, with docks, railroad
spur and shipping facilities. Offered at about
one-half actual value. Address Wra. M. Por-
ter, 294 W. 4th St., Eugene, Oregon.

ENGINES
RACINE BOATS—Any kind of water craft

you want. Natty, speedy, seaworthy. Write
for our catalog or visit our Seattle Branch, 321
First Ave., South. Racine Boat Manufactur-
ing Co., Box 503, Muskegon, Mich.

FOR THE HOME
BUTCHER'S BOSTON POLISH is the best

finish made for floors and interior woodwork.
Not brittle; will not scratch or deface like
shellac or varnish. Send for free booklet. For
sale by dealers in paints, hardware and house
furnishings. The Butcher Polish Co., 356 At-
lantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

HOME BILLIARD TABLES
HOME BILLIARD TABLES. Play billiards

and pool at home on my portable tables. No
special room. All sizes, all prices. Equal to
regulation tables. Catalog? Ridderhof, Laugh-
lin Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.

KODAK SUPPLIES
KODAK SUPPLIES. Eastman's Kodaks,

Premo, Centuries, Hawkeyes, and all ma-
terial for use with same. Developing, print-
ing and bromide enlarging. All work done by
experts, at reasonable prices. Send for our
Free Booklet and Price List. The best of
work and satisfaction guaranteed. Address
Department "B," EARL V. LEWIS COM-
PANY, 226 West Fourth, Los Angeles, Cal.

BEAUTY PREPARATION
WE always interest the ladies. Our beauty

preparations are absolutely pure and will not
injure the most delicate skin. Send for trial
order. Special prices: MacDonald's Dandruff
Cure, 75c; MacDonald's Cold Cream (softens
and whitens the skin), 50c; Face Bleach, 75c;
Harmless Hair Remover, 50c. Hair switches
made to order. -Send for prices and catalogues
MACDONALD'S HAIR DRESSING COLLEGE,
204 Mercantile Block, Los Angeles.

INVESTMENTS AND SECURITIES
DON'T BUY STOCKS until you investigate

our plan. Installments, 10 per cent down, 5
per cent a month. Order any stock you like.
Transfer your order to any other stock if dis-
satisfied. We sell at lowest prices, credit all

dividends, charge no commissions. AMERI-
CAN BROKERAGE COMPANY, 523 Central
Building, Los Angeles, Cal.

BUY STOCKS ON INSTALMENT PLAN
under our new Stop-Loss System, just inaug-
urated, with Guarantee Certificates issued.
Ten per cent down, 5 oer cent monthly. All
dividends credited. No commissions or other
extra charges. Rawhide. Goldfleld and all
other mining, oil. Industrial or railroad stocks.
No matter what stock you want, we offer it

to you on instalments at exchange quotations,
if listed, and at lowest market price if not.
Write us what vou wish to buv at once.
GUARANTEE SECURITIES CO., Chamber of
Commerce, I.,os Anp'eles, Cal.

•WOMEN'S CONVENIENCES
GREENER'S SURE-ON TRIPLE GARMENT

SUPPORTER does what other devices attempt
to do: give solid comfort and ease. Do not
miss to get one. We make this olTer only once.
Introduction price. 25c, or with long waist ad-
juster, 35c, postpaid. Belt sizes 23, 36, 40;
nanip size waited. Liberal terms to agents.
JOHN F. GRAF CO., Portland, Oregon, R. P. 2.
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BUSINESS BULLETIN—Continued

INCORPORATIONS MUSIC

Incorporate your business under Arizona
laws. Most liberal. No francliise or annual
tax. No public statements. Hold meetings
and do business anywhere. Stock non-assess-
able. Cost very small. Write for free par-
ticulars. Southwestern Securities & Invest-
ment Co., Box S 385, Phoenix, Ariz.

SITUATION -WANTED
YOUNG LADY desires position on ranch as

tutor for children. Best of references as to

ability and experience. Pleasant surroundings
and chance for outdoor life more essential than
salary. Address M. E. L., South Hingham,
Mass.

INVALID CHAIRS
EAMES TRICYCLE COMPANY, manufactur-

ers of invalid rolling chairs for all purposes ;

self-propelling tricycle chairs for the disabled.
Send for illustrated catalogue. 1808 Market
street, San Francisco; 1022 San Pedro street,
Los Angeles, Cal.

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
J. P. FINLEY & SON, 261 AND 263 .SD ST.,

COR. MADISON. PORTLAND, ORE., have the
most modern and completely arranged funeral
parlors on Coast. Lady attendant when desired.

MUSICIANS: Write for our special prices
on strings and instruments. Special Induce-,
ments offered to introduce our goods. Mail
orders promptly filled. B. & F. STRING CO.,
P. O. Box 550, Portland, Or.

SONG POEMS. Send me yours today and
get free booklet showing how to succeed. First-
class music only. My personal work on each.
Satisfaction guaranteed. One successful song
means fame and money. Arthur A. Penn,
composer of "Carissima," "Kisses," "Nightin-
gale," "Sea Shells," etc., 45 Daly's Theater,
Bldg., N. Y.

PATENTS
PATENTS. "Trademarks Registered.'' Book

for inventors sent on request; strictly profes-
sional service. Beeler & Robb, patent lawyers,
73-75 McGill Bldg., Washington, D. C.

COINS AND STAMPS
CERTAIN COINS WANTED. I pay from 1

to 600 for thousands of rare coins, stamps
and paper money to 1894. Send stamp for
illustrated circular, get posted and make
money quickly. Vonbergen, the Coin Dealer,
Dept. O., Boston, Mass.

A Handy Addition to Every Busi-

ness and Professional Man's Desk

A concise, accurate and a handy Webster's

Dictionary. It will interest the entire family.

Has 46,29 7 defined words, I 500 illustrations.

794 pages, color charts and maps. Well

made in every particular. Extra strong

bindings, re-inforced in the hinges. Size

7/^x5/^x1% inches. Full Morocco leather

binding, flexible cover. Patent thumb index

ORDER COUPON

The Pacific Monthly Co., Portland, Ore.
Enclosed please find t2.&0, for which enter mj nbscriptinn

to The Pacific Monthly for one year, iknd send nic, all

charges paid, copy of the Webster Condensed Dictionary, full

Morocco leather bindintr, in ac"f.rdanco with above offer. Add 50c

for iK>8tage to all Canadian points and tl.OO to yoreifn Countries.

Bis CenumeWEBSTER'S DICTIONARY
and THE PACIFIC MONTHLY for $2.!2
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Li Chill Fall Nights
Before the fires are lighted, when the evenings are chilly
and damp, the room in which you sit should be warm
and dry for your health's sake as well as comfort.

PERFECTION Oil Heater
(Equipped with Smokeless device)

is just the thing for this time of year. Touch a

match to the wick—turn it up as far as it will go.
You can't turn it too high, tne Smokeless Device

prevents. Heats a large room in a few minutes
and can be carried easily from one room to another.

Handsomely finished in Nickel or Japan. Burns 9
hours with one filling. Every heater warranted.

The J^a^ Lamp
^^^^ poses. Gives

1

m

is the best lamp for all-

round household pur-:

poses. \j)ves a clear, steady light.

Made of brass throughout and nickel plated. Equipped with the

latest improved central draft burner. Handsome—simple
—

sat-

isfactory. Every lamp guaranteed.
If you cannot get heater and lamp at your aealer's, write to

our nearest agency.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY
( Incorporated )

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be apprerlated.
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Introducing Our Special

Mail Order Dept.
^ In order to introduce our Special Mail
Order Department and to remind you
that we can send you anything in our line.

All you have to do is to write us. To our
friends w^ho live in Mexico, Arizona, Ne-
vada and Southern California, if they w^ill

cut this ad out and mail it to us, we
will send them a nice leather memoran-
dum book FREE

We Carry All the Celebrated

Lines Such as

Hart, Schaffner & Marx Good Clothes;

Paragon Pants; Sweet, Orr & Co.

Corduroys ; Stetson Hats ; Elgin and

Monarch Shirts; Hanson's Gloves;

Sweet, Orr & Co., Carhart, Headlight
and Stronghold Overalls ; McDonald

Working Shirts ^ Holeproof Hosiery

Boy's Qothiiig, Furaishings and HaU

Mullen & Bluett
Clothing Company

Comer Spring and First Streets Los Angeles

Don't fi»-gct to iiKMitlon The I'urllio Monthly when dt-uliiig with udvtTtisers. It will Ik' iippreolati-d.
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I his trade mark on eVdrp garment

Modern Machinery and Methods, in fact the very best of everything enters into the construction of

Wright's Health Underwear
to make it the most sanitary and healthful underwear that anybody can buy. Made of many tiny,

fluffy loops. Joined together so no body-heat escapes; no outside cold comes in; no damp of perspir-
ation stands on the skin. Costs no more than the ordinary kind.

Wright's Spring Needle Ribbed Underwear
A lighter weight underwear in beautiful fabrics and colors. Permanently elastic, it fits and holds its

shape indefinitely.

Book "Dressing for Health" sent free. Elxplains the famous loop.

Wright's Health Underwear Co., 48 Franklin Street, New York City

Yosemite Valley

Open All Year

Visitors May
View Its Grandeurs

Spring : Summer

Autumn : Winter

T^ere
is no season in Yosemite more delightful than

the Fall months—when clothed in its Autumn hues,
rloads and trails open to points of interest. First-
class hotel service enroute and in the valley.

Only a few hours' ride from Los Angeles and San
Francisco. Daily train service to and from Yosemite.
Write for descriptive folder.

For tickets and connections, or stop-over, see agent
SOUTHERN PACIFIC or SANTA FE. or address :

H. H. VINCENT. Gen'l Agt.
553 So. Spring St., Los Angeles

O. W. LEHMER. Traffic Mgr.. Merced. Cal.

Yosemite Valley Railroad Company

HUNDREDS of

EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS
Are llluslraled-Fully DescribedAnd

Atlracli/ely (Viced In Our

BEAUTIFUL

CATALOGUE
SENT FREETOYOU
If/ouWrileForll v

The descriminating ^'
buyer of up - to - date, ^*
nigh quality home fur-

nishings will do well to
write for free copy of out
beautiful catalog of car-

j . J , 1 . .n . P**** '"**• ci"ta'-i» and
orapenes and loose leaf illustrations of high grade furniture.

Individuality, distinctive merit and artistic
excellence are obtained through the

Keith method of house furnish-
ing by individual service

The Keith method is the development of thirty years* con-
slant study of the great problem of salisfadlory home furnishing.
1 he nme floors of this b:g metropolitan store are stocked with
qualitygoodsbougSt in large quantities and at prices enabling u»
to offer you high-class mer-
chandise at prices which mean
real economy to you.

WE PAY Pack every
THE FREIGHT shipment
with special care and guarantee
the safe arrival of your pur-
chase. Thousands are finding
it

profitable
to shop by mail

with the quality house of
Keith. One test purchase will
convince you. Write today for

SiKcial Catalogue Q
dumifiire <s CarpcrOr.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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BUY NOW AT
LESS THAN COST

CLOSING OUT
The recent business depression compels us to turn part of our large stock of books into bills

receivable without delay. We must do this quickly
—and offer one of our fine De Luxe sets of

International Science Libreury m 16 Grand De Luxe Volumes, 8000 pages, bound in

red morocco backs and corners, gold veined marbled paper sides

and linings, gold tops, full gold back stamping—more than 1OOO
illustrations and colored maps—AVHILf THEY
L.A.ST, at manufacturing cost and on easy monthly payments.
Not only at cost but we will send them prepaid for examination—

if you wish to keep them, send us 50 cents after examining them and send us $1.75 each month
until you have paid us $26.75 in full. The regular price of this set is $50.00. Please
note these are new books. Absolutely Free—with each set sold we will send free—
Hammond's Pictorial Atleis—the best Atlas published

—
retailing for $5.00.

INTERNATIONAL SCIENCE LIBRARY
IN SIXTEEN GRAND DE LUXE VOLUMES—8000 pages,more than 1OOO illustrations.
comprising the most deligKcfuI reading and the most valuable knowledge for the human race—should be in every library.

Read the titles of the 1 6 greatest scientific books ever vjrritten—you need no knowledge of science to understand these books—the marvels of land, sea and air as well as the grand achievements of man are made interesting and instructive by the

master minds of the past century. The selection of the volumes for this great set was done with infinite care by Dr.

William Jay Youmans, as Editor in Chief, assisted by Rossiter Johnson, LL. D., Frank P. Foster, M. D., and Ripley
Hitchcock, and comprises the scientific masterpieces of the most noted scientists of all countries. Read the titles of the

most wonderful books ever -written :

Origin of Species, Vol. I, by Charles Darwin
Origin of Species, Vol. II, by Charles Darwin
Descent of Man, by Charles Darwin
Science and Education, by Thomas H. Huxley
Man's Place in Nature, by Thomas H. Huxley
Elducation, by Herbert Spencer
First Principles, by Herbert Spencer
Sound, by John Tyndall

Forms of Water, by John Tyndall
Evolution of Man, Vol. 1, by Elrnst Haeckel
Evolution of Man, Vol. U, by Ernst Haeckel
Other Worlds Than Ours, by Richard A. Proctor
The Sun, by C. A. Young
Man and the Glacial Period, by D. Frederick Wright
Ancient Life—History of the Elarth, by H. A. Michelson
Culture Demtmded by Modem Life, by El. L. Youmans

and including addresses and arguments by Profs. Tyndall, Henfrey, Huxley. Paget, Whewell, Faraday, Liebig, Draper,

DeMorgan, Drs. Barnard, Hodgson, Carpenter, Hooker, Acland, Forbes, Herbert Spencer, Sir John Herschel, Sir Charles

Lyell, Dr. Seguin, Mr. Mill, etc., with an introduction on Mental Discipline in Education by E. L. Youmans.

Over 1OOO Illustrations—Colored Plates, Maps, etc.

MAIL THIS NOW
Associatcil Ubrariet Pab. C«. Pnc. U Of*

Send iDo, oxproKS charKcs prepaid, for examinntiftn, th«
Intnrnaiiciial Science Library in lA Volumei, bound in

Halt Morocco, and Hammond's Pictorial Atlai. If the
book, are satltfaclorir I will send you KO centi after ex-

amination and 11.76 per month for 15 monthii. If I

decide not to keep the books I will write you fur shipping
initruotions within 10 dayt.

City-

The Most Interestins and Instructive Set of Books
Ever Written •

Remember only this present edition will be sold at this price.

Thousands of sets the same as these in every respect have been

sold for $50.00.

16 Grand Volumes—and Best Atlas Published
Read the Coupon—Si«n It Now

Send it to us quickly and we will ship the complete set and the

Atlas for your inspection.

Wo know you w^ill keep them after seeing them

ASSOCIATED LIBRARIES PUBLISHING CO.

No. 1 Madison Ave., New York City

Don't forgut to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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I Will Sell it to You
for $5.00 a Week

Geo. E. Barstow
President

Pecos Valley Land &
Irrigation Co.

OF

BARSTOW
TEXAS

Any one who is familiar with
the results from Texas Irrigated
Land will tell you that the safest,
surest way to tjalB a large and per-
m»nent Income from a email out-

lay Is to get bold of a few acres ot
Texas Irrierated Land.

But, heretofore, It has required
dome capital—at least a fiw bund-
red dollars—and It has been neces-

sary for the purchas-
er to gn and live on
the land and develop
It.

Now,my company
makes it possible for

you to get ten acres
of the flnest kind of
Texas Irrigated

Land all under cultivation, Income property from the
very beginning, If you can save 13.00 a week.

You can go and live on it—absolutely assured of
an independent living from it alone.

Vr arrangements will be made to have it cultl-
'vated for you for a small share of the crops.

Now I can and will prove all this from the highest authorities
In the land.

All you have to do is—write to me and say,
" Prove to me that

ten acres of your Texas Irrigated Land can be made to produce
an income of from tl,000.00 to »5.000.(0 a year."

I have the proof, so read what my company will do for you.

New Safe Land Plan
I will deliver at once to the Citizen's State Bank of Barstow,

Texas, a Warranty IJeed to ten acres of the land of the Pecoa
Valley Land and Irrigation Company as per the snlMilvislon
of the Company's properly made by John Wilson and filed for
record with the County Clerk of Ward County, Texas.

I will deliver at once to you, one of
onr Secured Land Contracts for the War-
1 anty Deed at the Bank—on the contract
appears a certlHcate signed by an Officer
of the Bank and certifying that the Bank
has your dt-ed and will deliver It to vou
nccor Ingto the terms ot your Secured
Land Contract. The Bank acts as an inde-
pendent agent for both of us—to guaran-
tee fair play.

You must pay $3.00 a week, or at the
rateort3.00a weekin monthly, quarterly,
semi-annual or annual payments.

Or you can pay as inuch faster as
you like.

At the end of each year—if you take more than a year to
complete vour payments—you will be credited with 6 per cent
per annum on the amount you have paid.

tl5 down and t3 a week paid regularly, and the Interest

credits, will mature your Contract In a little over two and three-
fourths years.

But you can mature your Contrnct by paying the same total

amount, I4g3, in a day , a mom li, six months, a year, or in any less
time than 2^ years, and whenever your regular receipts and
yourinterest allowance credltreceipts total 1483, all you have to
do to get your land is to take or send your receipts and your con-
tract to the Citizen's State Bank at Barstow, Texas, together
with twenty-elfht vendor lien notes each for 939, payable one
every three months for seven years.

The Bank will thrn give you your Warranty Deed to the
WDd, which, according to the Contract and the Deed, must be
^lly irrigated and all under cultivation.

Remember this is ten acres of land which I must fir«t prove
Js capable of producing anincome of from tl,000 to (5,000 a year.

Safeguarded
The Bank will deliver your deed
direct to you when your $3.00 a
week and interestcredits total$483.00

It Doesn't Take Long

Tou get this land for tiiS, which you can pay In less than
three years—$15 down and 83a week—and you then haveonly four
•39 notes each year for seven years to pay out of your Income.

Can you hope in any other way, so sate and sure as this, to
have so large an Independent income in so short a timet

I believe the purchase of Texas Iirigated Land to be the best
way for a man of small means to make himself Independent.
And I believe I am qualified to pas^ judgment as I have been In
terested in Irrigation matters locally and nationally for 15 years

The results are simply astounding to those who are unfamil-
iar with the great su bject of irrigation.

And I believe the happiest man these days is the man with
the little ten acre Irriirated farm—(President Roosevelt says,
"Even 5 acres is enougli to support a family and keep It busy").

The owner of a Ten Acre Irrigated Farm doesn't have to
"knuckle to the boss," nor strain his conscience In the struggla
of the Intense commercialism of the day.

His Income is practically untouched by "financial depression."
His living and peace of mind are not dependenii upon the

whim of any man.
He is king in his own little domain.
He can make his little ten acres earn as mnch as a quartet

section (160 acres) unirrigated, would produce—as much as b«
tween twenty and eighty thousand dollars in cash would bring
loaned out at 6 per cent.

He has his close neighbors, his telephone, good roads, schools
and churches—In fact, all the comloits and conveniences of life

that come with the prosperous close-knit community, though
they pass by the great isolated farm.

The land I want you to buy Is all good rich soil, Irrigated
from Canals and Ditches already constructed in the most ap-

proved modern fashion and carrying an abundant supply of
water taken from the ever-flowing Pecos River.

It is within a few miles of Barstow, Texas, and Pecos City,
Texas, (the two towns are only 6}^ miles apart—the land lies be-

tween the towns and a little to the north) and served by the Texas
& Pacific Railway and the Pecos Valley Line of the Santa Fe
System.

With rich soil, a splendid climate and the uncertain quantity—moisture—eliminated, agriculture and
horticulturecan here be scientificallycar-
ried on to the splendid profit of the land
owner.

The abundant crops of large and In
every other way superior hays, grains,
cotton, vegetables and fruits are equaled
In only a very few favored spots.

The jn stiy celebrated Barstow Grapes
are considered by many to be even better—variety for variety—than those raised
in Southern California— and we are 1,200
miles nearer the great Eastern market.
But all this is the merest outline of what
I desire to showyoulndetalL I am only

attempting to make it clear to you that you can have an assured
independent living income In less than three years If you can
possibly save t3 a week.

I have promised to submit the proof. All you have to do is

write for it. Will you do that today, even if you can't commence
right away ? I want the address of every man or woman who is

willing to save S3 a week if 1 can prove that the result will be
financial independence in Ie?stli(.n three short years.

There is nothing philanthropic about this proposition, bnt 1

especially want to hear from the wage-earners. 1 have worked
for fifteen years to develop this Irrigation System and this com
munify. It would be gratifying to me to have those who moot
need it reap the benefits of niy labors.

It will be more convenient for you to address me at St. Lonla,
and I am equipped there to best answer you.

GEORGE E. BARSTOW, President
Paeea Vallsy Land and Irrigation Company, of BarsteW. T«XM.

861 llil»»ourl Trust BIdg.. St. Louis, Mo.

Don't forget to iBGntJon The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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CALIFORNIA
Is making arrangements to entertain

Several Hundred Thousand Visitors

during the winter season, and can do it hand-

somely. Its magnificent hotels, delightful climate,

and variety of beach and inland attractions are

THE WONDER of f/ieWORLD
It's the place to go for a winter trip and you will

be wise to make arrangements early. If you desire

the assistance of the Passenger Department of the

Southern Pacific Company
do not hesitate to call or write. Beautifully

illustrated publications telling about all parts
of the State can be had for the asking.

Special Low Rate Tickets on Sale at All Ticket Offices Over the Fawoas

ROAD OF A THOUSAND WONDERS

$55.00
Portland to Los Angeles and Return

Long limit on tickets and stopover privileges.

Corresponding rates from other points. Inquire

of any Southern Pacific local agent, for full parti-

culars, or address

CHAS. S. FEE WM. McMURRAY
Passenger Traffic Manager General Passenger Agent

San Francisco, Cal. Portland, Oregon

Dou't forget to mention The Pacific Moutbly wbeQ doallng with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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DO YOU WANTA HOME
Where roses bloom the year 'round and fruit attains perfection

—without irrigation
—where

there are no severe storms, where snow and ice are unknown, with no excessive heat in the

summer, where the average annual rainfall is 35 inches, two-thirds of which falls at night—
with good schools, churches and in fact everything to make life pleasant ? If you do, then come to

ROSEBURG : OREGON
Roseburg offers you opportunity for invest-

ment not found in any other fruit section of

the West. Land can be purchased at prices

unheard of in other sections. These prices

are bound to double in the next twelve

months and if you do not take advantage
of them now you w^ill lose a chance of a

lifetime. Matured orchards net their

owners from $200 to $1000 per acre each

year. Better investigate before it is too late.

FOR FULL INFORMATION AND BEAU-
TIFUL 64 -PAGE BOOKLET, ADDRFXS

The Roseburg Commercial Club
ROSEBURG : OREGON

LOGAN BERRIES

Dou't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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& ^ancfe^,Ore.
IN THE FAMOUS GRANDE RONDE VALLEV

^^ LA GRANDE—Population 6.500; monthly payroll $75,000; county seat; beautifully en-
H vironed. Broad streets, cement walks, shade trees, good water, healthful climate, good

schools and churches ; energetic, enterprising citizens ; exceptional business openings ;

H cheap power, inducements to manufacturers, large sawmill, box factory, beet sugar
I factory, creamery, etc., now in operation. Division point of O. R. & N. Co. of Harri-

man system, on main line of shortest transcontinental railway.

^S ^^KANSAS CITY
TO LA GRANDE

COLONIST RATES
SEPT. laJ to OCT 3I5J

CHICAGO
TO LA grange:

UNION COUNTY— Population 20,000; area 2,100 square miles; 600 square miles

fertile valley; grass and grain crops flourish without irrigation. Apple and cherry

growers reap enormous profits. Big production sugar. beets, $5.00 ton. Wonderful

dairy, poultry and stock country; wealth of timber; 40 sawmills in county; good roads;
mild winters; delightful summers; excellent hunting and fishing; prosperous people.

INFORMATION AND BEAUTIFUL BOOKLET FREE—ADDRESS, DEPT. " M "

LA GRANDE COMMERCIAL CLUB, LA GRANDE, OREGON

UNION COUNTY
Buy an Orange Grove

IN CALIFORNIA
Lemon, Grape, Fig, Olive, Walnut or

Eucalyptus if preferred.
New plan of Convertible Units of Trustee Ownership. We
sell Units, face value $1 each for 40c. Elach 100 units cost

$40, cash or installments. We cultivate the land and credit

you with dividends earned from crops while you are paying.
After you have paid up, you may exchange Units of owner-
ship at face value for deeds to land. SAFEST INVEIST-
MENT ON EARTH IS CAUFORNIA LANDS. Assured
increase of value and big income under cultivation. Ideal

plan for non-residents who may buy lands on easy terms
and have them cared for and made productive until such
time as they come West to live.

One Dollar's Worth of Land for Each 40 cents Invested

Reserve pre-incorporation units, above price, 30 days only.

California

Co-Operative Land and Fruit Growing
Association

Originators of the Convertible Units System of Ovrnership,

Chamber of Commerce, LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Western Opportunities.
If you are interested in the West, send 25 cents

in stamps for four late issues of The Pacific

Monthly, containing fully illustrated descriptive
articles about dairying, fruit growing, poultry

raising and general farming conditions in Oregon,
Washington and Idaho. The Pacific Monthly,
Portland, Oregon.

BIG VALUE FOR
THE MONEY

Here are four special clubbing offers that

will give you a year's splendid reading:

SiMdal Price

$2.00

Regular Price

THE PACinC MONTHLY, $1.50
The American Magazine, • 1.00

$2.50 ]

THE PACinC MONTHLY,
$1.50]

Everybodys Magazine, • • 1.50 /n /^ C\ P
Delineator, - . . . l.Oo'JpZ.O^

$4.00 J

THE PACinC MONTHLY, $1,60
McClures Magazine, • • 1.50

Woman's Home Companion, 1 .00

$4.00

THE PACinC MONTHLY, $1.50
World's Work, .... 3.00

Delineator, .... 1.00

$5.50

ADDRESS

PACIFIC MONTHLY, Portland, Ore.

$2.85

$3.35

J
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AreYou Going To Build?
My new, 100-page book of House, Cottage and Bungalow
Plans is just out. This book gives you the size of house,

size of rooms, height of ceilings, a floor plan and a pic-

ture of the outside. Price, 25 cents silver. We furnish

a complete bill of material with each set of stock plans.

V. W. VOORHEES, Architect
22-25 Eitel Building SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

THE OKANOGAN
Situated in the "Red Apple
Belt" of Washington. Here is

another Yakima, a second and
greater Wenatchee just bud-

ding into promise. Irrigated
fruit lands in the valleys; farm-

ing, dairying and greizing in the

hills; lumbering and mining in

the mountains. A new coun-

try, a new town, under Okari'

ogan Government Irrigation

Project. Address

COMMERCIAL CLUB
OKANOGAN, WASH.

WeiserValley
The Home of the Big Red Apple

Fine Fruit Land
and

Hay and Stock Ranches
in

IDAHO
Invest now in the land where good

homes, fine w^ater and sun-

shine abound.

For particulars write or call upon

GOODING & FULLER
TRENAM & KLOTZ Real Estate
R. C. McKINNEY

WEISER : IDAHO

BEND
ON THE W^ONDERFUL
DESCHUTES RIVER

At the edge of largest yellow-

pine timber belt in Northw^est.

Big lumber manufacturing op-
erations assured in near future.

Two railroad lines certain to

commence operations during
Fall of 1908. The 250,000-
acre Carey Act irrigation pro-

ject adjoins and has headquar-
ters at Bend. Homeseeker and
investor, you cannot do better

than come here before values

go up!

Central Oregon Development Co.

BEND, CROOK COUNTY, OREGON

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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ALBANY, LINN COUNTY, OREGON
is the hub of the mot fertile valley of the entire northweft. ALBANY has 6000

people,
electric lights, splendid water, low taxes, good

schools, fine college and churches of all denominations. Interurban electric carline between Portland and Albany nearly completed.
Railroad center,

"" ' . .. . ^ . ~. . - _ . „

in the rich

ler. Twenty-four passenger trains daily. Linn County has RICH SOIL and CHEIAPER LAND than any other section

WILLAMETTE VALLEY. Apples, pears, cherries and other fruit grow to perfection here. Ideal dairy section.

LINN AND BENTON REAL ESTATE CO. : ALBANY, OREGON

Rogue River Valley
Southern Oregon

QRCHARD and VINEYARD LANDS
Quality unsurpassed : Prices yet low.

Write us before locating.

The Best-Fuller Realty Co.
GRANTS PASS. OREGON

COACHELLAVALLEY (•'"'"-^••'•'"p-'v.ii.rt..
Main Line S.P.R.R., Riverside Co.,Cal.

'The Homeseekers' Paradise" "Where Everything Grows and Matures"

Crops
reach market 6 weeks earlier than in any other locality in Southern California. This means fop prices. Flowing

wells of 98% pute artesian water for irrigation and domestic use. 1 2 months growing season. Healthiest climate on earth.
Farmen are actually getting rich in Coachella Valley, the best place in the entire West for both the poor man and the

ir 1 »T in r'r"r t%iirr'C»rm«r'*i»i' nrt man with capital. Send for large map and full information.

VAN VLEET INVESTMENT CO., Snite 112 security BWg., LOS ANGELES. CAL. Memter L. a Chaml^r ot Cmmerce

ENGLISH WALNUT GROVE
Our plantings are

the largest and finest

in Yamhill County,
Oregon ( heart of

Willamette Valley) and are of the Franquette and Mayette varieties. Will sell in five-acre groves.
Life of every tree guaranteed. $ 1 00.00 cash payment and $ 1 5.00 per month, which includes four years' care and taxes.

^"^"mphiefadrss Gillctte-Riggs Laiid Co. ^!..ir'KiI,t/ Portland, Oregon

HOOD RIVERLANDS
HAVE abundant water, perfect drainage. PRODUCE the finest apples and strawberries in the world

We also have lands for sale in White Salmon and Mosier Districts. Twenty Years Residence in Hood River

W. J. BAKER & CO., HOOD RIVER, ORE.

BIRDSEYE "^
P^^^^i9liJf5./^o^™Y

VIEW SENT FREE ON REQUEST

The Puget Sound Nav. Co., Seattle, Wn.

V

MAYETTE

WALNUT
TREES
Plant Mayette
and Franquette
VAR I ET I ES
Best Adapted to
Pacific Northwest.
Send for Catalogue

J. B. PILKINGTON
NlHSliKYMAN

P.O. Box 240 PortUiid,Or.

OREGON
11*

A M fl A Write for free illustniteii Fi ^k BC ^^1 ^^ booklet ^ivin<; full inforni-

I t^ II IWI \^ ation and prices of Beauti-

ful Willamette Valley and Coast FARMS. Addro.

YEREX BROS, CO,
1 909 GOODNaUGH BJLDG. PORTLAin) . OREGON I
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RUBBER
Do You Know
Cultivated Rubber Trees produce the largest
returns of any industry in the world today ?

The folloAving Companies last year paid divi-

dends as stated below, w^hen the oldest trees

on their properties were eight and the major-
ity six years' old and the capitalization based
on a valuation of $500 to $1000 per acre of

planted trees.

Vallambrosa Company 55%
Linggi Rubber Company 45%
Cicely Estates (preferred) 423^%
Cicely Estates (ordinary^ 37)^%
Pataling Estates 40%
Selangor Rubber Company 40%
Bukit Rajah Rubber Company 30%

Three to four years ago stock in any of these

Companies here mentioned could have been
purchased at par, while today

None of Them Can be Bought for Less

Than Three to Eight Times Par Value

The Highlands and Low^lands Rubber Com-
pany, last year from nine year old trees

averaged 7.01 pounds of rubber per tree, for

which they obtained $1.26% per pound net,

which, allowing 200 trees to the acre, means

A Net Income of $1777.03 Per Acre

Wfe wil; sell you an acre in our plantation, which we guarantee to clear, plant, develop and har-
vst ^or you, for $248.00, payable $4.00 per month, or for $250.00 cash, on which we pay you
4% interest per annum during the development period of five years.

Interest Deposited With and Guaranteed by Hibemia Savings Bank of Portland, Or.

The Company guarantees to clear and plant each acre it sells with 200 rubber trees : to care for and cultivate
these trees until they are ready for tapping (6 years) ; to then remain in charge of the plantation and to pay to the
owner of acreage the net product from his acreage : for this service of superintendence and management the

Company to retain as its remuneration 10 per cent of the net profits. ^ Five acres will give you absolute financial

independence after the trees commence to produce. ^ Our officers and directors are Portland business men of the

highest standing, and all our contracts are guaranteed.

We have over 1 ,500 acres planted, 400 acres being nearly five years old. This tract we expect
to tap very soon, so now is the time to purchase acreage, before this tapping is done—for

just as soon as we pay our first dividend on this producing acreage, the value of your newly
planted tract will double or treble.

To purchase acreage in a company that is on the threshold of tapping operations is by far the

best investment that can be found. In this way you will not have to wait the six years that it

requires for the trees to mature before the value of your acreage will be many times what you
have to pay for it now.

Investigate now and put yourself in the same enviable position as those w^ho Interested

themselves in any of the above Companies the year before they commenced to produce.

WRITE FOR OUR FREE BOOKLET-IT WILL PAY YOU

MEXICAN RUBBER CULTURE CO.

THREE YEAR OLD RUBBER TRKrS ON PLANTATION OF
MEXICAN RUBBER CULTURE CO.

1123-25 BOARD OF TRADE BUILDING
o r 5 Bradstreet Mercantile Agency
References :

| Hibernia Savings Bank, Portland. Oregon

PORTLAND, OREGON

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Let Me HelpYouTo Get Rich
I can do it. I am starting people every day on the road to independence, happiness and

competence. No matter where you live or what your occupation, profession, or business; no
matter how much or how^ little money you have, I can make you more.

I am a practical California rancher of years' experience. I am also president of the
NATIONAL HOMESTEAD ASSOCIATION, which has inaugurated the grandest and most

equitable colonization and cultivation enterprise ever offered home loving, thrifty,
ambitious people. You cannot afford to neglect this opportunity. It is your
opportunity to secure a home in California.

Q U R N E ^V Tells how you can secure 5 to 40 acres of California's rich,

PI AM Tif\rW ^^^^^^^> irrigated, valley lands near Los Angeles without
* '-'""^^ D\J\Jr^ payment for the land. It tells how you can have the land

put under cultivation for little money and shows how big profits are made
yearly, for the first four years, upon your investment without leaving or giving up
your present business, until ready to take possession and become independent,
prosperous and happy in the land of sunshine and plenty. It explains how you
can make $100 to $500 an acre from this land every year after you take possess-
ion, raising fruit, Vegetables, grapes, alfalfa and poultry. Write me today.

S 1 J\ R T ^ Secure five acres and independence, or forty acres and fortune. The

I ipp Il\I/^01VyiI7
N^'^O"''! Homestead Association publishes the National Homestead

T^
, **]'^V^*"*-« monthly in the interest of fruit growers, homeseekers and colonists.

It contains information worth hundreds of dolliurs to anyone desiring to better their condition
and live in independence, happiness and health, near Los Angeles, where small ranchers are
gettmg rich. ^ If you will send 25 cents (money or stamps) we will mail the National Home-
stead monthly for six months, together with our new "Plan Book" and free land certificate,
showing how you can obtain 5, 10, 20, or 40 acres of this fine Southern California valley land.
Write today. Don't delay. E. C. REDMAN. President

NATIONAL HOMESTEAD ASSOCIATION, DepL Z, 645 Chamber of Commerce Blilg., LOS ANGELES, CAL

OISE VALLEY
THE VALLEY OF SUNSHINE AND HOMES.
We have the finest bearing orchards on the elec-

tric car line in the United States, in tracts of 5

acres up to 160. We also have sage brush land,
level as a floor with a good water right under the U. S. Government Ditch at $35.00 per
acre. We have 3,500 acres to sell on easy payments. We also have a few Choice Govern-
ment Homesteads that we can locate you on. Write us for catalogue.

ROBERTS AND HILL : First National Bank Buildirg : BOISE, IDAHO

ROGUE
VALLEY

IVER ¥ THE ITALY
ofAMERICA

SOUTHERN OREGON

FRUIT AND GRAPE LAND UNEXCELLED
TIMBER, MINING AND MANUFACTURING

Address us for Illustrated Pamphlet

Gillette -Riggs Land Co.
GRANTS PASS

OREGON

f^
BEAVERTON-REEDVILLE ACREAGE "The Pasadena of Ore,on'

It 18 now a well authenticated fact that the most satisfactory and remunerative farminK i* frojti small acre-
age with a diversity of products. Our acreage combines all tlie requisites and can be had at reasonable
prices. No such offerings as these, either in location, richness of soil, improvements nor extensivcness
of area, can be found elscwhe'e. We invite the closest investigation. For particulars, address

The Shaw-Fear Company, 2453^ Stark St., Portland, Ore.

English Walnuts and Royal Ann Cherries
We are the largest owners and planters of English Walnut groves in Oregon. Our properties are in Yam-
hill County. We sell a planted grove of 5 acres on terms of only $100.00 cash and $15.00 per month,
with 4>, interest on deferred payments; this includes four years' care. Our price for 1908 sales is no
more than you pay for unplanted walnut land in California. Any references required can be furnished.

CHURCHILL-MATTHEWS CO., Inc., General Selling Agents, 110 Second St., Portland, Oregon
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The Surveyor General

of the United States

Says :

F
R
U
I

T
L
A
N
D
S

**This township contains a large portion of first-

class farming land within reach of cheap irriga-

tion from the Columbia River This is the

mildest climate in Eastern Oregon or Washing-

ton, insuring cultivation of almost tropical fruits,

and the pure atmosphere is unrivalled even in

the foothills of the Sierra Nevada mountains of

California."

HANFORD
the town, and Hanford Fruit Lands, the ideal

fruit district of the Pacific Northwest, have been

developed since the Surveyor General made the

above report on the township now embraced in

these properties. This is the earliest fruit dis-

trict in the state, which means the highest prices

for the growers in the markets of the Northwest^

It is in the famous fruit belt of Washington, which

means the highest prices in foreign markets. Ten

acres is a competency for a family.

HANFORD IRRIGATION AND
POWER COMPANY
Seattle or Hanford, Washington

Don't forget to mentiou The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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THERE ARE MANY LANDS Or OPPORTUNITY ADVERTISED
BUT THERE IS ONLY

f AND OF OPPORTUN I*
One real ^^^ ^**irY J

Why? Because
OREGON
OREGON
OREGON
OREGON

OREGON
OREGON

with an area over twice that of Ohio, has a population
of 600.000; Ohio's population is 5,000.000.

farmers and fruit raisers have a ready market for their

products. No extreme heat or cold to hurt their crops.

has an area of 61,277,240 acres; of this but 20,000,000

acres are under cultivation.

today presents more opportunities than any other state,

because there are so many openings here—industrial

and agricultural.

lands which sold for a few dollars per acre but five

years ago are now worth hundreds of dollars.

is the home of a happy, healthy and prosperous peo-

ple. Join them. .

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
yvPPLY TO TME

DEPT. B

PORTLAND, OREGON.

^
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Eucalyptus
FOR INVESTMENT

BETTER
than Orange Groves,

Stocks, Bonds, Life Insurance

or Real Estate.

Enormous profits in Eu-

calyptus Groves—an abso-

lutely safe investment.

Sold in groves of five or

more acres, on easy month-

ly payments. We plant,

cultivate and care for your

grove, until it needs no

further attention.

Write for further infor-

mation—prices, terms and

how your investment is

protected.

KERN & BAILEY
Citizens National Bank Building

Third and Main Streets

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

WASHINGTON ^'rTI
Send us your name and address and we will

mail you, free of charge, a book containing a

yard of fine photos of the irrigation district in the

great Yakima Valley, State of Washington. The
tide of immigration is rapidly rising. Non-
forfeiture clause in our contracts, which pro-
vides that you get your money back in land if

for any reason you should fail in your payments.
Send today. We are oldest here—establ'ed 1881

Calhoun, Denny & Ewing
p. Alaska Building : Seattle, U. S. A.

North Yakima office with Inland Realty & Investment Co.

Announcement :

We have just received five thou-

sand handsomely illustrated book-

lets devoted to FRUIT GROWING
AND FRUIT LANDS OF WASHINGTON.
We will take pleasure in sending this

beautiful booklet to interested per-

sons. Enclose 10c to cover a small

part of actual cost of booklet to us.

MOSES COULEE FRUIT LAND COMPANY
G. A. VIRTUE, President and Manager

303-306 BOSTON BLOCK

SEATTLE,WASH.
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How can you belter invest $ 1 . 75 a year for your family
than by subscribing now for

The Companion introduces into a home the company which is not only good, but wise; not

only wise, but entertaining. It is adapted to safe fellowship with young people, the agreeable society
of men and women, and cheerful, optimistic comradeship with the aged. The Youth's Companion
will present to its readers during 1909

50
250
1000
2000

STAR ARTICLES—Contributions to Useful Knowl-

edge, by Famous Men and Women.

CAPITAL STORIES — Serial Stories, Stories of

Character, Adventure and Heroism.

UP-TO-DATE NOTES on Current Events and

Discoveries in Nature and Science.

ONE-MINUTE STORIES— Anecdotes, Timely Edi-

torials, Miscellany, Children's Page, etc.

Sample Copies of the Paper and [lluslraleJ Announcement for 1909 Free.

FREE
to

Jan.

1909

CVERY new subscriber who at once cuts out and sends this

'*-'
slip (or the name of this publication) with $1.75 will receive

All the remaining issues for 1908, including th«

Thanksgiving and Christmas Holiday Numbers,

The 1 909 Calendar,
"
In Grandmother's Garden,"

lithographed in thirteen colors, size 8x24 inches,

Then The Youth's Companion for the fifty-two weeks of 1909—a library of the best reading for every member of the family.

FREE

FREE

m

m
m
m
m

m
m
m
m
M
m

m

THE YOUTH'S COMPANION, BOSTON. MASSACHUSETTS.

Don't forget to mention The r.irlflc Monthly when donlliig with advortUonu It will be appmdated.
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Double-
Disc

Records

Fit ait>r Disc

Madiine and
Double its \^ue

(10-inch, 65 cents) 65 cents (12-ihch, $1.00)

Be sure you »ee a ColcimbJa dealer— or write us.

Get the new catalog oi Columbia Double-Di>c
Records perlecl surface, finest tone, longest
life : includei ihe famous '

Fonotipia
"

series

of Grand Opera Double-Disc Records. 39
Grand Opera flars in the list, 59 operas repre-

sented, -over 200 Grand Opera selections, in-

cludin , 22 by ilonci. the world's greatest tenor.

Columbia Phonograph Co., Gea'l,

Tribune Building, New York
STOItFS (IK IIKtl.KKS IN ALL t'lTIKS

UALN SIOKKS— 3I> >Vf»t ^Sd SI., New York
HN tValia«h Air., Ihlraito

953 Van Nr»« Avr., San Kranrl>eo
llradiiaartrm fur Canada— 107 Yunff SU,

Tiiranlo. Onl.

No one thing will give so much pleasure, to to

many people, lor so long a time, at so little coat.

as a Columbia Graphophone ($20 to $200 '.

Gel a catalog I

New machines for old I Any Columbia
dealer will make a liberal allowance for your
machine toward the purchase of a new Colum-
bia Graphophone. Ask ifw dealer or write us.

mt%
Wanted Exclusive Columbia dealers with exclusive rights, where we are not now represented. Write for p.irticular(
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White-Whiter-Whitest
Many soaps are almost white, some are

still whiter, but only one is whitest—Fairy Soap.
The reason is the quality of fats and oils used—
Fairy contains only edible products. There are

no dyes, high perfumes or adulterations

to deceive the eye or delude the nostril.

Fairy is honest soap
—all the way

through. Its price, FIVE CENTS, is

not the measure of its quality

THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY,
CHICAGO.

«':a^^^
/

Have You a Little
*

Fairy' in Your Home?
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PERPETUAL

4:

$1,000
AYEAR
AS LONG AS
YOU LIVE
SECURED BY SMALL
MONTHLY PAYMENTS
He leu money you havcthegreater the need to

place it where it will work hard and fait for you

FILL OUT AND RETURN COUPON JUST NOW
Do you want an income of from $100.00 to $1,000.00 a year for life? If so, return this

coupon promptly. You take absolutely no risk of any kind. If upon examination you
are not thoroughly convinced that this is one of the GREA TEST OPPORTUNITIES
or your life to secure a steady, permanent income, as long as you live, you are under
no obligation.

Name

Post Office

County State

Please reserve for me Life-Income Investment Bonds
(value $100.00 each). Send full information. If I am convinced that your enterprise
is one of the Soundest character, and will prove Enormously profitable, I w^ill pay for

the same at the rate of $5.00 cash and $5.00 per month on each $100.00 Bond until

fully paid. No more than 100 Bonds reserved for any one person.

UNITED SECURITIES CO., Empire Bldg., SEATTLE, WASH.
Including the Business and Properties of Rogers-Hesseltine Co.

TViQ -PoMflf. \fnnfhlv whpn doallns with advertieers. It will be aDDrcclated.
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An Income for Your Wife
Whole
Life

Plan

Payable to her Monthly for Twenty Years
or for Life, if you should be taken from

her; or

An Income payable to Yourself Monthly
Endow- for Twenty Years or for Life, to supportment . j i- • 'I r
Plan you m your declmmg years it you live—

are the Great Features of the

New Monthly Income Policy
issued by

The Prudential
A Monthly Income coming with

absolute certainty will enable the

mother to keep the family together
and the children in school.

^^g

The Income cannot be en-

cumbered or depreciated.

All worry about safe invest-

ment is eliminated.

Cost of "Whole Life Plan"

At age 30, for $167.35
a year, during your life (a

saving of $13.95 a month)
your Family Will Receive
after your death $50.00
Every month for 20

years, or $12,000 in all.

At slightly higher cost,

the income would con-

tinue for life!

The Cost is Low
Write for Rates at Your Age and

Learn How You can Provide an

Absolute, Guaranteed Income for

Your Family or for Yourself

after twenty years. State Plan

Preferred.

Address

The Prudential Insurance Co.

of America
Incorporated as a Stock Company by the State of New Jorsoy.

JOHN P. DRYDEN, PrMident. Home Office. Newark. N. J.

Don't forget to mention The Pnolfle Monthly when deallnjr with advprtlsora. It wIM be appreciated.

KecelvInK her Monthly Income Check
from The i'rudential lusurauce Co.



The Pacific Monthly
The entire contents of this Magazine are covered by the general copyright, and articles must

not be reprinted witliout special permission.

CONTENTS FOR DECEMBER, 1908

MAUFI OF THE FAOO FAGOS
DECEMBEK (Verse)

FOUB FAGES WESTESN SCENES IN COI.OS

FAUGA-SA VS. FAGO FAGO
Illustrated from Photograplis.

VAN VTYCK, AFATHETIC CITIZEN (Story)

A DAY ON THE FRAIRIE (Verse)

SOME BEAUTIES OF NEW ZEAI^AND
Illustrated from Photographs.

A FIRST WIFE (Story) ....
mss KITTY'S REFI^Y (Story) .

MARTIN EDEN (Chapters XIII-XIV-XV-XVI)

AIiASKA-YVKON OVERI.AND MAII^
Illustrated from Photographs.

FOUR FAGES W^ESTERN SCENES IN COIiOR

WHAT IS ]\IINOR FOETRY?
THE FAI.1^ ROUND-UF (Verse)

"SEAI.ED" TO A SWIMMER
Illustrated from Photographs.

THE MOUNTAIN STAGE (Verse)

THE FIIiGRIM HOUSE ON THE FACK (Story)

AN ASIATIC MONROE DOCTRINE?
Illustrated from Photographs.

A REMINISCENCE (Verse)

THE STRIKE OF THE A, O. OF Ck. P.

PROGRESS:
The Almond Industry of the Northwest

AS IT WAS IN THE BEGINNING (Story)

Cover Design

Charlotte Lay Dewey

Lewis R. Freeman 569

Gurden Edwards
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The Pacific Monthly^s t^'erstm-iiSS
^O ONE who is interested in the West in any way, either through desiring an inti-
'' mate know^ledge of its wonderful, constant and surprising growth, or because of

having more direct interests there, can afford to be without the next tw^elve issues of

THE PACIFIC MONTHLY. Other than that it is everywhere recognized as a mag^lzine
of the highest literary merit. For the benefit of those of our readers who desire in

addition to THE PACIFIC MONTHLY some of the other standard magaizines, we list

herewith some of the best clubbing offers of the season. Should it happen that these
are not just w^hat you want, and you should preferany other combination, THE PACIFIC
MONTHLY can be added to any such for one dollar. We will gladly quote prices on
any clubs or combinations desired on application.

THE PACinC MONTHLY,
Good Health, ...
THE PACinC MONTHLY,
Metropolitan, ...
THE PACinC MONTHLY,
Woman's Home Companion,

THE PACinC MONTHLY,
Cosmopolitan, ...
THE PACinC MONTHLY,
Success, . . . . .

$1.50
1.00

$2.50

$1.50
1.50

$300
$1.50
1.00

$2.00

$2.00

$2.00
$2.50,

$1,501^ $2.00
$2.50 J

$1,501

^° $2.00
$2.50)

THE PAanC MONTHLY,
American, ....
THE PACinC MONTHLY.
Harper's Bazaar,

THE PACinC MONTHLY,
Good Housekeeping,

THE PACinC MONTHLY,
Gso'den Magazine,

THE PACinC MONTHLY,
Van Norden Magazine,

$1,501

^"[$2.00

$2.00

$2.50

$1.50
. 1.00

$2.50

$1.50
1.00

$2.50

$1,501
1.00

$2.00

$2.50

$1,501

j$2.00
1.50

$3.00 J

$2.35
Of the forcKoinK ten masazines listed in individ-

ual combinations any two can be added to the Pacific

Monthly by remitting $2.65 ; any three by remitting
$3.30.

_
Canadian postage 50 cents extra on each

magazine; foreign, $1.00.

THE PACinC MONTHLY,
Housekeeper, Minneapolis,

THE PACinC MONTHLY,
Pearsons, ....

$1.50
- .75

$2.25

$1,501
1.50 1

THE PACinC MONTHLY,
Etude, .....
THE PACIFIC MONTHLY,
Technical World,

THE PAanC MONTHLY,
Photo Era, ....
THE PACinC MONTHLY.
Ainslee's . . . . •

THE PAanC MONTHLY,
Outing, . . . . .

THE PACinC MONTHLY,
Forest and Stream, Weekly

$1.95

$2.35

$2.35

$2.35

$2.35

$2.70
$3.30 j

$1,501^ $2.70
$4.50 J

'$3.00

$3.00 j

$1.50
$1.50

$3.00

$1.50
1.50

$3.00

$1.50
1.50

$3.00

$1.50
1.80

THE PAanC MONTHLY,
Lippincotts, . . . •

THE PACinC MONTHLY.
Country Life in America,

THE PACinC MONTHLY,
Short Stories. ...

$1.50
3.00

$4.50

^:^ $3.00
$4.00 j

$1,501

-±2?1$4.35

$2.35

$5.50

$1.50
1.50

$3.00

THE PACIFIC MONTHLY, $1.50
Pictorial Review, . . .1.00
Ladies' World,

- . . .50
Modem Priscilla (fancy work), .50

Canadian Postage f1.25 extra.) $3.50

THE PACinC MONTHLY, $1.50
Delineator, . . . • 1.00
Everybodys, • • . .1.50

Canadian Pottage $1.30 extra.) $4.00

THE PACIFIC MONTHLY, $1.50
McClures, - - - • 1.50
Success or Woman's Home
Companion, ... 1.00

Canadian Postage $1.50 extra. ) $4.00

THE PACinC MONTHLY, $1.50
Delineator. . . . . l.CO
World's Work. - . . • 3.00

Canadian Postage $1.80 extra.) $5.50

THE PACinC MONTHLY." $1.50
Everybodys, .... 1.50
World's Work, . - . 3.00

Canadian Postage $1. 60 extra.) $6.00

The above five combinations must be

ordered, each complete in themselves, and

cannot be split up in any way.

Address, THE PACIFIC MONTHLY COMPANY STe^5S

Don't forget to nientl'^'i Tlie Pacific Monthlz when dealing with adrertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Army and Navy Life
"
The Magazine that is Doing Things for America'

^ Every month you will find ARMY AND NAVY LIFE filled to the

brim with the very best that L^ncle Sam's Fighters can produce. Its

editorials are not hampered by Army or Navy Regulations ; they shoot

straight and hit something every time. In each issue new and ex-

clusive pictures, taken by our traveling photographers, portray inter-

esting life among our National Defenders in every quarter of the

globe
—Alaska, Cuba, Hawaii, Philippine Islands, and aboard the great

battleships both at home and in foreign ports.

CI Special departments in the magazine are devoted to the enlisted men—
"the backbone of the service." In these columns the reader comes face

to face suddenly with nearly 100,000 young men whose love for home
and country, and a longing to see the world, have impelled them tem-

porarily to put aside the more lucrative opportunities in civil life to

serve the Stars and Stripes. Their contributions are absolutely unique
both in literary style and variety of theme.

CI Then we have stories galore. Strange tales from the frontier and
border of every clime come to us from the best writers of fiction in

the L^nited States.

^ In addition to the foregoing, ARMY AND NAVY LIFE is the organ
of the Peace and Arbitration League, of which President Roosevelt is

Honorary President and Senator McCreary, of Kentucky, President.

It is the only constant, impartial, comprehensive, authoritative and

interesting publication representing our great National Defense.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS SUBSCRIPTION PRICE
15 Cents per Copy $L50 per Year

SOME SPLENDID OFFERS
COMBINATION A

ARMY AND NAVY LIFE . . . .$1.50^ both for

PACIFIC MONTHLY 1.50

$3.00
$2J5

COMBINATION A-1

(1) ARMY AND NAVY LIFE . . . . ^
all for

(2) Handsome Seal Grain Leather Pocket-Book and Card Case

(3) North American Accident Insurance Co. Policy for $2,500,
good for one year, all charges paid

ALL FOR

$2^
Address Circulation Department

ARMY AND NAVY LIFE : 150 Nassau Street, New York

Don't forget lo mention The Pacific Monthly ^hen dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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^rt, ^it £f Beauty
Coprrlght lOOI by Lift Pob. Co.

AN AXTIQUE SOFA

OTHF.R TIMKS OTHER MANNERS

India Print, 22 by 18 in. $2.00

Always a

Welcome

Gift

Copjrifht 1BI»3 \ij Life Pali. Co,

l6o Pictures

for 2^ Cents

Copjrilfhl I0U6 !>/ Ur« Pub. Co.

ASSETS AND I.IABII.ITIES

India Print, 22 by 18 in. $2.00

On receipt of twenty-five cents,

we will send you the richly illus-

trated catalogue of Life's Prints

containing 160 reproductions of

these famous pictures.

LIFE PUBLISHING CO.

38 West 31st Street, New York

won't be nothin' left o' them thinos after
THE FUST storm"

Photogravure, 10 6y 13J in. 60 cents

Don'<; forget to mention The Pacino Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will Im> appreciated.
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T ATLANTIC
MONTHLY YOUR READING

For a Year.

THE ATLANTIC MONTHLY
publishes, without illu^ations, the

work of the mo^ brilliant writers

emd sounded thinkers of this country.
It prints vigorous descriptions of the

vital que^ions of the hour, as well as

being an ideal familymagazine of gen-
eral interest. It is rightfully called
" The Magazine of Good Reading."

OUTING is the most profusely and

handsomely illustrated magazine

published devoted to recreation,

sport cind sane living. It shows you
the joys of a healthy outdoor life.

"The Magazine of the Moment."

12 months' subscription to THE ATLANTIC MONTHLY
12 months' subscription to OUTING

6 STANDARD BOOKS OF FOREIGN TRAVEL . .

ad-

The Library of Travel contains :

OUR OLD HOME
By Nathaniel Hawthorne

THE AMERICAN IN HOLLAND
By William Eliot Griffis

A LITTLE TOUR IN FRANCE
By Henry Jsunes

THE BOOKS are

printed at the Riverside

Press, bound hauidsomely in

red with gilt lettering, and
contain 2,579 pages of text

and 283 illustrations.

OUR OFFER is to

send the Library of Travel

(charges prepaid) to any
address in the United States,

and to enter your subscription
for a year to both The Atlan-
tic and Outing upon receipt
of $ 1 .00, and the agreement
to pay $ 1 .00 per month for

eleven months, making

CASTILIAN DAYS
By John Hay

ITALIAN JOURNEYS
By William Dean Howells

IN THE LEVANT
By Charles Dudley Warner

Ĉ

.V
rV

SLN

The

Atlantic

Montlily Co.,

4 Park Street,

Boston, Mass.

Enclosed find $ 1 .00 as

first deposit on your

lantic-Outing Library of

Travel offer.

Na.me

Street

Total Cost $12.00. City..
PM
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THE ALCOLM is a New Magazine and comes as an inspiration and a light to all who
would accomplish Big Things and Great Things. It has appeared quietly, but has jumped

into the front rank in a bound.

#][
THE ALCOLM believes that America's greatness has been achieved not because of

^ our politician-ridden form of government, but in spite of it ; that the great corporations of

the country to-day represent the genius of our civilization, spell the secret of our progress and

measure the standard of our prosperity. It believes that the menace of the country to-day is

the political demagogue
— and it recognizes few politicians who do not fall in this class. It

believes that the line of development has been sharply deflected from the trend of politics, and

that the great corporations, the trusts, represent to-day all that is greatest and best in America's

world of affairs.

#][
THE ALCOLM is not a prosy magazine, but written to interest and to show the true

^ attitude of the man of the World of Business— not only in his hours of strain, but in his

hours of ease and retirement ; the establishment of successful enterprises from their modest

inception to widespread operations ; how they were built up, and how they were handed on

in their mammoth proportions to the present generation is what THE ALCOLM delights to

portray.

tfjT
THE GREAT STORIES of men and their affairs, their business and their activities

j1 are interspersed with other articles of an informative nature, exclusive in their character,

that practically constitute a current history of the pace set by the nation along the lines of

progress in every field of advancement.

tf][
THEN COMES the section of the "Players," the greatest magazine feature hit of the

j1 day. Herein we have the big Business Men themselves face to face, as they would look .

at you, greet you, speak to you, in the privacy of their owti sanctums—in the throne room of /
their rule. These pictures and portraits are made exclusively (or THE ALCOLM and /
are right off the photographer's plate, and will reach the reader with the friendly expres- /
sion of the faces of the Players themselves, as they were caught by the camera to /
greet the readers of THE ALCOLM. // The
tf]j

FILL OUT the attached coupon and mail it to us accompanied by fifty / Alcolm
j1 cents in money order or postage stamps, and we will send you THE / ^ciCi r« vALCOLM for four months. This will convince you of its merits, with the / New York

opportunity of renewing your trial subscription for the balance of the year XStnA to the foiiowin*

for one dollar, if you are satisfied that THE ALCOLM stands in a X.dareuiHE alcolm
field by itself. /,

'°' f°"
-"o"'!"- f°L*Jli'^•' XI herewith encloie FIFTY

/ CENTS.

The Alcolm Magazine /r:::
200 Broadway, New York / the bJo triai offfr

X For This Month Only
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All Three r
~ AH Three

The Greatest Subscription Offer of the Year
OUR PRICE ONLY

$3.90

Field and Stream $1.50

Ovting Magazine 3.00

Recreation - - 3.00

73d
I $7.50

Regular Price For All,
One Year

What These Three Great Magazines Are:
tryr'TTA AXTP^ Q'T^R FT A IVl America's magazine of Sport, Travel and Outdoor Life. In
"AILJ^l-' X\iy LJ Ol X\i^iT.l.Vi, j^g thirteenth year of publication. Conducted and edited by
sportsmen, with a corps of contributors—writers, photographers and artists—as wide as the continent, FIELD
AND STREAM holds true to its name, content with the unwavering support of sportsmen. It brings the

wilderness to those who "can't go," and to those who "can," it tells the When, the Where and the How.
Each issue is a treasury of practical and seasonable information. You will be delighted with the account?
illustrated from actual photographs, of hunting, fishing and canoeing trips, as well as the stories of advcr
ture by the best-known sportsmen writers.

t) P r^ D 17 A np T /^ "M" is not merely a magazine, but an institution. It stands alone as a positive,
••^ ^^'^^'•'*- * A^-'.'-> vital Force, dedicated and endowed in behalf of a Cause.

RECREATION is devoted to humanity. Its theme is the out-of-doors. Helpfulness is the secret of
its greatness. The profuse use of wonderful photographs, enlarged on its 10x1 4-inch pages, distinguishes
it from all other magazines, but its many constructive articles, prepared especially to meet the require-
ments of its readers, account for its world-wide influence.

RECREATION'S INFORMATION BUREAU keeps apace with the other departments. It
supple-ments the efforts of the magazine to help everybody have a good tim-e in life. It will give you up-to-aate

authorit-'tive information on almost any subject allied to recreation, and it will not charge you a cent.
The BUREAU is a part of the institution.

T'T-TP OTlTTTXTri l\/r A n A VTMT? f^e handsome, brilli-nt outdoor magazine of America.WLJlliMO L\irS.KjrS.Z^lL\ n.
cka^^ optimistic, helpful, it appeals to wholesome,

actl^•e minded men and women.
It covers the whole field of outdoor life—hunting, sports, the mountain camp, the country home, gar-

Jens and crounds, the development of agriculture. No other magazine treats of so many achievements
in the field of travel, exploration, adventure and pioneering.

In illustration it is especially apnealing— its color reproductions depict faithfully the subjects which
they illustrate. It prints the best of short fiction.

Subscriptions may begin in any month desired. If you are already a subscriber to
one or more of these macazines your subicription will be extended for one year

Send orders for this combination to

FIELD AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
40 West Twenty-first Street. New York

MAGAZINE
DEPARTMENT
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SCRIBNER'S
1909

A Novel by Thomas Nelson Page
The serial story of the year will be a novel by Thomas Nelson Page. Under the

title of "John Marvel, Assistant," he has told with simplicity, in the first person, the

manly story of a young fellow's struggle of life, exalting to the place of hero in it the
man whose unconscious altruism and practical Christianity came to be the admiration
and chief help of the narrator.

A Notable Series by Mrs, Wharton
Mrs. Wliarton will have during the coming year in the Magazin-^ a series of seven

or eight stories under the title "Tales of Men." Not a woman appears in any of them,
though of course indirect evidence of the eternal feminine is not wanting. In connec-

tion with Mrs. Wharton's powers and brilliant achievements in psychological analysis,
this is one of the most interesting prospects in the literature of tbe y6ar.

Letters of General Sherman to His Wife and Family
A most important addition to the biography of the groat war leaders. Besides the

picture of the man, his outspoken judgment and often remarkable prophecies, they sup-

plement formal history in most valuable and interesting ways.

A Midnight Cabinet Conference
Which made an eventful decision at one of the crucial periods of the Civil War is

described in extracts from an unpublished diary of Secretary Salmon P. Chase; and
additional light will be thrown on his relations with Lincoln by other passages from
the same source and from unpublished letters.

The Great Public Schools of England
A notable article on the great public schools of England—Eton, Harrow, Rugby and

Winchester—by Everett T. Tomlinson. The comparisons of English and American con-

ditions are especially interesting.

A Journey About Europe with F. Hopkinson Smith
"The Parthenon by Way of Pappendrecht.

"
Del-ghtful and entertaining impres-

sions of travel in search of the picturesque through Holland, France, England, Italy and
Greece. The illustrations will be from Mr. Smith's own sketches and paintings and will

include reproductions in l;oth black-and-white and color.

Important Golf Paper by H. J, Whigham
An article on the progress of Golf in the last few years, covering especially the

radical improvements made and contemplated in the laying out of .American links.

Illustrated by the former champion and well-known authority.

Agnus Laut's Long Canoe Journey Down the Saskatchewan
Miss Agnes T^aut will tell the story of her lung canoe voyage down this great river

of tlie Northwest. It will be illustrated by a remarkable collection of photographs.

Artistic Features of the Year
I'-vcry nunil (>r will contain the work of notable ill«!«trator8 and painters, and th(

same high standard of color work that has given the Magazine an international repu
lation will be maintained.

England from the American Point of View
Three j^apers on England which will excite much discussion by an anonymous

author. They deal with Knglish chfiracteristics, the traits that have made the race the

virtual rulers of a fifth of the world; social aSjiects of England; and with the im-

portance the English attach to *"'

Sport," and the question whether this is a strength or

weakness. We are frank and outsjioken and show great keenn(>ss of ob<*ervatinn.

Don't forgot to uiontiou The Tai'lflc Monthly when dealiug with advertlgors. It will be appreciated.
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MAGAZINE
1909

Papers on Practical Business Questions of Vital Interest
Contributed ty Professor Lauglilin, Chief of the Department of Economics in the

University of Chicago, one of the foremost of American authorities. Among the topics
treated will be "Government vs. Bank Issues," "Valuation of Eailways," "Social Set-

tlements," "Socialism," "Abolition of Poverty."

Short Fiction There will be stories by

RICHARD HARDING DAVIS F. HOPKINSON SMITH ARTHUR COSSLETT SMITH
MARY R. S. ANDREWS JAMES B. CONNOLLY JESSE LYNCH WILLIAMS
Katherine Holland Brown MRS. W. K. CLIFFORD MAARTEN iMAARTENS
VICTOR HENDERSON EMERSON TAYLOR GEORGIA WOOD PANGBORN
MARY HEATON VORSE NELSON LLOYD HELEN HAINES

A Notable Group of Descriptive Articles
Vernon Lee's picturesque "An English Writer's Notes on England" (several

papers) ;
a series of French sketches, written by Madame Huard, the wife of the well-

known French artist, illustrated by her husband; two out-of-the-way studies by Robert
Shackleton on "The Principality of Eeuss" and some of the less known parts of the

Valley of the Moselle; and E. C. Peixotto's "Unfrequented Chateaux Near Fontaine-

bleau," illustrated by the artist.

African Hunting Articles by Theodore Roosevelt
The exclusive magazine and book rights in whatever Mr. Eoosevelt may write

about his forthcoming African Hunting Trip have been secured by Messrs. Charles Scrib-
ner's Sons. Not only lovers of outdoor life, but all who appreciate the literature of
adventure will be eagerly interested in these articles. They will appear in SCRTBNER'S
MAGAZINE, possibly one or two articles in the later issues of 1909. A fuller announce-
ment of the project is reserved.

Abbey 's Latest Mural Paintings
A reproduction of hig decorations at Harrisburg, including a number of detailed

studies for the large pictures, with an article by Royal Cortissoz. This is the most

important work this great artist has done since the beautiful Holy Grail for the Boston

Library.

Robert Burn 's Country
A visit to and study of "The Heart of Ayrshire," by Professor George M. Harper,

of Princeton. Illustrated with a beautiful series of pencil drawings by F. E. Emanuel.

Four Paintings by AlonZO Kimball Reproduced in Fall Color

Suggested by Sheridan's famous "Toast" from "The School for Scandal."

COMO, a Poem by George Meredith

SULLA AT A THENS, a Poem by Sir Rennell Rodd

Short Stories Of the most varied human interests, etc., etc.

The Publishers Offer the Most Liberal Terms to Agents

SEND FOR COMPLETE ILLUSTRATED PROSPECTUS
$3.00 a Year 25 Cents a Number

CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS : : NEW YORK

tton't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.



A Christmas Suggestion to Our Friends

Have you solved the great annual problem—''WHAT SHALL WE SEND
THEM ALL FOR CHRISTMAS?"

The season is at hand when that interesting, but ever-puzzling question,
must be met by everyone that loves to give—and that means all of us.

Let us help you by repeating a suggestion which we made last year about
this time, and which met with such hearty response and general approval that
we have felt gratified ever since.

A Boost for the Haven't you a lot of friends back East that are anxious to

Monthly is a know all about the West? Can you ever get time to write as

Boost for You i^^^h about it as appears in any one issue of THE PACIFIC
MONTHLY to say nothing of twelve issues? Haven't you a

lot of friends in the West who love a good magazine, especially one that

pictures the beauties of the West, tells the stories of the West, and discusses

independently and frankly all of the great problems that interest the West?

Of course you have—a score at least—whom you would gratify with
such a gift.

Send us a list of five of your friends or relatives and we will only charge
you for four subscriptions— in other words, one out of every five subscrip-
tions will be free.

If you wish to send THE PACIFIC MONTHLY to but four of your
friends then you will receive your subscription free.

The price of THE PACIFIC MONTHLY is $1.50 per year. Five sub-

scriptions would amount to $7.50, but you need send but $6.00 if you take

advantage of this offer.

PLEASE SEND THE LIST AS EARLY AS POSSIBLE.

There is sure to be a deluge of orders this year; to make your gift most

aeceplable it should reach the recipient on time. Early orders, therefore,

will prevent any disappointment, for we intend to include a copy of the

CHRISTMAS NUMBER FREE with each subscription.

Just think how Ihey will enjoy reading of the West—Western stories-

Western history and beautiful Western pictures. A year with THE PACIFIC
MONTHLY and they will learn much of your chosen country.

A Gift from Not like the ordinary gift which is soon forgotten, THE
the West PACIFIC MONTHLY is a constant reminder of the giver, each

That's Different
™""^^ bringing new tidings and pictures of the great- West.

It is a suitable present for all, old and young alike.

THE PACIFIC MONTHLY will prove in its stories, its articles and its

illustrations that the West can produce from month to month literature and

art, all its own, of the highest standard. Its pages will breathe the spirit of

the West; wholesomeness, cheerfulness, reliability of statement the predom-
inant notes; all mawkish sentiment, morbidness of thousrht, or sensationalism

of treatment will find no place in its scheme. THE PACIFIC MONTHLY
stands for the true type of Western manhood and womanhood.

In twenty vears every countv in the West will have doubled and trebled

in population because THE PACIfIC MONTHLY tells the people of the East

about the Pacific Coast, and they come. In twenty years there will be tons

of thousands of good citizens here who will look upon this magazine as the



hand that led them into the land of plenty; as their guide, their friend, their

entertainer, the voice that cheered them and inspired them. It is for these
THE PACIFIC MONTHLY is laboring. It is with these that it will grow—
with the men and women whom it brought here, who will love it and be loyal
and steadfast to it. And they shall never be ashamed, for this magazine,
then as now, will stand for the West—their West, our West, God's Country.

Together We In sending THE PACIFIC MONTHLY to Eastern friends you
Can Do Much are doing three things.

for the West First : You are presenting a pleasant surprise, something
diirerent.

Second: You become a "booster" for the West, because no one can read
THE PACIFIC IMONTHLY for a year without becoming enthused with the

Westward-Ho Spirit.

Third: You are demonstrating your pride in, and loyalty to, a Western
enterprise which has by sheer pluck and perseverance won success. You
are helping us to build up the West.

A Christmas

Card With Your

Compliments

Do not forget that as long as the Christmas issue lasts we
will begin all Gift subscriptions (unless otherwise requested)
with this issue.

We have prepared an attractive little Christmas card to be
enclosed in the Christmas Issue, bearing the giver's name and compliments.
If you prefer to use your own card you may do so; kindly send same to us
with your order.

Fill in Order Below, Tear Out Page and Send to Us

Instructions:—Fill in below, names of parties to whom you wish to send
THE PACIFIC IMONTHLY. (Be careful to write names legibly and gfive

post office address.) SINGLE YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION $1.50. Copies of

the big Christmas issue mailed by us to any address, enclosing special Christ-

mas card bearing sender's name, 15 cents each. Special Christmas Offer Good
until January 1st. One subscription in every five free.

THIS MEANS FIVE YEARLY SUBSCRIPTIONS, $6.00; TEN. $12.00, ETC.

NAME
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ATrip'round theWorld
For $1.50

An invitation is extended to you, by the Editor of THE
Travel Magazine, to join him in a Trip 'round the World,

starting in January and extending through the year 1909.

The important sections of many countries will be covered on

this trip, and each section w^ill be described and explained by

a traveler v^ho has recently visited it. Every description will

be profusely illustrated.

This "Fireside" Trip 'round the World will prove very

interesting to you, and it w^ill also be highly instructive to

the whole family. Your entire expense will be limited to

$1.50, which covers the twelve numbers of THE TRAVEL
MAGAZINE during the year 1909.

If you wish to see a few numbers of THE TRAVEL
Magazine before accepting our Editor's invitation,

we will mail you the October, November and Decem-

ber issues (which sell for 45 cents) upon receipt

of 25 cents in coin or stamps.

Please Use Coupon ^^T'

Editor

The Travel

^^C^r Magazine
355 Fourth Ave., N.Y.

^j

TheTravel
/Magazine

355 FOURTH AVE., NEW YORK

^3"^^ Deft Sir: — I am inter-

ested in your "Fireside"

Y^ Trip 'round the World for

$1.50. Please send me your
October, November and De-

cember issues, as per special

offer, for which 1 enclose 25 cents.

Na

Addi

Don't forget to ini'iitlon The I'aolUc Monthly when d.iilliig with lulv.Ttlscrs. It will bo .nppro.lntfd.
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For the first time ever presented American readers the ONLY COMPLETE Edition,
unexpurgated, in English of this great French writer, translated from the Original Manuscripts by linguists of

literary distinction. Wonderful Critical Preface by Paul Bourget, of the French Academy.

SENSATIONAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER (Limited) RESPOND TODAY.
De Maupassant wrote with the conviction that in life there could be no phase so noble or so mean, so honorable or so

contemptible, so lofty or so low as to be unworthy of chronicling,
—no groove of human virtue or fault, success or failure,

wisdom or folly that did not possess its own peculiar psychological aspect and therefore demanded analysis. Real Parisian
Studies. More Realistic than Balzac. More Entertaining: than the Arabian Nights.

32T
Short Stories

Dramas
Comedies
Novels
Travels & Poems

It

Handsome
De Luxe
Library
Volumes

Less than
7 cents

per Story

The Complete Set

yours for all time
at less tbaa

7 CENTS PER DAY

Read How Easy—If You Act Quickly, You Can Obtain a Set.,,
This is the first time it has ever been possible to secure this great author's works except at very high prices. The publish- I

,

ers have arranged for and just completed this wonderful edition, and for a limited time are going to make a Special Introduct-
cry offer—this New Library edition, $51.00 value—$24.00 now on small monthly payments. The right is reserved to

withdraw this offer without notice.

Prompt return of coupon will bring the books direct to you for examination. On Approval, all express
charges prepaid. Don't Delay.

THP PTMTinN~^^^^"**^*" volumes, actual size 8 x $%, consisting of 5,500 pages, printed from a new cast of French
* iAlrf M^UX 1 lV-»ll Elzevir type—elegant and clear^on pure white antique egg-shell finished paper, made especially for

this edition. Pages have deckled edges and liberal margins. There are 30 illustrations from original drawings. The books are

exquisitely bound in Blue Vellum De Luxe Cloth, with distinctive brown and gold title labels, silk headbands and gold tops.

SEVENTEEN ENTRANCING VOLUMES OF RARE FRENCH FICTION

si mt Hi H| K H Hi H H H| Hi H Hi H ™
Read the Coupon

It does not obligate

you to buy.
Mail at once and

examine the books.

I
sent on Approval—express frepaia^^^^ Xerner

COMPANY,
Akron, Ohio.

Please send me,
'charges prepaid, for

»....._ -'examination, the com-
HAMILTON WRIGHT MABIE ANATOLE FRANCE Xpiete works of GUY DE
in the May, igo8. Outlook Member of the French Academy yClfln^"^!Ws^' boundTn

Maupassant made himself the foremost IVIaupassant was /A^ painter of hu-^r?'"^
^^"""^ ^* L"*^ Cloth. If

master of the art of short-story writing in nianity in words. Without hatred,^r
^*''^'^^'°''y> ^ *'" 'emit you |>.O0

a group of writers who seemed to know without love, without anger, J^*' """^^
^""^ 82.00 per month for

instinctively the limitations and resources without pity, merciless as fire,^f^*'e^"'(l')
'"o'"hs. If not satisfactory,

of a literary form which exacts the nicest immutable as fate, he holds^^
I will advise you within ten days,

perceptions and the surest skill. a mirror up to life
^'''^^outy^. ,

attempting judgment, ^r
^'B"*'"'^*

Address

THE WERNER COMPANY, Akron, 0. /cuy stae
Pac. 1 2-08

Don't forttot to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with fi/'-^r+is It will be appreciated.
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MR. BADGER'S NEW FICTION
The Funniest Bool^ of the Year is

The Country Band
By HENRY A. SHUTE. Illustrated by GROESBECK. \2mo. Cloth

Ornamental, $1.00.

With "The Real Diary of a Real Boy" Mr. Shute established
his reputation as a genuine humorist. THE COUNTRY BAND,
giving the experiences of the band in a typical country town, is

even funnier. That's the most any one can say, and everybody
who has read the book says it is a true statement.

Lila Sari
By WILLIAM LEE HOWARD. I Imo. Cloth Ornamental. $ 1 .50.

A gripping romance of love, passion, and adventure. It is

audacious in its descriptive details but true to the laws of life and
nature. Lila was queen of Paradise Island, in the ELastern seas.

Her veins carried the hot blood of the Orient. She lived in magni-
ficent splendor—in a manner befitting her love dreams and pas-
sionate nature. Men of various lands poured their wealth upon
her and suffered for their folly. How she succumbed to the sim-

plicity of a young naval officer is told in a bold manner in this

interest-compelling story.

Every Man His Chance
By MATILDA WOODS STONE. Umo. Cloth Ornamental. $1.25.

This js a story of the West and truer to the section than hold-ups or the reckless gusto of
the round up. It tells of the rise and fall of a small town aspiring to be a large city.

Mrs. John Vernon: A Study of a Social Situation
By JULIA DeWOLF ADDISON. Frontispiece by CHARLES DANA GIBSON. 12/no, Orna-

mental Cloth. $1.25.

A wonderfully true story of social life in Boston, MFIS. JOHN VERNON shows the narrow
conventions of old Beacon Hill, the livelier spirit of the younger set, and the always underlying
scandal. The cover and frontispiece by Mr. Gibson is notable as the only black and white he
has done for several years, and is one of the most effective he has ever done.

Menotomy : A Romance of 1776
By MARGARET L. SEARS. 12mo. Cloth Ornamental. $1.50.

A thoroughly well-done story of the Revolution that possesses genuine
merit and sustains the reader's interest to the last page.

NancyMaclntyre : ATale of the Prairies
By LESTER SHEPARD PARKER. Illustrated by SEARS GALLAGHER.

12/no, Cloth Ornamental, $1.25.

This powerful work must stand as one of the genuine epics of the old

West. Mr. Parker has lived the life of which he writes and makes the

reader live it with him. The illustrations are remarkably v/ell done.

Send 10 cents for our new illustrated catalogue and a large copy of

this stunning drawing by Gibson on heaoy paper.

RICHARD G. BADGER, THE GORHAM PRESS, BOSTON

Don't forcPt to iiu'iill-m Tlie Taclllc Monthly wlion doallnR wltli advertisers. It will t>e approcluto*!.
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The World's Best

Mystery and Defective Stories
Edited by Julian Hawthorne

Six Charming Volumes
1 1 Strange Stories

The Review of Reviews
For Two Years

Only

50 Cents
Advance Payment

JOSEPH «. CASNOS
says: "It seems to me
you have gathered
from the ocean of such
literature that which
deserves to have been
born, and, having
been born, deserves
to be preserved."

SPEAKER CANXOJI'8
Seeretary adds :

"Tlie Speaker has
placed these books in

his own room, where
he can conveniently
pick up a volume and
throw off the cares of

the day with relaxation
and the enjoyment of
this new series."

The Most Entertaining and Tlirilling Library Ever Publislied
Whether a De Quincey classic, or an up-to-date Marion Crawford or Kipling or Sherlock

Holmes
; a Poe tale of terror, or an intense love story by De Maupassant ; a jesting skit from

Thackeray, or a tremendous human tragedy
from Balzac ; a true narrative from a " Medium "

who gives away the secrets of his craft, or the
gorgeous adventures of some Oriental thief-

catcher, translated from the Sanskrit of several
thousand years ago — in every case you will
find your Interest caught in some tantalizing
puzzle, and held to the end, by the pen of one of
the world's master-novelists.

Before tlie Art of Writing was
Invented

there were story tellers in Ea.stern cities whose
business was to make men forget the heat of
summer nights. These absorbing mysteries will
make readers forget the noise and heat of the
work.shops of to-day and help them to relax. It

Is a historical fact that the great Bismarck for
recreation read detective stories. Here is the
greatest collection ever made from the literature
of all nations put up in convenient volumes for

your entertainment.

ELIHU ROOT says :

"It is anadmir.ible
selection, and will, I

am sure, give pleasure
to a great many people
who cannot have at

hand the entire works
from which they are
selected."

LTMAN ABBOTT lays:

"I confess for my-
self a fondness for oe-

tective stories. They
carry me out of my
ordinary routine of

work."

For the First Time in English
Not only is the Mystery Library new in plan

—the stories themselves will be found surprisingly
unfamiliar. Many of them appear for the first

time in English, In special translatiims made
for this set from Scandinavian, German,
Russian, French, Japanese, Italian and Latin.

Many more, even those by well-known authois
familiar wherever English is spoken, will be

surprising to you, coming as they do from rare
editions or being adapted into readable length
from works so cumbersome as to be little seen
nowadays.

Why this Searching and Translating
The labor entailed in the editing of this set

amoimted to thousands of dollars. You ask
how can such books printed from new plates
be sold for such a price — The answer is — we
want more discriminating Americans to see
the Review of Reviews during the Presi-
dential year, and we are willing to sacri-
fice the initial Investment of time and
dollars and offer the books at the
mere cost of paper and printing in
order to bring the magazine into

every Intelligent home.

THE OFFER — Cut off the coupon and mail to-day. A set of the first edition
will be shipped by express, charges prepaid, at once. Your subscription for the
Review ok Reviews will be entered for two years. If already a subscriber
your expiration date will be extended two years. You examine the books
In your home. If you like them pay 50 cents a month for 13 months

or $6.50 in all for the six volumes and
the two years* subscription. If you
don't like the books you may return
them at our expense.

lie Revieiv of Revie^vs Company
13 Astor Place, Nc^v York .

t>on't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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THE DELINEATOR
DECEMBER 1908

THF BUTTT-RICK PUBLISHING COMPANY-NEWtDRK
Fifteen Cents a Copy One Dollar aYear

Ihe fashion y\\itKority of the World

In r ariS the FRENCH edition of THE DELINEATOR
Has tHe largest circulation of any^ magazine of its Kind.

This is the tribute of Paris to BUTTERICR FASHIONS.

In -/\meriCa the delineator is the ©ne style

authority. It is made so by its association -with the great

fashion autocrats of Paris and the creators of style in this

country, and by its o-wn unsurpassed staff of fashion artists.

"What You Ought To K.now
i\bO\lt 1 our Baby is one of the important

articles just beginning in THE DELINEATOR, being a

series of papers by an eminent physician. Every mother

should read then\.

r. Marion Crai^forcl*s newseri«i

"STRADELLA" now running in THE DELINEATOR,
is a masterpiece of spirited -writing. Good stories may
al-ways be found in its pages.

$1.00 per year » » Single copy 15 cents

Subscribe at any merchant carrying ButtericK
Patterns or any ne-wsdealer or direct

THE DUTTERICn PUBLISHING CO.. ButtericK Bldg., New YorK

Doirt forcct to lucntlon The ruolllc Mimthly wh.'ii ilonlliig with iidv.Ttl-^.'is. It will l>t> iipprccliitoii.
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"The World's Work
is the livesi

magazine of to-day.'^

:^«l^

In the

December issue of

TrtEWORU^iWOWC
John D. Rockefeller

discusses

"The Difficult Art of Giving"
and tells why

*'
the best philanthropy is not charity." He

discusses the generosity of service, shows how the rich may
make their giving always effective, and says

^^The man who plans to do all his giving on Sunday
is a poor prop for the institutions of the country.''^

How Men Get Rich
and the right view of wealth is well set forth

by Andrew Carnegie
Other features in this remarkable number are;

'The Lions That Stopped a Railroad'

Sunday Schools Around The World
Whale Hunting as It Is Now Donen

To be sure of

TheWorld'sWork

subscribe now to

The Big Four" and get

The World's Work^
interpreting to-day's events

Everybody's
best in its field

Country Life in
America

beauty and inspiration

Delineator
home and fashiont

—and a real Christmas
editorial.

$9.50
value

for

only

'5.12

The best
time to

order is

NOW

This offer includes
the Christmas

Annual of Country
Life in America—

splendid with
the new color

photography.

-ii^mi,
TH£ PEUMLVi

cmnmy liFT m amp.mca
^

To get this great bargaii send J5.50 with this triangle coupon, to

Doubleday, Page & Company, 135 East 16th Street, New York City.

Dor't foreot to montlon Tho Paolfle Monthly whon dpallnjr with advortisors. It will I>o approrliiti-d
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^uliurfian Hife

4 Months for 50 Cents
For the Suburban Dweller It Is an Inspiration

For the City Dweller, It Is **A Week End in the Country"
Suburban Life Is practical; Its articles are ^vrltten by people ^vho bave
done what they write about. If you are so fortunate as to live out of the
city, for you Suburban Life Is a necessity, not a luxury. If will cost you
more to go without than to take it. Every member of your family will
enjoy It Immensely, too.

SUBSCRIBE NOW
The Christmas number of Suburban Life is the richest in the year, and one of the

most beautifully printed magazines in America. True to the Christmas spirit, its

clean, bright pages radiate suggestion and helpfulness in accord with the season.

Here are just a few of the things you will enjoy.
MY BEST REMEMBERED CHRISTMAS

Hy Cr.AKA MoKRis
A MESSAGE FROM GIFFORD PINCHOT

CiiiKF United Statks Hukkau of Forestry

A CHRISTMAS PARTY OUT-OF-DOORS
<6^

\ Hy H. H. Holland
V . COUNTRY GAMES FOR CHRISTMAS
\ \ EVE

•V. \ <

0, /e^ Ofo/~

A NEW ENGLAND CHRISTMAS
By Harriet Woodward Clark

NEW THINGS IN THE WAY OF FURNITURE
15y Rii HARD Morton

THE LONESOMEST BOY. A Christmas Sketch
Hy Emma C. Dowd

GATHERING EVERGREENS IN THE SOUTH
By Arthur L. Blfssinc. By O. P. Beckley

All these and many more in the magnificent Christmas Number.

For sale on all nei^s-stands; price, 25 cents, or $3 a year

SPECIAL HALF-PRICE OFFER
^ The splendid Christmas number, and January, FeBVuary and March (the bi>;

SV
.-V Spring planting number), all four for fifty cents, if you will send at once.
\<r Why? Because we want you to start 1909 with Suburban Life. We kno>»

^o you will wish to finish the year. Send coupon ^vilh fifty cents

''\1^ today. Write for our list of clubbing offers, including all the lead

ing magazines. We can save you from $1.50 to $3.00 accordinj

to your selection. Address^'^^

\
\

PUBLISHERS SUBURBAN LIFE
44 East 23d St.. New York City

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dt^nllngr wltb advertlBers. It will be appreciated.

J
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EMERALD SOAP
Best for Wash Day

Something new. A great dirt killer. Ask your
grocer'or write

Seattle Soap Company
Seattle, Washington

HARD WALL PLASTERS
Manufactured by

The ADAMANT CO.
Our celebrated "CROWN" BRAND (hair fibered),

WOOD FIBERED, UNFIBERED (Hnishing),

Factory foot Fifteenth Street Telephone Pacific Main 2109

Office Room 433. Worcester Bldg.
Tels.: Pac. Main 718, Home A1218 PORTLAND, ORE.

Columbia
Hams, Bacon and Lard
"U. S. Gov't Inspected and Passed 138" certifies

their being sound and wholesome

UNION MEAT COMPANY
Portland, Oregon

Preferred STOCK

Allen & Lewi«. Portland, Oregon

A SINGLE INCH
Seems rather a small space, but
perhaps you have never tned
the pullingpower of one of these
little ads. ^ Write for terms.

The Pacific Monthly Co.

Pacific Export Lumber Co.

LUMBER
For All Foreign Countries

214 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE PORTLAND, OR.
Cable Address, "Pacexport, Portland"

Corresi>ondence Solicited

SUBSTITUTES
Are usually offered as something just as good -when the dealer does

not have the article the customer calls for. ^ If your local dealer

does not have the article called for by you which you have seen

advertised in The Pacific Monthly, w^rite the Manufacturer or

Advertiser and you will be supplied with the genuine. The wide-

ly advertised goods are the ones that have stood the test. They
have quality to maintain and a reputation to sustain. See that you get

what you ask foi"-

1»8J

WEMARBPRlNTINGPLArBS
FOR EVERY PURPOSE.

DESIGNING -
ILLVSTRATING

-6^*
PH0T0-EMGRAVIN6.

109 SECOND ST.

POR-TLAND, OREGON

;:^^
Pacific Tent and

^^ "^ Awning Co.
SAIL MAKERS

Manufacturers of Tents, Awnings,
Tarpaulins, Horse and Wagon Cov-
ers, Flags, Banners, Hammocks,
/•aciYi'c 7en?» are of superior qual-

ity and the best of workmanship. Write for catalogue and
prices. 27 N. First St., Near Couch, Portland, Ore.

Camp Furniture, etc.

BARGAIN PRICE FOR GOOD READING MATTER
We can offer our readers a special snap as follows: For $5.00 we will send, express

prepaid, Theodore Roosevelt's "Winning of the West," in six volumes, and his "Hunting
Tales of the West," in four volumes. These ten volumes are beautifully printed on

good paper and handsomely bound. In addition to the above, Current Literature will

be sent for one year and The Pacific Monthly for one year.
The regular price on the above combination is $10.00, but we can give it to you

for a limited time for just half price. Address:

PACIFIC MONTHLY : PORTLAND, OREGON



PACIFIC MONTHLYS
DIRECTOftY OF

CHRISTMAS BOOKS
A HEROINE EVERYBODY LOVES

Anne of

Green Gables
By L. M. MONTGOMERY IlluslraleJ, $1.50

'It would add so much to the sum of human joy if

ANNE were adopted by every family in the land,"
writes an enthusiastic reader.

"If she had no one else to love her, I should still be
her most devoted admirer."—Bliss Carman.

"I don't know when I have had a book take hold of
me as this one has."—Joe Mitchell Chappie, editor The
National Magetzine.

L C. PAGE & COMPANY (All Book Stores), Boston

•THE HOLIDAY HIT
OF THE SEASON"

—
Brooklyn Eagle

Cupid's

Almanac
By Oliver Herford and John Cecil Clay

"A witty and charming book which ought
to prove one of the most popular of the year."
—N. Y. Tribune.

CLEVERLY ILLUSTRATED IN COLOR
90 CENTS NET— POSTPAID $1.00

BOSTON HOUGHTON, MIFFLIN CO. newyork

CHECK THESE FOR XMAS
By a California Author
V. L. KELLOGG'S INSECT STORIES

Stranpc, true stiuics, priiiiaii:y fur rliilclieii ami ivrtainly
for those grown-ups who like to read <lis<:riiiiinatiii|;ly to their
children.

"Among the few scientific writers of distinction who can
interest the ]><>|iular mind. No intelligent youth can fail to
read with delight and profit."—The Nation. ^$l.M net).

A LORD OF LANDS
liy IlainHoy Ii<>iiHoii. tl.riO

A man of good sense, with wages of fSO a, month and five

chihlren, in a big city, determines to farm it.

"Unique in literature. Told with the utmost art. Deeply
interesting. "—San Francisco Chronicle.

"Ileal adventure, an adventure in living."—Tiie Inde-
pciidciit.

A HOLIDAY TOUCH
Uy Charltm Itadc-II LiOoniiH. Profusely illustrated, tl.25.

This well-known humorist's lM!st recent stories. Hia
"Cheerful Amei'icans" is already in its 9th cditioiit

JOSEPH VANCE
ALICE-FOR-SHORTSOMEHOW GOOD
Ity Williiiin ]>• IMoi-K-'iii. l':ach tl.7.'>

A 24 -pagi', ilhi.stiale.l leaflet aliout Mr. DoMorgan, with a
complete ruvii'W of eacli noul, on rei|iiest.

HENRY HOLT AND COMPANY, 34 W. 33rd St., NEW YORK

HEART
THROBS

The book that keeps growinK in public favor. It is

read and reread when books of the day are laid away.

An invaluable collection of powerful sentiment, prose
and verse, lured from the treasured scrap-books of fifty

thousand homes by cash awards, aggregating $10,000.

Just the Gift Book anyone would want. You will

want it yourself and to give to your friends.

Bound in cloth and gold. Illuminated cover, over
450 pages.

At your booksellers or postpaid $1 .50.

Booklet with "clippings" free.

CHAPPLE PUBLISHING CO., Ud.

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

Old Mother Shoe and
Her Jolly Twenty-Two

Hy M.VltTIlV SIM)i:i,I,

A Refreshing and Laughable Treatise of"The Old Woman Who
Lived in a Shoe" in the Town of Skid-a-ma-zoo

"How much more fun and positive enjoyment for tho
little people could ixissihly be brought within an equal
number of even such largo sized |iages. or more connnon
sense under nonsense guise for tho ohler ones—the fathers

and mothers— I do not know. There are seven full pag*
illustrations, several others that are almost full page, and
every page of verse is most happily illustrated. Mr. Sindoll

has given us tho true spirit I'f fun and love. The wonder-
ful twenty-two fall into all sorts of mischief during tha
aljsonce of the little woman who, puzzled how to provide
Christmas gifts for so many, decided that all mischief mak-
ers must go without them. The pranks narrated by the
children on her return are not more amu«ing than her
words are wise." Cleoeland Town Topics.

Size Bxll inches, r>e pages, &0 illustrations. )>ound in boards wttll
«>lorcd lalwl on cover.—PKIC'E, »1.00. INistago, 12 conU.

REID PUBLISHING COMPANy.30 HnntinRlon Ave. . BOSTON. MASS.

THE EDITOR
AJOURNAL of Information for all

LiteraryWorkers. I 3th year. Only

permanent and successful mageizine
of its class. Tells what editors want:

how MSS. should be prepared : where

to find the best marl^et. Answers every

question that you want to know about

the business of w^riting for the press.

I Oc a copy. $ 1 .00 a year. Send I Ocfor

sample copy, or25cfor three recent numbers.

THE EDITOR, DEPOSIT, N. Y.
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DIRCCTOHY OF

FALL NOVELS
A Powerful Story of the Pacific

Northwest

THE HEART OF
THE RED FIRS

BY

Ada Woodruff Anderson

A wholesome, refreshingly original novel of the Puget
Sound country . . It's a stirring pioneer story.

—Port-
land Oregonian

Her heroine is an admirable creation, strong, re-

sourceful, charming.—Harl/orJ Courant.

Illustrated. Cloth. $1-50

LITTLE, BROWN & CO.. Publishers
Boston, Massachusetts

CORRIE WHO?
By Maximilian Foster

With Illustrations by George Brehm

_
Mystery, love and intrigue— humor and pathos—

social satire and good old-fashioned hate— all mingled
and involved—make this a veritable litereiry spider's
web, all spun across the threshold of a charming, little,
old red-brick house on New York's West Side.

It would seem that anyone wth ordinary resolution
could break through its strands, but the people in the
book are securely entangled, and the story is safe from
the vandal fingers of the reader, who is held captive until
the close releases him.

_

You read for the joy of the story and pause with
delight in the telling. You love the heroine and hate
her enemies just as earnestly as you did when you read
some of the books of an elder day which even now make
your eye light up just to mention them.

For Sale Wherever Books Are Sold—$1.50

SMALL,MAYNARD & COMPANY, BOSTON

THE WHITE TRAIL
A Story of the EarlyDays of the Klondike

By Alexander MacDonald, F.R.C.S,

12 mo. Cloth, Illustrated, $L25

"BUCK," the wonderful dog who is the hero
of Jack London's "CALL OF THE WILD."
originally belonged to Mr. MacDonald. He gave
London a full account of this marvelousdog, and
now his own story which is an account of a his-

toric occurrence that w^ill be remembered by
those w^ho have followed the events of the open-
ing up of the Klondike. The book is based

upon the author's wonderful experience.

H. M. CALDWELL CO., BOSTON

THEONEAND I

A Story of the Canadian Northwest

By ELIZABETH FREMANTLE

llluslraleJ in Color

Price $1.50

•THE ONE AND I' is the diary of a giH with
ambitions.

It's so absolutely new in its treatment, so refreshing
in its ingenuousness, so charming in its pictures of the

great Canadian Northwest, that it works a distinct de-

parture among the books of the year.

Not since the appearance of ' The Lady of the

Decoration" has anything quite so clever seen the light.

GEORGE W. JACOBS & CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA

FOR A GIFT

My Lady of the Fog
By RALPH HENRY BARBOUR

A book from the author of
"

Kill)) -of the Roses,'

"An Orchard Princess," "A Maid in A ready,"
and "Holly,

"
delightful stories all, is coming to

be a Christmas institution. "Mji Lady of the Fog"
is thus well introduced, and brings her welcome
with her. This year Mr. Barbour sets his scene on
the rock-bound coast of New England, and pre-

sents a charming romance, easily and gracefully
told.

Twelve illttstralions in color and tint by Clarence F.

Underwood, and decorations throughout. Small

quarto. Decorated cover in gold, with medallion.

Cloth, gilt top, $2. 00. In a box.

J. B. LIPPINCOTT CO., Philadelphia

JUST PUBLISHED

MYRTLE BALDWIN
By Charles Clark Munn

Illustrated, $1.50

This book is a revelation of life in the under

w^orld of a great city and is the most powerful
and dramatic of all of this celebrated author's

works. The story is told wth forceful vigor
and pathos, and w^ill hold the reader's attention

from cover to cover.

At All Bookstores or By Mail

LOTHROP, LEE & SHEPARD CO.
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

Uon'l foi"(t to mention The Pacific Monthly when dc^aling with advertisers. It will he nnpref-iated.
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BROWN'S Famous Pictures

Reproductions of famous Paintings, Portraits and Homes of
Famous People, etc. Thousands of subjects, size, 53^ x 8,
I cent each. 120 for $1.00.

SEND 2c STAMP to pay postage. We will tend 2 sample
picture* and bis catalogue with 1 ,000 miniature illustrations.

Colored Pictures of Birds, size 5 x 7, 2 cents each,
$1 .73 per 100. Catalogue and Sample for 2c stamp

GEO. P. BROWN & CO., BEVERLY, MASS.

One Whole

Ye«r For
15 CENTSTheWelcomeNews

"TO SPREAD THE TIDINGS OF GOD'S REDEEMING LOVE"

An aggressive, up-to-date, religious monthly magazine, deal-

ing with live questions. A consistent exponent of Primitive

Christianity. Deals fairly with great principles, such as

SOCIAUSM, PROHIBITION, PHYSICAL
CULTURE, SOCIAL REFORM

and other subjects of like character. Each numlier contains Good Stories,
Special Articles, Cartoons, Latest Gospel Songs with Music, Revival News,
Bard Hits, Conversation Corner, People's Forum, Woman's and TfounR
People's Page, Household, ghut-In, Esperanto (a series of lessons in this
new universal lanKuage to beErin in November number) and Bible Class

DepartmenU. Timely and vigorous editorials. FINELY ILLUSTRATED.

Worth a Dollar, But Costs You Only 15 Cents
for one whole year. Don't imagine this is a small thumb nail sheet.

If you think so, just send for a Sample Copy—it's free. Six months, 10c.

THE WELCOME NEWS, Rooin29-P, 161 E. RandolphSt., CHICAGO.ILL.

THE

BOOK NEWS
MONTHLY

STANDS FOR

The Best in Literature

The Most Artistic in Typography
The Most Generous in Quantity
The Most Lasting in Value

This is the only magazine published in America
that reviews every new book. Its special authors'

numbers represent very nearly the final word on
the subject treated.

You can buy THE BOOK NEWS MONTHLY for

$1.00 a year, or you can have it in either of the

following combinations :

THE BOOK NEWS MONTHLY with Everybody's

Magazine and The World's Work for $3.00, or The

Woman's Home Companion and McClure's or Success

with THE BOOK NEWS MONTHLY for $2.50.

A 1) I) K K N S

The BOOK NEWS MONTHLY
PHILADELPHIA

A Fascinating New Pastime to Kill Ennui and Provide an Interesting Home Amusement

Lifes Picture Puzzles
For the Home, For the Sick Room, For Puzzles Parties, For the Train or Steamer

Life's Puzzles are carefully cut, mounted on three-ply mahogany back veneer, and are sold in sealed

boxes, which insures the purchaser against missing blocks. Life's Puzzles are of superior quality and
should not be confounded with the cheap puzzles that flood the market.

PRICE TWO DOLLARS EACH, Carriace Prepaid, to any address in the United States

ONE DOZEN PUZZLES, all different aubjecU. to one address. Carriase Prepaid. TWENTY DOLLARS

For Advanced Puzzle Workers

hifes Gibson Puzzles
These puzzles are somewhat more difficult than those of the ordinary grade and arc made from Mr.
Chas. Dana Gibson's celebrated i)ic tures.

PRICE THREE DOLLARS EACH. Carriace Prepaid, to any address in the United States

ONE DOZEN GIBSON PUZZLES, all different subjects, to one address, Carriace Prepaid. THIRTY DOLLARS

LIFE PUBLISHING COMPANY. 38 WEST 31»t STREET. NEW YORK CITY

Don't forget to nioiitlon Tlio Pnclflc Monthly when donllng with advortlsens. It will be appreciated.
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Why Not Study
PENMANSHIP under a pen Artist?

BANKING under a Bank Cashier?
BOOKKEEPING under an Expert Accountant ?

CORPORATION Accounting under a System Man?
ARITHMETIC under a Thorough Mathnrietician?

SHORTHAND under a Convention and Court
Reporter ?

TYPEWRITING under a practical touch Operator?
Letter-Writing, English, Spelling, etc., under thor-

oughly competent instructors?

The Leading Business College Portland, Ore.

Any Boy or Girl with Juai a Common
School Education can atudy

Musical WHITMAN
I

Thorc
I tnentc

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC—
orough training in all branches ; vocal and instru-

mental. Talented Instructors; delightful surroundings
Most approved methods.

Send for interesting illustrated catalog
—free

nstru- I

iings. I

WHITMAN COLLEGE, WALLA WALLA, WASH.

URBAN ACADEMY
LOS ANGELES, CAUFORNIA

I
Military School for Young Boys and Girls

Just this: A homi'like schiinl for TOlinK pupils. Out-door dormitories,

daily drill and calit-thenics, tennis, fencing, and p;inies. Primary,
intermediate and academic. Commandant, Col. Richard P. Kelly,

(Cornell, Ph. B.)

MISS MAY C. McDonnell, Principal
900 Beacon .Street L,oM Angreles

PORTLAND ACADEMY
The Academy proper fits boys and girls for Eastern and Western

colleges. A primary and grammar school receives Iwiys and girls as

early as the ago of 6. A gymnasium in charge of a skilled director.

Track and field athletics. A well appointed (warding hall for

girls. For catak»gue address

PORTLAND ACADEMY, Portland, Oregon

HILL MILITARY ACADEMY
A Boarding and Day ScIkkiI for B^ys. Accredited to all leading colleges
and universities. Boys of any ago admitted at any time. Write for

Illustrated (!at:ilo(rne.

DK. J. \V. HILL,, Proprietor ami Principal
POUTLANU, OIJKGON

FRENCH—GERMAN
SPANISH— ITALIAN

Spoken, Tanght and Mastered by the

Language Phone

Method
Comhined with The Rosenthal

Coiiiinnn Sense Method of
Praetieal Linguistry

The Latest and Best Work of

Dr. Richard S. Rosenthal.

YOU HEAR THE EXACT PRO-
NL'N'CIATIO.NOF EACH WORD
AND PHRASE. A few min-

utes' practice several times a day at spare moments gives a thorough
mastery of conversational Frenrh, German, Spanish or Italian.

Send for testimonials, booklet and letter.

THE LANGUAGE-PHO'E METHOD
840 Metropolis BIdg., Broadway and leih St., KEW YORK

DO YOU LIKE TO DRAW?
THAT'S ALL WE WANT TO KNOW

we WILL NOT give you any oband pbizr
or a lot of FREE STUFF if you answer this ad.
Nor do we cl;.im to nmke you bich in a wekk.
But if you are anxious to develop your tal-

ent with a successful cartoonist, so you can
make money, send a copy of this picture with
6<! in stamps for portfolio of cartoons and
SAMPLE LESSON PLATE, and let US cxplain.

THE W. L. EVANS School of Cartooniiw,
320 Kingmoore Bldg., CLEVELAND, 0.

LEARN PLUMBING
A trade that will make yon Independent for lif

Hour* Shorter—Pay Bigger—Domand Greater tha
any other trade. You need no previous xperl-
ence. Our practical me', oils enable you in a l^ew
months to hold position as skilled plu iber or

|

conduct your own business. Catalog cent free.

St. Louis Trades School
4421 Olive St. St. Louis. Mo.

WHY NOT BE AN ARTIST?
Our graduates are fil'ing Hi^h Salaried

Positionti. Good artists

EARN $25 TO $100 PER WEEK
and upwards, in easy fascinating vork. Our courses ol
Pprsonal Hume Instruction by correspondence, are com-

plete, praetieal. Eleven years' successful teathinjj. Kxpert in-
structors. Positions iruarsnteed eompetent workers. Write for
Handsome Art Book, Free.

SCHOOL OF APPLIED ART (Founded 1898.)
^^H^cB If 53 Gallery Fine Arts, Battle Creek, Mich. mssB^mm

STUDY
UW
AT

HOME

rrepares for

The oldest and best school. Instruction by matt
adapted to every one. ICecognized by courts and
educators. Experienced and competent instruc-
tors. Takes spare time only. Three courses—
Treparatory, Uusiness, College,
practice. Will better your con-
aition and prospects in business.
Students and graduates every-
where. Full particulars and
Easy Payment Plan free.

The Spraicue
Correspondence School

of Law,
C6e Hajestle Bldg, Detroit, Mich.

FREE PRIZE OFFER
We have just made arrangements whereby we are able to offer to the readers of this

magazine a valuable prize, if they are able to copy this cartoon. Tak« Your Pencil

Now, and copy this sketch on a common piece of paper, and send it to us today ; and if,

in the estimation of our Art Directors, it is even 40 per cent, as pood as the original, we
will mail to your address FREE OF CHARGE FOR SIX MONTHS

THE HOME EDUCATOR
This magrazine is fully illustrated and contains special information pertaioine to

Illustrating, Cartooning, etc., and is published for the benefit of those desirous of earn-

ing larger salaries. It is a Home Study Magazine for ambitious persons who desire
success. There is positively no monsy oonsidoratlon connected with this free offer.

Copy this picture now and send it to us today.

CORRESPONDENCE INSTITUTE OF AMERICA. Dept. 161 SCEANTON. PA.
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ALONG THE HUNTINGTON DRIVE, RUBIDOUX MOTJNTAIN-THE FINEST
AUTOMOBILE MOUNTAIN ROAD IN THE WOULD

Dear Mr. Miller:

May 1 say just a word in appreciation of

your charming hotel and the way it fits

into the California that eastern people
ought to know, but which so many tour
ists miss.

The three great characteristics of Cali-

fornia, those tor which we love the State,
and those which help to make her true
children lovable, are these; noble scenery,
a vivifying but unobtrusive climate, and
plenty of elbow room. EUbow room,
healthy growrth, and the sight of glorious
things and places have their effect on the
characters of good men and women. All
these things mean definite ideals and the
touch of personality which ought to be the
characteristic note of all good work in
California.

We have waited a long time for a hotel
which shall be Californian as the Sierra-j,
the orange groves, the white surf on the
rincones, and the old Franciscan missions
are. Most of the hotels in Southern Cali-
fornia are good in their way, but they
might stand on Broadway, in Buffalo, or
in Bangor so far as anything characteristi-

cally Californian is concerned. They are

big houses, wide and wooden where there
is room on the block, tall and brick where

there is not, and built by eastern folk, to house and feed other eastern folks, who have crossed the Sierras to wait
till the blizzards blow over. It has been left for you, Frank Miller, a genuine Californian, to dream of the hotel that

ought to be, to turn your ideal into plaster and stone, and to give us in mountain-belted Riverside the one hotel

which a Californian can recognize as his own. I congratulate you on your success^ not as a hotel proprietor, but as

poet and artist, as one who has done well for California and deserving of California s gratitude, for no one can leave
the hospitable Glenwood without a resolve to come back again to the region where such things are possible

—to the

region where in time all things noble shall be possible. Very truly yours,

DAVID STARR JORDAN, President Leland Stanford University.

Hotel

iHarttmqu^
Broadway and 33d Street

NE'W YORK

PAUL L. PINKERTON Manager

"A Hotel in the
Heart of things"

Pre-eminent among New York
Hotels for the excellence of its

Cuisine, service and appoint-
ments. Highest standard of ac-

commodations at moderate rates

CHAS. LEIGH TAYLOR, Prei.

WALTER S. GILSON, V. Pre..

Also Proprietors St. Denis Hotel, N. Y.

Yosemite Valley

Open All Year

Visitors May
View Its Grandeurs

Spring : Summer

Autumn : Winter

A tour of Yosemite Valley and Mariposa Big Trees
is the most important trip, from a scenic standpoint,
for visitors to the Pacific Coast.

A valley of marvelous beauty and grandeur, enclosed
by towering walls, surmounted by lofty domes, and
adorned by stupendous waterfalls. 'The giants of
the forest amaze the beholder who contemplates
their great height and age, older than historic

dynasties.

Only a few hours' ride by rail from Los Angeles and
San Francisco. Daily train service. Write for beau-
tiful descriptive folder. For tickets and connections,
or stop-over, see imfcnt Southern Pacific or Santa
Fe, or address

O. W. LEHMER. TrafSc Mgr.. Merced, Cal.

Yosemite Valley Railroad Company

Don't forgt't to lui'iitlou Tho PaclBc Monthly when dciillinf with utlvi-rtlstrs. It will Ik« appreciated.
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mmmmmmmm
The

Glenwood
Miission Inn

Riverside, California

FRANK A. MILLER, Proprietor

^ A long, low cloistered
-^

building of the mission

type, enclosing a spacious

courtand surroundedbymag-
nificent old trees and palms. m THE COURT, GLENWOOD HOTEL

I believe in Riverside. That is why I have made my home here for thirty-five years and have builded the Mission
Inn among the orange groves rather than on any of the highways of more frequent travel. To me the sunshine and
sweet air of the country is more attractive than the bustle and confusion of the city. Eugene Field says: "if it -^j-
weren't for sight and sound and smell I'd like the city pretty well," and I rather think my likes are conditioned in r\^)
much the same way. The grand old mountains are the sort of 'skyscrapers" that I admire, and 1 prefer the shaded ^Sj
oiled drives of Riverside to the bleak asphaltum of metropolitan streets. And as we live on this earth but once, it OWO
seems to me worth while to dwell in an environment of beautiful surroundings—in Riverside for example. O^)

FRANK A. MILLER. ^»

YOSEMITE

Sentinel

Hotel
OPEN THE YEAR 'ROUND
STEAM HEATED
ELECTRIC LIGHTED

For rales and other information address

J. B. COOK, Proprietor
YOSEMITE : CALIFORNIA

FREMONT HOTEL
Comer 4th and Olive Streets : Los Angeles

AN elegantly furnished Family and
/-\ Tourist Hotel, situated two

blocks from Broadway, on an em-
inence commanding a charming vista

of the city. Appointments perfect.
Rates reasonable. American plan.

Thos. Pascoe, Proprietor
SEND FOR BOOKLET, FREE, ON CALIFORNIA

Don't fiirsct to mention The Pacific Monthly wbon doaliiig with odvortisors. It will be appreciated.
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It is the man who
conies home too tired
to read who needs mu-
sic. With the BALD-
WIN PlyAYKR PIANO
he can play the selec-
lions he likes, nnd
enjoy the Baldwin tone.

"Today I enjoy play-
ing- on BAIvDWIN UP-
RIGHT PIANOS in
my hotel apartmentsns
much as I enjoy usint;
your Grands on the
concert platform."—de Pachmann.
Baldivin l^prighls,

$550 and uj>.

That received the most sweeping
recognition ever accordedanypiayio—the Grand Prix at Paris.

FORMERLY
a man left his business

to his children, whether or not

they were competent. Today,
the successful business is the one that
has eliminated this. The organization
of today must have efficiency.

The wonderful success of The Bald-
witi Company is due to a realization of
these facts.

The men who make the Baldwin
Piano have developed otie of the most
complete organizations the piano
world has ever known. Large enough
in its aims, broad enough in its policy
to offer opportunities that would at-

tract the best skill.

If a tone regulator has trained his
ear to a marvelous degree of accuracy
he naturallv becomes associated with

the Baldwin organization—he wants
the skill that goes into every other

•

part to measure up to his.

None of the several piano men
working apart in competition could ac-

complish as nmch as these men work-

ing together to attain one end. No
one individual could have furnished
the skill, experience and resources

necessary to get the great advance in

tone, action and enduring qualities
achieved in the lialdwin.

/fra^-the Baldwin PWno either in the Bald-
win salesrooms in Cincinnati, Chicaifo, New
York, Boston, St. I,ouis, Indinna|X)Iis, Louis-
ville, Terre Haute, l)en\'er, San Francisco, or
in other cities in the .s4»Iesroonis of any cf

their teveral iboutanJ Jealen,

THKRK ARK SPKCIAf. FKATfRKS of

piano constr\iction in the Baldwin which you
should know. Let us send you a IxKik which
tells abotit them. Address, Thk Baldwin
Company, 1 569 Van NeM Are., San Francisco

INCORPORATED " ^ A
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To Our Readers

About the January Pacific Monthly

E shall begin the new year with many splendid features. In our

judgment, it will be one of the best numbers, from the cover design

to the last article, that we have ever issued. Among the interesting

illustrated articles are: The Romance of Old Cariboo, by Kate

Simpson Hayes; how "Cariboo" Cameron came to British Columbia

in early days, with his wife, and three days after her death, "struck

it rich," and how he returned, years afterward, to die.

The delightful article, Child Life in Hawaii, by Grace Hortense Tower, and-

Mr. K. E. Howard's very timely account of The Life Struggle of the Columhia

River Salmon, both of which were announced for the present number, but which

have been crowded out, will appear next month.

William Winter has another interesting article: Aspects of the New YorJe

Stage; the Good, Bad and Indifferent of the New Season.

Among the story features of the number are the following: Mary of Malua,

a delightful tale of the South Seas, by D. E. Dermody; The Common Cause, an

original problem story by Adelaide Soule ; Ne Exeat, a unique and thrilling "elixir-

of-life" tale, .by Minnie Barbour Adams; The Day of Judgment, a masterly short

piece of literature of the Guy-de-Maupassant order, by Albert Alexandre Metcalfe;

a very unusual poem, The Man I Might Have Been, by George Sterling, will at-

tract your attention.

Martin Eden has already attracted some twenty thousand new readers to the

magazine, and our mail contains, daily, numerous expressions of appreciation for

this story.

A New Department

Are you interested in Western lands? Do you want to know anything from

month to month about new irrigation projects; openings of Indian reservations,

colonization projects, opportunities in farm, grazing, timber and mineral lands

throughout the West? If so, you will be interested in the new department of

"Western Progress, beginning in the January number, and which will occupy from

twelve to sixteen pages in the back of the magazine throughout the coming year.

This department, in charge of Mr. E. E. Howard, author of Grabbing of ^\'cs^cm

"Water Rights, etc., is entirely without any "advertising write-up" characteristics.

It will be made up of short news-items from all over the West, the object being to

get in everything of importance, in the way of land development qskI opportunities

that would be of interest to the homeseeker and investor in the West. This de-

partment will keep you in touch with everything new in this line, and may be de-

pended upon for the reliability and conservatism of all statements made.

Have We not fulfilled all promises of improvements we niiide a year ago? We
are going to keep improving. Let us have your subscription for 1009,—and let us

show you that we can do even better during the coming year.

A Merry Christmas and Happy New Year to You AIL
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Fauga-Sa vs. Pago Pago
An Account of An Historic Samoan

Cricket Match

ByL. R. Fr€

HE captain of the Fauga-sa
drank deep from his epu
of kava, tossed the heel-

taps over his left shoul-

der, as etiquette required,

and sent the shining co-

coanut cup spinning back across the mat
to the feet of the taupo, who, in festal

regalia of dancing skirt and head-dress,

presided at the kava bowl. Then he
nodded gravely to the Pago Pago cap-
tain opposite, and each leaned forward
and spat solemnly into the palm of his

outstretched hand. Instantly every voice

within and without the council-house

was hushed, and in the waiting silence

NOTE:—Cricket, the English national game, Is plaj-ed wherever the English have colonized, and is

attaining some popularity in the Dnlted States, clubs existing In all the larger cities, and International games
are played annually.

The game differs from baseball In many respects. The ball is bovled instead of pitched. The runs are
much shorter and the bat is flat instead of round. In the regular game, each side consists of eleven men.
Two wickets, consisting of three upright stakes set close together in line, are placed In a level field twenty-
two yards apart. After the captains have tossed to see who shall go first to the bat, the loser places his
field and the winner sends two of his best batters to defend the wickets and make the runs. The batsmen's
legs are carefully protected by pads and their hands by rubber gloves. The umpire calls, "Play," and the
bowler bowls his first ball. After five balls have been delivered from one wicket, the umpire calls "over"
and the whole field changes about till the poslticn of the men bears the same relation to the other wicket
that It did to the one first bowled against. The "overs" continue until the whole eleven players of the
side have tried their hands at the bat and been disposed of. Runs are made by the batsman driving the
ball far enough away to give him time to change places with the other batter before the ball has been
secured and returned. Each change constitutes a run. Six is the largest number of runs that can be made
from a single hit, but batsmen have been known to make over 400 luns before being put "out." The
business of the bowler Is to try In every possible way to knock down the wicket In front of which the
batsman stands or to tempt him Into hitting the ball up Into the air so that it may be caught on the fly
by one of the fielders. Besides being bowled or caught out, a batsman may be "run out," 1. e. have his
wicket knocked down by the ball while he Is busy making a run or he may be "stumped out" which Is to
have the same thing happen when he Incautiously steps out of his ground to hit at an unusually tempting
ball. The ball comes to the batsman on the first bounce and the bowler's skill, like the pitcher's In baseball.
Is shown In varying the pitch, speed and direction of the ball so that the batsman may become bewildered
and fail to defend his wicket. Two whole days at least are required for a first-class match and even four
days' matches are not uncommon In England. One of the reasons for the popularity of cricket is its uncer-
tainty. It la not solely an affair of skill—chance being a great factor.
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the buzzing of a huge blue-bottle fly

sounded insistently above the lap of the

wavelets on the beach and the lisp of the

leaves of the palms. Suddenly the buzz-

ing ceased, and with a great shout of

triumph the Fauga-sa captain sprang to

his feet and waved his hand from the

doorway, on which action his shout was

immediately taken up by the other eight
and sixty members of his team, who

matter if Pago Pago had eighty-five
men to their sixty-nine

—the mud would
soon wear down the opposing runners

and more than make up for so slight a

handicap. They arrive at the decision

somewhat differently on the beach of

Pago Pago than at the Oval, but the

winning of the toss is of no less im-

portance in Samoa than in England.
Samoan cricket is not quite so primi-

KXniniTION MATCHES ARK PLAYKD ON COMPARATIVKI.Y SMO(»Tn AND I.KVKr. SPACKS.

fairly set the hillsides ringing with their

cheers.

And why should they not cheer? Had
not the fly lighted upon the hand of

their chief and captain, Malatoba, thus

giving him the "chice," and would he

not send the Pago Pagos in to bat dur-

ing the storm which every sign said was
due for the next morning, leaving

Fauga-sa the cool, dry days that always
follow a storm, to finish in? What

tive as that of the Esquimaux tribe, in

which the batsman, with a thigh bone,
defends a wicket of ribs, from the

skull which the bowldV launches at it.

but it has sufficient points of divergence
from its original model to make some

prefatory explanation essential to an

understanding of it. In the first place,

then, a contest between two localities is

a far more representative one in the

island game than in real cricket, for a
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PLAY COMMENCES AT DAY-BREAK.

team consists of every able-bodied man
in the village

—
every male not in his

first or second childhood—and if one

village chances to be larger than another
it is all in the fortunes of war. The

overwhelming advantage this scheme

might give a large village over a small

one is, to a certain extent, minimized by
the custom of having a relay of four

men to do the running for all of the

batsmen of each team, and if its runners
are not men of great endurance as well

as speed, a big team may beat itself by
wearing them out through heavy scoring
in the earlier stages of a contest.

The ball is "regulation," but the bat,
in size and shape, is more like that used
in baseball than in cricket. It is made
of a light-colored native wood of me-

dium weight, is of about three feet in

length, and has its large end slightly
flattened for striking the ball, and the

handle bound with sinnct to insure a

grip. The wicket consists of one stick

instead of three, the difficulty of hit-

ting which, even undefended, makes

anything resembling "stone-walling"
tactics quite superfluous. The batsman,
having no running to do, simply stands

up and drives the ball about until he is

out, the latter event, except for special

ground rules, occurring under prac-

tically the same conditions as in the or-

thodox game. Bowling, both as regards
"overs," and the distance from which,
and the manner in which, the ball is de-

livered, does not differ materially from

ordinary cricket.

WHIRLING AND YELLING LIKE DERVISHES.
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THE SQUATTING RANKS OF THE WAITING BATSMEN.

A game consists of but a single in-

ning, and is never "drawn" unless the

score chances to be tied. It is finished

when every man playing has had his

turn at bat, a consummation which may
be reached in anywhere from four to ten

days. Time is not of the essence of the

contest, and as no one ever has any busi-

ness to call him away, the game is always
fought out to the bitter end.

The visiting team proceeds in boats to

the village with which it is contesting,
and remains there, the guest of the chief,

during the period of the match. Play

--n^^t^

Wulf%'

WITH UHVTHMIC CLAIUMNG OV hands and STAMIMNG OF FEET.
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TOO, WHO MADE THE BEST SCORE FOR PAGO PAGO.
His Runner (at the Left, Bareheaded and With Foot Raised) Waiting for the Ball to Be Hit.

on the first day usually commences in

the afternoon, but on the days following,

except for short intermissions taken by
the fielding team for a triumphal dance
after each "out," lasts from daylight to

dark. The nights
are spent in kava
feasts and siva-

sivas, and a Sa-

moan village after

a week of cricket

is over, always re-

lajjses into an

equal period of al-

most absolute som-
nolence while it

takes the rest cure.

The exhibition

cricket which is

o c c a sionally iar-

ranged for the

benefit of visitors

in Samoa is usually

played on a com-

paratively smooth
and level open
space bearing some
to a regular field, but when the natives

THE HAUGHTY YOUTH ONLY TOSSED HIS TURK
ISH-TOWEL BETURBANED HEAD,

slight resemblance

are playing for their own amusement the

pitch is more likely than not to be lo-

cated in the midst of a cocoanut grove
and in the closest-built part of the vil-

lage. Twelve successive hours of field-

ing with a grilling

tropical sun on the

naked back has its

terrors even for a

Samoan. He likes

the shade of the

cocoanuts and the

overhanging eaves

of thatch, and there

is something in the

u n c e r t ainty of

handling the elu-

sive caroms from

ridge poles and

palm fronds that

appeals to the sim-

ple native mind.

The game in

question was be-

tween the villages
of Fauga-sa, the

Falesa of Stevenson's story, "The Beach
of Falesa," and Pago Pago, respectively.
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the champions of the leeward and wind-
ward sides of the island of Tutuila. The

winning of the "toss" by Malatoba, of

Fauga-sa, was considered of great im-

portance, for all the signs were for a

storm during the first days of the match,
and as no game is ever called on account

of inclement weather, it was figured that

Pago Pago's run-

ners would soon

tire in the rain and

wind, making
heavy scoring im-

possible, while the

batsmen could be

retired just as fast

in rain as in sun-

shine. And, to a

certain degree, thus

it transpired, but

the handicap to

Pago Pago was
only sufficient to

cut down that

team's excess of

batsmen and bring
the game to the

most spectacular
finish in the aimals

of Samoan cricket.

The custom of

having special men
to do the running
for the batsmen

originated, it is

said, in the early

days of the game,
when a chief who
had been lamed in

battle, and whose

presence in the
game was strictly

necessary from a

social standpoint,
was allowed the

privilege of a run-

ning substitute. The effect of the prac-
tice is the centering of this work upon
men specially chosen and trained for

swiftness and endurance, while any
man able to stand erect qualifies
as a batsman. The best bat of the

Apia team for many years was a griz-
zled old warrior with an aromatic piece
of sandal-wood in place of a left leg,

MAiiKi TiiKKW ir iii:k
SAMO.VN OKSTUKK,

RKNUBR OK Hlr

that had been snapped off by a shark, in

his younger days.

Pago Pago's main reliance in this

game was not upon the number and

prowess of its batsmen, nor upon the
skill and quickness of its fielders, nor

yet upon the speed and accuracy of its

bowlers, but rather upon two phenom-
enally swift runners

imported for the

occasion from the

crack Apia team of

the island of

Upoulu. These
men, Motu and Ro-

boki, were reputed
so speedy that they
could exchange
places while the
ball was being
passed from the

wicket - keeper to

the bowler, while

on good, clean
drives into the

ocean it was said

that they had often

piled up a dozen,

and even a score,

of runs. A Samoan
cricket field has no
b o u n daries, and

running is kept up
until the ball is re-

turned or declared

"officially lost" by
the umpire, a maxi-

mum of twenty
runs being allowed

in the latter event.

With a great
beating of drums,

tooting of conches

and blowing of

horns, the Fauga-
sa men scattered

out to their places, while*Chief Mauga, of

Pago Pago, bat in hand, squared away to

face the bowling of Chief Malatoba. ^lotu

and Roboki, the runners, crouched in

readiness for a lightning start, the um-

pires waved their insignias of office,

folded umbrellas, and the big game was

on.

The first ball struck a lump of coral.

II V M'S I \ I IlK rRKTTY
A fDMi'i.Ki'i; .si;u-

lAUT ANU SOUL.
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CHIEF MAUGA PAUSES, GROWN WEARY IN CHASE OF THE DOG THAT STOLE THE BALL.

broke sharply to leg, and Mauga ducked
just in time to save his ribs, while the

spheroid, spinning off the wicket-

keeper's fingers, struck a cocoanut trunk
and ricocheted into a bunch of bananas,
Motu and Roboki completing four swift

dashes up and down their coral path
before it came back. The second ball

came straight for the wicket, and though
it fell dead from Mauga's bat almost at

its feet, the nimble runners, like two
dark specters, again changed ends.
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Eight more times they passed each other

on the next three balls, only one of

which was touched by the batsman, and

when, on the last ball of the "over."

Mauga stepped forward and laced out a

screaming drive high above the council-

muscle strained to its utmost, were pil-

ing up the runs for Pago Pago.
Seven times they had passed and

turned and passed each other again, and
the swimmer had only reached the ball

and thrown it awkwardly to a team-

"A SINKWY RROWN KUil'UE STARTS CLAMBOUIXC VV THE TUEE."

house and into the bay, the Pago Pago
sympathizers fairly went wild with ex-

citement. While a lithe-limbed Fauga-
sa fielder went darting like a seal

through the water after the ball, Motu
and Roboki, their every nerve and

mate close behind him. Twice more
the runners flashed by each other, and
the ball was only at the shore. Motu

signaled for still another effort, and
with canes outstretched the gamy fel-

lows went racing, each toward his goal.
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Half-way up from the shore a Fauga-
sa fielder fumbled the ball, and all

looked safe for the runners, when a

fragment of cocoa husk caused Roboki
to turn his ankle just at the instant he
was passing his partner, sending him

plunging, head-on, into Motu, and car-

rying the both of them down into an
inert heap. The ball came on a few
moments later and both batsmen, through
the failure of their runners, were de-

clared out. Alotu

and Roboki recov-

ered consciousness

in the course of the

next hour, but

were of no further

use to their team
until the following

day.
Out of deference

to the feelings of

their opponents the

Fauga-sas omitted

the dance custom-

arily indulged in

each time a bats-

man is put out, but

when the next man
to face the bowl-

ing popped up an

easy ball and was

caught in the slips,

they made up for

lost time. Whirl-

ing and yelling
like dervishes, they
rushed into a solid

phalanx formation,
and then, with

rhythmic clappings
of hands and

stampings of feet,

made a circuit of

the grounds, to finally end up in front of

the squatting ranks of the waiting bats-

men of Pago Pago. Here they con-

tinued their antics for a minute or two

more, jocosely pointing out the fate of

the men just disposed of as the fate

which awaited the rest of his team, and
then broke up and went to playing
again.
Not in the least disheartened by so

unpropitious a start, the Pago Pago

CHIEF MAUGA, BAT IN HAND, SQUARED AWAY
TO FACE THE BOWLING OF CHIEF

MALATOBA.

batsmen began slamming the ball about
at this juncture, and by dark, though
only fifteen wickets had fallen, a total of

240 runs had been put up, the largest
half day's score ever made in Samoa.
Most of these runs were made on long
drives, which, though high in the air,

were almost impossible to catch on ac-

count of the trees. Only one man was
clean-bowled, most of the outs being
made on balls which flew up from the

bat and were
caught by one of

the horde that

clustered at point.
A local ground

rule which held

that a ball was

fairly caught when

intercepted rolling
from a roof or

dropping from a

tree was also re-

sponsible for the

finish of several

good batsmen. Al-

most in the middle
of the field was a

large thatch-roofed

house, circular in

form, temporarily
occupied by the
scorers, the taupo
and her handmaid-

ens, and the distin-

guished V i s itors.

A solid circle of

fielders ringed this

house, and several

men were retired

on balls smartly
caught as they
caromed from the

springy thatch.

Perhaps the most amusing event of

the afternoon was the disgrace brought
upon himself by Fa-oo-pee, son of Chief

Malatoba, and the crack bat and fielder

of the Fauga-sas-. Fa-oo-pee was a dan-

dified young Kanaka with a great

opinion of himself as a lady's man, and

who, because of his rather clever hand-

ling of a couple of land drives early in

the game, had been giving himself airs

and doing a deal of noisy boasting. Just
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as the setting sun clipped behind the

towering backbone of the island and a

grateful coolness came creeping down
with the shadows from the bosky hill-

sides, Maufi, the pretty head hand-
maiden of the Pago Pago taupo, strolled

out through the cocoanuts, and when
near Fa-oo-pee, threw up her hands in

the expressive Samoan gesture signify-

ing a complete surrender of heart and
soul. Apparently no whit moved, the

haughty youth only tossed his Turkish
towel-beturbaned head and proceeded to

knock down with one hand a sizzling hot

began to talk with her. Shortly Maufi
was observed holding something play-

fully behind her back and tantalizing the

scornful Fa-oo-pee by denying him a

look. At last the unlucky fellow's curi-

osity got the better of him, and for one
fatal moment he was seen to turn his

back and begin to scuffle with the laugh-

ing coquette for the possession of the

keepsake she was withholding from him.

At the same instant the batsman smote
the ball a ringing crack and sent it fly-

ing into the top of a tall cocoanut tree

above the church. From the tree the

THK SCOHKUS.

drive that came down toward him headed
for the beach. Thus spurned, the artful

Maufi sank down for a space upon a

nearby mat in an attitude of the pro-
foundest grief, to shortly, however, re-

turn to the attack from a perch on the

veranda of the little white mission
church which stood in the middle of Fa-

oo-pee's territory. The latter tried val-

iantly for a while to stem the tide of his

ebbing interest in the game, but the little

lady seemed so palpably smitten with his

charms that, out of his very softness of

heart, he finally edged over, and still

keeping his eye fixed on the batsman,

ball dropped to the roof of the mission,

rolled to the veranda, and finally fell off

almost upon the head of the frightened

Fa-oo-pee, who was standing gaping

foolishly at the wildly gesticulating
horde of his team mates bearing down

upon him. As the full euormity of the

crushed dandy's oflfense dawned upon
him, he turned tail and ran for the bush,

closely followed by a dozen irate Fauga-
sa men and a black-and-wiiite cur.

Being the fastest man on his team, Fa-

oo-pee easily outdistanced the pursuit,

but it was said that he stayed in the bush
all night and that he was only allowed
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to enter the game next day upon the
solemn promise not to speak to another
woman until his return to the home vil-

lage.
The second day the expected storm

came on, and on that and the two fol-

lowing days there was a gale of wind
and almost incessant rain. Through it

all the game went merrily on, and de-

spite unfavorable conditions, Pago Pago
continued to add to its score, until, when
the last man was out on the fifth day, a
total of 1386 runs had been chalked up
to its credit. By this time fine weather
had set in again, but even with this in

their favor it did not seem possible for

the Fauga-sas to equal the tremendous
score that faced them, and when twenty-
three wickets went down the first day
for a paltry 300 runs, the situation looked
more hopeless than ever.

Things brightened up for a while on
the second day When Fa-oo-pee, the dis-

graced one, batted up a rattling eighty-

two, fifteen of which was put up by his

speedy runners during the diversion

among the fielders caused by a nest of

hornets which one of the batsmen's swift

drives had unexpectedly dislodged from
a bread-fruit tree. After this the Fauga-
sa batting slumped off again and the

day closed with something in excess of

700 runs to the team's credit, and thirty-
nine wickets down. The third day
seventeen more wickets fell for less than
300 runs, so that on the morning of the

fourth day—the ninth of the match—the

fag end of the Fauga-sa batting faced a

shortage of nearly 400 runs.

The first man to face the bowling on
what proved to be the final day of the

game was a youth called "Johnny," a

nickname which took its origin from the

fact that its bearer had once been em-

ployed as a dishwasher in the galley of

the American gunboat stationed in the

harbor. He had been playing baseball

with the Yankee marines, and that this

was his first game of cricket was evident
when he squared away with his bat over
his shoulder as though facing pitching
instead of bowling. Heedless of the

ridicule heaped upon him for his lack of

"form," "Johnny" calmly stepped out

and slammed the first ball—which

chanced to be a full pitch
—over the tops

of the highest palms and down into a

running stream in the bottom of a little

gully. Down the stream it went, bob-

bing merrily on its way to the beach, and
before it was recovered the swift-footed

runners had traversed the course a
dozen times. The second ball came at

the batsman's feet, and the hockey-like

sweep he made of it narrowly missed

being caught by the bowler. The third

ball struck away in front of him, and,

stepping back, "Johnny" smote it hard
and true, straight into the house where
sat the scorers, the visitors and the mem-
bers of Chief Mauga's household. All

scattered as they saw it coming, and the

whizzing sphere had traversed nearly the

whole distance to the further wall of the

house before it landed, dull and heavy,
in the ribs of little Oo-hee, the mis-

shapen dwarf kept by Mauga in the

capacity of a mascot and jester.
Oo-he was stretched bawling on the

mat, but the question of how hard he
was hit was entirely lost sight of in the

excitement surrounding the momentous
import attaching to the fact that he had
been hit at all. A dwarf is regarded
with the same superstitious awe in

Samoa as in other parts of the world,
and there, too, no better method is

known of deflecting a current of bad
luck than by touching the hump of a

hunchback. But to actually bring down
a hunchback with a cricket ball was a

thing unprecedented. Pago Pago looked
serious about it and Fauga-sa began to

take heart—surely something was going
to happen.
And something did happen, too, and

that right speedily. "Johnny" missed
his fourth ball, and the fifth, just touch-

ing the butt of his bat, went hopping
and spinning off along the ground like

a wounded duck. Some idea of such a

resemblance must have been awakened
in the active mind of the little black-

and-white village cur, who, cocked up
in the shade of a palm, had been con-

ducting a punitive expedition against a

particularly aggravating flea, for he

pounced on the ball with a glad yelp and
commenced shaking it like a thing alive.

No whit dampened in ardor by the fail-
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ure of the object of his attack to fight

back, the frisky canine kept vaHantly at

his task, and when the onrush of fielders

seemed to threaten him with total anni-

hilation, he began to dodge and skip
about among them as though proud to

be the center of so much attention. But
when he saw Mauga, roaring with rage
at the thought of the Fauga-sa runners

adding to their team's score at the rate

of a run every three or four seconds,
seize a cutlass and come charging down
upon him, he realized that he had made
a mistake. Whereupon,, therefore, he

tucked his wisp of a tail between his legs
and flew as the bee flies, straight for

the bush, even forgetting, in his terror,

to drop the ball.

When Mauga and the rest of his

braves came back from a bootless chase,
it was to be met with the disconcerting
news that not another ball was to be
found in the village. Anxiously re-

newed inquiry, however, met with bet-

ter reward, for one of the missionary's

boys was found to have an old ball, still

quite hard and round and in good con-

dition in every respect, save for the fact

that one side of it, in lieu of anything
better to hand, had been patched with a

piece of shark's hide. Under ordinary
conditions the Pago Pagos would not

have thought of consenting to use such a

ball, for the surface of dry shark's hide
has all the roughness of a rasp combined
with the sharpness of a nettle

; but the

game seemed nearly won, and it is not

in the Samoan nature to brook the post-

ponement of a certain triumph if it can

possibly be helped.

Fauga-sa was chalked up with twenty
runs for the lost ball, and the game was
started up again. Gingerly settling the

prickly sphere back in his fingers, the

bowler delivered the sixth ball of

"Johnny's" over, and this he, swinging
wildly, missed and was clean bowled.

This lucky beginning filled the Pago
Pagos with great elation, from whi<'h

state they were rudely jostled a moment
later when the next batsman drove a hot

line ball which scoured out the palm of

the hand of one of the swarm of cover-

points and sent him howling home to

bind his wound with ti leaves. After
that the fielders handled the dreaded
ball as if it was a live coal, and though
wickets kept falling from, time to time,

runs came fast between until, when the

last Fauga-sa man but one was out, the

total of that team's runs was but four

behind the aggregate of Pago Pago.
The final batsman was an old man

with weak eyes who, after missing three

balls, caught the fourth on the edge of

his bat and shot it high up into the top
of a towering cocoanut tree. Like a

swarm of wolves the Paga Pago field-

ers, with- outstretched hands, crowded
beneath the preciously freighted palm,
and like the shuttles of a madly driven

loom the runners of Fauga-sa darted

back and forth. Once, twice, thrice,

four times—and finally
—five times they

go, and then one of the umpires waves
his imbrella and announces that Fauga-
sa has won the game.

• But stay ! A sinewy brown figure
starts clambering up the fatal tree. Now
he has reached the top, now grasped the

ball with eager hand, and now he is back

am.ong his team mates on the ground.
And listen! What was that? The
second umpire is speaking—he - an-

nounces that Pago Pago wins the game.
And which team really won the con-

test is a moot question to this day, but

if ever you chance to go to the island of

Tutuila and desire to start a Samoan

"Donnybrook," just mention the cham-

pionship game of June, 1906, on an oc-

casion when one or more men from both

Fauga-sa and Pago Pago are within

hearing of your voic^



VanWyck, Apathetic Citizen

By Gurden Edwards

NE dines at clubs for va-

rious reasons. When one
is married and is a busy
man perhaps the favorite

reason is convenience.

Van Wyck did not dine

at the club because it was more con-
venient

;
it was as far to the north of

the bank as his house was to the south,
and besides he affected a runabout that

could do either distance easily in ten min-

utes, or a greater distance in less time if

necessary. But Van Wyck was mar-

ried, and known as a good family man,
and some people believe that it is better

to be a good family man by staying

away from home for at least one meal a

day; it makes the other two meals come
much easier. Occasionally a divorce is

caused as a result of eating three meals
a day together.

Among other things. Van Wyck liked

servants; he liked well-trained servants,
from whom a grunt or a nod or a frown
was sufficient to produce much obse-

quious attention. He always tipped
such servants freely, not out of gener-

osity or appreciation, but because he

liked the feeling of superiority it pro-
duced in himself, and there was always
an air of aristocratic contempt in his tip-

pings that kept them from being any-

thing but an accentuation of the social

separation between man and man-serv-
ant. That is why the tip will never be

seriously threatened; a man would wil-

lingly save his money, but not at the ex-

pense of foregoing the dulcet self-grati-
fication of it. It is as bluine in the

blood.

This was one of the pleasures of

going to the club; the servants were

servile; they wore livery; they were to

be tipped. He tipped them. He kept
plenty of servants at home; but they
were employes; they were capable, not

servile; they received remuneration, not

tips; they must be shown appreciation
or they got sulky ; respect, or the eternal

servant problem would be cropping up.
This irritated Van W)'ck much more
than being a good family man and amus-

ing the children
; so he enjoyed his club

meal fully as much, if not more, than his

two meals at home. But he remained a

good family man nevertheless
; it was his

reputation and his pride
—it might al-

rnost be called a fad with him.
Van Wyck had tried a good many

fads, modes of life, reputations ; had run

through all of them, had been bored by
all of them, and had finally decided to

take up the good-family-man idea and
see what he could make out of that. It

bored him sometimes, but not nearly as

much as the others, or even the bare

thought of the others, so he decided that

it was a success, people said he was an
ideal family man, and grass-widows got
into the habit of neglecting him.
He was particularly fond of the butler

at the club, whose name was Paul. In

fact he showed such particular contempt
toward Paul, found so much fault with

him, tipped him so freely, that they felt

a particular bond between them as of

man and master. Van Wyck was rather

precise in his habits; always got to the

club- for luncheon at 12:10. Of course

Paul had noticed- this and was always

just at the left of the door as he came
in. Van Wyck never condescended to

notice him by nod or look, but handed
his hat and gloves to the spot rather than

to the man, with a face of aristocratic

stolidity. He also knew that the lava-

tory door would open obsequiously be-

fore his step, the water would spring
forth from its obliging fount, towels

would be handed to him by unseen

hands, his luncheon would be ordered,

favorite cigar brought, and all things
done with perfect unobtrusiveness and

accuracy in detail by the tutelary Paul.
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All this had not been accomplished in a

day, but was an evolution. Van Wyck
would have paid double to have pos-
sessed such a servant in his house, but

he feared to transplant the flower, lest it

wither. Or to vary the figure, he
dreaded to turn a club servant into a

home tyrant. That is one of the disad-

vantages of America as compared with

Britain for one of Van Wyck's tempera-
ment

;
classes are too mutable. All men

are created equal, except self-made men
;

there are differences of opinion on the

quality of this make.
The day Van Wyck went into public

life, or rather the day he spent in public
life, he ceased to be a good family man.
But that was not the greatest sacrifice

he made. Bently, the bully politician,

got him into it all
; Paul, the automatic

butler, did much toward getting him out
of it; and a confirmed family man, with

three, instead of two children, seems to

be the net result of Van Wyck's day in

public life. And Paul—but this is not
Paul's story ; it is Van Wyck's ; howbeit,
it wont do any harm to mention that

Paul became an Assemblyman. It is a

much broader field for a servant than a

mere club.

"The Party," is the way Bently began
on the day he induced Van Wyck to

enter public life, "the Party needs you.
It needs men of worth and substance in

the community. It needs men of expe-
rience in large affairs whose names
through association with successful en-

terprises will inspire confidence in their

sagacity. The name of Van Wyck in

the councils of the Party will do all of
these things; your father and his father
built up this business along lines of en-

lightened public policy, and you are

maintaining its reputation along the
same solid, conservative and eminently
successful lines. The firm name still re-

mains of itself the guarantee of hon-

esty.

"It is a critical time in the Party, and
the advice and influence of just such
men as you are needed to keep it from

falling into the hands of a cult of holier-

than-thou demagogues who have stirred

up a rabid agitation about a lot of

catchy-sounding popular wrongs, official

corruptions, social disorders threatening
the commonwealth, and so on, until to

hear them talk you would expect to go
out into the streets and find a people

groveling in misery, bound in slavery,
crushed by tyranny, starving and de-

jected, instead of what we actually find—a happy and contented people, pros-

perous and energetic under the benefi-

cent rule of a safe and sane Party. The

only danger, as a matter of fact, is the

social uneasiness, the lack of confidence,
the ominous feeling of something about

to go wrong, and the socialistic frenzies

which these self-styled reformers are

stirring up, with no deeper sincerity of

purpose than that of a lot of sore-heads,
who for selfish ends, are seeking to oust

those who have legitimately won their

positions of leadership in the councils of

the Party and of the Nation."

"They ought to be ashamed of them-

selves," Van Wyck said.

"A—yes," said Bently with a smile,

"only you must learn to express it more

forcibly. They ought to be driven out

of the party, is the more parliamentary

way of putting it."

"Is that a very harsh thing to have
done to one ?"

"Well, we would hardly go that far

because we need their votes, but you
wont have to bother yourself about these

technical details. All we want now is

your support," Bently said.

"How much ?" Van Wyck replied, tak-

ing out his check book. "I think we
have usually given a thousand dollars in

presidential years, but then we were
never honored by a personal visit from
one of the national leaders before."

"No—no, that is n't what I came for,"

Bently said, waving the check book aside.

"Your name is worth more to us now
than any campaign contribution. Any-
how, I never do any soliciting myself

—
others attend to that. .-We want your
moral support."
"And not my immoral support—I sup-

pose all corporation money is tainted

these days. Well, I 'd just as soon be

moral—I *m a respectable family man
now, and in fact I 'd rather be. How
do you do it?"

"Why, what we want you to do now is
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merely to let us put your name on the

primary ticket in your district."

"Suppose I should get elected—I

would not know what to do or where to

go to do it."

"Oh, dont let those things bother you.
In the first place there is no doubt about

your getting elected—yours is a per-

fectly safe district, leave that to us
;
and

as far as knowing what to do, leave that

to us also—we'll tell you."
"Under those specifications I can see

no possible objections. Do you think I

shall be very much bored by my duties?
If I get elected, if the sovereign Ameri-
can people of America should choose me
as their chosen candidate to make their

will sovereign and—a—a—let me see,

where were we? I got a burst of polit-
ical eloquence and campaign enthusiasm
and forgot the subject we were discuss-

ing."
"All politicians do that, especially in

conventions, so dont let that worry you.
It's a point in your favor."

"I know, but what does worry me is,

will it take much of my time? Will I

have to attend these beastly conventions
if the people do what I just mentioned ?"

"Not at all. You wont have to go
near them. Just give your proxy to

some one I shall designate and that is

all you will have to do. Your proxy is

as good as your presence,"
"Good. I feel that I have a command-

ing proxy to impress a convention by.
Go ahead and do as you please

—run me
for the Presidency of the United States

on that basis if you want to, only I re-

fuse to be bored bv any actual official

duties."

"Leave it to me—you won't even
know you are a delegate."

"All right, I wish you would keep it

as dark as possible. I have a family to

consider."

"Well, I must be going. Much
obliged to you, Van Wyck. Good bye,"

Bently said, going out.

^^
"Bently," Van Wyck called him back.

"Much obliged to you for consulting me
about this first."

"Dont mention it—we usually do
that."

"I was only going to say, you need

not bother about it after this—send me
up for anything, prison included, if I

dont have to appear personally. I never

imagined public life was such a snap."
"That is why there are so many re-

formers willing to enter it," Bently re-

plied. "Thanks for your offer."

"Bently," Van Wyck called him back

again. "By the way, though, if you run
me for the Presidency, or anything like

that, you 'd better let me know before-

hand. I 'd like to ask my wife."

"Oh, we always do that," Bently
laughed, "it is n't every man that has

time to be President."

About two weeks after this Bently
came back.

"Plello, Bently," Van Wyck said, "did

you have that election yet?"
"Sure, a week ago. Did n't you vote?

We elected you all right."
"Did you? Congratulations. You

know, I clean forgot all about voting.
I 'm sorry, but you see

"

"Oh, that's all right. If your vote had

really been needed down there we would
have let you know it; we 'd have come
and got you in the machine."

"This business of active citizenship is

getting more convenient every day. No
trouble at all any more. There is no
excuse for apathy," Van Wyck de-

clared.

"I thought I 'd just drop in and get
that proxy, if you can 't get around."
"Do you know, I kind of think that

I '11 attend that convention myself just
for fun. My wife was saying last night
that I ought to take my citizenship more

seriously, and I think she is right. I

fully intended to vote for myself, but the

election sneaked by me. When does the

convention meet? Some night this

week?"
"No ; we '11 have some caucuses at

night, though."
"Good. I '11 come around. My wife

is right. I ought to be getting out and

taking more interest in my country
—

especially at night. When is the con-

vention?"

"Thursday week."
"Pshaw ! I can 't make it—I am going

duck shooting up at the ark—stay over

from Wednesday afternoon till Saturday,
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Can 't you postpone the convention?
When is the caucus?"

"Wednesday night."

"Just my luck—I can 't make that

either. Say, this business of pubHc life

takes more time and energy than I

thought it was going to. I am begin-

ning to think I shall have to resign
—

draw out of it entirely."
"Not on your life; just give me your

proxy and then go shoot ducks to your
heart's content," Bently laughed.
"That is so; I forgot all about the

proxy business. You dictate it to the

stenographer and I will sign it."

"Well, I 'm much obliged, old man,"
Bently said, after the proxy had been
delivered. "Hope you enjoy the ducks.

Good bye."

"Bently," Van Wyck called him back.

"^I was just going to say dont hesitate

to send for me if my country really needs
me.

"No, I wont," Bently said, sticking his

head back into the room.
"Wont what?"
"Send for you."
Van Wyck got back from his duck

shooting Monday morning, instead of

Saturday, just in time to have luncheon
at the club. He purred within beneath
the deft caresses of Paul's consummate
butlership, and tipped him frigidly as he
went out. He found Bently waiting for

him in some trepidation at the office.

"Jove, I am glad you are back. 1

actually sent a telegram after you. I

thought you said you would be back

Saturday," Bently said.

"I did, but Saturday came before I

expected it. Why did you seek to dis-

turb my blissful seclusion with a beastly

telegram ?"

"To get either yourself or your proxy
here by tonight."

"Well, here's either myself or my
proxy. Which do you prefer? Am I

still a delegate, or something worse?"

"Why, it is just this way. I had you
put on the State Central Committee, and
we are going to meet to organize to-

night. We have got a safe working
majority on the committee all right, but
these agitators showed up a little

stronger than we expected in the con-

vention and shoved a few men into the

committee, where they 'are going to

raise a fight just for the sake of cam-

paign thunder, regardless of the in-

terests of the Party. Not that they can

do anything but make a noise, but the

fuller attendance we have of our men
the more thoroughly can we make the

opposition look like thirty cents and dis-

credit them
;
the stronger showing the

regular organization makes the more

clearly will these so-called reformers be

shown up in their true light as nothing
but a petty schism. The confidence of

the rank and file will be maintained in

us."

"I suppose I follow you," said Van
Wyck. "You want me to come and help
you holler. Shall I bring a mega-
phone ?"

"Well, not exactly. But if you could
it would be better for you to attend in

person; it looks better, you know, to

present as few proxies and as many men
in person as we can. But if you can 't

make it, why, we must have your proxy,
of course."

"Well, I will try to get around if the

Mrs. will let me. You see you are not

your own boss any longer when you are
a married man, and I have been away
from home one—two—three—four days,
and that is going some for a married

man, so that I shall have to be careful

about getting out tonight. I tell you
what I will do—I '11 give you said

proxy now, and if I show up in person
you wont need to use it."

"Good," said Bently, and proceeded to

dictate the proxy to the stenographer
Van Wyck summoned. "I wish you
would get around if you can, though. It

looks better, you know. There's going
to be a fight. Good bye."

"Bently," Van Wyck called him back.

"Shall I wear my old clothes or bring

any weapons if I should.come ?"

"What for?"

"There 's going to be a fight?"

"Oh, not that kind—it will be purely

forensic," Bently laughed and hurried

off.

When Van Wyck got home his wife

greeted him enthusiastically.

"Oh, Jack, I am so glad you have
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come. I have been so worried about

Bobby. I had to call a doctor."

"Is he sick—Bobby I mean?"
"Of course, or I would not have called

the doctor!"

"That does not always follow. Did
the doctor say he was sick? That al-

ways follows. Stupid question. What
is the matter with him—I mean now that

the doctor has been?"

"Colic," his wife said. "It's an awful
attack."

"Poor little Bobby. Did he suffer?"

"Yes, and I am so glad you have
come. The nurse girl is worn out, and

anyway she never could quiet him the

way you can. He cries something dread-

ful."

"Does he holler? I might take him
with me tonight. We'll need some one
to help us holler."

"Oh, Jack, you are n't going out to-

night?"

"Mary, I simply have to. It is this

beastly public-citizenship-duty business

that you urged me to take more interest

in, and which I am doing. I take much
more interest in it than in colic. They
need my help tonight. They need my
presence. No telling what might hap-

pen if I was not there. I am a member
of the State Central Committee and
these agitators are nothing but a schism,
and we are going to show them up in

their true colors tonight or never. Bently

says so."

"I know. Jack, everyone owes it to

his country to take an active part in

public duties
;
the paper says so. But

poor little Bobby
"

"I know. A man can 't be a good
family man and a public character at

one and the same moment. I shall

choose right now one or the other; I '11

be an apathetic citizen and help the nurse

girl, or a public-spirited citizen and let

the nurse girl earn her wages—just as

you say."

"Well, Jack, you know best what you
ought to do. I '11 try to get along some

way."
After dinner Van Wyck went out to

the stables to inc[uire after a favorite

horse, for he was a great horseman and
lover of fine horses and rigs, although

for practical purposes he kept automo-
biles.

"How is Luke's leg, John?" he asked
the Americanized English coachman.
"Much better, sir, he does n't 'ardly

limp at all, sir," the man replied.
"Walk him for me. Hm! He is

pretty bad yet. Did you have the vet-

erinary in today?"
"No, sir

"

"Now, why in the name of hades
did n't you," Van Wyck said queru-
lously. "Didn't I tell you to have him
in every day?"

"I know sir, but I thought
"

"You are not supposed to think—you
take orders. I '11 give the orders here.

Do you understand that?"

"Yes, sir."

"See that you have the veterinary here
first thing in the morning, then. I dont
like the look of- that leg at all."

"Yes, sir, I will. Pardon me, sir, but
will you need me to stay around to-

night?"
"Yes, get out the gig with Pluto."

"Shall you want me to drive you, sir?"

the man said, looking anxious.

"No, can 't I drive—dont I usually
drive? I want you to go along and ex-
ercise him, though, when I am inside

;
it

will be too cold for him to stand."

"I 'm very disappointed not to be able

to get off tonight, sir," the man said,

looking sulky, "I 'ave n't asked you for

a night off for these six months, and
I 'ad a very important engagement, sir."

Van Wyck turned and looked at him
with a sarcastic smile.

"Gad's trousers !" he cried, "suit your-
self—you seem to be the boss of this

establishment. I '11 take the runabout.

When I got you I thought that I was

getting a genuine English servant, but

I guess you are about as English as I

am."
"Thank you, sir," the man said as Van

Wyck stalked out.

Through association with the word

proxy. Van Wyck had fancied that the

deliberations of the committee would re-

semble the seances of corporation direc-

tors with which he was familiar. One
notable meeting of a board of directors

in which he had participated, and which
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had resulted in the wreck of the corpo-

ration, it did resemble in many salient

features
;
for instance, that a controlling

interest in the stock was in the hands
of the president's coachman; generally

speaking, however, the deliberations of

the State Central Committee were a

novel experience for him. When he en-

tered the hall, the watchful Bently

greeted him gladly,

"Hello, old man," he said, edging him
into a corner at the back of the room.
"Glad you decided to come. We need
all the show we can make tonight.
We've got them two to one easily, as far

as the vote goes, but we dont want them
to make any show; they might gain a

certain appearance of respectability and
attract some confidence to themselves."

And he went on hurriedly to explain the

composition of the committee, the issues

that the minority would raise, the meth-

ods prepared by the Regulars in caucus

to gag them, and other general details of

the meeting. Van Wyck cast his eye
over his compatriots as Bently talked to

him, and found it the most puzzling as-

semblage he had ever attended. He
finally decided that he could not work it

out for himself, and asked Bently.
"How many of these fellows are com-

mitteemen and how many are their

coachmen?" he said. "I dont see why
they bring them right into the meeting
with them."

"They are all committeemen," Bently

said, looking at him with a minute smile.

"Oh," Van Wyck said, and continued

to watch the crowd with a new interest

and less fellowship. He saw them form-

ing and reforming into groups, laugh-

ing, talking loudly, smoking and guying
one another much like a crowd on a

ferry going to a butchers' picnic ;
he also

noticed half a dozen others, upon whom
the responsibility of the occasion seemed

to sit, rushing around with a serious,

preoccupied air that would break into

momentary flashes of glad-handed good-

fellowship as this one or the other would

hail them, or they would approach a

group, drawing some one aside for a

moment of hurried consultation. Van

Wyck had a feeling that they were either

unduly impressed with the importance of

the occasion, or wanted to impress the

rest with an appearance of secret impor-
tance. Among these he noticed one in

particular, a smallish man with polite,

yet active and aggressive manners, who
seemed to command attention wherever
he went.

"Who is that person?" Van Wyck
asked Bently, "right over there—see

those two talking?"
"That is Judge Broughton of the Su-

perior Court
"

"No, I mean the shrimp talking to

him."
At that moment the person in question

caught sight of Bently and hastened over
to him.

"Why, hello. Van Wyck," he cried

when he noticed him, extending his

hand, "awful glad to see you around to-

night."
"You have the advantage of me, sir,"

said Van Wyck coldly. "I do not believe

that I have had the pleasure of meeting
you yet."
"Van Wyck, let me introduce Mr.

Tutt," Bently hastened to say.
"How do you do," said Van Wyck

with his hands in his pockets.
"Excuse us just a moment. Van

Wyck," Mr. Tutt said, drawing Bently
aside. Van Wyck took out a cigar and
lit it; he stood puffing it with the man-
ner of a traveler forced into contact with
the common herd at the railway station.

"Tutt's a great little worker—got a

good head for organization on him, toe,"

Bently said when he rejoined him.
"What is he—a page, or something

like that?"

"No—he is on the committee—he is

a strong man down in the Third—that is

a strong Union ward. He seemed to
think he knew you; did you ever meet
him before?"

"Well, not exactly. I usually call him
Paul, though—when I want my hat,"
"The free and equal democracy of the

people knows no differences of persons.
We are all just representatives of the

people here," Bently laughed. "Hello,
let 's get seats, the chairman is going to
call the meeting to order. You sit near
me so that I can explain things to you.
Vote as I do above all things."
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Not being used to such things, Van
Wyck did not perceive clearly the sys-
tem in the apparent insanity that began
to become epidemic in the assembly. For

instance, he did not exactly see why,
when the chairman commanded order,

everyone should fly into disorder of a

very vocal sort, ten men on their feet at

once yelling cholericly about points of

order, question, points of information,

division, and a whole medley of such ex-

pressions, until the chairman waxed
even more choleric than the enthusiasts

and beat the deal table before him lus-

tily with his gavel. The end of which

pandemoniac demonstration was a sud-

den silence, while the secretary lifted up
his voice in roll-call.

"Say no—dont forget," Bently said,

leaving him for a moment.

Being last on the list. Van Wyck
closed the contest with a basso-profundo
"no," whereupon the chairman brought
his gavel down with a prodigious thump
and declared the motion lost.

"I guess I saved the situation," Van

Wyck said to Bently.
"You bet—that was a fine, sonorous

no," Bently laughed.
"What was the situation?" Van Wyck

said.

"The agitators were trying to get the

chairman declared illegal
—no go. Lis-

ten."

"We shall now proceed to consider

the Call. The secretary will proceed to

read the Call as prepared for considera-

tion by the committee," the chairman an-

nounced.

Thereupon that individual began to

mouth lengthy sentences from a printed

document, till he was interrupted by one

who declared that he had an amendment
to offer, which apparently innocent re-

mark set pandemonium going again,

rousing Van Wyck from his bored leth-

argy into a puzzled interest in the pro-

ceedings. Van Wyck does not know to

this day what it was all about; in fact

he refuses to be informed or in any way
enlightened on the subject. But he has
a vivid memory that by some parliamen-
tary strategy or other a certain indivi-

dual got the floor and began to orate,

working himself up into such a frenzy
that he not only glared down at Van

Wyck but even shook his finger at him,

shouting :

"This is supposed to be a deliberative

assembly of free American citizens, Mr.

Chairman, and I maintain my right of

free speech. I say it is supposed to be

a deliberative assembly of free Ameri-
can citizens chosen to represent the

wishes of their absent fellows, but what
is it? I hask you what is it? And what
does that concoction of gag and boss

rule which you are pleased to denomi-

nate as the Call seek to turn it into and

perpetuate it as? A star-chamber coun-
cil of corporation-bought creatures, and

corporation men," he yelled, glaring
down at Van Wyck. "who come 'ere at

the bidding of the bosses that be and
vote yea and nay at their bidding, and

who care so little for their country and
their government that they do not even

vote at the primaries before which their

own names are presented to the people.
That is what the present system does,

Mr. Chairman, and in the name of the

people I protest. And we demand, there-

fore, the adoption of this amendment to

the Call in order that the people shall

come into their own."
Van Wyck's blood was in his face;

he felt a desire to slay the man, and

started to struggle to his feet, but a

heavy hand on his shoulder kept him
down.

"Sit down," Bently whispered in his

ear. "You can 't argue this subject.

The fellow did n't mean you especially—that was merely forensic."

"The insolent beggar, the deuce he

did n't. He made faces at me," Van

Wyck choked. "Do you know who that

is? That is my coachman and I am

going to get up and fire him 1"********
Van Wyck was placidly eating his

breakfast with the morning paper up in

front of him when his wife came in.

"Oh good morning Jack,
—I am so

anxious to hear all about politics. What
was the committee meeting like."

"Like an epidemic of colic. How is

Bobby?"
"Very much better. He didn't wake

up all night. Did you make a speech?
Is it in the paper?"

•'Not my speech. You see, I just
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thought my speech, but Bently would n't

let me make it out loud. It would have
been full of fire and convincing argu-
ment if he had given me a chance."

"What did they do, any how?"
"I am just reading the paper to find

out. Mary, public life is not what it

is cracked up to be. I have retired."

"Why Jack, I was in hopes you were

going to really take your citizenship
more seriously. When did you retire?"

"Just now. I am an apathetic citizen

again. I am going to stay home nights
and listen to the colic in my own family ;

politics begins at home. I '11 tell you all

about it tonight ;
I 've got to hurry

down to the office now. And by the

way, you can tell John that his nephew
can have a job; we shall make a foot-

man out of him. Tell them both to or-

der a green livery with large brass but-

tons on it, and to charge it to me. We
are going to put on more dog in the ser-

vant line. Goodbye."
When Van Wyck got down to the of-

fice he found Bently waiting for him.

"Hello, Van Wyck, can I have about
half an hour of your valuable time?" he
said.

"Aye."
• "The ayes have it. I wanted to talk

about politics as usual. I want to touch

upon some very important matters."

Van Wyck shut one eye and looked at

him. Then he took out his check book
and said, "How much?"
"Wrong again. We 'II let you know

straight enough when that is needed,
and it will be needed too, I 'm telling

you. No, it is just this way. You have

always been a good party man, always
came through with a fat contribution to

the campaign funds even if you have
not always taken the trouble to vote;

money is worth more than votes any
time. But you have never gotten much
out of it as far as yourself is concerned."

"I have gotten entirely out of it as far

as myself is concerned."

"What? If you only knew it, there is

a future for you in politics if you want-
ed to make one; I remember you were
a wonder on making speeches in college
and you can be so again if you want to

;

you have money, experience in big en-

terprises, and influential friends."

"No—I am an apathetic citizen again.
I am going to retire from public life

for good and all
;

it takes too much time

from my family, and it will ruin my bus-

iness next. Also I will be jolly well jig-

gered if I am going to be on such fami-

liar terms with my servants—one giv-

ing me the glad hand and the othei

calling me names. That is enough to

make any self-respecting member of bet-

ter society lose interest in his country's
welfare. That is getting too beastly

public spirited
—in fact it is downright

common."
"Rats!" Bently laughed. "You dont

want to be getting sore on the game just

because you happen to have a crazy
coachman in your employ. Did you fire

the fellow yet?"
"No—I am going to raise his pay."
"Raise his pay? What for?"

"He may be a better citizen, but I '11

show him that I am a better master.

I '11 show him that I am his real master,—I and money. I am going to make him
wear green livery with brass buttons.

Big ones. Big bright ones."

"So you wont consider politics any

longer? Well as a matter of fact, to be

brief, if you will give me a free hand, I

could finally put you in the United
States Senate,—I have got the State

just where I want it now."

"Bently, I '11 tell you what I '11 do. I

have got an opening here for a nice

bright office boy. I '11 give you the

job."
_

-

"I would hit you with a chair if you
were n't a fraternity brother of mine."
"When you call me that, smile," Van

Wyck said melodramatically. "You re-

fuse the position then? Goodbye. I

can waste no more time with you."
"You talk such rotten nonsense today

I can 't get anything rational out of you.
I '11 come in again after you have turned

your coachman into a jiionkey. You '!1

be feeling better then," Bently said, and

went out.

"Bently," Van Wyck called after him.

"Keep out of prison."
Van Wyck got to the club for lunch-

eon a few moments behind his usual

time and had to hand his hat to another

servant
;

but as he came out he met

Paul in the hallway.
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"How do you do, Mr. Van Wyck, I

guess we beat them last night, hey?"
he said in a respectful monotone as

though he were asking him whether he
should order a steak or a fricasseed

chicken for his luncheon.

"I beg your pardon," Van Wyck said,

handing his hat check in Paul's direction

without looking at him and addressing
a member of the club who happened to

be near. "Oh, I thought you spoke to

me, Crittenden."

"Oh, hello, Van Wyck, I see you
have gone into politics. You want to

be careful. People will be thinking you

need the money and lose confidence in

the bank and the first thing you know
you will have a run on your hands,"
Crittenden said.

"In which you would not be able to

participate,
—how much are you over-

drawn about now?" Van Wyck retorted

as he turned to receive his hat and

gloves from Paul. Then he stolidly
handed him a tip

—much the biggest tip

he had ever given him, also with a cor-

respondingly greater feeling of con-

tempt.
After that he went out aftd considered

his retirement from public life complete.

A Day on the Prairie

By Margaret Ashmun

Prone in the sunlight, stretch the changeless plains-

Dry, cactus-planted, ashen, sudden-starred

With yellow bloom—where all day long remains

The far horizon sapphire, subtly barred

With paler mist ; then, when the twilight nears.

The tawny, orange moon with idle pace
Surmounts the dim land's-edge, and over-peers

The long, free-sweeping, silver prairie space.



Some Beauties of New Zealand

By George D. Baird

lANCY a huge derrick

planted in the Isthmus of

Panama. Let it reach

out and seize Italy, lift it,

swing it around and plant
it in the South Pacific

precisely on the opposite side of the

earth, and there you would have New
Zealand, upside down and all, complete
The correspondence in latitude also give--
the same climate. Even now we are not

done with the resemblance, for it is well

known that in Italy the highest moun-
tains are up toward the boot-straps,
while down at the foot the area is more
volcanic and disturbed by earthquakes.
In these celebrated islands of the South
Pacific the conditions are in perfect

counterpart; the highest mountains are

in the South (called the Middle) Island,

while the North Island is subject to all

manner of terrestial disturbances.

New Zealand is a little over 1100
miles long, is 200 miles at its widest

part, which is reduced at one place to

ten miles at its narrowest.

Omitting the characteristics of con-

tinents, such as vast plains and inter-

minable rivers, it is difficult to recall

any good thing that other parts of the

world possess that this colony in the An-
tipodes cannot boast. Beautiful rivers,

majestic mountains, wonderful lakes.,

marvelous farming and grazing country,
admirable hunting and fishing, and a cli-

mate equal to California. The last at-

tribute should outweigh all the other

qualities mentioned.
There is one thing for which New

Zealand is celebrated, possibly to a

greater degree than any other locality on
earth. I mean the marvelous combina-
tion of lake and mountain scenery. Other

places have reputations in this regard,
but it is doubtful if they can compare
with the colony in the South Seas.

One must go to Switzerland to find the

equal of the astonishing unity of lake and

precipice in New Zealand, and it would
tax the impartiality of a commission to

decide in favor of one or the other
;
for

gigantic as the mountains of the little

republic really are, and marvelous its

lakes, the combination is not always so

striking and beautiful as in New Zea-

land where a dozen beautiful lakes

throw back from their glassy surfaces

mountains and cliffs of the most stu-

pendous proportions and terrifying

angles.
There is a curious feature about most

of these cliffs. The slopes, even though
the face of the precipice may rise at an

almost impossible angle, are well clothed

with forest, which relieves the harsh-

ness of what would otherwise be forbid-

ding rock surfaces. Naturally this adds
to the beauty of mountain and lake, giv-

ing that soft effect which is so attrac-

tive, adding to the reflections a bloom
which fixess them forever on the

memory.
Some of the cliffs about the lakes are

simply awe-inspiring. Karangahpe
Qiffs, for example, at Lake Taupo, pre-
sent an appalling precipice, which rises

as abruptly from the water as the side

of a house.

One of the largest and finest of New
Zealand lakes is Wakatipu. (The last

letter is silent.) It is in the form of a

double right angle
—as though you

should take the letter Z and pull it out

a little, leaving the center line straight
instead of on a slant. Its'length, includ-

ing angles, is about seventy-five miles,

and its greatest breadth does not ex-

ceed five miles. On the eastern shore is

a range of mountains well named the

"Remarkablcs," terminating in "Double

Cone," 7700 feet high. When this range
is well sprinkled with snow, the appear-
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ance it presents is truly remarkable, for

the ragged formation of the rock en-

ables the snow to gather in the numer-
ous crevasses, while it melts on the ex-

posed surfaces. The result gives a most
wonderful and delicate lace effect, or

as though a snow-white fishing net had
been cast over the range.
Lake Wakatipu is also famed for

its "terraces." These have been caused

by the original formation of the land,

like a layer-cake, being acted upon
by glaciers and water-courses. These
terraces can be seen at some distance

above the surface and also below.

The average thickness is about 1000

feet, but there is a "hole" which meas-
ures 1240 feet. Lake Wakatipu has

been called "A river without a current."

The panorama from the northern end,
Blanket Bay, is splendid. Snow-clarl

ranges stretch in a splendid horse-

shoe from east to north and from
north around to west. Progressing
northward, and approaching the head of

the lake, the stern but glorious beauty
of the landscape overawes the beholder.

Surrounded by lesser lights, Mt. Earn-
slaw dominates the scene and pushes its

great bulk above the snow line to a

height of 9200 feet.

Due north from Earnslaw and about

twenty miles away (and what is twenty
miles amid such heights!) is Mt. Aspir-
ing, its summit a little short of ten thou-
sand feet above the sea.

Somewhat to the southwest of Wak-
atipu, and approaching the southern end
of the Middle Island is Lake Manapouri.
Its charming scenery calls to mind at

once Scott's "Lady of the Lake" and

Byron's "Prisoner of Chillon." Here
the wooded lowlands, soft as sealskin in

the distance, rub up against the rocky
promontories and snow-crested moun-
tains, while in the still waters the images
of all are reflected. Had old Isaac
Walton been here he would have said :

"Doubtless God could have made a more
beautiful lake, but doubtless God never
did."

In the North Island the Waikato
River is fed by Lake Taupo, one of the
rnost celebrated in the colony. On this

river the Aratiatia Rapids present a

beautiful and impressive spectacle.

One of the splendid sights in New
Zealand is Mt. Egmont. This is one of

the finest cones in the world, and ranks

with Fujiyama (Japan) and Mt. Hood

(Oregon). It occupies the southwest

corner of the North Island, and from the

land side presents a lordly profile, cut-

ting the blue sky with its sharp nose,

rising to an altitude of 8260 feet. The
last 2000 feet shimmer in the sunlight
like a frosty mantle. If it is impressive
from the land, it is doubly so from the

sea. For a long time, as it is approached,
it appears to be an island jutting up
from the surface of the ocean.

A superficial glance at the map of

these islands will reveal a singular fact

to the observer. Down the left coast of

Middle Island runs the Southern Alps
—

almost as formidable as the Andes. The
east side corresponds to the gently slop-

ing terraces and plains of Bolivia and

Brazil, and contains almost all the lakes.

The west coast corresponds to the ab-

rupt descents of Peru and Ecuador to

the Pacific. Nearly all the lakes of New^
Zealand are on the east side, whereas*

there are few lakes but many sounds on

the west.

The comparison of great landscapes

is usually a most unsatisfactory pas-

time. Either the subjects are not

adapted to comparison or the parties to

the discussion have their own peculiar

ideas of beauty, and, however good-na-

tured, fail to see the points of their op-

ponent's claim. I have heard Yosemite

and King's River compared; the Grand

Canyon of Arizona and Yosemite; the

Hudson and the Rhine ;
and I have even

heard Shasta and Whitney brought into

comparison.
Usually such comparisons are odious,

for the reason that the subjects are not

favorable for comparison. There are

two places that can be mentioned in the

discussion of relative merit with our

great Yosemite Valley : Yoho Valley

(British Columbia) and Milford Sound

(New Zealand).
Milford Sound is comparable to any

fjord in Norway, but has a distinction

wanting in the Norwegian gorges.
"The still, deep waters, walled in by

stupendous mountains, rising in places
almost precipitously five or six thou-
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sand feet, the silence broken here and
there by roaring cataracts, and the utter

loneliness of all around, invest the scene

with indescribable grandeur." So writes

one observer.

"While passing along we fired a gun.
Echo after echo resounded from cliff to

cliff, and from invisible crags high over

our heads the echo returned as a voice

from the clouds."

Like Yoho Valley (B. C), the strik-

ing features of this region are a little

"strung out"—in contrast to Yosemite.
The climax is reached after passing

along Milford Track, at Sutherland

Falls, a cataract that drops 1900 feet in

three equi-distant falls. It is certainly
one of the most remarkable cascades in

the world.

Two other celebrated gorges in the

"Southern Alps" are well worth men-

tioning. Haast Pass, somewhat south of

the center of Middle Island, is remark-
able for the fact that it cuts the entire

range in two as an eel could be divided

with a hatchet. It is 1716 feet above the

^ea, and as it is surrounded by moun-
tains from six to eight thousand feet, it

constitutes a grand gateway.
In about the same position, north of

the center of the island, Otira Gorge is

one of the passes over the range. It is

V-shaped, v/ith walls frightfully pre-

cipitous, and guarded by the peaks of the

main range.
We have now arrived at that level by

slow stages where

"Hills peep o'er hills, and Alps on Alps
arise."

In the Middle Island there are two
mountain ranges parallel to one another,
with but a couple of miles separating
them. The result has been a wonderful
series of glaciers, literally a river of ice.

As it is twelve miles long and nearly two
miles wide it can be readily seen that it

is quite unlike most glaciers which are

more like ice lakes. It is fed by the

avalanches that come down from the

ranges on either side. It runs north

and south, and on the east side stands a

range of rough peaks, not so high as

those on the west, but magnificent in

height and snow luster. Among the

highest is Malte Brun, 10,420 feet, one
of many peaks clad in snows eternal.

Striking as is the spectacle of that

array, drawn up as in order of line of

battle, even more so is the formidable

front presented on the opposite side.

There the battle-line is awesome in its

height, its length and its immensity. All

the peaks are huge, and all contribute by
avalanche and ice-fall to the river that

flows without waves, that splashes and

ripples not, but presses sullenly onward,

crunching and grinding, until the mon-
ster lets free a maiden, a beautiful,

tumbling, laughing river.

In conclusion, consider some of the

great peaks that line the banks of

this icy stream. La Perouse, 10,100

feet, from which one of the finest views

of the king of the range can be had;

Hadinger, 10,057; Mt. Sefton, further

down, 10,350, one of the noblest of them
all

; Mt. Hicks, or David's Dome, 10,410,

from which another, and possibly more

comprehensive view of the giant can be

obtained ;
Mt. Tasman, that lifts its stu-

pendous crest to the height of 11^475

feet, second in New Zealand ; but highest
of all, Mt. Cook, the Matterhorn of the

South, the Shasta of the Antipodes,

reaching to an altitude of 12,349 feet.

If not one of the highest mountains in

the world it certainly is one of the great-
est in those qualities that contribute to

make a mountain magnificent.
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A First Wife
A Mormon Story

By Gertrude Major
Author of "The Revelation of Mountain," "The Isle of Wait," Etc.

I5«1IUTH SIMMS had lived

all of her life in the

shadow of the temple.
She knew its every curve
and angle, and as fa-

miliar as her own father,
was the form of the Angel Moroni who
stands in gilded splendor on the eastern

tower of that remarkable building, built

as was Solomon's temple of old, without
sound of hammer, but reverently, brick
on brick, into a mighty monument of

faith.

Ruth believed that within those walls

one learned the mystery of God and the

purpose of life
; she thrilled with awe at

the prospect of entering its sacred walls,
to be sealed for time and eternity to

Wilson Herrick, and to look at last

upon the truth revealed.

Not every couple in Zion are deemed

worthy, by those in authority, to be
sealed in this holy of holies

;
some are

married by the bishops in the ward

meeting houses, for time, and must

prove their fitness by a sedulous obed-
ience to the laws of the church, before

they can enter the temple. For not even
under the very thumb of the Presidency
is every spiritual lamp kept properly
trimmed, for even as did the serpent en-
ter into the garden, so now, in the ver^y

shadow of the temple entereth worldli-

ness, worldliness, my children, so tha^t

not all are fitted to "walk with him in

white garments."
Ruth was worthy, both by reason of

the standing of her family in the church,
and her own earnest work in the Sabbath
school and the "Mutual," was she both
called and chosen for the temple rites.

and as for Elder Herrick—was he not

just returned from a fruitful mission in

Australia where his beguiling eye and
plausible tongue had fully persuaded a

number of souls, tottering on the very
brink of apostasy, to seek the green
fields of Zion and there await the com-
ing of the King? Elder Herrick had
done well, he had returned with a good-
ly number of the saved souls of the

enemy as did the warriors of old with
their scalps, into the camps of his fath-

ers; he had brought with him converts
who had filled his people with pleasure
for even as there is more rejoicing in

Heaven over the one lost sheep than over
the ninety and nine that stayed about
the fold, so is there in Zion over the

one convert with money than over the

ninety and nine who count their small

change, and the elder had brought with
him two families of wealth to give a

tenth of their substance to the cause of

Righteousness, so verily was he worthy
when the day dawned that he and his

bride were to make ready for the an-

ointing in the name of the Spirit.
Ruth entered the temple in thrilled

exaltation, and walked through the first

rooms of the endowment with a feeling
as though she was approaching the very
gate of glory, but some of the service

worried her, and some of the promises
she made, gave her a vague pain of fore-

boding, and in that chamber where the

rended veil shows a skeleton of horror

instead of an angel of light, she fainted—brides often do—and was sealed by
proxy—brides often are.

For the ceremony, as to the time it

takes to be performed, gives a fore-
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taste of the eternity for which it is pre-

paring, and as there are no refreshment

stands in the temple, the spirit does not

always -support the body of the devotee

all the way through, but they always
see enough to remember—and usually

to obey.
Ruth loved her husband with all the

ardor of her nature, and in those first

days when they spent their honeymoon
at the Great Salt Lake, set like a jewel
in the hills, and reflecting the intense,

cloudless blue of Utah's summer skies,

to the lovely Lagoon, where a fresh-

water lake snuggles close under the

shadow of the mountain, through the

grand canyons of the Wasatch and back

to their own little adobe home on the

shore of the Jordan River, she thought
that she had sensed in the silences of

God's outdoor temples the mystery and

the meaning of life which she had failed

to grasp in the mighty tabernacle made
with hands. She made of her home a

shrine. She was a house-wifely, domes-
tic little woman, and each article of fur-

niture that came into the house filled

her with a joyous sense of possession.
She loved to move them about ;

to drape
back her crisp new curtains in new ways,
and to cut wonderful, intricate scalloped

edges in paper to decorate her cupboard
shelves, and on which she arranged and

re-arranged her adored rosebud china
and her little blue tea set. It gave her

a sense of fulfillment to make a batch
of bread "turn out" right, and a joy

bordering on ecstasy to have her hus-

band praise a meal or the shining order
of her house. Later came the greater

joy of fashioning tiny garments for the

coming of a little child, and when he
came ! Ah ! but Ruth was a happy
woman.

She went to the Mother's meeting
with a quivering joy at her right to be

there, and marveled at the world-weary,
saddened faces of some of the older

women, and against her will, came
memories of old tales thronging up
over the threshold of her conscious hap-

piness; tales of the early days in Zion,
when sorrow and women walked hand
in hand. Her own mother had been a

fifth wife, and looking back, she could

not remember to have seen her smile.

But youth takes the sorrows of age for

granted. Ruth believed in the Doctrine

and Covenant. She believed that the

revelation regarding the plurality of

wives, to have come from God ; and a

commandment was a commandment—
she knew that. She loved her father

and had an aflfection for all his wives.

She believed that the president of the

church was right to cleave unto the five

wives the Lord had given him, and to

contend that the law of God (as given
to His seer and prophet) was better to

hold fast to than the law made by men
unguided by any light other than that

which shone about a political platform.
She believed in the church law rather

than the land's law—^but still—she fell

in step with old Sister Clausen when

they came out of meeting and asked

breathlessly, "Have you ever been

happy. Sister Clausen?"
Sister Clausen raised her whitish-

brown cotton umbrella as a shield

against the too persistent spring sunshine

and looked out from under its shadow
at her questioner with a ruminating
light in her faded eyes,

"I 'd d' know as 'twas meant fur us to

be what you call happy," she said,

slowly.
"But were you," the girl persisted,

"when you were young?"
"That was a good time ago," the old

lady hedged, then added a trifle impa-
tiently, "Caint you be content if you be

happy yourself without worrin' about
others ?"

Ruth sighed, "I got to thinking about

polygamy in meeting," she said, *T was

wondering how you stood it, if you
loved your husband as I love Wilse."
The old lady was silent until she

reached and turned into her own gate ;

she spoke then as she fumbled with the

latch. "We loved our husbands," she

s^id, "and we stood it, some of us did.

But—," she hesitated, then added so low
that the girl just caught the words,
"it was to our hearts like black frost

would be to them flowers" pointing to a

bed of scarlet tulips, "it withered them."

She put down her umbrella and started

up the path, then turned and kaned over
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the fence to whisper to the girl, "I hope
brother Wilson wont be called to take

no more."
"Oh ! He wont—he can 't," Ruth

gasped, almost running in her haste

to get away.
She caught her baby up in her arms

the moment she reached home and
looked deep in his vague, wide-open
eyes. She held him to her so passion-
ately that he cried out and she smoth-
ered his little face with kisses. He was
the visible bond between her husband
and herself. She could stand—she

thought with a sob, to have him love

another woman—if—if God meant that—but not—not to see or to know that

he could fondle another's child on his

knee. She carried the baby out on the

porch, around which the vines were be-

ginning to show green, and looked

through their tender foliage to the hills,

flushed in the glory of the sunset, and
to her fear-awakened soul it seemed as

though the red glow was as from the
stain of the blood of the women mar-

tyred by a cruel, perverted law, and her

soul sickened with memories of the past
and a new apprehension of the future.

She saw her husband turn down the

street, but her feet felt weighted so that

she could not go to meet him. He came

bounding up the steps and caught the

baby in his arms.
The baby screamed with delight and

buried his tiny fists in his hair. "Make
him let go, Ruthie," he said, laughing-
ly, "and protect me for his onslaughts
until I can get in the house."
Ruth loosened the baby's hands,, kiss-

ing each little pink palm in a passion of

love. "You wont ever love another one
like you do this ?" she asked, forcing his

careless glance to her white face.

"Why—why I reckon I *d love 'em all

the same," he said, "I suppose the little

shavers bring the love with them."
"Would you," Ruth caught at his hand

as he turned to enter the house, "love

him just the same if—if some other

woman was—was his mother?"
"Reckon so, if he was as cute as this

fellow," he said, holding out his hands
to the baby, but his mother held him

close; "The worst of it is," she half

whispered, "is the children."

"Huh?" he asked, carelessly, then

added, "seems to me its feeding time
;

where 's supper ?"

"I have n't it cooked yet, Wilse," Ruth
faltered,- "I—I went to Mothers' meet-

ing," he smiled approval, "and I dont
know why, but I got to thinking about
Sister Clausen and Grandma Todd and
a lot of the women, and wondering that

they all looked so, so—well sort of

through with things, and then I got to

thinking about polygamy—I never

thought of it so before—but—but it

seems so cruel—" she hesitated, and
laid one cheek against the baby's soft,

feathery hair. A frown darkened her
husband's face. "You could better have
been thinking of your soul's salvation,"
he said in his mission voice, "than pre-

suming to criticise (as I see you were)
one of the blessed commandments of
the Father."

"But—Wilson, you dont believe in it—now ?"

"The will of the Father is the same,

yesterday, today and forever," he said,

sententiously.
"Oh ! Wilson," Ruth cried, piteously,

"you—you could n't marry again, say

you could n't."

"Not unless it is the will of the Fath-
er. Look here, Ruth, do you believe in

the testimony of the golden plates of

Nephi?"
"Yes—"
"You believe— know that Joseph

Smith was a prophet of Almightv God?"
"Yes."
"You know that the Mormons are

His chosen people
—we are the church

who restored the scriptures to a sinful

world, and carrj- the torch to light the

way to salvation."

"Yes," Ruth said, uncertainly, she

was not thinking of what he said at all,

but of how blue his eyes were and how
pretty his hair waved off of his still

boyish forehead, and wondering if one
of those girls

—those rich convert girls

from Australia, who had come all of the

long journey in his company, had no-

ticed them too, and if—if—
"Then" Concluded her husband, a

touch of impatience in his voice, "you
must accept His law on all matters. H
polygamy was His divine command, and
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was ever right, it is right now. No

puerile law can alter that."

"But do you believe it is right?"

"I know it." A light of religious fan-

aticism kindled in his eye. "All of our

great leaders have been polygamists
—

do you think they were wrong, when

they were allowed to talk face to face

with our Lord?"
But Ruth was sobbing helplessly, wip-

ing her eyes on a bit of the baby's ruf-

fled petticoat.
"You act" her husband said, sternly,

"as though I had married again."
"But I am so afraid you will," the

girl sobbed.

"Not unless God so ordains." •

"But He always ordains just what the

men want," she cried.

"Ruth" his tone was new to her, "put
the baby down and get supper, I must

go to the councilors' meeting."
Ruth put the baby in his carriage and

tried to smile in his wondering little face

with her trembling lips, then went into

her little pantry, with all its bravery of

scalloped paper, and rosebud china and

shining tinware. She took down the

little teapot and looked as it With

streaming eyes. It was a symbol. "He—he believes in it," she choked, "he
can conceive of other wives and babies—
and—and—homes!" She put the little

pot back on its paper doily on the shelf,
and went about preparing supper, but
the shrine was desecrated, it was as a

temple without a god, a hearth without a

fire, a body wherein the spirit of hope
had gone and the monster of fear had
entered. She knew what had given that
look to the faces of the older women of

Zion, she remembered what she had

promised and why she had fainted in

the temple.
As soon as her husband had started

for the meeting, she pinned a blanket
under the baby's dimpled chin, and
started across the prairie to Grandma
Dutton's—Grandma knexir.

It was the night of the young people's
"Mutual," and she met scores of them on
their way to the meeting house. A group
of girls stopped her and wanted to look
at the baby. She "turned him around
and made a mouthing coo so that he
would smile at them.

"Looks just like the Herricks," one of
them said, "Wilse's children are going
to be like old man Herrick's, every one
of his children looked just like him. Sis-

ter Sarah used to say that it put her to

it to tell her young ones from Sister

Jane's and Sister Lydy's. They was all

out-and-out Herricks." Ruth put the

baby over her shoulder. "He favors

me," she said shortly.

"Well, you wont have no trouble to

pick him out from the rest then," the

girl laughed, and Ruth wondered that

she never knew before how intensely she
hated her.

It was a warm, sultry evening, and
the clouds over the lake foreboded rain.

The air was sweet with the odor of

growing things, and the damp, earthy
smell of the ground, not long released

from its last covering of snow. Birds
twittered in the box-elder trees over her

head, she looked up in the branches and

whispered huskily, "they only choose
one mate, and raise one brood, and
build one nest."

Grandma came out to the gate,

screening her eyes from the last rays
of the setting sun. "Baby sick, Ruth?"
she called, "He cries like he mout be."

Ruth looked at the baby with dazed

eyes. "I did n't know he was crying,"
she said. "He must be hungry, I—I

forgot to feed him."
The old lady took him, and gave him

a professional poke here and there.

"Taint him" she said, "it 's you ; what 's

happened ?"

Ruth moistened her dry lips, "Wilse
believes in polygamy," she whispered, as

though all was said.
"
'Course he does," Grandma said,

succinctly, "aint he a dirty man?"
"Oh ! Grandma," the girl protested,

"Wilse is awful good."
"Well maybe so," the old lady

agreed, without conviction. "Has he took
another wife?"
"No—but oh! Grandma, I am so

afraid he will." Ruth sobbed.
The old lady made a clucking little

sound, a mixture of relief and disgust.
"Time enough to cry when he does," she
said. "Here sit you down and nurse the

baby, pore little dear, he jias et half

this cracker a' ready, he is so starvf.d.
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I '11 make you some tea and then you
and me will talk."

The girl took the baby, and the very
act of ministering to his need calmed

her.

"You have always lived in poly-

gamy?" she asked, needlessly, for every
one knew that Grandma was one of a

half-dozen wives.

"Mout 's well say hell," she snapped,
"but if polygamy is a politer word fer

it—I hev."

"Do you think God commanded it?"

"Command fiddle-sticks" she said ir-

reverently.
"But the men in the old testament—"

Ruth faltered over the words, "they had
lots of wives, and—"

"Drunk blood out 'n each other 's

skulls, an' et their extra children, but

that aint so sayin' as we should—ss—I

kin see," the old lady said, testily, "Sol-

omon had a right smart number, I dis-

remember how many, but I know Brig-
ham Young died before he near caught
up."

"Are you a doubter?" Ruth asked,

wonderingly.
"Not of the goodness of God, honey,

but of some of his servants. I think

some of them git the name of their

employer mixed. Want no way out

when I was young, but for you—"

"There has got to be a way" Ruth in-

terrupted, eagerly, "I can 't let Wilse

marry again. I dont believe God ever

meant that he should. I 'd hate Him if

I did. Why ! He made us too. All cre-

ation aint for men's choosing. We have

rights too. But I can 't make Wilse
see. And—and, I am so afraid that he

is going to have a revelation about one

of those Australian girls."

"What makes you think so?" Grand-
ma asked, rinsing out her teapot, pre-

paratory to making a fresh cup.
"I dont just know. It kind of came

to me; hints I have heard and let pass,
and today in Mothers' meeting, it came
over me in a flash, and when Wilse came

home, I could n't get any satisfaction out

of him—he just threw up God's will to

me.
Both were silent. Into Grandma's

withered brown cheeks crept a dim

flush, she twisted her lean old hands in

her lap, and set her toothless gums in a

hard, straight line. The hands on the

dial of her life turned back until they
reached its morning. She had been a

first wife—and she knew.

"Wal," she said, finally, "if it's God's
will (which it aint) fer men to live with
as many fool women as they kin git;
then it must be His will fer women to

do the same; we come from the same
source—so 'at the same law must
work."
"Oh ! Grandma !" Into the girl's eyes

crept a look of shrinking horror.

"I reckon Wilse would sing a
different tune if he thought you was

playin' the same game,"
"Grandma !"

"You hush," the old lady lisped,

sternly. "Do you want Wilse should

marry again?"
"No! Oh! No!"
"Well, then, leave it to me. You go

out to Sister Sidory's ranch first thing
in the mornin', Dont tell Wilse where

you are goin', but if he finds out where

you be, and phones out, say that you are

hevin' a fine time, 'cause that hand-

some young feller you went out with

when he was away on his mission, is

stayin' out there an'
"

"Oh! I can't."

"Let him go ahead, then."

"No—no," the cry was anguished.
"Then listen. You be sound asleep

when he comes tonight, an' soon as he

leaves in the mornin' take all your best

things an' go out to your Aunt Sidory's.

Keep fixed up an' smilin' every minit,

an' if he comes, or phones, be as bright
as a cricket an' say as how you air

wilHn' as he should take another

wife
"

"Grandma !"

"Because you are in the notion of

livin' with another man "

"There aint any other man. I never

loved any one but Wilse."

"Humph ! I 'd d' know as a man is so

much that a woman caint make one up
fer a special occasion."

"But maybe Wilse wont come," Ruth

said, although a daring light was begin-

ning to shine in her usually mild brown

eyes.
"He'll come," Grandma affirmed, "I
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aint lived nigh on to eighty years 'out

knowin* his sect."
*

Wilson apprehended a scene when he

reached home, and was relieved to find

his wife sleeping peacefully. She

seemed quite as usual the next morning,
too. If her cheeks were unusually pink
and her eyes brighter than their wont,

he did not notice it
;
he only thought as

he kissed her goodbye, how pretty she

was. He was sorry that she had felt so

bad the night before ; he decided to take

her some candy or a bunch of flowers at

noon.

He thought of her often during the

forenoon, and hurried somewhat on his

way home :o dinner. It was Friday, the

day Ruth always baked bread. He
smiled as he anticipated how she would
have all of the fat brown loaves spread
out for him to admire. He expected to

see the baby on the porch, in his car-

riage, it was so warm ; but no—he must
be asleep in the house. He opened the

door softly and stepped from the little

front room into the bedroom, and seeing
no one there, hid foolishly behind the

kitchen door, to jump out and surprise
them—they must be in the kitchen. But
there was no sound

; he peered out, cau-

tiously, but saw nothing save the empty
room, aggressively silent. Ruth's blue

apron hung on a peg near the cupboard
door, and her sun-bonnet was on its

accustomed nail under the clock shelf—
she could n't be in the garden. He
called to her, but his voice seemed to

awaken echoes all over the house, as

though it were calling with him, or

mocking—"Ruth, Ruth." Then the
silence falling again, hurt him like a
blow. He went into the bedroom and

began mechanically opening the
drawers. He noticed that her hat was
gone; the hat she had worn when they
were first married. She would n't get
a new one this spring, she said she
wanted to put the money in the car-

riage for the baby ; he remembered her
smile as she said that everyone would
be so busy admiring the baby that they
would n't notice her hat. He shut the

drawer and went out in the kitchen

again. He walked around the room,
looking at each familiar object : this

was where she always sat to tend the

baby; there were the marks his carriage
made on the floor; there hung the dish

towels, the one for the white and the

one for the colored dishes, as Ruth
called the pots and pans. Over the

papered woodbox hung a tiny garment
of the baby's, and on the floor lay a little

rubber toy. He picked it up, and it

squeaked horribly. He startled and
called again; then, his voice awaking
only the echoes, he buried his face in

the folds of the blue apron. Wilson had
had his revelation.

He put on his hat and hurried over
to Grandma's. She might be there. She
was n't, but Grandma knew where she

might be. Grandma knew so much. She
told him about that lovely young man.
who, she guessed was out to Aunt
Sidory's now, picture-making or some
such fancy work. She knew that he was
awful taken with Ruth—wanted to make
picters after her, as she recollected ;

Ruth

might have made a mistake throwing
him over; but then, she did n't know.
Men seemed to have authority from Al-

mighty to take more 'n one wife, seemed
about time that women was getting a

revelation that it was all right to live

with more than one man. Sort of

seemed strange for a woman to be con-
tented with a dozenth part of a man
when the man—but Wilson had gone.

* * * *

Hie got to Aunt Sidora's at dusk. He
had almost run over the dry, cacti-

covered prairie to the ranch. He had
but one thought, to see Ruth and the

baby. Grandma was right. He hurried
as he thought of the picture man. He
saw Ruth on the porch ; she looked cool

and pretty ;
she had on a light dress, and

sontething red—a flower, in her dark
hair. She saw him and smiled, and he

caught her in his arms.
Ah ! Grandma knew ! For he promised

all that she had a right to ask, and for

Ruth, "the desert blossomed as the

rose."



Miss Kitty's Reply
By Ralph A. Watson

^ITTY CARTER peered

through the trees in every
direction and then re-

moved her shoes and

stockings. Then she

gathered up her skirts

daintily, disclosing a pair of very white

ankles, and ventured gingerly into the

edge of the creek. Picking up a long
hooked stick from the bank, the young
lady slowly felt her way out into the

middle of the stream where she began
to fish diligently and eagerly for some
half-hidden object nestling amid the

pebbles on the bottom.

For fully a minute the young woman,
one hand holding her skirts clear of the

wavelets purling and rippling about her

knees, kept at her task. Then with a

little involuntary squeal of satisfaction

she hauled up on her primitive tackle

bringing above the surface a soaked and

bedraggled black leather purse.
"You will fall off the log, you elusive

fortune, you?" she said severely as she

began to back slowly towards the bank,
both hands engaged, the one with her

skirts, the other with the dangling

purse.
A sharp metallic click awakened the

young woman to her surroundings, and
she swung about on the slippery pebbles
of the creek to face a bronzed young
man in a tweed outing suit, heavy moun-
tain shoes and blue flannel shirt, work-

ing the shutter of a camera with his

eyes glued on the range finder while

the banal smile of the snapshot fiend

lurked about the corners of his mouth.

Even as she faced him, with startled

surprise, and swift anger crimsoning her

face and flashing from her dilated eyes,

the apparition on the log calmly and

deftly snapped another plate into place
and sprung the shutter for the second

time.

The last was too much for the little

lady standing like a water nymph in the

hurrying current. She took a couple of

heedless steps towards the man on the

log, swinging at him vindictively with
the long hooked stick. Even as she

stepped her feet slipped on a sloping
shelf of rock and she shot with a gurg-
ling cry under the barrier and out of

sight in the deep, still hole below.

Heedless of damage to his precious
box, the cause of all the trouble hurled

his camera on the bank and sprang head-

long to the aid of the strangling girl as

she rose, helplessly struggling, to the

surface of the pool. Seizing her by the

shoulders with the practised grasp of the

expert swimmer, the young man pulled
her to the shore and assisted her to the

bank above. Stepping to the log once
more he stood for a moment studying
the depths below, then dove head first

while Miss Carter, coughing and won-

dering, struggled for the mastery
of her dripping garments as she stood

in the sunlit patch of greensward where
he had set her down. In a moment the

diver came to the surface only to catch

his breath and again disappear. Twice
he repeated this operation, the third time

bringing up with him the bedraggled

purse. Swimming to the bank, he

handed it to the young woman.

"My dear Miss," he said contritely,

"I most humbly and sincerely beg your

pardon for having been the cause of all

this trouble and disaster to you. I

would not for the world have done it

purposely, but I acted on impulse,

thoughtlessly." Then a mischievous

light glinted in his eyes.
"You made a picture so rare that

nothing but sober reflection or a chain

could have prevented a camera fiend

from taking you," he explained.
Her cooling anger, fanned by the last
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speech, flamed up in Miss Kitty's eyes

and flashed into the smiling face above

her.

"You saved my life," she said, in a

tone that cut like a surgeon's scalpel.

"For that act I thank you. For your
other most unwarranted affrontery I

have no words sufficiently expressive,"
and with these words of thanks and con-

demnation, Miss Kitty gathered her

clinging and sodden skirts about her and

stalked haughtily away up the path witli

high-held head and level eyes in which

the tears were mingling with the for-

eign moisture from the stream.

The young man stood rebuked, but

with a sudden light of admiration shin-

ing in his eyes as he watched the vanish-

ing form of the young woman, graceful
even with her dripping garments cling-

ing about her at every step. Then as

she passed out of sight at a bend in the

path, he picked up his camera from the

bank where he had thrown it and slipped

quietly into a branching path that led

back into the recesses of the wood.

An evening paper lay spread out

across Miss Kitty's knees and under her

finger was a "want ad" held in helpless

captivity by one symmetrically rounded

pink fingernail. In the eyes of the

young lady was a faraway expression
dreamy with the light of the waning
summer day.

"Oh, of course," she said, musingly,
to herself as though half whimsically
chiding some little child. "Of course,

you are a lucky girl, Miss Kitty Carter.
You have vulgarly perfect health. You
have a fair education and a course in

business training which yet rankles with
the remembrance of the last examina-
tion.

"You have a big mop of brown hair
that lights with the golden glints of rich,

ripe sherry when the sun sinks into it,"
the girl continued the inventory of her-
self, "You have regular teeth, and a

good complexion, if the tan ever wears
off, but Kitty Carter, you are a wreck
financially. You are a hoodoo. If you
were not you could still have your red
automobile and would not be compelled

to walk a whole mile to give some crusty
old fo.ssil in search of a private secre-

tary an opportunity to snub you and tell

you that you look too young."
An old man with kindly mien turned

in his swivel chair the next morning
when Miss Kitty presented herself in

the office of the Union Brokerage Com-

pany just as the minute hand was stag-

gering across the dot of nine. He rose

courteously to greet her before asking
what service he could be to her.

"My name," said the girl, coming im-

mediately to the point of her errand, "is

Catherine Carter, and I have called in

answer to an advertisement I noticed

last night in the evening paper. My
father, John Carter, was formerly in the

brokerage business, and I am therefore,

having been a confidant of his, ac-

quainted in a general way with the

routine of the work."
"I knew your father, Miss Carter,"

the old man said, "and I think no fur-

ther conference will be necessary. My
name is Monroe and you will work with

me for such a time as the president of

the company is out of town. Upon his

return you will be responsible to him
alone."

One morning about two weeks after

first coming into the little office she

now called her own, Miss Kitty found
the door of the president's office ajar
and caught the shadow of someone

writing at the desk across the room as

she passed to put away her hat and coat.

A moment later the door flew open and
a young man, browned and burned by
the sun and wind, hurried into the room
with the welcoming smile of the wan-
derer returned, upon his features.

"Well, Monroe," he began. Then as

Miss Kitty turned in her chair and faced

him, the smile froze on his face, leaving
the vacuous, inane grin of utter bewil-
derment. He looked from the girl to

the door of his office and back again
helplessly.

"Oh," he said and stopped, flounder-

ing for the rest of the sentence. "I beg
your pardon for intruding. I did not
know you were here," he finished lamely
as though it were a common thing for

the president of a corporation to apolo-
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gize to his private secretary for having
come into her presence unannounced.
At the first word Kitty had whirled

about facing the young man in the mid-

dle of the room. Then as her eyes swept
over his face and figure, the color fled

from her cheeks and she arose with head

upflung.
"It is I that am intruding," she said,

half turning as though to close her desk.

"I had no idea
"

she concluded ir-

relevantly.
The frost of wronged dignity that

sparkled in the tones of the young
woman struck the young man like a gust
of winter wind blowing in his face and

brought him back to self-possession.
"I beg of you," he said, in courteous

tones, "to accept of me what poor

apology I can make for my boorish con-

duct of the past. I realized as you left

that day in the forest how unpardon-
able had been my act, and I have prayed
since then for an opportunity to make
what reparation I may. I endeavored to

find you in order to sue for forgiveness,
and I now beg of you most sincerely to

forgive."
Miss Carter met the young man's gaze

steadily and after a moment the flame of

anger faded and flickered from her eyes,

merging into a chilly and impersonal
consideration.

"I will accept your apology," she said,

"and will forget both the incident and

the meeting in so far as I may. I was

engaged by Mr. Monroe during your
absence to fill a vacant position here,

and if it is your desire I will continue in

your service." She turned back to her

desk and busied herself with a pile of

letters while James Boise silently went

back into his. office and closed the door.

As the thud of the heavy oak told

Miss Carter that she was alone, she

turned from her desk and lifting up both

small fists, shook them at the place

where a moment before her employer
had stood.

"James Boise,*' she said, spitefully,

into the empty air, "if you knew what

Kitty Carter thinks of you the blushes

would not fade from your sunburned

visage for a month.

"I will have to admit in justice to him,

though," she concluded to herself, "that

he apologized very nicely, and I believe

he meant what he said."

A few minutes later, as Miss Carter

was staring absently out of the window,
the sharp buzz of the call from the presi-
dent's desk brought her to her feet auto-

matically. Mr. Boise rose as she en-

tered his office and placed a chair for

her beside the long table in front of his

desk. Then he seated himself and com-
menced to answer letters at a rate that

left his secretary no time for thought of

anything except the work in hand. At
the end of a half-hour he excused her

with a quiet, "That is all," and turned

back to the unfinished work on his desk.

Miss Kitty gathered up her work and
left the office feeling somehow that the

president of the Union Brokerage Com-

pany was a much abused man and that

she was the responsible person.
A couple of weeks passed with an un-

varying and monotonous swing. Each

morning as Mr. Boise called Miss Car-

ter into the office he arose and placed a

chair for her by the side of the long

table, greeting her with quiet reserve.

Gradually Miss Kitty began to catch

herself regretting that she had been so

harsh at her second meeting with her

employer, but if Mr. Boise noticed any

change he gave no evidence of it by
word or outward sign. His calm re-

serve continued until the girl began to

wonder if she had not been something
of a prude after all.

The late summer merged into autumn

with its golden frosted leaves, its bright,

chill mornings, and its evenings of

cheery open fires and dreamy ingle

nooks. The autumn slipped back into

the past and winter came bringing its

snowy blanket, jingling sleigh bells, and

at last the Christmas time. Miss Carter

had planned to spend the holidays with

old friends who had thrown open their

country home for the Yule-tide, and on

the afternoon of her departure as she

closed her desk, Mr. Boise came into the

room carrying a small packet in his

hand.

"Miss Carter," he said, "it is my cus-

tom at each Christmas time to present
those assisting me with some slight token

of appreciation of their friendship and

faithful work. U you will permit me, it
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would give me great pleasure to present

this little remembrance as a slight evi-

dence of the gratitude I hold for your
uniform courtesy and as an earnest of

future friendship."
Taken completely by surprise, Kitty

stammered her thanks, and wishing Mr.

Boise a "Merry Christmas," hurried

from the office. When she reached her

residence she tore the wrappings off the

gift eagerly, disclosing an old-fashioned

morocco case upon which rested an en-

velope addressed to her.

"Dear Miss Carter," she read, "in

offering you this little trinket, I know
I am presuming upon your forbearance

but I do so trusting that you will over-

look my forwardness. She who gave it

to me was one who had forgiven me
many shortcomings, and who by her for-

giveness had made my path more pleas-
ant and my life brighter. She was my
mother. I tender it as a peace offering,

hoping that its magic will sweep away
from between us the intangible barrier

which I so thoughtlessly builded in the

past. Praying you to accept my offer-

ing, and wishing you many Yule-tides,
ever increasing in happiness, I am, sin-

cerely, James Boise."

In the casket was a slender chain of
such delicate workmanship that it looked
almost as though it might have been

spun by some golden spider. Attached
to it was a locket of old design out of
which flamed a pair of angry eyes from
a sweet young face that was framed by
wind-tossed hair through which the sun
was playing hide and seek with the
shadows cast by the low hanging leaves
of a giant tree. The girl sat with the

open locket in her hand while the winter

twilight deepened and merged into the

night ; then, after a long time, she arose
to prepare for her journey, and when
she left the house the slender golden
chain was clinging about her neck, the
locket nestling warm against her breast

deep hidden from inquisitive eyes, where
her heart beat in swifter time at the
touch of the aged gold framing, the

angry young face with the flaming eyes.

Christmas-day dawned clear and cold
over the city where James Boise had

clanging cars and clattering cabs and at

tossed through the night, fretting at the

the clank of the street cleaners and the

rattling milk wagons pursuing their

halting course from door to door. Out
in the country the sun shone into the

room where Miss Kitty slept the sleep
of exhaustion after a night-long battle

with a giant black-leather purse in which
was imprisoned a sun-burned young
man with laughing eyes wbo continually

sought to escape from his prison to

clasp about her neck a slender golden
chain and a locket of delicate workman-

ship.
In the afternoon the man, after rest-

lessly wandering through the streets for

an hour or so, sought his office, and

passing into his private room found upon
the long table a packet bearing his name
in sloping letters that brought a sudden

tightening to his throat that had not
been there for years. He opened the

package and found within the old mo-
rocco case and a note. He read the mis-
sive through slowly.
"You are right little girl," he said,

gazing long into the large eyes looking
back into his, "you could not accept it ;

still, I hoped you would. But, young
lady, you are going to lose that frown of

yours if it takes James Boise ten years
to smooth the wrinkles out." He put
the trinket in his desk and went out into

the sunshine whistling softly to himself.

The old year died and was buried in

his winding sheet of white, and the new
year was born to the world, a howling
youngster, bundled in an Arctic coat.

He grew and cast away his furs for the

flowered, green garments of spring.

June came stirring the blood with her

perfumes and blossoms, and James
Boise^ strangely restless, found himself
one sunny morning by the window of

his office looking out over the city's
smoke to where the sky was blue while
he held in his hands his morning's cor-

respondence upside down. For nearly
six months now he had been diligently

trying to smooth the wrinkles away as

he had sworn to do, and after due and

thoughtful consideration, he believed he
had made some headway. He felt, how-
ever, that conditions were entirely too

indefinite, and the warm Jung air whis-
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pered pleasing dreams to him as he

thought it out by the window-ledge.
Miss Kitty came into the inner office

as Mr. Boise still sat at the window.
The little buzzing bell had grown mute

recently, and now the confidential secre-

tary came always at ten for the morning
correspondence. Mr. Boise rose from
his place by the window and his heart

beat faster as he placed the accustomed

chair, for Kitty was a vision of spring-
time as she stood robed in the fluffy
habiliments of June, with a bunch of

rich, red roses at her belt. The dicta-

tion began aimlessly and rambled off

uncertainly to a standstill. Mr. Boise

laid his unanswered letters down on the

long table and went over to the window,
leaving his secretary with suspended pen
and wondering eyes.
"Miss Carter," he said finally, as he

faced her resolufely, "I want to tell you
a story this bright June morning. Not

quite a year ago I was ordered out into

the mountains, and I went away happy
in the anticipation of my vacation. One
day shortly before I returned to the city
I had an adventure which in no wise re-

flected credit upon me. At that time I

insulted and humiliated a young woman
whose regard I would now give worlds
to possess."
When Mr. Boise commenced to speak,

Kitty paled and rose to her feet. Then,
as he paused for a moment, she broke

in upon him hurriedly.
"Mr. Boise," she said quietly, in spite

of her rebelliously thumping heart, "you
have apologized for that incident suf-

ficiently and I have accepted your
apology. No," she continued, changing
her calm tones for a baffling, whimsical

banter, under which the man could see

the dangerous reefs of her reserve, "no.

I am here to be dictated to. It is my
duty to take your dictation, but not to

listen to your apologies."
Boise slowly seated himself, and after

a silent moment gathered together the

letters piled up on his desk and passed
them over to Miss Kitty.

"We will finish our correspondence
this afternoon," he said, and turning-

back to the desk attacked the work piled

up in front of him.

It was nearly three o'clock in the

afternoon before the president of the

Union Brokerage Company returned to

his office from luncheon. He passed

briskly through the outer office, nodded

pleasantly to his very demure confiden-

tial secretary and apparently plunged
once more into the unfinished business

in front of him. Two hours passed and

Kitty had just shifted her eyes from the

window to the clock, when the bell at her

desk buzzed its short, sharp call, and

gathering her notebook and pencil she

went into Mr. Boise's office.

"Miss Carter," he said, "I wish you
would take a couple of important letters

for me for this afternoon's mail." He
began rapidly to dictate a letter relating
to a business transaction, and having fin-

ished it with the usual "Respectfullv

yours," passed to the second almost

without pause.
"Miss Catherine Carter, care Union

Brokerage Company, City," he said in

his rapid, curt, business voice. Miss

Carter paused with pen in air, a look of

utter surprise overspreading her coun-

tenance, then she silently bent to her

work without comment or apparent
emotion, taking the letter through to

the end.

"My Dear Miss Carter," the letter

continued, "having discovered from

past experience thait it is impossible to

break down the barrier between us in

any other way, and having found that it

is impossible for me to longer contain

myself in silence, I am taking the liberty

of writing you, placing my whole heart

and existence at your feet.

"Since the first lime I ever saw you
I have loved you, and I now take this

means, the only course apparently open
to me of offering to you my sincere

protestations of that love and praying
for an opportunity to press my suit in

person. Trusting to hear from your fav-

orably I am, most sincerely, James
Boise."

Miss Carter picked up her notebook

silently and went to her desk in the out-

er office. She turned to the notes of the

first letter and transcribed them rapidly.

Passing to the second letter she wrote

it without a change of expression while
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the man in the inner office sat with his

elbows on the long table, watching her

through the half open door. Having
finished the two letters Miss Kitty

brought them back to Mr. Boise for his

signature, then put them in their enve-

lopes, stamped them and hurried out of

the office, to her home.
The next morning Boise was early at

his office and as he passed his steno-

grapher's desk, saw upon it his letter

freshly delivered by the postman. He
waited patiently for Miss Kitty's coming
and, as she at last took her place, he

watched her eagerly as she picked up
the envelope, opened it, glanced at the

contents as casually as though she had
never seen them before, then threw the

missive into a drawer with her gloves
and purse.
A crimson flood of angry humiliation

swept over the face of the man watching
from the inner office, and he turned to

his desk with a dogged suUenness. The
day passed as usual with the customary
round of duties, and through it all the

president of the Union Brokerage Com-
pany was calm and courteous, while his

confidential secretary preserved a bear-

ing so demure, so unconscious of strain

and so altogether distracting that the
man ground his teeth and prayed for
the end of business hours to relieve him

of a situation which he was fast becom-
ing unable to sustain.

The inner office was empty the follow-

ing morning and for two days after-

wards, and all the time a little square
envelope lay wedged in between two
large official-looking letters in the

accumulating pile on the long table.

The third morning a haggard man
delved into the correspondence steadily,
like a workman far behind with his

task. Suddenly he picked up the little

square envelope and tore it open fever-

ishly. He read it hungrily and then

passed quickly into the outer office, his

feet making no sound on the thick car-

pets, to where his confidential secretary
was sitting at her desk, gazing absently
out across the jagged line of buildings
into the bright June sky.
That night the janitor as he toiled at

his monotonous task,
'

picked up a

crumbled bit of paper thrown carelessly
beneath the window ledge by Miss

Kitty's deserted desk. Glancing at it

casually he read,

"Mr. James Boise, President Union
Brokerage Company.

Dear Sir:—By this enclosure I desire
to tender you my resignation as your
confidential secretary; I do this in order
that I may be free to accept your very
kind offer of recent date.

Sincerely, C. Carter."
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CHAPTER XIII.

T WAS the knot of

wordy socialists and

working-class philoso-

phers that held forth in

the City Hall Park on

4" warm afternoons that was

responsible for the great discovery. Once
or twice in the month, while riding

through the park on his way to the

library, Martin dismounted from his

wheel and listened to the arguments,
and each time he tore himself away re-

luctantly. The tone of discussion was

much lower than at Mr. Morse's table.

The men were not grave and dignified.

They lost their tempers easily and called

one another names, while oaths and ob-

scene allusions were frequent on their

lips. Once or twice he had seen them

come to blows. And yet, he knew not

why, there seemed something vital about

the stuff of these men's thoughts. Their

logomachy was far more stimulating

to his intellect than the reserved and

quiet dogmatism of Mr. Morse. These

men, who slaughtered English, gesticu-

lated like lunatics, and fought one an-

other's ideas with primitive anger,

seemed somehow to be more alive than

Mr. Morse and his crony, Mr. Butler.

Martin had heard Herbert Spencer

quoted several times in the park, but

one afternoon a disciple of Spencer's

appeared, a seedy tramp with a dirty

coat buttoned tightly at the throat to

conceal the absence of a shirt. Battle

royal was waged, amid the smoking of

many cigarettes and the expectoration of

much tobacco juice, wherein the tramp

successfully held his own, even when a

socialist workman sneered : "There is

no god but the Unknowable, and Her-
bert Spencer is his prophet." Martin was
puzzled as to what the discussion was
about, but when he rode on to the library
he carried with him a new-born interest

in Herbert Spencer, and because of the

frequency with which the tramp had
mentioned First Principles Martin
drew out that volume.
So the great discovery began. Once

before he had tried Spencer, and, choos-

ing the Principles of Psychology to be-

gin with, he had failed as abjectly as he

had failed with Madame Blavatsky.
There had been no understanding the

book, and he had returned it unread.

But this night, after algebra and physics,
and an attempt at a sonnet, he got into

bed and opened First Principles. Morn-

ing found him still reading. It was im-

possible for him to sleep. Nor did he

write that day. He lay on the bed till

his body grew tired, when he tried the

hard floor, reading on his back, the book

held in the air above him, or changing
from side to side. H^ slept that night,

and did his writing next morning, and

then the book tempted him and he fell,

reading all afternoon, oblivious to every-

thing and oblivious to the fact that that

was the afternoon Ruth, gave to him.

His first consciousness of the immediate

world about him was when Bernard

Higginbotham jerked open the door and

demanded to know if he thought thej

were running a restaurant.

Martin Eden had been mastered by

curiosity all his days. He wanted to

know, and it was this desire that had

sent him adventuring over the world.

But he was now learning from Spencer

Cop.rright, 1908, by Jack London.
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that he never had known, and that he

never could have known had he con-

tinued his sailing and wandering forever.

He had merely skimmed over the sur-

face of things, observing detached phe-

nomena, accumulating fragments of

facts, making superficial little general-
izations—and all and everything quite

unrelated in a capricious and disorderly

world of whim and chance.^ The
mechanism of the flight of birds he had

watched and reasoned about with under-

standing; but it had never entered his

head to try to explain the process where-

by birds, as organic flying mechanisms,
had been developed. He had never

dreamed there was such a process. That

birds should have come to be, was un-

g^essed. They always had been. They
just happened.
And as it was with birds, so it had been

with everything. His ignorant and un-

prepared attempts at philosophy had
been fruitless. The medieval metaphys-
ics of Kant had given him the key to

nothing, and had served the sole purpose
of making him doubt his own intellec-

tual powers. In similar manner, his at-

tempt to study evolution had been con-

fined to a hopelessly technical volume

by Romanes. He had understood

nothing, and the only idea he had gath-
ered was that evolution was a dry-as-
dust theory of a lot of little men pos-
sessed of huge and unintelligible vocab-
ularies. And now he learned that

evolution was no mere theory but an

accepted process of development; that

scientists no longer di.«agreed about it;

their only differences being over the
method of evolution.

And here was the man Spencer, organ-
izing all knowledge for him, reducing
everything to unity, elaborating ultimate

realities, and presenting to his startled

gaze a universe so concrete of realization

that it was like the model of a ship such
as sailors make and put into glass bot-
tles. There was no caprice, no chance.
All was law. It was in obedience to law
that the bird flew, and it was in obedience
to the same law that fermenting slime
had writhed and squirmed and put out

legs and wings and become a bird.

Martin had ascended from pitch to

pitch of intellectual living, and here he
was at a higher pitch than ever. All the

hidden things were laying their secrets

bare. He was drunken with comprehen-
sion. At night, asleep, he lived with the

gods in colossal nightmare; and awake,
in the day, he went around like a som-

nambulist, with absent stare, gazing
upon the world he had just discovered.

At table he failed to hear the conversation
about petty and ignoble things, his eager
mind seeking out and following cause
and effect in everything before him. In

the meat on the platter he saw the shin-

ing sun and traced its energy back

through all its transformations to its

source a hundred million miles away, or
traced its energy ahead to the moving
muscles in his arms that enabled him
to cut the meat, and to the brain

wherewith he willed the muscles
to move to cut the meat, until,

with inward gaze, he saw the same sun

shining in his brain. He was entranced

by illumination, and did not hear the

"bughouse," whispered by Jim, nor see

the anxiety on his sister's face, nor notice

the rotary motion of Bernard Higgin-
botham's finger whereby he imparted
the suggestion of wheels revolving in his

brother-in-law's head.

What, in a way, most profoundly im-

pressed Martin, was the correlation of

knowledge—of all knowledge. He had
been curious to know things, and what-
ever he acquired he had filed away in

separate memory compartments in his

brain. Thus, on the subject of sailing
he had an immense store. On the sub-

ject of woman he had a fairly large
store. But these two subjects had been
unrelated. Between the two memory
compartments there had been no con-
nection. That, in the fabric of knowl-

edge, there should be any connection
whatever between a woman with hys-
terics and a schooner carrying a

weather-helm or heaving to in a gale,
would have struck him as ridiculous and

impossible. But Herbert Spencer had
shown him not only that it was not ridic-

ulous, but that it was impossible for

there to be no connection. All things
were related to all other things, from the

farthermost star in the waste^of space
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to the myriads of atoms in the grain
of sand under one's foot. This new con-

cept was a perpetual amazement to Mar-
tin, and he found himself engaged con-

tinually in tracing the relationship be-

tween all things under the sun and on
the other side of the sun. He drew up
lists of the most incongruous things and
was unhappy until he succeeded in estab-

lishing kinship between them all—kin-

ship between love, poetry, earthquake,
fire, rattlesnakes, rainbows, precious

gems, monstrosities, sunsets, the roaring
of lions, illuminating gas, cannibalism,

beauty, murder, levers and fulcrums, and
tobacco. Thus, he unified the universe
and held it up and looked at it, or wan-
dered through its byways and alleys and

jungles, not as a terrified traveler in the

thick of mysteries seeking an unknown
goal, but observing and charting and be-

coming familiar with all there was to

know. And the more he knew, the more

passionately he adrriired the universe,
and life, and his own life in the midst
of it all.

"You fool !" he cried at his image in the

looking-glass. "You wanted to write, and

you tried to write, and you had nothing
in you to write about. What did you
have in you ?—some childish notions, a

few half-baked sentiments, a lot of undi-

gested beauty, a great black mass of ig-

norance, a heart filled to bursting with

love, and an ambition as big as your love

and as futile as your ignorance. And
you wanted to write! Why, you're just

on the edge of beginning to get some-

thing in you to write about. You wanted

to create beauty, but how could you
when you knew nothing about the na-

ture of beauty? You wanted to write

about life when you knew nothing of

the essential characteristics of life. You
wanted to write about the world and the

scheme of existence when the world was

a Chinese puzzle to you, and all that you
could have written would have been

about what you did not know of the

scheme of existence. But cheer up,

Martin, my boy. You'll write yet. You
know a little, a very little, and you're on

the right road now to know more. Some

day, if you're lucky, you may come

pretty close to knowing all that may be

known. Then you will write."

He brought his great discovery to

Ruth, sharing- with her all his joy and
wonder in it. But she did not seem to

be so enthusiastic over it. She tacitly

accepted it, and, in a way, seemed aware
of it from her own studies. It did not

stir her deeply, as it did him, and he

would have been surprised had he not

reasoned it out that it was not new and
fresh to her as it was to him-. Arthur
and Norman, he found, believed in evo-

lution and had read Spencer, though it

did not seem to have made any vital im-

pression upon them, while the young fel-

low with the glasses and the mop of hair,

Will Olney, sneered disagreeably at

Spencer and repeated the epigram:
"There is no God but the Unknowable,
and Herbert Spencer is his prophet."

But Martin forgave him the sneer, for

he had begun to discover that Olney was
not in love with Ruth. Later, he was

dumbfounded to learn from various lit-

tle happenings not only that Olney did

not care for Ruth^ but that he had a posi-

tive dislike for her. Martin could not

understand this. It was a bit of phe-

nomena that he could not correlate with

all the rest of the phenomena in the uni-

verse. But nevertheless he felt sorry

for the young fellow because of the great

lack in his nature that prevented him

from a proper appreciation of Ruth's

fineness and beauty. They rode out

into the hills several Sundays on their

wheels,and Martin had ample opportunity
to observe the armed truce that existed

between Ruth and Olney. The latter

chummed with Norman, throwing Ar-

thur and Martin into company with

Ruth, for which Martin was duly grate-

ful.

Those Sundays were great days for

Martin, greatest because he was with

Ruth, and great, also, because they were

putting him more on a par with the

young men of her class. In spite of

their long years of disciplined education,

he was finding himself their intellectual

equal, and the hours spent with them in

conversation was so much practice for

him in the use of the grammar he had

studied so hard. He had abandoned the

etiquette books, falling back upon obser-

vation to show him the right things to

do. Except when carried away by his
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enthusiasm, he was always on guard,

keenly watchful of their actions and

learning their little courtesies and refine-

ments of conduct.

The fact that Spencer was very little

read was for some time a source of sur-

prise to Martin. "Herbert Spenc.er
—"

said the man at the desk in the library.

"Oh, yes, a great mind." But the man
did not seem to know anything of the

content of that great mind. One even-

ing, at dinner, when Mr. Butler was

there, Martin turned the conversation

upon Spencer. Mr. Morse bitterly ar-

raigned the English philosopher's agnos-
ticism, but confessed that he had not

read First Principles; while Mr. Butler

stated that he had no patience with Spen-
cer, had never read a line of him, and
had managed to get along quite well

without him. Doubts arose in Martin's

mind, and had he been less strongly in-

dividual, he would have accepted the

general opinion and given Herbert Spen-
cer up. As .it was, he found Spencer's
explanation of things convincing; and,
as he phrased it to himself, to give up
Spencer would be equivalent to a navi-

gator throwing the compass and chron-
ometer overboard. So Martin went on
into a thorough study of evolution, mas-

tering more and more the subject him-
self, and being convinced by the corrob-
orative testimony of a thousand inde-

pendent writers. The more he studied
the more vistas he caught of fields of

knowledge yet unexplored, and the re-

gret that days were only twenty-four
hours long became a chronic complaint
with him.

One day, because the days were so

short, he decided to give up algebra and
geometry. Trigonometry he had not
even attempted. Then he cut chemistry
from his study list, retaining only
physics.

"I am not a specialist," he said, in de-

fense, to Ruth. "Nor am I going to try
to be a specialist. There are too many
special fields for any one man, in a
whole lifetime, to master a tithe of them.
I must pursue general knowledge. When
I need the work of specialists I shall
refer to their books."
"But that is not like having the knowl-

edge yourself," she protested.

"But it is unnecessary to have it. We
profit from the work of the specialists,
rhat's what they are for. When I came
in I noticed the chimney-sweeps at work.

They're specialists, and when they get
done you will enjoy clean chimneys with-
out knowing anything about the con-

struction of chimneys."
"That's far-fetched, I am afraid."

She looked at him curiously, and he
felt a reproach in her gaze and manner.
But he was convinced of the rightness of

his position.
"All thinkers on general subjects, the

greatest minds in the world, in fact, rely
on the specialists. Herbert Spencer did

that. He generalized upon the findings
of thousands of investigators. He would
have had to live a thousand lives in order
to do it all himself. And so with Dar-
win. He took advantage of all that had
been learned by the florists and cattle-

breeders."

"You're right, Martin," Olney said.

"You know what you're after, and Ruth
does n't. She does n't know what she is

after for herself even."
"

Oh, yes," Olney rushed on,

heading off her objection, "I know you
call it general culture. But it does n't

matter what you study if you want gen-
eral culture. You can study French, or

you can study German, or cut them both
out and study Esperanto, you'll get the
culture tone just the same. You can

study Greek or Latin, too, for the same

purpose, though it will never be any use
to you. It will be culture, though. Why,
Ruth studied Saxon, became clever in it—that was two years ago, and all that
she remembers of it now is, 'Whan that

sweet Aprile with his schowers soote'—
is n't that the way it goes?
"But it's given you the culture tone

just the same," he laughed, again head-
"

ing her off. "I know. We were in the
same classes."

"But you speak of culture as if it

should be a means to something," Ruth
cried out. Her eyes were flashing, and
in her cheeks were two spots of color.

"Culture is the end in itself."

"But that is not what Martin wants."
"How do you know?"
"What do you want, Martin?" Olnev

demanded, turning squarely upon him.
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Martin felt very uncomfortable, and
looked entreaty at Ruth.

"Yes. what do you want?" Ruth
asked. "That will settle it."

"Yes, of course, I want culture," Mar-
tin faltered. "I love beauty, and cul-

ture will give me a finer and keener ap-
preciation of beauty."

She nodded her head and looked

triumph.

"Rot, and you know it," was Olney's
comment. "Martin's after career, not

culture. It just happens that culture, in

his case, is incidental to career. If he
wanted to be a chemist, culture would
be unnecessary. Martin wants to write,
but he's afraid to say so because it will

put you in the wrong.
"And why does Martin want to

write?" he went on. "Because he is n't

rolling in wealth. Why do you fill your
head with Saxon and general culture?
Because you dont have to make your way
in the world. Your father sees to that.

He buys your clothes for you, and all the
rest. What rotten good is our education,

yours and mine, and Arthur's and Nor-
man's ? We're soaked in general culture,
and if our daddies went broke today,
we'd be falling down tomorrow on teach-
ers' examinations. The best job you
could get, Ruth, would be a country
school or music teacher in a girls' board-

ing school."

"And pray what would you do?" she
asked.

"Not a blessed thing. I could earn a

dollar and a half a day, common labor,
and I might get in as instructor in Han-
ley's cramming joint

—I say might, mind

you, and I might be chucked out at the

end of the week for sheer inability."
Martin followed the discussion closely,

and while he was convinced that Olney
was right, he resented the rather cavalier

treatment he accorded Ruth. A new
conception of love formed in his mind as

he listened. Reason had nothing to do
with love. It mattered not whether the

woman he loved reasoned correctly or in-

correctly. Love was above reason. If

it just happened that she did not fully

appreciate his necessity for a career, that

did not make her a bit less lovable. She
was all lovable, and what she thought
had nothing to do with her lovableness.

"What's that?" he replied to a ques-
tion from Olney that broke in upon his

train of thought,
"I was saying that I hoped you

would'nt be fool enough to tackle Latin."

"But Latin is more than culture,"
Ruth broke in. "It is equipment."

"Well, are you going to tackle it?"

Olney persisted.
Martin was sore beset. He could see

that Ruth was hanging eagerly upon his

answer.
"I am afraid I won't have time," he

said finally. "I'd like to, but I won't
have time."

"You see, Martin's not soaking cul-

ture," Olney exulted. "He's trying to

get somewhere, to do something."
"Oh, but it's mental training. It's

mind discipline. It's what makes disci-

plined minds." Ruth looked expectantly
at Martin, as if waiting for him to change
his judgment, "You know, the football

players have to train before the big
game. And that is what Latin does for

the thinker. It trains."

"Rot and bosh ! That's what they told

us when we were kids. But there is one

thing they did n't tell us then. They let

us find it out for ourselves afterwards."

Olney paused for effect, then added,
"and what they did n't tell us was that

every gentleman should have studied

Latin but that no gentleman should know
Latin."

"Now, that's unfair," Ruth cried. "I

knew you were turning the conversation

just in order to get off something."
"It's clever all right," was the retort,

"but it's fair, too. The only men who
know their Latin are the apothecaries,
the lawyers, and the Latin professors.
And if Martin wants to be one of. them,
I miss my guess. But what's all that

got to do with Herbert Spencer, any-

way? Martin's just discovered Spencer,
and he's wild over him. Why? Because

Spencer is taking him somewhere. Spen-
cer could n't take me anywhere, nor you.
We have n't got anywhere to go. You'll

get married some day, and Til have

nothing to do but keep track of the law-

yers and business agents who will take

care of the money my father's going to

leave me."

Olney got up to go, but turned at the
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door and delivered this parting shot:

"You leave Martin alone, Ruth. He
knows what's best for himself. Look at

what he's done already. He makes me
sick sometimes, sick and ashamed of my-
self. He knows more now about the

world, and life, and man's place, and all

the rest, than Arthur, or Norman, or I,

or you, too, for that matter, and in spite

of all our Latin, and French, and Saxon,

and culture."

"But Ruth is my teacher," Martin an-

swered chivalrously. "She is respon-
sible for what little I have learned."

"Rats." Olney looked at Ruth, and

his expression was malicious. "I sup-

pose you'll be telling me next that you
read Spencer on her recommendation—
only you did n't. And she does n't know

anything more about Darwin and evolu-

tion than I do about King Solomon's

mines. What's that jawbreaker defini-

tion about something or other of Spen-
cer's, that you sprang on us the other

day?—that indefinite, incoherent homo-

geneity thing. Spring it on her, and see

if she understands a word of it. That
is n't culture, you see. Well, tra la, and
if you tackle Latin, Martin, I wont have

any respect for you."
And all the while, interested in the dis-

cussion, Martin had been aware of an
irk in it as well. It was about studies

and lessons, dealing with the rudiments
of knowledge, and the schoolboyish tone
of it conflicted with the big things that

were stirring in him—with the grip upon
life that was even then crooking his fin-

gers like eagle's talons, with the cosmic
thrills that made him ache, and with the

inchoate consciousness of mastery of it

all. He likened himself to a poet,
wrecke/cl on the shores of a strange land,
filled with power of beauty, stumbling
and stammering and vainly trying to

sing in the rough barbaric tongue of his

brethren in the new land. And so with
him. He was alive, painfully alive, to

the great universal things, and yet he
was compelled to potter and grope
among schoolboy topics and debate
whether or not he should study Latin.
"What in hell has Latin to do with

it?" he demanded before his mirror that

night. "I wi.sh dead people would stay

dead. Why should I and the beauty in

me be ruled by the dead? Beauty is

alive and everlasting. Languages come
and go. They are the dust of the dead."

And his next thought was that he had
been phrasing his ideas very well, and he

went to bed wondering why he could not

talk in similar fashion when he was with

Ruth. He was only a schoolboy, with a

schoolboy's tongue, when he was in her

presence.
"Give me time," he said aloud, "Only

give me time."

Time! Time! Time! was his unend-

ing plaint.

CHAPTER XIV.

IT
W^AS not because of Olney, but in

spite of Ruth, and his love for Ruth,
that he finally decided not to take up
Latin, His money meant time. There
was so much that was more important
than Latin, so many studies that clam-

ored with imperious voices. And he must
write. He must earn money. He had
had no acceptances. Two score of manu-

scripts were traveling the endless round
of the magazines. How did the others

do it? He spent long hours in the free

reading-room, going over what others

had written, studying their work eagerly
and critically, comparing it with his own,
and wondering, wondering, about the

secret trick they had discovered which
enabled them to sell their work.
He was amazed at the immense

amount of printed stuff that was dead.

No light, no life, no color, was shot

through it. There was no breath of life

in it, and yet it sold, at two cents a word,
twenty dollars a thousand—the news-

paper clipping had said so. He was puz-
zled by countless short stories, . written

lightly and cleverly, he confessed, but

without vitality or reality. Life was so

strange and wonderful, filled with an

immensity of problems, of dreams, and
of heroic toils, and yet these stories dealt

only with the commonplaces of life. He
felt the stress and strain of life, its fevers

and sweats and wild insurgences
—

surely
this was the stuff to write about ! He
wanted to glorify the leaders of forlorn

hopes, the mad lovers, the giants that
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fought under stress and strain, amid ter-

ror and tragedy, making life crackle

with the strength of their endeavor. And
yet the magazine short stories seemed in-

tent on glorifying the Mr. Butlers, the

sordid dollar-chasers, and the common-
place little love affairs of commonplace
little men and women. Was it because
the editors of the magazines were com-

monplace? he demanded. Or were they
afraid of life?—these writers and editors

and readers?

But his chief trouble was that he did

not know any editors or writers. And
not merely did he not know any writers,
but he did not know anybody who had
ever attempted to write. There was no-

body to tell him, to hint to him, to give
him the least word of advice. He began
to doubt that editors were real men.

They seemed cogs in a machine. That
was what it was, a machine. He poured
his soul into stories, articles and poems,
and entrusted them to the machine. He
folded them just so, put the proper
stamps inside the long envelope along
with the manuscript, sealed the envelope,

put more stamps outside, and dropped it

into the mail-box. It traveled across the

continent, and after a certain lapse of

time the postman returned him the

manuscript in another long envelope, on
the outside of which were the stamps he
had inclosed. There was no human edi-

tor at the other end, but a mere cunning
arrangement of cogs that changed the

manuscript from one envelope to another

and stuck on the stamps. It was like

the slot machines wherein one dropped
pennies, and, with a metallic whirl of

machinery, had delivered to him a stick

of chewing-gum or a tablet of chocolate.

It depended upon which slot one dropped
the penny in, whether he got chocolate

or gunii. And so with the editorial ma-
chine. One slot brought checks and the

other brought rejection slips. So far he
had found only the latter slot.

It was the rejection slips that com-

pleted the horrible machine-likeness of

the process. These slips were printed,
in stereotyped forms, and he had re-

ceived hundreds of them—as many as

a dozen or more on each of his earlier

manuscripts. If he had received one

line, one personal line, along with one

rejection of all his rejections, he would
have been cheered. But not one editor

had given that proof of existence. And
he could conclude only that there were
no warm human men at the other end,

only mere cogs, well-oiled and running
beautifully in the machine.
He was a good fighter, whole-souled

and stubborn, and he would have been
content to continue feeding the machine
for years ;

but he was bleeding to death,
and not years but weeks would deter-

mine the fight. Each week his board
bill brought him nearer destruction,
while the postage on forty manuscripts
bled him almost as severely. He no

longer bought books, and he economized
in petty ways and sought to delay the

inevitable end
; though he did not know

how to economize, and brought the end
nearer by a week when he gave his sis-

ter Marian five dollars for a dress.

He struggled in the dark, without ad-

vice, without encouragement, and in the

teeth of discouragement. Even Ger-

trude was beginning to look askance. At
first she had tolerated with sisterly fond-

ness what she conceived to be his fool-

ishness; but now, out of sisterly solici-

tude, she grew anxious. To her it

seemed that his foolishness was becom-

ing a madness. Martin knew this and
suffered more keenly from it than from

the open and nagging contempt of Ber-

nard Higginbotham. Martin had faith

in himself, but he was alone in this

faith. Not even Ruth had faith. She

wanted him to devote himself to study,

and, though she had not openly disap-

proved of his writing, she had never

approved.
He had never offered to show her his

work. A fastidious delicacy had pre-

vented him. Besides, she had been

studying heavily at the University, and

he felt averse to robbing her of her time.

But when she had taken her degree she

asked him herself to let her see some-

thing of what he had been doing. Mar-
tin was elated and diffident. Here was
a judge. She was a bachelor of arts.

She had studied literature under skilled

instructors. Perhaps the editors were

capable judges, too. But she would be
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different from them. She would not

hand him a stereotyped rejection sHp,

nor would she inform him that lack of

preference for his work did not neces-

sarily imply lack of merit in his work.

She would talk, a warm human being,

in her quick, bright way, and, most im-

portant of all, she would catch glimpses
of the real Martin Eden. In his work

she would discern .what his heart and

soul were like, and she would come to

understand something, a little some-

thing, of the stuff of his dreams and the

strength of his power.
Martin gathered together a number of

carbon copies of his short stories, hesi-

tated a moment, then added his "Sea

Lyrics." They mounted their wheels on

a late June afternoon and rode for the

hills. It was the second time he had
been out with her alone, and as they rodt

along through the balmy warmth, just

chilled by the sea breeze to refreshing

coolness, he was profoundly impressed

by the fact that it was a very beautiful

and well-ordered world and that it was

good to be alive and to love. They left

their wheels by the roadside and climbed
to the brown top of an open knoll where
the sunburnt grass breathed a harvest

breath of dry sweetness and content.

"It's work is done," Martin said, as

they seated themselves, she upon his coat,

and he sprawling close to the warm
earth. He sniffed the sweetness of the

tawny grass, which entered his brain and
set his thoughts whirling on from the

particular to the universal. "It has
achieved its reason for existence," he
went on, patting the dry grass affection-

ately. "It quickened with ambition
under the dreary downpour of last win-

ter, fought the violent early spring, flow-

ered and lured the insects and the bees,
scattered its seeds, squared itself with its

duty and the world, and—"

"Why do you always look at things
with such dreadfully practical eyes ?" she

interrupted.
"Because I've been studying evolution,

I guess. It's only recently that I got my
eyesight, if the truth were told."

"But it seems to me you lose sight of

beauty by being so practical, that you
destroy beauty like the boys who catch

butterflies and rub the down off their

beautiful wings."
Hfe shook his head.

"Beauty has significance, but I never
knew its significance before. I just ac-

cepted beauty as something meaningless,
as something that was just beautiful

without rhyme or reason. I did not

know anything about beauty. But now
I know, or, rather, am just beginning to

know. This grass is more beautiful to

me now that I know why it is grass and
all the hidden chemistry of sun and rain

and earth that makes it become grass.

Why, there is romance in the life-history
of any grass, yes, and adventure, too.

The very thought of it stirs me. When I

think of the play of force and matter and
all the tremendous struggle of it, I feel

as if I could write an epic on the grass."
"How well you talk," she said ab-

sently, and he noted that she was looking
at him in a searching way.
He was all confusion and embarrass-

ment on the instant, the blood flushing
red on his neck and brow.

"I hope I am learning to talk," he
stammered. "There seems to me to be
so much in me I want to say. But it is

all so big, I can't find ways to say what
is really in me. Sometimes it seems to

me that all the world, all life, every-

thing, had taken up residence inside of

me and was clamoring for me to be the

spokesman. I feel—oh, I can't describe

it—I feel the bigness of it, but when 1

speak I babble like a little child. It is a

great task to transmute feeling and sen-

sation into speech, written or spoken,
that will, in turn, in him who reads or

listens, transmute itself back into the

self-same feeling and sensation. It is a

lordly task. See, I bury my face in the

grass, and the breath I draw in through
my nostrils sets me quivering with a

thousand thoughts and fancies. It is a

breath of the universe I have breathed.
I know song and laughter, and success

and pain, and struggle and death
;
and I

see visions that arise in my brain some-
how out of the scent of the grass, and I

would like to tell them to you, to the

world. But how can I ? My tongue is

tied. I have tried, by the spoken word,

just now, to describe to youjhe effect on
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me of the scent of the grass. But I have
not succeeded. I have no more than
hinted in awkward speech. My words
seem gibberish to me. And yet I am
stifled with desire to tell. Oh!—" He
threw up his hands with a despairing
gesture

— "It is impossible. It is not
understandable! It is incommunic-
able !"

"But you do talk well," she insisted.

"Just think how you have improved in

the short time I have known you. Mr.
Butler is a noted public speaker. He is

always asked by the state committee to

go out on stump during campaign. Yet

you talked just as well as he the other

night at dinner. Only he was more con-
trolled. You get too excited; but you
will get over that with practice. Why,
you would make a good public speaker.
You can go far ... if you want to. You
are masterly. You can lead mien, I am
sure, and there is no reason why you
should not succeed at anything you set

your hand to, just as you have succeeded
with grammar. You would make a good
lawyer. You would shine in politics.
There is nothing to prevent you from

making as great a success as Mr. Butler
has made. And minus the dyspepsia,"
she added with a smile.

They talked on, she in her gently per-
sistent way, returning always to the need
of thorough grounding in education and
to the advantages of Latin as part of the

foundation for any career. She drew her
ideal of the successful man, and it was

largely in her father's image, with a few
unmistakable lines and touches of color

from the image of Mr. Butler. He
listened eagerly, with receptive ears, ly-

ing on his back and looking up and joy-

ing in each movement of her lips as she

talked. But his brain was not receptive.
There was nothing alluring in the pic-
tures she drew, and he was aware of a

dull pain of disappointment and of a

sharper ache of love for her. In all she

said there was no mention of his writing,
and the manuscripts he had brought to

read lay neglected on the ground.
At last, in a pause, he glanced at thr

sun, measured its height above the hori-

zon, and suggested his manuscripts by
picking them up.

"I had forgotten," she said quickly.
"And I am so anxious to hear."

He read to her a story, one that he
flattered himself was among his verv
best. He called it "The Wine of Life,"
and the wine of it, that had stolen into

his brain when he wrote it, stole into his

brain now as he read it. There was a
certain magic in the original conception,
and he had adorned it with more magic
of phrase and touch. All the old fire

and passion with which he had written it

were reborn in him, and he was swayed
and swept away so that he was blind and
deaf to the faults of it. But it was not
so with Ruth. Her trained ear detected
the weaknesses and exaggerations, the

over-emphasis of the tyro, and she was
instantly aware each time the sentence-

rhythm tripped and faltered. She
scarcely noted the rhythm otherwise,

except when it became too pompous, at

which moments she was disagreeably im-

pressed with its amateurishness. That
was her final judgment on the story as a
whole—amateurish, though she did not
tell him so. Instead, when he had done,
she pointed out the minor flaws and said

that she liked the story.
But he was disappointed. Her criti-

cism was just. He acknowledged that,
but he had a feeling that he was not

sharing his work with her for the pur-
pose of schoolroom correction. The de-
tails did not matter. They could take
care of themselves. He could mend
them, he could learn to mend them. Out
of life he had captured something big
and attempted to imprison it in the story.
It was the big thing out of life he had
read to her, not sentence structure and
semicolons. He wanted her to feel with
him this big thing that was his, that he
had seen with his own eyes, grappled
with his own brain, and placed there on
the page with his own hands in printed
words. Well, he had failed, was his

secret decision. Perhaps the editors

were right. He had felt the big thing,
but he had failed to transmute it. He
concealed his disappointment, and joined
so easily with her in her criticism that

she did not realize that deep down in

him was running a strong undercurrent

of disagreement.
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"This next thing I've called The
Pot,'

"
he said, unfolding the manu-

script. "It has been refused by four or

five magazines now, but still I think it

is good. In fact I dont know what to

think of it, except that I've caught some-

thing there. Maybe it wont affect you
as it does me. It's a short thing

—only
two thousand words."

"How dreadful!" she cried, when he

had finished. "It is horrible, unutter-

ably horrible!"

He noted her pale face, her eyes wide

and tense, and her clenched hands, with

.secret satisfaction. He had succeeded.

He had communicated the stuff of fancy
and feeling from out of his brain. It had
struck home. No matter whether she

liked it or not, it had gripped her and
mastered her, made her sit there and
listen and forget details.

"It is life," he said, "and life is not

always beautiful. And yet, perhaps be-

cause I an> strangely made, I find some-

thing beautiful there. It seems to me
that the beauty is tenfold enhanced be-

cause it is there—"

"But why could n't the poor woman—"
she broke in disconnectedly. Then

she left the revolt of her thought unex-

pressed to cry out, "Oh! It is degrad-
ing! It is not nice! It is nasty!"
For the moment it seemed to him that

his heart stood still. Nasty! Hie had
never dreamed it. He had not meant it.

The whole sketch stood before him in

letters of fire, and in such blaze of illu-

mination he sought vainly for nastiness.

Then his heart began to beat again. He
was not guilty.

"Why did n't you select a nice sub-

ject?" she was saying. "We know there
are nasty things in the world, but that is

no reason—"

She talked on in her indignant strain,
but he was not following her. He was
smiling to himself as he looked up into
her virginal face, so innocent, so pene-
tratingly innocent, that its purity seemed
always to enter into him, driving out of
him all dross and bathing him in some
ethereal effulgence that was as cool and
soft and velvety as starshine. We knozv
there are nasty things in the world! He
cuddled to him the notion of her know-

ing, and chuckled over it as a love-joke.
The next moment^ in a flashing vision of

multitudinous detail, he sighted the

whole sea of life's nastiness that he had
known and voyaged over and through,
and he forgave her for not understand-

ing the story. It was through no fault

of hers that she could not understand.
He thanked God that she had been born
and sheltered to such innocence. But
he knew life, its foulness as well as its

fairness, its greatness in spite of the

slime that infested it, and by God he was

going to have his say on it to the world.

Saints in heaven—'how could they be

anything but fair and pure? No praise
to them. But saints in slime—ah, that

was the everlasting wonder! That was
what made life worth while. To see

moral grandeur rising out of cesspools
of iniquity; to rise himself and first

glimpse beauty, faint and far, through
mud-dripping eyes; to see, out of weak-
ness, and frailty, and viciousness, and all

abyssmal brutishness, arising strength,
and truth, and high spiritual endow-
ment—
He caught a stray sequence of sen-

tences she was uttering.
"The tone of it all is low. And there

is so much that is high. Take 'In Me-
moriam.'

"

He was impelled to suggest "Locksley
Hall" and would have done so, had not
his vision gripped him again and left him

staring at her, the female of his kind,

who, out of the primordial ferment,

creeping and crawling up the vast ladder
of life for a thousand thousand centuries,
had emerged on the topmost rung, hav-

ing become one, Ruth, pure, and fair and
divine, and with power to make him
know love, and to aspire toward purity,
and to desire to taste divinity

—him,
Martin Eden, who, too, had come up in

some amazing fashion from out of the
ruck and the mire and the countless mis-
takes and abortions of unending crea-

tion. There was the romance, and the

wonder, and the glory. There was the
stuff to write, if he could only find

speech. Saints in heaven !
—They were

only saints and could not help them-
selves. But he was a man.
"You have strength," he could hearlier
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saying, "but it is untutored strength."
"Like a bull in a china shop," he sug-

gested, and won a smile.

"And you must develop discrimina-

tion. You must consult taste, and fine-

ness, and tone."

"I dare too much," he muttered.

She smiled approbation, and settled

herself to listen to another story.
"I don't know what you'll make of

this," he said, apologetically. "It's a

funny thing. I'm afraid I got beyond
my depth in it, but my intentions were

good. Dont bother about the little fea-

tures of it. Just see if you catch

the feel of the big thing in it. It is big,

and it is true, though the chance is large
that I have failed to make it intelligible."

He read, and as he read he watched
her. At last he had reached her, he

thought. She sat without movement, her

eyes steadfast upon him, scarcely breath-

ing, caught up and out of herself, he

thought, by the witchery of the thing he

had created; He had entitled the story,

"Adventure," and it was the apotheosis
of adventure—not of the adventure of

the story-books, but of real adventure,

the savage taskmaster, awful of punish-
ment and awful of reward, faithless and

whimsical, demanding terrible patience
and heartbreaking days and nights of

toil, offering the blazing sunlight glory
or dark death at the end of thirst and

famine or of the long drag and mon-
strous delirium of rotting fever, through
blood and sweat and stinging insects

leading up by long chains of petty and

ignoble contacts to royal culminations

and lordly achievements.

It was this, all of it, and more, that he

had put into his story, and it was this,

he believed, that warmed her as she sat

and listened. Her eyes were wide, color

was in her pale cheeks, and before he

finished it seemed to him that she

was almost panting. Truly she was

warmed; but she was warmed, not

by the story, but by him. She did not

think much of the story; it was Mar-
tin's intensity of power, the old excess

of strength that seemed to pour from his

body and on and over her. The paradox
of it was that it was the story itself that

was freighted with his power, that was

the channel, for the time being, through
which his strength poured out to her.

She was aware only of the strength, and

not of the medium, and when she seemed
most carried away by what he had writ-

ten, in reality she had been carried away
by something quite foreign to it—by a

thought, terrible and perilous, that had

formed itself unsummoned in her brain.

She had caught herself wondering what

marriage was Jike, and the becoming
conscious of the waywardness and ardor

of the thought had terrified her. It was

unmaidenly. It was not like her. She
had never been tormented by woman-

hood, and she had lived in a dreamland
of Tennysonian poesy, dense even to the

full significance of that delicate mas-

ter's delicate allusions to the grossnesses
that intrude upon the relations of queens
and knights. She had been asleep, al-

ways, and now life was thundering im-

peratively at all her doors. Mentally she

was in a panic to shoot the bolts and

drop the bars into place, while wanton
instincts urged her to throw wide her

portals and bid the deliciously strange
visitor to enter in.

Martin waited with satisfaction for

her verdict. He had no doubt of what it

would be, and he was astounded when he

heard her say :

"It is beautiful."

"It is beautiful," she repeated, with

emphasis, after a pause.
Of course it was beautiful ;

but there

was something more than mere beauty in

it, something more stingingly splendid
which had made beauty its handmaiden.

He sprawled silently on the ground,

watching the grisly form of a great
doubt rising before him. He had failed.

He was inarticulate. He had seen one of

the greatest things in the world, and he

had not expressed it.

"What did you think of the—" He
hesitated, abashed at his first attempt to

use a strange word. "Of the motiff" he

asked.

"It was confused," she answered.

"That is my only criticism in the large

way. I followed the story, but there

seemed so much else. It is too wordy.
You clog the action by introducing so

much extraneous material."
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"That was the major motif" he hur-

riedly explained, "the big under-running

motif, the cosmic and universal thing. I

tried to make it keep time with the story

itself, which was only superficial after

all. I was on the right scent, but 1 guess
I did it badly. I did not succeed in sug-

gesting what I was driving at. But I'll

learn in time."

She did not follow him. She was a

bachelor of arts, but he had gone beyond
her limitations. This she did not com-

prehend, attributing her incomprehen-
sion to his incoherence.

"You were too voluble," she said. "But
it was beautiful, in places."
He heard her voice as from afar off,

for he was debating whether he would
read her the "Sea Lyrics." He lay in dull

despair, while she watched him search-

ingly, pondering again upon unsum-
moncd and wayward thoughts of mar-

riage.
"You want to be famous?" she asked

abruptly.

"Yes', a little bit," he confessed. "That
is part of the adventure. It is not the

being famous, but the process of be-

coming so that counts. And after all,

to be famous would be, for me, only a

means to something else. I want to be
famous very much, for that matter, and
for that reason."

"For your sake," he wanted to add,
and might have added had she proved
enthusiastic over what he had read to

her.

But she was too busy in her mind,
carving out a career for him that would
at least be possible, to ask what the ulti-

mate something was which he had hinted
at. There was no career for him in lit-

erature. Of that she was convinced. He
had proved it today, with his amateurish
and sophomoric productions. He could
talk well, but he was incapable of ex-

pressing himself in a literary way. She
compared Tennyson, and Browning, and
her favorite prose masters with him, and
to his hopeless discredit. Yet she did
not tell him her whole mind. Her
strange interest in him led her to tem-

porize. His desire to write was, after

all, a little weakness which he would
grow out of in time. Then he would de-

vote himself to the more serious affairs

of life. And he would succeed, too. She
knew that. He was so strong that he
could not fail—if only he would drop
writing.

"I wish you would show me all you
write, Mr. Eden," she said.

He flushed with pleasure. She was

interested, that much was sure. And at

least she had not given him a rejection

slip. She had called certain portions of

his work beautiful, and that was the first

encouragement he had ever received

from any one.

"I will," he said, passionately. "And
I promise you, Miss Morse, that I will

make good. I have come far, I know
that ;

and I have far to go, and I will

cover it if I have to do it on my hands
and knees." He held up a bunch of man-

uscript, "Here are the 'Sea Lyrics.'
When you get home I'll turn them over

to you to read at your leisure. And you
must be sure to tell me just what you
think of them. What I need,- you know,
above all things, is criticism. And do

please be frank with me."
"I will be perfectly frank," she prom-

ised, with an uneasy conviction that she

had not been frank with him and with a

doubt if she could be quite frank with

him the next time.

CHAPTER XV.

"T^HE first battle fought and fin-

1 ished," Martin said to the looking-

glass ten days later. "But there will be
a second battle, and a third battle, and
battles to the end of time, unless—"

He did not finish the sentence, but

looked about the lean little room and let

his eyes dwell sadly upon a heap of re-

turned manuscripts, still in their long
envelopes, which lay in a corner on the

floor. He had no stamps with which to

continue them on their travels, and for

a week they had been piling up. More
of them would come in on the morrow,
and on the next day, and the next, till

they were all in. Ajid he would be un-
able to start them out again. He was a
month's rent behind on the typewriter,
which he could not pay, having barely

enough for the week's board which was
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due and for the employment office fees.

He sat down and regarded the table

thoughtfully. There were ink stains

upon it, and he suddenly discovered that

he was fond of it.

"Dear old table," he said, "I've spent
some happy hours with you, and you've
been a pretty good friend when all is

said and done. You never turned me
down, never passed me out a reward-of-

unmerit rejection-slip, never complained
about working overtime"
He dropped his arms upon the table

and buried his face in them. His throat

was aching, and he wanted to cry. It

reminded him of his first fight, when he-

was six years old, when he punched
away with the tears running down his

cheeks, while the other boy, two years
his elder, had beaten and pounded him
into exhaustion. He saw the ring of

boys, howling like barbarians as he went
down at last, writhing in the throes of

nausea, the blood streaming from his

nose and the tears from his bruised eyes.

"Poor little shaver," he murmured.
"And you're just as badly licked now.

You're beaten to a pulp. You're down
and out."

But the vision of that first fight still

lingered under his eyelids, and as he

watched he saw it dissolve and reshape
into the series of fights which had fol-

lowed. Six months later Cheese-Face

(that was the boy) had whipped him

again. But he had blacked Cheese-Face's

eye that time. That was going some.

He saw them all, fight after fight, him-

self always whipped and Cheese-Face

exulting over him. But he had never

run away. He felt strengthened by the

memory of that. He had always stayed

and taken his medicine. Cheese-Face

had been a little fiend at fighting, and

had never once shown mercy to him. But

he had stayed ! He had stayed with it !

Next, he saw a narrow alley, between
ramshackle frame buildings. The end

of the alley was blocked by a one-story
brick building, out of which issued the

rhythrftic thunder of the presses, running
off the first edition of the Enquirer. He
was eleven, and Cheese-Face was thir-

teen, and they both carried the Enquirer.
That was why they were there, waiting

for their papers. And of course Cheese-

Face had picked on him again, and there

was another fight that was indeter-

minate, because at quarter to four the

door of the pressroom was thrown open
and the gang of boys crowded in to fold

their papers.
"I '11 lick you tomorrow," he heard

Cheese-Face promise; and he heard his

own voice, piping and trembling with

unshed tears, agreeing to be there on the

morrow.
And he had come there the next day,

hurrying from school to be there first,

and beating Cheese-Face by two min-

utes. The other boys said he was all

right, and gave him advice, pointing out

his faults as a scrapper and promising
him victory if he carried out their in-

structions. The same boys gave Cheese-
Face advice, too. How they had en-

joyed the fight! He paused in his recol-

lections long enough to envy them the

spectacle he and Cheese-Face had put

up. Then the fight was on, and it went

on, without rounds, for thirty minutes,
until the press-room door was opened.
He watched the youthful apparition of

himself day after day, hurrying from
school to the Enquirer alley. He could

not walk very fast. He was stiff and
lame from the incessant fighting. His
forearms were black and blue from
wrist to elbow, what of the countless

blows he had warded off, and here and
there the tortured flesh was beginning
to fester. His head and arms and
shoulders ached, the small of his back

ached; he ached all over, and his brain

was heavy and dazed. He did not play
at school. Nor did he study. Even to

sit still all day at his desk, as he did,

was a torment. It seemed tenturies

since he had begun the round of daily

fights, and time stretched away into a

nightmare and infinite future of daily

fights. Why could n't Cheese- Face be

licked ? he often thought ;
that would put

him, Martin, out of his misery. It never

entered his head to cease fighting, to

allow Cheese-Face to whip him.

And so he dragged himself to the En-

quirer alley, sick in body and soul but

learning the long patience, to confront

his eternal enemy, Cheese-Face, who
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was just as sick as he, and just a bit

willing to quit if it were not for the

gang of newsboys that looked on and

made pride painful and necessary. One

afternoon, after twenty minutes of des-

perate efforts to annihilate each other

according to set rules that did not per-

mit kicking, striking below the belt, nor

hitting when one was down, Cheese-

Face, panting for breath and reeling, of-

fered to call it quits. And Martin, head

on arms, thrilled at the picture he caught
of himself, at that moment in the after-

noon of long ago, when he reeled and

panted and choked with the blood that

ran into his mouth and down his throat

from his cut lips; when he tottered to-

ward Cheese-Face, spitting out a mouth-

ful of blood so that he could speak,

crying out that he never would quit,

though Cheese-Face could give in if he

wanted to. And Cheese-Face did not

give in, and the fight went on.

The next day and the next, days with-

out end, witnessed the afternoon fight.

When he put up his arms, each day, to

begin, they pained exquisitely, and the

first few blows, struck and received,

racked his soul ; after that things grew
numb, and he fought on blindly, seeing
as in a dream, dancing and wavering,
the large features and burning, animal-

like eyes of Cheese-Face. He concen-
trated upon that face. All else about
him was a whirling void. There was

nothing else in the world but that face,

and he would never know rest, blessed

rest, until he had beaten that face into

a pulp with his bleeding knuckles, or
until the bleeding knuckles that some-
how belonged to that face had beaten
him into a pulp. And then, one way or
the other, he would have rest. But to

quit, for him, Martin, to quit, that was
impossible.
Came the day when he dragged him-

self into the Enquirer alley, and there
was no Cheese-Face. Nor did Cheese-
Face come. The boys congratulated
him and told him that he had licked

Cheese-Face. But Martin was not sat-

isfied. He had not licked Cheese-Face,
nor had Cheese-Face licked him. The
problem had not been solved. It was
not until afterward that they learned

that Cheese-F'ace's father had died sud-

denly that very day.
Martin skipped on through the years

to the night in the "nigger heaven" at

the Auditorium. He was seventeen, and

just back from sea. A row started.

Somebody was bullying somebody, and
Martin interfered, to be confronted by
Cheese-Face's blazing eyes.

"I '11 fix you after de show," his

ancient enemy hissed.

Martin nodded. The "nigger heaven"

bouncer was making his way toward the

disturbance.

"I '11 meet you outside after the last

act," Martin whispered, the while his

face showed undivided interest in the

buck-and-wing dancing on the stage.
The bouncer glared and went away.
"Got a gang?" he asked Cheese-Face,

at the end of the act.

"Sure."

"Then I got to get one," Martin an-

nounced.
Between the acts he mustered his fol-

lowing—three fellows he knew from the

nail works, a railroad fireman, and half

a dozen of the Boo Gang, along with as

many more from the dread Eighteenth-
and-Market Gang,
When the theatre let out, the two

gangs strung along inconspicuously on

opposite sides of the street. When they
came to a quiet corner they united and
held a council of war.

"Eight Street bridge is the place,"
said a red-headed fellow belonging to

Cheese-Face's gang. "You kin fight in

the middle, under the electric light, an'

whichever way the bulls come, we can
sneak the other way."

"That 's agreeable to me," Martin

said, after consulting with the leaders

of his own gang.
The Eighth Street Bridge, crossing

an arm of San Antonio Estuary, was the

length of three city blocks. In the mid-
dle of the bridge, and at each end, were
electric lights. No policeman could pass
those end-lights unseen. It was the safe

place for the battle that revived itself

under Martin's eyelids. He saw the two
gangs, aggressive and sullen, rigidly

keeping apart from each other and back-

ing their respective champions; and he
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saw himself and Cheese-Face stripping.
A short distance away lookouts were set,

their task being to watch the lighted
ends of the bridge. A member of the

Boo Gang held Martin's coat, and shirt,

and cap, ready to race with them into

safety in case the police interfered. Mar-
tin watched himself go into the center,

facing Cheese-Face, and he heard him-

self say, as he held up his hand warn-

ingly :

"They aint no hand-shaking in this.

Understand? They aint nothing but

scrap. No throwin' up the sponge.
This is a grudge-fight an' it 's to a

finish. Understand ? Somebody 's going
to get licked."

Cheese-Face wanted to demur—Mar-
tin could see that—but Cheese-Face's

old perilous pride was touched before

the two gangs.

"Aw, come on," he replied. "Wot 's

the good of chewin' de rag about it.

I 'm wit' cheh to de finish."

Then they fell upon each other, like

young bulls, in all the glory of youth,
with naked fists, with hatred, with de-

sire to hurt, to maim, to destroy. All

the painful, thousand years' gains of

man in his upward climb through crea-

tion, were lost. Only the electric light

remained, a mile-stone on the path of the

great human adventure. Martin and

Cheese-Face were two savages, of the

stone-age, of the squatting place and the

tree refuge. They sank lower and lower

into the muddy abyss, back into the

dregs of the raw beginnings of life,

striving blindly and chemically, as the

atoms strive, as the star-dust of the

heavens strives, colliding, recoiling, and

colliding again and eternally again,
"God ! We were animals ! Brute-

beasts !" Martin muttered aloud, as he

watched the progress of the fight. It

was to him, with his splendid power of

vision, like gazing into a kinetoscope.
He was both onlooker and participant.
Flis long months of culture and refine-

ment shuddered at the sight; then the

present was blotted out of his conscious-

ness and the ghosts of the past possessed

him, and he was Martin Eden, just re-

turned from sea and fighting Cheese-

Face on the Eighth Street Bridge. He
suffered, and toiled, and sweated and

bled, and exulted when his naked
knuckles smashed home.

They were twin whirlwinds of hatred,

revolving about each other monstrously.
The time passed, and the two hostile

gangs became very quiet. They had
never witnessed such intensity of fe-

rocity, and they were awed by it. The
two fighters were greater brutes than

they. The first splendid velvet edge of

youth and condition wore off, and they
fought more cautiously and deliberately.
There had been no advantage gained
either way. "It 's anybody's fight,"
Martin heard some one saying. Then
he followed up a feint, right and left,

was fiercely countered, and felt his

cheek laid open to the bone. No bare
knuckle had done that. He heard mut-
ters of amazement at the ghastly damage
wrought, and was drenched with his

own blood. But he gave no sign. He
became immensely wary, for he was
wise with knowledge of the low cunning
and foul vileness of his kind. He
watched and waited, until he feigned a

wild rush, which he stopped midway, for

he had seen the glint of metal.

"Hold up yer hand!" he screamed.
"Them 's brass knuckles, an' you hit me
with 'em!"
Both gangs surged forward, growling

and snarling. In a second there would
be a free-for-all fight, and he would be
robbed of his vengeance. He was be-

side himself.

"You guys keep out!" he screamed

hoarsely. "Understand! Say, d' ye un-
derstand !"

They shrank away from him. They
were brutes, but he was the arch-brute,
a thing of terror that towered over them
and dominated them.

"This is my scrap, an' they ain't goin*
to be no buttin' in. Gimme them
knuckles."

Cheese-Face, sobered and a bit fright-

ened, surrendered the foul weapon.
"You passed 'em to him, you Red-

Head sneakin' in behind the push there,"

Martin went on, as he tossed the

knuckles into the water. "I seen you,
an' I was wonderin' what you was up to.

If you try anything like that again I '11

beat cheh to death. Understand !"

They fought on, through exhaustion
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and beyond, to exhaustion immeasurable

and inconceivable, until the crowd of

brutes, its blood-lust sated, terrified by
what it saw, begged them impartially to

cease. And Cheese-Face, ready to drop
and die, or to stay on his legs and die, a

grisly monster out of whose features

all likeness to Cheese-Face had been

beaten, wavered and hesitated ; but Mar-

tin sprang in and smashed him again
and again.

Next, after a seeming century or so,

with Cheese-Face weakening fast, in a

mix-up of blows there was a loud snap,

and Martin's right arm dropped to his

side. It was a broken bone. Everybody
heard it and knew; and Cheese-Face

knew, rushing like a tiger in the other's

extremity and raining blow on blow.

Martin's gang surged forward to inter-

fere. Dazed by the rapid succession of

blows, Martin warned them back with

vile and earnest curses sobbed out and

groaned in ultimate desolation and des-

pair.
He punched on, with his left hand

only, and as he punched, doggedly, only
half-conscious, as from a remote dis-

tance he heard murmurs, of fear in the

gangs, and one who said with shaking
voice : "ITiis ain't a scrap, fellows. It 's

murder, an' we ought to stop it."

But no one stopped it, and he was
glad, punching on wearily and endlessly
with his one arm, battering away at a

bloody something before him that was
not a face, but a horror, an oscillating,

hideous, gibbering, nameless thing that

persisted before his wavering vision and
would not go away. And he punched
on and on, slower and slower as the last

shreds of vitality oozed from him,
through centuries and aeons and enor-
mous lapses of time, until, in a dim wav,
he became aware that the nameless thing
was sinking, slowly sinking down to the

rough board planking of the bridge.
And the next moment he was standing
over it, staggering and swaying on
shaky legs, clutching at the air for sup-
port, and saying in a voice he did not

recognize :

"D' ye want any more? Say, d' ye
want any more?"
He was still saying it, over and over—

demanding, entreating, threatening, to

know if it wanted any more—when he

felt the fellows of his gang laying hands
on him, patting him on the back, and

trying to put his coat on him. And then

came a sudden rush of blackness and
oblivion.

The tin alarm clock on the table ticked

on, but Martin Eden, his face buried on
his arm, did not hear it. He heard

nothing. He did not think. So abso-

lutely had he relived life that he had

fainted, just as he fainted years be-

fore on the Eighth Street Bridge. For
a full minute the blackness and the

blankness endured. Then, like one from
the dead, he sprang upright, eyes flam-

ing, sweat pouring down his face, shout-

ing:
"I licked you, Cheese-Face! It took

me eleven years, but I licked you !"

His knees were trembling under him,
he felt faint, and he staggered back to

the bed, sinking down and sitting on the

edge of it. He was still in the clutch of

the past. He looked about the room,

perplexed, alarmed, wondering where he

was, until he caught sight of the pile of

manuscripts in the corner. Then the

wheels of memory slipped ahead

through four years of time, and he was
aware of the present, of the books he

had opened and the universe he had won
from their pages, of his dreams and am-

bitions, and of his love for a pale wraith

of a girl, sensitive and sheltered and

ethereal, who would die of horror did

she witness but one moment of what he

had just lived through—one moment of

all the muck of life through which he

had waded.
He arose to his feet and confronted

himself in the looking glass.
"And so you arise from the mud,

Martin Eden," he said solemnly. "And

you cleanse your eyes in a great bright-

ness, and thrust your shoulders among
the stars, doing what all life has done,

letting the 'ape and tiger die' and wrest-

ing highest heritage from all powers
that be."

He looked more closely at himself and

laughed.
"A bit of hysteria and melodrama,

eh?" he queried. "Well, never mind.
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You licked Cheese-Face, and you '11 lick

the editors if it takes twice eleven years
to do it in. You can't stop here. You 've

got to go on. It 's to a finish, you
know."

CHAPTER XVI.

THE
alarm clock went oflF, jerking

Martin out of sleep with a sudden-
ness that would have given headache to

one with less splendid constitution.

Though he slept soundly, he awoke in-

stantly, like a cat, and he awoke eagerly,

glad that the five hours of unconscious-
ness were gone. He hated the oblivion

of sleep. There was too much to do, too

much of life to live. He grudged every
moment of life sleep robbed him of, and
before the clock had ceased its clattering
he was head and ears in the wash basin

and thrilling to the cold bite of the

water.

But he did not follow his regular

program. There was no unfinished

story waiting his hand, no new story

demanding articulation. He had studied

late, and it was nearly time for break-

fast. Hie tried to read a chapter in

Fiske, but his brain was restless and he
closed the book. Today, witnessed the

beginning of the new battle, wherein for

some time there would be no writing.
He was aware of a sadness akin to that

with which one leaves home and family.
He looked at the manuscripts in the cor-

ner. That was it. He was going away
from them, his pitiful, dishonored chil-

dren that were welcome nowhere. He
went over and began to rummage among
them, reading snatches here and there,

his favorite portions. "The Pot" he

honored with reading aloud, as he did

"Adventure." "Joy," his latest-bom.

completed the day before and tossed into

the corner for lack of stamps, won his

keenest approbation.
"I can't understand," he murmured.

"Or maybe it 's the editors who can 't

understand. There's nothing wrong
with that. They publish worse every
month. Everything they publish is

worse—nearly everything, anyway."
After breakfast he put the typewriter

in its case and carried it down into

Oakland.
"I owe a month on it," he told the

clerk in the store. "But you tell the

manager I 'm going to work and that

I '11 be in in a month or so and straighten

up."
He crossed on the ferry to San Fran-

cisco and made his way to an employ-
ment office. "Any kind of work, no

trade," he told the agent; and was in-

terrupted by a newcomer, dressed rather

foppishly, as some workingmen dress

who have instincts for finer things. The
agent shook his head despondently.

"Nothin' doin', eh?" said the other.

"Well, I got to get somebody today."
He turned and stared at Martin, and

Martin, staring back, noted the puffed
and discolored face, handsome and

weak, and knew that he had been mak-
ing a night of it.

"Lookin' for a job?" the other que-
ried. "What can you do?"
"Hard labor, sailorizing, run a type-

writer, no shorthand, can sit on a horse,

willing to do anything and tackle any-
thing," was the answer.
The other nodded.
"Sounds good to me. My name's

Dawson, Joe Dawson, an' I 'm tryin' to

scare up a laundryman."
"Too much for me." Martin caught

an amusing glimpse of himself ironing
fluffy white things that women wear.
But he had taken a liking to the other,
and he added, "I might do the plain*

washing. I learned that" much at sea."

Joe Dawson thought visibly for a mo-
ment.

"Look here, let 's get together an'

frame it up. Willin' to listen?"

Martin nodded.
"This is a small laundry, up country,

belongs to Shelly Hot Springs
—hotel,

you know. Two men do the work, boss

and assistant. I 'm the boss. You don't

work for me, but you work under me.
Think you 'd be willing to learn ?"

Martin paused to think. The pros-

pect was alluring. A few months of it.

and he would have time to himself for

study. He could work hard and study
hard.

"Good grub and a room to yourself,"

Joe said.

That settled it. A room to himself

where he could burn the midnight oil

unmolested.
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"But work like hell," the other added.

Martin caressed his swelling shoulder-

muscles significantly. "That came from

hard work."
"Then let 's get to it." Joe held his

hand to his head for a moment. "Gee,

but it 's a stem-winder. Can hardly see.

I went down the line last night
—every-

thing
—

everything. Here 's the frame-

up. The wages for two is a hundred

and board. I 've been drawin' down

sixty, the second man forty. But he

knew the biz. You 're green. If I

break you in, I '11 be doing plenty of

your work at first. Suppose you begin
at thirty, an' work up to the forty. I '11

play fair. Just as soon as you can do

your share you get the forty."
"I '11 go you," Martin announced,

stretching out his hand, which the other

shook. "Any advance?—for railroad

ticket and extras ?"

"I blew it in," was Joe's sad answer,
with another reach at his aching head.

"All I got is a return ticket."

"And I 'm broke—when I pay m>
board."

"Jump it," Joe advised.

"Can't. Owe it to my sister."

Joe whistled a long, perplexed whis-

tle, and racked his brains to little pur-
pose.

"I 've got the price of the drinks," he
said desperately. "Come on, an' mebbe
we '11 cook up something."

Martin declined.

"Water-wagon?"
This time Martin nodded, and Joe

lamented, "Wish I was."
"But I somehow just can't," he said

in extenuation. "After I 've ben workin'
like hell all week I just got to booze up.
If I did n't I 'd cut my throat or burn
up the premises. But I 'm glad you 're

on the wagon. Stay with it."

Martin knew of the enormous gulf
between him and this man—the gulf the
books had made; but he found no diffi-

culty in crossing back over that gulf.
He had lived all his life in the work-
ing-class world, and the camaraderie of
labor was second nature with him. He
solved the difficulty of transportation
that was too much for the other's aching
head. He would send his trunk up to

Shelly Hot Springs on Joe's ticket. As
for himself, there was his wheel. It was

seventy miles, and he could ride it on

Sunday and be ready for work Monday
morning. In the meantime he would go
home and pack up. There was no one
to say good-bye to. Ruth, and her

whole family, were spending the long
summer in the Sierras, at Lake Tahoe.
He arrived at Shelly Hot Springs,

tired and dusty, on Sunday night. Joe
greeted him exuberantly. With a wet
towel bound about his aching brow, he
had been at work all day.

"Part of last week's washin' mounted

up, me bein' away to get you," he ex-

plained. "Your box arrived all right.
It 's in your room. But it 's a hell of a

thing to call a trunk. An' what 's in it?

Gold-bricks?"

Joe sat on the bed while Martin un-

packed. The box was a packing-case
for breakfast food, and Mr. Higgin-
botham had charged him half a dollar

for it. Two rope handles, nailed on by
Martin, had technically transformed it

into a trunk eligible for the baggage car.

Joe watched, with bulging eyes, a few
shirts and several changes of under-
clothes come out of the box, followed by
books, and more books.

"Books clean to the bottom?" he
asked.

Martin nodded, and went on arrang-
ing the books on a kitchen table which
served in the room in place of a wash-
stand.

"Gee !" Joe exploded, then waited in

silence for the deduction to arise in his

brain. At last it came.

"Say, you dont care for the girls
—

much?" he queried.
"No," was the answer. "I used to

chase a lot before I tackled the books.
But since then there 's no time."

"And there won't be any time here.

All you can do is work an' sleep."
Martin thought of his five hours'

sleep a night, and smiled. The room
was situated over the laundry and was
in the same building with the engine
that puniiped water, made electricity, and
ran the laundry machinery. The en-

gineer, who occupied the adjoining
room, dropped in to meet the^ew hand.
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and helped Martin rig up an electric

bulb, on an extension wire, so that it

traveled along a stretched cord from
over the table to the bed.

The next morning, at quarter past

six, Martin was routed out for a quar-
ter-to-seven breakfast. There happened
to be a bath-tub for the servants in the

laundry building, and he electrified Joe
by taking a cold bath.

"Gee, but you 're a hummer," Joe an-

nounced, as they sat down to breakfast

in a corner of the hotel kitchen.

With them was the engineer, the gard-
ener and the assistant gardener, and two
or three men from the stable. They ate

hurriedly and gloomily, with but little

conversation, and as Martin ate and lis-

tened he realized how far he had trav-

eled from their status. Their small men-
tal caliber was depressing to him, and he
was anxious to get away from them. So
he bolted his breakfast, a sickly, sloppy
affair, as rapidly as they, and heaved a

sigh of relief when he passed out through
the kitchen door.

It was a perfectly appointed, small

steam laundry, wherein the most modern

machinery did everything that was pos-
sible for machinery to do. Martin, after

a few instructions, sorted the great heaps
of soiled clothes, while Joe started the

washer and made up fresh supplies of

soft soap, compounded of biting chemi-

cals that compelled him to swathe his

mouth and nostrils and eyes in bath-

towels till he resembled a mummy. Fin
ished the sorting, Martin lent a hand in

wringing the clothes. This was done by
dumping them into a spinning receptacle
that went at a rate of a few thousand

revolutions a minute, tearing the water
from the clothes by centrifugal force.

Then Martin began to alternate between
the dryer and the wringer, between
times "shaking out" socks and stock-

ings. By the afternoon, one feeding and
one stacking up, they were running
socks and stockings through the mangle
while the irons were heating. Then it

was hot irons and underclothes till six

o'clock, at which time Joe shook his head

dubiously.
"
'Way behind," he said. "Got to work

after supper."
And after supper they worked until

ten o'clock, under the blazing electric

lights, until the last piece of undercloth-

ing was ironed and folded away in the

distributing room. It was a hot Califor-

nia night, and though the windows were
thrown wide, the room, with its red-hot

ironing-stove, was a furnace. Martin
and Joe, down to undershirts, bare-

armed, sweated and panted for air.

"Like trimming cargo in the tropics,"
Martin said, when they went upstairs.
"You '11 do," Joe answered. "You take

hold like a good fellow. If you keep up
the pace, you '11 be on thirty dollars only
one month. The second month you '1!

be gettin' your forty. But dont tell me
vou never ironed before. I know bet-

ter."

"Never ironed a rag in my life, hon-

estly, until today," Martin protested.
He was surprised at his weariness

when he got into his room, forgetful of

the fact that he had been on his feet

and working without let up for fourteen

hours. He set the alarm at six, and
measured back five hours to one o'clock.

He could read until then. Slipping off

his shoes, to ease his swollen feet, he sat

down at the table with his books. He
opened Fiske, where he had left off two

days before, and began to read. But he

found trouble with the first paragraph
and began to read it through a second

time. Then he awoke, in pain from his

stiffened muscles and chilled by .
the

mountain wind that had begun to blow
in through the window. He looked at

the clock. It marked two. He had been

asleep four hours. He pulled oflf his

clothes and crawled into bed, where he

was asleep the moment after his head

touched the pillow.

Tuesday was a day of similar unre-

mitting toil. The speed with which Joe
worked won Martin's admiration. Joe
was a demon for work. Hie was keyed

up to concert pitch, and there was never

a moment in the long day when he was
not fighting for moments. He concen-

trated himself upon his work and upon
how to save time, pointing out to Mar-
tin where he did in five motions what

could be done in three, or in three

motions what could be done in two.

"Elimination of waste motion," Mar-
tin phrased it as he watched and
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patterned after. He was a good
workman himself, quick and deft, and

it had always been a point of pride

with him that no man should do any of

his work for him or outwork him. As
a result, he concentrated with a similar

singleness of purpose, greedily snapping

up the hints and suggestions thrown out

by his working mate. He "rubbed out"

collars and cuffs, rubbing the starch out

from between the double thicknesses of

linen so that there would be no blisters

when it came to the ironing, and doing
it at a pace that elicited Joe's praise.

There was never an interval when

something was not at hand to be done.

Joe waited for nothing, waited on noth-

ing, and went on the jump from
task to task. They starched two
hundred white shirrs, with a single

gathering movement seizing a shirt so

that the wristbands, neckband, yoke and
bosom protruded beyond the circling

right hand. At the same moment the

left hand held up the body of the shirt

so that it would not enter the starch, and
at the same moment the right hand

dipped into the starch—starch so hot

that, in order to wring it out, their hands
had to be thrust, and thrust continually,
into a bucket of cold water. And that

night they worked till half past ten, dip-

ping "fancy starch"—all the frilled and

airy delicate wear of ladies.

"Me for the tropics and no clothes,"
Martin laughed.
"And me out of a job," Joe answered

seriously. "I dont know nothin' but laun

drying."
"And you know it well."

"I ought to. Began in the Contra
Costa in Oakland when I was eleven,

shakin' out for the mangle. That was
eighteen years ago an' I 've never done
a tap of anything else. But this job is

the fiercest I ever had. Ought to be one
more man on it at least. We work to-

morrow night. Always run the mangle
Wednesday nights—collars an' cuffs."

Martin set his alarm, drew up to the

table, and opened Fiske. He did not
finish the first paragraph. The lines

blurred and ran together and his head
nodded. He walked up and down, bat-

ting his head savagely with his fists, but

he could not conquer the numbness of

sleep. He propped the book before him,
and propped his eyelids with his fingers,
and fell asleep with his eyes wide open.
Then he surrendered, and, scarcely con-

scious of what he did, got off his clothes

and into bed. He slept seven hours of

heavy, animal-like sleep, and awoke by
the alarm, feeling that he had not had

enough.
"Doin' much readin'?" Joe asked.

Martin shook his head.

"Never mind. We got to run the

mangle tonight, but Thursday we '11

knock off at six. That '11 give you a

chance."

Martin washed woolens that day, by
hand, in a large barrel, with strong soft

soap, by means of a hub from a wagon
wheel, mounted on a plunger-pole that

was attached to a spring-pole overhead.

"My invention," Joe said proudly.
"Beats a washboard an' your knuckles,

and, besides, it saves at least fifteen min-
utes in the week, an' fifteen minutes aint

to be sneezed at in this shebang."

Running the collars and cuffs through
the mangle was also Joe's idea. That

night, while they toiled on under the

electric lights, he explained it.

"Something no laundry ever does, ex-

cept this one. An' I got to do it if I 'm

goin' to get done Saturday afternoon at

three o'clock. But I know how, an' that 's

the difference. Got to have right heat,

right pressure, and run 'em through
three times. Look at that!" He held a

cuff aloft. "Could n't do it better by
hand or on a tiler."

Thursday, Joe was in a rage, A bun-
dle of extra "fancy starch" had come in.

"I 'm goin' to quit," he announced. "I

wont stand for it. I 'm goin' to quit it

cold. What 's the good of me workin*

like a slave all week, a-savin' minutes,

an' them a-comin' an' ringin' in fancy
starch extras on m£? This is a free

country, an' I 'm goin' to tell that fat

Dutchman what I think of him. An' I

wont tell 'm in French. Plain United

States is good enough for me. Him
a-ringin' in fancy starch extras!"

"We got to work tonight," he said the

next moment, reversing his judgment
and surrendering to fate*

To be continued.



THE ROYAL MAIL AND FREIGHT STAGE ON THE WHITEHORSE-DAWSON TRAIL.

Alaska-Yukon Overland Mail

Past and Present

By H. A. Cody

EVERAL years ago that

master magician of the

jingle of EngHsh rhyme,
Rudyard KipHng, dilated

upon the foot-service

mail to the Hills in India.

He drew a picture of the land where the

robber lurks, the tiger stalks unseen, and

lonely "exiles are waiting for letters

from home." The hero in this story is

a humble carrier of the Overland Mail,
with bags tucked in his waist-belt, ford-

ing swollen rivers, climbing steep cliffs,

facing tempests, stopping at nothing,
ever moving on.

From level to upland—from upland to

crest.

Fly the soft sandalled feet, strains the

brawny brown chest.

But had Kipling turned his attention

from India to the cold, desolate, region
of North America, along the great
Yukon River, what a subject he might
have had for his facile pen and vivid

imagination.
Here is a region, a portion of which

lies girdled by the Arctic Circle, ice-

locked from seven to eight long, dreary
months. More than this, huge, almost

impassable mountains lift their hoary
heads as great barriers. These peaks,

snow-capped and majestic, glow with
unrivalled splendor when touched by the

rising or setting sun, as if bidding de-

fiance to any bold enough to intrude into

their domain.

Cooped up behind these innumerable

Argus-eyed monsters were a few exiles,
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thousands of miles from home, over a

thousand miles from any town—their

companions the wild beasts of the forest,

straggling bands of uncouth, unlettered

Indians, and the faithful dogs. These

were the hardy prospectors, miners,

trappers and missionaries, precursors of

the great flood of humanity which swept
into the country when the golden wealth

of the Klondyke aroused to fever excite-

ment the outside world. Here they had

toiled and delved for years, struggling
with Nature in her sternest moods. Lit-

tle centers were gradually formed along
the Yukon River, at Fort Selkirk, Forty
Mile, Circle City, Fort Yukon, and

others lower down stream.

During the brief summer months
small stem-wheel steamers occasionally

brought in supplies and mail by way of

St. Michael at the mouth of the river.

But in winter this route was closed, and
for eight months nothing happened to

break the monotony or the silence which

reigned supreme. No stranger appeared
with tidings of the world beyond ;

no

newspaper or magazine beguiled the

weary hours, and no letters from loved
ones cheered the loneliness of the great
darkness. They were like men buried
alive. And yet they were not all men.
for a few women at length shared their

husbands' dreary lot. The first to do
this was the wife of Bishop Bompas, the
veteran missionary of the North. It was

during the winter of 1893 that the
miners of Forty Mile clubbed together
and presented Mrs. Bompas with a

splendid nugget of gold "in honor of the
first white lady," so ran the address,
who had wintered in the Yukon.
So unbearable became the life during

these months of darkness, that at length
efforts were made to obtain one mail at

least during the winter. One route only
seemed practicable, and that meant a
difficult journey of one thousand miles
from the Pacific Coast, over the moun-
tains and down the Yukon River. The
United States and Canadian Govern-
ments were appealed to for assistance,
with the result that in 1895 the attempt
was made.
The man who would accomplish this

Herculean task had to be of more than

ordinary grit, endurance and muscle.
Such was Jimmy Jackson, an Indian of

the great Thlinkit tribe, whose father is

still the hoary chief of the Taku band

dwelling in Juneau. He was well known
as a famous traveler and carrier, having
made several wonderful trips through
the Cassiar country to the coast, carry-

ing mail and gold dust. To him, there-

fore, was entrusted the responsibility of

conveying the mail to the waiting exiles

far away along the Yukon River. For
the trip he was to receive seven hundred

dollars, and a tax of one dollar on each

letter, to be collected when delivered to

the owner, these missives being fron«

five to seven hundred in number.
In the undertaking Jackson had a

rival. The Canadian Government was

ready to send a man with mail as far as

Cudahy, a small town near the boundary
line between Alaska and British Yukon.
This courier started from Dyea, on the

Pacific Coast, and endeavored to cross

the mountains by the formidable Chil-

coot Pass. It was in December of 1895,
and a fearful storm swept down upon
him. Bewildered, half-blinded, and
numb with the intense cold, the courier

was forced to retreat to Dyea, which he
was fortunate to reach alive. The mail

had been thrown aside in the whirling
storm, and was not found till the follow-

ing July, and taken down the river. The
contents of the bag were much damaged,
and some of the letters illegible.

Knowing nothing of the mishap that

had befallen the Canadian courier, Jack-
son began his journey with a strong de-

termination to beat his rival. Shunning
the rugged White Pass and Chilcoot

routes, with Indian shrewdness he laid

his course in another direction. Start-

ing from Juneau by canoe, with two
Indian youths, a dog team and supplies,
he reached the mouth of the Stickeen

River, Up this stream he paddled to the
head of canoe navigation ; then through
a dense forest for seventy-five miles to

Atlin Lake. Out upon this lake they
moved, and were making good time, or
to use Jackson's own words, were "trab-
blin' lak de win'," when a storm swift

and sudden as the rush of doom swept
down upon them. Snmv and hail min-
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gled with the on-rnshing wind blotted

out everything from view. The cold

was intense, unbearable. The dogs
added their pitiful cries to the howling
storm. The leader, noble animal that he

was, bravely faced the tempest, but the

wheel dog refused to move. He held

back, crouched, and then dropped in the

snow. The keen, stinging lash had no
effect upon the fallen brute. Whipping
out his knife, Jackson severed the traces,

threw him aside, and pushed on with the

remaining dogs. Not far had they gone
before another refused to work, and

the tempest abated, and once more

Jackson and his little party continued
their long journey.

Only one who has traveled in winter

along the Yukon River can realize what
it means. The ice does not form smooth
and level as in many streams. It freezes

at the bottom, and this rising to the sur-

face fills the river with a floating mass
of crushing, surging blocks of ice. As
the current is swift and strong, this body
moves along for miles until a sharp bend
on one side and a projecting point on
the other combine to form a narrow

A ROAD HOUSE ON THE WniTEHOUSE-DAWSON TRAILr-A MAIL STAGE LEAVING.

dropped in his tracks. He, too, was
abandoned to share the fate of his com-

panion. With the team thus reduced, it

was impossible to take forward the load

of provisions, which were therefore

stacked on the ice, and a stick erected to

mark the spot. With little left to hinder

the progress, they sped on, and after a

terrible struggle reached the shore and

some friendly trees. Without, the storm

raged with fierce violence, covering the

land and their scanty provisions upon
the lake, deep with snow. The next day

channel, where the ice jams. The on-

rushing mass driven against this, piles

up in wild confusion, huge cakes at

times being lifted ten to fifteen feet and
held as in a mighty vise. For miles in

places, the river is thus packed, and as

far as the eye can view nothing is to

be seen but a grim, icy field wedged be-

tween steep banks lined with dense

scrubby trees.

Over this the traveler has to make his

devious way. There is no other course,

and as the dogs creep on, many are the
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yells of agony which split the stinging

air. The sled becomes wedged, and the

poor brutes strain in vain to free the

load, or at times it topples upon them,

burying their bruised bodies in the snow.

To add to the misery of cold and the

cruel lash, their feet become rdw from

the sharp ice, and drops of blood mark

every foot of the trail.

Such was the ordeal that Jackson and

his dogs had to undergo at frequent in-

tervals in their long eight hundred miles

from Lake Atlin to Circle City. Day
after day they pressed on, down through
the Golden Horn, across Marsh Lake,

by the dreaded Whitehorse Canyon
and rapids, over the desolate and wind-

swept Lake LaBerge, and along Thirty-
Mile River, avoiding with extreme cau-

tion the river's fearful breathing places,
the watery graves of many a poor
nuisher.

To add to these difficulties, food at

length ran low, and when thirty miles

from Fort Selkirk, at the mouth of the

Pelly River, only a handful of flour re-

mained. With nothing for the dogs,
and only a mouthful for the Indians,

they staggered on, and when wearied
to the point of exhaustion the settle-

ment was reached. Here provisions
were obtained, and when a rest had been

made, they pushed forward. After a

hard struggle, with the thermometer

fifty to sixty degrees below zero. Circle

City was reached and the mail delivered.

Precious were the letters to those lonely

exiles, but how great had been the suf-

fering of Jackson and his party in their

long, terrible journey!
Such was the first stage of the Over-

land Mail into the Yukon. But a

change soon took place, which trans-

formed this uncertain method into a

regular and frequent service.

When the great Klondyke gold strike

was made, and thousands of people
swarmed intc the country, the North-
west Mounted Police were hurried for-

ward to preserve law and order. They
were stationed along the Yukon River
at twenty different posts from the White
Pass Summit to Dawson, a distance of

over five hundred miles. To them,
therefore, the post offices and the carry-

ing of the mails were entrusted.

The most interesting of these posts
was at Tagish, the second detachment
from the summit. The place is now al-

most deserted, and the large log build-

ings are in ruins. But in 1897 and 1898
it was a stirring spot, the headquarters
of the Mounted Police for the southern
end of the territory. To the gold seek-

TIIK UK (io|.N(j OUT OF THE Yi;KON RIVER IN TMK SI'HINU.
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A WHITE PASS AND YUKON MAIL STAGE.

ers during the great rush this was the

dividing Hue between the outside world,
with all its fond associations, and the

awful beyond, the region which lured

them on, filling their minds with min-

gled hope and fear. Many a tear-

stained letter was deposited with these

Guardians of the North by the twenty-

eight thousand men who registered at

the post during one season. In many a

home the last letter ever received by
anxious waiting ones was headed, "Tag
ish, Yukon Territory."
The Yukon River henceforth thrilled

with new life. No longer was it a de-

serted way, where for hundreds of miles

no human face could be seen. A trail

beaten by the feet of men and dogs made

traveling easier, and the police sta-

tions were always places of refuge from

the cold and storm. From point to

point the mail was carried by teams of

strong, well-fed dogs drawing five to

seven hundred pounds of precious let-

ters. They traveled almost with the

speed of fleet horses, at times day
and night, accompanied generally by
two men. This gave a good mail serv-

ice to Dawson and points beyond, two
or three times a month.

Such trips, however, were not made
without the spice of excitement. Many
are the stories told of those stirring days ;

the rivalry of dog teams, the betting,
and the more serious side from the ever

uncertain river. This last was always a

source of menace to the traveler. No
one could tell when the thick ice beneath
his feet would suddenly give way and

engulf him in a watery grave below.

One of the reports of Colonel S. B.

Steele, Superintendent of the Mounted
Police, tells of an incident such as this.

Corporal Richardson, accompanied by a

dog driver, named Bell, was hurrying
the mail forward the last of November,
1898. Splendid progress was made and
all went well until eight miles from the

mouth of the Hootalinqua River. Sud-

denly the ice began to move, breaking up
at the same time into large and small

blocks. Unable to gain the shore, men
and dogs were swept down the river.

It was a serious situation, with the vast

field of ice heaving and grinding, bear-

ing them on to apparent destruction.
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Fortunately the block which was bearing
them surged for an instant near the

shore, and passed beneath an overhang-

ing tree. With cat-like agility they

sprang and caught a strong limb, and
then drew themselves up to a place of

safety. Though every effort was made,
it was impossible to save the mail, and
it was swept down stream.

With the completion of the Wh'ite

Pass and Yukon Railway from Skagway
in 1900 passed the second stage and

were provided, capable of holding pas-

sengers as well. These drawn by four,

six, and at times eight fleet horses, made
the journey in a few days in all kinds of
weather.

Though this road winds its long way
through a dreary wilderness, the natural

abode of highwaymen and robbers, yet
never once has there been a holdup, or
the mails intercepted. This is due to the

m.ignificent system and service of the

Royal Northwest Mounted Police, who

POnTAOING THE MAIL OVKU LAKE LR BAROR.
Pbotograpb by J. Doody.

opened tip the third in the history of the
Alaska-Yukon Overland Mail. Letters
were henceforth carried by rail to White-
horse, and transferred to steamers for

ix)ints along the river. But when the
Yukon was locked in its winter sleep
much of the old difficulty remained. To
overcome this the famous .stage road
was constructed from Whitehorse to

Dawson, a distance of 320 miles. For
the service, splendidly equipped sleighs

are stationed at regular intervals along
the trail during the winter months. Ever
alert, they strike terror into the hearts
of desperadoes, who turn to other fields.

The mail thus carried to Dawson bv
stage was then transferred to dog teams
for far distant Nome and other interme-
diate points. These dogs, strong and
swift, bore the mail from place to place
with remarkable rapidity and regularity.
Thus, summer and winter, people for
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thousands of miles were supplied with
mail every few days, a great contrast to

former years.
The principle trouble with this service

is in the opening and closing of the river,

during spring and fall. At such times

the difficuty is much increased. When
the stage cannot travel, and ice is float-

ing in the river, the mail is run down by
canoes, which are transported over any
solid ice on dog sleds.

As an example of the risks which are

run on such occasions, the following ex-

proached a sandbar broadside. It was

being hurried at great pace, and there

was seemingly no escape from crashing
on the bar and being thrown over in the

tumult of merciless ice. Suddenly a

providential rift in the ice appeared at

one side, and the trembling craft darted

forward like a startled fawn, then swung
gracefully and righted with admirable

equipoise and headed once more with
the prow for old Dawson."
The outbound couriers during such

seasons have experienced great hard-

FLOATING DOWN THE YUKON ON A CAKE OF ICE.

tract from the Dawson News is typi-
cal : "Crunching, grinding and swirling
in the crowded mass of ice, the little

craft bearing the three men and the mail

ran a great hazard. Time and again
was the canoe caught in the swirling ice,

and tossed sidewise and then forced for-

ward at accelerated speed. Frequently
unseen sandbars would raise the ice and
crowd it off at either side or in one
direction. Again, there would be dan-

gerous places when the divided floes

would rush together, threatening to grip
and crush the shell of the craft.

"The most dangerous experience on

the run was once when the canoe ap-

ships and dangers, one of which may
well be recorded here.

During November of 1901 three men,
with three teams of five dogs each, left

Dawson for Whitehorse with about 2000

pounds of first-class mail. The ice was

running in the river, though solid in

places along the shore. At times they
were wading to their waists in the ice-

cold water, with the thermometer de-

grees below zero, or creeping on hands
and knees along some slippery, shelving

edge, when any instant there was danger
of being hurled into the surging mass
in the dark water below. In places even
this precarious trail was denied them,
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and they were compelled to force their

way through dense thickets of bushes,

and over tangled masses of dead timber.

The cold was intense, and on several oc-

casions they had to pile snow around

their trousers legs and let it freeze in

order to keep out the cold. Thus for

days these picked men of the Royal Mail

Service fought their way up that

crooked river against almost insur-

mountable difficulties. But win out

they did, and reaching Lower LaBerge,
the dogs were exchanged for horses.

Even then the trouble was not over, for

in crossing the lake, over thirty miles in

length, the ice gave way and two horses

were drowned. At length Whitehorse
was reached and the mail delivered in

perfect condition.

Little did the people in city, town, or

country realize when they received let-

ters from friends in the far North what

a sacrifice had been made for their sake

by those stout-hearted heroes in the sim-

ple path of duty.
The day, no doubt, is not far distant

when some enterprising railway com-

pany will throw out a long spur and
bind Alaska and the Yukon with bands
of shining steel to the great throbbing
hearts of civilization. Then the old

order will change and a new mail serv-

ice will be ushered in. But there will

ever remain in the background for the

delight of the poet, novelist and historian

the sturdy, dusky courier fighting his

terrible way over leagues and leagues of

ice and snow, forest, mountain and

plain; the picturesque Guardians of the

North, with their racing teams of

spirited dogs, and the surging White
Pass stages, with frothing, steaming
horses rushing through a desolate wil-

derness to the merry jingle of bells.

TIIK CLCSINd OK TIIK YUKON UIVICU IN NOVEMBER.
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What Is Minor Poetry?
By Lionel Josaphare

WO men were walking
along a road, when one
of them stooped to pick

up a violet that lay in

the dust. His companion
found, next to it, a to-

mato. The first, holding the violet across
his two palms, murmured, "Poor, neg-
lected flower! How you must grieve for
the maiden's bosom, where, not long
ago, you rested." And he let a tear fall

upon it. Hard to believe. Yet, what is

life without the improbable? The second

wayfarer endeavored to squeeze a

liquescent bead of sorrow upon the

tomato, but was unable. So he held the

glowing vegetable below the other's eye.
"Poor little tomato," he moaned; "how
it must miss the soft voice of the ped-
dler !"

"Fool!" exclaimed the first.

"Fool, never," replied the other. "I
maintain the intellectual equality of to-

matoes with violets. Your violet may
have a more delicate sentiment than my
tomato, yet no more honest nor pitiable,
I assure you. Besides, a blossom is but
a stage in the development of the fruit,

and the latter is the more advanced per-

sonality, after all."

"Dunce ! You have no poetry in you,"
retorted the first speaker.

His was essentially the temperament
of the minor poet. There is nothing
more extravagant, vaster, taking up
more space in the mind's universe than
the minor poet's sympathy for a lonely
flower. He has, however, traits that

are more involved and less cognizable
in his work. This being the case, and
his verse having appeared for centuries,
and doubtless to appear for centuries to

come, it behooves us to consider what is

minor poetry ; because, for the most part,
writers do scorn the charge that their

work is minor. Some, indeed, frankly

confess a petty larceny of the Prome-
thean fire

; others become unruly at the

suggestion, feeling sure that the slight

upon their power is a vague, unpre-
cepted opinion.
The inquiry will not apply to simple,

native rhymes, almost colloquial, ad-
dressed to "Roustabout Charley," "Lit-

tle Shoes and Stockings," et cetera. Tt

is the host of sky-clamoring ones that

should be given investigation of their

claims.

Minor poetry may be tested for three

things : the subject-matter, the attitude

towards it, and the poetic phraseology.
In these will be found the corner-stone,
the key-stone and the tomb-stone of

minor poetry.
The poem is before us. We read. If

it lacks episode, dramatic invention,

width and depth of staging, our sus-

picions flap their wings. If it is a mere

tribute, a self analysis, admiration for

the beautiful, praise unlimited, the chal-

lenge may be strong. The verse will

very likely prove ijninor. The minor

poet has a soul that worships Nature
with a too fine artifice. His idol is a

small, carefully polished piece from the

universal quarry. He has, in his in-

spired warehouse, but few bins to ac-

commodate Nature's answer to his

prayer. There are but two or three

styles of pictures pasted in the album
of his moods. Not more than a dozen

flowers are accounted in his botany—
old-time blossoms that Pan might have

picked, or kicked.

The minor's attitude toward these

matters is wholly amorous. He writes

of nothing save what he can elaborate

in the terms of a hankering love. Sud-

den admiration, and then hopeless long-

ing, is what he fancies most. Warily,
from all over the world, he chooses the

most beauteous things and then bewoos
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himself. to their most romantic aspects.

He has a strong sense for the lovely ;
so

strong that he has no use for discrimina-

tion. That is, he is so constituted as to

see what he desires to see and be un-

susceptible to the rest. It is love at first

sight with him, and he never looks, for

more than the first impression. This is

sufficient for his Narcissine task. Thrills,

fears, throbs, tears, lovers' whining, soft

palpitations and repining: these are his

total panoply. Complexion, color, illu-

mination, radiant glances, have the

unanimous attraction of his thoughts.
As these superficialities move him in

that profound of his heart where wallow

unutterable things, it is hardly imagin-
able how he would be affected by the

depths in his subject, could he behold

them. Reality is the poison of his

dreams. He boasts the goose-quill, but

denies the goose. He bends over love's

honey, for it is culled picturesquely from

beauty's flowers. But for the unsightly
marmalade sweetened of life's bitter

rind, he has no taste. He would not use

the word "marmalade" anyway. It re-

minds him of a fulsome grocery. And
he hath some grudge against the fat

grocer for trafficking in honey, fouling
the romance in the bees' output. Alas,

thou marmalade! Honey-apple of the

graceful Greeks and brass-bound Ro-

mans, how unbecoming hast thou be-

come I Dishonored, disacknowledged,
disfranchised among poetry's fruits, and

(horror of horrors) commercialized.

That is the climax, your name imputed
to that which is made, bought and sold

again.
The minor poet has no mood for it.

He has no lowlands in his song. Not

only is it that he flies high, but he will

not even glance downwards. He is all

in the lyrical. There is naught dramatic

in him. What contrasting shadow he

requires, he is content with such in the

abstract, worded as "horrid," "hideous,"

"tempestuous." His externals are

bright flesh and blood with spectral in-

teriors. He has no idea of letting his

style descend to earth, not knowing
that the eagle goes down mightily other-

wise than the bobolink ; that the eagle
is an eagle everywhere. And who knows

but that, aground, the inspiration shows

more like the common bobolink than the

solitary lion of the air? In the higher

atmospheres, the azure will enchant the

view ; near by there must be a real jour-

ney and magnificent purpose, with no

fraud in the faring nor farce in the

stride. The heights must be heights
in their own realm; otherwise they will

be but low undulations above the plane
of their starting.

The minor poet is heedless of such

aspects. Having, for his own purpose,

imparadised the wonders of earth, he

sits down before the forbidden apple
and weeps.

Truly, tlie general poetry of youth is

pathos: unreal sorrow with magic tears.

That is the birth-cry of the poet. But

the minor poet remains a beginner unto

the end. He never matures in thought,
howsoever he improves in style. The

deep chest-notes and sardonic scowl are

not his. Women blush in the springtime
of life, and vines turn crimson in au-

tumn. The minor poet blushes for jov
or dole throughout the four seasons,

year after year.
He has no philosophy save the splen-

did thought that love is Nature's all-in-

all, fixing the firmament with alluring
blue and functional here below as force

of gravity. His verse, like everything

lighter than air, is by this force sent sky-
ward. Whence a real thought from him
would be like a hippopotamus from a

clear sky.
The young rhymer is mainly descrip-

tive. In later years he becomes meta-

physical. Then is ^when he gets the

golden bullet that makes him sing for

pain and seek safety among the stars.

He neglects to make, or cannot make,
distinction between metaphysics and psy-

chology. He handles the things about
him not to illustrate his emotion, but to

interpret it. He observes some connec-
tion between his mind and, say, a

flower; thereupon he considers the

flower his mind's equal. Perhaps it is;

though we must hate to credit that. Then
he overlaps the mantle of his soul about
the purple bit of fragrance and out-

swoons Iphigenia's woe for Orestes.

Imprudent of these matters, the poet
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is apt to think his more accomplished
art will segregate him from the minors
and make him one of the masters. But
he never fraternizes fully with the lat-

ter. He shirks the modern world, and,

along a path of precious words, goes
into a classic field. He overdoes it, and
is ultra-classic. He is more classic than

Homer. Side by side with the Iliad^ the

minor poet's work discovers a more

primitive mood, seems to refer to an
earlier civilization—if it be civilized at

all. Verily, it is not even that. Admi-
ration for beauty is the barbaric period
of literature

; the first tender shoots of

sentiment. The minor poet is the lamb
of literature

;
his devotions to the muse

are as the lover's first kiss.

At the other extreme, there is also

much to avoid. The great-sceptered
bard of today should not be a partisan
or official organ of the matters and

things of his time. His work should be
a divine revelation of the age in which
he writes. He should clothe himsielf

with all contemporary art; signalize the

fact that he is in the midst of civiliza-

tion
; show that he is not a Hyper-

borean, a Bacchanal, a Mediaevalary, an

Elizabethan,' nor any or everything
rather than a Modern.
The minor poet is guilty of this clas-

sic waywardness. He never has modern
mud on his sandals. He may soil his

fingers with star-dust, lily-pollen or

wine, but naught else. This is not im-

proper in its minor way, which is the

poetry that ululates in the minor part of

us. It is when this antique love for the

beautiful is called great, that one must
confront the scene with a gesture to-

wards its void. The major poet includes

within himself the minor's frailer voice.

He also is of the past, for the past is of

him. But he does not flay the present
skin from the flesh of time. He would
have no meritorious loving-cup for the

future should he offer it only the be-

queathed amphora of the past.

Conclusively, the minor poet is just
one candle-power in literature. His
flame is not that of the lightning, nor

yet of any perfumed oil or potent

gas. Even oil and gas will explode at

certain heats. The minor poet, like the

candle, has not an explosion in him.

In excessive heat, he can do naught
save melt.

As he makes but scant avail of the

world's procedure, so are his poetic

properties just a few. The epithet is his

spear, the simile his steed, and the meta-

phor his purse. Not so very poor an

outfit, it might seem. But oft the spear
is too heavy for his hand or else too light
to be hurled. His steed, on closer look,
is found to be an old hackney; and the

coins in his metaphorical purse are worn
smooth—unsignificant from too frequent
use. But thus accoutred, he embraves
the one hundred and forty syllables of a

sonnet, refreshing himself on the way
with no usual victuals and drink, but

trustfully and dulcetly nibbling of lotus

and quaffing of Lethe, forgetting that

they mean Oblivion. Eating of the

Lotus, he remembers never again his

native land, but wears the Lethean
wreath in pride. O sweet Oblivion, that

one should even forget thou art forget-
fulness !

Thus he embellishes the past; and his

own age leaves to the past the making
of his fame.



The Fall Round-Up
By J.

Edward Hungerford

When the beef cut lcx)se to millin',

When the wind is keen and chillin',

As it sweeps acrost the valley and the flat ;

When the lightnin' flares and flickers,

And you realize your slicker's

In a cabin twenty-five miles up the Platte ;

Where a cheerful fire is burnin',

And a gal is fairly yearnin'

Fer you sittin' thar before it, chin in hand
;

Where good grub is jest a spilin',

And a coffee pot is bilin',

Would you go a-chasin' beef around the land ?

When you git your rope in action,

But it don't give satisfaction.

And the lunges keep you reelin' on your boss
;

When you 're hedged up in a Coulee,

And your bronc is plumb unruly,

Tho' you 've broken prides like his'n by the gross ;

Would it make you sore, now really,

If he'd throw you off right freely

And breeze "homeward, while you stood and nursed your hurt

Would n't it be some tantalizin'.

If a full moon, jest arisin',

Found you stranded thar with nothin' but your quirt?

When you git the iron workin'.

And thar aint no chanst uh shirkin',

For a thousand head have got to bear the mark
;

And you brand 'em while they 're kickin',

And the smell's enough to sicken

Any feller fer a lifetime on the work ;

When your back feels like its breakin',

And your bones are fairly achin',

And the calves are penned up waitin' by the score ;

Would n't you say, "To h with brandin',"

If you knowed your gal was standin'

Back thar waitin' fer you patient in the door? ,'
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But when all the fall work's over,

And you 've corraled every rover,

And you know that every pound uh it '1! sell
;

And each hoof 's a tender pippin.

Jest the proper size fer shippin',

Would n't you feel like you 'd done somethin' mighty well ?

Would you still recall your troubles,

Would n't they fade away like bubbles,
If you had the price to get the gal a ring?

If your bank roll was a-growin',
And your future prospects glowin',

Wouldn't you hanker fer the round-up in the spring?

"Sealed" to a Swimmer
By Fred A. Hunt

HE gregarious co-opera-
tion of animals is well

known and manifested

throughout the world's

fauna. Customarily, how-
ever, this characteristic is

developed among those of the same, or

allied, species. It remained for a marnmal
of the Bay of San Francisco to display
an extraordinary diversion from type
and exhibit that the platonic animal im-

pluHie bipes was not singular in seeking
an affinity of diverse or bizarre taste.

The Cavills, whose habitat is San
Francisco (genus, homo; species, na-

tator), are celebrated swimmers, their

origin, Australia. Sidney H. Cavill has

made exemplary records in many swim-

ming contests
;
he is at present the swim-

ming instructor of the Olympic Club, of

San Francisco, and was for some time

demonstrator and instructor of natation

at the Sutro Baths. Arthur Cavill is also

a talented amphibian, and, being desirous

of eclipsing Leander and his Hellespon-
tine feat by swimming from San Fran-

cisco to Oakland, frequently practiced by

swimming in the bay in the vicinity of

the Golden Gate, and more than once

has traversed the waters between the
two points (old Fort Point, now Fort
Winfield Scott, and Lime Point), making
the Western Pillars of Hercules or the

posts of the mythical Golden Gate.
One day while Arthur was developing

his batrachian proclivities, he became

suddenly aware that a seal was very
much interested in his performances, and
that this interest was augmenting to an

anxiety for a close personal association.

Cavill knew the carnivorous liking that

seals possess and deemed it the part of
wisdom to pull for the shore lest the seal

should decide to abstract some choice
morsels from his anatomy. Accordingly
he swam shoreward, and to his annoy-
ance, perhaps interspersed with a little

alarm, found the seal pertinaciously fol-

lowing him. Cavill legged it more ener-

getically, but the flippers of the seal

enabled it to gain on the male swimmer,
who more desperately swam until he

gained the beach, which he stood on,

and, to his unqualified amazement, the

seal also wriggled upon and curled it-

self about his feet.

It was evidently a case of love at first

sight with the leopard seal (Stenor-
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hynclius leopardinus) or sea-leopard,

and Cavill, compassionating its unre-

quited affection, stroked and patted it.

The seal joyously responded to these

amenities, with the result that, when

Cavill robed himself and left the beach

he had adopted the seal. The illustra-

placed in the center of a circle of ob-

servers who, individually, called to it.

It manifested nothing save imperturba-

bility until Cavill spoke to it, when it

was galvanized into activity and ener-

getically wriggled toward him.

The seal is an inseparable companion

ARTHUR CAVILL AND HIS SKAL.
Photographed by Atloe K. Hunt.

lion shows the bliss experienced by the

animal when in juxtaposition to his

guide, philosopher and friend.

At the time the picture was taken the

room was replete with Chronicle re-

porters and habitues, and as a sort of

test of the seal's intelligence it was

of Arthur Cavill, and when he goes in

swimming, gambols around and about

him
;
then will go quite a distance from

him, raise itself above the water until

it espies him, and then makes a surging

charge for his immediate vicinity. Seals

have been and are trainq^ to perform
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many peculiar and heterodox feats, show- another sailor undertook the task, but,

ing- uncommon intelligence among am- after swimming only a short distance

phibians, but this is the first recorded in- from the San Francisco wharf and dis-

stance of one spontaneously falling (or cerning the eminence of Cavill, he

swimming) in love with a human being. theoretically and literally attained "cold

During the festivities in honor of feet" and abandoned the contest,

the fleet, Arthur Cavill was matched Meanwhile Arthur Cavill and the seal

against a sailor to swim from San Fran- are open to all comers irrespective of

Cisco to Oakland, but Cavill's opponent race, color or previous condition of serv-

withdrew from the match, whereupon itude.

The Mountain Stage

By Henry M. Hoyt, Jr.

Pitchin' on the precipice, sluggin' through the sand,

(Got 'em runnin' easy now, holdin' with one hand) ;

Playin' with the chinkin' bits, pullin' on the load—
That 's the way to bring 'er out.

String 'er out.

Swing 'er out,

With all the bosses goin' fine, a-tearin' down the road !

Sloppin' in to take the ford, splashin' through the water,

(Almost lost a leader here, when an eddy caught 'er) ;

Mired up above the hubs—givin' 'em the lash—
That's the way to swing 'er up,

Bring 'er up,

FHng 'er up,

With whip a-snappin' round their ears, an' leanin' from the dash !

Slewin' roun' the mountain-side, bangin' on the boulders,

(Hear the creakin' collars strain, hard aginst their shoulders) ;

Sparks a-flyin' from their feet, dust-clouds in our wake—
That 's the way to string 'er in, ^

Fling 'er in,

Swing 'er in,

With double wraps aroun' my hands, and both feet on the brake!



The Pilgrim House on the Pach

By F. L. Stealey

iO THE eyes of the Mexi-

an freighters
— children

of the open to whom na-

ture made believe—as

they looked westward
from the trail up to the

Cuerno de Vaca, it seemed that the

sun kindled a mountain fire there. The

spruce, bristling on that wintry range's
black and white uplift, flashed into

flame and smoldered red long, while

shadow stole upon the less ethereal

world.

With the going of the sunlight that

had defined all objects sharply in the

thin air, the graying plateau became a

ghost-ground. The bleached cotton -

woods paled into giant skeletons haunt-

ing the hidden Apache ; and at the cross-

ing of that thin little rio, the lonely cor-

ral evanesced to a spectral square and
the attendant hayrick, marking its

haven, loomed a shapeless nightmare
bulk. The squat pilgrim house might
have been goblins' abode but for its vol-

cano-mouthed Mexican chimney shoot-

ing high above the dirt roof a flare that,

emulating that in the western heaven,
reddened all the meager grove of elfin

jack oaks.

Those fantastic dwarf trees were
cherished by B. C, doubtless keeping
green the memory of noble forests in

British Columbia whence, in a long-gone
black autumn, he had blown south, a

driving leaf on the wind of fortune.
Their jaunty foliage justified his secret

streak of sentimentality, when summer
smote that torrid abiding-place where he
had become a pilgrim (Icgcnerate to the

stationary. But at this winter sunset,
their .scant bare branches were but a

mockery of shelter against the wind

trundling the plateau's snow.

Already, in the sundown shadow, its

particles were musical and gave a frosty
chime under wheel. B. C. heard its

steady shrillness between the pistol pops
of the bull whips as he stood at the

open gateway of the corral, awaiting
the approaching freighters. Large con-

tempt was in his eyes watching the Mex-
ican drivers run on this side and that

to swing their cattle, yoked long on the

chain, from the trail and make them turn

into the corral.

"Gee off more there 'fore you haw in

here !" he cried, apprehensive of his

gate post being struck by the hub of

the hind wheel. And added with true

American superiority: "Damned if they
know gee from haw!" the while he

glanced up anxious for his sign.
It was nailed high above his head to

the gate post; a lettered board whereon
all who drove or rode the trail might
read:

y'i m

HAY 1.00 A SPAN
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B. C.'s ways were well known to the

grinning Mexicans, pleased to enter

into this haven for the night. Bow-pins
were pulled and soon the hair-worn

yokes lay ranged across each chain
stretched like a mighty snake torpid on
the trampled snow. While the thin-

flanked cattle, driven to water by four
of the freighters, slipped and knelt and
sucked at the Apache's frozen trickle,
the two remaining Mexicans, directed by
the mayordomo, lined two sides of the

corral with the upland hay, sweet-smell-

ing of itself and further aromatic with
mountain sage.
The work bulls, stringing back from

the water into the corral, scented it

eagerly and plunged in it knee-deep and
stood lifting their huge-horned heads,
with their jaws going, working down
great wisps of it. B. C, a big, bull-like

man, mixed among them in loquacious
satisfaction.

"It 's goin' to be a cold night
—^this

damn southern climate thins the blood—
so feed 'em good an' plenty, muchachos ;

an' when they lay down a-chewin' the

cud, it '11 make 'em dream of summer
time in the hills!"

Though comprehending not this senti-

ment about the beasts, the brisk mayor-
domo, seeing to the little train, was quick
with his smile and his "O si, senor." At
a word from him, his men took grub-box
and blankets from the wagons and
started for the pilgrim house, B. C.

closed and chained the corral gate and
followed them.

Darkness was now settling quickly
down

;
and from the open door of the

pilgrim house the fire in the chimney-
place within, stirred by the Mexicans en-

tered before him, sent out across the

trail a great light. He was close to the

door when there fell on his ears the quick
and nearing patter of burros' hoofs, ap-

proaching unseen beyond the light; and

as he came into its reaching, red bound,
he halted, confronted somewhat suddenly

by a lone traveler who, advancing spec-
tre-like out of the shadows to the south,

halted likewise before the open door.

The light showed him sitting straight

in his deep saddle on his little gray Mex
ican jack. B. C. saw little of his face.

for his beard, white and wild, was mask-

ing, and his streaked hair hung thick

and long to meet it from under his

weather-beaten drab hat, with droop-
ing brim suggestive of its wearer's
fortunes. Behind him, his pack-jack
ambled into the light with balancing
twin rolls of tent and bedding; his

slim grub-sack lay in between, and his

prospector's pick and long-handled
shovel were slipped under the diamond
hitch; and, topping the pack, a cover

put handy over his flour sack, was his

broad gold-pan, inverted to ignoble
usage like that enchanted basin that was
the helmet of Mambrino.

"Say, where you from?" B. C. began
abruptly upon this grizzled apparition of

the pick and pan—for he let no wayfarer
from the south escape his anxious ques-
tioning.

"Arizony," the prospector answered,

looking down on him.

"An' where you headin' for?"
"British Columbia," said the pros-

pector, dismounting.
Open, Sesame! To B. C, as to AH

Baba, two words were the charm
; alas,

that his riches were only of memory
and served but for caustic poverty's

comparison. The big, full Kootenai in

the bounteous Northland—and here a

fainting trickle of water
;
there tamarack,

pine and fir, stately and safe shelter

from all wind—and here a desert

damned, shelterless and swept by wind
eternal. "I wish to hell I was goin' with

you !" B. C. burst out, and, sensitive,

ashamed as a homesick boy of his heart's

betrayal, stopped, faltering at the wan-
derer's repellent look from eyes that

glittered strangely icy.

In silence, he busied himself untying
the rope of the pack while the pros-

pector unsaddled. The latter bore

bridle, saddle and its blanket into the

pilgrim house and placed them in the

corner furthest from the fire's light.

B. C. did likewise with the pack-roll of

bedding, and stood while the prospector,

stooping over his saddle, removed the

cantanas from the horn and slipped his

left arm between the bulging pockets;
with his right hand he then drew an old

Sharp's carbine from its sheath under
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the stirrup strap and strode to the fire.

B. C, having watched his movements

with some curiosity, went out to drive

the jacks to "the water-holes cut in the

"Pach" and thence to the corral.

He was gone some little time water-

ing and feeding them, and when at

length he returned to the pilgrim house

he saw the Mexicans had completed
their primitive cookery and were seated

on their corded bedding about their grub
box drawn back from the fire, eating
their unorderly meal. Dull coals yet
strewed the generous semi-circle of the

hearth in the corner of the room and

raised some inches above the dirt floor.

On one side of the hearth, the capacious

coffee-pot of the Mexicans still steamed.

Cups of the black liquid within had been

drained by them and now they were as-

siduously emptying two quart bottles of

aguardiente.
In the narrow high rounded fire-place,

two fresh sticks of pifion wood stood on
end well under its arch, and the pitch

exuding flamed brilliantly to light the

mysterious hollow of the room, rude and
as bare as cave men's shelter. The door
was the only aperture in its walls of

cotton-wood logs, laid up with the bark

on, and there was neither table nor chair

in it ; and under its huge roof-logs,
smoked to a jet black, squatted the hun-

ger-satisfying group, primitive to the

similitude of savagery. But the flash of

wild eyes, the sweep of long, coarse hair,

framing Indian-dark faces, the glint of
the bottles passed from hand to hand
with lingering Spanish breeding as well
as Spanish speech, were but seen and not
noticed by B. C, intent only on the pros-
pector, brother-pilgrim and American.
He had loaned his carbine against the

wall at his hand and, with his saddle

bags over his arm, stood alone before
the fire, turning his lean, withered bod)
to the warmth. On B. C's entrance, he
became fixed, face to the fire, attracted

apparently by two large squares of card-
board nailed to the plastered chimney
above the mud mantel.

On the card to the left, B. C's heavy
hand had printed with a soft stub pencil
this couplet breaking joints with gro-
tes(iue humor—a complex motto whose

travesty paid a satirical compliment to

the patrons of the pilgrim house:

*-

*

<:<

A honest man gathers no

moss,

A rolling stone is the noblest

work of God.

^

The prospector read this legend with
slow intenseness, his eyes, habituated to

far spaces, taking time to separate the

words. His manner savored of ap-

proval of its humor as, slipping the sad-

dle-bags from his arm, he placed them
on the mud mantel beneath the motto.

He then gravely turned his attention to

the other card.

The smoke that had blackened it, had

put a rich varnish on the large photo-

graph to which it served as panel. It

was not easy to catch the pictured face,

for mostly it seemed to shrink in the

shadow of the mantel thrown upward ;

but now and again, as the bubbles of

pinon pitch burst with a lengthy gaseous
jet of light beneath it, there flashed out,
in a sort of jaunty radiance, the smiling
face and the head and shoulders of a

beardless young man—evidently he was
of the festive sort, for his big white hat

was tilted in a sporty style on his long
fair hair. His eyes must have been very
light, for they showed perfectly color-

less in the picture. But it seemed to

B, C,—and he had gazed a thousand
times at those imaged eyes and hitherto

had never seen it there—that as he stood
behind the prospector and looked over
his shoulder at the face, those colorless

eyes reflected the uncertain blue glint of

the ice of the Kootenai, A shiver of the

spirit was manifested outwardly, shak-

ing his heavy shoulders; and the cour-
teous Mexican, with overseeing eyes,

perceiving him just entered from the

cold, touched his elbow and opportunely
presented his bottle,

"Beba con fuerza, seiior," he said,
with cordiality of man to man,

B, C, took the bottle from his hand
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and proffered it to the prospector, and

was surprised to have it decHned with a

negative motion of the head. As for his

own hearty self, he held it aloft, said

gravely to the mayordomo, "A la buena

salud, amigo," and throwing back his

head, his huge bare throat was visibly

convulsed as he gulped "con fuerzai" in

great honor to the courtesy of the

mayordomo.
"Haganme el favor de comer,

senores/' then insisted the mayordomo,
receiving the bottle and waving the hand
that held it to the unfinished supper.
And the two Americans squatted at ease

by the grub box and partook of slabby
coffee and tortillas de mats.

Corn-husk cigarros were made and lit

at the meal's completion. Some rose and

stood ;
some rolled at ease, pivoted on

elbow and hip, on the stone-hard flooi

about the hearth. The mayordomo, on

his feet, drew forth his sack of silver.

There were three yuntas de bueyes to

each wagon, and three times three, the

mayordomo paused and figured, and

counted out nine silver pesos into B. C.'s

hand.

The prospector, thus reminded,
searched his ragged overalls and pro-
duced two silver quarters and tendered

them in payment for his jacks. B. C.

declined them with his big hand. "I've

been there myself, Arizony," he said

with simple humor and gracious, 'for

poverty need have no shame here where
a man passed current for what he was
and gold was gold without the stamp.
And the prospector, something childish

in air and manner, returned the silver to

his pocket.
Then B. C. set a stick of piiion to

blaze on end in the fire-place and, stand-

ing before it, he, as was his nightly cus-

tom, hazarded his story to the guests of

the dingy pilgrim house.

The prospector leaned from him

against the wall and stared in the fire

unmoved as if B. C.'s words were mean-

ingless. To the Mexicans, truly, those

words were but jabber and clack; but as

they sat or squatted, a glow grew in

their eyes, for the savage in them stirred

to the fire's leaping red and the red-lit

huge figure, wakening, empassionate,
on its mud pedestal of that barbaric

hearth.

He was primitively natural in his ef-

fect on the Mexicans, for to him they
were the simple supernumeraries of the

scene, and it was the prospector solely
to whom he addressed himself, facing
partly to him and partly to the fire. The
blazing pitch showed well the swell of
the muscles of his breast under his

shrunken old blue flannel shirt. About
his waist, grown girthy from idleness,
his thin-worn belt was slanted; and the

big brass belt-buckle and the polished
copper rivets in the holster of his old

cap-and-ball Colt's shone very bright.
A buckskin whang tied the lower end of
the holster tightly to the thick column of
his right leg so the weapon might be

surely drawn. The end of the holster

was worn through and the barrel pro-
jected, its octagon corners, like angulari-
ties of an old friend, all smoothed away
in constancy of years.

B. C. drew the weapon and pointed
with it to the cardboard on the left of
the mantel :

"That there motto is about right. I

aint gathered no moss an' aint I a

honest man?" His clear, big, gray eyes
were innocent of all little vanity and his

great, round face was like the sun,

bright with the outpour of that within.

*T am a honest man," the words swelled
from him with the organ-tones of the

mighty-lunged mountain man. "If I

aint a honest man then I have lived for

nothin', for honesty is all the horse I got
to ride on out o' this here world into

that one a-j'inin'."

He paused to indicate the dismissal of

the motto and. turning slightly, he desig-
nated the picture with his gun.
"Now, see," he began again, as if he

were a sort of Sunday-school superin-
tendent instilling morality, "this here is

the picture of a damn thief. We was

pardners in the Kootenai country. We
sure got gold there. Yes, sir, we took

out a damned good stake. An' one day
he went down the Kootenai for grub an'

took the dust with him for to put it safe

in the bank. It was a long time, sir.
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that I looked for him back, for we was

boys always together. An' when at last

I knowed he 'd jest natcherly stole it, I

took his trail. An' I rustled along af^r
him, sir, for more 'n twenty year To

Montanner, to Nevayda, to Calaforny,

to Sonora—to hell, to here where I got

stuck so 's I lost his track. Names
J

he's had a dozen. There aint nothm'

but this here picture took when we was

pardners for to tell him by now.^
But

I been a-savin', yes, I been a-savin'.—
"

He stopped, ran his big left hand m
his baggy breeches pocket and clinked

the coins. Slowly and impressively he

stacked the twenty-dollar gold pieces on

the mud mantel before the shining eyes

of the Mexicans. "Five hundred dol-

lars, an' this here pilgrim house throwed

in, jest all I got, I '11 put in that man's

hand that p'ints him out to me any-

wheres in this here damn big world."

Dramatically, with a movement of his

hand, thumb on the hammer, he flipped

the heavy barrel down, cocking the six-

shooter, and leveled it at the picture.

So dextrously was it done, they heard

the click of the lock, and lo! the muzzle

threatened the picture's smiling face.

Almost instantly he lowered it, let down
the hammer, slipped the six-shooter in

its holster, gave a great sigh as he

swept the useless gold back into his

pocket, and stood relaxed, abashed, look-

ing down in the fire, with his life's suc-

cinct story told.

The Mexicans, however impressed at

first, now, behind his back, smiled each

to each, and each touched his forehead

with a supple tripping forefinger, look-

ing at one another. All understood B. C.

was loco—ah, seguro, si! The pros
pector, not observant of this pantomime,
fumbled his hand in his pocket and

pulled out the two silver quarters re-

fused by B. C, and with a hesitating
and childlike stealth, noted by all, placed
them on the mantel below the motto.

B. C, unconscious of his own weak
spot, observed this puerile action of the

other American with a benign smile, and
watched him curiously and indulgently
while he stooped and picked up a dead
coal from the hearth and with it stroked

out carefully part of each line of the

motto, making it read thus:

q* *

A honest man

-is the noblest

work of God.

*- *

Unmindful of B. C.'s eyes, he dropped
the coal, ran his left arm through the

lashing of his saddle-bags picked up his

old Sharp's carbine, and, as the Mexi-

cans made way, he strode through them

to the corner diagonally opposite the

fire-place, where lay his pack, to make
his bed for the night.

B. C. somewhat nettled at his action's

silent imputation of the honor of the

pilgrim house, called after him bluffly :

"Say, Arizony, you could jest as well

left them things o' your'n on the mantel.

I reckon they aint so mighty valuable

that they 'd get stole in this here pilgrim
house o' mine."

The prospector stooped over, spread-

ing down his blankets, gave him
no reply. B. C, without resentment,

smiled significantly to the Mexicans;
and he, too, touched his forehead. The

mayordomo smiled seemingly in assent,

but kept his forefinger from under his

fringe of bristling hair; for all these

men, but half reclaimed of the wild, as

the prospector stepped through them,

had weighed the .saddle-bags with their

eyes and looked one to another, in-

stinctively as wolf to wolf.

With interchange of low, soft words,

they also proceeded to spread their blan-

kets of many bright colors before the

fire.

"Well, I '11 be huntin' my hole," said

B. C, relevant to these preparations for

retiring, as he stamped to the door.

"Good night to you, Arizony. Pasan
buenas nochcs, amigos." And closing
the door behind him on the Spanish
chorus that in return bade him sleep

well, he went across the trail to his own
little shack, set like a sentry-box ami*'.
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the haunting shadows of the crossing.
B. C.'s mode of retiring was primi-

tively simple. He removed and placed
aside carefully his boots and hat, both,

truly Western, being of a somewhat fas-

tidious fineness, offsetting a negligent
shabbiness of garments between ;

un-
buckled his belt and slung it with holster

and six-shooter on the post supporting
the head of his bunk, and rolled his big
body under the scarlet and white Navajo
blanket.

It well may be that B. C.'s strangely
troubled memory had to do with his

dream. He was in the old camp. Curi-

ously enough, the gold was in the old

trinket-box under his partner's bunk, all

safe. No ! no ! . . . And, for somehow,
all at once, the river was frozen very
hard, he heard the ice crack under the

frosty moon.
Startled awake, he raised his huge

body, throwing off the blanket. He saw
the midnight's scanty square of moon-

light was being flung through the

shack's little window on the dirt floor,

and in his ears sounded the report of

the old Sharp's cracking frostily from
the pilgrim house. Immediately there

followed a faint quavering cry of

"Thief!" that could come only from the

lips of the prospector, the American.
That cry sent B. C. out of his bunk,

upright on his feet. He jerked his six-

shooter from its holster and, with a step,

flung back the shack's door, and tore

through the doorway ; and, head bare

to the wind and feet naked in the snow,
he sped silently as his swift, great
shadow across the moonlit trail to the

door of the pilgrim house.

Those within it, however, sensed even

his soundless footfall. The door, as he

seized and jerked the latchstring, yielded
but slightly and hung against the hur-

ried push of his arm. Through the

cracks between its rough boards B. C.

could hear the forced breathing of the

Mexican bracing himself behind it, and,

stepping back, with a thrust of his foot

and mighty leg, he sent the door open
and the holder of it over on his back,

clear of its sweep. The pent-up smoke
of the old Sharp's huge black-powder

charge gushed out, strong in his nostrils,

stimulating, as B. C, six-shooter in

hand, leaped in to uphold the honesty
of his pilgrim house.

One of the Mexicans squatted low on
the hearth, rekindling the fire to light

up that dark and nerve-trying cavern.

His eyes glared keen and red like a

wolf's in the rising light as, stooped over

it, he looked up at B. C, who, with a

movement of his foot, sent him over,
clear off the hearth, and took a position
in the semi-darkness to one side of it

to look about as the pitch blazed up.
The powder smoke that had not yet

cleared out the open door, obscured the

back part of the lightening room
;
and

out of it, trampling on the gay blankets

of their disordered beds, came the Mexi-
cans, pressing on him with their faces

to the growing blaze, and he saw the

knives in their hands and the baleful

concentration of their eyes on him, and
heard their augmented breathing.
For one reason only they hesitated ;

B. C. assuredly was loco, and to knife

the crazy one they were reluctant. B. C.

was equally averse to use his gun, re-

garding them as mental weaklings gone
inexplicably crazy ; for, thieves though
they might be, what was there to steal

in that poverty-bare old pilgrim house?
Their threatening attitude was hardly
noticed by him, intent to catch sight or

sound of the prospector.

Then, above their nervous breathing,
he heard a little suppressed cough com-

ing from the corner diagonally opposed
to the fire-place. Glancing there in-

stantly, B. C, through the clearing

smoke, beheld the prospector, gaunt in

his shirt, backed up against the pitch-
blackened logs, his carbine held as a

club in his hand
;
and again he gave that

curiously suppressed cough—for the

knife in the dextrous hand of the mayor-
dome had gone deep in his chest.

The mayordomo, quick as he was, had
not escaped. B. C. saw him lying face

downward in the center of the floor,

with a big red patch glistening fresh in

the back and side of his white camisa.

The .50 calibre bullet from the old

Sharp's carbine had caught him slant-

ingly high in the ribs as he wheeled to

run, and, gaping through the lungs, had
let life out with the breath exhaled. His
outstretched hands still touched the sad-
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die bags, fallen from them and emptied

partlv of several small plump, tight

buckskin sacks. The stitches in one of

these had burst from its weight in fall-

ing and the contents had partly spilled

out in a little heap catching the eyes with

a vellow metallic glitter in the fire-light.

B.' C.'s eyes, the eyes of an old British

Columbia placer miner, were caught by
that glitter but an instant, when he

turned his look in withering pity on the

Mexicans.
"You idiotic damn fools!" he ad-

dressed them. "Git out o' the way,
here!"

The Mexicans, bewildered by his tone

and the expression of his face, stood

hesitatingly back, B. C. stepped over

the beds, picked up the broken sack of

dust and, returning with it to the fire,

poured out the contents in a little shin-

ing pile on the hearth, and stepped aside

so all might see it plainly in the full

light of the fire.

All bent to look on it, and beheld it

was simply black sand yellowed with

glittering iron pyrites. Honesty, clear-

eyed, had seen deeper than roguery,
however keen-visioned. The prospector
zvas loco.

All perceived and understood and

spoke no word, dumb in the knowledge
that for that dross death had come

among them.

B. C. stepped forward after a mo-
ment and, laying his gun on the mud
mantel, faced about to the Mexicans
with a contemptuous laugh.
"Vamos!" he cried, in a voice like an

organ peal, pointing to the open door.

When the last of them, like shadows
in their heelless, soft zapatos, had flitted

out, B. C. turned to the prospector and
saw he had slipped down on his blan-

kets and sat with his back propped
against the log wall. Observing him
thus, limp and helpless, B. C. realized he
was going on the long pilgrimage. It

only remained for him to case that in-

evitable departure.
He drew the mayordomo's own bright

blanket over him, and, stepping around
the dead hidden thus from the dying.
B. C.

stooped
and replaced the little

sacks in tlie saddle-bags and, picking

them up, went over and squatted near

their owner and set them within reach

of his hand. "Here's your dust, Ari-

zony," he said to him, like a man humor-

ing a hurt child with a tinsel toy, making
believe it was gold.
The prospector reached out and laid

his hand with a childish clutch of pos-
session on the precious saddle-bags. The
movement hastened his inward bleeding
and there came upon him the agitation
of the incomplete finality. His hand

loosened, his shaking fingers tapped
the saddle bags:

"Your'n—all your'n, pardner," he

gasped
—and coughed.

"Now, AHzony, you're a little off,

you know, a-wantin' to leave me this

here great, big fortune," B. C. modu-
lated his big voice in kindly firm expos-
tulation. "For, seein' as this thing has

happened in my pilgrim house, to square
it up that there five hundred I been a-

savin' has got to go to you—an' your
heirs an' assigns forever," declared B. C.

with fitting binding legality. "Now, you
tell me, Arizony, so 's I can write to

your relation," he continued
;
and then,

meaning it not for boast, but because in

the presence of death his perturbed gen-
tle heart could prompt only the utter-

ance of one mechanic speech, B. C.

ended : "For, Arizony, I am a honest

man."
At the words, the prospector seemed

to shrivel.

"Your'n—all your'n, p-a-r-dner," he

repeated ; and, beyond speech, strove to

tell more with his eyes as he departed.

Pilgrims commonly thus addressed
one another; and it was not his farewell

dwelling on the word that stirred B. C.

to a strange inward questioning, never

surely answered. Always the uncer-

tainty of it was a thin and tantalizing

haunting
—however strong the fancy at

that moment of emotion
;
for in the

prospector's eyes, lighting with a final

supreme effort to bequeath his tinsel

fortune, B. C. fancietl he caught the

evanescent blue glint of the ice of the
Kootenai and that it fled to the eyes of
the picture as, stepping from the dead
man's side, he detached it from its place
above the mantel and laid it on the fire.



An Asiatic Monroe Doctrine?

By W. D. B. Dodson

[N PEACE, wars are won.
After sanguinary conflict

ceases, all profits are

reaped. Peace is the be-

ginning and the end. It

is the silent war, whose
victories are unknown until announced

by Alars' fulminations. Unless peace is

studied, victories are a surprise. As the

world is prone to seek the sensational,

so vividly outlined in those great san-

guinary struggles termed war, and finds

Httle of interest in the prosaic story of

peace, the issues of most wars are rude

surprises.
Those who knew Japan in 1903 were

not far off in their reckoning of what
the Portsmouth Treaty should be in

1905. But there were few of the outside

world who knew. Since the Russo-Jap-
anese war, Manchurian battlefields and

Japanese naval deeds have been world

gossip. Yet these were but logical

events of work Japan did without the

world's attention. Japan's work of to-

day, which the world heeds barely more
*^han in the late ante-bellum days, will

shape her destiny in the next war. Un-
less her people are studied now, with as

keen interest as was shown in the Man-
churian achievements, a surprise possibly
more alarming than that mingling with

the note of Russian surrender, will echo

around the world after the next great

treaty is signed.
American apathy in Oriental questions

must cease. It has never had more in-

telligent sanction than the provincial be-

lief that this country is so small that it

would never figure in international af-

fairs. American development inevitably

forces the country into active world poli-

tics. If the benighted thought prevails

that America is sufficient unto herself,

that export trade is a negligible affair

for a rich country, national safety will

yer compel active participation in world
affairs. Until America stood for Chi-
nese territorial" entity, and later de-

manded an open-door for tr^ade, our

country held aloof fromTmenacing Ori-
ental complications. Since these two

elementary doctrines were pronjulgated,
we have done little, but if they are sus-

tained in full, spirited form, America's

political duty to China and our own pos-

terity will have been well. done. While

seeking no territory in the Orient, and

mildly emphasizing the decision to pre-
vent partitioning of China, America has

permitted her trade to suffer from

"sphere-of-influence" policies of busi-

ness rivals, evasion of high treaty pro-

visions, and most unfriendly attacks by
supposed friends, in contravention of the

open-door principle. De.spite the tra-

ditional friendship existing between
America and Japan, which has often

taken tangible form in the efforts of our

country, Japan has been one of the chief

offenders against the open-door policy
we advocate and one of the most subtle

enemies of our commercial interests.

At the close of the Russo-Japanese
war, statesmen of the victorious country

indulged a Monroe Doctrine dream.

Their hard-won position, they said, en-

titled them to guardianship of Oriental

weaklings. This thought, with especial

reference to China, was ^xalted „^y^
the

declaration that Russia h^d be#i%,c6m-
bated to prevent her seizing Mari!:huria,

and to save Korea from a like fate later.

China hailed her new deliverer from
Manchurian Ibss with fervor, and did

not conceal the strong friendship, 'sl|e
Was

ready to, offer instead of continuing^n-
cient antagonism for Japan. Japan's
avowed plans with respect to Korea won
for her the plaudits of the Orient for

high philanthropic statesmanship. Every-
where the youthful military prodigy was
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held an exemplar of most advanced dip-

lomacy, a fit type to hold in trust for

uncoimted millions the hegemony of the

great East. It must be admitted that at

this time the world accorded Japan a

great measure of confidence and be-

stowed praise of rare unanimity. Her

people's progress, energy, courage, re-

sources and patriotism were things to

conjure with. An epidemic of Japan
cultus swept the world, until it seemed to

promise enshrinement of the little brown
man in the holiest of patriotic holies.

View the Orient today. China's most

grievous fear of territorial loss is for

Manchuria, where Japan is out-Russian-

ing the Russian, Korea, three years
after the liberal protectorate treaty was

signed, is ravaged by Imperial Japanese
forces, her Emperor was forced to abdi-

cate, and the semblance of Korean inde-

pendent government has grown thinner

than gauze. Practically every European
and American trader in the Orient

anathematizes the Japanese. Most of

the well-known trade marks or chops of

the foreigner in the Orient are being, or

have been, pirated by him. Heavily-sub-
sidized and government-supported Jap-
anese enterprises have attacked the pri-

vate business of all other nationalities.

In the world at large, whence came
such fulsome praise but recently, there

is clearly distrust and doubt, which is

not at all assuaged by the continued

strain of Japan in a most trying hour to

increase her military and naval strength.
As the exponent of an Asiatic Mon-

roe Doctrine, Japan has become a trav-

esty. Whatever she attains will be by
mere force of arms, for none of the

Orientals needing aid against the Eu-

ropean would risk a call to Japan, unless

it be India. Korea's protectorate is not

conducive of a similar experiment, if it

can be avoided by speedier suicide. Two
divisions of Imperial troops have been

added to the occupation force, and the

evidences of a great tragedy casually

falling through the censorate screen,

cause many sighs for "poor Korea."

Behind the military forces is seen ad-

vancing an equally relentless peace army,
which is mobilized by the Oriental Colo-

nization Company. This concern has

the strongest government support. Press

announcements of its plans have set

forth, without contradiction, that the

company intends to convey to Korea an-

nually 40,000 farmers, with their fami-

lies. This work is reported to be pro-

ceeding under government guarantee at

Tokio. August 10, of this year, the

Board held its first meeting. Military
forces first, Japanese cabinet next, Jap-
anese administrative and judicial of-

ficials next, and then the army of immi-

grants. Korea's protection seems to have

been intended of the leonine order, when

lying down with the Iamb. Passing the

state of official corruption that existed

in the Hermit Kingdom, and other reac-

tionery elements, it cannot be said:

"Japan first tried to develop Korea."

Foreigners residing in Korea state that

the native has been subject to countless

abuses, and has been more provoked than

pacified. Japan promised a benevolent

protectorate,, but instead, has been speed-

ing toward absolute absorption.
Manchuria was on the toboggan

Korea took until arrested by the powers,

principally America, at the earnest so-

licitation of China. Japanese statesmen

have said, when admitting the necessity
of checking coolie cm.igration to Amer-

ica, that Korea and Manchuria would
constitute an ample outlet for years. In

promulgating the intentions of the

Oriental Colonization Company, Man-
churia was spoken of, as freely as Korea
as the field of work. The Chinese gov-
ernment has been making extraordinary
efforts to get their own people to emi-

grate from congested centers in Shang-

tung and Chili to Manchuria, ostensibly

to offset the Japanese invasion. Japan
was prosecuting the colonization work,
while ejecting 300 Chinese coolies that

had been imported into the island empire
to construct an electric railway.

In the Portsmouth Treaty China's un-

qualified title to Manchuria was recog-

nized, excepting the Liaotung peninsula
and Dalny lease, and the railway conces-

sion with attributive mineral rights.

Manchuria, with the remainder of China,

was guaranteed the open door for com-

merce of all nations alike. During the

days of military operation and occu-
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pancy, a swarm of Japanese traders cov-

ered all territory controlled by the troops.

Their wares were, as a rule, imitations

of popular goods before purchased by
the natives, the spurious article bearing
a pirated trade mark. Dalny was kept

open as a free port for more than a year
after the war, and trade so manipulated
that Japan absolutely controlled, while

Newchwang, the only port through which

Europeans and Americans had a fight-

ing chance to reach their patrons in

Manchuria, imposed the full customs du-

ties. For fear that this device would
not be sufficient, the South Manchuria

Railway g^ave
a heavy discriminative

rate for like distances, in favor of Dalny.

Newchwang and its business were killed,

big firms failed, Chinese traders were

ruined, and most of the great stocks of

goods purchased by foreigners for the

Manchurian trade, after close of the war,
are still carried, a heavy loss to their

owners and a serious burden to all

Oriental foreign trade.

While the military occupation con-

tinued, foreigners ceased to try for any
imports, save such as the Japanese ur-

gently needed. But when troops were

withdrawn, Dalny was made a regular
customs port, and the open-door principle
was presumably in force, if ever, the

foreigner again turned to Manchuria.
He found Japanese firms lustily de-

veloped by the long military incubation.

Japanese colonies with special trade ad-

vantages planted along the zone covered

by railway concession, telegraph and

postal facilities held by the Japanese and
used as only they will employ such

agencies, and finances manipulated to

Japanese profit and advantage. Chinese
demands and foreign protests forcing
surrender of some of these, the South
Manchuria Railway came to the rescue

of Japan again by announcing a rebate

.system, based upon quantity of goods
shipped. This has the aspect of being
fair to all, but when it is learned that the

two or three big Japanese concerns con-

trolling Japanese imports into Man-
churia, will be the only ones able to

profit appreciably, and that their margin
will be so great as to defy competition in

all things where costs are near the same,

this last violation of the open door by
subterfuge is appreciated.

While the Manchurian handicap for

the foreigner was being stretched to the

limit of patience, a double safeguard was

adopted in Japan. Five of the largest

spinning and weaving plants were made
to pool a given output for development
of this trade in Manchuria. They were

obliged to furnish a stated amount for

two years, even though losing. Mitsui
& Co., a house vastly stronger and more
influential in the Japanese government
than the Rothchilds are in England, were
constituted selling agents. Press an-
nouncements of the scheme were to the
effect that the government would compel
the Nippon Yusen Kaisha, a government-
subsidized steamship line, to carry these

products at half rate for a period, and a

like concession would be granted by the
South Manchuria Railway, which the

Japanese government controls. The
government banks were compelled to

take care of this business at the very
lowest figure that would be possible
when using government - borrowed

money.
Japan cotton goods won in Manchuria.

They control the market today, and will

perhaps for the future. America's best

market in China was lost, by what the

Japanese call "competition."

Development of Manchuria for her
own interests and to encourage foreign
trade was a natural effort on the part of
China. Having been brought in contact
with the foreigner sufficiently to efface

much of the popular prejudice against
Occidental improvements, being a large

country with scant population and rich in

latent wealth, Manchuria was chosen for
the most active campaign by the reform-

ing party of China. Japan obstructed
all of the Yalu forestry work until get-,

ting the final concession to favor her

subjects in suitable degree. Navigation
of both the Liao and Yalu rivers was

impeded in high-handed manner, be-

cause these ancient water-courses were
to some extent competitive with the

South Manchuria Railway. Unquali-
fied opposition to extension of the Im-

perial Railways of North China from
ITsin Min-tun into undeveloped Man-
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churian and Mongolian districts, was
maintained and continues, because Japan
construes the work as tending to build

up competition with the South Man-
churia line.

In every particular where the old, un-

just Russian treaty, to which Japan fell

heir by the war, could be construed as

strangling China's interest and control in

Manchuria, Japan has been harsher in

enforcement than was Russia. Add to this

the insolence and overbearing spirit of

the Japanese throng, rushed into Man-
churia, the consistency with which their

officials protected them in aggressions,
and the grasping spirit with reference to

every development enterprise suggested,
and China's grave alarm may be under-

stood. It was the Manchurian policy
that bred distrust and hatred on the part
of China, but it has unfortunately been

wonderfully strengthened by Japan's at-

titude in all of China.

Count Hayashi, minister of foreign
affairs for Japan at the time of Korea's

total subversion, was quoted throughour
the Orient in a warning to China to

profit by Korea's example, and put her

house in order at once, the implication

inevitably attached being that Japan
would treat China as she had treated

Korea, unless the advice were taken.

Chinese statesmen were greatly perturbed
over this announcement. Then came the

Tatsu Maru affair. This vessel, laden

with arms and ammunition Japan had
used in the late war, and clearly intended

for Chinese revolutionists in the south,

was seized by a Chinese cruiser. Bills

of lading for Macao were with the can-

traband, and Macao is a Portuguese port

granted bv China centuries ago to en-

courage trade, but which is now mostly
used as an aid to the smuggler, and a

rendezvous for gamblers. Macao con-

signees could have no possible use for

the arms, save selling them to revolu-

tionists, then very active in the south.

In the seizure, China had every moral
sanction law could give, and was acting
in the full spirit of treaties, but had com-
mitted a slight technical error. Japan
flamed up with threats and demands,
and could be pacified only by an abject

apology and exorbitant indemnity.

China is constantly overrun with Jap-
anese merchants, prospectors, traders,

peddlers, students and spies, who give no
heed to treaty restrictions for trade. Pe-
kin is not a treaty port, yet Japanese
traders and business houses are estab-

lished in most parts of the city, defying
Chinese prohibitions. There is scarcely
an important trade center, whether an

open port or closed to the foreigner, but

has the ubiquitous Japanese. If local

prejudices are too strong, a queue is

donned, head shorn, the language
learned, and the enterprising Japanese
insists that he is Chinese born, but edu-
cated in Japan, which accounts for his

dialect. In Fokien province, which is

the continental side of the Formosan

channel, Japanese enterprise has been

very alarming to Chinese officialdom,
and results in frequent clashes. Japan-
ese admit that they have large numbers
of young men throughout China, delving
into business conditions, studying re-

sources, making geological and other

maps, and reporting everything they
can learn to the homeland. While wel-

coming aid to development, China has

voiced frequent protests against the de-

fiant intrusiveness of her would-be pro-
tector.

Chinese resentment, culmmating in

the Totsu Maru affair, inspired the boy-
cott, which was serious throughout the

summer, and is not wholly extinct yet in

the south. America had in the meantime
awakened to her wrongs in Manchuria,
and co-incident with the battleship

cruise, began insisting upon observance

of treaties. Japanese m.anufacturers, al-

ready suffering from a depressed yarn-

and-piece-goods market, confronted a

crisis that aroused the nation. Were
they to live by war, or trade? Was
China's commercial conquest, or military

domination, intended? Why the tre-

mendous increase in navy and army,
when the government was alienating

Japan's only market? A ministerial

change occurred, under pressure of busi-

ness influences. The Saionji cabinet

was replaced by a ministry organized bv
the ex-premier. Marquis Katsura, and

Japan is now struggling to inspire again
some of the faith enjoyed when first in-
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(lulgjng the Oriental Monroe-Doctrine

dream.
After reviewing Japan's conception of

her prerogatives in the Orient, what dis-

astrous results to all foreign interests

follow extension of her control, how she

interprets the words. Honor, Competi-
tion, Treaty, etc., it is well to note her

progress at home. The sinews of war,
whether silent or sanguinary, must be

nurtured at home, else the most ambi-

tious schemes collapse. Observant stu-

dents confess that Japan has built at

home more solidly than abroad. Her
industrial progress is phenomenal and
well sustained. True, the nation now
labors in a financial disturbance that

would develop a mortal cyclone center

among any other people of the world, but

Japan rides the storm with a courage and
alertness that were not so sorely taxed

on the battlefield. Dozens of banks have
failed in the past twelve months, without

getting as much news space abroad as

did the collapse of one petty state bank
in America. In a very brief time stocks

and securities fell in price more than

$250,000,000, new companies went into

liquidation, hundreds lost work, and ex-

port trade declined in most threatening
manner under the influence of the Amer-
ican stringency, Chinese boycott and de-

pression from general causes. Japan,

staggering under debt no other people
with the same earnings could bear, with
balance of trade suddenly thrown against
her, heavy interest charges, taxes high
as industry would stand, faced the crisis

with incomparably greater composure
and fortitude than was shown by the rich

colossus, America, when a petty flurry
occurred here. Leaders, people, press
and business rallied around the sacred

name of Japan, and there they stand to-

day, fighting greater odds than they have

yet been compelled to face in arms. They
will win, because they have strong hands,

strong hearts, strong minds, and love

their country.

Japan's greatest progress in material

wealth under the modern regime has
been in her merchant marine and cotton

manufactures. Merchant marine will

prove an empire in wealth to the Oriental

archipelago, with no cxi)ansion of terri-

tory, if foreign powers permit their Pa-
cific carrying trade to decline for another

generation as in the past. Japan's steam

tonnage is far above the million mark,
with more than 1 500 vessels

; sailing ves-

sels of modern type number above 4000,
with a tonnage of 500,000, and sailing
craft of Japanese model number more
than 1200, with a gross carrying capacity
of about 500,000 tons. This great and

rapidly growing fleet gives profitable

employment, directly and indirectly, to

several hundred thousand persons, brings
to the country a heavy annual revenue,

develops a hardy race of seafaring men
for the navy, and enables the country to

reap the spontaneous harvest of the deep,
in every quarter of the Pacific. A heavy
export of marine products is an incident

of this far-sighted fostering of the mer-
chant marine.

Japan does not produce the iron from
which modern ships are made, a handi-

cap before which most people would

quail, yet the nation is commencing to

build for herself and the entire Orient.

This year subsidies of $6,500,000 gold
will be paid by the government in con-

nection with the operation of Japanese
vessels, that figure being an increase of

$1,543,000 over the preceding year. A
substantial encouragement bonus is paid
for construction of modern craft, this

allowance being highest in proportion to

size and speed of the vessels. Japan's

subsidy aid to navigation is best appre-
ciated, in a comparative statement with
other countries, the figures being re-

duced to the ton unit: Japan, $6.15:

France, $5.06 ;Russia, $1.87 ; Italy, $1.83 :

United States, $1.08; Germany, 40c, and
Great Britain, 28c. Japan's subsidies

per ton afloat are highest, her merchant
marine expansion is the most rapid, and
her complete mastery of the Pacific re-

solves itself into the simple question
whether other nations interested will per-
mit her to continue the relative lead in

subsidy aid.

Cotton spinning and weaving has been
one of Japan's most remarkable develop-
ments. In 1906 the countrv had in spin-

dles, 1,304,786 rings and 83,060 mules.
It is consuming more than 400.000.000

piMuuls of cotton annually,mnd manufac-
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turing, under normal conditions, above

1,000,000 bales of cotton yarn. Approx-
imately sixty-five per cent of the produc-
tion is taken for domestic manufacture,
while the remainder is exported, the

value of this yarn trade running from
$18,000,000 to '$20,000,000. Exporta-
tion of cotton piece-goods is increasing
apace, especially since Japan manipu-
lates the Manchurian market. In 1906
it was about three and a half million dol-

lars, but is expected the present year to

be double that figure. In former years
America furnished most of the raw ma-
terial, but India and China supply the

major portion now. When the consump-
tion exceeds 400,000,000 pounds, India

will supply 200,000,000 America 120,-

000,000, China 65,000,000, Egypt 7,-

000,000 with minor purchases elsewhere.

Strenuous effort is being made to in-

crease the Indian and Chinese supply,
and to grow cotton in Korea, where the

Japanese government is conducting ex-

periments. Japan is encroaching heavily
on the Indian yarn trade of the Orient,
but has built up a trade with India ag-

gregating 100,000,000 yen annually.
Nationalization of Japanese railways is

proceeding with dispatch. But for the

present business depression, most of the

5,000 odd miles of railway on the islands

would be government owned. The Im-

perial government furnished a major
portion of the funds and controls the

South Manchuria Railway, of Manchu-

ria, and is developing a big system there.

Tobacco manufacture and sale in

Japan is a government monopoly. When
this industry was desired, the British-

American company owning plants there,

were told to sell at a given price, which

they did. The reported profits on this

monopoly in 1907 were $1,625,000. An
appropriation of $6,500,000, extending
over a period up to 1913, has been made,
to construct Japanese cut tobacco fac-

tories. An important increase in rev-

enue to the government is expected an-

nually. Tobacco is not grown to any
extent, but to encourage the industry,
it has been resolved that the govern-
ment will pay ten per cent higher price
for locally grown leaf. Everywhere in

China, Korea and Siberia the Japanese

government-monopoly tobacco is in

fierce competition with the tobaccoes of

the British-American Tobacco Company.
The private concern has been victorious

in most of China, but is making less

headway in Korea and Manchuria, where

Japan has been permitted to throttle

business rivals. Were it not that the

tobacco interests assailed are tremen-

dously strong in money and business sa-

gacity, Japan would today control the

tobacco business of the Orient more ef-

fectually than she does the commerce
of Korea and Manchuria.

In 1899 Japan made the camphor in-

dustry of Formosa a government mo-

nopoly, and later extended the monopoly
to the Japanese product. One of the

first aspects of this monopoly was a

flat increase of the price thirty dol-

lars a piciil, or about fifty per cent.

This is a profitable monopoly. In

1907 the profit of the government
on the salt monopoly was $6,300,000.
An effort is being made to take

the sugar-refining industry over as gov-
ernment business. The two refineries

have been brought under one manage-
ment, and the total production is expect-
ed soon to be 533,000 pounds a month.

The match industry, with an output of

$6,500,000 a year, of which $5,250,000
is exported, is another enterprise that is

coveted by the government. Japanese
matches dominate the Oriental market.

The country is cutting about 2,000,000,-

000 feet of lumber, annually, having
built up an excellent business in yellow

pine logs, oak tie wood and high-grade
hardwoods.

Japan's trade increases despite panics
or lulls, as the government stands at the

helm, and drives the tireless multitude

toward the goal of expansion and mas-

tery. Exports in 1906 were Yen 423,-

754,892, and in 1907, Yen 432,414,373 ;

imports, in 1906, Yen 418,784,108; and
in 1907, Yen 494,359,194. This will be

a hard year to maintain the progressive

pace, but early portents indicate success,

with a substantial reduction in the un-

favorable balance of trade noted in

1907.

In her people lies the strength of

Japan. Coal and copper are the only
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important natural resources. But the

Japanese spirit is buoyant, constant and

tireless. It has made the insignificant

archipelago an empire. It is the Jap-
anese people that will make Japan,
abroad. If they are permitted to take

territory, thriving Japanese colonies will

enrich the homeland and strengthen its

arm in war. If territory is denied them,
and they are permitted to enter for labor,

they will rear the most unique empire
known to history

—an empire with scant

lands, but gathering from all parts of

the world the tribute paid brawn and
brain. The population now is about

50,000,000, the net annual increase being
600,000. To get the growing surplus
into any labor market available, the gov-
ernment encourages and aids big emi-

gration concerns that operate under

semi-private management.
Ten years ago the Japanese residing

in the United States sent home, by
means of postal money orders, $120,000;
five years ago the remittances by that

means had grown to $1,400,000, and last

year to $4,200,000. Computing what is

sent by bank drafts, statisticians esti-

mated that every Japanese in America
was remitting home an average of $120
a year. In the United States and
Hawaii there are about 150,000 Japan-
ese now, who should, according to this

estimate, be remitting to the homeland

$18,000,000 annually. A country that

has for export this kind of a commodity,
self-sustaining, self-caring, and auto-

matically gathering gold wherever it is

shipped, need have no concern while the

doors of the world are open to coolies.

Japan has manifested her Oriental

ambitions. I have tried to suggest her

growing strength to attain them. If she

is permitted to dominate China, and set

in motion the immeasurable energy bot-

tled there, let us hope that she will not

wield her new powers with the same

disregard for the rights of others that

mar the past three years; otherwise
America will have on the other side of

the Pacific a menace challenging her

highest military strength for all time,

and, incidentally, will lose all hope of any
important trade development in Asia.



AReminiscence

By Berton Braley

McGinnis, ould Dan! Well, how are ye?

Begob, ye 're a sight fer sore eyes ;

'Tis little the years dared to mar ye
Since the days whin we parted

—mere byes.

Ye'r hair is some thinner and grayer,

Ye 're not quite as straight as of old,

But thim eyes of yours cud n't be gayer
—

Oho, but they used to be bold !

Raymimber whin I was yer mucker,

Down deep in the Neversweat mine?

I could bate anny mule as a trucker,

An' shovelin' rock I was fine
;

But the comether we put on the ladies !

O, we were the bucks av the camp.

Adored be the Mollies and Saidies;

Say, don't ye raymimber, ye scamp?

We fought an' we frolicked together,

We tore up the town in our time,

Whin our hearts were as light as a feather,

Sure, good spirits wuz never a crime !

But now I am ould an' rheumatic—
An' warned against women and wine.

An' me habits cant be as erratic

As they wuz when we worked in the mine.

But we '11 have wan good dhrink to each other.

An' wan to the days of the past,

An' thin we will have sthill another

To show that we 're good while we last !

Here's health to McGinnis and Kelly,

Two men who kin sthill get a shine ;
—

The first name is yours, Dan, I tell 'e,

An' the other, begorra, is mine!



The Strike of the A. O. of G. F.

By Austin Adams

I

HE case of the People

against John Doe, being
but one of many Hke en-

titled actions tried on that

same day, attracted little

attention. Nothing of

dramatic interest developed during the

possibly six minutes that the case was be-

fore the court. What alone makes need-

ful the present mention of that particular
trial is, that its issue proved to be the

remote cause of the strike. But for the

decision therein handed down by the

learned judge, the prisoner at bar, Mr.
PVancis Xavier O'Toole, whose modesty
led him to adopt the time-honored legal

alias, might never have left Seattle. In

that event, he would not have visited

foreign parts ; and the labor war, in

which he was the prime moverj could

scarcely have been brought about by
others.

"Ten or ten!" Without look-

ing up—or waiting to hear such evi-

dence as the defendant, who conducted

his own case, might wish to submit—the

judge thus succinctly announced the

judgment reached by the court. The
case for the People was too clear to

warrant a waste of time. The arresting
officer had testified that John Doe—in-

ferentially, to the prejudice of the peace
and dignity of the People of the State of

Washington—had n't a cent in his

pockets, and that he had, in this sus-

picious condition, walked the streets of

Seattle a week.
"Wan minute, your Honor— if you

plazc !" interrupted the prisoner when the

next case was about to be called.

The judge glanced up impatiently
—

until he saw OToole. He stood at bar,
his hand raised in solemn protest, for-

giveness in his eyes, and screwing his

little red head about as though it were
attached to his body by a ball-and-socket

ioint.

"Come now, what is it, what is it?"

Fifteen cases being yet to try, the court
was in a hurry.

"I 've no intintion to crithicise," mag-
nanimously announced O'Toole. "The
croime of bein' broke is a minace to the
feelin's of the charitably disposed. I 'm

guilty. The laws is explicit. Tin dol-

lars or tin days is the minimoon pinalty.
I 'm as guilty of impicuniosity at this

minute as I was whin me mother bore

me, in the parish of Ballyhoolish, County
Mayo. Your Honor maybe knaws Bally-
hoolish, fur the Kerrigans is all Mayo,
mostly, and it 's therefoor not me intin-

tion to take ixciptions to your Honor's
rulin's in this case. But as a pathriotic
Ameurrican, whose vote hilped to ilivate

your Honor to the binch
"

"Cut it out!" The crowd was laugh-
ing and the dignity of the court jeopar-
dized. "Next case!"

"I shtand upon me constitootional

rights !" protested O'Toole, this time ad-

dressing the entire assemblage of citi-

zens. "Anny man charged wid anny
croime, from drunk-and-disorderly to

murther, is intitled to plade ixtinuatin'

circumstances !"

"Then fire away—onlv be quick about

it!"

O'Toole removed the quid from his

cheek, placed it on the bar, fired with im-

erring aim at the distant cuspidor, and

proceeded with his plea. Even the court

himself seemed to welcome the diversion.

Not every day do the gods bestow an

O'Toole.
"On the aut'ority of me friend Haitch

Haitch Rogers, your Honor, who knaws
bctther than annybody ilse the intentions

of hiven, bein' Jawn D.'s private sicri-

tary, we are interin' into an era of im-

minse prosperity. The fluud of cheap

money is upon us. I lave it to your
Honor's since of joostice, therefoor, if a

man caught timporarily imbarrassed at ?
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toime like this is not intitled to lanient

joodgmint—bein' a domn fool, your
Honor? Consither the financial situa-

tion, your Honor. Ivery bank in the

land has paid ivery cent of its obligations
wid its own home-made scrip. Most of

the facthories is shut down owin' to

them bein' so full of the viry t'ings we all

nades. Millions of hard workin' min is

takin' a mooch naded vacation. Nature
can 't impty her cornycopy of inixhaust-

ible resoorces fast enough fur us to pick

up whativer we loike. Sunshine Cloobs
and Prosperity Cloobs and the National

Fideration of Boosters is all assurin' us

that so muuch money was n't niver lyin'

around loose as they is at prisint. And
the risin' spictre of Socialism not darin'

fur to show its hijeous face in the broad

daylight of universal plinty ! Sure, thin,

your Honor, a man guilty of the tremin-

jous croime of bein' broke today is en-

titled to a suspinded sintince—on the

ground of emotional insanity, your
Honor, or incompatibility of timper,

your Honor, or fur maybe bein' th' ix-

ciption that proves the rule, your Honor.

Therefoor, if the coort plaze
—"

''Shut up!" thundered the court,

pounding sternly for order. "If you '11

leave town by midnight, I '11 let you off

this time. Come now, skip !"

O'Toole grabbed up his hat, nodded a

farewell to the waiting fifteen, tried to

shake hands with the judge as he passed
out to freedom and the future.

At times it is as difficult to leave a

city as it is to stay. Mr. Francis Xavier

O'Toole learned this. The police in Ta-

coma, to the south, and at Everett, to

the north, had already, on the occasion

of his visits to those industrial centres,

advised him to return to Seattle and stay

there. To the east, the ties lead the tour-

ist over discouraging mountain passes
to nowhere in particular. Necessity,

therefore, obliged him to carry out the

mandate of the court by water, and

chance pointed the way to Victoria.

Working his way over to the quaint capi-
tal of British Columbia as a coal passer,
he landed there the next morning, forti-

fied by a good breakfast and the newly
formed acquaintance of one Daggett, po-
litical economist, and stoker-at-large.

Introduced by Brother Daggett at the

Victoria headquarters of the Industrial

Workers of the World, Mr. O'Toole
there obtained an almost new celluloid

collar, fifty cents in cash, an opportunity
to read the "Help Wanted" column in

the local paper, and an exhaustive report
of the condition to which capitalism had
reduced the wage-slaves of British Co-
lumbia. Very few situations offered and
these did not promise much. Mr.
O'Toole finds that reading aloud, even to

himself, dispels any latent obscurities in

the text, and aloud, accordingly, he read
the list of advertised openings.
"A yoong lady to assist in a manicure

parlor—wid fists loike me own ! A wit
nurse—niver moind that wan ! A lad of
tin or twilve fur to attind a dintist's dure-
bell

;
moose live wid his parents

—and
me parents dead and gone, Lord have

mercy on 'em ! these twinty years ! A
Chinese gineral servant—and me a
Cat'lic ! First mate on a sealin' schooner
bound fur Alasky—it 's the dry land fur

O'Toole, afther the night I 'm afther

spindin' last night ! A gintleman re-

quoires
—what's this, what's this at all ?"

He read the last "Want" over many
times, with growing interest. It rani

.|-

A gentleman requires tffe companion-
ship of a good fellow. Duties pleasant, and
satisfactory pay, to the right sort. Apply
not later than noon today to Major the
Honorable Sholto Percy Belton-Belton, V.
C, K. C. B., Union Club, Victoria.

"It fits me loike a gluve !" commented
O'Toole. "A good feller—sure, 'tis a

porthrait of mesilf ! But what 's this the

gintleman's name is? Major the Honor-
able Sholto Paircy Bilton-Bilton, V. C,
K. C. B. ! If that ain't the name of wan
of thim parysites of society that lives in

ilHgant leisure be soockin' the viry life-

blood out of th' ixploited projoocers of

weak', thin me own name ain't O'Toole.

Nivertheliss, the capitalistic shlave-

driver's job looks good to me !"

The major's too infrequent visits to

Victoria never failed to bring to his club

a certain coterie of half-pay military

men, smartly groomed old boys delight-

ing in their days of retirement, to live

over again the adventures of the long

ago. To them, the major, a prince
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among good fellows and—^glory beyond

compare!—a "V. C," came only once

every three months. Quarterly, the Lon-

don solicitor of Lord Norpeth, sent to

that nobleman's exiled brother, the

major, a remittance of seventy pounds

sterling, this slender tie alone remaining
between the ancient Warwickshire family

and the younger son who had, at the be-

ginning of his career, given promise of

so much, only to ruin himself and dis-

grace his people at the last. Dead to

their kin and their past, these men of

brilliant parts but wills of water are to

be seen a sorry wreckage on every far-

off shore of the wide empire. Major
Belton-Belton, known to his Victoria

cronies as Billy V. C, was a pathetic

specimen of the tribe.

Tall, erect for his fifty-five years,
with a bristle of gray on his narrow

upper Up, and shaggy tufts of eyebrows
and wisps of iron-grey hair brushed

smartly forward above his aristocratic

ears, and purple veins telling their own
story of port wine and brandy-and-soda
campaigns, the major retained amid the

ruins of his life much of the dash and
fine feeling, the pride and spirit, which
had made the handsome young Guards-
man of thirty years ago the "catch" of

many a London season. Like most re-

mittance men, he had his regular periods
of sobriety and self-respect followed by
debauch and degradation, a sort of ebb

and flow of moral sense controlled by the

quarterly extremes of aflfluence and

penury. His draft duly exchanged into

Canadian dollars, his London-built

clothes got out of pawn, and his familiar

demon of strong drink for the time being
exorcised, Major Belton-Belton, than
whom no finer gentleman ever lived,

reigned supreme at the club—for a week
or so. Then he as regularly disappeared
and spent the balance of the quarter
buried in his bungalow hidden away in a

remote clearing in the woods close to the
banks of the Cowichan River, five or six

miles from Duncan's. The Victoria

Cross, which the late Queen had pinned
upon his breast for something that he
had taken to be but a part of the day's
work, lay in its little box in a drawer
nut at his tumblcd-down shack far on
the edge of life.

"Yes, but I say, you know, Major,"
asked little old Colonel Bagshawe, "what-
ever does your extraordinary advertise-

ment mean, you know?"

"Simply that I don't propose to put up
with it any longer," replied the major.
"Put up with what?" inquired Mer-

chison. "You can jolly well depend upon
it that no end of queer fish will presently

apply for this blooming billet of yours.
Most extraordinary thing, your advertise-

ment, really, you know. Major."
"It used to be a saying of poor old

Errington's of Ours—afterwards Vis-
count Woldeck, you know," answered the

major, "that a gentleman never drinks
alone—and remains a gentleman. And
by Jove ! the beggar was right, don't you
know! At any rate, I don't propose

"Have we ever funked?" broke in

Petrie, winking at the others
; "no matter

how killing a pace you've set?"

"Ah, but out at Belton Abbey it 's

another story, you know, Petrie,"

laughed the major, leaning across the
table to reach the bell. "Scotch, Wil-
kins,—yes, for all

; and see that it 's from
my private stock, Wilkins, please. You
see, Petrie, I 've nobody but Quong Sin
at the Abbey, for I 've chucked the old

practice of keeping open house for all

those Seattle chaps who come over the
line to kill my salmon and trout—fearful

bounders, you know, most of them ! So
I 've taken the bull by the horns and ad-
vertised for a good fellow. It should not
be difficult to find a suitable man,
should it?"

"Never fear!" chuckled Bagshawe.
"You '11 be properly swamped, you know.

My word ! Wanted : A chap to drink
with me! Really, old man, you'd best

recall your preposterous invitation before
it 's too late."

Before the major could defend his po-
sition, Wilkins entered and announced a

party to see him ; and O'Toole shuffled

awkwardly into the room. Still some-
what excited by his encounter with Wil-
kins, who resisted his entrance into the

club, O'Toole gazed suspiciously at the

unexpectedly large gathering of social

parasites. He had told Wilkins to his

face that "anny man who \yill wear brass
bootons and red sthripes down the legs
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of his pants ain't no man at all, but a

floonkey and a moonkey and a thraitor

to the class-conscious proletariut !" So
it was with a quickened sense of being in

the enemy's country that the protagonist
of the down-trodden people faced the

knot of gentlemen seated about the

major. Then, too ,the Celt in O'Toole

recognized the need of eternal vigilance
in all dealing with perfidious Albion.

Every Briton was already laughing at

him.

"In answer to my advertisement, I

fancy?" asked the major, since the vis-

itor betrayed no intention to state his

business.

"That same, sir," replied O'Toole, re-

lapsing at once into his former non-com-

mittal position.
"Your name, please," suggested the

major,
"Francis Xavier O'Toole, sir,

—and
born fur the place, if I do say it who

maybe ought n't to."

A roar of laughter ran around the

circle, but the major, no end a lover of

fair-play and a man of nice feeling, rose

quickly and begged Mr. O'Toole to be

seated. Perfectly aware of the fact that

until the final overthrow of the capital-

istic regime your skilled strategist wastes

none of his ball and powder in futile at-

tacks upon the bourgeois exemplars of

the existing society, O'Toole ignored the

guffaws of those who knew not that their

hour of doom had rung, took the seat

the major offered, and awaited develop-

ments.
"Drink?" asked the major, with par-

donable abruptness, O'Toole thought, for

his thirst was sore.

"Well, sir, I can't joost say that I don't

—wanst in a way, you see, sir—and

thank ye kindly."

Significant glances were exchanged
while the liveried traitor to his class

fetched another of the extraordinarily

deep glasses, such as the major's friends

had before them, for Mr. O'Toole. To
the immense satisfaction of the company,
O'Toole did not sip the contents slowly,

but drained the glass with one steady,

breathless effort, and then smacked his

lips.

"Fit, damme, fit !" cried Merchison.

"Born for the place!" added Petrie.

"Don't let him escape, Billy!" was

Bagshawe's advice.

"Extraordinary performance, really !"

"Perhaps the gentleman might take

another drop. Major."
"Lav you fifty to five that you can't

do it!'''

Every gentleman present expressed his

admiration and congratulated the major
on his miraculous luck. Wilkins was
told to refill Mr. O'Toole's glass three

times. Each ^vent added to the merri-

ment of the company and tended strongly
to substantiate O'Toole's original opinion
of his fitness for the place. In the pre-

vailing good feeling all class hatred was

forgott-en and before the major carried

him off for an interview in private, to

discuss details and reach an understand-

ing, O'Toole offered to sing a song or

two. His possibly unhappy selection of

the "Marseillaise" was not resented, its

revolutionary significance being over-

looked in the uproarious enjoyment of

Mr. O'Toole's unique rendition of the

classic.

"Major Bilton-Bilton, sir, I 'm yours!"

agreed O'Toole, who had listened with

(physically) closed eyes, but (mentally)

wide-eyed amazement to the major's
statement of the duties, proposed pay,
and assured privileges of his wished-for

good fellow; "but, sir, befoor we at-

taches our hands and sales to our oon-

derstandin', as the sayin' is, I 'd loike

fur to soobmit certain quistions, Major
Bilton-Bilton, sir."

"To be sure! Nothing like knowing
what one is about, you know. Proceed,

please."
"The pay will be twintv dollars a

munt'?"
"Yes."
"And me board?"
"Yes."
"And me jooties will be nothin' but to

sit of an evening over a frindly glass wid

yoursilf, sir?"

"Practically. Quong Sin does all the

work."
"And so long as I answers 'I am,' whin

yoursilf axes, 'Are ye there, O'Toole?'—
afther dinner, be it oonderstood. and not

befoor—will I be fulfillin' the con-

thract?"

"Yes."
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"In spirit and in letther, sir?"

"In both."

"Thin, Major Bilton-Bilton, V. C, sir,

look me in th' eye, sir, and tell me, as

man to man, and afther searchin' your

heart fur th' honist trut': Is Francis

Xavier O'Toole, now standin' befoor ye,

the man ye 're lookin' fur ? Be honist

now, sir!"

"Born for the place !"

"Thin, sir, if you consither it wort'

twinty a munt' and me board joost to

have me sittin' around the place doin' no

more than to say, 'Here's luck!' of an

evenin', I 'm yours, Major Bilton-Bilton,

sir!"

They shook hands and after it had

been arranged that they should proceed
to Duncan's by the afternoon train, the

major tactfully led the talk around to

the delicate question of clothes.

"Me wardrobe, is it, sir?" asked

O'Toole, when at last he caught the drift

of the conversation. "Well, you see, sir,

oonder the irresistible striss of ecky-
nomic determinism, as the sayin' amoong
politickle t'inkers is, th' ixploiter pro-

joocers of wealt', to which useful class I

am proud to belong, is compilled to folly

the loine of laist resistance—hoontin' fur

a job, ye oonderstand—so often and so

unixpictedly, that it is our coostum to

kape our intire wardrobe on our backs—
so's to be ready fur to start at a momint's

notice, Major Bilton-Bilton, sir."

"That being the case," laughed the

major, thanking the stars for his find,

"I '11 see that you are fitted out at once—
if you don't mind."
"Moind? Not I, sir, not in the laist !"

* * • • *

O'Toole had been in the employ of the

major at least a week before the trouble

began. The major was more than satis-

fied. On the whole, O'Toole also was
satisfied. The "Abbey" cellars—a pit
under the lean-to kitchen—contained

only choice labels. The fishing was ex-
cellent and the time in which to fish un-
limited. After having lived all one's life

in the city, the silence and solitude of
the virgin forest is apt to leave something
to be desired : but it was not the feeling
of isolation that distressed O'Toole. It

was quite another matter, partly etymo-

logical, and partly sociological. Also,
his liver had begun to complain, and a

daily headache becomes monotonous.

Very much to the major's surprise,
O'Toole gave notice in writing, that he

would quit at the month's end.

"But what's wrong?" asked the ma-

jor, holding the unwelcome note in his

hand. "No trouble between you and

Quong Sin, I hope ?"

"No, sir—though I moost say that I 'm

oonalterably opposed to th' invasion of

Asiatic hoordes, inivitably resooltin' in

the lowerin' of the standard of livin'

amoong our more inlightened wage-
slaves."

"I 'm glad it 's not Quong—he 's sucli

a good cook, you know. Not the food,
is it? Nor the quarters, nor—what the

deuce is it?"

"Major Bilton-Bilton, sir, I '11 not lie

to ye! It's the itymylogickle difinition

of the word evenin', sir ! Does the even-

in' ixtind to two, t'ree, and foor o'clock

in the moornin'? Answer me that,

plaze !"

"Ah, I see !" replied the major. "You

object to our somewhat protracted noc-

turnal sessions?"

"If ye mane that I objict to sittin' up
all night and thryin' to kape up wid

your idees of what a frindly glass is, I

do objict, sir! Eight hours is a day's

work, the world over—whereiver min,
and not moonkeys, works, that is."

"But really, you know, O'Toole, since

you 've absolutely nothing to do until

late in the afternoon, I can't quite see

how you can object to sitting up. If

you 'd drink a little more, you know, the

time might not seem so long." The ebb

of the tide was strong, and the major
fast sinking.

"I 've done me jooty as I saw it, sir.

and flish and bluud can do no more.
I 'm no match fur ye

—laist ways, not in

thim fifteen-hour injurance runs of

yours, sir. Fur a short distance, and
wid no handicap in the shape of last

night's lift-over sinsations, I maybe ain't

so bad, but whin it comes to hour afther

hour of stiddy work, and quart afther

quart of frindly glasses, why, sir, me
conscience would rebel—if me socio-

logickle principles did n«t. Therefoor,
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Major Bilton-Bilton, sir, it 's shorter

hours, liss work, and more timperance—
or a walk out !"

"Go to the devil !" thundered the ma-

jor, flinging a boot at O'Toole. It was
five o'clock in the morning, and the

night's work had been uninterrupted.
The major's voice was thick. "Go to

the devil !"

Instead, O'Toole went to Victoria on
the early train. He desired to consult

Daggett and other labor leaders before

issuing his ultimatum. Dagg^ett listened

to his story with manifest interest, not

unmixed, for some reason, with con-

tempt.
"You Socialists make me tired!"

sneered Daggett, kicking Doogan under
the table as a signal that the fun was
about to begin.

"Faith, you 're not th' only mimber of

society as at prisint constitooted that th'

inixorable logic of Karrul Marx is in-

tinded to fatigue !" retorted O'Toole.

He was not aware that his profound
discourses on "Surplus Value," "The
Materialistic Conception of History," and
"The Iron Law of Wages," had so im-

pressed the revolutionists of Victoria

that they had talked of little else since

he went away. The news of his return

had filled headquarters with eager lis-

teners.

"Yes," went on Dagget, "you scien-

tific Marxian impossibilists have no use

for us I. W. W. guys, for the reason

that we don't take no stock in political

action, but go in for a fight to a finish

on the industrial field. All right !

You 're up against it right now. Why
don't you see what your political pro-

gramme can do for you now ? How long
do you calculate it '11 take you, O'Toole,
me friend, to bring your present boss to

his senses by merely voting the Socialist

ticket? Tell me that!"

O'Toole scratched his head.

"And what ought I to do, thin, Dag-
get?" he asked.

"Organize, of course!" replied Dag-
get.

"In the early days of me ickynomic
ignorance, I confiss I did t'ink of or-

gynizin', but whin I railized the diffi-

cooltv of formin' the mimbers of my

thrade into the Handy-Min's Union,
Noomber Wan, I gave it up. Orgynize,

ye say, Dagget?"
"Sure ! It 's the only way to win out."

"Begorra I I 'm not sure but ye 're

right !" answered O'Toole, adding after

a few moments of serious consideration,
"I have it now ! This viry day I will

secure a charter for mesilf as Union
Noomber Wan, International Fideration

of Gintleman Booze Fighter's Confidin-

tial Assistants! How's that? Too long?
Well, thin, how would it do to consti-

toot mesilf Local Victoria, Amalgymated
Order of Good Fellers?"

The new union was unanimously ap-

proved and at the mid-day banquet ex-

tended to him by the Industrial Workers
of the World, President O'Toole of the

A. O. of G. F. delivered an inspiring

speech on "The Dawn." Then, in his

official capacity as president, secretary,

organizer, and walking delegate, he took

train for the seat of war, there to sup-

port himself in the capacity of rank and
file. He found the major still in bed,

but awake and evidently in a mood to re-

ject the union's exceedingly modest de-

mands. A strike seemed inevitable. But
come what might, President O'Toole
would marshal his forces on the firing

line and hold out against capitalistic in-

justice to the last.

"O'Toole! O'Toole, I say! Where
the deuce have you been keeping your-
self this hour past?" bawled the major
when Quong Sin reported that the Irish-

man was lying flat on his back under the

giant fir back of the house, smoking his

clay and humming his favorite songs.
The afternoon, dusk, dinner, and now the

best part of the evening had passed and

the major had been compelled to sit

alone. L'^^ntil now he had not realized

how necessary O'Toole's wit and wisdom
had become to him. "Yes, you rascal,

come in and explain. You '11 find this

Madeira an excellent sort. Fill up, now,
and report!"

"Major Bilton-Bilton, sir," began
O'Toole, pushing away the decanter with

dignified contempt, "the indivijooal

workin'man hasn't a ghost of a show

fur to ixtort joostice from the mailed

fist of capitalistic rapacity, sir, but in
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union they is strengt', as the savin' is,

and, sir, as the Prisidint of the Amalgy-
mated Order of Good Fellers, I am pre-

pared fur to soobmit th ooltimatum of

the union. This strike will not be called

off, Major Bilton-Bilton, sir, ixcipt upon
the foUowin' conditions: Work to begin
at foor o'clock and ind at midnight, wid
an hour fur dinner; and lights out be

quarter past twilve!"

"Get away with you !" retorted the ma-

jor, the tide of self-respect at dead low

ebb. "I '11 fetch Charlie Te-kum-bo, the

Siwash, to fill your place. Gad! but

he '11 be game !"

"And if that sawed-off little haythen
dares fur to scab on the mimbers of the

union, our pickets will fix th' oogly little

devil, no matter if you soommun th'

intire strengt' of the British milit'ry

foorces fur to coerce us into acciptin'

your infymous tairms!"

O'Toole dodged the bottle the major
flung at his head and went off to bed.

Three days, or rather three nights

passed. There was no sign of wavering
on the part of the striking union. Their

solidarity was perfect. Also the poor
major's discomfort. Brought to a sorry

pass of nervous unrest and moral bank-

ruptcy, he begged O'Toole to come back.

The major was sitting very wretched on
the edge of his bed, tears trickling down
his bloated cheeks, and a maudlin ex-

pression of appeal in his blood-shot eyes,
when O'Toole came in. The heart of
the agitator was touched. Quite another

O'Toole it was who laid a gentle hand
on the major's shoulder.

"Major," said this new O'Toole, ten-

derly, "a man wid your record at the

War Office, and that the Queen dico-

rated wid the Victoria Cross, and is as

foine a spicimin of rail nobility as iver

was, and as foine a gintleman as iver

maybe made a mistake now and agin,
and has the rail stoof in 'im, ain't the

wan to surrinder—niver, sir! Say the

word, and I '11 call the strike off—and
we '11 brace up loike men, lave this god-
forsaken outpost of despair, returrun to

the haunts of civilization, and spind the

balance of our days, loike Christian gin-

tlemin, limitin' oursilves to a dacint de-

gree of timperance, and the two of us
sound ashleep be tin o'clock ivery night !

Say the word, Major Bilton-Bilton, and
I '11 shtand by ye to the' ind !"

The major's shaking hand accepted the

grip that O'Toole's hand gave it.*****
At last accounts Major Belton-Belton,

who now lives in Victoria, suffers only
an occasional relapse, and Colonel Bag-
shawe has a bet on with Petrie that

within two years Billy V. C. will be a tee-

totaller for keeps. The Amalgamated
Order of Good Fellows was dissolved

immediately after the strike was won,
and its former president, Mr. Francis
Xavier O'Toole, is acting as valet to the

major and as a lecturer on political

economy and philosophy at the I. W. W.
headquarters.



The Almond Industry in the Northwest

By J. W. Winchester

I

IF
you should start around the world

following the forty-fifth parallel, you
would come to the conclusion that

climate is not a question of lat-

itude so much as it is of elevation,
ocean currents and other

controlling causes. Start-

ing at Portland, Oregon,
which is a trifle north of
the forty-fifth parallel,

you would, in traveling,
eastward, pass through
Minneapolis and St. Paul,
which are directly upon
that parallel. You would
find that Montreal is only
a little way north of the

parallel, while Halifax is

a little south of it.

Following this line

around the world, you
would cross- through
Southern France and
Northern Italy, through
Southern Russia and
Northern China, and
gaining the coast again,
you would find Vladivos-
tok south of the forty-
fifth parallel. Think of

V 1 a divostok. Montreal,
Portland and Italy all be-

ing practically in the
same parallel of latitude!

When I was a small

boy studying my geog-
raphy, I used to suppose
that it must be very hot

along the entire line of

the Equator, and yet I

have talked to men, who
have lived for years with-
in a few miles of the

Equator and who have
never seen the thermom-
eter range higher than eighty-five degrees
nor lower than sixty-five degrees. In other

words, it is not a question of latitude, but

A BRANCH OF RIPE ALMONDS

it is a question of how high you are above
the sea level and what other influences go
to moderate the climate.

If you talked of raising almonds, apri-
cots and peaches, at Vladivostok or Mon-

treal, your friends would
have a commission ap-
pointed to examine you
as to your sanity, and yet
some of the finest al-

mond country in the
world is found in the
same latitude as Halifax,
Montreal and Vladivos-
tok. France, Italy and
Spain, which are of prac-
tically identical latitude,

ship to the United States
each year millions of

pounds of almonds. Yet,
if the truth were known,
no better almond coun-

try is found anywhere
than in our own Pacific

coast states. Take, for

example, the strip of

country lying just north
of the Columbia River,

especially in Klickitat

County. Almonds have
been raised here for

twenty-five years with-

out ever a failure of

crop.
To be specific, take

the country just south of

Goldendale in what is

known as the Goodnoe
Hills. Back from the

Columbia River a few
miles the hills rise ab-

ruptly, and, like a gigan-
tic reflector, radiate the

heat down upon the
bench land between the

hills and the river. Here in the same
geographical location as Montreal and
Northern Italy, there is a warm and shel-
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tered valley in which the fruits and nuts

that grow in Italy and Spain attain their

highest perfection.
The soil is a disintegrated basalt, formed

by the breaking up of the lava rock and
mixed with volcanic ash. Very much the

same soil is found in Sicily, which has

been in cultivation since before the Chris-

tian era. The soil is not entirely residual,

however, as it is mixed with humus. The
mixture of the residual and alluvial soils

has been caused by the washing down for

countless ages of the soil from the hills.

Though the rainfall is slight, melting
snows from the not far distant mountains
find their way to the Columbia by under-

ground channels, keeping the soil moist

by this underflow, or sub-Irrigation.
Not only does the growing season in

this district commence very early, but it

lasts much longer than on the higher land

acres throughout the West that are well

adapted to the raising of wheat. There
are tens of thousands of acres upon which
apples thrive to perfection, but the area

upon which almonds, apricots and nec-
tarines do well is comparatively limited.

During the past year or two, a great
deal of attention has been given to the
district south of GoldendalS, and many
acres of almonds have been planted. It

is the old story of the increase in value
of what was once considered valueless
land. North Yakima has seen its land in-

crease from a few dollars an acre to a
thousand dollars an acre. Wenatchee has
witnessed the same thing, so has Hood
River, Medford also, and a score of other

places throughout the West.
During 1907 the United States imported

5,714,207 pounds of unshelled almonds,
and of shelled almonds 8,717,952 pounds.

A GOODNOEJULLS ALMOND ORCHARD IN BLOOM.

on both sides of the river. For years the
land In Southern Klickitat County, along
the Columbia River, was considered worth-
less, except for grazing purposes. Finally
a few land-hungry settlers settled in the
Ooodnoe Hills, with 4iie intention of mak-
ing their homes in the bunchgrass-covered
hills.

One of the settlers, J. H. Beek, who
settled there about twenty-five years ago,
planted some almond trees, thinking to
break the monotony t)f the treeless ex-
panse, and at the same time secure a few
shade trees. About four years after be-
ing planted, the almonds began bearing,
and for the past twenty years have never
failed to produce a good crop. Other set-
tlers followed his example, and it was
found that the lands bordering the Colum-
bia River were splendidly adapted to the
raising of peaches, apricots, grapes, melons
and similar products.

There are hundreds of thousands of

In spite of the duty of four cents a pound
on unshelled, and six cents a pound on
shelled almonds there is such a demand
that we import nearly 15,000,000 pounds
each year. This certainly shows there Is

no great danger of over-production In
the almond industry during the next few
years, nor for that matter, will there ever
be, because as the production increases
wider markets will be found.
W. A. Imrie, another farmer In the

Goodnoe Hills, has an orchard of eight-
year-old almond trees. He picked this fall

from one of the trees, thirty-nine pounds
of high-grade almonds. As the trees are
planted about seventy-five to the acre, this
would mean about 3,000 pounds to the
acre, but this would only be possible under
ideal conditions. Probably a ton to the
acre would be a fair estlnTate of the yield.
The almonds average considerably larger
than the same variety grown in Califor-
nia. In California trees that are thirty-five
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years old have been known to produce as

high as 100 pounds of almonds a season,
but these figures of course cannot be used
to base an estimate of the almond crop,

A PrLI,-OROWN ALMOND TREB

as the average conditions only can with
safety be used in estimating the yield.

The almonds which are found to do best
in Klickitat County are the Nonpariel, Ne
Plus Ultra, the Drake Seedling and the
Texas Prolific. The usual method of plant-
ing is to plant two rows of Nonpariel, then
two of Drake Seedlings, followed by two
rows of Ne Plus Ultra. By planting them
in this manner the best cross fertilization
is produced. The Nonpariel ripens first,
followed a little later by the Ne Plus Ul-
tra. The Drake Seedling will ripen next,
and last of all the Texas Prolific.
The harvest begins in the latter part of

August and continues until about the first

of December. The harvesting of the crop
Is interesting. Four men, two to each can-
vas, spread canvases on each side of ther

trees, making a spread of canvas of about
thirty feet. The trees are shaken and the
remaining nuts dislodged with bamboo
fishing poles. When all of the nuts from
one tree have been dislodged, the canvas
sheets are dragged under another tree.
This Is continued until they have a good
load of almonds, when they are poured
Into boxes and hauled to headquarters.
Prom the orchard they are taken to the
hulling machines, which hull from fifty
to sixty bushels per hour. After being
hulled they are bleached by burning sul-

phur under them, and are ready for tho
market.

About a year ago, Sam Hill, who was at
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Goldendale investigating conditions, said
in speaking of the country lying along the
Columbia River: "I dont believe there are
many men more familiar with climatic
and soil conditions than myself. For years
I had charge of twenty-eight of Jim Hill's

corporations. My work took me all over
the United States. To all intents and pur-
poses you might say that I am at home
wherever my hat is off, for I have a home
in Seattle, one in Southern California, one
in Minnesota, one in Washington, D. C ,

one in Massachusetts, and three in Eu-
rope. I have been across the ocean more
than thirty times, and I believe I am
pretty well qualified to discuss the favored
sections of the world. I am an enthusiast
on geography, and have made a map of

the world, which has been published and
is in use in many of the largest colleges
in the country. After thorough investiga-
tion I believe that the time will come
when the Pacific Coast will be the most
densely populated part of the world. The
West is capable of feeding the rest of the
United States. The warm current that

sweeps the Pacific Coast comes inland in

only three places. It reaches the interior

by way of the Frazer River, the Columbia

River, and the Colorado River. The coun-

try lying East of the Cascade Mountains
and along the Columbia River is the re-

gion which I have selected as the best

adapted for the raising of fruits and

A PROMISE OF A GOOD CROP.

nuts. I have investigated these lands my-
self, and have had one of my trusted lieu-

tenants investigate them for me thorough-
ly. I am going to purchase land here

ChafingDishCooking

Many dainty dishes can be

pared in a chafing dish.

Fish, Shrimps, Oysters,
Clams and Lobsters; Frogs'

Legs and Welsh Rarebit

are given an appetizing and

delicate relish by its use.

John Duncan's Sons, Agents, N. Y.

LEA&PERRINS
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THE ORIGINAL WORCESTERSHIRE
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wherever I can pick It up at conservative
prices."

During the past few months Mr. Hill
has bought various farms along the Co-
lumbia amounting to over $70,000, and
Is taking options on many others, which
shows that he Is backing his judgment
with his cash.

Within the next decade the hitherto
waste lands lying adjacent to the Colum-
bia River will be taken up and become the
homes of thousands of Middle-Westerners
who are looking to the coast for a future

hundreds of dollars per acre.
The West is famous for its wheat and

wool, Its lumber and alfalfa, its fruit and
Its farming products, and to these we will

add within the next few years another
profitable and Important Industry—the
raising of nuts. Almonds and walnuts
will prove the basis of many a man's pros-
perity.

Putting the figures upon the most con-
servative basis, from 1,200 pounds to

1,500 pounds of almonds can be raised to
the acre. The price will range from ten

COLOMBIA RIVER WATERMELONS.

home. Hungry hordes of Europe are push-
ing Westward and settling along the At-
lantic seaboard. Those who have lived
along the Atlantic coast are drifting west-
ward and purchasing places In the Middle
West. The Middle-Westerner Is "pulling
up his stakes" and setting them by the
shores of the Pacific. As sure as the tide
rises and the waters flow to the sea, the
territory lying along the shores of the Pa-
cific Is destined to be thickly populated.
Year by year the commercial supremacy of
the country Is moving westward, and the
diiy will come when the man who owns
land in the West will not exchange It for a
place anywhere else under the shining sun.

Year by year land values have beeii
creeping up in the Western states. The
big sheep ranges have been broken up
and converted into bonanza wheat farms.
Settlement has become more and more
dense until the wheat ranch has been di-
vided Into small farms, and these In turn,
as time goes by, will be cut Into five and
ten-acre tracts whose value will be Many

to fifteen cents a pound unshelled. This
means that each acre when the orchard Is

in full bearing will produce from $150 to
$250 a year. The wheat farmer Is happy
if he clears from ten dollars to twenty
an acre on his wheat. The alfalfa raiser
goes around with "a smile that wont come
off" when he clears from forty dollars to
sixty dollars an acre on his hay. The
capitalist is pleased if his money Is in-
vested and Is bringing him eight per cent.

Yet, almonds with proper care will bring
from 100 to 200 per cent per annum on
the present values of" the land.
We look back upon the opportunities

of our fathers and sigh to think that such
opportunities are no longer to be had. Our
children will look back to the present time
In astonishment to think that we did not
embrace the opportunities .that are lying
all about us today. Chiefest among these
opportunities Is the acquiring of low-
priced fruit and nut land in favorable lo-

cations, such as may be found along the
Columbia River.
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The actual living, breathing voices of

the world's greatest opera singers in all

their power, sweetness and purity.
Hear the Victor—any Victor dealer will

gladly play it for you. $io to $300.

Write for catalogues of the Victor and Victor Records.

Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, N. J., U. S. A.

Berliner Gramophone Co . Montreal. Canadian Distributors. HIS MASTERS VOICE

To get best results, use only Victor Needles on Victor Records

A complete list of new Victor Records for December will be found in the December number
^f Munsey's, Scribner's, McClure's, Century, Everybody's, and January CosmoDolitan.



As ItWas in the Beginning

By Marguerite Stabler

lER upon tier a forest

of chimney-pots arose

against the sky-line,

range upon range gray
banks of smoke belched

from puffing factory
stacks. An apologetic blush smirked

along the western horizon, which, be-

yond the grime of the city might have

been a deep-toned sunset.

The restless eyes at the window closed

upon the scene as the restless brain tried

to piece together fragments of memory
that fitted

'

into a boundless sweep of

green miles rolling into the sea, swift

rivers, clean blue skies, air sweet, free,

God-given.
The click of the elevator and a quick

step in the hall brought the dreamer
back with a start—guilty, disloyal, in

some inexplicable way she felt, as the

step came nearer.

"Vickie!" a voice called, with the

turning of the door-knob.

"Yes, aunt," the girl answered, "I

did n't see you coming. Are n't you late

today?"
"No, oh no, I think not. I stopped

at the library and missed a car. I 'ni

about as usual I guess. My, my, how
dark you have it in here, why dont you
raise the curtains? Hello! who's been

taking off those tassels?" all in a
breath. Meantime the frail little pine
chair with its coating of gilt paint was
twirled into the light, caught up in a

pair of nervous hands, examined dis-

approvingly and set back in place while
the girl was saying:

"I took them off. They looked so

silly hanging down that way."
A shrewd glance shot from the older

woman's eyes, but for once she checked
her flow of comment and changed the

subject.

The people in the apartment overhead

trundling furniture across the floor, the

hissing and sputtering of heavy motor-
cars over the cobbles, the shrill cries of

"Extra! Extra! All about the double

tragedy !" afforded a wide field of com-
ment for the nimble tongue of the

woman until at last, "what have you
been doing all day?" she asked the gfirl,

sitting gingerly upon the gilded chair.

"It has been so hot and sultry I

could n't—that is, I did n't do much of

anything," the girl answered faltering-

ly, her eyes still piercing the banks of

smoke toward the mockery of a sunset.

"That was right. I 'm'glad you took

things easy for once. If you practice
too hard now you will not be able to

stand the strain of the season. I dropped
in to see Dr. Hirsch this morning about

your throat and he says you must not

over-strain it and that you must take a

good rest before your debut. And
Vickie, oh Vickie, you must be careful

and do everything he says, for you
know what your success is going to

mean to you—to us all !"

The girl nodded absently without say-

ing whether she had practiced or not

and the silence grew heavy with the flat

stale air that arose from the area be-

low, until again the thin, nervous voice

broke the silence.

"Are you feeling well, quite well?"

she asked in the tones of one talking
to a spoilt child, "seems to me you
have been running down lately. Are

you sure you are going to be strong
enough for all the work that is before

you ?"

The girl aroused herself with a sense

of ingratitude that came blindly, from
no tangible reason, yet reproached her.

"Yes aunt," she answered, "I do feel

well, of course, and I really did n't
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practice much today because I was

lazv. This evening I am going to sing

you my 'Rose Song/ in Illario, it is

glorious. I feel Illario to the very tips

of my toes when I sing it."

"I guess Martini is coming up and

you are going to sing it for him," Aunt

Peterson chuckled. .

Again the girl lapsed into silence.

"Well, well, I do declare you are the

queerest girl I ever saw," the aunt

broke out at the end of the next hour

after an anxious scrutiny of the listless

length on the floor before the window.

"You would never say a word if you
were not asked a question, would you?
You certainly dont take after me and

you are not like your father either; he

was the liveliest chap I ever saw."

"I think I 'm like my mother," the

girl answered, "dont you think I must

be like my mother ?" she asked wistfully.

"No child, not a bit," the aunt sput-
tered unguardedly, "not the least bit in

the world that I can see, that is, you
know I 've always told you I never saw

your mother, so why do you ask?"

Then in a changed manner, "what you
need is a trip, you must be built up well

for the winter."

The girl had arisen from the win-

dow and gone to the piano where, idly

touching the keys and drawing out the

mezzo tones of the twilight, she forgot
to answer, forgot her aunt, in the great

joy of Illario and Illario's red rose.

The next day the girl practiced inde-

fatigably, practiced the Rose Song as

she had sung* it for Martini and her

eyes glowed and she felt the thrills of
Illario's passion more and more as she
recalled the look in Martini's eyes.

"She shall have it," Aunt Peterson
was saying to herself as she listened,
"she shall have a good rest now during
the heat of the summer to keep her
well. She shall have every chance to
be the great singer Reizke says she
will."

"I think we both need a change,
Vickie," Aunt Peterson announced that

evening, "I think we will go off to the
mountains for a time. Two weeks in

the high Sierras, what do vou think of
that?"

The girl slid down to her aunt's knees
and wound her arms around them, say-

ing nothing, her great eyes shining
through unshed tears.

"Well I 'm blest if I suspected the

child cared so much as all that about a

vacation. She has never said a -word.

Queerest girl I ever knew. Sometimes
I almost think

"
but with an impa-

tient gesture of her thin hands she

shook off whatever fears may have
come with the thought.
The trip to the mountains now an

assured fact, the girl practiced with
redoubled enthusiasm. Martini called

every evening and Illario grew from an
outline to an impassioned heroine.

But now as Martini's calls became
more frequent new dangers threatened
the girl's career.

"There is no time for sentimental

foolishness," Aunt Peterson laid down
the law to the girl. "It is your career,

child, that is the only thing in the world
for you now. For both of us—I 'm not

complaining of the way I 've worked
and managed to make your lessens with
Reizke possible, but you know it as well

as I do—and you know he says you
have everything before you if you will

work, work, work, single-mindedly and
with absolute consecration to your art.

And the idea of falling in love with

anybody, anybody," her voice had
thinned out into a shriek, "would be
suicidal—suicidal to your chances and
to your poor aunt too."

When the next evening Victoria,

shaken and pale, stooped to open her

piano, the hands that touched the keys
trembled and the minor chords that

wailed down the scale filled the little

room like the voice of its own shadows.

"I have not said she should never

have a lover," the aunt argued with her-

self almost fiercely. "I have not forbid-

den her ever to fall in love. She need

not put this from her for always. She is

young anyway, too young to think ser-

iously about these things." So the aunt

argued with her own conscience, feeling
she was doing the best for the girl.

Martini came no more. There were
no more flowers, no Ijpoks nor music

sent.
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"My dear," the aunt had said once,

seeing the over-zeal with which the girl

plunged into her work, "I did not know

you cared so much as that, or"—the

touch of her tones as gentle as when one

reaches out to touch a wound that may
be still bleeding. But the girl was deaf.

This was a thing to be borne in stoic

silence.

"It is in a crisis like this she shows

her origin," the woman accused her bit-

terly, as she followed the drooping
shoulders and firm-set mouth, salv-

ing her conscience with—"the change
to the mountains will do her good and

help her to forget. She has not seen

mountains and woods since her father

brought her to me; she has probably

forgotten all about it."

The fatigue of the staging into their

mountain fastness left the frayed nerves

of Aunt Peterson with no interest in her

surroundings, not even her niece. The

girl, those anxious, searching eyes
closed upon her for once, flung out

heart and soul to meet the woodsy odors

that came at first in faint whiffs througli
the tall rows of corn on hillside farms,
the last outposts of civilization. And
when at last the giant pines were

reached, a rushing river crossed, the

purple haze that draped the mountain

ranges, penetrated, the girl, nostrils

quivering, eyes dilated, was thrilling

through every fibre with a new life, a

"strength of ten."

"Victoria," the aunt whispered. "Vic-
toria" she repeated, with a little shake
that brought the girl down from the

distant summits back into the little jolty

stage, "you fell asleep too, didn't you?"
The little inn at which the stage

stopped backed off from the face of an

up-rising hill to the brink of the canon
from where the purple ranges swept off

to a sky-line of an unthinkable depth of
blue.

The next morning a note on her
dresser told Aunt Peterson the girl had
arisen early and gone out for a walk
but would be back in time for luncheon
And when it was found that Miss Vic-
toria Natchez, the young contralto for

whom Reizke was predicting such a

great future, was a fellow-guest, eager

eyes waited curiously for her return.

Though dauntless in running the

gauntlet of electric cars, slippery cob-

bles, whizzing autos, heavy drays and

frightened horses, the town-cramped
mind of Aunt Peterson looked out upon
the trees and skies with a nameless

dread. "Goodness gracious me !" she

exclaimed, "I hope there are no bears

or—or tigers in these mountains. Snakes
and lizards of course are under every
tree. Goodness gracious me !"

Meanwhile the girl, awake with the

dawn, the smell of the earth in her

nostrils, the feel of the woods in her

blood, was lying face downward on the

soft, cool ground, climbing through
underbrush and over fallen trees, lean-

ing over still pools to dip face and
hands in their snow-cool depths, breath-

ing deep the wild freedom of the mo-
ment, gathering through heart and eyes
the wonders of her wide green world.
The shadows had turned to the other

side of the trees and were running down
the mountain-side when the girl, hat

gone, sleeves rolled high, skirt hanging
in shreds, swung with long free strides

down to the hotel.

"Oh Vickie, Vickie!" the anxious
aunt almost screamed as from her look-

out on the top veranda she saw the girl

swinging along the trail, "where have

you been? We thought you were lost.

We have looked and called everywhere
for you. You must never do this again.
You shant—Oh Vickie!" she broke off
in changed accents at a closer view of
the girl.

When her hat and finally her hair-

pins had been scraped off by over-

hanging branches, caught in thorns and

finally lost in the pool, she had seen

them go gaily. "Good riddance!" she

had called after them as she fastened

her hair into two heavy black braids

that hung over her shoulders and
smoothed her hitherto carefully fluffed

pompadour into flat straight bands
across her forehead. The reflection of

the sun had burned her indoor pallor
to a warm reddish brown, and stains of

berries and blossoms stained her shirt-

waist to a coat of many colors.

A sharp-nosed reporter turned in a
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column-and-a-half write-up for the Sun-

day edition on the erratic habits and in-

trepid feats, of the future prima donna,

Victoria Natchez.

"Go up-stairs instantly," the horrified

aunt commanded, "and change your

clothes. Put on your blue polka-dot

waist and look, you have ruined your

skirt, this new skirt that cost thirteen

dollars, reduced from fifteen, and you 're

all sun-burnt and scratched and
"

The girl brushed away a buzzing gnat

and with it her aunt's fussy criticisrns.

The sap had begun to run in the veins

of the trees, thrilling the green, leafy

world with fresh vigor and life, and a

new vigor was running through the

veins of the girl as she answered care-

lessly, "I know I look like an Indian,

but I dont care."

"For goodness sake hush! whatever

put that into your head?" Aunt Peter-

sen interrupted, "Never let me hear you

say such a thing as that again," adding
as she watched the girl out of sight,

"Good Lord, how she does though!"
There were many nice fluffy young

things at the hotel who dressed up in

white and flitted about the piazza in the

evenings, waylaying the men who came

from fishing, and flirting and chatting

with them in the moonlight. But Vic-

toria was never one of these.

"Aren't you ashamed of yourself,

acting this way?" poor Aunt Peterson

began the second day of their stay,

"Here you 've got that pretty pink dim-

ity with the bows on it we bought at

Jones' clearance sale and those two
white dresses you got last year, just

as good as new, and come stalking in

here to dinner with a bandana tied

around your neck and your skirts so

short I can almost see your stockings!
'Taint decent, to say the least."

The old haunting feeling of not giv-

ing enough in return for all she was

receiving, all at once lost in the trivial

life behind her. "Oh! do let me alone,"
the girl said with such easy good-nature
Aunt Peterson tried in vain to find

cause for offence.

"Well I wish at least you would get
off the floor and sit in a chair like a

wh a dignified young lady." Every

thing the girl said and did aroused fears

and suspicions that irritated her aunt

into a state of nervous irascibility.

"I 'm going to sleep here tonight,"
the girl said suddenly. "I '11 be up and
off before any one is stirring. This
veranda is not used much anyway."
"You 're going to do no such thing.

'Taint decent for you to be carrying on
this way. I dont know what 's got into

you," Aunt Peterson snapped.
"No more do I," the girl agreed good-

naturedly. She had never put her im-

patience of her life of routine into words
;

she had only half-guessed her contempt
for the small end of civilization in which
her lines had fallen, "but if you dont
want me to sleep here I '11 take my rug
out under the trees, I 'd like that better

anyway."
"I 'd take you back to San Francisco

tomorrow if I had n't paid our board
bill in advance," the woman said, out of
all patience.
The girl drew a long, deep, soul-sat-

isfied breath as, looking out across an

unexplored stretch of mountainside,
she forgot about the little worries and

naggings of life in her plans for an

early start up the mountain.
Aunt Peterson's lips grew into a thin-

ner, harder line every day while her

board, paid in advance, held her pris-
oner in the face of her fears, and Vic-

toria, incorrigible, followed her own
sweet will, coming and going as she

pleased.
It was because of her increasing fa-

miliarity with the forest and consequent
boldness that she lost her way on the

mountain. "I '11 go back and eat the

rest of those berries," she said to her-

self, "and wait till the stars come out to

get my bearings."
The berries were gone when she

reached the spot. "Funny!" the gir!

commented to herself. Looking for

tracks in the thick matting of pine
needles gave no clue as to the marauder ;

she looked back at the bush. "I picked
off all the berries within my reach. The

top ones arc gone now. The next comer
was taller than I, a man I guess, a

hunter."

"Halloa—oa—oa !" she* shouted
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through the shadowy solitudes. "Halloa

oa—oa—oa!" thrilled through the

stillness to the startled ears on the

other side of the canon, and "Hello !" a

deep voice answered followed by a shot

to locate his presence.

Turning in the direction from which

the flash had come the girl fought her

way through the underbrush until her

next call was answered within speaking

range.
"I 've lost my way," she shouted, "can

you tell me which way Horseshoe Hol-

low lies?"

"I can 't tell you, but I can show you
out until you are in line with it," came

through the darkness. "It's about five

miles."

"I dont care," the girl's voice laughed

back.

Occasional shots from the man's side

of the canon kept the girl headed

straight. The night fell heavily upon the

mountain shutting away all lesser facts

than the giant trees that stretched up
into a strange new world of gaunt pri-

mordial form. The night wind blew

cool and fresh into her face,
—"star-cool

melodies of joy"
—and with the thought

her spirit sang, not words, stilted signs

that stand for life and love and stars

and bubbling brooks, but bubbling

bouyant nature-sounds, themselves the

rippling of the water, the caroling of

the birds, the cold, star-shine that clinks

through the dark. So this was night on

the mountain! the big black night she

had never felt before in its wholeness.

Soft, cool blackness all around her,

wide, wild freedom and an alert sixth

sense making her blood hear the pres-
ence of fallen logs and projecting bould-

ers to guide her through the thicket.

Now life was good and worth the price
of living! With lungs full of pure pine
air, body strong with the vital forces of

youth and spring, her resonant contralto

notes took their flight into the stillness,

waking echoes of the ages when the

great wood-gods sang love songs that

rolled into thunder down the canon.

"See !" the man called softly, when
their trails converged and they saw the

lights in the valley.

"Yes," answered the girl, pushing on.

The man did not speak again ; neither

the girl. The bigness and blackness of

their world had set the seal of silence on
their lips. But the man was pushing
on behind her. Horseshoe Hollow might
be a good place to hear how the reports
had spread and learn whether the driver

had been killed.

"Only a few days longer," was Aunt
Peterson's one consolation, "and when

you get back into civilization and down
to your work again you '11 get over this

craziness."

For answer the girl gave her a pity-

ing look. The sap was running high.
The force, dormant in Nature all winter,

was pushing out into wild little waving
tendrils, brilliant blossoms that shook

their showers of petals through the air

with prodigal waste, towering leafy

heights over-topping last season's reach

in their exuberance of strength.

Despite the girl's late return that

night, the early morning called her forth

again. A man stopped to look at her

as she swung along the corridor, pine
needles springing up under her feet, the

walls expanding into leafy domes as she

approached, the murmurs of many wat-

ers singing in her wake. As the girl
reached the door the man made no move
to stand aside, one hand on the knob, the

other fumbling with the bandana at his

throat. The girl's great questioning

eyes fixed him frankly. Still the man,
unmoving, looked at her.

"It was you!"
"It was you!" each said to the other.

A bystander would have heard no

sound, but the word had passed.

Up the trail, through the underbrush
over boulders, the girl sprang like some
wild young thing aroused from its lair.

She was not surprised when, throwing
herself down upon a fallen log to rest, a

pair of steady black eyes peered through
the bushes. She had known they would
come. When the lithe young length of

buck-skin and bandana swung over the

ledge neither spoke for an instant ;
the

air hung heavy with each other's pres-
ence until a magpie called across the

sunlight and was answered by his mate.

Then, "How did you get lost last

night?" the man asked as if interrupt-
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ing a moment's pause in the intercourse

of a lifetime.

"I dont know. I fell asleep and—I

dont know," the girl said.

The brook at the bottom of the cation

gurgled softly of the joy of rushing

down to join' the river, the air thrilled

with the little love-song the wind sang
to the grass, the sweet breath of a

heavy-headed yellow blossom called the

butterflies into the sunshine, and as the

man and woman looked with under-

standing heart and eye they saw beyond
the promise of Spring the fulfillment of

the Summer.
"What are you doing here ?" the man

asked again.

"Taking a vacation," the girl an-

swered, "resting awhile before my
"

but the grind of daily practicing, the

struggle to keep up appearances, the

feverish effort to win a great success in

the operatic world, the pink walls and

gilt paint in their human warren of an

apartment house sank below her horizon

as she looked straight before her, and

"Why are you here ?" she asked the man.

The man laughed. "I am not here,"

he said. The still depths of his eyes
bubbled with the enjoyment of the game
he was playing with the Government.
"I am on the Reservation," he went on,

"I am herding a band of my people up
and down long furrows of Government
land. I am helping the United States

Government to keep myself out of my
own. That 's where I am," he finished,

the bitterness that might have gone into

words, swept away by the triumph in

his tones,

"All the grass-land beyond this

mountain belonged to my father and his

people ; the white men came and pushed
them farther and farther back into the

hills until my father. Red Thunder,
made a stand at the Horseshoe Hollow
and fought for his people and their

rights, until the Government made a

treaty with him,"

The man's hat had fallen back reveal-

ing the high forehead and straight lines

of the Shastas. "All this was ours,"
with a wave of his arm carrying a sense

of scope possible only to the free-born

Indian, including the mountain and the

valley to the sky-line, also day and night
and the freedom of the universe. "They
took it. The Government stole it from
our people. Now what I can get from
the Government, I take. It is mine,"

Thought for thought, question for

question, the steady eyes opposite an-
swered him. She knew the worst now
and held his life—more, his freedom—
in her hands,

"The stage driver did not die," she
hastened to assure him.

"Plenty have," he answered dryly.
The man watched the girl narrowly as

she grasped the meaning of his words,
the life-story of the man whose people
had fought with hostile tribes for their

place upon the eartli, fought with the
forces of Nature for mere existence,

fought with the lower animals for food
and covering, and who was now fighting
the Government for what he thought
Was his own.

Again the magpie broke the heavy si-

lence with his call—the thieving "In-
dian-bird"—and the constant little mate
continued to answer him. The man
nodded, satisfied, "Come," he said, "I
will show you the way to the summit,"

Up the trackless mountainside they
climbed. Her face and hands were torn

by the briars but the girl laughed—
laughed when a tiny stream of blood
trickled from her temple, and, catching
the look in the man's eyes, laughed
again when she thought of the scar it

might leave.

Only dimly conscious of their part in

the Great Scheme of Things, yet awed
into silence by its touch, they climbed
toward the summit, "I could steal her

away as my father stole my poor little

white mother," the man was arguing
with himself as he looked at the girl at

his side, but the profile turned toward

him, the set of the head, the untiring,

springing step, spoke above the tumult

of his temptation,
"This is my last high climb," the girl

breathed, half to herself, when, the

summit reached, they stopped to rest.

"We leave Wednesday,"
The man made no answer. He had

put himself into this woman's hands, he,

who sprang from a people who won

OP THE
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their trophies by war. Still he did not

speak but his eyes burned into hers until

an answering glow leaped up as camp-
fires on opposite hill-tops speak peace
between tribe and tribe

; while, more
subtle than the love-song of the wind to

the grass, the call of the yellow fra-

grance to the butterfly, the springing of

the sap in the trees, the man's voiceless.

"Come with me," had reached the

woman.
The magpie flashed

branches when, standing
foot of the mountain, "I

Reservation forever," he

was the superintendent of the agricul-
tural department, but I will not herd my
people any longer nor be herded by the

Government. I have still some grass-
lands beyond the mountain the white

men can not take."

This time the woman was silent. "You

disapprove the life I have lived this

summer," the man went on, "but is

there not something stronger than dis-

approval? Is there not something

stronger even than hate?"

Her cramped and artificial experience,
Aunt Peterson's grudging indulgence, a

life bounded by a vista of chimney-pots,
kind Mr, Martini who climbed every

morning to his high stool, added figures

all day, climbed down at night
—to sleep

so he could climb up again the next day,

arose before her in a stifling pall.

"Tomorrow," the man said hoarsely
as they parted.

"Tomorrow," the girl repeated.
"K-cheu—k-cheu—k-cheu !" the little

magpie answered her mate as the girl

turned into the trail that lead to Horse-

shoe Hollow.

Standing in the face of rough-hewn
Life, the girl scorned the accepted co-

quetry of her sex. The morning

brought her early to the spot where they

had parted, but not so early that it had

not brought the man earlier. In the still-

ness of the dawn-hush the echo of a

dear, dead, life thrilled her. Had she

known it all before, this resinous air,

the flanking files of firs that climbed

the mountain, this wild expanse?
Where?
The light that speaks between tribe

and tribe leaped up as the dry twigs

crackled beneath the girl's soft step and
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as their eyes swept the sky-Hne of the

everlasting hills a quivering radiance of

life pulsed up the sky.
"You are not afraid," the man said,

not in a questioning tone, merely assur-

ing her of a fact he had divined.

The girl shook her head. There
seemed so little need of speech between

them, the brook, the birds, the flowers

were singing so loudly of the ecstatic

joy of the good moment. Up and up
they struck into the fir belt, above the

sounds of civilization, above the call of

its laws and self-imposed codes of duty,

into the freedom of sunlight and sky.

"Is there not something stronger than

hate?" the man asked again. And the

girl answered him truly what the days
had taught her.

"Is there not something better than
" But the light that speaks peace

from the hill-top flashed through the

girl's question as the man interrupted,

"But I did not know it until now."

"You have been very good to me all

my life aunt," the girl surprised her

aunt by saying as they sat alone on the

veranda. She was laying flowers upon
the life behind her, paying her last re-

spectful tribute to the dead.

"I have tried to do my. duty by you,"
the aunt answered, "ever since your
father brought you to me."

"Because," the girl questioned, "be-

cause my mother was dead?"

"Because your mother could not keep

you with her people," the aunt an-

swered with her usual air of finality that

precluded further questioning.

For once this fruitless effort to learn

something about her mother had not its

usual depressing effect. There was no

place in the blue of her skies for the

tiniest cloud. Cold and cramped the girl

crouched under the window until, with

the first faint streak of dawn she arose

and went quietly to her trunk. "Not

that, nor this, nor these," she laughed to

herself, turning over polka-dotted frills

bought at bargain sales, last year's frip

peries guaranteed as good as new and

all their little contrivances to keep up

appearances. A photograph of Martini

fell out of a book as she assorted her

possessions, choosing what to take and

what to leave. "Kind, good Mr. Martini,

how good he has been to me," ran
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through her mind as she tossed the pic-
ture aside. She hoped he would not
care so very much, she hoped her aunt
would try to understand and in time,

perhaps, forget her, she hoped Reizke,
who had staked his hopes upon her suc-

cess, would not condemn her too harsh-

ly. That there was something stronger
than hate, she knew, aye, something
stronger than ambition, stronger than

duty, stronger than the primal instinct

of self-preservation. She called it love

because she did not recognize the call

of blood.

At last a small bundle done up in a

bandana was enough—quite enough—
and slipping softly down the stairs she
was gone.
A low whistle that might have been

a drowsy bird-call reached her as she

struck the trail. With bounding heart

she answered it and quickened her steps,

"Thank you, for your efforts," the

aunt said to the search party returning
without success. "You have done all

that could have been done."
Then turning back to the solitudes of

the forest, that they might bear silent

witness to her confession.

"It could not be helped. Perhaps it is

for the best," then sinking her voice still

lower, "her mother was a daughter of

the Omahas, but Vickie did not

know it."

And, while she raised her eyes to the

summit, as if in vindication of the pri-
mal force too strong for an artificial

civilization, two figures crossing the

trail, were silhouetted against the quick-

ening sky. A moment they loomed large
in the light, the next like the type of a

vanishing race they were lost in the

sunset.

From Our Readers

T7V0 of Many Letters on Martin Eden.

Dear Pacific Monthly.
The novel "Martin Eden" captivates

one from the beginning. There is noth-

ing trashy or sensational about it. It

should be read by all thinking people,
—

read through. Its influence is good and

uplifting; showing how the power of

purity and love can influence those who

appear uncouth and illiterate to a casual
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observer. Martin Eden seems so real I

can almost see him,—his first appear-
ance, and through each chapter.

Dramatized and played zvcll, its influ-

ence would be powerful—equal to a

good sermon.

Very sincerely yours,

(Miss) L. J. Y.

Seattle, Wash.

Dear Pacific Monthly :
—

How did I like the beginning of Mar-
ti)!- Edenf Well, they say actions speak
louder than words, so here is a dollar

for subscription before October 15th.

Yours truly, A. K. F.

St. Joe, Idaho.

An Unintentional Omission

The series of photographs appearing
on pages 207 and 208 of The Pacific

Monthly for August, 1908, "Springtime
Scenes In Old Japan" and "In Cherry
Blossom Time," should have been cred-

ited as follows : "From Copyrighted
Photographs by H. C. White & Com-
pany."

Smooth Fitting Gowns
Feet's Invisible Eyes prevent gaps, puckers and
wrinkles. Seams are always flat and smooth.

PEET'S
PATENT INVISIBLE

EYES
WILL MOT RUST are more durable and serviceable
than any other eye or silk loop. Sold at all stores
or by mail. All sizes. Black and white. In en-
velopes only. 2 doz. eyes 5c, with spring hooks lOc.

The Triangle holds it

PEET BROS., Dept. R, Philadelphia. Pa.

/buildabungalowN
Tliere is no more attractive, comfortable or convenient home on
earth. We have 500 plans to select from; homes costing from $500
to $50,000. No matter where ynu live, we can plan your home
accurately and it can be birilt sali^faet^irily at a minimum cost.
Our handsome 100-paae bungalow hi«.k showin!^ exteriors, interiors
and pl.ins, is the best on the niaiket. Price, $1.00. Smaller
edition, 25 cents. Full blue print working plans and specifications
of any design in either book, oi;ly $10.00. ORDER TODAY.

YE PLANRY
Dept. B., 212 Mercantile Street Los Angeles, Cal.

$200,000.00 SAVED
Once more the country has been saved.

We have collected about two hundred thousand

dollars this year from honest debts for our clients

scattered from Alaska to Africa.

Every dollar of it means just that much saved.

We will collect more in 1909 than for any pre-

vious year.'

We collect in all little towns, all big towns and

all cities. We collect money in your town.

Turn in your claims now and get money for

Christmas and the New Year.

Red Streaks of Honesty exist in everybody.FRANCIS G. LUKE

MERCHANTS' PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION
Scientific Collectors of Honest Debts

Suite 100 Commercial National Bank Building Salt Lake City, Utah
FRANCIS G. LUKE. General Manager "SOME PEOPLE DON'T UKE US"
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Ask your Shoe dealer for the

Washington
HIGH TOP

ifyoar dtahr dom* not handle them write to ua
and we will promptly tee that you are supplied

In quality, the Washington boot i* the hishett type of excellence. The
most critical tests have proved it to be the best built, most serviceable
and altogether comfortable boot on the market. They answer every
demand made upon them in hard, continuous service in any clime or
weather. They are the right shape for style and appearance ; the right
weight for comfort and strenuous service; the right height for entire
limb protection in underbrush, thicket or marshes; the right fit for foot
comfort—being made on the famous Tredslrate last. Fit is a vital fea-
ture in a boot of this charect-^r and a point which we have given the ut-

most care. Fit means comfort. The accompanying illustration displays
the general features of this boot. Lack of space is all that prevents us
from showing its many other points of merit. The boot stands 17 inches
high ; is made from Chrome tanned Nome Calf, a most durable, yet soft
and pliable leather ; sole of best, white Oak, double thickness, thoroughly
viscolized ; large bellows tongue and outside counter of superior stock
adapted for that purpose. ^ We make these boots in various heights,
running from 10 inches to 17 inches. We also produce these boots of
the splendid Siberian tanned Calf in 12 inch heights only. Either of
these boots can be had with inside or outside counters. Do not expect

to find the Washington Quality in anything but a Wash-
ington boot. Owing to limited space we can not give
details of this boot here, but on request we will mail to

you our pamphlet, which will enlighten you more fully.

Ask for it, also for sample of leather. Write today to
Department B 1 1

THE WASHINGTON SHOE
MANUFACTURING CO.

SEATTLE, WASH., U. S. A.

Song of the Setting Sun

By A. L. Orr

Our day is declining, the evening is told;
The sun as he sinks, drops his burden of

gold,
And says to each distant, sad, fair mortal

one;
"Come gather the wealth of your lover,

the sun.
Tread light as my rays on the dew-laden

grass,
Caress your loved flowers with your glance

as you pass,
Yet pause not to pluck them, nor tarry to

rest;
You will find fairer blooms on the shores

of the West.
The vale and the hill offer fruit to refresh.
And sweet is repose where the cool foun-

tains clash;
The hush of the forest holds peace In its

thrall,
As clear as the birds, children tenderly

call.

Oh come, ye affrighted by famine and
storm,—

Establish an Eden secure from alarm.
Where men may scorn evil, nor barter for

gain
Their liberty sweet, where never a stain
The homes of Willamette will harbor or

hide
From the all-cleansing breath that has

sorrow defied.
Awake from your bondage; the trail of

the sun
Leads on to Willamette, the kingdom's-

begun.
Caress the wild rose with your glance as

you pass.
As light as the sunbeam above the bright

grass;
Yet pause not to pluck them, nor tarry

to rest
Till you find sweet repose 'mid the charms

of the West."
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The Queen of the Purple Mist

A Ballad of the New Nevada

By Clarence E. Eddy

Under the skies where the mountains

rise,

Rugged and vast and bold,

Under the skies of the West there lies

The land of the lure of gold ;

Of gold that is found in the gracious

ground.

That misers never have doled.

Upon the crest of the mighty West

And fanned by the cooling breeze

That breathes and blows from the

mountain snows

And the mighty western seas,

A goddess stands with beckoning hands

And calls her argosies.

Queen of the land of the sage and sand

Where the golden treasures lie.

The stars that gem her diadem

Are the stars of the desert sky;

In purple mist she keeps her tryst

While sun and moon go by:

In purple mist she keeps her tryst

Enrobed in purple sheen,

She calls : "Come here, come woo me

near,

I am the Golden Queen."
And some she loves and some reproves

And gives but dule and teen.

And they are bold who woo for gold

For some win but a grave,

But they win best who love the quest.

Nor court her as a slave
;

And well they woo who dare and do.

For fortune loves the brave
;

And they are brave who tempt the

grave,

Where heat and thirst may kill,

But men were known to win a throne

And conquer fate by will ;

So where the dry, great deserts He

The Spirit lures them still.

.j^""^-^-oco:

-AWoman's Opportunity-
Will You Let Me Tell You How to Earn $20

to $30 per Week in an Honorable Busi-

ness, Especially Suited to Women ?

My proposition does not require business experience, nor all of
your time. Women who have simply followed my imtruclions and
put the whole power of their earnest endeavor into this work are
earning as high as $3000 per year.

0:ie of my represcr.latives. Miss Sally Ready. 320 E. Walnut St.,
Louisville, Ky., is liviiia in a suljstantial home built and paid for

by her profits on two years' work.

The Same Opportunity Is Open to You
Every wonian should really know my plan and become acquainted

with
'

Scmpre Giovine." THOUSANDS OF WOME\ have bettered
their financial condition in life through my assistance. All are
united in a bond of gratitude, not only for the advantages received
from this work, but are enthusiastic in their praise of

**Sempre Giovine^'
Pronounced "Semp-ray Jo-ve-nay*'

(ALWAYS YOUNG)

Price 50c

This "Queen of Beautifiers" That Makes
Women Look Years Younger

is a scientific preparation which produces that clear, frei^h com-
plexion of youth, and over a quarter of a century of cntinued sat-

isfactory use has demonstrated to a countless number of women the
fact that it has no equal. "Scmpre Giovine" is used by society
leaders and endorsed by eminent health authorities. Guaranteed
under the Pure Fo<.d and Drus: Act of Juno 30. 1906. The number
assig^ned to it under this law is No 1853.

FOR MEN
Delightful after shavinj—heals the skin and replenishes /

the cuticle removed by the r:;zor. ,'

Does This Opportunity Interest You ? ,''

If it does, it Co; ts you notliing to try. Send 4c ^'
in U. S. postaeo for a free sample and full par- ,' -i^

ticuhirs which will enable you to rrove by ''e^
ACTUAL TEST the true merits of "SEMPRE /' (V'
GIOVl^E "

.' -V^
.

' *'"

Address Me Personally '' t^ ,nn'!^n>..n

"

vZ
, J^» your p.an. r.u

MDC 1 f* r'ADD 'li'^ closed find 4c for

ITIIVO. J . \«. VAIVIV -^
•'I?^ which send me a

„ . c 1 r '>5>^ sample of "SEMPRE
Marietta Stanley to. ,''/^ CIOVINE-and particulars.

21 12 4th St.. ,''.,,0^

Grand '/-O^'
Rapids, y'

^

Mich, y'
2112
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Stillwell Bungalow Book
Kiflli mlilii.n Jii»t out. Kino Im k-e cuts ffiri m-w |)li..lo|ira|)h8. This i«

una of our low coiit horncn, mriifinj: in price from »!>00 U> |:J,000. Book

crinluini pli'iloi, planii, (le»cription» and entiniatcs of coft of the niont

mrtiBtic homes In Ainerirn. Beautiful buniralnwi — practical plana.

Thin l«»>k will lave you (loUant. Price, 85 cenU.

E. W. STILLWCLL k CO., 255 S. Broadwar, LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Kerr Man-Tailored Suits

Made to Your Own Measure at

$10.00 to SIS.OO
Below^ Usual Prices

ft Select ynur suit from m; latest Met-
tI ro|Militsn Models, my Newest Fall
and Winter Fabrics—perfect satisfac-
tion in finish absolutely guaranteed.
Expressn^e prepaid anywhere in
XTnited States. My easy meaNnrenent
blank sent free with fifty cloth samples
and book of stylos—Write for It today

FRANK J. KERR. Inc.
Tailor-made Garmeiit*—Skirti a ipeciaky

1520 Arch St., Philadelphia

^

"THE STAR"

Asbestos Pad
For Dining
Tables

The original and patented Dining Table Pad.
Not an imitation.
The beat Pad manufactured.
Made of a special grade of Asbestos of sufficient thickness

•nd weight to assure protection from damase by heat and
inoiRture, covered with double faced cotton flannel to make
It aott and noiseless.
Pads and leaves made to fold to convenient size to lay

away when not in use.
Doily. ChafinB-dish and Platter Mats of same ir.aterials.•ne 5 to lo inches, round, square or oval

A fi t?**}"" ***fIV '° .•*'°^ y" '*'" STAR Pad.
A;'

*^*d8 and Mats bear our trade mark, "Star."
rheae Pads for sale by:
W. tt J. Sloane, San Francisco, Cal.
Pacific F^urchnsing Co., Los Angeles. Cal.
Frederick & Nelson, Seattle, Wash.

wrP°H'"".'^ Goods Co., Spokane, Wash.
Write for descriptive booklet.

L.W. KERNEY& CO.
259 W. 62nd Street CHICAGO, ILUNOIS

The mourning dove there mourns of

love,

And the doleful coyotes cry ;

By lonely springs the cricket sings

To the winds that wander by ;

And round and round with moaning
sound

The vultures cleave the sky.

Why mourn of love, oh mourning dove'

Does love call thee to mourn

For those who wait on luck or fate

In mystic lands forlorn?

Thy plaint may be a threnody
For those who ne'er return.

In dying dreams they see fair streams,

In dreams their thirst they slake;

With dry canteens in dry ravines

They sleep no more to wake.
Till on their sleep so strange and deep

Great Heaven's dawn shall break.

Some win by luck, some win by pluck
And some win not at all.

Some lie forlorn by sage and thorn.

With the purple mist for Pall;

While life endures the gold allures

The Queen commands us all.

She waves her hand across the land

And the cities rise like dreams,

The Golden Queen of the purple sheen

In the land of golden schemes,

By mountains rolled in mists of gold
Where heaven's glory gleams.

LOOKING
AHEAD?
If so, take advantage of

today's opportanitie* for

the merchant, farmer,
fruit grower and busi-

ness man along the Paci-

fic CoatfExtension of the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St Paul Railway
Descriptive Books Free F. A. Miller. G. P. A.. Chicago
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The Difficult Shot
The long shot, the quick snap-shot, all re-

quire steel lined shells of U. M. C. make.

protects the powder, your gun and face, and is the finishing touch
in perfect shells. No matter what gun you use or w^hat powder o

load you specify, you w^ill get satisfaction if you use U. M. C. quality Shells.

Write for Literature

The Union Metallic Cartridge Company
AGENCY. 313 BROADWAY. NEW YORK BRIDGEPORT. CONNECTICUT

HUNDREDS of

EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS
Are liluslraledfullii DescribedAnd

Ailracli/elymccdlnOur

BEAUTIFUL

CATALOGUE
SENT FREETOYOU
If/ouV/rileForll v

The descriminatins ^^f'
buyer of up - to - date, ^^
nigh quality home fur-

nishings will do well to
write for free copy of otir

beautuul catalog of car-

1 . J , t , .n . P***' '"**• cu'tai"' »nd
orapene* and loose leaf illustratioiis of high grade furniture.

Individuality, distinctive merit and artistic
excellence are obtained through the

Keith method of house i urnish-
ing by Individual service

The Keith method is the development of thirty years* con-
rtant study of the great problem of satisfadlory home furnishing.
1 he nme

flj>ors
of tnis b g metropolitan store are stocked with

quaLty goods bougSt in large quantities and at prices enabling ua
to offer you higS-class mer-
chandise at prices which mean
real economy to you.

WE PAY Pack every
THE FREIGHT shipment
withspeaal care and guarantee
the safe arrival of your pur-
chase. TTiousands are finding
it

_ profitable
to shop by mail

with the quality house of
Keith. One test purchase will
convince you. Write today for

Special Catalogue C
Jumiliire« CorpefOr.

JIF'TER
REFfeECnON

m GfL^OERJNE?OOAO
Inspect, reflect and use your judg-

ment—then you will always insist on

having No. 4711 White Rose Glycer-
ine Soap.
This is true because it has a de-

lightfully soft and soothing effec*-,

and because of its exquisitely delicate

and refined aroma.

FERD. MULHENS, Cologneo/R.Oemuuiy.

U. S. Branch
MCLHEJiS 3i. KROPFP, Y'^'^X.

^»98 Broadway, New York, N.T.

Send IS ct*. in stamps for a full
^

•ise sample cake.
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Strops Itself

NO CONTINUAL EXPENSE FOR NEW BLADES

Until the AutoStrop came, the safety razor

user was compelled to scrape his face with the

used blade, or resort to a cumbersome and ineffi-

cient separate stropping handle. Now he shaves
with the

The only razor having a self-contained strop-

ping arrangement. This is automatic and it so

conveniently sharpens, that anyone can readily
restore the smooth keen edge essential for a

pleasant REAL shave.

Strops itself sharp in half the time it takes to

place a new blade in any other razor. It is not
unscrewed or taken apart for stropping or cleaning—Even the blade is not removed for either purpose.

Users of the old-style straight razor will

especially appreciate the automatic stropping,
absolute safety, and fine barber's edge all com-
bined in the AutoStrop.

If your dealer gives yoo the "Square Deal" in Safety Razors,
Iie'Il sell you the AutoStrop. Or, write for free Booklet.

iflulO'Strop Safely Razor Go.

345 Fifth Avenue, New York

61 New Cxicrd St., London, Eng. 14 St. Helen St., Montreal, Can.

"cive the old safety razor to the boy and
TREAT YOURSELF to this MAN'S ^AZOR."

Don't forget to mention The l'u« lUt; jHo..iiii/ Mlitii u.uiiui; wiili udvortisers. It will tx' npprcrfatou.
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Can you think of anything the

athletic boys and men of to-day like

better than hunting and shooting?

No gift can be more appropriate—
none will be more appreciated

—^than

a Stevens.

A Stevens Rifle for a boy, a
Stevens Shotgun for a man—these are

gifts which will please.

Send for the Stevens Catalog
—

Learn of the many superiorities of

all Stevens arms—Rifles, Shotguns,

Pistols. It tells how ^,

to select a gim. 5c for
"

-- ^

postage brings it. p-— .

A book any boy or man will like

immensely is <<Gans aad Gunninf,"

by Dan Beard. All about game—hvmt-

ing and shooting
—camping—the care of

a gun, etc. Sent postpaid for 2cx;, paper

cover, or 30c, boimd in doth and stamped
in gilt

If you don't find Stevens Anns at your
dealer's, wewill supply you direct,express

prepaid, on receipt of catalogue price.

J. STEVENS IRMS & TOOL CO., 765 Grove St., Chicopee Falls, Mass.

OILRIGHTFOR

"3 in One" revives old sew-

inj machines, clocks, typewrit-

ers, guns, bicycles, tnakinf them

work like new. "3 in One"
removes dirt, relieves friction

and makes all action parts work

smoothly, easily, and accurately.

Will not cake, 2um or collect

dust.

"3 in One"
cleans and polishes furniture,

varnished or veneered wood-

work—prevents rust and tarnish

on brass and nickel trimmings,

bathroom and kitchen fixtures

Keeps bright silverware, glass

and bric-a-brac in all climates

and weather.

E7DPP Write now for

good free sample

and booklet. 3-IN-ONE OIL
COMPANY, 39 Broad-
way, Naw York

Gold edges. 50c.
perj

pack. 90 picture backs, [

dainty colors and gold.

40 regulation backs,
j

-, Most durable 2Sc. card

made. More sold than
:

) all others combined. ;

I
200-page book. "Card Games and How to Play Them." new

edition revised; latest rules for all popular games .'Sent pre-

paid for 6 flap ends from Bicycle tuck boxes, or ISc. In stamps.

The U. S. Playing Card Co.. Dept. 1 1 Cincinnati, U. S. A.
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Reputation gained by results is exemplified in the 30 years of success of the

CELEBRATED STAR SAFETY RAZOR
the mechanically perfect device which is guaranteed to give absolute satisfac-

tion. Buy no other until you have carefully inspected this reizor, which is on
sale by all dealers in cutlery and other stores.

Price, $ 1.SO and up
KAMPFE BROTHERS, 8 Reade St., New York City

A Moat Unique and
Odd Christmas Gift

Direct from Indian
to PurchaserNAVAJO

INDIAN BLANKETS
You may now buy GENUINE NAVAJO INDIAN hand-made blankets direct from an Indian
Trader, in any desired quantity, and save from 75 to IOO/{ on your purchase. To anyone
mentioning this ad, I will send the following blankets, express charges prepaid to any part
of the United States.

_
Every blanket is guaranteed to be made by the most skilled weavers

from "Native wool" in the most artistic and typical designs. Colors, gray back ground with
black, red and white figures or gray, black and white only, either making a beautiful combin-
ation of colors. Blanket size 22x33 inches, $2.75; 26x40 inches, $4.50 ; 30x55 inches, $7.50
36x60 inches, $9.00 ; 40x70 inches,|$ 1 2.00 ; 45x75 inches, $14.75 ; 48x85 inches. $17.50
52x90 inches, $19.50: 60x 1 00 inches. $28. 50 ; 72x110 inches, $32.75 ; 84x 1 20 inches, $40.00 .

larger sizes made to special order—requires about four months. Navajo hand-hammered, solid silver bracelets, child's

size, from 75c to $1.25 each; ladies' size, from $1.50 to $3.50. according to width. Money promptly refunded if not
satisfied with your purchase.

Address R. M. BRUCHMAN, Indian Trader, WINSLOW, ARIZONA

for Whooping Cough
Croup, Sore Throat

Coughs, Bronchitis

^_^_^_
^

Colds, Diphtheria
'Used while you sleep"

Catarrh.

fXT*/?®''"**^
Cresolene stops the paroxysms

ot Whooping Cough. Ever dreaded Croup can-
not exist where Cresolene is used.

It acts directly on the nose and throat making
breathing easy in the case of colds; sooths the
sore throat and stops the cough.
Cresolene is a powerful germicide acting both

as a curative and preventive in contagious
diseases.

It IS a boon to sufferers from Asthma.
Cresolene's best recommendation

years of successful use.

For Sale By All DruggUts.
Send Postal for Descriptive Booklet.

thSft'^ir' Antiseptic Throat Tablets for the irritated
tfiroat, of your druggist or from us. 10c. in stamps.

THE VAPO-CRESOLENE CO., 180 Fulton St., New York
U«mini-Mii«i BuiUiof, Moatrssl. Csnida.

is its 30

A Happy
Marriage

Depends largely on a

knowledge of the whole
truth about self and

sex and their relation to life and health. This

knowledge does not come intelligently of itself,

nor correctly from ordinary everyday sources.

UUustrateJ)

By William H. Walling. A. M.. M. D..

imparts in a clear, wholesome way, in one
volume :

KnowledKs a Touns Man Should Hsre.
Knowledge % Younn Husband Should Hsn.
Knuwlcdge a Fotli.-r Shmild Have.
KnnwIedKs a Falher Should Impart to His Son.
Medical Knowledge a Hii>l>and Should Have.

Knowledge a Y.mng Woman Should Har*.
KnowK-dKO a Young Wife Should Have.
Knowledge a Mother Should Have.
KnowL-dBo n Mother Should Impart to Her Daughter.
Medical Kuowledgo a Wife Should Have.

Rich Cloth Binding, Full Gold Stamp.lUastratcd. $2.00
Write for "Other People'! Oplnloni" and Table of ContenU

Puritan Pub.Co.,Dept.l45,Phila.,Pa. I
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R Johnson
Safety Automatic

REVOLVER
is not a revolver for you to make tem-

porarily safe by throwing on or off
some button or lever, but a revolver
that we have made permanently and
automatically safe by the patented exclu-
sive Iver Johnson construction.

Our Free Booklet, "Shots," tells the whole story. Send your
name on a postal

—it will be mailed free with our full catalogue.

Iver Johnson Safety Hammer Revolver

Richly nickeled, 22 cal. rim-f5reorS2cal. center- «0
lire, 3-in, bbl.; or 38 cal. center-fire, 3}i-in. bbl. *0
£xtra length bbl. or blued finish at slight extra cost

Iver Johnson Safety Hammerless Revolver

Bichly nickeled. 32 calibre center-flre, 3-inch J^
barrel; or 88 calibre center-fire, 3Ji-inch barrel, "
Extra length bbl. or biaed finish at slight extra cost

Sold by hardware and Sporting Goods dealers everywhere, or sent prepaid on receipt of price if dealer
will not supply, l^ook for the owl's head oa the grip and our name on the barrel.

Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works, 192 River St., Fitchburg, Mass.
New York: 99 Chambers Street. Hamburg, Germany: Pickbaben4.

San if'rancisco: Phil. B. Bekeart Co.. T17 Market titieet

A F2iscinating **«^
Flyer For Boys \

Soars above three-and four-story >

buildings or skims along close to J

the ground, then, rising like a bird, ;

soars slowly back to the operator. /

Rich's Toy Air Ship M

^'' '-the most wonderful toy of the I

age—boys never tire of it
—the

|

old folks will fly it for hours if

they can get it away from the
children. Well made; price,
50c, 3 for $1,00, postpaid.

Address,

GIRARD MFG. CO.

Girard, Kanta*
^•IT'S

7 LOTS OF FUN"

MAKE A
NOTE OF IT!

25% to Tb% Saved on

Typewriters. All Makes

Sold, Rented, Repaired.
1011 Golden Gate Ave.,

San Francisco.

1 38 South Broadway,
Los Angeles

THE TYPEWRITER EXCHANC^
operated by the Ame-ican Writing Machine Co

345 -347 Broadway, New York

^4bnYear
Self"

Filling""Pen
A HANDSOME GIFT

PRICE, S2.50

With Gold Bands, Sl.OO Additional

Larger sizes, holding more

ink, suitable for business and

professional men having large

amount of writing to do, from

S3.00 to $6.00, according to size.

Made with fine, medium, coarse,

or stub pen-point. Sent, postage pre-

paid.

Money will be refunded if pens are not

perfectly satisfactory

When you buy the Ten-Year Pen

you buy the best pen in the world. It

is self-filling and self-cleaning, always

writes, never leaks, never scratches.

Our Ten - Year Guaranty -with
Every Pen

QEORGB B. GRAFF, Manager
607 Tremont Temple, Boston, Mass.
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THE WILSON
BUNGALOW BOOK
THIRD EDITION JUST READY
Tlie new edition ii« carefully revised, entirely rear-

ranged and indexed, and much cnlartfcd, shuwine
nearly twice as many plani as the second edition.

It is beautifully printed on coated paper in tints.

This is the only Kot>d, practical brx>k of Bungalr>w
plans. Pare 8x11 inches, and plans large enouch
for easy comprehension and practical utility. De-
scriptions and prices of each house given. Every
proitpcctivehomchuilder should have a copy. Real p'c-
tures of real houses. Wilson's bungalows are the re-

sult of years of study and experience, and reduce the

problem of house and hnnie building almost to an
exact science,

pnce. One Dollar, postpaid, to any address.

HENRY L. ^VILSON
Top Floor Copp BIdg., 218 S. Broadway, LOS ANGELES. CAL

This Shows a Crooked Spine Straightened
The remarkable Sheldon Method cure* Spinal Curvature right in your own

home without pain or inconvenience.

Wo don't believe there ia a single case of Spinal Curvature in the world that cannot be im-

meanuraWy Iwncflted lijr the Sheldon Method for Curing Spinal Curvature. Eighty per cent of

the thouiandi who have tried this wonderful Method have had their affliction permanently cor-

rected by it> iiae. Instant relief from the dull aches and sharp, shtxjtine pains so frecjiiently

present in Spinal Curvature promptly follows its application. In a short time an upright posi-
tion can be assumed with perfect ease. The age or sex of the snfferer makes no difference; we
have corrected Curvature in babies of two years, and in Grand Parents of eighty years and over.

It matters not if the curvature is of long standing or of recent development; regardless of its

cause or condition, we know we can relievo it.

30 DAYS FREE TRIAL
We have so much confidence in the Sheldon Method for Curing Spinal Curvature that we

will prcp.ireone to fit your individual needs and send it to you by express prepaid for 30 days
free trlul. If you do not find it gives you more relief than any jacket or brace you ever

wore. If you do not find it meets perfectly with your requirements in every way, or if for any
reason it d'"^' not give iwrfect satisf.-iction and convince you that permanent correction will

follow, wo will not charge you one cent for it.

Could we offer anything fairer than this ? Write today for full particulars.

PHILO BURT MANUFACTURING CO., 1 38 24th St., Jamestown, N. Y.

No mixing, ready
for use

Rat
Bis-Kit

Rats and mice leave

choicest food and grain
for it. Die in open air

seeking water. Dry, clean;

never leaves
*"

a mark.

All DruKKids—IS ct». a box.
If your's hasn't
it, send us 25
cents for one
box or 60
cents for
three boxes.

deliverea

prepaid.
Also ask your drugsrist for Yankee Roach Powder or send

Iia25crnt*: we'll mail direct to you. "Never fails."

M Nertk LisMttoas Si. THE RAT BISCUIT CO. Springfield. O.

l><»ii't forget to iu<-iitluii The PadlU- Monthly whon

Be
ADOCTOR-'xSr

$3000 to $5000 A YEAR
WE TEACH YOU BY MAIL

In six months you can bc'trin practicinttllechano-
Tberajjy—anelevatlM);and hlKbly paid profession
t i- men and women. More coniprehenulTe than
()> teopathy. Endorsed by pliyislclami, A las-

flnatlng study, easy to learn and equal to coUe^re
course — we guarantee sucoess — an ordinary
education and ourcourseof Insitniction lUs yoa
for a professional lite. Authorized diplomas
t > (graduates. Work absorbingly Interesting.
V.nst opiiortunltlea for social and financial
bettennent. Special terms now. Write today
for prospectus—free,

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF MECHANO-THERAPT
Dept. .119, l:<0.1^)i Uandolph Mt., Chlcac*

ASTHMA
AND CATARRH
CURED TO STAY CURED

I

No relapse. No return of
Kj niptoms. Whetzelsj stem of

treatment approved by medical authorities iis the only Bjstem

fr^rr:Vu7"^Zlt. FREE TEST TREATMENT
lnclu(1ini{ medicines, prepared for anyone Kiving full descrip-
tion of the cose and sending names of two asthmatic sufferers.

id(Ir».._. FRANK WHETZEL, M.D.
AmrrloHn ExpresK ItulldlnK. Cnl

I
learo.

'*Zbc CoIora^o (Bem'irrte'
Product ol

^ ._ iem Mines.
A beautiful, GENriNK ToPAZ of purest
white color, finest l>iamond cut, wonder-
ful brilliancv and gn-at hardness. En-
donwd bv leading experts. *ar superior
totho best imltatioa Diamond ever pro-

dnced. Remember. T GUAnANTFlc this«
stones to be OFKTrnJE. Special price,
f2.(10 each, 8 forfc.OO, Sire. upto2c«rnts.
Free Booklet. Address with remlttancet

TI. I.INDFMANTV, ExiMsrt Ooni Ciittor
L-iSa Champa Street Di>nver. Ool.

dealtng with advertiaers. It will l>c appreciated.
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TSTie

/deallfoJjday GJ/i.

ROM YOUR deali:bL.or
POSTPAID UPON RECEIPT

OF PRICE ANYWHERE IN U.S.

old t)ij all fir-st c1cl«s dealers.
R-dtKer tKcrrx accept <x 4s\il>slit\iie,

ordex' dFirorrL "n«^ d.ii:'ec"t

Catalogue sent upon, request

HcLrririgtorL e/ RicKardsorv Arrows Co.
418 ParkAve-^Vorcester.Mass.

Art plate of realistic hunt-

ing scene, in colors, 20 by
26 inches, on heavy pa-
per, without lettering;,

suitable for framing, sent

postpaid upon receipt of

25 cents—stamps or silver

SEND FOR
FREE
CATALOGUE

Ike Chas. H. LiDy Company, established in 1885, grow
and sell more seeds every year. Their 28 years' of

experience is yours every time you buy Lilly's Best

Seeds. Their new catalog contains Vegetable, Farm,
Field and Grass Seeds, Spray Materials and Fertilizers,

Berries, Roses, Flowering Plants, Bulbs, Tools, Poultry,

Stock, Dairy and Bee Supplies
—

it is full of useful

information. Send for this, it is free to those interested

Sow sTOod seed — don't experiment
with cheap and inferior kinds when
you can get seeds that have been
tried and proved best for the West.
Lilly's Best seeds cost more because
they are worth more to you and every
one who wants a crop and not a failure

THE CHAS. H.

LILLY CMPAN Y
SEATTLE and
PORTLAND

®EALTHY
TREES AND SEEDS

Buy trees that are grown on new land
and you'll get hardy, sound trees free
from disease. Trees from the Central

West grow the best, in all parts of the U. S. Ex-
perienced planters have proven this and are com-
ing to the Central West tor their trees. Why not
profit by their experience and save time ana
money? Prices absolutely the lowest. No agents.
Forest tree seedlings $1.25 per 1000. Apples 7c and
up. We pay freight. Largest Nursery Catalogfree.
GAiBRAITH NURSEKIES & SEED CO.,

Box 78, Fairbury, Neb.

These trad^ark q

SPEOU
FOOD «:

Onlike
otbei^^Sods

FARWELL & RHI^
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AN IDEAL
XMAS GIFT

Packed in handsome
holiday Iioxoh, •
PHOEMX MUFFLKR
ii a tiH of compel-
linfc appropriateness
Tliero it not a name
on Totir (ivinn Hit that

cannot >« checked off with
the prescnlalion of a

PHOKMX MUFFLER u
a holiday Gift.

Pat.

Junes.
1908

Pat. .Tnne

», I'M*

For ReeJ
Cold Weather Protection :

Phoenix Mufflers
Wherever protection for throat and lungs is

needed, a PHOENIX MUFFLER afford,

Jutt the protection demanded—and yet im-

parts a note of smart style to the appearance.

The PHOENIX is a radically new departure-

snugs up close about the throat by means of a

patented fastener in front and fits into the collar

without "bundling up" behind. There is not the least
. ..^ . ., ,__, __

suggestion of the old style sweater-hke clumsiness m the PHOENIX MUFFLER
—yet it is the surest safeguard against the damp, cold days of Fall and Winter.

For every outdoor use—sleighing, coasting, skating, driving, motoring, shopping,

calling—a PHOENIX MUFFLER is a fashionable, stylish necessity.

MADE IN EVERY SIZE AND COLOR
PHOENIX MUFFLEJ^ are knit from the finest silk-finished

yarns, pure silk and Australian wool—in all collar sizes and colors,

for men, women and children. Sold in handsome, individueJ

boxes at 50c. each, by all dry goods and department stores, and

haberdashers. Be sure you get the genuine, patented.

PHOENIX MUFFLER with the name on the box and mu£
If your dealer does not supply you, send us his name,

enclosing 50c. for each muffler wanted, stating collar

size, color and style (silk-finish or wool).

PHOENIX KNITTING WORKS
220 'W. Broadway-

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN

$1,500 a Year for Life
Any one who can spare $2.50 or more a month can purchase an undivided interest in

our 15,0()0-acre rubber plantation in I ropical Mexico. $25 a month paid
through the development period of our plantation, should bring you an aver-

age revenue of $1,500 a year net profit as long as you live, and leave an
annuity for your heirs. If you wish to save for old age or provide for the days
when you feel entitled to retire from constant v^ork. this is a most excellent

opportunity. It is more profitable than life insurance, and not so long to wait;
safe as city real estate, yet not so costly; better than a savings bank for the profit
is greater.

All wealth comes from the earth, and our 15,000 acres well watered, accessible to

markets, and superintended by an experienced and capable American manager, should
vield large and steady profits.

We are changing tne production of crude rubber from the primitive and destructive
methods heretofore employed by the natives to the most scientihc and successful plan
known to modern forestry.

1 here is nothing speculative about crude rubber. It can Ije sold every day in the year
inany meurketintheworld at a price that has been steadily increasing for years. For a quar-
ter of a century the world's supply has been spoken for months before it reached the
civilized market. The price has doubled in a decade, and the question of future supply
is of vast moment, and can only be solved by the scientific cultivation of the rubbertree.

We are engaged in this immensely profitable industry on a large scale, having nearly
one million rubber trees under cultivation which will be producing rubber in due time.

The unusual opportunity is now open to you to secure shares in our plantation.
Each share represents an undivided interest in our land, upon which we expect to soon
have growing at least 1 ,500,000 rubber trees and 5C0,C00 cocoanut trees, besides other
tropical products.

_

The great work we have accomplished absolutely assures the suc-
cess of our enterprise.

We have full and complete literature showing conclusive facts. logical figures and
definite references of good character, proving beyond any doubt that our proposition is
bona fide, certain and profitable.

It is worth your time to ask for our booklets. In justice to yourself you should provide against the ravages of time,
the chances of poverty and the misfortunes of ill health, by making an investment and securing a competent income
that will cover all necessary living requirements. ^ Write for our bookl'-t: 'A Safe and Profitable Investment,*
and satisfy yourself that our statements are correct Over 900 people, after thoroughly investigating our propo-
sition, have become ansociated with us in this great enterprise. ^ Write today for facts which will put you in close
touch with every detail of our plan. Our literature is sent free, and every request will recei^ immediate attention.

CONSERVATIVE RUBBER PRODUCTION COMPANY
OlO Monadnock Building. San Francisco, Cal.

ONE or ouH 15 Moirras
OLD TREES

Don't foruot to mnitlon Th»> Paclflc Monthly when dealing with ailvcrtlsors. It will Im- nppriMlntod.
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WE HAVE NO AGENTS ANYWHERE

OSTRICH FEATHERS
MAKE SPLENDID GIFTS

There is nothing that one can purchase at this holiday season which
will afford greater pleasure. The Cawston California Ostrich Feather

goods are the best in the world. For 20 years the standard. Received
Prize Medals at Paris, St. Louis, Buffalo, Omaha, Portland and James-
town. Our trade mark attached to every article guarantees the quality.

Cawston Selected Plumes Ostrich Feather Fans
1 5 inches long, black, white or any solid

color. Price, $5.00.

Cawston Special Boas
2 yards in length, black, white or any
solid color. Price, $25.00.

We make a Boa, I K yards long, black,
white or any solid color, that we sell for

$10.00, which gives splendid satis-

faction.

Cawston Special Stoles
3 strands, 2 yeirds in length, black, white
or any solid color. Price. $25.00.

We have a magnificent assortment of
Fans. For real service, style and dur-
ability, we recommend our 9-inch Fan,
with White Plumes and Mother of Pearl
sticks. Price, $5.00.

We have Boas, Stoles, Plumes and Fans
at all prices. Selection may be left to us.

Money returned if not pleased.

We prepay all delivery charges
and GUARANTEE satisfaction.

PAV/3TON^^ OSTRICH FAP?M

VP. O. BOX 67 SOUTH PASADENA. CALIFORNIA

WE CLEAN, DYE AND
REPAIR OLD FEATHER

GOODS

WE SEND FREE
our beautiful illustrated

catalogue of the Farm,
and price list of our goods

SEASON 1908-1909

ORDER NOW FOR
FUTURE DELIVERY

If your trees are purchased from the Fancher
Creek Nurseries, they will be true to name, well

developed, with good roots.

For 25 years we have been engaged in growing
reliable nursery stock.

Last season we did the leu-gest business in our
history. This year our stock of deciduous, citrus

and ornamental trees, grape vines and rose bushes
is more complete and better than ever.

We are sole propagators and disseminators of

Luther Burbank'a New Creations.
_
Valuable Bur-

bank booklet illustrated in colors mailed for 25c.

Paid-up Capital, $200,000.00.

Fancher Creek Nurseries, Inc.
GEO. C. ROEDING, President and Manager

Box 27, Fresno, California, U. S. A.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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This PanelFree
ThJs beautiful 10-inch Florentine Panel, of best 3 ply

basswood stamped as shown, with directions for burning:

and coloring, sent FREE if you will send lis 20c to pay
postage and cost of the beautiful Fac-»inule Water Color head
sent with each panel
as a pattern. This
picture fits the ^^m^vm^m^^ti'^xr^ v
panel and can ^H/^S^'^^'^QPi^L rOT
be mounted if ^^%wr^ ^^Mfj^^. ¥>
you prefer to Mmjm^ ^KmS^ ^L.mJBmL. PyrOfif-
burn only MP'W fl^Hk ^BmA i
the border. B2jB /^BI^^B. WMA r&pny

Decorated

$1.50

OrIll\^I/\Li . Outfit, only . «P 1 .Dl/
ThU splendid outfit is complete for burning on wood,

plush, leather, etc. Includes Pla'inum Point, Cork Handle,
Rubber Tubing, Double-action Bulb, Bottle, Alcohol Lamp,
Stamped Practice Wood and full directions, all in neat
leatherette box. Ask your dealer, or we will send C. O. D.
When cash accompanies outfit order we include free 25c
Instruction Book, most complete published.

Write forNew PNCfl Contains 122 pages. 2.000 illustrations.
FREE Catalog »"»'»' Largest Pyrography Catalog
issued. Write for it today.

THAYER & CHANDLER
160-164 W. Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois ^^
"lAirgeat Makrrt of Pyrography Oooda in the World." Ft

yfik IIW Trad« Mark
dtaltr J^ Free Sample, Write Dept. 51
f»r it ^F LuBaDt,CorllutCo.Aet<k7«UDdunSt.N.T,

CANNOT explode!

CHEAP

OREGON LANDS
3.000 Acres in Yamhill County's Famous Walnut
Belt. Soil deep and rich— valley and bench—well
watered and beautiful. Near railroad. One-third
ready to plant—balance valuable timber. Not steep.
$25,00 per acre. This land is unexcelled for Wal-

nuts and Apples and other fruits.

GEO.LWAGGONER, 923 Board ofTrade, PortIand,Or.

GRUMIAUX, The Magazine Man
Wants to teach you the magazine sub-

scription game. It is a business with a

big future. You can in your leisure

hours conduct a mail order business that

is dignified and earn large profits by the
Grumiaux system. Write for full partic-
ulars to Grumiaux, The Magazine Man,
Leroy, N, Y.

Here are three tjrpical clubbing combinations to show
you how you can save money by sending direct to me.

Pacific Monthly $1.50
American Magazine .... 1,00

Etude ^1.50
"$4.00

Our price for all three $2,85

Pacific Monthly $1.,50

Current Literature 3.00

McClure's 1.50

""$6.00
Our price for all three $3.60

Pacific Monthly $1.50
Delineator 1.00

Everybody's 1.50

"$4.00
Our price for all three $2.85

Write for list of special offers. Address :

CRUMUUX, The Magazine Man, LEROY, N.Y.

Buildup a
j;5 000 Business
in two years by starting a Collection Agency.
Wo teach you all the secrets of the business
and how to start at home. Your spare time
will begin earning handsome income at once.
"Made $60first 30 hours, spare tinie,'^ writes
R. M. Beard. Seattle.

Big, new field, no capital
needed. We send graduates businesa. Write today for
FKKE POINTERS and monevnmkinr plan.American Collection Service

114 State Street. DETROIT. MICH.

[TYPEWRITZRSl
A1.L M.VKtS KKBLILT at « to%
manufacturers prices. Rented anyu-here or
sold on 3 months approval. Write for
our money biirk Ruai-ante"-, also Cata-
lopne and Spt'olal I'rlcM- I,l«t.

ROCKWELL-BARNES CO., 525 Baldwin Buildlns, Chleaco, IIL

Western Opportunities.

If you are interested in the West, send 25 cents

in stamps for four late issues of The Pacific

Monthly, containing fully illustrated descriptive

articles about dairying, fruit growing, poultry

raising and general farming conditions in Oregon,

Washington and Idaho. The Pacific Monthly,

Portland, Oregon.

Uoirt forget to luciltloli The I'ui Ulc Movllilv \\ li.n il.-nlliiir wllli ndvrrtlsiTs. It will Im- nDun-.-liitoJ.
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A Christmas Box:

3--*-^^**"
'9*'

^ Socks
*

Just the correct Christ-

r mas present for father,

^ husband, or son.

"SHAWKNIT Socks" have been

known to you a great many years.

rhey are sold almost everywhere.

When you present
" SHAWKNIT

F Socks
"

you are making a gift of the

: best that are made, pKis the assurance that

, they will please the man who gets them, and
'- a realization that your present will last for a

: long time and give great comfort and pleasure.
" SHAWKNIT Socks

"
are the best wearing

' socks. Every pair guaranteed by us. Our
^ Shawknit trademark is plainly stamped on the

,: toes.

I
For more than 30 years "SHAWKNIT

^
Socks

"
have been the most popular American-

I made goods. They are free from seams —
I properly shaped in the process of knitting

—
fit

gvf comfortably
— colors absolutely fast and pure.

h This Beautiful Christmas Box contains six

J, pairs of "SHAWKNIT "
Cotton Socks— two of

black, two of tan, and two of navy
— all the same

popular medium light weight for only $1.30.

Ask your dealer for style 19*938 — the style

number of this special assortment.

Try Your Dealer First

if he does not have them in stock his jobber will supply him.
Otherwise please mail $1.50 to us and we will send this beautiful

Christmas Box of socks to you, transportation charges prepaid by U5,

to any address in the~Uniled States.

'^'
se

" SHAWKNIT Sock» "
ate made ir

' * ' "

...,..uo.ve. Please mention size wanted when orc^....,.

Our Beautiful Color
ddress. Write for it.

alog will be sent free to any

SHAW STOCKING COMPANY^ 27 Smith Street, LOWELL, MASS,

INDIAN MOCCASINS
Laced, also Moocasln Slippers, made of Genu-
ine Moosehide, Indian tanned and elaborately
embroidered with Indian tribal designs, make sensible
Christmas presents. Beautifully made and very com-
fortable. Hen's sizes, 6 to 11, $2.75; Ladies* sizes,

to5, $2.25; Children's sizes, 5 to 10, $1.50, Either
kind sent prepaid upon receipt of price, and

your money refunded if they are not entirely
satisfactory. Send for free catalogue.

METZ & SCHLOERB
114 Main St., 0»hko«h, WU.

Mounted in 24 K Solid Gold in Rings, Scarf Pins, Neck-

laces, etc., by skilled Chinese goldsmiths. (No silver or

plated mountings). This Chinese Gem is rare, beautiful

and very fashionable.

Booklet Ho. 5, Interesting Chinese history, jewelry in

colors, lor 2e. sUmp. No Agrents
BROCK & FEAGA3VS, Importing Jewelers

Finest Appointed Store in America
437-439-441 Broadway, Lo8 Angeles, Cal.

—^ _ A m«.^vm.Twv«^ of finest quality, Imported
I m I \ Wt I 1 1\| 1 1V direct from tbe cutters at

|#P e\ 1^11,^1^A^O Amsterdam, and mounted
in our own factory in

Rings, Brooches, Pins, Earrings and Studs, are sold direct

to you at Original Importers' Prices, ranging
from $10.00 to $20,000.00.

Make your selection from our handsome XEIV DIA-
MOND BOOKIiET, with its hundreds of illustrations.

Sent *"»»» on request. It tells how we will send

you a selection of Diamonds on approval.

Our grand gift catalog illastrates,
desc-ibes and gives our low prices for Dia-

monds, Watches, Jewelry, Silverware, Cut
Glass, Leather Goods, Silk Umbrellas,
Electroliers, Clocks, Stationery, China-
wares, Glasswares and Artwares. Greatest

variety to choose from. Our 80 years' repu-
tation for integrity guarantees you the

highest quality merchandise and satisfac-

tion. Write today for catalog—it's FREK.

Hermod, Jaccard tl Kin^, Solitaire Diamond

ST. LOUIS, MO. R'ufl. OnW $'00-

^m
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r Self-Pronouncing Bible emd

The Pacific Monthly
For $3.00

The self -pronouncing
combination Bible shows in

simple form all changes, ad-

ditions and omissions made
in the revised version. The
King James version is the

basU, this version being
read straight alons from the

text, while the revised ver-

sion is read from the text in

combination with the foot

notes, these notes giving all

words and passages o( the

revised version where it

differs from the King James
version.

Since the revised version

was completed in 1885, both
versions have only appeared
in the large parallel, pulpit
or family Bibles, too heavy
to be carried to church or

Sunday-school and used by
teachers and schol2U'S. This

problem is solved in the new
combination Bible, where,
without increasing the size

or weight, all the changes
are shown which occur in

the revised version.

Bible is 8 X 5. Bound in Angora leather; flexible back;
•ilk head band and divinity circuit ; round corners ; red
under gold edges. Retail price, $3.50. Printed on excel-

lent paper ; clear and legible type.

In addition to the unrivalled combination feature, which has the unqualified endorsement of biblical scholars, this edition
is also self-pronouncing, all the proper names being divided into syllables, accented and marked \Nri:h the vowel sounds,
showing how they should be pronounced. •! This edition contains all of the most useful and valuable helps for the study of
the Bible. Among the most important helps are the Chronological Tables of Events in the Creation of the World, Miracu-
lous Events Mentioned in the Old Testament, Parables of the Bible, Geology of Bible Lands, Discourses of Our Lord,
Scenes and Incidents of the Crucifixion. In addition to the Bible helps, there are nearly 100 beautiful engravings, illustrating
Bible acenes. Many of these pictures are made from photographs recently taken of the noted places mentioned in the
Bible. These

pictures
are gems of art. Q This Bible contains a seriea of maps, invaluable to the Bible student. It contains

a complete and practical concordance with over 40,000 references.

The Pacific Monthly Co., Portland, Oregon
ORDER COUPON -

The Pacific Monthly Co., Portland, Oregon

V.

Enclosed please find $3.00 for which enter my subscription to The Pacific Monthly for one year, and send me, all

;s paid, copy of the Self-Pronouncing Bible, with above offer.
Add SOc for postage to all Canadian points, and $ 1 .00 to Foreign Countries.

Name
. .

Addreas ^
Town State

Don't forR.-t to in<-iitl«n Tin- PikHIc Monllily wh.-ii <1< iilliiK with lulv.rlls.rs. It will \w iiin>r<< lat.'.l.
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At Holiday

Time

The Hoasekeeper's Interest

centers on her dining ta-

ble, the chief charm of

which is the Silver and
Glassware.

To have their appearance perfect,

they should be cleaned with

BJ SilverPolish ^
" It imparts an unsurpassed beauty and brilliancy—
easily and quickly—^and does not scratch or wear.

Send address for FREE SAMPLE.
or 15c. in 8tanii)8 for full sized box, post-paid.

The Electro Silicon Co., 30 Cliff St., N. Y.
|

Sold by Grocers and Druggists.

MENNEN'S
IBORATED YALtLUM

TOILET l>OWDER

** Baby's Best Friend"
and Mamma's greatest comfort. Mennen's relieves and
prevents Chapped Handa and Chafing.

For your protection the genuine is put up fn non-
refillable boxes—the "Box that Lox," with Mennen's
face on top. Sold everywhere or by mail 25 cents.
Sample free.

Try Mennen's Violet (Borated) Talcum Toilet Powder—It
has the scent of Fresh-cut Parma Violets. Sample Free.GERHARD MENNEN CO., Newark, N. J.

Mennen's Sen Yang Toilet Powder, Oriental Odor ( No
Mennen's Borated Skin Soap (blue wrapper) ( Samples

Specially prepared for the nursery. Sold Only at Stores

LADD & TILTON BANK
PORTLAND, OREGON

Established 1859

OLDEST BANK ON THE PACIHC COAST

Capital Fully Paid .... $1,000,000.00

Surplus and Undivided Profits . 500,000.00

OFFICERS:
W. M. LADD, Presiaent R. S. HOWARD. Jr., Asst. Cashier

EDWARD COOKINGHAM. Vice-Pres. J. W. LADD, Asst. Cashier

W. H. DUNCKLEY, Cashier WALTER M. COOK, Asst. Cashier

Interest paid on Time Deposits and Savings Accounts.

Accounts of Banks, Firms, Corporations and Individuals solicited. We are prepared to

furnish depositors every facility consistent with good banking.

Dou't forget to mention The PaelBc Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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A Useful Christmas Gift Free

to Users of Construction Bond

Look for this Watermark in

Your Business Stationery,
If it is there you are getting the best

possible pnper for your money—a third

more wouldn't buy better—and every
letter you write is assured respectful at-

tention because of its substantial charac-

ter and appearance. In short, you have
achieved

If your keen sense of values has led you
to specify Construction Bond for your
business stationery, just write on it to tell

us we may have the pleasure of sending

you this little token of our appreciation
—

an Oxidized Silver Key Chain.

You know how keys kink, bunch up and

bulge out the pocket with an ordinary

key ring. You will find any number of

keys will lie perfectly flat in your pocket if

you have this chain. It's free—a Christmas

gift to you
—

if you'll write us before January
first on your Construction Bond letterhead.

Now, while your mind is on it—

CONSTRUCTION

Best at the Price

BOND
Impressive Stationery at a Usable Price,
Any business man who cares what it costs to impress his correspondents favorably,
will be interested in Construction Bond. Thousands of important concerns arc

vitally interested and demand the Standard of Value because of its impressive quality,
because of its usable price. Write us on your business stationery for specimen letter-

heads showing all weights and colors, and a booklet that tells how we keep up the

quality and hold down the price of Construction Bond.

W. E. WROE & CO.
302 Michigan Boulevard, Chicago

^^^%%%%%^:^:k%.^:^:^%
Don't foritot to nu>ntlon Tlic riicUlc Montlilv wlwn i1.>n1liif wlili mlvordo T> u III 1i.
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Sletc^V^rt) ickc "Elastic" Book-cases

Jl

Holiday Books
are distributed in this

country every year by the

million.

Usually these gift books have
delicate bindings and are easily
soiled and thumb-marked if left ex-

posed on the table even for a few days.

Bhht^tnlckt "Elastic" Book-cases,
with their dust proof doors afford adequate protection to the finest

bindings, and yet the cost of a single section is only a trifle more
than the average cost of 'one book, such as is usually presented
at this season.

Then, why not start a G1o)>«A«Sniick( "Elastic" Library this

Christmas.

Our new^ catalogue illustrates 25 original library plans as
well as the different styles and finishes in which these cases
can be obtained. The original drawings of these plans alone cost

over $500.00.

jGblit^Wtrtiickt "Elastic" Book-cases are
carried in stock by nearly
1500 authorized agents.
Where not represented we
ship on approval, freight

paid.

Uniform prices every>
where.

Write Department R for Copy of Catalogue Containing Above Plans.

5l>e 9lol>c^\^rt)lcli«Cc., Cincinnati.
BRANCH STORES: Ntw Y«rk, 380-382 Broadway. Chicago, 224-228 Wabash Are. Boston, 91-93 Fedenl St

THE NEW DIAMOND
from Bbodeaia, S. Africa, is t^enuine;
costs only $.S.OO Karat. AH sizes,
stauds all tests. Quarant«ed to wear
forever. Brilliant, beautiful, indis-

tin^isbablo from $200.00 diamond.
Loose or set in solid gold. Beautiful
FREE CATALOG of Jewelry. Fine
Watches and Precious Stones of all

kinds at wholesale prices. Write
TODAY. It will pay.
RHODESIAN DIAMOND CO.
621—79 Dearborn St., Chicago

TRAPPERS—FUR TRADERS
Ship your Furs direct to the World's largest Fur

market, where prices are always highest. Write for

our latest Price List, giving highest prices for Fjirs
and Pelts of all kinds from all sections. It s FRblE.

MYERS -BOYD COMMISSION CO.. ST. LOUIS, MO.

Speed! I Guess Yes!

iBIaek
MOTOR
RUNABOUT

^^^ ^—«—,^ Travels anyroad
Write

^^^^ —up hills, tbroueh mud. 2 to 2S

Today .^^^F miles per hour. 30 miles on one
"
-^^^^gallon of gasolines Engine 10-h-p., S

^cylinders, air-cooled. Chain drive gear-
Double brake. No tire troubles. Safe, re-

liable, handsome. Also Top Motor Buggler.
and Surreys. Write for free book No. A.A176
BLACK MFO. CO., 124 E. Ohio St. Chlea«e
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RAPID PROGRESS IN

LINE CONSTRUCTION

ONE RATE TO AIL POINTS

50W0RDSF0R£:5CENTS

THE
Telepost line* now operadna in New Ensland

have abundantly proved the busineBS produc-
tiveness of cheap telegraphy. Since the opening
of the lines there has been a greater daily in-

crease in the number of messages sent thanwaa expected.

Cheap rates multiply business.

*][ Line construction is progressing rapidly; watch for

^ the announcements of new cities opened for busi-

ness at Telepost rates:

2S-word TELEGRAMS, any distance, for 2Sc.

50-word TELEIPOSTS. any distance, for 2Sc.

100-word TELETAPEIS, any distance, for 25c.

10-word TEILECARDS. any distance, for 10c.

#][ An interesting illustrated booklet has been pre-
^Jl pared, describing in detail the invention, its opera-

tion, its economy, its rapidity and its accuracy.
Meuled without cost to anyone asking for Booklet No. 55.

TELEPOST COMPANY, 225 Fifth Ave., New York

GILBERTS
Invisible

Heel Cushions
Put Your Feet on Easy Street

Relieve the jar on your spin* and brain.

Make walking a pleaiure. No rubber
to sweat the feet. No "ttealthy tread."

Wore imlde the shoe. At ihoe, drug
and department stores or by mail, post-

paid 50c. Be sure to get Gilbert's.

SHORT PEOPLE MADE TALL
by our I -inch Cuthion. Imposnble
to detect. Postpaid, $1.00.

Booklet on Request
.E. T.GILBERT MFG. CO.. 234 Soutb Ave., Rochester. N.Y.

CONSUMPTION
BRONCHITIS AND CATARRH" ASTHMA CURED ""^

Trial Treatment of California's latest and greatest discovery,

cogethcr with an elegantly illustrated book telline all abiut it. will be
sent to anyone afflicted with consumption, bionchitis. asthma, caurrb.
or any nose, throat or lune trouble in order to prove that the cure can

positively be made in the patient's own room, witnout chanee of climate,

without detention from business and without stomach dosiac.
This new direct treatment. Condor

Inhalatioii.curesin wonderfullyquick
time pain in either lung; or be-
tween Hhoulder bli:ide8, heni-
iiiorrhage, Hpitting up matter,
couglis that Btay, ditiicult
hreuiliin};, IJiigerinf>: coldH,
head iioiNeg, raw throat, Htufl-

ed nose, foulbreath, fever
or chills, night sweats,
general -weakness, loss of

weight or strength,
etc., and is now curing 95 out

(if eiery 100 cases treated in

i'hoenix, Ariz., Indio, Cal..

and other consumptive centers.

By meahs of vaper f roir. burn-

ing a past lie the healing powers
of the discovery are drawn into

nese or lungs and instantly pen
etrate and Disinfect the

I'lcerated Tissues.
This inhalation method at once

destroys andclears eutthcpoisen

germs, opens wasted cells, loosens and throws off the distressing mucus,

ebuilds tissues, heals lung cavities, and creates bodily strength and

vigor. If you arc taking medicine, STOP.
Write today, stating what yBu wish te be cured of, and by re-

turn mail you will receive complete trial treatment and illustrated

book, both absolutely free. Address, without stamps or money

CONDOR MEDICINE CO.. Blk.2SM, Loi Angelei, Cal.

Grow Mushrooms
For Big and Quick Profits

Small Capital to Start

A Sale Business

I am the Urcest grower
in America. Ten years' ex-

perienee ensbles me to (iTe

practical instruction in the

business north many del-

la .1 to you. No matter

what your occupation is

or where you are located,

here is an opportunity to

acquire a thorouirh knowledge of tliis payinK business.

I Send for Free Book givine particulart and toktrmation,

I how to Btart, cost, fie Ailiiress

I JACKSON MUSHROOM FARM
I Dept. I ee 8243 W. Weatem A»«., Chlcaae, llllnoia

FOUNTAIN PEN FREE
Send ua two new subscribers, your own and one other, one of which, however, must
6« a new subscription, with $3.00 to pay for these two subscriptions, and we will send

you by return mail, all charges prepaid, a 14k gold fountain pen as a slight token of our

appreciation for securing us a new subscriber. This pen is a high grade pen, equal in

appearance, quality and workmanship to pens 9old from $2.50 to $3.00. If this pen
proves unsatisfactory in any particular, you may return it and we will give you a new
pen or refund your money. This pen does not leak, and with good care will give

splendid service for years. Be sure to mention this special offer when you write. Address

THE PACIFIC MONTHLY s«b.cripti«. D.pi. PORTLAND, OREGON

Don't forcct to nioiitloii Tlio rmlllc Monthly when dealluK with odv.TllstTs. It will bo approdated.
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AreYou Going To Build?
My new, 100-page book of House, Cottage and Bungalovyr

Plans is just out. This book gives you the size of house,

size of rooms, height of ceilings, a floor plan and a pic-

ture of the outside. Price, 25 cents silver. We furnish

a complete bill of material with each set of stock plans.

V. W. VOORHEES, Architect
22-25 Eitel Building SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

The Pacific Monthly
and Hammond's Modem

Atlas of the World

For $2.50

HAMMOND'S

MODERN ATUS
OF

THEWORLD

In heavy board binding, covered with sultan red

special binding cloth, stamped in black and gold.

Size 10k'xl33^ inches.

Separate maps of the States and Territories of the U. S.

Separate maps of the Principal Cities of the U. S.

Separate maps of each of our Island Possessions.

Separate maps of the Arctic and the Anarctic Regions.

One hundred and five separate Political Divisions

of the Elarth.

YOU NEED ONE OF THESE
Send $2.50 and your address to

The Pacific Monthly Co., Portland, Oregon

Reliable Souvenir Post Card Assortment
Price $1.00. Nothing better. No duplicates. One $2.CX)

watch check with each lot. Money refunded if not satisfied.

Established 1886. Please mention Pacific Monthly
G A KROPP, Jewder. Box 145. GAYLORD. BUNNESOTA

Tobacco Flavor
NOT Pipe Odor

Turco-American Glass Pipe
Smokes cool and sweet and clean. It has two bowls.

An inner one of fine meerschaum, from which the

smoke is drawn through vents into an outer one of

toush, annealed, non-absorbent glass.
_
Here the

moisture and nicotine collect and remain. Thai s

why only cool, clean smoke reaches the mouth— why the

pipe never bites.

Every grain of tobacco burns to a white ash. No
wet residue to throw away and the last whiff is as

sweet as the first. ELasily cleaned and leaves no

offensive smell in rooms or clothes. Send for one.

Smoke it a week and if not satisfied money will

be refunded.

Pipe, with handsome, durable case, $2.00.

Without case, $1.50. Postpaid. State preference

for straight or curved stem.

Send for FREE booklet,"HIST0RY OF SMOKING."

Tnrco-American Pipe Co., 376 South Avenue. Rochester. N.Y.

IT PAYS BIG
To Amuse The
Public With Motion Pictures

No experience necessary as our Instruc-

tion Book and "Business Guide" tells all.

We furnish Complete Oul fits with Bif: Ad-

vertising Posters, etc. Humorous dramas
bri.-.iful of fun, travel, history, religion,

temperance work and songs illustrated.

One man can do it Astonishing Op-
portunity in any locality for a man
with a little money to show in churches,
school houses, lodge halls, theatres, etc.

Profits $10 to over $iOO per
night. Others do it, why not you ?
It's easy; write to us and we'll tell you
how. Catalogue Free.

Western Amntement Supply Co., 1044 Golden Gale At., Sm Fnndsco, CaL

Don't forgtt to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Genuine Webster's Dictionary and
>v

The Pacific Monthly
For $2^0

It Will Interest Every Member of the Family

Color Charts

and Maps
A Keneral Map of the

United Statea; a Kcneral
Map of the World ; Flags
oi All Nations: Flags and
Pennants of the International
Code; the Signal Service
Code; an Astronomical
Chart of the Planetary Sys-
tem. All in color*.

25% to 40% more tkan in

y ether dictionary of tim-

Oar scope onttide of the

feaiuBe Webster series.

Special Features

and New Words

Additional to ito depart-
ment definitions is an ap-
pendix containing a pro-
nouncing vocabulary, ab-
breviations in vvriting and
printing, arbitary signs, etc.

Examples of new words:
Radium, Limousine, Ton-
neau. Chauffeur, Lingerie,

Coherer, Acetylene, Graft,
Etc.

Well made iu every particu-

lar. Extra strong bindings,

re-inforced in the hinges.

Size 7%x5%xl% inches.

FULL MOROCCO LEATHER BINDING
FLEXIBLE COVER, PATENT THUMB INDEX

i^J^Ji "^ °' *'"
^"«.""h •«nrn»ire, with copious etymologic., accnrato

aMniUoni, pronunciation., .pelling mid appendixes of general refer-
•nos, dadTad fruiii the

ynabridged Dictionary of Noah Web«ter, D. D.
LL. D., adltod under tho iuiiervislon of Noah Porter, D. D.. iL. D..rruldent of Yale Cullege.

'

If r>u are not nti.fled with the book wo wlU refund your money.
" *""• "™ ""• """"noa wiin lae boo* we wiU refund your money.

The Pacific Monthly Co., Portland, Oregon
- - -ORDER COUPON

The Pacific Monthly Co., Portland, Ore.
Enclosed please find $2.50 for which enter my subscription to The Pacific Monthly for
"l^i^",^"" °L'**" r^^i'^A'

Condensed Dictionary, full morocco leather Kn/in I.Add 50c for postage to all CanMiiwt poinU. and $1 .00 to Foreign Countri^
"'"'""" '" "charcei one year, and send roe, all

accordance with above offer.

Address .

Town
State

D«i't fsrget to mention The Pacific Uonthlj when dealing with adrertlsera. It will be appreciated.
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ChMSDGg
INIUNDSOME JINGLEBOXESMm USEM QMS

More rubber, better webs, and stronger parts enable us to

positively guarantee that

BULL DOG SUSPENDERS
Outwear Three Ordinary Kinds
Money back if not entirely satisfactory

A gift of these useful, handsome, inexpensive suspenders
in attractive, single-pzur boxes, will be remembered by
every man and boy, long after the occasion is forgot.

Made in light weight for the gentleman
and in heavy weight for the strenuous user.

Elxtra long in either weight, if desired.

STRETCH A BULL DOG— superior elasticity, which
means more wear and comfort, is instantly noticed.

50 CENTS AT YOUR DEALER, or by mail,

postpaid, if he cannot supply you.

HEWES & POTTER
DEPT. 896
Write for our instru
able gift su^gcbtion

87 LINCOLN STREET, BOSTON. MASS.
ctive free booklet, "Style, or How to Dress Correctly," which contains valu-
s. For 10 cents postage, we will send our useful BULL DOQ comb and case.

KEVfCEKTDBX^

tPSb
AN IDEAL

CHRISTMAS GIFT
Your friend will appreciate a
Mew Century Rod,
in every detail, made of the

,

finest quality seamless steel

tubing, with line gruides on
outside, and patented reversible

handle. The Rod automatic-
'

ally locks at any length, giv-
'

ing you

Three Rods in One
A longr. flexible fly rod,
a fine bait casting rod
or a trolling stub.
Sent to any address
subject to «xaml
nation.

Write for
Catalog F,

giving sizes
and

prices.

NEW CENTURY ROD * BAIT CO.
HOLLAND, MICH.

Tw^o Guns in One
The U. S. Three-Barrel Gun
2 Shot Barrels—1 Rifle Barrel

No need to carry two guns to get every kind
of game you find— one U. S. Three-Barrel
Gun is enough. With it you are prepared Jcr
large or small game. No extra weight but
the rifle ammunition in your pocket. A
standard weight, b% to VA lus.. neat 12, 16 or
20-guage double barrel shot gun—of finest

material, workmanship, finish and construc-
tive principle. Has all the delicacy of i>oise
and balance, with the requisite drop of
stock which characterizes the perfect double
gun. This for traps and birds.

[Birds or Bi^ Game
In addition, a rifle, bored with scientific

Jprecision, lying underneath—where it would
scarcely be noticed unless pointed out.
Rifle gives extra flat trajectory and is per-

|fectly adapted to the new, hich-power smoke-
I less powder shells. Five sizes from 25-20 to
33-40—a wide ran^e for selection. Tlie perfect gun
for a mixed game country. Two guns for the
price of one. Our literature, sent free, shows de-
UiUof mechanism and flnisb nearly full size. The
Ibree-Barrcl Gun la made in three grades—all

fiilly described la our free literature. To hold a
,

U. S. Throe- ,

Barrel In ,^
your hands
18 to want
to own one
at once. Write today.
Kotlce oar famoag Trap Gun—
let us trll yoa aboot thnt too.
No stamps—just your name and
address for full Information
about the finest gun made in
AmTica.

Three-Barrel Gun Company
1204 Market St.. Wheeling, y?. Va.

(Factories at MoundBTllle, West Vlr,^lnia)
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The Pacific Monthly
and Hammond^s Modem

Atlas of theWorld

For $2.50
A Needed Book on Every Library Table

New Throughout

New Drawings

New Plates

New Methods

New Facts

Thousands of New
Places all

over the World

Thousands of Miles

of New Railroads

Thousands of Miles

of New Cables

IHAMMONDS

MODERN.ATUS
OT

THtvWORLD

Clearest Maps

Latest Statistics

Complete Detail

Absolutely Exact

Easy to Handle

Many New Counties

in the United States

Many Changes in

Political Boundaries

Many Changes in

Names of Places

In heavy board binding, covered with sultan red

special binding cloth, stamped in black and gold.

Size \Oii X 13}^ inches.

^mym MM y Separate maps of the States and Territories of the United States.

't'h^ lwMf\fwfit'irT% Separate maps of the PrincipeJ Cities of the United States.^ J^Mf Separate maps of each of our Island Possessions.

\ S-J/yc SiOOyf9C Separate maps of the Arctic and the Anarctic Regions.
JTLLIUO hJiifJU/^ One hundred and five separate Political Divisions of the Earth.

If you lire not Mtlafiod with the book wa will refund your money.

The Pacific Monthly Co., Portland, Oregon
ORDER COUPON

The Pacific Monthly Publishing Co., Portland, Oregon:

Enclosed please find $2.50 (or which enter my subscription to Th« Pacific Monthly for one year, and send
me, ail charges paid, copy of Hammond's Modem Atlas o( the World, in accordance with above offer.

Canadian postage 50 cents extra. Foreign postage $ 1 .00

Name _-

Address

Town__ State.

Don't forget to mention The Pacinc Monthly wben dealing with advertlaers. It will be appreciated.
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600

CANDLE

POWER

{FACTORY Price)
BUY DIRECT AND SAVE AGENTS' PROFITS

We will send you one 600-candIe-power lamp, in-

cluding tank, pump, and up to 25 feet of wire tube—entire lighting system ready to hang, for $15.00
(retails for $25.00), subject to

3 DAYS' TRIAL:
If, at the end of 30 days, you are not thoroughly satis-

fied, we will cheerfully refund your money.

Additional lamps $6.50 each, with 25 feet of wire

tube, if desired. . . . The tank furnished with the first

order will supply 6 (six) lamps
—3,600 candle power.

This is the cheapest and best light on the market—
Our $6.50 lamp is superior to other lamps of equal

power that sell for $12.50.

It is better because it is cheaper to maintain, costing

but a fraction of the cost of coal gas, of acetylene, of

electricity, or of any other light known. Less than
1 cent per hour for 600 candle power.

AND IT IS SAFE
This lighting system is accepted by the National

Board of Underwriters.

IT IS THE MOST PRACTICAL
STORE LIGHT KNOWN

So simple that a child can install it

We also make plants for the

home, for cooking, heating
and lighting. Suited to city

or country. Write for details.

ORDER TODAY
WE ARE THE MANUFACTURERS

THE COAST UGHTING CO.
218 SECOND AVENUE. SOUTH

SEATTLE

.x^^' .^.
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Had You Thought of Giving This
Book as^a Christmas Present?

The Most Remarkable Book of the Age
A Wonderful and Extraordinary Book!

That's the only way HEART THROBS can be
described. The usual book of selections, mark you,
is made up of things that a few "high-browed"
scholars have thought that the people ought to
like. But the selections in HEART THROBS are
those that the people themselves say they actuallydo like. Do you see the difference ? Do you see how
this makes HEART THROBS an absolutely
unique book, one that appeals to people in every
walk of life.

Nearly 600 poacs, Handsomely bound in «| Cfl
clo(h, gold, illuminatwl cover, jxwtpuki, «Pl«Ovf

Edilion dc luxe, full Morocco and gold ^1 (\t\
liindinK, jxwlpaid ^)^«UU

At All Book«tore« or Dirert from Publiihers. Using ih; Coupon

-Money Kcturned II Not Entirely Satlafactory—
,

Chaiple Publishing Co., Boston, Mass.
Gentlemen: Enclosed find $

for which please send me "Heart Throbs."

Name

Address

Nothing Could Speak More

Eloquently of the Affection of

the Giver Than Heart Throbs.

Nothing like this book ever has appeared
before in any language.
Men have written things that appealed to

them, and perhaps these writings have ap-
pealed to the people and perhaps they have
not.

Others have selected things that appealed
to them, and perhaps these selections have
appealed to the people and perhaps they
have not.

But this book was made up by the people
themselves!

In the truest sense, HEART THROBS is

a book of the people, by the people and for
the people.

In response to an offer of $10,000 in prizes,
more than 50,000 of what Lincoln called
"the plain people of America" sent to the

publishers selections of poems, stories and
anecdotes that had comforted them in afflic-

tion, cheered them in adversity, inspired
them with nobler ideas of living, gave them
new heart and courage to face the battle of
life, or brightened a gloomy day with whole-
some good cheer, humor, wit and hearty
laughter, and it is these prize selections that
make up HEART THROBS, the book.

Just think of it! Here are hundreds of
selections that, beyond question, are dear
to the hearts of thousands of the best people
whom Lincoln loved. Often clipped or culled

by toil-stiffened fingers and age-trembling
hands, yellow with years of preservation,
soiled by frequent handling, stained w^ith

tears, scented with lavender, rose and orris,
these contributions came in, each self-proven
to be a veritable heart's treasure-trove.

Heart throbs of happiness! Heart throbs
of courage! Heart throbs of righteousness'
Heart throbs of tender, beautiful and e.\-

quisite sentiment—they are all here for you.
It is a great and good book, and a wonder-

ful book.

It is a book for you to give to every friend
and loved one, especially those who need to
be comforted and inspired anew.
And it is a book for you yourself to keep

by you always.
Most books you cast aside as soon as you

finish reading them—they can give you pleas-
ure for only a short while. But this is a
book that will mean more aatl more to you
as the years go by. It will be a sympathetic
friend and kind helper whenever the skies
become overcast.

Don't forgot to montlon Tho Paclflc Monthly whon doaUng with adycrtlsorB. It will be appreolatod.
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This trade mark on et'ery garment

COLD-PROOF
Wright^s Health Underwear

Differs from common underwear in that it protects the wearer from catching cold. It is made as no
other underwear is, on the wonderful Wright's loop-fleece principle. Upon the foundation fabric is

woven a myriad of tiny loops of wool forming a fleecy lining to the garment. This open woven fleece

gives the skin the requisite ventilation, allovtrs the pores to breathe, carries off perspiration and allows
it to evaporate outside, leaving the skin dry and healthy. Costs no more than the ordinary ki'^'^-

Wright's Spring Needle Ribbed Underwear
A lighter w^eight underwear in beautiful fabrics and colors.

Permanently elastic, it fits and holds its shape indefinitely.

Book "Dressing for Heedth" sent free. Elxplains the famous loop.

Wright's Health Underwear Co., 48 Franklin Street, New York City

I Want to Start Men
In the Sceniscope Business
I Have come out to the Pacific Coast to explaun the Sceniscope, to

tell how it is run, to prove that it will earn more money for a
young man than any other investment he can make.

Just as the moving picture theatre was an improvement over the

stereopticon, just so the Sceniscope is an improvement over the

moving picture theatre.

You can install it anywhere and get a continuous audience all day
long. You require no lease and no attendants.

You can make an income of $750.00 a month from the five

machines which go to make up an outfit. The machines wdll cost

you $1,500 and you'll only have to pay one-third down and the

remainder when the Sceniscope is delivered.

I have come out west to close up leases for territory and to treiin

men in the running of this wonderful new business which will re-

turn the entire investment within two months after it is made.

#^ ^1^^*^ '^^IPP '"^^
-.J' In other w^ords, I can positively prove, by the records of men who

-- •'^*'- *' ' "^ -..^^-»'^*.. .
are already operating Sceniscopcs, that you can draw over $4,500
a year out of an expenditure of only $1 ,500.

Don't delay writing to me from your town because the first deal 1 make there will be the last one that can be

made and you may be left out in the cold, after having had a chance to invest your money m a business that re-

quires no personal attention, which is entirely automatic and which will run itself while you are holding a posi-

tion or conducting siJme other enterprise.

Telegraph or write, to me to-day for information or an option.

Charles W. Schick, Pres., THE SCENISCOPE COMPANY
Jackson Boulevard and Green Street, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Address me in care of Pacific Monthly, Advertiseing Department, who will forward my mail to me, as I expect

to be out hustling and installing machines all winter long, therefore will be forced to have mail forwarded en route.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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C
Double-
Disc

Records

CENTS

Fit Any
Disc Machine and
Double its Value

Your record money will go nearly twk-e as far
hereafter.
Columbia disc records are now tti'o records in

one & different selection recorded on each side of
the disc.
Kven If you had to pay $1.20 for a Columbia Dou-

ble Disc Record It would be worth It—for you would
get two selections that have always cost (iO cents
each, lint the price of the two selections is only
66 cents. And at 6fi cents for the Columbia
Double-Disc Uecord, It Isn't putting it too strong
to say that no other disc record is worth consid-
er i no.
Colum1)ia Double-Disc Records are offered to you

not as a bargatn—although two records at the price
of one Is the clearest kind of economy. Columbia
re<'ords will continue to be sold as they always have
been, wholly on their self-proving merits; they fit

any machine, their surtace is liner, their tone la
clearer, their life is mu< h longer than any other.
We are not merely oilerlng you uutiuestlonable

double value for 66 leuts; we are offering you act-

ually a better record on each side of the new Colum-
bia Double-Disc than you have ever bought at too
old price, under any name, for the single record
—better In surface, tone and durability.

I( you have never played a Columbia record on
vour machine, be sure to get at leastoneof the new
Double Disc Columbia Records from your dealer
aud take it home and hear it. No slightest flaw on
either side—and every ( ombination of two records
has been so carefully worked out that you will find

on the two sides of the one Columbia l)ouble-I)i8c

record, the two selections that you would naturally
take from your record cabinet together.

IJo sure you see a Columbia dealer—or write us
direct.
Get the new catalog: Includes the famous

"Fonotipia" scries of (trand Opera Double Disc
Records. 39 (irand Opera stars in the list, 69 Operas
represented—over '200 (Jrand Opera selections, in-

cluding ',^2 by Honci, the world's greatest tenor.

DEALERS WANTED— Exclu»ivc tcllinu rinhti Kivcn where wc arc not properly represented. Write.

Don't forget to mention The PacIUc Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Indestructible
Cylinder
Records

CENTS

Fit Any
Cylinder Machine
and Last Forever

To Owners of Cylinder Machines, Columbia and
Others:
We now offer the well-known Indestructible Cyl-

inder Records under the new name of "Columbia
Indestructible Cylinder Records" at their regular
l>rice, 35 cents.
The Columbia Indestructible Cylinder Record

means as much to owners of cylinder machines as
the Columbia Double-Disc Record means to owners
of disc machines.
Indestructible is a true word— although this

feature of Columbia Indestructible Cylinder Rec-
ords is entirely secondary ^to their tone quality.
They won't brealc, no matter how roughly they are
used; they won't wear out, no matter how long
they are played. The three thousandth reproduction
is as full, clear and perfect as the first. They can
be mailed as readily as a letter and climatic condi-
tions do not affect them—wei or dry, hot or cold.
All this would be reason enough for their sensa-

tional popularity. Od any ma.ch\iie,yfith any repro-

ducer, their tone is equal to that of any cylinder
record—but with the special Extra-Tension repro-
ducer, which we provide to fit any mal^e of cylinder
machine, their tone is far purer, clearer, and more
brilliant than any other cylinder record made.

If you own a cylinder machine, be sure to have
your dealer demonstrate to you the Columbia Inde-
structible Record with the special Extra-Tension
reproducer. If you don't find a nearby dealer who
will demonstrate the Columbia Indestructible Cyl-
inder Record, write to us and we will send you the
name of one who will.

COLUMBIA
PHONOGRAPH COMPANY. GEN'L.

Tribune Building, New York
STORES OB DEALERS IN ALL CITIES.

I 35 We8t23rd St. New Tork.
Main Storeat

]
88 Wabash Ave., t'hieago.

'

953 Van NeHH Afe., .San Franeiseo.

Headquarters for Canada. 107 Yonge St.. Toronto, Ont.

JOBBERS WANTED—Ezducive Columbia jobbing rights open in choice territory. Write for particulars.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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THE PACIFIC MONTHLY'S
CLUBBING OFFERS

For tire twiicfit of tliMe of our n-adcrs who desire. In addition to Tlie Pacific Monthly, some
of the other staiidurd niagazineH, we llMt bcrewi:h some of the best cliibhinf; offers of the season.

Should It happen that these are not Just wliut you want, we. will )>e glad to quote you a rate on

any magazine or nunil>er of magazines you may desire, and we wlU not only save you the incon-

Tenlence of ordering the various magaziires, bat will save yon money as Well.

OFFER No. 1

PACIFIC MONTHLY . . . . $L50
Current Literature 3.00 ^g aa
Robt. Louis Stevenson's Works . 5.50 f $«>.Uu

$10.00

Under the iiliove offer yon will receive both The Pacific Montiily and Current Literature for

one full year, and in addition tlie works of Robert Louis Stevenson In nine volumes, handsomely

bound. In good impcr and clear type, half leatlier binding. You are getting splendid value In the

above offer.

OFFER No. 2

PACIFIC MONTHLY .... $1.50
Current Literature 3.00

"Winning of the West" .

Hu • ^^
Theodore Roosevelt

^ 3 5Q $5.00
"Hunting Tales of the West"

By Theodore Roosevelt

$10.00 J

Offer No. 2 will give you The Pacific Monthly and Current Li.-eTature, two splendid magazines,

for a year eacli, and U(HiseveIt'» "Winning of the West" in six volumes and Iiis "Hunting Tales

of the West" In four volumes. These ten volumes are bound in kh:iki and buckskin, and are printed

on excellent paper In good clear type. This is one of the best bargains for our readers we have

ever offered.

OFFER No. 3

PACIFIC MONTHLY . . . . $1.50
]

Fine Art Edition Teachers Bible 3.50 i $3.00
$5.00 )

The niblo mentioned above cannot he had anywhere at a less price tlian $."$.50. It Is a com-

bination Illlile, showing In simple form all cli.inges, additions and omissions made by tbe revised

Vfrslon, and enabling readers to see at a glance wherein tire two versions differ. In addition to

the unrivaled combination feature, this edition Is also self-projjounclng, all the proper names being

divided Into syiliibl-ps. accented and marked with the vowel sounds, showing how tiiey sliould be

pronounced. Tliis IJIbIc is iKiund In Angora, divinity circuit, round corners, red under gold edges,

flexible back, silk head band, and has one of the most complete series of helps fur Bible students

of any Ullih? published. In addition to Its very complete Bible helps, It has nearly one hundred
beautiful engravings, Illnstratliig the great events and scenes In the Bible, which gives It Its n:ime

aa an Art Bible. Many of these scenes are taken from photographs recently made of the most
noted places mentioned in the Bible. Tliese wonderful pictures are real gems of art. In addition

to extensive maps, chronological tables, charts, etc., It contains a complete and practical concord-
ance containing over 4(),f»00 references.

All of these offers apply to the United States only. Tlie price quoteil covers the whole ex-

pense, as The Pacific Monthly will i)ay all express charges on the various premiums offered. If It

Is desired to give Cliristmas presents, the premium may lie mailed to (me address and the magazine
to another address.

Specify plainly which offer ycm wisli to accept and send your order to

THE PACIFIC MONTHLY, Portland, Oregon .

Don't f..r),'.l to nioiilloii Tli.> l'a,|ll.> MomIIiI.v wIhii .Iiiiling with advertisers. It will W approdatod.
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ZEROLENE is a new oil with the new property of being non-carbonizing. This

oil is produced in only one place. It will give perfect lubrication in any gasolene

engine regardless of type or temperature, leaving practically no carbon deposit.

lEROLENE
"works" freely aud uniformly,
•wiiether in midsumnier or with the
thermometer at zero. It does away
with the necessity of using special
grades under different conditions, or
for different gasoline cars. There is

only one grade ofZEROLENE, and
that gives perfect lubrication under
all conditions.

AUTO
Lubricating Oil

ZEROLENE Is put up In sealed cans,
the patent spouts of which prevent the
cans from being- re-fllled. This non-
reflUlng feature Is a free Insurance that
protects you from damagre by substitu-
tion ofinferior oils. Also put up in barrels
for the E-arage trade. Sold by dealers
everywhere.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY
(locorporated;

INCORPORATE IN ARIZONA advantages are worth thousands
No tax in Arizona. No stock subscriptions required before incorporating. Any kind of stock may be issued and paid
up in property, services or leases. Transact business anywhere. Stockholders exempt from company liability. No
public statement and no books need be kept for public inspection anywhere, IF INCORPORATED IN ARIZONA.
President Stoddard, FORMER SECRETARY OF ARIZONA, was for years officially in charge of incorporating busi-
ness and is resident agent for many thousand companies. All blanks, law, by-laws and particulars free. Companies
incorporated on receipt of reasonable deposit on account and telegram stating name, capital, shares, time annual meeting
and authorized debt. Reference: Arty bank In Arizona.

STODDARD INCORPORATING COMPANY, Box 8E, PHOENIX, ARIZONA

Economical, Reliable

RUNNING WATER SERVICE
A constant supply wherever you want it. Automatic in
action—ao expense {or power or repairs. It's easy

with a

,RIFE HYDRAULIC RAM
Large and small rams for Country Places,
Irrigation, Supply Tanks, Town Plants,
etc. For every foot water drops to ram it

is raised 30 ft. 7.000 in use.

Wrlla for Free Plans and
Eatlmales

BIFE ENGINE CO.
215B Trinity BIdg., New York

PATENTS
' SECURED OR FEE RETURNED
Free opinion as to patentabihty. Send for Guide Book
and What To Invent, finest publication lor free distri-

bution. Patents secured by us advertised free.

EVANS, WILKENS A CO.
No. 900 F Street, N. W.. Washington, D.C.

HaveAlltheCon-
veniences ofa City
Water System

BY INSTALUNG A

COLUMBIA
HYDRAULIC RAM

at a neighboring spring to

pump your water supply.

SIMPUCITY
ITSELF

WRITE FOR CATALOG

DEPT. F2

Columbia Steel Company
Portland, Oregon

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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A sample box of the

Best Chocolates

in the World
for only 30c

If you want to give her something extra

fine, in fact the Finest Box of Chocolatea

in the World, send us a $1.00 Bill and we
wll forward to you postpaid the most

handsome Xmas box filled with these de-

licious chocolates.

If you are not entirely satisfied, in either

case, return the box of chocolates and we
wll refund your money. Sit down and
write this very minute.

J. G. McDonald candy co.
Established 50 Years Salt Lake City, Utah

SPECIAL CHRISTMAS OFFER
PACIFIC MONTHLY . . . .

Fine Art Edition Teacher's Bible

$1.50 1

$5.00 J

Tlie Bible mentioned alwve cannot be had anywhere at a less price than $3.50. It is

a combination Bible, showing In simple form all changes, additions and omissions made by
the n-vixed version, and ennbiing readers to see at a glance wlierein the two versions dltTer.

In addition to the unrivaled combination feature, this edition is also self-pronouncing, all

the proper names being divided into syllal)les, accented and marlced wl:h the vowel

Rounds, showing liow they should be pronounced. This Bible is bound In Angora, divinity

circuit, round corners, red under gold edges, flexible back, sill£ head band, and has one

of tiie most complete series of helps for Bll)le students of any Bible publislred. In addi-

tion to its very comidcfe Bible helps, it has nearly one luindred beautiful engravings, illns-

trailng the great events and scenes in the Bible, which gives It Its name as an Art

Bible. Many of tiiese scenes are taken from photographs receutly made of the most noted

places nientlonod in the Bilde. These wonderful pictures are real gems of art. In addi-

tion to extensive maps, chronological tables, charts, etc., it contains a complete and

practlcil concordance containing over 40,000 references.

New Type, Flexible Cover, Weight 44 Ounces, Size 8x5

C| Send money order, cf.-ck or express order for $3.00 and this beautiful Art Bible will be sent

you, express prepeud. Address

Pacific Monthly : : Portland, Oregon

Don't forKi'l t< ili..ii 'I 111- i'.i.itl.- M..Mlhl.v vh.n d.iilliig with advtrtlsrrs. It wili !» nppr.Ml.it.d.
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(V*

^i

HOL

PRESIDENT
SUSPENDERS

The best, most attractive,
most sensible Christmas Gift

you could give any man is a

pair of "President
' ' Sus-

penders in a beautiful holi-

day box.

If he has never worn
"Presidents" your gift will

be doubly appreciated for

you'll acquaint him with

the finest, most comfortable,
most durable suspenders
ever designed.

Be sure you get "Presi-

dents." Other suspenders
are offered in fancy boxes,

but they are not "Presi-

dents," not so comfortable

as "Presidents"— and

every man knows it. ^

PRESIDENT
SUSPENDERS

vl
y

i^

50c

1909 ART
GALE N D AR
is a masterpiece. It con-

sists of four panels, three

of them reproducing in eight

colors the exquisite work of

celebrated French Artists,

together with an artistic

cover panel on which the

calendar is printed. There

is no printing or advertis-

ing on any of the art panels,

they are worthy of frames

or suitable for decorating

any room. Ready Now.
Order at once, as the

demand is heavy and the

supply limited. Sent post-

'^^>^ paid on receipt of 2Sc.

IN HOLIDAY
BOXES

Sold by all dealers, or sent prepaid to any address on receipt of price. Different weights and lengths to salt

all requirements. Buy today as many pairs as you need for your Christmas glvine.

Maker's Guarantee—Satisfaclion, neiD pair, or monei) back.

THE C. A. EDGARTON MFG. COMPANY
712 Main Street, Shirley, Mass.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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'>m n\Q m^m

A Handy Addition to Every Busi-

ness and Professional Man's Desk

A concise, accurate and a handy Webster's

Dictionary. It will interest the entire family.

Has 46,297 defined words, I 500 illustrations.

794 pages, color charts and maps. Well

made in every particular. Extra strong

bindings, re-inforced in the hinges. Size

l%x5%x\% inches. Full Morocco leather

binding, flexible cover. Patent thumb index

ORDER COUPON

The Pacific Monthly Co., Portland, Ore.
Enclosed ploaso find $2.aO, for which cnt«r my Bubacription

tn The Pacific Monthly for one year, and »cnd me, all

charges luiid, copy of the Weltster Condontted Dictionary, full
Morocco leather hindinir, in acvirdance with atiove i>fTor. Add &0c
for poBtaKC to all Canadian point* and tlOO tu Foreign Conntrieii.

Name

Address

ToMm

State

This GenuineWEBSTER'S DICTIONARY
and THE PACIFIC MONTHLY for .$2.12

Dou't fuFKct to iiioiitloii Tlio I'll, in.' M.iiillily wlwii <l.'nllni{ with ndv.rllscrs. ll will 1m- mpit'-. iHt.-d
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Parker h'i'iv^ Fountain
Pens for Xmas

For Father, Mother, Brother, Sister or Sweetheart

The wise choice of the discriminating giver—an
expression of Christmas sentiment which, many times
a day, every day in the year for many years, wins the
pleasurable appreciation and sincere thanks of the
recipient. PARKER pens are cherished lifetime
companions because they give lifetime service and
satisfaction— all because of the Lucky Curve.

It's the Lucky Curve
that puis Packer pens in

a class by themselves.
With ordinary fountain

pens the heat of your
bod> expands the air in

the reservoir and forces

ink out of the feed chan-
nel into the cap—they
can't be other than inky
and leaky. The Lucky
Curve of the Parker
drains this ink back into

reservoir — no inky
fingers—no blots.

No. 18. Price. S2 OO—Has "Lucky Curve."' Spearhead ink controller, anti-break cap
same as more expensive pens. Black or mottled rubber, or fancy chased barrel
Screw joint. Fine, mediumV coarse nr stub point.

WHPiillJl lWJIII

iVo. 2014. Price, SZ.HO—Our best seller. So ^ar as quality goes nothing better made.
May be ordered fancy chased barrel and plain cap.' No. WA, two sizrs larger than
No. 2»M, price. S4.00.

No. 42}4. Price, 54.S0~Neat, simple, elegant. Blank space on gold band in center
lor owner's naine. /'

No. 6. yPrice, J.'?.00—Beautifully chased barrel with chasea gold bands. Two sizes,
ladies* or gentlemen's.

PARKER S^r'^1 fountain PENS

No. 31. Price, S7.SO—Larue size fountain covered with sterling silver.. Space for

engraving owner'y name. A gentlemen's pen.

No. IS. Price. S7.00—Barrelcovercd with tinted pearl slabs held in place by gold
band. Cap covered 'With gold filigree. Space for owner's name. A superb pen.

.V««-.'..-wr"^''> -

>. -tl. Price, i^.SO—Gentlemen's large size, very beautiful, 18 karat, gold filled
filigree design. /

No. 40. Price. S20.O0—BarTe\ and cap covered with solia 18K gold. Artistic design.
deeply engraved In plush or morocco box. A gift deluxe. For gentleman or lady.

EMBLEM PENS. SI2.00 and SI2.SO—Km\Aems of prominent
Fraternal orders. Solid gold bands, Masons, Elks, K. of P.,

K. of C, I. O. O. F., etc.

SPECIAL XMA 9 BQXES
Artistic, attractive, expressing the spirit of XmaS—an appropriate box for so appropriate a gift

—
free with every purchase.
Get a Parker, not "something just as good"
yvhicit couldn 't possibly be near as good, be-

, cause no other pen has anything like the
"Lucky Curve."

"I guarantee my pens."

GEO. S. PARKER, Pfes.
PARKER PEN CO.

116 Mill St. JANESVILLE, WIS.

The Cap with the

Colored Crown
(Design patent applied for)

Adds to the attractive-
ness and individuality,
in one or more colors
or college colors. The
end of cap is tipped ^vith
colors in any combina-
tion. For loyal colleare

boys or girls a splendid
gift. 10c extra for one
color, 25c for fwo colors

Write for Catalog.

illustrates 'wide range
of designs and specialty
pens from $1.50 up.

Sold by 12.000 dealers.

If you can't find one
write to me.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.



REAL' ESTATE
oncaoN

IF YOU WERE aware that Eugene's mar-
velous prosperity offers you investjtients net-
ting 25 to 40 per cent annually, that life hero
is a Joy, and university education at your door,
you would write Dept. R, COMMERCIAL
(TJTB, Eugene, Or.

My pamphlet of 'SILVER HILLS WALNUT
PLANTATION" will show you four plans for
a safe and profitable Investment in walnut
lands In the thermal hAt, where frost does
not Injure and where trees are in bearing now.
AVrite today for free pamphlet and full informa-
tion. THOMAS WITHYCOMBE, 609 Commer-
cinl Block, Portland, Oregon.
WHAT'S

,
THE TtsE of spending another

long, cold winter among the blizzards? You
are coming to the Rogue River Valley at some
time. Come NOW and be in line for 'the
choice Investments before the spring advance
In values. Properly located HERE, and good
times are yours ALL the time. N. J. REA-
SONER. Ashland, Oregon.
WILLAMETTE VALLEY LANDS in tracts

to suit. Rich soil, delightful climate. For
descriptive literature write OLMSTED LAND
CO., Salem, Oregon.

MORE MONEY CAN BE MADE in city prop-
erty than In anything else. Values in Port-
land have doubled in three years. They will
double again in three more. Buy according to
your means. You can learn of many first class
Investments by writing to HARTMAN &
THOMPSON, Bankers, Chamber of Commerce,
Portland. Oregon.

MEDFORD, OREGON—Where apples and
pears pay $1000 per acre annually. Finest cli-
mate on the coast. Not in the wet belt. Irriga-
tion not neces.sary. For handsome booklet free,
write W. T. York & Company.
SEND FOR FREE literature about Oregon

lands, cheap unimproved, higher priced im-

f»roved,
suburban adapted to platting, or city

ots. Potatoes, fruit raising, sheep, hogs, and
livestock, poultry, gardening and dairying willmake you a splendid living in a climate free
rri*'m^°'*'- Itoom 1188. CHAMBER OF COM-MKRCE. Astoria. Oregon.
EVEN IN ROGUE RIVER VALLEY one must

be placed right to win out. The Rogue River
Larm Co., Med ford. Or., with twenty y(>ars' fruit
land experience, guarantees to place you rightOur ten-acre tracts are all on the best fruit

•land obtainable. Write for particulars.

HOOI> RIVER ORCHARDS net 25 to 50 per
cr;nt. Does your business pay that well?
Write us. Wo sell fruit lands. MACRAE &ANOrS. Chamber of Commerre. Portlnn d. Or.
SEND 25 CENTS In stamps and wc will send

you, postpaid. 4 late numbers of the Pacific
Monthly which tell you about the Government
reclamation projects and free Government
land. Address PACIFIC MONTHLY, Portland,
Oregon,

REAL ESTATE
CALirORNIA

$5 A MONTH will buy a beautiful ocean-
view residence site in suburbs of Sunny San
Diego, Southern California's most delightful
home place. Absolutely safe, remunerative
proposition from thoroughly reliable company.
Write today for free illustrated booklet J.
FRANK CULLEN, San Diego, Cal.

SAN DIEGO, CAL., most equabla climate in
the world. Finest deep-water, land-locked har-
bor in U. S. Pop. doubled in 4 years. Best and
cheapest water in state. Write to JOHN S.
MILLS, Sec. Chamber of Commerce, for free
illustrated booklet.

REAL ESTATE
IDAHO

INVEST in irrigated land near Nampa,
Idaho. The Boise Valley has an Ideal climate
and productive soil. Ten to forty acres of land
will make you independent. Fruits, grain, veg-
etables, and grasses grow in abundance. Lands
$25 to $50 per acre. The Government is build-
ing large irrigation project. Write or call on
Walling & Walling, Nampa. Idaho.

HELP "WANTED
AGENTS DON'T HESITATE—Write at once;

It may mean $25 a day. One agent made $8.25
in 45 minutes. Sample outfit 10c (costs us much
more) or particulars free. Souvenir Photo-
Stamp Co.. No. 9 H St., Kewanee. 111.

MEN WANTED QUICKLY' by big Chicago
mail order house to distribute catalogues, a<3-
vertise. etc.; $25 a week; $60 expense allow-
ance first month. No experience required.
MANAGER, Dept. 70, 385 Wabash Ave., Chi-
cago.

FREIGHT SHIPPING

JUDSON FREIGHT FORWARDING CO. Re-
duced rates on household goods to and from
all points on the Pacific Coast. 443 Marquette
Bldg., Chicago; 1501 Wright Bldg., St. Louis;
851 Tremont Bldg., Boston; 206 Pacific Bldg..
San Francisco; 200 Central Bldg., Los An-
geles. R 'presentatlves: Oregon Auto Dis-
patch. Portland; Seattle Transfer Co., Seattle.

REDUCED RATES on household goods to
and from Pacific Coast and Colorado points.
Write nearest office. Beklns Household Ship-
ping Co., 530 First National Bank Bldg.. Chi-
cago, 111.; 140 S. Broadway, Los Angeles: 13th
and Mission Sts,, San Francisco; 968 Broad-
way, Oakland.

HOME BILLIARD TABLES
, *—
HOME BILLIARD TABl^ES. Play billiards

and pool at home on my portable tables. No
special room. All sizes, all prices. Equal to

regulation tables. Catalog? RIdderhof, Laugh-
lln Bldg.. Los Angeles. Cal.
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BUSINESS CHANCES
_
MAN WANTED to learn the real estate bus-

mess and act as our special representative in
your own town. Position assured. Get free
Booklet. THE FINKS REALTY & MINING
COMPANY, Ft. Smith, Ark.

IP YOU ARE interested in the West, send
25 cents in stamps for four late issues of the
Pacific Monthly, containing fully illustrated
descriptive articles about dairying, fruit-grow-
ing, poultry-raising and general farming con-
ditions in Oregon, Washington and Idaho,
PACIFIC MQNHTLY, Portland, Oregon.
WE START you in a permanent business

with us and furnish everything. Full course
of instruction free. We are manufacturers
and have a new plan in the mail order line.
Large profits. Small capital. You pay us in
three months and make big profits. Refer-
ences given. Sworn statements. PEASE
MFQ. CO., 1265 Pease BIdg., Buffalo. N. Y.

MAKE $2,500 TO $7,500 yearly without cap-
ital. We teach you the real estate and general
brokerage business by mail; appoint you our
special representative; furnish you readily
salable real estate and investments; help you
secure customers and make you quickly pros-
perous. Particulars free. INTERSTATE
SALES CO., 307 Times Bldg., New York.

GOVERNMENT POSITIONS. Nearly 47,000
appointments made last year. Prepare now
for spring examinations. Catalogue sent on
application to CAPITAL CITY CORRE-
SPONDENCE SCHOOL, 11 Randolph Place,
N. W.. Washington. D. C.

TIMBER LANDS
LARGE PROFITS and steady incomes for

small investors in timber. Ideal opportunities.
Monthly installments. Realize $10 from $1 in
due time. Souare deal. Write for booklet.
CO-OPERATIVE TIMBER CO., 26 Empire
Bldg., Vancouver, B. C., Canada.

INVESTMENTS AND SECURITIES
BUY STOCKS O:'^ INSTALLMENT PLAN

under our new Stop-Loss System, just inaug-
urated, with Guarantee Certificates issued.
Ten per cent down, 5 per cent monthly. All
dividends credited. No commissions or other
extra charges. Rawhide, Goldfield, and all
o'.her mining, oil, industrial or railroad stocks.
No matter what stock you want, we offer it
to you On installments at exchange quotations,
if listed, and at lowest market price if not.
Write us what you wish to buy at once.
GTTARANTEE SECURITIES CO., 508 Cham-ber^
PACIFIC STATES ADJUSTMENT CO., INC.,

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,
PORTLAND. OREGON.

ENGINES
RACINE BOATS—Any kind of water craft

you want. Natty, speedy, seaworthy. Write
for our catalog or visit our Seattle Branch, 321
First Ave., South. Racine Boat Manufactur-
ing Co.. Box 503, Muskegon, Mich.

TOILET PREPARATIONS
LADIES, send. 25 cents for catalogue of

toilet and rubber goods and box of Dr. Baird's
Remedy. F. BEARD CO., Dayton, Ohio.

DR. BLUMER'S LOTOL is a revelation. The
only truly hygienic preparation in the market
for proper skin culture. Use LOTOL, and
gain health and beauty on Nature's own plan.
]<''ull-size bottle, postpaid, 50c, coin or stamps.
.TOHN F. GRAF CO., Portland. Or.. R. D. 2.

Sole distributors and dealers in Naturopathic
supplies.

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
J. P. FINLEY & SON, 261 AND 263 :!D ST.,

COR. MADISON, PORTLAND, ORE., have the
most modern and completely arranged funeral
parlors on Coast. I^ady attendant when desired.

SPORTING GOODS
MEN AND WOMEN'S SWEATER COATS,

corduroy and khaki suits, mountain boots,
storm clothing, yachting and auto caps, sleep-
ing bags, tents, boat fittings, flags, guns, am-
munition, tackle, dog goods. Catalogues post-
paid. Mention kind of goods wanted. THE
WM. H. HOEGEE CO., Inc.. Los Angeles.
Best climate on earth, winter or summer.

AGENTS "WANTED
AGENTS! A live-wire proposition; $30 p.'^r

week sure! Exclusive territory for wideawake
representatives to take orders for our celebrated
"Gem" Steam Cookers and other pure aluminum
cooking utensils. Novelties and agents' pat-
ented specialties of all kinds. 30 days' credit.
Samples free and advertising placed for agents
in local newspapers. AMERICAN ALUMI-NUM MFG. CO., 84 Maxwell St., Lemont, 111.

AUTOMOBILES
THE BEST EDUCATOR on how to operate

an automobile is "Homans' Self-Propelled Ve-
hicles"—easy to understand—price $2 post-
paid. Order today, or specimen pages free.
THEO AUDEL CO., pubMshers, 63 5th Av. N. Y.

OSTRICH PLUMES
THE BENTLEY OSTRICH FARM—The

original ostrich farm of America. Established
1883. High-grade ostrich plumes from $1.00
up. Mail orders a specialty. Price list mailed
free. Address Bentley Ostrich Farm, San
Diego, Cal.

INCORPORATIONS

Incorporate your business under Arizona
laws. Most liberal. No franchise or annual
tax. No public statements. Hold meetings
and do business anywhere. Stock non-assess-
able. Cost very small. Write for free par-
ticulars. Southwestern Securities & Invest-
ment Co., Box S385, Phoenix, Ariz.

INVALID CHAIRS
FAMES TRICYCLE COMPANY, manufactur-

ers of invalid rolling chairs for all purposes;
self-propelling tricycle chairs for the disabled.
Send for illustrated catalogue. 1808 Market
street, San J^rancisco ; 1022 San Pedro street,
Los Angeles, Cal.

FOR THE HOME
BUTCHER'S BOSTON POLISH is the best

finish made for floors and interior woodwork.
Not brittle; will not scratch or deface like
shellac or varnish. Send for free booklet. For
sale by dealers in paints, hardware and house
furnishings. The Butcher Polish Co., 356 At-
lantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

10 PRETTY Gospel Hymn Postcards, illus-
trated with appropriate pictures. EVntirely
new. Set of 10 and 3 mos. sub. to our family
magazine, 10c; 3 sets, 1 yrs. sub. 25c. HOME
CARD CO., 1977 41st Ave., Chicago, 111.

MUSIC
SONG-POEMS. Show me yours. Free book-

let tells you how to succeed. First-class mu-
sic only. My personal work on each. Satis-
faction guarantc'd. One success means fame
and money. ARTHUR A. PENN, composer of

"Carlssima," "Kisses," "Nightingale," "Sea
Shells," etc.. 45 Daly's Theater Bldg., N. Y.

HAIRDRESSING SCHOOL FOR LADIES

LADIES, learn a profitable business. We
teach all branches of beauty culture profes-
sionallv; diplomas and formulas given our

graduates. Hairdressing, manicuring, facial

massage, shampooing, scalp treatment, hair-

dyeing, hair-bleaching, superfluous hair re-

moved. Special attention given hair manu-
facturing. Prices reasonable. Ladies excji-
sively Write for terms. MacDONALD'S

•DRESSING COLLEGE, 204 Mercantile
Place. Los Angeles, Cal.
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BUSINESS BULLETIN—Continued

COINS AND STAMPS POULTRY- AND SQUABS

CERTAIN COINS WANTED. I pay from 1

to 600 for thousands of rare coins, stamps
and_ paper money to 1894. Send stamp for

illustrated circular, get posted and make

money quickly. Vonbergen, the Coin Dealer,

Dept. O., Boston, Mass.

FURS

FOY'S BIG BOOK MONEY IN POULTRY
AND SQUABS. Tells how to start In the
business small and grow big. Describes larg-
est pure-bred poultry farm in the world. Tells
how to breed, feed, and all about diseases,
remedies, and many varieties of land and
water fowls. Quotes lowest prices on pure-
bred fowls, eggs for hatching. Incubators and
brooders. Mailed for 4c. FRANK FOY, Box
37, Des Moines, Iowa.

BUY FURS direct from manufacturer and
Bave at least one-third. Sent express prepaid
subject to approval. Representatives wanted
In every town. Illustrated catalogue free.

SIMPSON MALE & CO., Cleveland, Ohio.

PATENTS
PATENTS. "Trademarks Registered." Book

for inventors sent on request; strictly profes-
sional service. Beeler & Robb, patent lawyers,
73-75 McGlll Bldg., Washington, D. C.

Taxidermy
Book Mount

Birds And Animal*
Sportsman ( PitbertneDt HuntersI

Natursliita and otben •eekiug to
bett«r tbemseUei by learning a great

profeHion. Tbe wonderful art of Tax*
Idcrmjr, fo long kept secret, can now

•aiil; be learned right in ynur own boma
uring your Bparelioura. No need to giva

up your buiiness.

) Teach By Mail bow to moant
iials, gameheadi, tan ik int. make

rugt and mount all
tropbiet.

A delightful en-
trancing and money-making profession for men
and women. Easily and quickly learned,

Suceca* (uarant««d or no tuition. En-
dorsed liy thoosands of deliebted grad-
unt<'9 all able to secure Mg incomes.
Groat Book FREEI Our beantlful, il-

lustrated book,
'

'How to Learn to Moant Birds and
Animals," and our handsome Taxidermy Maga-

__ line sent absolutely free to all who write. Stop
depending on a job. Be a professional man or woman. Write today.

JJJjJJchog^M'axWormy. Box 202 M ^^Omaha^leb.

Writ*

\U4mr

THE PUBLIC
LOUIS F. POST, Editor

A Weekly Narrative of
History in the Making
qjhe NEWS NARRATIVE of
this Periodical is a continuous story

of the historical news of the world,

freefrom editorial bias and innuendo.
It reads and condenses the news-
paper dispatches for you.

qXhe EDITORIALS may not
please you unless you are a dem-
ocratic Democrat, or a democratic

Republican, or a democratic Socialist,
or a believer in Tolstoi and
Henry George. But they will
stir you up, whatever you are.

ONE DOLLAR A YEAR
THREE MONTHS' TRIAL FOR TWENTY-FIVE CENTS

THE PUBUQ 206 EUsworth Building, Chicago.

THE EDITOR
A JOURNAL of Information for all Literary
•** Workers. Thirteenth year. Only permanent
and successful magazine of its class. Tells what

editors want : how MSS. should be prepared : where

to find the l>est market. Answers every question that

you want to know about the business of writing for

the press. lOc a copy. $1.00 a year. Send 10c

for sample copy, or 25c for three recent numbers.

THE EDITOR, - Deposit, N. Y.

Will you accept this

business book if

we send it sign and man the
C O coupon below. Send
rree • ^^^ money 1 Take no risk 1

One hundred and twelve of the
world's master business men have written ten
books—2, IQ3 pages—1,497 vital business secrets.
In them is the best of all that they know about
^Purchasing
—Credits
—Collections
"—
Accouatiuif

^Tlme-Keepfnj
"K^st-Kecpmn—

Advertisinst
^KTorrespondenc©
—Salesmanship

"-Oreanlzatlon
—Systematizing

—Retailing—Wholesalinjf—Manuiacturins
—InsurancB
—Real listate
—Public Utilltiea—Banlcins

—Position-Getting
•-Position-Holding—Man-Handlini
—Man-Training
—Business Generalship
—Competition Fighting
and hundreds and hun-
dreds o! other vltalbusio
ness subjects.

A booklet has been published describing, explaining, picturing the
work.

Pa?es 2 and 3 tell about managing businesses great and stnall ; page*
4 and S deal with credits, collections and with roilc bottom purchas-
IniTj pages 6 and 7 with handling and training men: pages 7 to 13
with salesmanship, with advertising, with the marketing ol goods
through salesmen, dealers and by mail; pages 12 to IS with the great
problem ol securing the highest marlcet price for your services—no
matter wh.-it your line ; and the last page tells how you may get a com-
plete set—bound In handsome half morocco, contents in colors—for less
tlian yourdaily smoke or shave, almost as little as your daily newspaper.
Will you read the t>ookU we send It freer Send no money. Simply

sign the coupuo.

f—The Sratem Co., 181-153 WalMuh A^e.* Chlcasi
11 there are, in your books, any new wavs to Increase my business

my salary, 1 should like to know tbcm, iki send oa your 16-pjge iic«,
descriptive booklet. I'll read It.

^'""'

Business

Position— 168-12
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A White Steamer for $2,000

Not since 1 904 have we made a car priced at so low a figure as $2,000.

The White—"the car in a class by itself"—has thus been brought within the

range of a larger number of purchasers than has been the case in recent years.

The new $2,000 White car, known as our Model "O," has none of the at-

tributes of the "cheap machine." It is simply a "smaller edition" of our $4,000
car. The new Model "O" is rated at 20 steam horse-power, which means that

it can do the work of gasoline cars rated at much higher figures. The wheel-

base is 104 inches; the tires, both front and rear, are 32x3}4 inches. The
car is regularly fitted with a straight-line five-passenger body. The frame is

of heat-treated pressed steel. The front axle is a one-piece forging of I-beam

cross section.

The nature of the steam engine is such that the engine of small power has

all the desirable attributes of the engine of high power. In other words, as the

weights of our small car and our large car are proportionate to the power of

their respective engines, the small car can do anything that our large car can do.

To summarize the features of our new Model "O" car—it is noiseless, odor-

less, smokeless and absolutely free from vibration. All speeds from zero to

maximum are obtained by throttle control alone. The speeds of the car respond

instantly to the throtde; the engine can never be stalled. The directions for

driving are summed up in the phrase, "Just open the throttle and steer. It starts

from the seat—"
no cranking." It is the ideal moderate priced machine. It

is the best for the man who wishes to drive and take care of his own car. It is

the result of our nine years of experience in building the White Steam Car
—the only machine which finds a ready market in every portion of the globe.

Write for Circular Giving Full Details of This Car

THE WHITE COMPANY
CLEVELAND : OHIO

New York City : Broadway at 62d St. Philadelphia : 629-33 North Broad St.

Chicetgo: 240 Michigan Av. Boston 32O Newbury St.

San Francisco: 1460 Market St. atVan Ness Av. Cleveland : 407 Rockwell Av.

Pittsburg : 1 38- 148 Beatty St. Atlanta : 1 20- 1 22 Marietta St.

Don't foreet to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing wUh advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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$1,500 NET PER ACRE GROWING FRUIT
Six to Eight Crops of Alfalfa Yearly
And a Home in Southern California

ULi; ..L"A i'L.i..N iiuu;,. u-..- tiuw you can secure 5 to 40 acres of Southern California's most /erf//e /nf;<i/e(/

valley land. IT TELLS how you can have the same put under cultivation for little money. How big profits are made
annuallu upon your investment without moving or giving up present business until ready.

$1,500 PER ACRE is being made from these rich valley lands. YOU can do the same. BY OUR PLAN you
get a BIG PROFIT from your investment the second year and it increases yearly. Nothing like it ever offered be/ore.

WRITE TO-DAY for our new plan book, etc. Enclose 25 cents and we will include six months subscription
to the NATIONAL HOMESTEAD the best homeseekers publication in California. IX) IT NOW.

NATIONAL HOMESTEAD ASSOCIATION
DepL Z, 644 Chamber of Commerce Building Los Angeles, California

....!,. ..f Itubher TroM F.mr Yr;ii , „ , ,..„

tstiun uf Moxtcsn Riilibvr Culturo CuiiiiHinj

PlantYourMoney
A YEARLY INCOME FOR LIFE ASSURED
Cultivated Rubber Trees produce the largest returns of any industry in
the world today. ^Rubber Planting Companies paid dividends last year
of from 1 5% to 55%, when the oldest trees on their properties were eight
and the majority six years' old and the capitalization based on a valua-
tion of $500 to $1000 per acre of planted trees.

Stock in These Companies Cannot be Bought
for Less Than Three to Eight Times ParValue
We will sell you an acre in our plantation, which we guarantee to clear,
plant, develop and harvest for you, for $248.00. payable $4.00 per
month, or for $250.00 cash, on which we pay you 4% interest per
annuRi during the development period of five years.

Interest Deposited With and Guaranteed by
Hibernia Savings Bank of Portland, Oregon
^ve acres will give you absolute financial independence.We have over 1 ,500 acres planted, 400 acres being nearly five years old.
1 his tract we expect to tap very soon, so now is the time to purchase
acreage, before this tapping is done —for just as soon as we pay our
first dividend on this producing acreage, the value of the newly
planted tract will double or treble.
To purchase acreage in a company that is on the threshold of tapping
operations is by far the best investment that can be found. In this way
you will not have to wait the six years that it requires for the trees
to mature before the iMi/a« of your acreage will be many times what you
have to pay for it now.
Our officers and directors are Portland business men of highest standing.

Write for our free booklet—it will pay you

MEXICAN RUBBER CULTURE COMPANY
1123-25 BOARD OF TRADE BUILDING PORTLAND, OREGON

References : Bradstreet Mercantile Agency ; Hibernia Savings Bank, Portland, Oregoi^

Ihm't f..rif.t to m.nllo.i Tli.- I'u.lll. M..i.tl,ly wli..n U.-ullng with aavrllwrs. It will Ik- appn^-lat.Ml
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Electricity Now Does All the
Washing and Wrin^in^

We now attach an electric motor to the famous
1900 Washer. It operates the wringer, too.

Connect it with a light fixture, as you connect
a table lamp. Turn on the current as you turn
on the light.
The Washer then operates just like our hand

washer, only you don't need to touch it.

When the washing is done,move a small lever,
and the motor connects with the wringer. The

one motor, operating both the washer and
wringer, does every whit of the work.

Please think what that means. The hardest
drudgery there is about housework done by
two cents' worth of electricity.

Servants happy; laundry bills saved; clothes
lasting twice as long. For the "1900" does wash-
ing better than any other method known.
Now electricity makes the washer go. Doesn't

that sound like a new era for women?

Send No Money-We Pay Freight
This outfit does just as we claim. Does

all of thewashingr.allof thewringringr. Does
the work betterthanyoucando it by hand.
Does it with less wear on clothes.
The facts, we know, seem too^ood to be

true. So we propose this:

If you are responsible, we will send you
the Washer, Wrinjrer and Motor, all on 30
days' trial. We will prepay the freight.
You don't invest a penny—don't commit

yourself at all. Do four washings with it.

Try it on dainty things , heavy thingrs.every-
thing:. Then, if i ou think that you can get
along: without it, we will take it back.
Your 30 days' use will be free.

You have no obligration whatever. Treat
us just like a dealer who shows you a
washer. If you don't want it when the

month is up, simply say so.

But don't go on washing: in the old way
withoutknowingwhat this method means to
you. Women have no ri^'htto do such hard
work when electricity can do it for them.
Send firs*, for our Washer Book, to know

all about it. Then, if you'll try it, just tell
us to send it on.

Please send for this free Washer Book—
bow—before you forget it.

A post-card with your name and address
sent to us today brings you the book by
return mail, postpaid.

Address-The 1900 Washer Co. 3239 Henry
St., Binshamton, N. Y.

Or—if you live in Canada, write to the
Canadian 1900 H'asher Co., 3S5 Yonge Street,
Toronto, Canada,

DIRECT FROM THE

California Fruit Ranch to the Homes
of the United States

CALIFORNIA DRIED AND CANNED FRUIT
HONEY (Orange-Sage) NUTS (Almonds—WalnuU )

THE PRICES ARE RIGHT

WE PAY THE FREIGHT
TO ANY RAILWAY STATION IN THE COUNTRY

njD Ip rj PR J JIT Put up in special fifty-pound assortments, packed in two-pound cartons or one kindriVW I
.^^ j^^ Prunes, Peaclies, ApricoU, Loose and Seeded Muscatel Raisins and

Seedless Sultana Raisins. A most convenient form for small families or where several families club together.

/^ A ^ '^P r\ PR I JIT' "Ware-da-gro" Brand, Fancy fruit in rich cane syrup. Apricots, Peaches,
V.«.rt.l^ t^ EL.U r EKVJl 1

p^^^^ ^^j Plums. ^ Thu guarantees you first class, clean, fresh fruit, crop of

1908, and protects you against old and made over fruit, dirt, dust and unclean brands of the stores. Try this

way of buying direct and you will never go back to the old way.

WRITE FOR SPECIAL PRICE UST AND THREE COLORED POST CARDS
References : First National Bank of Colton, California

California Fruit Products Company
AVENUE K, COLTON. CALIFORNIA

Don't forgot to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreelated.
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DONT FREEZE : DON'T ROAST : DONT BLOW AWAY
rTiK/IV 'Tr% At nAMV linn county, oregon. where it
^V/lVilli 1 \J J\L,DJ\rH I NEVER GETS TOO HOT. OR TOO COLD

A Citr of Over 6,imjU reoplo, Klectric LiKhti, Fine WaUir, Cvuiont Walka, Kailruads iu Six Directions, 24 PassenKcr Traina Dailjr, Farm Land
Splendidl7 Adapted to Kruit — Applei, Peart, Cherries and all otlior fruit and berries grow to perfection — AN IDKAL DAIRY KKCTION, AND
CLOSE TO GOOD MARKETS. Tbii localitr hai at rich loil, and at a CHEAPER PKiCE, than in anr aection of the beautiful Willamette Valler.

FOR FULL INKORMATION AND FREE BOOKLET, WRITE TO THE

LINN & BENTON REAL ESTATE COMPANY : ALBANY, OREGON

ENGLISH WALNUT GROVE
Our plantings are

the largest and finest

in Yamhill County,
Oregon ( heart of

Willamette Valley) and are of the Franquette and Mayette varieties. Will sell in five-acre groves.
Lifo of every tree guaranteed. $ 1 00.00 cash payment and $ 1 3.00 per month, which includes four years' care and taxes.
For prices and illustrated /-"JH—a.*.— I>;ww« 1 — —.^ /^.-^ «14Hoardof

pamphlet, address Gillette-Riggs Land Co. -^iiJl^lJl!,'^! Portland, Oregon

HOOD RIVERLANDS
HAVE abundant water, perfect drainage. PRODUCE the finest apples and strawberries in the world

We also have lands for sale in White Salmon and Mosier Districts. Twenty Years Residence in Hood River

W. J. BAKER & CO., HOOD RIVER, ORE.

English Walnuts and Royal Ann Cherries
We arc the larsest owners and planters of English Walnut groves in Oregon. Our properties are in Yam-
hill County. We sell a planted grove of 5 acres on terms of only $100.00 cash and $15.00 per month,
with 4 { interest on deferred payments; this includes four years' care. Our price for 1908 sales is no
more than you pay for unplanted walnut land in California. Any references required can be furnished.

CHURCHILL-MATTHEWS CO., Inc., General Selling Agents, 110 Sccond St., Portland, Oregon

The Valley of the Kittitas

An Ideal Home Place

President Roosevelt has appointed a commission to investigate the
conditions of country life. They will find the Kittitas Valley a

splendid example of prosperity, healthfulness, beautiful surround'

ings and contentment.

The orchards are among the most productive found in the Irrigated
Fruit Section of Washington. A few other features of Robinson's
Kittitas Irrigated Fruit Land are : very rich soil, abundance of
water (by gravit>-) at all seasons, absence of insects, perfect drain-

age,high-grade fruits (therefore highest prices). The fruit crop of the
Kittitas Valley this year is netting an average of $400 per acre. We
make no extravagant claims and our assertions are based on facts.

We take care of your trees for four years, and after that the trees
will take care of you for the rest of your life.

Ask for our descriptive book THE LAND OF PLENTY

The W. W. Robinson Land Company
W. W. Robinson. President 394 Arcade Annex, Seattle, Wnshington

Don't f<.r|t.>t to mention Tlio PaclOn Monthly when doallng with advtTtlsprs. It will be appreciated.
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45 Minutes from the

TOTEM POLE
Seattle is Building South—That is why Seattle people are buying Earlington

They know that the greatest opportunities are in the path of Seattle's

most rapid growth—especially its industrial growth. That is to the
South—toward EARLINGTON.
EARLINGTON is Seattle's new manufacturing district, and it is

rapidly becoming its most important manufacturing suburb. It is

fittingly called the "entering wedge" to Seattle: It is where four

great railroads converge—the ~ Northern Pacific, the Union Pacific,

the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, and the Columbia & Puget
Sound. It is the only considerable area of level land contiguous to

Seattle that still has room for manufacturing—two miles of river

frontage.
EARLINGTON is just 45 minutes from the TOTEM POLE—the

business center of Seattle. Less than two years ago it was SEVEN
miles south of the southern city limits. It is now WITHIN TWO
MILES of Seattle. It is destined to be practically A PART OF
SEATTLE; but this does not mean that it will be embraced in the

municipality of Seattle. Its present LOW TAX RATE will con-

tinue to exist for many years.
IMPROVEMENT of electric railway service now assured (two lines

now operating) will bring' Earlington within THIRTY MINUTES
of the downtown business district of Seattle.

WITHIN A FEW MINUTES' WALK of the TOWN OF EAR-
LINGTON are a TWINE FACTORY. CAR MANUFACTURING
PLANT, GLASS WORKS, BRICK YARD, and a large producing
COAL MINE.
A magazine that issues 100,000 copies per month is published at

Earlington, and the Earlington Post Office sends out more mail

than any town of 3,000 in the state.

Earlington is the home of the "TOWN AND COUNTRY CLUB,"
an organization of Seattle business and professional men, who
selected Earlington for the beauty of its situation.

EARLINGTON'S FUTURE is pictured in the experience of Seattle's

other industrial suburbs, where the PAYROLLS have built up im-

portant mercantile interests and enormous land values—only EAR-
LINGTON will be greater, because of its better transportation

facilities, its larger available area, its cheap power (two electric power
lines and coal on the townsite), and because of its natural beauty
which makes it desirable for residence. Both TAXES and LAND
VALUES are LOW.

OUR PROPOSITION:
It is absolutely certain that in a very few years lots that are now
selling in Earlington for a few hundred dollars will be worth sev-

eral thousands. WE HAVE DECIDED to place a limited number
of these lots on the market as an investment, without requiring the

customary improvement agreement. The other lots will be sold to

manufacturers and others who will make their homes in Earlington,

EXCEPTING a considerable number which this company will re-

tain as a PERMANENT INVESTMENT. Thus you are offered an

opportunity to share with us the increase that results from INDUS-
TRI \L GROWTH. It will pay you to investigate Earlington,

whether you are looking for a LOCATION, or for an INVEST-
MENT.
TOWN LOTS FACTORY SITES ACRE TRA

Descriptive literature and particulars as to prices on request. Send for plat.

References : Bradstreet's or Dun's or any Bank in Seattle

THE JONES-THOMPSON INVESTMENT CO.
113 SENECA STREET SEATTLE. WASHINGTON

CTS

Don't forget to mention The Paeific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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When Your Boss
Talks Like This:

"You MUST do better work. Your lack of training is keeping

YOU back and costing the liouse moiiey. Too muc/i rule-of-thumb

about your methods. You've GOT to do better, or out you go.'*

It may not be altogether your fault when the boss talks like this. You may be

working at the wrong job ; or it may be the job is the right one but that you don't

know enough about it to 'make good."

In either case the International Correspondence Schools can help you. There's a way
that fits your case exactly. To find out what it is, simply mark the attached coupon
and mail it to-day. No charge for the information and advice it brings

—no obligation.

The Business of the I. C. S. is to Raise

Salaries by imparting to poorly-paid but

ambitious men, in their spare iime, the knowl-

edge that fits them for their natural line of work.

The proof of this is in the fact that every
month an average of 300 men voluntarily

report promotions and better salaries received

as the direct result of I. C. S. training.

During September the number was 228.

Nevermind how longyourworkinghours
are, where you live, how little schooling you
have had, or how little you earn—mark the

coupon. The I. C. S. can and will help you
in your own home—without your having
to lose a day's work.

MARK IT NOW I

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 974, gcranton. Pa.

Please explnin, without further ohligntion on my port, how
I eiiu qualifv fur employment or advaucemeot iu the position
before whioli I have marked X

Kook keeper
SteiioBrBphfcr
Idvertiseuient Writer
Show Card Writer
Window Trimmer
Commereial I>aw
llluHtrator
Civil Service
CheiiilKt
Textile Mill Supt.
Klectrlciaii
Eler. Engineer

neehan. Draiightsntn

Telephone Kngineer
lOlef. LiichtlniciSupt
Mecli. ICnelnttr
Plumber i Steam I' itter

8tutlonury Kngiiieer
civil I'JnicIneer
ItiitldliiB Contraetor
Arefaltee'l UrauKliUman
Architect
Struct II ral Enj;liieer
ItanklnK
MinincEnirlneer

Street aud No..

City

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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CALIFORNIA
Is making arrangements to entertain

Several Hundred Thousand Visitors

during the winter season, and can do it hand-

somely. Its magnificent hotels, delightful climate,

and variety of beach and inland attractions are

THE WONDER of f^eWORLD
It's the place to go for a winter trip and you will

be wise to make arrangements early. If you desire

the assistance of the Passenger Department of the

Southern Pacific Company
do not hesitate to call or write. Beautifully

illustrated publications telling about all parts
of the State can be had for the asking.

Special Low Rate Tickets on Sale at All Ticket Ofhces Over the Famous

ROAD OF A THOUSAND WONDERS

$55.00
Portland to Los Angeles and Return

Long limit on tickets and stopover privileges.

Corresponding rates from other points. Inquire
of any Southern Pacific local agent, for full parti-

culars, or address

CHAS. S. FEE WM. McMURRAY
Pusenger Traffic Manager General Passenger Agent
San Francisco, Cal. Portland, Oregon

Don't forget to mcutluu The rmlfle Monthly when d.>«llng with advortlsore. It will be appn-.lated.
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I

While the Fire is Low.
A hot breakfast in a cozy warm room starts one right for the

day. A cold dining room spoils the enjoyment of the meal.

The dining room or any room in the house can be heated in

a few minutes with a

PERFECTION Oil Heater
(Equipped with Smokeless Device)

For instance, you could light it in your bed-

room to dress by, then carry it to the dining room,
and by the time the coffee is ready, the room is

warm. Impossible to turn it too high or too low—
never smokes or smells—gives intense heat for 9
hours with one filling. Every heater warranted.

^^^ ^Sl\/Q Lamp '' ^^^ ^^'^ ^^""^ ^°' ^""

round household pur-

poses. Gives a clear, steady light.

Made of brass throughout and nickel plated. Equipped with the

latest improved central draft burner.
,
Handsome—simple

—satis-

factory. Every lamp guaranteed.

If you cannot get heater and lamp at your dealer's, write to

our nearest agency.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY
(Incorporated) J

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Warning to

Fruit-growers !

THE
GRAVITY

OF IT

Do you T€ClllZ€ that a crop may be lost or an orchard utterly ruined
—

the labor of months, or the efforts of years, irrevo-

cably destroyed, for want of water at a critical hour?
Water runs

DOWN HILL
naturally

When you
PUMP, you

have to force it

UP HILL

Pumping
COSTS

MONEY and

pumps some-

times get OUT
OF ORDER

What if it

should BREAK
DOWN when

you NEED THE
WATER?

We do not

have to pump—our wat^r

RUNS DOWN
HILL

And we have

a clear TITLE
to our water—
clear as the

water itself

INVESTIGATE

Irrigation
—where soil and climate are right

—
brings

forth the most perfect fruits it is possible to produce,
and the most perfect fruits command the highest
profits in the markets of the world.

Under these conditions, fruit-growers get rich— but

you must have the water when you need it.

A. sure way to have the water w^hen you need it, is

to have your orchard in a district w^atered by a grav-
ity system, fed by an unfailing supply.

We have the soil, the climate, and the water—
abundant water, and every drop of it is under grav-
ity
—no pumping, no shortages-water for every acre

all the time.

Let us tell you about our lands, or send 10 cents for

booklet treating the subject, Fruit Growing in

Washington—a valuable, beautifully illustrated pub-
lication, containing general articles by the highest
authorities in the state.

MOSES COULEE FRUIT UND CO.
G. A. VIRTUE, President and Manager

303-306 BOSTON BLOCK
SEATTLE : WASHINGTON

ASK ANY BANK IN SEATTLE CONCERNING US

Don't forget to mcntiuu The Paclflc Monthly whon douUiig with aUvfrtlstTs. It will be appr.ilut.-d.
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WING PIANOS
Ask a Hearing

and - - - Nothing More !

YOURSELF AND YOUR FRIENDS
THE JUDGE AND JURY

EVEN
IF YOU ARE NOT MUSICAL, the Wing Piano will be sent

to you on trial without the payment of even one dollar. We deliber-

ately claim that the 21 largest styles of Wing Pianos have the. most

majestic tone under heavy playing and the sweetest tone under light play-
ing of any upright pianos whatever, irrespective of the price or maker.

We would not (and could not if we would) thus address millions of the most cultivated and intelligent
readers in the U. S., spend thousands in magazines publishing such a challenge, and more thousands in R. R.

freights, if we were wrong in our statements or over-conceited about the tone quality of the \Ving Piano.

For we are neither young nor trifling. We have been nearly half a century in the piano business, and

during all of forty years have been scientifically studying tone and durability in preference to dollar making.
This is the reason why the Wing Pianos ring with music.

The forty years' business experience has also taught us to weigh our WORDS carefully whether printed
or spoken. Our WORD, black on white and over our name (which will be found at the foot of this notice),-

is that the Wing Piano is the sweetest of all in tone.

Our commercial standing and references will guarantee you that our WORD is good and contract gilt-edged.
The publishers of any prominent magazine will also tell you this. Read this exact copy of one of our trial blanks:

TRIAL, BLANK
WING & SON, New York. Wood Style

Gentlemen--You may ship me on trial one Wing Piano of the above style with stool and scarf,
to this address: Town State with freight from New York precaid in advance, and
send me an order to get it from the railroad depot, ON TRIAL ONLY. THERE IS NO AGREE-
MENT BY ME TO PURCHASE THIS PIANO, but I will allow it to remain in my home on trial for
twenty days, and if it proves satisfactory and I conclude to purchase it, I will make an agree-
ment with you to pay you % in the following way: The piano to become
my property upon completion of full payment as above.

If, however, the piano does not prove satisfactory, I will return it to the railroad depot.
I am to be under no obligation to keep this piano. In all respects the conditions are to be the
same as if I were examining it in your wareroom. It is distinctly understood that I am to be
AT NO EXPENSE WHATEVER FOR FREIGHTS COMING OR GOING.

Yours respectfully

We Refuse to Sell Through Dealers
Their profits would double the price of the

WING PIANO, Buy without the dealers' profits!

You Save From S75 to $200
when you buy a WING PIANO; for you buy direct--
absolutely. You pay the cost of building it with
only one moderate profit added.
With railroads everywhere, and business of all

kinds done by mail, the piano dealer or agent is
now' unnecessary. As the cheap kinds cost less than
half, the dealers '"talk up'' and push the cheap
pianos--but often call them high grade.

You Need these Books—They are FREE
We send two good books, ''The Book of Complete

Information About Pianos' ' is a Complete Reference
Book on the Piano. Technical Descriptions--!! lus-
trates how all pianos are made--With large litho-
graphed pictures of 1908 models of WING PIANOS--
Difference between excellent materials and labor
and cheap substi tute8--Reveal3 agents' methods,
etc. A handsomely illustrated book of 162 pages.

THE WING PIANO is broadly guaranteed in
writing for 13 years.

Write for the books and Wing Catalogue at /
once, or fill in the coupon. Cut or y
tear it out and mail to us now while ,

you think of it (and while you have /
the coupon ) You will be under no /

obligations whatever. / a^ WING

The Instrumental Attachment /c,^ ,^„ ,^,

is added to certain styles when , /^ ^ 13th St
ordered. It produces almost to / 4^ »•" v 1

'

perfection the tones of the ' v°
Aew Tork

Harp, Zither. Banjo, Guitar /^^ ^^„^ {„ if,g
andMandolin. It saves wear /i^ name and address
and prolongs the life of /^ written below, the
the Piano The usual / -<y "Book of Complete
playing of the keys ' <5 Information about Pi-
operates the Inst ru-Aji> anos," "Story Book" and
mental Attachment. ..

yll/u^ l^-^^.^rx^l^ 360-S6S W. 13th St.,

Easy
Payments
Accepted
and old pianos '

and organs f

taken in ^
part ex- '

change . .•

A'

catalopii-e.u'ithoiU anjt cost
or obligation on my part.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.



SideligKts on Guaranty of Bank Deposits

by Government

A Free Lesson in Banking

By R. C. Rohrabacher

This Is an advertisement of the Bank for Savings, of Seattle, Washingtoa It Is never-

theless an Interesting treatment of an important question. If you have a dollar in a bank,

or are th«r*<"ff of opening a bank account, you abould read thig article.

Can the Government guarantee bank de-

posits! This is a question that has been

forced on the attention of the American pub-

lic, and one that vitally interests every man,

woman and child who has a dollar on deposit,

or who intends to deposit a dollar, in any

bank. That the Government can guarantee

bank deposits, there is little doubt; as to

whether or not it should do so, there is a wide

difference of opinion—so wide a difference,

in fact, that it is very doubtful if the Gov-

ernment will guarantee bank deposits for

many years to come, if indeed ever.

The opponents of guaranty of bank deposits

by the Government contend that it is not a

function of, nor possible for, the Govern-

ment, national or state, to directly guarantee

or insure the success or solvency of any pri-

vate or corporate business. They maintain,

on the other hand, that it is a function of

Government to regulate banking laws, and

surround the depositor with the utmost pos-

sible safety. The adherents to guaranty of

bank deposits by the Government affirm

that it is a function of Government to abso-

lutely protect depositors.

Practically all legislation is the result of

compromise, and it is hardly to be expected
that laws absolutely protecting the depositor
will ever be enacted; but there can be no

doubt that the Government guaranty of banks

agitation will result in generally improved
conditions, though the temporary effect will

bo to frighten the timid depositor. But the

fact will remain as today, that there will al-

ways be banks that are poorly managed and
banks that are well managed; and while both

may bo conducted according to law, the one
will bo safe and the other will bo unsafe.

The whole question will hark back to tho
three clomonts that have always determined,
and always will determine, the stability of a

Dou't forgot to niciitlon Tho Pnclflc Monthly whon

bank, viz.: the capital, the management, and

the men back of the bank. If these are right,

the bank is safe. If any of these is wrong,

the bank is not safe.

In the September number of THE PA-

CIFIC MONTHLY, tho Bank for Savings, of

Seattle, Washington, ran a page advertise-

ment, with the caption,

"THE BANK FOR SAVINGS
IS THE BANK FOR SAFETY"

This bank is one of the strongest institu-

tions in the State of Washington. It is the

only bank in the State confining its business

strictly to savings accounts; and this is one

of the great elements of its stability—single-

ness of purpose. This bank is peculiar in an

other respect: it posts every day, in a con-

spicuous place in its corridors, a complete
itemized list of its loans, so that its depositors

may see each day just how their money is

invested.

Their loans are confined to first mortgages

(on improved Seattle realty, the amount of

the loan never exceeding 40 per cent of the

actual value of the property mortgaged) and

recognized first-class railroad bonds and high-

grade securities that can be realized on im-

mediately in any emergency.
In addition to this the bank has a paid-in

capital of $400,000 to protect depositors and

to insure punctual payment to depositors in

times of unus\ial demand. Such a time oc-

curred during the financial flurry of 1907;
and this bank at that time, when it might
have lawfully exacted 90 days' notice on

withdrawal of accounts, paid every demand
as it was presented, and paid in actual money;
that is, it did not avail itself of the privilege

of paying cither in clearing-house certificates

or in cashier's checks. This liberality did

not embarrass the bank, owing to its ample

(loullng with advertisers. It will 1h> approclateU.
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capital, and to the fact that its business was

conservatively managed. It had no commer-

cial loans or shrunken securities. It was

SOUND. If it had been necessary to call

into use its other resource (the third element
of safety), the men behind the bank, it would

have had available a bulwark of strength

sufficient to pay its depositors ten times over.

It is interesting to note the names of the

directors—who and what they are:

DIRECTORS.

R. Auzias-Turenne, President Yukon Invest-
ment Company,

James Campbell, Lumber Capita.lst,

John Corgiat, Real Estate Capitalist,

George J. Danz, Treasurer W. D. Hofius &
Company,

Griffith Davies, Merchant,

H. H. Dearborn, Real Estate Capitalist,

John W. Eddy, Manager Port Blakely Mill

Company,

John Erikson, Mining Capitalist,

Gabriel Faurc,, Banker,

Joshua Green, President Inland Navigation
Company,

Andrew Hemrich, President Seat^tle Brewing &
Malting Company,

G. Alston Ho:e, Manager Thomas Investment
Company,

Daniel Kelleher, of Bausman & Kelleher, At-

torneys,

Harry Krutz, President Washington Loan &
Trust Company,

La Farge, Secretary Bank For Sav-

Malcolm McDougal, Capitalist,

O. H. P,

ings,

Alex. P. McEwan, President
Lumber Manufacturing Co.

Seattle Cedar

John H. McGraw, President McGraw & Kit-

tinger,

Walter Oakes, Capitalist,

Ralph A. Schoenfeld, Manager Standard Fur-
niture Company,

James Shannon, Physician,

Victor Hugo Smith, Capitalist,

Frederick K. Struve, of John Davis & Com-
pany,

C. E. Vilas, Manager U. S. Assay Office,

F. Wi West, of West & Wheeler.

These men are among the foremost finan-

ci?ra, of the Pacific Northwest. Their aggre-

gate wealth runs high into the millions. There

are few banks in any part of the country

nnn't for^pt to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers.

having so numerous or so strong a directorate.

And yet these men are not too busy, with

their enormous interests, to meet every two

weeks to consider loans, and not a loan is

made that they have not previously carefully

investigated. Moreover, they do not conceal

any fact of interest to the depositor, large

or small. In addition to posting the daily

report of the loans and investments of the

institution in the bank's corridors, they have

the bank's condition investigated thoroushly

by impartial auditors twice a year, and mail

the sworn statements of the auditors to their

stockholders and depositors.

These men take a pride in their bank. They
have a higher purpose than that of making

money, merely. This bank is their hobby.

They organized it to encourage thrift and to

afford not only a safe depository, but a secure

investment, for persons of small means. They
extend the facilities of the bank not only to

the people of Seattle and of the State of

Washington, but to the people of the whole

country. They solicit small accounts especial-

ly—accounts of small wage-earners, men,
women and children. Anyone who has one
dollar may open an account. Deposits of more

than $1,000 are not desired, and the directors

reserve the right to reject any deposit exceed-

ing that amount.

THE BANK FOE SAVINGS PAYS four

per cent annual interest COMPOUNDED
SEMI-ANNUALLY—all that can be paid,

consistent with absolute safety. This is not

a large interest; but, considering the import-

ant element of safety (especially vital to the

small investor, who can afford to take no

chances in placing his small capital)—four

per cent is decidedly good. It is nearly twice

the net interest on a government bond, and

it equals the interest on the best securities

that possess the same element of immediate

availability in time of need, and relieving he

investor of the close attention and worry
incident to making direct loans. An account

in the Bank for Savings, in short, is an in-

vestment open to small capital that affords

him through unity with others, the oppor-

tunities usually enjoyed exclusively hy large

capital.

THE BANK FOE SAVINGS has published

a little folder for its depositors, illustrating

what small, regular deposits, earning four per

cent compound interest, will amount to in

different periods of years. The results are

surprising:

It will be appreciated.
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Money Deposited at Four Per Cent Compound Interest Will

Double Itself in About Seventeen Years

This Table Illustrates the Value of Depositing Small Amounts Regrularly.
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PKE \©U NOW EARNING

r >
Very few people in the United States are fortunate enough to have an income

of this size. The average yearly income, upon the basis of population, is

larger in Oregon than in any one state in the union. This is due to the

w^onderful fruit productivity of the valleys of the state. One of the oldest and

by all odds the earliest fruit producing valleys on the Pacific Coast is the

UMPQUA VALLEY. One rancher, this season, broke the world's record

for the production of Spitzenberg apples, producing on one-fourth acre 338

boxes, sold F. O. B. Roseburg for $2.00 per box, making the yield of one acre

avercige over $2500. Apples and pears have a higher color, a more delicious

flavor and command a better price than anyw^here else in the country. Here is a

resume of the features that have made it possible to earn an income of

$5,000 a year in the UMPQUA VALLEY. One of our 10-acre Roseburg

Home Orchard Tracts will do it.

Ideal Climate, Magnificent Scenic Environment,

Pure Water, No Irrigation, Annual Rainfall Of 35

Inches, Bottom Land, Less Wind Than Any Spot

In America, Sandy Loam Soil, Perfect Drainage,

All Fruits Raised But Citrus Plants, Tropical Vege-
tation Grown In Front Yards, Earliest Fruits

OUR PLAN WILL INTEREST YOU
The Purchaser of 5. 10 or 20 acres of ROSEBURG HOME ORCHARD TRACTS, in the

UMPQUA VALLEY, will benefit by the following advantages:

WE WILL set out hi« trees this Fall, cultivate them for 3 years without cost for trees or

cultivation.

WE WILL plant between the trees such root plants as will grow to the best advantage,

providing the seed, working the soil and marketing the product, without cost.

WE WILL divide the net profits of this inter-tree development with the purchaser and

firmly believe that his half will almost pay the monthly installments on the land bought.

WE WILL, at the end of three years, turn the orchard over to the purchaser, almost ready

to bear, in perfect condition. This company is reserving 300 acres for its ovm cultivation.

LOW PRICE : EASY TERMS : SPLENDID INVESTMENT : IDEAL HOME

W. C. HARDING LAND CO. fS^^^^'^^Wok
V.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisTa. It will be appreciated.
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I Will Sell it to You
for $5.00 a Week

Geo. E. Barstow
President

Pecos Valley Land &
Irrigation Co.

OF

BARSTOW
TEXAS

Any one who Is familiar with
the resiilis trom Texas lrrli;ated
Land will tell you that the Kafesc,
gareut way to xaln a large and pcr-
Riunent Income from a pmall out-

lay Is to t;et hold of a few acres ot
TexiiR Irrlirated l.aiid.

Hut , here lofore, It has required
some capital—at least a ft w hund-
red dollars—and It has been neces-

sary for the purchas-
er to go and live on
the land and develop
It.

Now,my company
makes It possible for

yoa to (cet ten acres
of the finest kind of
Texas Irrigated

Ij&nd allnnderon1tivatlon,income property from the
very be^lnnlnif ,

If you can save (3.00 a week.
you eun ko and live on it—absolutely assured ot

an Independent living from it alone.
or arrangements will be made to have It culti-

TBted for you for a small vhure of tlie crops.
Now lean and will proveallttiUfrom the hlgbestauthorltles

In the land.
All you have to do Is—write to me and say, "Prove to me that

ten acres of your TexaH Irriprated Land can be made to produce
an Income of from 11,000.00 to t5.0(iu.( a year."

1 have the proof, so read what my company will do for you.

New Safe Land Plan
I will deliver at once to the Citizen s State Hank of Ramtow,

Texan, a Warmnty Deed to ten uores of the land of the Pecos
Valley Land and Irrigation C:«mi>any as per the subdivision
of the Company's properly made by John Wilson and filed for
record » Ith the County Clerk of Ward County, Texas.

1 will deliver at once to you, one of
nnr Secured Land t'niitraots for the War-
lanty l>eed at tlio Bank—on the contract
nppeai s a certlllcate signed by an Ottlcer
of the Hank and certifying that the Hank
has your d'cd and will deliver It to you
rocor ilngto the terms ot your Secured
Ijind Contract. The Hank acts as an Inde-

p< ndent agent (or both of us—to guaran-
tee fair play.

You must pay 13.00 a week, or at the
rateof t3.00n weekln monthly, quarterly,
enil annual or annual jiaymcnts.

Or you can pay as much faster as
yon like.

At the end of each year—If you take more than a year to
complete >our piymeuts—you will bo credited with 6 per cent
per annum on the amount you have paid.

•16 down and (3 a week paid regularly, and the Interest
credits, will mature your Contract In a little over two and three-
fourths years.

But you can mature your Contract by paying the same total

amount, M83, In a day, a mom li, six months, a year, or In any less
time than i\ years, and whenever your rcirular receipts and
your Interest allowance credit receipts total Mm, all you have to
do to get your hind is to take or send your receipts and your con-
tract to the Cliizen's State Bank at Barstow, Texas, together
with twentv-eluht vendor lieu notes each (or 130, payable one
every three months for seven years.

The Hank will thm give you yonr Warranty Peed to the
land, which, a<'eor<llng to tlie Contmet and the Ueed, must be

lly Irrigated and all under cultlvailon.
Homombor this Is ten acres of land which I must flr«t prove

i* capable of producing an Income of from 11,000 to (fi,0OU a year.

Safeguarded
The Bank will deliver your deed
direct to you when your $3.00 a
week and interestcredits total $483.00

It Doesn't Take Long

even

I land.

You get this land for (4S3, which yon can pay In less than
three years—tl5dowii and tS a week—and you then liaveonly four
•39 notes each year for seven years to pay out of your Income.

Can you hope In any other way, so safe and sure as this, tc
have so large an Independent income In so short a timet

I believe the purchase of Texas Irrigated Land to be the be«t

way for a man ot small meaus to make himself Independent
And I believe I am qualified to pas.i judgment as I have been In
terested In Irrigation matters locally and nationally for 15 years

The resuUs are simply astounding to those who areanfanUl
lar with the great subject of Irrigation.

And I b«lleve the happiest man these days Is the man with
the little ten acre irriu'nted farm—(President Roosevelt says,
"Even B acres is enough to tnpport a famiiy end keep It busy").

The owner of a Ten Acre Irrigated Farm doesn't have to
"knuckle to the boss," nor strain his conscience In the strugKla
of the Intense commercialism of the day.

His Income Is practically untouched by "financial depression."
His living and peace o( mind are not dependent upon tiM

whim of any man.
He Is king in his own little domain.
He can mal^e his little ten acres earn as much as a quartet

section (100 acres) unli rlgated, would produce—as much as b*
tween twenty and eighty thousand dollars In cash would brine
loaned out at 8 percent.

He has his close neighbors, his telephone, good roads, schooU
and churches-In fact, all thecomloitsand conveniences of life

that come with the prosperous closo-kuit community, though
they pass by the great isolated farm.

The land I want you to buy Is all good rich soil. Irrigated
from (Canals and Ditches already constructed In the moetap
proved modern fashion an<i carrying an abundant supply of
water taken from the ever-tlow ing Pecos River.

It is within a few miles of Barstow, Texas, and Pecos City,
Texas, (the two towns are only 6}^ miles apart—the land lies be-

tween the towns and a little to the north) and served bv the Texas
& Pacltlc Railway and the Pecos Valley Line of the Santa Fe
System.

With rich soli, a splendid climate and the uncertain quantity—moisture—eliminated, agriculture and
hortlcu Iturecan here be scienti fically car-
ried on to the splendid profit of the land
owner.

The abundant crops of largreand In

every other way superior hays, grraina.

cotton, vegetables and fruits are equaled
In only a very few favored spots.

The justly celebrated Barstow Qrapes
are considered by many to be even better
.—variety for variety—than those raised
in Southern California— and we are l,aM
miles nearer the great Eastern market.
But all this is the merest outline of what
I desire to show you In detail. I am only

attempting to make It clear loyou that you can have an assured
Independent living income In less than three years If you can
possibly save 13 a week.

I have promised to sulmiit the proof. All yon have to do Is

write for it. Will you do that tod.iy, even If you can't commence
right away f I want the addres:i of every man or woman who is

willing to save (3 a week if I can prove that the result will be
financial Independence In less tlu>n three short years.

There Is nothing philanthropic about this proposition, bat I

especially want to hear from the wage-earners. I have worked
for fifteen ye^irs lo develop this Irrigation Sy.xtem and this com
muniy. It uoulil bo gratif\ Ing to me to havu those who moM
need it reap the benelUs of mv laliors.

It will tHJ moroconvenlCMt foryou tonddrcBsmeat8t.Lonl«,
and I am eiinipped there to best answer y<.u.

GEORGE E. BARSTOW. Prarident
Paoea Valley Land and Irrigation Company, et Barstow, TMcaa.

8S1 Missouri Trust Bld«., St. Louis. Mo.

Don't forget to mention The rnoiflr Monthly when dealing with adyertlsers. It will bo approrlate^.
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THERE ARE MANV LANDS OF OPPORTUNITY A.DVXRTISED

Why? Because
OREGON
OREGON
OREGON
OREGON

OREGON
OREGON

with an area over twice that of Ohio, has a population
of 600,000; Ohio's population is 5,000,000.

farmers and fruit raisers have a ready market for their

products. No extreme heat or cold to hurt their crops.

has an area of 61,277,240 acres; of this but 20,000,000

acres are under cultivation.

today presents more opportunities than any other state,

because there are so many openings here—industrial

and agricultural.

lands which sold for a few dollars per acre but five

years ago &rc now worth hundreds of dollars.

18 the home of a happy, healthy dnd prosperous peo-
ple. Join them.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
APPLY TO THE

«-- PORTLAND -

k4«Mwi
DEPT. B .

PORTLAND, OREGON m
Don't forget to mtntlon The Paolflc Monthly when dpallng with adTcrttsers. It will be appreciated.
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HANFORD
ON THE COLUMBIA
30,000 Acres-All Irrigable

IN THE HEART
OF THE BEST
FRUIT BELT
IN WASHINGTON

A Rich, Deep, Friable Soil

A Mild Winter Climate
Unfailing Water Supply
Unsurpassed Transportation
Accessible to Markets

These features, combined with early maturing of crops, make

HANFORD the best irrigation proposition open to the public

today. YOU should investigate HANFORD.

For Further InformationADDRESS
HANFORD IRRIGATION & POWER CO.

SEATTLE OR
HANFORD
WASHINGTON

SEATTLE OFFICE. OVER SEATTLE NATIONAL BANK

Don't forgi't to mentlou The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreci.ited.
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Charlotte a la Baronne

Made wilh

NABISCO
SUGAR WAFERS
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Tlie hostess who delights in

surprising her guests with some

new and unexpected dainty serves

NABISCO
SUGAR WAFERS

RECIPE
Remove almost all the center from a round

sponge cake and cover the edges of the cake
with NABISCO Sugar Wafers, held in position
with Royal Icing. Tie band of pink ribbon
around center and place on dish. Mix one cup-
ful of chopped fruits; add eighteen Festinoa,
one tablespoonful of sugar and three of orange
syrup. Soak for one hour. Strain off liquid
and add fruits to one pint of whipped cream.

Heap the mixture in the wafer case just before

serving. Decorate with halves of NABISCO
Sugar Wafers and walnut meats.

Don't forjret to roontlon The Pacific Monthly when donllng with ndvprtlsprs. It will Im- iipprccUtiHl.
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In ten cent tins

Also in twenty-five cent tins \

Don't forget to montlon The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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THE YOUTH'S COMPAN
For 1909

The Best Christmas Present
for S 1.75

There never was a household to which a Christmas Present of a year's subscription

for The Youth's Companion did not bring unfeigned pleasure. If it is given to one

of the younger members of the family, the older ones will have a large share in it.

What other present costing so little is so certain to be appreciated and welcomed ?

The fifty-two issues for 1909 will contain as much reading as twenty
400 page books offiction, history, etc., ordinarily costing $1 .50 each.

Send for Sample Copies of the Paper and Illustrated Announcement of the New Volume.

CHRISTMAS PRBISBINT COUPON.
EVERY NEW SUBSCRIBER who at once cuts out and sends this slip (or the name of this publi-

cation) with $1.75 will receive jM4a

All the remaining issues for 1908, including the
Thanhsgiving and Christmas Holiday Numbers.
The 1909 Calendar, " In Grandmother's Garden,"
lithographed in thirteen colors, sire 8x24 inches.

Then The Companion for the 52 weeks ol 1909 — a library of the best reading for all the family.

GIFT 1.

GIFT 2.

THE, YOUTH'S COMPANION. BOSTON. MASSACHUSETTS.
Don't forgvt to mention The Pacific MoiiUily when dealing with odviTtlsora. It will bt> appnH-latwI.



jfo^Ooor-knocker To The
'Bell

LONG
DISTANCE

lELEPHONE

Bell System.

THF
old punched lanterns and the door-

knockers savor now of romance, but

only the distance of years can c?.st a

mellow enchantment over the wet cloaks and

the soggy shoes.

Amid the comforts of their own firesides,

or in their offices, when men to-day pick up

their telephones, they do not look down the

line of the past to picture the door-knocker—but are we all very different from this door-

knocking ancestor in our manifest annoyance

at slight delays ?

We call a number. We do not think of the

time jtfz;^<^ over the old method of communi

cation. We want the connection right off-
—

whether it is a block away, a furlongor a league.

So, like the old door-knocker, we knock the

louder—by again ringing the bell or pounding

on the transmitter—frequently in our haste

undoing a portion of what has already been

patiently done towards estiiblishing the con-

nection wanted.

Even in the face of impatience the equi-

poise of the operator is maintained as well as

it can be. The unswerving endeavor of the

management of the American Telephone and

Telegraph Company and its associated Bel

companies is to make its thousands of ex-

change operators all measure to the same

standard.

There will be some girls brighter than

others, some with quicker perception and

sweeter dispositions.

If you had to subscribe to six telephone

systems in your locality
—in order to cover

the field as it is now covered by the one

universal Bell system
—do you imagine the

girl operators would be different i*

There is a moral to this advertisement—
intended for all Bell subscribers and prospec-

tive subscribers. It is this :

Treat the girl operator as if she were both a

girl and ati operator and as ifshe were present.

It enables her to serve you more quickly— more intelligently
— and consequently

saves you time.

Telephoning is a mutual operation, with

mutual obligations. The maintenance of

the most practical, complete, universal tele-

phone system that human work can accom-

plish involves like mutual obligations.

It is the desire of the American Telephone

and Telegraph Company and the associated

Bell companies to let the public know and

appreciate what they are doing and how this

universality of service may best be maintained.

American Telephone ^ Telegraph Company



Pompeiian
fraveler's Ink Fill

$7.50

Traveler's

Filler. 25 cts.

Write for Chrittmaa Book, Free.

It is a bit hard to select appropri:\te gifts for the members of your family or for a circle of friends.
It is a fine thing to know an article which is as acceptable to all kinds of people as a Waterman's Ideal.
When making out your list do not forget yourself. Make this a Waterman Christmas for you and every-
body else ; is the best present to express thoughtfulness, utility and beauty.

Ask any dealer to show you the Catalogue of Waterman's Ideals

and the pens he has ii. stock. Look foi the globe trade-mark. Beware of itnitations

L. E. Waterman & Company, 1 73 Broadway, N. Y.
Shch.KilSl
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